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Jjttlc things of large importancefront

the William Fox studio

O. Henry
Stories

jl t often happens in the theatre that the long picture

on the program has failed to please you, yet you are de-

lighted with one or several of the "short subjects" that

complete the bill. William Fox has given the greatest

care" to these little "Gems of the Picture Program."

Richard Harding Davis wrote the cele-

Van Bibber brated Van Bibber stories from which

Comedies
is macje the series of short "society

comedies" in which Earle Foxe has won just renown.

Van Bibber Comedies have been ruling favorites in high-

class theatres for the last two seasons.

The stories by Mabel Herbert Urner
Married Life pubHshed in the newspapers for fifteen

of Helen years uncJer this title have now been

and Warren seCured by Fox—a new treat for lovers

of the little good things of the screen. Kathryn Perry

and Hallam Cooley play Helen and Warren respectively

throughout the series.

Imperial
Comedies

You will see them live and move on the

screen—those entertaining characters ere'

ated by America's greatest short story

genius, O. Henry. William Fox has made a series of new

comedy dramas from these "Gems of Fiction." Never

before screened- -these little masterpieces visualize for

theatre patrons stories and characters long beloved in

thousands of American homes.

The old "slap-stick" comedies are things

of the past—so far as Fox is concerned!

No custard pie or glue-pot messiness mars

the entertainment that ceaselessly rolls through these the

cleanest, cleverest and most sestful comedies of this kind.

Pretty girls galore, real plots, many clever animal actors—

and brains used in the mixing!

A vivid, stirring, gripping presentation

of the great events of the world unfolded

before your eyes. The scenes of today

that will, be the history of tomorrow, caught by the all-

seeing eye of the camera, brought to you with speed,

sincerity and truth—and a wonderful feeling for the

human angle!

New, novel, charming and beautiful bits

of romance from the far places of the

world. Pictures that push back the walls

of the theatres and take you through the lands you

dream of seeing—that give you the feeling of far

and brave adventures of your own.

Eight Expeditions

are in far lands

seeking FOX VARIETIES

cpicy add spice to your
'favorite entertainment

Fox Film Corporation
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Just a few drops
combed into the
hair and almost
Immediately you
can see "listless
locks" begin to
take on new life,
new lustre, and
new silky sheen.

And in 20 minutes
your mirror shows you a new^L0t hail'-m«oeiTed andcurled as you like it best-

artificial beauty-parlor mw-
ess could possibly duplicate.

^Marvelous New
Spanish Liquid

Makes any hair beautifully curl>
in 20 minutes

The Spanish Beggar's
Priceless Gift
By Winnifred Ralston

FROM the day we started to school,
Charity Winthrop and I were called
the touseled'hair twins.

_
Our mothers despaired of us. Our hair

simply wouldn't behave.
'

As we grew older the hated name still

clung to us. It followed us through the
grades and into boarding school. Then
Charity's family moved to Spain and I
didn't see her again until last New Year's
eve.

A party of us had gone to the Drake
Hotel for dinner that night. As usual I
was terribly embarrassed and ashamed of
my hair.

Horribly self-conscious I was sitting at
the table, scarcely touching my food, wish-
ing I were home. It seemed that everyone

2
™°n

,

de
l
M

> lustrous, curly hair but me
and I felt they were all laughing, or, worse
pitying me behind my back.
My eyes strayed to the dance floor and

there I saw a beautiful girl dancing with
lorn Harvey. Her eye caught mine and
to my surprise she smiled and started to-
ward me.

About this girl's face was a halo of
golden curls. I think she had the most
beautiful hair I ever saw. My face must
have turned scarlet as I compared it men-
tally with my own straggly, ugly mop.
Of course you have guessed her identity

~^kr?
uty Winthrop who once had dull

Ight hair like mine.
had been five long years since I had
her. But I simply couldn't wait. I

ted out
—

"Charity Winthrop—tell me
t miracle has happened to your hair?"
>he smiled and said mysteriously, "Comemy room and I will tell you the whole
ry-

Charity tells of the beggar's gift
"Our house in Madrid faced a little, old plasa

where I often strolled after -my siesta. -

'Miguel, the beggar, always occupied the end
bench of the south end of the plana. I always
dropped a few centavos in his hat when I passed and
he^soon grew to know me.
"The day before I left Madrid I stopped to bid

him goodby and. pressed a gold coin in his palm."
Hija mia, ' he said, "You have been very kind

to an old man. Digamelo (tell me) senorita, what
it is your heart most desires."

"I laughed at the idea, th'er said jokingly, 'Mi-
guel, my hair is straight and dull. I would have it
lustrous and curly."

"Oigame, senorita," he said—"Many years ago—
a Castihan prince was wedded to a Moorish beauty.
Her hair was black as a raven's wing and straight as
an arrow. Like you, this lady wanted los pelos risos
(curly hair). Her husband offered thousands of pesos
to the man who would fulfill her wish. The prise
fell to Pedro, the Droguero. Out of the roots and
herbs he brewed a potion that converted the princess'
straight, unruly hair into a glorious mass of ringlet
curls. • • ° •

"Pedro, son of the son of Pedro, has that secret
today. Years ago I did him a great service. Here
you will find him, go to him and tell your wish."

I called a coche and gave the driver the address
Miguel had given me.
At the door of the apothecary shop, a funny old

hawk-nosed Spaniard met me. I stammered out my
explanation. When I finished, he bowed and van-
ished into his store. Presently he returned and
handed me a. bottle.

"Terribly excited—I could hardly wait until I
reached home. When I was in my room alone, I
took down my hair and applied the liquid as direct-
ed. In twenty minutes, not one second more, the
transformation, which you have noted, had taken
place.

"Come, Winnifred—apply it to your own hair and
see what it can do for you."
Twenty minutes later, as I looked into Charity's

mirror I could hardly believe my eyes. The impos-
sible had happened. My dull straight hair had
wound itself into curling tendrils. My head was a
mass of ringlets and waves. It shone with a lustre
it never had before.
You can imagine the amazement of the others in

the party when I returned to the ballroom. Every-
body noticed the change. Never did I have such a
glorious night. I was popular. Men clustered about
me. I had never been so happy.
The next morning when I awoke, I hardly dared

look in my mirror, fearing it had all been a dream.
But it was true—gloriously true. My hair was
curly and beautiful.

For a long time I kept the secret to myself, but
1 felt that all women should be given this remark-
able beauty aid. So it has been made available

through the Century Chemists. They hav«*«~
to act as distributors under a most liberal triariT
which makes this new found beauty secret availab
to all women, regardless of their financial status.Wow the golden opportunity is yours. You no
longer have to spend large sums of money in beauty
shops, or endanger your hair by "permanentW
ir 'J?1

-

%'s remarkable Spanish Curling Fluid,
called Wave-Sta will bring you beautifully curly
hair in 20 minutes. One application will keep your
hair beautiful a week or more.

„, P
"' 1 d

f
Iav another minute. Take advantage of

this liberal trial offer now and always have thr
beautiful curly hair 'you want.

Liberal Trial Offer
(Only One Bottle to a Family)

.1

F°^ a
.M,

I

?
ited

c.
ti™c '

/'S'
e are offering a full-sise bot-

tle of Wave-Sta (Spanish Curling Fluid) at
price that covers only the cost of compounding, at
vertising and selling, which we figured down -

Under the terms of special trial offer you do nothave to send any money in advance. Simply sign

brings this remarkable beauty aid, just pay him
41.9/, plus a few cents postage, and your hairworries are ended forever.
This offer may not be 'repeated. Remember, we

ht h l!

Sk
' ¥ Wave-Sta" doesn't make 'yoTrhair beautifully curly, give it new life, new lustre,new silky sheen, all you have to do is notify uand your money will be returned in full Haveyou ever heard of a fairer offer?

,-n-W
E—With each order for "Wave-Sta" we will

These will .
U

ff.'

y free
'

3 COmpIete set of

with thl 1

y°U
,

t0 gf an even better eff«twith this marvelous curling liquid

CENTURY CHEMISTS
Jackson Blvd., at Desplaines St., Chicago, 111.
Send no money—simply sign and mail the

coupon

_
, „ CENTURY CHEMISTS

Chicago! ili:

at Desplaines Dept. 120,

Gentlemen: Please send me, in plain wrapper hv
S!"

re
1

Par^eL I55
st'. a fu" si*«i bottle of "Wave-

special' curies
Cf5„ FluM

» and » fee set of

trial r,rS of ./o/'11
,

pay
.

Postman the specialniai price of $1.97, plus few cents postage ondelivery, with the understanding that if after a 5-
flay trial, I am not perfectly delighted with this

£n?fiXmgh 1

i?f
,id

- I
may retum the »n™ed con-

mTmoney
he
in
b
°fu!f.

"* y°U WiU im™<» return

Name
Address _ _

man calls, you may enclose $2 and 'Vave-Rti"will be sent to you postpaid.
Bta
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(tThe Spirit of the Movies"

Gloria Swanson was
entertained while on
location by Governor
Howard M. Gore of
West Virginia. Allan
Dwan, director, and
Marquis de la Falaise

are just bac\ground
for the girl on the
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She is Yours, Master!"
SICK at heart the trembling girl shuddered at the words that

delivered her to this terrible fate of the East. How could she
escape from this Oriental monster into whose hands she had

been given—this mysterious man of mighty power whose face none
had yet seen?

Here is an extraordinary situation. What was to be the fate
of this beautiful girl? Who was this strange emissary whom no one
really knew ?

To know the answer to this and the most exciting tales of
Oriental adventure and mystery ever told, read on through
the most thrilling, absorbing, entertaining and fascinating
pages ever written.

Masterpieces of Oriental Mystery

TT 1"ERIT j ou are offered no ordi-
JLJL nary detective stories. In
these books the hidden secrets,

mysteries and intrigues of the
Orient fairly leap from the pages.
Before your very eyes spreads a
swiftly moving panorama that
takesyoubreathless fromthe high
places of society—from homes of
refinement and luxury, to sinister

underworlds of London and the
Far East—'from Piccadilly and
Broadway to incredible scenes be-
hind idol temples in far off China
—from hidden cities inthejungles
of Malay along strange paths to
the very seat of Hindu sorcery.

1 1 Mystery Volumes
Packed with Thrills

Be the first in your community to own
these, the most wonderful Oriental mys-
tery stories ever published—books that

1 1 Superb Volumes by SAX ROHMER
Written with his uncanny knowledge of things Oriental

have sold by the hundred thousand at
much higher prices—books you will en-
joy reading over and over again. Hand-
somelybound in substantial cloth covers,
aproudadornmentforyourtable orshelf

.

Forget Your Troubles-
Relax—Enjoy Yourself!

These are the sort of stories that Pres-
ident Wilson, Roosevelt and other great
men read to help them relax—to forget
their burdens. To read these absorbing
tales of the mysterious East is to cast
your worries into oblivion—to increase
your efficiency many times over.

Extraordinary Offer

—

Don't Wait a Minute!
Printing these volumes by the hundred
thousand when paper was cheap makes
this low price possible. Only a limited
number left. Don't lose a minute!

Complete Sets on Approval

—

Send No Money!
Just mail the Free Examination Coupon
Today Sure! Read them TEN DAYS
FREE, without a penny down.

% Beautiful Book Ends

FREE
IF YOU MAIL Jm
COUPONNOW^

A limited quantity on hand of fbeautiful sphinx polychrome
book-ends, will be sent abso- H-25
lutely FREE as a premium » At Dept. M<t
for promptness with the A,'W «» »v
first orders from this Ad. ^J'A crowr

J

After you have received ci?.4> .5 . .„
your set for free examina- MACKENZIE
tion, just mail your first A c& 30 Irving Place
installment within ten OVC* N™ Ynrlt N Y
days and these two TW "ew IorK

»
»"

handsome book-ends -^v
(5 in. high) will be
delivered t

TWF

mi.cw
TALKS

OF
"

SKCfe!

'QUEST
OF TiiE
JACKED
Sf.lPPEK

3 <0V5> Please send me on
>S» approval, all charges

_ to you ^ prepaid, your special

FREE— but iCv^i, set of Masterpieces of

send the ^?<<? Oriental Mystery in 11send the «*<V handsomely bound clothcoupon J^"^* volumes. If after 10 days'
today! j^A? free examination I am con-

,SP
,

.£P' vinced they are the most extra-
s' ordinary, most fascinating Ori-
! ental mystery stories J have ever

A. read and are easily worth twice the
Prl

S,
e

-
1 Wl11 keeP the books and send

^(•'"V e
y°u Sl.OO promptly and $1.00 a month,i™ f*.w prompxiy ana SI. 00 a month

toronly 12 months; when you receive my
first paymentyou aretosend me promptly

absolutely free, two beautiful polychrome
sphinx book-ends. Otherwise, I will return

the set within ten days of receipt at your
expense, the examination to cost me nothing.

Name

,

SIQN THE BARGAIN COUPON>W0W
Street.

City
,

IcKinlay, Stone & Mackenzie tt&fEftSi Af Occupation .

tmmm um\



SCREE N L A N D

cA romance of the ranches

with the thrills

Vroduced by

C. W. PATTON

With

JACK
MULHALL

and

HELEN
FERGUSON

An Answer Page of Information.

Address: Miss Vee Dee,

Screenland, 236 W. 5 5th St.,

New York City.

(( Shannon Chrisman,

reading her boo\

of etiquette.

cA drop of the sword—a blast

from a bugle and the race for

homesteads was on. Who won

out in this struggle for land ?

Here is a new Patheserial

that will interest you from

the start of the first episode,

leave you breathless at the

end of it, and bring you back

to the theatre each week to

see the succeeding chapters.

You will be intrigued by

the clever story ofthe found-

ing ofthe famous 101 Ranch.

You will be thrilled by the

exciting spectacle of circus

life. You will be moved by

the romance of the un-

bounded ranches. Don't

miss a single chapter of

' 'Wild West."

Patheserial

Max W. Va.). Ann Penn 'n£°" ^
her dimpled knees will grace Tom Mix s

next picture. We knew that European trip

would put ideas in lfl Tommy> head.

1401 Western Ave., Hollywood, is Anns

temporary address.

Charles Bush. Glad to hear from you

again. Richard Talmadge is at V. B. U.

Studios, Hollywood. Arthur Rosson was

his director.

i W J (Bermuda). You did not en'

c'icse stamped envelope for a reply; if you

wish a direct answer you must do this.

Edythe G. h>.pey. Mae Marsh was the

little sister in The Birth of a Nation. See

reply to J. W. J.
(Bermuda)

the map. Every mail brings a dozen en

quirks for the name of the actress born

?n this place. What's the idea—solving a

cross wo^d puzzle? Barbara Bedford seen,

to be the best-known actress from there.

And my gosh, Anna, don t call Rod La-

Rocque a newcomer; he's the well-known

Cecil de Mille star.

D M (Winona). Winnipeg, Canada,

is Claire Adams' home town Claire is in

her early twenties and weighs 111. ^on

stance Bennett is from New York; blond

blue eyes, plump and pleasing and a girl

we are going to hear more ot!

Robert Con\lin. Find out the companies

producing the type of scenario you are writ-

ing and send along your script to them.

B L (Long Beach). No, Constance

Bennett and Enid are not sisters Con-

stance is the daughter of Richard Bennett

and Adrienne Morrison, both well known

on the New York stage. She has two sis-

ters, Barbara, a dancer, and a still younger

one who is at school. Enid is an Aus-

tralian and also has two sisters: Mar]one

on the stage in Australia, and Katherine

playing small parts with Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer. Ethel Grey Terry was born in

Oakland, Cal., and educated in Boston

Commenced stage career' with Belasco and

her screen career with Famous. She is 5.6,

weighs 130, and has brown hair, dark com-

plexion and gray eyes.

Robert Smith and Horma Marie Nash.

Tom Mix's address is care Fox Studios,

1401 Western Ave., Hollywood, so write

him yourself, Bob, and I don't supply pho-

tographs of actors, actresses, or myself.

What's this conspiracy of every one asking

for my photo anyhow? I'll print it some

day and surprise you.

Fannie Martin, Leo Par\s and Ethel

Kriz. So you want to be movie stars;

well, I often feel that way myself when I

hear the salaries they get.

Manuel Nevis. Richard Rowland is head

of the First National Pictures, Inc., and

his address is 383 Madison Ave., N. Y.

Rose Macree. The blonde actress you

mention commenced her stage career in

Everywoman and also at one time played

the title role in The «er Girl. L re-

member going to The Quaker Girl as a

birthday treat when I was just a youngster

and as I am no longer a blushing ingenue,

that wasn't ten or even fifteen years ago,

but good luck to her if she can come back.

Yes I saw the photo you mention; ap-

parently calories have played a part since

then.

Melinna Sweet. Address Blanche Sweet

care of First National Pictures 383 Madi-

son Ave., N. Y. Blanche is a blonde with

blue eyes.

A.SK YOUR MOTION PICTURE THEATRE

Chickie Boots. See answer to Robert

Conklin. Address Mae Murray at the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City, and Douglas Fairbanks at the Fair-

banks Studios, Hollywood. William b.

Hart is very much alive and his address is

United Artists Studios, Hollywood.

H. KUmaszews\i. Thanks for all the nice

things you say about us; of course 1 agree

with you. I hate to prophesy regarding

Ben Hur—I might "jonah" it—but rumor

has it that this picture will see the light

of day around Christmas. A little gift to

the believers. When it is due in Detroit 1

dare not even think.

readers are certainly putting DuChien on Q. Nilsson. Shirley was born in Brooklyn



what a whale ofa difference I

just afew cents make I

901. That is Irene Rich's rea. name;
>out thirty-five. Colleen Moore, whose
'1 name is Kathleen Morrison McCormack,

! born August 19, 1902. Ronald Col-

man is married to an Englishwoman named
Thelma Raye, and if my eyes deceive me
not I recollect seeing Miss Raye on the
stage in Australia about eight years ago.

;

Address Aileen Pringle care Metro-Gold- ;

wyn, Culver City, Cal. Not married at the
j

moment. Alberta Vaughn's engagement
j

was broadcasted; she arrived on this planet
in 1906. Address her at the F. B. O. ;

Studios. 780 Gower Street, Hollywood,
j

I'm still not discouraged; so bring on your
questions, Jackie.

Helene L. Darling. Shirley Mason has
two sisters, Viola Dana and Edna Flugrath.
Pola Negri was born in 1897. Gloria Swan-
son the same year. Bebe Daniels' birth-
day was January, 1901: Barbara La Marr is

24, and Anna Q. Nilsson is in her thirties.

Emmett >(. Oh Em, you embarrass me.
Priscilla Dean is a brunette—hair and eyes
brown. Dorothy Phillips has chestnut col-
ored hair and gray eyes. Was married to
the late Alan Holubar and has one child,
a girl.

William Brielofi. Read down these col-
umns and you will see the addresses of the
stars from time to time; if there are any
others you want let me know.

Maude Hallum. Hoot Gibson, Universal
Studios, Culver City, and Pola Negri, Rich-
ard Dix, Ricardo Cortes, and Bebe Daniels
are all at the Lasky Studios, Vine Street,
Hollywood. Gloria Swanson is at the
Paramount Studios, Astoria. Long Island,
New York. Mary Pickford, 7100 Santa
Monica Blvd.: Rudolph Valentino, United
Artists Studio, Hollywood; Jack Hoxie,
Universal Studios, Culver City; Constance
Talmadge and Corinne Griffith, both at
United Studios, Hollywood; Patsy Ruth
Miller works for Warner Bros., 5842 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood; and Fred Thomson is

an F. B. O. player, The Studios, 780 Gow-
er Street, Hollywood. Antonio Moreno is

at present in Europe, address unknown.

Miss Inquisitive. Pola Negri was born
in Poland twenty-eight years ago. She was
educated there and commenced her career
as a dancer with the Imperial Russian
Ballet. The first picture to bring her to
the notice" of the American public was
"Passion," originally titled "DuBarry."
Brought to this country by Famous Players
she has been seen in their pictures exclu-
sively. Married and divorced; no children.
Latest picture "Crossroads of the World."
So you want Pola to win the popularity
contest, eh? Barbara Bedford is in her
early twenties; she played in "Trailing
Shadows" prior to "The Tal\ers." Her
next picture will be "Joseph Greer and His
Daughter." Yes, married. Laska Winters
is comparatively a newcomer in pictures
and very little known about her. Florence
Vidor was born in 1895; Alma Rubens is
about 28. Miss Rubens has been married
once and is now engaged to Ricardo Cor-
tez. Lewis Stone is an American and a
graduate of the Barnard Military Academy.
That is his real name and he is also a real
honest-to-goodness Major. A splendid ac-
tor, isn't he?

Helene L. Darling. Viola Dana, Shirley
Mason and Edna Eugrath are sisters.
Gloria Swanson and Pola Negri are both
twenty-eight. Bebe Daniels was born in
1901; Barbara LaMarr is twenty-four: Anna
Q. Nilsson in early thirties.

(Continued on page 68)

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE
Trados Modei No. 25 corrects
now all ill-shaped noses quickly,
painlessly, permanently and com-
fortably at home. It is the only
adjustable noseshaping appliance
and a safe and guaranteed patent
device that will actually give you
a perfect looking nose. Over
90.000 satisfied users. For years
recommended by physicians. 16
years of experience in manufac-
turing Nose Shapers is at your
semce. Model 25 Junior for

aid
-
freo wtw °V, tre?-„ Write for testimonials

Wrfert lnnlS?.J
e^WnJCh t*"3 y0U how »» Obtain a,l00£nz nose

- Awarded Prize Medal by bi"Wembley Exposition, London, England.

n"-

^!Sr
ETY

'
Pioneer Noseshaping Specialist

Uept. 2494 Binghamton, N. Y.

IMake25°2
perdaywritesRC.Beckham

fiR££TSAMPLES
Sell Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for

*r„ -r, Large Manufacturer Direct to wearpr
£LSSpital experience needed. Many earn Sim 00weekly and bonus. Write for FrlesZmpuT

MADISON MILLS MFCRS, 564 Broadway. Hew York

has solved the problem of
removing unwanted hair pleasant-

ly, without discomfort to the skin
or complexion. This with NEET, a

mild, dainty cream. You merely spread
it on and then rinse off with clear water. That's all;

the nair will be gone and the skin left refreshingly cool,
smooth and white! Old methods, the unwomanly razor
and severe chemical preparations, have given way to
this remarkable hair-removing cream which is the ac-
cepted method of well-groomed women everywhere.
50c per tube. 35,000 Drag and Dept. stores sell

Neet. Money back if it fails to please yon.

HANNIBAL PHARMACAL COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, MO.

U -

Literary Assistance
FOB STUDENTS, TEACHERS, PUBLIC SPEAKERS.

Speeches, Orations, Addresses, Essays, etc., prepared to
order on any subject, $3 per thousand words. Manu-
scripts typewritten correctly for publication (with one
carbon copy) $1 per thousand words. Markets for
Liteirary wares suggested.

F.B.CROSS, STUDIO, 4553 Emerson Ave.. St. Louil, Ms.
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E DIAMONDSSE
from Jason Weiler & Sons, Boston, Mass.

AMERICA'S LEADING DIAMOND IMPORTERS

For over 50 years the house of Jason Weiler & Sons,

of Boston, has been one of. the leading diamond im-

porting concerns in America selling direct by mail

to customers and dealers alike all over, the world at

worthwhile savings. Here are several diamond offers

^direct to you by mail-which clearly demonstrate our

^sttfon To n°ame
y
prices on diamonds that shou d sure-

ly interest any present or prospective diamond purchaser

This one carat diamond is of fine

brilliancy and latest, full-cut.

Mounted in latest style beau-

\ tifully pierced and engraved

14-K. solid gold ring. Order
> this diamond, take it to any
' jeweler and if he says it can
> be duplicated for less than

$200 00 send it back and your

money will be returned at once

without a Quibble. Our CI 4.C fjfl
price direct to you .

jns.uw
"The wearing of a diamond^

ring bespeaks prosperity"

1 carat, #145.00

Ladies'
Platinum
Diamond

Ring

$235.00
Fine, full cut blue-white

This beautifulTSk solid diamond of exceptional

Eh te to\A Ring is ex- brilliancy securely set in

ouYsSelf hand carved and solid platinum ring which

Siu
toect

$46.00 JfflTf. • $235.00

A few weights and prices of other diamond rings:

l^Srat i : 73.00 I 3 carats . . 435.00

If desired, rings will be sent to any bank you may-

name or any .Express

Co. with privilege of

examination. Our dia-

mond guarantee for full

value for all time goes

with every purchase.

WRITE TODAY
FOR THIS .-. -ftfr

CATALOG
FREE ON

"How To Buy
Diamonds"

This book is beauti-

fully illustrated. Tells

how to judge, select

and buy diamonds.
Tells how they mine,

cut and market dia-

monds. This book,

showing weights,
sizes, prices and
uualities. $20.00 to

$20,000.00, is con-

sidered an authority.

Jason Weiler & Sons
194 Washington Street, Boston, Mass

Corner of Washington and Franklin Street, .

Diamond Importers Since 1876

Foreign Agencies: Antwerp. Amsterdam and London

hamonds

i; JasonWhier&n's.
BOSTON

Write
for

your
copy

today
Free

5>ta Secretofa§kin ihats

Millions of attractive women.stace and screen

stars attribute their youthful skins to daily

use of Sem-pray—thefamons almond-scented, .

.

pink complexion cake. Contains imported cos- /

,

metlc oils and beautifiere not possible to put DP In

jam. A clean»!ne crtrnt, skin food arid powder baso

par excellence. Safe, pure-skin apeciallars advise It. "/J,

At all e'oren.* Also Bom-pray Powder. RooKo Lrp
PMfk. P.m-pray .To-ve-na7.668-MSem-pr»y Bldg.,

Grand Rapids. Michigan.

-TV -^7-0W that Coney Island is closed for

the season, filmdom's aristocracy

1 ^ will have to look around for an-

other place to have fun in.
^
No,

Claribelle—we're not kidding you. It's one

of the favorite playgrounds for screen folks

in the east. Why, Charlie himself rode on

the chutes three times befofe he could be

dragged away. Pola Negri had a grand

time there. Marion Davies visits several

times a week when' she's in town, and once

she brought Elinor Glyn along. Before

Bebe Daniels bade Manhattan a fond fare-

well for Hollywood, she was observed cut-

ting up something scandalous on the merry-

go-round. * * *

Larry Gray seems to have made a hit

in New York. He's the young man,

if you recall, who was yanked out of the

production ranks to become an extra and

finally an actor. After his success m Are

Parents People? he was called east to be

Gloria's new leading man. And the last

time we saw him he was getting along fine.

In fact, young Mr. Gray himself was hard-

ly visible for the mob of young women sur-

rounding him. One of them was a famous

stage star and it looked as if she believes

Larry is a little bit of all right. Anyway

he's unspoiled so far, and his cheerful

brown face is a welcome sight among so

many bored white ones.
* * *

THE legends which spring up around a

studio are many and varied. But it re-

mained for Gloria Swanson's smashing suc-

cess to give birth to the newest and the

strangest. It seems—according, probably,

to somebody or other who has never mar-

ried a Marquis or made a million a year

—

that Gloria is trundled from dressing-room

to set in a wheeled chair saving her the

trouble of setting dainty foot upon sordid

studio floor. .

Somehow, though, when we see Gloria

romping around the set with Hank her

husband; or raving about her babys latest

bright saying, we can't swallow that one.

By the way, Famous Players is to be her

film home for the future as it has been

for the past. Just before she left for Vir-

ginia on location for Stage-Struck she en-

tertained a party of Duchesses and Lords

and things like that "on the lot —all ot

which didn't hurt the feelings of the lot

any.

, C( Clara Bow
playing hoo-

\ey with her

\
favorite hoo-

' \eyhound.

Perhaps there has never been a more

popular company than First National

and Sam Rork got together to make

Clothes Ma\e the Pirate. Leon Errol is

the star, and if he becomes anywhere near

as popular among screen people as he is

among his co-workers on the stage he will

be a riot. Then there are the James Ren-

nies_she's Dorothy Gish in public—two ot

the most sought-after members ot our

younger set. Not to mention Nita Naldi,

one of filmdom's champion wise-crackers

and fun-makers. So of course, they, gave a

party. It was 'way up at the studios which

used to be the Cosmopolitan, where Marion

Davies made her pictures. A good time

was had by all—the company saw to that.

ttames Rennie was injured while mak-

J ing this picture. But he isn t talking

about it much, because the injury wasn t

inflicted during a screen battle or anything

romantic like that. Mr. Rennie was hit on

the head by one of the signs which the

third assistant director holds before the

camera when a scene is finished so the

cameraman can shoot it and identify the

scene Mrs. Rennie was worried tor tear

it would swell, but it didn't—the bump o

Jim's head, we mean.

That devoted couple will soon be separ

ated, if present plans are carried out. Dor-

othy is to go to England to make Hell

Gwynne, and won't she be great as that

red-headed hoyden? James would go

along except that he has a contract to

stay in New York as long as he is in

demand as the star of the stage

Spring Fever. Right now it looks

Mr. Rennie will be in demand for a

long time. * * *

-irAOROTHY Sebastian came back to New

JjJ) York the other day and while Dorothy

herself hasn't changed, her job certainly

has When she left she was just a beauty

from the "Scandals" seeking fame m the.

movies. She returns to be starred by Rob-,

ert Kane. And she remains as exuberant

and as humorous as when she started ou\.

Shows she has the makings of a star,
;

doesn't it? * * * q$g

-rn) lanche Sweet was delighted to be vijsj,

ID iting New York again after her lor>g

absence; but after she had been here a week

she was heard to remark that a studio is. a,

studio anywhere, and she might as well

ir

play,

as if

long,
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have stayed in California for all she has
seen of Fifth Avenue and Broadway. She
came to play with Ben Lyon in The 7<[ew
Commandment. But before she left she
managed to dash to see Blanche Yurka in
The Sea_ Woman, which Blanche made for
the movies.

* * *

Miss Sweet—or to call her by her cor-
rect name, Mrs. Neilan—is a hearty

advocate of American clothes for American
girls. When she was abroad she bought
dozens of dresses from the fashionable
French modistes and came back prepared
proudly to display them to her friends.
But she found to her dismay that the
frocks she had spent hundreds for might
be purchased at any one of a row of New
York shops for a mere song. Naturally,
Blanche didn't feel much like singing.

* * *

HIS friends are still kidding Dick Bar-
thelmess about his camping trip. Dick

and Bill Powell decided, as they had fin-
ished their work in The Beautiful City,
that they had earned a vacation and that
Indian summer was just the time to take
it. So they stocked up on provisions,
blankets, a radio, and a good many other
things they had heard were important, and
landed on a small island somewhere in the
Sound. They told their boatman not to
call for them until late the next day—and
prepared to "rough it." Before they had
been there very long they discovered they
had neglected to bring most of the things
they really needed—such as mosquito net-
ting and things like that. A fog descend-
ed with the mosquitoes; and to make mat-
ters worse, the tide began to rise. It rose
and rose until the intrepid adventurers be-
gan to wonder if they were appearing in a
motion picture serial. When the boat came
back for them—at dusk the next day

—

they were still alive, but equally determined
to do their roughing at the Ritz in Atlan-
tic City in the future.

SCR EENLAND
The Warner Brothers just had to have a

Broadway theatre in which to show
their stuff, so they bought the Piccadilly
as readily and as easily as you or I would
buy a new hat. And of course they gave
a luncheon to celebrate the event. But it

was a nice luncheon, at that. There was
a jazz band and the Charleston was per-
formed by professionals. What more could
any one ask—except, maybe, that John
Barrymore had come from Hollywood for
the occasion?

* * *

MONTA Bell is busy directing Menjou
in The King on Main Street and

some one who should know says that when
Monta was trying to convince the produc-
ers that he would make a good director it

was this same King that he particularly
wanted to make. He couldn't convince 'em
then, but it's no effort now.

* * *

John Robertson and his wife, Josephine
Lovett, who writes the Robertson scen-

arios, went to Europe to make scenes for
Queen Calafia, the Ibanez novel which Rob-
ertson will film. It will be the first time
he has left the Barthelmess company for
several years. Dick was down to see them
off. Nita Naldi, according to report, will
soon go abroad to play the Queen.

NILES Welch was in a hotel the other
day when two gfrls of the flapper

variety stared at him, whispered together,
and finally came up. "Pardon me," said
one, blushing furiously, "are—are you Niles
Welch, the movie actor?

Niles has a sense of humor. "Why, no
"

he replied.

"There, Marie," said the girl triumph-
antly to her companion, "I told you so!"

Niles Welch wears glasses except when
he is facing the camera. He looks more
like a successful business man than a movie
hero. And he's just as well pleased.

Gloria Gould is now a full-fledged mo-
tion picture theatre director. She is

"he presiding genius of the new and inti-
mate Embassy which opened its doors on
roadway with The Merry Widow. Miss
lould, who is Mrs. Henry Bishop in pri-
ate life, is tiny and cunning enough, with
ler black bobbed hair and big eyes, to be
in the movies instead of merely presenting
them; but she's very well satisfied with her
fob. She entertained at a garden party
efore the opening and charmed every one
nth her sincerity and evident desire to

Imake good. There's always room for one
more Gloria!

At the premier, the little impresario wore
black .satin costume gown, very long and

nth bouffant skirt—she looked like a Ve-
lasquez come to life. She's only twenty,
and the mother of a baby girl. She has
naively remarked, so they say, that she
wishes to be known for her efforts in di-
recting the theatre rather than as a Gould.
But it is as Gloria Gould that she presides
at the Embassy, just the same. The new
house seats only six hundred so it can be
called exclusive without fear of contradic-
tion. The first-night audience included
Edna Murphy and George Hackathorne

—

yes, together; Betty Jewel, Dagmar Godow-
[sky, and others; while standing at the back
of the theatre peeking over the heads sur-

i

ing lhlm was a little
' ^uiet man named

dolph Zukor. He couldn't get a seat.

IT would seem that one way to g*t a job
in pictures would be to call a director

"uncle." But as it happens, it doesn't
always work, even when family ties entitle
you to the distinction.

Juliet Brenon is a beautiful brunette who
has won distinction on the stage. But she
wanted to win more in pictures. So she
said, "Uncle Berty, I want a job in the
movies. Let me play an extra in one of
your pictures and work up."

Uncle Berty frowned. He didn't want
her to do extra work and he didn't want
to be accused of favoritism by giving her
a part. So Juliet took matters into her
own slim hands. She got her own extra
jobs and made good. She went to Herbert
Brenon again. This time he listened. Her
screen tests looked great. But she had to
go about getting a job in the regular way
before she was finally cast in the important
part of the broken-down mother in The
Street of Forgotten Men. She played it so
well she won praise from everybody—even
her critical uncle. And he felt he could
conscientiously engage her for his next pic-
ture, A Kiss for Cinderella. Strangely
enough, though off the screen the smartest
and gayest of girls, Juliet has so far drawn
sobby mother roles. But she cries very
well.

Now that she's on the eve of "arriving,"
she says she might have arrived sooner 'if

she hadn't had the handicap of being a
famous director's niece!

WHEN
THE MOVIES
WERE YOUNG
By LINDA GRIFFITH

WOW you would enjoy sitting down
for an evening, or for more than

one, to listen to Mrs-. D. W. Griffith talk
of the early days of the old Biograph
Company on 14th Street! And as she
talked of the years between that and the
production of "The Birth of a Na-
tion" you might be turning over her
fine collection of photographs, finding
unfamiliar pictures of stars you have
known— Mack Sennett, Mary Pickford
before her curls became a feature; Mabel
Normand, Dorothy Gish, and many
more.

This is what is given you, . with the
privilege of enjoying it as often as you
like, and of sharing it with as many
friends as you like, in the book

When the Movies
Were Young

By LINDA GRIFFITH

Price $3.00
Freely Illustrated

E. P. DUTTON & GO.
681 FIFTH AVENUE - NEW YORK

Ernest Pechirj _ _
cTs^z° How to Win

Success in Music
Begin with the right instrument. This is the advice
of the world's foremostartists. Conn instruments,
used and endorsed by the most successful players,
are easier to play, most beautiful in tone, perfect in
scale; reliable in action—possess many exclusive
features, yet cost no more than others.
Free Book by Sousa and nine other famous artists
on "Success in Music," helps you
choose the instrument for your tal-
ent. Send now for your copy and
details of Free Trial, Easy Pay-
ments on any Conn instrument,

C. G. CONN, LTD.
1184 Conn Bldg. Elkhart, Ind,



SCREENLAND

An Erich Von Stroheim production

Drowsy with love and smouldering with desire, her haunting eyes ruled

gay Vienna and caused brave hearts to beat faster beneath tight tun'

ics. Then came Prince Danilo—foot'loose and fancyfree to meet his fate. . .

All New York is crowding to see this world'famous picture of love and life

in Vienna's realm of romance, gladly paying two dollars a seat for the

privilege.

You may see it at your iavorite theatre at popular prices—do not let the

opportunity pass!

Von Stroheim and Benjamin Glazer made the adaptation and scenario from the

famous dramatic operetta of Franz Lehar, Victor Leon and Leo Stein, as pro'

duced on the stage by Henry W. Savage.

"More Stars Than There Are in Heaven"

^ ^CtXq^OidWl/n ^SQrer Picture
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"Well done, Vilma Ban\y" — or, as her
own Hungarians would say—

"Egen yo von."
A few months ago Vilma arrived and
politely, smilingly, refused interviews, for
she \new of a better way to introduce her-
self to her new public. So she ' did her
stujff" and her first film has captitred the
citadel of screen success.

"Egen yo von, Vilma!"

((Ronald Colman
and Vilma Ban\y
in "The Dark
Angel."

((Rudolph Valentino has
selected Vilma Ban\y
for his leading woman
for "The Eagle."





oOucky Z3reaks
on BROADWAY

he motion pictures are entering the John Gilbert era. The
wave of popularity which began to surge about this fine
actor when "The Wife of the Centaur' appeared has con-

tinued to rise since "The Merry Widow" opened and has carried hiro
to the crest. Now "The Big Parade" with John Gilbert, regular
American that he is as a Yank doughboy, is said to be better than all
This say the critics, will cause a veritable tidal wave of approval
to splash all over us, and John Gilbert will be the greatest actor on
the screen.

Thus the critics; it is for you, Mr. Public, to decide.

rhe Pony Express galloped into the Rivoli and the Rialto
two of the Famous Players* Broadway theatres, and made
good. But the lucky break of the film came to Wallace

Beery, who, in a secondary part, gives a wonderful performance and
steals the picture.

T 'he Dark Angel is being talked of by every one and every-
where is being applauded, but the break in the picture which
has put George Fittmaurice among the envied is the mar-

velous representation of an enemy barrage. When you see this
picture as you will to see Vilma Banky, watch for this remarkable
bit or direction.

O Greenland's Editorial Offices are just around the corner from

3 u ?
apitf The

f
tre

>
so that we can bear witness that never

has there been a box office line so long as the one that waited to
see Norma Talmadge in Graustar\. Incidentally, this film broke the
Capitol record, taking in $30,000.00 in the first two days
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A Message to Advertisers and

Advertising Agencies

CREENLAND submits for your consideration its new

departure in magazine advertising. Commencing

with the February 132.6 issue, we propose publish-

ing, in connection with our present ninety- six pages a

combined "Art and Advertising" Section, consisting of

eight or more pages, seventy-pound coated stock, present-

ing each month a galaxy of famous screen stars printed

from 150-screen plates; creating a new standard for high

grade magazine advertising and editorial content.

In arranging this new and impressive pictorial feature,

we have provided an opportunity for a limited number of

advertisers to present their message in small or large copy

The eight specimen pages bound herein are intended to

convey an idea of the contemplated finished product.

The specimen advertisements are not to be construed as

even an endorsement of the project; they are presented

solely to illustrate the manner in which advertisers can

tell their own story at $2..oo a line under a guarantee of

150,000 A. B.C. audited circulation.

Available advertising space in Screenland's "Art and Ad-

vertising" Section is limited and the advertising forms of

this special section for the February 19x6 issue will close

December 10th, 192.5.

May we reserve small or large space for you?

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE



Traqrant u>ilh Parfum

HTJary Qarden

Your dealer has them in Rouge (there is no
better), Face Powder, Lip Stick, Toilet Water,

Talcum, Bath Powder, and new Extract

bottles with frosted stoppers.

The face powder in a new round box with

puff
;
compacts very thin, so attractive in

their new attire.

Sole Distributor, Geo. Borgfeldt & Co., Ill E. 16th St., New York

PARFUMERIE RIGAUD, 16 Rue de la Paix, PARIS

Specimen page of "Screenland's" proposed Art and Advertising Section.



Tour Beauty

^Blooms

Anew

Under the deft and enchanting skill

of Madame Mays' scientific meth-

ods, your beauty becomes vivaciously en-

hanced. Wrinkles, freckles andscarsvan-

ish, lines about the eyes are smoothed a-

way.and relaxed tissuesoffaceand throat

are given the new youth of satiny tex-

ture. Treatmentsof usually 10 to iadays

are given amidst all the restfuland elegant

surroundings of a private home- All con-

sultations and
treatments in

y . i 'N^. strictest con-

cMadame \\ fidence.

'cMays
Cface

Specialist

Convincing details

and booklet on request

50 W. 49th St.

}Jew Tor\ City

THE SMALLEST
BUT SMARTEST
UME>RELLA
StiOP IN

PARIS

WILSON
^8, Rue Duphot

Pajahrva

—for leisure

hours.

$32.50
and

$31.50

A smart lounging costume

of gloriously colored

brocaded' Hangchow silk,

in trie Chinese manner.

ORIENTAL ARTS

Poat .Street

3ar\ rral\ci.sco, Calif.

inese maiim

CI ayes

Your tooth-brush can go only so far—

after that it is up to your dentifrice

Squibb's Dental Cream
Made <wiih Squibb''s Milk of Magnesia

SQUIBB'S MILK OF MAGNESIA

—

The Standard of Quality—from which

Squibb's Dental Cream is made-is recommended by physicians everywhere.

It may be purchased in large and small bottles from your druggist. If you

have not used Squibb's Milk of Magnesia, we urge you to try it and note its

definite superiority-its entire freedom from earthy, alkaline taste.

Specimen pag e of "Screenland's" proposed Art and Advertising Section.
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ohnston 's

CHOCOLATES

You will find a special agency

for Johnston's Chocolates in one

of the better class stores in your

neighbourhood

SUMMER or winter, springtime or fall, Johnston's is the

accepted offering—it bears the stamp of social approval . .

.

For Johnston's is good taste. <jWhen you are considering a

graceful gift, one that compliments the recipient as well as

the sender, give Johnston's.

Johnston's is worthy of the sweetest lady in all the world.

ROBERT A. JOHNSTON COMPANY MILWAUKEE

Beauty Hints
THE oldest Beauty Salon in

New York giving the fa-

mous Strapping Muscle Face
Treatment—which so thorough-
ly eradicates disagreeable blem-
ishes and rebuilds the tissues.

Hdry Write for Brochure
describing our com-
plete line of prep-
arations which are
sold direct—insur-
ing absolute fresh-
ness.

7 West Fifty-First Street

At Fifth Avenue, New York

Phones: Circle 7135-7633

EEFTtlE

bhe smartest
I /^l IM/ 1
CCRSEIIERE
for over 25 years

SO RUEROXALE.PARIS

"S-froeks -coats

suite-and-aeeessaries

U.LEBES bGO.
GraniAve. at- Post St-Sanfraruoiseo

Brcxidwayat TTlocrison- tortland.Ore.

Specimen page of "Screenland's" proposed Art and Advertising Section,



Solving your
TRE-JUR'S NEW LOOSE FACE

POWDER is the triumph in

toiletries . . a precious, perfect blend

of supreme quality, exquisite softness

and enchanting odeur. Its touch is

delightfully friendly to the tone and

texture of the skin—its use a pure joy

to all women.

It solves forever the powder prob-

lem—"Which shall it be?" For its

appeal is to the patrician, while its

price is within the reach of all.

problem in
Tre-Jur Face Powder— a generously

large supply in an alluringly lovely

box— for 50c.

Do you knowTRE-JUR COMPACTS,
those beautiful little cases, packed so

handily with finest quality cosmetics?

If not—you must meet the Thinest,

The Purse Size Twin, The Triple

—

amazingly ingenious, amazingly val-

ued, completely compact.

The Thinest—champion of feather-

weight compacts— costs $1 for the

ace powders
single and $1.50 for the double. The
Purse Size Twin, yielding powder

and rouge in a case as lovely as a gem,

is priced $1. The Tre-Jur Triple,

with lipstick, is $1.25. Refills are

always available.

Tre-Jur's Compacts and Tre-Jur's ex-

quisite Powder, in your favorite shaded

are sold at stores that value your

patronage . . or sent by mail from us.

House of Tre-Jur,Inc, 19W. 18th St., N.Y.

Specimen page of "Screen]and's" proposed Art and Advertising Section,
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Si Chic . . . Si Charmante^
. . . this Smart Oval Vanity

initialed with one's individual

monogram ! It conceals every

necessite de beaute', every con-

venience Madame requires

—

even to her cigarettes !

The rich leather-effect case is

embellished with plated bands of

white or green gold. Fitted com-

partments for full mirror, rouge,

powder, keys, coin, cigarettes and

comb. Any jeweler can inscribe

your initials. At Department
Stores, Jeweler's and better class

Drug Stores— Price $7.50.

If your favorite store does not carry 'Berri

Vanities send$7. 50 direct to us. 'dor initialing

remit $1.00 extra. Trintyour initials carefully.

Terri Incorporated
4 West 40th Street New York

imcn page of " Scrrrnland's" proposed Art
and Advertising Section.

ELEANOR BOARDMAN
Meiro-Gold'wyn-Mayer
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The most beautiful "still" of the month.

"Meadows trim with daisies pied, shallow broo\s, and rivers wide;

Towers and battlements it sees bosom'd high in tufted trees."

Ronald Colman and Alice Joyce in "Stella Dal/as
''



SCREENLAND'S EDITORIAL COMMENT

Tut a "Brace Under That Throne

f
arranged to Put the new Atlantic

City beauty winner on the screen as an Ameri-
can Venus. That is a good idea— for we all

.
want to see her. But the real news is that she

weighs 138 founds. And such is the influence of
the screen that all you great big beautiful dolls so

I J
°™°e n°™ a9ain ex6ect the new frocks

to be designed for you and the Poets to sing of your
hicharms.

We think, however, that for screen success the
more important quality is a kindly, generous heart.
1 he girl on our cover this month is one such,

SCREENLAND uses a very scientific form of
color photography for its covers. The actresses who
pose for these covers are reproduced by this process
with their own individual color characteristics.

But, like all new inventions, the color plates are
not always successful, the subject oftentimes having
to Pose for a dozen different plates, through hours
that try the patience and wear the nerves. Could
there be a better test for a kindly, generous nature'?

We are glad to honor Gloria Swanson with a
position on our cover, and it is also our pleasure to
give credit to her for the time she sPent at this work
in the midst of her rush to finish "Stage Struck"
before sailing for Europe.

.... If you would be successful, try kindliness
whether you be Junoesque or one of the pint sizes.



In native disguise Julie of the location movie troupe

By Gayne Dexter

^ ven if you've never seen Sands, you've probably

seen the pictures he produces; although it's not

•j likely that you've laughed, cried or thrilled over^ them, because Sands somehow loses his story in

atmosphere, just as he loses himself beyond the earth's

far bends for a year, then returns tanner and more taci-

turn than ever. East of Suez, South of Sahara into

Africa's core, West o( the Never-Never; the map's raw

spots are Sands' meat. Give him a couple of players, a

camera, transportation anywhere, and he'll bring back

mountains, deserts, terrific sweeps of sea, as much loca-

tion as will crowd a screen, but little that crowds your

throat. A failure, you'd say. Just why is hard to under-

stand. The man must throb with stories, bits of life, all

picturesque and picture-stuff. Nevertheless- he blinds his

camera's eye to them. Purposely? Perhaps.

For the tenth time history repeated itself when he

steered home from the Amazon. Brazil's glamor, its

mystery, desolation, its primitive disorder pulsed through

the film he unreeled; but as for characters, they were

crushed small beneath tropical majesties. Dramaticallv

they were dross.

Strangely, however, one woman remained unforget-

table; An unknown girl rose, shone and disappeared.

Who she was, and where he found her, Sands explained

afterwards; but even lacking that explanation, the first

impression revealed everything. She was a girl who had

taken a fresh grip on life. Hope, faith, new reasons for

continuing to exist.

Her passing was complete, absolute, as, if all had been

snatched away. She simply dropped out of the picture.

"We lost her," said Sands, talking almost to him-

self, but talking—which was unprecedented. "Like a

diamond in the mud. . . .diamond in the mud." His

voice trailed, then lifted a trifle, heedless of his little

audience. He spoke from darkness. Certainly the pro-

jection-room was dim; but this drama emerged from the

utter blackness of Brazil.

CAN you imagine (he related) a derelict one thousand

miles up the Amazon River? Not a ship, but a great

derelict city, Manaos, with phantoms of rubber boom-

days wreathing its white spires, and a tiny street-car

creeping along avenidas where carriages of Brazilian

millionaires and their women from Paris or Vienna had

come and gone. People still lived there; a throng of

white, brown and black people bowed beneath the weight

of sun. Royal palms hung limply in the gardens; they

were weary of staring into a lost world.

A derelict city, with a derelict girl.

Our first night in Manaos I saw her at the Cabaret

Bizarre, her face just one flicker among a hundred other

faces all drifting in light and smoke that the punkahs

eddied. She did not dance but occupied a table alone.

By her bare shoulders she was a cantina; by the way her

hair piled up, surmounted by an ornate comb, she was

Brazilian. Pastel shades of green and yellow on her

cheeks, deep blue crescents over her eyes, scarlet lips

and nostrils—colors no man believes until he meets such

a woman, and then he calls them the Devil's tints. They

make a mask for fire; but her hopeless posture at that

table held little fire. It had almost burned out.

The dying wick of her fascinated me, as though I

watched a candle dwindle drip by drip into useless

grease. Grease? That cabaret swam in it; the air reeking

of stale perfumes tightened my lungs; laughter was

weary, and drunken towards midnight when I departed.

The next two nights I came again, however; and always

the woman sat there, never dancing, just contemplating

the gaudy, inescapable horizons of her existence.

The third night she was absent. A waiter shrugged

when I enquired about her. He understood no English

and I only enough Portuguese to indicate the table and

ask "Where is she?" His shrug was a horrible vocabu-

lary. Gone! Where? Who cared, when there were so

many more beautiful senoritas to replace her?

Tomorrow I also would be (Continued on page 84)
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sought the camp of the old diamond hunter,



hrleston

The new dance has all of

Hollywood up in the air.

n^he girls and boys of the studios are temperamental, but

since the Charleston came they have more difficulty

than ever before in keeping both feet on the ground.

It is as the poet has sung

—

"Backward, Oh backward, Oh kick when you dance."

They no longer think about putting the best foot forward;

all they think about is putting the best kick backward. The
man behind the gun had an easy time of it compared with the

man behind a Hollywood Charleston dancer.

One director says that they used to kick something awful

before, and now they kick somebody else behind.

The camera clicks in a jazs rhythm nowadays and the old

gentleman who used to relieve the cares of selling butter and

eggs with an evening dance is forced to the conclusion that at

last he has found the pace that kills.

It was a grim battle while it lasted, but instead of finding

that he could do the Charleston he has found that the Charles'

ton has done him. And what has it done! Why knees that

haven't bent since the Prince of Wales
1

visit have been getting

Qtfiow sad it is to thin\

that Ann Pennington
was all right until this

new dance struc\ in —
now she doesnt \now
twitch is twitch.



C[Renee Adoree, Fran\ Farnum and
Pauline Star\e doing the aviator
movement in the Charleston.

livelier all over. They used to get lively in just one
spot but that was a joint. Now they are the most
unruly members in the cast.

Unrolly too. That is what they say started it—the

lassies started rolling the old Christmas stocking, and
the strain left the limb, as we might say, in such a
manner or condition that said limb began to behave
in a way that showed at least traces of evolution un-
finished. Monkey business, eh what?
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I
TELL you that girl would not wear a

dress draped that way. It would be
like this, and this . . . y ? and through
an open door I saw an animated young

woman vividly disagreeing with a gown de-

signer.

It was Jetta Goudal.
"Ah ha,

1
' I said to myself, "Tempera-

ment!" For this word has become quite

pinned upon this colorful French actress

whose rise has been so meteoric since her
striking oval face and strange eyes won her
universal applause in what was practically

her picture debut, "The Bright Shawl."
So when my Goudal assignment came to

me I went straight to Cecil de Mille, who
now holds a contract with Jetta Goudal,
cherishing my little wardrobe incident close

to my heart.

"She was absolutely right,'
1 De Mille told

me. "The gown was just a bit off the char-

acter and she was correct in desiring a

change. Miss Goudal is not always right

but she knows that her great attraction is

that she is unusual, 'different' — and she

(^Jetta Goudal's
secret: "If you want

success, think. Study

the job — your compet-

itors—yourself."

C[ A striding oval face, with
hair long and worn in an
old-fashioned way. In "The
Coming of Amos."

uses her brain keenly and constantly to

maintain this advantage. Miss Goudai has

opinions about her work — and bless her

for that! The people at the top in this

world are those who have set for themselves

a goal— and drive consistently for it. Miss

Goudal is a splendid actress who intends to

make herself still better— and I admire her

energy, determination— and results!"

Certainly Jetta Goudal is different. She

has a pointed chin, an olive complexion and

queer eyes which are more expressive than

most eyes because the way they are set in the

player's face causes the little muscles around

them to be constantly in motion while she

talks, giving an unusual sense of animation.

The Goudal mouth is quite small and she

uses it differently, perhaps because she still

has trouble with English and is almost pain-

ful in her enunciation.

Jetta Goudal has not bobbed her hair-

—

in fact, she wears it on the top of her head
in what would be an old-fashioned way if

it did not have a "quirk" of its own.
Likewise Jetta Goudal is never quite in
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A akes Her PLANS
By

Barrett C. YJedini

(£ Charming and appeal'

ing is Miss Goudal in

this love scene with

Joseph Schild\raut.

C[ A splendid actress

with energy, deter'

mination, and re-

sults. In "The
Green Goddess."

Strange, constantly

moving eyes which
have won her uni'

versal applause.

the fashion. If fashion calls for tight sleeves, hers

are full. And when others were wearing frocks

draped straight from the shoulder, Jetta Goudal
still retained a definite waist line.

And Jetta Goudal admits that all this is pre-

arranged.

"I early realised that I was different in appear'

ance and I also knew that as the unusual is a

definite commodity on the entertainment market,

I would be in demand as an actress just to the

extent that I capitalized upon that asset. Being

distinctive, however, has been hard work, not only

for me but for those who are chosen to aid me in

this desire. Perhaps because I insist so that things

shall be right for my interpretation of what a part

should be, people have twisted a natural desire

to succeed into that word called temperament.
'Temperament,' to Americans, seems to have gained
an unfavorable meaning. I cannot find, however,
that M'sieu Webster takes such a position. The
dictionary says of temperament, 'The tuning of a
musical instrument so that the intervals of the scale

shall follow a suitable law of succession.'' Nothing
insulting there, no? And again: 'Constitution,

make-up, adjustment or compromise, individual pe-

culiarity.'' I find noth- (Continued on page 80)

(CWith Joseph Schild-

\raut in "The Road
to Yesterday."

"Let them call me tem-
peramental," she com-
ments, "but let my mind
and actions be free."

In "Salome of the Ten-
ements."
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HOW WOULD YOU LIKE

To Have—FREE

Don Q's WHIP
Tom Mix's HAX

OR

%od La Rocque's BOOMERANG

L

Tom Mix and the famous hat.

Among the many thousands of
fans who never miss a Tom
Mix film, there is one who
will write a letter about Tom
Mix and win this hat.

<C Here's the hat that will

adorn the head of the

happy winner. It is of
light beaver, it is 8 inches

high, the brim is 8 inches

wide, and the length of
the hat from front to

bac\ is 23 inches.

Wk a IX you have to do is to write a letter.

/\ The subject that you must write about in

order to win one of these trophies is, in each

case, a subject well known to you and one

upon which you probably have some very important

things to say.

All right, say them.

If your letter about Douglas Fairbanks is the best

fan letter received in this contest, the whip will be sent to you.

If you write the best Tom Mix letter, you will receive the

marvelous Tom Mix Hat, which is famous the world over

—

yes, the very same hat that Tom has worn in the pictures

with Tony doing his share, too.

In "The Coming of Amos" Rod La Rocque demonstrates

exactly the sport to be had with a boomerang. It goes up,
and comes back, too, and here is the real boomerang from
Australia that Rod throws in the picture.
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Q[ Write SCREENLAND a letter about

Douglas Fairbanks, and you may
win the whip that he used in

((Don Q.

"

These wonderful trophies will be given
to the writers of the best letters. That's
all there is to it. Just write a letter.

The best letter about Douglas Fairbanks
gets the whip.

The best letter about Tom Mix gets
the hat.

The best letter about Rod LaRocque gets
the boomerang.

Conditions,
There are three separate contests.
You may enter as many as you desire but you must write a

separate letter for each one.

Keep a copy of your letter if you value it.

returned.
No letters will be

Neatness and legibility will be taken into consideration.

Write your feeling about the player who has made famous the
article you wish; and if your letter, in the opinion of the
editor, is the best, briefest, clearest and most appreciative
"fan letter" that we receive in the contest, then the article
that you are interested in will be sent to you—postpaid and
FREE OF CHARGE.

The contests will close on the 10th of November, 1925.
Address your letter to the contest you wish to enter:

1. DON Q. WHIP CONTEST
2. TOM MIX HAT CONTEST.
3. ROD LA ROCQUE BOOMERANG CONTEST

In Rod La Rocque's hand in this picture from "The
Coming of Amos" you see the actual boomerang which
will be sent to a Screenland letter-writer.
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F
ROM one group of shepherds to

the next the ancient prophets
moved, and to each they talked

of "The Glory." These words

C[ Alia 'H.azimova in the

beautiful setting used
in "My Son."

awakened the minds of the hearers so that forever more
their eyes were lifted above the earth, seeking beauty.

The written word from the pens of Ben Franklin and

the patriots of Boston lifted the hearts of

the colonists to a hope of independence.

Millions of printed books and magazines

go across the land disturbing the smug and
urging them to strive for gain. But neither prophet, nor
letter, nor printed word ever carried the age-old message

as convincingly as to-day it is spread by the motion
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"FuJl many a flower is born to blush unseen,

And waste its sweetness on the desert air."

—Gray's Elegy

picture screen.

"Lift up your eyes," it calls. "You can
make something of yourself— you can be
famous and rich— you can succeed!"
Whether the vision is unrolled in the little picture

C[ There is no fishing viV

lage so remote but
what the movies in-

vade it with dreams of
ivhat life might be.

whisper comes. Then ambition flexes the

muscles of the soul and a vision springs

before the eyes of a secret inner greatness

that no one else yet can see.

America is the most movie- fed nation on earth, and it

show of Rockport, Massachusetts, or in the theatre at is the greatest. Here the movies call to the unknown
Oakland, California, it is to the boy or girl alone that the great, and here the richest awards await

2?



Patsy the Party Hound

I

(^Marguerite de la Motte
welcomes Bebe Daniels
bac\ to Hollywood.

SEE that a season of Charleston-ing is setting in with unusual severity," conv
mented Patsy, the PartyHound, as we sat down in a corner of Harry. Rapf's

beautiful drawing room, and watched Ramon Novarro and Carmel Myers,
Mae Busch and Jack Gilbert, and Mae Murray and Billie Haines doing the

dance.

"What an elimination this Charleston is going to prove to be!" I commented.
"It is going to clear the floor of all the dear old ladies and gentlemen who
managed to romp through a fox-trot, but who just never could do the

Charleston."

"If only," murmured Patsy, "they don't take it into their dear old heads that

they can do the Charleston!"

Just then along came William Haines, who left off Charlestoning for no
reason, it seemed to me, except to let us know that he hadn't seen his beloved

Polita,—meaning Pola Negri, of course,—for a whole week. I know Pola is

very fond of him, and I wonder what has happened.
"Maybe it is the Prince," suggested Patsy.

"The Prince?" I asked.

"Why, yes. Prince Troubetskoy. He is as handsome, that prince, as though
his dad had sculped him out of marble instead of out of fle. . .

."

"That will do, Patsy!" I exclaimed. There are some moments when I simply
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Grace

KJngsky

of Hollywood
can't prevent myself from being mid-Victorian. However,
being mid-Victorian, I also wanted to hear the news!

"Oh, the Prince is going to be Pola's leading man,
and they do say that Pola is quite fascinated by his
beauty. I saw
them together at

Mabel Normand's
party. Rod La-

Rocque was there,

and Rod seemed to

be trying to make
up with Pola— it

seems they had a

C[ Simply everybody was at
that delightful party given

.„

'HW by Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Rapf. This picture shows,
from left to right, Horma
Shearer, William Haines,UMmHm Mae Murray, Bob Leon-
a-rd, May McAvoy, Conrad

Hagei, Robert Vignola, Pauline Frederick
Mr. Rapf, Hobart Henley, Mae Busch, John
Gilbert, Aileen Pringle, Marie Carillo, Paul
Hicholson, and Patterson Dial.

quarrel—but Rod didn't make any headway whatever.
Pola's Polish seemed to be all up about something.

" 'Don't you want to come here, dearie? It's half
past eleven,' Rod came ovei (Continued on page 72)

CT Eleanor Boardman,
Claire Adams. Ai-
leen Pringle, Renee
Adoree, Carmel
Myers, and Fred
Hiblo at a studio
luncheon.
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e reatest

Pifture Book
in the

You supply much of every good film from your own imagina-

tion. Develop this ability—it will bring you success.

Bj/ Delight Evans

C[ Charlie Chaplin

was David and he

was Goliath; and
he left his audi'

ences in convul'

sions.

id you ever dig up one of

the old books that used to

thrill you when you were

a kid? Maybe it was a

fairytale, or a story of adventure;

or a medieval romance. Anyway,

you thought it was great stuff. You
used to curl up in the big leather

chair with your legs dangling over

one of the broad arms and read,

and read, while your eyes grew

rounder with the wonder of it all,

and you felt delicious little shivers

chasing themselves up and down
your back; and when the clock

struck, you jumped a foot— you

weren't in your old liberry, darn it;

you were far away in a grand land

of flashing swords and bright helmets; of roses dropped

from fair white hands; of mysterious messages and dag-

ger thrusts in the dark. When that old clock struck

ten, you begged to be allowed to read "just one more

chapter'"'; and you plunged into a fresh encounter which

held you spell-bound, even after the book had been forc-

ibly returned to its shelf and you had been hustled up

the stairs to bed, whether you liked it or not.

Maybe you stood in front of your mirror and, if you

were a boy, practised sword-thrusts with your jackknife,

making fierce lunges at your reflection until a stern parent

called up to ask if you were asleep and why not. If

you happened to be a girl, you posed with a scarf around

your head and extended your hand to an imaginary

cavalier to be kissed. You were still in the realm of

romance to which your book had transported you; and

perhaps today—if you ever do look up those old favorites

—you smile and wonder how it happened that you could

have been so taken in even though you were only a "kid

at the time.

Now, maybe you go to a movie and sit there and

watch a drama,' or a comedy, unfold on the screen; and

your eyes get rounder and rounder and you clutch the

arm of your seat; and you leave the theatre in a daze and

probably inform your companion that movies make you

sort of sleepy—when all the time you were being spell-

bound and didn't know it. The picture-book of yester-

day is gathering dust in a forgotten corner of your book

case. The books you read today don't always transport

you-—except sometimes to sleep. But there's a picture-

book that tells long stories, or short ones; sad tales or

merry ones—and it's just around the corner from where

you live. You can open it any time; and your imagina-

tion Will work just as hard, and you'll have just as much
fun as you used to.

The screen is the greatest picture-book in the world.

It hands us a palette and brush and lets us paint our

own pictures. We can read into the movies just what

we want to read. And we can carry the stories home
with us and dream over them, and there's nobody to:

take the book away from us. The screen suggests, and

we follow it around the world in our imaginations.;

Thanks to the artists of pantomime we can imagine all

the emotions. Think of the advantages, for instance, of

watching Harold Lloyd grow warm and happy with acci-

dental alcohol in Hot Water, with none of the usual

evil after-effects. (Continued on page 62)

C[ Conrad 7<[agel in "Sun-Up"
won the late war and comes

hac\ and tells his mammy
all about it.
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Q The charming leading lady of Milton Sill's

pidture" The Knockout," k wearing the

dress that SCREENLAND offers to you

semimade. We are able to make this offer

through special arrangement ivith MOD-
ERN PRISCILLA.

Screenland Shopping Service, 236 West 55th
Street, New York City, will be glad to buy for
you this attractive frock. Send check or money-
order. Be sure to mention size and color desired.

This chic little d
satin with a ripplm

c

ette. Twenty-three
each dress.

Your choice of
with Pansy, Pencil
mings; Cocoa with
cil-Blue trimmings.

Price

ress is made of black crepe-back
jabot and cuffs of pansy georg-
glass buttons are included with

these fashionable colors: Black
•Blue, Cocoa, or all Black trim-
Tan trimmings; Navy with Pen-
All sizes, 34 to 44.

$6.98 Postpaid

C[ You can have an exact
duplicate of Miss Du-
veen's froc\ at a tiny

fraction of what you
would expect it to cost.

This dress comes to you
"stamped-flat" — you
simply cut on the dot-

ted lines and stitch to-

gether. An Instruction
Sheet illustrates each
step simply and clearly.

Any one can complete
the froc\ in a few
hours.



ew o/creenplays
Reviewed by

Delight Evans

CC'It is an enchanting picture, an enthralling record of real life as it's lived in Samoa."

L/h(oana of the South Seas

Q Home-Life in the South Seas

~^ro, no; not what you

think. There isn't

a grass skirt in the

picture. The little

heroine does not fall in love

with White Man and commit

kava'kava when he leaves her

to marry the missionary's

daughter. For one thing, there

isn't any white man for her to

fall for; and for another,

South Sea Island girls in the

best circles don't do that sort

of thing. They are sensible,

home-loving girls; they are

not, believe me, as bad as

they are tattooed.

It was up to Robert J. Fla'

herty to give us the low-down

on life down there; and he did

a good job. He does right by

the poor South Sea Islander,

who needed doing right by if

anybody ever did. Having

shown the world that the Es-

kimos are good scouts even if

they do eat seal instead of wear it, Flaherty

journeyed to the other end of the earth to

catch the Samoans at home. He treated

them like the human beings that they are:

he and Mrs. Flaherty didn't keep their tongues in their

cheeks, either. They tried to get under the golden-brown

skins of the natives and they succeeded. As a result,

there aren't any titles about east being east and west

west and the two never getting together — not in Moana

of the South Seas. It is an enchanting picture; an en-

thralling record of real life as it's lived where grass skirts

are superfluous and where Gilda Gray would shock them

silly.

34

C[ "Va-angasi, the lovely

leading woman, is a
revelation. She is

grace incarnate."

Moana is a Samoan sheik

whose ambition in life is to

be tattooed all over so he can

court Fa'angasi, belle of the

village. The record of his ?

submission to the tattooer, his

dance of love, the feast, makes

the picture. There isn't any

story; there doesn't have to be.

You will be so interested

watching the dusky beauties

catch and eat live fish for

lunch; making their own
clothes; preparing their

strange food, and just living,

you'll never miss a plot.

There is not, in Moana, the

same struggle for existence

which helped to make 7^anoo\

of the Worth an absorbing

entertainment; but there is in-

stead a soft and languorous

beauty — the real, sensuous

breath of the tropics—to hold

and to thrill you. The lovely

leading woman is a revelation.

She is grace incarnate. She doesn't seem

to know there is a camera, or the kindly

Mrs. Flaherty coaching her. Perhaps she

is too much interested in Moana himself

to care about anything else. He is a handsome fellow,

but he will not cause Ronald Colman any undue anxiety.

Ronald wouldn't have been a riot in Moana of the South

Seas, either.

Here I am getting right into the middle of the old

discussion, you know the one about realism
—

"a painted

mountain is art and a real mountain is a scenic"—and

then, the fight was on. Anyhow, Flaherty has brought usj

the real thing in "Ukulele Ladies."
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<£ "Grim and gripping, and escapes dreariness by a wide margin.''

SUN-UP
(\Daring Departure in Screen Drama!

I
don't ask you to take my word
for it—go to see Sun-Up with your
own eyes. It has a mother in it

—

don't get excited— a mother who
smokes a pipe, urges her son to go out
and fight, and swears. She doesn't knit;

she only cries once; and she doesn't tot'

ter. Her lips are not pursed as if they
were sewed together; she looks more hu-
man than any mother I have ever seen,

on the screen.

She's Lucille La Verne, and she is

only one of the originalities in Sun-Up.
There is Conrad Nagel chewing, fight'

ing, and also swearing—a roughneck.
It's like seeing a Portrait of a Gentle-
man step out of his shadowy frame and
ask for a glass of beer. Conrad plays
a mountain boy who goes off to war and
makes his stubborn old ma proud of
him. He comes back and tells her
all about it, and the blood-thirsty lady
lives over his battles with him. Though

G[ "Pauline Star\e as
the wild and wist-

ful mountain beau-
ty gives another
appealing perform-
ance."

Sun-up is the kind of
drama generally known
as grim and gripping,

it escapes dreariness by
a wide margin. It's the

first directorial effort of

Edmund Goulding,
who has written many
screen successes. May-
be he did such a good

job because there wasn't any scenario
writer to argue with, or any director to
tell what's what. He should continue to
lead his double life.

Pauline Starke, as the wild and wistful
mountain beauty, adds another to her list

of appealing performances. Doesn't she
look more like Gloria every day? They
say she is being groomed to grow up into
another Swanson. But don't let them lick

you, Pauline. Stay the
way you are. Miss La
Verne is amazingly good
considering she starred in

Sun-Up on the stage and
is only a casual caller in
the studios.

"Lucile La Verne
as the mother is

amazingly good."

C "A perfectly lovely story and Gloria Swanson in three different parts.

THE COAST
of

Folly
(\Somebody Else's

Mother

TVTaturally, with every other actress working at it,

X^i Gloria wasn't going to stand around and play silly
little ingenues. No, sir; she wanted to act, too. So they
got her a perfectly lovely story called The Coast of Folly,
which gave her a grand chance to act all she wanted to!
For my part, I hope it satisfied her and that she won't
want to act any more for a while.

She plays three parts, in each of which she is intro-
duced to her audiences as Gloria Swanson; but it wasn't
really necessary to identify her. At first she plays her
own mother when she is still a baby and then she's herself
and finally sne

'

s her mother grown old. If you can't
follow that, don't worry-; it's all very simple when you

see it. Her make-up as the old mother wouldn't fool a
baby, but it might scare it. Gloria makes up as a foolish,

over-dressed old woman who reappears in her daughter's
life in time to save her from scandal. I think Miss
Swanson does pretty good work, considering the handicap
her make-up artist put on her. Underneath the mask of
age, the star manages to make-believe and almost con-
vince you she really is old. But no matter how good she
may be as an old woman, now that she has shown us she
can act if she wants to, I wish she would be herself. She
can afford to wear gowns again since she has proved she
can get along without them. (Deleted in Ohio and
Pennsylvania.)
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625

SOME
'Hew

FILMS

Reviewed by

Bill Colling

§6

<£ Harrison Ford, Mahhn Hamilton,

and. Claire Adams pac\ a lot of ex-

citing entertainment into The Wheel.

ances. In fact, everything about this picture is very good

except the cumbersome way in which the story is told,

for Vvhich Edmund Goulding, the adaptor, as well as

Mr. Lee, is to blame. It just misses being exceptional.

Havoc WHERE Fas IP

IK
Owxand V. Lee is a man after my own heart.

When he gets hold of something that's real,

he goes at it hammer and tongs; everything

else is as neglected as a high-neck dress at a

ni^ht club This doesn't make good box office movies,

but it must be tremendously satisfying to Mr Lee.

The war was real, as Mr. Lee knows to his credit.

So when he was handed the mega-

phone for Havoc, a war play, he

straightway lost himself in enthus-

ism for the war sequences. And

let it be said for him that he has

given us the finest war story so far

produced insofar as the actual

scenes at the front are concerned.

Havoc is a sincere, faithful study

of the emotions of soldiers under

stress; it tells an interesting and

often gripping story and culminates

in a whisbang climax.

But the sad part of it is that Mr.

Lee, in letting the war stuff run

away with him, has failed to keep

the home fires burning brightly

enough to warm the enthusiasm of

the average moviegoer. The plot

jumps back and forth between Lon-

don and the trenches, but it is ap-

parent that Mr. Lee, unlike most

soldiers, disliked the trip across the

Channel and was always glad to

get back to quarters. As a result,

I kept wondering what was going

on at home during the long stretches

of he-man action, so that when the

big kick-off came, I was just a little

too grateful for its arrival.

George O'Brien, Walter McGraill

and Margaret Livingston form the

triangle which makes Havoc. They

give extraordinarily fine perform-

WHEN a successful young business man is accosted

in his office by a young lady who says that she's

his wife, having married him on a certain date, it is

reasonably important that the young man should know

where he was on that date, especially as he is planning

to elope the next day with the daughter of his chief

commercial rival. It is the quest for the facts as to

his whereabouts that causes most of the fun in Where
Was I? a Reginald Denny farce.

Many of the situations are hilar-

iously funny. Denny and Lee Mo-

ran make as fine a comedy combin-

ation as you'll find on the screen

today. They gallop through this

story with great eclat, not to say

aplomb. The tale is slow in getting

started, but after the plot is estab-

lished it moves with the speed of a

hat check girl grabbing a tip. The

director has been somewhat heavy-

handed in his treatment of it, and

the scenario writer might have made

the initial premise a little more con-

vincing, but what do you care?

Pauline Garon and Marion Nixon

are adequate in scenic capacities.

Seven Days

MAKING a guess as to the enter-

tainment value of an ancient

farce should properly be listed as a

hazardous occupation. Technically

they are usually pretty awful, but

the fans seem to be willing to over-

look anything provided the charac-

ters are sufficiently grotesque and

the situations thoroughly ridiculous,

Seven Days is adopted from the

famous play by Mary Roberts Rine-

(£ Lillian Rich as a comedi'

enne in Seven Days is a

first-rate grouch remover.
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hart and Avery Hopwood. It's about a number of
oddly assorted people who are marooned in a house under
quarantine. There's a burglar who can't get out, and
who spends his time in a dumbwaiter in pursuit of food.
There's a cop whose life is made miserable by an amateur
lady clairvoyant, and there are the divorced couple and
the anti-divorce aunt. These characters are thoroughly
mixed with misunderstandings, cross-purposes and in-
trigue, and served with a sauce of frantic runnings-
around and burlesque hokus-pocus.
Undoubtedly there is something about this kind of

entertainment that appeals to the popular fancy, and far
be it from me to predict that you won't get a number
of hearty laughs out of this film. Farce comedy is first

cousin to slapstick, and good slapstick is a first-rate

of thinking, it's pretty good proof of artistic sincerity.
Certainly House Peters won't command the sympathy

of his audiences in this tale of love on the coast of Nova
Scotia. He is seen here as a braggart and a conceited
bully, who just about wrecks the lives of two girls and
his own brother. Might is right with him, and he doesn't
care who knows it. But he is brought to his senses at
last and the film ends with the promise of happiness
for him and for those upon whom he has trampled.

Peters has been seen in better and more appealing
stories, but I admire him for having the courage to put
his whole heart into the portrayal of this character, even
though he must have known that the role won't please
his friends. He gives an excellent performance, and is
ably assisted by Ruth Clifford, Nina Romano and Ray
Hallor. There are many lovely shots of the sea, raging
and placid. The plot is interesting, if unconventional.
I can't recommend The Storm Brea\er as prime enter-
tainment, but if you like House Peters (and who doesn't?)
you'll probably enjoy it. .

TH E wHEEL

C[ Reginald Denny and
Lee Moran in Where
Was I ma\e a fine

comedy combination.

grouch remover. Seven
Days isn't a prime exam-
ple of its type, and,

speaking for myself, I was
pretty much bored by it;

but probably it will have
its admirers and advo-

cates. Eddie Gribbon, as

the burglar, and Tom
Wilson, as the cop, ac-

count for most of what-
ever fun is in it. The
others, including Lillian

Rich, Creighton Hale and
Lilyan Tashman, never let

you forget that they are

working hard.

The Storm

jBreaker

JvT
Y peculiar mental
processes always

register satisfaction at the
sight of a star who isn't

afraid to essay a role

which isn't particularly

appealing. To my way

Madge Bellamy, George
O'Brien, and Margaret
Livingston in a grip-

ping war story, Havoc.

HARRISON Ford is the hero of The Wheel He likes
to hear the little ivory ball click in the roulette

wheel. He likes it so much that he just can't "take it

or leave it alone," not even when he wins a lovely mil-
liner for his bride.

Starting like just another of those things, Victor
Schertsinger, who directed, soon begins adding suspense
in more than ample quantities, with the result that by the
time you get to Reel 7, you're fanning yourself with
your neighbor's hat. That's what I did. Not only is

the story interesting, but the

.

character development is

splendid. Mahlon Hamilton
does fine, sincere work.

The ATystic

There are degrees of com-
parison. Measuring up to

the standard of the average

run of photoplays, The Mys-
tic stands well out in front;

measured by The Unholy
Three, the last previous effort

of the author and director

(Tod Browning), this one
sinks into obscurity

The story starts very well

with a traveling carnival com-
pany in Hungary. A lovely

gypsy, assisted by her father

and sweetheart, is giving a
fake "mystic" act. They are

brought to long-suffering Am-
erica by a clever crook, who
puts over spirit seances in a

big way; object, blackmail.

The trusting nature of one of

his innocent (need I say, fem-
inine?) victims makes the
crook repent; but the gypsies,

not understanding pure mo-
tives, think he is double-

crossing them, and he has to

resort to thrilling stratagems.
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TAGE
Conducted by Morrie Ryskmd

Q^LasJ minute news: Pola Negri

is to do "The Mud Turtle" for

Famous Players. And Metro-

Goldwyn has purchased the screen

rights to "The Book of Charm."

"GAY PAREE'

"Alice Brady is Stat'

red in the piece,

'Oh! Mama,' and

does darned well."

C(Holbroo\ Blinn is the hero

in David Belasco's produc
tion of "The Dove" in its

fall revival.

Photographed by

White Studio

"LOUIE THE 14TH"

JUST how it is that we hadn't seen "Louie the 14th"

before is a little difficult to explain; and in the second

place, we don't have to explain. At any rate, we saw

it only recently and had a fair evening, too. We are one

of those who think M. Leon Errol's legs are one of God s

great gifts to mankind. We like Ethel Shutta, and we

are intrigued by the lyrics of the Englishman, Wimpens.

In addition, Irving Caesar has contributed a song about

"My First Love Letter," which captivated us so that we

were awakened at 3 a. m. the other night by the sound

of our own voice singing it. Further, Mr. Ziegfeld has

mounted the show handsomely.

a^AY Paree" is

VJT the name of

a revue produced by
the Messrs. Shubert

in conjunction with

Rufus LeMaire, and

the parties of both

parts ought to be

ashamed of them'

selves for spending all that money and not buying any

comedy. It seems impossible for a show to be as dull as

this, but here the impossible has been accomplished.

Every time they were stuck for business, they decided

to' have Winnie Lightner sing a song, followed by a pose

of one or six women comparatively au naturel. And
they were stuck pretty often. We like the Lightner fe-

male, but hearing her twenty-two times an evening is

overdoing it; and, though it would be impossible for any

one to care more about what some one has so aptly

termed "the female form divine" than an art lover like

ourself, a whole evening of art is something else again.

The comedy, with two exceptions, was pretty dull. If

the iceman didn't turn out to be the father of the child,

why, then, it was the butcher. Chic Sale, however, was

his own glorious self; and there is one really inspired

moment in the show when the Lightner lady, singing one

of those popular rain ballads, this time entitled "Give

Me the Rain," is almost drowned by a bucket of water

poured on her expertly and deftly by Eddie Conrad.

"THE MUD TURTLE"

IT is entirely possible that had this reviewer not been

comparatively fresh from seeing Pauline Lord in

"They Knew What They Wanted," he might have been

among those first-nighters who applauded Helen Mac'

Kellar so on the opening of "The Mud Turtle." As it

was, he thought—and perhaps unjustifiably—that Helen

was swiping Pauline's stuff, body, soul, intonation, and

gesture.

The two roles have a further similarity in that both

heroines are ex-waitresses, who have but recently given
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up the business of feeding the folk of
a nation for the career of marriage. In
the case of "The Mud Turtle," the
father-in-law objected strenuously to the

marriage; calling Miss MacKellar names
that even a spade might well object to.

Then, remembering the old adage that

"sticks and stones may break my bones,

but names will never hurt me," he fol-

lows up the names with a terrific smack
to the lady's jaw.

Which is where he makes his mistake.

"Something," promises Miss MacKellar,
"is going to be done about this," and
the curtain descends on a pretty good
first act. She forthwith tells her hus-

band, who has promised to cherish and
protect her. He is, however, afraid of
his old man, having been brought up

—

as, alas! so few are brought up these

days—to fear his father. But Helen has
promised revenge at any cost, and when
one of the farmhands promises to so

interfere with things that the old man
will not be able to harvest his wheat,
Helen promises herself, too.

At the last minute, she backs out of
her bargain, but not before the infatu-

ated farmhand has interfered with the
machinery. Then the rain comes and
rots the wheat, and the old man, sus-

pecting the truth, calls Helen some more
names. This time, however, the son
reaches back and takes a wallop at

dad. That, strangely enough, recon-
ciles everybody, and the curtain de-
scends with everybody happy except
your reviewer, who had no chance
to take a wallop at anybody.

"THE KISS IN A TAXI"

jyj^R. A. H. Woods, who will be

Photographed by De Mirjian

C[ "'Winnie Lightner
in 'Gay Paree' sings
some songs."

((Florence Goldenburg
in one of the artistic

poses which distin'

guish "Gay Paree."

remembered by many of you
as having taken the bedroom

out of the home and having trans-
planted it securely to the stage, is offering for the new
season "The Kiss in a Taxi," which is a funny bedroom
farce without, for once, the bedroom.
What a conservative reviewer lists as "funny," the

audience seemed to regard as "hilarious." And it may
even be that the audience was right. Here is a typical
French farce, sophisticated, gayly riotous and ribald,
laughing itself to death at the comedy of sex. And the
audience laughs with it, too, if it is a discriminating
audience.

It seems that the eminent French banker, Lambert, has
3een courting—without his wife's knowledge—Ginette of
Montmartre. Since Ginette is played by the lovely Clau-
iette Colbert, we found it in our heart to forgive the
Janker. Later Lambert, feeling the twangs of conscience
md ennui, breaks up the affair; his wife (who has come

believe, by one of those strange coincidences that
.rench farces are just full of, that Ginette is Lamberts
laughter via a duchess) adopts her. Lambert comes
lome, his heart light, his conscience free, his step springy,
o meet Ginette, now his daughter. Out of this there

_

develop three million laughs, all capitalized on by an ex-
pert cast that includes the aforementioned Claudette Col-
bert, and the hereinafter mentioned Arthur Byron, Janet
Beecher and other good people, excluding only the Scan-
dinavians, who should, of course, be excluded from a
French farce.

With a little Puritanical smoothing of the rough edges—and, my dear, some of them are rough—Connie Tal-
madge ought to be able to whip this into a vehicle to pass
the eagle eyes of the Rev. Will Hays. The movie version
should settle, too, the problem of whether the whole thing
started in a fifteen-and-five taxi or a high-rate affair.

"THE FALL OF EVE"

i wo people whom movie lovers know and like pretty
well, John Emerson and Anita Loos, wrote "The Fall

of Eve" presented by Mr. Emerson at the Booth Theatre.
That they did a bad job may be argued by somebody
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more familiar with the technical end

of playwriting than ourself—granted

for the moment that there is such a

person—but, on the other hand, they

turned out a splendid vehicle for

Ruth Gordon, who plays the lady in-

dicated in the title. With the result

that no matter how hard Eve fell, we
fell even harder for her.

Miss Gordon is called upon to play

the part of a dumfool flapperish wife;

she is just about as addle-brained a

person as ever was created; and yet,

by virtue of the swell performance of

Miss Gordon, Eve wins your sym-

pathies and holds them. We don't

believe anybody has done such a good

job with such an essentially irritating

person since Lynn Fontanne did

"Dulcy" for the amusement of the

New York populace.

The plot of the show—but, after

all, who cares? Not we, for one.

"CLOUDS"

IT is entirely possible that, by the

time this particular department is

being scanned by impatient readers,

the show called "Clouds" will have v̂ilite Studio

departed from the Cort Theatre. It

is not, in any sense of the word, a

good show. But it has in it what we
would term a fine performance, the

work of Louise Carter, a lady hith-

erto unknown to us.

For fully fifteen minutes of the

first act, this reviewer was in a state

resembling sleeping sickness, except

that he was not snoring as vigorously

as he is capable of. And then Louise

Carter came on as the old, gray-

haired mother and proceeded to win

our hard-boiled heart by a well-timed

and, on the whole, touching and sin-

cere performance. She holds your

sympathy, as the mother of the re-

turned soldier boy who has come back

blind, and holds it till a second before

the last curtain. In that last second,

whatever of the play has seemed real

to you goes into the scrap-heap and
you leave the show with the sense of

having been cheated, of having given

your sympathy to one who didn't

need it, and of wanting your money
,

back from the box-office. This re-

viewer, who does not have to pay for

his seats, wanted to get his evening

back, but nothing was done about it.

As a result, on the way home, we kicked two stray

cats, took a dime from a blind beggar, and retired for

the evening without kissing our mother good-night. From
now on, we shall be careful about giving our affection

lightly.

"Ruth Gordon gives

performance in 'The
Eve."

"Elizabeth Patterson as the

mother in 'The Book of

Charm'' gives another of her

excellent performances."

"THE BOOK OF CHARM"

*VrpHE Book of Charm" we
JL recommend unqualifiedly. The

work of one John Alexander Kirk-

patrick, it is presented by Rachel

Crothers, in whose own plays Mr.
Kirkpatrick has had a fine Alabaman
hand.

It has a nice plot, hilarious situa-

tions, brilliant dialogue, good acting

and anything else you may think is

required for the theatre. It's the

story of a young Southern girl who
grew enamored of the ways of New
York folk and wanted to leave her

folks and her local sweetheart to do

things in New York. Her sweetheart

buys a book on charm and proceeds

to carry out the lessons therein with

considerable success.

The only kick against the show is

the idea of a New Yorker the play

gives. Just why the girl should have

fallen for such a boob, who might

have been born in New York, but

who evidently fell from a horse at an.

early age, is a mystery. It doesn't,

however, stop you from enjoying the

show, and, if you're from out of

town, it is just possible that that's the

way we look to you.

To give Mr. Kirkpatrick due cred-

it, he hasn't made New York seem

any worse than the Southern town

where he lays his action. He has

simply stuck his tongue in his cheek

and made kindly, graceful and sane

caricatures of almost everybody he

has put into his play. Maidel Tur-

ner, representing the Southern lady

as she so often appears to New York-

ers, gives quite an amazing perform-

ance that sends the audience into

spasms.

Then there is Elisabeth Patterson,

who, as the mother, determined to be

charming to save her daughter from

the wicked Big City, gives another of

her excellent performances. Charles

D. Brown, as the father, is real, too.

And Kenneth Dana, as the hero, is

pretty nearly superb. Too, there's a

lovely, though a trifle broad, bit by

Lee Tracy as the irresistible book-

seller who is peddling "The Boo\ of

Charm." So persuasive is he that

ten people from the audience, includ-

ing this reviewer, left their seats to

go up to the stage and subscribe to

his publication. That they were all

stopped by the ushers is no reflection

on Mr. Tracy's ability.

There are others who ought to be mentioned, too, but

the main thing is that you ought to see that show. And
if Mr. John Gilbert, who has been doing excellent work

in a variety of film roles, wants to tackle a straight com-

edy for a change, here, say we, is the vehicle.

a swell

Fall of
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Ben Lyon throwing out

his chest weights.

Culver City where everybody can pause to

admire it as they go by. I'd hate even to

try to say how much the gossips say it cost.

It will be the scene of the final shots for

the picture, which folks seem to think will

have its world premiere in Sid Grauman's
new theatre next February. The next spec-

ulation is as to how much good it's going
to do Ramon Novarro. Will it make him
the greatest bet in pictures? From the way
he looks in his costumes Apollo and that

bunch of ancient dudes had better polish

up their sandals and buy a new set of
knobby armor! Incidentally,' they tell me
that Paul Bern will direct Ramon in his

next picture. Ramon and Paul will make
a great team!

Out of the maelstrom at last and into the

calm! Of course you never can tell just

how long the fine weather will hold out.

Storms brew so suddenly! I refer to my
good old friend, Erich Von Stroheim.

Did you ever hear tell of a "preview"?
It's what they do with the new pictures out
here to try them on an audience and then
to fix them up according to the way the
audience takes them. Pictures are previewed
in the theatres around in Glendale, Pasa-
dena, Alhambra and little towns like that.

Nobody knows which picture is to be
shown. An announcement is just flashed

on the screen to the effect that there will

be a preview, and you arrive at the theatre
expecting anything. The other night I pre-
viewed The Vanishing American. I'm not
much on prophecies, but I'd like to venture
an opinion. Watch Lois Wilson. If critics

don't call Lois one of the screen's greatest

emotional actresses after this, my surprise

will be nigh unto amazement.

"If Mohammed can't come to the moun-
tain, perhaps the mountain may come to

Mohammed." Leastways, there's no harm

C[ Twilight of a mighty race. "The Vanishing American'"

is the story of the passing of the Indians.

very long ago he was taking some visitors

around Universal City. One of them was a

well-known film man, who knows the busi-

ness from A to Z. They came to the 2,00,

which is a regular circus, filled with delight

for the kids who visit the place. There
the animals are, day after day, playing and
lazying around in their yards, with scarcely

a thing to do but take up space and eat.

"You know, Carl," said the man, "I can't

understand why you don't get rid of this

bunch. They're not doing you a bit of

good and all they're good for is to spend a

thousand dollars of your money every week
and to take up good space that could be
used to much better advantage. Why do
you keep them here?"
They tell me Father Laemmle's eyes got

dim and he looked off into space as if his

mind were on things far away.
"Well," he answered, "I guess lots of

people would take them away—get rid of
them. They cost a lot—I know that. But
they're my children! They've stuck to me
through thick and thin and they're the ones
who helped me get mv start, and if my
position in the film world is at all worthy,
I owe a lot of thanks to them. No—as
long as Universal belongs to me, they can
eat their heads off seven days a week, fifty-

two weeks of the year, and I won't kick."
They stuck to him—he'd stick to them!

If he's that way with his animals, you can
well imagine why his friends call him
"Papa" Laemmle.

They Say —
The greatest indoor pastime in Holly-

wood is discussing Ben Hur—when it will

be finished, how much it' will cost, how.,
good it's "got to be" and whether or not
it's ever going to make enough money to
pay for what it cost. The only ones who
really know anything about it are the ones
who are keeping still! Anyway, they have
built the great circus set on a big field in

After his stormy session with Mae Mur-
ray and The Merry Widow, Von has
signed an air-proof, water-tight contract

with Joe Schenck—air-proof and water-
tight on Joe's side, I mean. They tell

me the lawyer's fee for drawing up the

agreement was a flat little sum of

$5,000. However, I'm betting that Joe
Schenck knows what he's doing. He
hasn't guessed wrong many times, and
right now he has Von hitting

the high-spots with nothing
to do till tomorrow. When
he finishes writing the script

for Constance Talmadge's
next, when he gets through
playing the "heavy" and di-

recting Norma at the same
time, then Von" will have a

little time to stroll along the

Boulevard!

in trying to work it that way, according to

Rudy. Maybe on account of the accident

he's just had, the Judge will agree—and
then, maybe not. Anyway, Rudy says he

hasn't time to go to court to settle his

speeding ticket arrest, and asks friend

Judge to hold court at the studio. Wouldn't
that make it fine if there were a court scene

in the new picture? I could certainly as'

" C[ Doris Kenyan
waist-deep in water—is getting ready to ta\e part

in a thrilling rescue scene in "The
Unguarded Hour." Director Lam.'

bert Hillyer is the tall gentleman

with the soft hat.
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,
A tense scene from "Half a Man."
Since the advent of the modem
flapper this feeling comes once to
every bachelor.

sure the Judge that there's no more
hospitable place in Hollywood than
the Valentino quarters at the United
Studios, and of course everybody

(

knows how restful is his leading lady,
the beautiful Vilma Banky.

Who will get Ford Sterling? That's
the question. After he showed us
all what The Trouble With Wives
is, almost all the large companies are
trying to sign him to a long-term
contract. Screenland called his

performance The Trouble With
Wives the best of the month of
October, and now here come the pro-
ducers to back up that judgment.
May he sign with the one who'll
give him the fattest contract and the
laughingest kind of laughy pictures!

He's the best cure for the blues that

I know of.

I'm betting on Olive Borden. I

remember Olive many moons back,

G^Leatrice Joy was the last to sur-

render—but she, too, finally sue
cumbed to the dog fever. Here
she is with her— oh, well, what-
ever it is.

C[ An artist in more lines than*
one —-Jobyna Ralston, Harold
Lloyd's leading lady, decorates
the sleeping porch of her home.

plugging and working, working and
plugging, to make a big, broad, beau-
tiful road for herself. Now, after so

much hard work, it .seems to be com-
ing. She's just finished playing the
lead in The Yan\ee Senor, and Fox
studio people like her in it so much
that they have cast her again for the
lead in Jack Ford's new picture,' The
Three Bad Men. You remember
that Jack Ford produced The Iron
Horse. You fan folks, who can make
or break any player on earth, watch
Olive and let us know how you like

her.

.

Something new in Hollywood!
And that's unusual, just like in any
small town. You have to go over
near the United Studios where little

Lois Moran is making Stella Dallas,
and you'll know what I mean. Lois
rides a ^"bike." On the handle-bars
of the "bike" is a little wire basket,
and in the little wire basket, riding

serenely along the road, is fourteen'
months old Virginia Reed, brown-
eyed, curly topped and calm! Yep,
she plays with Lois in the picture, and
on the side, "free for nothing," Lois
rides her around on the handle-bars of
the "bike." It's pretty soft to have a
chauffeur like that when you've only
been around these parts some four-
teen months! Just like a Grand Duch-
ess or something.

If Mary Miles Minter can get back
her sylph-like figure in order to go on
the stage, as rumor has it, she certain-

ly ought to form a company and do
plenty of business by telling the many
of our avoirdupois people who want
to know, how she did it! A "before"
and "after" picture ought to be con-
vincing enough for the most skeptical,

because Mary doesn't deny that she got
tremendous hefty! Good luck to her.
We of the great army of the "eat and
grow thins" are the only ones who can
absolutely and thoroughly understand
the pain of getting rid of excess bag-

And next-door— right next
door with not even one house
between— the girl has "hit."

Tucked away in the right-hand
upper bureau drawer rests, re-

poses, bas\s, a tender, trium-
phant, nobody -knows -how-
much-pain, five-year contract.
You readers of Screenland, so
many of you miles and miles
away, can you understand the
renewed hope, the new life,

that a
. five-year contract right

next door may give? Sometime,
perhaps, maybe, so near—that
five-year contract might bridge
the gap and jump right into
the next nearest right-hand up-
per bureau drawer— in the
house next-door. Just hitch
your wagon to a star and may-
be you'll turn into a star your-
self! Who knows? And a little

hope -r- golly, it has to go a
long way!

B[ Colleen Moore and the four months
old St. Bernard dog she brought
bac\ from Switzerland with her.



Making Beauties Into Stars~~ Continued from page 32

Saturday is no holiday for them. How- of the film industry, who is one' of the

ever, most movie stars work all day Satur- school's executive council,

day and usually on Sundays, too. Every "Motion picture actors need exceptional

ten minutes of the boys' and girls' day is bodies," he explained. "Actors for the

accounted for just as systematically as that screen are constantly in need of physical

of the Twentieth Century Limited. strength to perform stunts which occur
For instance, here is an excerpt from the with frequency in pictures. Physical

schedule of one of the girls: Rise, 6:30. training is the best means of keeping the
Breakfast, Allerton House For Girls, 7:30. young men and women in good health.

Riding Lesson, Central Park, 8:00. Report Take a look at them, and see whether their

at studio, 9:30. Practice in screen tech- work has done them any harm!"
nique on set, 9:30-12. Luncheon, studio The students were at the moment en-

restaurant, 12-1. Lesson, classical dancing, gaged in acting before a grinding camera.
1-2. Practice in screen technique, 2-4. They were using a simple living room
Lecture on etiquette, 4-5:30. Dinner at which had been the setting for Richard Dix
studio, 5:30-6:30. Showing of selected in a scene of "'Womanhandled" earlier that

motion picture and lecture on its fine points day. Klieg lights, arc lights, and Mr. Mit'—6:30-8. Return to Allerton House. Re-
tire at 10:30.

Such is a typical day, but it is varied

every other day by several hours of gruel-

ling work at gymnastics, in the swimming
pool, fencing, driving an automobile, and
observation of some of the stars at work in

their pictures. Each student gets a mark
for each course and if their average does
not stand up, they will not remain in the

school.

Some idea of the way the Paramount
Junior Stars feel may be formed from the

following talk with Thelma Todd, a lovely

blonde from Lawrence, Mass. Miss Todd
graduated from normal school and intend-

ed to become a school teacher, until she
received the opportunity to win a movie
star's career.

"The course has been interesting, but
nothing like what I thought it would be,"
said Miss Todd. "Some of my illusions are

gone. I used to have hazy visions of mo-
tion picture stars coming to work in their

limousines, of their descent down a car-

peted stairway to the stages, an hour or
two of posing, perhaps, and a return to
their gorgeous homes to be attended by
several servants. It was a gay and carefree
life of ease and luxury as I visioned it, but
the reality! Heavens!

"It's a life of hard work even for those
who have succeeded. I have seen them at
it. It's a life of even harder work for
those who are aspiring to the heights. Play
time is sleep time for me and I know it

is for most of my fellow pupils.

"I've never been so busy in my life. The
quiet days in the Normal School at Lowell
are alluring as I look back at them. Life
seemed ordered and laid out according to
plan when I had only school teaching in

" Douglas Fairbanks has started wor\
mind. Now I seem to be chasing a rain- on his next future, "The Black

bow. Nothing that I do is like anything Pirate"

—

a dashing and colorful role.

that I have done before. The rewards may
be great and the disappointments may be
great, so I try to keep both in mind. If I chell as director, with carpenters, electri-
succeed, I will be happy; if I don't, I'll cians and artisans at work nearby on other
resume my preparations to become a school sets, made the scene most realistic,
teacher, satisfied that my course here has They were acting before the camera,
been a wonderful experience." Selecting pairs, Mr. Mitchell would instruct

Perhaps the hardest part of the course them to conceive some act of pantomime,
for most of the coming crop of heroes and enter the door and go through with it.

heroines of the silversheet has been the Next day they would be enabled to see
time spent in the gym. themselves in action on the screen and

For three hours at a stretch they were could profit by their mistakes,
given not only the usual setting-up exercises "The fundamental principle of the
but the work on parallel bars, on rings— school," explained Mr. Mitchell, "is to
in fact, all the preliminary training of aero- teach the boys and girls to think for them-
bats. Their hands were blistered by hold- selves. We don't want to develop artificial
ing the bars and they were sore in every actresses and actors who are helpless with'
muscle and joint. out a director to dictate every movement

Wondering why movie stars needed such for them. We want to train them to use
a rigorous routine we sought enlightenment their observation all the time. Unlike most
from Claude Mitchell, a pioneer executive schools, we do not teach by rote. We are

making this course just as practical as pos-
sible by letting the students do things them'
selves and profit by their mistakes."
We watched for a while.

Marian Ivy Harris, the vivacious brunette
from Atlanta, and Dorothy Nourse, the lit-

tle home girl from Roxbury, Mass., elected

to portray a sisterly scene. Miss Nourse
sat on a sofa reading a book. Miss Harris
paced quietly into the room. She had a
letter in her hand. With a furtive look
at her sister, she opened it and began to
read it with a good range of pantomimic
expression. Meanwhile, Miss Nourse, not-

ing her with the letter, had risen silently

and stepped in back of her and was read-
ing it, too. The little act was completed
when Miss Harris detected her and drew
the letter away, with Miss Nourse laughing
at her.

Irving Hartley and Josephine Dunn
played the weary husband and pleasure lov-

ing wife. He returned from work with his

newspaper and sank wearily into an arm-
chair. She came over to him, petted him
and whispered in his ear. Registering em-
phatically that it was much against his will,

Hartley got up, straightened his coat, put
on his hat, and left the room with his wife.

Ethelda Kenvin, a glowing blonde girl,

and Mona Palma, a tall and stately brun-
ette, .entered the room and walked about it—a difficult thing to accomplish gracefully

and naturally.

Charley Rogers from Olathe, Kansas,
and Jack Luden, the New York boy, enact-

ed a comedy scene. Rogers was playing a
trombone when Luden entered and present-

ed him with a package. From it he took a
rubber device which he placed at the end
of the trombone. Rogers began to play it

and both laughed at the strange sounds
which issued from it. Just then the tele-

phone rang and Luden answered it, while
Rogers played the musical instrument up
close to it. The little act was well done
and would have elicited laughs from any
screen audience.

Walter Goss, Greg Blackton and Iris

Gray, a newcomer in the school, also

thought up a clever comedy touch. They
rehearsed a little sequence where the girl

was in the room when two suitors entered
almost simultaneously, registered surprise

and some annoyance at the other's presence.

Then, engaging in lively conversation with
the young woman, both boys sought to hold
her hands (which were in back of her).

A moment later she walked ahead and the
lads were amazed to discover that each had
been holding the rival's hand.

During the past month the students

have learned to appreciate fully the skill of
Lon Chaney, Raymond Hatton, Ernest Tor-
rence and some of the other noted masters

of makeup. For hours at a time they have
stood before the glass and have converted
themselves into old women and men of
sixty, battered with life; or into Hindus,
or Indians, and every conceivable makeup.
The most recent addition to the class is

a charming miss of eighteen from Wichita.
Her name is Iris Gray. She came to New
York this summer in search of a career in

musical comedy. Somebody told her about
the opportunities of the Paramount Pictures

School; she applied for admittance and was
accepted. Miss Gray, whose parents are

well to do, has danced in various pageants
and theatrical prologues ever since she was
a little girl. Recently, she has been playing
in a vaudeville sketch with an older sister.
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Gossip
FROM J^OLLYWOOD

By Bert Kay

beer

ear Aunt Kate or what have you:
I wish to call attention to the

fact that Rudolph Valentino has
been busy again this month—

busier than he has been since he used
to spell his name Rodolpho and Rodolph.

Fate stepped on him five times, and so he
changed the title of his latest opera almost
every time Lady Luck was unkind. The
idea is that if his picture had had a lucky
title—it wouldn't have happened.
When what will soon swoop down on

open-mouthed picture audiences as "The
Eagle" was called "The Untamed,"—then
Bang!—Rudolph's other seven-eighths, Na-
tacha Rambova (who would still be a Hud-
nut by any other name) decided a marital
vacation would be in order. Then "The
Untamed" became "The Blac\ Eagle."

Next a speed cop managed to overhaul
the dashing palpitator as the latter was
heavy-footing along in his Voisin (expen-
sive French Ford), and gave him a fifty-

dollar speed ticket.

Then before Rudy had a chance 'f*%

to parade in police court in his
stunning Russian blouse, his Cos-
sack costume, he wrapped his Voi-
sin around a whatnot and so "The
Blac\

^
Eagle" became "The Lone

Eagle" as well as a bruised and
battered eagle.

The crowning kick of his ill-fate came a
day or so ago when Rudy essayed to stop
his runaway and riderless nag in a" shot for
his picture. The horse won, knocking an
adjective .out of the title and the wind out
of Rudy.
The picture is now called "The Eagle."
A couple of more accidents and what

have you?
I just recount these happenings to show

you how this title-changing racket is work-
ed. When something goes wrong the
producer simply goes out and plays .horse
with some title. Thus we have a film like
"Invisible Wounds" changed to "Came the
Dawn."
Where Rudy made a big mistake was

when he tried to play horse with a horse

OC "Silence,

please,"

says Clara Bow,
"and I'll tell you
all I \now about
my friends' in

the movies."

3f

<ZHorma and Constance Talmadge spent the summer at T^orma's
beach house, and a merry time was had by all their friends who
visited them there.

and the horse misunderstood him. But the
title got it just the same.

* * *

I do not make it a practice to learn the
what and why of the stars' domestic deba-
cles but it seems pertinent for me to state
at this time that Rudy is to go to Paris
where Natacha now is.

Any one but not all of three things may
now happen:

Rudy may file papers for a Parisian
divorce.

Natacha may file for a Parisian
divorce.

Rudy and Natacha may. become re-

conciled.

It would be just like them to agree to
disagree permanently, but there
are some who look to them to
bail out the scuttled craft of

- vrj their romance and go sailing
on to bliss or further disagree-
ment.

Personally I know that they
are still very much in love with
each other.

* * $

Buster Keaton almost
laughed the other day.

While he was watching a
gag in which he did not par-
ticipate slowly congeal into a
laugh during the making of
"Go West," his cow classic,

a 'studio attache dashed up and
handed him a slip of paper.

Buster gazed at the paper
intently for an instant. The
corners of his mouth began to
twitch. What looked like a
twinkle of good-nature . came
into his eyes.

I hurried up to him agog
with excitement.

Buster turned his famed
blank visage full upon me and
handed me the paper.

It was a notice from his
bank, informing him that he
was overdrawn!

"It's a good thing that it

wasn't something serious like a
suicide in your family. You
would have probably laughed
yourself to death," said an in-
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&t CHAPLIN
AM/ERICAS MATCHLESS COMEDIAN

Qet ready Jor the

laugh of your lijel

Sy4 Chaplin,
is coming soon in his

Jirst new Warner comedy

"7heJ&anJ
on the Box!'
This is Syd's masterpiece of fun—
the most comical combination of
mis -adventures, intrigues, love-
making and unadulterated jollity
ever packed into one evening's
screen entertainment.

In "The Man on the Box" Syd
Chaplin steps right out IN FRONT as
a comedy star of the first magnitude.

The fact that Warners have secured
this matchless comedian to star in
Warner Classics demonstrates again
Warner leadership and Warner
supremacy in giving the American
public the best entertainment the
screen can offer.

"If it's a Warner Picture,

it's a Classic"
Classics of the Screen
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7n 18 Evenings
He mastered this

wonderfulinstrument
"I date my success," writes a success-

ful young bond salesman "to the day

I got my Buescher Saxophone. It did

two things for me that greatly con-

hive belrTvery valuable to me in my business.

Easy To Play - Easy To Pay
What this man has done in 3 weeks, Practicing

^stfe^^y^^n^utilyi the

J0&-
SAXOPHONE

This, sweetest of all wind instruments harmon-

ies 'perfectly with P^n^o^ce, or any other

Smi^ted. Simplifiedkg;'^^X^nyST^SiSS-^ and play

popular tunes in a week.

Six Days Free Trial - Easy Terms

Tw » R, IPccher any instrument you choose, in
Try a Buescner, anj

_ freE. Surely this is
your own home, but {^fL>u under no ob-
a most liberal offer. It places you ^ ^
ligation. We take the risK. xr y g
instrument and decide to Keep ». P *

details
each month Play as you pay^et tne ^
SLSa^5?affeBSS2l Send today.

Buescher BandInstrumentCo.

1028Buescher Block Elkhart, Ind.
lv

-) T/iis 64 page book tells

0> . ,., ,;„ / about the carious models

Br,?1 </ w«/> pictures of profes-

B*'" I \ sionalsusingthem. Send

WI'M , 7 for copy ojthis wonderful

I

SCREENLAND
wells of song and story. You can see the

pathos of lovers' partings—in poetry m
fife—in that tiny bit. George Jean Nathan

called it the finest acting he had ever seen

jn his life—and he wrote that before he

met Miss Gish, too.

Pauline Frederick has been responsible

for some of our best pantomime. I always

think of her as one of Ernst Lubitsch s

Three. Women— particularly the scene

where she looks at herself in the mirror

and then pulls down all the shades to keep

out the sunshine and turns on the rose-

colored lights and is finally satisfied that

she is ready to receive her love I wonder

what that scene made the audience think

about? But we won't go into that here.

Ask your own wife.

The fight in Tol'able David will never

be forgotten—how can it, when every other

fight seen on the screen since has tried

to flatter it by imitation? Dick Barthel-

mess and the mail against great big Ernest

Torrence, in a cabin room. Dicks head,

banging against the wall. A hand on the

door. Then the door swings slowly open.

Which one is coming out? The brutal

bully; or David, staggering from the weight

of the mail-sack he fought for? Other

doors have swung since, but I have never

noticed half the suspense that the door in

Tol'able David closed upon.

Inspired by Lubitsch, Marie Prevost and

Monte Blue ,put over many neat bits of

pantomime in Kiss Me Again. There are

the visions conjured up by the sight ot

Monte lifting an elbow behind a screen.

There's sweet Marie, bored with the lover

her kind husband has helped her to, bored

with the bad champagne, and wishing she

had been a better wife. The last scenes of

Kiss Me Again are sheer and perfect pieces

of pantomime.

But of course, when all is said and done,

there is no pantomime anywhere to com-

pare with that of a low comedian just

plastered with a custard-pie; or a fat man

with a bull-dog attached to a portion of

his person; or a policeman hit over the head

with a brick. It's the oldest pantomime

there is. It's been good since the begin'

ning. Maybe, after all, the most univer-

sally appealing example of pantomime is

little Jackie Coogan, thumbing his nose at

a cop in The Kid. There's art for you!

EaSt CoaB Confidences

EGGY Joyce is soon to embark for Eu-

rope where she will rest and play until

December, when she will return to make

another picture. Peggy's idea of picture-

making is just darned hard work. Ihe

time she spent in Hollywood making Ihe

Shy Rocket was the most strenuous m her

career, she says. Early to bed and early

to rise was Peggy's program. But she liked

it And it is said that her work in her

first picture will reveal a new and lovelier

Peeev Toyce than the public ever saw be-

fore In fact, the people who have thought

of her as Broadway's most brilliant butter-

fly will have to revise their ideas, for in

The Sky Rocket she reveals unsuspected

charm and ability. When we saw her she

was wearing, as only Peggy Joyce can wear,

a smart suit of green with hat to match-

she had just returned from East Hampton,

Long Island, where she visited Laurette

Taylor. And giving us a level look out of

her famous blue eyes, Peggy said naively:

"I want to be taken seriously, not as a

joke I have worked mighty hard on this

picture, and I want them to like me

Her next picture will probably be from

a story by Cosmo Hamilton; and it is said

that Erich von Stroheim may direct.

will have an important part in a new mu-

sical comedy, Merry, Merry, in New York

soon.
* * *

Having starred as a Woman of Paris

Edna Purviance thought she would

see what it's really like. So she went on-

to Europe for a vacation. It is said that

Charles Chaplin has plans to star her in

a new picture soon, but there has been no

definite announcement. Miss Purviance

looks as gorgeous as she used to when she

was Charlie's leading lady—remember?

* * *

DON'T know how true it is, but Charlie

Chaplin is said to be about to venture

into the legitimate theatre field. The re-

port goes that he will build a theatre in

New York and produce plays written and

directed by himself—the first to be a melo-

drama which will star Judith Anderson,

now appearing for Belasco in The Dove.

All we know is that Miss Anderson, a fine

actress and charming girl was very much

present at the opening of The Gold Rush

and the reception for Charlie afterwards.

SAXOPHONEBOOK
Clip the Coupon JVOW!

K^ft* other band 01

Mention any other
' '.'

Write plainly, Name, Addre.sjown and
State m Margin Below

HOW can you get in the movies? Maybe

—be a .truck driver.

One day a First National official noticed

a husky lad driving a truck near the studios

in the Bronx. The official, being-alert.and

on the job, stopped torn—probably at the

risk of his life, you know what those trucks

are—and told him to report for screen tests

immediately. John Philip Kolb, six-feet-

seven, agreed; and accordingly you
1

can

see him as the villain with Milton Sills in

the next Sills picture. Moral-but maybe

there isn't any.
* * * ,

A n engagement whose announcement

A may soon be forthcoming is that ot

fSlph Ince and Lucilla Mendea Lucilla

£ a very lovely young dancer of Broadway,

and she and Ralph have been reported in-

terested in each other for some time
t

Ince

you know, used to be the husband ol.Lucille

Lee Stewart, sister of Anita. Miss Mendez

-tit-ope Hampton went to Paris to shop

JO. for gowns to wear in the musical

comedy in which she will be seen this sea-

son and also her new films. Little did she

think that she would become the heroine

of a romantic adventure. This is what we

heard from Deauville: That Hope was try-

ing her luck at the gaming tables in the

fashionable resort, and, being unfamiliar

with the game, made an error. This an-

noyed a Frenchman for some reason or

other and he made a slighting remark about

our Hope. A Count became Hope's cham-

pion and challenged the gentleman to a

duel Yes, sir—the story goes that they

met outside of Paris at the traditional hour

of dawn, drew their trusty blades and

pricked each other. Then the aggressor de-

cided he would go and apologize to Miss

Hampton and—that's all. Anyway, it

makes a good' story, and what we want; to

know i s—did Hope follow the movie tradi-

tion and jumo in a carriage and alight at

the duelling ground just in time to prevent

moider? We hope so.
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FREE!
Watch Chain
For a limited time we are
offering a beautiful Watch
Chain Free. Write now

while offer lasts.

°°Down!
Just $1.00! The balance in easy monthly paymentsYou get the famous Studebaker, 21 Jewel Wa?ch
-Insured for a lifetime-direct from the maker at
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JACQUELINE LOGAN, Enchanting-eyed Motion Picture Sta

Eyes darkltj diVine,

a heaVen of dreams
captivate all hearts because they are

shadowed by long, dark, heavy lashes.

It is the shadow of the lashes that lends

the eyes their tantalizing depths and

haunting mystery.

Make your eyes irresistible by darkening your

lashes with WINX. A deft touch or two and

your lashes immediately appear much longer and

heavier. Your eyes at once take on enchanting

new depth and beauty.

WINX is a harmless waterproof liquid that

neither runs nor smears. It dries instantly and

keeps your lashes- lustrous- for days. Brush at-

tached to stopper of. bottle. Complete, 75c.

U. S. and Canada. • Black and brown.

WINXETTE (cake form) complete, with one-

row' brush and mirror, 50c. Black and brown.

WINX and .WINXETTE- at drug .
and depart-

ment stores or by mail. .

'

Mail 12c, today -for a generous sample of

Winx. Another 1.2c brings a sample' of

Pert, the -24-hour waterproof rouge.

ROSS COMPANY
235 West 18th Street New York

WINX
Waterproof

PERSONAL
Appearance
is now more than ever

the key note of success,

both in social and bus-

inesslife. Bow-Legged
and Knock-Kneed men
and women.both young
and old, willbegladto
hear that my new ap-
pliance will successful-

ly straighten, within

a short time, bow-
teggedness and knock-
kneed legs, safely,

Quickly and perma-
nently, without pain,

operation or discomfort. Worn at night. My new.

"straitner". Model 18. U.S. Patent is easy to

adjust; its results will soon save you fr°m further

humiliation, and improve your personal aPPearance

100 per cent. (Model 18 is not like old-fashioned

splints or braces, with bothersome straps, hard to

adjust, but a scientific, modern device of proven

merit, used and recommended for the last 3 years

by physicians everywhere.

)

Write today for particulars, testimonials and my
free copyrighted physiological and anatomical booK

which tells you how to correct bow and knock-kneed

legs without any obligation. Enclose a dime for postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
1327L, W. U. Building Binghamton, N. Y.

C[ Constance TalmadgejJ
Christmas list is one of

the long, long variety

that starts in August
and ends inMarA

Christmas Shopping Service

CONNIE'S LIST

Mother—Warm side-tied

negligee of French blue or

violet of cut chenille vel-

vet $12.75

Da&—Sterling silver com-

pact, bottle opener, cork-

screw, arid key to fit your

lock-Teather case . $5.95

Grandma—Rainbow scarf

of warm gauzy yarn in rose,

orchid or blue . . . $4.50

Sister—Step-in chemise of

peach crepe de Chine and

cream lace . . . $3.95

// you would like to have

any of the articles listed

here, send check or money

order, together with size

and color desired where

necessary, to Screenland

Shopping Service, 236 W.

55 th Street, New York,

N. Y.

NORMA'S LIST

.
, For Mother—Wrist-length

overblouse in white or

French green radium silk.

Cluster tucked collar and

cuffs m.i 5

Big Siste r—Braided

leather riding crop, tan or

black $3-°<>

Small Sister— Quilted

satin rose or blue bedroom

slippers .... $2.00

or

English wool golf hose, in

The Twins-Boy's hand-smocked tunic camel, brown heather, gray or white with

suit, of chambray blue, or green with white fancy coloured cults . . . . .
*i-o»

repp collar and cuffs . . - • $1-95 Small Brother—Warm blanket bath robe

Her Chum— Sterling silver vanity, of in plaid design of blue, gray or brown $i .V 1

powder or rouge from Worth of Paris $3.95 Swdjj ^phew—Cotton pongee pajamas

Her Beau— Nest of four silver-plated
of tari; blue, pink or white . . . $1-45

ashtrays, in a fifth with handle, Dutch ^ chums_Importecj French garters of

Style , shirred ribbon and tiny flower wreath $1.00

Zipper pouch-bag of cowhide or with lock and <*na

key and flannel lining for golf togs $18.50 Bandeau-brassiere of tub si k, with elastic

Married Sister—Silk and cashmere stock- at back and narrow shoulder straps in

ings broadribbed in blonde, gray, tan, bark fl esri ,
pink or white M-uu

or black $ 2 -00 Brother's^ Girl—Glove silk step-in chemise

or tailored with contrasting colour bands. Pink

Black pointed heel on a fine pure silk
Qr 0IC^ $2.95

stocking of nude, beige, or gunmetal. Lisle ^ Aunt_Imported C0Har and cuff set

S0

An
a

Aun°t
P
-Hand-painted osgandy rL of of white embroidered organdie, and

$

Val

^M^T^Z fleece Imed

&

Cousin-Kid belt of red, blue, or green

in white, grey or beaver. Sizes 00-4 . $1.50 edged with patent leather
. . .

$1.50

The Tiller Shoe
DANCING FLATS for STAGE AND

STREET WEAR
Writes the famous John Tiller: "Mr. Barney is the only

American manufacturer who has been a«>l^
T̂
e shoes

that run stand up under the hard wear given by Tiller girls.

This special dancing flat-leather lined, hand turned, cov-

ered hecls--now obtainable for general use onstage orstreetj

Write for Catalogue W - MAIL OKDElt our^ spec ilw

MailidC.O. D.~ satis'*rtion guaranteed -on receipt of foot outhne.

Barney s
304 W. 42nd ST.
NEW YORK

Patent Leather
131. & W. Kid
Gr. & Bed Kid
Bl. & W. Satin
W. & Pink Canvas
Split Fiber Soles,

$1.50 extra

CCWorma Shearer

can do a Christ'

mas list and lop\

pretty at the same

time. Try it.
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Joke AH You Want
About ThisNewWay
To Be Popular—
But Read What Albert Mead and Thousands of Former Wall Flowers Say About It.

By Albert Mead

[
tVf? Vni

n
\L

f

t: Tt TeLd Sfrated free book
-

that came hy <«™M. .
,."*e tms

- " seemed mail was so convincing and the free testpositively ridiculous tn f-Kinlr tU^i-

believe that learning to^aTc'W^ was
^ Murn* 8 C°mPlete COurse

where l"^HnTt
ially ln a caf like mine A Great Surprisewhere I didn t know one step from another' "a„j t • j i

,

"So every time I saw an advertLment nw lu^T** ^ SUrPn
'

se of
like this, I just laughed. AndTtookTreat ™7 A l */*7 the leSSOnS arrived

' 1
delight in poking fun at some of m^frfcnds before T

first ,Pag^nd right there-
who were taking this new

7 bef°re 1 Was really aware of what I was
course. | "

1 ^?
1

"|r~L.
,

?
as actua!'y doing one

But it wasn't long be-
fore I saw that the joke was
on me. Slowly my friends
seemed to be drifting away
from me. They were always
'going to a party'—always
having 'barrels of fun.' I
was left out of the fun.
Pven the girls with whom
I used to be so chummy,
began to pass me by.

"Well, I'm only human
after all. So, the next time
I saw an ad of Mr. Mur-
ray's, the famous dancing
authority, in a magazine I
gave it a chance. I read
it through and when I saw
that I didn't have to buy
anything — that I could
learn all about the short'
cut to popularity from a
free 32-page book, I mailed
the coupon.
"And that started it. The

Results Count!
"The instructions were so plain

and simple that I had no difficulty
in learning at all. The pleasure
I have had since taking your

. lessons is worth ten times the
cost." L. Bv Springfield. Mass.

"I am delighted with your won-
derful dancing lessons. Before I
got your lessons I didn't know
how to dance and was missing a
lot of good times. When I got
your lessons I was invited to a
party and I had the most wonder-
ful of wondrous times. Every one
was so surprised. They asked me
where I learned to dance so I told
them about your wonderful lessons
Thanking you a million times."—
Miss H. Z., Menasha, Wise.
"I have been more than pleased

with the knowledge of dancing that
I have gained from your course.
From the fellow that could hardly
take a step to the fellow that takes
almost all the dance prizes that
are ever offered here for the best
dancer, that's what it has done for
me, thanks to your wonderful and
pleasant way of instructing by mail
which made it possible for me to
leam."—o. j. n.. Houston, Texas.

of the steps. In a few minutes
1 had mastered that step. It was
so easy-—so fascinating that I
could hardly believe it. It was
real fun to follow the simple dia-
grams and instructions.

The following few evenings
I was mastering the Waltz, the
Fox Trot and other delightful
new steps. It seemed so easy
so perfectly natural. And the
remarkable thing about it is
that I needed no music or part-
ner. It seemed as if Mr. Mur-
ray himself were standing by my
side gently directing, gently point-
ing out the right way or the
wrong way to dance. And before
I realized it, I was practically
through with the course. I could
hardly wait for a chance to dance
at a real 'affair.'

"My big chance came the fol-
lowing Saturday night. It was

am
annua ' c,ass re-union dance.

All my former classmates and
their best' girls were present.
Jeanne was my partner.
"The music started. I rose

Jr i?
thril!

' Jean"e was won-
derfully light and easy to leadWe glided across the floor like
professional dancers.

"The band played. I led Jeanne gracefully around
the room, interpreting the dance like an expert,
keeping perfect harmony with the music.
"The 'old gang' stared at us in amazement. They

couldn t believe their eyes! The transformation was
too sudden for them. I laughed to myself an<J
Jeanne s smile of understanding thrilled me
_

'When the music stopped we found ourselve*m the midst of a group of smiling, friendly, admir-
ing faces. It was a complete triumph. And to
think that just a few weeks before I couldn't dance
a step!

FREE! 32-Page Booklet and Test Lesson
But don't think of enrolling yet—not until you've

read Mr. Murray's remarkable new 32-page bookie*
that is- packed full of illustrations, not until you've
been thrilled by the Test Lesson which also come*
tree. You II enjoy Mr. Murray's book immensely,
because it tells all about Mr. Murray himself, how
he became private instructor to the "400," how he
devised his easy home-study dances, how he taught
over 250,000 people to dance by mail, and particu-
larly how he can teach you to become a graceful
versatile, popular dancer in a few enjoyable evenings.And you 11 enjoy reading his remarkable Test Les-
son because it proves to you beyond a shadow of
a doubt that you too can easily learn to dance thisnew way.
G

f
et

.i

this
-t
r
L
ee book and Test Lesson and read them'

carefully They can mean the difference between a
lite of happiness, of friends, of good times—or a
lite of misery, loneliness and monotony. Mail thecoupon at once and enclose only 25c to cover post-
age and mailing. Arthur Murray, Studio 541, 801Madison Avenue, New York City.

Arthur Murray, Studio 541,
801 Madison Avenue, New York City.
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George K. o-^rthur's

Christmas

JJst

PRICE
CUT TO
$38.00
WAS
$57.00.

HO
RED TAPE
OR DELAY.
SEND NO
MONEY

, HNo. 257—Price $38.00*
$2 Down and $3 a Month

IIAll the colors of the rainbow flash and sparkle 1
!

j from the best quality, eenuiue blue white dia-

ilmond set to this most POPutaLFl??!
, 'tJ™, il\ HEART RING FOR SWEETHEARTS. 18 karat

«

\ solid white gold. Quality and value Knaran- »

Vteed. Sold on money back free trial at33^
discount. 10c a day is easy to pay>"

Mail the coupon.

$7.50 Value Gift to every
customer who answers this

advertisement, lust to prove
that we give you the best
lvalues for your money.

IWrlte For Big Free Catalog
iTbis beautifully illustrated jewelry book bnngs our

liewelry Btore into your home. You can cave Va by or-

Idering from this book. Just fill in and mail the coupon.

IBUY DIRECT FROM DIAMOND IMPORTERS

,STERUNGShCQ
|(nUn»nd lmporters-SI.000.000 Stsok-Est. I «79)

11540 BROADWAY, Dept. 2015P, NEW YORK

TEAR OUT AND MAIL

SEND NO MONEY

Between shots of

"Lights of Old
Broadway" George

K. Arthur lays out

a little wor\ for

Santa Claus.

FOR A GOOD HUBBY
A genuine silver golf putter. A
full-sized duplicate of Walter Ha_
gens favorite putter . .

•

or

One of the new flat silver cigar-

ette eases that fits the pocket $12.5U

FOR MOTHER ^
,

A copy of a new French purse

of grosgrain leather with gilt

monogram design and gilt clip

edgings •

FOR A SMALL - SISTER
Pocket comb of French gilt .

$2.}U

FOR AN AUNT
Writing portfolio of leather with

lock and key : • • • • otctpp
FOR A DEBUTANTE SISTER

A real crystal choker necklace

hand cut

Hand-blocked silk crepe scarf .
$5.95

or

Sheer silk stockings with the new

Paris clox
-

-
$2 4?

or

Pair of imported washable doe-

skin slip-on gloves . • •
$ 5 -75

FOR A MARRIED SISTER
A silver-plated vegetable dish

with double compartment . . .
$12.50

FOR A SMALL BOY
One of the new fancy sweaters 3>7.5U

FOR A BABY NIECE
Hand-smocked coat of white wool

crapella with hand-made Irish

pattern lace

$8.00

$7.95

<^Ask ^JVLc— Continued from page 3

Mary E. Hoff,
" Why of course you can

ask questions; that's what I'm here for, but

you were too late for the September num-

ber Yes, Dorothy Mackaill and John

Bowers both use their own names. Dorothy

was born in Hull, England, in 1903, and

John Bowers in Indiana. Dorothy has fair

hair and blue eyes and John has dark eyes

and hair. Address at First National, 383

Madison Ave., N. Y.

* 'STERLING DIAMOND &WATCH CO., Inc.

* 1540 Broadway, Dept. 2015P, New York

n Please send No to me on free trial. If I keep

[t , i |^ee to pay for it according to your terms.

* (Deposit can be sent with order if you prefer.)

! n Please send your biz new free catalog to me, show-
! D mg^iamonds. watches and jewelry at special low

I prices, on easy-to-pay terms..

! Name.

: Local
i Address

J City &
J
State ....

M L. Joslin. If you order Screenland

each month, then you will be sure not to

miss the "Answer Page." (Advt.H Tra-

la-la!)

Elmira. Jack Joyce has just been signed

for a long-term contract with Paramount.

He actually has only one leg. Duane

Thompson will next be seen m a comedy

with Walter Hiers.

M M. A. (Long Island). Diana Kane

is no relation to Robert Kane, producer.

Diana really is Lois Wilsons sister. She

has only recently become a movie actress

and prior to that, was hostess in a hotel _ in

the West. Latest picture Invisible

Wounds," starring Blanche Sweet. Inci-

dentally this will be produced by Robert

Kane.

Mrs. Duggan. Frances Howard has nat-

urally wavy light brown fcajr. Her only

pictures to date are "The Swan and The

Shoc^-punch," although she has appeared

in many stage successes Recently married

Samuel Goldwyn, millionaire producer

Yes, Mrs. D, the paths of glory lead but

to the gravy.

Willie Spangler. Impossible to put your

answers in the September issue, which was

on the newsstands before your letter reached

me. Constance Bennett, care Fort Lee

Studios, Fort Lee, N. J. Larry Gray and

Mary Brian, with Famous-Players, Astoria,

L I Bert Lytell, Warner Bros., Sunset

Blvd., Hollywood. Priscilla Dean with Ce

cil de Mille, Culver City Cal_ Lloyd

Hughes, First National, 801 E. 175th

Street, N. Y. C. Kathleen Bennett care

Metro'-Goldwyn-Mayer, Culver City.

Kathryn J.
Hetric^. Space won't permit

me to list all the pictures the players you

mention have done; but here are some ot

the most recent ones. Norma ialmadge

"Graustar\"; Colleen Moore "Desert Flow-

er"- Corinne Griffith "Declasse ;
Mary

Pickford "Little Annie Rooney ;
Viola

Dana "The Kecessary Evil' ; Harold Lloyd

"The Freshman"; Wesley Barry The Mid-

shipman"; Thomas Meighan "Whispers .

and Douglas MacLean "Introduce Me.

S Pearce. Never heard of the actress

you' mention. You bet we_ enjoyed Rod

LaRocque in "Night Life of Hew York-

He's not married yet; we enjoy that, too.

M. Taylor. You're one of the few who

don't demand their answers in a hurry.

Salutations! Thanks! Call again! Rear-

do Cortes was born September, 1899 Betty

Bronson hails from Trenton, N. J.,
and

1906 was her birthyear. Ben Lyon is 24

Richard Dix 30. Norma Shearer will next

be seen in "The Tower of Lies."

Sylvia Warner. You certainly show ex>

cellent judgment. Ricardo Cortes is tall,

dark rather Spanish-looking although he

was actually born in Alsace-Lorraine and

his next picture will be The Pony Ex-

press." Ben Lyon is also tall, his height
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How a Strange Accident
Saved Me from Baldness-
Sixty days ago it made me boiling mad. Today
1 look back and laugh at the incident for it
brought me a marvelous new growth of hair

I'M
willing to bet that I've wasted

more money trying to end my bald-
ness than any other man in the world.
So naturally I laughed at any ad that

sounded like a baldness remedy. And
the oftener I laughed, the more bald I
became.

When my wife began to look sorrowfully
at my thinning hair I smiled regretfully.
When my friends began to call me "baldy"
I felt somewhat annoyed. But when my
private secretary began to look strangely
at my glistening scalp and snicker—weU it

made me mad.
But the worst was yet to come. About

sixty days ago I saw a tooth paste ad-
vertisement that offered to send a free book-
let. It sounded interesting so I clipped the
coupon and gave it to my secretary to fill

in and mail.

Well, a .few days later, to my utter sur-
prise, I found on my desk—not a booklet
on toothpaste—but a booklet and a letter
telling how to end baldness in 30 days!

I glanced from the booklet to my secre-
tary. I felt my blood boiling.

"Miss Harris," I said to her, "I can't
say that I appreciate your sense of humor, resolve not to try another h ai r treatmentJust what is your idea? Is it. . .

." And then when I read that Merke aauallyShe paled. Why Mr Burns-whafs guaranteed a new growth of hair in 30 dayshave I done?" or no cost to me-well, I completely weak-Done? I shouted, aren't you content ened and sent for the treatment.with laughing at my bald head—must you
make matters, worse by sending me this
hint. If it pains you to look at my head
you are always at liberty to resign!"

Tears came into her eyes. And between

The first two or three times I used the
treatment I began to notice that my hair
didn t fall out as much as it used to But
a week or so later when I looked in the
mirror I saw something that almost bowled

„„„ ""wccu mmui x bdw sometning that almost bowlpr

her
3

f^t
CXplained ^ !t WaSn t ^ m60Ve

i
! ^ there, jL breaking throughner fault was a fine downy fuw all over my headShe said that the coupon which I asked Every night I spent 15 minutes takineher to mail had another coupon printed on the treatment at home. And everv davthe back—and the other coupon offered to this young hair kept getting stronger andsend a ree book about baldness. Well, thicker. At the end of a mL h you couldshe simply used her own judgment! hardly see a bald spot on my head And

ing^n^y^Ta ^ ^ ^ * ** ° f ^&J~* my wo?
word passed between us.

But that night on my
way home I read the
book about baldness. And
I have to admit that a
more interesting, more
helpful, more honest book
I've never read in my
life. It described an en-
tirely new method of
making hair grow— a
method perfected by Alois
Merke, founder of the
Merke Institute, Fifth
Avenue, New York. It
is the only treatment I

had ever heard of that ac-
tually reached right down
to the hair roots and
awakened them to new,
vigorous activity.

As I read on I felt

myself weakening in my

Read This

!

"Results are wonderful. My hair
has stopped falling out and I can
see lots of new hair coming in. I

preach your system to everyone"

—

F. D. R., Washington, D. C.

"My hair was coming out at an
alarming rate, but after four or five

treatments I noticed this was
checked. My hair is coming in
thicker and looks and feels full of
life and vigor."—W. C., Great
Neck, N. Y.

l

I have used your system for
eight weeks and although the top
of my head has been entirely bald
for six years, the results up to the
present are gratifying. In fact, the
entire bald spot is covered with a
fine growth of hair."—W. B.,
Kenmore, Ohio.
(Original of above letters on file

at the Institutes.)

nes about baldness were ended.
For I had regained an entirely
new head of healthy hair. Can
you blame me for laughing now
at the strange incident of 60
days ago?

Here's the Secret

According to Alois Merke,
in most cases of baldness the
hair roots are not dead, but
merely dormant — temporarily
asleep. Now to make a sickly
tree grow you would not think
of rubbing "growing fluid" on
the leaves. Yet that is just
what I had been doing, when
I used to douse my head with
tonics, salves, etc. To make a
tree grow you must nourish
the toots. And it's exactly the
same with the hair.

This new treatment, which
, Merke perfected after 17 years'
experience in treating baldness,
is the first and only practical
method of getting right down
to the hair roots and nourish-
ing them.
At the Merke Institute

many have paid as high

$5 00 for the results secured thru personal treat-ments Yet now these very same -results may be
secured m any home in which there is electricity—
at a cost of only a few cents a day.

The thing I like most about Merke is that he very
frankly admits that his treatment will not grow hairm every case There are some cases of baldness thatnothing m the world can help. But so many otherihave regained hair this new way, that he absolutely
guarantees it to produce an entirely new hair growth
in 30 days or the trial is free. In other words, nomatter how thin your hair may be, he invites you totry the treatment 30 days at his risk, and if it fails
.o grow hair then he's the loser—not you. And youare the sole judge of whether his method works or not

Coupon Brings You Full Details
I his story is typical of the results that great

Treatment
P securing with the Merke

"The New Way to Make Hair Grow," which ex-plains the Merke Treatment in detail, is the title ofthe vitally interesting 34-page book, which will be

below?"
7

'
y°U S1

'

mpIy mail the C0"P°°
This little book tells all about the amajing newreatment, shovvs what it has already done for coun™

less others, and in addition -contains much valuableinformation on the care of the hair and scalp Re?member, this book is yours
free—to keep. And if you
decided to take the treat-
ment, you can do so with-
out risking a penny. So
mail the coupon now and
get the surprise of your
We! Address, Allied
Merke Institute, Inc
Dept. 6711, 512 Fifth
Avenue, New York.

GET THIS
FREE BOOK

J
Allied Merke Institute, Inc.

[
Dept. 6711, 512 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C.

Please send me—without cost or obligation, In
|

a plain wrapper, a copy of your book describing
the Merke System.

(State whether Mr., Mrs., or Miss)'

Addr

as City- State..
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tfYour Fat
Will go as mine did*'

For 18 years women have told women
about Marmola Prescription Tablets.

Told how easily, how pleasantly they

ended excess fat. No exercise, no diet-

ing required.
'

Mark the result today. Countless

women keep slender with Marmola. You
meet them in every circle. Over-fat

figures are the exception now. People

are using over one million boxes of

Marmola every year.

You know that Marmola must be safe

and efficient, else it never could have

gained such a place. Then let us tell you

the ingredients, also how and why it

acts. Also what it has done, what it

will do. Investigate Marmola in fair-

ness to yourself.

Excess fat is a blight to beauty, to

health and efficiency. Let us tell you

how to easily and quickly reach the

Weight you want.

Marmola Prescription Tablets are Bold

by all druggists at $1 per box. Send this

coupon for our latest book, a 2S
;
ct. sample

free and our guarantee. Clip it now.
.

The Pleasant Way to Reduce

MARMOLA
2-234GeneralMotorsBldg.

DETROIT, MICH.

Mai I for

25c Sample

Free
338

"A Kiss for Cinder-

ella" is to be released

in December and in

this masterpiece by Sir

James M. Barrie, Bet'

ty Bronson has her

second great oppor-

tunity.

I

I Can Teach
You To Dance

Like This
—Sergei Marinoff

My wonderful new method makes

Clasme Dancinpr easy and fascinat-

ing to learn at home Simple cnartB

arid photographs .illustrate e a c

h

lesson; clear, simple text and
phonograph records teach the ea-

Bentials of techn que. ___
Complete Dancing Outfit FREE

rocoraB. V
atoace for full information^shout

WRITEsj^ b^z%$'°a

:°*1Z

being 5.11 and he has dark brown hair,

dark blue eyes, and a jolly manner makes

him a real good pal to have around. Ben's

next will be "The Pace that Thrills."

Irene Zuro (H- ]) Eileen Sedgwick,

Hoot Gibson and Jack Hoxie all care Uni-

versal, Culver City. Alberta Vaughn, with

F. B. O., 780 Gower Street, and a quarter

is the sum usually sent to cover postage.

W. Raymond (Colombo, Ceylon). Didn't

we meet at Kandy, sahib? Ruth Roland

was married but is now divorced. Glad

Screenland has given you the best col-

lection of pictures; we do have unusual

ones, don't we? I don't know of any film

company where you could get a cowboy

suit, but you can purchase one through

Sears Roebuck's mail order house, Chicago.

Lydia Cortland. Address Norma and

Constance Talmadge at the United Artists

Studios, Hollywood, Cal. Ramon Novarro

and Renee Adoree at the Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer Studios, Culver City. Bebe Daniels

at Famous-Players Lasky, Vine Street, Hol-

lywood, and Alberta Vaughn, F. B. O.

Frances S. Madge Bellamy's parents are

Americans and Madge was born in this

country. She is 21 and you can reach her

at Universal Studios, Culver City.

Salvatore Lombard. So you want a "strip

of addresses." Well, just you tell me what

"strip" you want and I'll do my best to

oblige.

PLAY AT ONCE^ " ff SEND ITBACK!
"o knowledge of music necMBary. No

esaons. No practice. JAZZ CLAHi-
NETTB has sweet jazzy tone,

e for dances, parties, enter-

tainments. Special Offer:
"1 Songs—jazz, old-timo
favorites—FREE with

each order. (Regu-
' orice of oonfjs

aUme h.OO.i
lu, jiical instrum^...,

a toy. 13 in. long. Don't send
a penny—just name and Brian:-

On arrival of Clarinette and 87 ..

songs deposit with poBtrnan our bur

ram mice of only S2.48 plus few pennl'

S^^&iSicVm guaranteed or

posit money returned. Big ™
musical Catalog free with
each order. Send today!
FERRY & CO.

Dept. 7148. Chicago

Bubbles. I've been nearly "bursting"

with pride since receiving your letter. I've

always felt the way you do, but between

ourselves I don't know whether the editor

did. However, I showed him your kind

remarks, and now I see he looks at me

differently! How differently? A-a-ah!

Buck Jones, born in Vincennes, Ind., com-

menced his screen career with Fox. He
stands 5.11, weighs 173, and has brown

hair, grey eyes, also a wife, I believe. Pat

•O'Malley was born in Dublin and proud of

it. He is 5.11, weighs 168, and has brown

hair and blue eyes. Married and has three

children who'll be stars when you and I are

ancient. Ben Lyon isn't married—no in-

deedy. Single life looks mighty good to

Benjamin these fine days! Born in Atlanta,

Ga. See answer to Sylvia Warner for the

rest.

David Greene (Silver La\e). Of course

there is "a person named Juanita Hansen'

in the movies. Although only 28 Miss

Hansen has been in pictures since the first

chapter, as bathing-beauty and serial queen.

Just at present she is touring the country,

but we hope to see her back on the screen

before long.

Ardle Karder. So you're only eleven,

four feet, eight and weigh 78 lbs. but you

can act and especially vamp parts. Omi-

gosh! Why not stick to ingenue parts?

But you'll have to stop screaming when you

are teased. Nice little ingenues don't get

into tempers, you know— at least they're

not supposed to. Send stamped addressed

envelope if you want reply direct.

Old Sol. Katherine MacDonald did leave

the screen for a time after her second mar'

riage, but she'll be back again in "The

Unnamed Woman," an Embassy picture.

Lou Tellegen's next picture will be "Silver

Treasure."

Esther M. Sorry, but there's usually so

much fungus— or is it fungi?— on the

chins of the Beery brothers that I have

never been able to see whether they have

dimples or not. I'll investigate next time

I get close enough to them.

Irma Dumons. Did you enjoy the book

"Babbitt"? Willard Louis played Mr. Bab'

bitt and Mary Alden the "missus." Do jou
know you make funny little round "o's" to

dot your "i's" just as Corinne Griffith does?

Paddy B. Yes, Ernest Torrence has a

brother on the stage; his name is David

Torrence.

Ruth F. From time to time Screenland
illustrates frocks, etc., which readers may

purchase by sending cheque and size re'

quired. I am sure you will be quite satis-

fied with the result.

IIDorothy Scott (Cal). Twenty-five cents

is usually sent to cover return postage of

photographs. Direct reply is sent when

stamped addressed envelope is enclosed.

Mary ]ade. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., was

born December 1910 and he's just finished

making "Wild Horse Mesa." Both Nor'

man Kerry and Anna Q. Nilsson are in

their early thirties. Dorothy Gish is mar'

ried to James Rennie, one of Broadway's

dandiest actors.

"Miss Mangy." What happened to the

ink in your house, eh? Pencil's awful hard,

to read. Mary Brian, Betty Bronson, Rich-

ard Dix all get letters at the Famous-

Players Lasky Studios, Astoria, Loni Is'

land, N. Y. Alberta Vaughn with F. B. O.

and Richard Barthelmess at Inspiration Pic

tures, care First National, 383 Madisdn

Ave., New York. Couldn't make out what

it was you said about Dick, because the

writing faded away in sorrow.
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TheManWhois
Astounding
America

!

71

the mysterious power wielded by
-a power he also shows others how

What is

this man
to use? What is this new method which has
started thousands of despairing persons on
the road to health, happiness and prosperity?

THOUSANDS upon thou-

sands have been turned

away from the great thea-

tres and auditoriums in Chicago,
San Francisco, Seattle, Denver,
Boston, New York, Los Angeles,

Philadelphia,and practicallyevery
great city in America where Dr.
Bush has been lecturing!

Those who were ill have been
shown how to become well and
strong by a method to which
other mental science movements
were as the first step in a far-

reaching stairway. The worried
and the nervous

have been shown
how to rise above
their mental and
nervous troubles in

a single evening

and how to attack

and solve their

problems unham-
pered by despair.

An Astounding
New Power
But as wonder-

ful as it is to have

the secret of men-
tal and physical

health — there is

a still greater force at work.
This force can be harnessed to

bring us the material things

— money, power, influence, no
matter what it is. Dr. Bush
has harnessed this force, and has

proved that he can show others

how to use this power.

Partial List of

Contents
Psycho-Analysis and the Sub-

conscious
How to Have Amazing Memory
How to Destroy Fear—Man's
Worst Enemy

What Is Love and How to Keep It

How to Develop Personality
How to Be Popular
How to Be Beautiful Through

Mysterious Force
Vibration—How to Win Suc-

cess—How to Kill Worry

—

Conquer Illness

Poverty a Disease — How to
Overcome It

How to Double Your Efficiency
VISUALIZATION — How to
Make Your Dreams Come True

How to Use Suggestion for
Health, Success and Happi-
ness

The Greatest Law in the Uni-
verse, Just Lately Discovered
and How to Use It

What the World Owes You and
How to Get It

Long before the lectures

were over, reports began
to come in showing how
quickly his audiences had
been taught to use this

wonderful power. Re-
ports so amazing that
they were instantly investigated

by Newspapers, and Societies

for Psychological Research —
and found absolutely true.

"By your method of visualiz-

ation I secured the funds to

build my home," writes one of

Dr. Bush's Chicago listeners.

Mrs. Mary Rob-
erts of Denver
writes, "My salary

was increased 40%
in one week b y
following your
psycho 1 ogical
method and my
powers of sales-

manship were
DOUBLED."

His Teachings

Now in

Book Form

Dr. Bush's sole

idea in giving these lectures is the

same that actuated him in his earlier

days. Then as an earnest and brilliant

young minister of the Gospel he re-

fused honors and financial returns to
apply his efforts where they would do
good to the greatest number. His
lectures are given to teach this new
force to everyone. And to reach
more people he has incorporated his

DAVID V. BUSH
Famous Author and Lecturer on

Psychology

!.
efUr

f
s iV 11 absorbingly interesting book,

on FREE TRIAL to any earnest seeker.
Luther Burbank says, "Applied Psychol-
ogy appears to me the most practical and
useful work which has been published on
these and similar subjects."

Are you nervous or depressed? Do you
teel old? Have you lost your grip? Have
you a worrying disposition? Have you a
personality that fails to attract others'Are you timid? Are you misunderstood'Uo you lack the aggressiveness necessarv
to bang you position and power? Are
you in ill-health? Have you any chronic
disease? Is anyone in your family oramong your friends so affected? Are your
children wilful and disobedient?

Examine It Free
Mail the coupon. This book will be

sent at once. Read it five days. Practice
this new force yourself. If you find it themost inspiring, the
most valuable means
to obtain health,
wealth and happi-

'

ness, send us only
S3. 50 — which you
will realise pays
only the cost of
printing, advertising
3nd distributing the
540-page book.
Otherwise return
the book within
five days and you
will not owe a
penny. But begin
to enjoy the bene-
fit of this new force
at once. Mail the
coupon today.

DAVID V. BUSH, Publisher
Dept. 6011, 225 No. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, III.

APPLIED
pSYCHOIOOY

Scientific

i Living

I DAVID V. BUSH, Publisher
I Dept.6011, 225 N.MichiganBlvd.,Chicago,IH.
| Please send me a copy of "Applied Psy-
. chology and Scientific Living" for approval
I I agree to remit S3. 50 or re-mail the book in
r five days.

I

Nan

[ Address.....

I City State ....

|
Remittance must accompany all foreign orders.
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We Trust You — Send
only $2.00 and your
Choice of these Spe-
cials willcome forapprov-
al and IS DAY TRIAL.
Convince yourself of its

exceptional value--if sat-
isfied, pay the balance in

lO equal monthly pay-
ments.Otherwise return
and your deposit will be
sent back.
Our Charge Account Plan is

venience to you--promut del
tlat. Mail Your Order TODAY.
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When the Movies
Were Young

By

Mrs. D. W. GRIFFITH
(Linda Arvidson)

Mrs. D. W. Griffith, who was known
more generally by her stage name, Linda

Arvidson, here tells the story of the early

days of the movies when she and her hus-

band were working for the old Biograph

Company down at 11 East 14th Street,

New York. She describes the trials and
tribulations, the labors and disappointments,

the hopes and successes of those primitive

times when Mary Pickford got $5.00 a day

and Mack Sennett had not discovered that

he was a comedy actor, while the Gish sis-

ters were still looking for jobs and Charlie

Chaplin was getting a small salary on the

vaudeville stage.
There are lots of good and amusing anec-

dotes about people who are now dazzlmgly

prominent in the movie world, and from

any point of view it is a book that is not

only a fascinating flashback into the early

days of one of the great enterprises of

modern life, but it is a book that anyone

interested in movies or movie stars cannot

afford to pass by.

SC REENLAND
l<iancy Lou. Those are their real names.

Gertrude Short has brown bobbed hair,

blue eyes, and light complexion, and was

born in Cincinnati. Louise Fazenda of the

hazel eyes and light hair hails from ^Lafay-

ette, Ind. Louise is playing in "Seven

Days" at the Warner Studios, Sunset and

Bronson Aves., Hollywood. Gertrude Short

at 642 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, and

Aileen Pringle with Metro'Goldwyn-Mayer,

Culver City, Cal. Walter McGrail is now
making "Havoc."

H. F. T. You will see Wanda Hawley

in "The Unnamed Woman," an Embassy

Picture. Wanda has married again. This

time the lucky man is J. S. Wilkinson of

the Embassy Films.

Marion M. Andree Lafayette was born

in France. She is a blonde. Andree only

did one picture here— "Trilby," married

a fellow-countryman and trotted right back

to France. Alice Lake was born in Brook-

lyn in 1897, Adolphe Menjou born Feb-

ruary, 1891, in Pittsburgh. Antonio More-

no born September, 1888, in Madrid, and

Alia Nazimova 1879 in Walta, Crimea, Rus-

sia. Anna Q. Nilsson is a native of Swe-

den, Ystad being her home-town. The

world drifts to Hollywood, doesn't it?

Esther W. (Detroit). Colleen Moore,

at United Artists Studios, Hollywood.

Colleen was born August, 1902. Evelyn

Brent care F. B. O., 780 Gower Street,

Hollywood. George O'Hara same address.

Malcolm McGregor at Metro-Goldwyn-May-

er Studios, Culver City. Lewis Stone,

United Artists, Hollywood. Laura La-

Plante at Universal, Universal City, Cal.

That is her real name, as far as I know.

Ben Alexander, 1770 North Vine Street,

Hollywood. Harold Lloyd and Jobyna Ral-

ston at Hollywood Studios, Hollywood.

Douglas McLean and Alberta Vaughn,

F. B. O. Patsy Ruth Miller is with

Warner Bros., Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.

Gloria Swanson, Alma Rubens, Richard

Dix, Mary Brian and Florence Vidor care

Famous-Players Lasky, Vine Street. Wan-

dy Wiley, Century Comedies. Malcolm

McGregor is 28 and his little girl is seven.

For other information just read down this

column and you will see it.

W. A. G. Regret I cannot tell you

where to get photos of stars who have died.

Write Phyllis Haver at Famous-Players

Lasky, Vine Street, Hollywood. Dagmar

Godowsky is contemplating a vaudeville

tour on the Keith-Albee circuit; so it's best

to address her at their offices, Palace Thea-

tre, New York. Miriam Cooper seems to

have left the screen for ever. In private

life she is Mrs. Raoul Walsh and her hus-

band directs for Famous-Players. Mahlon

Hamilton, United Studios, Hollywood.

Price $3.00
Delivered to any address.

Address SCREENLAND
Book Department

236 West 55th Street, New York, N. Y.

ti[Ann Pennington has rung down the cur*

tain on her famous \nees and ta\en up

shooting seriously in Hollywood.

Clara K. Young has been in vaudeville for

the past few months. Agnes- Ayres, 1520

Vine Street, Hollywood. Julia Faye is still

in pictures, Phyllis Haver played in

"Rugged Waters" and Gladys Walton's lat-

est is "Anything Once." Dale Fuller will

be seen in "Ben Hur." Alice Joyce has

been in Europe with her husband on a

vacation, but you will see her in "Stella

Dallas." Jane Novak has been playing in

"Lazybones," and it is rumored Henry B.

Walthall is going to sign up with D. W.
Griffith again. Don't know what has hap-

pened to the other old-timers.

Monkey. Ronald Colman is at the Unit-

ed Studios, Hollywood, and Ricardo Cortez

with Famous-Players Lasky, Vine Street,

Hollywood.

Patsy, the Party-Hound

(Continued from page 27)

to tell Pola. .
,

"But Pola was very imperious. No,

she said, 'go sit down.'

"And quite obediently Rod went and sat

down."
Simply everybody was at that delightful

party given by Mr. and Mrs. Rapf. Both

are the soul of hospitality, you know.

There was a wonderful informal supper

out in the dance-hall-projection-billiard

room across the back garden lawn, and

Harry Rapf himself saw personally that

all his seventy-five or eighty guests were

comfortable and wanted for nothing. It

was just nothing to see Mr. Rapf dashing

about with a chair under one arm and a

bottle under the other, seeking out some

momentarily lonely or thirsty soul and try-

ing to make life bright for him or her.

Then the Rapfs sprang the funniest, most

amusing stunt I've ever seen
,

at a movie

folks' party. It was a series of pictures, shown

in that wonderful aforesaid dance-hall-pro-

jection-room-billiard-parlor. The pictures

were all satirical or burlesquey. To me the

funniest one of all was an ancient Universal

picture, starring Hobart Henley, in which

he played an earnest young surgeon in a

field hospital. Hobart sat next to Patsy

M
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"At our price, white man,
she is yours

!

"

No home, no library

or reading room is

complete without
the works of this the

greatest writer of

historical romance
of modern times.

Still alive, before us on the altar stoodthe
woman we had spent so many perilous
months seeking. But what was she doing
here among these jungle savages, carry-
ing in her arms their holiest idol? What
chance had we to save her, three white
men amongthese hordes ofangry blacks!

TO enter the sanctuary would be
to violate their holiest laws; to

touch the hem of her skirt would
mean instant destruction.

Suddenly .... a strangled cry and
Ragnall sprang toward her. But with a
fierce gesture the Arab thrust himself be-
fore the altar and set the price of this
woman's freedom.
As he made his bargain I gasped with

horror, for what he demanded was dearer
than gold.

But read the rest of this stirring
story for yourself. You can have
it and twelve other gripping vol-
umes for free examination if you
will mail the coupon at once.

Great Historical Romances of

H. RIDER HAGGARD
13 Splendid Volumes FREE On ApprovalAMILLION people have thrilled to the stories of

Rider Haggard ! A million history and romance
lovers have been transported by his magic pen right
into the heart of the African jungle, to statelyancient
palacesofAsiaMinor,tothehuntinglodgesofEngland.

A peep into one of his volumes and immediately you are

following his intrepid hunters through tangled jungles
where lions and tigers roam

; sharingtheadventures offearless
pioneers in strange lands; journeying across the burning desert;
witnessing the secret ceremonies of queer jungle tribes, hunt-
ing, shooting, warring with the black men of forest and veldt,
amid hair-breadth escapes.

The Least Expensive Form of Entertainment
Good History As Well!

In these 4400 gripping pages of breath-taking tales, you will

forget your business and your worries—forget everything but

the joy of living. You will want to read them over and over
again. No other form of entertainment in this day and age
offers you so much for so little money!

40% Reduction If You Act Now!
The demand for this, the only uniform edition,is rapid- A

ly increasing since the author's recent death. There
are still a number of these sets left. If you mail the J
coupon today, you can have one at our original figure
—40% less than the publisher's price. Handsome
ly bound in substantial cloth covers or in rich
Artcraft, difficult to tell from leather.

k 11-25

A'
Mai! The Coupon Today — £3^ $ McKinlay,

Read Them 10 Days Free! ^ ms

c
™E *

E
Then if not more than delighted, Dept. 62

return them at our expense. But 30IrvingPl.,NewYork

i .1 i j. Please send me on ap-
send the coupon now before prevail c

e
h
ĉ

es pr°-

the limited number of these S H?Kide/Hag|»d !
s i3

B
|reat

, AjQ historical romances bound in
cloth (*) at 40% reduction fromOr the publisher's price. If after 10— ™ ~~ aO days' free examination I am highly

McKiiaay,Stone&Mackenzie,Dept62,30IrvliiigPL,NewYork /£S??ES5S
them within 10 days at your expense. Ex->^ animation to cost me nothing:.

^> Name

V Street ..

sets is exhausted.

S" w "

City

Your or husband's occupation -

(*) If you wish rich, durable artcraft binding-, change the coupon n
by adding 50c a month for the same number of months. M

i *h sb dm n ibb Dt as q n b n m sra e e sH

144
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V&RLjIzER
"fl»7Z Carola"

Landaus
t, Serenade**

SCREENLAND
and me, and he really did squirm, but took

it all like a good sport at that. It was a

very serious war picture, but somebody had
written funny sub'titles, which made the

whole thing a scream.

Norma Shearer was there, clad in her

favorite pink georgette, looking very love'

ly, and much attende-d by Jack Gilbert.

Couldn't Play a Note—
Now Makes '100?

Week
"When I sent for your catalog, I didn't know a
note of music. A few months after I bought my
Wurlitzer instrument, I had taken my place in a
professional orchestra. Now I am making $100
a week, three times what I made as a clerk. I
wish everybody knew how easy it is— anyone
who can whistle a tune can learn to play a musi-
cal instrument."—BUI Carola.

Free Trial—Easy Payments
You may now have any Wurlitzer instrument
foraweek'sfree trial in yourownhome. Examine
the instrument, note the fine workmanship, the
full, rich tone value and especially how easy it

is to play. No obligation tobuy—no expense for
the trial. We make this liberal offer because we
want you to try for yourself a genuine Wur-
litzer instrument, the result of 200 years' experi-
ence in musical instrument building.

Easy payments are arranged to suit your con-
venience.

#
This is your opportunity to try a fam-

ous Wurlitzer instrument in your own home.

Illustrates and describes every known
musical instrument—more than 3000 ar-

i

tides, many of them shown in full
,

colors. All genuine Wurlitzer instru-
ments—buy direct from Wurlitzer^

and save money. Special
\ offers on complete outfits.

We also give you our Free
Trial, EasyPayment Plan.
No obligation,

Send Coupon
Today !

Send this Coupon
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. , Dept 2148

117 E. 4th St. Cincinnati 329 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago
120W.42ndSLNewYork 250StocktooSt.SanFrancisco

Send roe your Free Book on magical instruments. Also
your Free Trial. Eaay Payment Plan. No obligation.

Name

Addrt.&n

City ......

(kmriaht IMS, The-Rudolvh Wurlitzer Co.

f£
T\/tT

Y DEAR '" exclaimed Patsy. "I have

iyjL a letter from Carmelita Geraghty,

who isn't too busy over there in Germany
where she went to make pictures to have
time to take tea with all sorts of .celebrities."

"I'm dying," read Patsy from Carmelita's

letter, "to tell you about the remarkable

Sunday we spent yesterday. Karl Kitchen

invited us (Carmelita and Virginia Valli)

to come over to Salzburg, just across the

Austrian border, to have luncheon with

Franz Lehar, the composer.
"Mr. Lehar spoke enthusiastically of meet'

ing Mae Murray in Paris, and what a won'
derful woman she is. Just now he is work-

ing on a theme for 'Romance,' the play to

be adapted for Geraldine Farrar."

Patsy and I of course took in the Sixty

Club dance, accompanied by Tom Chat'

terton, who has just come back from the

South Sea Isles, which territory hasn't been
contaminated by the Charleston as yet.

Charlie Chaplin was there with his wife.

So were Marion Davies, and Norma and
Constance Talmadge, with Buster Collier of

course in evidence. Barbara LaMarr was
to have been on hand, but was taken ill.

"Oh, there are Charlie Chaplin and Mrs.
Rudy Valentino having a lovely time waltz-

ing!" exclaimed Patsy. "She is too tall for

him, but they do seem to be having such a

good time! Of course Mrs. Valentino hasn't

bobbed her hair. Who would that had hair

like hers!"

Roscoe Arbuckle was there, too, with
that pretty wife of his. They say he has
become a marvelous director. He danced a
lot with Constance Talmadge.
The bobs are becoming boyisher and boy

isher. Corinne Griffith, in white chiffon

over silk, wore the most boyish bob of all,

except Laura LaPlante and Bessie Love,
who have their hair as close as a boy's.

Lowell Sherman was there with his eternal

monocle, and he danced frequently with
Seena Owen.

Madeline Hurlock and Mrs. Valentino
were practically the only long-haired ac
tresses present.

"It seems as if it is the men who are
wearing hair these days," confided Patsy.

"Just look at Rudolph Valentino and Eddie
Lowe and Jack Barrymore—all wearing a

rush of whiskers to their Adam's apples!"

Bebe Daniels gave a house warming
party as soon as she struck Los An-

geles. All Bebe's old girl friends were
there and of course a lot of her old boy
friends.

And of course Bessie Love danced that

free, unfettered Charleston for us—you
know—the one you couldn't possibly dance
with a partner on account of all the back
kicks and forward kicks and everything.

No' party is these days complete without
that sweet child doing the wicked Charles-

ton, when everybody knows she looks as

though she would naturally be saying her
beads!

Bebe's house is a handsome plaster-and-

concrete structure, of modified Italian ar-

chitecture, up close to the Hollywood foot-

hills. And it is the most hospitable house
in the world. Bebe is a perfect hostess,

not only because of her warmth and radi-

ance, but because of her charming wit and
tact. Bebe is about the wittiest girl I

know, but always kindly. I have known
her to pass by many an opportunity to say

something bright at the expense of anoth'

er's feelings. One could see the funny

sparkle in her eyes, but her kindliness pre-

vailed. Tf it is a question of somebody's

feelings being hurt or Bebe appearing mo-

mentarily stupid, Bebe accepts the "dumb"
role, where many a far less witty person

would take advantage. Bebe's mother, Mrs.

Phyllis Daniels, is a wonderful hostess, so

no doubt Bebe, through inheritance and
training both, comes rightly into her own.

Rudolph Valentino and his wife were
there, with Rudy as quietly gallant as ever.

Rudy isn't at all the sheik, really. As Ina

Claire once remarked with her sprightly

little grin

:

"Why, Rudy Valentino isn't a sheik at

all; he's just a gentleman; it is Charlie

Chaplin who is the real sheik of Holly-

wood!"
Rudy often as hot dances with the plain-

est girl—if any!—at a party.

Harold Lloyd and Mildred Davis Lloyd
were there. Mildred is faithfully reducing,

»th-

(£ Herbert Brenon, director of Betty

Bronson in "A Kiss for Cinder-

ella," confers with Studio Costume
Director, H. M. K. Smith.

and wiped away a tear as she turned away
from the lovely buffet supper. Harold was
once engaged to Bebe, you remember, but

nowadays he is merely as big-brotherly to

his former sweetheart as any devoted wife

like Mildred could wish.

Paul Bern, the gentle, sweet-souled, un»

selfish and always tenderly-though.tful-for-

others Paul Bern, was there, seeing to it as

usual that no guest lacked either for food

or conversation, listening attentively sym-

pathetic to any enthusiastic tale which any
young egotist had to pour out about herself

or himself. Florence Vidor, "icily regular,

splendidly null" as ever, was there. Every-

body is wondering when she and George
Fitzmaurice are going to be married.

So were May McAvoy and Bobby Ag-
new—and Eddie Sutherland! Everybody
used to say that May and Eddie were going

to be married, but somehow May's mamma
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Even if your "bob''' is as
thin nd scraggly as this-

Marvelous New
Discovery

Grows hair in

half usual time
Milady! If you are tired of your "bob," but hate to think of waiting
an eternity for your hair to grow out again; or if your hair is thin
and scraggly and you want the thick, fluffy "bob" that Fashion
demands—here is the best news you've had in many a day !

For science has discovered a new liquid

that will grow your "Bob" back to

normal, or make it stylishly fluffy, in a

remarkably short time— giving you
thicker, curlier, lovelier hair than you
ever had before.

Sir! If your hair, is coming out, getting
thin in spots; if dandruff and itching scalp
are making you uncomfortable and bringing
you face to face with the thing that ail men
dread

—

baldness—then there's just as good
news for you. Because this great discovery
will positively stop falling hair, eradicate
dandruff, itching scalp and— provided the
roots of your hair are not totally dead

—

quickly bring your hair back to rich, lux-
uriant growth.

I am not guessing

o r theorizing. I

know whereof I

speak. I have been
experimenting with
hair culture for
many years. I

have tried and test'

ed every known
hair stimulant and
tonic recognized by
science. And I say
without reservation

that this new dis-

covery will do more
to nourish the
scalp, quicken the
growth and beauti-

fy the hair than
any previously
known preparation.

From the very first

day, when you be-
gin to spray your hair and massage your
scalp with

_
Hairgro, vou will see and feel

new "life," new vitality in your scalp and
hair. Before you have finished the first

bottle the difference will be apparent. Your
hair will soon become thick and fluffy, and
much more becoming than you ever dream-
ed it could be. And if you have a "bob"
to lengthen, you will find your hair extend-
ing down your back in an unbelievably
short time.

These results are guaranteed. I want that
understood. For it is only by such a guar-
antee that I can show my unbounded faith
in this remarkable discovery.

MEN-Stop falling hair
Falling hair is the forerunner of baldness. Stop
it before your hair gets any thinner; eradicate
dandruff, itching scalp and similar hair troubles
with this marvelous new discovery. We don't
promise the impossible. If the roots of your hair
are dead nothifig on earth will bring your hair
back again; but if you are in the first stages of
baldness it is not too late. HAIRGRO will
stimulate growth and give your hair new life and
vigor—or you get your money back.

Where there is a need, Science
finds a way

Hairgro is the most powerful hair growing
product Science has ever known. It is made
from a formula of my own, discovered after
years of experiment. It is rich in hair nour-
ishing elements. And the average human
scalp gets far too little of these precious
elements in these days of tight fitting hats
and humid indoor atmosphere.

In addition to thickening the hair, Hairgro
rids the scalp promptly of all dandruff;
fluffs out dead and listless hair, and gives it

wondrous light and sheen. And it is so
easy to apply—just 5 minutes a day at
bedtime.

No matter how thin
your hair may be

—

no matter how
"straggly" or hope-
less— I guarantee
that Hairgro will

make it grow twice
as fast, rid the scalp
o f dandruff and
give new life t o
your hair.

Not for sale,

but sent to you
direct

McGowan's Hairgro
is not offered for

sale through • drug
or depart ment
stores. For I insist

that this product
be shipped, freshly

compounded, direct

from the laboratory
to the user. The vital elements in this re-

markable liquid evaporate rapidly when kept
standing for any length of time. It would
not be possible for it to retain its efficiency

if it were to remain on retail shelves in-

definitely.

Therefore, I shall distribute this wonderful
product by parcel post only, shipping, in
every instance, the same day the liquid is

compounded.

At first, we contemplated selling Hairgro at

$5 a bottle—for it seemed easily worth that

to any man or woman to make the hair

thick and luxuriant, or to save four or five

months in growing bobbed hair "back to

normal."

Hairgro will make
it thick and fluffv

in 30 to 60 day?,
or money back!

But that price would restrict my discovery
to a very limited market. As Hairgro is the
greatest achievement of my laboratories, I

am anxious for it to become universally
known and used. So I have decided to re-

tail the first 10,000 bottles at only enough
to pay the cost of compounding, bottling
and advertising—which I have figured down
to just $2.47 per bottle, plus a few cents
postage.

There is no better time than now to start
the use of Hairgro. In the late summer and
fall, the productive glands in the human
body are functioning at their fullest effi-

ciency— and Nature will cooperate with
Hairgro to the utmost in yielding the finest
results for you.

Whether your hair is bobbed or long; if you
want to control its length and add to its

splendor; if you want to make the most ofWoman s Crowning Glory by developing
your hair to its most glorious possibilities

—

don't delay another minute.

Send no money—just mail the

coupon

There is no formality for you to go through.
I do not even ask that you send any money.
Just £11 out and mail the coupon. In a few
days the postman will bring your bottle

—

and then simply pay him my special
laboratory price of $2.47, plus a few cents
postage. Don't put it off. Mail the coupon
today!

M. J. McGowan, Chief Chemist

McGowan Laboratories
710 W. Jackson Blvd. Chicago, 111.

COUPON
r The McGowan Laboratories,
I 710 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 119, Chicago, III. |

}
Dear Mr. McGowan: I am willing to let you I

|
prove to me, at your expense, that Hairgro will I

I make my hair thick and fluffy, free my scalp
J

|
from dandruff and give new life to my hair,

j

|
Please send me a bottle at once. I will pay the

{

[
postman S2.47 (plus postage) when it arrives. !

| It is understood that the full purchase price will

| be refunded if I am not delighted with the re-
}

[ suits in every way.

|
NAME I

I ADDRESS |

| NOTE: If you are likely to be out when the
]

I postman comes you may remit $2.60 and your I

[ Bottle of Hairgro will be sent postpaid.
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A LovelyMarcel A

m 5 Minutes
Witk Tkis *
Marvelous
Invention!
Whether you belong

to the bobbed-hair bri'

grade or wear your hair

long, you can have a

glorious marcel, the envy of all, and snap it. It makes a beautiful and deep wave in a

your fingers at the professional hair dress- few minutes' time—needs no skill or out'

ers! The minute you have your own side assistance. It attains the right tempera'

"Superior"—the electric marcel waver we ture for the best results. It imparts an ex>

are telling you about—you are emanci' quisite wave of alluring loveliness, leaves

pated from the "tax" you've been com' thehair soft and lustrous—a glorious trans-

pelled to pay to beauty parlor hair dressers. formation into undulating waves and sc

Good gracious! Have you ever ductive curls of lasting beauty and charm.

stopped to figure up how much you can Olll" Amazing Offer:
save in a year by doing your own marcel' „ , , . i

ling? Just sharpen your pencil and see! The Coupon below IS an out-and-

Enough to provide you with a lot of things out offer to let you try the Superior

you would dearly love to have, that's sure! magic method without cost, for ten days

And on top of that you won't be tempted in the privacy of your own home bend no

to neglect getting a marcel many times, money—just clip the coupon. The Waver

for "just one more day," because it's so is yours to use for 10 full days, without the

expensive. You will always have a fresh slightest obligation to keep it! Hand the

marcel and that confident feeling of look- postman a $3.95 deposit plus a few cents

ing your best every day in the week. when he delivers the Waver to you.

You'll be Delighted! KeeP "se * f
°F \°

° it yourself—let your friends try it—test

To see how quickly, easily and in any way you wish. Then if you are not

beautifully you can dress your hair with perfectly delighted with the results, sim-

ply send it back to us in 10 days

and we will return the $3.95 de-

posit without quibble or question.

Fair enough, don't you think?

Say! You're going to be so

delighted with this waver — so

thrilled with the joy of having

your hair beautifully marcelled

every single day—so happy over

the money it saves you—that you
wouldn't part with the little

"Good Fairy" for many times its

. cost! So clip the coupon now

—

this hlectnc Waver yet it S all delight- wn ;le this low price, no money down introduc-

fully simple! You simply attach "the tory offer is in effect—and mail it TODAY!
Waver to an electric light socket and SUPERIOR ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CO.
marcel your hair just the way you want Dept. 26, 2208 Pine Street, St. Louis, Missouri

————— — —— Fill Out And Mail Now! — -- — —
DI,ATr. SUPERIOR ELECTRIC PRODUCTS COMPANY,

.

SlilND Dept. 26, 2208 Pine Street, St. Louis, Missouri

Please send the SUPERIOR Marcel Waver. I agree to deposit $3.05 (plus

NO postage) with the postman when he delivers it. If I am not satisfied. 1 will

return the outfit to you within 10 days and you are to refund my money.

MONEY- Address

10 DAYS' Name

TRIAL City State

\WithoutDiet orExercise

•THOUSANDS have overcome the
•• cause of fat—lost all excess weight

—throughDr.Kalen's Reducing Cap-

sules. Guaranteed harmless. Taken

Gray's Laboratories, Broadway at 43rd St., N. Y . _^

MARTELLO—The finest face clay

—that makes you feel like scream'

ing with joy immediately upon
using. Read about it in the Shop-

per's Guide.

BUNIONS
vanishes as thouel. ~„
HAVE SHAPELY FEET.

SENT ON TRIAL
I want yon to have relief from Bunions. I want yon to
know the pleasure of foot comfort. I will gladly ar-
range to send you a box of Solvent to try. Stmply wrlto
and say, "I want to try PEDODXNE." Address—
KAY LABORATORIES Dent. N426
186 N. La Salle St, Chicago, Illinois

SuporfluoujHAIR'allGONE

Forever removed by the Mauler
Method which kills thehair root
without pain or injuries to the
skin in the privacy of your own
home. We teach BeautyCulture.

Send today 3 stamps for
Free Booklet

I
O.J. MAHLER CO., I3| -B Mahler Park; Providence,R.L

objected and nothing came of it. And
now—well, Bobby is just always there, al'

ways attentive—and who knows what may
come of it?

A hundred guests altogether were pres-

ent, and simply overflowed the house.

Carmel Myers gave a little luncheon
party the other day, and showed us

her treasures brought from abroad. She

is living in one of those airy, pretty apart'

ments belonging to the Ambassador Hotel,

and situated on one of the wide lawns—

a

much nicer place, to my way of thinking,

than the hotel itself.

Camel's living room has in one corner a

perfect festoon of—what do you think?

—

Snakes. Of, of course not live ones! But
in Paris she says it was the vogue when
she was there to wear little live gopher
snakes twined about the wrist, and she

wore one. She declares that snakes fascin-

ate her, and that's why she brought all the

artificial snakes home with her which now
adorn her walls.

And then there is the Viennese doll

"Carmel and Daniel Frohman have
twins!" exclaimed Mrs. Myers startlingly.

But of course she means the other Viennese
doll, twin to this blonde. She gave the

other doll to Mr. Frohman, who collects

dolls as a fad, you know.
Then there is the key to a German castle

which is as much as one wants to carry

besides one's vanity case, and which stood

Carmel and her mother in good stead, over

in Munich, wl?en a couple of hold'Up men
came at them as they were walking down
the street in the dusk after purchasing the

key at an antique shop. Carmel simply

CC Blanche Sweet and Ben Lyon in Bob
Kanes "The' New Commandment."

levelled the key at them like a pistol, and
they fled!

We lunched—Carmel, Bessie Love, Pau-

line Starke and some of the other former

Griffith players— in the charming terrace

dining place, which has only a couple of

canopies between you and the skies, and

where the breeze comes in from across the

gardens, which is CarmeFs favorite lunch-

eon place, because she says it reminds her

of Europe.

<c-rr think people cry more at weddings

Jl of movie people than at any other

kind!" whispered Patsy, as she too whip-

ped out her hanky.



SCREENLAND

Th€yThought IWas Bluffing

~TVhenITold Them Ilearned
"MusicWithout a Teacher

YOU could have heard a pin drop
in the room! I had just finished
playing Rubinstein's "Melody in

F." My friends were actually dumb-
founded—they couldnt believe their
ears. At last I was the center of at-
traction instead of a mere onloo\er!
It was just like a dream come true!
"Why, you didn't know a single

thing about music not so long ago,
Bob"—"How in the world did you
ever do it?" A note of half envy, half
admiration unconsciously crept into
their voices after they had recovered
from the unexpected surprise which I
had just furnished. "Yes," said Jim,
"what sort of a trick have you played
on us—I thought you weren't music-
ally inclined." "Oh, he's been taking
lessons for years and has kept it a
secret"—followed Betty and Sue in
rapid-fire succession. "You can't fool
us though, you never learned to play
that well without a teacher."

"Well, you're all wrong—every one of
you, I replied, chuckling
with glee. "I'll admit that
a short time ago I didn't
know one note of music
from another. And as far
as special talent goes—well,
I never had any. And al-

though I had always longed
to be able to play the piano
it was more or less of an
empty dream. For I just
couldn't stand the thought
of learning music from a
teacher ' and going through
a lot of monotonous scales
and exercises. It just went
against my grain.

"So I've just contented
myself with sitting around
envying others who could
play—watching them have

Piano

Organ

Violin

Drums an
Traps

Banjo

Tenor
Banjo

Mandolin

Clarinet

Flute

Saxophone

Voice and

Automatic

Piano

all the fun. Until one night last March I
was reading a popular magazine and sud-
denly an announcement caught my eye. It
told of a new, easy method of quickly
learning music—right in your own home

—

and without a teacher. At first I laughed,
like you folks, I thought that .such a thing
was a joke. Somehow or other I didn't
believe it was possible to learn music by
mail. But that announcement set me won-
dering. So I decided that the only sensible

.
thing to do was to investigate. And

—

well, you know the rest."

* * #

From the very beginning I was enthusias-
tic about my wonderful course in music.
Each new lesson was better and easier than
the last. Everything about them was so
simple that a child of eight could under-
stand it. It was great fun—actually as
fascinating as learning a new game. And I
always played real notes and catchy tunes.
No tricks, puzzles or makeshifts of any kind.
Now I can play any piece of music, whe-

ther it's a ballad, jazz or classical number.
And I never have to refuse when I'm called
upon to entertain. No more lonely nights
for me. Now my life is just a joyous round
of gay parties and admiring friends.

* * *

Play Any Instrument
You, too, can now teach

yourself to be an accom-
plished musician—right at

home— in half the usual
time through this startling

method, which has already
shown 350,000 people how
to play their favorite instru-

ment. Forget that old-

fashioned idea that you need
special -"talent." Just read
the list of instruments in
the panel, decide which one
you want to play and the
U. S. School will do the
rest. And bear in mind no
matter which instrument
you choose, the cost in each
case will be the same—just

a few cents a day.

Pick Your
Instrument

'Cello

Harmony and
Composition

J Sight Singing

Ukulele

Guitar

Hawaiian
Steel Guitar

Harp

Cornet

Piccolo

Trombone

Speech Culture

Finger Control

Accordion

No matter whether you are a mere begin-

ner or already a good performer, you will

be interested in learning about this new and
wonderful method.

Send for Our Free Booklet
And Demonstration Lesson

In order to make it clear to you— to

show you just how and why it gets results

twice as fast as any old-time method—we
will send to you upon request an interesting
free booklet and a valuable demonstration
lesson that will make clear the method by
which so many thousands have learned.
The method is the same for all instruments.

If you are in earnest about wanting to
play your favorite instrument—if you really

do want to gain the proficiency in music
that will add to your happiness, increase
your popularity, and open the way to
greater income—ask at once for the free

booklet and demonstration lesson. Getting
them will cost you nothing and place
you under no obligation. Right now we are
making a Special Offer to a limited number
of new students.

Now—before it's

late to gain its benefits

—sign and send the

convenient coupon. In-

struments suppliec
when needed, cash

or credit. U.S. School
of Music, 32211,

Brunswick Bldg.,
New York City

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
32211 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Please send me your free book, "Music Lessons
in Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr.
Frank Crane, Demonstration Lesson and particulars
of your Special Oii'er. I am interested in the follow-
ing course:

Have you above instrument?..

Name
(Please write plainly)

Address

City: State..



AND

I'll Show You
How FREE

Give me thirty minutes of your time, and I'll

teach you more about playing piano than you

can learn in two weeks studying by any other

method.
, , ,

YES, I'll do just this, and won t charge you

a single penny for the instruction. Just fill

out the coupon below and mail it today—and

I'll send you an interesting sixty-four page

booklet, "How to Learn Piano" or organ, and

two lessons of my course, absolutely free.

No previous training necessary to study my
way. I start you from the very beginning-^

yet in four lessons you will begin playing

pieces from notes in every key. You don t

have to spend years, and hundreds of dollars

to learn how to play—you can learn in quar-

ter the time ordinarily required, yet pay only

a few cents a lesson. Remember, however—
that you can obtain the first two lessons of

my course absolutely free — by mailing the

coupon at once.

FREE LESSON COUPON

/-vttttvttvt Conservatory Studio S.L.-II.598U J.JLX 1> Columbia Rd., Boston 25, Mass.

Please send me, without eost or obligation, your

free booklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ," free

sample lessons and full particulars of your method.

Name

Address..

GENUINEIfSS
AM0NDR1NGS£"

$2.00 Brings the
Most Sensa-
tional Price
Smashing Di-

amond Ring
Offer Ever
Made • • •

Each of these rings
is set with guaran-
teed, perfect cut.

blue-white, fierydia-

mond of first quality. 18 kt
iwhite gold mountings,hanc
|engraved in the very latest

~ designs

No.
10
Dinner

SB*.
large dia--
monda and
four French blue
sapphires in 18 Kt.
solid white sold
ring. Price

*675?
at lowest prices. A
full year to pay for
everything you order
from our two million
dollar stock.

Established Wi
Address

Dept. 1468

Ten Days Free Trial
limply send $2.00 and your choice comes

to you all charges paid If for any
reason whatsoever you are not sat-

isfied at the end of ten days, return
the diamond ring to us and your
deposit will be refunded. A legal

bond as to quality and value accom-
panies each ring After trial pay
balance in 12 monthly payments.

NO RED TAPE—NO DELAY

FREE ROOK of GEMS
Most complete jewelry catalog ever
published
of watches,
diamonds a
and jew- /X
elry - /M
newest f/ftfft
designs

ROYAL
DIAMOND &WATCH CO.

170 BROADWAY NEW YORK

. "A Kiss for Cinderella" has the true
"
Barrie charm and Betty Bronson

brings her own.

We were attending Wanda Hawley's

wedding, and it did seem as if just every

body was weeping. Even the organist had

to let one hand loose occasionally to dab

at her eyes!

Wanda looked lovely as a Greek Clytie,

and as still and white almost. She wore

pink georgette over satin, and wore a wide

picture hat that gave the effect of a veil

due to its two chiffon wings.

"For goodness' sake," exclaims Patsy,

who is peeping over my .shoulder, "do write

the groom's name too!"

He deserves to have his name written at

that, as he is a very charming gentleman,

to whom Wanda has been engaged for two

years. He is Jay Wilkinson, a film com'

pany manager, but quite good looking

enough to be a star himself.

Lottie Pickford preceded Wanda up to

the altar as matron of honor, and, as Lot'

tie herself said, she was shimmying every

minute with sheer nervousness! In fact

everybody was so nervous that you would

have imagined nobody in the party had

ever appeared in public before.

Alan Forrest was head usher and looked

as handsome as possible.

The wedding breakfast was given at the

Hollywood Athletic Club, in a private

room, where everybody was as merry as

they had been sad in the church.

Alan Forrest professed to have worried

for fear that Wanda would powder her

nose in the middle of the wedding cere

mony!
Lottie said she didn't in the least mind

her name being used in connection with

this wedding, exclaiming: "I've kept my;

self in and out of the papers pretty well!"

Harry Hoyt, who had directed Wanda in

her last picture, admonished the bride

groom: "In case of divorce, remember

the bride reverts back to me!"

Then Harry Hoyt inquired: ^ "Why do

people always cry at weddings?" Answer'

ing himself, "I suppose it is atavistic!"

Whereupon everybody accused him of

1
advertising "The Lost World!"

MustMen
Fear40?

MEDICAL authorities agree that. 65%. or nearly two-

thirds, of all men past middle age, are afflicted

with a disorder of the prostate gland. Here is the known

cause for many of the ailments . commonly ascribed to

declining years—including aches m back, feet and legs,

frecment nightly risings, sciatic pains, nervousness and

lack of vitality. But now, science knows that thousands

suffer needlessly. .

For a member of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science has discovered a remarkable

new drugless hygiene that usually restores the prostate

e'and to its normal functioning. Already it has been

ised by more than 15,000 men—Doctors, Statesmen.

Teachers, Bankers, Lawyers, men in every walk of life

—with amazing results.

Free Book
If you will mail the coupon

below, you will get, in plain

wrapper, a free copy of an in-

teresting book describing this

new method. It contains facts ,

every man should know. But send immediately, for tua

edition of this book is limited. Address:

THE ELECTRO THERMAL COMPANY
5051 Main Street, Steubenville, Ohio

Please send me Free, and without obligation, a copy

of your hooklet, "Why Many Men Are Old at 40.

Mail in plain wrapper.

Name-

Cj^y State

Western Office—Dept. 50-S, 711 Van Nuys Bldg.,

Los Angeles, CaL ___

OWN a Typewriter
Big Typewriter Bargain!
Own your own Underwood i

Model 51 Whytakeiesswhenour
rebuilt pian brings this ace of all

writing machines at a big saving
and on easy monthly terms 1

$0 and its yours
Don'tbnyatypewrlternn-
til after a free trial of this

onel We aive you a quick course in '

touch writing. Send today, hero and
now. for our special offer: weMl send cats-
loir and new valuable Typewrltina Manual _~ I

f^. 'Addrass'SHlPMtN-WXRDMFO Co 2048 ShlpmanBldg..CTMai>o \

k
• DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them ap-

pear naturally dark, long and
luxuriant. , Adds wonderful charm,
beauty and expression to any face.

Perfeetly harmless Used by miliums

of lovely women. BLACK or BKU WW.

liXv^rUNECO. CHICAGO

REJU— (a lava bath). Rejuven-

ates and tunes you up. Read

about it in the Shopper's Guide.



SCREEN LANjD

o You Know How a Wife Can Keep Her Husband Faithful? Do You
nw How To Make Yourself Attractive To Others? Do You Know

What "Petting" Does To a Woman? The Things Young Girls Do That
Disgust Men? The Mistakes Newlyweds Make? Do You Know How
To Win the One You Want? What To Do When Marriage Seems a
Failure? If You Do Not Know the Answers To These Vital and Other
Vital Questions, Then Lose No Time In Reading Elinor Glyn's Latest— And Greatest— Book, "This Passion Called Love". Special Offer
Enables You To Read Book 5 Days At Our Risk—With No Money In
Advance. Mail Coupon NOW.

JUST how much do you know about
love? Just what do you know about
marriage ?

These are the two most important
things in life. No one dare deny it. Yet
because love' and marriage are delicate

subjects— because they are not spoken
about in school, or written about in
ordinary books—the average person is

pitifully ignorant about them.

The natural result of this lack of
authentic information is that countless
thousands of men and women are going
through life securing only a fraction of
the joy, pleasure and happiness that is

rightfully theirs— while other thousands,
because of misinformation, are paying
even greater penalties in shattered hopes,
crushed illusions, ill health, bitter unhap-
piness, and ruined lives.

It was to dispel this cloud of ignorance that is
wrecking countless lives that Elinor Glyn, famous
author of "Three Weeks" and "The Philosophy
of Love" has written her latest—and greatest

—

book, "This Passion Called Love."
"This Passion Called Love" is not a novel. It

is a helpful solution of the most perplexing prob-
lems of love and marriage, about which most of
us know so little. In plain, simple, everyday
language it discloses— often with astonishing
forcefulness-—vital facts about the most impor-
tant things in life—Love and Marriage!
We are certain that never before have you

read any book of more gripping interest, real
help and value to you. And it is for this reason
that we will gladly send you "This Passion Called
Love" for five days entirely at owr risk, and
without your sending a penny in advance.

-A warning against
grave dangers.

Womanly attractions
that charm men.
Actions that make
a woman charming.

Priceless Secrets Revealed in
"This Passion Called Love"
—How a wife can keep

her husband in love

.

—How to win the gicl

you love.

—How a plain girl can
be more alluring.

—What to do when
~The kin

,
d of men aU

marriage seems a
w
I

omcn Iove -

failure. —How to preserve
it . .... your powers of at--How to avoid being £actio£cheated out of hap- ™ . ,

piness. — Ane important prob-
er- . f f . terns of newlyweds.

~lhnn l

Y
t
* '°

thMC ~FataI mistakes ofabout to marry.
wives.—Mistakes of the twl 1 .u i(,„_,„, —What the success ofhoneymoon. _ , ,u marriage depends—How a woman may upon .

always remain at- wr i .
tractive

—Wise words to young
u . , men.—How to cope with a —What every singlemans hunting shouU ^ow.
'"ftinct. —And hundreas of—How to make some- other priceless revel-
one love you. ations.

Make This Test of

Yourself
In your own case— do you

know the secret of attracting

others? Do you know how to

hold another's love and respect?

Do you know what "petting"

does to a woman? How to con-

trol your emotions? How to

make passion a beautiful thing,

instead of a degrading one?
How a wife can keep her hus-

band home nights? How to

avoid squabbles?
Would you like to be the

kind of man that all women ad-
mire ? Do you know how to say
the tilings that captivate a wo-
man? Will you win the girl

you want—or the girl you can
get? Do you know the impor-
tant problems of newlyweds?
The mistakes to avoid after the honey-
moon? What should a husband expect
from his wife in affection? The dangers
of too much affection?

Do you know what the modern girl does
that disgusts men? The ways in which
women can win men's admiration? How to
acquire manners that always charm? Why
do many women lose their charm at 30
when others are attractive at 50 ? How can
a woman make her husband immune to
vamps? What should a husband do if his

wife falls in love with another man?
Do you know how to make yourself pop-

ular? Are most people eager to enjoy your
society—or are you a "wallflower"? How
can you make yourself attractive? What
are the mistakes many single girls make?
What are the mistakes young husbands
make? How husbands often kill their

wives' love ?

In "This Passion Called Love," Elinor Glyn
helpfully gives the answer to your most sacred
uncertainties about love and marriage. She
shows how love may be controlled, to bring
lasting happiness. Tells the unmarried girl how
to be attractive—the wife how to hold her hus-
band's love. Shows women how to "manage"
men, without seeming to. How to attract peo-
ple you like. How to saturate yourself with love
appeal. How to dress to please the opposite sex.
She tells men how to keep women in love

—

warns women about the things that drive desir-
able men away—explains why most marriages
end in indifference, disillusion, or despair. And
best of all, she reveals the complete psychology
of successful marriage, and gives countless fresh
suggestions that should enable all men and wo-
men—both married and single—to find the divine
happiness of perfect mating and to get more joy
out of it than was ever dreamed of I

Send No Money;
Simply Mail Coupon

You need not advance a single

penny to get "This Passion Cahed
Love". Simply fill out the coupon
—or write a letter—and the book

will be sent on approval. When it arrives, pay
the postman only $1.98, plus a few pennies
postage. Then go over the book to your heart's

content—read it from cover to cover—and if you
are not more than pleased, simply send it back
and your $1.98 will be refunded gladly.

Elinor Glyn's books sell like magic—by the
million I "This Passion Called Love", being the
most helpful book she has ever written, will be
in greater demand than all others. Everybody
will talk about it—everybody will buy it. So it

will be exceedingly difficult to keep the book in.
print. It is possible that the present edition
may be exhausted, and you may be compelled to

1

wait for your copy, unless you mail the coupon
below AT ONCE. Get your pencil—fill out the
coupon NOW. Mail it to The Authors' Press,
Auburn, N. Y., before too late. Then be pre-
pared to read one of the most helpful books ever
written 1

The Authors' Press, Dept. 719, Auburn, N. Y.
Please send me ou approval Elinor Glyn's new
book, "This Passion Called Love". When the post-
man delivers the book to my door, I will pay him
only $1.9S, plus a few pennies postage. It is under-
stood, however, that this is not to be considered a
purchase. If the book does not in every way come
up to expectations, I reserve the right to return it

any time within five days after it is received, and
you agree to refund my money.

De Luxe Leather Edition—We have prepared a limited
Edition, handsomely bound in Royal Green Genuine Lea-
ther and lettered in Gold with Gold Tops and Green Silk
Markers. »o expense spared—makes a gorgeous gilt. If
you prefer this leather edition-as most people do- i

simply sign below, place a cross in little EGuare at I I

the right, and pay postman only $2.98 plus postage ' '

Name _

Address

City and State

IMPORTANT—If you reside outside the U. S. A.,
payment must be made in advance. Regular Edition,
$2.14. Leather Edition, $3.14. Cash, with coupon.
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HAS NEW HAIR
KOTALKO DID IT

6Iary H. Little has luxuriant hair »ows

Tet for years, her head, as she describes it, "was' as

Dare and shiny as the back of my hand."

When Mrs. Little's hair began to fall, she tried to

!top it by using various shampoos, oils and lotions, but

her hair continued to come out until she had lost all.

She perseveringly continued trying to get new hair.

She consulted a specialist but no hair came. Her only

nope seemed to . be in having a wig.

Luckily she learned about Kotalko, and used it.

Watching in her mirror she saw hairs developing.

Faithfully she applied Kotalko and the hair continued

to grow. It became long, strong, and silklike. The
likeness above is from her photograph.

Men also who were bald-headed for years report new
hair growth by KOTALKO. Many testimonials from
men and women.

You may buy a full-size box at the drug store

under money-refunded guarantee, or £11 out coupon

(or a

FREE Trial Box
tf you have dandruff, or are losing hair, or if you are

nearly or entirely bald.

KOTAL CO., A-539, Sta. L., New York

Please send me FREE Proof Box of KOTALKO with
iirections and book.

Name..

Full Address.:

1/LSAVEDwf{% on all Standard

' AT LAST—World's best
Typewriters with every

modern writing feature at
positivelylowest pricesand
on easiest terms offered.

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
A Year to Pay

5 YEARS GUARANTEE y

Standard Machines so
perfectly Re-Manufac-f
tured by the exclusive
Young Process that the.
look and write like brand
new. Our exclusive, distinctive process makes possible

better typewriters at lower prices.

<ewriter
service

pprp BIG Illustrated TYPEWRITER BOOK
i»tEi Write now. See our amazing typ<

bargains. Read what users say and the unusual
we will give you. Don't wait—write today.

YoungTypewriterCo.^.K,c
R
h
a
i^ ,

.

p
,„:

Arljnat-
able i

every way
Sizes for a
types of noses.

riniTft nOSE 4PJUSTER
(Patented)

Shapes while you sleep. Rapid pain-
less and safe. The ANITA is a Gen-
uine and most Comfortable Nose Sup-
porter. Absolutely GUARANTEED.
Highly recommended by

Physicians. T~~f f^i

The dniTb Co.
Dept. 1169, Anita Building
529 Springfield Avenue

Newark, N. J. BEFORE-*AFTER

SCREENL AND
Jetta Makes Her Plans

(Continued from page 21)

ing in that to take exception to.

"And certainly I consider the . phrase

'Individual peculiarities' a compliment.

Isn't that the essence of being 'different'?"

It was not long ago that there was a

big opening of a big film at one of the

down-town Los Angeles theatres.^ To be

exact, it was Gloria Swanson in "Madame
Sans Gene." To wear Spanish shawls was

the fad—and so many stars came with

Spanish shawls that they all looked alike

and you couldn't remember one from the

other. And then came Jetta Goudal, sans

shawl but with her head tightly bound by

dull silver metal cloth. Striking?

"I refuse to be bound by fashion," Jetta

Goudal told me, "because fashion binds and

constricts you in a single mold—and I nev-

er want to get to a position where I can

play only one kind of a role. I wear what

I choose and pick what fits the particular

mood I am in. Certainly any one who
wishes to live long in an interpretative

art must keep themselves free from 'en-

tangling alliances' in the way of habits of

costume and custom.

"I've played a little girl in 'Salome of

the Tenements,' a tubercular slum wife in

'Timothy's Quest,' a Russian princess in

'The Coming of Amos,' a little Hindoo in

"The Green Goddess' and a combination of

1925 modern wife and 1625 gypsy in 'The

Road to Yesterday.' I am proud of that

variety and I want to increase it. I have

no desire to be 'just a leading woman.'
But variety of interpretation only comes

when your mind and actions are free. Let

them call me temperamental, just so my ver'

sion of what 'temperament' means continues

to induce the critics to insert such words
as these in their reviews of my appear-

ances —- 'She was different, striking!'
"

C[ Charles Ray has come bac\ as the whim'

sical boy "A Little Bit of Broadway."

Jetta Goudal tells me she ran away from

home when she was thirteen, her home in

Versailles, France, when a lawyer father

and a socially conservative mother refused

to let her take acting lessons. And like-

wise she relates quite frankly that she

"barnstormed" in France with the first

company with whom she could gain an en-

gagement. Her early acting history is in-

terlarded with humorous incidents of trou-

bles in small towns, dingy theatres, slow

trains.

"It was in my first few months in New
York," she relates, "that I went to a big

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
The Muscle Builder

Author of "Muscle Building,"
"Science of Wrestling," "Secrets of Strength,"

"Here's Health," etc.

Kill This Man
There's a devil inside of you. He's trying to kill you.

Look out for him I He tells you not to work so hard.

What's the use—the boss only piles more work on you.

He tells you not to bother with your body. Do you
recognize him? Of course you do. He's in us all. Hes
a murderer of ambition. He's a liar and a fool. Kill

Him! If you don't, he will kill you.

Saved
Thank your lucky stars you have another man inside

of you. He's the human dynamo. He fills you full of

pep and ambition. He keeps you alive—on lire. He
urges you on in your daily tasks. He makes you strive

for bigger and better things to do. He makes you crave

for life and strength. He teaches you that the weak
fall by the wayside, but the strong succeed. He shows

you that exercise builds live tissue— live tissue is

muscle — muscle means strength — strength is power.

Power brings success! That's what you want, and gosh

darn your old hide, you're going to get it.

Which Man Will It Be?
It's up to you—Set your own future. You want to be

the Human Dynamo ? Fine ! Well, let's get busy.

That's where I come in. That's my job. Here s what
I'll do for you. ' „ . .

In just 30 days I'll increase your arm one full inch

with real live, animated muscle. Yes, and I'll add two
inches to your chest in the same time. Pretty good,

eh? That's nothing. Now come the works. I'll build

up your shoulders. I'll deepen your chest. I'll streng-

then your whole body. I'll give you arms and legs like

piDars. I'll literally pack muscle up your stomach and
down your back. Meanwhile I'll work on those inner

muscles surrounding your vital organs. You'll feel the

thrill of life shooting up your old back bone and
throughout your entire system. You'll feel so full of

life, you will shout to the world, "I'm a man and I

can prove it."
, „

Sounds good, what? But listen! That isn't all. In)
not just promising these things. I guarantee theml
It's a sure bet. Oh boy! Let's ride.

Send for My New Book

Muscular Development
64 pages and—IT'S FREE

What do you think of that? I don't ask one cent.

And it's the peppiest piece of reading you ever laid

eyes on. I swear you'll never blink an eyelash till

you've turned the last cover. And there's 48 full page

photos of myself and some of my prize-winning pupils.

This is the finest art gallery of strong men ever as-

sembled. And every last one of them is shouting my
praises. Look them over. If you don't get a kick out

of this book, you had better roll over—you're dead.

Come on then. Take out the old pen or pencil and sign

your name and address to the coupon. If you haven t

a stamp, a postal will do. But snap into it. Do it

now. Tomorrow you may forget. Eemember. it s some-

thing for nothing and no strings attached—no obli-

gation. GRAB IT!

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 5811 305 Broadway New York City

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 5811, 305 Broadway, New York City

Dear Sir:—Please send me, absolutely FREE and

without any obligation on my part whatever, a copy

of your latest book, "Muscular Development." (Please

write or print plainly.)

Name..

Street -

City State..



Sallow
Complexion
Has your skin that

sallow, faded, washed-
out appearance ? Does
it seem dark and
"muddy," to lack tone,
to he colorless, murky
and lifeless?

Sagging
Muscles

Are the muscles of
your face and neck
beginning to sag ? Do
y o u see signs of
"jowls" and prema-
ture ageing?

Are you beginning to think
you will never be free from
pimples, blackheads, blemishes
or enlarged pores? Has yourskm begun to lose tone and
become rough and coarse? Are
you constantly worried as to
whether you can get your skin
into passable condition for cer-
tain dances and parties that
you want to go to?

Pouches
Have you pouches

beneath the eyes—
puffiness at the sides
of the chin— flabby
bags below the
cheeks ?

Wrinkles
Are deep lines

forming near the nose
and corners of the
mouth ? Little groups
of crows-feet at the
eyes? Tired lines of
worry starting to
crease your face?

Which of These Five
Skin Worries Hide Your Beauty ?

Here are five definite skin worries that make naturally attractive women look commonplace-
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aged make -^e.aged women look old. WhSTofthese five hide YOUR beauty-make you look older than you really are? Read how easy itnow is to banxsh these worries-to regain the natural beauty that lies hidden Tn your skin'

DO you know why these are trying times for
the woman who doesn't bring out and

make the most of her natural hidden beauty!
Because there are more beautiful women in
America today than ever before—and people
will make comparisons! And why are there
more beautiful women? Because women to-
day don't accept obstacles standing in the way
of their attractiveness— any more than men
accept obstacles barring their success!

The best knowledge that the scientific world
can offer has massed right behind women in

their sea,reh. Here, for example, are five dread
skin worries which every woman knows can
rob her of her true beauty and make her look
years older than her real age.

. "These five—Blemishes, Sallow Complexion,
Sagging Muscles, Wrinkles, and Pouches—rob
me of my birthright of youth and loveliness,"
women say. And now Science has stepped for-
ward and said: "Here, then, is a new and easy
way to rid yourself of these five worries—to
quickly bring out your hidden beauty!"

If This New Secret Does Not Bring Out Your Skin's
Hidden Beauty in 15 Days— Then Pay Nothing!

No matter how blemished your skin may be,
how dull and sallow, how spoiled by lines, open
pores, sagging muscles or pouches—no matter
how many methods you have tried in vain—
tins new secret either brings out your skin's
hidden beauty or costs' you nothing!

Practically every woman in America has
heard of Susanna Cocroft and of her tremen-
dous health and beauty activities. 600,000
women know from wonderful personal exper-
ience. And now this famous woman, in co-
operation with other experts, has just developed
an easy and radically different way for anv
woman to recapture the clear, fresh complexion
of childhood, free from unsightly sallowness,
pimples and blemishes, and the age-signs of
sagging muscles, pouches and wrinkles.
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SC0Very is entirely different from any-thing you have ever seen or heard of—taking onlythree minutes before bedtime and accomplishing its
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of ill kinl
g,gan "-. «r"wtI ' .°f beauty preparationsOI all kinds, complexion worries were still prevalent,
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Susanna Cocroft approached this problem from an
entirely different angle—and the complete story of thenew idea is given in a beautiful 24-page booklet,
which will be sent without any obligation whatsoever.

Take a mental inventory right
now and see which of these five
skin worries are hiding your
own beauty and attractiveness.
Mail the coupon at once. Read
why Susanna Cocroft's new-
method is guaranteed to end
these troubles or cost you
nothing whatever. Today it
has almost come to a point
that if a woman is not at-
tractive— if she looks older
than she really is, then it is
to some extent due to her own
failure to investigate the meth-
ods developed to solve these
very problems for her. Don't
tolerate any of these five worries
because of any inaction on your
own part. Mail this coupon at
once.

Thompson - Barlow Co.,
Dept. F-3611, 130 West 31st St.,

New York City.

Ml

FREE!
The Coupon below will bring

you a beautifully illustrated 24-
page booklet describing this new
method developed to end these
Five Skin Worries—or cost you
nothing. Just jot down your
name and address and mail this
coupon today. No obligation.
No risk. No representative will
call upon you. This Coupon
just gives us permission to send
you this valuable booklet with
our compliments.

Thompson-Barlow, Inc., Dept. F-3611

130 West 31st Street, New York City

Please send me your new book, "The OvernightWay to a New Complexion." Also full details of
your special free proof offer that enables me to
test this new home treatment without risking a
penny.

Name _

Address

City State.
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HERE AT LAST IS REAL
RELIEF FROM EXCESS FAT!

SILPH REDUCING
CHEWING GUM-

latest scientific discovery takes New York by storm—
Everyone is chewing it and POUNDS OF

FAT ARE ROLLING OFF!

"I am the shadow of my
former self," writes Mrs.
N—, beautiful Brooklyn
girl. "Silph Reducing Gum

is wonderful"

NO longer need you suffer from excess fat. No longer

need you be humiliated by sarcastic looks or re-

marks.—No longer need you starve yourself to distrac-

tion or tire yourself out with, exercises.—With Silph Re-

ducing Gum, the latest and most wonderful discovery

ever made, every man, woman and child can today safely,

quickly and easily reduce.—Silph Reducing Gum is the

result of years of scientific study and experiments—it is

different from anything ever advised to take off FAT.
—It is simple, safe, cheap and easy. It is almost like

telling you to eat candies to reduce. It is just as plea-

sant and as harmless.

Silph Reducing Gum is not a drug nor a laxative—it con-

tains juice extract of sea plants known for years to possess won-

derful reducing properties, but until now it was impossible to

obtain sufficient quantities of these plant extracts to supply a

public demand. Today a group of scientists have found a way
to obtain it and to incorporate it in a delicious, refreshing chew-

ing Gum. "When mixed with the gastric juices, through the flow

of saliva it eliminates fat forming elements in the system—at

the same time it is great for stomach or intestinal trouble. The

quick and amazing results already obtained with Silph have

simply been overwhelming.

If you are suffering from excess fat you should today get a

package of SILPH Reducing Gum which sells for 50c.—That

is enough for one week or you can send in a dollar bill and

get a full two weeks' supply, which is a sufficient amount to

see wonderful results. You can send direct to the Silph Medical

Company, Dept. 98, 9 West 60th Street, New York City. Re-

member that to "CHEW SILPH IS TO BE SILPH-LIKE,"

that's New York's latest slogan.

Silph is the name of the original and genuine reducing gum

ALLY GUARANTEE TO BE SAFE AND HARMLESS.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
THE ONLY ONE WE PERSON-

theatre opening. I dressed very nicely,

and I hope differently. I have always felt

that assurance, self-confidence, was half the

battle—and so perhaps I looked quite im-

portant as I swept through the lobby! At
any rate, after the theatre I was introduced

to a producer. 'And,' he said, 'How do

you like the American stage after the

*Comedie Francais'?'

"The war intervened before I had gotten

nearly that high—but wasn't it a nice com'

pliment that Jetta Goudal should at least

have looked as if born to the Comedie
Francais, so to speak?"

The broad smile which accompanied

this statement indicated to me that this

slim, exotic person mixes a decided sense

of humor with her efforts to climb to the

top of the film ladder. Yes, Goudal is

mercuric, French— when she talks to you
she uses her hands, her words trip over

C[ Bill Hart—the schoolboy's delight—wields

his two guns again in "Tumbleweeds."

each other so rapidly that her accent makes
it difficult to understand her at times. Her
eyes dart quickly here and there. But one

notices a very significant thing. All of

this motion is meaningful—and her feet

and waist are always calm. Jetta Goudal
is not nervous. She has no habits of wig'

gling her feet, pulling at a handkerchief,

pinching her lips, etc. Her mind apparent'

ly works fast, she is constantly vivacious.

But one gets the impression that she always

knows what she is doing, that she has

trained herself out of those nervous habits

which so often spoil the complete effect of

very charming people.

When I was talking with Cecil de

regarding Jetta Goudal, he said a very

nificant thing.

"Jetta is charming rather than beauti-

ful," he said, "and because she realizes

this, she isn't constantly trying to preserve

what she considers her beauty. May Provi-

dence protect me from too many 'raving

beauties.'' When some one sends me the

'most beautiful girl in the world' I always

get a bit 'gun-shy.' For your too-beautiful

girl knows it, and is afraid that if she

shows emotion wrinkles will come! She

may tell you she will 'emote'
1

for you, but

she won't. The subconscious pull is too

strong. Jetta Goudal and others like her

are fortunate in that they have slain the

bugaboo of being afraid of their beauty."

Jetta gave me a peek at her salary check

last Wednesday—and, ladies and gentle-

men, I'll say that being 'different' pays. If

I was handed that much money each week,

I'd wear purple pants and a pink tie if I

thought that being different was the best

way to boost my bank account!
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I Will TrainYou
atHome to fill

Look What These Cooke
Trained Men Are Earning

" Makes $700 in24
Days in Radio
'"Thanks to your interesting
Course I made over $700 in 24
days in Radio. Of course, this
is a little above the average
but I run from $10 to $40 clear
profit every day, so you can
see what your training has
done for me."

FRED G. McNABB, 848 Spring St., Atlanta, Georgia

$70 to $80 a
week sor Jacquot
"Now I am specializing in
Auto Electricity and battery
work and make from $70 to
$80 a week and am just getting
started. I don't believe there
is another school in the world
like yours. Your lessons are
a real joy to study."

ROBERT JACQUOT, 2005 W. Colorado Ave.
Colorado Springs, Colo.

$20 a Day for
Schreck

"Use myname as a reference
and depend on me as a boost-
er. The biggest thing I ever
did was answer your adver-
tisement. Iam averaging bet-
ter than $300 a month from
my own business now. I used
to make $18.00 a week."
A. SCHRECK. Phoenix, Arizona

Plant Engineer-
Pay raised 150%
, "Iwas a dumbbell in electric-
ity until I got in touch with
you Mr. Cooke, but now I
have charge of a big plant in-
cluding 600 motors and direct
a force of 34 men— electri-
cians, helpers, etc. My salary
has gone up morethan 150%."

GEORGE ILLINGWORTH
63 Calumet Road,

Holyoke, Mass.

It s a shame for you to earn $15 or$20 or $30J a week, when in the same six days as an Elec-
trical Expert you could make$70 to$200—and
do it easier—not work half so hard. Why thenremainm the small-pay game, in a line of work that offers no chance

s&esaffiss?s?s£&est*
for a reai ** fa£

Be an Electrical Expert
Earn $3,500 to $10,000 a Year
Today even the ordinary Electrician—the "screw driver" kind—is making monev hiemoney. But ,fs the trained man-the man who knows the whyTand^i^efoWof

Zti^^^Z^ *oba to*t pay $3,500 to $10,000 a Year. Get talinetoSSof these Big Jobs. Start by enrolling now for my easily learned, quickly erasned rfeht.up-to-the-minute, Spare-Time Home-Study Course in Practical Electricity^

Age or Lack of Experience
No Drawback

You don t have to be a College Man; you don't have
to be aHighSchool Graduate. As ChiefEngineer of
theChicagoEngineeringWorks, Iknow exactlythe
kind of training you need, and I will give you that
training. My Course in Electricity is simple,
thorough and complete and offers every man, re-
gardless of age, education, or previous experience, the
chance to become, in a very short time, an ' 'Electrical Ex-
pert," able to make from S70 to $200 a week.

No Extra Charge for Electrical
Working Outfit

Withme.youdopracticalwork—athome. Youstart
right in after your first few lessons to work at your
profession in the regular way and make extra money in
your spare time. For this yon need tools, and I give them
to yon—5 big complete working ontfits.with tools, measur-
ing instruments, and a real electric motor—5 outfits in all.

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed
So sure am I that yon can learn Electricity—so sure am 1
that afterstudying with me, you, too, can get into the "big
mcney" class in electrical work, that I will guarantee un-
der bond to return every single penny paid me in tuition, if

,

when you have finished my Course, you are not satisfied it
was the best investment you ever made. And back of me
in my guarantee, stands the Chicago Engineer-
ing Works, Inc.,atwo million dollar institution,
thus assuring to every student enrolled,notonly
a wonderful training in Electricity, but an un-
surpassed Student Service as well.

Get Started Now—Mail Coupon
LL. Cooke, Chief Engineer

Proof Lessons, both Chicago Engineering
i. These cost you WorlCS

3150 Lawrence Ave..
Dept. 1408

Chicago

nothing and
you'll enjoy
them. Make the
Btart today for a
a bright future
in Electricity.
Send in
Coupon-
NOW.

L. L. COOKE,
Dept. 1408

21 50 Lawrence
Ave., Chicago

The Man
Who Make.
"Big-Pay"

Men
Send meat once without obligation
your big illustrated book and com

plete details of your Home Study
aurse in Electricity, including your

outfit and employment service offers.

Name.

Address.
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How Many Pounds Would You
Like to Gain in a Week?

So Easy Now to Have the Lovely Rounded Neck
and Shoulders That Everyone Admires!

Scientific Discovery of Vitamines Quickly Builds Up
Thin, Scrawny Figures—No Drugs or Dieting

—

Quick Relief for Tired, Worn-Out People

Samples Sent FREE
ARE you too thin? You needn't be.

Now it is possible for anyone to have

smooth, full shoulders, rounded neck

and a plump, trim figure. Hilton Vita-

mines, extracted from a wide range of

foods, are primarily responsible for con-

verting food into firm flesh and producing

new vigor and vitality. Lack of Vitamines

in the diet causes nervousness, loss of

weight and vitality, headaches and many
deficiency diseases such as skin eruptions

and emaciation.

Hilton's Vitamines
Q. i r> !• I When Hilton Vitamines are
UtCR Keliej added to the diet, the results

TCn D*-Mtfc nv are often amazing in their
1\0 UTUgS Or rapidity. Within ft few days

T)ietill$ many emaciated, scrawny fig-

* ures begin to round out

—

bony angles and ugly hollows disappear. In a
natural manner your weight quickly becomes
what it should be according to your height. The
flabby, useless tissues which are now a handicap
become firm flesh and muscle—rich, red blood is

produced—tasks now wearisome are quickly done
because the food you eat is converted into energy.

GAINS 4 POUNDS IN 8 DAYS
"I gained 4 pounds the iirst eight days I took

Vitamines and am still gaming. Have increased
my weight nine and a half pounds and feel like a
different man."

GAINS 8 POUNDS QUICKLY
"Vitamines have increased my weight eight pounds

and done wonders for my complexion. They are the
first thing I ever tried that put weight on me. 1
advise every nervous, scrawny woman to take them."

A CLEAR COM-

PLEXION, TOO
Along with the

healthful gain in
weight comes a new,
clear complexion, free

from pimples and blem-
ishes— rosy cheeks
which are indicative
of new vitality and a
consequent personal
magnetism and charm
that make for social

success.

IMPORTANT: Hilton
Vitamines are not to be
confused with "Vita-
mine" products now
on the market con-
taining drugs. Hilton
Vitamines are pure
Vitamine concentrates, nothing else, and are

widely recommended by physicians.

pr,,n »ry» 1 want every°ne to have an

oLriL) ISU opportunity to try Hilton Vi-

Jl/ff~)AfFV tamines in their own homes
lVlVJlV MZi I at n0 expense. To introduce

these vitamines in a million new homes, I will

send a free sample to any one -who will write

for it. I want to make it plain that this does

not cost a cent, nor does it put you under any
obligation whatever. Merely send me your name
and address TODAY— a postcard will do if you
wish. I will send you the sample postpaid

absolutely FREE.

W. W. HILTON

HILTON VITAMINE CO.
1296 Gateway Station, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Short-Story Writing
A practical forty-lesson
course in the writing and
marketingoftheShortStory,
taught by Dr. J. Berg Esen-
wein, famous critic and
teacher; Editor of The
Writer's Monthly.

One pupil has earned over
$5,000 writing in his spare
time—hundreds are selling

DR esenwein constantly to the leading
publishers.

150 page catalog free. Please address

The Home Correspondence School

Dept.

Established 1897

25 Springfield, Maes.

\\H\H\M\'

FREE
IODAYS
TRIAL

You can have this balUbearing,
lonp•wearing L. C. Smith Type-
writer for 10 days Free Trial with
absolutely no obligation whatso-
ever. After 10 days, if yoa are not
satisfied it ia the greatest bargain
you ever saw just send it back. If
yoa keep it, pay only $3.00 down,
then small monthly payments,
LOWEST PRICES ever made on
the genuine BalUBearino, Silent
Zj. C. Smith — late style— up-to-
date, full size—every convenience
—highest quality rebuilt, perfect
machines—5 Year Guarantee.
FREE TO YOU NOW -Complete
Course in Touch Typing; Tools:
Waterproof Covert Instruction
Book—

A

11free now. Send todayfor
New Special Price offer and freo
valuable typewriter information.
Smith Typewriter Sales Corp.
428-360 E. Grand Av.,Chicago

famous L.C.SMITH

Something ^EJF
for BOBBED HAIR

There is a tremendous difference in bobs. Some
are wonderfully attractive and becoming, while

others.'well— which kind is yours ?

I wish you could picture the becoming kind I

have in mind— the sort that makes men turn to

admire. I can't tell you what the color is, but

it's full of those tiny dancing lights that somehow
suggest auburn, yet which are really no more ac-

tual color than sunlight is. It's onlywhen the head
is moved that you catch the auburn suggestion—
the fleeting glint of gold.
You have no idea how much your bob can be

improved with the "tiny tint" Golden Glint
Shampoo will give it. If you want a bob like that

I have in mind, buy a package and see for your-

self. At all drug stores, or send 25^ direct to

J.W. Kobi Co., 662 Rainier Ave., Seattle,Wn.

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO

C[ The girls who were selected

for the free scholarships in the

Albertina Rasch Dance Classes

cannot be announced until next

month. At that time we hope

to show photographs of the

girls in their new ballet

costumes.

Location Love
{Continued from page 16)

gone from Manaos, launching further up
the Amazon with Marjorie Mayne and
Frank Tallion, whom I'd brought from
New York as leads, and young Jimmy
Warburton, who also had joined me in

New York, more as a grip than anything

else although he had learned the camera

since. He wanted to get to South America
the worst way, and with my outfit he cer-

tainly got his wish. That night he was
stowing equipment aboard the prau I'd

hired to follow us upstream, but I'd over-

looked him until I drove to the river. Prau
and launch lay at different docks, and
Jimmy was no more than a moving lump
a hundred yards away when I boarded" the

launch.

It was cooler here, a place where that

waiter's shrug might be forgotten. She had
gone. Where? Where could any woman
go from here? A shape, wavering from
nowhere to the dock's edge, answered my
doubts.

Ugly suckings and sloppings of water

drowned all sound; against purple dark'

ness, this shadow was neither man nor
woman, and presently it lost height. A
flash of inspiration put me ashore with one
leap, running as that form grew less and
less. What I grabbed was the woman's
hand.

Going where? Without courage to

plunge—yes, that was it; in all her life

she had lacked courage to plunge for the

one great happiness lest it should become
the one great despair—she was crawling

down a dock-pile to let herself sink into

mud. Somehow she climbed back then,

but, guiding her aboard the launch, she

still could have been a shadow. Her arm
felt like fluid, not flesh. For a long time

she sat in a deck chair, swaying backwards
and forwards oblivious to her surroundings

until she gripped the wicker sides.

"No luck," she whispered—in English,

not Portuguese. No wonder her whisper

fairly echoed. Peering, she brought me
gradually into focus. "You're the Ameri-

can from the Cabaret Bizarre. . . . I'm sorry

to meet you. . . . I'm sorry to meet any

one from home."
Nothing but my name stumbled out.

Hers was Julie Kinane, she" said, but re'

mained silent as to her history, which un-

doubtedly contained several thousand miles

of South American geography, too, from
Buenos Aires to Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro

and Manaos as cantina flotsam drifts. A
lighted lamp changed that history as much
as her face was changed. White, cameo-
clear, her features shone, melted though
they were with weariness. The yellows,

greens, purples and reds had been night-

shades; they were make-up; and their re-

moval presented this significance. She had
wished to die clean; but more than her

face, Julie Kinane had unmasked her

heart. . . .
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The World's Greatest Entertaiaing Power

MOTION PICTURES
1916 1926

Extract from "Impressions of America" in
The London Times (Sept. 8, 1916). By Her-
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How To Develop

The Bust
There IS aWay!

THIS BEAUTIFUL WOMAN learned the se-

cret. Her story is interesting. It will solve

your problem, no matter what your age or

the cause of your flat figure.

"It is almost two years since I first

used The National. 1 am happy to say

that the results are permanent, for my
development is just the same and my
figure is even better than ever. I do

appreciate so much what the National

has done for me. I have proven that

any woman can have a beautiful bust if

she will only use the National. Friends

envy my perfect figure."

How Dorothy Stahl brought her figure

back until it is even more perfectly

developed than ever, is what every un-
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thI-beautiful development shown in her photograph, write

us at once All tWs charm of perfect womanhood can be yours-all the beauty and captivating grace

t4t Tyour brth ght-all the artful, delicate allurement that makes you first a woman-Gods

Masterpiece—Man's Idol. You can be made perfect in your witching beauty.

Th^ method "s w thin the reach of every woman. It can be used u the secrecy of your own room.

If not delighted with results in 30 days, your money is cheerfully refunded. There is no other

method as safe, effective, harmless and sure.

Send your name and address today, enclosing 4c stamps if you wish this information sent under

sealed postage ^Ve will send surprising photographic proof showing as much as five .nches enlarge-

ment by this method, all sent under plain wrapper.

THE OLIVE COMPANY, Dept.30,GLARINDA,IOWA,U.S.A.

BEAUTIFY your crowning glory with switch of real hair, made especially for the

bobbed Worn at each side in a braided coil with short hair pinned underneath.

Very latest style note from Paris, sponsored by the smartest women.

CHARM BRAID
20 inch Real Hair Switch $1.— prepaid. Send stamps or

money-order together with sample of your hair. Perfect

match guaranteed.

E. MITTELSTAEDT, Inc. b«pi. s

Established 1867

84-86 University Place, New York
Large assortment best quality switches, all lengths, $3, $5 and

$10. Also, transformations, waves, wigs, etc. Send for literature.

High Grade Knife *122
REPRESENTATIVE wanted to introduce novelty knives and razors.

Permanent employment and exclusive territory. If *oa axe earning less

than $1200 yearly let as sbow_
yoa bow to
make more,.

WHIS" Christmas Gift
INTRODUCTION OFFER. This full size

knife, with any desired design, mailed for $1.
" ,ddreaB added for 25 cents extra. Every

man or boy will appreciate this beauti-
ful knife. Blades of finest steel.

Handles clear as glass ard
unbreakable. Length 3 1-4 in-

ches. Every knife guaranteed
perfect.
NOVELTY CUTLERY CO.
1 56 Bar St., Canton, Ohio

ONLY
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EACH PERSON
Fleur D'Or (Flower of Gold)

PARFUM EXQUISITE

To Introduce this most delightful ot all flower

essences.we offer alarge, imported, novelty vial

filled with this echo of a golden flower garden,

for the insignificant sum of 25c--to cover pack-

ing and mailing coBtsl Each Fleur D'Or contain-

er ia a hand-blown vial of a fairylike.delicacy.

Even the stopper is protected by a golden screw-

cap. Ideal for carrying wherever you go . . .

and a lasting golden odor not soon for-

gotten. Get one full $1 size vial of

Fleur D'Or for 25c -- 36c if out-

side U.S. Additional vials at

full price. Sendyourtri-
al order now 1 Send
this ad, 25c, your
name and address..

MAISON D'OR — Parfumers
1 I24East 16th Street, Desk 1 1, New York City

Grow
Hair
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Now an entirely new method of growing be&utiful

hair. It is totally unlike anything you have

seen or heard of before. Its simplicity will

delight—its results amaze you. But one appli-

cation each week or two for many hair troubles.

It leaves no after-odor. No grease. It must

stop Falling Hair. Must destroy Dandruff.

Must bring new hair health and beauty—or

money back. A written guarantee in every

package. Full size $1.50. Booklet Free.
V* 8

SANITAS COMPANY
104 Sanitas Bldg., 33 Keap St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

STIM SCALP
TREATMENT

C[ Billie Dove and Jac\ Holt in a scene from

"The Ancient Highway." They appear

to have s\idded into an adjacent ditch.

WHEN we sailed next day, she accom-

panied us. To nobody would I ex'

plain her presence beyond that she had

joined our troupe for some minor part. In

fact, Julie had become inexplicable to me,

unless I might believe she really had died,

sunken in mud, and was reborn. Watching

her chattering with Jimmy Warburton,

other impressions followed. She assumed

the color of her surroundings. Men in-

fluenced her, too; she mirrored them. As

the launch moved upstream, visible eager-

ness grew in Warburton so that his glance

leaped ahead, always around the next bend.

By-and-by Julie did the same— only she

seemed to regard each curve as if it were

tomorrow. The river twisted, banks jutted

and looked impassable, yet we sailed

around and left them behind.
'

Yes, it was good to watch Julie and

Warburton, two human creatures drawn to-

gether by the mighty Amazon, knowing

nothing of each other and not caring. Sun-

set— wide orange bolts of flame— played

upon them; the river was molten and along

misty banks caymen lumbered lazily in

search of the day's last meal. Launch and

prau tied up at a native landing-stage.

After dinner I sat alone, listening to the

distant beat of tom-toms and mysterious

croonings of the stream, when Frank Tal-

lion—I've mentioned Tallion—dropped into

the chair beside me.

"Who's this fellow Warburton?" he de-

manded. Obviously his question cloaked

another concerning Julie. At that, Tallion

might well have asked; for, during the two

months of our voyage from New York,

Warburton had told little. Adventure, ro-

mance, color are youth's common quest; but

at twenty-five some deeper motive turned

Warburton into the lost regions. Never a

hut showed along the banks, but he sur-

veyed it through binoculars; and in Manaos

he had scanned faces in crowds as a beach-

comber picks over driftwood which each

new surf washes up.

"He's developed a crush on this Julie

mighty sudden," Tallion commented again.

His eyes caught stray lights and were

greedy A common type, Tallion, with

Broadway pallor on his cheeks that never

tanned. Because I can afford little in sal-

aries—seventy-five or a hundred dollars at

most—I cannot pick and choose my actors,

however. Those two men made a contrast;

Tallion handsome in a white unhealthy

way that screens well, Warburton happily
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Now Sent Free—8 Little Secrets
That Are Making Men Rich!

- if*

How To Become a Star Salesman
The ability to talk convincingly
whether you want to be a salesman or
not will carry vou to success

The Money Value of Effective Speech
Every professional and business man
" frequently called upon to speak in
public. Hundreds have found a won-
derful new easy way to be able to
»peak easily and effectively on all oc-
casions.

HY is it that
Smith, with
scarcely a

grammar school edu-
cation becomes rich,

while Jones, a Univer-
sity graduate, stays on
the treadmill and plugs
away, unable to get
anywhere! I '11 tell you
why. Smith has learned
the secret of effective
speech— he can dom-
inate other men— get
them to do what he
wants.

It is the man who
can put his ideas into
convincing speech—
the man who can sway
others at his will, and
dominate one man or
a thousand— who is

sought out to fill the
big, important, high-
salaried jobs. He is a
leader ; he stands head

and shoulders above the mass. And you, too,
can be such a man by simply bringing out
your "hidden knack" which "is fighting for
recognition, but which you keep hemmedm by self-consciousness, lack of confidencem yourself, timidity and bashfulness.

Thousands Have Become
EFFECTIVE SPEAKERS
You do not need a college education nor

any previous voice training to become a
powerful speaker. This amazing book will
show you the secret that causes one man to
rise from an obscure position to the head
of a great corporation; another from the
rank and file of political workers to national lead-
ership of great labor unions; a timid and retiring
man to change suddenly into a popular and much
applauded after dinner and banquet speaker. Thou-
sands have accomplished just such amazing things
due to this simple, easy, yet effective training.

Now you can get FREE the amazing booklet that
even men who have made millions of dollars eagerly
sent for. It contains secrets to which many of the
world's most successful men directly attribute their
advancement. They are not obscure, intangible
theories, but definite, easily understood principles
which can be used by people in every walk of life to
gain position, big money, popularity and success.
This little book points the way to power, prestige,
personality, leadership. Under an amazing new
method you learn these secrets easily, quickly, and
surely. No matter what your occupation may be, I
will show you how to break the ties that hold you to
your old station in life and forge ahead to a new and
better one. Send for your FREE copy immediately.

See How Easy It Is

To Become a
Powerful Speaker

Personality, or Selling
Yourself

Personality is just another
word for the ability to sell
one's self. No man who
cannot sell himself can
hope to make a success.
Mail the coupon and find
out how amazingly easy it
is to develop the power to
make other people like
you, to become popular.

Mail The Coupon
For Free Book

You Become a Good Speaker

—

Or I Don't Want a Penny
Regardless of what line of business you are in

or how bashful, timid, and self-conscious you now
are the North American
Institute will guarantee
to make you a powerful,
convincing, and easy
speaker within a few
weeks or your training
is free. This interesting
book tells how in 15
minutes a day in the
privacy of your own
home you can acquire
this valuable asset.

WHAT 15 MINUTES
A DAY WILL SHOW

YOU
How to address busi-
ness meetings.
How to propose and
respond to toasts.
How to make a polit-
ical speech.
How to tell enter-
taining stories.

How to write better
letters.

How to enlarge your
vocabulary.
How to develop self-
confidence.
How to acquire m
winning personality.
How t o strengthen
your will power.
How to be the master
of any institution.

Hail the coupon today
and you will be sent a
copy of this famous book
"How To Work Won-
ders With Words." You
will be astonished at the
secrets it discloses. You
will learn how amazing
tests prove that 7 men
out of every 9 have this
"hidden knack" of pow-
erful speech. Thousands
have found this book to
be the turning point in
their lives.

Just send
your name
and address—but do it

at once be- MM tg?<*x£Z
fore this /
special free
edition runs
out.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
Dept. 6328, 3601 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 111.

I North American Institute,
1 Dept. 6328, 3601 S. Michigan Ave.,
• Chicago, Illinois.

1 Please send me FREE and without obligationmy copy of your famous book, "How To Work
. Wonders With Words."

I Name

Address

City State.
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60,000 Half-PoundBoxes

of Normandy Chocolates

JUST mail the coupon below and we will

send you a big half-pound box of deli'

cious Normandy Chocolates; assorted nut

centres, cream centres, caramels,' mints, etc.

60,000 boxes will be given away in this

amazing offer because we want every girl to

know the delicious tastiness of these famous

candifs. At the same time we will tell you

how you can earn a BEAUTIFUL PLATI-

NUM FINISHED, JEWELLED-MOVE'
MENT BRACELET WATCH for distrib-

uting samples of these fine candies. 100,000

girls have already received watches and

other valuable gifts from us, for this same

easy spare-time work.
WRITE QUICK—Simply mail the coupon and get

your hail- pound box of assorted Normandy Choco-

lates. Send only 10c for postage and packing.

That's all. You don't have to do another thing

for us if you don't want to. But it is so easy to

earn a Bracelet Watch without a penny of cost to

you, that we are sure

, you will be glad to
' read every word of

our remarkable reward

plan. But write at

once"NOW- because

only 60,000 boxes can

I be given away. (Only

one to each person.)

HOME SUPPLY COMPANY
Dept.l26B, 131 DuaneSt.,N.Y.C.

Home Sunply Company,
Dept. I26B. 131 Ouane Street, N. Y. C.
Please send me a J -lb. box of assorted Normandy
Chocolates. I enclose lOe to pay for postage and pack-
ing. Also tell me how I can earn a platinum finished

bracelet Watch for introducing Normandy Chocolates
to my friends and acquaintances.

Name Age

Address

City - Statr _ ...

SEND NO MONEY
.32 Caliber
MILITARY

I-

45 AUTOMATIC
Super automatic like those

used hy German military officers. Extra

, magazine free. Never before this was any

J 32-Cal. Automatic like this offered £g 45

$9-65
Bero is your
last chance to
get the King
Of Revolvers
regularly

sold for $26.00 and
more at the special low
price of only $9.65. This 1925 model dou-
ble action, solid frame, swing out cylinder

revolver is made of best blue steel. 32.20

or .38 cal. Special only $9.65
1925 Model new .25 cal. automatic, a regulai^beaiity.

7 shot, blue steel, a bargain for only

tion guaranteed nr money refunded. Pay on delivery

»lu» postage. SEND NO MONEY. Use standard

ammunition. UNIVERSAL SALES CO.

J59 Broadway, Dept. 50 New York, N. Y.
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irregular of features, wholesome, and com-

pletely a man.
Tallion grew confidential. "Say, what's

the real story behind Julie being with us?"

"What's the story behind your being

with us? You were engaged for the pic-

ture, that's all. So was she."

My voice must have reached Julie, who
sat beside Warburton forward. Quite a

long time afterwards, when I'd forgotten

Tallion's curiosity altogether, she dawdled

past and murmured, "Thank you, Mr.

Sands."
Two days later we reached our first loca-

tion and commenced work. The script re-

quired a native girl, but so far inland the

natives, while picturesque, were unbeauti-

ful. Moreover they were camera-shy, as

most natives are, and to have trained one

would have taken too long. Julie found

the solution; to make the character a half-

caste and let her take the role, the half-

caste sweetheart of Frank Tallion. But for

that suggestion she might never have been

in the picture at all. Despite her hopes,

there would have been no part for her.

Frankly I brought her along as a man
adopts a wounded animal and cares for it.

There is an oil the natives use to polish

their skins. On white flesh it shows light

brown. With grease-paint she copied that

hue. I have said that she took on the color

of her surroundings. Two pictures had I

beheld already: Julie Kinane painted as a

cantind; the truer Julie Kinane who pos-

sessed Jimmy Warburton and held him

mute—for Jimmy restrained words as if he

were afraid to speak and, believing himself

unobserved, often stared far into night and

early morning like a man tautly sustaining

the burden of his conscience.

Now this Julie Kinane amazed me.

Catching the color of her role, imbuing it

with her deeper hope, she defied the im-

mensities of skies and jungles to render

her puny as the others were. A red ban-

danna tied about her hair, large brass

ear-rings, amulets, a brightly patterned na-

tive dress half-concealing, half-revealing her

body, she threw herself into the tens and

drew the whole pageant of the jungle with

her. Tallion stood beside the camera that

Jimmy was operating.

"She's got it," he said, then, very slow-

ly; "she's got me, too."

Warburton's jaws set grimly, that was all.

He continued to gaze at Julie, who looked

unreal to him. She struck a barbaric note.

These were days when Julie Kinane acted

out her happiness and often asked me,

"When we go back, do you think I'll

have a chance—in New York or Holly-

wood, I mean?"
Superb and grotesque! Hemmed by Bra-

zilian wilderness here was this girl fighting

for a chance five thousand miles away.

What could I answer? Distance destroys

a man's perspective. The sheer crudity of

our conditions, the blaze of our back-

grounds, the drab mediocrity of other play-

ers thrust her out in relief here. But New
York—Hollywood? I had created her prob-

lem:, I could not solve it. Nevertheless

she lived on that adventurous crest that

carried us miles upstream day by day, from

location to location; and the further we
went from civilization the firmer her mind

set upon our return. The end came sud-

denly, one day after Warburton had set

out with the prau for Manaos. We needed

supplies and possibly three weeks would

elapse before Jimmy overtook us. Perhaps

Tallion understood that her hope put Julie

beyond him; he may have guessed how she

had come to Manaos; for details were only

such as she chose to give—and she gave

few. We were shooting that day, and

Tallion had kissed her. The merest re-

FRANCES
MARION

She is America's highest paid screen

writer. She has written a majority

of the biggfst pictures in film his-

tory. Her skilful continuity and

advice has helped the rise of many
of screendom's stars, among them
Mary Pickford and Norma Tal-

madge.

How well she knows the movie

folk! There are few people in

the industry who know so much
about the pictures,-—who have so

much to tell!

She tells it in MINNIE FLYNN,
the first real novel of the movies.

It is a story of the rise and fall

of a typical movie star. In the

background are many of_ the big

people of the screen — its stars,

directors and backers.

Being intimately of the screen, it

is a story of love and lust, of the

squandering of beauty and honor,

in a mad struggle to reach fame

and keep it.

"MINNIE FLYNN is a slice of

life." N. Y. Telegram-Mail.

"There is no putting aside the

book till it is finished."

Boston Evening Transcript.

"No movie-struck girl should fail

. to read MINNIE FLYNN."
Boston Herald.

"You find yourself laughing one

minute and thrilling the next."

Chicago Daily News.

Anyone interested in the movies

must have this book. The story

itself is too thrilling to miss and
in addition it offers the fullness of

Frances Marion's knowledge of the

movie game a knowledge that

could not be gained by ten ordinary

lifetimes of experience.

By Frances Marion

4th Edition - - $2.00
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straint stiffened her and when the scene was
finished her eyes smouldered at him.

"You're fair enough out here where any-
thing goes," Tallion jibed, "but back home
you won't stand a chance."

I swear it destroyed her, that taunting
breath of Broadway.

Although I did not realize so then, for
all

_
work ceased pending Jimmy's return,

Julie Kinane had made her last scene. . . .

The layoff gave us time to look about.
Low hills encircled a village of huts.

East, west, north and south the horizon
was jungle, broken here and there by lonely
sentinels of bamboos over which the moon
swam low and flat, morning clouds came
blundering, all painted crazily; and the end
of each day filled the valley like a cup of

•X Carmel Myers has the eyes that lure.
They always go with little fingers
li\e that.

misty wine. Time followed that sequence.
Days began with nights. Nights throbbed
through us. They were immeasurable;
they smothered all memories of the outer
world. We lay beneath them so close to
earth that its pulse drummed in our ears,
our nerves strained and nearly snapped,
and our instincts skittered into the jungle
which was older than instinct. No place
for a white man to stay long—and sane.
On such a night a figure wavered through

the glare beyond our mess-tent where we
sat after dinner. He squinted and we
gaped. For one thing he was white. Age
withered his jaws and throat; he was ar-
rayed in clothes whose style must have
been twenty years old; and there he stood,
all of sixty, chuckling and reaching out a
bony hand of welcome.

"I've heard Yankee voices around the
.
valley for two days now, but I figured my
ears were playing tricks," he said cheer-
fully. "Guess you're the movie-folk who
are supposed to be coming this way. Na-
tive telegraph, you know. You feel things
here without hearing them. I used to see
movies in Rio de Janeiro long time ago.
Got dressed to meet you. Always wear my
New York styles for fiestas. Mighty hot,
though; mighty hot. Me, I dress like a na-
tive most of the time." He rattled this off,
bowled clear through our astonishment, and
was one of us.

.

Tallion was pleased to affect a scientific
interest in him. "Would you say it lived,
in a house or a museum?" he asked me.
Better take it back to Broadway, Sands,

for a freak lobby display."

J^f old fellow nodded complacently.
xou'll hear about me sometime when you

Costume used for Dance of the Rose

Costumers to

Mme. Anna Robenne
and Hundreds of Other Noted Dancers
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"Toe Slipper"
As used by Mme. Anna Robenne
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White Canvas at _ $4.00
Pat'd Calf, Black or White
Satin $5.00

Rehearsal Rompers
They are used by all leading

Gymnasiums, Physical Culture,

Dancing and Acrobatic Schools.

They Are Madfc Right
They Fit Right

They Wear Right
They Look Right

Made of good
luality check
Gingham in the
following colors

:

Black, Blue,
Pink and Green.
Size 32 $1.95

„ Size 34 $2.10
£ Size 36 $2.25

Postage 20 Cents
Extra.

Also made or
best quality sa-
teen in the fol-
lowing colors:
Black, Light
Blue, Old Gold.
Pink and Sage
Green at ....$2.75

Esmonde Ballet Slippers
"Best Quality Kid"

Black _ $2.25
White _ $2.50

Postage 25c

Dance Supporters
Only best material used. Sizes
24-25-26-27. Price $1.50
By mail _ _ $1.65

Aluminum Tips
Give the same sound and taps as

wooden clogs.

Per pair $1.50
By mail _ $1.65

The Esmonde Spanish
Dancing and
Street Shoe

Opera Hose
Full 36 -inch best quality silk.

Sheer _. $3.75
Heavy _ $4.75

Black and Flesh

This aristocratic looking pump is
hand turned, with the craftsman's
skilled touch apparent in every de-
tail. Made in Black or White Sat-
in, with medium round toe, one-
inch heel, kid lining and finished
with all silk piping.
Priced at $6.75
With Baby Spanish Heel $7.75

Also in
Special Colors at _.. $7.75

Acrobatic Practice Dancing
Shoes

Made of best quality Black Kid
with Elk Soles _ $3.75
White Kid _ $4.00

SILK0LINE TIGHTS
Black, Flesh or White $3.50
Pure Silk _ $17.50

Own Your Own Mask Costume
MADE OF BEST OUALITY SATEEN

WITH THAT THEATRICAL FINISH

Our Complete Catalogue Fifteen Cents in Cash

Esmonde Hard Toe
Ballet Slippers

BLACK KID $4.75
BLACK or PINK SATIN

$5.25

ALL HAND MADE WITH
EXTRA STROXG AUCH

EsMgfJDE
GJheatrical Gostumt Gompaw

108 W. 4.43 STREET^ NEW YORK CITY, N.Y;

Spring and Straight

Clogs

All hand made of best
quality Black Kid, with hard
Maple Soles.

Straight or solid sole $10.00
Spring or split sole $11.00

Beautiful Complexion
IN 15 DAYS

E

Clear your complexion of pimples, blackheads,
Whiteheads, red spou, enlarged pores, oily skim
end other blemishes. 1 can give you a com-
plexion soft, rosy, clear, velvety beyond your
fondest dream. A n 1 1 do it in a few days. My
method is different. No cosmetics, lotions.
Balves, soaps, ointments, plasters, bandages,
masks, vapor sprava. massage, rollers or other
Implements. No oiet, no fasting. Nothinr to
take. Cannot fnjore the most delicate skin.
Send for my Free Booklet. Yon are not obli*
eafc.-d. Send no ynoney. Just ret the facts,

Dorothy Ray, 646 N. Michigan Blvd., Suite Chicago

FATGet Rid
of Your
Free Trial Treatment
Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-when-

reduced" offer. I have successfully reduced
thousands of persons, often at the rate of
a pound a day without diet or exercisfc
Let me send you proof at my expense.

DR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician

State of New York, 28G Fifth Ave., N. Y., Desk S.-J
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GREENLAND
of Studios DANce

Dance for Happiness

New York

Phone BRYANT 8945

for

Modern Sensational
Stage Dancing
Stretching and Lim-

bering Exercises

143-5 WEST 43 ST.
N. Y.

" quare

AURORA ARRIAZA

Spanish Dancing Studio
has removed to

1721 BROADWAY — NEW YORK
Between 54th & 55th Sts.

Tel. COLUMBUS 2384

VALODIA VESTOFF
MME. MICHALOVA
CLASSIC CHARACTER ECCENTRIC
Ballets and Dances Created and Staged

Professional and Beginners'
Classes

,

136 W. 72nd St. New York City

Phone Trafalgar 5636

EMETERIO GALI
Modern Argentine and French Tango

Simplified Method of Teaching

Oalisthenics Acrobatic Spanish Ballroom

Lessons can be given at your
home and clubs.

STUDIO, 151 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK
Telephone, Circle 8495

CREO STUDIO
for

SENSATIONAL
STAGE DANCING
170 WEST 48TH STREET

NEW YORK
Phone Bryant 5156

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual Instruction in social and modem dancing

from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. - Classes every even.™

Booklet on request Phone Academy 1581

2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

ADELAIDE & HUGHES
(America's Representative Dancers)

Studio of Dance
Advanced, intermediate and beginners' classes for chil-

dren and adults in Ballet, aesthetic and tap dancing.

Complete training for society or the stage. Write ror

Catalog A.

15 West 57th St. plaza 7635

New York

HERMANN & DEMUTH
SCHOOL OP ACROBATICS

1658 Broadway Phone

New York Circle 10319

HELENE ACROBATICVEOLA DANCTNG
Ballet Technique, Limbering and Stretching

REDUCING EXERCISES
1721 BROADWAY, N . Y. Columbus 2384

CARTER-WADDELL
SCHOOL OF DANCING

For the Professional, The Amateur, and The Teacher.

18 West 72nd Street, New York
Tel. ENDICOTT 4188

T ThNTOP A a" Styles
LdJ.l>VyIV.rV Dancing Taught

PUPILS PLACED
STUDIO 310 — 1658 B'way, N. Y.

Circle 3127.

LOUIS VECCHIO
The "Physi-Cultural" School

Dancing, Grace, Poise, Stage Arts.
'Physi-Cultural" Classes for girls exclusively.

$3 monthly.
1446 BROADWAY, at 41st St., N. Y. CITY

RYAN-POTTER
specializing in

TAP DANCING
andACROBATICS

1658 Btvay. N. Y.. Tel. Circle 3553

VESTOFF SEROVA
Russian School of Dancing

47 WEST 72nd STREET NEW YORK
Classes in Classic and Interpretive Dancing

FOLLIES
Dancing Studio

World's Greatest Dancing

Studio

TOM NIP

Competent pupils placed

1658 Broadway New York

BALLROOM DANCING
taught by

MFSS FAY EVELYN
Beginners and Advanced Pupils.

^ Lessons private. Bay or evening,

^fp—^ Tango Specialized.

7JJ INSTRUCTION UNRIVALLED.
^ 900 -7th AVE., N. Y. C.

At 57th St. Circle 7592

New York

JULIA HUDAK
formerly Premiere Danseuse

of the

MILAN GRAND OPERA
MADRID ROYAL OPERA
MONTECARLO CASINO

OPERA
CHICAGO GRAND OPERA
Class and Private Instruction

in Ballet, Character Dancing
and Pantomimic Art—Talent-
ed pupils placed.

CHILDREN'S CUSSES
Special Course for Teachers.

Arranging Dances
Staging Ballets

Write for booklet.

PHONE CIRCLE 4251

1658 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK

JohnTiller's
DANCING SCHOOL OF

AMERICA, Inc.

226 West Seventy-second Street

New York City

Special Rates to Professionals Now Working
Who May Wish To Improve.

Classes Forming in Groups of Six or Eight.

Special Attention to Children

-MARY READ, Secretary

Phone Endicott 8215-6

STAGE DANCING
TAUGHT BY THE RECOGNIZED

SUPREME AUTHORITY

JACK BLUE
231-233 W. 51st STREET CIRCLE 6136

/ITT A T XT? RUSSIAN NORMALC-HALlr1 SCHOOL, of DANCING^ LOUIS H. CHALIF, Principal

"" admire V0Ur enerBy
A
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AVLOVA.

S"T&«f ^e'StVtTO. MeWr^cI^Y^

Porta-Povitch
School of Dancing

ENDORSED by Mme. ANNA PAVLOWA -

Daily Classes in Russian Ballet

Technique

Special Evening Classes for Business

Girls -• Classes for Children

939 EIGHTH AVE., AT 56th ST.

NEW YORK CITY

Telephone Columbus 3844
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Dance for Health

New York

LA SYLPHE
Ballet : : Acrobatic : : Orientale

1658 Broadway, corner 51st Street
Telephone Circle 10448 New York City

JAG MAC'S
Famous School of Acrobatics
For the Development of all kinds of sensa-
tional Dancing. Personal instruction for
every pupil.

223-225 West 46th St., New York
'Phone CHECKERING 3127

Important Notice!

ALBERTINA RASCH, Inc.

Dance Studio

113 WEST 57th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Tel. Circle 8232

SPECIAL OFFER
To enable us to discover some new
talent which we can use in our
various Companies, we have or-

ganized a special BEGINNERS'
CLASS, in addition to our regu-
lar classes, which meets:

Monday
Wednesday at 7:30 P. M.
Friday

At a very special rate
'

We have at present over 150
dancers employed in our Com-
panies and require an additional
200 for our fall productions.

Ballet, Interpretive Taps
and Stage Dancing

Teachers' Course
Children's Class

Classes can be joined at all times

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

New York

fELSY FINDLAYI
Announces Season 1925—Beginning Oct. 13th

1ft.
Plastique Danoe Composition

ft Dalcroze Eurythmics Pantomime

"|f Teacher at Denishawn, Inter-Theatre
T Arts, Inc., and The Laboratory Theatre ~¥r

^STUDIO AT 6 EAST 15th ST., NEW YORKf

CHESTER HALE
Ballet - - Character - - Spanish

20 West 60th Street
New York City
COLUMBUS 9147

"By far the best Dancing
School I know of in America"

—ANNA PAVLOWA.

LUIGI

ALBERTIERI
Former Stage Director and Ballet Master of

METROPOLITAN OPERA CO.
CHICAGO OPERA CO.

COVENT GARDEN, LONDON
Pantomime, Dramatic Art, Stage Craft

Instruction of Children a Specialty

11 East 59th St. New York
Phone Regent 7618

Ivan Tarasof

f

STUDIO
637 Madison Avenue, New York

Telephone REGENT 8283

VINCENZO ROMEO
Director of Latest Spectacular BalletNEW YORK HIPPODROME — 11 years

also
CHICAGO GRAND OPERA CO.
Class and Private Instruction

330 WEST 42nd ST. NEW YORK CITY
Telephone, Longacre 9331

OTOKAR BARTIK
Ballet Master of

The Metropolitan Opera House
Room 42, Metropolitan Opera House

Building

1425 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Telephone Pennsylvania 5668 and 2634
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Consult this Directory

for instruction in the

dances of all na-

tions.

Folk, military,

acrobatic, social

and fancy dancing

Dance for Strength

New York

Specializing

in Acrobatic

Instruction

for

Sensational

Stage

Dancing

Stretching and Limbering Exercises
ALL TYPES of DANCING TAUGHT for STAGE

or SOCIAI, AFFAIRS
Mile. Amy Mantova and Eddie Russell

Formerly N. Y. Hippodrome
Associated with the COLE STUDIOS.

TOE — BALLET — CLASSICAL — CHARACTER
DANCES — BTJCK-WING — CLOG

ECCENTRIC — HIGH -KICKING — ACROBATIC
and CHARLESTON DANCES

Arranged and Routined.

GEO. COLE STUDIOS
117 WEST 54th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

M A G H A I R A
Known in the best Artistic and Society Circles.

Society, Classic & Original Argentine
Tango for Ballroom and Stage.

Personal Instruction — Catalog on Request
BROADWAY 8t 77th ST. Susquehanna 7330

ENRICO ZANFRETTA, M. B.
1658 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Studio 610. Phone, Circle 0738.
Teacher of the Most Famous

European and American Celebrities.

Ballet, Character, Toe,
Deportment, Pantomime

BEGINNERS AND ADVANCED CLASSES.

DANCING TEAMS WANTED
FRED LEOUORNE
For Vaudeville, Hotels, Cabarets and Club Work.

specializing in forming teams, partners secured, dances
arranged, teams managed and placed. Argentine tango.
Apache dance, acrobatic waltz Adagio, Whirlwind One-
Step and Charleston. Routines arranged for beginners,
advanced and professionals. Special teachers' course
during August. Call, phone or write LEQUORNE
STUDIOS, 1658 Broadway, Room 607. Circle 7933

EVANS & FLETCHER
SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS
All Styles Stage Dancing

313 W. 46th St., N. Y. Long. 9089

GAVRILOV
Formerly of

DIAGHLIEFF'S BALLET RUSSE
and

IMPERIAL OPERA HOUSE
Petrograd

PRIVATE AND SEMI-PRIVATE LESSONS
Creative Work Double Work

(with Partner)
PRIVATE AND AMATEUR

ENTERTAINMENTS
STAGED

TEACHERS* COURSE — ENROLL NOW
Write for Booklet

7 West 86th Street, New York
Telephone SCHUYLER 2831
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Hair Removed
Forever

—New Safe Way!
No More Unsightly Hair on Face,

Neck, Arms, Underarms, or Legs.

Amazing Discovery Lifts Out
Hair Roots — Safely and Surely.

HERE it is at last—a scientific treat'

merit perfected for home use which

not only removes the hair, roots and all,

but actually destroys the growth forever!

Dr. Irwin's Home Treatment for the per-

manent removal of superfluous hair is an

entirely new discovery — extraordinary — yet

absolutely safe and harmless. Does not merely

remove hair temporarily, but attacks cause of

hair growth, gently easing away the roots and

its repeated use safely and surely destroys the

growth, ridding you forever of all superfluous

hair. No electricity, no muss, no bad odors,

no unbearable pain. You simply spread a

soothing balsam over the unwanted growth

and remove it in a few seconds to find every

objectionable hair lifted right out by the root

—and the skin left exquisitely smooth and

white

!

FREE Book Tells All

Write for fascinating booklet describing

Dr Irwin's remarkable treatment and how it

will quickly, easily and inexpensively rid you

of superfluous hair forever! No obligation—mall
coupon TODAY 1 F. C. Irwin, M. D., Dept.

811, 730 Fifth Ave., New York.

F. C. Irwin, M.D., Dept. 811,

730 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

You may send me, free and without obliga-

tion, your interesting little book "The New
Way to Remove Superfluous Hair Permanently."

Name '.

Address

City...- State-

go back; pretty soon now. When my car-

riage drives up with two footmen and six

white horses—six horses, mind you— no,

there won't be another carnage like mine.

Twenty years since I've been there . . .

twenty years." Mumbling, he stared into

night where, conceivably, his carriage and

six horses went spanking by. His eyes

were empty but splendid visions peopled

his mind. "My name's " Pausing he

searched for his name. "Often forget it;

no reason why I should remember it."

Then he proceeded as a man accustomed

to talk to himself talks of himself—in

intermittent spans of soliloquy. Out west

he would have been called a desert rat and

his story ordinary enough; but here it car-

ried drama and pathos of a kind. Fabu-

/ I WILL btNU TOU « run, f, ~'

"CoroditeDmmon
N8s^DNCS

N^SEIpTS%.S^I?Ek
Wa make this remarkable offer so that every lover or

beautiful Jewelry can have the opportunity of comparing

a Corodite Gem side by side wlih a Genuine n '»'n«nd -

We want you to see with your own eyes the ton
beauty of this Gorgeous Gem. CORODITE DIAMONDS
tre double polished and have the true diamond tii facet)

cut. So closely do they resemble the genuine that even

lifetime experts are astonished. The illustrations above

show how beautiful a CORODITE looks when mounUd
in a r,„g. Send your name and address and 10c In coin

or stamps (to help cover cost of handling) to us Today,

your Corodite will come Fully Prepaid by return mall.

E.R1CHW1NE CO. Dept. B48 a.lfafig'ff. 1?Tfc

CC'Tfie Eagle" himself, Rudolph Vol'

entino and Screenland's favorite,

Vilma Ban\y.

Getting

Up Nights

Makes You Old

Before Your Time

Dangerous Prostate Trouble Saps

Vigor and Vitality—Often Mis

taken for Kidney Ailment.

New Treatment Stops Symptoms

Often in 24 Hours.

lous tales and futile trails pretty well sum

med him up. He had fossicked gold along

the Andes, trekked over the Pampas, mined

in Minaes Geraes until years and circum-

stances marooned him here.

"But pretty soon now I'll be going

home," he said softly. "Carriage and six

horses—the finest in New York." He had

not reckoned the flight of time. Allowing

no change in the city he remembered, he

babbled of people, cafes, theatres and scenes

lost in the silt of years.

Tallion laughed. "How do you expect

to get there?"

What the other took from his pocket

and set upon the table appeared at first

to be merely a piece of quartz, smooth

and irregular as a pebble. The lamp shone

yellowly on it, yet from its cloudy crust a

faint blue nimbus arose. "When that ^dia-

mond's cut, it will weigh forty carats, he

chuckled. "I know stones. It's first-water

and flawless." , ...

Tallion drew a long breath and whistled

softly. Simultaneously two hands reached

for the diamond. Tallion's and Julie Ki-

nane's. The man touched it first. It lay

in his palm and must have burned, for his

lips twisted, his teeth sunk into them, and

he murmured, "Forty carats," with his

mind revolving around what that diamond

would buy.

"I grubbed it out of the mud near my

fazenda back there in the woods," the old

man went on, regardless of him. Where

there's one there might be two. Big stones

run into pairs. And when I've found the

second I'm going home. Me and my kid

-will
" he finished abruptly.

$1.00 PACKAGE FREE
According to statistics, 65% of all men

sooner or later are started on the road to

premature age by prostate and bladder

trouble.

One of the commonest symptoms of this

dangerous, but little understood, ailment

is the necessity of getting up nights.

Other indications are, burning sensatiom

of organs, dull ache at the base of the

spine and in the small of the back, pains

in the groin and legs. These symptoms

are often attributed to kidney ailments,

and it is obvious that the wrong kind of

treatment or neglect is almost certain ta

lead to a dangerous and delica.te condi-

tion, which may eventually necessitate a

surgical operation.

But now, thanks to a new scientific specific,

the symptoms, pains and troubles of prostate

disorders can frequently be checked *ithin a

lew hours.

This remarkable new treatment, which seem-

ingly banish prostate and bladder symptoms

in the most stubborn and advanced cases is

known as Walker's Prostate Specific. It has

now been used by over 150,000 men in all

parts of America, and remarkable statements _ai

to quick results, elimination of symptoms, in-

creasing of pep, vigor and vitality and healtii

are daily being received.

In fact, I am so confident that Walker's

Prostate Specific will succeed where all other

treatments have failed, that I will gladly send

any reader of this paper a complete $1.00 treat-

ment absolutely free, prepaid and under plain

wrapper. If it cures you, you can repay the

favor by telling your friends and other suf-

ferers. That is all I ask. You are not under

the slightest obligation, and this treatment never

costs you anything, now or at any other time.

To take advantage of this special introduc-

tory offer and stop the ravages of prostate and

bladder trouble, simply put your name and ad-

dress on the coupon below and send to me by

the first mail—or your name and address on a

postal card will do. Write me today—every

hour you delay simply means running unneces-

sary dangers.

I. B. WALKER
THE WALKER INSTITUTE

3701 Gateway Sta., Kansas City, Mo.

FREE TREATMENT COUPON
I. B. WALKER, Walker Institute,

3701 Gateway Station, Kansas

City, Mo.

Send me the $1.00 treatment of Walker's

Prostate Specific under plain wrapper by return,

mail. It is not to cost me anything now or at

any other time.

Name-

Address.,
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I Trial BottleFREE]

Use It

and Forget

GrayHair
Just get the original color back with Mary T
troldman's Hair Color Restorer, then forget
you ever were gray.
The even, yout:_ful color is perfectly natural.

No streakinr. discoloration, artificial "dyed"
looks. No interference with shampooing, noth-
ing to wash or rub off.
Mary T. Goldman's is a clear colorless liquid,

dainty, clean. Comb it through your hair—the
gray goes. That's all!
Prove these statements by acceptance of free

trial bottle, sent on receipt of coupon. Test od
a single lock as directed. You'll leara every
word I say is true.

Coupon Bring* Tried Bottle—FREE
Fill out carefully. Be sure to tell the natural

color of your hair. If possible, enclose lock in
your letter. By return mail you will receive
my Special Patented Free Trial Outfit.
Then get a full-sized bottle from your drug

gist, or direct from me.

FREE
TRIAL
COUPON

Please print your name and address*™ "™j

Mary T. Grtdman,
516P Goldman Bldg., 8t Paul, Mian. I

I Please send your patented Free Trial Outfit. X shows i
* color of hair. Black dark brown medium I

I
brown...... anbom (dark red; light brown
light auburn (light red) blonde

I Name .

Li
Street. City.

Stye Imttea
Atlantic City, N. J.

the Ocean Front
Fireproof

Imencan and European 'Plans

ORCHESTRA
DANCING

GOLF PRIVILEGES
HERAPEUTIC BATHS

GARAGE

HUMAN
President

JULIAN A. HILLMAN

Vice-President

nth-

Peel OffYour Skin
it you don't like it, and have a beautiful new skin.

Youth-Ami Liquid Skin Peel
, . * Scientific Discovery, harmlessly and painlesslyaa the old skin and removeB surface blemishes; ten, dis-

/ V1
.

nrn
' blackheads, whiteheads, large pores,

™h •
etC- Not » cla» °r ere"" bat a liquid free frommd mercury. Booklet, -The Magic of a New Skin" sent
free in plain sealed envelope.

Aai Uboratoriet, Dtpt. P . 30 E. 20th St., New York

SCREENLAND
"So you've got a kid?" Tallion prompt-

ed, but received no answer.
All evening the diamond lay there; its

glitter increased because our imaginations
spun; then without warning Julie Kinane
slipped away. On another occasion Tal-
lion would have followed her. Now, how-
ever, he pretended to maintain a conversa-
tion but stole glances at the stone until
the exile returned it to his pocket and
hobbled up the narrow trail to his house.
Even then Tallion gazed at the spot where
it had been. For hours afterwards I sat
thoughtfully outside my tent.

Life runs in cycles; events happen twice,
perhaps not exactly in the same way, but
each new picture bears a resemblance to
one that has gone before. And Julie Ki-
nane, who drifted across the clearing, dif-
fered little from the girl who had poised
at the Manaos dock.
"Do you believe what Tallion said is

right? That I'll have no chance in Amer-
ica?" Hitherto she had accepted that jibe
as true beyond question.

"There's always a chance."
Wind stirred the groves to a phantasm

of Jaughter. She winced and was silent.
"Why did you let Jimmy go away?"

Her question accused me. I had surren-
dered her to Tallion 's influence.
"You love Jimmy?"
"Have I the right to love anybody? He

never speaks. . . . Perhaps he knows."
"Perhaps he hasn't the right to speak.

He'll be back in two weeks, Julie."

She shivered. The jungle coiled closer
around us. "Two weeks more of this,"
she whispered, fearful of herself, and turned
her thoughts loose.

Thereafter, more by night than by day,
the diamond haunted her. Mentally she
saw it cut and polished, its gleam lighting
two futures. But one became as despair-
ing as the past when her face had flick-

ered among brighter faces at the Cabaret
Bizarre. Studios, thousands crowding her
into insignificance; the extra-line, its little

hopes and big frustrations. A mere chance
. . . No! Julie had trailed too many visions
of happiness into disillusionment. But the
diamond was no vision. Possessing it, she
would also grasp the visible future.

Sometimes the old fellow wandered
among us. The Amazon swept down to
the sea, and his eyes followed its bends.
"She flows. She flows home for me," he
said. Almost a sob escaped Julie; but she
often sobbed in her tent, crying for Jimmy
Warburton to return; then she would rush
out and bury herself in night.

As for Tallion, I learned how he also
prowled the junge to reconnoiter around
the old man's house—a dim silhouette,

with orange squares to mark windows and
doors. The huts of his camaradas, his ser-

vants, bordered the clearing, and indigo
shadows of trees patterned weird arab-
esques, all swaying with the wind. Eeri-
ness stripped Tallion of courage, his hair
rose on end, he wanted to run; neverthe-
less he stood fascinated by what the house
contained and drove his mind to plan.
Something brushed him and he jumped to
concealment.

A girl moved by with gliding native step,

her body bare save for a loin cloth about
her waist, and her skin—by the brief

glimpse as she entered the house—neither
white, nor black, but lightly brown.

"A half-caste," Tallion discovered; "that
must be the kid he was talking about.

Daughter, eh?" Dodging from shadow to
shadow across the clearing, another glimpse
rewarded him as the girl passed the door
once more, too quickly to reveal her face.
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"Save .25% to 35%
by buying your
Fur Garments
from us."

Remodeling
and Repairing

Our Specialty

Write for Catalogue.

ALBERT LEA
HIDE & FUR
COMPANY
ALBERT LEA

Play a Time
In 10 Minutes'OR SEND IT BACK

Anyone can play the Ukulele, Tenor Banjo, Mando-
tin, or Guitar, in ten minutes with this wonderful I

new device. Works like a typewriter—just preae I

the keys. Play by numbers Instead of notes.

Amazing Mew invention
No knowledge of music needed.
No expensive lessons. No weeks of.
tiresome practice. So
child can use it. Praie
prominent musicians. Tho
anda of delighted users.
Astonish your friends-
with your playing.
Become popular I

New pleaf

New mo.

i

making
oppor-
tunities!

FREEBOOK
od for FREE book, also
)g of musical instrument

r^sF
-

bargains. No -obligation to buy.
Talstod. Dept. 8148 Ciiicas?

CRAY HAIR
Ik&ored toNatuml Color

in the natural wav bv asprrpf mothnttthe natural way by a secret method
10 one can detect. These pictures are
the evidence— the absolute proof.
.They tell the True Story of whatmy

PHOTO-HUE
did for me andwhatit can do foryou.

^1.00 Package FREE!
In order to prove that PHOTO-HUB
will do all I claim, I will give you 9
regular SI package free. Just send 25c
to help cover cost of mailing, etc. Try
it. Then let your mirror be the judge.
Send today. No obligations.

«J UW •«-'CUllp.H..46Chlcago. 111.

THIS

STONE
ForAny ^s?MONTH /S

Beautiful Platinum finish
lm. Wrist Watch, BilkBib-
bon Bracelet, H&ndaoma
LavaUlere with NockChaia
BlrthstoneBIngand Signet
Ring ALL FREE for Mil.

|
Ins 12 pes. elegant Jewelry

r at 10 ota. each. Write today

y ColumblaNoveltyCo.
Dpt. 1274 East Boston, Mas*.

MINNIE FLYNNj
By Frances Marion.

A story of the motion picture world!
and a girl acclaimed by the public
as one of filmdom's immortals.

MINNIE eventually winds up
where she began— utter obscurity.

Send in a year's subscription to
Screenland with one other at $5.00
for both and we'll send you a cloth-

bound copy of this $2.00 book.

Screenland Book Department
236 West 55th St., New York City]
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GRAY HAIR
Is Not Necessary

You are only

as old as you
look!

WmJ.Brandt

Liquid

EAUDE
HENNA
Hair Color

Restorer
will, cover gray hair in 10 to 30 minutes so that

you would not know it ever was gray. It is liquid-

One application with a toothbrush does it all. No
pack. No mess.

You get the natural color. No one will suspect

your hair has heen dyed. Leaves it soft and lus-

trous—no dead color—no streaks—no spots—just

a uniform color.

ANYONE CAN PUT IT ON
It will not rub off. It stays on several months.

Shampooing, sea bathing, sun, permanent waving,

curling or straightening iron—nothing takes it off.

Tou can cover (try gray no matter how stub-

born or how caused. It also takes at the roots.

Wonderful For Touching Up
Tou can put it on just where needed. Can be

used over other dyes or where powdered hennas

have been used. Does not break the hair. Does

not interfere with permanent waving.

Full directions in each box in English and Span-

ish. Colors: Black, Dark Brown, Medium Brown,

Light Brown, Drab, Blond, Auburn (in ordering

please state color desired). Price $2.50, C. O. D.

* 2
Accept no substitute for Wm. J. Brandt's

Eau de Henna.

HAIR SPECIALTY CO.
Dept. 65, 112 East 23rd St., New York
Men as well as women can use Eau de Henna

to advantage.

THE BROTHERHOODof LIGHT
Most complete stock of books in America on

Occlutism, Psychic Phenomena, Spiritualism,

Astrology, New Thought, Theosophy and Nature

Study. Correspondence courses in all tranches

of occult science. Send for "Clouds Dispelled."

You will he delighted. Absolutely free. The Bro-

therhood of Light, Dept. P, 1525, Los Angeles

Calif.

LEARN FANCY DANCING
Gain Health, Grace, Popularity, Wealth!

Right at Home—Easily—Surely!

Let Madame Ludwig—America's foremost teacher-

make YOU a wonderful fancy dancer. Thousands have

been taught successfully by these marvelous methods.

Your success guaranteed. Write today for Complete

FREE information and our New Low Special Offer.

MADAME LUDWIG STUDIOS
1105 Lawrence Ave. Dent. 865P Chicaoo. III.

The New Freely-Lathering

(titicura
Shaving Stick

ForTender Faces

EMOLLIENT MEDICINAL ANTISEPTIC
^

RED U—Removes fat and

leaves the smile. Read about

it in the Shopper's Guide.

" 7<[ot a Sic\ening Drug "

S C REE N LAND
Not one line of form was lost, however,

"That's his kid," muttered Tallion.

How did -I learn these things? The

jungle laid bare our instincts. We were

near the earth, so we felt and heard the

strain of human emotions, and sight was

the least necessary of our faculties. Only

Julie Kinane -remained inscrutable, .

How many times Tallion ventured to

that house I knew; how he watched foi

the half-caste girl and conjured his desires

from momentary glimpses; how once he

sprang upon her in darkness, grasped her

arm but was tripped and eluded—I knew

all this, although Tallion made no mention

of her. Each day he brooded at me, un-

able to understand these revelations. He
tried -to blind himself to my knowledge.

He wished to see nothing of what he could

readily have observed in me. I -had been

alone with men before; he had not. I could

afford to laugh, imagining myself an om-

nipotence able at any time to intervene,

while he hid himself, and by that very fact

defeated himself. Surveillance made him

afraid to act.

Then malaria struck me powerless.

The rest joins together queerly like the

threads of my delirium. I disbelieved it,

yet in the end it was true.

TOM-TOMS, which had beaten while na-

tives danced around the glow of many
fires, were silent and the village slept. The
one moving figure was Tallion who passed

and repassed from store to launch, putting

supplies aboard. That done, he made
r
his

way towards the fazenda, tiptoed across the

verandah and, once inside, listened to the

wheezy breathing of the man who had for-

gotten his name. Tallion was prepared.

Spying each night, he had seen the dia-

mond cached. He lifted mats, a bamboo

beam, and possessed it. A rustle startled

him; just the tail of his eye caught a move-

ment that was the elusive half-caste gliding

out and across the clearing. Tallion leaped.

But the girl was receding into distance.

Panic took him and he ran, his ears keen

for the first alarm. Still there was no

sound, no pursuit save his own steps. Onlv

when he had reached the launch, cast off

and set the motor whirring gently, did Tal-

lion feel secure. Beneath his coat he

rubbed the diamond and looked back for

the last time. Already the river sang by

his bow.
Again the rustle startled him. "Who's

that?" He pried out a form, and his jaw

fell wider. "Daughter! Her! His kid!"

Thrusting forward the lamp so that he saw

her face, she was Julie Kinane.

"Keep going," she said. "Faster!"

And all Tallion's questions were unut-

tered.

"We planned it simultaneously, Julie

smiled.
, „

"But I got it and I'm not halving it,

Tallion retorted.

Drawing a rug about herself, Julie com-

menced to remove brown stain from her

arm. "He has no daughter. I pretended

to be his camarada, one of the native girls

who were his servants. Dim lights got me
by; he couldn't tell the difference.^ You
were right though, Mr. Tallion. I'm fair

enough here where anything goes, but back

home I won't stand a chance. I don't need

a chance," she added tightly. "I've got it."

There was no fathoming her. Tallion

fumbled his loot again and a warmth
glowed through him.

"How far do you expect to go?" he de-

manded.
"To New York as soon as I can leave

Manaos." .

"That'll be a long—long—time—unless
" Those greed eyes of his!

You Need
This Amazing New Book

'PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE

JUST OUT! Reveals

Daring Truths of Life

Can you be attractive to the man or

T OVK woman that you want for your lif<

cr/ni,™ mate? Will you marry soon ant
btiCKJc, 1 b live happily? Can you develop

charm, personality, and understanding for success

in life, love and marriage? Do you make friende

easily? Are you shy? Do you worry and fear

^t/foT/r AMV DES. HOFF and BENNETT-CHARM ANY show you hundreds of start-

TV! AM nr HTRT lins new tTOtns and fa6**MAIN or UlftL
abQut Ufe,

g mysteries that

will help you and make you happy. Most darine

truths—real secrets and facts—about life, love,

courtship, marriage, womanhood, manhood, suc-

cess, worry, diseases, happiness, and 1001 other

vital life problems are answered for you in 5 new„
wonderful books caUed "PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE. "

Tou will regret it if you miss these priceless hints.

Wisely informed persons easily win their life mates.

n„.m -K~r\ Examine and read these 5 new
artlNU INtJ books in your own home. You are

MONFY satisfied or return books in 5 days.
x No ^ligations. Just pay postman:

only $1.98 plus few pennies postage on delivery of

all 5 books. Mail post card or cut coupon today

—NOW—and receive your 5 new books in a plaur

wrapper without delay.

JOHN MARSHALL SYNDICATE
318 W. Washington St^ CJucagrA lll^ Dept. 21

Please send me on approval in plain wrapper f
new books called "PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE." I

will pay postman $1.08 plus few cents postage on

delivery. If not satisfied. I will return books in 5

days for money back.

Name - - —

Address

City and State

A Baby In Your Home

ho many married couples yearn for children

that thousands of copies of a new book by Dr.

H Will Elders are being distributed without

cost to childless women. Any family interested

In overcoming conditions of nature that hinder

the gift of children should write for this fre«

book today. It describes a simple home treat-

ment based on the use of Steriltone. a wonder-

ful scicutiflo tonic that has had marvelous suc-

cess all over the country in relieving constitu-

tional weakness.
Every woman who wants to live a normal,

happy home life with little ones around her

should consider it her first duty to know what

Steriltone is and why It should be so wonderful

an aid to her. Re»d this little book which 1«

sent without charge or obligation In a plain

envelope. It unfolds facts that most wornem

never have had explained to them. Send NO
Money, NO Obligations. Simply name and &0>

dress to Dr. H. Will Elders, 2018 Ballinger

Bldg., St. Joseph, Mo.

ill

U
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MIDGET NAME CARDS
THE LATEST NOVELTY SOc. Per Boot

Each book contains 50 perfect little name cards, mi

liixH, in genuine leather case. Choi<

of black, tan, green or red. A perfa

name card. Name in Old English typ<

Price complete 50e. Send stamps, col

or money order. Satisfaction guarantee

or money refunded. Acmts Wtmtii.

MIDGET CARD SHOP
54 MAIN STREET X GREENE, R.
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COLOURA DARKENS EYEBROWS

PERMANENTLY
Won't Wash Off

Eyebrows and lashes perfected and darkened with
Coloura are not affected by perspiration or creams.
Lasts for weeks; harmless and easy to apply.
Boi, with instruction, $1.10 postpaid. Treat-
ment. 50c by experts at

SPIRO'S. 26 W. 38th St., and 34 W. 46th St.,H. Y.

M ME. NAFTAL
(Established more than 30 years)

69 WEST 45TH STREET
New York City

GOWNS — WRAPS — FURS
TO RENT

FOB STAGE AND SCREEN
AMATEURS OR PROFESSIONALS

Telephone Bryant 0670

RENT AND SELL
HIGH CLASS SLIGHTLY USED

EVENING GOWNS
WRAPS AND SUITS

Duff. 151 Welt 46th Street
Bryant 8247

MINIATURES
Your favorite photograph painted on ivory in

rater color. Inquireis given prompt attention.

EDWARD HAUSER
15 East 26th Street New York, N. Y.

AGENTS
'anted a woman in each locality to make money
ng her spare time ; an easy selling line — hand

made decorative linens that appeal to every woman
who takes pride in making her home more beautiful

—

past experience is not essential. The attractive prices
will almost sell the goods—if interested write for
particulars.

MADEIRA LINEN SHOP
77 We»t 38th Street

New York City

BEAUTY CULTURE
MADAME JAQUET offers you trial samples sufficient
for several applications of her wonderful beautifying
facial creams and Face powder. Send J1.00 for both
with full directions for using to 141 West 33rd
Street, N. Y. City, N. Y.

VIROZOL SWEDISH FACE BATH J2.00
Refreshing. Reduces large pores. Refines the texture
of the skin. Improves unattractive complexion. In
leading Dept. Stores and Beauty Shops. Send for
literature and sample of a perfect Face Powder.
The Virozol Co., 248 E. 34th St., N. Y. C.

I

For Satisfaction Try
LILLIAN'S BEAUTY SHOPPE
674 8th Ave. (near 42nd St.)

Phone Lackawanna 7273
Nestle Lanoil Permanent Waving, Hair
Dyeing and Hair Goods. Facial and
Scalp Treatments and Masseuse.

MARTELLO — REDU — REJU
.re natural All American products. The finest clays
a earth. MARTELLO sells for 75c at all drugfrists.
IBDU and REJU come in large five-pound Jars deliv
ted to your home fresh upon receipt of $5.00.

MARTELL CO.. INC.
216 Flatiron Bldg. New York City

" Health by skin elimination "

Classified Advertising
Bate 20c a word. Forms Dec. close Nov. 15

.GENTS — WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES
Sell Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for large

ttnufacturer direct to wearer. No capital or
xperience required. Many earn $100 weekly
nd bonus. MADISON CORPORATION, 501
(roadway, New York.

ONG POEM WRITERS SEND FOR PROPO-
sition. Ray Hibbeler, D14, 4040 Dickens

»Te., Chicago.

OUR HANDWRITING Reveals your Charac-
ter. Send 25c (silver) and ink sample of
wn or friend's writing for expert analysis and
wounding demonstration of dominant character-
tics Real guide to success. S Pencraft,
famburg, N. Y.

IDELINE SALESMEN; 35c article, eliminate
automobile accidents; big profits; sample free.
°°de, 625 Buder Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

3£hNT̂ S2NG POEMS. Casper P. Nathan,
<544 IN. Racine, Chicago.

INVENTIONS

fVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. What have
yon J Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 527 Enright,

ouu, Mo.

in his new pic
ture "Old Clothes," with some
Irish confetti.

Her laugh pealed down the silent Ama-
zon. Banks crept out and the launch crept
by them, huts stood on spindly legs, the
river narrowed and broadened and the far
reaches were deep blue obscurities through
which, at the end of a strange hour, one
light appeared.

"There^s the prau—Warburton coming
back. It's a pity you can't stop to say
good-bye to Jimmy," Tallion derided her.
But they did. They stopped, even more

swiftly than Julie's lips ceased to smile and
became an inexplicable line. Jimmy War-
burton never was clear as to how it hap-
pened. A flash, that was all. But eager
for Julie, working his boatmen by night,
his bows loomed suddenly above a launch,
with a woman holding the tiller hard over,
and a man slowly rising from where he
had been flung down. The launch shored
into mud.

It was Jimmy Warburton who also heard
this, without properly understanding, as
Julie Kinane unwound from a fold of her
sarong her big chance, first-water and
flawless, and let the diamond lie bluely in
Warburton s palm. "I took it before Tal-
lion could; he planned to steal it, and to
beat him I roamed around the fazenda at
night dressed like a native girl. I watched
him when he did not think I saw. The
old man was like me, Jimmy, waiting to
go home; and I wanted him to have his
happiness. Tonight I changed the diamond
for a pebble because I knew Tallion was
coming. But when I held the diamond my-
self—forty carats of happiness—oh, Jimmy,
I didn't want to let it go. I've been down
in the mud where that diamond came from.
And look, there's Tallion tossing his pebble
away—back to the mud—useless—Jimmy,
don't let me " She was crying in his
arms, and they were tight about her.

THE lights came
^
on in the projection-

room and Sands' voice bantered: "It's
movie-stuff. If I filmed it, you wouldn't
believe it. What's more, I saw Jimmy War-
burton meet that old man without a name
he'd come a long way to find his father
and he'd been tongue-tied because he was
scared of what he might find. Yes, just
movie-stuff; but the farther you travel the
truer you find it. ... No, I don't film
that kind of story," he added with the
defiant ring of a man who regrets he has
revealed something close to his heart. No
word of Sands' betrayed it, but the dis-
tances of his eyes hinted that he also loved
Julie Kinane, the diamond in the mud.

Whiten
YourSkin
Almost f
Over /
Night/
No more freckles,

no more blackheads,
no more sallow skin!

A new discovery

called Golden Pea-
cock Bleach Creme
clears and whitens your
skin with amazing quick-
ness! Now you can clear

your skin of redness,
roughness, blotches, mud-
diness or any blemish.

Minute Tfest
There is hidden beauty in

your skin. Dust, -wind, and
clogged pores may have in-
jured it. But underneath

—

just waiting to be brought
out—is a clear, vividly beau-
tiful complexion. Make this
3 - minute • b e f o re - bedtime
test. Smooth this cool, fra-
grant creme on your skin.
The very next morning, look
into your mirror.

Money-Back Guarantee
So wonderful—so quick

—

are the results of this new
eientific cream that we ab-
olutely guarantee it 1 Get a
jar of Golden PeacockBleach
Creme now—today. Use it
for only five nishts. Then
if you are not delighted

and amazed at the trans-
formation, your money will
be instantly refunded.

If your dealer cannot sup-
ply you just mail the coupon
below. When package ar-
rives pay postman only gl.

FREE—Special Gift

If you will act quickly, we
also will send you a lovely
gift absolutely FKEE, with
our compliments.

Paris Toilet Company
331 1 Oak St. Paris, Tenn.

DEALERS: Golden Peacock-
Bleach Creme is

proving? to be one of the big-
gest selling toiiet items. Get
an ample supply from your
jobber or write us direct.

nPABIS TOILET COMTANY,
[ 3311 Oak St., Paris. Term.
. Send me a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme
I with your FKEE Gift. When packace arrives I wUl I

r pay postman SI. My money will be refunded if I wish,

j
Name _

I

[

Address

Dealer's Name..

MINNIE FLYNN
By Frances Marion— A story of the motion
picture world. Its heroine, a foolish slip of a
girl, is so efficiently exploited by a canny direc-
tor and an intrigued capitalist that the public
acclaims her as one of filmdom's immortals.
Minnie cannot stand prosperity; and winds up
her career where it began—in utter obscurity.
SEND in your own subscription for one year

to Sereenland with one other at price of $5.00
for both and we'll send you a cloth-bound copy
of this $2.00 Book FREE of additional expense.
Scbeenland Book Dept., 236 "W. 55th St., N. T.

^JSH^a^h~platmnm has ribbohbracelet and tancT ciasj.
«£?J?d movement guar. 10 years-yours for introducing finestassorted liquid perfume at 16c a bottle. Send for 20 bottles andselect vour gift as per offer lnour catalog. We trust v-m-just write toBEIi PjEKFUME CO. Dep.B-641 CHICAGO. ILL

ATTAINING STARDOM IN FILMLAND
The Talmadge Sisters
Norma-Constance-Natalie

—By their mother, Mrs. Margaret L. Talmadge
The true story of how American

girls become stars.

An Intimate History of the World's Most
Famous Screen Family with "Inside" advice to
other girls dreaming of film, careers.

PRICE $2.00 — Delivered anywhere in the
U. S. or Canada. Free with your own and one
other subscription for one year to Sereenland
at the price of $2.50 each.
Sereenland Book Dept., 236 W. 55th St., N. Y.
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This IflourChance
toMake'lOOaWeek
A Splendid Proposition Now Offered To Men

And Women That Brings Amazing
Profits For Delightful Work

Yes, if you want to make $100 a week clear, net, cash profit, this is

your chance to do it.

I want to tell you how, without any training or experience, you can
immediately begin to make money—how you can establish yourself in
a big, profitable business, without investment, training or experience.
I want to tell you how you can make at least $50 a week in spare
time—how you can have a business of your own that will get bigger
and more profitable day by day, how you can have hundreds of cus-
tomers, an automobile of your own and tremendous profits.

Anyone, Anywhere, Can Do It

Any man or woman
who accepts my proposi-
tion can be sure of a
fair, square deal. Our
record of 18 years of
honest dealings and our
resources of over a mil-

lion dollars stand back
of every promise we make.

I don't care what your experi
ence has been. I don't care what
kind of work you are doing now,
nor how much you are making,
how old you are, or whether you
are a man or woman. My proposi-
tion is so simple, so easy, so square,
and so clean-cut that you are bound
to make a success of it.

$750—One Month's Profit
You can do as well as H. T.

Pearl, of Oklahoma, whose earnings
quickly reached $750 a month.
You can start at once. Within a
week your profits will be pouring
in.

Think! R. L. Marshall, of New
Jersey, cleared $80 in five hours.
Jacob Myron, of Connecticut, made
$13 his first afternoon. C. Vaughn,
of Ohio, has earned as high as $125
a week. Mrs. K. R. Roof, of South
Carolina—a married woman with
two children—made a clear profit
of $50 the first week in her spare
time. Eugene Ducat, of Illinois,

MAIL TODAY
The American Products Co.,

Dept. 4341, Cincinnati, Ohio

Please send me, without one cent of cost
and without any obligation, complete de-
tails of your new plan by means of which
I can make from $50 to $100 a week.

Name

Address..

was formerly a mechanic on a salary
of $30 a week, yet on taking up my
proposition he cleared $45 the first

two days. You can do as well as
any of these people, because they
were no better qualified to make a
success of this business than you
are right now.

Amazing Profits

Without Investment
If you write at once we will give

you free all the facts about this great
business. We will tell you how with'
out investment, without training, you
can immediately become our Authorized
Representative in your territory and
start making money.

'7ANOL>
MmiM BETTER WAY TO BUY^

w
We are the originators and manu-

facturers of "Zand" Products. We
make delicious Food Products that are

(Write Plainly

\

© A. P. Co.

We Furnish An Automobile
We want you to realize that this is a high-grade propo-
sition. We want to help you in every way to make

large profits and we offer to provide a car
without any expense to you whatever. Just
write for our proposition. Mail the coupon
for details of the plan that will give you,
this automobile without expense and from
$10 to $20 a day in cash.

wanted and needed in every home.
We make Toilet Preparations, Soaps*-
Household and Laundry Necessities. We
sell millions of products every year
direct from factory to customer.
B
J

t'1IS
J
™eans we g»ve greater values, fresher

goods and lower prices than could be secured
in stores. We have thousands of customers in
every section of the United States. And now
we want a Representative in your territory
through whom our customers can send us their
orders.

ACCEPT THIS OFFER
Never before have you been offered such a

proposition as this. You can't fail. Our in-
structions are so clear and distinct, our prop-
osition is so clean-cut and fair, that you are
bound to make a success of it at once. Men
and women who were formerly salesmen, book-
keepers, farmers, merchants, skilled and unskilled
workmen, teachers, preachers—people with all
sorts of training and experience—have found itan easy matter to make a big success as "Zanol"
Representatives.

SEND NO MONEY
Just send me your name and I will tell youhow to get started. I will give you all the

tacts. You do not need to risk a penny. Youdo not need to agree to anything, nor payanything You owe it to yourself to find outabout this great proposition before it is too
late. bo write now. Just put your name and

once
°n couP°n and mail it to me at

THE AMERICAN PRODUCTS CO.

President and General Manager
Dept. 4341 Cincinnati, Ohio



Entertaining and Instructive Books
THE ROMANCE AND REALITY OF FILM LIFE
IS REFLECTED IN THE BOOKS LISTED BELOW

U If you are interested in photoplay writing, screen acting, motion picture
directing, or motion picture production, the books listed below will be of
great interest. Each book is handsomely bound in gold decorated cloth cover
and will be delivered anywhere in the United States at prices mentioned.
Canadian and foreign orders extra for shipment and duty.

SCREEN ACTING (By Inez a nd Helen Klumph) — An authoritative
presentation. Enables the reader to judge just what the opportunities are
and the training required. This work was developed through the valuable
assistance and advice of Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Colleen Moore, Mabel
Ballin, Mae Murray, William S. Hart, Euth Roland, and many other distin-
guished motion picture plavers, directors, cameramen, and make-up ex-

Peits - Price $3.00

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTING (B y Peter Milne)— Of
special interest to those in the Motion Picture Industry— or intending to
enter this field. The author was critic for years on Motion Picture News
and Wids (Film) Daily. He was a member of Scenario and Production
Department of Famous Players - Lasky Corporation. This work contains
data about Marshall Neilan, William C. DeMille,' Eex Ingram, Cecil DeMille,
and other famous directors Price $3 00

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION (By T. 'Conor Sloane.
Ph.D., LL.D.) — The enormous growth in number of motion picture theatres
has created a large and increasing demand for operators. It is an interesting,
good paying field and requires but a short time to qualify as a projector.
This book includes the fullest details of practice. . . Price $5.00

PHOTOPLAY WRITING (By William Lord Wright)—The author
was formerly Editor for Selig Polyscope, Pathe Exchange, and Universal. The
book is a thorough and authoritative presentation of this lucrative field for
writers. Every year new writers achieve fame and fortune. Complete
information on how to write for Motion Pictures and how and where to
submit your ideas pr ;ce $3 QQ

MOVING PICTURES
How They Are Made and Worked

$3.50

A Veritable

Encyclopedia of the

Moving Picture

Art

By FREDERICK A. TALBOT

New Edition, Completely Revised and Reset.

Numerous Illustrations.

It tells of the romances, the adventures, the great prepara-
tions of marvellous ingenuity and the hundreds of other
things that go into the making of moving picture plays.

It shows how inventors have overcome difficulties up to
the present status of the business. It is a popular account
of everything concerning the subject— trick pictures and
how they are produced; pictures in color; pictures that
move and talk; the making and costs of the most elaborate
"sets" and studio equipment ;' the risks taken by photog-
raphers and players; the secrets of many sensational climb-
ing and jumping feats; what the audience does not see
in the most daring wild animal films, and a great manv
other inside facts the '

' movie '
' patron delights in knowing.

Any one of the above books will be mailed on receipt of advertised price to any address in the

U. S. A.

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
BOOK DEPARTMENT

236 WEST 55th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
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BEAUTY SET
OR many years Parisian women led the rest in

perfect beauty and the charming way they

dressed. The world of women copied styles

and fashions there, yet facial beauty secrets were

guarded with great care. . . . Domestic preparations

cannot rival those, for French cosmetic formulas

will never be disclosed! The pictured RoscOYouth
Set offered to you here was made by great French

chemists, called from far and near.

Finest Quality at Lowest Price

You may now buy cosmetics rare in quality at a tremendous

saving by our policy. When you read the description of

this merchandise, you will see that each article contains the

real full size. The powder, rouge and lipstick, perfume or cold

cream, when compared with others, all stand out

—

supreme!

What the Beauty Set Contains

The cover of this box is finished in Old Rose; and on the

silken lining all the articles repose. The one-ounce bottle

of perfume stands out from all the rest, yet you will have a

hard time choosing just which you like best! The powder

and the puffs are just what you require; the cold cream and

the compact are all you could desire. So make your choice

of lip rouge or of our fine lip'Stick, and let this outfit do its

part to make you look real "chic."

Buy Direct and Save Your Money!
The seven products in the Set are all the finest made; the

price is low because we have no dealers to be paid. You »|

could not buy them separately for less than twice the price! (

Ingredients are purest made, with artistry precise.

2 Weeks' Trial, Satisfaction Guaranteed
We know that if you try this set for even two short

weeks, you surely will find beauty that the modern
woman seeks. If after two weeks' trial you are not

satisfied, we will refund your money if you so decide.

Send No Money—
Use Coupon NOW!

r
ROSE-O'-YOUTH LABORATORIES,

2029 Fifth Ave., N. Y. G.

Please send me one Rose-O'-Youth Set. Have shades of rouge,

powder and lip-stick as specified in attached letter. I will pay

postman $2.98 plus postage on arrival. It is understood that if

for any reason I am not satisfied after two weeks, my money
will be refunded promptly.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE.

L_

This offer can be

made for a limited

time only; send
your order in

NOW!

ROSE-O'-YOUTH
LABORATORIES
2029 FIFTH AVE.
New York N. Y.

"What

you Qet!
IN THIS SET

Rouge
Compact
Containing a large

size ca\e of superior

rouge, in naturelle,

medium, or dar\

shades.

Sold separately at 75c

Perfume
A breath of Spring-

time . . . flowers!

Such is SOUVEHIR
d'AMOUR ("Scent

from Paris") concen-

trated so that a little

goes a long way. Full

one-ounce bottle.

Sold separately at $2.00

Silver Vanishing
Cream
The ideal vanishing

cream, neither pasty

nor greasy. Easily

manipulated, and
very pleasant to use.

This generous jar

will last a long while;

Price . . separately, 75c

Face Powder
Rose-O'-Youth Face

Powder. So soft . . .

so smooth ... so ad-

herent ... so distinc-

tive! Supplied in 7

leading shades. 75c

when ordered separ-

ately.

Lip Stick or Rouge

You can have either

the Rose -O' -Youth

Lip Rouge or lip stic\

in attractive cases.

T^ature's own shades,

light, medium, or

dar\! Impossible to

detect or rub off. You
will li\e them both!

Price . . separately, 60c

Powder Puff

Even Rose-O'Youth
powder puffs are per-

fect in every detail.

Made carefully of
good materials; soft,

fluffy, pleasant! This

sells for 1 5c

separately.

\

)





MONTE BLUE
worita

(/Million? of
tytlovie (tfans

<per
Stat

MONTE BLUE is one of the out-

standing dramatic characters who will

make the coming Warner Classics the

most popular pictures on the American Screen.

His rugged, red-blooded personality—his faultless realism

—his dignified reserve—his sparkling action—have en-

deared him to millions throughout the world.

In the new Warner Classics, you will see this remarkably versa-

tile actor in thrilling melodramas—in brilliant society roles—in

stupendous mountain productions—in flashing comedies—and in

every situation his mastery and flawless art will reveal to you

new thrills and delights.

COMING SOON!—Monte Blue in "RED HOT TIRES" a

record breaking non-stop thrill and laugh romance. Don't fail

to see this new WARNER TRIUMPH!

IS

WARNERBR(K
' Classics of the Screen^
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Famous Marcelling Cap
Now Offered at New Low Price

Tremendous volume of sales makes further reduction possible on re.markable Curling Outfit, which marcels your hair at home in 15 minutes

After moistening the hair
with McGowan's Curling
Liquid, which comes with
every outfit, you stretch the
elastic headband with the hands
and bring it over the hair.

In 15 minutes your
hair is dry, you re~
move the Cap—and
there is the loveliest
marcel you ever saw!

—a total of 80,000—we
could afford to sell them
at a still lower price. But
we're not going to wait
until the 80,000 are sold
to give you the benefit of
this quantity production.
We're going to give it to
you now while orders are
still pouring in at the
regular price almost as
fast as we can fill them.
We're going to cut nearly
one dollar off the price and
distribute this saving of
approximately $40,000
among the next 40,000
girls and women that
order!

If you read the
newspapers

Then with the fingers, or an
orange stick: puff out the
hair in little "waves" and
let it dry in this

i

position.
Meanwhile you ' can read
or finish dressing, •

Nothing succeeds like success! Rarely in
the history of American business has any
invention received such instant and hearty
approval as the McGowan Marcelling Cap,
recently granted a Patent by the United
States Government. From the very first

announcement orders have come pouring in
and pouring in, until now this marvelous
marcelling outfit is in the hands of more
than 40,000_women—40,000 satisfied users,
who are doing more to "boost" our sales
than all the advertising we could possibly
run!

In our first advertising we told the women
of the nation we were going to set a price
that would mean ruin for us unless we could
quickly get a big volume of business. In-

|
tead of pricing this unique invention at
$5 to $10, as many advised us to, we went
to the other extreme and offered the entire
outfit (including a $1.87 bottle of Mc-
Gowan's Curling Liquid) at $3.27—($2.87
plus average of 40c postage). This was
little more than enough to cover the cost of
making, advertising and selling, but we
felt that by selling at the closest possible
margin of profit, we could quickly get the
volume of sales we needed to operate most
economically.
We knew the Marcelling Cap was some-

thing every girl and woman wanted. We
expected a quick response from the women
of the nation. But optimistic as we were,
even we did not anticipate such an over-
whelming flood of orders. Our judgment
was vindicated. Soon our facilities were
vertaxed so we could hardly keep up with
rders. But now we have just com-
letecl arrangements which will practicallv
ouble our capacity

—

and we're going, after
next 40,000!

You're Invited to Share in
the Profits

Now we're going to do an unheard of
ln£- We've figured that if we can quickly
U 40,000 more of these Marcelling Outfits

Was

$3.27
formerly sold for $2.87 pins postage
which made price $3.20 to $3.35.
So many people wrote us about

postage charges since rates were
increased we decided to pay post-
age a3 well as reduce the price---
so it is

Now $2-45
Postage Paid

and magazines regularly, you are more or
less familiar with this remarkable hair waving
device. You can see at a glance just how it
works. There is nothing complicated about
it; nothing to get out of order. It is so
amazingly simple that you can hardly be-
lieve your eyes. But 40,000 girls and
women throughout the country are using it
with gratifying results. That's *he best
proof we can offer.

For Every Type and Style
Whatever style of "bob" you prefer

—

shingle, Ina Claire, cross-wave, center or
side-part bob—whatever kind of hair you
have—soft and fluffy, coarse and straight,
long or short—this new marcelling device is

guaranteed to give you just the kind of
marcel you want in 15 minutes' time. And
the beauty of it is that you can have a fresh
marcel every time you need it with as little

trouble as it ordinarily takes to comb long
hair.

Think what a saving this will mean.
Instead of paying $1.00 to $1.50, plus a
25 to 50 cent tip every time you need a
marcel, now it will cost you only about one
cent! Instead of an hour or two going and
coming from the Beauty Parlor, it will take
only 15 minutes at home!

But even more important than the saving
of time and money is the benefit to your hair.
Any specialist will tell you that constant
marcelling with artificial heat is most
injurious. Shortly after you discard the
harsh, artificial method of marcelling and

adopt this safe, natural way, you'll begin
to see the difference. Split ends and unruly
strands will vanish. You can put the
waves in the same place each time and soon
you will be able to train your hair and keep
it naturally marcelled with very little
attention.

The Curling Liquid that goes with the
McGowan Hair Waving Outfit is most
beneficial to the hair, too. It not only ac-
centuates the curl, but acts as a tonic for
scalp and hair, eradicates dandruff and
itching and promotes rich, luxurious growth.
It is absolutely neutral and is guaranteed
not to stain the hair or affect its color in
any way.

Be Among the 40,000 Who Will
Profit by This Reduction

^The^cC^wan Marcelling Outfit consists of the
?sf y

e
£i
g a^d a>r

f
e size bottle of McGowan 'a

V
ng

?\
U
o^ The Curling Liquid itself has always

*°'dJor $/-87 * bottIe a*d the Cap, if ordered sep-arately, for the same amount—a total of $3.74.When we offered the combination for $3.27, we hadto do some close figuring, but we did it in order to

Ff™
3

?NT
eat vo ume

-

of sales in the shortest possibletime. Now we re going the limit and making another
reduction to $2 45 for the entire outfit and this
price includes the postage—a price which, as we
in nnn™ '

15
,
ba

?ed °n the anticipation of selling
4<U)00 more during the next few months.

frankly, unless we can do so it will be impossibleto maintain this price. We may have to change itan7AIme ',
so lf you've been thinking of orderingone of these Marcelling Outfits, don't lose any timeRemember, we still take all the risk. The sameguarantee of Absolute Satisfaction or Money Bach

applies at this reduced price just as it did before.

Send No Money—Just Mail
i

the Coupon
Even at this reduced price you do not have to pay

for your Marcelling Outfit in advance. Just signand mail the coupon and when the postman brings
£?ur<"e™ fo""d beauty aid, simply, deposit withhim $2 45. Then after trying this outfit for seven
days, if you aren't entirely satisfied in every way
in

S

fuli
etUrn " We WU1 refund the Purchase price

We couldn't afford to make such an offer if wadidn t know the McGowan Marcelling Outfit woulddo everything we say—if we didn't know you willbe amazed and delighted if you give it a trial

X°u-L™lrror is
„ T
the s

,?.
Ie judge. If you don't findthe McGowan Marcelling Outfit the greatest beauty

invention you ever used—if it doesn't give you the
lpveliest marcel you ever saw—if you are notsimply delighted in every way with both the
Marcelling Cap and the Curling Liquid—then the
cost of the trial is on us.
Don't put it off another day. You have nothing

to lose; everything to gain. Tear out the coupon.

dJdl"
1 m today

- You'll always be glad you

The McGowan Laboratories
710 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago

j
— —COUPON———

1THE McGOWAN LABORATORIES,
710 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 134,
Chicago.

I Dear Mr. McGowan—Please send me your hair- I
| waving outfit, which includes your recently patented

I

Marcelling Cap and a bottle of Curling Liquid I I
agree to deposit $2.45 with the postman upon its »
delivery. After seven days' trial, if I am not satisfied I
with results in every way I will return the outfit and »

1 you are to refund the purchase price in full, without
• any further obligation on my part.

I
Name \

Q Address

(Note: If you expect to be out when the postman calls, I
enclose $2.45 with your order and the McGowan

l^larcelling Outfit will be sent postpaid.
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C[ Little Lois Moran, the

girl on the cover, ma\es

her debut on the screen

in "Stella Dallas," and

was selected immediately

after hy Richard Barthel'

mess as his leading lady

in "Just Suppose."'
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"At our price, white man,
she is yours!"

No home, no library

or reading room is

complete without
the works of this the
greatest writer of
historical romance
of modern times.

Still alive, before us on the altar stoodthe
woman we had spent so many perilous
months seeking. But what was she doing
here among these jungle savages, carry*
ing in her arms their holiest idol? What
chance had we to save her, three white
men among these hordes ofangry blacks!

TO enter the sanctuary would be
to violate their holiest laws; to

touch the hem of her skirt would
mean instant destruction.

Suddenly .... a strangled cry and
Ragnall sprang toward her. But with a
fierce gesture the Arab thrust himself be-
fore the altar and set the price of this
woman's freedom.
As he made his bargain I gasped with

horror, for what he demanded was dearer
than gold.

But read the rest of this stirring
story for yourself. You can have
it and twelve other gripping vol-
umes for free examination if you
will mail the coupon at once.

Great Historical Romances ot

H. RIDER HAGGARD
13 Splendid Volumes FREE On ApprovalAMILLION people have thrilled to the stories of

Rider Haggard ! A million history and romance
lovers have been transported by his magic pen right
into the heart of the African jungle, to stately ancient
palacesofAsiaMinor, tothehuntinglodgesof England.

A peep into one of his volumes and immediately you are
following his intrepid hunters through tangled jungles
where lions and tigers roam

; sharingtheadventures offearless
pioneers in strange lands; journeying across the burning desert;
witnessing the secret ceremonies of queer jungle tribes, hunt-
ing, shooting, warring with the black men of *forest and veldt,
amid hair-breadth escapes.

The Least Expensive Form of Entertainment
Good History As Well!

In these 4400 gripping pages of breath-taking tales, you will
forget your business and your worries—forget everything but

the joy of living. You will want to read them over and over
again. No other form of entertainment in this day and age
offers you so much for so little money!

40% Reduction If You Act Now!
The demand for this, the only uniform edition, is rapid- A

ly increasing since the author's recent death. There wM
are still a number of these sets left. If you mail the J* g
coupon today, you can have one at our original figure Jr
—40% less than the publisher's price. Handsome
ly bound in substantial cloth covers or in rich * n _25
Artcraft, difficult to tell from leather.

Mail The Coupon Today — ISP? McKinlay,

Read Them 10 Days Free! tf* ma'cSe
Then if not more than delighted, Dept. 62

return them at our expense . But 30 Irving PI., New York

1 .1 . „ Please send me on ap-Send the COUpOn nOW before ^ proval, all charges pre-

the limited number of these S HP
SfdW

y
Ha

r
gIa?d'si3

S

|reat
historical romances bound insets is exhausted. cloth (*) at t.

i reduction from —

McKinlay,Stone& Mackenzie,Dept. 62, 30 IrvingPL,NewYork
the publisher's price. If after 10

days' free examination I am highly
delighted, I will mail you $1.00prompt-

only 14 months. Otherwise I will return
them within 10 days at your expense. Ex-

amination to cost me nothing.

Your or husband's occupation

.

(*) If you wish rich, durable artcraft binding, change the coupon
by adding 50c a month for the same number of months.

mmm
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*16aDay
and an

EssexCoach
FREE

isnyoffertoYOU
I offer you the chance of a lifetime to make

as much money as you want. There's no limit. It

makes no difference what you are doing, what your

experience has been, how much education you have

had I say to you that if you will accept my otter

you' can make from $16 to $25 a day without wait-

ing without special training, without investment. All

you need to do is to look after my growing business

in your locality, visiting your friends and neighbors,

and writing orders for Jennings Guaranteed Hosiery.

Your Money-Making
Opportunity

Every member of every family wears hosiery.

From .one to five dozen pairs are used in every home

each year. I offer you a chance to get the bulk or

this business in your community. And you can do

it with Jennings Guaranteed Hosiery. It is different

from any other line of hosiery in the country. There

are styles, sizes, colors and prices to suit everybody.

We offer big values and real bargains for- your cus-

tomers that mean easy orders and big profits for you.

You'll be literally amazed at the ease with which you

will make money. You'll find your profits rolling in

from the start. Just show this marvelous hosiery,

backed by my iron-clad guarantee and you 11 no long-

er wonder why Jennings agents make so much money.

Amazing Profits Part Time
Even part time agents make enormous profits.

Take Mrs. Chaffin, W". Va., for example. She has

6 children to take care of, besides her household

duties. And yet she has proved it possible as a

Tennings representative, to make over $10 in 3 hours.

Mrs. Bertha Lane, N. Y., made $54.84 in 25%
hours. You can do as well. I show you how. 1

furnish you with free outfit. I tell vou everything

you need to -know. I provide you with a new and

wonderfully effective selling plan that brings big or-

ders and big profits.

An Essex Closed Car Free
And besides all this big money, I'll show you
how you can get an Essex Closed Car without one

penny of expense. This is the most liberal and

generous offer that has ever been made, and I want

you to take advantage of it. Just send the coupon

and I'll tell you how easy it is for you to have this

beautiful car and zt the same time how you can

make big money all the time.

Send the Coupon Now for

Money-Making Plan

LAND

If you want these big

$100 a week—over $5,000 a

to this you want an Essex

penny of cost, mail the

coupon today. Remember,
you can begin in your spare

time if you want to. Your
income will grow by leaps

and bounds and it can be

just as big as you want to

make it. Don't send any
money. Just mail the cou-

pon. Do this NOW and
within a week from today

you can be making $16 a

Jay—$100 a week—and on
your road to success and
prosperity.

F. B. Jennings, Pres.

The Frank B. Jennings Co.
Hose N-52, Dayton, Ohio.

profits, if you want
year, and if, in addition

Closed Car without one

It's Yours
if you want it.

Write for plan

that will de-

liver this beau-

tiful car to you
absolutely free

MailThisNOW
I F. B. Jennings, Pres.

I The Frank B. Jennings Co.

I
Hose N-52, Dayton, Ohio.

I Please send me complete details of your money-

I
making plans and your offer of a free Essex Coach.

J

Name *

' Address
I

I Town State

I

G[ A Merry Christ-

mas to Everyone
and the Bright-

est of Bright

3\[ew Years!—Vee Dee

(( Louise Fazenda,

as chairman of

the Santa Claus

Reception
Committee.

An Answer Page

of Information.

Address:
Miss Vee Dee,
SCREENLAND,
236 W. 55th St.

New York City.Honest-to-Goodness-Admir-
er. Now who is it you

admire— Madge
^
or me?

Anyway I haven't seen
Madge since "Classmates," and her

hair isn't bobbed. No, that wasn't , , .

a wig so your friend's all wrong. Wesley know as well as I do that Dorothy Gish is

BaTrt evidently felt like the sea because he Lilian's younger sister Mae Murray is

was playing in "The Midshipman," but divorced but not a widow. Merely The

bTyond making a picture at Annapolis, that Merry Widow" for screen purposes, you

seems to be as far as Wesley got on his know.

road to becoming a cadet. ^ Q (Dallas). I'm so glad you heard

KMC. Ricardo Cortez will next be from your favorite Lewis Stone. I knew

seen' in "The Pony Express" with Betty you would. Mr. Stone has the reputation

Compson. Yes, Mae Murray has curly of always keeping faith with his fans,

hair Hugh Allen is a Mary Pickford Thanks for good wishes.

^^-iirt^^ *«v.
Con
$:r

Bennett has her

contract. Now he has signed up with First blonde hair marcelled.

National for "Joseph Greer and his Daugh- R s G (Asheville). Betty Compson
ter." Hugh is in his early twenties. Eugene ^ •

^ Qn ^ and algo in vaude.

O'Brien again plays opposite Norma lal- ^ ghe was . born in Salt Lake City,

madge in "Graustar\. Pauline btarke
Frances Howard married Goldwyn, the

hasn't married to date, as far as 1 know.
ducer _ Laura LaPlante was born No-

Mae Murray is working on 1 he Masked
^ember lst 1904 She is not married.

Bride." Neil Hamilton Famous Players- m^ brQther u his business man,

Lasky, Long Island. Constance Bennett •>

and Hope Hampton, Fort Lee Studios, Fort a& •

Lee, New Jersey. Renee Adoree, Metro- Rose . Qardinale. Tell you what, Rose;

Goldwyn-Mayer, Culver City, Gal. Greta one Q f tbese bright days when I'm feeling

Nissen, Famous Players-Lasky, Vine Street, particularly happy, I'll dash off and have

Hollywood. I regret you're wrong about my "pboty took" and get the editor tc

finding the answers "next month," but here
prjnt jt— how'll that suit you?

they are the month after!

Blue Eyes. Mary Brian is an American^
y ,avy ,,

and seventeen. Norma Shearer was born" gwan" and "The Shoc\ Punch,'

in 1904 in Montreal; Marion Davies, Brook-

lyn, 1900. Jackie Coogan, New York,

1905. Mae Murray is also a New Yorker

and May 9th, 1886, was her birthday.

Ramon Novarro is a Mexican, born 1899.

Lillian Gish is 29, John Gilbert 30, Buster

Keaton about 30, John Barrymore 43, Ger

Alice V. Hewman. Frances Howard has

'. wavy light brown hair. Played in "The
'"

Swan" and "The Shoc\ Punch," and is

married to Samuel Goldwyn. Myrtle Sted-

man has a son aged twenty-two or so. Bet-

ter figure it out yourself.

Blue Eyes (Ohio). Here I am all pre

pared to "treat you nice," and tell yoi

what you want to know. Larry Gray
Keaton about 3U, jonn carrymore ts, ua- wnat you want tu jvuuw. '-""'J'

trude Short 24, Greta Nissen 22, Mary 24, Joyce Compton 17, Betty Bronson na<

'•n- , r i i-, \i -T_1 is P^n, 1 .„ .;^„rr,E f^r ^Knnt a vpar. Bonbeen in pictures for about a year. Born

in Trenton, N. J. Viola Dana was born

in 1898. No, Ramon Novarro isn't mar-

ried yet. This column answers questions

relating to the screen and players, only.

C C. M. Lita Grey is a brunette, with

married Where have y1>71ee717d7ng very dark hair and brown eyes Johnnie

Sir warfcfef vt& ssr ^4 ^;
B5£oi;S

the hardworking Answerwoman? You on the stage in "Two L.ttle Girls tn Blue.

Pickford 32, Norma Talmadge 28, Con-

stance Talmadge 26, Charlie Chaplin 36,

Betty Compson in her early thirties, Ru-

dolph Valentino 29, Barbara LaMarr 24,

and Anita Stewart 28. Mr. White is a

casting director, and I do not know what

age he is. Of course Gloria Swanson's
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Teddie Jr. No trouble at all. Greta

Nissen is 22 and her address is Famous
Players Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Holly-
wood. Raymond Griffith and. Betty Comp-
«on same address.

M. S. Ramon Novarro has always been
considered a Rex Ingram find, but actually

Ferdinand Pinny Earle "found" Ramon some
considerable time before Ingram even knew
he existed. Ramon Novarro did a picture

with Kathleen Key based on Omar Khay
yam, but this has only been released within

the last few months through being held

up by litigation.

Avis M. Warner Baxter is married to

Winifred Bryson. His address is Lasky
Studios, 1520 Vine Street, Hollywood.

Mignon LaSalle. Pauline Starke's ad'

dress is Universal Studios, Universal City,

Cal. Ann Pennington is playing opposite

Julian Eltinge in "Madame Lucy" at the

Christie Studios, Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.

A Question As\er. Omigosh! You'd love

to be in my place, would you? You don't

know the half of it! Corinne Griffith is by
way of being one of my favorites, too; in

these rushing, hustling times it's so sooth-

ing to find one of Corinne's ilk still left.

She is about twentyeight and has blue eyes

and light brown hair. Married to Walter
Morosco now, previous husband Webster
.Campbell, a director. John Gilbert was
married to Leatrice Joy but they are di'

vorced. He is 30. (Hey John! Do you
like golden-haired girls, with brown eyes as

an additional attraction? This questioner

wants to know!) Ricardo Cortes was born
in Alsace-Lorraine in 1899. Nita Naldi,

who is more unusual looking than beauti-

ful and who certainly knows how to don
her clothes, pronounces her name Nee-tah
Nawldee. Claire Windsor is still in her
twenties and Greta Nissen is 22.

Warwic\shire Admirer. You do look a

jolly crowd, and I'm glad Old Sol showed
England what he could do in the way of
weather -this year. Tell you what I'm do-
ing: putting away my Buffalo nickles (that

• means tuppence-ha'penny in your money)
every week, and when I get enough of the
beasties I'm hieing me to a man who won't
be afraid for his camera; then when he's

done his worst, I'll see if the editor won't
put my picture among the stars! Margery
Daw was born in Colorado Springs, Col.,

1902.

Albert DeBarry. Say, Albert old top,
what do you suppose I'm advertising

—

myself? There isn't a thing I'm trying to

sell you, angel; merely telling anyone inter-

ested that I'm here to answer any questions
I can relating to the movies.

K. Haw\ins. George O'Hara and Al-
berta Vaughn haven't married one another
yet, and I don't hear bells ringing these
days. You'll have to write Louise Fasenda
direct for her photograph. Phyllis Haver,
who was born January, 1899, isn't married,
nor is Ben Lyon, but he'll have to watch
his step or the goblins'll get him. Con-
stance Bennett once had a ceremony, a hus-
band and an annulment; and even now
she's only twenty. Oh, these blondes!
Hear Vivian Martin is coming Wck to the
silversheet. June Marlowe i^fpA single.

Alys H. "The Hew Commandment"
with Blanche Sweet is r /n Lyon's latest
picture. Why does Pol- ,eave you with "a
queer feeling"—eh? C s it only because
she played opposite v

\ 'Fess up, Alys.
Jealous?

}

what awhale of
a differencejust
afew cents make

r

Sizes for
all types
noses. Adjust-
pble in every

rfrilTPl nOSErtPJUSTER
(Patented)

Shapes while you sleep. Rapid pain-
less and safe. The ANITA is a Gen-
uine and most Comfortable Nose Sup-
porter. Absolutely GUARANTEED.
Highly recommended by

Physicians.
,.„ Write for FREE booklet.
* Nature's Way To Happiness'

ThcfllllTft Co.
Dept. 1269, Anita Building
529 Springfield Avenue

Newark, N. J. BEFORE-'AFTEft

Teach Children
To Use

Cuticura
Soothes and Heals

Rashes and Irritations

Cuticura Soap Keeps the Skin "clear

NoHairOffe
W/iereNeet is Us
Science has solved the problem of
removing unwanted hair pleasant-

ly, without discomfort to the skin
or complexion. This with NEET, a

mild, dainty cream. You merely spread
it on and then rinse off with clear water. That's all;

the hair will be gone andthe skin leftrefreshingly cool,
smooth and white! Old methods, the unwomanly razor
and severe chemical preparations, have given way to

|

this remarkable hair-removing cream which is the ac-
cepted method of well-groomed women everywhere.
60c per tube. 35,000 Drug and Dept. stores sell

Neet. Money back if it fails to please you.

HANNIBAL PHARMACAL COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, M0.

WithoutDiet orExercise
THOUSANDS have overcome the^ •• cause of fat—lost all excess weight

* —through Dr. Kalen's Reducing Cap-
sules. Guaranteed harmless. Taken

daily with meals. Mates yoa feel years younger En-

dorsed by prominent staee people. Send $3.00 for 10

days treatment or pay postman on delivery. Kesulta

Buiranteed or money refunded. Dr. Kaien, Dept.G2.
Gray's Laboratories, Broadway at 43rd St.. N. Y.
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Less 25 lbs.
What a difference

Now in every circle you see count-

less slender people who once were fat.

You see ten times as many as you used

to see.

Ask them how they lost that excess.

Some will say "abnormal exercise and
starvation diet." But more will mention

Marmola Prescription Tablets. That's

the easy, pleasant, scientific way.
Marmola has been used for 18 years.

Millions have learned its efficiency. Now
people are taking over 100,000 tablets

daily to attain the slenderness they wish.

Marmola is no secret. We state every

ingredient, tell how and why it acts. You
will use it when you know it, if excess

fat is robbing you of beauty, heath or

vigor. Find out the facts in fairness to

yourself.

Marmola Prescription Tablets are sold

by all druggists at $1 per box. Send this

coupon for our latest book, a 25_-ct. sample
free and our guarantee. Clip it now.

The Pleasant Way to Reduce

MARMOLA
2-234 General Motors Bldg.

DETROIT, MICH.

Mai 1 for

25c Sample

Free
339

13vce Powder
Known and loved by four generations

ON SALE. EVERYWHERE
Write for free sample of face powder and Booklet

illustrating new Labi.ache Creations-

Bi:N LnvYCo.,Ocpt.5I ix; Kingston St., Boston, O.s. A.

1 CornerY>urFicturesrA^um
\ where yoa can keep thera safe, and
enjoy them always.

S
B«M*el

s
Styles

]
'£\rt <£oraer,s"( Colors

ere on eale at Photo SupDly end
Album coantera everywhere. They
are the only Quick, Easy, Artistic.
No Paate, No Fold way to mount
Kodak PrmtB. A dime brloze 100

r>7Vl ' _ and flarnDleri to try. Write

Dept. EN?E«r "l^*?!
4711 N. Clark St.. CMsaeo

"^VELYN BRENT, the

girl crook, came to

of Poe's young wife, Vir-

ginia. By the time you

read this, they,, will have

opened on Broadway, we
hope to real applause. If

their venture is successful it

will do away with the Poe

jinx which has always

seemed to pursue the thea-

trical people who attempted

to produce plays dealing

with the great poet. The
last to try it was John Bar-

rymore, who, upon com-

pleting plans to appear in

a play about Poe -written by

his wife, Michael Strange,

was sued by a playwright

who claimed plagiarism or

something or other; and

John accordingly changed

Shearer hangs around
James Kirk,

on Christmas Eve. ^ Jumor ^ ^ home

New York the other

day, and, as some

one said, speaking, of

course, of Evelyn s predilec-

tion for crook roles in her

pictures, she snooped to

conquer. Miss Brent made
a great hit at the luncheon

her company, F. B. O.,

gave for her; and it is a

clever and a wise star who
can come through an ordeal

like a publicity luncheon

with flying colors. Evelyn

declined to make any
speeches, scarcely referred

to herself except when
pressed for information,

and betrayed evidences of a

striking sense of humor. In

other words, Evelyn caught

££5£ firtJ £. I'pt Sr«£ bri„6 hiS £-»'. new „y o, .wo

and her very smart clothes show up stun- almost every day.

ningly. It was her first visit to Manhattan
^

in several years, as she has been extremely TX/tTAYBE Jack Pickford isn t all putted u f

busy on the coast engaged in glorifying Jyl over the success of Marilyn Miller

the American girl bandit. She had a good in the new musical comedy Sunny—oh, no_

time and only hurried away because—no, For, you .see, Marilyn is Mrs. Pickford, and

not her job- guess again. Her husband, she's been a good wife, too. When picture

Ben Fineman an F. B. O. executive, was work called for Jack's steady appearance in

waiting for her. But it's the general opin- California, Miss Miller more than once

ion back east that she can come back any dropped her own work to be with her hus-

old time she wants to and always find band. And now she is having the success

welcome on the old doormat. of her young life ?s Broadway s
i
most popu-

* * * lar singing and dancing star. I hey do say

. I t -i t ~„ A*, that Dick Barthelmess, whose wife, Mary
Everybody who knows Lila Lee is oe- "J"*

1 ^ >
-

"lighted and maybe a little surprised at Hay
,

is appeann
g
yj

so in ^ h«

the way she, has emerged^ . r.A ^ss J
n^H?£ Which on'ly goes

an energetic worker, and an amazing y
fce Qn d terms

good business woman. Lila indulged in to snow
separated,

that exciting indoor sport of playing the witn nis wne even "^"^ v

stock market, and won, to the tune of
, j „ c n„„, i

many thousands. Then she bought an in- qpHE old-time fans who used to tollow

terest in the play The Bride Retires, after 1 every week with breathless attention the

which she made plans for her appearance, hair-raising adventures and rescues of Crane

co-Starring with her husband, James Kirk- Wilbur and Pearl White in the Pathe serial,

wood, in a new play, Edger Allan Poe, Perils of Pauline, will be interested to know

based on the life of that eccentric genius, if they care to admit their age, that both

And from all we hear, Lila is once more stars ire now enjoying prospenty on the

proving she is a great business gal and stage. \\ tf rl is in London now while in

actress For when the new play opened New Y.Jk Wilbur has just scored a hit as

out of town, the Kirkwoods astonished their author ai. \ptor in a new play called tasy

audiences with their genuinely fine perform- Terms. ItlJr\ .good comedy but the really

ances especially in the scene of the death amazing thin
tf
VoW it is that Wilbur, ex-

Jr Jwac
o ? ier ^

C.
"7



S CREENLAND
HONOR PAGE

ristmas 1925

([In
"The Merry

Widow" a ]\[ew

and Greater Gilbert
supported Mae Murray.

As Rodolphe

in "La Boheme.

([In "The Big Parade"
Gilbert wins the
Croix de Guerre

with Palms
(applaud-

ing).

/HTJohn Gilbert, cheeky, impudent, utterly fascinating,

a lover who dares and his impishness pulses with

youth. Jack Gilbertmakes the lure of the flesh into

songandtroubles are onlySparklingbubbles oflaughter.

\



HE qualities which a picture must
have to win our praise are not

many — suspense and pathos, action and beauty,

and a few others. Occasionally a picture comes
along which has one of these attributes in such
generous measure that it is epoclvmaking. "The
Vanishing American" will live for its ... .

re

ran



Vanishing c4merican S
<-A Zane Qrey 8pic of the %ed ^Man

ELDOM has a picture of such magni'
tude come so closely to us as this film

by Paramount. It is significant in that
it brings home to us the fact that we

who are writing are on ground which still

carries its Indian name, "Manhattan," and
you who are reading are on ground where
once a "redskin" lived.



Photograph by Edward Thayer Monroe

(j[ Chosen as the "Miss America" at the Atlantic

City Beauty Contest she is to make her screen

debut in "The American Venus."
fyay Lanphier
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f-j New Departure

Qy in Magazine Ad-

vertising ' ' This eight

page insert illustrates

"ScreenlandV proposed

Art and Advertising

Section to be inaugu-

rated with the February

1926 issue.



A Message to Advertisers and

Advertising Agencies

CREENLAND submits for your consideration its new
departure in magazine advertising. Commencing
with the February 192.6 issue, we propose publish-

ing, in connection with our present ninety- six pages a

combined "Art and Advertising" Section, consisting of

eight or more pages, seventy-pound coated stock, present-

ing each month a galaxy of famous screen stars printed

from 150-screen plates; creating a new standard for high

grade magazine advertising and editorial content.

In arranging this new and impressive pictorial feature,

we have provided an opportunity for a limited number of

advertisers to present their message in small or large copy

The eight specimen pages bound herein are intended to

convey an idea of the contemplated finished product.

The specimen advertisements are not to be construed as

even an endorsement of the project; they are presented

solely to illustrate the manner in which advertisers can

tell their own story at $z.oo a line under a guarantee of

150,000 A. B.C. audited circulation.

Available advertising space in Screenland's "Art and Ad-

vertising" Section is limited and the advertising forms of

this special section for the February 1^2.6 issue will close

December 10th, 192.5.

May we reserve small or large space for you?

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE



Aids to

Traqrant with Parfum

cfnarLf Qarden

Your dealer has them in Rouge (there is no

better), Face Powder, Lip Stick, Toilet Water,

Talcum, Bath Powder, and new Extract

bottles with frosted stoppers.

The face powder in a new round box with

puff
;
compacts very thin, so attractive in

their new attire.

Sole Distributor, Geo. Borgfeldt & Co., Ill E. 16th St., New York

PARFUMERIE RIGAUD, 16 Rue de la Paix, PARIS

Screenland's" proposed Art and Advertising Section.



Tour Beauty

^Blooms

Anew

Under the deft and enchanting skill

of Madame Mays' scientiEc meth-

ods, your beauty becomes vivaciously en-

hanced. Wrinkles, freckles and scars van-

ish, lines about the eyes are smoothed a-

way.and relaxed tissuesoffaceand throat

are given the new youth of satiny tex-

ture. Treatmentsof usually ioto i4days

are given amidst all the restfuland elegant

surroundings of a private home. All con-

sultations and

treatments in

r . , -\^. strictest con-

cJAadame \^ fidence.

fcMCLL/S

Cface

Specialist

Convincing details

and booklet on request

50 W. 49th St.

K[ew York City

the: smallest
but smartest
umbrella
SliOP IN

PARIS

WILSON
8, Rue Duphot

<5uits

—for leisure

hours.

$32.50
and

$31.50

A smart lounging costume

of gloriously colored

brocaded- Hangchow silk,

in the Chinese manner.

Mi^s CIayes
ORIENTAL ART&

21 H Post Street
•Sar\ FrarvciiCO, Calif.

£»*t> B»rt»r» Loa Ahg.lc

Your tooth-brush can go only so far—

after that it is up to your dentifrice

Squibb's Dental Cream
Made -with Squibb's Milk of Magnesia

SQUIBB'S MILK OF MAGNESIA

—

The Standard of Quality—from which

Squibb's Dental Cream is made—is recommended by physicians everywhere.

It may be purchased in large and small bottles from your druggist. If you

have not used Squibb's Milk of Magnesia, we urge you to try it and note its

definite superiority—its entire freedom from earthy, alkaline taste.

Specimen page of "Screenlmd's" proposed Art and Advertising Section.



Beauty Hints
THE oldest Beauty Salon in

New York giving the fa-

mous Strapping Muscle Face
Treatment—which so thorough-
ly eradicates disagreeable blem-
ishes and rebuilds the tissues.

(jrey

Write for Brochure
describing our com-
plete line of prep-
arations which are
sold direct—insur-
ing absolute fresh-
ness.

7 West FiftV'First Street

At Fifth Avenue, New York

Phones: Cirde 7135-7633

EHFIIIE
SAVIGH/

bhe smartest
I /\l<l\l/ "1

CCRSEflERE
for over 25 years

SO RUEROXALE.PARIS

ohnston 's

CHOCOLATES

You will find a special agency

for Johnston's Chocolates in one

of the better class stores in your

neighbourhood

SUMMER or winter, springtime or fall, Johnston's is the

accepted offering—it bears the stamp of social approval
.

.

.

For Johnston s is good taste. «jWhen you are considering a

graceful gift, one that compliments the recipient as well as

the sender, give Johnston's.

Johnston's is worthy of the sweetest lady in all the world.

ROBERT A. JOHNSTON COMPANY MILWAUKEE

^•frocks- ©oats
swte*and-aeeessories

H.LICBES &CO.
GrantAve. at Post St-Sanfrancisco'

froadwayat TTLocrison- Portland.Ore.

Specimen page of "Screenland's" proposed Art and Advertising Section.



Solving your
TRE-JUR'S NEW LOOSE FACE

POWDER is the triumph in

toiletries . . a precious, perfect blend

of supreme quality, exquisite softness

and enchanting odeur. Its touch is

delightfully friendly to the tone and
texture of the skin—its use a pure joy

to all women.

It solves forever the powder prob-

lem—"Which shall it be?" For its

appeal is to the patrician, while its

price is within the reach of all.

problem in
Tre-Jur Face Powder— a generously

large supply in an alluringly lovely

box— for 50c.

Do you knowTRE-JUR COMPACTS,
those beautiful little cases, packed so

handily with finest quality cosmetics?

If not—you must meet the Thinest,

The Purse Size Twin, The Triple

—

amazingly ingenious, amazingly val-

ued, completely compact.

The Thinest— champion of feather-

weight compacts — costs $1 for the

HANS.HUVtO

ace powders
single and $1.50 for the double. The
Purse Size Twin, yielding powder
and rouge in a case as lovely as a gem,

is priced $1. The Tre-Jur Triple,

with lipstick, is $1.25, Refills are

always available.

Tre-Jur's Compacts and Tre-Jur's ex-

quisite Powder, in your favorite shade,

are sold at stores that value your
patronage . . or sent by mail from us.

House of Tre-Jur, Inc., 19W. 18th St., NY.

Specimen page of "Screenland's" proposed Art and Advertising Section.
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Si Chic . . . Si Charmante^
. . . this Smart Oval Vanity

initialed with one's individual

monogram ! It conceals every

necessite' de beaute, every con'

venience Madame requires

—

even to her cigarettes !

The rich leather- effect case is

embellished with plated bands of

white or green gold. Fitted com-

partments for full mirror, rouge,

powder, keys, coin, cigarettes and
comb. Any jeweler can inscribe

your initials. At Department
Stores, Jeweler's and better class

Drug Stores— Price $7.50.

If your favorite store does not carry 'Serri

Vanities send$7 .50 direct to us. ^or initialing

remit $1.00 extra. Trintyour initials carefully.

Terri Incorporated
4 West 40th Street New York

Specimen {aye of "Screcnlaitd's" proposed Art
and Advertising Section.

ELEANOR BOARDMAN
M etro-G oldwyn-M ay<er



(jf
The fans love her hoydenish pranks in

"Lovers in Quarantine"—and are impatient

for the release of her next picture, "Volcano."

Photograph by Eugene Robert Richce

^Bebe Daniels
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The Most Beautiful "Still" of the Month
May Allison and Ian Keith in

(t
Viennese Medley."

" The age old trees had never howed
Before a fairer lady."



SCREENLAND'S EDITORIAL COMMENT

nnie Koonev u
My Sweetheart

J\/j
ART PICKFORUS film has the advantage of always

' being shown before friends, ardent, sincere friends.

Perhaps it has not the most marvellous story but it

has "Our Mary" as we li\e her best and it serves to prove again

that she is the most spirited and the most beautiful little actress.

If you were a ragamuffin, you would feel small joy in such a

life, but in reality it is the most ingratiating role in existence. This

is that \ind of a world, and if you would reach the top, consider

well the lowly fol\s. Sympathetic understanding of others will

win you to success and \eep you there.

We would li\e to point out one truth about Mary Pic\ford:

Rich, successful, ambitious, she wanted to play the great roles

which her art and s\ill justified, but to hold her success she found
that she must continue in ragamuffin parts. "Very well" she

seems to have said, "though the role is the same I will put into it

all that I \now and feel." And that is the reason that a trivial plot

holds and thrills the audience and adds to "Americas sweetheart"

new glories.

It isn't what you do; its how you do it.

le/SEENL^'Dgl

15



sland Illustrated by
LORAN F. WlLFORD

Q Love drifts with the castaways.

By Gayne Dexter

A barren calm followed the gale and Rhoda

/\ Wayne contemplated a sky blown empty of

/
==^\ all but the incandescent sphere of sun. There

**- were no clouds, no gulls. Only the sun burned
harsh and white, withering floes of yellow foam and
crushing the last waves until the sea was an unbroken
indigo desert with the frightful stillness of glass. Grim
things had happened. Two nights ago—or two centuries

ago in Rhoda's reckoning—a rusty island steamer had
ploughed between Honolulu and Papeete when a torn
gray fury had swept it to crests, beaten it into troughs,

made a toy of its iron and engines, smashed and dis'

carded it to sink. The vessel sank. Of those moments

Rhoda recalled only the last, hazily. Too many terrors

had numbed her to know by what miracle she was
clutched and hauled into this open'boat, without sails,

mast or oars. By another miracle the boat weathered

the gale. Calm came gradually; an incredible silence and

peace replaced the pandemonium of wind. Two men
bailed the boat, then slept in weary postures, while the

girl slowly unfastened the lashings they had bound about

her for protection.

Another day broke upon their faces. They discovered

themselves at the final extremity: Clay Bradley, a pas'

senger from Honolulu; Thorpe, an ancient mariner of

twisted veins and twisted arms; and Rhoda Wayne, who

16



had enacted the drama of life against a thousand back-
grounds that directors, scenic artists, electricians and
stage-hands had contrived, yet never before against so
elemental a setting as sea, sky and desolate horizons.
Stowed in a water-tight compartment were water and
ships-biscuit; the water was sourish, the biscuit hard.
Thorpe, who assumed command, reported enough for ten
more days.

"We went down about half-way across," he calculated;
"so the nearest land is Christmas Island. Taint probable
we'll drift there, though—not in ten days or fifteen. Not

much chance of sighting a sail, either. . . . Best he low
under the thwarts there, Miss Wayne, and get what
shade there is. The sun's kind of rough on a star's face."

"Will that matter much after ten or fifteen days, after
the food and water are gone?" she enquired hopelessly.

"Meaning you ain't likely to see a camera again?"
Thorpe fished his pipe from his belt and stuffed it with
damp tobacco. Lacking matches, he drew upon it vuv
lighted, but with some satisfaction nevertheless. "Don't
go thinking that way at all," he advised. "You never
can tell about the sea. It makes its own rules and

"

17
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"Old Father Neptune is just another director who
doesn't follow the scenario?" Rhoda suggested, curling

into the slight shadow.

Clay Bradley grinned beneath the hat that hitherto had

done excellent duty as a bailing'can. Once it had been

an expensive hat; everything about Bradley had been ex'

pensive also. There were lengths and breadths of him,

but, carelessly disposed along a side-seat, his attitude of'

fered no protest against fate. "You think of life as a

scenario, Miss Wayne," he remarked, watching her with-

out seeming to, indirectly yet intently as he had observed

her frequently on deck after the ship had left Honolulu.

"A thriller sometimes," Rhoda agreed, summoning a

philosophy for comfort. "We are three people who know
absolutely nothing about each other. After our supplies

give out ten days hence we will have about five days to

live; but these fifteen days will be an entire lifetime to

us, the fifteen episodes of the last serial I ever expect to

make. It's funny to think that a director and company

are waiting for me in Papeete. According to the script

I would have had to be shipwrecked and do all the things

I'm doing now. Only here they're real."

again when
Night and

and Rhoda

VV however," Bradley smiled.

Thorpe, squatting forward, let

his chin drop upon his chest, and

a grave wisdom surrounded that

wrinkled old man of the sea. An
almost imperceptible current
swayed the craft idly. Bonita

raced past, their bodies gleaming.

Each leap derided these worldly

creatures who had lost their

world. Biscuit and water were

distributed at noon,

the sun set wildly,

the stars were hot,

lay very still beneath them.

Life, which had hurried gaily

for her; life from which she had
snatched swift memories and the love of as many men as

she chose for as long as she cared to hold it—was drifting

slowly towards the end. She wondered what the last

memory would be. Wondering rolled back her thoughts

until she moved year by year from fame, to brief recog'

nition, to obscurity and her original ambition.

Unconsciously she had devoted herself to two selfish

purposes: to live her own life and to achieve success.

But none could accuse her of selfishness. She had helped

too many strugglers around the studios and had gladdened

too many millions by her screen performances for that.

No, hers was a deeper selfishness which concerned only

the innermost heart of Rhoda Wayne. She had not been

fair to it. She denied it the right to love. But so many
girls had let love trick them; they turned from the prom'

ise of success to the promises of men. They submerged

themselves and soon became women, rather weary, em-

bittered when they reviewed opportunities 'thrown away,

and secretly broken-spirited and obedient to men whom
they served one after another by due process of marriage,

divorce and marriage again. Quite deliberately Rhoda
had reversed that procedure. Men served her because her

heart maintained its mystery; and if she found an ache

there, she stifled it by avoiding the man who caused it.

But nobody knew how lonely were some of those crowded

The fortunate fans whose letters

were awarded prizes in the contests

for:

Gloria Swanson's Bag
Esther Ralston's Hat
Nita Naldi's Spanish Scarf

Nita Naldi's Spanish Comb
Lois Wilson's Mirror
Bebe Daniels' Fan
Gloria Swanson's Buckles
Esther Ralston's Dress
Carol Dempster's Gold Shoe9
Bebe Daniels' Dress
Esther Ralston's Scarf

will be announced next month, and
their prizes forwarded.

hours when her table and guests formed the jubilant center

of attraction among famous folk at the Cocoanut Grove
or Montmartre.

Yes, she had lived her own life and achieved success;

the sum of which was solitude. Listening now to the

faint drone of two men's breathing, the eerie slop of

water through the pressing hush of night, and dawdling

so close to eternity that here the stars reached down to

the sea, Rhoda would have sacrificed success for the

knowledge that to some man her memory meant more
than the dollars her pictures had earned for him. "You
think of life as a scenario," Bradley had said. No; hers

was arranged as a contract for fame—lovelessly—she had
even bound herself by contract not to marry. Still, she

reasoned, all that belonged to a very remote world wiped
out by a gale and to the twenty-five years of her earlier

existence; whereas this was a different world and her span

of life was fifteen days. Because no wish could be grati-

fied, she examined her heart for its final desire and found
that to be so slight a matter as marriage.

To marry! Moved by the absurdity of her discovery,

she laughed softly.

Thorpe's voice came command-
ingly through darkness. "Save

that until morning, Miss Wayne.
If you laugh at night, you
mightn't be able to stop, and

we'd be tying you down so you
wouldn't jump overboard. Un'

derstand?"

A stir of shadow denoted

Bradley sitting up. "Have you

been dreaming, too, Miss

Wayne?" He trailed his hand

overboard and disturbed the wa-

ter in pallid phosphorescent

streaks. "I was dreaming of

Christmas," he admitted, chuck-

ling. "I'd hung up my stocking

and got my wish. What day is

this, anyhow? The fourth. Then
Christmas is three weeks off.

How does Christmas Day on Christmas Island sound to

you?"
"Exactly like a dream," Rhoda answered and hoped

Bradley would continue to talk. So far he had been

reticent about his affairs; he calmly accepted the circum-

stance that brought them together. In fact, it was Brad-

ley who had grasped her when she had swirled amid

eddies of the wreck. But beneath his exterior must lie

hate, fear, love, all the raw emotions of man; and stripped

to these, as the last days would strip them all, Bradley

might present a problem that Rhoda perhaps would not

be able to solve according to some scenario writer's con-

ception. Her thoughts leaped ahead. With one jerk

Bradley could snap old Thorpe across his knees. She

pictured herself alone with him, then reasoned her sudden

fear away. Whatever might happen would mean noth-

ing fifteen days hence. The sea controlled her destiny;

her soul was valueless; her body, which had been a selfish

possession to be beautified and photographed and admired,

was of far less importance here than the scaly carcass of

a fish. Only her mind retained a wish; and, steadfastly

setting herself to believe that they drifted to adventure,

not to death, marriage obsessed her as a craving which

rose stronger and stronger like an impulse too long re-

pressed. By-and-by she slept. {Continued on page 62)
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Uke a Tip from McLaglen

(f The favoring breezes of
"The Winds of Chance"
bring us Victor McLaglen
as Poleon. It is more
than a character part —
almost in fact a model,
a pattern and an ideal for
a picturesque man of the

T^orth 'Woods.

"ictor McLaglen is so big and so strong that

he very naturally was cast in "The Beloved

Brute" for a role which required sise. Then
came "The Unholy Three" with a similar part,

that of the side show strong man, a part which he fitted

easily and naturally.

But there was little opportunity for acting, little chance
for advancement, in these parts. They were too easy.

"The Winds of Chance" came then, and with it there

blew to Victor McLaglen the great chance, the role of a

rough but kindly Canadian trapper. He probably was
given this part in the first place because of his good work

in previous performances. But when he portrayed his

conception of Poleon Doret he not only lived up to his

former work but came through as a real personality,

glowing and convincing. You will not forget him as

Doret; foremost he stands as the perfect type of French
Canadian. He has found his doorway to success.

Now we come to the tip:

If you are not knocking them cold in your present

place, change your job. Don't try to be successful in

every field; be satisfied when you find the one line for

which you are especially cut out. And then smile happily
with the smile of a Victor.
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C[ Isn't this gown just

what you need for
your part i n the

Senior Class Play
this year? Or
wouldn't you just
like to have it to

spring on the jam*
ily? It may he
yours if you will

ma\e just a sli

~

effort. See the con
ditions on the oppo
site page.

ofhearer

DRESS
F R. E E

Q^Erte, thefamous Parisian designer,

created this dressfor Norma Shearer

to wear in "A Slave of Fashion."

She offers it to a SCREENLAND
reader.

TO wear a Paris gown is the dream of

every girl—but alas, Paris creations

are beyond the reach of us "poor but
honest" hardworking girls. Therefore
Screenland has adopted the role of

Fairy Godmother and will give to the girl

who writes the most inspired letter about
Norma Shearer a genuine Erte creation.

Girls! Do you hear? This perfectly startling

lownecked gown of black satin and chiifon

velvet with the bodice heavily beaded and a
long train goes to the sincerest Norma Shearer
fan—Free. The bodice is of satin, beaded
with jet spangles, the train is a yard wide,
more than a yard long, and of chiffon velvet.

Can't you picture yourself "surprising" the

folks by impersonating Norma
Shearer in "A Slave of Fashion"
in her three hundred dollar Paris

gown? And -it's simple enough

—

just sit down and write what you
think of Norma; and if your letter

is selected by the jury as the
best—the gown is yours. Voila!
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Christmas Gifts to YOU from

HOLLYWOOD

C[ Lovely Claire Wind'
sor has contributed

a pair of blonde satin

slippers, which she

wore in "The White
Desert."

G[ Two pairs of dainty slippers, a saucy little

-bonnet and a graceful parasol, shown
below, are to be given away.

can write the best letter telling her admiration for
Claire is welcome to them.

Eleanor Boardman carried a beautiful tan georgette
parasol in "Four Flaming Days" — Elinor Glyn's next
production— and that also is among the collection of
gifts to be sent to Screenland readers. Do you go
to lawn parties or go canoeing? This parasol is very
dainty and has a long graceful handle. If Eleanor is

your favorite, perhaps your letter will carry the note
of sincerity that will win you the prize. Try it.

We hope that all the Vera Reynolds fans have tiny
feet because the gold brocaded slippers that Vera sent
will only fit the Cinderellas. They are size 3i-B and
are adorned with orange georgette and pearl bows.
Just the things to put the finishing touch to your best
evening get-up.

WHEN Marion Davies was
approached for a gift to be

given to a Screenland reader,

she offered the pert green bonnet
she wore in "Lights of Old T^ew
Tor\." Perhaps somewhere there's

a Marion Davies fan with the cute

kind of nose that just goes with
poke bonnets. If so, just send
your letter along.

Claire Windsor sent along the
dainty satin slippers she romped
around "The White Desert" in

and any girl who is fond of Claire
Windsor, wears a 4i-C shoe, and

' Vera Reynolds and Wil-
liam Boyd in "The Road
to Yesterday." Vera is

wearing the slippers she

offers to you.

A Marion Davies trophy!
She wears it in "Lights
of Old New York." And
Monta Bell, her director,

is fussily adjusting it to

just the proper angle.

(C Eleanor Boardman offers the georgette parasol
she carried in "Four Flaming Days."

Conditions

:

1. There are five separate contests.

2. You may enter as many of these contests as you
desire but you must write a separate letter for

each one.

3. Keep a copy of your letter if you value it. No
letters will be returned.

4. Neatness and legibility will be taken into con-
sideration.

5. The contests will close on the 10th of December,
1925.

6. Address your letter to the contest you wish to

enter:

No. 1. Norma Shearer Dress Contest.

No. 2. Claire Windsor Slipper Contest.

No. 3. Vera Reynolds Slipper Contest.

No. 4. Marion Davies Bonnet Contest.

No. 5. Eleanor Boardman Parasol Contest.

Care of SCREENLAND, 236 West 55th Street

New York, N. Y,
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'The heart of Mo'nte Blue
is full of love for the help'
less. Any pup can steal in.

T

fyou think Yo
HANDICAP

"stfiEY didn't call him
x
'Monte" then. In the

big register over in the

superintendent's office

he was listed as "Blue, Gerard
Montgomery, Division 18; fath-

er, Civil War veteran, dead;
mother, Mrs. Loucetta Blue, In-

dianapolis." He was merely
one of the five hundred or more
kids at the Soldiers' and Sailors'

Orphans' Home at Knights'
town, Indiana. He was a cute

little fellow (can you imagine
it?) with brown eyes, sometimes
wistful, sometimes mischievous.

He wore the regulation Home
uniform — blue-gray, trimmed
with brass buttons bearing the
State Seal, and pants that were
neither short nor long, but a

sort of awkward compromise.

In the mornings he marched
to school with the rest of his

division; in the afternoons he
worked at his trade in the shops
(for every Home kid must
learn a trade); on Sundays he
marched to chapel with the
other five hundred; three times
a day he marched to his meals,
6aluting the big flag as he
turned the corner and filing in-

to the long dining-hall to the
beat of drums.

Gerard Montgomery Blue
has done several things to his

name since those days. He has
beheaded the first, curtailed the
second, left the third its original color and made the remainder
famous.

t

Miss Frances Banta, who for years has taught the sixth grade
in the Home school, was in a reminiscent mood as she and I
eat in the vine-clad portico of the Main Building a few days

22
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(\Monte Blue has proven

that an orphan's home
h a good place to begin.

By
Mary Baen 'Wright

Six-foot Monte and
"the little, woman."
Mrs. Blue was for'
merly an actress.

At the Knightstown Home a little

fellow used to "pretend," and
now his name is \nown in every
city and town in America.



Started with a

onte

(f "1 \new him before he was famous.'' Perhaps you or
one of your friends treasure the memories of a friend-
ship with one of our movie stars. Write Screenland
about it; all letters published will be well paid for.

C[ Monte Blue has a punch
and stamina. He had to

have — He started from
scratch.

ago, watching some of the little girls on the

swings and teeters out under the lovely

maples.

"I'll never forget that time Gerard ran off with Fred

Case to fight bumble-bees," she remarked. "Fred was a

darky boy and Gerard's bosom pal. The boys had found

out that there was a bumble-bees' nest over in the grove

and they wanted a taste of honey. So when their

governess' back was turned they sneaked out."

"Did they get anything?" I asked.

"Rather! They got STUNG! And a licking! They
came stumbling back with their eyes swollen nearly shut.

Evidently the bees had had the (Continued on page 62)
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<C Mary Brian and Kay
mond Griffith in the most
modern comedy — "A
Regular Fellow." Here
is piquant beauty instead

of pie, and subtlety in

place of slapstic\.

AUGHTER
(J Comedy u King. Every producer

5

every direclor, and every aclor k
trying to make you laugh.

By 'Delight Evans

"sphere is one long, loud laugh wherever movies are shown today.
Audiences are in an uproar. Where once they sobbed and
sniffed, today they howl. Special accommodations are being
arranged in our best theatres. Ushers are instructed to supply

safety pins in emergency; and a system of chutes has been inaugurated
whereby the theatre may be emptied in a second of too-boisterous

patrons. There is no telling where it will all end. Chortles and
chuckles, giggles and guffaws, tee-hees and titters, ha-has and
ho-hos resound. Never more true was the good old saying, "laugh

and the house laughs with you; cry, and you get thrown out
of the theatre." New signs read, "Laugh, darn you, Laugh."
And the world is taking the advice. There are more laughs

in the movies than anywhere, some of them accidental
but most of them on purpose.

But that little boy over there had better stop his
snickering—yes, you, on the aisle—while we
sober up and consider what this epidemic of
merriment is doing to some poor people.

Consider the needy ones who will

suffer from the hysterical outbursts
occasioned by a hilarious speech.

Some people, not mention-



the

JjOVlES
(£ Gloria Swanson and
Ford Sterling in
"Stage Struck," an'
other comedy.

mg any names, are going to be out of jobs before very long, and
all because of the mirth wave. Once they were hard-working,
popular, and more or less respectable screen citizens. Then came—
no, not dawn—we fooled you that time; hard times. The
mortgage was due; the old homestead was in ruins; grampaw
and grammaw, to say nothing of the rest of the family, were
cast out in the cold, cruel world.

That's why I propose taking up a collection to present
them with a medal, or maybe a nice, engraved tomb-
stone with "Rest in Peace" on it. Gone—we hope
forever. Hard-hearted? Not exactly. No sneers;
just laughs. For the screen has discovered it has

'

a sense of humor; it went a step further and found
that when it wants to be funny it can be
pretty darned funny and make more people
laugh louder than any book or play ever
written. So it's throwing away its old
props and kicking up its heels,
Frisky? Well just look at it!

It can even kid itself.

(Continued on
page 92)
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G[ l^atalie Thomas
Hyarmisport
Massachusetts

^Albertina %asch Dance Scholarsbu

WINNERS

€[ Elise Duchesne, Ardsley
Road, Scarsdale, J*{. T.

(| The four ambitious

girls who have been

selected for training

for sJage dancing.

Mildred Ruth Smith

741 Fifteenth St.

Niagara Falls, Y.
i

congratulations to the girls with the dancing feet!

Among the many photographs received in Screen-

land's recent contest conducted through the gener-

osity of Albertina Rasch, the four girls whose pictures

appear on this page have been selected to be trained for

stage dancing.

They will be carefully taught not only the movements of dancing but, through

the genius of Miss Rasch, that greater thing which is Art—the expression of beauty

in rhythm.

Whether the future holds for them spotlights and applause, flowers and fortune,

or whether, after this training, they will seek a future in the movies are facts which

they can read only in the book of life.

Screenland wishes you girls all success and also extends thanks to Miss Rasch

for the conscientious way in which she has conducted this contest

Yvonne Bacori

226 West 50th St,

Xew Yor\ City,
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C<Jhey are making the

C[ Gloria Swanson has the

ability to ma\e a trivial

accessory poignant with
symbolic meaning.

OVIES into

(\Symbolism u the latett refinement in motion picture
making and distinguishes the films of the matter directors.

By Frank Pope

[The writer of this article was dramatic editor of the Hew York Journal
of Commerce for nine years and has intimate knowledge of the stage and
its proolems. Recently Mr. Pope was managing editor of a contemporary
fan magazine. At the present writing Mr. Pope is personal representative
of Gloria Swanson.]

' OU sit in the darkened auditorium and you
see on the screen a candy heart dropped on
the floor to be crushed a second later by a

man's foot. You know that a woman's heart

is broken.

You see a fox with a man's face and you know that

man is sly, cunning.

You see a woman standing in a garden
and, beside her, a peacock. You know that

the woman is vain.

That is symbolism in its simplest form.
It is more interesting to an audience to

show the man-faced fox than to say in words
that the man is sly. It leaves something to

the imagination. And that is the reason
that symbols are used in motion pictures
and are going to be used more and more
as the motion picture progresses.

The day of the trite, wordy title is pass-
ing. Directors understand to-day that
thoughts or ideas can be better illustrated

by symbols than told in bare words. The
more they realize this, the more they set

their brains, their intelligence, their inven-
tion to work to eliminate words, the nearer
comes the perfect picture.

It is no new thing, this symbolism. In art, it is as
old as art itself. In the art of the motion picture it

enlarges and enriches the expressiveness of the film. Nor
is it confined to art or to. motion pictures. We use it
in everyday life. The handshake symbolizes friendliness.
The party emblems on your ballot are symbols. All
religious worship is symbolic, and has been from the
pagan sacrifice down to baptism and communion.

Briefly, symbolism is necessary for human expression.
It conveys an idea when words fail. And it is because
of this that the greatest of our writers and motion picture
directors employ it to drive home, their ideas with the
greatest possible force.

Perhaps the greatest symbolist of our modern writers is

James M. Barrie. One can hardly find one of his works

in which his creative, imaginative mind has not turned to
symbolism for expression. For instance in what is per-
haps his best known work, "Peter Pan," Peter himself
is the symbol of eternal youth. In "A Kiss for Cin-
derella" his chief character is a symbol of loneliness, of
longing, of poverty, but that is not due to Barrie, because

Cinderella has always symbolized this to the
entire world.

For the ending of the screen version of

C David War\ Griffith
whose innocent squirrel
in "The Birth of a Na-
tion" symbolized Mae
Marsh's helplessness and
inaugurated the idea that
has now won recognition.

C[ Sir James M. Barrie
symbolizes the child's

idea of wealth with a
penny on the coach

door.

this last-named play, Barrie de-
vised a beautiful bit of symbol-
ism. The play ends with Cin-
derella in the hospital, happy
with her glass slippers which
Our Policeman has brought her,
but so weak that the audience
leaves the theatre with the idea
that the (Continued on page 88)

C[ Herbert Brenon who
has just completed the

fanciful, symbolic
"Kiss For Cinderella."
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A[OTHING COULD

6&-

(£ Gwen Lee has
just signed a

five ' year con-

tract.

C[ Blanche Sweet insisted

that Mrs. Short let

Gertrude start her

And then three years of bruises and pain

and hurt, till at last one morning, before

I had time to eat my breakfast:

"Hoo-hoo, hoo-hoo," it came

over the hedge. (I have to ad'

mit being a little "peeved" at

such insistence before I had

even had a cup of coffee.)

Then, breathlessly:

"What do you think? What
do you think? Gwen's
just signed a five-year

contract! Oh, just
think! Gwen's
just signed a

five-year con-

L

ID Mother want me to

j
come to Hollywood to

' go into the movies? I

should say she didn't! I coaxed and

C[ Mrs. Lee went to Holly
wood only when she was
too tired to resist Gwen's
pleas any longer.

coaxed, and begged and begged, and pleaded

and pleaded and pleaded until I guess she

got tired listening to me and decided she'd

come."

Gwen Lee said that to me.

She lives right next door, and she's her mother's

only baby! Of course, to me she doesn't look exactly like

a baby any more, but to her "Mumsey" — why, Gwen's only

a little kid who has come to her every now and then to

"cry it out" and get renewed . hope. It's been a hard pull.

Mumsey left Chicago, where she had a nice little shop that

kept the wolf away, because Gwen wanted to come to Holly-

wood; there was no use objecting, because it was what would
make Gwen happy, ;'.nd after all, that was what mattered.

(![ Behe's mother and
grandmother live
again, with her, the

days of their own
youthfulness.
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" Self expression is Life's grea,

duty"—Edna Ferber.

th- ese

Q And their mothers are mighty

proud of them now.

B y Marion B rooks R itchie

tract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. I'm so happy.
I can't say a word. I'm so proud. I think I'm
going to cry."

And those naughty Talmadge girls! I think
Mother Talmadge lays most of the blame at the
feet of her oldest baby, Norma. They
lived in Brooklyn, New York, and
right near the old Vitagraph studio.
Mother Talmadge was very firm, so
one day Norma thought she'd just
"visit"—nothing more! And of course
she got mixed up in a crowd of play-
ers, and couldn't possibly help it when
the man gave her a small part.
She really couldn't, and any-
thing as good as that, gee
whizz, Connie ought to come
with her some time to see
what fun it was! How
could a mother object
when it meant happiness

.
Mrs. Ralston sings

"Yes, Sir, She's

My Baby."

her great chance in

Paramount's fea-
ture, "The Ameri-
can Venus."

fi[ Mother Reynolds
didn't relent un- 1 11.
tij_ to the ones whose happiness was

the greatest thing in life to her?

Is Mother Talmadge proud? I

can't say about that, but ask her
sometime why she doesn't throw away that funny little

baby shoe— the one the three of them wore, with the
toe all scraped and the heel worn on both sides!

But the real culprit— I'm almost afraid to remind Mrs.

Reynolds of it for fear

she might up and give

Vera a good spanking

right this minute. Yessir, Vera deserved it! Fancy
a little high school girl— and a freshman, at that—— playing hooky for days and days to be in the

movies. And after her mother and father had given an
absolute and final "no" to her screen aspirations! But
Vera didn't really mean to be bad. She was "watching"
one Saturday afternoon at the Sennett Studio, and be-

cause she was nice and round and "a little soft fatty,"

they pulled her bodily into a comedy. They did— they
just pulled her; and once started, she had to play "hooky"
all the next week to finish the part. Everybody knows
that whoever plays "hooky" always has a day of reckon-
ing, and of course Vera's day came, and the fat little,

roly-poly was spanked by Father. (Continued on page 80)
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Enlarged from a postcard photograph.

DAVID WILTON WINS the contest for

The (greatest J^over in the World



SOME NEW FILMS
By Bill Colling

Paint and Powder
y w NJHIS is a mighty interesting

1 1 picture— and it isn't a bitT like what you might suppose
from the title. It's about a

stage romance, but with a new
angle; and even though there is

one of the most copybookish of

villains (played as only Stuart

Holmes could play him), and
a wild, wild party which
winds up in a compromising
situation and which parts the

hero and heroine forever—
still there's enough new stuff

to keep your attention fixed

and your eyes open.

And when I say that the

hero and heroine are parted forever,

I don't mean supposedly, either.

For in "Paint and Powder" we have
one of those amazing novelties, a
movie with an unhappy ending.
The hero leaves the girl when he discovers
her the centre of the compromising situation ^5.^ in e

Jj
a

referred to, and she later marries the man
who has befriended her in her career and
has stood by her

through the well-

known thick and
thin. The hero ar-

rives just as the

marriage is taking

place. The ring is

about to be slipped

on the finger. Hold
your breath— the

hero is just outside

the door! Does he
bust in and declare * «,

all bets off? He does

not! The marriage
"takes," the hero
beats it on his lonely

way, and that's that.

Absolutely unethical according to

movie standards, but absolutely log-

ical and true to life. Bully for Hunt
Stromberg, say I, for having the

courage to do it.

Elaine Hammerstefn is the hero-

ine who becomes a star on the

stage in one year— which isn't

quite as logical as the final

scenes. She is very pretty and
appealing in some of her

work, but there are several

other girls I can think of who
would have fitted into the part

much better. Theodore Von
Eltz makes a handsome hero.

John Sainpolis is the benefac-

tor— where's he been for so long?

I think you'll find "Paint and Pow-
der" interesting. It drags a little

here and there, but as a whole it's

pretty good stuff.

mmerstein in

aint and Powder," is

the heroine who becomes
a stage star in one year.

C Alyce Mills and
Robert Frazer are

exceptionally fine

in the film ver>

sion of Mrs. Gene
Stratton Porter's

"The Keeper of

the Bees."



tf. A. scene from "The Plastic Age" supposedly giving a true picture of the "inside" of college
life. Donald Keith is natural and fresh as the clean-cut youth who is almost bro\en.

Go Straight

MAYBE Dick Turpin was one of my ancestors, or
maybe again one of the early branches of my

family tree was the head of the prehistoric equivalent of
Scotland Yard; but whatever the reason, a crook melo-
drama always finds me sitting on the edge of the seat

and rooting hard.

The ambition to commit "the perfect crime," the foul
deed that leaves no clue, has tempted many to try to
outwit the law. Perhaps a yearning to make the perfect
crime picture actuated Frank O'Connor, director. Any
how, he made a good try at it.

And what a chance there is for hard rooting in "Go
Straight"! I haven't had such a good time since I saw
Evelyn Brent in "Smooth as Satin." That one still

stands out as the best crook play of the season, but
''Go Straight" crowds it hard for the honor. The story
is more or less conventional, but it has more new twists
than a fresh-laid angleworm, and no sooner do you begin
to get the full enjoyment from one of them than another
even more thrilling episode breaks. And then there's
Gladys Hulette—you remember her: the pretty vamp
in "The Iron Horse." She wants to break away from
a gang of crooks and "go straight," and the difiiculties
she has in doing it keep you quivering with excitement.
Moreover and also, she's so- doggoned sweet that you
fairly oo^e satisfaction when she clears her name and
goes into a clinch with the stalwart bank president.

ihe "types" in the film are the ordinary run, with
Mary Carr playing the old mother, Robert Edeson the
chief crook and Owen Moore the trusting bank official.
But you don't mind the creaks in the vehicle so long as
you get the crooks in the plot. If you like excitement
combined with a convincing story, be sure to see Gladys
Hulette in "Go Straight."

40

The Plastic Age
Kids will be kids, and some are even more so. The

gang of young animals that races around in this

celluloid version of college life is the acme at once of

sophistication and naivete, innocence and deviltry. These

effervescent youngsters, we are to understand, represent

the New Age in which girls are not immodest but are

only without consciousness of modesty, and in which

ethics, chivalry or what have you are dumped overboard

in favor of instinct, especially in the matter of sex.

I hope that the author of the successful novel from
which the picture was adapted has exaggerated just a

little. It isn't exactly pleasant to think that college girls

are so eager to go to extremes as are the young women
in this story, or that the lads in our universities are as

cynical, hard-boiled and ruthless in sex matters as they

appear here.

The tale purports to give a true picture of the "inside"

of college life and to show how the modern social ameni-

ties can pull down a clean-cut youth and break him.

Of course he reforms just before it's too late and covers

himself with glory in the big football game, and his

strength of will also inspires the girl, who has been the

cause of his disgrace, to mend her ways.

I found "The Plastic Age" mildly entertaining. It was
interesting mainly because it kept me busy saying "I don't

believe!" Clara Bow is the ja%-mad, sex-mad girl— I

almost called her the heroine, but I shudder to think that

we may ever have to consider this type of girl in such

an exalted capacity. Clara does very well, though her

make-up in the early reels is terrible. She manages to

be a real and convincing reason for the downfall of the

nice boy, played by Donald Keith. I like this young
Keith (whom I have seen only once before, in "'With
This Ring"); he is natural and (Continued on page 72)
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€[ Iris Grey from
Wichita, Kansas.

aramount
(\They came from Kansas, and

they're on their way to fame.

B y William H. Wright

rodigies

y w n^he dance had begi

! were mixed -with

lun. The rhythms of the jazz orchestra
'were mixed with the laughter and gayety of the fifty

couples that filled the rooms. It was the annual fall

hop of the Sigma Chi fraternity at the University of
Kansas, 1922.

The music stopped to the applause of the dancers. The boys
were having the best of times with their best girls, who had come
for the occasion from home towns all over the state. A few
straggling couples came in during the intermission, greeted by
shouted welcomes.

As the music was about to begin again, a girl entered the
room, pausing at the door to view the scene with starry eyes.

Wasn't her brother a dear for having her down, she was thinking.
"Oh, boy! What a peach!" was the thought of most of the

boys who saw their fraternity brother show his sister in.

"How does he get that way, having such a good looking sister?"

the boys agreed.

Iris Grey from Wichita, then just past fifteen, will never forget
the good time she had that night at her first fraternity party.
She took away lots of swirly, mixed-up, happy memories. The
boys were so handsome and gallant, and they hadn't acted at
all as though it was their duty to be nice to her.

But there was one boy she remembered more
clearly than all the rest, and she hadn't even been
introduced to him. He was the tall, dark-haired
boy who played drums in the dance orchestra,

made up of students at the University.

(Continued on page 76)

C[ Charles Rogers
from Olathe,

Kansas.

C[ Director Sam Wood is shown rehearsing Iris Grey and Charles Rogers
in a scene while the rest of the class watches.
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Julanne Johnston
(jf

Vivacious and beautiful, has just

been assigned to a part in

"Aloma of the South Seas."

Photograph by Melbourne Spurr



tepping Out

j
C[ Alia ~N^azimova, exotic

and ravishing, loves A
party as much ms

Patsy the Party-

Hound.

By Grace KJngsle

p
ATSY and I have

attended n o less

than fifty-seven different varie-

ties of party in Hollywood
lately!

And speaking of fifty-seven different

varieties reminds me naturally through

association of ideas of the corned-beef -

and'cabbage parties which Lew Cody
gives every week, usually on Monday
night, probably from the family habit

formed in his early days. While wash-

day used to be no joke in any family, in these days of

cheap laundries and electric washing machines anybody
can quite painlessly revive the old corned-beef-and-

cabbage custom.

"Everybody here," whispered Patsy to me on that occa-

C[ Carmel Myers entertain-

ing a group at a swim-
ming party. Left to

right: Irene Mayer, Bes-

sie Love, Edith Mayer,
Carmel Myers, Silvia

Thalberg and Alice

Lawrence.

sion, "could easily afford

peacocks' tongues and
hearts of nightingales for dinner. But

I suppose that young turkey and squab-

on-toast do pall at times. As for me,

right at this moment, I'm so hungry

that I could grab a bone and run

growling to the corner with it!"

But just then dinner was announced
in Lew's dining room, with Mrs. May
Ayers, Cody's fiancee, helping him in

entertaining. She is the sweetest girl,

and all the film colony are crazy about her. She is very

pretty, and really ought to be on the screen.

Mme. Nazjmova was there. Yes, she was! Never
mind if you did think that she lived on Russian caviare

exclusively. She is looking very (Continued on page 72)
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Michael Arlen, the

author, tells Miss
Cornell that in
"The Green Hat"
she gives the grand-

est performance
that ever was.

"OUTSIDE LOOKING IN"

Outside Looking In," based on Jim Tully's auto-

biography, "Beggars of Life," is the work of

Maxwell Anderson, one of the co-authors of what

we regard as perhaps the greatest of all American

plays, '"What Price Glory?"
It is described as "a comedy in three acts," and maybe

it is, but it is a good play because through that comedy
there is the undercurrent of tragedy. The fact that the

tragedy is played in low tones does not make it any the

less effective.

At the second night performance at the Greenwich

Village Theatre, we saw in the audience Philip Goodman,
now a producer, but once a publisher. Goodman pub-

lished a booklet by Arthur Hopkins once, entitled, "How's
Your Second Act?"

Anderson can truly answer to that question, "Great!"

His second act is one of the deftest pieces of stage writing

it has ever been our good fortune to encounter. It con-

tains some of the most thrilling moments we have ever

been through, the kind that make you grip the arms of

your seat, and make the girl with you grip the arms of

her escort.

"Outside Looking In," as you have perhaps guessed,

is a play of tramp life. It has in it, uncannily, the

atmosphere of the hobo. It has in it, with the exception

of the very end of the first act, dialogue that is true,

that is vivid, that is scintillating, that is effective. It has

he Stage
Conducted by

Morrie says:
(t

If Pola does as-

well as Katharine Cornell, she
J
ll

win the French countfor 1923-26.

"

brilliant characterization and it

has, especially, a great role in

that of "Oklahoma Red," ex-

cellently portrayed by Charles

A. Bickford. It is a play that

you can not well afford to miss.

There should be a movie
flavor in all of these reviews,

and we are glad to report that

on the same second night we
saw the show, Charlie Chaplin
was in the audience, and re-

ceived the same rapt attention

between the acts as "Outside
Loo\ing In" did during the

acts.

"COURTING"

Archibald Forbes' Scottish

Players, recently of the

Garrick Theatre, London, are

the guest of this country and
the Shuberts at the 49th Street

Theatre. Their first offering is

"Courting," and, as far as we
are concerned, they get the job.

"Courting" is a pleasant and
charming little comedy, so

adroitly played that it disarms

you utterly. Its plot, if any,
concerns itself with the war of

the older generation against

the fox-trotting of the younger
generation. And the fox-trot

wins.

There is an awfully nice per-

formance by Jean Clyde, who
looks like both Clara Kimball Young and Rose Pelswick,

the latter of whom is the charming film reviewer for the

New York Evening Journal. Jean falls in love with an
English lodger, and, aided by the fox-trot and a new dress,

she gets her man. Jean Douglas Wilson, as the mother,
and J. Nelson Ramsay, as the father, are good, too. So,
for the main, is the rest of the cast, including Betty Lely,

who plays a character called Elsie Ferguson. The Elsie

Ferguson in the play, however, is not a screen actress.

Another- surprise was the fact that the Scotch dialect is

not so thick that you have to cut it, which leads to the
conclusion that maybe Harry Lauder is faking a bit.

'ARMS AND THE MAN"

(£ Isabel Herbert playing

Tondeleyo in one of the

"White Cargo" road
companies.

' Jean Clyde and
Denzil Mather in

the pleasant and
charming comedy,
"Courting."

The Theatre Guild begins its

new season at the new Guild
Theatre with a play called "Arms
and the Man" by a newcomer to

the theatre, yclept Bernard Shaw.
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Coach
Morrie Kyskmd

Mr. Shaw is the young man whose works Samuel Goldwyn
once wanted to adapt for the screen. Calling on Bernard,

Sam pointed out to him that what the screen needed was
Art, with a capital A, implying that Mr. Shaw's plays came
under that category. "There's no use in our talking any
longer," said Bernard, "for we don't speak the same language.

All you care about is Art, and all I care about is Money."
P. S.—Bernard didn't get the job, and Sam didn't get the

pictures.

Just a minute. Somebody points out that this fellow Shaw
is not a young man, being an octogenarian or a vegetarian

or something, and that this play "Arms and the Man" has
been produced years ago. Well, well, everybody is liable

to make a mistake.

And now that we think of it, the plot is remarkably like

an operetta we once saw when we were in short pants. Yes,
sir, it's an awful lot like "The Chocolate Soldier."

Well, even Shakespeare swiped his plots. At any rate,

"Arms and the Man" is a swell show, adroitly played by..

Lynn Fontanne and Alfred Lunt in the leading roles, and
Stella Larrimore, Henry Travers, Pedro de Cordoba and

Charles A. Bic\-

ford excellently

portrays the hobo
in "Outside Look-
ing In."

G[ Ann Harding in

"Stolen Fruit."

Ernest C o s s a r t. And,
though this is an old play,

and '"What Price Glory?"
has been written since then,

it's as fresh as Wallace
Beery can get with a hero-

ine. This boy—or man

—

Shaw can put in one devas-

tating line what any other

playwright uses for a whole
show. And if somebody
forgets Art, and comes
across with sufficient Mon-
ey, it ought to make a great

movie, too. In that case,

we don't care who plays in

it, so long as Lubitsch does
it.

"A r m s and the

Man" is a swell

show, adroitly
played by Lynn
Fontanne and AI>
{red Lunt,

"THE GREEN HAT"
Well, it seems only yesterday that everybody was saying

thus and thus about Iris March, and for reasons that it

were better not to talk of, here is Michael Arlen's "The Green
Hat" in play form in New York City, fresh from its out-of-town
success. Pola Negri, we hear from Cherry Marvel, is going to

do it for Famous, and if she does as well by the screen version
as Katharine Cornell is doing by the stage version, Pola wins
the French Count for 1925-26.
Which is by way of saying that Miss Cornell gives a grand

performance. She doesn't look anything like the Iris March of
the book, but she's just the grandest Iris that ever was. Thi*
includes the two famous movie irises, Iris In and Iris Out.

There is probably no use relating the plot, since statistics show
that 100% of literate Americans and 200% of the illiterate one*
have read "The Green Hat." So it may be as well to discuss

the play, and let the chips fall where they will.

Arlen's first act is an unskilful piece of writing, for he tips

you off right away to the Great Secret that Iris gives herself a
bad name to protect Boy Fenwic\'s reputation. And the part of
Gerald March is simply unbelievable; Gerald, after a terrific attack
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of morality, embraces his sister, calls her a
wanton immediately afterward, and there
upon exits, crying, "God, I'm thirsty." At
this point in the proceedings there issued a

loud and raucous laugh from the seat
marked H'2, where, strangely enough, your
correspondent was sitting. Thereupon > we
ituffed a handkerchief into your correspond*
ent's mouth, and the act went on to its

close.

But the second act was Something Else
Again. It contains a Seduction Scene that

is beyond a doubt the Greatest Box-Office
Moment in America and points west. And
it was gorgeously played by Miss Cornell
and papier, the latter disguised as Leslie

Howard. The dialogue makes 'Napier a bit

of a boob and a lot of a cad, but if that's

what Iris wanted, we're glad she got it.

If she hadn't wanted "Napier, she could have
had any man in the audience.

And then, as if that weren't enough,
there's a third act that just makes the sec
ond act look pretty blah. That's how good
it is. Also there is a fourth act, which
is pretty fair.

Some of the other actors deserving men-
tion are Margalo Gillmore, who gives the
best performance of her young life in the
role of Venice. A. P. Kaye is delightful

as the Doctor, and Gordon Ash makes
Hilary real. If now and then the dialogue
is artificial, in the main it sounds convinc-
ing—except in that first act. Guthrie Mc-
Clintic staged the show and a nice job, too.

"THE BUTTER AND
EGG MAN"

WELL, as luck would have it, we met
the author of "The Butter and Egg

Man" after the show, and we didn't have
to duck and hurry on. We told George
S. Kaufman that he had a darned funny
play, and, what's more, we meant it.

The phrase, "Butter and Egg Man," as

there is no use in telling our wise pupils,

has taken the place of the good old word,
"sucker." And here comes Gregory Kelly,

one of the most ingratiating actors in the

world—and good screen material, too, if

you remember him in Richard Dix's "Man-
hattan"—as a live sucker from the West,
the West this time being Chillicothe, Ohio.

Gregory has been left some money, it

seems, and wants to make more, so that he
can afford to buy the hotel in his home
town. Now, where is money made? In
New York, of course. And where? In
the show business. Correct again.

So Gregory falls into the hands of two
gentlemen who have a play and a shoe-
string, the latter being used to finance the
production of the former. As soon as

Gregory came on the scene and invested
$20,000, however, everything was different.

Well, you'll never guess it, but the play
proves as rotten as it looked and Gregory
buys it all and falls in love with a stenog-
rapher. And then he sells part of the play
to another butter-and-egg-man from Syra-
cuse, another hotel man (excellently played
by Denman Maley) and the play turns out
all right, and he makes a lot of money and
takes his girl back to Chillicothe.

That's the bare plot. But in and around
it Kaufman has woven some tremendously
funny lines and tremendously funny situa-

tions. It is full of theatrical slang, but that

needn't bother you. In fact, you'll like it

the better. It ought to make a nice movie,
and James Cruze could do it nicely, thank
you. The leading role ought to be played
by Kelly himself. Failing that, Charlie Ray
would do pretty well.

"DEAREST ENEMY" note, that the female pelican will pluck her
breast to feed her young with her own

WE went to "Dearest Enemy" prepared
blo°d

;, J^ 5 th
,

e theme of the play ex-

to logroll our head off. In the first "J?'
h"m

,

an bein§s f
e US

,

ed lnste
k
ad of

, i -tti tjj pelicans. And, it you ask us, human beings
place, the leading lady is Helen Ford, should behave like human bci anJ n

*.

whom we have dined with many a time like pelicans, ostriches or hippopotami,
and oft; the author of the book is Herbert At any rate, the son insists
Fields, son of

Lew Fields and
a nice guy in his

own right; the

lyrics are by
Larry Hart,
whom we • went
to Columbia
with, and whose
pinochle money
we have often

taken; the music
is by Dick
Rogers, 'w h o
with Larry

d i d the swell

music and lyrics

for "G a r r i< \
Gaieties"; fur-
thermore, Anne
Morrison, one of

the loveliest la-

dies we know,
had done some
work on the

book; John Mur-
ray Anderson,
whose cocktails

we have im-

bibed, d i d the

settings. What
more could a

man want?
Well, there

you are. Helen
has the best part

she has ever
had; Anderson's C The all-around winsomeness of Marie
settings are de- Saxon and the enticing dancing of Thompson'sbook
lightful; Regin- Harry Puck rna\e Merry Merry - and& H
aid March's in- good entertainment.

Archer's
'

tunes
termission cur- the general all
tarn is a treat; around winsome-
Larry s lyrics are as good as ever. And so ness of Marie Saxon, and the dancing of
forth, and general dance arranging by Harry

In spite of which, to us at any rate, Puck, "Merry Merry" is a nice evening's
something was lacking. So though Helen entertainment.
never lets us eat another meal with her, We do not hold with our colleagues, as
though Herb and Dick cut us dead, though we like to call the reviewers for the dailies,

on eating
Miss Lawrence's
blood. What
should have been
done with the
young whipper-
snapper was to

thrash him
soundly and put
him on a bread
and water diet

till he learned
better. But that

would have
made a Happy
Ending. Also,

it would have
been Common
Sense. Choosing
the more difficult

way, Miss Law-
rence gives up
her chance to

happiness, and
goes back to a

husband who has
treated her
abominably. All
in order that her
son may go into

the British
Army.

"MERRY,
MERRY"
WHAT with

Harlan

Larry refuses to play cards any more,
though Miss Morrison exiles us, though An-
derson offers us no more gin, it is our
disagreeable duty to record that "Dearest
Enemy" isn't so much. The ingredients

are there, but they haven't been mixed
right. And that, as Anderson himself
would be the first to tell you, is all-

important.

This business, Gentle Reader, of being a
reviewer, is not, as you may perceive, as

good as it is cracked up to be. It is getting
so that the only shows we can really enjoy
are Shakespeare's: you .see

the author.

"THE PELICAN"
aTHE Pelican" is interesting only be-

cause it brings Margaret Lawrence
back. The play itself—a success, we under-
stand, in London—is nothing much, even
if it was written by F. Tennyson Jesse and

in deeming this one of the world's greatest
shows. It is a good bit less than that, but
it manages to provide a pleasant evening.

As' always in a Thompson-Archer show,
there is some smart work by a group of
chorus girls, who vie with the principals

for main honors. The chorus girls are

darned clever, but about half of them were
not picked for their looks. And a homely
chorus, girl is not our idea of musical show
entertainment. Of course, the chorus girls

can proceed to wisecrack about our looks,

but who expects a critic to be good-looking?
we never met Anybody who does is probably very much

disappointed with the dramatic reviewer

for Screenland. Indeed, there are times

when we ourself get somewhat sore about
his tout ensemble. And that, ladies and
gentlemen, is why we decided not to be a

chorus girl.

Be that as it may, Marie Saxon has

enough looks to satisfy anybody. Lucilla

H. M. Harwood. Miss Lawrence played in Mendez helps to make it g. pretty nice eve-

"Secrets," which Norma Talmadge trans- ning, too. "It Must Be Love" is probablyNorma Talmadge trans-

ferred to the screen so successfully. Miss
Talmadge's representative sat right in back
of us, and if Norma does "The Pelican,"

she can't say we encouraged her.

There is an old legend, says the program

at this moment being played on your neigh-

bor's victrola, and quite rightly, too. "I

Was Blue" is a fast piece of intricate rhythm
that you will be humming long before this!

page is being read—if, indeed, it is read
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Tre.^h owing of Creature C^ilms

Skyrocket

Directed hy Marshall T^eilan

Sharon Kimm . . Peggy Hop\ins Joyce
Mickey Reid .... Owen Moore
Lucia Morgan . . . Gladys Hulette
Mildred Rideout . . Paulette Duval
Ruby Wright . .. . Lilyan T'ashman
William Dvorak . . Earle Williams

<C Sharon Kimm (Peggy

Joyce) rising to star'

dom spurns the love of

her old sweet'

heart, Mic\ey
Reid (Owen

Moore)

Sharon devotes herself and her
growing salary to the accumu-
lation of automobiles, jewels,
trips to Europe, and clothes,
clothes, clothes.

C[ And at the

pinnacle of her

meteoric rise to

fame meets
William
Dvora\
(Earle

Williams)

(| £dela Rogers St. Johns' slory ofa Hollywood extra girl

—with Peggy Joyce in the title role as "The Skyrocket."
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By Bert Kay

Of. Douglas Gilmore
and Sally O'AJefZ

wait for Santa
Claus— at the
request of the

Publicity

Department.

wood

I
AM so overcome with emotion

this month that you will have

to excuse my writing. I have

been reminiscing a bit and I

now realise that Hollywood has

progressed a long way from the

time when Charlie Ray used to

drive a car of well-known make and
drink beer out of a pail.

In those days one looked with

suspicion on a rising young leading

man if he did not wear the same

shirt for two consecutive days. But
today such a worthy has more suits

than Famous Players-Lasky. His

life is everchanging.

The purple

pall of reminis-

cence was flung

upon me by the

debut of the or-

ganization which
puts Hollywood
in the class with i

Noo Yawk. It

now has its
"400."

The Four
Hundred is a

new club which
has settled down
on the film col-

ony like an in-

digent uncle. It

is very swell and
boasts of a club'

house w h i c h
wouldmake
Texas Guinan
balloon with ^? !\w^

so ",
Irish Luck

envy-
. the "colleen

Said domicile pression.

was built upon the summit of a

Hollywood hill by a heavily gilded

plutocrat in the days when the

:scrow Indians were stalking through

the village unmolested when they

were not pillaging the settlers.

For the last three years' the man-
sion has been one of the showplaces

of the film capital, a thing of

curiosity like a brother with six toes

but still not wholly desirable.

It remained for Frank Elliott, the

director, to plumb its possibilities. It

was he who organized the organiza-

tion which those who do not belong
have dubbed the Three Ninety-

Eight, although

it is not in re- .

duccd circum-
stances.

I felt that
such a thing as

this was going

to happen for
some months
past for the
camerads are by
nature gregar-

ious. They like

to get together

and talk about

those w h o" are

somewhere else.

The last person

to leave is the

only one who is

safe because,
like most actors,

he is apt to talk

about himself.

The club idea

started out mod-

has finished

but \eeps
acushla" ex-

G^-Helene Chadwic\ \eeps
the brea\ers in shape
and a shape in the

brea\ers.

estly with a select organization yclept

the Sixty club which held smart parties

at Los Angeles' smartest hostelry, the

Biltmore, where a sandwich costs as

much as a suit of clothes. The name,

Charlie. Furthman, its organizer says,
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did not mean anything, but a start

had to be made somewhere and he

could cuunt up to that limit.

Hence the Sixty Club. Also

hence the Four Hundred though I

do not realize why Hollywood did

not go Gotham a couple of hun'

dred or so better and name its new
playhouse the Six Hundred.

Anyway the Four Hundred has

fastened itself upon us like a cold

on the lungs. It got off to a dig'

nified and formal start on a bright

October Sunday not so long gone,

with a function which has those*

who attended still batting their

eyes. An "at home" was held

with a receiving line as long as

Peter the Great's pedigree.

And the name of Elinor Glyn
led all the rest. She knows how
such things should be held. In the

line with her one saw the proudest

names in the city of cinema, to wit

and as follows:

Mrs. Clarence Brown, P o 1 a

Negri, Marion Davies, Alia Nazi'

mova, Florence Vidor, Alice Joyce,

G[ Vera Reynolds loo\ing

down "The Road to

Yesterday" and than\-

ing her \uc\y stars that

she's twentieth century

flapper.

Aileen Pringle, Norma Shearer, Claire

Windsor, Leatrice Joy, Mrs. Rupert Hughes,
Mrs. Hector Turnbull, Bebe Daniels, Mrs.
Harry Rapf, Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn, Mrs.
Sol Lesser, Mrs. Jack Mulhall, Mrs. Abra-
ham Lehr, Corinne Griffith, Ruth Roland,
Kathleen Clifford, Agnes Ayres, Priscilla

Dean, Dorothy Phillips, June Mathis, Doro-
thy Mackaill, Enid Bennett, Mrs. Rob Wag-
ner, Anna Q. Nilsson, Dorothy Cumming,
Mrs. Conrad Nagel, Adela Rogers S. Johns,

Mrs. Sam Warner, Mrs. Ralph Lewis, Ger-

trude Olmsted, Mrs. Lou Anger and Mrs.
Frank Borzage.

C[ Kenneth Harlan supporting Marie Prevost

in their private swimming pool — he sup'

ports her in "Bobbed Hair" and will sup'

port her all his life— for they are wed.

(4. In
Robe
ward

Seven Keys to Baldpate" Edith

rts assumes this wifely attitude to-

Douglas JAacLean.

While we are speaking

of society let us note that

the latest wrinkle in enter-

taining the ladies and
gents of the Fourth Estate

is what have been termed

liquid luncheons. These
affairs are very enjoyable

and the stars who so in-

dulge the penwomen and
penmen of Hollywood have

at last found the way to

curb the hard'boiled inter-

viewers.

Edmund Lowe and Lil-

yan Tashman are responsi-

ble for this innovation. It

occurred soon after they

returned from their honey
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mcon in San Francisco. The party
could well be called a two-ply affair.

The guests were plied with brimming
beakers and the host and hostess with
questions.

It was a very interesting occasion for
towards the close of the festivities two
of the writers on rival publications
were saying "dearie" to each other and
evidently meaning it.

The Lowes have thus given the fan

({Thelma Parr is gracing
Mac\ Sennett comedies and
is famous for her beautiful—er—teeth.

magazines a great boost. The stuff in

them will be greatly improved, for I

saw a number of my literary rivals

writing down some of my gags on pads
smuggled in beneath a smug demeanor.
A week or so later Margaret Living'

ston gave a similar party which was
even more of a success because save
for the shapely Margaret and her sister

it was a stag affair. And say, you
ought to see the blonde beauty of
"Havoc" do the Charleston! She can
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make her nether extremities move so
fast she looks like a centipede with
St. Vitus' dance.

* * H=

Ramon Navarro is a changed man
these days. He has become the pro-
tege of Herb Howe, who despite the
fact that he writes is considered to be
one of the bright little boys of Holly-
wood.
Herb thinks Ramon has had enough

sheiky parts and was responsible for
the light comedy role the palpitator
essayed in "The Midshipman."

Instead of the tail now wagging the
dog, the wag now dogs the tales for
Ramon. The pair of them is or are
now scouting for another suitable
story for the popular pulse-bounder.

* * _ * - ;•
JTs8?

It is interesting to note that aspir-
ants to the laurels of the fixed stars
are not making Hollywood casting
offices look like a cafeteria at the
luncheon hour this year. The movie-
struck lads and lassies who are newly
come to the land of the lenses are com-
paratively few this year, according to
B. P. Fineman, general for the F. B. O.
Where last year between two and three
hundred applicants presented them-
selves for extra work each day, this
year there are but fifty or sixty. This
means that the extras are getting more
checks each month and more exper-
ience, thereby fitting themselves to play
bits and small parts.

* * *

Film extras as well as stars have
their embarrassing moments. While
close-ups were being made in a tank at
the studio for Douglas Fairbanks' "The
Blac\ Pirate" Jerry Gerard, a pirate
bold, dove off the ship as per Director
Parker's instructions.

But he did not

emerge from the

tank as per in-

structions and im-

mediately directorial wrath descended
upon him.

"Get out of there," yelled Parker.
"You'll spoil the next shot."

"I can't," wailed Jerry. "I've lost

my pants."

Whereupon he submerged and has
not since been seen.

* * * &

Madeline Hurlock who, for quite
some time past, has been playing in
vampire roles for Mack Sennett is now
recovering from an operation for ap-
pendicitis which was performed by
Drs.^H. B. K. Willis and Kenneth P.
Baber which proves, she says, that she
must have had a lot of luck.

You will remember charming Mary
Fuller—Mary with the big black eyes
who starred in "What Happened to
Mary," the first serial Carl Laemmle
made after he closed up his clothing
house and started what has grown to
be his Universal joint of today.

Well, Mary is back, drawn irresist-

ibly back to the cinema land of prom-
ise and promises after four years in
Paris and London.

She hopes to create a new type of
screen femininity—women not all good
nor all bad, a sort of cross between
Madge Bellamy and Nita Naldi.
Some of the most noted directors of

today figured in the past triumphs of
Mary Fuller. Rex Ingram played bits
in her Vitagraph company. So did
Alan Crosland. Harry Beaumont did
juvenile leads in her unit on the Edison
lot. Ben Wilson played leads while
Charles Brabin was doing bits.

Whether she will have her own
company or place herself under the
banner of a Hollywood producer is still

a moot question, Mary says. Anyway,
she's back.

Patsy Ruth
Miller has suc-

cumbed to the

' Mrs. Rin
Tin Tin

and the family
at home for
Christmas.



lure of the barber and her long, wavy
and brown tresses, which were the

envy and despair of so many, are on
the way to the mattress factory. She
has bobbed and also shingled.

* * *

Instead of going to the dogs, the

movies are going to the junk-dealers

and all because of "The Iron Horse."

We now have in the making "Men of
Steel," "Steel Preferred" and "Strings

of Steel."

This is the course of events started

by "Brass" and "The Brass Bottle" a

year or so ago. I wonder who will

film that non-corrosive drama of life in

a laundry entitled "Zinc or Swim."

What kind of music makes the

stars emote?

Chiefly the high-hat kind.

Lillian Gish prefers pensive classics

and Mae Murray jazx. Norma Shear-

er reacts to violins while Lew Cody
prefers airs from the French operas.

Pauline Starke likes Gilbert and Sulli-

van tunes.

Raymond Griffith prefers chicken

en casserole.

And Harry Langdon, vegetable soup.

Some admirer sent Charlie Chase

€[ Lorna Duveen,
ton Sills' new
ing lady, in

Knockout."

Hal Roach's comedian
bet, a beautiful watch.
He display it to the ad-

miring gaze of his good-
natured boss.

"That's quite a

watch," said Hal. "I

know because I have
an uncle who works in

a watch factory."

"Yeh?" questioned
Charlie, all agog.

"What does he do?"

"He makes faces,"

Roach replied, and
Charlie's day was
ruined.

Charlie Chaplin may be the

king of comedy but Lupino Lane
is at least the grand duke of giggle.

The ex-Follies funster is descended
from a long line of English laugh-

makers. He exhibits a Collection

of Christmas holiday pantomime
programs dating back to 1754.

These pantomimes have been chronic

in Lunnon since the days of Alfred
the Great, and a Lupino has been fea-

tured on every one of the bills.

It is said that some of the British

first-nighters are chuckling over' some
of Lupino's great-great-grandfather's

grimaces. They get them faster than
they do the oral jests.

When I was a youngster

in high school," relates Lew
Cody, the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer bad man, "I once an-

swered an ad and sent a dol-

lar for four pair of socks.

"W hen they arrived I

looked them over and then
wrote the firm: 'Socks re-

ceived and they're terrible.

I wouldn't be seen on the

street in them."
" 'What are you kicking

about?' was the answer I got.

'Didn't we guarantee you
that you wouldn't wear them
out?'

"

This is the reason why
Lew plays his disillusioned

roles so successfully.

* * *

Mae Busch is noted in

Hollywood and especially on
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
lot for being especially quick

on the quip.

"I won't marry a man who
can't look me straight in the

eye," one of her little girl

playmates remarked to her
recently.

Mil-

lead'

"The

"Then wear em long

,({ "The Freshman's" wife and
baby: little Mildred Gloria
and Mrs. Harold Lloyd.

dearie," Mae answered instantly.

* & *

We all thought Conrad Nagel was
happily married until he emitted this

epigram, apparently without effort, the

other day:

"All men are born free and equal

—

but some get married."

-
'

. " .

' .".
. . a

John Gilbert, whose, triumph in

"The Merry Widow/' has shaken every

girl's school in the country, has a young
niece whose school-work he follows

with interest.

"I'm studying civics now," she in-

formed him on the occasion of one of

his check-ups.

"Civics—what's that," inquired the

fond uncle.

•"Oh," the child answered, "that's

the science of interfering in public af-

fairs."
.

* * *

Between giving out statements that

she did not intend to marry Rod La-

Rocque, Pola Negri is preparing for a

lavish social season at her impressive

Beverly Hills home. Her mansion is

now in the throes of redecorating and
remodeling. Pola's at the Ambassador.
.' * * * '•

The Hollywood kittens meow that

Gloria should have had her title search-

ed before she married it.

Those who have contacted Hank de-

clare, however, that he is a regular

fellow and just one of the boys.
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By Marion of Hollywood

Oct. 1st, 1925.

Dear Miss Hollywood:

I understand that you've

had rain already—it being

the first of October. I

understand rain never hits the land

of the movies until about the first

of February. How come?

Yours for better weather,

Mr. New York.

Oct. 6th, 1925.

Dear Mr. New York:

I have your letter of October 1st

in regard to movieland weather and
must add that this is most unusual!

"I do admit that we had one whole
day and night of rain on the first

of October, but it never happened
before and certainly is not expected
to happen again. Really, our
weather is fine here. I must refer

you to all my movie stars who have
decided to settle here. In fact, folks

like the Harold Lloyds have decided

it's so fine here that they are build-

ing great mansions— palaces fit for

kings. So please forgive our one
day of rain— we can almost prom-
ise that it will not happen again.

Let's you and me be pals!

Hopefully,

Miss Hollywood.

And the funny part of it all is

that Miss Hollywood is supposed to

be sweet on Mr. New York, and,

better still, it's slyly rumored about
that Mr. New York has been known
to invite the young Hollywood miss

to many of his most exclusive stage

productions!

Another month, and still the

burning secret burns! Permission is

not forthcoming, and I can't take it

upon myself to let the cat out of

the bag. However, I must say that

the beautiful young lady who is to

be married some time soon is no
longer in Hollywood. I can hint

that she is playing leading lady to

one of our best known people. In
fact, she has been on location with
him, in the woolly wilds of the
West, and her blonde hair needs

C[ While waiting for "Ben
Hur" to be completed, May
McAvoy accepted a lead-
ing part in "Lady Wind'
mere's Fan."

C[ "Oh, for the life of a fish" sighs
Lilyan Tashman, so Robert Z. Leon-
ard and Pauline Star\e give her a
cold shower in the studio bathtub
during the filming of "A Little Bit
of Broadway."
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must have become
dusty from the dry
ness of the plains
md hills. Now
ran you guess who
she is? Remember,
I didn't tell!

The other day I

read a "fan letter"

from a little school-

ma'am in Chicago.

She told of many
aspirations; dreams about greatness

in Movieland. She gave a wee
mite of advice about day-dreaming,

and then simply signed herself as

"The Little Dreaming Chicago

Schoolma'am." A few days after

I read her letter—the letter was so

good it stuck firmly in my mind

—

I happened to meet a girl by the

name of Ethel Doherty, whom I

had once known as a teacher in

the Hollywood High School. I

asked her how things were going.

And then another dreaming school-

ma'am spoke:

"Oh, you know, I haven't been

teaching for about four years. I

wanted to be a great writer -— I

dreamed about it. I knew I could

make good as a scenario-writer if

I worked hard enough. So I de-

cided the quickest way to get into

some studio was through the sten-

ographic end. Sure enough, after

I had_ learned short-hand and sten-

ography by studying nights, I got

into the secretarial department of

(f Alyce Mills does the

Charleston on the roc\s

of the Pacific Coast to

tune of Riza Royce's
strumming.

Naturally, I at first supposed he'd

been reaching for things not belong-

ing to him—eats, maybe, or root-beer

(you know, around Hollywood he's

not "Walter Hiers"; he's plain "Wal-
ter Root-Beer!). But then he told

me a bunch of lumber fell on it dur-

ing the making of one of his comedies,

just the same, I heard something

about reaching for a sandwich or so,

and I'm not going on record one way

Holmes Herbert has
been cast to play oppo-
site the temperamental
Pola T^egri in her next
picture, as yet untitled.

Sally 0'N.eil is almost driven to

distraction trying to figure out
how big the coo\ will have to be
to handle this tur\ey for her
Christmas dinner.

the Lasky Studio. After about a year
of that' I was made a film "cutter."
You see, I had studied that after hours
at the studio. That was about three
years ago, and now—well, now, things
look pretty good."

Ethel says "things look pretty good."
I'll say they do! Want to know how

good they look to the "dreaming
schoolma'am"? As a "cutter" at the

studio, Ethel gave so many good sug-

gestions for "The Vanishing Ameru
can" scenario, that studio officials de-

cided to give her full adaptation

credit. And then, when the picture

was finished, it looked so good that

the verdict was unanimous in signing

the used-to-be<teacher under a long-

term contract as a writer! Say, you
little Dreaming Chicago Schoolma'am
—I'm paging you. I want to tell

you to keep on your dreaming, be-

cause, you see, dreams do come true.

I met Walter Hiers on the Boule-
vard the other day just after he had
returned from a personal appearance
trip around the country. First thing
I noticed was an all "done-up" hand.

G[ William Boyd as a swash'buc\ling,
devil-may-care swordsman in "The
Road to Yesterday."
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0[ Eugene O'Brien
tries to save his

friend (Edmund Burns) from the wiles of
the fair charmer (Lillian Rich) in "Simon
the Jester"

—

and yes, falls for her himself.

or the other! However, I must admit that

Walter's side of the question carries a great
deal of weight with all of us!

Doug Fairbanks pulled a nifty on us the
other day. He was all rigged out in his

"Blac\ Pirate" costume taking a lesson from
his fencing teacher, when the teacher's foot
slipped and almost put Doug's eye pretty
much in the dark. Doug was game, though,
and kept on "playing"' even though the blood
was running quite promiscuously down his

very tanned face. Someone yelled that it was
about time he quit, but Doug, smiling, hol-

lered back,

"Quit nothing!- Weren't pirates always a
bloody lot? Ye-ho and a bottle of rum!"—
and kept right on.

And talking about Doug reminds us of the
son and heir, Doug, Jr., who has just returned
from New York, Chicago, San Francisco and
parts North. Some fellow, this young man.
He'd almost murder you if I told you his real

age, because he assures me folks think he's
"much older." And he says he's really much
older than most fellas his age. And, like

Betty Bronson, I agree. Say, you know a
reporter in Chicago asked him how his wife
was! I asked him what he said. He said he
just puts her right, and told her that he didn't
even think of having a wife. Then I asked
him if he'd asked her who she figured his
wife might be. No, he hadn't. Why? Oh,
well, she might just say the one he figured
they might figure might be maybe could be

—

and then I helped Doug from any more
blushes by saying o' course, all these people
think a lot o' things they have no business
thinking! And then they went to San Fran-
cisco to an opening, and somebody saw them
sitting on the Observation Car together, and
the papers printed that neither Betty nor he
would deny that they were engaged. Say,
Everybody, have a heart, won't you? If those
stories get around to Mother Fairbanks and
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Mother Bronson somebody may be put to bed with-
out any supper!

Whenever I meet any of our married movie
folks, the first thing they want to talk about and
the very first thing I plead information of, are their
kids. What I know about their kids would make

Mr. Webster ashamed of
the few pages in his die
tionary.

First off, Noah Beery
just had "Pudge" on a
hunting trip. They
killed three deer, and
had their pictures taken
with them, "Pudge" in

the picture looking ready
to kill anything, human
or otherwise, that came
in his path. Noah point-

this out to me and said:

"Say but he was mad when
this picture was taken. You
see, he couldn't bear to have
us kill these animals. You
know, he's the funniest little

fellow— he never wants any
animal killed or hurt in any
way."

Of course, I didn't tell

Noah where I figure the boy
gets some of that sort of feel-

ing; and I didn't say a word
about what I saw in Noah's
eyes when he was talking

about what a "funny little fel-

low" Pudge is.

T^ataiie ]oyce is a versatile

young lady. She completed a
comedy part in "Soup to
Nuts" one day and too\ up a
serious role in "Stella Dallas"
the next. Here she is moving
her things.

The reward for being
sweet and unassum-
ing in the picture

business i s having
men li\e Douglas
Fairban\s and Johni
Barrymore vie for
your services. Mary
Astor will play op-
posite John Barry-
more in "Don Juan"



C£ Esther Ralston,
bright and cheery,

salutes her friends
as she starts for a
morning canter.

Esther J^alston

^Dress L

Ty- ]|- through special arrangements made with The
Modern Priscilla you can now have exact
duplicates of the attractive new frocks worn
by famous movie beauties, at a tiny fraction

of what you would expect such distinctive froc\s to
cost! These frocks come to you "stamped-flat." You
simply cut on the dotted lines and stitch together.
A "slow-movie" Instruction Sheet, which comes with
your

.
dress,

^
illustrates each step of making, simply,

clearly. It's easy to complete your frock within a
few short hours after you take it from its tissue-
lined box.

This month we have arranged for Esther Ralston to show
y
ui
U

xw
m
°f

C attractive little model for winter wear in fashion-
able Wool Rep. Notice how cleverly a contrasting color has
been used in the godets- and notice the distinctive collar
It is such an easy-to-make little frock, and so attractive and
serviceable when finished that it deserves a place in your
wardrobe.

•All sizes 34 to 44. Choice of Pigeon Blue with Sand
trimmings; Almond Green with Sand trimmings; Golden
Pheasant with Tan trimmings, or the ever popular Navy
with Sand trimmings. Amazingly low priced—only $9 85
postpaid for the semi-made dress.

If you prefer, we will send this frock to you made-up
ready-to-wear, at a special low price of only $13 50

Cf This model has
particularly good
lines for either the
slim or the full

figure.

SCREENLAND Shopping Service, 236 West
55th Street, New York City, will be glad to
buy for you this attractive frock. Send check
or money-order. Be sure to mention size and
color desired, and whether you want it semi-
made or made-up, ready to wear.
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The Handicap That Started Monte Blue from page 23

best of the battle. The boys had some cock-and-bull story

cooked up to tell their governess, but she gave them a

sound thrashing for being out of bounds, and sent them

to bed without their suppers.

"Gerard used to put me in mind of Tom Sawyer. He
was boy all through—one hundred per cent! His brother

Morris was here with him. Morris Blue was one of the

most polite and pleasant boys we've ever had. A quiet

sort of lad. Gerard beat the big drum in the Home band,

and loved to see how much noise he could make.

"It was here at the Home that Gerard made his debut

as an actor. You know we're always putting on some

show or operetta. Well, we were giving 'Goldilocks and

the Three Bears.' We sent to New York for the cos-

tumes, and Gerard was the Big Bear. I hustled him into

his suit. How little did I dream—or he either—that I

was starting a great actor on his career! Nobody had

heard of movies then. I'm afraid little Goldilocks was

edged out of her star part in that show—the Big Bear

did some mighty realistic growling!"

In April, 1922, while I was a teacher in the Home
high school, Monte came to Indianapolis for a week's en-

gagement at a local theatre, giving an informal talk about

movies in the making. Mindful of the days when he

had yelled "EXTRY!" on his corner of Illinois street,

Monte gave a free show to Indianapolis news-boys. A
boy among bovs, he answered their eager questions.

Between appearances he made a flying trip by auto

out to- the Knightstown Home. With him were his

mother and a very beautiful copper-haired girl who was
leading a fashion revue at Monte's theatre. (Nobody
was the least bit startled to learn that last November
that girl had turned Blue!)

ra a

Christmas Island—from page is

Towards morning a shadow neared her;

but whether in fact or fancy she could not

determine, for momentarily her eyes re-

mained closed, she lay chill and motionless.

A sudden growl from Thorpe. "Get back

there, Bradley. None of that."

"Don't worry. I'm only putting my coat

over her. This mist will soak her through.

You're a pretty good watchdog, though."

Bradley's answer ran pleasantly. After the

coat had been placed across her, Rhoda
half-raised her lids to study his retreat into

the gray invisibility of morning mist. All

men disappeared from her in just that man-
ner. They were clouded out, forgotten and
forgetting.

Strangely, however, during days that fol-

lowed Bradley filled her mind as the last

man left to her. He did not serve because

she could command nothing. He could do
no more than lend his coat, which he did

voluntarily; but the pocket always contained

a biscuit reserved from his meagre rations.

He did not offer it; it was simply there if

she wanted it. For the rest, he talked if

Rhoda desired to talk, or regarded her

thoughtfully as though by saving her he

had only subjected her to torments of sun

and mirages of rescue when steamers

rushed from empty horizons. They came

so close that Rhoda heard their engines

throb. When she leaped up, frantic with

hope, Bradley restrained her gently and .lis

arms comforted her, his voice was whim-
sical and reassuring when the illusions dis-

solved into flat water and sky. In those

moments Rhoda welcomed his nearness.

The warmth of his touch entered her blood.

Up forward Thorpe, burned to the likeness

of a squatting joss, nodded wisely and
sucked his unlighted pipe. Love, he com-

muned, could be the last prank of life.

Life played that prank!

Not even to herself would Rhoda- admit

love. Death was too close at hand, al-

though she refused to accept this as the

only possible end. Incredibly the flame

grew in her; but its futility was a scorching

pain. Bewilderedly she hid within herself.

Elsewhere Bradley would have been ban-

ished for intruding into her heart. By a

dozen means she would have effaced him.

But here he was inescapable, watchful. He
saw only an auburn haired girl, thinly

garbed in such clothes as she had time to

pull on before the ship sank; for Rhoda be-

trayed nothing deeper than hope, defiance

of fate and again philosophic resignation

<C Ann Cornwall has just been assigned

to a part in Bebe Daniels' next pic'

ture, "Magpie."

to it. These her face mirrored. But at

night old Thorpe, who knew many mys-
teries, sensed a latent glow in her as they

crept down dark pathways of the immortal

sea.

Notches scratched upon the gunwale to

record each day mounted until they dared

not count them. The men shrank close to

bone. Somehow Rhoda did not tan."

Rather sun bleached all color from her.

Their minds yawed untrustworthily; some-
times they babbled foolish things, then

heard their utterances from afar and
dropped into guarded silence. What life

had denied them crowded their imagina-

tions which commenced to revolve around
what they would do if a sail hove over the

horizon. There were no sails, only delu-

sions of clouds. Entering the last terrific

unreality, hunger, thirst and despair chained

them mockingly to life. Daily they ate

their biscuits to the last crumb; they drained

the half-cup of water that Thorpe appor-

tioned, but the dryness of their throats ab-

sorbed this trickle and thirst was perpetual.

Rhoda suffered a deeper ache. She loved

Bradley, whose calm slipped away, whose
carelessness vanished in combat with some
emotion to which he refused to yield. Ever-

lastingly he watched her and was watched
and the sea watched them all. Bradley's

eyes would fire and fade. Rhoda had seen

such fire in other men's eyes when they

had looked at her. The dimming puzzled
her. He might have developed a picture

deep in his mind, then let the sun super-

impose another face, or the faces of a dozen
women, until all blurred, and Rhoda lost

individuality. She was a creature of her
sex. Perhaps he thought of her by the

name of some woman he had loved. . . .

Notches mounted on the gunwhale. Sev-

en, eight, nine. Were these days or years?

Sometimes all babbled together. Some-
times two were silent and listened to one;

or Rhoda and Bradley struggled to main-
tain a c.oherent conversation, while Thorpe
clenched his teeth upon his pipe-stem. A
black triangular fin shot up astern, disap-

peared and a menacing shadow passed the

boat. Again the fin rose and cut a thin

white circle completely around them. Brad-
ley jolted out three words. "Wedding
ring, look."

The shark loitered now behind the craft,

and the man reared himself up gauntly.

"Shark carries the bride's train, see? Here
comes the bride. Here comes the " He
commenced to sing discordantly, but caught
himself and turned shamefacedly to Rhoda.
"Sorry, Miss Wayne; I'm skidding again.

That's so significant, though. I was on my
way home to be married."

She blinked from the shark out upon the
"

blue wilderness, and fancied that echoes of
her thoughts returned from nowhere like

phantoms, all taunting her.

"There's still a chance. We are drift-

ing——" Few sentences were finished

these days; they started hopefully and snap-

ped in halves.

"Out of ship-routes," Bradley reminded
her.

"Don't I want to believe that we
No! No! Please say this is not the end."

"To the end of life we think of love,"

he muttered.

"You were to have been married."
His smile baffled her. "I have a contract

to fulfill. Not a contract like yours per*

(Continued on page 66)



S C R E ( E N L" AND

CECIL B
DEMILLE

Rising from one triumph to

another, now plans a series

of pictures to excel anything
ever before offered—

1915 i Geraldine Farrar in

(<
Carmen", a De Mille
scoop" and a never-to-be-

forgotten picture, which
marked a big step forward

the film industry.

19 16: Under DeMiHe's
management, "Wally"
Reid was the best loved
of movie heroes.

1920: Gloria Swanson
—Lila Lee —Thomas
Meighan— headed for
fame in "Male and
Female'

ALITTLE over ten
years ago, Cecil B.

DeMille was putting in
his second year in the
moving picture field,

and he was working
Feverishly to prove that
there was a place in mo-
tion pictures for bigger
and better films.

In between those first desperate
days and the present time, is a
record of achievement which has
been equalled by no other producer.
_With each succeeding DeMille

triumph, it has seemed as though
the topmost pinnacle of Motion
Picture perfection had been reach-
ed, and yet when it seemed as
though there were no further
heights to which he could climb,
there burst upon the world, two
years ago, that greatest of all De-
Mille spectacles—"The Ten Com-
mandments"—a production so vast
and so absorbing that it held au-
diences breathless and convinced
them that DeMille must, indeed,
be a worker of miracles to have
wrought so stupendous a master-
piece!

WHAT will Cecil B.DeMille
do next? DeMille is looking

forward to even
more glorious
achievements in the
future. He and his

Associate Directors
have planned a
series of pictures,
each one of which

1922: "Manslaughter"
brought to Meighan a
new leading lady and
to the public a new idol
—Leatrice Joy.

And now! "The Road to Yesterday", DeMille'sfirst
great independent offering through the Producers
Distributing Corporation. Adapted by Jeanie
Macpherson and Beulah Marie Dixfrom the play
by Beulah Marie Dix and E. G. Sutherland.

will be a notable event. The finest

stories have been secured and they
will be interpreted by artists who
take pride in upholding the DeMille
tradition of Supremacy!
The clean, fresh beautyofLeatrice

Joy and .the charm of Rod La-
Rocque have been captured for
these DeMille pictures. And there
are hosts of other well known
names, each a guarantee of quality
in itself: Joseph Schildkraut, Jetta
Goudal, Lillian Rich, Noah Beery,
Henry B. Walthall, William Boyd,
Vera Reynolds, Robert Ames,
Robert Edeson, Theodore Kosloff,
Rockliffe Fellows, Clive Brook,
Edmund Burns, Julia Faye, Trixie
Friganza—just to mention a few.

NEW talent being developed
in the DeMille Stock Com-

pany: In addition to those ar-
tists who have already made a
place for themselves, Cecil De-
Mille is_ constantly working new
personalities into his pictures. He
has a glorified Stock Company in
which promising youngsters are
drilled, encouraged and shown the
way to -make the most of their own
possibilities.

All Cecil DeMille productions,
and those ofhis Associates, will be re-

leased through the
Producers Distri-
buting Corporation.

There is untold
wealth of entertain-
ment ahead of you.
Watch for future
announcements.
A magnificentpicture
magni6cently acted
by Joseph Schild-
kraut, Jetta Goudal,
Vera Reynolds, Wil-
liam Boyd and Julia
Faye.

- RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
sjd«m RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vi«.Pr.siden, .nd Treasure, JOHN a FLINN. Vic*-P«..d™. ,nd Genen.1 M„nwK,

F. C. MUNROE, Pre
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"Bill Carola"
Landaus

Serenaders

Couldn 't Play a Note—
Now Makes

Week
"When I sent for your catalog, I didn't know a
note of music. A few months after I bought my
Wurlitzer instrument, I had taken my place in a
professional orchestra. Now I am making $100
a week, three times what I made as a clerk. I
wish everybody knew how easy it is— anyone
who can whistle a tune can learn to play a musi-
cal instrument."—Zfc'/I Carola.

Free Trial—Easy Payments
You may now have any Wurlitzer instrument
foraweek'sfree trial in yourownhome. Examine
the instrument, note the fine workmanship, the
full, rich tone value and especially how easy it

is to play. No obligation tobuy—no expense for
the trial. We make this liberal offer because we
want you to try for yourself a genuine Wur-
litzer instrument, the result of 200 years' experi-
ence in musical instrument building.

Easy payments are arranged to suit your con-
venience. This is your opportunity to try a fam-
ous Wurlitzer instrument in your own home.

VFree Book,
Illustrates and describes every known
musical instrument—more than 3000 ar-
ticles, many of them shown in full
colors. All genuine Wurlitzer instru-
ments—buy direct from Wurlitzer^

and save money. Special
h offers on complete outfits.

We also give you our Free
Trial, Easy Payment Plan..,
No obligation.

Send Coupon
Today!

Ml!

— . ^ ^
Send this Coupon
TheRudoIphWurIitzerCo.,Dept. 2149

117 E. 4th St Cincinnati 329 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago
120W.42ndSLNewYork 250StocktonStSaDFraiicUco
Send me yonr Free Book on musical instruments. Also

'

your Free Trial, Easy Payment Plan. No obliaation.

Name

Address .

City „ stale

Inetrwnent..

(hpyrioht Z925, ThtnRuialvh Wurlitzer Co.

ERVICE

Marion Davies' Christmas Suggestions

FOR THE FEMININE
CONTINGENT:

Wrist -length overblouse

in white or French green

radium silk. Cluster tucked

collar and cuffs . . $12.75

Warm side-tied negligee

of French blue or violet of

cut chenille velvet . $12.7?

Imported collar and cuff

set of white embroidered

// you would like to have
any of the articles listed

here, send check or money
order, together with size

and color desired where
necessary, to Screenland
Shopping Service, 236 W.
55/A Street, New York,

N. Y.

FOR THE DIFFICULT
GENTLEMEN:

A genuine silver golf

putter. A full-sized dupli-

cate of Walter Hagen's

favorite putter . . $35.00

One of the new flat sil-

ver cigarette cases that fits

the pocket . . . $12.50

Braided leather riding
crop, tan or black . $3.00

organdie, and Val lace $5-95 Nest of four silver-plated ashtrays in a

„ . , t t „,„ fifth with handle, Dutch style . . $4.25
Rainbow scarf of warm gauzy yarn in

rose, orchid or blue • • $4.50 Zipper pouch-bag of cowhide or with

Hand-blocked silk crepe scarf . . $5.95 lock and. key, and flannel lining {o^°^
Imported French garters of shirred rib-

toSs

bon and tiny flower wreath . . . . $1.00 Sterling silver compact, bottle opener,

Bandeau-brassiere of tub silk, with elastic corkscrew, and key to fit your lock;

at back and narrow shoulder straps, in leather case .
$5.95

flesh, pink or white $1.00

Glove silk step-in chemise tailored with

contrasting colour bands. Pink or or-

chid • $2.95

Step-in chemise of peach crepe de chine pQR THE YOUNGSTERS
and cream lace $3.95

Sheer silk stockings with the new Paris One of the new fancy sweaters .
$7.50

clox •'.-/• $2.45 Hand-smocked coat of white wool

Pair of imported washable doeskin slip-on crapella with hand-made Irish pattern

gloves .
$3-75 lace $7.95

A copy of a new French purse of gros- Quilted satin rose or blue bedroom slip-

grain leather with gilt monogram design pers $2.00

and gilt clip edgings • $9.75 English wool golf hose, in camel, brown

Pocket comb of French gilt . . $2.50 heather, gray or white with fancy coloured

Writing portfolio of leather with lock cuffs $1.85

and key $8.50 Mocha mittens fleece lined in white, grey

Black pointed heel on a fine pure silk or beaver. Sizes 00-4 $1.50

stocking of nude, beige, or gunmetal. Lisle Wafm hlmlet bath robej in plaid design
sole and top ,

of blue> gray or brown _ . . $3.95
Hand-painted organdy rose of orchid, .

• ,. v / ,• •:. ..

pink, yellow or green $1.95 Cotton pongee pajamas of tan, Pink

Sterling silver vanity, of powder or rouge
1

'

from Worth of Paris . . . . •. $3.95 Boy's hand-smocked tunic suit, of cham-

A silver-plated vegetable dish with double bray blue, or green with white repp collar

compartment $12.50 and cuffs $1.95

A real crystal choker necklace, hand Kid belt of red, blue, or green, edged

cut . $8.00 with patent leather $1.50
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ow I Earn Money at Horn
And In This Way Make Up For

George's Shrinking Salary
Every Wife or Self-Supporting Girl Can Use Extra Money. Many Are Now Making

It Themselves—Right at Home—How Auto Knitting Pays Three Ways
By MARY WHITMAN

M"Y dear, you should
have seen her at

church this morning'.

She looked positively

'dowdy.' It's a shame! Mary
used to be such a well dressed
girl— until she married that
bank clerk. I should think
he'd feel—"

"Sh-h-h! She's on this ear.

Over behind you. She might
hear."

But I had heard—and my
face flushed red with resent-
ment and shame. It was true
—I did look "dowdy"—and I
knew it.

I got off the street car at
the next corner and walked
the remaining blocks to my
home—and George. My cup
of bitterness had spilled over,
and I needed a few minutes
to choke back my tears that wanted to
run down my burning cheeks.

I didn't want to make George feel worse
than he did already about our money situa-
tion. My husband is one of the "white
collar men" whose salaries haven't kept
pace with the mounting cost of living. I
had sometimes hinted to George that I
would be glad to take my ' old position
again, but he had always vetoed the idea
strenuously.

But the bitter experience of this Sunday
morning was too much. I resolved as I
walked home I was going to find a way to
make extra money for clothes.

When I got home I was prepared to be
cheerful as usual, but George was comfort-
ably smoking and absorbed in his Sunday
paper, and his contentment somehow irri-

tated me terribly. To make matters wor^.3
he held up the magazine-picture section of
the paper as I came into the room, and
remarked that he had never seen the girls
wear "such good-looking duds as they do
this year."

I lost my temper, snatched the paper
from him and cried, "If you like to see
nice clothes so much, why don't you buy
your wife some of them?"
Then I rushed to my room, still carry-

ing the magazine section of the paper,
shut the door, and threw myself across the
bed for a good cry. George came and
knocked and spoke to me, but I wouldn't
let him in.

After a while I sat up, and idly began
to turn the pages of the paper I had taken
away from George. All of a sudden I sat
up straighter and gasped. A woman was
looking out of the page at me, holding a
bank check in her hand, and across the
top of the page were the words, "How I
Make Money—Eight at Home—Auto Knit-
ting Pays Three Ways."

i|j That night I mailed the coupon from

It helped us over the hard spots by turning spare hours into extra dollars

that advertisement of The Auto Knitter
Hosiery Company.
To make my story short, I found their

prospectus so convincing and reasonable
that I sent for and received the wonder-
ful little machine, the Auto Knitter.

While George was at the bank, I used
it every minute I could spare from my
housework. At the end of a month I sent
my first shipment of soft, warm, well-knit
wool socks to the company's hosiery de-
partment. By return mail came a check
in payment.

Well, I kept on knitting socks— but
after a little while not many of them went
to the company, for when I let my friend
Gracia into my secret and showed her the
socks, she immediately exclaimed: "I know
where we can sell them right here in town
and nobody need even know who made
them!" It worked out fine. I sold them
and soon had calls for more. I found I
could make more money selling them in
this way than I could sending my stand-
ard socks to the company.
Then one day, as we were ready to go

out, I presented myself before George in
a pretty, new accordion-pleated frock
which I had seen advertised in Park &
Taylor's sale and a fancy little sweater
I had made up myself with the aid of the
Auto Knitter.

His mouth opened wide and he just
stared at me in admiration. Finally, he
managed to ' say : "Where did you get
them, Mary!"

"I earned them myself," I replied
brightly, not just sure how he would take
the news.

"The sweater, too?" he inquired, and I
knew he was thinking what an extravagant
lot such a sweater must have cost.

"Well, the sweater—" I answered, "the
sweater I really made myself!"

"But, Mary, I didn't know you could

knit like that!"
"I couldn't by hand,

George," I replied, "but I

learned to do it another way."
George looked for a moment

as if I had said I had stolen

my new things. But then I

made him sit down and listen

to my story.

Then I took the light, port-

able Auto Knitter out of the

closet and showed George how
it worked. I had had enough

practice by that time, so that

I made a sock so quickly that

George's eyes almost dropped

out of his head.

"And you say the Com-
pany's hosiery department will

buy the socks from you?" he

asked.

"Yes," I replied, "they will

take my entire surplus of

standard socks at a guaranteed price, but

the best of it is that I can sell my work
right here at home and make even more
than by sending it to the company, to say

nothing of the money I can save by mak-
ing our own knitted wear just as I made
this sweater."

George was certainly astonished, said he had
no objection to my continuing the work. Jo
fact, he was secretly proud of my ability, fro

I kept right on making clever little knitted

articles for my daughter, socks for George an<l

knitted novelties for home sale. When spring
and summer came I took up the knitting of

fancy, sport and golf stockings, so that I really

had very little knitting to sell to the company,
although they helped me in every way, even

sending me a booklet telling how to build up
my own home knitting business.

Now, I can have the pretty things I want
for myself, for Helen and for the house—and
I don't have to feel "guilty" when I buy them,

because I am not obliged to touch a cent of

what I call "the family money"—the money
that George makes.

Whenever I hear a woman complaining about
the high cost of living and clothes, I alwaj'9

try to tell her how the Auto Knitter will help
her to make and save money at home in spare
time.

No matter where you live, I feel sure that
you want to know all about the Auto Knitter
that has meant so much to us. By all means
write to The Auto Knitter Hosiery Company
at once and find out about this home indus-
try waiting for you. Find out what otherj
have done with the aid of the Auto Knitter
and what it offers you. Send your name and
address on the coupon below—no obligation
of any sort. The Auto Knitter Hosiery Com-
pany, Inc., Dept. 22112, 630 Genesee Street,
Buffalo, N. Y.

The Auto Knitter Hosiery Co., Inc.

Dept. 22112, 630 Genesee St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Send me full particulars about Making Money
and Saving Money at Home with the Auto
Knitter telling How Auto Knitting Pays Three
Ways. I enclose 2 cents postage to cover cost
of mailing, etc. It is understood that this does
not obligate me in any way.

Na|me..

Street and Number ™.

Postoffice State

J-V2L
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Whiten
YourSkin
Almost /
Over /
Night/
No more freckles,

no more blackheads,

no more sallow skin!

A new discovery

called Golden Pea'

cock Bleach Creme
clears and whitens your

skin with amazing quick'

ness! Now you can clear

your skin of redness,

roughness, blotches, mud-
diness or any blemish.

Minute Tfest
There is hidden beauty in

your skin. Dust, wind, and
clogged pores may have in-
jured it. But underneath—
just "waiting to he brought
out—is a clear, vividly beau-
tiful complexion. Make this
3 - minute - b e f o re - bedtime
test. Smooth this cool, fra-
grant creme on your skin.

The very next morning, look
Into your mirror.

Money-Back Guarantee

So wonderful—so quick

—

are the results of this new
scientific cream that we ab-
BOlutely guarantee it I Get a
jar of Golden PeacockBleach
Creme now—today. Use it

for only five nights. Then
If you are not delighted

and amazed at the trans-
formation, your money will
be instantly refunded.

If your dealer cannot sup-
ply you just mail the coupon
below. When package ar-
rives pay postman only $1.

FREE—Special Gift

If you will act quickly, we
also will send you a lovely
gift absolutely FltBE, with
our compliments.

Paris Toilet Company
3312 Oak St. Paris, Tenn.

DFALFRS- Golden Peacock

proving to be one of the big-
gest selling toilet items. Get
an ample Bupply from your
jobber or write us direct.

n
I PABIS TOILET COMTANT,

3312 Oak St., Paris, Tenn.
Send me a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme

I with your FREE Gift. When package arrives I will I

pay postman $1.

Name.

Jly money will be refunded if I wish.

|
Dealer's Name..

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE EVy^
Trados Mode? No. 25 corrects
now all ill-shaped noses quickly,
painlessly, permanently and com-
fortably at home. It is the only
adjustable noseshaping appliance
and a safe and guaranteed patent
device that will actually give you

I

a perfect looking nose. Over
90,000 satisfied users. For years
recommended by, physicians. 16
years of experience in manufac-
turing Nose Shapers is at your
service. Model 25 Junior for
children. Write for testimonials

and free booklet, which tells you how to obtain a
perfect looking nose. Awarded Prize Medal by big
Wembley Exposition, London, England.

M. TRILETY, Pioneer Noseshaping Specialist
Dept. 2493 Binghamton, N. Y.

Play a Tune,
In 1® Minutes"

Ote SEfVD IT BACK _ i

Anyone can play tne ukulele. Tenor Banjo, Mando-
lin, or Guitar, in ten minutes with thia wonderful
new device. Works like a typewrite, -just pres«
the keys. Play by numbers instead of notes.

Amazing New Invention^
No knowledge of music needed.
No expensive lessons. No weeke of
tiresome practice. So simple
child can nse it. Praised by
prominent musicians. Thoua-_
nds of delijrhted users.
Astonish your friends
with your playing
Become popular

f

New pli

New money-,
makmr
oppor-
tunities.!

FREEBOOK
Send for FREE book, also

catalog of musical instrument
'bargains. No -obligation to bay.

la isted. Dept. 3|49 Chicago

haps, written and signed; but a verbal pronv

ise to marry."
"Contracts!" And Rhoda's voice was bit'

ter. "You have a contract to marry; and
my contract has a clause that says I must
not. I have never broken a contract."

"Nor have I. But this makes a joke of

them." He indicated the sea, then his arm
fell miserably, all of him sagged and he
crumpled utterly. Thorpe sucked his pipe.

That shark would not have to wait long for

Bradley.

During the day he scarcely moved; his

mutterings sprawled through the hush of

night; and with dawn he did not awaken
but lay in a crushed stupor. Crawling be-

side him, Thorpe listened to the rattling of

his heart within his hollow frame.

"He's still strong enough, but his spirit's

gone. That was sure from the start," the

old fellow croaked. "He ain't been fight'

ing only the sun; he's been fighting himself,

holding something under. Spirit's gone,
that's it; he's lying down to it. , If you
could promise him what he wanted more
than anything else in the world he'd keep
up. 'Tain't only food and water that keeps
a man alive. It's interest, a reason to live.

Tough to see him go under just when we've
got a chance, Miss Wayne. I seem to rec-

ognize this sea; it feels friendly." Then
he laughed out hoarse derision of himself.

They laughed as often as they babbled; and
mirth clanged brassily in their throats. Not
mirth—inarticulate despair. "Friendly! Land
could be no more than twenty miles west,

and we could drift past it without sighting

it! See that shark following us? That
means Bradley's going unless we can hold
him up. Then me; then you. It's always
the women last."

Fear came like a slow daze.

Towards sunset Rhoda's conduct .suggest'

ed that she, not Thorpe, would be the next
to go. She began to talk. What she said

jerked Thorpe forward. Possibly he had
not heard correctly. Stirring back to brief
consciousness, it dawned on Bradley that

he had been asked to marry. The voice
which reached him from limitless distance,

he trailed nearer until it proceeded from
Rhoda who stooped over him, half-laugh-
ing, half-crying: "We will marry now."
He did not understand. Marriage? Mar-
riage interested him vaguely, more strongly
when he recalled that it had once been an
expectation of his own; and true to what-
ever memory persisted, he thrust Rhoda
gently aside. After several 'moments of
struggling, his mind established one fact.

Rhoda hovered beyond sanity, for she
called the broad red path of sunset an altar

aisle whereas he perceived it very clearly

as a glimpse of hell. Thorpe, she insisted,

was a parson; and when Bradley with re-

turning strength—a strength suddenly pro-
tective—steadied her, she caught up the
Wedding March where he had finished so
abruptly yesterday and sang it through.

"Miss Wayne!" he commanded. But
that did not pierce her delirium. "Rhoda!
Do you realize what you're saying?"

Her eyes gathered reason. Nevertheless
her' answer contained echoes of yesterday.
"You have a contract to marry; and my
contract has a clause that says I must not.
I have never broken a contract. Sea makes
a joke of them. . . . We. . . . Yes, we will

marry."

"Miss Wayne," he pleaded again.

"I'm not Miss Wayne, not Rhoda
Wayne." Another rift parted the fog of
thoughts. "You have never broken a con-
tract? Never? You have promised to

marry. But if this is the end, you will

not fee able to keep that promise."
"No."

(( Lovely Billie Dove as Douglas Fairban\s'

leading lady, in "The Black Pirate."

She swayed forward as if reaching again

after the tails of vanishing reason. Words
spilled in disorder. "We—we jest with

death. No; it is not a jest; it is a fulfil-

ment of what we have hoped. You have

hoped to marry. So have I, although I

have pretended not to. . . . Who am I?

Not Rhoda Wayne; she has finished, she is

gone. I am Woman. . . . No name. . . .

I am whoever is in your heart. . . . Thorpe
will marry us."

The seaman's gaze was set astern where
the shark hung. "Will you look at that

shark and still have crazy notions?" he
shouted:

The great oblivion crept upon Bradley
once more, although he fought against it.

The girl couldn't be left like this. He must -

stay strong. But Rhoda lost form to him;

and when the waves rode into his vision he
saw the carpet of sunset as she did—an
aisle.

Endless aisles. . . . Moving forward. . . .

Jests. . . . Not jests. . . . Huge music throb-

bing nearer. "Thorpe!" he roared. "You'll
marry us, Thorpe!"
Of the next he remembered little at first,

then gradually more and more. It was
enacted upon the sea beneath the great in-

visible shadow and witnessed by one prowl-
ing shadow that showed a fin, a tail and
sometimes the white glimmer of jaws. Rho-
da and Bradley knelt side by side, the girl

startlingly untanned against the bronzed
man. Such snatches of the service as

Thorpe remembered he recited; and these

ebbed and flowed through Bradley's con-
sciousness. No names were spoken. They
were a man and a woman who symbolized
another woman.

Bradley heard, "Wilt thou take this wo-
man to be thy lawful wedded wife . . .

love her, comfort her, honor, and keep her
in sickness, in health, and forsaking all

other, keep thee only unto her, so long as
ye both shall live?"

Hunger, and thirst, weakness and pain
seemed less. His spirit swelled. "I will."

Never could Thorpe forget Rhoda's eyes
just then. They were clear, deep, trium-
phant; and he discerned in her a happiness

A
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Susanna Cocroft Promises You
a BEAUTIFUL SKIN in 15 Days
—or the Trial Costs You Absolutely Nothing

No matter how poor your complexion may be—no matter how rough, dull or sallow

—

how spoiled by unsightly blemishes, blotches or enlarged pores—no matter how many
different treatments have failed to bring results—you can now learn, without risking one
penny, of the splendid benefits Susanna Cocroft'sremarkablenew treatment holds for you.
Miss Cocroft invites every woman to take advantage of this unusual Trial Offer. She
guarantees you a new, clear, fresh, beautiful skininl5days—or the trial costs you nothing!

SUSANNA COCEOFT has been
called by some tke "woman of a
million friends." She has been

called by others "the health through
Nature specialist**. Both titles tell

you the story of her life work—the
building of the health and beauty of
American womanhood through Na-
ture's methods.
For over 20 years she has been

helping women to make the best of
themselves. Thousands and thousands
of them have come to her and gone
away with sparkling new health and
glorious attractiveness and beauty.
And while she has been helping

them to regain health and beauty,
she has also devoted many long years
to the study of the chemistry of cos-
metics, and to the structure, health
and hygiene of the skin. From all

this study and experimentation she
has perfected a skin treatment that
is entirely different from anything
used before—that she now guarantees
will completely remove blemishes,
coarseness, scrawniness, sallowness and
bring you a gloriously new, fresh,
youthful skin in 15 days or the cost
to you is absolutely nothing.
Her treatment accomplishes results in

days that other treatments fail to produce
in months. For it works on an entirely
new principle. It is based on the fact
that beneath the outer layer of skin, no
matter how homely it may be, lies a com-
plexion as clear, rosy and radiant as any
you have ever seen on the most ravishing-
beauty.
The reason why ordinary methods usual-

ly fail to bring satisfactory results is
because they treat onlv the .'surface skin

SUSANNA COCROFT, Famous Health Auth
For years Susanna Cocroft has been recognized b

:

I". Government as an authority on woman's health
lems. Through her books, courses and treatments sh
already helped over a million women.

Proof From Users!
"I have used your treatment for tw o weeks

and the results are wonderful. It has cleared
my complexion and brought color to mv
eheeks. I am still using it and find new
lmprovements every day." Mrs. P. L., Port
Huron, Midi.

"I am very much pleased with vour treat-
ment which I have taken. People tell me
that I look ten years younger, and mr mir-
ror tells me that there has been a very'agree-
able change made." E. M., Troy, Ala'.

"X am more than pleased. It is the best
treatment to improve the complexion and re-
store contour I have ever used, and I have
spent lots of money on so-called beautifier

a HiU, A'. J.
Treatment just four days,
it has completely changed
in. This is just what I

, Kansas City, Mo..
"I am very glad that I sent, for Susanna

Cocroft's Treatment, It has made a wonder-
ful difference in my complexion." Mrs. A.
F.. P., Grand Forks, X. Dal:

Mrs. J. P..

"I have used the
and my husband say
the texture of my f

want." Mrs. H. F.

and do not even attempt to draw out the

glorious skin beneath the surface. Then,
too, ordinary methods such as creams and
lotions are helpful only while you are ap-
plying them and for a few minutes after.

Their action is short-lived.

Now, as eveiy one knows, there is a con-
stant cell change going on in the skin.

The underskin of today is the outer skin
of the future. The reason Susanna Co-
croft's treatment brings such really re-

markable results is because it hastens this

cell-change process—bringing to the sur-
face the beautiful, clear underskin in an
amazingly short time, without giving such influ-
ences as sun, dust and wind opportunity to
injure its beauty—and without resorting to harsh
peeling methods or anything of the kind.

In addition, instead of working for you only
a few minutes at a time like ordinary creams
which you rub in, this new method works for
you all night long. Every night—all through the
night—it keeps drawing out the hidden charm
and attractiveness of your skin, yet vou are not
even aware of the fact that you* are" taking the
treatment.

Note the Surprising Results

If your skin is rough, coarse, leathery, dull or
sallow ; if it is disfigured by humiliating skin
eruptions such as pimples and blackheads; if
the texture of your skin is spoiled by enlarged
pores; if your skin is dry and scaly; if it is
excessively oily, you will undoubtedly be sur-
prised at the really remarkable way in which this
new treatment banishes all these defects, giving
you the clear, smooth, fresh and flawless com-
plexion of youth.

Hundreds of women who have used this re-
markable method report really astonishing results

even after the first night or two. Many of
them have spent hundreds of dollars on
other "beauty treatments without results, yet
this new method proved to them that to

acquire a smooth, white, glowing skin is

now one of the easiest things imaginable.

Results Guaranteed— or No Cost

No doubt you have wasted a lot of time
and money on the treatments which, by
their very nature, could never bring a sat-

isfactory improvement in your complexion.
And so you are discouraged—perhaps skep-
tical. Yet this remarkable new treatment
has brought such surprising benefits to
others that you are now invited to try it

for 15 days entirely at Miss Cocroft's risk.

If, after 15 days' trial, you are not more
than delighted with the results produced

—

if you have not acquired a new, attractive
and charming skin such as you have al-

ways longed for, then the treatment will
have cost you absolutely nothing. Every
penny you have paid will be instantly and
gladly refunded.

Interesting New Booklet— Free!

Miss Cocroft has prepared a 34-page
booklet which tells you all about her new
method of skin rejuvenation and how you
can take it at a cost of only a few cents
a day. This booklet explains just how her
treatment works—why it is different from
any method you have ever used. It con-
tains great numbers of reports from other

women telling what it has done for their skin.
It will cost you only a 2-cent stamp to learn

all about Susanna Cocroft's wonderful treatment
and how it can easily lead to the clear, beauti-
ful and youthful skin that perhaps you have
thought would never be yours. There is no
obligation—just mail the coupon now and the
booklet will reach you by return mail.

But mail the coupon today for there is a
special short-
time offer that
you may n o w
take advantage
of.

Thompson Bar-
low Co., Inc.,

Dept. F-3612,

130 West 31st
Street, New
York City.

Thompson Barlow Co., Inc., Dept. F3612

130 West 31st Street, New York City.

Without obligation, send me a copy of

the free booklet called "The Overnight Way
To a New Complexion."

ority

<l
the

prob-
e has

Name..

Address-

City _ _ Stato.
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Now you can get worthwhile gifts for Xma
Simply pin $2 to this ad, indicate your choice
and mail it with your name aod address TODAYS
We will open a charge account for you and your
selection will come for approval and 15' Day
Trial. Convince yourself of its value. IfsatlsA
fled, pay balance in 10 monthly payments'

—

'

otherwise return and your deposit will be .seat
back.
Our Charge Account Plan Is simple and' easy,
W£ TRUST YOU—no inconvenience to you—
no difficulty—all transactions confidential.
MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY.

lOMONTHSTO PAY

NI47.
Ladies 14K
green gold
ten gr a ved
ring, blue-
tt' u It e
diamond.
$62.50.-

NX 18.' Ladies 18

K

white gold Dinner
Ring, artistically
hand-carved and
pierced design ; 7
AA1 quality, blue-
white diamonds. A
bargain at"bur low
price; $64.50.

N119. 18K
white gold
Octagon -

top ring;
blue-white
d I am on d

.

$50.00.

Nia«TX»dies
S p r edtop
cluster, 18K
white gold
ring; 7 AA1
b I u e - wh i t e
diamonds.
$55.00.^i.v

top ring; A A 1

blue-white dia-
mond. $57.00.

HIZ.
ship OHt
Ladles 18K
white go!

d

ring; 3 AA1
blue-white
diamonds ,

$12.50

„ 18K
white eold NJ24.\barg!!lf - N129.
rlnU Two 18K wMte gold 18J£ white gold
triangular- lace- work design, floral and scroll

AA.1 blue-white
diamond. $29.50.
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complete for just this moment. He received
two conflicting impressions. She was an
actress who very successfully had assumed
an unknown woman's part; but she also

loved this man.
It was finished.

When the last of sunset stained Bradley
grimly, he glared straight ahead, defiantly,

then at Rhoda without understanding she

had tricked him back to life. Anger filled

him, but anger is sufficient impetus to any
man's existence. "Do you know what
you've done? That mockery of a mar-
riage!"

To infuriate him just a little more she

answered: "Yes, it has given me a mem-
ory. I collect memories."
The shark went lounging by. Old Thorpe

nodded and chuckled and night swarmed
over the boat.

Hour after hour Rhoda remained awake.
Until the moon rose darkness magnified the
sound of Thorpe's breathing in sleep, and
the little song of currents that bore the
boat along. Her own breath came rhythm*
ically, as if she also slept. Bradley sat like

a sentinel amidships. Moonlight drew his

face from the silhouette of his body; and,
as Rhoda watched, he rose tall against the
sky, then knelt in exactly the position he
had occupied before Thorpe that day.

There he rocked slightly from side to side

and rested at last against a seat.

"A memory! She collects memories,
that's all," Rhoda heard bitterly.

When he sat again, he leaned towards
her, his chin cupped in his hands.

"Clay," she whispered, for the first time
using that name.

His glance darted starboard and aport,

his head tossed after the fashion of a man
who imagines a voice. "Hearing things,"
he muttered.

Once more Rhoda whispered, "Clay,"
and raised herself. "I just saw you kneel
and heard what you said. I'm sorry. I'm
ashamed that I hurt you. But I wanted to

take the other woman's place or to try to
keep you alive for her."
He bent nearer. "Do you know why I

knelt? To believe that what we did to-day
was not make-believe. You see " Brad-
ley hesitated. "It was a mockery, Rhoda,
because I love you."

"Clay! Clay!" Her eyes closed tightly to

preserve a dream; her hand went out but
did not touch him. She feared that touch
would dispel him; and yet she beckoned
him until in some mysterious way he lay

along the bottom of the boat propped
rTT,inst the sea, his head nestling beside her.

He would not look, but stared straight

ahead beyond the bow; and, having claimed
the hand that drew him here, he pressed it

to his face. She felt his lips cool and
warm upon her palm; he cradled over it,

crushed it to delicious pain and treasured
it hungrily to himself, while a bewildering
ecstasy rushed through her. Neither spoke.
To Rhoda had come a glorious revelation.

Her world was reduced to one man, and
that man loved her. Elemental, primitive,

magnificent! An impulse without past or
future; a flaming abandonment to an in-

stant. As for Bradley, he possessed her
hand fiercely, half-expecting Rhoda to

draw it away; and when at length he
glanced upwards he prayed wordlessly to

the shadowy girl above.

Through her happiness one fear persist-

ed. "There—there is no other woman?"
His grasp relaxed slowly. "Yes. . . God

help me, yes. . . There is." Again he
knelt, confronting her upon his knees. "I

promised," he said, and lowered his head
in confession. "That was all I could do

—

promise. I am not much of a man. What
am I? An artist of sorts. I paint portraits

of wealthy women; I flatter them with my
brush and make them beautiful. Ughl
One—I won't mention her name—became
my patron. She had a salon to which she

invited her friends and I was put on dis-

play. Rhoda, I am not trying to excuse

myself. She loved me in the way of a dis-

contented wife. Her husband was too busy
making money. I loathed myself for letting

her believe I returned that love. There
was nothing more than that. I was glad

when she put me aside for somebody else

—

a new whim in men; but I owed her much
for the success she had brought me, and
there was sufficient honor in me to want to

repay."
- Rhoda bent nearer searching the face he

averted wearily. Men had served her;

01 Alice Terry was decorated by the "Blue
Devils" while they were working with

her in "Mare Nostrum." Lieut. Auguste
Monchio made the presentation.

women had served him. Alike, they had
pursued the selfish ideal of success.

The boat pointed down a broad path of

moonlight and split it, so that two trails

stretched astern.

"One day she came to me," Bradley pro-

ceeded. "Her husband had found her out

and threatened divorce, although he did

not know the other man. Still, he knew me
and formed his own conclusions; while to

shield this fellow, she let me be named.
What had I to lose in comparison to wnat
she had given me? I argued that out. It

I defended the suit she would be involved

in some worse scandal; and if ever the real

man's name were revealed there would be

still further trouble. He was married. He
could not afford a scandal. So she de-

manded that I be the scapegoat, and after

the divorce I must marry her for the sake

of appearances—so that she could continue

her affair ... I promised. I owed her that.

Then to give myself for a last few months
of decency, I ran away, out to Samoa, back
to Hawaii, and Tahiti was to have been
my last hiding place before I went home."

Rhoda gathered him tightly to herself.

"We have made our contracts; yours to

marry, mine not to. But what do contracts

mean out here? I love you, Clay . . . love

you . . . love you. I shall love you, to

the end."

BUT the end was not as Rhoda or Brad-
ley or even old Thorpe divined it.

Nor was it actually the end, although in a
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Amazing New Way to

Earrf^OExtra
EveryWeeK

No matter what your present earnings, no matter what your
job, here is an amazing new way to add many dollars extra to
your income every week. And with virtually no extra effort!

The famous Fashion Wear Shirts now are being sold direct to
wearers. And every man wants these wonderful, stylish shirts
at a price dollars less than charged by stores. You can earn
$10 to $15 extra a day just in your spare time showing other
men in stores and offices and factories your beautiful samples.
Even old experienced salesmen say these Fashion Wear Shirts
are the greatest big-money maker they have ever seen.

Experience Not Required
|0 fast do. Fashion We.ar Shirts

sell, and so big have been the

earnings of Fashion "Wear sales-

len, that I do not even ask a deposit

:>r our book of beautiful samples.

Lny man can sell these shirts. And
le work is not only dignified, it is

etually fascinating. Every day you

count many dollars extra and

Id it to your income. Hundreds
Fashion "Wear salesmen are more

than doubling their earnings. Some
making as much as $40 a day for full

time work. Many are keeping their

office, factory or shop jobs just the

same and making big money with

these beautiful shirts on the side.

But why shouldn't these shirts

bring you quick sales and many re-

peat orders? Of finest material,

they are made by the best of shirt

experts. Every shirt is absolutely

guaranteed or money back quick.

And think of it •— you give men
these fine shirts 3 for $4.95 ! Your
profit in advance is $1 on every

order. "We deliver and take care of

all other details, leaving you plenty

READ!
$7 in 30 Minutes

"I am enclosing seven orders,

•which I took today in about
thirty minutes. You have the

easiest selling shirts I have ever

seen. I must say I thank you
so much for giving me this

chance."— E. M. Steen, South
Carolina.

$8 in 10 Minutes
"In the letter find enclosed 8

orders for your Fashion Wear
Shirts, which I have sold with-

out any effort at all, in less

than ten minutes' talk. "Which,

proves that I made a day's wages
in ten minutes. Find it very
interesting."

—

Michael X. Zeto,
Illinois.

They Repeat Like This
"A few days ago several of

the boys here ordered some of
your shirts and were well pleased
with them. I ordered 2 Combin-
ation Silks myself. Now I want
you to send me 3 assorted Shirts,

$4.95, and oblige one of your
Customers. All of the boys want
to put in another order."

—

John
W. Grant, N. C.

adding $50 to $100 a week to their
incomes taking orders for these
shirts. You can do the same thing.

SEND NO MONEY
If you really want to make more

money, this is a big opportunity.
Men write me every day saying
they have never found an easier

way to get the extra money they
needed so badly. If you want this

opportunity merely send your name
and address. These beautiful sam-
ples will be sent you FREE. Start
right out and make $10 or $15 the
very first day like hundreds of
others do. But don't delay. Fill
in and send the coupon Now.

The FashionWear Shirt Co.
DEPT. S-721

1200-1220 Jackson St. Cincinnati, Ohio

I

Charles Hope,

Fashion Wear Shirt Co.,

Dept. S-721, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Gentlemen : Please send me your FKEE
samples and selling outfit at once. This is
not to cost me a penny now or at any
other time and I am under no obligation
whatever.

of time to show your samples. No
wonder that everywhere men are

Coupon Brings FREE Outfit

|

Name 1

I Address..

! City State..
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KNOCK HIS BLOCK OFF
You would be a butter and happier man—if you

were onlv able to "knock the block off" of the man
or the tiling that stands in your way. AND YOU
CAN i It's all just a matter of having PHYSICAL
VIGOR AND FITNESS.
My unusual

System ofMuscle
Building and
Promoting
Physical Fit-
ness is giv-

ing men new
bodies for
old. I am
taking run-
down, pep-
less, forlorn

BENNY

men and women
under my wing,
studying their
condition, and
instructing them
by mail, at their
own homes, all

over the world,
how to get the
pink of physical
perfection they
are after.

NARD'S
HOME COURSE OF MUSCLE AW BODY BUILDING (AND BOXING)

Most of them are young or middle-aged men who
were getting prematurely old until I took them in
hand. Many are studying my course to learn the

MANLY ART OF BOXING AND SELF-DEFENSE.
Many are getting BIGGER MUSCLES—huskier

bodies—larger limbs—heavier necks, arms, chests

—

as a result of the scientific steps of development
which I am pointing out to them. And many are

forging ahead in business as a result of renewed
pep and vitality, the singing, tingling body, which
my physical culture course has given them.
Remember—that I didn't always have the perfect

body I now have—once I was skinny and weak. I

achieved the Lightweight Championship of the World
as a result of first BUILDING BODILY PERFEC-
TION for myself. What I did for myself I can
do for YOU.

It is impossible to tell you all about my methods,
here. If you'll just send me your name and address
on the little slip printed below, I will send you.

free of charge, my wonderful booklet, "Now I Can
Tell You," which tells you just why you should en-
roll under mv personal instruction. Let me send you
this free booklet—write for it NOW—THIS MIN-
UTE—there's no obligation.

BENNY LEONARD
Undefeated Lightweight Champion of the World

123 W. 31st ST., DEPT. 33D, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Send this coupon NOW—for my free booklet-
no obligation.

g _ _ _ _ .

Benny Leonard. 123 W. 31 St., N. Y. City, Dept. 33-D
Please send me your free booklet, "Now I Can

I Tell You," without placing me under any obligation.

I enclose 10c (in postage or coin) to cover costs.

I
Name Age..

j^ddress
^

Get into this won
derful, big-paying
profession. Hun-

dreds of openings now in Motion Pic-
ture Camera Work, Portrait and Com-
mercial Photography. Learn at home.
Big money while learning.

Earn

UpTo
$250aWeek
High salaried positions every-

where or open your own studio.

"My business averages
$700 to $1000 a week."
writes Mi chael Gallo.
Others doing tqually well.

Even spare time work paya
up to $75 a week !

CAMERA FREE
to students. Your choice of real Motion
Picture Camera taking standard profes-
sional film used bv all theatres, or 5x7
View Camera, latest model, genuine
anastigmat lens.

Send for Book
Telia all about Professional Photography

end how to mako I i(f money quickly. Also
details of Free Camera Offer. Write today.
NOW 1

New York Institute of Photography

143 West 36th St., New York (Dept.60)
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few more hours it might easily have been.

It occurred many days later, long after the

last food and water were gone and the last

hope had dwindled. None had strength

to lift a head above the gunwhale and

learn that the cloud towards '. which they

drifted gradually shaped itself into land. A
canoe came leisurely from Christmas Island

to investigate the boat, then sped back as

fast as frightened natives could dig their

paddles. A launch put out, took, the craft

in tow; and ashore, the beach and settle'

ment swarmed as three litters bore inert

figures into the white hospital set among
the groves, where for an unrealised period

each lingered between semi-consciousness

and oblivion. After nearly a week, they

returned to life; and more than that—to the

world, ft gave Thorpe no concern. Ships

to work, foc'sles to sleep in; these were his

simple circumstances. Stretched on a ver'

andah chair, he smoked his pipe that after-

noon when Bradley emerged weakly and
sat beside him. They recognized in each

other a vague portion of themselves. They
were creatures who shared a common resur-

rection.

There were subdued greetings as Rhoda
came out; and the medical officer, who had
disengaged her from Bradley's arms when
rescue had arrived, withdrew understand-

ing^. Now these two who had died to-

gether regarded one another half-fearfully.

They had stark recollections; futile promises

echoed about them.

"We live again," Bradley answered,

ficulty.

If JO
NOTE:

i prefer to come
lo our New York or
Chicago Studios for
personal instruction,
day or evening
classes, write for
Catalog R'JOto near-
est address: 141
West 36tb St., New
York, or 630 So. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago.
111.

OU CAN Oil, PAINT
r Amazing new method tc

_ rn after first lesson.
1

portraits, landscapes or
and more a week. OlliP
now for free illustrate

STCDIOS, Inc., Dept. A

!8 men or women to »

rii PAINT photos—
Ubjeets. Earn $18 to $100
T OUTFIT GIVEN. Send
ook. PICTOJUAL ART

No. Clark St.. Chicago.

' Bebe Daniels and Harrison Ford
share the honors in "Lovers in

Quarantine."

C[W. C. Fields is duplicating his stage

success in pictures; he is in D. W.
Griffith's new film, "That Royle
Girl."

"Yes—differently," Bradley answered.

"We have our—our contracts."

"Yes," was all Bradley could say.

She forced a smile. "Life will go on
again. We'll pick up the threads, I sup-

pose."

Before them glistened the sea with bare

horizons. The sun hung low; it would
sink tumultuously and night would curtain

the final tableau of its glory.

"One dream came true," Bradley re-

marked. "Do you remember? Christmas

Day on Christmas Island. That will be

to-morrow."
"Christmas," Rhoda repeated more to

herself than to him. "The birth of hope.

We have been born again, but in the same

world."
Thorpe roused himself. "You two ought

to find it a mighty good world. Contracts!"

he scoffed down his pipe-stem. "You've
made them and you can't break them. You
were raving those things when you were
nearly mad with thirst. Can't marry one

another, eh? You're too late to find that

out. I married you, and I registered that

marriage this morning. I made it legal be-

cause in your hearts you wanted it to be.

Maybe I'm only a seaman now, but I was

a captain once, and I still have my master's

papers. I married you two at sea. Con-

tracts!" he growled contentedly. "You
make them ashore, but the sea breaks them

and writes its own."
Flame stole up Rhoda's cheeks; and

weakly, happily, Clay Bradley covered her

hand with his own. . . .

The content for the $500.00 offered by William

Fox for Historical Incidents will be awarded

as soon as possible—probably in January

SCREENLAND. :-: :-: :-: :-:



Falling hair is the forerunner

of baldness. Don't wait until

most of it is gone. Stop

falling hair now, while the

roots of your hair are still

active. This remarkable new
discovery will positively stop

it, or you get your money
back.
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Immediately ' after you start

this remarkable new treat-

ment, you will notice an
amazing difference in the

looks and "feel" of yous

hair. Falling hair will stop!

dandruff and itching scalp ars

gone and your hair is livflo

lustrous and healthy.

MEN: Stop falling hair
This remarkable new discovery is guaranteed to put a stop
to falling hair, eradicate dandruff and itching scalp and
promote rapid, luxurious hair growth. Results are posi-

tively guaranteed.

f

YOUR hair is coming out, getting thin

in spots; if dandruff and itching scalp are

making you uncomfortable and bringing you
face to face with the thing that all men
dread

—

baldness—then here's the best news
you've had in many a day. For Science has

at last discovered a prod'

uct—a marvelous liquid

—

that will quickly stop fall-

ing hair, do away with
dandruff, itching scalp and
provided the roots of your

' hair are not totally dead—
speedily bring your hair

back to rich, luxurious

growth.

I am not guessing o r

theorizing. I know where-
of I speak. I have been ex-

perimenting with hair cul-

ture for years and years.

I have tried and tested

every known hair stimu-
lant and tonic recognized
by Science. And I say
without reservation that
this new discovery will do
more to nourish the scalp,

quicken the growth and
beautify the hair than any
previously known prepar-
ation.

From the very first day,
when you begin to spray
your hair and massage
your scalp with Hairgro,
you will see and feel new
"life," new vitality in your
scalp and hair. Before
you have finished the first bottle the differ-

ence will be apparent. Your scalp will be
clean and healthy; your coat collar will no
longer be "decorated" with dandruff; your
hair will gradually quit falling out, and
soon stop entirely; your hair will become
thick, lustrous and full of life.

These results are guaranteed. I want that
understood. For it is only by such a guar-
antee that I can show my unbounded faith
in this remarkable discovery.

Where there is a need, Science
finds a way

Modern conditions make it harder every
day for men to keep their hair. Tight fit-

Mi LADY! If you are tired of your
"bob" and want to grow it quickly

"back to normal"—or if your hair

is thin and scraggly and you want
the thick, fluffy hair that Fashion
demands—here is your opportunity.

Hairgro is the most wonderful
product of this nature ever known
to Science. In addition to thick-

ening the hair, Hairgro rids the

scalp of dandruff, fluffs out dead
and listless hair and gives it won-
drous light and sheen. And it is

so easy to apply—just five minutes
at bedtime. Money back if you
are not delighted with results.

Don't put it off—you don't even

have to pay in advance. Just sign

and mail the coupon in the lower
right hand corner.

NOTE TO WIVES: If your
husband's hair is falling out

or getting thin in spots, order

this remarkable treatment for

him right away. Tou take no
risk. Results are positive and
immediate—or you get your
money back.

ting hats, humid indoor atmospheres, gener-

al nervous tension under which most men
live and work today— all do their part
towards poor health of scalp and resulting hair trou-

bles. Indeed, many scientists say that in another
two or three generations all men over 40 will be

bald. This may be true if men
continue to neglect their hair

and scalp, but now that Science

has found a way to counteract

these conditions, no man need
fear baldness if he will just ap-

ply this marvelous remedy be-

fore it is too late.
'

Hairgro is the most potent

product of this nature that Sci-

ence has ever known. It is an
ethical preparation, based on
simple, harmless ingredients that

cannot affect the hair or scalp

in any way, except to benefit

them. It is absolutely neutral

in color and will not affect the
shade of the hair in any way.
It merely gives back to the hair

and scalp the things that mod-
ern day life has taken from
them. It is to this virtue more
than anything else that its re-

markable success is due.
Hairgro is easy to apply—just

pour on the hair after the
morning bath or before going
to bed and rub the scalp and
hair for five minutes. Hairgro
immediately stops itching and
other discomfort and leaves the

scalp delightfully clean and re-

freshed. Indeed, even if Hair-
gro didn't have such remark-
able properties as a hairgrowing
agent you would get more than
your money's worth from it as

a general cleanser' and eradica-

tor of dandruff. But please

don't confuse this exceptional
product with ordinary tonics or
shampoos. It is as different
from day—in action, in applica-from them as ni;

tion, in results.

Not for sale at stores, but sent
to you direct

McGowan's Hairgro is not offered for sale through
drug stores, for I insist that this product be shipped,
freshly compounded, direct from the laboratory to
the user. The vital elements in this remarkable fluid

evaporate rapidly when kept standing for any length
of time. It would not be possible for it to retain
its efficiency if it were to remain long on retail

shelves. Therefore I distribute my discovery by
parcel post only, shipping in every instance the same
day the liquid is compounded.
Naturally the ingredients that go into a product of
this kind are very expensive, and for a time we had
to sell Hairgro for much more than we do now. But
it has had such a remarkable reception from men and
women everywhere, and so many thousands who tried

it once continued to order time and again, that now
volume production enables us to offer this remark-
able hair grower and revitalijer at a new low price.

—

$1.87. Never before have we offered this product at
such a price and it is only by selling in tremendous
quantities that we can afford to do this now. There
is no better time than the present to start the use of
Hairgro. In the fall and early winter the productive
glands in the human body are functioning at their
fullest efficiency — and Nature will cooperate with
Hairgro to the utmost in yielding the finest results
for you.
Whether your hair is thick or thin, whether it is just
beginning to fall out or is practically gone, don't
put off relief another day. Just so the roots of your
hair are not entirely dead, Hairgro will soon stimu-
late the hair to healthy, normal growth, do away
with dandruff, stop itching scalp and help you keep
a handsome, healthy head of hair all your life.

Send no money—just mail
the coupon

There is no formality for you to go through; no "red
tape" or long delay. I do not even ask that you
send any money. Just fill out and mail the coupon.
In a few days the postman will bring your bottle

—

and then simply deposit with him $1.87 plus a few
cents postage. Then your hair worries are at an end.
If Hairgro does not do all we say it will; if it does
not quickly stop falling hair, make your hair much
thicker and better looking; if it does not eradicate
dandruff and stop itching scalp—then the cost of the
treatment is on us. Merely return the unused por-
tion and we will cheerfully refund the purchase price.
But don't put it off. The longer you wait, the hard-
er it will be to get your hair back in perfect shape.
Falling hair is the forerunner of baldness—and onco
the roots of your hair arc dead it will be too late.
Don't take a chance; don't put it off. Act now and
save your hair and good looks! Mail the coupon
today.

M. J. McGowan, Chief Chemist

McGOWAN LABORATORIES
CHICAGO

| — — - - —C U P N— —

J
The McGowan Laboratories,

I
710 West Jackson Blvd., Dept. 133, Chicago, HI.

- Gentlemen: I am willing to let you prove, at your
" risk, that Hairgro will stop falling hair, thicken
I and revitalize it, eradicate dandruff, stop itching

I
scalp and promote general health of my scalp and

I hair. You may send me a bottle at once and when
| it is delivered I will deposit with the postman

I
$1.87 (plus a few cents postage). It is understood

I that if I am not delighted with results in every
| way I may return the unused portion and you will

I

refund the purchase price.

' Name „
I

I Address
i NOTE: If likely to be out when postman calls,

: you may remit $2.00 and Hairgro will be sent
' postpaid.
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Unsightly Hairs
Banished

Thru Dr. Irwin's Remarkable
Home Treatment for the

Removal of Superfluous Hair

Objectionable hair on face, neck,

arms or legs can now be removed

—

in an amazing, scientific way that

safely destroys the growth. No elec
tricity, no muss, no bad odors, no unbearable

pain. You simply spread a soothing balsam

over the unwanted growth, and in a jiffy,

every unsightly hair lifts right out—leaving

the skin adorably smooth and white!

This new discovery has been perfected

after years of research by Dr. F. C. Irwin,

prominent physician. It is not simply a

"surface" method that removes hair tern-

porarily. It actually discourages any re'

growth of hair. The whole process is quick

and .simple—absolutely safe and harmless

—

almost as- easily applied as cold cream.

FREE Book Explains All

Send for interesting booklet and full de-

tails of Special Introductory Offer. No obli'

gation— write TODAY! F. C. Irwin, M.
D., Dept. 812, 730 Fifth Ave., New York.

YOU Can Easily Learn to Draw
This Amazing Quick Way

No matter if you never touched a drawing
pencil in your life—no matter how little appar-
ent talent you have—you can now become a
"big-pay" Commercial Artist — quickly and
easily. This is through a remarkable home-
itudy method which has taken all the "grind"
out of learning to draw and reduced the cost to

only a few cents a day.

Send for FREE Book
Just printed—a new book that tells all about

the tremendous demand right now for good Art
work, and gives full details of this quick easy
method of learning to draw. Tells all about
students—their successes—what they say—ac-

tual reproductions of their work—and how they
earned big money even while learning. Write
for this Free Book and details of Special Free
Offer. Mail postcard or letter now.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
torn S8I2-C. 1 1 f 5 - 1 5th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Some New Films—from page 40

fresh, wit-h a half wistful appeal masked by
a typically youthful brazenness. He's no
great shucks as an actor, but it's pleasant to

watch him, and he'll probably develop.

The Keeper of the Bees

ONCE there were two Irishmen, Pat and
Mike. And Pat says to Mike "You're

an Ay Pay Ay." Mike didn't reply, but
when Pat recovered consciousness—

-

Well, in the case of this picture, I'm
playing the role of Pat and Gene Stratton

Porter's admirers will undoubtedly be Mike.
For Mrs. Porter had that faculty of arous-

ing an almost fanatical admiration for her

works in the hearts of her fans, and here I

have to go and face these rabid devotees

with a few unkind words about their idol.

"The Keeper of the Bees" is full of
laughs, many of which were not foreseen

by its producers. It starts well enough
with a plot which promises to be absorbing,

if a little depressing; but pretty .soon the

drama, not to say tragedy, is laid on with
a shovel and the audience was almost liter-,

ally pushed across that thin line which
marks the division between the sublime and
its opposite. The complications in the plot

are so unusual as to be bizarre in the ex'

treme, and one of the unintentionally fun'

niest things I ever saw in a picture was the

wording of a telegram which almost bent
backward in its effort to reveal something
and still keep the next step a mystery.

There were a number of very good points

about the picture, however, in spite of its

deficiencies. The scenery is beautiful, the

acting of Robert Frazer is exceptionally fine,

and little Gene Stratton, granddaughter of
Mrs. Porter, gives a remarkable perform-
ance for her age. Clara Bow has only a
"bit," but she manages to make it out'

standing.

I hope the last few remarks will save me

from the unadulterated wrath of the Porter

fans. From what I have seen of the author*

ess's works, they are the kind that you
either take or else leave severely alone, and
I happen to be one of the unfortunate
few who can't "see" them. But just to be
on the safe side, so that I won't be reduced
to a total wreck some dark night, I'll qual-

ify all that I've said above by the statement
that "The Keeper of the Bees" is a very
worth-while picture—except for its plot!

The Calgary Stampede

Long about this time every year the

news reels give us fleeting glimpses

of the hard riding and bronco busting at

one of the rodeos held in Cheyenne, Pen-
dleton or similar wild west places. But in

all the years that I've seen these things in

news reels, I've never been able to get

enough at one time to satisfy—until I saw
"The Calgary Stampede." The last reel or
so of this picture is devoted to the yearly

round-up at Calgary and shows daredevil

riding, busting, and bulldogging at its

thrillingest. This is one of the grandest

last reels ever canned, so full is it of excite-

ment and good comedy.
The film as a whole is far above the

standard of the usual "western." The plot

isn't any too new, but it's well handled both

by the actors and by the director. Hoot
Gibson is the star; his work is convincing,

and how that lad can ride! The others,

including Virginia Brown Faire, do well

enough, and a young lady named Ynez
Seabury makes a distinct impression in a

small part. The story keeps your interest

well up for the first four or five reels

—

and then comes that last one which ends it

with a bang that you won't soon forget.

If you like excitement, by all means see

"The Calgary Stampede."

Stepping Out With
lovely ever since she came from Paris, and
she had on a frock at the dinner party

that I am sure would simply have screamed
if its wearer had dropped a single tiny bit

of the bourgeois corned-beef on its silky,

aristocratic surface. But of course she

didn't. Nazimova never does a clumsy
thing.

Norma and Constance Talmadge were
there, and Agnes Ayers, Sadie Burt, Jerry

Miles, Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle and a lot of

other people. And Lew Cody is the most
delightful host in the world.

||f Nazimova doesn't stop, she is going to

ruin completely her reputation as an
exotic lady. The truth of the matter is,

she is becoming an out-door girl. And
what is even more damaging to an exotic

reputation, she is becoming domestic!

Just like a sweet neighborly soul in

Buckram Center, Mme. Nazimova with her

own fair hands made a heaping platter of

wonderful Russian salad, which she brought

over to Kathleen Clifford's Cat Party. And
she didn't stop there, either. She helped

wait on table at dinner, too. The dinner

was served on small round tables in the

pretty dining room.
Priscilla Dean affected to think that

Nazimova was a bad waitress, and ex-

claimed saucily, "What kind of service is

this?"

Whereupon Nazimova responded: "Well,

I expect to break every dish in this house

before I leave!"

Patsy—from page 43

"These so-called Cat Parties are becom-

ing entirely de-natured," Patsy confided to

me. "There was a time, you know, when
it was much better to be present than to

be virtuous, but now-a-days pussy's claws

are all clipped. But honestly, I think it is

nicer this way."
Kathleen Clifford is a most engaging lit-

tle hostess. She is all over the place, like

a dancing sunbeam, and if you don't have

a good time at her parties, you'd better send

for a doctor, that's all. She has a most

amusing line of chatter, and when the girls

began to talk about diet—as they always

do, where two or three screen actresses are

gathered together—she told us that she had
composed a song to "Calories."

Senora del Rio was there, and danced

for us. Ever so many girls had been danc-

ing, but oh, dear, as Patsy said, we didn't

feel we had really seen dancing until she

stepped for us. Mrs. Del Rio—her first

name is Dolores—is the pretty Spanish girl

whom Edwin Carewe brought back with

him from Mexico, you remember. She was

married when fifteen to Senor del Rio, who
was present at Kathleen's party, and who
seems to worship his lovely wife. Of
course Senora del Rio wears her hair long,

and may she never dare to bob it!

Paulette Duval still wears her tresses

long, too. She wore a new green beaded

gown from Paris that was simply a dream.

It had a wide flare of lace at the bottom

of the skirt and there were special satin

trousers to wear with it, below which were
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AreYou Afraid
To Love?
Is Life a Mystery

To You?
Has true love come into your life— or didn't you
recognize it when it came ? Are you afraid now
of the baffling, perplexing mysteries of sex re-

lationship ? Are you discontented with the stupid

lies and furtive ashamed answers the world gives

you in place of the naked, fearless truth you
desire? Do you want some safe, sane, unashamed
advice on sex questions? Do you hesitate asking

your doctor certain questions? Then clip the

coupon below, send it today without any money
and in a few days you will receive the most start-

ling surprise of your life.

Is spooning danger-
ous? Does a petting
party stop with cr.

kiss? At last the
question answered.
See "Safe Counsel",
page 199.

Life's Mysteries Revealed
YOUR QUESTIONS — all of them, the most intimate—

all are answered in simple, straightforward fearless

language. Here are the real facts about the so-called

mystery ofsex—thethingsyou shouldknow about YOURSELF,
about YOUR BODY, your DESIRES and YOUR IMPULSES.

At last a book has been published that digs into sex matters

without fear or beating around the bush. This startling 512

page book, "Safe Counsel", written by Prof. B. G. Jefferis,

M. D. Ph. D. and Prof. J. L. Nichols, A. M. contains just

the information you want. You will be amazed at its frank-

ness. Words are not minced. "Polite" phrases are forgotten

—the right word is used in the right place. In this remark-

able volume are answered all the questions that brides want
answered on the eve of their weddings—that youths ap-

proaching manhood demand of their elders— that married

people should know. The naked facts are told. Ruthlesslyl

Daringly! But truthfully

!

"It flight Have Been Prevented
9"

How pitifully often do we hear this pathetic phrase. Glorious young
lives are wrecked by ignorance and falsehood. Innocent children suffer

as a result of prudishness and "modesty." We think we are an en-

lightened, civilized people—but we will continue to be in the dark ages
until every adult knows the truth about the functions and purposes of his

body, and about that great powerful invisible force, the Life Urge.

Would You Like to Know:

The Truth At Last!
Safe Counsel contains nine startling sections : 1. The Science ofEugenics;
II. Love; III. Marriage; IV. Childbirth; V. Family Life; VI. Sexual Science;

VII. Diseases and Disorders; VIII. Principles of Health and Hygiene;
IX. The Story of Life. Here are just a few of the subjects discussed—
Love, Anatomy and Physiology, A Word to Maidens, Maternity, Parental

Influences, Change of Life, Impotence, Fighting Modern Evils. Y<5u

owe it to yourself, to your happiness and your health to read this

wonderful book.

Nobody can escape sex problems. Men and women—rich and poor—all

face the sex question. Do not let ignorance blight your life. Do not

allow fear and superstition to mar your happiness. Knowledge will

free you— give you security, self-confidence and courage to face life

without the shadow of fear and doubt threatening your peace of mind.

Send No Money—
Simply Mail the Coupon

Ignorance perverts the mind. Don't stay ignorant any longer. " Send for

this invaluable book today—and settle your problems now.

Just clip the coupon. Send it in today. No money is required. In .a
few days when the postman brings you Safe Counsel" (in a plain

wrapper) you can pay him $1.98 and postage. If you are not thoroughly
satisfied after examination, return the book and we will refund your
money. Send the coupon immediately. Mail it today to the Franklin
Association, 186 N. La Salle St., Dept7103,Chicago.

•—The secrets of a happy mar-
riage ?

—The mistakes every couple
should avoid?

•—What true love really means?
—How to perpetuate the honey

moon?
—Law of mutual attraction?
—If continence is desirable?
—How to control your impulses?
—Answers to sex problems?
—Dangers of ignorance?
—Advice to the newly married?

—Signs of excesses?
—What every girl should know?
—The reasons for marital un-

happiness?
—How to hold your husband a

love?
—The prevention and cure of

social diseases?
—Mistakes often fatal?
—Ethics of the unmarried?
—What every young man should

know?
—Advice to expectant mothers?

FRANKLIN ASSOCIATION
186 No. LaSalle St., Dept. 7103 Chicago

Please send me your amazing 512-page book, "Safe Counsel'* in a plain

wrapper marked ' 'Personal." I will pay the postman $1.98, plus postage,

upon arrival. If I'm not satisfied, I'll return it within 5 days and you

refund my money.

Name

Street
or R.F.D.-

These arejustfew of the questions answered truthfully and
authoritatively by "Safe Counsel'

City. — State- -

(Price outside U. S.—$2.22 cash with order)

C. O. D. shipments are often delayed. If you want to be sure of
getting book sooner, send cash with order
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HAS NEW HAIR
KOTALKO DID IT

Mary H. Little has luxuriant hair now.

Tet for years, her head, as she describes it, "was as
Dare and shiny as the back of my hand."
When Mrs. Little's hair began to fall, she tried to

stop it by using various shampoos, oils and lotions, but
her hair continued to come out until she had lost all.

She perseveringly continued trying to get new hair.
She consulted a specialist but no hair came. Her only
Uope seemed to be in having a wig.

Luckily she learned about Kotalko, and used it.

Watching in her mirror she saw hairs developing.
Faithfully she applied Kotalko and the hair continued
to grow. It became long, strong, and silklike. The
likeness above is from her photograph.

Men also who were bald-headed for years report new
hair growth by KOTALKO. Many testimonials from
axen and women.

You may buy a full-size box at the drug store
under money-refunded guarantee, or send coupon for

FREE Trial Box
tf you have dandruff, or are losing hair* or if you are
nearly or entirely bald.

KOTAL CO., B-539, Sta. L., New York
Please send me FREE Proof Box of KOTA1KO with
directions and book.

Name-

Full Address..

FREE!
14-Kt. white gold-lilled wrist watches,
or beautiful men's watches, dinner
sets, cameras, bags, silverware with-
out a penny's cost to you, for de-
voting a few hours of your spare
time in selling our delicious high-
grade candy to your friends and
acquaintances.

Write to-day for our FREE Pre-
mium Book, giving full information
how you can secure one of these
line gifts.

REPUBLIC TRADING CO.
25 W. Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

IMake
$25°2

perdaywritesD.c,BedQiam

FREESAMPLES
Sell Marllsnn "Better-Made" Shirts for
Larsre Manufacturer Direct to wearer,

fto capital or experience needed. Many earn $100.00
weekly and bonus. Write for Free Samples.

MADISON MILLS MFGRS, S64 Broadway, New York
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the longest silk stockings that silk stockings

could be without becoming actual tights.

She said in her funny English that she had
bought the stockings on Forty-Tooth Street

in New York.
Ruth Roland was there, and told how

she had come home that afternoon to find

that her colored maid had been using up
all Ruth's best bleaching cream in an effort

to get her face white.

Romance was just rife at Kathleen's

party. First Douglas Gilmore, a charming
young film actor who lately left the stage

for the screen, let us into the secret that

he is engaged to Renee Adoree, Tom
Moore's lately divorced wife. He is very
joyful about it, too, and I think they are

both darlings, so I hope they will" be
happy.
Then Kathleen herself admitted that she

is engaged to marry M. P. Illitch, who is

vice-president of a Los Angeles bank.
And then came the greatest excitement

of all, for Mary Aitken admitted that she

was married to Edwin Carewe, and that she

had been ever since she went down to Mex-
ico with Claire Windsor and Bert Lytell,

when the last two' were married. It is whis-

pered that the stork is on its way in the

Carewe family, and that Mary and Edwin
are very happy about it. Mary told me of
the lovely new home she and Mr. Carewe
have just built in Beverly Hills. She is

working hard furnishing it, and expects to

be thoroughly learned in regard to period
furniture when she gets through.

Bebe Daniels ran in very late, still in her
golf togs, which she had been wearing all

day.

"Honestly, dearie, I think these Latin
actresses are going to run away with the
films, just as the Latin actors did," sug-
gested Patsy as Bebe and Dolores del Rio
began singing a little Spanish song to Bebe's
accompaniment on the banjo. "Maybe
they'll run away with all the men, too.

Don't you see how all the male contingent
is flocking around them tonight?"

Speaking of Bebe reminds me that
breakfast riding parties seem to be all

the rage just now. Bebe Daniels gave a
charming one the other Sunday. Everybody
went horseback riding early in the morning
and came home about one o'clock to a buf-
fet breakfast.

Bebe had put up a joke on Kathleen
Clifford, who is very tiny, you know.
When Kathleen arrived, she found a don-
key, all duded up in a silver-mounted,
carved leather Spanish saddle and bridle,

awaiting her. Kathleen pretended she had
been expecting that kind of a mount, and
turned the joke by mounting him and mak-
ing Lew Cody get on the animal behind
her. The party rode up into the Holly-
wood hills, and though that doesn't sound
like a stunt, there are some narrow bridle
paths. Everybody who went came back to
Bebe's house furiously hungry. The guests
included Lew Cody, May Ayers, Julia Faye,
Kathleen Clifford and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Borzage.

ANOTHER new kind of party that is be-
coming the rage is an All-Hands-Help

party, when everybody gets in and helps in
preparing the food, serving and cleaning
up. These picture .stars seem to have so
much pep that they never are tired.

Eileen Percy told me of a party she gave
not long ago, at which, though she had a
servant or two in the house, Norma Tal-
madge insisted on helping set the table and
making the salad, and Nazimova cleared
away after dinner and helped put the kit-

chen to rights!

It was at Claire Windsor's Cat Party that

' Mary Pic\ford in "Scraps" sets

Dempsey a good example.

I heard that. Of course Claire couldn't to

save her soul give a really catty Cat Party.

She is so genuinely sweet, she insisfs on
finding excuses for everything everybody
does.

I forgot to say that the men come late

at these Cat Parties. So it wasn't until

after the Hollywood fights—these parties

are always given on fight nights when the
boxing matches are held—that Bert Lytell

came home.
Norma and Constance Talmadge were

present, both looking unusually pretty; and
Lena Basquette, who has lately returned
from New York, gave us a thrill with her
dancing. Everybody tried to dance the
Charleston, and some of them could.

Where two or three film actresses are

gathered together, there is always a Charles-
ton contest on instanter. Lena Basquette
did it with frills, Norma Talmadge did it

daintily, Constance declared she couldn't
do it at all; Priscilla Dean put in a lot of
flashy steps, and Ruth Roland danced it

nicely.

Sam Warner came in and he let Lena
Basquette dance the Charleston with him!
That is, Lena held on to him, while she
did the steps, and Sam shuffled his feet a
bit.

"Of course it is very nice to see the men
come in," said Patsy, "but after all, dearie,

there has been such a lot of clever, bright
talk, and so much fun, that we didn't feel

that we needed them particularly, did we?"

One of the nicest Montmartre parties
given lately was a luncheon given by

Mrs. Clarence Brown.
Mrs. Sam Goldwyn—professionally Fran-

ces Howard—was there, and she is keeping
as sylph-like as all the others, although she
declares she is permanently out of pictures,

and is glad to be merely a happy wife.

4
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How Bashful BiU"Became Williai

The Conqueror"
By FRANK
J. MONTREY

<t7t yOU can't scare me, Mr. Brooks; when

jf you deliver the goods according to specifica-

tions you'll get paid. All your threats do

not mean a thing to me. Good bye."

We sat stupefied. It was "Bashful Bill" talk'

ing. No one in the office had ever before heard

him say anything except "Yes, sir," or "No,

sir." He never before had spoken loud enough

to disturb a jack-rabbit. Yet here he was, flinging

defiance at the President of a big manufacturing

company who pounded his fist on the desk and

bellowed until we thought poor Bill would die of

fright.

Instead, "Bashful Bill" was as cool as an icicle.

He never batted an eyelid. He was as firm a«

the Rock of Gibraltar. That was the first indica»

tion we had that something had happened to Bill.

Bill Acquires a Nickname
Bill had been with the firm for about ten years.

He was just a clerk, getting about $25 a week

—

and didn't seem to care as long as he wasn't

bothered. Everybody liked him because he was so

quiet, and peaceful. In fact, most of us used to

"pick" on Bill, and he stood for all our joshing

good-naturedly. The truth is, he was so bashful

that he was afraid to open his mouth.

One day the Chief hired a new secretary—one

of those peaches-and-cream blondes who was as

good at heart as she was to look at. Well, Bill,

who hardly ever looked at a girl, fell hard. He
SW8 madly in love with Miss Gifford, and she

seemed to like him, too. But Bill blushed like a

fire-engine every time he passed her desk, and was

so rattled when he spoke to her that his sentences

were all mixed up. She felt sorry for him

—

and so did we. It seemed that our little office-

romance was going to fall through because Bill

was so confoundedly self-conscious. We began

to talk about him as "Bashful Bill." Then one

day—but I'm getting ahead of my story.

Bill Goes on a Vacation

Last June Bill went on his vacation. The day

he came back no one noticed any change in him.

If we had paid attention, however, we would have

discovered a new glint in his eye, a new firm-

ness in his speech, and a new characteristic about

his pose. His shoulders were squared for battle;

his chest and his chin stuck out as if to challenge

the world; he walked with a positive, springy

step, and he jumped at his work with a vim that

made us feel that he'd had a wonderful vacation.

Then —- we heard him talk to the President of

that corporation — and we knew Bill had changed.

Bill Conquers—Himself

From that day on, "Bashful BiU" became Wil-

liam the Conqueror. He had conquered himself.

Next he conquered his job, and the job ahead,

and the one ahead of that. In a few months Bill

was given one of the most responsible positions

in the office. It seems now that he's headed for

the top. And he's conquered Miss Gifford, or I

miss my guess. We all respect and admire Bill.

He has lost none of his good nature, none of

his charm. But we don't fool around with him

any more. He's too important!

How It Happened
No one ever dared to ask Bill what made the

change in him. But one Saturday afternoon, after

everyone had gone home, I discovered a book on

his desk. It was entitled "The Cure of Self-

Consciousness." Realizing that I had probably dis-

covered Bill's great secret, I glanced through the

book. It was thumbmarked, and the lines
.
were

underscored, and Bill had made marginal notes,

so I knew he had spent many an hour with it.

Before I realized it, my watch said "six o'clock."

But I certainly never spent time more profitably.

A Prove-It-Yourself Offer

I sent to the publishers for the book and studied

it. It was written by an English psychologist,

James Alexander, who studied and analyzed the

causes of each type of Self-Consciousness, and then,

learning the causes, devised simple, easily followed

exercises that permanently remove any form of Self-

Consciousness. I advise every girl—every man, too

—who is made miserable by attacks of self- con-

sciousness, to read every word of "The Cure of

Self-Consciousness." It is simple and direct and

as easy to read as fiction; it doesn't preach; it is

as straightforward as a physician's advice about a

bodily ailment. It tells you just what to do, and

how to do it, in order to free yourself from this

trouble and be natural, free, happy and easy. And
no one need ever know you are practicing the

simple exercises!

So remarkable is this work, in its effect on those

who read it, that the publishers make an unheard-of

offer. You can send for "The Cure of Self-

Consciousness"; (it is in three handy-size volumes,

and costs only $2.85); you can read it, and begin

trying Mr. Alexander's simple directions as to how

to cure your form of self- consciousness, whatever

it is. And if, within ten days, you don't see a

marked improvement in the way you meet and

talk with other people, return the books and your

money will be refunded in full. Mail the coupon

or a letter now to the publishers.

ROBERT K. HAAS, Inc.

Suite 1812 218 W. 40th St. New York

Robert K. Haas, Inc., Suite 1812

218 West 40th St., New York

Please send me, for 10 days' examination, Mr.

Alexander's "The Cure of Self-Consciousness," in

three handy-size volumes. I will give the postman

$2.85, plus postage, on delivery. If, after reading

and studying them for 10 days, I want to return

them for any reason whatever, you agree to refund

my money.

Name

Address

City State
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Swordsman—Lover

debauchee!
Artist Supreme in Gold and Silver

Here is your chance to own the
unexpurgated Autobiography of

Benvenuto Cellini

You have read something of this

extraordinary man, friend and boon
companion of Michael Angelo—
protege of many Popes— duelist,

carouser, perfect artist in metals,

sculptor of Hercules in marble and
bronze, and designer of the great
"Medusa" which has thrilled genera-
tions of artists.

Read Cellini's own life, as he tells it

himself, his pen freed from all mod-
ern inhibitions.

Live with him through hundreds of
extraordinary escapades, where life

hangs on the nickering flame of a
candle, or is staked on the toss of a
coin. Sit in his studio while he

' models the grim features of Gesar
Borgia, or the gracious limbs and
throat of the frail Bona Roba of
Florence.

Go with him to that amazing party
in honor of Michael Angelo, where
each guest brought the most beau-
tiful girl he knew, and where Cellini

snatched the prize by introducing a
boy in women's robes, his hair
dressed by the waiting lady of a
queen.

All this in one handy
454-page volume

Old-fashioned editions of this master
work, by no means available in all

libraries, comprise two or three
bulky volumes. But now you may
have it in a single beautiful book,
complete and unexpurgated—just as
it came from Cellini's pen.

Joseph Schildlcraut as Cellini and Nana
Bryant as the Duchess in the

play, "The Firebrand."

buckling romance and one of the

world's great autobiographies— all

in one book.

The "Firebrand"

You have seen, perhaps, in New
York, "The Firebrand," a popular
play with Benvenuto Cellini as hero. Not
only in drama has this amazing book been
immortalized, but even on the operatic

stage. A vivid picture of the most vivid

period in art, and in social and political

history. Everything Cellini did or failed

to do during his long life is crowded, as

jewels into a treasure vault, into this

flashing volume.

Are you interested in Art? Here is a price-

less manual of the age of Michael Angelo.
In History? Here are Italy and France

from 1500 to 1562
pictured by one who
swung a sword with his

own hand in the sack of

Rome. In Sociology?
Here is the XVIth cen-

tury, violent and licen-

tious, lived before your
very eyes. In Literature?
Here is a masterpiece of

narrative, written by a
braggart and a murder-

Another er, a sculptor and mu-
Reynolds Book sician.

SEND NO MONEY!
This is another Reynolds book. At your
book store. If not in stock, we will send
you this new edition for one week's free
examination. At the end of one week,
return it or remit the special introductory
price, of $3.00.

Be prompt. Only a few hundred
copies are on hand; send this cou-
pon now, today, before you forget
it or mislay it. Why not tear
it off and mail immediately^

This i s Cellini's
Masterpiece; the Fam-
ous Rospigliosi Cup.
Reproduced by courtesy

of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art.

REYNOLDS

PUBLISHING CO

250 Park Ave.

New York

To the

REYNOLDS
PUBLISHING

CO.. 250 Park Ave-
nue, N. Y. C.

Here's a book everyone should own.
A medieval history, an interpreta-
tion of the Renaissance, a swash-

Send me. without expense or
obligation for FREE examina-

tion, the new edition of Benven-
uto Cellini's Autobiography. I will

keep it for one" week. I will then
remit $3 and keep the book, or I will

return the book to you and not be obli-
gated in any way.

fair.
NameijIrs _

I Miss

<C May Allison and Ian Keith
in "Viennese Medley."

"But I notice she isn't 'eating with her
meal,' as the girl in 'The Green Hat' said,"
remarked Patsy.

Madge Bellamy came in awfully late, and
said she knew that she deserved only a
finger-bowl. We accused her of having
lunched with her current admirer, whoever
he is, and she exclaimed, "Do I look that
mussed up?"

CIRCUS parties were the order of the day
lately. I think every film star in the

business turned out for Ringlings. A lot

of them, for one thing, know that charming
little May Wirth, who is such a wonder at

horse'back riding.

In one party that Patsy attended were
Marshall Neilan, Seena Owen, Julanne
Johnston, Bobby Agnew, Mae McAvoy, and
Robert Leonard. Of course Marshall Nei-
lan had to tease the elephants, and he says
that he won't dare to go to the next circus

for fear some elephant may be there that

remembers him, while naturally the ele-

phants have the advantage as all elephants
look alike to him.

Julanne Johnston said she didn't remem-
ber ever having tasted such good pink lem-
onade; and the party fairly raided the high-
power peanut wagon.

Two Paramount Prodigies
{Continued from page 41)

Iris had to go home the next day with-

out meeting him, but she remembered ' his

name
—

"Buddie" Rogers.
Today, three years later, Iris Grey and

"Buddie" Rogers, thrown together again
by one of those freaks of circumstances
that do happen, are working day by day
toward screen .stardom as two of the Para-
mount Junior Stars, members of the Para-

mount Picture School, Inc. Good friends

now, with mutual Kansas acquaintances to

talk about, they laugh about the dance
where they did not meet.

But no time now for reminiscences; mo-
vie ambitions exclude almost everything

else. For ten hours a day, there are lec-

tures, exercise, and actual practice before

the pitiless camera that picks out the de-

fects in the Juniors' acting and shows them
up on the screen.

But although these two young Kansans,
Iris Grey from Wichita, and Charles Rog-
ers from Olathe, have for the past three

months been plunged into the high-strung,

clattering environment of the huge Para-

mount Long Island studio, they are still the

same persons they were back home. Neither
has lost the fresh, you^ly a nappy wile.



FREE
SURiiENLAN
7Pieces
Genuine
Cut Glass

As an extra special offer to those who hurry their order for the 77-
piece combination outfit offered below, we shall include in addition,
absolutely free, this entire 7-piece set of GENUINE CUT GLASS
Pitcher of 2 qt. capacity and 6 tumblers of 9 oz. capacity. Each
piece is pure, sparkingly clear, thin and dainty. Hand cut decora-

toons consisting of large floral design with appropriate foliage.
Useful for wateror other beverages ; set makes ahandsome display
with your other glassware. A limited number given FREE—as an
introductory offer during this special sale. Send coupon today
while this offer lasts.

Com
bmation^||pl|
Outfit ^jj
Consists of: ^
44- Piece Bluebird Dinner Set gateiv
tinted design of Bluebirds and foliage in natural colors. Each
piece is twice fired and has a snow flake white glaze of great
brilliancy which cannot craze. The set consists of 6cups, 6 sau-
cers, 6 dinner plates, 9 in. diameter; 6 fruit saucers, 6 in. diam-
eter; 6 oatmeal nappies, 6 in. diameter; 6 salad plates, 6 in.
diameter; 1 meat platter, 10j£ in. long; 1 round vegetable dish,
9 in. diameter: 1 cream pitcher, 1 pt.; 1 sugar bowl ana
cover, (2 pieces); 1 butter plate; 1 utility bowl, 1 pt.; 1 pickle
£ish, 6 in. in diameter. Each piece has a dainty blue edge
and is beautifully shaped.

OC PI«w><* C:l„.. C.i A silver service of Sheffield
fcO ricCe Oliver Jcl Plate that will give years of
satisfaction. A pleasing pattern and popular polished finish.

Each piece heavily silver plated. Set consists of 6 knives, 6
forks, 6 tablespoons

(
6 teaspoons, 1 sugar shell, 1 butter knife.

Packed in a convenient flannel roll as illustrated.

7 PieceTablecloth and Napkins t£bfl
cloth 60x60 in. and 6 napkins, 18x18 in

.
, made of strong, durable

linen finished cotton in pure Bnow flake white that will launder
beautifully. All edges neatly scalloped withoverlapped stitch in
blue. Both tablecloth and napkins have handpainted design of
Bluebirds andAppleBlossoms in theimatural color, absolutely
guaranteed fast colors. Harmonizes perfectly with dish set.

And remembers—The 7-Piece Genuine Cut Glass Set is
FREE, if you send at once. Shipping weight of entire

outfit about 60 lbs.

Order by No. G8498A. $1.00 with coupon;
$2. 00 monthly. Total Price $19.90.

Sree Bargain Catalog of Home Furnishings on credit sent
with or without order. See coupon.

A sensational offer—to show how Straus & Schram smashes the spot cash price while

giving almost a year to pay! Here's an outfit of 77 pieces, things you need and use in
your household every day—and a 7 piece set of Genuine Cut Glass FREE, if you order now—at a price

you could not equal in your home town. We'll ship this complete outfit—84 pieces in all—direct to your
home on 30 days trial for only $1.00 down. Examine the quality, the beauty, the durability of each piece.

Then compare prices—see how much more the local dealer asks for cash. After 30 days trial and use, if

you're not delighted with the bargain, send the outfit back and we'll refund your dollar plus all trans-

portation charges you paid. No obligation—not one penny of risk to you!

If you decide to keep the outfit, start paying only
$2.00 a month until you've paid our rock bottom
price—only $19.90 for the entire 77 piece outfit with,
the 7pieceCutGlassSetFREE. 84pieces in all—only

$19.90—and almost a year to pay! Where else can you find a bargain like that and on such liberal terms?

$222 a Month

Send Coupon

We have made up only a lim-

ited number of these combi-
nation outfits for this special

sale. Send the coupon quick,

while this offer lasts. Only
$1.00 deposit brings the out-

fit on 30 days' trial. Satis-

faction guaranteed or your
money back. (Wedonot
ship C.O.D.)

Schram, 5S, Chicago, 111.

Straus & Schram, Dept. 2149 Chicago, HI.

Enclosed find $1. Ship special advertised 77 piece Combination Outfit,

with 7-piece genuine cut glass set FEEE. I am to have 30 days free

trial. If I keep the Outfit, I will pay you $2.00 monthly. If not satis-

fied, I am to return the Outfit with the 7-piece cut glass set within
30 days and you are to refund my money and any freight or express
charges I paid.

77 piece Combination Outfit, No. GS498A, $19.90.
7-Pieces Genuine Cut Glass FREE.

Street, R. F. D.
or Box No

Shipping
Point

Post Office State—
ifyou want ONLY our free catalog I 1

of home furnishings, mark X here I—

I

J
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From Drudgery to
$3800.00 a YEAR
for-DRAWING

Just a few years ago Lloyd Shirley had a
small-pay clerical job with no future. It

was drudgery. He liked to draw, but could
not quit and go to art school. One day his wife
read a Federal School ad, and sent for "Your
Future," telling about the Federal Course.

Mr. Shirley enrolled, studying evenings. In
just a few months he accepted a position

as artist for a paper company, at a better

salary. He's been climbing steadily since

—read his letter

:

"I feel as though my old days of drudg-
ery were a bad dream. Now I am earning
$3800.00 a year and I have just started.

This commercial drawing is work I love

to do. If it had not been for the oppor-
tunity of studying art in my spare time,

and the kindly interest of the Federal
faculty, I would never have gotten out of

the rut I was in. The practical, thorough,
short course I took with the Federal School
made my success possible."

Send for " Your Future "

Mr. Shirley is typical of hundreds of Federal Stu-
dents who have gotten out of the rut, doubled
and tripled their incomes in a short time. If you
like to draw, and have a little

ambition, read "Your Future"
and find out what amazing
progress you can make viith
the right art training. Use the
coupon now.

Commercial Designing
184 Federal School Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

I enclose 6c in stamps for "Your Future."

Present
Age Occupation-

Name..
Write address plainly in margin.

CALLOUSES
Quick, safe relief for callouses
and burning on bottom of feet.

At drug and shoe stores everywhere

DzScholVs
Put one on—

the pain is gone

SuperfluoujIIAIR'allGONE

Forever removed by the Mahler
Method which kills the heir root
without pain or injuries to the
ekin in the privacy of your own
homo. We teach BeautyCulture.

Send today 3 stamps for
Free Booklet

O.J. MAHLER CO., 232-B Mahler Parf Providence, R.I.

SCREENLAND
sessed the night of that dance. Maybe
that's why visitors so often ask their studio

guides, "Who's that beautiful girl there,

the one with the sparkling brown eyes?" or

"See that black'haired lad who looks so

wholesome, who is he?" Maybe, too, that's

why all the employes at the studio, from
the directors to the "props," know "Miss
Grey" and "Buddie" and hope with them
that the officials of the school will see fit

to give them contracts at the end - of the

term.

Rogers is making his youthful twenty
years in a small town count for something
in the school. (Olathe, his home town,
boasts a population of 4,999 now that Bud-
die is in New York.) He was just one of

the students until one day the Juniors were
allowed to select their own roles and cos-

tumes for practice scenes. "Buddie," who
is far shrewder than his naivete indicates,

made himself up in a Charles Ray part as

a boy from the country, and walked away
with first honors.

The same winning personality that made
"Buddie" Rogers one of the most popular
youths on the Kansas campus is still shin-

ing in the studio. Whether he's practicing

an emotional scene, or, at the noon hour
after lunch, tooting on the trombone he
brought with him from the orchestra, he's

always smiling. Even if the scene demands
a ferocious frown, if you know "Buddie"
you know that not far underneath the
scowl lurks the smile that will soon break
out.

The Olathe kids who nicknamed "Bud-
die" did a good job.

Miss Grey is unlike Rogers, however, in

finest Quality

STlk
Bloomem

' Margaret Quimby has what is scientifically

\nown as "Comeangitme Eyes."

Tositively the most wonderful
value that has ever been 'of-

fered to lovers of luxurious silk

underwear ! Beautiful Luxor Sill;
|

Vest and Bloomers, lustrous,
heavy, finest quality, perfectly
tailored, retailing in the best
5th Avenue Shops at $3.85, now
only $2.75 for both. In white.
Mesh, pink and orchid. This special introductory
good for a limited time only. Order NOW!

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
When lovely Luxor Rayon Silk first appeared, a few

months ago, there was universal astonishment that a
material so handsome and durable could be sold at so
low a price. That is the wonder of Luxor.
SEND NO MONEY. Just fill in and mail the coupon,

checking the wanted colors and size, and the two gar-
ments will be sent you by return mail. Pay the postman
only $2.75, plus the few cents postage. If you are not
uei'tcctly delighted, return these suits within a week, and
your money will be immediately refunded.

Just Fill In and Mail This Coupon

J
LEEDS SALES CO., Dept. 712

I
562 Fifth Ave., New York City.

Gentlemen:— Please send me one set Luxor Rayon Silk
I Vest and Bloomers White p Flesh Peach Orchid I

r- fvpst 1 will Bay the postman only
I Size if""-.-"-" $2.75, plus the few cents post- i

I /ruoomeis
age if not delighted in every 1

I way, I shall return these garments within a week I

I and my money will be refunded.

I Name I

I Address I

ml

If

PERSONAL
Appearance
is now more than ever
the key note of success,
both in social and bus-
iness life. Bow-Legged
and Knock-Kneed men
and women,both young
and old, will be glad to
hear that my new ap-
pliance will successful-
ly straighten, within
a short time, bow-
leggedness and knock-
kneed legs, safely,

quickly and perma-
nently, without pain,

operation or discomfort. Worn at night. My new
"Lim-Straitner", Model 18, U.S. Patent, is easy to

adjust; its results will soon save you from further
humiliation, and improve your personal appearance
100 per cent. (Model 18 is not like old-fashioned
6plints or braces, with bothersome straps, hard to
adjust, but a scientific, modem device of proven
merit, used and recommended for the last 3 years
by physicians everywhere.)

Write today for particulars, testimonials and my
free copyrighted physiological and anatomical book
which tells you how to correct bow and knock-kneed
legs without any obligation. Enclose a dime for postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
1327, W. U. Building Binghamton, N. Y.

PLAY AT ONCE
OR SEND ITBACK!
No knowledge of music necessary. No
lesBons. No practice. JAZZ CLARI-

NETTE has sweet jazzy tone,
e for dances, parties, enter-
tainments. Special Offer:

n Songs—jazz.old-tima
favorites—FREE with

each order. (Repa-
*

—

price ofeonga
Real musical instrument:
a toy. 13 in. long. Don't seno*
a penny—just name and addres;
On arrival of Clarinette and 87 f

songs deposit with postman our bar-
gain price of only $2.48 plus few penmt_
postage. Satisfaction Guaranteed or de-
posit money returned. Big ^
musical Catalog free with
each order. Send today!
FERRY & CO.

Dept. 7149. Chicago I

alone £2.00-)
Played by

.young and
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Use These New Secrets

of Powerful Speech
To Win Popularity,Money, Success!

.-i , _ L t ml wi'll nml-e ftnrl ntVlpr nrnfRfisi f)ll al rjeOT)le. but
No longer is there any mystery to the

art of public speaking—and how to talk

cunningly. No longer is it necessary for

any man to be held back by the handicap

of ineffective speech. Smashed by actual

proof in thousands of cases is the old

tradition that "Only a few are born witn

the natural gift of forceful speech." Now
it has been conclusively shown that seven

men out of every nine have this "hidden

knack"—and that a few scientific princi-

ples, easily learned by anyone, develop this

"hidden knack" into a potent force which

can be used to bring amazing salary in-

creases—popularity—success—the greatest

reward that the world has to offer.

See How Easy It Is

College education or previous training is not

needed. Right in your own home, in 15 minutes
a day, you can learn these secrets of powerful
speech, as they are given to you by a man
known throughout the world for his successful

experience in teaching public speaking. The
knowledge that he gives yon is more than train-

ing in speech. These little secrets are principles

that have been applied by men of prominence in

gaining the things that every ambitious man or

woman is striving for. They are the things that

cause one man to rise from an obscure position

to the head of a great corporation; another,

from the rank and file of political worker to real

prominence; and ordinary trades union member
to the national leadership of great labor unions;

—a timid and retiring man to develop into a

popular and much applauded after-dinner and

banquet speaker. They are secrets that will make
you the ready speaker and conversationalist un-

der all social or business conditions.

What 15 Minutes A Day
Will Show You

How to talk before your club or lodge.

How to address board meetings.

How to prcpose and respond to toasts.

How to make a political speech.

How to tell entertaining stories.

How to make after-dinner speeches.

How to converse interestingly.

How to write letters.

How to sell more goods.

How to train your memory.
How to enlarge your vocabulary.

How to develop self-confidence.

How to acquire a winning personality.

How to strengthen your will-power and am-
bition.

How to become a clear, accurate thinker.

How to develop your power of concentration.

How to be the master of any situation.

„nd other professional people, but those who
have felt the handicap of bashfulness, self-

consciousness and ineffective speech. Men who
have millions have sent for this book. It may
prove to be the most important step in your lite

when you send for it.

Mail Coupon for Free Book
Mail the coupon immediately. Find out for

yourself the secrets that have helped timid, back-

ward men into successful positions. Find out if

you are one of the seven men out of every nine

who have this "hidden knack," and learn how
you can use this talent to gain the things you
want. It gives you many hints on how to over-

come stage fright, How to speak before Club or

Lodge, How to Sell, How to act as a Toastmas-

ter, How to persuade—by simply spending 15

minutes a day in the privacy of your own home.

Mail the coupon immediately.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
Dept. 6329, 3601 S. Michigan Avenue,

Chicago, Illinois

1
Free Test To Prove You
Have This Hidden Knack
An amazing book has been written which en-

ables vou to decide for yourself whether you have

this "hidden knack"—whether you possess the

qualifications that will make a leader in business

—an effective public speaker—and how these

little secrets can be used to bring out your latent

ability. This book is primarily intended not only

for those who have realized the importance of

being able to talk effectively, such as lawyers,

North American Institute,

I Dept. 6329, 3601 S. Michigan Ave.
' Chicago, Illinois.

I Please send me at once your free book "How to |

Work Wonders With Words." It win enable me -

I to decide for myself whether I am one of the seven

men out of every nine who have the hidden knack

| of effective speech. I am not obligated.

1

I City
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The Tiller Shoe
DANCING FLATS for STAGE AND

STREET WEAR
Writes the famous John Tiller: "Mr. Barney is the only

American manufacturer who has been able to mate shoes
that can standup under the ha rd wear given by Tiller girls."
This special dancing flat- -leather lined, hand turned, cot-

ered heels--now obtainable for general use onstage orstreetl
Write for Catalogue W — MAIL OliDElt our special!?
Mailed CO. D. — satisfaction guaranteed - on receipt of foot outline.

BARNEY'S
Retail Store:
233 W. 42nd ST., N. Y.

Mail Order
304 W. 42 St.
NEW YORK

Patent Leather
A— Bl. &W. Kid

Sizes 1 to 8
mHT (PC Bl. & W. Satin

Widths 4 to "TC^^^S" B/ tD«J W.&Pink CanvasWidths A to I, —™B Tu Split Fiber Soles,
Aluminum taps $2 extra; $1.50 extra

ONLY
ONE TO

EACH PERSON
Fleur D'Or (Flower of Gold)

PARFUM EXQUISITE

To Introduce this most delightful of all flower
essences,we offer a large, imported, novelty vial
filled with this echo of a golden flower garden,
for the insignificant sum of 25c—to cover pack-
ing and mailing costs ! Each Fleur D'Or contain-
er is a hand-blown vial of a fairylike delicacy.
Even the stopper is protected by agolden screw-
cap. Ideal for carrying wherever you go , . •

and a lasting golden odor not soon for*
gotten. Get one full $1 size vial of
Fleur D'Or for 25c -- 35c if out-
side U.S. Additional vials at
full price. Sendyourtri-
al order now ! Send
this ad, 25c, your
name and address. „

MAISON D'OR — Pnr/umers
147 Fourth Ave., Desk II, New York City

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makea them ap-
f>ear naturally dark, long and
uxuriant. Adds wonderful charm,
beauty arid expression to any face.
Perfectly harmless. Used by millions
of lovely women. BLACK orBROWN,
obtainable in solid form or water-
roof liquid. 75c at your dealer's or

__rect postpaid.
MAYBELMNECO. CHICAGO

SGREENLAND

Fat-Reducing Gum
The "Chew-and-Grow-Thin" Sensation!

Send 25c or $1 for trial box, our
guarantee and diet suggestions.

PEPGIVING CO.
100 Greenwich St., New York

SEND NO MONEY
.32 Caliber
MILITARY

*JM5 AUTOMATIC
Super automatic like those

used by German military officers. Extra
magazine free. Never before this was any

32-Cal. Automatic like this offered CO 4.C
at this price iPO.TO

Here Is a
hand ejector
that has thorn
all beat. Not
to be compared
with other guns at this
price. Best obtainable
and guaranteed to Are
accurately. Shoots standard ammunition.
Solid frame swing out cylinder. Best blue
steel. New 1926 models just arrived. Order
now. 32.20 or 38 cal Only $9.65

1926 Model new .25 cal. automatic, a regular beauty,
shot, blue steel, a bargain for only $6.45.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Pay on

delivery plus postage. SEND NO MONEY. All guns
use standard ammunition. UNIVERSAL SALES CO.
259 Broadway, Dept. 51 New York, N. Y.

.

Roy D'Arcy as Paul, the villain,

in "La Boheme."

the parts she seems best fitted to play. Her
best portrayals, thus far in the practice
scenes, have been when she was given a
chance to express her naturally graceful, yet
vivacious, dignity. In spite of her infec
tious laugh, there is a seriousness about Iris'

spirit in the school that shows she appre'
ciates the tremendous opportunity that she
has in being one of the sixteen pets of the
Paramount studio.

For three years, Iris studied with the
Denishawn dancers at Los Angeles, and for
several months was in vaudeville with a
singing and dancing act. Thus she knows
that the path to theatrical fame—whether
on stage or screen—is no smooth one, easily
negotiated. That's "why she's working hard,
why she has entered into the program of
the school so wholeheartedly, why she has
been able to maintain her vibrancy through
the long, work-filled days.
And both these enthusiastic young Kan-

sans become serious when they can be
drawn into a discussion of their futures.
They realize that they are gambling six
months' hard work against a step toward
success. They knew the Famous Players'
Lasky Corporation, which sponsors the
school, has guaranteed contracts to none
of the Junior Stars, and that if they do win
the coveted places in the Paramount stock
company, it must be through undivided ef'

fort toward that one goal.

Nothing Could Stop

These Daughters
{Continued from page 29)

But that was a start, and after Vera
thinned out and grew up into a slender,
dainty young lady, Father looked at his big
girl and knew there was none so beautiful,

none with such marvelous prospects as his

grown-up baby; and mother relented, feel'

ing sure that her daughter would be sue
cessful at anything, and just hoping and
praying that the road wouldn't be too hard
nor the way too long. Because, as Mrs.
Reynolds says, mothers are made to smooth
out the roads and hold tired heads close;

that Vera is now so happy is the greatest

happiness her mother could have.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
The Muscle Builder

Get Off the Earth
And Let a Real Man Do Things
That's what the big, robust two-fisted fellows of

strength, muscle and health are saying to the weak-
ling — the weak, narrow-chested chap with the
shifty eyes, who cannot concentrate and who just
cannot carry on in this battle of life, where only
the strongest survive.
Look here, young fellow, just sit down and think

this thing over. Are you going through life taking
orders and obeying the commands of the other fel-
low? Do you want to be stepped over and left
on the bottom of the pile with the ringing cry
In your ears "Qet Off the Earth."

DEAD OR ALIVE
Do you awake in the morning with, the dread of the day's work ahead

1

of you and after managing to perform your duties, you go trudging
home with drooping shoulders and dead tired—good for nothing but the
bed, OB—

Do you awaken fully refreshed, tickled to death to be alive t Do'
you spring out of bed thrilling with vitality and anxious and ready to*

meet your responsibilities with that spirit that "cannot bo beat"! That's
livingl

Let me repair that body of yours. 7 am a muscle luitder. I build
energy. I make go-getters, I make live he-men. *I will clear your brain

and put that healthy sparkle in your. eye. \ Then you can tell the whole
world you will come out on top" when it's all over. Before you realizo

it, people will begin noticing you. They won't pass you by again. Oppor-
tunities will spring up and you will start climbing' the ladder of success.

I will make you a big, broad shouldered, two-fisted fellow who gets there.

Everyone will like you. Only the fellow who is alert, wide-awake, gets the
opportunities. Your abundant strength and thrilling vitality will stimulate
your ambition and fire you on until you arc bound to success.^

HEY — WAKE UP
* How do you expect to go through life half dead, half alive—d sort

of "half-man," who cannot stand out from the crowd f Come on, straighten

those shoulders, broaden that back'. Do something to fill out that suit of
yours—GET SOME MUSCLE. In thirty days or even less I guarantee

to add one full inch to your arms, yes two more inches to your chest.
Not only that but you will begin to live all over again. You will 'breathe
deeper, sleep like a rock, enjoy every mouthful of food you cat. You
will feel and act. altogether like a new person and that's only the begin-
ning. That's where you start. Prom then on you will enjoy the work.
Your progress will amaze you. You will wonder why in the world yon
have been asleep so long. And remember, fellows, I absolutely guarantee
to do these things for you and guarantee them in the fullest sense of the
word. You will feel like shouting to the whole world—'II am a man arid
I can prove it."- What do you sayf Do you want to go on dragging
yourself about or do you want big robust life which is a real he-man's
body and powerf Are .you with me fellows! Hot dogl Let's go.

Send for my new 64-page boolc

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
It contains forty-eight full page photographs of myself and"some of

the many prize-winning pupils I have trained. Some of these came to

*ne as pitiful weaklings, imploring me to help them. Look them over now
and you will marvel at their present physiques. This book will prove

an impetus and a real inspiration to you. It will thrill you through and

through. '.All I ask is ten cents to cover cost of wrapping and mailing

and it is yours to keep. This will not obligate you at all, but for the

sake of your future health and happiness, do not put it 'off. Send

today—right now, before you turn" a page,

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 5812 305 Broadway New York City

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 5812, 305 Broadway, New Yorlc City

Dear Sir:—I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me, without any obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscu-
lar Development." [Please write or print plainly.

3

^CITY STATE
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I Was Afraid of This
New Way to Learn Music—-Until I Found It Was Easy As A-B-C
Then I Gave My Husband the

Surprise of His Life

"l-NON'T be silly, Mary. You're

\J perfectly foolish to believe

you can learn to play music by that

method. You can never learn to

play the piano that way . . . it's

crazy! You are silly to even think
about it."

"But Jack, it's . .
."

"Mary, how can you believe in

that crazy music course. Why it

claims to teach music in half the
usual time and without a teacher.

It's impossible
!"

That is how my husband felt when
I showed him an ad telling about a
new way to learn music. He just

laughed. His unbelieving laughter
made we wonder. I began to feel

doubtful. Perhaps I had been too
optimistic—perhaps enthusiasm and
the dream of realizing my musical
ambitions had carried me away. The
course, after all, might prove too
difficult. I knew that I had no spe-
cial musical talent. I couldn't even
tell one note from another—a page
of music looked just like Chinese to
me.
But how I hated to give up my new

hope of learning to play the piano. Music
had always been for me one of those
dreams that never-come-true. I had longed
to sit down to the piano and play some
old sweet song ... or perhaps a beautiful
classic, a bit from an opera, or even the
latest jazz hit. When I heard others
playing, I envied them so that it almost
spoiled the pleasure of the music for me.
For they could entertain their friends and
family . . . they were musicians. And I,

I was a mere listener. I had to be satis-
fied with only hearing music.

I was so disappointed at Jack. I felt
very bitter as I put
away the magazine con-

taining the advertise-

ihent. For a week I
resisted the temptation
to look at it again, but
finally I couldn't keep
from "peeking" at it. It

fascinated me. It told

of a woman who had
learned to play the
piano in 90 days! She
had mastered the piano
by herself, in her spare
time, and at home,
without a teacher. And
the wonderful method
Bhe ustd required no
tedious scries—no heart-

PICK YOUR
COURSE

MANDOLIN
DRUMS and
TRAPS

HARMONY and
COMPOSITION

SIGHT SINGING
UKULELE
PICCOLO
TROMBONE
HAWAIIAN
STEEL GUITAR

VOICE AND SPEECH CULTURE
AUTOMATIC FINGER

CONTROL
PIANO ACCORDION

less exercises— no tiresome practicing.
Perhaps I might do the same thing!
So finally, half-frightened, half-enthus-

iastic I wrote to the U. S. School of
Music—without letting Jack know. Almost
as soon as I mailed the letter I felt
frightened. Suppose the course proved to
be horribly difficult . . . suppose Jack were
right after all.

Imagine my joy when the course arrived
and I found that it was as easy as
A. B. C. Why, a mere child could mas-
ter it!

While Jack was at work, I started
learning. I quickly saw how to blend
notes into beautiful melodies. My prog-
ress was wonderfully rapid, and before I
realized it, I was rendering selections
which pupils who study with private
teachers for years can't play. For thru
this short-cut method, all the difficult, tire-
some parts of music have been eliminated
and the playing of melodies has been re-
duced to a simplicity which anyone can

follow with ease.

Finally I decided to
play for Jack, and show
him what a "crazy
course" had taught me.
So one night, when he
was sitting reading, I
went casually over to
the piano and started
playing a lovely song.
Words can't describe his

astonishment. "Why . .

.

why . .
." he floundered.

I simply smiled and
went on playing. But
soon, of course, Jack
insisted that I tell him
all about it. Where I
had learned . . . when

SAXOPHONE
PIANO
ORGAN
VIOLIN
BANJO
CLARINET
FLUTE
HARP
CORNET
'CELLO
GUITAR

I learned . . . how? So I told of my secret
. . . and how the course he had laughed at
had made me an accomplished musician.
One day not long after, Jack came to

me and said, "Mary, don't laugh, but I
want to try learning to play the violin by
that wonderful method. You certainly
proved to me that it is a good way to
learn music."

So only a few months later Jack and I
were playing together. Now our musical
evenings are a marvelous success. Every
one compliments us, and we are flooded with
invitations. Music has simply meant everything
to us. It has given us Popularity! Fun I

Happiness I

# * *

If you, too, like music . . . then write to the
U. S. School of Music for a copy of the booklet
"Music Lessons in Your Own Home," together
with a Demonstration Lesson, explaining this
wonderful new easy method.

Don't hesitate because you think you have
no talent. Thousands of successful students
never dreamed they possessed musical ability
until it was revealed to them by a wonderful
"Musical Ability Test." You, too, can learn to
play your favorite instrument thru this short-cut
method. Send the coupon. The Demonstration
Lesson showing how they teach, will come AT
ONCE. Address the TJ. S. School of Music,
32212 Brunswick Building, New York.
Instruments supplied when needed, cash or credit.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
32212 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Please send me your free book, 'Music Lessons in
Tour Own Home," with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane. Demonstration Lesson and particulars of your
Special Offer. I am interested in the following course:

Have you above instrument?

Name .'....„

(Please Write Plainly.)

Address

City State _

J
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No profession has such
avid readers as the theatrical profession.

They were among the first to appreciate
and enjoy BLACK OXEN. They are
among the first to appreciate and enjoy
THE CRYSTALCUPwhich they agree with
Mr. Kinsey ofThe Philadelphia Record
in calling better than BLACK OXEN.

"WithTHECRYSTAL CUP Gertrude Ath-
erton holds the title ofAmerica's great-

est living novelist. Her Gita Carteret
is the most unusual character of con-
temporary fiction and will be discussed.
The best of Mrs. Atherton's long line of
splendid achievements."

John Murray Anderson

"Mrs. Atherton at her best. THE
CRYSTAL CUP is the premier fiction of
the yean" Mctrgwerjta Sylva

"Mrs. Atherton has created in Gita
Carteret theseason' smostextraordinary
and daring character." Elsie Ferguson

7AJim.

_

"Gertrude Atherton has again accom-
plished the unusual. THE CRYSTAL CUP
isone ofAmerica' s finest and will top the
list of best sellers." Qeorge M. Cohan

"A story so splendidly told will attract
the reading public in large numbers."

David Belasco

LB.

"No recent fiction has impressed me
quite so much." Amelita QalWCurci

"THE CRYSTAL CUP is absorbing from
beginning to end." Frances Starr

"1 like THE CRYSTAL CUP." Elsie Jam's

$2.00

1EST48'-" STREET

iW YORK. N Y.

Mother Shearer gave up everything for

baby fingers. Norma wanted to be an ac-

tress— had wanted that career from the

time she was able to walk. And if that

was what Norma wanted, that was what
Mrs. Shearer wanted for her. She brought
her from Montreal to Hollywood. Days
were hard, and work scarce. But that

didn't matter. Norma wanted to be an
actress, and that was enough. I asked Mrs.
Shearer how she felt when the "break"
came— the "break" that gave Norma her
first big chance to become famous.

"I don't exactly know," she said. "I
guess I didn't quite realise what had hap-
pened. I had never for one moment

(( Betty Jewel did a part in "The New
Commandment" that won for her

the praises of the press.

doubted that it would come some time.

All mothers are like that— their children

are always the best. (Here Mrs. Shearer

looked cautiously around, pulled me closer

and lowered her voice to a whisper!) Don't

you think she's pretty nice yourself?

Wouldn't you be just as proud if you were

me?" she whispered.

You dear Mrs. Shearer, wouldn't I,

though! Wouldn't I just like to tell you
that I think one of the best things about

Norma Shearer is her own soft-spoken,

dainty mother!
I was looking over some old stills of

"The Little Princess" the other day, and in

one of them, sitting wide-eyed, in a little

white nighty, was Gertrude Short, a little

bitty kid. We had a good, hearty laugh,

and I asked Gertie how long she had been

in the movies.

"Oh, I can't remember that far back,"

she said. "I was only about six years old,

and. mother didn't like the idea at all. Do
you know who pleaded and pleaded with

her to let me be in the movies? Blanche
Sweet! She's my cousin— I've told you
that before, haven't I?— and Blanche in-

sisted until Mother let her precious only

baby start upon a career."

Gertie took another look at "The Little

Princess" still and someone from the next

room shouted in to know the joke.
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HowlWas Shamed
into Popularity/

For some reason I could never get out of

the wall-flower class. But one night I

had a bitter experience that changed
everything. Here's what happened.

\\ By James Preston

YQU know, I once thought nerve alone was enough
to get one by anywhere. That is, I thought so

till I met Olive. You never in your life saw two
people take to each other the way we did. It was
sheer joy to both of us just to be together. She
liked me a lot and made no secret of it, and—well,

I'll admit I tumbled pretty hard myself. If

only that dance party hadn't come along.

But dances are what parties are made for.

I sat out two or three fox-trots watching Olive

k spin around in the arms of other men. How
easily and gracefully they glided along. And
there I was, sitting back and letting these other

fellows monopolize the prettiest girl on the
floor. I felt like—well, you can imagine how I felt

!

I decided right there to take a turn with her myself.

7 Just a Poor Boob

f The fact that I didn't know how to dance well didn't mean
anything to me

—

then. It looked easy enough, and I thought
I could get by. So at the very first notes of the orches-

tra for the next dance, I swallowed whatever fear I felt,

and taking a hold that must have been screamingly
funny if it hadn't been so pathetic—I started what I

thought was dancing.

Wherever did I get my nerve? And A 32-page booklet and the free test les- They were—and the girls are only too
Where did that girl ever get her wonderful son came at once. The booklet explained glad to accept when I ask for a dance
patience? I must have stumbled twenty to me how easy it is to become a good now. I haven't known a lonesome evening
times—>and then in the middle of the dancer—that dancing is as easy as walk- since I mailed the coupon,
dance she winced with pain and stopped ing, once you know how—and how quickly Whether you've had an experience like
to rub her toes. : anyone can master the art. mine or not) take a tip from one who

"Jack," she said— her voice tried hard It showed me how, right in my owr knows, and avoid the possibility of em-
to be friendly—"Jack, let's not finish this room, without music or partner, and with barrassment. You can do it—anyone can
dance. I'm too tired anyway," she added, no one to watch me, I could learn to do do it—this easy, pleasure-giving way.
Struggling with herself to be nice to me. all the latest steps in a remarkably short jj as j Qe^ the free \y00]^ an(j
I guess I turned a million colors. Just time. It explained how the ability to test lesson and read them carefully. They

then I wanted the ground to open up and dance well gives poise and self-confidence can mean the difference between a life of
swallow me. It was quite a while before I m the presence of strangers—how it helps happiness, of friends, of good times—or
saw Olive again. to overcome timidity and awkwardness— a Hfe of misery, loneliness and monotony.
But that night I sat up and turned that hoY jt enlar

gf
one's circle of friends— Mail the coupon at once and enclose only

terrible experience over and over in my f^kes one ^come at every affair—and 25 cents to cover postage and mailing,

mind. And suddenly it dawned upon me brm
/

9
+

.

many hours of J ^8 fun and Don't delay it. Do it now. Address:
why I was so rarely able to make a date £00d tlmes

- Arthur Murray, Studio 521, 801 Madison
with the girls of my social set. With whaf j Leamed in Just a Few Avenue, New York City,

equal suddenness it occurred to me that
there was a remedy—a quick, simple rem- Moments
edy that I had read about time and again, Th ,

t f Tll
, I Arthur Murray, Studio 521,

yet never heeded. wwtt ~ - 1? JTV- ' +
course

i J-*** Madison Av£ N Yorfe c;' booklet was a revelation to me. But the I
'

A Free Booklet That Started free test lesson—well, What it did for me 1 Without obligating me in any way please send
x * v-^ uuuiviti x iiai uiai itu i

_ i me your Test Lesson and a copy of your beau-
o f

i *

d
amazes me yet when I stop to think of it. tifuiiy illustrated 32-page book, both free, which

OUmeilling J tried the Steps as explained and dia-
J

tells all about Arthur Murray's remarkable course

The very next morning I mailed a maga- grammed in the lesson and found that the I
in da

"f
in

g
and

,

"plains how it can make me a

^ * . . 5, . .
D

, ? , , , , j. , „ graceful, versatile dancer, right in my own home,
line coupon to Arthur Murray, America's hardest dance step took me only a few i without music, partner or private teacher. I

foremost dancing instructor, asking him minutes to learn. Was I tickled? I was |
enclose 25 cents to cover

1

postage and mailing,

for his booklet, "A Short Cut to Popular- ready to cheer! All I wanted then was i

ity," and the test lesson all entirely free, another chance to get on a dance floor. I
Name - —

Here was an easy, inexpensive way to find I could just imagine how surprised my
| Address

out whether I could learn to dance, and friends would be—for I knew that now I
learn in a few evenings. could show them a thing or two.

| ci ty .' state 1
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How To Develop

The Bust
There IS aWay!

•HIS BEAUTIFUL WOMAN learned the se-

cret. Her story is interesting. It will solve

your problem, no matter what your age or

the cause of your flat figure.

"It is almost two years since 1 first

used The K[ational. I am happy to say

that the results are permanent, for my
development is just the same and my
figure is even better than ever. I do
appreciate so much what the J^ational

has done for me. I have proven that

any woman can have a beautiful bust if

she will only use the Rational. Friends

envy my perfect figure."

How Dorothy Stahl brought her figure

back until it is even more perfectly

developed than ever, is what every un-

developed girl or woman will want to know.
If you wish to learn how she produced the beautiful development shown in her photograph, write

us at once. All this charm of perfect womanhood can be yours—all the beauty and captivaiing grace

that is your birthright—all the artful, delicate allurement that matts you first a woman—God's

Masterpiece—Man's Idol. You can be made perfect in your witching beauty.

This method is within the reach of every woman. It can be used in the secrecy of your own room.
. If not delighted with results in 30 days, your money is cheerfully refunded. There is no other

method as safe, effective, harmless and sure.

Send your name and address today, enclosing 4c stamps, if you wish this information sent under

sealed postage. We will send surprising photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlarge-

ment by this method, all sent under plain wrapper.

THE OLIVE COMPANY, Dept. 30,GLARINDA, IOWA, U.S.A.

TastChance/B^ra^A?!^
A wonderful value—
a 32'calibre automa
tic for only $8.35
Limited supply —
rush your order

today.

25 cal. Army Auto- &y r(\
matic .... $/.oU

German Luger, 30 c"v» m
cal. .... .

$22.50
Swing cylinder hand

ejector, 32-20 or <rit ac
38 cal $12.45

Break-Open Revolver,
32 or 38 cal. .

Send No Money
FRFF I

' Fountain Pen if deposit
" j I or more is sent with order

Pay postman plus postage on arrival

Money back if you're not
absolutely satisfied.

REPUBLIC TRADING CO.
Dept. 884, 25 West Broadway, N. Y.

$7.75

High Grade Knife *1<>q
REPRESENTATIVE wanted to Introduce novelty knlvea and razors.
Permanent employment
than $1200 yearly let
you bow to .

make more. IP

"HIS" Christmas Gift
INTRODUCTION OFFER. This full size
knife, with any desired deafen, mailed for $1.
Name and address added for 25 cents extra. Every

- man or boy will appreciate this beauti-
ful knife. Blades of finest steel.
Handles clear a s glass and
unbreakable. Length 3 1-4 in-
ches. Every knife guaranteed
perfect.
NOVELTY CUTLERY CO.
450 Bar St.t Canton, Ohio

Literary Assistance
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS, PUBLIC SPEAKERS.

Speeches, Orations, Addresses, Essays, etc., prepared to

order on any subject, $3 per thousand words. Manu-
scripts typewritten correctly for publication (with one
carbon copy) $1 per thousand words. Markets for

Llte7ary wares suggested.

F.B.CROSS. STUDIO, 4553 Emerson Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

BUNIONS.
PEDODYNE, the marvelous new Solvent, banishes
Bunions. The pain stops almost instantly. The Hump
vanishes as thoueh hy magic. THEN YOU WILL

SHAPELY FEJET.

SENT ON TRIAL
Son to have relief from Bunions. I want yon to
e pleasure of foot comfort. I will gladly ar-

range to send you a box of Solvent to try. Simply write
and say, ' 'I want to try PEDODYNE. " Address-
KAY LABORATORIES
186 N. La Sail. St.

Dent. N426
Chicago. Illinoia

Gertie wanted to ask me something. Did

I think her mother was sorry she had let

her be a movie actress, and was she really

a comfort to her mother the way all daugh-

ters should be?
Did ducks swim? Did dogs bark? Did

Gertie ever notice how her mother watches

her every move, listens to her every word
and glows at . even looking at her? Of
course she hasn't, because Gertie hasn't any

daughters of her own, but I know— I see

them walking on the Boulevard many times,

and if Gertie isn't the smartest, the best,

the sweetest, the cutest, the most talented

little girl in the .world, then somebody's got

to answer to Mother Short!

In the Philbin family, as in the Prevost

family, the men of the house objected.

Mere man dictating to the young ladies of

the day! And when Marie came home, an-

nounced she was playing a nice little part

with Mr. Mack Sennett, Father pulled down
his paper, took off his glasses, and laid

down the law. The same in the Philbin

family. Mary won a beauty contest in

Chicago, and Universal offered a contract,

but Father Avas firm, for a time. Then the

enemy was besieged, bombarding began,

and in the end kisses and hugs won out

C[ Charlie Ray and Pauline Star\e in

"A Little Bit of Broadway" which
Robert Z. Leonard made for Metro*
Goldwyn Mayer.

.

over fatherly objections. And the sly old

foxes, they both insist that their objections

were merely to make it more of a privilege

than it otherwise would have seemed!

What shall I say of Bebe Daniels, her

lovely mother and the Grandmother Griffin

who is with them day and night, Holly
wood or New York? For their care of

little Grandma Griffin, Mrs. Daniels and
Bebe hold a tremendously warm s_pot in

my heart. Everything is for Grandma.
The days of hardship are over—Mrs. Dan-
iels can tell you of those terrible, terrible

days when there wasn't a thing to take

away the pang that hits ? hungry stomach
—the days when there ws no carfare to
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Money Talks!
About 100,000 people have tried this

remarkable hair-growing method. Each

had the privilege of getting his money
back. Yet when the 30-day trial period

expired— only 3 out of every 100 asked

for a refund. And they got it instantly!

The same square guarantee is open

to you. No strings—no loopholes—no

alibis—no "ifs" or "buts" or "maybes"

—if my new method doesn't grow new
hair for you in 30 days—I'll send you my
check refunding every penny you have

paid and the trial will have cost you abso-

lutely NOTHING!

I GuaranteeYOU New Hair
In30 Dsys-OrlPayAll Costs!

By Alois Merke
7ounder of Famous Merke Institute

Fifth Avenue, New York

RASP this chance. Start now
and save yourself from the

Igedy of baldness. Let me prove
you—without a cent of risk—that

can grow new hair in 30 days

!

An Amazing Contract

io matter how fast your hair is

lg out — no matter how lit-

of it is now left—

=

matter how many
gatments you have
ied without results

-I absolutely guar-
ltee that my new

method will give you
new hair in 30 days
or the trial costs you
Jthing

!

Why I Make It

have found dur-
ig many years re-

search and from ex-

perience gained in

treating thousands of

cases of baldness at

the Merke Institute,

Fifth Avenue, N. Y.,

that in most cases of

Joss of hair the roots

jgge not dead — but
rely dormant.

RESULTS
Results Gratifying

"Ten years ago my hair started
falling. I used hair tonics constantly,

but four years ago I displayed a per-

fect full moon. T f.ricd everything

—

but without results. Today, how-
ever, thanks ^o your treatment I have
quite a new crop of hair one inch
long."—F. H. B.. New York.

Hair About Gone
"My hair has been falling for the

last two years and I had hardly any
more hair on the front of my head.
But since I started using your treat-
ment I am raising a new crop of
hair. Your treatment is best I ever
saw."—O. J. Northbridge, Mass.

New Hair Growing
"Results are v/onderful. My hair

has stopped falling out and I can see
lots of new hair coming in."—F. D.
R., Washington, D. C.

New Hair on Bald Spots
"I have used Thermocap Treatment

for 8 weeks and although the top
of my head has been entirely bald
for 6 years the results up to the pres-
ent are gratifying. In fact the entire
bald . spot is covered with a fine

growtn of hair."—W. C, Kenmore,
Ohio.

Can't Say Enough For It!

"Am glad to say I can see such
great change in my hair. Tt is grow-
ing longer and my head is full of
young hair that has made its way

It is uesless" and a waste of time

and money to try and get down to

these under-nourished roofs with the

average tonic or with -massages, crude

oil, etc., for such measures only treat

the surface of the skin.

My Method Gets
To the ROOTS

But my scientific system involves

the application of entirely new prin-

ciples in stimulating hair growth.

It penetrates below
the surface o f the

scalp and gets right

to the cause of most
hair troubles— the
starving, dormant
roots. It provides not

only an efficient way
of reviving and invig-

orating these inactive

roots, but of giving

them the nourishment
they need to grow
hair again. And the
fine thing about my
system is the fact that

it is simple and can
he used in any home
where there is elec-

tricity without the
slightest discomfort
or inconvenience.

No Cost If It

Fails

Of course there are.

a few cases of baldness that nothing' in the
world can help. Yet so many hundreds of
men and women whose hair was coming out
almost by "handfuls" have seen their hair
grow in again as the shrunken roots ac-
quired new life and vitality that I am
willing to let you try my treatment at my
risk for 30 days. Then if you are not more
than delighted with the new growth of hair
produced, write me immediately. Tell me
my system has not done what I said it would,
and the 30-day trial won't cost you a cent.

Free Booklet Tells All
The very fact that you have read this

announcement shows that you are anxious
about the condition of your hair. So why
not investigate? Find" out for yourself.
If you will merely fill in and mail the cou-
pon I will gladly send you without cost or
obligation a wonderfully interesting book-
let which describes in detail my successful
system which is growing new7 hair for thou-
sands all over the country. In addition it

' tells all about my iron-clad guarantee which
enables you to take
my treatment with-

out a penny's risk.

Clip and mail the
coupon today. Allied

Merke Institutes,

Inc., Dept. (5712, 512
Fifth Avenue, New
York City.

1 &>e

I
New

Allied Merke Institutes, Inc.

Dept. 6712, 512 Fii'th Avenue, New' York City

Please
your booi
the Mcrk

;end me without cost or obligation a ropy nf
, "The New Way to Grow Hair," describing
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FG J—Three per-
fectly matcht-d blue-
white iliamomis set
in beautiful hand
pierced mount-
ing; !8Kt. white
gold. Special price,

$36.75

FG2'—A t I t a c
tl v e bow - knot de-
sign ladies' ring ;

18Kt. White g^yld,

first quality blue-
white diamond. tSpe-
cial price. . ,$22.00

FG3 —.Daintily
pierced ladies' ring;
18Kt. wb-ite gold,
perfect cut blue-
white diamond. Spe-
cial price. . . $37- 50

FG4—W e d d I n g
ring; 18Kt. white
gold; hand engraved,
set with five gen-
ii in e b 1 ue - w h i te
diamonds. Sp-ecial
price . ^^$30.00

Sent

UXM
A

i
F
T
s

F85— Gentlemen's
newest style mount-
ing-; 18Kt. white
sold, Bret quality
blue -white dia-
mond; two blue sap-
phires. Special
price ..^ .$50.00

FG6—Popular hand
pierced ladies' ring;
ISKt. sold, set with
first Quality blue-
white diamond. Spe-
cial price. . . $65.00

FG7 — Ladies' ar-
tistically hand
pierced mount-
ing; i SKt. white
gold, fine duality
blue-white diamond.
Specialprice $50.00

iilnyJii

FG8—Binrier ring;
beautiful la ce de-
sign ; 1 SKt. w h 1 1 e
geld three ; matched
blue-rt'hite dia

-

m on ds, two 'blue
sapphires. Spe-
cial price. . . $42.50

FG9—A perfect cut FG 10—Scarf pin;
diamond set in la- 'solid platinum top,

dies' hand pierced finest Quality dia-
mounting; ISKt. mond ; ' beautifully

^

white gold. Special engraved; 14Kt. FG I I—Ladies" rectangular shaped wiist watch
price $11.75 white gold pin. Spe- f solid }4Kt. white gold; highest, grade 17 ruby

clal price. . . $27.50 and sapphire jeweled movement. Lifetime guar-
antee. Specialprice - $20.00

FGI2- veo blu
white diamonds set

in 18Kt. white sold,

mounting to resem-
ble two-carat - soli-

taire; sapphires on
sides. Spe c i ai

pi ice $57.50

blue-white diamond
set in :

Vi carat < up

;

l^i d i ea' engraved
mounting ; 1 8 K t.

white gold. Special
price ..... $75.00

hand pierced mourn
log; ISKt. • white
gold; large superior
quality diamond In
center, two diamonds
on side*. .Special
price .... $ 1 00.00

FG i 5— Oentli-men's
beautiful scroll de-
sign mounting of
ISKt. white gold;
hand pierced; gen-
uine blue-white dia-
mond. B p eel il
price $75.00

FG17—Solid platinum top bar pin: genuine French blue sap-
phire in center: two blue-white diamonds on sides; beautifully
fillgreed; 1 IKt. white gold pin. Special price. . . . . . .$33.00

FG16—-Genuine Imported black onyx
set with perfect cut blue-white dia-
mond: ISKt. »hHe gold pierced mount-
ing. Specialprice $18.75

FGI8—Beautiful 12 size thin model Elgin
watch; hand engraved case; guaranteed
twenty years. Hand lettered silver dial.

Special price $16.50

$2 Brings Your Choice
NO RED TAPE—NO DELAY
Simply send $2.00 and. your choice

goes to you charges paid. You
have ten days in which to de-

cide. Money back instantly if

you are not satisfied as to the

quality and value.

Ten Days' Free Trial

Send only $'2.00 and your choice

goes to you in handsome gift

box all charges paid. Guarantee
Bond attesting to quality and
value accompanies °ach shipment.

A Full Year to Pay

Simply send $2.00 and receive

your selection, all charges paid.

After trial pay balance m 12

monthly payments. 10% dis-

count for cash.

Free Koyal Xmas Catalog

The most complete Catalog

ever published of Diamonds,
' Watches, Jewelry, Silver-

ware, Cameras. Ivory Toilet

Sets, etc., sent FREE.
Prices from $5.00 to
$1000—quality the high-

est. Ten days' trial and
a full year to pay on
everything you order
from our $2,000,000
stock. Send for vonr
copy today. Dept. 1501

ROYAL DlAMONDeWATCH Co
170 Broadway New York,

(( "The Masked Bride" is Mae Murray
at her dancingest.

go to the next casting office; the days of

disappointing interviews; promises like bub'

bles—large and radiant one moment, broken

and gone the next. But it's all over now,

and when I meet Bebe's mother at the

Studio, I see the secret of her youthfulness

in the way she's living again her early

youth, with that Bebe of hers—that baby
who has lifted the burden and carries it so

fittingly for "Mother Mine."
Yesterday there was a party in Holly-

wood—a birthday party. There were so

many children there: William S. Hart, Jr.,

Gloria Lloyd, little Barbara Bedford Roscoe,

and many many more. A whole year has

flown, and Leatrice Joy the second is one
year old. I remember last year when she

was born, and I remember when Grandma
carried her to the studio at about six

months. Leatrice could never wait to leave

the "set" when the baby was at the studio.

Grandma relinquished her claim for a short

time, and Leatrice crooned such silly, funny
little nothings to that mite from out of the

Everywhere. Leatrice's baby is such a joy

—every Eve, from ten years on, dreams of

an armful like this little imp. She reads

you through and through with those great

brown eyes. I wish she belonged to me.

So what does it matter now that Mrs.

Joy didn't want Leatrice to leave New Or-
leans for the movies? What does it matter,

all the days before success, when hope was
slim and troubles many? All those things

are changed. There are two Leatrices to

be proud of instead of one. Before we
know it, the years will have flown along,

little Leatrice will be big Leatrice and:
"But Mother Dear, I \riow I would be

able to act, just like you! Can't I try?

Just once, Mother, please? I want to go

into the movies!" — it will be the same old

story!
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THE PUNCH OF
THE PROGRAM

PRESENTING

INTIMATE GLIMPSES
OF YOUFL

FAVORITE STARS

MEET YOUR SCREEN IDOLS SOCIALLY

SEE THEM AT WORK
SEE THEM AT PLAY

SCREEN
SNAPSHOTS

<

rTHE GREATEST SHORT SUBJECT OffTHESCREEN*

produced and distributed by
Columbia Pictures Corp.
1600 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Atlantic City, N. J.

On the Ocean Front
Fireproof

imencan and European Plans

ORCHESTRA
DANCING

GOLF PRIVILEGES
THERAPEUTIC BATHS

GARAGE

JOEL HILLMAN JULIAN A. HILLMAN
President Vice-President

C[ Lillian Rich is congratulating her Mala-

mute "Pudge" on presenting her with

five new puppies.

A P. S. from Bert Kay
Vivacious Bebe Daniels, beloved of the

Boulevard, is giving that historic thorough-

fare a thrill these days in her role of an

athletic girl. She has been winning all sorts

of tournament cups at the Rancho Country

Club with her golf. The statement that

she displays the best form on the links has

not been refuted.

Though I am supposed to stick to my
writing of the doings of the stars in the

cinematic heavens I cannot refrain from

including a scrap anent the banquet ten'

dered Harry Brand, president of the Wam-
pas, upon his return from New York re
cently.

And in his honor some of the biggest

people in pictures turned out to do him
honor at the function held at the Writers'

Club.
Lew Cody delivered the speech of wel-

come in French and talked with his hands
and feet for fully fifteen minutes. But
since press agents understand only Ameri-
can currency Donald Ogden. Stuart was
impressed into service as an interpreter.

When Lew was finally unwound Stuart

struggled to his feet and said:

"He says 'Monsieur welcomes Monsieur
Brand and hopes that he will stay as long

as men are created and remain free and
equal so that democracy will not perish

from the earth and states that in conclu-

sion he would like to know where the —
is."

* * *

Montague Glass related the following
anecdote in his native Arabic; a new Abe
and Ike story.

One pal from Palestine met another mo-
tion picture magnate on the street. The
word "fillum" was the only two syllable

word in their joint vocabularies.

Abe had been having stomach trouble and
was carrying X-ray plates of his gastro-

intestinal tract about with him.
He insisted upon showing them to Ike.

"Veil, vot iss it?" Ike asked after scru-

tinizing the shadowgraphs intently.

"Vy, dere iss my colon and dere iss my
semi-colon," Abe declared triumphantly as

he pointed excitedly to the plate.

"Veil," said Ike, "I can't zay it flatters

you."

Sale of Dresses
to Extra
Charge
For
Stouts

es

Just to make satisfied custom- J$
ersp you can buy both of these v2
wonderful dresses for the price
of one. Positively the biggest "3

bargain we ever offered. Both %
dresses are made of strong wearing fQ

i navy blue,wool-finished serge. One .

jeneil stripe in the new coat effect with side |
sash and button trim. Popular Peter Pan collar and tie r_j

["strings. The other is embroidered with silk and has
J*^turn back collar, tie strings and sash belt. Neat styles (14

^suitable for all figures and for year around wear, f*
UCCMII 11(1 MnUCV—jus* send letter now! When"hOCJW nil WlUnt S dresses are delivered pay mail- Bl
Wman only $2.98 and a few cents delivery charges. If not

satisfied we'll return your money. Isn't that fair?

NORMAN ROBERTS CO. Dept. 73-L- 199 CHICAGO

WASH AWAY

FAT
AND YEARS

OF AGE

WITH

La-Mar
REDUCING

SOAP
The new discovery. Results quick and

amazing—nothing internal to take. Reduce
any part of body without affecting other parts.

No dieting or exercising. Be as slim as
you wish. Acts like magic in reducing double
chin, abdomen, ungainly ankles, wrists, arms
and shoulders, large breasts or any superfluous
fat on body.

La-Mar Reducing Soap is sold by all good
drug and department stores the country over
on a money-back guarantee, or direct to you
by prepaid parcel post, if your dealer cannot
supply you.

Price, 50 cents a cake, or three cakes for
$1.00; one to three cakes usually accom-
plish its purpose. You will be surprised at
results.

LA-MAR LABORATORIES
558-D Perry-Payne Building Cleveland, 0.

A SUBSCRIPTION BARGAIN
Screenland 1 Value
Modern Priscilla I $6.00
Peoples Home

f
Our Price

Journal J $3.50
Send orders to Subscription Dept.
Screenland — 236 West 55th St.
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How Mrs. V. R. Sweet
Lost 40 Pounds-

She explains it below to every reader

overburdened with excess FAT
Wonderful French formula
works wonders even in most
stubborn cases of obesity—
NO DIETS-DANGEROUS
DRUGS OR EXERCISES.

Hundreds of letters of fat

people who have reduced
with SAN-GRI-NA tell the
same story as Mrs. Sweet, of
Albion, Idaho.

"I was able to take off several pounds
of fat . every week without any effort

or harmful effect—at the same time I

greatly improved my health—I ate all

I wanted, did not have to exercise or

take dangerous ' drugs and thanks to

SAN-GRI-JSTA my dream of getting

back to my normal weight is at last

realized.

"If you are a fat woman let me tell you what
to do : get a box of SAN-GRI-NA today, take
two small tablets before your meals and safely
lose a few pounds of excess fat each week
It took four boxes of SAN-GRI-NA to reduce
me of forty pounds—It made me look at least
ten years younger and entirely transformed
my health and appearance. I gladly give
my name to this letter because I am happy
to be able to help every fat man or woman
regain a slender, healthy, normal figure.

—

Mrs. V. R. Sweet."

NOTICE—SAN-GRI-NA is a scientific dis-
covery made up from the formula of one of
the best French medical authorities on obesity—It is guaranteed absolutely harmless and
not to contain dangerous drugs or chemicals— IT HAS REDUCED HUNDREDS OF

PEOPLE WHERE EVERYTHING ELSE HAD FAILED—SAN-GRI-NA is not a new,
untried or unknown formula—it was used for years in Europe by most reliable obesity
specialists with remarkable success. It has now been introduced in America and is sold,

by the leading druggists at a price within the reach of all.

If your druggist does not carry SAN-GRI-NA in stock he can get it from his wholesaler
or you can send a money order or check for $1.50 direct to Scientific Research Labora-
tories, 1841 Broadway, Dept. 356, New York City.

Comfort
withoutHOTEL

MARSEILLES JHH
Broadway at 103d St.

(Subway Express Station at Door)
NEW.YORK CITY

Near Riverside Drive'

Central Park,Theatres

and Shopping Sections

Singleroom, running
water $2.50

Single room and bath 83

Double room, bath $5 per day
Handsome suites of 2, 3 rooms

Dinner de Luxe $1.35 served
in Blue Room and Grill

Exceptional Orchestra

M. P. MURTHA, Mgr

They Are Making the

Movies Into Art
{Continued from page 27)

child is to die. Barrie didn't like that sad

ending for the screen. So he wrote a se-

,
quence which shows Cinderella back in her
dingy room, watering a plant. Instead of

a blossom, the plant bears a tiny figure of

Cinderella herself. It droops, apparently
dying, but as Cinderella waters it, the min'
iature figure raises its head and apparently
is coming back to life. It was not Barrie's

idea to tell whether or not Cinderella lived,

but simply to arouse in the minds of the

audiences the hope that she might recover.

The field from which symbols may be se-

lected is limitless. Among flowers, for in-

stance, the rose symbolizes beauty, the lily

purity, the violet modesty. Among animals

the lion stands for bravery, and there are

the innocent kitten or lamb, the motherly
hen, the vain peacock, the owl for wisdom,
the . deer for speed, the gazelle for grace,

the monkey for humor, the satanic serpent

and so on, almost every animal symbolizing
some trait or quality.

For nearly two thousand years the cross

has been the symbol of Christianity. Even
before that the Christians had their symbol
—a fish—derived from an acrostic of a

Greek word, the five letters of which were
the initials of the Greek words for Jesus
Christ, .Son of God, Saviour. We take off

our hats to the Stars and Stripes and we
stand when the National Anthem is played.

They symbolize our country.

Colors have become symbolic—white for

purity, red for passion and black for sin.

Music is often used to convey ideas. To
those who understand his music, Wagner
was one of the greatest of symbolists. Often
in picture theatres music is employed to an-

nounce or strengthen an idea. For instance,

in "The Covered Wagon," whenever the

orchestra started to play the "Covered
Wagon March," it immediately implanted
in the minds of the audience the picture

of the great wagon train, moving onward,
always progressing.

In '"Stage Struc\," which Gloria Swan-
son recently completed for Paramount, col-

or is used as a symbol, but in a unique
way. Miss Swanson's role is that of a be-

C[ William Powell has been selected for a

leading part in "Aloma of the South
Seas," with Gilda Gray.
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raggled little waitress in 'an Ohio river

town. She is ambitious to become an ac-

tress, because the flapjack turner in the

restaurant in which she works is partial to

actresses and she is in love with him. She
gets a chance, as she thinks, to become an
actress on a river show boat, but the man-
ager tricks her and her debut is a howling
burlesque. All through this part of the-

picture her life is drab and unhappy, and
all these sequences are in black and white.

But the beginning of the picture shows
her dream of being the world's greatest

actress, and the ending shows her happily
married to the boy, with a restaurant 'of

their own. The picture begins and finishes

color photography, the color symbolising
the happiness in the life of the girl.

In "The Last Laugh," the picture which
received so much praise recently, symbolism
was shown in the gorgeous uniform worn
by Emil Jannings as the old doorman. This
uniform, with its trimmings of gold lace,

symbolized not only to him, but to all his

friends and neighbors, the majesty of his

position as doorman, his importance in the
world. With it, he was a king among his

neighbors. Without it, he had no respect,

not even for himself.

In "The Ten Commandments" one sees
an enormous image of the Sphinx being
dragged across the sands of the desert by
hordes of sweating Israelites. One of the
human cattle falls and the image, weighing
many tons, moves relentlessly on, crushing
him to death under the wheels. Here again
is a symbol, the indication of the crushing
and grinding down of the Israelites in Egypt
by the Pharaohs.
One symbol which has been used many

times and which is always effective is that
of a dog howling outside a house. For
years this has signified death, and its use
avoids the showing of an unpleasant title

on the screen.

Still another use of a moving object to
lake the place of a written title was shown
in a recent picture by the employment of
a victrola. While the heroine was dancing
with the hero, the record whirled at top
speed, indicating the quick passage of time
when one is pleasantly employed. When
she was dancing with the man she did not
care for, the record barely moved.

These are only a few of the symbols
which scenarists and directors have origin-
ated, and the practise is growing day by
day, more and more ingenuity being dis-
played. And still even the best of the
modern symbolists is behind some of the
ancient ones.

Perhaps the finest piece of symbolic writ-
ing ever known is John Bunyan's "Pilgrim's
Progress." It is, as almost everyone knows,
the story of the progress of Christianity.
Bunyan, like many others, compared that
progress to a pilgrimage, but he discovered
innumerable points of similarity which
others had missed. Bunyan in this work
thought ;n symbols. He imagined quag-
mires and pits, steep hills, soft valleys,
gloomy castles with the courtyards strewn
with the bones of murdered prisoners, a
splendid city, wide and winding highways,
and, through it all, the straight and narrow
path, running up hill and down, through
the city and through the wilderness to the
Black River and the Shining Gate. Al-
though "Pilgrim's Progress" was first pub-
lished in 1678, it stands to-day as one of
the finest pieces of symbolic literature ever
written.

One cannot imagine the story of "Pil-
grim's Progress" being written without the
symbolism, and the same is true of Dante's
Inferno" and of the old morality play,
Everyman," produced comparatively re-

tly with good success. (Cont'd on p. 92)

A LovelyMarcel
m 5 Minutes
WitkThis *
Marvelous
Invention!
Whether you belong A
to the bobbed-hair bri-

grade or wear your hair

long, you can have a „
glorious marcel, the envy .of all, and snap it. It makes a beautiful and deep wave in a

your fingers at the professional hair dress- few minutes' time—needs no skill or out-

ers! The minute you have your own side assistance. It attains the right tempera-

"Superior"—the electric marcel waver we ture for the best results. It imparts an ex-

are telling you about—you are emanci- quisite wave of alluring loveliness, leaves

pated from the "tax" you've been com- thehair soft and lustrous—a glorious trans-

pelled to pay to beauty parlor hair dressers. formation into undulating waves and se-

Good gracious! Have you ever ductive curls of lasting beauty and charm.

stopped to figure up how much you can Olir Amazing Offer:
save in a year by doing your own marcel- ' ... ,

ling? Just sharpen your pencil and see! The Coupon below IS an out-and-

Enough to provide you with a lot of things out offer to let you try the "Superior

you would dearly love to have, that's sure! magic method without cost, for ten days

And on top of that you won't be tempted in the privacy of your own home. Send no

to neglect getting a marcel many times, money—just clip the coupon. The Waver
for "just one more day," because it's so is yours to use for 10 full days, without the

expensive. You will always have a fresh slightest obligation to keep it! Hand the

marcel and that confident feeling of look- postman a $3.9? deposit plus a few cents

ing your best every day in the week. when he delivers the Waver to you.

You'll, be Delighted! KeeP {t and use {t for 10 days—use
r-, . .

, , it yourself—let your friends try it—test
lo see how quickly, easily and in any way you wish. Then if you are not
beautifully you_can _dress your hair with perfectly delighted with the results, sim-

ply send it back to us in 10 days

and we will return the $3.95 de-

posit without quibble or question.

Fair enough, don't you think?

Say! You're going to be so
delighted with this waver — so

thrilled with the joy of having
your hair beautifully marcelled

every single day—so happy over
the money it saves you—that you
wouldn't part with the little

"Good Fairy" for many times its

cost! So clip the coupon now—

-

this Ulectnc Waver yet its all delight- while this low price, no money down introduc-
fully simple! You .simply attach the tory offer is in effect—and mail it TODAY!
Waver to an electric light socket and SUPERIOR ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CO.
marcel your hair just the way you want Dept. 27, 2208 Pine Street, St. Louis, Missouri

——— — — — — —Fill Out And Mail Now! — — — — — —
.^^^ SUPERIOR ELECTRIC PRODUCTS COMPANY,
SJilNO Dept. 27, 2208 Pine Street, St. Louis, Missouri

NIn Please send the STJPEKIOK Marcel Waver. I agree to deposit $3.05 (clus

L\KJ postage) with the postman when he delivers it. If I am not satisfied, I will

, ,„ . return the outfit to you within 10 days and you are to refund my money.MONEY-
Address

10 DAYS' Name ,

TRIAL City State

DIMPLES
It is amazing what a
difference dimples make.
Women appear ten years
younger. Plain girls

acquire a distinctive
charm. Men are fasci-

nated by their mis-
chievous beauty. Yet
dimples may be yours
now, for the DOLLT-
DIMPLER is a simple,
harmless device " that
quickly produces dim-
ples. Invented by a
woman. Patent applied

Used by beauty specialists
..^ jsed at home. Results positive,

nplcte outfit, including instructions for use, mailed sealed
Jin plain wrapper, for only $1.00 or sent C. O. D. for $1.25,

i

Sol
bV

on,y
Dolly Oimpler Co., "i^o.!.?*-.

|
[for—nothing else like it.

actresses. Easily t

ACTING PLAYS
For Amateurs ££S
Drills, Minstrel and Vaudeville Jokes and
sketches ; ideas for entertainment.

Send for Free Catalog
DRAMATIC PUBLISHING COMPANY
542 South Dearborn Street - CHICAGO, ILL.

MUSIC LESSONS FREE

You can read music like this quickly
IN YOUR HOME. Write today for oar FREE booklet.
It tells how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced players. Your
only expense about 2c per day for music and postage used.

AMERICAN SCHOOL of MUSIC, 36 Lakeside Bldg., CHICAGO



CREENLA N.D
of Studios

FOR

Dance for Happiness

New York

Phone BRYANT 8945

for

Modern Sensational
Stage Dancing
Stretching and Lim-

bering Exercises

143-5 WEST 43 ST.
N. Y.

East of Times Square

AURORA ARRIAZA

Spanish Dancing Studio
has removed to

1721 BROADWAY — NEW YORK
Between 54th & 55th Sts.

Tel. COLUMBUS 2384

VALODIA VESTOFF
MME. MIGHALOVA
CLASSIC CHARACTER ECCENTRIC
Ballets and Dances Created and Staged

Professional and Beginners'

136 W. 72nd St. ~ New York City
Phone Trafalgar 5636

EMETERIO GALI
Modern Argentine and French Tango

Simplified Method of Teaching
Calisthenics Acrobatic Spanish Ballroom

Lessons can be given at your
home and clubs.

STUDIO, 151 W. 57th ST., NE"W YOKK
Telephone, Circle 8495

CREO STUDIO
for

SENSATIONAL
STAGE DANCING
170 WEST 48TH STREET

NEW YORK
Phone Bryant 5156

J)

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes- every evening
Booklet on request Phone Academy 1581
2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

ENRICO ZANFRETTA, M. B.
1658 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Studio 610. Phone, Circle 0788.

Teacher of the Most Famous
European and American Celebrities.

Ballet, Character, Toe,
Deportment, Pantomime

BEGINNERS AND ADVANCED CLASSES.

New York

HERMANN & DEMUTH
SCHOOL OP ACROBATICS

1658 Broadway Phone
New York Circle 10319

HELENE VEOLA

1721

ARTISTIC
ACROBATIC

DANCING
Evening classes for business girls

BROADWAY Phone COLUMBUS 2384

CARTER-WADDELL
SCHOOL OF DANCING

For the Professional, The Amateur, and The Teacher.

18 West 72nd Street, New York
Tel. ENDICOTT 4188

LENORA All Styles

Dancing Taught
PUPILS PLACED

STUDIO 310 — 1658 B'way, N. Y.
Circle 3127.

LOUIS VECCHIO
The "Physi-Cultural" School

Dancing, Grace, Poise, Stage Arts.
"Physi-Cultural" Classes for girls exclusively.

$3 monthly.
1446 BROADWAY^, at 4:Lst St., N. Y CITY

RYAN-POTTER
specializing inTAP DANCING

andACROBATICS
1658 Bway, N. Y., Tel. Circle 3553

VESTOFF SEROVA
Russian School of Dancing

47 WEST 72nd STREET NEW YORK
Classes in Classic and Interpretive Dancing

— RUSSIAN BALLET SCHOOL —
Classic, Interpretive and Character

Dancing of All Nations.
ECCENTRIC and TAP DANCING
Day classes for children and adults.

Evening classes for Business Girls.
1658 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY CIRCLE 1307

GENRICK
VESTOFF

VINCENZO ROMEO
Director of Latest Spectacular Ballet

NEW YORK HIPPODROME— II YEARS
also CHICAGO GRAND OPERA CO.

330 WEST 42nd STREET NEW YORK CITY
Telephone, Lonnacre 9331

DON LENO Assisted
by MARIE LOUISE

ESTABLISHED 1905

Teaches Ballroom, Charleston. Tango, Stage, Toe, Classic
and Technique. Strictly Private. Formerly dancing
master of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to Rudolph Valentino by DON
LENO, also teacher of Mae Murray, Lillian Lorraine,
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor, T. Roy Barnes, Her-
man Timberg, Jimmy Hussey and others. Students
prepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville. Posi-
tions secured for graduates. Booklets on request.

117 WEST 48th ST. Bryant 1194 NEW YORK

JOE DANIELS
SCHOOL of ACROBATICS and STAGE DANCING

Correct stretching and limbering exercises for
modern sensational stage dancing. Dance Rou-
tines arranged and Vaudeville Acts staged.

1544 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Rehearsal Hall Telephone Bryant 6542

New York

JULIA HUDAK
formerly Premiere Danseuse

of the
MILAN GRAND OPERA
MADRID ROYAL OPERA
MONTECARLO CASINO

OPERA
CHICAGO GRAND OPERA
Class and Private Instruction

in Ballet, Character Dancing
and Pantomimic Art—Talent-
ed pupils placed.

CIin.DTtEN'S CLASSES
Special Course for Teachers.
Arranging Dances

Staging Ballets

Write for booklet.

PHONE CIRCLE 4251

1658 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK

EDDIE EVANS
STAGE DANCING]

and
ACROBATICS

313 WEST 46th STREET
Tel. Longacre 9089

DANCING TEAMS WANTED
FRED LEOUORNE
For Vaudeville, Hotels, Cabarets and Club Work.

specializing in forming teams, partners secured, dancej
arranged, teams managed and placed. Argentine tango.
Apache dance, acrobatic waltz Adagio, Whirlwind Onei
Step and Charleston. Routines arranged for beginners]
advanced and professionals. Special teachers' courrii
during August. Call, phone or write LEQUORNE
STUDIOS, 1658 Broadway, Room 607. Circle 793^

DE REVUELT (Mr. Mrs.)
positively teach TANGO, WALTZ, FOX-

4 TROT, CHARLESTON, ACROBATIC. Trial
4- two lessons, $5. Dance practice open (10-10).

f
Special courses for smart dancers

and professionals.

II W.86thSt., Schuyler963l or 59 W. 49th St., N. Y.

MME. REZZI
PRIVATE CLASSES IN

CLASSICAL TOE DANCING
438 West 23rd Street New York Cityi

Telephone Watkins 1892

Three Arts Little Theatre
Unexcelled for

DANCE REVUES
and ENTERTAINMENTS
Associated with the Theatre is the

Stage Career Agency
Combining Training, Engagement and Career
Direction in all Branches of the Profession.

Professional Dance Routines Arranged
and Engagements Secured

108 WEST 59th ST. NEW YORK
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Instm&ion
Dance for Health

Consult this Directory

for instruction in the

dances of all na-

tions.

Folk, military,

acrobatic, social

and fancy dancing

Dance for Strength

New York

STAGE DANCING
TAUGHT BY THE RECOGNIZED

SUPREME AUTHORITY

JACK BLUE
31-233 W. 5lst STREET CIRCLE 6136

JAG MAC'S
Famous School of Acrobatics
For the Development of all kinds of sensa-
tional Dancing. Personal instruction for
every pupil.

223-225 West 46th St., New York
'Phone CHICKEKI5TG 3127

Important Notice!

ALBERTINA RASCH, Inc.

Dance Studio

113 WEST 57th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Tel. Circle 8232

SPECIAL OFFER
To enable us to discover some new
talent which we can use in our
various Companies, we have or'

ganUed a special BEGINNERS 1

CLASS, in addition to our regU'
lar classes, which meets:

Monday
Wednesday at 7:30 P. M.
Friday

At a very special rate
We have at present over 150
dancers employed in our Com'
panies and require an additional I

200 for our fall productions.

Ballet, Interpretive Taps
and Stage Dancing

Teachers' Course
Children's Class

Classes can be joined at all times

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

New York

STAGE DANCING
TAUGHT BY~WALTER BAKER
Formerly Dancing Master Ziegfeld Follies. John
Cort, Chas. Dillingham. Lee & J. J. Shubert. Geo.
M. Cohan, others. Teacher of Marilvnn Miller
Kay Dooley, Fairbanks Twins, Florence Walton
and others. Booklet S free.

1658 BROADTTAY at 51st St. CIRCLE 8290

MACHAIRA
Known in the best Artistic and Society Circles

Society, Classic & Okigixal Akgextixe
Taxgo for Balleooji and Stage.

Personal Instruction — Catalog on RequestBROADWAY & 77th ST. Susquehanna 7330

CHESTER HALE
Ballet - - Character - - Spanish

Ballet Master Capitol Theatre, New York

>20 West 60th Street, New York City
Columbus 9147

From the Russian Imperial Theatre, Pctrograd

KOBELEFF BALLET SCHOOL
Class and Private Instruction Special Classes for Children

9 EAST 59TH ST„ N. Y. C. TEL. REGENT 7671

|ELSY FINDLAYt
Announces Season 1925—Beginning Oct. 13th ^

Plastique Dance Composition
9t Dalcroze Eurythmics Pantomi-ne -

^ Teacher at Denishawu, Inter-Theatre
jT Arts, Inc., and The Laboratory Theatre

^STUDIO AT 6 EAST 15th ST., NEW YORkI;

LA SYLPHE
Ballet : : Acrobatic : : Orientale

1658 Broadway, corner 51st Street
Telephone Circle 10448 Ne-w York City

John Tiller's'
DANCING SCHOOL OF

AMERICA, Inc.

i 226 West Seventy-second Street
New York City

Special Rates to Professionals Now Working
I

Who May Wish To Improve.
I

Classes Forming in Groups of Six or Eight.

Special Attention to Children

MARY READ, Secretary
Phone Endicott 8215-6

New York

mm
Specializing in

ACROBATIC

INSTRUCTION
for

Sensational
Stage

Dancing
,Q) Stretching and Limbering

.
1= Exercises

ALL TYPES of DANCING TAUGHT for STAGE
or SOCIAL AFFAIRS.

Specializing in Modern Dances

Mile. Amy Mantova and Eddie Russell
Formerly N. T. Hippodrome

Associated with the COLE STUDIOS.
TOE — BALLET — CLASSICAL — CHARACTER

DANCES — BUCK-WLNG — CLOG
ECCENTRIC — HIGH-KICKING — ACROBATIC

and CHARLESTON DANCES
Arranged and Routined.

GEO. COLE STUDIOS
1 17 W. 54th ST. Circle 1467 NEW YORK CITY

Mile. LA CHAPPELLE
149 W. 57th St., N. Y. Circle 1243

Thorough training in the art of dancing,
all branches, including acrobatics.

ADELAIDE & HUGHES
(America's Representative Dancers)

Studio of Dance
Advanced, intermediate and beginners' classes for chil-
dren and adults in Ballet, aesthetic and tap dancing.
Complete training for society or the stage. Write for
Catalog A.
45 West 57th St. Plaza 7635

FOLLIES
Dancing Studio

World's Greatest Dancing

Studio

TOM NIP

Competent pupils placed

1658 Broadway New York

Indianapolis

LOUIS STOCKMAN DANCE STUDIO
37 W. 16th ST., INDIANAPOLIS

Ballroom - Ballet - Step-Dancing
Dramatic Art

Under direction of Mr. Stockman and corps of teachers
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NO. 2—THE ESMONDE
SPANISH DANCING
and STREET SHOE

This aristocratic looking
pump is hand turned, with
the craftsman's skilled touch
apparent in every detail.
Made in Black or White
Satin. White Kid and Pat'd
Calf with medium round
toe, one-inch heel, Md lin-
ing and finished with all
Bilk piping. Priced at $6.75

No. I—Same Shoe as Above
only with Baby Spanish

Heel $7.75
Special colors $1 extra

No. 3—THE PERFECT SO FT
SHOE DANCING FLAT
Hand turned—round toe— low heel — made of best

Quality BLACK KID with
kid lining. Sizes 12J up
to 8 $4.00

— For Tap Dancing —
With sewed Split Fibre
Soles $6.75

White Canvas at $4.00
Pat'd Calf, Black or White
Satin or White Kid.... $5.00

ESMONDE HARD TOE
BALLET SLIPPERS

All hand made with extra
trong arch.
Black Kid $4.75
Black or Pink Satin $5.25

BALLET SLIPPERS
Hade of good quality Kid

with flexible Leather soles.
Black $2.25
White 2.50

Postage 25c extra

No. 4—One-Strap ANKLET
Round toe with French

heel, all leather lined best
quality Black satin with all

silk piping. Priced at $8.75

No. 5—Our Four Eyelet Lace
Pump—A shoe of beauty

in design, Black satin with
fancy silk trimming. French
heel and all leather lined.

Very special at $8.75

No.6—Three-Strap AN KLET
Bound toe with French

heel— best quality Black
satin with silk piping; all

leather lined. Price $8.75

No. 7—RHINESTONE
HEAD BANDS

(As shown on Girl's head
above) $1 Each

Postage 10c extra

No. 8—RHINESTONE
SHOE BUCKLES
(1 x H inches)

Also in Colored Stones
per pair $1.50

Postage 15c extra

ALUMINUM TIPS
(Any Shoe Maker can put

them on your shoes)

Give the same sound and
taps as wooden clogs.

Per pair $1.50
By mail $1.65

ACROBATIC PRACTICE
DANCING SHOES

Made of best quality Black
Kid with Elk Soles....$3.75

White Kid $4.00

SCREENLAND
They Are Making the Movies

Into Art
(Continued from page 89)

While the motion picture directors have
not attained the skill in the invention and
use of symbols that was shown by some of

these old writers, they are learning, and
they are getting more skilful every day.

This is something for which we should be
thankful, because any means of effective

expression in pictures which will help to

dispense with words is to be welcomed.
The photoplay cannot be developed into

the great art that it should become so long

as it remains a hybrid, half literary and
half pictorial. It is to be hoped that a new
symbolism will take its place in the new
medium of the photoplay. Ingenious writ'

ers and directors will invent new symbols

expressly for the screen and possible only

on the screen. When that has been done,

when the symbolism of the photoplay ad'

vances as far as have the symbolisms of

art, music and literature, then will the mc
tion picture be indeed one of the arts.

ESMONDE REHEARSAL
ROMPERS

Made of good quality check Ging-
ham in the following colors:

Black, Blue, Pink and Green.

Size 32 $1.95

Size 34 $2-10

Size 36 $2.25

Postage 20 cents extra.

Also made of best quality sateen
In the following colors:

Black, Light Blue, Old Gold,
Pink and Stage Green at $2.75

SILKOLINE TIGHTS
$3.50
17.50

MASQUERADE WIGS
$1.00 each

Postage 20c extra

DANCE SUPPORTERS
Made of best quality Flesh
color surgical elastic with
money pocket. Sizes 24 to 28.

5 inches wide $1.50
I Inches wide 2.75

MEN'S
Made of Black Elastic

5 Inches $2.25
J Inches 3.00

COSTUMES of All

Descriptions Made
To Order

Our Complete Catalogue
15 cents

OPERA HOSE
Full 36 -inch best quality

Bilk. FLESH, BLACK and
WHITE. Special at $4.75

Children's Opera Hose

Same quality. Flesh only

$3.50

Special colors $1.00 extra

GIVE a Dancer an

Appropriate Christmas Gift

All orders received before

Dec. 18 will be wraiwd
specially and mailed in an
attractive Christmas box.
with a card enclosed.

EsKgnpoE
^Jhealrical ~6o^ume Company

INCORPORATED C/

jl
NE

gcoR.P
rt

108 W. 4.43 STREET JEW YORK CITY, N.X.

Laughter is the Gold of

the Movies
(Continued from page 25) •

In the days when passion was the fash'

ion, there was no more popular girl in Cel'

luloid Village than the little wide'eyed

gazelle, weak but willing, innocent but oh,

how optimistic, who trusted the city chap,

an artist, and posed for him down by the

brook, clad in cheesecloth and a smile.

Sooner or later her stern old father cast her

out, at night, and usually in a storm, but

always in a cape. This poor girl—imagine!

—is even now wandering about in a stormy

night, with no place to lay her head, let

alone her cape. The city chap doesn't want
her now; neither do the movies. She don't

belong.

Sometimes she meets other girls whose
sufferings are second only to her own.
Once those sufferings were in demand, but
now they are difficult to hire out even to

the serial companies. Remember the girl

who stood on the edge of the cliff with an
expression of horror and tagged with the

spoken title: "Stand back, or I'll jump"?
She has never jumped yet but she will if

she doesn't get a job pretty soon. There's
still another distressed damsel who may be
recalled by those who .took the memory
course as the one who beat upon the locked
door with both little fists and cried: "Let
me go, you beast!" Her terror, by this

time, is genuine; for to her great surprise

one day she discovered the door wasn't
locked at all and that she was at liberty,

which wasn't what she had bargained for.

You are apt to run right into Nugget Nell,
belle of the Alaskan dance'halls, accompan'
ied by - her boy friends, the prospector.
Neither can forgive Charlie for putting
them in comedy.

Deserving of your pity but not likely

to get it is the abused wife who left her
home in the country to marry the slicker,

who opened her eyes by closing them.
Once, she had her audiences in tears. Now,
she can't even make them laugh. There is,

too, the little child who led them. He led

them too far. They ran back on him. He
it was, if you remamber, who used to tod'

die downstairs in his little nightie, find papa
and mama in the midst of a good, healthy
quarrel, steal between them, join their hands
and gaze upwards while he faded out into
the title: "And a Little Child Led fthem

—

I'll Show You
How FREE

Give me thirty minutes of your time, and I'll

teach you more about playing piano than you
can learn in two weeks studying by any other
method.
YES, I'll do just this, and won't charge you
a single penny for the instruction. Just fill

out the coupon below and mail it today—and
I'll send you an interesting sixty-four page
booklet, "How to Learn Piano" or organ, and
two lessons of my course, absolutely free.

No previous training necessary to study my
way. I start you from the very beginning

—

yet in four lessons you will begin playing
pieces from notes in every key. You don't
nave to spend years, and hundreds of dollars

to learn how to play—you can learn in quar-
ter the time ordinarily required, yet pay only
a few cents a lesson. Remember, however

—

that you can obtain the first two lessons of
my course absolutely free — by mailing the
coupon at once.

FREE LESSON COUPON

OTTTNTTV Conservatory Studio S.L.-I2, 598i i i "N Columbia Rd., Boston 25, Mass.
Please send me, without cost or obligation, your

free booklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ," free
sample lessons and full particulars or your method.

Name

Address

Furs that make
real Gifts can be

bought direct from
the Manufacturer
at a saving of 25%

Write for Catalogue.

ALBERT LEA
HIDE & FUR
COMPANY
ALBERT LEA

I Can Teach
You To Dance

Like This
—Sergei Marinoff

My wonderful new method makea
Classic Dancinpr easy and fascinat-
ing to learn at home. Simple charts
and photographs illustrate each
lesson; clear, simple text and
phonograph records teach the es-
sentials of techn'que.

Complete Dancing Outfit FREE
With your lessons, I send everything necessary to equip
a complete dancing- studio in your own home: phonograph
records, practice costume, slippers, and dancing bar.

nr-n wm T7\ Send at once for fu II information aboutWW tlC I I W*. my unique home instruction method. No*»» » obligation. Write today!
SERGEI MARINOFF SCHOOL OF CLASSIC DANCING
1924 Sunnyslde Avenue. Studio 13.JQ Chicago, III.

Subscribe for SCREENLAND
$3.00 yearly—2 years $5.00.



BANISH GREY HAIR

WmJ.Brandt

Liquid

EAUDE
HENNA

Hair Color

Restorer

covers the grey, and restores the color to grey,

faded, bleached, or streaky hair, leaving it Soft,

Glossy and Natural.
Works so well no one will know the color has

been restored. Covers ALL the grey; covers AXY
grey, no matter how stubborn or how caused.
Does not interfere with permanent waving.
Eau de Henna is two liQuids, one application.

It colors at once. No mess. No pack. Dress
not shade off reddish as with many powdered
Hennas.

Anyone Can Put It On
Xo experience necessary. Will not rub off. Not

affected by sea bathing, sun, shampooing, or per-
manent waving. Will withstand tropical climates.

Wonderful For Touching Up
You can put it on just where it is needed. Can

be used where powdered henna dyes have been
used. The shades blend in beautifully. Can be
used over other hair (lyes or restorers. Direc-
tions in English and Spanish.
Eau de Henna comes in colors: Black, dark

brown, medium brown, light brown, drab, blond,
auburn. State color desired. Price postpaid §2.50
or C. O. D. $2.72.

Order through your Druggist, Department Store
or

a
Beauty Parlor, or direct from us.

HAIR SPECIALTY CO.
Dept. 65, 112 East 23rd Street, New York

Hen as well as • women can use
Eau de Henna to advantage.

A Baby In Your Home

man7 married couples yearn for children
that thousands of copies of a new book by Dr.
H. Will Elders are being distributed without
cost to childless women. Any family interested
In overcoming conditions of nature that hinder
the gift of children should write for this free
book today. It describes a simple home treat-
ment based on the use of Steriltone, a wonder-
ful scientific tonlo that has had marvelous suc-
cesa all over the country in relieving constitu-
tional weakness.

Every woman who wants to live a normal,
happy home life with little ones around her
•hould consider It her first duty to know what
Bterlltone la and why it Bhould be so wonderful
an aid to her. Bead this little book which 19

sent without charge or obligation In a plain
envelope. It unfolds facts that most women
never have had explained to them. Send NO
Honey. NO Obligations. Simply name and ad-
dr»ss to Dr. H. Will Elders, 2018 Balllnget
Bldg., St. Joseph, Mo.

SCREENLAND
again and again." He, too, never will get

what he deserves.

When all these troupers found themselves

involuntarily resting, it was no consolation

to them to have their props thrown after

them. What good now to the old-time

Wall Street financier, or the jealous hus-

band, is the gun in the drawer, reliable

props of a million melodramas? The vamp's
tiger skin, flung after the vamp herself, only

reminded her of the happy days when all

she had to do was drape herself upon it,

smoke a cigarette in a long holder, blink

her eyes, and victims by the score dropped
at her feet. The tottering white-haired

mother found herself on the doorstep with

her black-sheep-son— the one, you recall,

she always said would come back in time

to save her from the poor house; but he
can't help her now.

Instead of "a medal, let's give them a tip.

There is still hope. The comedy companies
are all kidding the melodramas, and the old

characters in search of a picture to play in

could have the time of their lives doing a

grand and glorious burlesque of the palmy

93

A Christmas suggestion — A two

years' subscription to SCREEN-
LAND-^. 00.

G[ This quaint and alluring miss is Patsy

Ruth Miller. Pat will next be seen oppo-

site Syd Chaplin in "Nightie Night Nurse."

days. The heavy villain would make a cap-

ital cop. Nugget Nell could change her
spangled skirt for a bathing suit. The
white-haired mother could straighten up
and be herself as an irate wife. There are

jobs waiting for you all. Go to 'em!

Because the screen craves comedy. It has

learned to laugh and make the world laugh
with it. There are few serious-minded

movies any more, that is, in our set. Even
the melodramas are generously sprinkled

with comedy— in some cases the comedy
isn't very funny but the intentions are good.
Wallace Beery has done more than any
other one actor to laugh off the old-time

movie villain. Beery's appearance on the

screen brings instantaneous chuckles from a

grateful audience. All he has to do is to

stroll on and he has his fans smiling. Even
at his brutal moments, few and far between
today, he can't keep the twinkle out of his

eye. You just know he has it. Did you
know that Beery started his screen career as

a comedian—what's more, a low comedian?

The BREITBART SYSTEM

OF MUSCLE BUILDING
A College Course in

Physical Culture

Individual in- f
struction and
personal atten-
tion to every
pupil brings
quick and re-
markable re-
sults.

Scientific Train-
ing in Health,
Strength and
Muscular Devel-
opment by the
World's Great-
est Authorities.

This great
Breitbart
System,
surrounded
by these
authorities
Joe Ste-
elier, Tex
O'Rourke,

Jack Dempsey, Dr. Roller, Jim
Corbett, Jack Curley, and A. J.

Passannant , experts in every branch
of Muscular Development and Ath-
letics, gives you the very best and
most Scientific Training.

A World of Strength For You

%ead "MUSCULAR POWER"
This amazing and remarkable book
is helping thousands of men and
boys to become strong, healthy, and
muscular. It is the story of
muscle building by the scientific

Breitbart System. Every page is a
new thrill— you'll see photographs
of astounding feats of strength
that will cause you to hold your
breath in amazement—and photos
of Breitbart pupils who are. dup-
licating the original feats.

"Muscular Power" is for everyman
and boy who wants to have a
bigger, stronger, healthier body.

You will also get one of the

Famous MUSCLE METERS
without charge if you send for the book at once.

This unique device will show you how strong you are

and whether your muscles are properly developed.

Breitbart Physical
Culture Institute
1819 Broadway New York City

BREITBART Dept. P,32

1819 Broadway, N. Y. City

Please send me without any obligation

on my part your new 64 page book

MUSCULAR POWER and one of your

MUSCLE METERS. I enclose 10c

for postage.

Name

Address

.

City .State
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No. 44—Lamp about 15 in.
"iigh. Double Bilk blue shade,
old embroidered edging,

i lack finish base, bronze
mounting. Also in blue base.

Used for the living room, dining: room, boudoir, foyer
or porch. Complete with 6 ft. of silk cord, push socket
and 2-piece plug—ready for use.
Each lamp absolutely guaranteed perfect or

your money back. Send only$3.95bycheck ormoney
order for either one, and we'll ship subject to your in-
spection and approval. All charges prepaid. Order
lamps by lot number. Write for catalog. Address Dept. 202

ARGOSY SALES CO.
35 WEST BROADWAY MEW YORK

ERMUpA
BERMUDA—

Gem of Winter Playgrounds
Only 2 Days from New Xork

(Average Yearly Tem-
perature 70°)

SAILINGS TWICE
WEEKLY

From New York

Wed. and Sat.

Via Palatial New
Twin-Screw Oil-

burning Steamers.

"FORT VICTORIA" and

"FORT ST. GEORGE"
Offering passengers the comforts and conven-
iences enjoyed on highest class transatlantic
liners. Tickets are interchangeable on these
two steamers.

MODERN HOTELS NO PASSPORTS
ALL OUTDOOR SPORTS

ST. GEORGE HOTEL, BERMUDA—Unsur-
passed location overlooking ocean, harbor and
surrounding islands. Finest cuisine and ser-
vice, magnificent tiled, covered and heated
swimming pool.

For illustrated Booklets on Bermuda, St.
George Hotel write

FURNESS BERMUDA LINE
34 Whitehall Street, New York

or Any Local Tourist Agent

imumimm imimimijw ijm.ijw.imij

Short-Story Writing
A practical fortyrlesson
course in the writing and
marketing of the Short Story,
taught by Dr. J. Berg Esen-
wein, famous critic and
teacher; Editor of The
Writer's Monthly.

One pupil has earned over
$5,000 writing in his spare
time—hundreds are selling
constantly to the leading
publishers.

150 page catalog free. Please address

The Home Correspondence School
Established 1897

Dept. 25 Springfield, Mass.

DR ESENWEIN

vnui

SCREENLAND
Yep. He played Sweedy,- a servant girl,

in a series of slapsticks ten years ago or so.

Then they made him a villain; but audiences
refused to sneer. You can't hate anyone
who makes you laugh.

Humor has even touched the heroes. In'

stead of allowing the debonair wooer to

slink gracefully from his love, today's direc-

tor instructs him to trip over a rug on his

way out. Result: romance seasoned with
smiles, meaning real romance. Our great

lovers have their moments of mirth. The
Jack of Hearts himself is at his best when
he can be gay. Who will forget in a' hurry
the scene in which Gilbert smashed the

crown prince over the head in The Merry
Widow)?

Dick Barthelmess is gradually going in

for light comedy. Just Suppose will be
tender, but not tepid. It will have laughs.

As for Tom Moore, you don't have to be
told he has a sense of humor as big as the

isle he hails from; and in A Kiss for On-
derella and The Song and Dance Man he
has a chance to prove it.

Yesterday Harry Langdon was doing his

stuff in two reels and glad to be doing it.

Comedians weren't so much then. Harry
has just signed a new contract to make
great, big, grown-up' pictures in six reels,

at a million dollars a reel or something like

that. Harry signed light-heartedly. Laughs
are gold. It pays to make a fool of your-

self. Who wouldn't let a fat man paste

you with pies and drop a ton of bricks on
your foot and spank you with a big stick

and step all over you and throw you away
for real money? Don't all speak at once.

I can't get you in the movies.

Comedy is a precious commodity. It

wasn't until Gloria struck a vein of rich fun
that she was hailed as an actress. Her
latest, Stage-Struc^, has slapstick spots.

Gloria is glad to be laughed at. Now she

can build a fifty-thousand-dollar bungalow
on a Park Avenue sky-scraper and you
can't do those things if you're serious.

Even Corinne Griffith, orchid of the

screen, is stepping out. She discards her
grand manner and emerges as a deft and
dainty comedienne. See Classified—(Adv.
—Free.

)

So far, Lillian Gish hasn't turned any
handsprings or spanked Rodolphe in La
Boheme but the way things are going, you
never can tell. Norma Talmadge is doing
the piquant Ki\i and if that gamin isn't a

comedienne I never saw one.

In case you are still high-hat about com-
edy, remember that our greatest stars and
directors have never been too proud to

make people laugh. Mary Pickford made
friends and a fortune because she threw
mud pies and fell off a swing as Rebecca
of Sunnybroo\ Farm. She played Madame
Butterfly in sombre mood and can't be kid-

ded about it, they say, not even by Douglas.
Doug has no inhibitions. He's comedy's
crown prince. Ernst Lubitsch makes only
comedies as only he can. Lady Winder'
mere's Fan is going to be funny and don't
let anybody tell you it isn't. Griffith will

never make another wholly tragic picture,

according to report. That Royle Girl will

show Fields as a cut-up and Carol as his

kid.

Raymond Griffith started with Sennett
when it wasn't fashionable to be funny,
but Ray never could help it and now he
has his reward. I remember once a director
tried to make over Mr. Griffith into a
serious actor and I know the attempt made
him as miserable as it made me. Ray has
no scruples at all; he scarcely gives us a
chance to recover from one convulsion be-
fore he sends us into another.

Some of the laughs which greet Ford
Sterling in his politely ludicrous character-

Getting

Up Nights

Makes You Old

Before Your Time
Dangerous Prostate Trouble Saps

Vigor and Vitality—Often Mis-

taken for Kidney Ailment.

New Treatment Stops Symptoms
Often in 24 Hours.

$1.00 PACKAGE FREE
According to statistics, 65% of all men

sooner or later are started on the road to

premature age by prostate and bladder
trouble.

One of the commonest symptoms of this

dangerous, but little understood, ailment
is the necessity of getting up nights.

Other indications are, burning sensation

of organs, dull ache at the base of the

spine and in the small of the back, pains
in the groin and legs. These symptoms
are often attributed to kidney ailments,

and it is obvious that the wrong kind of
treatment or neglect is almost certain to

lead to a dangerous and delicate condi-
tion, which may eventually necessitate a
surgical operation.

But now, thanks to a new scientific specific,

the symptoms, pains and troubles of prostate
disorders can frequently be checked within a
few hours.

This remarkable new treatment, which seem-
ingly banish prostate and bladder symptoms
in the most stubborn and advanced cases is

known as Walker's Prostate Specific. It has
now been used by over 150,000 men in all

parts of America, and remarkable statements as
to quick results, elimination of symptoms, in-

creasing of pep, vigor and vitality and health
are daily being received.

In fact, I am so confident that Walker's
Prostate Specific will succeed where all other
treatments have failed, that I will gladly send
any reader, of this paper a complete $1.00 treat-

ment absolutely free, prepaid and under plain
wrapper. If it cures you, you can repay "the
favor by telling your friends and other auf-
ferers. That is all I ask. You are not urider
the slightest obligation, and this treatment never
costs you anything, now or at any other time.

To take advantage of this special introduc-
tory offer and stop the ravages of prostate and
bladder trouble, simply put your name and ad-
dress on the coupon below and send to me by
the first mail—or your name and address on a
postal card will do. Write me today—every
hour you delay simply means running unneces-
«ary dangers.

I. B. WALKER .

THE WALKER INSTITUTE
3701 Gateway Sta., Kansas City, Mo.

FREE TREATMENT COUPON
I. B. WALKER, Walker Institute,

3701 Gateway Station, Kansas
City, Mo.
Send me the $1.00 treatment of Walker's

Prostate Specific under plain wrapper by return
mail. It is not to cost me anything now or at

any other time.

Nan

Address..
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BLUE-WHITE LUXITE

DIAMOND
RING
SEND ONLY

IO«
Only down payment of 10c
and we will send you this ring
immediately. Stylish basket set-
ting, sterling silver, set with a
beautiful, flashing 1-carat blue-
white Luxite Diamond. Not one
diamond in a thousand has the
dazzlingbrilliancy of this Luxite.
Look prosperous—surprise your
friends with this beautiful ring.

WE TRUST YOU
No References Needed

Shipment Made Same Day
Make first payment of only $1 .00 to postman when

delivered, and pay $1.00 a week until special low price
of $4.00 is paid. To duplicate this ring in a diamond
and platinum would cost $300. Send name, address
and finger size (paper strip which fits end to end
around finger) and state if ladies or gents is desired—you'll get your Luxite Ring by return mail.

Your Money Back Ifblot Delighted.

GARFIELD IMPORTING CO.
3S49 Roosevelt RdL, Dept. 865 T, Chicago, III.

Your Choice

2@22
Musical

Instruments

FREE To Our
Students

Your choice of a Violin, Tenor Banjo, Hawaiian Gui-

tar, Banjo, Cornet, Ukulele, Banjo Ukulele. Guitar,

Mandolin or Banjo Mandolin. You will be proud to

own any one of these instruments and you can have
one absolutely free, A few cen ts a day for lessons is

your only expense. Our system of teaching is so easy

that you can play several pieces by note with the first

four lessons. We guarantee success or no charge.

Instrument and lessons sent on one week s free
trial. Write for booklet today, no obligation.

CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Orchard and Willow Streets, Dept. H, Chicago, Illinois

AMAZING PEARL VALUE
GUARANTEED—NEVER BEFORE OFFERED

A $10
Value.

The Continental Casualty
' Co., with assets of S15.000,-

r000.00 have bonded and GUARAN-\
" TEES each string of these Pearls TOl
BE GENUINE F ATI MA PEARLS; that

' WILL NOT PEEL, CRACK or DISCOL-
'OR; and will retain their luster for years.
' These beautifulreproductiona of the famous PearUoftha

{

LOrient, Guaranteed, Imported 24-inch string of ii

1 destructible, perfectly matched and graduated Fatii
\ Pearls; delicate cream white tint that will retain th
Muster for years; with sterling silver clasp set with Uni-

k vers.il Brilliant, in aatin-lined gift box. AND
)

L GUARANTEE BON D with each string protecting you
Send Order Now. Pay Postman $2.45
and postage on arrival .Satisfaction guaranteed.

UNIVERSAL JEWELRY CO.
,0211-803 W.Madison.

ONLY
$245

Earn $50 to $75 aWeek
Earn whllo yon learn In spare time. 8 weeks
easy lessons make you expert. Marcel,
Bleach, Waves, Dyes, Packs, Diet, Facial,
Manicure, Massage, Formula, etc. Author-
ized Diploma—Money Back Guarantee. No
experience necessary. GET FREE BOOK.
OrientalSystem off Beauty Culture
Dept. 3012 1000 Direr—y Blvd. Chiefgo

CC Greta J^issen has just started wor\ on
"The Lucky Lady" with Lionel Bar'
rymore and Buster Collier.

izations in such comedies as The Trouble
with 'Wives come from folks who never
suspect he was the original police sergeant

in the Keystone days. Why, I learned to

look for Ford's funny face, with its specs

and whiskers, answering the telephone call

for cops long before comedy was considered
classy. Now that Ford is famous, he's still

funny; his pictures are something to watch
and wait for and then to shout over. . Para'
mount plans to make him a principal prop
in its new light comedy program. This
company is turning out light comedy as fast

as it once turned out dismal dramas. It

has a corner on light comedy with Griffith,

Sterling, Tom Moore, Menjou, Betty Bron-
son, Wallace Beery, Raymond Hatton, Er-
nest Torrance and Gloria to give you
laughs. And Paramount,

,
perhaps more

than any other company, believes in using
the satirical title to relieve the gloom of
the drama which persists in presenting life

as real and earnest.

A little Rabelais now and then is relished

by the best of men, especially at the box'
office. The call, exhibitors say, is for com'
edy— and more comedy— and then some
more. While the old custard-pie school is

still represented in the two-reelers, the fea'

ture-length laugh-provoker is the most
popular form of entertainment the films

have ever offered. Screen comedy is neces'

sarily the world's first comedy. The stage

can fall back on such wheezes as, "Who
was that lady I seen you with on the
street?" with the come-back, "That wasn't
a street; that was an alley." But you can't

get away with that in the movies.
The pictorial comedy must have new

gags. If bricks are still hurled, they must
be thrown a new way. The gag men, the
comedy directors, are creatures of infinite

resource.

Want $2,700 a Year?

RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS
Many other TJ. S. Government Jobs open

to Men-Women 18 up. Steady
work. Experience unnecessary.
Common education sufficient.

Write today sure for free list

of positions and free sample coaching.

FRAN KLIN INSTITUTE, Dept. K297, Rochester, N. Y.

PICTURES - BOOKS and

NOVELTIES
Particulars Free.

HOWARD SALES GO.
Dept. 14, 1188-Fobom St., San Francisco, Cal.

Peacock Ring
From the Oriental land of the bam'
boos comes the prettiest jewelry
creation ever known to Fifth Ave.
or Paris—the genuine full-fashioned
Peacock Ring. Sterling Silver,
handsomely engraved, 19 emeralds
and Bapphires, arrayed as feathers
and ruby eye in the head. Why
shouldn't you own one when it costs
only $1.83? SEND NO MONEY.
When ring arrives, pay postman
$1.83. Wo prepay postage. Keep
it 10 days, if not satisfied we will

return your money. Order today.
This low price may be withdrawn
any dav. Franklin Jewelry Co.,
93- D Nassau St.. New York

STATEMENT OP THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., RE-
QUIRED BY THE ACT OP CONGRESS OP
AUGUST 24, 1912, of SCREENLAND, published
MONTHLY at NEW YORK, N. Y., for October
1, 1925. State of NEW YORK, County of NEW
YORK, ss. Before me, a NOTARY in and for

the State and county aforesaid, personally ap-
peared J. THOMAS WOOD, who, having been
duly sworn according to law, deposes and says
that he is the PUBLISHER of the SCREEN-
LAND and that the following is, to the best of
his knowledge and belief, a true statement of

the ownership, management (and if a daily
paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid
publication for the date shown in the above
caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912,
embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and Reg-
ulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to

wit: 1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and business
managers are: Publisher, J. THOMAS WOOD,
236 WEST 55TH STREET, NEW YORK,
N. Y.

;
Editor, ELIOT KEEN, 236 WEST 55TH

STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
;
Managing Edi-

tor, ELIOT KEEN, 236 WEST 55TH STREET,
NEW YORK, N. Y. ; Business Manager, NONE.
2. That the owner is: (If the publication is

owned by an individual his name and address,
or if owned by more than one individual the
name and address of each, should be given
below ; if the publication is owned by a corpora-
tion the namo of the corporation and the names
and addresses of the stockholders owning or
holding one per cent or more of the total amount
of stock should be given) THE MAGAZINE
BUILDERS, INC., 236 WEST 55TH STREET,
NEW YORK, N. Y. ; J. THOMAS WOOD,
236 WEST 55TH STREET, NEW YORK,
N. Y. ; ERNEST ADAMS, 236 WEST 55TH
STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 3. That the
known bondholders, mortgagees, and other se-

curity holders owning or holding 1 per cent or
more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
other securities are: (If there are none, so
state\ NONE. 4. That the two paragraphs
next above, giving the names of the owners,
stockholders, and security holders, if any, con-
tain not only the list of stockholders and secur-
ity holders as they appear upon the books of
the company but also, in cases where the stock-
holder or security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is

given ; also that the said two paragraphs con-
tain statements embracing affiant's full knowl-
edge and belief as to the circumstances and
conditions under which stockholders and secur-
ity holders who do not appear upon the books
of the company as trustees, hold stock and se-

curities in a capacity other than that of a bona
fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to
believe that any other person, association, of
corporation has any interest direct or indirect
in the said stock, bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by him. J. THOMAS WOOD,
Publisher. Sworn to and subscribed before me
this 6TH day of OCTOBER, 1925. (Seal.\
MAE LEVINE, Notary Public, New York County,
No. 724. (My commission expires March 30th, 1926.)
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Mary Astor

Nita Nalda

Marie Prevost

Mae Busch

Irene Rich

Aileen Pringle

Pauline Stark

Clara Bow
ind dozens of other famous movie stars wear Beauty
Prize Silk Hose.

And when a movie star wears one brand of sills

hosiery consistently you can be sure that it Is the best

money can buy.

For no one puts a pair of silk stockings through a
more severe or critical test for durability and beauty
than a screen star. As Mary Astor writes us: "I
lust want you to know that I think Beauty Prize silk

stockings are truly 'Prize Beauties' and they are just as

much at home in outdoor scenes as they are in a gor-

leous ballroom scene." And Edna Murphy tells us:

"One of my biggest problems has been to find a brand
of silk stocking which will stand up under the most
wvere strains of picture work. I am delighted to find:

that Beauty Prize stockings solve the problem."

Beauty Prize Silk Stockings are the personal hose of

the screen's most beautiful and best dressed actresses.

Now, througli a unique selling plan, these same stock-

ings are available to you at the amazingly low price

of $1.85.

Just think! Beautiful stockings made of 100% pure
Japan silk that extends well above the knees, tops of

finest heavy mercerized lisle—a double wear, full fash-
ioned stocking for only $1.85.

You owe it to yourself to try a pair of Beauty Prize.

SEND NO MONEY
Your name and address bring your Beauty Prize Silk

Stockings. Pay on arrival $1.85 plus few pennies post-

»ge. State size and color. Beige, Peach, Tan Bark,
Blonde Satin, Windsor Tan, Harvest, Neutral Gray, At-
mosphere, Champagne, French Nude, Nude, Skyne, Gun-
metal, Black, White. Satisfaction or money refunded.
Order now. Representatives wanted.

BEAUTY PRIZE HOSIERY, Inc.

.18 W. 44th St. Dept. S New York

MONEY IN PHOTOPLAYS!
Big demand and high prices paid for the right kind.

Can you write them? Here is an easy and sure way
to find out. Send 10c. for our Test-Lesson and Talent-
Detector which will quickly show whether or not you
are adapted to this work. Get this unique and instruc-
tive publication at once and learn if you have or have
not the necessary imagination and ability to produce
picture-play scenarios. Delay may mean lost oppor-
tunities. Send dime or ten cents in stamps today.

PHOTOPLAY INSTITUTE, Dept. 5, Jackson, Mich.

^Peel OffYour Skin
|if you don't like it, and have a beautiful new skin.

Youth-Ami Liquid Skin Peel
A Scientific Discovery, harmlessly and painlessly

peels off the old skin and removes surface blemishes; tan, dis-
coloration, sunburn, blackheads, whiteheads, large pores,
pimples, freckles, etc. Not a clay or cream but a liquid free from
acids and mercury. Booklet, "The Magic of a New Skin" sent

free in plain sealed envelope.

Youth -Ami Laboratories, Dept. F ,30 E. 20th St., New York

RUBY FREE
I To introduce our imported Mexlcan-BLU*
I FLASH GEM, the only low priced gem ex-

actly matcaing genuine diamonds, with same blue-whlto
brilliancy and rainbow fire, guaranteed for life, we'll send
Iree this beautiful, flashing fiery red Mexican Ruby. Just
clip out this ad, mail with your name, address and 10c to
partly cover handling cost and we'll mail FREE with catalog
of gems and special half price offer. Write today.

Mexican Gem Importing Co,, Oepl.SL-S Mesllla Park, N, Mel,

" Salesmen and Salesladies will

do well to investigate the proposi-

tion Martell Co., Inc., luis to offer.

Write or calL Flatiron Bldg., New
York City."

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would you
like to know If you are adapted to this work? Send
10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or Key to
Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether or not you
are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel. Instinc-
tive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps today.A large InUresting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting
Included FREE.

FILM BUREAU Station 5 Jackson, Mich.

SCREENLAND
Easl CoasJ Confidences

IN the Algonquin—or as some put it, the

All-gone-clean Hotel the other day at the

noon hour, a visiting lady from Dubuque,
after gazing round at the tables crowded
by celebrities of the stage and screen, saw
in a corner a little girl, not more than six-

teen, in a severely simple tailored suit and
school-girl hat, without a trace of make-up,
and all alone. The lady sniffed and re-

marked, "I wonder what she's doing here?

She ought to be in school. She's not an
actress." Nevertheless, when the little girl

left the dining-room she was greeted by
Dick Barthelmess and asked to play the

leading feminine role in Just Suppose. You
guessed it—the plain, quiet little thing was
Lois Moran. When we were told she rides

a bicycle to work every morning we didn't

think it possible; now that we know Lois,

we believe it. She's an old-fashioned girl;

she's an actress, too.
* * *

Word got about that the Marquis de la

Falaise was anxious to return to his

native France for a visit. Immediately the

wiseacres whispered, "Aha! Just as we
heard. They're not getting along." If the

Marquise heard the whispers, she gave no
sign. She finished work on StagcStruc\
and then, without any fuss, slipped away
to Europe with her beloved Henry. They
are getting along, and don't let anybody
fool you. * * *

POOR Edna Murphy. Who would think

to look at her that she has a deep
sorrow in her life? Too true. Edna, a

golden-blonde with big innocent eyes, is in-

variably cast as the shy, sweet ingenue.

And Edna is getting sick and tired of it.

Won't some nice, kind producer give her a

real role that she can put her pretty teeth

into? Meanwhile, the Murphy - tresses get

curlier and curlier, and she can't do a thing
about it. * * *

hen Lois Wilson and Virginia Valli
came back to New York—Lois from

Ireland where she played with Tommy
Meighan; Miss Valli from Germany where
she made a picture and got awfully home-
sick—they had a reunion. Tommy was the
cause of it all. Both girls pestered him as
to his preference in leading ladies, both
having appeared often with him. Lois won
because she happened to be playing in the
current picture. It's a lucky star whose
leading ladies fight over him. Incidentally,
Mrs. Meighan was referee.

* * #

fter many rumors and contradictions,
it looks as if Maude Adams actually

is going to appear on the screen. The lat-

est is that the famous actress has gone to
England to confer with Rudyard Kipling
about her contemplated picturization of
Kim, one of the most lovable boys in all

fiction. If made, the picture will be in
natural colors; and will make the first pub-
lic appearance of Miss Adams since her
lamented retirement from the stage ten
years ago. Her company, it is said, will

also make pictures of several Blasco Ibanez
stories. * * *

Richard Talmadge at the Rits! The
thing really happened when F. B. O.

gave their cowboy star a high-toned party
in the Crystal Room at the hotel, and
Richard amused his guests by a sensational
entrance jumping down the grand staircase.
Talmadge—no relation to Norma and Con-
nie—is a nice, unassuming boy, and it's a
safe bet that he never uses a double for his
breath-taking stunts. He doesn't have to.
He was a "double" once himself.

Shoppers' Guide

COLOURA DARKENS EYEBROWS

1 PERMANENTLY
Baggj Won't Wash Off
Eyebrows and lashes perfected and darkened with

Coloura are not affected by perspiration or creams.

Lasts for weeks; harmless and easy to apply.

Box, with instruction, $1.10 postpaid. Treat-

ment, 50c by experts at

SPIRO'S, 26 W. 38th St., and 34 W. 46th 8t.,H. Y.

DIME. NAFTAL
(Established more than 30 yean)

69 WEST 45TH STREET
New York City

GOWNS — WRAPS — FURS
TO RENT

FOR STAGE AND SCREEN
AMATEURS OR PROFESSIONALS

Telephone Bryant 0670

BEAUTY CULTURE
MADAME JAQUET offers you trial samples sufficient

for several applications of her wonderful beautifying

facial creams and Face powder. Send $1.00 for botn

with full directions for using to 141 West 33rd

Street, N. Y. City, N. Y.

VIROZOL SWEDISH FACE BATH $2.00

Refreshing. Reduces large pores. Refines the textura

of the skin. Improves unattractive complexion. In

leading Dept. Stores and Beauty Shops. Send for

literature and sample of a perfect Face Powder.

The Virozol Co., 248 E. 34th St., N. Y. C.

MINIATURES
Your favorite photograph painted on Ivory In

water color. Inauireis given prompt attention.

EDWARD HATJSER
15 East 26th, Street New York, N. Y.

RENT AND SELL
HIGH CLASS SLIGHTLY USED

EVENING GOWNS
WRAPS AND SUITS

Duff, 151 West 46th Street
Bryant 8247

For Satisfaction Try
LILLIAN'S BEAUTY SHOPPE
674 8th Ave. (near 42nd St.)

Phone Lackawanna 7273
Nestle Lanoil Permanent Waving, Hair
Dyeing and Hair Goods, Facial and
Scalp Treatments and Masseuse.

FINEST LINENS THE WORLD PRODUCES

at prices surprisingly low.

Madeira tea napkins i dozen for 2.49; Madeira drei

1.00; Madeira baby pillow top 1.00; Madeira 15-inc

pure linen centers 1.00; Italian guest towels I .Of

Porto Rico show towels 1.25; Italian bridge sets 4.9!

Mail orders promptly filled—approval plan write fi
1

24-page illustrated catalog.

MADEIRA LINEN SHIP 77 W. 38th ST)

Classified Advertising
Bate 20c a word. Forms Jan. close Dec. 1

AGENTS— WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLE
Sell Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for lar,

Manufacturer direct to wearer. No capital i

experience required. Many earn $100 week)
and bonus. MADISON SHIRT, 562 Broadwa;
New York.

SONG POEM WRITERS— Have propositioi

Ray Hibbeler, D14, 2104 N. Keystone Ave
Chicago.

MEN WISHING TO ENTER DINING, SLEEP'
ing car service as conductors, porters, waiters,|

write 123 Railway Exchange, Kansas City.

HOW TO GO ON THE STAGE ? COMPLET1
course $1.00. Acheson, 2288 West Cary,|

Richmond, Va.

EVERY OUTDOOR GIRL NEEDS A POCKET
compass. If you want to travel North, South

East or West, a reliable pocket compass wil!

point the way. Indispensable to hikers, camperej
or scouts. Price 50c delivered to any addresr
in the United States. Outdoor Equipment Corm
pany, 711, 236 West 55th Street, New York City,

INVENTIONS

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. What have
you? Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 527 Enright

St. Louis, Mo.
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Payment
Next
January

Take a Year to PayIAMOND
WATCHES^JEWE LBJY"
Send No Money Down

!

No.
CS1

Price

$1 Deposit
$3 a Month

Latest style, engraved
and pierced 18 Kt
solid white gold
mounting, set with
brilliant, blue - white,
genuine diamond,
which flashes and
sparkles with the col-

ors of the rainbow.

$3 Deposit
$5.50 a Month
The 7 beautiful blue-
white sparkling, bril-

liant genuine dia-

monds comprising this

big cluster are set in

solid platinum in the
handsome ring. It

looks like a solitaire

of large size

$1 Deposit
$4 a Month

Extra fine quality,

brilliant, blue-white,
genuine diamond, full

of fire and sparkle, set

in artictically designed
18 Kt. solid gold ring,

having 2 dark blue
sapphires in shanks.
Easily worth $75.00.

fBTNo. CS3<T
'4

$5 Deposit
$7 a Month

Extra large size clus-

ter of 7 best quality

fiery brilliant dia-
monds set in solid

platinum in this beau-
tiful mounting, which
is engraved all around
Has 2 dark blue
sapphires.

No.
CS13

Price

$1 Deposit
$5 a Month

This is one of the
most beautiful mount-
ing we have ever
come across It is ex-
quisitely designed
The gorgeously beau-
tiful blue white dia-

mond is full of fiery

sparkling colors.

$1 Deposit
$5 a Month

Man's 14 Kt solid
green gold heavy-
weight ring, attract-
ively engraved in pop-
ular style, set with a
genuine diamond that
Hashes and sparkles
in a most attractive
and fascinating
manner.

$9 Deposit
$9 a Month

Four sparkling bril

liant small diamonds
are set in the sides of

this attractive ring
The large diamond in

the hexagon top is set

off by 2 triangular

dark blue sapphires

$55

$1 Deposit
$4.50 a Month
Three large diamonds
and 2 smaller dia-
monds and 2 triangu-
lar dark blue sap-
phires are set in this
latest style, attract-
ively engraved dinner
ring.

SpecialXMAS SALE!
Every reader of this magazine should come to us for their jewelry
because we give the most for the money and treat our customers
with the greatest of courtesy We were established 46 years ago
and are absolutely reliable

LOWEST PRICES: EASIEST TERMS
Thousands of satisfied customers say this is so Our store is full

of wonderful Xmas gifts, so is our big catalog

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: FREE TRIAL
You get a gold bond full value guarantee with each purchase If

you are not satisfied and-return the purchase, we return your money

YOU GET 8% INCREASE ON EXCHANGES
When you exchange a diamond for a larger one, we allow you 8%
per annum more than you paid for it

$197.00 A CARAT
The greatest diamond values
ever heard of Guaranteed
genuine blue-white diamond.

WORTH $325 A CT.

ORDER FROM THIS BARGAIN LIST
Carat $25.00

% " $49.25
% " $65.65
>2 " $73.75^^^^^98jS0

1

m
2

.$147.75

.$197.00
$246.25

..$395.50

. $394.00

J$1.00 Down
P&1.75 a Month

ELGIN or
WALTHAM
Your choice of famous
Elgin or Waltham move-
ment in this full 12 size,

attractively engraved,
gold filled case Guar-
anteed a fine time-

keeper It comes in a

handsome gift case, and
the gold filled chain and
knife are included ab-
solutely free

No. 38

4 Diamonds & 4 Sapphires

$1 Deposit
$3 A Month
Ladies small, fash-

ionable wrist watch,
14 Kt. solid gold case,

with 15 jeweled move-
ment, set with 4 dia-

monds and 4 sap-

phires. Former price,

$50 You save $13.

14 Karat Solid Gold
$1.00 DEPOSIT
$1.50 A MONTH
Stylish 14 Kt
solid gold wrist
watch with 15
jeweled move-
ment Worth $30. Extra
sterling silver bracelet free

$19

FREE PREMIUMS
Every purchaser who answers this adver-
tisement will receive from us absolutely
free of charge, a choice of many valu-
able premiums. A list of free gifts will
be sent to you when we receive the
coupon. Choose premium you prefer

THIS IS THE MOST LIBERAL
OFFER EVER MADE

We want to add thousands of new custom-
ers to our business this month and will
give you a premium if you order from us. sets, etc Mail coupon

WRITE FOR
CATALOG
If you want something not
shown in this advertise-
ment, it is in our catalog
Thousands of bargains in
diamonds, watches, wrist
watches, jewelry of all

kinds, silverware, toilet

STERLINGDIAMONDoWCH CO.
Square Deal Credit Jewelers — Diamond Importers — Estab. 1879

1540 BROADWAY Dept. P-2061 NEW YORK
MAIL FREE PREMIUM COUPON

TEAR OUT AND MAIL!
SEND NO MONEY
GENTLEMEN: I HAVE SELECTED NUMBER |

Please mail it to me by parcel post, COD the small I

deposit and I will pay the postman when he hands I

me the package, !

|
|

I enclose $ as a deposit to show my good I

1—1 faith Please send the article size direct to I

my home for me to wear on free trial.

I—I Do not send any jewelry now but send your big bargain
'—

' catalog to me showing thousands of diamond, watch, |

jewelry, silverware and toiletware bargains for me to choose

Send the List of Premiums so I can Choose My Gift.

NAME..

LOCAL ADDRESS ..

f CITY AND STATE..



Holiday throngs now crowd

Kerkoff's Perfume Shop on the

Champs-Elysees in Paris.

jjk^k {Painting by John La Gatta.]

SET No. 15

contains Djer-KusFacePowder,
Ban de Toilette, and Talc.

Qjs iffrom PAPJS -itsdj

brought her the Giftuon

SET No. 35

contains Parfum Djer-Kiss(both
a large borne and the purse-size
Vanette), Djer-Kiss Talc, Sa-
chet, Eau de Toilette, Soap and
the Djer-Kiss Two-Fold Com-
pact.

SIR, do you seek for the loveliest girl a gift of dis-

tinction— a gift of gifts ?

It is a perplexing problem. But Kerkoffhas solved
it by sending from Paris his Djer-Kiss toiletries which
come to you in these exquisite satin-lined gift boxes.
These are the very toiletries you would see today on
the Avenue des Champs-Elysees.

In America you will find these sets at smart shops
everywhere—ten attractive combinations at ten differ-
ent prices. Of these, five are illustrated here.

SET No. 25

containsParfum Djer-Kiss, Eau
de Toilette and the new Loose-

Powder Vanity in which the

user may carry loosefacepowder
as neatly as she would a Com-
pact.

KI:KKOI I

SET No. 40

contains a silvered Lip Rouge
pencil; the Djer-Kiss Rouge-
Sc-Loose-Powder Vanity (loose

powder compartment, rouge
compact and double-faced mir-
ror in a dainty and exquisite
nickel-silver case) and Parfum
Djer-Kiss.

F/VKIS

FT SETS
SET No. 17

contains the Vanette (purse-
size flacon of Parfum Djer-
Kiss), Lip Rouge and the Djer-
Kiss Two-Fold Compact (rouge
andface powder compacts and
a unique double-faced mirror).
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HOW DOES CECIL B. DeMILLE
MAKE HIS STARS?

Wallace Reid,
Thomas Meighan,
Gloria Swanson —
stars made by Cecil
B. DeMille.

The Qreat Producer who has

made many of the Screen's

heading Artists famous, is

constantly discovering and de*

veloping new personalities for

I

your enjoyment*

ECIL B. DEMILLE has a genius for bring-

ing screen talent to its fullest flowering.

Wallace Reid— Thomas Meighan— Gloria

Swanson — all of these great stars came into

their own under DeMille's direction.

Today DeMille places before you the

superb gifts of Leatrice Joy, Rod
LaRocque, Vera Reynolds, Joseph
Schildkraut, Jetta Goudal, William
Boyd, Robert Ames, and dozens of

others—some already famous, some
rapidly mounting the ladder that

leads to fame. In each one you will

discover some irresistible quality of

appeal — the endearing charm that

makes public favorites.

Watch for Cecil B. DeMille's pro-

ductions, if you are seeking perfect

motion picture entertainment — the

finest type of stories magnificently pro-

duced and supremely well acted! Ask
at your favorite theatre when the next

DeMille picture is coming.

Fresh and winsome

—

Vera Reynolds cap-
tures hearts every-
where as the lovely
little heroine in "The
Road to Yesterday".

Rod LaRocque's magnetic
personality makes him a
favorite. Do not miss see-
ing him in "The Coming of
Amos", "Braveheart",
"Red Dice" or "Bachelor's
Brides".

CECIL B.

DEMILLE

The beauty and poise of Leatrice Joy are unusu>
ally effective in her new pictures, "The Wedding
Song", "Hell's Highroad", "Made for Love" and
"'Eve's Leaves".

Above are notable artists in "The
Road to Yesterday". Top—William
Boyd, lovable true American type.
Center-Jetta Goudal,baffling.bewitch-
ing. Bottom—Joseph Schildkr; ut who
is as splendidly successful o.i the
screen as on the stage.

RELEASEE? BY

PRODUCERS DISTPJBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE, President RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FL1NN. Vice-President and General Manager
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EBectrical
Outfits!

Thethlrd free outfit Is aSlOmotor
—same type as the Mg ones. You
wind the armature and the field
and assemble U and make it run.

Electrical
Home-Training

now backed with FREE JOB SERVICE
I am pushing thousands of men ahead to success in Electricity by a wonderful

new method of home-training. Now we announce a new feature for students and graduates of the
American School—a nation-wide Employment Service under the direction of Mr. H. A. Burgkart, Job
txpert. Burgkart is placing men in fine Electrical positions as fast as they qualify. The Electrical bus-
iness needs more Experts. Go into Electricity and you're sure to find a good job when you're ready for it.You can get ready with Dunlap-Job-Method training:

1.—because it's complete Small! Monthly Payments
We guarantee this training is both up-to-
date and complete. Without extra charge I give you
Electrical Engineering subjects, Electrical Drafting,
Ignition, Radio, and many business subjects.

2.—because prepared by
23 noted Engineers

This is no one-man, one-idea school. Amer-
ica's greatest Electrical Engineers helped me prepare
this training, and their work vouches for its high-
standard and thoroughness.

Instruction prepared by men from
1. General Electric Co. 8.

2. Commonwealth Edison 9.
3. Crocker-Wheeler Co. 10.
4. Cutler-Hammer Co. 11.
5. American Telephone 12.

& Telegraph Co. 13.
S. Westinghouse Electric 14.

& Mfg. Co. 15.
7. Western Electric Co.

Underwriters Lab.
Columbia University
Dartmouth College
Massachusetts Inst.
Lehigh University
University of Vermont
Armour Institute
University of Kansas

Our educational standards are high, tuition
is within reach of the untrained man who
needs this training, and small monthly
payments accepted. So you need not
face the world without training—let me show you
how to get this million dollar No-Profit institu-
tion back of you in your fight for success and inde-
pendence.

Get My JOB AND RAISE
Contract—Quick!

Now you can put your time and money
into home-training with a positive agree-
ment that it will lead to a better job and
increased pay. Get the facts about my amazing
offer. Find out about the opportunities and jobs
waiting for you in Electricity. Act quick and
make the next few months the turning point in
your life. Coupon brings complete information.

3.
because f train you
by the Job-Method

CHIEF ENGINEER DUNLAP, Electrical Division

AMERICAN SCHOOL, DePt.E-ii8s
Orexel Ave. & 58th St., Chicago

These pictures show how my
students learn Electricity by
doing actual Electrical jobs with
standard materials and tools
which I supply without extra cost.
Four costly outfits given ! Students
make fast progress by this wonder-
ful Job-Method. Many do sim-
ilar jobs for pay in their spare
time and earn more than

enough to pay fof this
training.

© St. No
I .State

!
City"7'"e^^^^ac=r schoo, '

I
< 'Te Pt' E ' '88 Drexel Ave. & 5*tb St.,
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1 Personalities of
r?arajnounL-

anj tbeir 'Paramount 'Pictures

ronson

Where the Peter Pan girl

appears, hearts grow light-

er. There's more than a
touch of fairyland about
her, and the work-a-day
world seems slow when
she's around. See her in
"Are Parents People?"
"Not So Long Ago,"
"The Golden Princess."

V V

\
^Herbert tyrtnon

He directed "A Kiss for

Cinderella." Remember
how "Peter Pan" delight-

ed you! He directed that,

too! Other Paramount
Pictures of his are: "The
Street of Forgotten Men,"
"The Little French Girl,"
and "The Song and Dance
Man."

gloria Swanson

Gloria Swanson's success
and popularity sweep for-

ward like a tidal wave.
Her Paramount Pictures
are centers of fascinated
human groups at all points
of the compass. See her
in "Madame Sans-Gene,"
"The Coast of Folly,"
"Stage Struck."

^homasJifiaghan

People who would not stir

to see a king pass by
would break half a dozen
appointments to meet
Tom Meighan. His is

a triple success; a man's
man, a woman's man,
and the kid's man, too!
Be sure to see "Old Home
Week," "The Man Who
Found Himself," and
"Irish Luck."

V.W.grijfith
D. W. Griffith's "That
Royle Girl" reveals more
mastery tlian ever. Grif-
fith's Paramount Pictures
are the harvest of his art.

See Carol Dempster, W.
C. Fields and Harrison
Ford, in "That Royle
Girl." Watch for the
huge Griffith special,
"Sorrows of Satan," by
Marie Corelli.

(polaJJigri

Pola Negri is a complex
and dramatic personality

whose charm is today ex-

ercising its full power in

the United States. Michael
Arlen is writing "Cross-
roads of the World" es-

pecially for her. See her
in "Flower of Night,"
and "A Countess in

Iowa."

Produced by
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Adolph Zukor, President

New York City

oA Kiss

for (mderella"
Herbert Brenon Production

Paramount's Xmas Qift to All!
Nation-wide Showing Week of December 28th

If you seem so much older than you used to, if

you feel that life might be a little kinder to you than
it is, come watch Betty Bronson and Tom Moore
contrive happiness out of old boards, small feet and
a policeman's point of view!

The peculiar thing about "A Kiss for Cinderella"
as about "Peter Pan," is that although children enjoy
it intensely there are ten times as many grownups
in the long lines at the box offices!

The fact is that all the world is young when
J. M. Barrie and Paramount are partners.

t / / /

Today, Paramount and the leading dramatists and
writers of the world are hand in glove in the great
cause of better pictures. The writers are giving of
their best because they know that Paramount's
resources and screen ideals are big enough to ensure
the greatest possible progress.

^paramount
{pictures

"If it's a Paramount Picture it's the best show in town"
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Aviation!
|0 you love adventure? Do you want to make big
money? Although aviation is still in its infancy

thereisa crying- demand for men with courage, nerve,
and self-reliance—ambitious men who are looking
for a new field. For those who qualify there will be
thousands of highly paid jobs.

AnaazSng Opportunity in
tSoe AnrpEaae Industry

Yes, as yet, aviation is in its infancy, but now is
the time to get in. In the
automobile industry and
in the moving picture
business hundreds of men
got rich by getting in at
thestart. They madetheir
success before others
woke up.
Think how much avia-

tion has progressed in the
last few years. Commer-
cial air lines have already
proved themselves suc-
cessful both in Europe
and America. Great men
predict that in the near
future there will be air-
freight lines — organiza-
tions as large as our rail-

roads are today. AVIA-
TION IS NEW. It
clamors for every young
man.

Be an Aviation Expert—
$50 to $100 a week

The study of aviation is as fascinating as the actual work.
Only one hour of spare time a day at home and we teach you
the basic training. You will find every lesson packed full of
interest. Student S. F. McNaughton, Chicago, says, "Your
lessons are like a romance, and what is more, after one
reading the student gets a thorough understanding." Menwho have had actual experience guide you carefully through
your training. They select the lessons, lectures, blueprints,
and bulletins. Once you start you can't get enough of it.
Here are some real jobs. Which one do you wantY Aero-
nautical Instructor, Aeronautical Engineer, Aeronautical
Contractor, Aeroplane Salesman, Aeroplane Repairman,
Aeroplane Mechanician, Aeroplane Inspector, Aeroplane
Assembler, Aeroplane Builder.

Big Aviation Book FREE
Send coupon below for our new FREE book just out en-

titled. Opportunities in the Airplane Industry." It is inter-
estingandinstructive. Get yours before editionis exhausted.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Depj^8^L^3MlJ>.^jchiiian Ave., Chicago

^AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
|

Dept. 8821,3601 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago I

Fascinating—
Daring — Big

Paying
Prepare Now for One„of

These Positions
Aeronautical Instructor

$60 to $150 per week
Aeronautical Engineer
SlOO to S300 per week

Aeronautical Contractor
Enormous profits

Aeroplane Repairman
460 to $75 per week

Aeroplane Mechanics
$40 to S60 per week

Aerop'ane Inspector
$SO to S7S per week

Aeroplane Salesman
S5000 per year and up

Aeroplane Assembler
$40 to $65 per week

Aeroplane Builder
$75 to $200 per week

({Alberta Vaughn—as

"Masie", the modern
stenographer—has
mastered all the tric\s

of her
. profession.

An Answer Page of
Information

Address:
Miss Vee Dee
SCREENLAND,
236 West 5 5th Street

New York City

|
Name....

I Address.

I
City- State

L. A. M. Richard Dix was Richard
Brimmer in his youth; Mary Hay was christ-

ened Mary Hay Caldwell; Rudolph Valen-
tino owns to Rodolph Guglielmi; try and
say it without gulping. Pola was Appo-
lonia Chalupez, but the others are their
real names. Oh help, I'd hate to tell you
who I think the wickedest woman in the
movies—pick your own! I bar religion and
politics from this page because I'm fond of
life and loathe the hospital!

Lorraine Rizz. Too late for the October
issue, Lorree! Tom Mix is forty-four. You
want "some statements about Clara Bow,"
so I state hereunder that Clara is 19, height
5.3 and a half; she won a beauty competi-
tion in her neighborhood, which is Brook-
lyn, and she has features, even as you and
I. Her main worry seems to be that she'll
lose her girlish figure, and rolling the
rounds of the floor in her Californian bun
galow is Clara's idea of a good time.

E. F. Thanks for Greetings, which ar-
rived in time for the Christmas number.
As to information—well, you should have
come to me in the first place, and I'd have
told you Syd Chaplin has brown eyes, both
of them, and that he was born in Cape
Town, South Africa.

B. B. Mary Brian is 17 and she's 5.4,
but still has time to grow another foot
or so.

Evelyn C. Alberta Vaughn was born in
A.-hland, Ky., in 1906. She is 5.2, and
weighs 106. Now doing a series with
Larry Kent, and if the flappers don't lose
their hearts to the handsome Larry I'll be
mighty surprised.

Francis Murdoc\. Never heard of an
actress named Dorothy Sertdom. Perhaps
you mean Dorothy Seastrom? If so, she's
with Famous Players, Vine Street, Holly-
wood.

Just Pete. Your letter was very inter-
esting. Don't think it can be the same
Marion Davies you went to school with,
as Miss Davies' real name is Douras and I

understand she was born in Brooklyn and
educated in New York. But Marion Davies
isn't a bit upstage, and I'm sure would be
glad to hear from an old school pal. •

Elmer Gordon. Here's your answer,
Canadian. Rin-Tin-Tin was born in France
and Tony is a California horse. Mary As-
tor, born 1906, has brown eyes and auburn
.hair. Evidently John Barrymore thinks

iMary ideal for the part, so we'll all look
forward to seeing this delightful pair in

"Paolo and Francesca."

T^obody. The day I typed your answer
I nearly "froze" too, so you have my sym-
pathy. See I answered another enquiry
from Canada just before yours, only he's

from Ontario. Yes, the 109 questions did

rather upset my equilibrium, but I'm all

rested up now and ready for more, so bring
on your curiosity. The Paramount School
has filled its quota of students. Bebe Dan-
'iels was born in 1901 and Ramon Novarro
.in 1899. Why hesitate to write? We're
all just mortals, you know.

Buzzy. Probably the United Studios,

Hollywood, will find Reed Howes. Charles
Ray will shortly be seen in "The 'Winner,"
and Henry B. Walthall will rejoin D. W.
Griffith, it is rumored. I agree with you;
we don't see Walthall nearly enough and
an actor of his calibre is too unusual to be
hidden away. Dick Barthelmess with Tec-
Art Studios, 344 West 44th Street, New
York. Raymond Hatton 1401 Western
Ave., Hollywood. Glad you think our cov-
ers look "human." That's the real object

of them: Natural portraits in natural color.

Bo (>>(. T.). Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is

with Famous Players Lasky at Astoria, and
he is just 17. Send along 25 cents and
I'm sure you'll get his photograph.

'Wilana (Denton, Texas). It's very nice

of you to feel that my answers will cast

the final vote. Irene Rich's daughters are

fifteen and eight respectively. I don't know
the names of her former husbands. "Ben
Hur" will probably be released ere this an-
swer appears in print. Norma Shearer is

still single, and Norma Talmadge was born
in 1897. Constance Talmadge and Buster
Collier are not engaged, just rumored, de-

nied and rumored again! Greta Nissen is

22; Virginia Valli was born in 1895; Flor-

ence Vidor is 30; Betty Bronson was born
1906, and Percy Marmont is in his thirties.

Harold Lloyd's glasses haven't any lenses

and he doesn't wear them off the screen.
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Harold is a mighty good-looking fellow,

take it from me. Of course both hands are

his own; only his fingers were injured in

that explosion years ago. Ernest Torrence's

son is about 18 and had his first part in

"The Pony Express." Elliott Dexter, Tom
Mix, Hope Hampton, Corinne Griffith, Jac
queline Logan are a few of the best known
players hailing from Texas. Florence Vidor
pronounces her name . Vee-door, and Valli

is pronounced Val-ee.

Mary C. Rudolph Valentino was di-

vorced and married again. His new pic-

ture, "Cobra," has now been released, so

look out for it. Pearl White is at present

on the London music-hall stage. Fred
Thomson in "The Wild Bull's Lair."

Rose B. A dispute over me—oh, Rose!

Just what picture am I supposed to have
appeared in? Dancing is an asset to the

success of a movie star, but not a necessity.

Chee. Gloria Swanson is five feet three,

weighs 112, and has brown hair, blue eyes,

and you must know what her features look
like from her pictures. Richard Barthel-

mess' chief feature seems to be his chin,

although Ed hate a man around my chateau
with a chin so determined. Heaven help
me if I overboiled the eggs! Dick is 5.6,

has dark hair, brown eyes, and weighs
about 135.

Catherine. Maybe Gloria Hope, who is

Lloyd Hughes" wife, won't mind if you are
in love with the handsome Lloyd; especially

as you don't know him. Lloyd is still with
First National; so perhaps he'd send you a
photograph if you asked him nicely. But
I'd advise you to write in ink and not in

pencil. Honestly, I had to get out the
family magnifying glass to read your letter.

Emma A. Have it your own way; but
with such well-known and popular stars as
Gloria Swanson, Blanche Sweet, Myrtle
Stedman, Virginia Valli, Dorothy Dalton,
etc., etc., all hailing from Chicago, Fd
hardly say Mary Philbin comes under the
heading of "Chicago's pride," clever and
sweet as Mary is.

Chas. H. M. (Brooklyn). Indeed I did
appreciate your letter, and I can assure you
I'm not old; not a man; and perhaps some
day you are going to see my photograph,
but I can't send you one.

R. X. You'll have to apply personally
at the various studios if you want to break-
in. Colleen Moore got into pictures by
sheer hard work, and made her way to
stardom by merit.

W. E. Stephens. Look-ye, folk, I'm go-
ing on strike! Letters in pencil aren't fair;

pages and pages to wade through make my
head swim. Pity the answerwoman! Fm
only human, you know. Claire Adams is

married to B. B. Hampton; Roy T. Barnes
married Bessie Crawford; Noah Beery mar-
ried Margaret Abbott; Wallace Beery was
married to Gloria Swanson and now Arita
Gilman. Robert Edeson married again re-
cently and this time a South American girl.
Neil Hamilton is married. Mildred Harris
is married to Terrance McGovern. Ray-
mond Hatton's wife was Frances Roberts.
James Kirkwood is "Mr. Lila Lee"; Sheldon
Lewis married Virginia Pearson; Wallace
McDonald married Doris May; Tom Moore
first called Alice Joyce "wife," then Renee
Adoree. Pola Negri was Countess Domb-
ski, but isn't any longer. Florence Smith
is Mrs. Theodore Roberts and the others
you mention are unmarried as far as I
know.

Isn't it worth it?
IN THE PAST twenty years, Fatima has been

more widely imitated probably, than any

other iigarette—yet today it is as distinctive

as ew, in richness of taste, in mildness, in

delicacy of aroma. A few cents more, yes

—

but/vou get the real thing. That's the difference

WHAT A WHALE OF A DIFFERENCE JUST A FEW CENTS MAKE

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

Sizee for
all types of „
coses. Adjust-
able in every way.

rtniTPl HOSE dWUSTER
(Patented)

Shapes while you sleep. Rapid pain-
less and safe. The ANITA is a Gen-

I

uine and most Comfortable Nose Sup-
l Porter. Absolutely GUARANTEED.
Highly recommended by

Physicians.
..„ Write for FREE booklet.

|
Nature's Way To Happiness"

TheflniTft Co.
Dept. 169, Anita Building
529 Springfield Avenue

Newark, N. J.'23 BEFORE.-AFTER

ONLY
ONE TO

EACH PERSON
Fleur D'Or (Flower of Gold)

PARFUM EXQUISITE

To Introduce this most delightful of all flower
essences,we offer a large, imported, novelty vial
filled with this echo of a golden flower garden,
for the insignificant sum of 25c--to cover pack-
ing and mailing costs! Each Fleur D'Or contain-
er is a hand-blown vial of a fairylike delicacy.
Even the stopper is protected by agolden screw-
cap. Ideal for carrying wherever you go * . .

and a lasting golden odor not soon for*
gotten. Get one full 51 size vial of
Fleur D'Or for 25c -- 35c if out-
side U.S. Additional vials at
full price. Sendyourtri-
al order now ! Send
this ad, 25c, your
name and address. *

MAISON D'OR — Parfumers
147 Fourth Ave., Desk II, New York City

WRITE Photoplay Scenarios
Vaudeville Sketches
Songs, Short Stories

Big demand and high prices paid for the right kind. Do
you think you have talent and aptitude for this work?
J™, ™sily and quickly make sure by reading ourTEST-LESSON and TALENT-DETECTOR whirl, will be
sent, postpaid for 10c. Interesting, instructive illustrated
Booklet on Writing for Money included FREE. Send
dime or stamps TODAY.
WRITERS' INSTITUTE, Dept. 5, Jackson, Michigan

Have Good Hair

And Glean Scalp

Cuticura
Soap and Ointment

Work Wonders
Try Our New Shaving Stick;
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HAS NEW HAIR

KOTALKO DID IT

Mary H. Little has luxuriant hair now.

Yet for years, her head, as she describes it, "was as

tare and shiny as the back of my hand."

When Mrs. Little's hair began to fall, she tried to

stop it by using various shampoos, oils and lotions, but
tier hair continued to come out until she had lost all.

She persereringly continued trying to get new hair.

She consulted a specialist but no hair came. Her only

oope seemed to be in having a wig.

Luckily she learned about Kotalko, and used it.

Watching in her mirror she saw hairs developing.

Faithfully she applied Kotalko and the hair continued
o grow. It became long, strong, and silklike. The
likeness above is from her photograph.

Men also who were bald -headed_ for years report new
hair growth by KOTALKO. Many testimonials from
men and women.

You may buy a full-size box at the drug store

under money-refunded guarantee, or send coupon for

FREE Trial Box
t? you have dandruff, or are losing hair, or if you are

Clearly or entirely bald.

KOTAL CO., C-539, Sta. L., New York

Please send me FREE Proof Box of KOTALKO with
directions aud book.

Name..

Full Address..

YEAR
We train you quickly right in your own

home. Tremendous field in Modern Photo-
Eraphy. Newspapers, magazine .;, advertisers, etc.,

need thousands of high-class photos. 35,000 splen-
did locatiousopen now. My amazing-new method
equips you to earn $50 to $100 a week while learn-
ing. Shows you how to do the kind of work turned
out in Chicago and New York studios. Also how
to start big money business of your own,
' MHREggsnBS CPCC WriteatonceforFREE^HHnl I llkk cameraoffer. I give youH^HBHH high grade professional Camera

I

free. Offer open onlyshort time-
act at once. I guarantee my training.

INTERNATIONAL STUDIOS. Inc.
369 4 Michigan Ave. Dept. 1311

Chicago, u.S.A,

' "T^ow, off the lot," says

'William Davidson.

"So's your old man,
answers Bebe Daniels.

N uptown New York there is a mighty

happy man. " He wouldn't exchange

places with John D. himself right now
—no, sir! Who is he? Why, he's

Lorna Duveen's dad, and isn't that enough

glory for any man? Mr. Duveen thinks so;

and when he greets customers at the grocery

store of which he is the manager, he asks,

after comments on the weather, "Have you

seen my girl in "The Knoc\out with Milton

Sills? Yes— she's playing at the Rialto

this week." The nicest part about the

whole thing is that, even though she has ri-

sen to the honor of seeing herself on a

Broadway screen, Lorna Duveen hasn't

changed a bit. Ask dad—he knows!

nnHE MetrcGoldwyn Ball at the Hotel

Ji Astor was one of the largest and gayest

film affairs ever conducted in Manhattan..

The fans who bought tickets to see their

favorite stars "close up" were not disap-

pointed. Imagine dancing to the music of

one of New York's best orchestras and rub-

bing shoulders with Dorothy Mackaill, a

vision of loveliness in a smart white spangly

gown? And just think of being able to

gaze up at the boxes graced by the presence

of Mae Murray, Fannie Ward, Hope Hamp-
ton, Ruth Stonehouse, Niles Welch, Arnold
Daly, and Dagmar Godowsky, to mention

just a few? Miss Stonehouse by the way,

although one of the first stars in pictures,

as some of you old-timers among the fans

will remember, is one of the prettiest and

youngest girls you could hope to see, and

should stage a real come-back before long.

Entire choruses from such Broadway shows

as "Louie the Fourteenth" danced for the

enjoyment of the guests, so is it any won-
der that a good time was had by all?

to make a feature for F. B. O., starring

in it herself. While she has been act-

ive as a designer of sets and costumes

for Rudy's films, and has even pro-

duced a picture on her own

—

What
Price Beauty?—she has never before

appeared before the camera herself. As
soon as she returns from her European
trip, she will start to work as Natacha
Rambova. Rudy himself came east to

attend the premier of his first feature for

United Artists, The Eagle, in which he is

supported by Vilma Banky.
* * *

Ernst Lubitsch, Mrs. Lubitsch, Irene

Rich, and several members of his com-

pany stopped in New York on their way
back west after shooting some location

scenes in Toronto, Canada, for Lady Win-
dermere's Fan. Warner Brothers honored
their prize director with a luncheon at a

Park Avenue hotel, and we wish everyone

who has ever seen and enjoyed a Lubitsch

picture could have been there with us. In-

stead of the heavy, pompous great man,

there was a quiet delightful human being

with a marvellous sense of humor, an un-

affected camaraderie, and a very beautiful

and charming wife. Instead of the pon-

derous speech indulged in by so many of

our directors, this exception to the rules

rose and in his amusing broken English

said, simply and sincerely, "You in Ameri-

ca have all been so very kind to me. I

sank you very much." In the midst of the

highly complimentary speeches which pre-

ceded his,—compliments which he fully de-

served— the director hung his head and
glanced sidelong at his wife beside him.

They exchanged a very human smile—one
filled with sympathy and understanding.

For they do say that little Mrs. Lubitsch is

not only a pretty wife and hostess; she is a

wise and witty woman whose ideas are of

real help to her husband. We hear she

has at length prevailed upon him to let her

appear in pictures and we hope it is true.

She's slightly reminiscent of the girl whom
her husband helped to make famous—Pola

Negri. And she may rise to the same
heights under the directional guidance of

Ernst Lubitsch—a genius, and a gentleman.

^TvfT hether Mr. and Mrs. Valentino are Constance Bennett may always be re-W really patching up their reported dif- lied upon to be picturesque and un'

fcrences or whether they have decided to go usual. She surprised almost everybody by
their separate ways, the fact remains that eloping the other day with Phil Plant, weal-

Mrs. Rudy is about to burst upon the thy young New Yorker and half-brother of

screen world as a brand-new ' star. She is Leland Hayward, with whom he was asso'



ciated for a time in picture production. Mr.
Plant has for some time been Miss Bennett's
devoted cavalier and led her to the altar by
way of Greenwich, the modern Gretna
Green. Connie's younger sister, Barbara,
is now dancing with Maurice at one of the
smart supper clubs.

#

Irene Rich found time off from playing
neglected wives long enough to dash

off to Europe with her two young daugh-
ters, whom she installed in a school in
Switzerland. Irene's Riches will remain
abroad for two years, provided their mother
can reconcile herself to such a long absence.

DOUGLAS MacLean came to town in time
to see his first Paramount production,

Seven Keys to Baldpate, open on Broadway.
In. the interest of truth it should be added
that Doug was not present at the opening
nor did he even read the highly favorable
reviews of his picture until two days later.

He went to Philadelphia to see his folks and
a football game and almost forgot he's a
famous filmster.

With Doug was his charming wife, Faith
MacLean, formerly a New York society girl.

It is not generally known that Mrs. MacLean
designs all the gowns worn by Doug's lead-
ing ladies; and she is also one of the best
and severest critics of the MacLean com-
edies. One of the nicest thing about Doug,
anyway, is his enthusiasm over everything
except himself. He is willing to admit that
his wife, his general manager, his director,
his cameraman and his head cutter are sim-
ply great, but he can't hand himself so
much. He doesn't have to; there are plenty
of people, including those above mentioned,
to swear by him. Although we haven't
known him quite that long, we are pretty
certain that the size of his hat-band is ex-
actly the same as it was years ago when as
a youngster he played with Maude Adams.

* * *

SCREENLAND
The nicest compliment we ever heard

paid to Mr. Colman was uttered by Lillian
Gish, with whom he played in The White
Sister and Romola. "It is easy," said Lil-
lian, "to see why he has become such a
popular favorite on the screen. When he
was in my company he was the most pop-
ular man in it— always considerate and
charming. And the other men liked him,
too."

Betty Jewel has found her chance at
last. For several years this pretty

dark- eyed little girl has been playing small
parts here and there, and while in New
York producers praised her work and al-
ways wished they could find a real role for
her, that "big chance" never seemed to. turn
up. Betty was a favorite protegee of D.
W. Griffith's—in fact, she played so many
bits in The Orphans of the Storm that D.W. nicknamed her "the third orphan". Not
long ago Betty was one of the Seven Wives
of Bluebeard. But the other day that part,
for so long just around the corner, became
a reality. Samuel Goldwyn, in town with
Mrs. Goldwyn to arrange for the New
York premier of Stella Dallas, his greatest
picture, saw Miss Jewel, found out all about
her, and decided she was just the actress
he needed to play in his latest Potash and
Perlmutter comedy. So Betty departed for
California with a Sam Goldwyn contract
under her arm. Considering that this pro-
ducer was the Columbus of such present-
day celebrities as Ronald Colman, Vilma
Banky, Belle Bennett, and Lois Moran it
looks as if little Betty is actually on the
high road to stardom, doesn't it?

,
Onald Colman, who shares about fifty

i. fifty with Jack Gilbert the honor of
being the world's greatest matinee idol,
came to town for a brief vacation. If he
had cared to, Colman could have been feted
and exclaimed over every minute of his stay;
but he is much too shy and modest to wish
for anything like that. His reserve is far
from being a pose, for when we had tea
with him, he almost dropped his cup when
he caught a group of girls staring at him.
As soon as he finishes Lady Windermere's
Fan for Ernst Lubitsch, he will play oppo-
site Norma Talmadge in Ki\i— which latter
film, by the way, will probably be his last
with either of the Talmadges, much to his
regret. Among his ambitions is the role of
Sidney Carton in A Tale of Two Cities and
an eventual existence in the south of France
or Italy. Don't worry; he intends to stay
in pictures a long, long time. He likes
them, preferring to play parts of wholly tra-
gic or entirely comic character—he loathes
one of the indefinite variety. A friend of
his was telling us of the awful ordeal he
went through in a certain Fifth Avenue de-
partment store. "Ronnie went in to buy a
li|cktie. The place was filled with- women
who all seemed to recognize him simulta-
neously. He fled down one aisle only to
run into another mob of ladies approaching
him. In a panic he darted into an elevator
where of course he was completely surroun-
ded Needless to say he left without the
necktie. He was lucky to escape with the
one he was wearing."

Fannie Ward has come back to Ameri-
ca for good, she says; and the perennial

beauty is going to pass on some of her
secrets of good looks and charm to the less
fortunate ladies of New York. Miss Ward,m other words, plans to open a beauty shop',
where she will endeavor to prove that
others can do as she has done— remain
youthful and lovely even after the years
have accumulated. The famous interna-
tional star makes no secret of the fact that
she is no longer of the debutante age, al-
though if she cared to she could easily de-
ceive the closest and most cynical observers.
She and her husband, Jack Dean, have
taken an apartment for the winter, at least;
and their friends are hoping that she will be
satisfied to remain even though Paris, their

A°iT
er

t
ome

'
calls to them t0 come back -

Although she has not done any picture
work for some time, Fannie Ward is still
one_ of the best loved members of the
motion picture colony.

TC*ay Lanphier, the girl who was chosen

11 i

tC>
,

s America in the late and
well-known beauty contest at Atlantic City
has finished her part in the Paramount pro-
duction of The American Venus; and all
who have watched her work predict a real
future for her. Miss Lanphier, who despite
her far-famed 138 pounds, looks slim and
graceful is a charming and quiet girl whose
success has not in the least turned her
pretty head. Although not of the startling-
ly beautiful type, she possesses a reserved
poise which is refreshing; and, girls she
never, never smokes. Her mother wouldn't
permit it, and Fay doesn't want to anyway
so there. "

Buy From Us and Save Money
Simply pin a dollar bill to this ad, put it in an
envelope with your name and address and Mail
it Today. Your choice of these exceptional val-
ues will come Prepaid for a 1 5 Day Trial. If you
can duplicate your purchase for less money anywhere
send it back and your dollar will be returned. If sat-— ^sfied pay balance in ten equal monthly payments.

No Red Tape—Prompt Delivery
Transactions
Confidential
^ Rush Your

, DollarToday

All
A I f|

Beautifully hand . carved 18K^1" White Gold Ladies' Rinc. 3
Genuine sparkling, blue-white Df
monds. Price S42.50

$1 Down; $4.15 a Month
AH Rectangular style 14KAll Solid White Gold Wrist
Watch, set with 4 Genuint
brilliant, Blue -white Dia.
monds. 4 Blue Bapphires.
Guaranteed 16 Jeweled
movement. Price$42.SQi J
$1 Down;$4.15aMonth
AIO Gent's 12 size 17

jewel Guaranteed
Elgin Watch, 14K Gold
FilledEngravedCaseguar-
anteed for 25 yrs. Com*
plete withgold-fiiledKnife
andChain.price$37.SO
SI.OO Down:
$3.65 a Month,

FREE
A complete Booklet with over 3,000 other bis
bargains in Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.

Send for it.

10 Months to Pay on Everything.

-W ^ AUTHORIZED CAPITAL * 1,000,000.

LW-SWEET INC
1660 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Most exhi/araiinS of
all out-door sportsJ

60 SIZES, WOODS and STYLES
The STRAND SKI u-as the pio-
neer of America's winter ski-sport.

Recognized Leader for 28 Years
Strand Skis for Expert Junipers

Used All Over the World

ESTABLISHED
1896

Special Models for TJ. S. Army Service
ni National Parks and elsewhere,

FREE
Plans for Ski Jumping
Tower &Tournam ent Rul
Sent to any Sports Club

BY
DEALERS
EVERWfflERE

If SNOWS'

'RANDMartin A. _
132 Strand St., New Richmond, Wis.
STRAND ADULT AMD "KID" ASTOBOGGANSSTRAND PADOUES ->>Or£ CANOFlgr.

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them ap-
pear naturally dark, long and
luxuriant. Adda wonderful charm,
beauty ana expression to any face.
Perfectly harmless. Used by millions
of lovely women. BLACK or BROWN,
obtainable in solid form or water-
proof liquid. 75c at your dealer's or
direct postpaid.
MAYBELLINECO. CHICAGO
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SCREEN LAN D

N NOVARRO

^6 MIDSHIPMAN
Story by

CAREY WILSON
Scenario by

F. McGREW WILLIS
Directed by

CHRISTY CABANNE

PUPERB acting, splendid direction and the critical

^ supervision of the United States Navy Department

have combined to produce the first authentic picture ever

shown of our Admirals in the making.

Thrill follows thrill throughout the yarn as rapidly as

wave follows wave at sea—it will leave you breathless

and satisfied—another proof of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

supreme genius in the making of motion picture master-

pieces.

"More stars than there are in heaven"
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' Margaret Living-

ston has zip, pep
and personality.

' Margaret's next
film is "A Trip
to Chinatown."

argaret 'vingBon

<C You'd thin\ the

floor was a hot
platter when
Margaret does
the Charleston.

Q the greatest

a fdm girl.

"She stole the picture" is

compliment you can pay
The Best People, a nice film in itself,

becomes the personal property of Mar'
garet Livingston along about the fourth
reel. You are a cute \id, Margaret!
Welcome to Screen land's Honor
Page!

C[ Margaret has a
piquant profile.



C[ This is how Erich

von Stroheim
manages the meeting

of his hero and heroine. He
proves that one of the qualities

a director must have is

INGENUITY



(fTtCerry
c
[$)idow

is the story of Sally O'Hara (Mae Murray)
a dancer of a travelling comedy company, who
meets and loves Prince Danilo, (John Gil-
bert). When first she sees him he is \issing
the chambermaid.

11



Photograph by Edward Thayer Monroe.

Qloria Swanson
(Jj"The lady of a thousand moods.

She has the role of a waitress in

her next picture, "SxAGESTRUCK."

12







SGREENLAND'S EDITORIAL COMMENT

One Man's Meat k

Another Man's Poison

jus. morning paper has "reviews" cf half a dozen films. Only one
picture is good according to this mighty mouthpiece of wisdom.
But we are able to bear up under these denouncings. For we
know that there is slight chance that five of this week's offerings

are "flops. " The critics of the newspaper probably have erred.

A few days ago "The King on Main Street
11

opened on Broadway.
The critics said thus and so, maybe and maybe not, yes and no, and the
presses delivered their important opinions to us. We read that another
commonplace film had been made. Imagine our surprise on Wednesday
evening to see a lobby full of people—and also a long line at the box
office—waiting to be admitted to the last show of the night. "The King
on Main Street

11

is a perfectly delightful, clever film. The critics did
not sense that it would be a hit. (It is one of the few instances where
the director steals his own picture. The roller coaster shots are so bril-

liantly done that we have put a star against Monta Bell's name on our
list of directors.) i

The critics have a hard life, hemmed about as they are by sticky labels.

If they step this way they are labeled "moron,
11

and, stepping that way,
the other tag "high brow

11

is as bad. We advise them to try a "Red
Grange

11

movement and break through to philosophy. At best their words,
j

if printed ungarbled by the blue pencils, are but their opinions.

"The Vanishing American 11

has been extolled and belittled, praised
and panned. We believe it is a great film because it says something

j

about our own lives. The punch for us was the Indians driving out the
Cliff Dwellers only to have, later, the same treatment given to them. J

Our own lives seem small before this thought, the mind is stimulated
and the pleasant thrill of an idea seizes us. We remember the crowding
aliens in our own streets and cars. Are we too about to be driven out?
The thought has the grimness of truth, and we see before our mind's eye
the endless procession of which we are a part.

"Ah, ma\e the most of what we yet may spend,

Before we too into the Dust descend."
f

"The Vanishinc American, 11

at least part of it, is a great film for us.

Let the critics understand that each one of us from his own mental lumber
yard adds a piece on to each film, building it into a whole from his own
personal point of view. Let them criticize only when the structure of
the picture does not give any foundation from which we may erect a
ladder to the stars.



Illustrated by
LORAN F. WlLFORD

1SS and

CAN you cry?" demanded Brewster gruffly.

He sagged back in his swivel chair and eyed

Betty over the smouldering cigar in the corner

of his mouth.

"I— I— yes, I think so," stammered the girl. "Oh
yes, I am sure I can cry. —I cried like anything when
1 went away from here last week."

"It's just a bit," growled the director, studying her

sensitive features, "but it's an important bit." He glanced

at the sheaf of photographs on his desk. "You photo-

graph all right. Your work shows promise. —If you

can cry. —Hang it all, if you can cry so as to make the

audience cry with you, Fll let you have the bit."

"Oh, Mr. Brewster! Will you?" Instantly the girl's

soft blue eyes were moist and the tears were real tears;

tears of happiness. At last she had a job!

The director looked at her with a critical grin. "Not
so bad," he commented. "Those salt water tears are more
convincing than glycerine. —But can you cry like that

before the camera?"

; 6



Q The story of a studio

girl who couldn't

pretend caresses.

A deep and tender
voice hus\y with emo-
tion made her jump,
and Betty loo\ed up
with wet and terrified

eyes straight into the

face of Dic\ Chandler.

By Charlton Lawrence ^Edholm

-if it kills me. Am I really eiv"Oh yes. Til do it

gaged?"

Betty's wet eyes were shining. She could hardly sit

still. The smiles of happiness made a touching contrast
with the little trickles of tears that ran down her cheeks.
It had come! She had her "big chance" after all the
months of disappointment.

Brewster's hard face was relaxed in a
smile.

"Anyhow you get a try-out," he said,

tomorrow. Report here ten o'clock."

'"Oh thank you, thank you, thank you!"
"Wait a second," added Brewster as the girl jumped

to her feet, all trembling with excitement. "Don't go
yet-

(

—I think I see a future for you on the screen.
You're fresh and unspoiled and not so hard to look at.

sympathetic

"Day after

I'd like to help you make the grade. —And what is

more to the point, I want the picture to be right, —and
I don't mean maybe— in every detail. I'll tell you about
the bit I've got in mind for you. That will give you a
chance to practise."

"Oh will you?"
Betty knew that such condescension was rare on the

part of a busy man like Brewster. He must see real
talent in her, or he would not take the time to tell her
things. Her dream was coming true!

"It's like this, sister," continued the great man, relight-
ing his cigar. "You are one of the girls along the curb,
watching the soldiers return from France. —Now get
this right. —You are just one of the crowd, but for a
few minutes you are going to be the center of the whole
big show. —You will be it, for five or six minutes.

17



Now here's the big idea. You have heard rumors that his in a long kiss."

your soldier sweetheart was killed. —Not an official Brewster paused for breath. Betty produced a wisp of

death report, you know, but just a rumor. So you are lawn from her handbag and wiped her eyes. "Oh I was

waiting there anxiously among all never so thrilled in my life!" she said,

the mothers and sisters and sweet- f L p C 1 ~ p n f % 1//rrf cc "You like that bit?" Brewster

hearts of the soldiers, watching for
1 " C

f_-JZ^-T—.—— could not restrain a smile of satls '

your hoy to march bv. Will he
j

•
- - A faction. "I figured that out myself.

come 7 Is he missing 7 —You are
;

It wasn't in the script." And to

torn between hope and fear." ! S make a show of indifference he once

'YVhat a splendid situation!
" more applied a light to his cigar

gasped Bcttv, sinking into her chair.
|

butt.

"Go on!" "Like it! —I never saw such act'

'•Your fair young face is drawn \
mg in my life! I'm going to study

with lines of apprehension. Your
j

j

' that, and study it and study it!

eyes are strained as you scan the How can I thank you for giving me

ranks of marching figures!" Brew ! % < such a magnificent opportunity?"

ster leaped froirT his swivel chair,
;

.JHf W \ "
'

S a11 right >
sister. Report at

fell into an attitude of dramatic
j

- T ten o'clock sharp, day after tomor-

mtensity and peered into the faces '

; ..;
row for the tryout."

of the imaginary regiment. "Big
|

Brewster touched the bu%er for

Ed" Brewster was throwing himself, |

'

v
"« the next applicant and Betty found

heart and soul, into his impersona- f ;*
'

]

herself outside the door,

tion of a timid girl awaiting her
[

; Like a girl in a daxe, she wan-

sweetheart's return. dered through the corridors before

"There in the distance you sec a
j

v. she emerged from the huge studio

face that seems familiar under the building. She passed a waiting room

helmet. —Your eyes brighten, your
\

' ~''[\,
' where a score of girls and young

lips quiver with the beginning of a i mcn were sitting about uncomfort-

smile, you are about to cry out his
j

.>'}-'_ ably or studying a big bulletin board

name. —And then the soldier looks
j

,xv with the announcements of extra

straight at you and you realise that people wanted.

it is only a stranger!" Betty regarded them with a feel'

"How terrible!" whispered Betty,
j ]n o- () f pity,

her face drawn with sorrow.
j

Only an hour ago she had been

"Big Ed" Brewster had the mak-
j

just such an insignificant nobody,

ing of a good actor under his hard
j j

JflP < scorned by doorman, office boys, and

hilled exterior. He continued: "The HHk i 'if pert stenographers, — just one of the

shock is too great. You feel that BW^t horde of extra people looking for a

you are about to faint. Your hps
j ... j°b and listening to the casting di-

tremble. Tears gush from your eyes.
j

j

rectors' same old record, "Nothing

the hot water tap, sister.^--Regular
|

But now —now!
_

Betty saw -her'

"But hope revives. The regiment I dimensions of a five-reel feature film.

- his regiment—is still marching by. Hr She was a star! Swaying the muiti'

Until the last man has gone, you tudes to hope, to despair, to joy!

will not give up hope. Your wet BL.Jfclfr ^ I She would shed tears before the

eyes are searching the figures eager- H camera and in answer to those

ly, hopefully, despairingly. Wk sparkling drops the tear ducts of the

"Suddenly your hand flies to your IliiMMjfeSWli nffUl WBMH nation would be emptied.

heart." Brewster's hairy paw orna-
Ajhfilft/J l/stf/ohf)'? In her vision of glory, Betty wan-

mented with a huge seal ring and CXlbutr I'd; V C4^l4^(Jn J dered uncertainly and touched the

carrying the stub of a cigar flew to
A/TT7 A QT TT? 'RA/fR handle of a door marked "Private."

his heart, and the girl gripped the
iVl£^UIU}iVl£lN 1 a.— way^ Mig£,

« barked the

arm of her chair as she leaned for- Age 1 8 years door-man harshly, and a moment
, ii- Height .... 5 feet 2 inches tiriri

ward to watch him. Neck n'/2 inches later the latest idol of the films was
"There! There! That figure in \ \ '.

'

'

lo Inches on the sidewalk.

khaki swinging along under a heavy Waist 221/2 inches ^n imported limousine waited at

pack! —If he would only turn his
Le
'^ ' (lV inches around knees- the curb, a palatial affair with deep

face this way!" AnkIcs
inches aro

"

g

d
;

™£
es and opulent cushions whose uphol-

Betty stared at him with round Shoe
. . 3B stery matched the chauffeur's livery.

, . ' Wrist 5'/2 inches . ' , .

blue eyes. Hand . 5'/2 in.; Clove size 6 And there was a cut glass container

"He has looked up! He smiles! holding a priceless orchid. —But
—It is Bill.' —Once more the tears stream from your the limousine was not waiting for Betty. Betty's closed

eyes as your brave soldier boy darts from the ranks, car ran on underground tracks, and to ride in it she had
throws both arms about you, and your hungry lips meet paid one of the few nickels that (Continued on page 82)
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PIECE
worn by

Eleanor

Boardman
in

"TheOnlyThing 4

will be sent, free of charge, to

the Screenland reader who

writes the bes~i "fan" letter

about Miss Boardman.

WHEN you see "The Only Thing' you will see the first and only appear'

ance of this beautiful fox skin in the movies. Believing this fur would

be prized not only as an addition to one's wardrobe, but also for sentimental

reasons, we offered to find a good friend of Eleanor Boardman's for her

to give it to.

Just write a letter about Miss Boardman. To accomplish the composition

of a good fan letter, the heart must dictate the thought and the mind must
express this emotion so simply that the result will be sincerity.

Of course, it is a little too early for , a neck piece. But spring will be

along pretty soon and the winner of this fox skin can blossom forth early

Easter morning with the assurance that Eleanor's wonderful, soft, brown fox

will add a chic finishing touch to her costume.

(Contest closes January 10th, 1926.)

Address— ELEANOR BOARDMAN FUR CONTEST,

Care of Screenland, 236 West ?5th Street, New York, N. Y.

Eleanor Boardman, Metro'Gold-
wyn-Mayer star, insists that girls

li\e beautiful furs better than
anything else—so she sent us this

beautiful fur for you.
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C[ Marie Prevost and John
Roche in "Kiss Me
Again." Mr. Roche
has sent the waistcoat
buttons and stud he is

wearing.

eMerry Qhriffmas
to you from the

WARNER BROS.

Studio

Q These eight souvenir trinkets are

sent to us to bepassed on to our readers

. with the season's greetings. They will

be sent to the eight who write the

besl fan letters.

C[ Louise Fazenda contrib'

uted a string of pearls

which you will see in

"Hogan's Alley."

What shall you write about to get one of these gifts?

A letter about any Warner Brothers' film, such as The Man
on the Box, Compromise, Bobbed Hair, Red Hot Tires, The Limited
Mail, or Kiss Me Again will do. Or about any one of these players.

Or any suggestion to them. Or any thoughts that they may have
inspired. The eight best letters will receive the prizes. Mention the
gift you prefer.

(Contest closes January 10, 1926.)

Address . . . WARNER STAR CONTEST
Screenland, 236 West 5 5th Street New York, N. Y.

C[ Dainty Marie Prevost
sent her jeweled bar'
fette to delight the
heart of some ]uc\y
fan.

C[ Kenneth Harlan wears
this beautiful red and
green hand'woven Mexi-
can scarf in "The Fight-

ing Edge."

Don Alvarado — War-
ner's new shei\— con-
tributed the blac\ pearl

cuff lin\s you will see
in "The Jazz Bride."

((Alice Calhoun sent the pear] bracelet

she wore in "The Man on the Box"— here it is in the picture.

G[ 1'his portable phono-
graph which Irene
Rich used in "Com-
promise" 15 waiting
to be shipped to a
fan.

C[ June Marlowe gave the
odd pearl nec\lace you
see in this picture.
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ive my regards to Broadway!

7M IN THE

owes now
By Delight Evans

Q Louise Brooks

Starts over

again.

C[ Her first

film will be

"The American
Venus."

:ep right up, folks. Right
this way. The movie

I parade is going by and
you don't want to miss a

thing. Bigger and better than
ever, friends. Step smart!

See that little lady going by
now? Yes, that one—she doesn't

look to the right or the left, but
straight ahead. Holds her head
high, doesn't she? That shiny

head with the black bob. Keep
your eye on her; pretty soon
she may be doing something to (£ If Louise looks

surprise you. Oh, yes— there behind her, she'll

are plenty of other girls in this °,
n

t̂f
Ieasant

parade—big girls and little ones;

thin girls and— the other kind.

There's that girl with the gold-

en hair and blue eyes; she used
to hurry through the supper
dishes to get to the picture house
in time to see the first show; and
now she's in 'em herself, by
gosh! And that tall, dark one
who was a school-teacher once;

look at her. And the girl just behind her used to measure
out ribbon across a counter. Today she's speeding over
ribbons of road in a Rolls-Royce. All nice girls, every

conquests.

(£ She is slim

and boyish,

with a sort

of Peter Pan
smile.

C[ Ford Sterling, the old

master, learning a few
tric\s from her.

one of them. But I want you

to keep your eye on that little

girl with the black bobbed hair.

There's a twinkle in her eyes as

she skips along. She'll out-

distance the others if they don't

watch out. Because—well, she's

from Broadway. She has to

keep going fast in this movie

parade or she might get home-

sick. One of the smartest girls

who ever left Mr. Ziegfeld's

select seminary for young ladies

—they sure liked her there. But

now she's commuting to Long

Island City, and they say she

likes it fine and they like her

even better.

Maybe, unless you belong to

Broadway too, you never heard

of her. Name's Louise Brooks.

When Uncle George came back

from his trip to New York last

time, he told you all about the

shows he had seen and you

asked him about the Follies and

he said, with a far-away look,

"They were great. And say, there was a girl in that

show—can't remember her name—gosh, what was it now?

—well, anyway, she's little, with (Continued on page 74)
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he FAN LETTERS which won the

GlFTS from the VtARS" ((The fens who profit most by the
J °^ movies see in each success a

f^O f? t P r t f
stimulating example and in

^ J /'J evefy beautifui personality an
encouraging ideal.

GLORIA SWANSON'S BAG won by
Dorothy J. West 250 Roper Street Mobile, Alabama

1 ,/
G
j
0na

p
ne
k
Ver ^appoints. Never once, since she set her foot on the bottom rung of the ladder has shefaltered. Each new picture a new achievement. Each new role better than the last."

ESTHER RALSTON'S HAT won by
Evelyn H. Murray 3024 Parkwood Avenue Toledo, Ohio

"Did you ever notice that adorable uplifting of one corner of Miss Ralston s mouth when she smiles? Orthe pertectly darling way she turns her head to one side when she looks down? I have practised and Practisedand practised until now I can almost perfectly imitate these mannerisms."
practised, and practised,

NITA NALDl'S SCARF won by
*Narad Serriov P. O. Box 8794 Miami, Florida

"She is the most magnificent animal I have ever seen—an embodiment of the tiger, the cheetah the puma-velvety, sleek, and brushed but likeiy at any minute to revert to the jungle."
'

puma—

NTTA NALDI'S COMB won by
Leola Grace Miller 213 Howland Street Freemont, Ohio

"Lives there a man with soul so dead who ne'er hath said 'There is a Woman!' as he gazed upon thefeminine ovelmess of our own Nita Naldi, who has not felt the lure of those luminous dusk^ pcols so aliveso vibrant with love and romance? ' F^-o^ *>u anve,

LOIS WILSON'S MIRROR won by
Vera E. Heffler 35 Mott Street Halifax, N. S., Canada

"Richard Dix and Lois Wilson work so harmoniously in their 'reel' life that I have often wondered ifRicnard ever realized what a dear little wife and sweetheart Lois might make in 'real' life."

wondered

BEBE DANIEL'S FAN won by
Alice Carr Mooresville North Carolina

When I reached home after seeing 'The Crowded Hour,' Bebe's valiant struggle .still in my mind andconfronted her serene, smiling face in a frame on my dresser, I broke down and cried She S so real andhuman I cant believe her pictures aren't true. I laugh when she laughs, and weep when she weeps"

GLORIA SWANSON'S BUCKLES won by
Elizabeth Hooper 2015 - 19th Street Nashville, Tenn.
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makin § the men in her audiences Galahads and the women imita-

motherho'^Vonfied"
* and^ ^ «* ^ - P-sonified, girlhood exemplified

ESTHER RALSTON'S DRESS won by
Aline Mann 1244 South Third Street Louisville, Ky.

"Dear Esther Ralston, you were so perfectly Mother Darling. I think we loved you so because each ofus saw in you our own idealized mothers You were so exquisitely beautiful, and there seeme tc surroundyou always that wonderful motherly air. You were a Dream Mother, and I loved you
"

surround

CAROL DEMPSTER'S SHOES won by
Elizabeth Arlen Kirkwood Missouri

"Carol Dempster i,s potentially the greatest actress on the screen. Lovably human and versatile Her waifof the sawdust a delightful fascinating witch, wistful and cowed one moment, fighting hke a h tie demon thenext, and then suddenly bubbling over with laughter and winks and hugs."

BEBE DANIELS' DRESS won byM^garet Dale 1022 Kirbv Building Dallas, Texas

never bad"" ^ ^ * ^ ^ th°UShtful and unselfish
-
^ger and forceful, peppy and devilish, yet

ESTHER RALSTON'S SCARF won by
Nancy E. Carlock West Swanzey New Hampshire

Sometimes I doubt that you are real, that you are flesh and blood like the rest of us It seems almost

I'

y
°nee

m
d
g
your

n ^ ^ ^ ™ S£e y0U^ Please don't, Esther. We

* This was the best of all the .letters received in these contests.



GJhe REATEST

(^Joseph Conrad's "Lord Jim" gives

Percy Marmont back to the South

Seas he knew as a boy.

of

C[ Shirley 'Mason

the island girl.

T happened less than ten years ago and
more than ten thousand miles away as the

crow and sea'gull fly; it happened near

the heart of a very distant Chinatown one

Saturday evening when yellow lights flickered

eerily behind dim windows and yellow men
shuffled through the innumerable doors of nar'

row streets, choked with pungencies of eastern

merchandise. Oriental vengeances of very long

standing had been fulfilled in Sydney's China'

town from time to time; and I recall the

occasion when a demented Chink held a

force of white police at bay for a night
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By John F/nlayson

EA filmed

AT LAST

~ day, sniping them one by one, until a burly wan-
dering^ Yank crept through the barricade and broke that
Chink's neck. A place of grim, sudden occurrences,
you see.

Tonight, however, there was peace. Some burned
prayer-papers to ancient gods for the good of their im-
mortal souls; others played pak-apu or fan-tan and prayed
for the good of their pocket-books. From a window
overlooking this huddle of bricks and mystery an actor
also made his wish. Far below in furtive rooms celestials

lay in bunks and puffed purple rings of smoke from long
pipes. Somehow or other this actor's wish sounded like a
pipe-dream, too— in the vernacular, of course.

Percy JAarmont as Lord
Jim is more than a good
actor in a good part. He
is through and through
a Conrad enthusiast and
student. 7\[o Conrad fan
could as\ a truer

performance.

He was Percy Marmont. Movies never had heard of

him in those days. The theatre in which he was playing
was a large fashionable place, facing a fashionable street,

yet backing into Chinatown like a barrier between East
and West. Mr. Marmont was the star. But far from
being a dramatic equivalent of, let us say, "If Winter
Comes" or "The Street of Forgotten Men," the play was
a frothy comedy called "A Little Bit of Fluff." Very
light, very English.

I entered Mr. Marmont's dressing-room shortly before
curtain call. He was reading a book, which he closed
regretfully.

"It's 'Lord Jim.' Have you read it?" he asked.

I answered "Yes." Which was a confounded lie.

"Lord Jim" suggested a humorous and immaculate person
who wore a monocle and a nonchalant expression to hide
his devil-may-care impulses; a (Continued on page 70)
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OHN OCHE

advance him on his way; this after he had played in bits and
second leads but four short months.

Lubitsch also may be blamed in part for this man's popu'
larity. For when that discriminating personage was casting
for "Kiss Me Again," the leading role of which required
quite a deft admixture of light comedy and romantic appeal,
the dice were thrown and Roche was picked despite the fact

that featured lu-

minaries in rouna

numbershad been

scrambling for

the job.
rf

John Roche, good matured, handsome and an
adept at golf. What more could you want?

" 'Tis all a checquerboard of nights

and days
Where Destiny with men for pieces

plays;

Hither and thither moves and mates

and slays

And, one hy one, bac\ to the closet

lays."

[O did ancient Omar, premier

scenarist of his day, carol

on a piece of parchment a

creed untarnished by the

fleeting centuries, the creed of

Lady Luck.

And, even as in olden days there

seemingly were born of women fa'

vored ones for whom the sun

would always brightly shine, we
have John Roche of the movie
game today.

Commonplace was his birthright

and his cradle, his youthful educa-

tion and his later years. From
choir boy through "ulcerated

songs" in tinpan movie houses to

the stage and thence to Hollywood
he came.

But Destiny released the barrier

when his race began. Warner
Brothers are the pawns used to

<Uohn Roche and Marie Pre
vost in "Kiss Me Again.'
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By Martha Grange

(\John Roche, singing bis way into the

movies, has ivon millions of friends

who will now gladlyfling open to him
the doors of their concert halls.

Lubitsch says it took but one turn of the camera crank to
prove to him that no one in the past had brought the real
Roche to the screen and public; and in the next two hours of

hard testing which included the

gamut of registration this judg-

ment was upheld.

That he was
right — well,

see that pic-

ture if you
haven't!

There is no \nowledge that is not
useful to a screen player. John
Roche, a finished musician, plays
the part of a musical genius under
Mr. Lubitsch's direction.

<C Possessed of manly, re-

gular features, John
Roche yet succeeds in
being unmista\eably
himself, vigorous and
masculine.

Just trip into the kitchen
of the Fates and grab the

biggest mixing bowl upon the
shelf. Then stir together one
bright and sunny disposition,

one winning smile, one lock

of dark, unruly hair, two
sparkling, laughing imps of
eyes, a dimpled chin, an
Irish nose, a keen and effer-

vescent wit, the body of a
Mercury, and season it with
spice of chivalry and culture,

and you'll have a picture of
this man.

But not that he's a tin god
or that he's irresistible. But
it helps a bit to be magnetic
and attractive, does it not?
To measure a mirage is

just a.S(Continued on page 70)
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C[ One of the incidents used
in the filming of "The
Iron Horse." The Indians

of the western plains be-

lieved the locomotives to

he Gods— perhaps they
were right.

AS a record of history the screen has taken its place

as the medium supreme. We have seen the French
Revolution in Scaramouche, our own Revolution in

he luccesSj

Contributors

"America" and "As K[o Man Has Loved," and in "The

Iron Horse" the mighty spectacle of the belting of the

plains.

These wonderful films have by no means exhausted the

material, and this William Fox Historical Incident Con-

test has proven that colorful picturesque events are still

to be had richer than any yet recorded.

The first prise letter tells of a queer old mill in Peniv

sylvania so seasoned with historic anecdote as to inspire

any scenario writer; the others are from so many different

localities that there seems to be no spot barren of picture

possibilities in this land of ours.

The contest was a great success and to all those who
tried for one of the prices but failed to receive any

reward, we wish to give our thanks.

These letters make one wonder if any of these writers

with their clear sense of drama will accomplish something

in their lives which will live and be filmed a hundred
years from now.

C[ Beautiful Madge Bellamy takes leave of her
over (George O'Brien) when he sets forth to

discover a pass hy which the railroad may
cross the formidable barrier of the Roc\ies.
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Historical

INCIDENTS in the

C\. Rarely has such realisn:

been secured as John
Ford crowded into the

mighty spectacle of
"The Iron Horse."

Wm. Fox $500 00 contest

First Prize — $250.00
Helen Roberta Ohl, 148 Cricket Ave., Ardmore, Pa.

Second Prize — $100.00
Mrs. G. B. Sherman, P. O. Box 475, Hingham, Mass.

Third Prize — $50.00
Charles C. Haas, Whitewood, South Dakota

Fourth Prize - $25.00
Mrs. J. B. Harvey, Hanford, Washington

Fifth Prize — $25.00
Mrs. Hope Smith, 173 5 West 9th Street, Des Moines, Iowa

Sixth Prize — $25.00
Mrs. Edith Ellis Smith, 61 Lytton Blvd., Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Seventh Prize - $25.00
W. C. Hensley, 273 Blohm Street, West Haven, Conn.





eatrice oy CLIPS

Leatrice Joy, as

she appeared in-

"The Ten Com'
mandments " a

very becoming
bob:

'A fter you've had a husband, a baby
•^-^and a bob, you begin to know

things. Knowledge frees the serfs, and
Leatrice Joy is bound by no edicts of
fashions. "The closer to the bone the
cuter the bob," said she, and proved it.

Congratulations, little pioneer, you
have never looked prettier.

([ But Leatrice with her
new bob must have in-

spired the title jor the
picture she is now ma-
\ing—"Made for Love"
with Edmund Burns.
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a th e

A\ spirited youngster of screen

fame who has so far exhib-

ited an uncanny sort of

•A. JA. talent for being in all cor-

ners of the globe at once gave quite a

birthday blowout several days ago in

New York. (Vice-President Dawes

and I were among the other cake-

eaters present.) At this celebration,

the youngster proved that even the best

trained child in the world won't stand

for being seen all the time, and never

heard. So he did a little talking; and

say, if you read this account you'll find

out who is the most popular movie star,

plus a lot of other things you never

knew before.

I guess I had better tell you his name
first of all. Then you'll know why he

knows so much. It's because he sees

so much! He is Pathe News, and he

was born in Paris, France, fifteen years

G[ The eyes of a million thea-

tre patrons will see through
his lens. Harold McCrac\en
ris\s his life to photograph
stunt flying.

BIRTHDAY
By

T. Howard Kelly

ago. Shortly afterwards he emigrated to

America which was New York then, as it

is now, in some folks' geography. Pathe

had the modest ambition to show the world

to itself. . . . Well, since then he's done

so well that optimists look for him to show
us a newsreel of Heaven some day soon.

But— I know what you want to hear

most of all. It concerns who is the most
popular person that appears on the silver

sheet. According to Pathe he is not a
beautiful woman star of the studios. On

C[ Cameraman Tony Baltzell of 'Washington, D. C, and General
Pershing. The greatest historical figures have been brought
by Pathe into our intimate circle.



(^All the world is the

Pathe studio, and
kings andprinces are
their willing acJors.

the contrary, this star is a

slim young chap who has

been a great help to tailors

and haberdashers all over

the world, and an inspira-

tion to youths who find

themselves in a quandary

as to "what to wear, how,
and when."
The Prince of Wales is

a bigger screen favorite

than such famed stars of

the Hollywood horizon as

Gloria Swanson, Mary
Pickford, Norma Tal-

madge, Pola Negri among
the women, and Tom Mei'
ghan, Fairbanks, Harold
Lloyd, Reginald Denny of

the male ranks. Every
time his youthful face

looks out upon an
audience from the shadow
stage, the Prince rates a

barrage of applause; and
this same international

public which accords his

image ovation after ova-

tion in movie theaters con-

stantly clamors for more
appearances of England's

future king. For this rea-

son alone motion picture

cameras are "shooting" everything that he does.

It is interesting to learn just how a chap like the
Prince takes to this business of being eternally photo-
graphed by the news cameramen. And on the other
hand it is just as interesting to learn how the camera
grinders accomplish the filming of such notables as Princes,

Presidents, and the Other Famous. It seems that young
Wales is not exactly "camera-shy." On some occasions
he, or his official associates, have managed to make it

very easy for the knights of the tripods to get all the film

they wanted of him. At other times the Prince has
magically conjured himself into a phantom, and eluded
the aim of lenses.

Emmanuel Cohen, editorial chief of Pathe News, told
me of the way Wales avoided photographers on his Long
Island jaunt until, at last, he was flanked and surrounded
by a pursuit group of news reel men.
"What happened at this meeting indicates some of the

things my men must cOpe with," said Cohen, who is

called Jack by those who have known him during his
eleven years of supervising Pathe's efforts to give us the
news in pictures. "The Prince was not in his happiest
vein over being caught. He was, in fact, hurrying to
learn a new dance step from some young society belles.

C[ The Prince is our Prince all because of the news
wee\ly. He is here posing for Harry Harde, cameraman.

And, quite naturally, a bit put out by the delay. One
camera man asked the Prince to smile. Wales knitted

his brows instead: 'Suppose you say something to make
me smile?

1

suggested the royal Englishman."
"Whereupon," related Jack, "the news camera-man

had to think quickly and rack his brain for a good joke.

But he made Wales burst into laughter."

However, when the Prince laughed, the boys got what
they wanted. All of which goes to show that the busi-

ness of filming the celebrities of the world who make
news for us is sometimes just a trifle harder than turning
a handspring would be for most of us. As to the busi-

ness of photographing events you read about on the front

pages of our newspapers, I will speak of this later. For
that is the romantic, adventurous, and sometimes epic and
tragic chapter of a game that sends men into the depths
of the African jungle, up the trail of burning volcanoes,

into the red flame of battle, through the perils of the air,

and beyond the ice barriers of the frozen North.

For the moment let us consider the experiences of news
film-gatherers in the high places of this, and of foreign
lands. Suppose, for instance, you took a camera job with
Pathe, and you were assigned to the Washington staff.

On your first day the Capital (Continued on page 66)
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SCREENLAND'S
Que ^est <*$e$:

Rudy is as compelling as ever— he's an actor as well as a vivid personality.

C AGLE
(J Welcome home, Rudy

!

YOU'VE kept the home-girls yearning, Rudy; but

now that you're back, all is forgiven. The. old

welcome mat has been dusted off and the red

carpet and awning spread. I'm sorry to have

mislaid the brass band at the. last minute, but you get the

idea—we're glad to see you again, Signor!

The Eagle isn't exactly the sort of bird we want you

to play—he doesn't soar so very high. But that isn't

your fault. You are as dashing as ever, and your Cos'

sack uniform is a perfect fit. It wasn't nice of you to

walk out on the Czarina—Louise Dresser—when she was

handing out general commissions to any handsome young

officer of her guards who would dine with her. You
weren't always so shy, Mr. Valentino. Time was when
you used to relish a little reckless romance. But The

Eagle is awfully fussy. He refuses to sup with his sover-

eign so she sets a price on

his head. He becomes the

Black Eagle, a Robin Hood
and Don Q rolled into one.

He meets Kyrilla— not a

soothing syrup— who pos-

sesses a beard, a mean dis-

position, and a beautiful

daughter. Kyrilla is so
mean he keeps a hungry
bear on guard in his wine-

cellar and playfully sends

his guests down to get a

quart only to come back

with a nip. The Eagle

masquerades as the daugh-

ter's French tutor and who
can blame him? Vilma
Banky is the daughter and
she proves that The Dar\

C[ Rudolph Valentino

and Vilma Ban\y
are the loveliest

lovers on the screen.
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Angel wasn't an accident. She still looks like an angel
though she is considerably more human. Just as she de-
cides she loves her teacher, some naughty bad Cossacks
come to take him back to the Czarina for an early break-
fast and the usual shot' at sunrise. But the Czarina has
a change of heart; and she and Hans Kraly, the scenarist,

see to it that a happy ending is had by a41.

Louise Dresser plays the Czarina—a Mrs. Erich von
Stroheim role, and she plays it for all it's worth. She
signs death warrants, sips wine and casts languishing
glances upon our Eagle in an inimitable style. It isn't

due to any lack of ability or effort on her part that Rudy

resists temptation and waits until fate, or the scenario
writer, sees fit to thrust the beautiful Banky in his path.
Their love scenes are all too few, although there is some
charming comedy to make it up to us. You'll have to

admit that Rudy is as compelling as ever; that his pres-
ence fills the screen and reaches right out to you. His
role was ready-made but it is several sizes too small for
him. He's an actor as well as a vivid personality; he'll

prove it yet! Meanwhile, Rudy and Vilma are the love-

liest lovers on the screen right now, and I wouldn't miss
them if I were you.

You're all going to have the time of your lives at this one.

Xeysto BALDPATE
<\Fun for All

ELL,
you're
a 1 1 go-

ing t o

have the time of

your lives at Seven
Keys t o Baldpate;

just see if you
don't. Bring grand-

ma and grandpa, too

— it can't possibly

hurt them and won't

put them up to any-

thing you wouldn't
approve of. Douglas
MacLean's class of

comedy—or comedy
of class— is always
fun; and while it's

wholesome and clean

and all that, it's not

so wholesome as to

send you off to bye-

bye-land. Seven Keys
will exercise those

' busy brains of yours,

too; for you can
have a guessing con-

test among your-
selves to dope out a

?urprise finish; and
then when the end-
ing does come, won't you feel foolish. Anyway, this boy
MacLean can think of more things. He doesn't ride or
rather fall off a horse nor does he climb mountains. It's

all new. The action takes place in one set but there's
plenty of it. It all goes to show what happens when a
young author tries to write a play and win a wife all in
twenty-four hours. Sure he does it; but don't you try.
This is just a movie, you know.
Doug was never funnier all by himself and never pre-

C[ Edith Roberts and Mayme Kelso demand
an explanation from Betty Francisco and
Douglas MacLean.

sented more amusing complications. He seldom resorts
to slapstick. And he isn't selfish. He lets William Orla-
monde as the hermit gather gags let the laughs fall where
they may. Edith Roberts is given her chance to be
prettier and more piquant than ever. When you see the
picture, watch for the title, "Leave the room." Mrs.
Douglas MacLean wrote that one herself. Her husband
didn't think it was funny but he couldn't think of a better
one. Neither can I.
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C[ A real mystery story — you'll have to see the film to solve it.

THE Other Woman's STORY
IT

seems that Bob Frazer is in the interior decorating

business— no, not a restaurant— with Helen Lee

Worthing; and the wife, Alice Calhoun, is pretty

mad. In fact, she takes all kinds of exceptions when

she finds them -together in the exhibition bedroom of their

shop. Then somebody stabs Mahlon Hamilton and Ger-

trude Short acts nothing at all as she acted in Beggar

on Horsebac\. Pretty soon they're all in court—except

Mahlon—trying to explain things to the hard-boiled extras

on the jury. Riza Royce looks pretty and acts well as

a maid and things go from bad to worse after she leaves

the witness stand. They find the knife and Alice tells

on Gertrude and Gertrude comes right back at her. The

jurywoman has a mind of her own and refuses to believe

that that nice Bob Frazer committed the crime. Just

when you're beginning to suspect that the gray-haired

man to your left, on the aisle, is the guilty party, the

director (apparently) throws up his hands and gives up.

If you really want to know who did the murder you'll

have to hear The Other Woman's Story.

Than\ Hays I've lived to see it'.

oCights of Old Broadway
(\Marion Mixes In

ior years I've been

waiting. I've writ-

ten letters to the pa-

pers; I've hoped and

Eve brayed. It didn't seem

to do any good. And then

— just like that— it hap-

pened. It's in Lights of

Old Broadway. The hero

and heroine are surrounded

by a mob of Irishmen and

have to fight their way
through. The hero has a

dozen or so hanging around

his neck and ankles. What
does the frail heroine do

—

back into a corner and bite

her nails? She does not!

She pitches in and helps.

A motion picture heroine

actually sails into the midst

of a fight and kicks and

bites and scratches and helps

her boy friend win. Thank
Hays Fve lived to see it!

After the brawl is over,

Lights of Broadway marks

no new epoch in picture

production. The lights
aren't bright enough. The
same things happen about

as usual in a Marion Davies

picture. There are glimpses

of Teddy Roosevelt I. as a

school-boy and Tom Edison

as a rising young inventor.

Edison is an old man
now and Marion looks

just the same. How do

they do it!

Conrad Nagel stands

around looking as if he

is longing for another

tough part. Oh, yes

—

Miss Davies plays a dual

role, bless her heart.

Yes; she wears her own
hair and also a brunette

wig. I wonder if - she

she made herself jealous

giving so many close-ups

to herself as the blonde

and neglecting herself as

the dark-haired sister?

C[ Marion Davies, sweet and
lovely as ever, and her boy

friend, Conrad Jiagel, look-

ing as if he longed for an'

other tough part.



C( Clean is right that's the trouble.

ew BROOMS
(\Whisk -Whisk!

•y^EW Brooms sweep clean— you

knew Td say that, didn't you?

Well, clean is right. That's

what's the trouble with the

There is something so clean about ~h{ew Brooms
that along about the third reel I found myself nodding.

In spite of the presence of Bessie Love, Neil Hamilton,

and Phyllis Haver, I just let myself go. I have been

before to these pictures made by Clara Beranger and

C 7\£i! Hamilton and Bessie

Love have their quarrel as

well as their romance in

. "'New Brooms."

picture.

William de Mille (could you call them

the gold-dust twins of the screen? —No.)

and always made myself stay through in

the hope that they might forget to be a

little lady and gentleman and give us some real drama.

But, considering the title and everything, K[ew Brooms

didn't hold out much hope.

Refreshed by my little nap, I woke and looked at the

Sure enough; it was still clean.screen asrain.

(![ ]ac\ie astonishes me all the time — he's always worth watching.

Old Clothes
Jackie Coogan, Esq.

ITH the possible exception of Jack Coogan,

Senior, there is no one who mourns the pass-

ing of the years more than I. Just the other

day Jackie was a baby; and look at him now.

In Old Clothes, he does the same old tricks and wears

the same bob and baggy pants; but he isn't the same Kid.

Maybe he doesn't want to be. I can almost imagine him

saying: "Aw, dad, be a good fellow and let me off this

time. I'm not a baby any longer." But the world wants

him; and he can go on playing Kids until he's an old,

old man for all it cares.

Jackie Coogan is one of the three or four great actors

in pictures. His technique is as perfect as Chaplin's or

Pickford's. He was never a smarty child imitating his

elders. He has always been an artist. And the years

can't take that away from him. When he is safely past

the awkward age, he will astonish us all. He is astonish-

ing me all the time. Have you ever noticed his hands?



He can express so

much with his hands.

Old Clothes is Jackie,

with a dash of Max
Davidson, who plays

the senior partner of

the firm of Kelly and
Ginsberg. It has
amusing moments,
and Jackie is always

worth watching. But
his picture isn't wor-
thy of him.

And now I suppose
I'll be getting letters

asking me what it is I

want Jackie to do —
play Rip Van
Winkle?

]ac\ie is, and has ah
ways been, an artist.

Gf'Old Clothes" is

]ac\ie, with a dash

of Max Davidson.
Here they greet

James Mason.

CCTou can't help enjoying it— they re all good actors and wonderful smile

he LAST edition
(\Not an Extra

HAVING glorified everything he can lay his hands
on, including firemen and policemen, Emory
Johnson picks on the printer. According to
The Last Edition, the printer'— at least this

particular, glorified printer—not only prints; he thinks
noble thoughts which eventually are adopted by the pub-
lisher and control the policy of the paper. A lot of
printers would like a job like that.

The Last Edition is one of those pictures you feel you
really shouldn't enjoy but can't help yourself. It is crude
and it is crowded, but it's human. It boasts the finest

collection of teeth ever assembled for a single movie.

Ralph Lewis, the star; Ray Hallor and Rex Lease, two
promising boys you'll probably see from now on; Lily
Leslie and Frances Teague are all good actors and won-
derful smilers. San Francisco should shout about The
Last Edition. The director turned the town upside down
to get his street scenes. Watch for the Chief of Police.
That handsome middle-aged man at his desk is named
O'Brien; and if you look sharp you'll see on the wall above
him some photographs of George O'Brien, who will have
to work fast if he doesn't want his dad to walk away
with the acting honors for the family. George ought to
be proud of his pa.
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'Sill polling's iyeviews
Pr o u d He art

)0\yn in New York's lower East Side lived David Cominsky, his

wife, and their two sons. Across the way were a motherly Irish

woman and her pretty daughter. Between the six of them, they

cooked up a comedy drama which contains every element that makes

for satisfaction for a picture audience. Their story is told simply, without-fire-

works, pretentious sets or splashy mob scenes; but it is so human and true

to life, the characters are so natural and like everyday folks, that you find

yourself sharing their joys and hopes and disillusion'

ments just as though you were personally concerned

in them.

This isn't a "great" picture, but it's one which will

get under your skin and make you laugh and cry as

you follow the course of the lives of these unassuming

folks. Their troubles aren't any different than yours

might be, and the happi-

ness which they eventually

win comes to them just as

yours might, without hero-

ics and without forcing.

"Proud Heart" is indeed a

"human document," the

nearest approach in wist-

ful, "homey" appeal that

American-made films have

made to the famous Ger-

man "Last Laugh." It is

one of those rare pictures

G[ George
Heart"
the

many

Lewis in "Proud
loo\s li\e one of

est " finds " in

celluloid miles.

C[ Rudolph Schild\raut in "Proud
Heart" ma\es his premiere as a
movie actor and gives a perform'
ance which again proves the
stage to be the best school for
movie actors. •

Go] ett a

charmin_
lady in

"The Road
Yesterday."

dal,

eadine

which will delight practically

everybody who sees it.

Rudolph Schildkraut, in his

premiere as a movie actor,

gives a performance which

ranks him as a top-notcher

among the screen's character

players. His David is a fine

combination of shrewd good

sense, understandable human
weakness and lovable tolerance. In his work
he is ably supported by Rosa Rosanova, who
is the nearest approach to a real mother that

the flickering films have so far given us. A
brand new juvenile, George Lewis, looks like

one of the biggest "finds" in many moons;

the number of letters he will receive from

too tremendous to contem-

plate. Blanche Mehaffey,

whom you may
have seen in some of the

Hal Roach comedies, will

make any masculine heart

turn flip, as they say, flops.

Once in a while a pic-

ture comes along that
makes your usually hard-

boiled correspondent raise

a finely cracked voice in a

paean of praise. "Proud

Heart" is such a one. If

you miss it, you lose your

standing as a friend of

this Fearless and Indepen-

dent Critic.

HIDDEN Loot
Joseph Schild\raut,

(yes, the son of Ru-
dolph) and fetta Goudal
in Cecil B. De Mille's "The Road to

Yesterday." A film rich in sylvan beauty.

YOU can't turn thumbs
down on any picture

in which Old Mother Na-
ture is cast in the role of
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scene designer, and for this reason if for no other "west-

erns" will always have some measure of value.

"Hidden Loot" certainly would come under the head

of ordinary were it not for this scenic artist's efforts.

Smiling Jack Hoxie rides with just as much abandon as

he has ridden in dozens of other pictures, but he can't

take your mind off the wondrous cloud effects in the

background. The villains are just as

much opposed to honest work and wom-
anly virtue as they have been in countless

other western opi, but the grandeur of

snowcapped mountains overshadows them.

No one could be more winsome or more

obtuse than the
sweet heroine, but

the fairy sparkle of

a mountain waterfall

makes her colorless

and uninteresting in

comparison. As for

the plot— but why
drag that in?

Apparently these

hard-riding, quick-

shooting epics of

the plains are

turned out just

like so many sau-

sages. But no-

body can com-

plain that they
suffer for want of

action, and as

long as they con'

tinue to shoot
them with the

Rocky Mountains

for a background, I,

for one, will never

condemn them as not worth seeing.

"Hidden Loot" is as uninspired as

most with regard to plot, and as

inspiring as any with regard to its

scenic setting.

situations with such a slow-moving player as Brown Eyes,

arid the result is a dozen or more hearty laughs spaced

by long arid spaces of plot. For this reason it falls far

short of what we have come to expect of this excellent

comedian, and will be apt to disappoint those admirers

who still chuckle when they think of some of his past

successes.

Go West ]ac\ Hoxie
Hasbrouc\
Loot."

-tf there is anything more ridicu'

JL lously funny than Buster Kea-

ton rounding up cattle while

astride a mule or chaperoning a

bunch of cows through the streets of a busy city, it hasn't

come to my attention as yet. In his new picture, the

smileless Buster makes a pal of an especially ruminative

cow named Brown Eyes, and whatever plot there is con-

cerns itself with his efforts to save her from the slaughter

pen. As the locale is a typical western cattle ranch, most

of the gags have to do with the blunders—in this case,

might we call them bulls?—of an amateur cowboy, and of

course there are times when your hearty guffaw will stir

the rafters of the theatre.

On the whole, however, the laughs are too widely

spaced to make this comedy on a par with Buster's best

previous efforts. In "Go West" he has gone in strong

for pathos, and while this wins sympathy it doesn't win
laughs. It takes too long to work up to the comedy

The trouble with "Go West"
isn't that it is not funny, but that

it isn't funny often enough. Buster

wrote the story himself, and he suf-

fers the fate of all authors who get

so wrapped up in their creative

efforts that they lose their sense of

values. If he had boiled down his

own story to a cou-

ple of reels and
added to it a few
reels of somebody
else's gags, he
would have had
a more satisfying

comedy. Still,

Buster i s Buster,

and while he
won't gain new
friends by this one,

his old fans will

stick by him and

keep a hopeful eye

open for his next,

which I under-

stand is going to

be what is

known a s

a wow.

East

Lynne
NOWADAYS a

playwright

can build three acts of dialogue

around the proposition that cider

will eventually turn into vinegar,

but in the old days it was different.

and Olive Then, the plot of a play was as

in "Hidden full Gf meat as ice cream is of

cornstarch, with sub-plots galore

and minor complications rung in

at frequent intervals to keep things

from getting slow.

Our old friend, "East Lynne," is perhaps Exhibit A
of this style of dramaturgy, and when Br'er Fox attempt-

ed to crowd its over-abundance of material into the

regulation number of reels of film, he got himself all

tangled up in the maze of plot. As a result, his film

version of the old vehicle is a complexed and perplexed

drama in which the train of thought runs into so many
open switches that it is a complete wreck before half the

footage is used up. Just when things seem to be headed

in a definite direction, a new group of characters sets

up a rival diversion from the main plot and by the time

you've assimilated this, you find yourself back on the main
line, sadder but no wiser.

In spite of the confusion, there is something about the

hoary piece which makes (Continued on page 66)
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Qsatsy the ARTY OUND

C Marie Prevost was a delight'

ful hostess at a recent party

given with Kenneth Harlan
to celebrate their first wed'
ding anniversary.

(( Rosemary Davies, Marion
Davies, Charlie Chaplin,

Mrs. Chaplin, and Mrs.

Elinor Glyn arriving at the open-

ing of "Lights of Old Broadway"
in Los Angeles.

(\News of the social life of Hollywood where stars

(

in person " entertain other celestial bodies,

By Grace Y^ingsley

simply adore these Progressive Parties!" exclaimed Patsy the other day as

we mapped out a journey that included nearly all the territory of Holly-

wood and many of its interesting spots, and then stepped into her car to

travel over to Alma Rubens' house for lunch.

Progressive parties are all the go in Hollvwood just now among the film folk.

You accept an invitation to lunch somewhere; then you travel to some other house

for a call; dine at still another place, and dance later at a cafe or some star's house.

Alma Rubens has a perfectly beautiful new home furnished in the Italian style,

and we had a charming lunch, during which Alma told us about her experiences

on her ranch about fifty miles from Los Angeles. It is the first time she has ever

had any farm experience, and she was very funny about it.

"I went out to hunt for eggs one day," she said. "To my delight I found

twelve under a hen, and I was about to gather them, when the hen and others

informed me that they were about to hatch!"

Miss Rubens is a very clever sculptress, and we had a peep into her studio to

see the bust which she is modelling of her mother.

Alma told us she meant to marry Ricardo Cortes in February, and that she

isn't going to give up her work on the screen. They are very deeply in love

with each other, and Patsy says that if these two aren't happy together she is

going to consider that marriage is a failure and will join some sort of society

for finding a substitute for said institution.

We motored over to Mary Pickford's house, and found her in the throes of

re-decorating Pickfair, that nice, rambling, homey, lovely (Continued on page 62)
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TAGE

OACH
By Morrk' Kyskmd

Shows "Reviewed in This 'Humbet

CRAIG'S WIFE
AMERICAN BORN
THE JAZZ SINGER
THE GLASS SLIPPER

THE ENEMY
EASY COME, EASY GO
APPLESAUCE

(( Ada May, dainty

eading lady in

"Captain Jinks."

"CRAIG'S WIFE"
eorge Kelly wrote "The

. Show-Off," and then,

just to prove that he was

versatile, he has done

"Craig's Wife." O r maybe i t

wasn't to show his versatility at

all, but merely because he had

something on his chest. And the

result o f having something o n

George Kelly's chest and getting it

off is "Craig's Wife," an excellent

show.

Whereas "The Show-Off" lam-

pooned a certain type of man,

"Craig's Wife" is a fine likeness of

the sort of woman some men get

stuck with: the woman who re-

gards marriage as a strictly business proposition; who
wants to get everything and give as little as possible;

who worships the Great God House and Furniture; the

sort of woman in whose house no man smokes, lest ashes

drop to the floor; whose guest towels are never used

—

But there. Here is a rather amazing portrait, splen-

didly posed by Chrystal Heme, with all around good

performances assisting, notably one by Anne Sutherland.

If you're happily married, see it and realize just how
happy you are. If you're unhappily married, this may
suggest a way out. And even if you're not married,

you can't well afford to miss this show.

C[ Peggy Wood in "Can-
dida," which is play
ing a limited return

engagement at the

Comedy Theatre.

C I

"AMERICAN BORN"
MERICAN Born" is a fair hokum show, turned into

!k. scrumptious entertainment by the personality of

George M. Cohan in the leading role. It may be argued

that it is Cohan's acting that gives him his vogue; we

dunno, but we doubt that it is true in this play. It

may be argued that Cohan is a great dramatic genius;

we dunno, but he can't prove it- by this play. What
this is is merely a formula show, in which the

Americans outwit the British; mixed in with this

formula are some swell vaudeville gags and occasion-

ally a genuine Shavian line. But where this show

differs from others like it is that it has in it that

magnetic personality of Cohan; whatever he does, to

his audience, is right; whether he clowns or is serious,

they believe him. This gives him an unfair advan-

tage. -

_
:

An unfair advantage, but gosh, how we'd love to

have it. For it might as well be admitted that among
those who laughed and applauded and cheered Geo.

M. Cohan in "American Born" was your own corre-

spondent. Oh, yes, reviewers are human, too.

And not only this reviewer. One of the famous

New York critics is reported as having admitted that

for twenty years the reviewers have been letting Mr.
Cohan's personality—a mixture of Teddy Roosevelt and
Al Smith—color their reviews of his plays. And we, for

one, don't very well see how they could have helped

themselves.

"THE JAZZ SINGER"
The Jazz Singer" is, though Samson Raphaelson

wrote it, an inferior show. It has, however,

tucked away in it, its moments, and these moments are

sufficient to make "The Jazz Singer" an interesting play.

Whether this would have been true had not Georgie

Jessel played the title role, we doubt; but Georgie does

play this story of the Jewish lad who came to Broadway,
and plays it with a certain depth and sincerity that makes
it real. George is much more sincere than the play, and
he makes a vital point without yelling it to the audience.

The time-worn Jewish-Gentile conflict becomes a fairly

living and understandable thing under George's guidance.
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By Bert K.ay

Buster Collier and
Raymond Hatton use

a garden hose when
hey gossip to be sure

nothing lea\s out.

\

tfc

ear Folks, If Any:
Hollywood is now experiencing

the emotions that shook Cleopatra

when she forgot the well known remedy

for snakebite after taking the asp unto her

bosom because she failed to make an easy

Marc of Antony. The cinema village is

cast as Cleo and Fannie Hurst has won rep'

tilian honors, according to popular vote,

because of the nasty piece Madame Hurst
|

hissed into a national publication recently. I

To say that Hollywood is seething is put-

ting it mildly, for the village is upset over

what Fannie chooses to regard as her bread-

and-butter letter.

She came out here in the fall and was

feted and featured. Then she went home;

put hob-nail shoes on her typewriter; and

went out for a gallop up and down the

spine of supine though fair Hollywood.

The gifted Miss Hurst, while gazing out

on the wash-festooned vista' from her brown-

stone front in gay and giddy Gotham, bur-

geons forth the gladsome news that we are

all wet out 'here in the wide open spaces

where all the men are men, all the women
are virtuous, and all the dogs are police

dogs.

At so much a word she puts the hammer
on us, lock, stock and barrel, to wit and as

follows;

Item Jio. 1, our pale green garages; Item

7<[o. 2, our Tudor houses with red, white

and green shingled roofs; Item Jio. 3, our

patios; Item j^o. 4, our sunshine, mountains, H
beaches, etc.; Item 7<[o. 5", our automobiles,

etc.; Item Ho. 6, our hospitality; Item T^o.

7, our movies; Item K[o. 8, our players;

Item 7\[o. 9, the way we love and every-

thing that is ours.

In fact, Fannie's denunciatory diatribe

makes us believe that she was in the frame

of mind of a witch of Endor putting the

Indian sign on a cashless customer while

prodding herself under the finger nails

with a red-hot wire.

She bemoans the fact that out here in

Hollywood, where everyone is busy making

lywoo
motion pictures, that everyone is talking mo-

tion pictures, forgetful of the fact that in

New York all talk, outside the charmed cir-

cle at the Algonquin, is of a lot of hats and

coats; in Pittsburgh, of iron and steel; in

Chicago, cows and pigs; and in Miami, Fla.,

applesauce.

Because the picture folk like their work

enough to talk about it when they are not

working at it, Fannie is annoyed as the Celt

from the south of Ireland who receives a

box of oranges on the seventeenth of March.

CMae Murray, irresistible i n

"The Masked Bride."

((Adolphe Menjou gave the

flappers another thrill in

"King on Main Street."

She brands our best minds as fourth-rate

and their product of equal quality, oblivious

of the fact that the pictures they turn out

must please the fancy of people unfortun-

ately not as gifted as Fannie, thank God.

Of course, as one of my confreres re-

marks, Miss Hurst may have indited her

tirade with her tongue in her cheek, and

still again, some cruel movie person may

have changed the pet scene of her photo-
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Sally O'Neil is an in'

genious girl. H e re
she is wearing two of
her own inventions— rubber ear - rings

and rubber garters.

Vanity — Vanity!

Ford coupe.

If you were a motion picture dir
and knew all about the "naughty an
shameless" movie actors (like Fannie Hurst
does), and how they carried on in Holly-

wood, what would you do with
your daughter?
.Would you keep her out of

the film city for good?
Clarence Brown, director of

Rudolph Valentino in "The
Eagle," has a daughter and his
own ideas on this particular
subject.

Being a director he has, of
course, full knowledge that the
film center is "wicked." He
has been told that many times
by reformers. But despite that
he persists in educating his
eight ' year - old daugh.
Adrienne for a motion pict„.
career. And if he had a dozen
daughters he insists he would
do the same thing for all of
them.
And these briefly are the rea-

sons why he wants his daugh-
ter to become a screen star:
He believes it is a father's

play contribution because it could not be
photographed and thus precipitated her
venom upon us.

When Fanny was out here she was lion-
ized and those, who then believed they were
fortunate in being able to entertain her,
sort of ritzed those who did not, would not
or what have you.
The erstwhile ritzers are now going about

either in a huff or in chagrin white their
ears are assailed by the chortles of the erst-
while ritzed as they chorus gloatingly:

"I told you so," in sharps but not in
flats.

In conclusion let us add that we now un-
derstand one thing as the result of Fannie's
diatribe. We now realize why Mr. and
Mrs. Fannie Hurst have separate domiciles

as was so prominently broadcast in the press
not so long agone. Thus, if Fannie should
bite herself while one of her moods was
upon her it would not be fatal as it might
be to her spouse. And that would be
murder.
We must remark, however, that if Fan-

nie's splenic effusions were not so markedly
pathological, the Hollywood ,she libels would
like to seize her roughly and spank her well
and soundly upon her front name.

Charles Emmett Mack, the David Wark
Griffith find, playing the lead with Pola
Negri in her latest, says the dumbness prize
must be given to the girl he met on the set
who

^
said she thought that "setting-up exer-

cises" meant something like necking in a

C[ C I a r a Bow, giving
Monte Blue a few
final instructions be-

fore moving over to
the Famous Players
Lot.

(( Little Tim Holt will act in his
daddy's next picture, "The En-
chanted Hill." ]ac\ Holt is all

set to spur himself into action.

duty to see to it that his children, and especially
his daughters, are given all the advantages of a
career.

"The movies," he says, "offer the greatest oppor-
tunity for a worth-while career open to any girl..

"If she has brains and an average dash of good
looks, a girl can earn the world's applause i n a
few months. (Take Vilma Banky for example.J

If she retains her poise and her brains do not
turn to mayonnaise after the world has applauded

her, she can command a salary greater
than a bank president's for ten years
or more—long after her looks have de-
parted. (Take Louise Dresser for ex-
ample.)

"Knowing this," Brown continued,
has more than convinced me that J
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am doing the right thing by Adrienne in

educating her expressly for the screen.

"She will be given a thorough academic

education—because that means culture,

poise and balance. Then I will place her

in amateur theatricals, and next on the

stage. After she has served an apprentice

ship she will come to Hollywood."

A girl is safer in Hollywood than in any

other city in the world, Brown believes,

and he scoffs' at the thought that there is

more vice and temptation to combat in the

studios than elsewhere.

"Because I know from experience that

film actors are among the most chivalrous

of men, I would place my daughter in their

keeping unhesitatingly.

"And because I know the unlimited op'

portunities in the movies, I am unhesitating-

ly and diabolically setting about to make a

real star of Adrienne."
The class in cinematurgy will now arise

and simultaneously stick out their tongues

at Fannie Hurst and all the girls from Du-
buque, Kenosha, Nashville, or Else, who
blamed their failure to make good in pic-

tures upon the fact that they refused to

part with their virtue, if any, at the behest

of some third assistant casting director.

Mary Philbin, Universal Star, has reached

the romantic age and her five-year contract

with Carl Laemmle, because it forbids mar-

riage, has her in a quandary.

She is just past twenty and Laemmle's

lease upon her looks will not expire until

1928.
When she signed her contract two years

ago, Mary admits that she had heard about

love laughing at locksmiths but declares it

had never even given her a snicker. Now
she is beginning to wonder.
"Two years ago I was a school girl start-

ing out on a motion picture career," says

Mary. "Since then I have had more and
more men friends, many of them exceed-

ingly attractive. Some of them have pro-

posed and I have said 'No.'

"But all the while my heart is asking

'What are you going to say when the right

man comes along?'
"

Can it be that winsome Mary is believing

that a handsome cavalier in a wide, plumed
hat is going to gallop into Universal City

on a snow-white charger?

And Fannie Hurst says the girl stars of

the cinema are insincere and artificial.

C Raymond Griffith doffs

his high sil\ hat and
striped trousers and be-

comes a confederate spy

in his next picture,

"Hands Up."

Mario Carillo's acting is his bid to screen

fame but his long-distance championship as

a preparer of his national dish, spaghetti,

in the ancient Florentine binding, makes his

Italian dinners at his home the gastronomic

goal of the cinema gods and goddesses.

Betty Compson has a professional wor-

rier, a sweet old lady who is paid a weekly

stipend to do Betty's worrying for her and

thus leave the blonde star a clear mind to

cope with her studio problems.

Miss Compson met the little old lady in

Cheyenne, Wyo.. while Betty was making
"The Pony Express" with her husband,

Jimmy Cruze., The little old lady lost two

sons in the war and her husband died re-

cently and left her penniless.

Betty took an interest in the

pathetic figure but found that

all her cheerful words served

not one whit to lighten the bur-

den of worrying. The day be-

fore she left location for Holly-

wood, Betty suggested trans-

portation to Los Angeles and

a job to the woman.
"You're so used to it any-

way, I think I'll make you my
professional worrier, ' said Bet-

ty—and for the first time since

Betty had seen her, the little

old lady's face was wreathed in

smiles.

But since living in Holly
wood Betty's professional wor-

rier is becoming so cheerful

(Continued on page 62)

C[ Pathe's "Our Gang "

waiting expectantly for

a n invitation to the
Pathe >^eu's Anniver-
sary dinner.
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CT Madge Bellamy shines upon
her public next in "The
Golden Strain."

V If THROUGH special arrangements
with The Modern Eriscilla we

_1L offer you this smartly fashioned
model made up ready-to-wear

at a special low price of only $12.7?.
All sizes, 34 to 46. Choice of Brown,
Navy, or Black, with silver piping. A
very smart model for all around wear.
Notice the graceful collar, the precise,
soldierly looking row of self-covered
buttons, the single plait, tailored type
sleeves, pockets and belt. The material
is a splendid quality all-wool Men's
Wear serge. Send for this little frock,
slip it on and see for yourself how
good-looking it is. Money back if not
delighted.

. . . Stamped flat, ready for you to
cut apart and stitch together, onlv
$9.8?.

y

Screenland Shopping Service, 236 W.
55th St., New York City, will be glad
to buy for you this attractive frock.
Send check or money-order. Be sure
to mention size and color desired, and
whether you want it semi-made or
made-up, ready to wear.
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Carmel Myers and
Bessie Love com'
pare "notes."

By Marion of Hollywood

-^JOther month of big happenings in

Hollywood, with winter trying its

A. j\level best to arrive, but old lady

summer hanging on to his old grey

beard for dear life! Yesterday, at the grand

opening of "The Big Parade" Sid Grau-

man's theatre beautiful, we almost froze

standing around waiting for the parade of

the notables into the theatre. Today, with

the sun shining like mad and the kids out

playing, coatiess, it looks as if the old man

got cold feet. Such is Hollywood, with a

brand new dance-hall, hotel and post-office

opened along the Boulevard, some real im-

portant arrivals from New York, and all

the believers who are left mailing long epis-

tles to friend Santa. It's a great life, with

the goose hanging high and the days getting

shorter!

Ernest Torrence told me a funny one

the other day. Of course you all know
that William Fox has made the picture

"LigJitnirT "—and a peach of a picture it

is. If you've ever seen the play or have

now seen the picture, what would you think

of Ernest Torrence in the title role of

"Lightnin' Bill Jones"? That's what a pro-

ducer wanted to do. He was willing to buy

the screen rights of the stage play (this

was $250,000). if Torrence would play

that part in the picture. Having seen the

play with Frank Bacon, and the picture

with Jay Hunt, two characters entirely dif-

ferent from Ernest in every way, it certain-

ly was a sticker for me. What do you
think? '

.

Get a little place of your own and
"bide-a-wee." That's Hollywood's latest

motto. I'm not so sure about the "little"

end of it, because to me the "little places"

look tremendously grand. Those building

new homes are Rudy Valentino, the Lloyds,

the two Beery boys, the Baxters, the Mixs
and the Russell Ritchies. Mildred Davis
Lloyd told me the other day that Harold
is going to have a place to play every

known sport—a tennis court, a swimming-
pool (and a small one for the baby), a

hand-ball court, golf links, baseball grounds,

billiard-room, bowling alley—and gosh-all-

hemlock, everything you can think of!

Here's hoping you'll all get a chance to

visit Hollywood and see where your favor-

ites live.

William Beaudixe, Warner Brothers'

director, over "KFWB," the other night,

radioed to us four-year old Bill Junior's

latest. "B. B.," as Hollywood calls him,

took young Bill to the farm where the

Beaudines always get their eggs and milk,

and the other day, for the first time, the

young feller saw a cow.

C Evelyn Francisco is double-

jointed and Mac\ Sennett
considers her doubly beautiful.

"What's that. Daddy?" he said.

"That's a cow," answered "B. B."

"What are those things sticking out of

his head?" asked the director of twenty

years hence.

"Those are his horns," said Bill.

A few moments later friend cow pealed

forth a loud "moo-co-oo." All excited,

Bill Junior cried

:

"Daddy, Daddy, which horn did he blow

that time?" And for the ten-millionth time

the Beaudine father has the smartest child

in the whole wide world!

And by the way, if you haven't already

done so, you people all over the country,

see if you can tune in on Warner Brothers'

Studio, "KFWB," just as they're signing

off some night, and "get" their good-night

message to you. When I heard it I felt

very glad that the message came from a

motion picture radio station—and the "only

moving picture radio station in the world"
at that. They give their station name, the

time, etc., and then sing a little song called

"May You Laugh in Your Dreams." The
chorus is sung through once, and then the

second chorus starts, with each line getting

softer and softer until at the last it fades

off into the moonlight. The words wish

you much pleasantness for the night, and
you leave the radio feeling that everything

is quite right. It's worth a real effort to

see if you can hear it and get a soft little

laugh for your dreams. I specially wait to

listen for it every night.

The best thing of the month is the ar-

rival of none other than friend Victor

—

with the accent on the "tor." as he would
say it. His whole name is Victor Varconi,

and he's returned to Hollywood from parts

across the great Atlantic to carry out his

contract with "C. B." (of course, that's C.

B. DeMille). You know how it is, don't

you, when you get up feeling kind of low
and out of sorts and you meet some pleasant

soul on the Boulevard who perhaps hails

you from far across the street with a healthy

"Hello." Well, there you have a picture of

Victor, always smiling, always friendly and
full of that rare thing called charm. He's
back, and may he never leave Hollywood
again!
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Hollywood has a very, very bad case of

Michael Adenitis. Yep, Michael has ar-

rived in Hollywood, good-looking, young,
snappy, a genius and the very best catch

of the year. Everybody is either looking

for him, has just seen him, is writing about

him or is Brilliantly talking to him at the

moment. And whether Michael likes Hol-
lywood, pictures, us or our country nobody
seems to know. I guess perhaps he himself

hasn't had a chance to find out. However,
he has announced that greater than genius,

greater than a career, greater than all litera-

ture, in fact, the greatest thing in life, he
considers a great love. He's single, and oh,

so young to be such a success. In his own
•words, he looks for-

ward to "a great love

with a wonderful wo-
man as his wife," the

only really and truly

great success in life.

Ah, Michael, if Holly-

wood can't catch you
with one of her beau-

ties, 'if you continue
looking for your great

love with your wonder-
ful woman, we'll coin

a phrase — "Giving
'em the Green Hat."

If one can stand the

gaff and wait long
enough, in the end the

reward will be forth-

coming! How many
of you remember read'

if Warren ever spoke one pleasant word to

her or let her take one extra moment's rest

or .spend one little tiny, teeny penny, she'd

die of indulgence. But — she's now coming
into her own. I see by announcements
from the Fox studios that $6,000 have al-

ready been spent on her clothes for the
picture. Can you beat that? It only goes
to show that if you wait long enough you
may get your heart's desire.

One's "Stella Maris" and the other's

''Stella Dallas," and how they ever expect
\ > to keep these Stellas in their right places
is more than I can guess. I'm trying to
remember which one Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,

CT Toucca Troubetz\oy, Pola
l^egri's royal leading man
in "Flower of the Night."

ing for many years back about
the trials and tribulations of

the married life of Helen and
Warren? Golly, I used to won'
der what kind of game this thing
called marriage was. I can re-

member when I was about ten
years old laboring through their

terrible domestic difficulties and
wondering if that's what I had
ahead of me if ever I decided
to take unto myself a spouse.
Poor Helen, I used to marvel
that she ever stood it. I figured

C[ Barbara Bedford as\s her baby's per-

mission before going on location to

ma\e "Tumbleweeds."

is in, because I've got to get a look at him arrayed

in a nice little moustache which makes him "just the

very picture of his dad," as everybody says. Doug
has an awfully hard job living down the reputation

of that father of his. The way I remember 'em best

is that Doug is young, like Mary Brian, and Mary
Brian comes from Dallas, so, things equal to the- same
thing being equal, Doug's in "Stella DaU
las." If you can say that standing on your

head and breathing deeply .six times, you'll

never forget which is which.

Guess whom I met on the street the other

day for the first time in many moons? None,
other than my old favorite, Bill Hart. And
once again I started trying to buy that silly

little pinto of his. The first price quoted
was $90,000,000, and I figured if I could

beat Bill down to $89,000,000 we might do
business. But just when the deal looked
somewhat probable, Bill spied a picture I

was carrying under my arm, and wanted to

take a look. As it happened, it was a

photograph of Thomasina Mix's first birth-'

day party, and standing right next to little

Tom was none other than that young scamp,
Bill Hart, Jr. Fine chance I had to talk

any more horse, darn it! A great big fel-

low like Bill Hart just seeing, talking or

hearing nothing else because he got hold of

a 'picture of a little three-year-old, tow-
headed, sturdy imp called Bill Hart, Jr.!

Ain't it funny? I thought his Pop' would
never quit looking at the kid, and asking
me if I didn't think he was a pretty nice

specimen of a good looking young feller.

C[ Richard Dix as a dashing polo player

seems perfectly willing to be "Woman-
handled"

—

well who wouldn't be? — the

"woman" is Esther Ralston.

players. Let's all put our hands to our
temples, and concentrate on a boy, because
you know how terrible it will be if all these

Hollywood baby girls grow up and not find

any young men escorts. Of all the young
married screen folk, who do you suppose
it is?

Ladies and gentlemen, let me introduce
you to another Hollywood sensation, Mil-
dred Davis Lloyd, returning to the screen
after an absence of a couple of years. Mil'
dred has spent these absent years bringing
up young Mildred Gloria, but it's really

very hard to tell whether Mildred Gloria or

The stork is hovering over Hollywood
again, and he seems to be settling near the

home of one of our well-known feminine

'It's all in the day's wor\," says Director Monta
Bell, and forthwith proceeds to duc\ George K.
Arthur and Marion Davies for a wet scene in

"Lights of Old Broadway."
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Mildred Davis is the bigger kid! The office

» boy? say, "Gee, but she's a regular peach!"
and if you knew Hollywood office boys
you'd understand that of all tributes that is

the greatest. And Mildred can get very
serious. I asked her how her husband.
Harold Lloyd, felt about having her "come
back." She told me that at first he was
very, very much against it—in fact, wouldn't
listen to reason at all. But according to
Mildred, when you're

out of the game and
away from the studios

you get "stale" and
don't know what it's

all about or what's

going on, and when
people come visiting

you and start talking

pictures, you feel
"just stupid." At last

Harold agreed. Of
course he didn't want
Gloria to have a stu-

pid mother.

Douglas Mao
Lean's father told a
funny story about his favorite actor. I

laughed, too, but mostly I was watching
Father MacLean's eyes and listening to the
intonation of the way he said "my boy."
I guess during that conversation he said it

thirty or forty times, but every time he
said it a thousand words tumbled but of
just those two. It was as if he were saying
'kindness, goodness, gentleness, worship,
love, happiness" — in short, it meant. "MY
LIFE." And any time Father MacLean
wants to talk to me about his boy, he can
count me as one of those who will , listen

all day and never, never get the least bit
;'tired of the oration!

Another example of "Before— And
After" has hit Hollywood in the person of
Dimitri Buchowetzki, who hails from the
other side of the pond, and nailed at a
weight of about 220. But you'd orter see
him now! I never saw such a change in
my life. I should say he has lost about
70 pounds. It must have been terrible pain
getting started, but the difference in ap-'
pearance is nothing short of marvelous.
What matters if we starve the rest of our

We have to keep our shapes or else

pleasenot Charleston! Mr. Buchowetzki,
accept my congratulations and

• sincere appreciation of all the
serve, hardships and
pain the operation meant. Too

"well I can sympathize with
you, for I understand the glor-
ious feeling of "losing."

m According to the year-
ahead-of-time Hollywood styles

brought back from the Paris
shops and whatnot by the var-
ious studio fashion creators,, we
of the fair sex shall wear:

Dresses no shorter be-
cause that's an impossibil-

ity-
Felt and velour hats as

we have been wearing,
with many, various and
contrasty colorings.

More elaborate' and fancy shoe-wear.
Many riotous colors in bathing-suits

and bathing kimonas.

I And altogether, much trimmings of fea-
Ithers, furs, flowers and laces, with green

predominating in the Spring and black more
and more slowly but surely coming back
into style.

Anne Cornwall has developed some
temperament! She admits it and I don't
blame her. With fire in her eyes, she ex-
hibited a long, ugly mark across her face.
"Oh," she said, "Curling my hair over at

the studio they let the red-hot iron park
on my cheek for a
while. It got all in-

fected, and I didn't
go near the studio
for four whole days,

i was so mad," stamp-
ed the ninety pounds
of her. "Real tem-
perament, it was, and
I'm still mad, and
every time I see that
mark across my face,

I get madder and
madder." I don't
blame you, Anne, and
on top of it all, you
look very petite and
very cute in your ter-

rible rage! Temperament is becoming; at
least, to you.

George Barr McCutcheon's novel,
"Brewster's Millions," will reach the screen
with a prefix. It will be "Miss Brewster's
Millions," and Bebe Daniels will be the star.
The original stage version had John Barry-
more in the leading part, if memory is
right, and the story has been filmed before.
Clarence Badger will direct.

The most popular story in the world,
"Cinderella," became a true one this week
when Janet Gainor, struggling newcomer in
motion pictures, was given the most sought-
after role the screen has had to offer this

Year— one of two featured feminine parts
in Fox's "The Johnstown Flood." An-
nouncement that she had been contracted
for the picture was made by Irving Cum-
mings, who will direct.

Miss Gainor was selected after tests had
been made of many players. Studio officials,

Director Cummings and Casting Director
James Ryan unanimously decided on her— alter viewing all the screen tests.

^ 1

l
da famous exponent of the The picture will be headed by George
himmy, is just finishing "Aloma O'Brien, and will have Florence Gilbert in

the only other feminine leading role; Paul
Nicholson, Anders Randolf, Walter Perry.

Paul Panzer, Max Davidson
and Georgie' Harriss. Janet
Gainor's fairy godmother will
not be screened.

Harry Langdon, now First
National's ace comedian, has
moved his staff and office to
the First National 'lot' and is

preparing for his initial comedy
for that organization.

Balboni! That's all.

He is First National's new
director, and the subject of no
little discussion in Hollywood.

Once cameraman, production
authority and adviser to Euro-
pean motion picture magnates
and producers, Balboni has one
of the most colorful of back-
grounds boasted by anyone en-

gaged in the direction of stories for the
screen.

Balboni has been assigned the megaphone
for "The Far Cry," a stage play by Arthur
Pochnian, adapted by Katherine Kavanaugh.

of the South Seas" for Famoi
Pla\ers.

K Glenn Hunter and Edna Murphy
playing a love scene under the direc-
tion of Tom Terriss.
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Gossip from Hollywood
(Continued from page 57)

and happy that Betty is afraid she will soon

lose her faculty for worrying and may be-

come—quite happily for all concerned—in'

competent for her worrisome job.

Incidentally while Betty was on location

she was, of course, adored by all the cow-

punchers her husband Jimmy used in mak-

ing the picture. One very shy buckaroo

wrote Betty at the studio and this is how

his letter read:

"Dear Miss Betty:—Will you please

send me one of your beautiful photos

without any obligation on my part.^

"Your pal -

Hollywood is, as you know, full of young-

sters, who come on from every part of the

country in search of the pot of gold at the

end of the rainbow. They besiege the well-

known players and directors, asking them

for a chance and for pointers.

One such hopeful—that is he hoped to

become an extra man— stopped Harland

Tucker on the boulevard the other day.

Harland, by the way, has turned both

his No. 11 feet unreservedly toward cinema

fame and away from the legitimate stage.

"Well, Mr. Tucker, my great opportunity

has come," said the extra man exultantly.

"I have been engaged for a big production

at Universal which Buchowetzki is direct-

ing." i

"Indeed," said Tucker, "and what do you

play in this picture?"

"Oh, I am a cadet. Of course, there

are 2,000 other cadets in the picture but

Buchowetzki has promised me a real chance

at acting. Why last week I worked two

days and made $20. I have- moved out of

my old room into an apartment and things

look so rosy I am going to be married next

week."
"Of such stuff is 'Hollywood optimism'

compounded—and confounded," murmured
Tucker.

* * *

Publicity person postcards in this zoolog-

ical note: Hallam Cooley, Fox featured

player, recently celebrated the anniversary

of the day, eleven years ago, when he was

introduced to the motion picture industry

as juvenile lead in an animal comedy.

Just some more monkey business, I sup-

pose.
* * *

"Heaving the lead" is a nautical act but

SCREENLAND

(CNita X^di as the wic\ed lady

in "Cobra."

"heaving the cookies" isn't, as the members

of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer cast filming

sea scenes in "The Barrier'' Rex Beach

story, recently learned.

The company put to sea in a sailing ves-

sel chartered for the occasion and ran into

a stiff gale.

"Great," said George Hill the director,

"this weather is made to order for the pic-

ture."
,

•

Work started, but the Pacific continued

to roll as high as the proverbial goose is

said to hang.
George began to turn green around the

gills and the cameraman commenced swal-

lowing hard.

Lionel Barrymore and Marceline Day,

playing the doughty skipper and his daugh-

ter respectively, but not vice versa, voiced

their anguish,

"We are sick," the captain shouted as he

staggered down what on land would have

been a stair.

Soon everything was on the up and up,

and work succumbed to mal de mer, which

is a $4.50 word for seasickness, for the long

Pacific ground swells did their stuff well and

often.

The Stenographers' Union has entered a

protest with Hobart Henley, the director,

because he has changed the title of "Free

Lips' to that of "His Secretary." They
regard it as being in restraint of trade.

Hoping you are the same, yours,

Bert.

The Stage Coach

(Continued from page 45)

show. Mr. Moore can get laughs without

firing any guns at the audience, and does

so. The Moore, in brief, the merrier.

'a I

"APPLESAUCE"
j

FRESH from a triumphant career in Chi-

cago comes Barry Conners' "Apple-

sauce," with that pleasing personality, Allan

Dinehart, in the main role. It provides a

New York audience with a fair entertain-

ment, provided said audience is not in too

critical a mood.

It's all about an ingratiating young rascal

who doesn't want to work, but who is pop-

ular with everybody in town, including the

canine population. It seems he's in love

with the heroine, but is afraid to propose,

having no visible means of support. When
he doesn't come across, she accepts the ad-

vances of his rival, a hard worker (though

a loose thinker), by name Rollo ]en\ins.

This bit is excellently played, incidentally,

by Walter Connolly.

Dinehart does well by the main role, and

is convincing as far as the role permits him
to be. There is one barren stretch in the

first act when he has to deliver a mono-

logue on "What Happiness Consists Of."

Our readers will be glad to learn that it is

Mr. Conners' theory that happiness consists

in giving, not in taking; that you can get

only the happiness you put into things;

and that happiness is like a kiss, you only

get it when you give it. We slept nicely

during this, and awoke, much refreshed, to

see the rest of the show.

Perhaps the best performance is Jessie

Crommette's as Ma; she is remarkably alive

and real. William Holden is as bad as

his part as Paw, and it's a pretty bad part,

creating such a father as never was on land

or sea. Clara Bandick does a nice bit as

the garrulous and pessimistic Jennie; Gladys

Lloyd makes a pretty heroine, if not a great

actress, and she is not a great actress. The
remaining member of the cast, Albert An'
druss, is pretty bad.

In conclusion, "Applesauce," properly

handled, may make a good movie vehicle.

Let Mary Alden play the mother, Ernest

Torrence the father, Richard Dix the hero,

and Norma Shearer the heroine, if the

movie producers are willing to get together

in the sake of good pictures.

Patsy the Party Hound— continued from page 45

home of Doug and Mary.

Mary was looking like a little girl that

had been good, and so her mother let her

into the drawing room if she would prom-

ise not to touch anything. We. looked at

her collection of porcelains and rich trifles

like inlaid vanity boxes, and at the French

period furniture, had tea, and discussed the

house, and then on down to Anne Corn-

wall's home, where we were to dine.

At Anne's we found husband Charlie

Maigne and Percy Marmont and his wife;

and Anne's cook had departed, so after

Reed Howes came we went over to the

Zulu Hut, in Laurel Canyon, for dinner.

This is a very popular place with the film

stars, being what Anne calls "a trick res-

taurant." ^
Outside is a Zulu knife-thr- wer from

Charleston, South Carolina, who adroitly

throws knives at a hoard, making everybody

want to follow suit. Patsy thought she

easily could do it, and everybody had a

try, but if it depended on any of us except

Percy Marmont to make a killing of an

enemy, all the people we hate, as Anne put

it, would certainly live out their full lives.

Percy proved an adept, and we suspect it

wasn't the first time he had tried the sport.

Inside the Hut you eat fried chicken and
cornbread without knife or fork!

"We are going to Percy Marmont's
house!" whispered Patsy delightedly. Patsy

has an awful case on all these sad-eyed

heroes. We found Percy's house exactly

what you would think it would be—a large,

homey, substantial place, with a big garden

in the back. We played bridge, and Percy

won at that, too. Then, though Percy's

two children were asleep upstairs, we must
needs travel up and turn the light on for a

look at the two chubby little girls.

Downstairs we chatted awhile, and Reed
Howes told us that he was from Salt Lake

City, home of the Mormons.
"I want to go there," exclaimed Mar-

mont.
"You can't smoke there,—against the

law!" warned Howes.
"Oh, well, is there any time for smok-

ing?" inquired Percy.

Kenneth Harlan and Marie Prevost

celebrated their paper wedding,-—first

anniversary,—the other night, and Patsy

and I went over to the party with John
Roche. The occasion was a sort of house

warming, too, as they have just bought one

of those lovely combination English-Califor-

nia houses in Beverly Hills.

It turned out to be a regular kids' party.

"They seem to have forgotten, Kenneth
and Marie, that they have been married a
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IRENE RICH is

America's outstanding emotional actress—best loved be-

cause she best portrays the emotions of her millions of

admirers.

Miss Rich is a queenly ornament to the Screen—her man-
ner captivating—her art flawless and realistic. The most
truly feminine of all feminine stars, she typifies the high-
est type of American womanhood.

Miss Rich's recent triumphs in Warner Classics have won for her a
unique position in filmdom. In her latest Warner picture "Compro-
mise," her genius soars into the highest realms of artistry and dra-
matic power. "Compromise"—the newest Warner screen sensation

—

is coming soon! Watch for Warner announcements!

"if it's a Warner Picture it's a Classic"

Classics of the Screen
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EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
The Muscle Builder

Start theNEWYEAR RIGHT
Will 1926 Bring Success or Failure?

Right now is the time to decide. If you had
started light one year ago you would be on the

high road to success this very minute. Don't let

another year pass you by. It is within your power
to mate yourself just what you will. Make this

day the beginning of a new life and a better one.

I WILL GIVE YOU WEALTH—
HEALTH AND HAPPINESS

I will transform that body of yours and make you
physically perfect. I will make a real HE man out

of you. I will build out your chest so that every

breath means increased life, purifying your blood

and sending vim and vitality throughout your en-

tile system. I will broaden your shoulders and
give you the huge muscular arms and legs of an
athlete. I will put pep in your old backbone and
strengthen every vital organ within you. You will

lie just bubbling over with life, having the keen
alert brain, the bright flashing eyes and the spring

and step of youth. You will be admired and sought

after in both the social and business world. You
will be a leader of men, and the good things of

life will naturally come your way.

I CHALLENGE THE WORLD
If a man stood on the house-top and shouted to

tlie people that he was the strongest man on earth,

it would avail him nothing. Someone would make
him come down and prove it. But records speak
for themselves. 1 will gladly show anyone personal

letters from the leading strong men in the world
today that my course is absolutely the best and the

quickest to acquire physical perfection. Come on
then and make me prove it—I like it. I have the
means of making you a perfect physical specimen
of manhood, of making you a successful leader of

men. You will be a credit to your community.
I have done this for thousands of others. What I

have done for them I will do for you. I don't care

what your present condition is. The weaker you
are, the more noticeable the results. Come on then,

start the New Year right.

Send For My New 64-Page Book
"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"

It Is Free!
it

of n
nils

pitii

then
phys

you
heal
day-

contains over four dozen full-page photographs
yseif and some of the many prize-winning pu-
I have trained. Some of these came to me as
il weaklings, imploring me to help them. Look
over now and you will marvel at their present

ques. This book will prove an impetus and a
inspiration to you. 'It will thrill you through
through. All I ask is 10 cents to cover cost

Tapping and mailing. The rest is yours with
•ompliments. I am supplying a coupon herewith
ly for your convenience. This will not obligate

in any way, but for the sake of your future
h and happiness, do not put it. off. Send to-

-right now, before you turn this page.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
DEPT. 5801 305 BROADWAY NEW YORK

rEARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 5801, 305 Broadway, N. Y. City

C Dear Sir: Please send me without any obligation
- on my part whatever, a copy of your latest book,

I "Muscular Development." I enclose 10 cents to

, cover cost of wrapping and mailing. (Please write
I or print plainly.)

I
I NAME

| STREET ...,«_

CITY STATE..

whole year and ought to be dignified," com-

mented Patsy.

We played charades, coffee-pot, and blind

man's buff, and during the latter game it

was perfectly extraordinary how John Roche

kept catching Phyllis Haver, even though

he was blind-folded, and how Phyllis

seemed to catch him all the time was even

more extraordinary, because, as Marie said,

he might trace her by that wonderful Paris

perfume which she uses and which she won't

tell anybody the name of because she wants

to keep it all for herself.

Speaking of Phyllis, we discovered the

awful fact that her real name is O'Haver;

also that she is a distant relative of the

English royal family, through one of her

ancestors, a descendant of the reigning

house having emigrated to Ireland a century

ago where he founded a family.

"I might have known you were a relative

of the Prince of Wales when I saw you try-

ing to ride that polo pony!" exclaimed

Louise Fazenda.
"Yes," retorted Phyllis, "but I'm not tell-

ing the Prince of Wales, because he may
want to borrow my pony!"

Everybody at the party had an awful lot

of Charlestoning to do,—some solo work,

some dueting. May McAvoy, looking love-

lier than ever in red georgette with red slip-

pers to match, did a neat little Charleston

with young Asher, but Peggy Prevost was
really the star soloist, with Anne Cornwall

running a close second.
:Charlie Ray and his wife said they were

learning the Charleston, but Charlie said

that so far he could do it only with one
foot, and they refused to do any exhibition

work, though we caught a glimpse of them
dancing it in the crowd when everybody
was fox-trotting to the music of the Hawaii-
an orchestra.

Monte Blue came in for a few moments,
took a drink of ginger ale and a sandwich,

said hello to everybody and departed. His
wife is ill, and he remains by her side al-

most every minute that he isn't working.

There was a buffet supper, and then more
and better Charlestoning.

"I do hope they will invite us to their

next anniversary!" .said Pat, as we were
leaving. "They surely know how to make
everybody glad that they are glad!"

Mae Murray had quite a little going-

away party at the train when she left

for Europe. That's another Hollywood fad,—going-away parties held at the station.

Half a dozen of her young male admirers
were there to see her off, each bearing gifts

of fruit or candy or flowers; and there were
some girls, too, each with presents of lovely

handkerchieves or candy.

THE occasion of the opening of the great

Chinese pagoda house as the Four Hun-
dred Club House was one of the events of
the movie season.

The house is one of the show places of
Southern California. It is built of selected

woods of exquisite kinds and luster, and
.
is

throughout its .story and a half furnished

with the most wonderful Chinese furniture,

while its walls are inlaid or hung with
sumptuous embroidered Chinese tapestries

and decorated with Chinese carvings. A
lily pond decorates the court, from which
court all the rooms open, including a large

living room and several bedrooms.
In a tiny band-stand at one end of the

patio there was a jazz band, and of course

those indefatigable Charlestoners, Priscilla

Dean and Ruth Roland, gave us a delight-

ful performance.
"Oh, there are Robert Leonard and Ger-

trude Olmstead!" exclaimed Patsy. "I hear
they are going to be married."

Just everybody was there, including Bebe

Daniels, Jack Gilbert, Jack Mulhall and his

wife, Lew Cody, Warner Baxter, Alice Ter-

ry, Kathleen Key, Ralph and Vera Lewis,

Dorothy Mackaill, Margaret Livingston, Bus-

ter Collier and a hundred others.

Everybody was too busy looking at and

exclaiming over the wonders of the place to

do anything except exclaim. Except, of

course, to partake of the buffet tea.

"But I suppose that when the place u

started,", said Jack Gilbert, "nobody v

ever play any game except mah-jong in this

place. Can you imagine bridge here amid

this Oriental beauty?"

PUFF billiards is the great little game
that 'everybody in Movieland is playing

now-a-days.

"And it does look so simple and easy!"

exclaimed Pat in despair, as she sighed and
laid down the little rubber ball that looks

like the business end of a perfume atomizer.

We were over at Bebe Daniels, house,

where a party had been in progress all day,

as Bebe wasn't working just then and had
been able to find enough congenial spirits

to make up a party.

Puff billiards is played on a round table

apparatus, and the tiny balls are sent into

receptacles by means of pumping the air

from the rubber-bulb arrangements which

(f Matt Moore and Marie Prevost in

"His Jazz Bride."

the player holds in his hand.

I found that Bebe is quite an expert at

the game, as is also Jack White.

We had all gone horse-back riding in the

morning, -a big, party of us,—Pat and I, Jack

White, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Borzage, Bus-

ter Collier, Kathleen Clifford, Paul Bern,

Lew Cody, Mai St. Claire, Marguerite de la

Motte, John Bowers and others. Then we
had come in for a buffet breakfast.

Bebe kidded a lot of the riders by feed-

ing them from the mantle-shelf, but, as Pat

justly remarked, perhaps the breakfasters

were thankful at that.

Then Bebe played the piano and sang,

with everybody joining in. We sang a lot

of the old-fashioned songs like "Sweet Ma-
rie" and "Dearie," as well as "Oh Boy!

What a Girl" and "Collegiate."

Mai St. Clair, who used to be a cartoon'

ist on a Los Angeles daily, drew cartoons

of everybody present, and jack Mulhall pre
tended to be very peeved about his,—said

he could prove by the movies that he didn't

look that way at all.

OH, let's have a Sheik Party!" suggested

Bebe the other day after we had fin'

ished lunch at the Montmartre. "I'll get

mother, and "

"What on earth is a Sheik Party?" asked
Pat and I in one breath.
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9 Pieces Description

Soft Cotton Comforter—A good size comforter of
rich, soft thickness. Scroll stitch. Filled with pore,
sweet, sanitary white cotton, with a good wearing
cambric cover, in rich floral design, both sides alike.
Measures about 71x76 ins. Weight about 5H lbs.

Double Plaid Blankets—Here is an unusually fine
texture wool finished double cotton blanket. Has
carefnlly stitched shell binding. Made with a wool-
like finish which is produced by a special process
of manufacture and the use of China cotton. By
actual test these blankets have proved to be drec-
tically as warm as all-wool blankets. Popular col-
orings. Size about 66x80 ins. Weight about 3X lbs.

Scalloped Bedspread—A magnificent crocheted
bedspread. Made of close woven long staple New
England cotton yarn. Bleached to a snow-flake
white. Launders perfectly. Choice patterns. Size
about 78x90 ins. Weight about 3i£ lbs. Corners cut
out so spread will lie perfectly smooth and flat upon
the bed. With overlocked Btitch scalloped edges.

Curtains for Two Windows—Very beautiful and
durable quality fringed bottom panel curtains.
Designed to be hung one to a window, just as you
will now find In the most exclusive homes. Woven
of sturdy yarns in the popular Adam period, with
scalloped bottom and finished with ZH in. bullion
fringe. Each curtain is about 35 in3. wide and 2%
yds. long. Comes in beige color, the most appropri-
ate shade for this new type of curtain. Will launder
beautifully. Two curtains included with each outfit.

2 Bed Sheets—These seamed sheets are extra
heavy, bleached to a snowy whiteness, nicely
hemmed and beautifully finished. Size about 90
x 72 ins. Two sheets furnished with each outfit.

2 Pillow Cases—These are made of the same qual-
ity as the sheets, bleached to pure snow-flake white,
nicely made and beautifully hemmed. Will give
unquestionably long service and will launder per-
fectly. Size aboat 42 x 36 ins. Two pillow cases fur-
nished. Shipping weightof entire outfit about 15 lbs.

Order by No. C8499A, $1.00 with coupon, $2.00
a month. Price for all 9 pieces, only $19.95.

9'Piece
Bedroom Outfit
Wonderful bargain! A complete oufit of bed equipment—nine useful pieces—things you
need—things every proud housewife ought to have—and the whole outfit costs you
less than 50c a week, just $2.00 a month—surely you can easily save that much on other
things! Mail the coupon today. We send all these 9 pieces on approval.

30 Days Trial—$2.00 a Month

!

When you get this complete 9-piece bedroom outfit, use it freely for 30 days. See for yourself the beauty
and quality of each piece. Note how the curtains and handsome bedding beautify your bedroom. Then,
if not satisfied for any reason, return the set at our expense and we will refund your $1.00 at once and
any express or parcel post you paid. But if you decide to keep the set, start paying only $2.00 a month
until you have paid $19.95—payments so low and so convenient that you will scarcely know that you spent
the money. Think of the value. Such an amazing bargain and your bedroom like new! Ifyouwere to buy
these pieces singly they would cost you almost twice as much as we ask on this great combination offer.
Could you duplicate this offer ever, anywhere for spot cash ? We've smashed the cash price while giving
almost a year to pay. We trust honest people
anywhere in the U. S. No discount for cash,
nothing extra for credit. No C. O. D.

Send Coupon!
Don't delay. Just send $1.00 along trr&i^mmm***
with the coupon as deposit. If Sw^^^BE^^
you are not fully satisfied after W&i^MO*
using the set for 30 days, your aa* ^
_ __ dollar will be re-

Free Bargain
CataSoglXl?!^
gains in furniture, rugs,
crockery, atoves, and jewelry,
all on ea3y terms. Sent with
or without order. See coupon.

funded, dIus all ex-
press or parcel post
charges you paid.
You do not risk
one cent. A special,
limited, reduced
price offer. First
come, first served.
Read coupon NOW.m A 4>sf -m — " ^c tuu^u' Kead coupon JNUW.

Straus & Schram, Dept. 2141 Chicago, 111.

Straus & Schram, Dept. 2141 Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:—Enclosed you will find 51.00. Ship special advertised
6-piece Bedroom Outfit. I am to have '30 days trial. If I keep
the outfit, I will pay balance at $2.00 per month. If not satisfied,
I will return the outfit within 30 days and you agree to refund
my dollar and any express or parcel post charges I paid. Pieces
not sold separately.

Q 9-Piece Bedroom Outfit No. C8499A, 519.95.

St., R. F.D.
or Box No

Shipping
Point

Post Office State.

II you want ONLY our Free Catalog
—

ol Home Furnishings, mark X here L_
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Learn .-vjjg

"I have seen clerks turn from
their desks, workmen from then-

tools, and in no time at all develop

a perfectly amazing income in ad-

vertising. No career in advertis-

ing — however sensational — could

surprise me. '
'— Carl Widney, in

"Forty Years of Advertising."

WHATEVER vou are able to earn now in other

lines of business—advertising will pay you more.
Put the same ability, the same time, the same

energy into advertising that your present job reuuires

and you'll make twice the money. That is a proved

fact. Here is a simple example. Many men
make more in a few evening hours than they do
111 day at regular jobs. Sim-
ply by helping some local store

with its advertising.

$1004200 a Week
Advertising is the Quickest

road to big pay. No profes-

lion pays the handsome sal-

aries to its young men that

are paid in advertising. No
Dne asks you to hang on for

vears to work up to a sizable

income. Tour ability pays bis

dividends from the day you
Bet into this enchanting work.
Yet there's no magic gift re-

quired. It's mainly a matter
of training. One of our star

advertising counsels was once
a $25 a week bookkeeper. An-
other a printer. Another a
shipping clerk.

Work of Intense
Interest

And there's no work half
as interesting as advertising.

Think of the thrill in writing
an advertisement that brings
tens of thousands of inquiries

for the product you advertise.

Imagine the satisfaction of

having corporation officials

look to you to handle their
advertising and merchandis-
ing campaigns. There is noth-
ing dull or routine about ad-
vertising. It's the greatest
business - game in the world.
Full of action and the joy of
actually seeing things accom-
plished under your control.

Advertising Men Wanted
The truth of the matter is that the supply of ad-

vertising men has never kept up with the staggering
growth of advertising done in America. Advertising
igencies. department stores, mall order houses are
frantically searching, searching, searching to find
properly trained men. Trained men must be found.

Now You Can Learn At Home
Learn this big paying business at home In spare

hours. Page-Davis experts will teach you every
phase of the work—laying out ads, writing head-
lines, describing products, selecting type, choosing
Illustrations, etc. Page-Davis training has a repu-
tation. The oldest school of advertising in the
world. It gives you the advantage in landing the
high salaried job.

7HISBOOKNOWFREE!
This book tells you all about

Advertising and the Course
which any ad-man will tell

you is best. Pictures of ad-
vertising stars and their work.
Interesting facts about ad-
vertising men's salaries; also
about what Page-Davis grad-
uates are doing. Details of

prices, terms, money back
guarantee, etc. Write today
for this book and see what a
wonderful opportunity Adver-
tising offers you.

The Rapid Way to

Bigger Pay

Page-Davis School of Advertising
Dept. 6328, 3601 6. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

Paoe-Davis School of Advertising, Dept. 6328
3601 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

Please send me free your book on the Advertising
Business and Page-Davis Tialnlng.

'I have always
believed that the
principles and funda-
mentals of advertis-

ing, especially as they
are applied to copy-
writing and the me-
chanical end, can be
successfully taught by
mail. Such oppor-
tunity as I havo had
to inspect the Les-
sons of your course
as you publish it to
day, leads me to be
lieve that you are
offering the kind of
Instruction that any-
one who Is desirous
of entering into the
advertising field can
profit by."—L. A.
KLING, Sales and
Advertising Expert.

"Well, if you two aren't just out of it!"

cried Bebe. "I'll call mother to chaperone,

and then we will call on some of the sheiks

we know."
Mrs. Daniels was nice about it, and we

all set forth in Bebe's big car.

"Does it matter if they are married?" de-

manded Pat.

"Not a bit,—in fact it's better!" said

Bebe. "Because most of these sheiks' wives

are, if the truth were known, nicer than the •

sheiks themselves."

We found Harold Lloyd and Mildred

Davis at home, and as Harold was working

hard in the hand-ball court, we went
.
out

and played a game with him. Then Mil'

dred gave us all tea.

Next we went to Lew Cody's house,

where we found Lew reading. Of course

that wouldn't do at a sheik party. We
made him give us tea and show us if he

could do the Charleston without hitting our

shins. That was fun.

Then we called on Jack Gilbert, who was

just going horse-back riding, but simply had
to remain at home. He and Pat played

cards and drank lemonade and sang songs,

while Bebe, her mother and I looked

through his books.

"And I will say," remarked Bebe as we
left, "Jack has plenty of nice classics to

make up for all the naughty modern books!"

Name

Address..

Some New Films
{Continued from page 42)

it pleasant entertainment. No attempt has

been made to modernise it by the injection

of subtleties; it has the same trie^ and true

heroes, heroines, villains and "comic" char-

acters who suffered for sweet virtue's sake

in the good old days, and not one of them
attempts to disguise a spade as a trump.

The Society for the Protection of Ancient

Traditions will have no fault to find with

this picture.

The Road to Yesterday

Will Hays or somebody should bring

this thoroughfare to the attention of

the Road Supervisors, for it's in a bad way.

The material used by the builder, Cecil B.

DeMille, is spongy and shopworn, most of

it having been dragged from his old reliable

bag o' tricks, and the going is heavy.

The first few thousand feet are devoted
to planting a double-barreled romance with

mystery trimmings. Everybody seems to

have met everybody else in some vague
place beyond recall and there are various

emotional reactions which they can't explain

to themselves, each other or the spectators.

Just when the plot is getting so tied up in

knots that only a pretzel maker can under-
stand it, a convenient train wreck shoves

everybody and the plot back about four cen-

turies. This, you will admit, is quite a push
and worthy of a cinemaster .such as Cecil

B. Out of the wreckage' rises- a totally new
plot and then— then we discover that the

previous mixed sentiments of our characters

are based on nothing less than Reincarna-
tion. (This being a DeMille picture, it is

(( Lew Cody and Mae Busch in

"Time, the Comedian."

of course spelled with a capital R.)

There's no need to be specific about one

of Cecil's pictures. You couldn't mistake

it, even in the dark, for the work of any-

one' else. He is unique, to say the least.

With what thundering he proclaims that

black is not white; with what tremendous

earnestness he forces bromides down the

complacent throats of his characters, the

likes of whom were never found outside of

Culver City. He is the high priest of ho-

kum, and he has outdone even himself in

"The Road to Yesterday." It will be a

treat for all the readers of the tabloid news'

papers.

The New Commandment

When it comes to adding to the deca'

logue, the movie makers, instead of

adjuring their audiences to follow the highly

moral precepts which lead to (movie) hap'

piness, should lay down a new command-

ment for themselves: "Thou shalt not glori-

fy tripe."

There is so much that might have been

done to make "The K[ew Commandment"
a fine, sincere and lovely romance that the

deficiencies only emphasize the mediocrity

of the story treatment and directing. Start-

ing with an old, but always interesting, pre-

mise, the plot soon wanders off into a mael-

strom of mingled slapstick, foolish misunder-

standings and overdone heart-burnings.

Through all this the love story .shines like

a beacon light, giving the proceedings some

semblance of appeal.

Blanche Sweet and Ben Lyon are an odd-

ly assorted pair of lovers, but the lady is so

charming and so lovely that she almost en-

ables you to forget the plot whenever she is

on the screen. The well known war serves

a's a background for most of the action, and

here the producer has cast all reserve to the

winds. It is a pretentious production, and

everything about it is good except the sub-

titles and the plot treatment.

Pathe Weekly's Birthday —from page 33

chief sent you up to get shots of Coolidge

at some kind of a big White House enter-

tainment for foreign dignitaries. How would
you feel about telling the President of the

United States where to stand, how to hold

his head, how to look, and how to act?

Would you command him, or request him?
"Pathe News camera-men 'shoot' Presi-

dents. Kings, Popes, Emperors, Generals, and

all famous people. Naturally we pick them

for many reasons more than merely beiny

expert cameramen. The first requisite we

demand in our men after they prove their

ability as photographers is that they have a

nose for news. They are really reporters

who reflect news through the medium of

pictures instead of through print. A good-

reporter is always capable of the right kind
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Woolmm
Popular

zredSJ&rt
mndOenuine
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JUST
THINK!

This stylish
guaranteedlOO%
PureWOOL (tress

with genuine
fur trimming
only $3.98. SALE
just to get new
customers quick.

ORDER NOW
Dress is neatly
trimmed with fancy
braia and novelty
outruns. Genuine
fur trimming: at
bottom of skirt and
around collar. Fin
ished with silk rib
Don tie strings at
neck. A beautiful,

itylisn, ALL WOOL
dress at a bargain

price; Order today.

C£MR Wft MfiMFV— JaBt »en <5 Ietter NOW. .Otnil nil IHUflCI When dress is delivered pay |g|

mailman only $3.98 and a few cents delivery charges. Ill

If not satisfied we will return your money. fig

NORMAN ROBERTS GO. Dept. 78-A-I99 CHICAGO la.

;es paid. Highest Mm
Jeweled Move- t^m Mm

e. Price only MW

l TRIAL
-•an duplicate this _^Mm>
: will he rpfnndfid.

SImp!y send $2.00
and this 14 Karat Solid
White Gold Rectangular
Wrist Watch set w'th four
perfect cut, Genuine Dia-
monds comes to you all charges paid. Highest
grade 15 ruby and Sapphire Jeweled Move-
ment. Life time guarantee. Price only
$42.50.

1 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
If not satisfactory or If you can duplicate this
watch for $70.00, your deposit willbe refunded.

$4.05 PER MONTH
After trial pay balance $4.05 a month for ten months.

FREE ROYAL CATALOG
Dlustrates and describes thousands of special values In dia-
monds, watches and jewelry — send for your copy at once.
Adoress Dept. 1517

ROYAL DIAMOND & WATCH CO.
Dept. 1517 . X70 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Your Choice

2©-
Musical

Instruments

FREE To Our
Students

Your choice of a Violin, Tenor Banjo, Hawaiian Gui-

tar, Banjo, Cornet, Ukulele, Banjo Ukulele, Guitar,

Mandolin or Banjo Mandolin. You will be proud to

own any one of these instruments and you can have
one absolutely free. A few cents a day for lessons is

your only expense. Our system of teaching is so easy

that you can play several pieces by note with the first

four lessons. We guarantee success or no charge.

Instrument and lessons sent on one week s free

trial. Write for booklet today, no obligation.

CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Orchard and Willow Streets, Dept. M, Chicago, Illinois

SCREENLAND
of approach to his objective. He is always

resourceful, and is courageous enough to

adventure anywhere after news. That's the

type of men who turn our cranks in all

parts of the world."

He then told me something that may sur-

prise you regarding the strange self-con-

sciousness that possesses even the biggest

and most exalted persons of the earth.

Cameramen find that great soldiers like

Foch, Joffre, Kitchener, Haig, Pershing and

Wood, who have commanded thousands

upon thousands of men in battle, are com-

pletely camera-shy on many occasions, and

show their self-consciousness in many ways.

They discover too that rulers ask advice on

how to appear to the best advantage, and

place themselves almost wholly at the mercy

of the photographer.

There was a time once when The Great

frowned upon the camera's invasion of their

privacy. But that was before the era of

publicity . . . before advisers and observers

for The Great realised that favorable propa-

ganda must be employed in order to hold

their popular and firm place in public opin-

ion.

Nowadays everybody, high and low, is

eager to be shot for the news-film because,

as Vice-President Dawes remarked at the

Pathe birthday party, "The news-film, the

newspaper of film literature, has become a

necessity in national life, and its accuracy

in daily presentation of world news has

made it a national institution. All peoples,

irrespective of thought or language, find in-

stantaneous expression and common under-

standing in the news-films."

President Coolidge was not so strong for

being filmed when he first moved into the

White House. And surely he didn't do
much smiling for the cameramen in those

early days. But, as you've been able to see

for yourself, the boys have taught him to

smile of late. And here's something to

know concerning the President's appearance
on the silver screen. If Cal Coolidge were
paid for his weekly appearances in the mo-
vie news-films at the same wage rate re-

ceived by Gloria Swanson or Thomas Mei-
ghan for their time on the screen, he would
be getting more money than either of these

highly paid stars!

Possibly it seems like a simple business,

this photographing of news events all over

the world, as you loll back in a comfortable

chair and watch a news-film to the tune of

appropriate music. Yes, it is a simple busi-

ness all right! Just about as simple as trans-

lating a Chinese book when the only two
languages you know are American and Pro-
fane. However, the idea of reflecting the

news in pictures began simply enough. In
1910, Charles Pathe of Paris recognized the
possibilities of presenting the news through
the eyes of the motion picture camera. And
his organization did so in a very simple
way. Within fifteen years this idea origin-

ated by Mr. Pathe- expanded itself into a

news-film organization that has invaded
every climate of the earth. Today its

branches are operating in all the strategic

points of the world, and cameramen are on
every spot toiling over every trail that prom-
ises news. These branches, assigned staffs,

' and roving cameramen have been welded
into a highly synchronized machine whose
power plant is the Pathe office in New York
where Mr. Cohen directs its world-wide ac-

tivities.

Airplanes are the circulation wagons of a
service that gives us the news in pictures.

They speed the cameraman to his objective,

and speed his film back to the laboratories,

again mounting the highways of the air to
deliver finished prints to waiting theaters!

Gathering the news in pictures prohibits the
everyday use of mapped-out campaigns.

The biggest news is important information

that breaks swiftly and without warning.

Consequently Mr. Cohen and his branch

editors must ever be on the alert to cover

the unexpected. Sometimes uncanny fore-

sight and premonition come into play. It

was premonition that sent a Pathe man to

Smyrna on Cohen's orders before a Turkish

bombardment burned the city to the water's

edge.

Speaking of the filming of Smyrna in

flames, with its terrorized inhabitants leap-

ing into the water to escape fire and heat,

suggests the danger, as well as adventure,

that cameramen must face and experience in

order to get their pictures. When the tide

of battle rushed back and forth over north-

ern France like a crimson sea, airplanes

often .flew over the trenches, over No Man's
Land and the batteries beyond, carrying

men whose only weapons were motion pic-

ture cameras. It was the same way on the

slopes of Mt. Etna when lava boiled over

the crater sides and ran in rivulets of death

C[M<xry Philbin in "Stella Maris.

to the valleys below. Cameramen set up
their "magic boxes" and cranked away ob-

livious of the volcanic menace.
Although there are many stories of ad-

venture, romance, tragedy, and high cour-

age to color the history of news-film ex-

ploits, I believe that the one of devotion
to duty which I heard about L. C. Hutt, a

Pathe cameraman, crystallizes the .spirit that

inspires men in this service. Hutt, who had
never been in an airplane, was sent aloft

over Los Angeles one day to register the

activities of a dare-devil acrobat on another

plane.

Shortly afterwards a woman, while driv-

ing over a Los Angeles street in an open
car, had a human finger drop into her lap

from out of the nowhere. She reported the

matter to the police, and later was told how
Mr. Hutt had lost three fingers that after-

noon. Climbing out on a wing of the

plane, he had placed his hand too close to

the propeller. The cameraman at the time

was trying to shoot the scenes from a better

angle than that afforded by the cock-pit.

He made no mention of his painful injury

until he landed and delivered his film to the

laboratory. Then he fell in a faint, the

camouflaging handkerchief falling from his

hand!
From a medium of mere entertainment

the news-film has become an agent that car-

ries the incontrovertible truth from and to

every corner of the world. For it presents

facts with unimpeachable integrity and
strict neutrality. To Charles Pathe, the

founder of the Pathe Journal which is to-

day the Pathe News, belongs the credit of

having pioneered the news into, pictures,

and it is Screenland's honor to congratu-

late him, and those who have emulated his

inspiration, on the fifteenth anniversary of

Pathe News.
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*225
a WEEK
jOBWAY'

See
liow Quick

W "Job-Way"
brought these
men big raises

In Pay!
"
Here's the kind
of Results that

count! These men didn't have to wait
until they finished my training to make
Big Money! They started making money
QUICK.
Just think of this!— OivXY 12 WEEKS

after enrolling
with me, student Ernest B. Tucker,
Cotton, Minn., was in his own Busi-
ness. Three weeks later he wrote me
that he has had to put on 2 helpers
and is making as much as $215 in a
Single Week. He gives my training
full credit for such Quick Results!

takes Rumpel

out of fhe
$33 aWGOK

class
QUICK.

Did yon ever hear
of suchwonderful
QUICK Results?
Bernard Rumpel. 365 Edison Place. Glen-
dale, N. Y., was a $33 a week IronWorker
when he enrolled with me. A Jew mnnlhs
later—less than half way through my train-

ing he writes that he is in business for him-
eelf makiDg big money. Hesays"The first
week of September I made $225 — so
far the venture has been a howling success
and I can say that I

owe my success to yon? wonderful"JOB-WAY. '

'

C'omnso&n Schooling All
You Need

Men with years of experience—men with-
out a day's Auto Experience — educated
men and men with only common schooling
master my training quickly and easily—
and boost their income QUICK !

Gust Alveras, Box 142, Parkerton, Wyo.,
\ a foreigner with little education, an $18

\ a week railroad laborer, when he en-

\ rolled, with no Auto Experience. Six
months later his salary was boosted
to $50.00 a week. "More" he says

; A "than he ever expected to earn
\ in his life!" This is Living Proof

that age, education or experience
1

make little difference with "JOB-
WAY" behind you.

©ET THE PROOFS
\ Don't ,}uess about the most important thing in your

\ life-your success. Get the facts about this amazing
training method. Vn -^dvo^mashing PROOF o|

<lt
— ::

- v \tis bringing! I'll give you proot
JF ^ v of what it can do for you. Send

"jupon Now*

and want it QUICK
Clip that coupon for my
Big, FREE Auto Book
right now! I'll show
you the QUICKEST
WAY toward the
Auto Experts* Jobs /

payingupto$150a [week and more! /
I'll give amazing
facts about this
wonderful B. W.
Cooke Job-Way
Training which
has doubled
and tripled in-
comes of men
all over the
country IN A /

FEW SHORT A

The World's
BIGGEST BUSINESS

%Vaa«I r* t Get in the business where resultsTCeeaS 2OU: come QUICK! This Auto Busi-
ness is the one business for the red-blooded, he-man, the man who

wants to make BIG MONEY and make it QUICK! Before you do another
thing you ought to find out about this stupendous business, its amazingoppor-
tunities and what I can do for you. FIVE THOUSAND MILLION dollars are
spent every year for Auto Upkeep alone! That's why big money can be made
SO QUICK! Thousands of B. W. Cooke "JOB-WAY'r trained men badly
needed, right now. Find out about the countless opportunities to go into
business and make up to $10,000 a year and more.

3UTFITS
PRISE
famj extra charge
jTiere is not enough room on
Bis page to properly show
ou the 4 wonderful Big Out-
ts I am offering absolutely
'ree of Extra Charge. In-
ludes a fine set of Master
lechanics Tools—C.M.T.C.
elf-openingTool Bag—Port-
ble Electrical Test Bench
id RadioReceivingSet.allequip-
ent— Also 293 Wiring Diagram
harta. Mail coupon at once and
Itsend you full particulars.

Address Me
Personally

Keep Your Present Job
You don't have to Leave Home
With B. W. Cooke "Job-Way" Auto
Training you can start out for Big Pay
and QUICK RAISES Riaht in Your
Own Home. Loan me a half hour of
your spare time a few evenings a week
and I'll give you the training you need
to become a Big Pay Man—and show
you the way to MAKE MONEY
QUICK! B. W. Cooke "JOB-WAY"
Training includes all Electrical Work—All Mechanical End,Welding, Braz-
ing,Vulcanizing.also BusinessCourse,
Salesmanship, Advertising, How to
Keep SimpleBooks—also Automotive
Magazine, also 4 Wonderful Outfits.

Send Coupon Now for Particulars.

A Little of Your Spare
Time is All I Need

As Directing Engineer, Owner and
Head of this big Institution, I know
what training you need. That train-

ing I give' you. I am absolutely con-
fident that I have trained more men
at home for quick success in the Auto
Business than any other man or Insti-

tution in the world— I am America's
first Instructor to hit so straight and
hard at QUICK RESULTS for you!
No other training I know of justifies

it. I want you to remember that B.W.
Cooke is in no way connected with any
other person of similarname.Nowhere
else can you get the original, genuine
copyrighted "JOB-WAY" Training.
Get all the details of this QUICK RE-
SULTS TRAINING today! Send for
my Free Book.

I Help You 1^1.0
Get theGocdtf%9VS
I back youupwiththeentire resources
of this big Institution — help you to
BIG PAY JOBS through my Employ-
ment Department—give you Consul-
tation Service as long as you live,

absolutely FREE of a penny's extra
charge. Get the full details. Send the
Coupon Now.

Send For My
FREE AUTO BOOK
I'll send you absolutely FREE and
without obligation this same remark-
able book that has shown thousands
the way to QUICK RAISES IN PAY—the BIG JOBS paying up to .$150 a
week—and money making Businesses
of their own where, up to $10,000 a
year and more is easily made— if

you act quick. That Coupon will
bring it to you. Clip it Now.

Directing
EngineerPersonally B. W. COOKE Engineer

Chicago Motor Training Corporation
9I6-192& Sunnyside Ave.

t

I

BW t+£%tf\l£"f? Directing
• WW • VtUvIiL Engineer

CHICAGO MOTOR TRAINING CORP.,
1916 Sunnyside Ave., Dept. 1 1 4,Chicago

Dear Mr. Cooke: Send me your Big Book, "AUTO
FACTS" Absolutely Free. AlsoPROOF that you will
show me the Quick way toward a BIG JOB and a
RAISE IN PAY. Also full particulars of your BIG 4
Outfit Offer. It is understood that this obligates me
in no way and no salesman is to call on me.

Dept. 114 Chicago, Illinois
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Hair Removed
Forever

—From These Spots
OBJECTIONABLE hair on face, neck, arms,

underarms or legs can now be removed

—

roots and all—in an amazing scientific

way that finally destroys the growth lor good.

No' electricity, no muss, no bad odor or unbear-

able pain. This new method perfected by Dr.

F. C. Irwin is an entirely new discovery—extra-

ordinary—yet absolutely safe and harmless. It

does not merely remove hair temporarily, but

gets at the real cause of hair growth, gently

easing awav the very roots so that they can
never grow' back. The whole process is quick

and simple—as easily applied as cold cream.

Simply apply a soothing balsam—and the hairs

lift right out in a jiffy—leaving the skin ador-

ably smooth and clear.

FREE booklet describes Dr. Irwin's remark-
able new method and tells how it will quickly,

easily and inexpensively . rid you of superfluous
hair forever. No obligation—write today. F. C.

Irwin, M.D., Dept. 81, 730 Fifth Ave., New York.

F. C. Irwin, M. D., Dept. 81,

730 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

You may send me, free and without obligation,

your interesting little book, "The New Way to

Remove Superfluous Hair Permanently."

Name

Address

City State-

Play for pleasure and profit
—Conn gives you both in the short-
est time. Easy playing is the out-
standing feature of Conns, as the
world's greatest artistswill tell you.
Beautiful lone, perfect scale, reliable

mechanism. With all their exclusive
features Conns cost no more. FREE
TRfAL, EASY PAYMENTS on
any band or orchestra instrument.

"~ Write for details, mentioning in-
R.O. Sweeten is one of strument,
the hundreds of famous
stars who use and en-
dorseConn instruments.

C. G. CONN, Ltd.
184 Conn Bldg-, Elkhart, led.

CULTIVATE YOUR MUSICAL BUMP

IQ I IUm \M iy I MlM I imi IJW IMIJK IMLfe

Short-Story Writing
A practical forty-lesson
course in the writing and
marketingof the ShortStory,
taught by Dr. ]. Berg Esen-
wein, famous critic and
teacher; Editor of The
Writer's Monthly.

One pupil has earned over
$5,000 writing in his spare
time—hundreds are selling
constantly to the leading
publishers.

150 page catalog free. Please address

The Home Correspondence School
Established 1S97

Springfield, Mass.
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SCREENLAND
John Roche

(Continued from page 27)

easy as describing personality, of course.

And Roche does have appeal. He portrays

the romanticism and camaraderie of a line'

age reputed for those traits; and they are

coupled with an elusive something which a

lifetime of unusually keen observation and

diversified experience has brought him.

Always a deep reader, he has profited by

it, and it is this last addition to the aggre'

gate of his charms which brought him ready

entree to the inner circle of the Hollywood

intelligentsia.

It is in this latter group that you will

find his closest friends, and he is seldom

seen at parties or in places where the

roysterer hangs out. The opera, symphony

concerts, the theatre, vocal recitals, Shakes-

pearean or other classical recitals, yes. There

he and his mother always can be found.

For those two are inseparable.

Back of his love for music one finds a

baritone well-trained and of a quality un-

usual. A singer? He began in a church

choir in his home town at the age of nine.

Then the movies were in swaddling clothes;

there was but one show in the town.

The showman heard of what was then a

startling innovation and which now is his-

tory—the illustrated song. With his pro-

gram of eighteen reels a week at $18 weekly

came a set of slides with Words attached,

and a badly torn and battered copy of the

ballad. He sought out Roche and, after

quite a little protest from his mother, hired

him to sing the songs.

And every night the townsfolk heard a

childish treble hitting all the high spots in

the ceiling as the sweating operator in the

cheesecloth "booth" changed spools of

film.

The time came when the treble broke

and deeper notes (and sometimes squawks)

rasped through. But Roche persisted and

while audiences squirmed and suffered

trajped a voice that finally became the talk

of all the countryside.

The family moved to Rochester; he sang

there in cathedral and in synagogue as well.

Then came an offer from a hotel man, a

progenitor of the "music with your meals"

campaign. And Roche sang solos with the

orchestra accompanying.
Elsie Janis sat at dinner with her pro-

ducer, Charles B. Dillingham, in that hotel

one night and heard Roche sing.

The youthful Roche knew nothing of the

New York theatrical manager and if in his

voice that night there rang a note of un-

happiness and longing, it was the artist in

him crying out against noisy waiters and
clattering guests.

But to everyone one day comes luck.

Once at least the break comes your way
and Roche on the "chequerboard of nights

and days" moved to Broadway with Miss

Janis' company.
Here came success again—or rather a

full series of successes. Vocal accompani-

({William S. Hart comes bac\ to

the screen in "Tumbleweeds."

ments to rows of twinkling legs gave way

to melodrama in a stock company and later

to serious and major parts in yearly stage

successes. Then came the war.

John and his three brothers went over-)

seas. And like a great number of our vet-

erans, he doesn't talk much of his life there.

When he came back he played the lead in

"R.U.R." and other stage successes and

then bits in a couple of films in New York.

Came next a contract with Louis B.

Mayer, the emigration west, one picture

—

and a broken contract because the next;

part offered seemed unfit.
]

Then Roche free-lanced—and with free-

lancing came for the first time in his life

discouragement. Love for pictures and thei

making turned to loathing overnight. And
in his anger at conditions he renounced tin

films and all their makers and bough

tickets for New York. He packed hi

trunks and called a baggage man and paii

the gas man and the phone bill. He wa
through; he soon would shake the dust o

Hollywood from his feet and join the hos

of eastern knockers.

Then the phone rang. Lady Luck hai

rolled the dice and turned a seven. It wa
First National. They wanted him. He tol

them that they were too late, he didn'

want the part, he couldn't play it even

he wanted, and other argument and protest 1

But they insisted. Richard Tully wanteij

him in "Flowing Gold" and they must hav

him. And they got him—for who can bal:

when Lady Luck has thrown the dice?

Roche still is in Hollywood. For with hi

portrayal over, another came his way am
then another until finally this last contrac

with Warner Brothers was concluded. No^
he's signed for five years more, but aft'

that

—

quien sabe?"

The Greatest Story of the Sea—from page 25

purely fictitious character of London, Paris

and Deauville. Since I was writing a series

of five-minute dressing-room interviews for

a Sunday paper, that book-title provided an

idea.

"How would you like to play that part?"

"I couldn't ask for anything better," said

Marmont, watching Chinatown through the

window.
"With a few good lyrics and some dance

numbers it would make a great musica JL

comedy," I suggested. "Of course, playin
|

it as straight comedy 'Lord ]im would sin

you down to the ground, too.. That seen

where—urn

—

er—er

The rest was stammers; for Marmont's e.^
J

pression convinced me I was out of in

literary depths, as cub-reporters generall

are. A call-boy who tapped at the don

and announced "Curtain call, Mr. Mat

Ik!
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3U remember the story of Aladdin
md his wonderful Lamp — how he
lad but to rub this Lamp and there

g forth a powerful Genie, ready in-

ly to do his bidding. Riches, fame,
E—this marvelous Genie carried them
e hollow of his hand. Anything that
Itn might wish for—from power and
ne to the hand of the beautiful
ess—he had but to command, and the
mt of the Lamp forthwith produced
There is more than childish fable to
old Arabian Nights' tale. There is

A'isdom and Mysticism of the East
frequently hidden in parable or fable.

v You Can Live Your Dreams
ose Wise Men of the East had
ied, thousands of years ago, the fun-
ntal fact— so hard for our Western
s to realize— that deep down within
Ives, far under our outer layers of
iousness, is a Power that far tran-

s the power of any conscious mind,
he Father that is within us," deeply
ous people term it. And, truly, its

I is little short of Divine.
ur second subliminal mind," so the
tists call it.

II it what you will, it is there—all

pyrn to most of us—a sleeping Giant
aroused, can carry us on to fame and
ne. A Genie-of-the-brain more pow-
imorc the servant of our every right

;

than was ever Aladdin's fabled
S-of-the-Lamp of old.

alth and happiness, power and riches,
;ady to its hand. You have but to
It, to command It, to get of It what

frill.

:eeding With What You Have
§ remember the story of the poor
[farmer who struggled for years to
£a livelihood out of his rocky soil,

to give it up in despair and go off
'k his fortune elsewhere. Years later,

coming back to his old farm, he found it Laugh at the man who tells you

swarming with machinery and life—more ^*,?i^^anA1J
,u?1*

<

are LUC
J|
C

,,, ,
&

. , „ n
That s the sob of the seat-warmer, the

wealth being dug out of it every day than howl of the has-been, the cry of the
he had ever dreamed existed. It was the craw-fish.

„)...,» KimViprW |>i „,1 Mini ' Listen! There really IS a well _ Xxgieat J^imoei-ey Diamond Mine.
defined SECRET OF Sl'CCESS, /

Most of us are like that poor Boer farmer. whereby OTHER men rose higher

—

We struggle along under our surface power, and YOU can!
never dreaming of the giant power that could That secret is in learning to use M
be ours if we would but dig a little deeper— the power that is within you — the
rouse that great Inner Self who can give us Genie-of-Your-Brain who SEES all
more even than any acre of diamonds. KNOWS all, and can DO all.

"THE BOOK OF LIFE"
Seven Pocket Size Volumes Beautifully Bound in Artcraft

The 7 keys of success that make your day dreams, your
visions of wonderful achievement, of fortune, health and
happiness—COME TRUE! And come true not five, ten,
or fifteen years from now, but TODAY, A. D., 1925!

Do You Want to Make More Money?
Here is my guarantee: f within six months

J e $1 a month you
pay me for this .course hasn't grown to $60.00—if vou can't »**
credit to it at least $500.00 of ADDITIONAL EARNINGS—
send back the books and I'll refund to you cheerfully and in
full every cent you have paid to me for them.

T ,
TI

?
e
^.
e are no conditions-^no strings of any kind to this offer.

If within six months these little books have not brought you the
pot of gold at the foot of the rainbow, then they are not for ~~ , nu,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
you. Send them back and get your money 1 ry /

So don't decide about buying now. You can do that / ROBERT COLLIER,
later. Send me only the FREE-TRIAL "Courtesy Cou- <V ^ Dept. 121,

?k" «„J,,rl
fL
nt

'
Wl ?" your nanle and address on it. Cj $ 599 Fifth Ave.Then, AFTER the week's tryout—AFTER you have sum- ^ * New Y«rk N Ymoned your Genie and put him to the test—you can a '

oh11 o
me

h
y
. i,

Ur do!lar or return the books. I'll pay the ,0 / For Free Trial—yes! You may send
charges both ways But you'll have to send the coupon <y me one of the Advance Sets of "Theright away for I'm printing only a few thousand Sets -V Book of Life" beautifully bound in
for this Advance Edition." ,W ^ Artcraft—to examine, to try out for a

. , . , n , . . V-j ^ week at your own risk and expense. AtAna Advance Orders are coming m so fast now rf / the end of the week, if I want to keen
that I m afraid all of them will be spoken for .A the set I will send you the special Intro-
even before the sets are ready /v* ^ ductory Price on this Advance Edition of

o„ - f . . . , . , , <>0- ^ $6.85 (or $1 then and $1 a month for 7so it you want to try out your hidden pow- ^ j.- months. Otherwise I will put the books back-
ers, without cost and without obligation, "S ^ in their box and return them to you in which
you'll have to mail the attached coupon 'ty jf event 1 slla11 owe 5'0U nothing,

now—today.

ROBERT COLLIER,
n -

Dept. 121, Scribner Bldg., ^/
599 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. * / city state
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MustMen
Feav40?

MEDTCAL authorities agree that 65%, or nearly two-
thirds, of all men past middle age, are afflicted

with a disorder of the prostate gland. Here is the known
cause for many of the ailments commonly ascribed to
declining years—including aches in back, feet and legs,
frequent nightly risings, sciatic pains, nervousness and
lack of vitality. But now, science knows that thousands
suffer needlessly.
For a well-known American scientist has discovered

a remarkable new drugless hygiene that usually restores
the prostate gland to its normal functioning. Already
it has been used by more than 15,000 men—Doctors,
Statesmen, Teachers, Bankers, Lawyers, men in every
walk of life—with amazing results.

Free Book
If you will mail the coupon

below, you will get, in plain
wrapper, a free copy of an in-
teresting book describing this
new method. It contains facts
every man should know. But send immediately, for the
edition of this book is limited. Address:

THE ELECTRO THERMAL COMPANY
5053 Main Street, Steubenville, Ohio

Please send me Free, and without obligation, a copy
of your booklet, "Why Many Men Are Old at 40."
Mail in plain wrapper.

Name „

Address

City State

Western Office—Dept. 50-T, 711 Van Nuys Bldg.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

mwmwm
CHECKED
FLANNEL K

. OV£RBLOUSE»

All the rage in —
New York and*
Chicago.You see <
them everywhcre. Q
but no whe re j
else at our LOW 4
PRICE OF $1981?
ONLY - I

- <
Worn by men,''

. boys and girls. Wo have 2
(/) made a low advertising price JUST TO GET NEW —
CUSTOMERS. Made of warm and durable domet flan- 4

Q£ nel. Has popular knitted sweater bottom. Finished with (9U attached collar and two pockets, with button-through tC
O flaps. FULL SIZES. Mens 14 to 17 neck. Ladies 4
(JC 32 to 46 bust. Boya and Girls 6 to 14 years. Colors £fl

O Red with black checks or Black with white checks. .~ CTWr) UA MftWFV Just Bcnd lettcr NOW-when I(gOCriV I1U IrlUnCI delivered pay mailman only y3 tl.
f
fi and a few cents delivery charges. If not satisfied tnt

O we w l'l return your money. Isn't that fair?

> NORMAN ROBERTS CO., Dept. 8I-A-I99 CHICAGO £

SCREEN LAND
mont, please," saved me from .sinking en-

tirely. . . .

Who was Lord Jim anyhow? After

Marmont had gone I opened the "book.

Guessing his surroundings as London, Paris

and Deauville put me half-a-world wide of

the mark. Why, he wasn't even a lord!

By Joseph Conrad's description ".
. . in

the various Eastern ports where he got his

living as ship's chandler's water-clerk, he-

was very popular. ... His work consists in

racing under sail, steam, or oars against

other water-clerks for any ship about to

anchor, greeting her captain cheerily, forc-

ing upon him a card—the business card of

the ship-chandler—and on his first visit

ashore piloting him firmly but without os-

tentation to a vast cavern-like shop which is

full of things that are eaten and drunk on

board ship; where you can get everything to

make her seaworthy and beautiful from a

set of chain-hooks for her cable to a book

of gold-leaf for the carvings of her stern;

and where the commander is received like a

brother by a ship-chandler he has never

seen before. ... To the captain he is faith-

ful like a friend and attentive like a son,

with the patience of Job, the unselfish devo-

tion of a woman and the jollity of a boon
companion. Later on the bill is sent in.

It is a beautiful and humane occupation.

Therefore good water-clerks are scarce. . . .

"Jim had always good wages and as much
humoring as would have bought the fidelity

of a fiend. Nevertheless, with black in-

gratitude he would throw up the job sud-

denly and depart. . . . To the white men
in the waterside business and to the cap-

tains of ships he was just Jim—nothing

more. He had of course another name, but

he was anxious that it should not be pro-

nounced. His incognito, which had as

many holes as a sieve, was not meant to

hide a personality but a fact. When the

fact broke through the incognito he would
leave suddenly the seaport where he hap-

pened to be at the time, and go to another

—generally farther east. He kept to sea-

ports because he was a seaman in exile

from the sea. . . . He retreated in good
order towards the rising sun, but the fact

followed him casually but inevitably. Thus
in the course of years he was known suc-

cessively in Bombay, in Calcutta, in Ran-
goon, in Penang, in Batavia—and in each

of these halting-places was just Jim the

.

water-clerk. Afterwards when his percep-

tion of the Intolerable drove him away for

good from seaports and white men, even
into the virgin forest, the Malays of the

jungle village . . . called him Tuan: as one
might say—-Lord Jim."

While I read this, the man who wanted
to portray so dramatic a character as Lord
Jim, driven through the scorching saffron

horizons by the undying story of his cow-
ardice, was proceeding blythely through the

flippancies of "A Little Bit of Fluff."

Laughter rolled from the auditorium into

the dressing-room corridors. Murmurs and
far-off eastern odors stole through the win-
dow. Below, the little houses of prayer or

pak-a-pu might have flanked the very streets

down which Jim trudged hopelessly; the

broad band of light marking the white
thoroughfare also seemed to mark the civil-

isation that had thrown Jim out.

And this illusion lay ten thousand miles

from where Percy Marmont eventually

became Lord Jim. It arose again in the

dim New York projection room where
Paramount's production of Conrad's classic

was being screened. The moral, if you
want one, is "Wish—then work for it!"

Certainly Marmont has made Lord Jim
as real as he was to Conrad himself, and
the author did not imagine him. "One
sunny morning in the common-place sur-

roundings of an Eastern roadstead," Cc

rad wrote, "I saw his form pass by—appe;

ing—significant—under a cloud—perfec;

silent. Which is' as it should be. It \a

for me, with all the sympathy of which

was capable, to seek fit words for his me;
ing. He was 'one of us'."

One of us wanderers!

Jim was born for the sea; but the sea hji

not tried him. Somehow he escaped t
:l

roaring sweep of gales; he never had
bring a ship through the screaming, gr

oblivion of low clouds and towering watc
yet he pictured himself doing so a hundr
times. He built his couragt on his fanci

and when the test came, his imaginati

made him a coward. Even then there v»

no storm, although a black squall was ma

Lloyd Hughes and Mary Astor
in "The Scarlet Saint."

ing over one horizon of the Arabian S(

which stretched smooth and dark as

at night.

Eight hundred native pilgrims slept upi

the Patna's deck. Jim was Chief Officer,

tall shadow on the bridge standing besi'

the bulky silhouette of the captain who hi

come up to relieve him. Captain and c

gineers matched the ship; and the Patr

was a. ship that rats desert. But for a

that, Jim had his dreams until disasti

chased them.
There was no movement on the wati

save the slow spread of the Patna's wak
Then she stopped, trembled, and slid fo

ward across a submerged derelict. Her bo

stoved and flooded; but one rotten bull

head held out. It would go when the squa

hit. Jim felt it bulge under his hand.
He raced along the decks among tl

sleeping pilgrims. Eight hundred men, w<

men and children—and seven boats! T
have raised an alarm would also have raise

a panic; and as he watched, that panic gre

in his imagination. He did not see himscl

he saw children flung aside and wome
trampled underfoot. He saw the Patn

sink before a boat could be manned; tb'

white seethe and the ghastly fight for floa

ing things. It all made a memory that ri

man would wish to die with. It woul
happen at the first heave of sea.

As if this picture also had been painte

for the captain and the two engineers, the

were working desperately forward to lowe

a boat—to desert. They would save then

selves. Terror filled Jim, but the greatt

emotion was fury at this desertion. He too

no part in lowering that boat. He b

down his fears. He would wait until th

end—just a matter of minutes. The othei

cursed him. But he had lived by the se<

and he would die by it. He waited, wan'

ing to escape, yet sticking to his post.
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Nowyon can learn to speak French

For the first time in America—the true European Method
WHEN you take that trip abroad, will foreigners be able

to understand your French? Or is your knowledge of
that charming language limited to a few rules, idioms

and irregular verbs that you learned in school, and can put to

no practical use?

It is a well known fact that conversational French is rarely

learned in American schools. And yet, it is a very simple matter
to learn to speak everyday French, fluently and correctly, if you
leam it by the riglit method.

And now you can learn French by the true European method,
—the method created and perfected by the great house of Hugo,
publishers of language text books which are world-famous, and
conductors of language institutes which are known all over

Europe as headquarters for language instruction. The Hugo
family has been engaged in this work for generations. Millions
of copies of its language books have been sold.

From this wonderful background of linguistic experience, the
Hugos have evolved a method of teaching French that is

recognized everywhere as the most advanced, most authoritative
and most practical method in existence. Many thousands of men
and women of other nationalities have acquired practical vocabu-
laries, correct pronunciation and cultured accent by the famous
method.

Xow, for the first time, the Hugos have prepared a special
edition of their course for American use. To introduce it in this
country, an amazingly liberal offer is made.

Hugo's Famous "FRENCH AT SIGHT"
24 Fascinating Lessons by Mail—Special Introductory Offer

Tou will never realize how easy it is to
learn to speak French correctly, until you
have started on this course! For, in just a
few weeks' time, you will actually be able
to express your ideas in idiomatic, conver-
sational French, as easily as you have
previously expressed them in English!

In the famous Hugo "At-Sight" method, there
are ho rules and tiresome verb lists to learn.
Von start with easy French sentences, fascinat-
ing because they deal with subjecte that you dis-
cuss every, day! New ideas, word forms and
constructions are gradually introduced and used
over and over, so that you learn them uncon-
sciously and without effort.

Tou will be delighted with the ingenious plan
for learning pronunciation, which will soon en-

able you to speak French easily and elegantly
as the French themselves speak it I

The Complete Course for Only
$12.00 if you Act Quickly!

In order to acquaint the American public with
a method of learning French that has been used
satisfactorily by so many thousands of Euro-
peans, Hugo's Language Institute of London has
now authorized us to offer their complete course
of twenty-four lessons at the astonishingly low
price of $12.00, payable on the convenient terms
of only $2.00 a month. This is only a fraction
of the regular price and only a limited number
of courses will be offered at this reduced rate.

Examine These Lessons FREE
Simply Mail the Coupon Today
To get the benefit of this low price you must

be prompt. The coupon below will bring you the
complete course of twenty-four lessons for five
days' free examination. To all who enroll now,
we will also give a year's subscription to Le
Petit Journal without extra cost. This entertain-
ing little French magazine will be of great assist-
ance in furthering your knowledge of French
language, life, literature and customs. Don't
run the risk of missing this remarkable oppor-
tunity through unnecessary delay. Mail the
coupon NOW!

Doubleday, Page & Co.

(American Representatives of Hugo's Language Institute

of London)

Garden City, New York

This Remarkable Offer Includes
A year's subscription

to Le Petit Journal
Published twiee-a-month, eight months of the year in
everyday French, this delightful illustrated magazine ' con
lains current news, extracts from French newspapers and
periodicals, interesting notes on French life and customs
and humorous sketches. It will prove a wonderful aid in
furthering your knowledge of modern French. By taking
advantage of this special offer you receive a full year's
subscription, 16 issues, without any additional cost.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Dept. F-801
(American Representatives of Hugo's Language
Institute of London) Garden City, New York,

Gentlemen: I am interested in learning to speak French
as the French speak it. Please send me the Hugo "French
At-Sight" Course, in 24 lessons, for free examination.
Within 5 days I will either return the course or send
you $2.00 at that time and $2.00 each month thereafter
until a total of $12.00 has been paid. I am also to
receive a year's subscription to Le Tetit Journal, 16
issues, without additional cost.

Name _

Address _ _

City. - State _ _.

59o discount for cash with order
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Bloomers

Positively the most wonderful
value that has ever been of-
fered to lovers of luxurious sill;

underwear! Beautiful Luxor Sill;

Vest and Bloomers, lustrous,
heavy, finest quality, perfectly
tailored, retailing in the best
5th Avenue Shops at $3.85, now
only $2.75 for both. In white,
Mesh, pinl; and orchid. This special introductory offer
good for a limited time only. Order NOW!

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
When lovely Luxor Rayon Silk first appeared, a few

months ago, there was universal astonishment that a
naterial so handsome and durable could be sold at so
low a price. That is the wonder of Luxor.
SEND NO MONEY. Just fill in and mail the coupon,

checking the wanted colors and size, and the two gar-
nrents will be sent you by return mail. Pay the postman
only $2.75, plus the few cents postage. If you are not
oerfectly delighted, return these suits within a week, and
your money will be immediately refunded.

Just Fill In and Mail This Coupon

1

)LEEDS SALES CO., Dept. 71
'

| 562 Fifth Ave., New York City.
Gentlemen:— Please send me one set Luxor Rayon Silk

|
Vest and Bloomers White Flesh Peach Orchid I

(Vest 1 wi" pay tne Postman only '

Slze
}Bloomers':::: $2.75, plus the few cents post- i

_ age. If not delighted in every '

I way, 1 shall return these garments within a week™ my money will be refunded. ]

Name

Address..

S GREENLAND
The boat splashed overside. One by one

the men went down. The squall uttered a

thin whine to forecast its fury. It echoed

in his mind like the shrieking of eight hun'

dred souls. The sea pitched; rain came
bHndingly; the Patna shivered beneath his

feet, like a tormented thing, ready to dive;

and out of tumult, just before the pilgrims

panicked, he heard the deserters shouting:

"Jump!"
He jumped. He lay in the boat which

put into night and behind them the Patna s

lights disappeared, as if she had sunk. That
was the cowardice of Lord Jim. Loathing
himself, he wished to die before a steamer

picked them up; yet when rescue came he
endorsed his captain's report. They were
the sole survivors, and the story of their

efforts to save their passengers was believed

until a gunboat towed the Patna into port.

By a miracle she had weathered the blow.

Of the four white men Jim alone re
mained to face trial; the others fled. When
in the end he was branded a coward and
driven out, there was no place to which the

story did not pursue him; and in the days

of his regeneration after he had found one
woman who loved him despite his coward-
ice, he put that love aside to sacrifice his

life as the only amends he could make—not

to the world but to himself.

As Conrad tells it, and the screen mir-

rors it, "Lord Jim" is certainly the finest

sea-tale print that pictures have given us so

far. These facts reveal the extent to which
the producers have gone for authenticity:

Several hundred -Malays were recruited

from every town on the Pacific coast, from
San Diego to Vancouver, to participate in

the ship scenes, which are enacted upon
fourteen vessels ranging from navy mine-
sweepers to Chinese junks, while an 1860
model passenger boat was salvaged for use

as the ill-starred Patna. Incidentally John
Russell, author of "Where the Pavement
Ends" and the only living writer who can

fed
A POUND EVERY DAY

NATURE'S WAY
EUROPEAN disc-oven' makes it

possible to reduce by Nature's
method. FLOItAZONA actually
washes away excess flesh through
the pores. No dieting, no exer-
risiny, no [lings. Simply dissolv*
Flora zona, a fragrant powder, in your
hath; stay in for 15 minutes and one-half
pound to one pound of weight melts awav.'

FLORAZONA
Absolutely Harmless — Nothing Internal
Physicians, nurses and thousands of users
recommend this natural way. to reduce. Contains no epsom
salts', no alum. Simple, safe, sure and natural! Send
only $1.00 for ?, concentrated treatments postpaid, in-
cluding free booklet. Money Back Guarantee.
FLORAZONA Corp., Suite GA, 100 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

$50 to $100 a Week
Learn Marcelling, Per-
manent Waving, Hair
Dressing, Shampooing,
Manicuring, Facial aud
Scalp Treatment h.
There'0 a real shortage
of trained Beauty Op-
erators. Marsay train-
in? prepares you to rill

a g'>od position, and my
Employment Service
wiU help you find one.

Nine (9) Outfits Given
I train yon by my new,
. lu .ivc PKAGT1CE-
METHOD, which gives
yon actuaf Professional
Practice as well as The-
< y and Science. Nine
% j.uable Outlils FP.EE.

OPEN BEAUTY SHOP
I'll Back You

The right to own and
operate a Marsay Li-
censed Beauty Whop is
good for$r;oootoS 12,000
a year in profits. Open
only to graduates. Lit-
tle investment needed.
Beauty Culture Book Free
Here a the quick road
to independence and
end of money worries,
'lake the "Marsay Way
to Man-Size Pay/'
Write for free book.

Adult Nelson, Director .

e Marsay School of
Beauty Culture

60S N.Michif-an Ave.
Dept. 112, Chicago

Viola Dana and Bobby Agnew
in "The Great Love."

tell a story with Conrad's vividness, made
the adaptation. The result is a picture

that the author himself would endorse.

With a lot of fans who have waited very
patiently for Joseph Conrad to receive

proper screen recognition, their bitterness

that "Lord Jim," written .in 1900, should
have been overlooked for almost a quarter
of a century is softened by the knowledge
that in the meantime motion pictures have
grown big enough to portray this drama
adequately.

Now Rex Ingram's version of "Tsjostro-

mo" is next on our list of great expecta'

tions; and to various scenario editors who
declare they are seeking material, I'd like

to mention that on my shelf are twentyfour
volumes by Joseph Conrad—all of them
throbbing deep down to the rhythm of long
waves.

"I'm in the Movies Now"—from page 22

black hair and eyes—and I'd know her in

a minute if I see her again some time!"

That's Louise Brooks. She's the new
type of Follies beauty. They used to be
either tall and dark or curved and blonde
and cuddly. Louise is slim and boyish with
a sort of Peter Pan smile. She may not be
your idea of Helen of Troy. But she reg'

isters. In New York, where beauty is at a
premium, Louise Brooks has "clicked."
Your real New Yorker didn't have to look
her up on his program when he saw the
Follies. Behind the scenes of Manhattan

—

the gayest, most glittering city in the world—they knew Louise Brooks. She's unique.
She doesn't look like anybody else, except
perhaps some child's- French doll. Only
once in a season or so does New York have
a Louise Brooks to boast about. Her pho'
tographs adorned theatre lobbies. She was
pointed out. In that gorgeous pageant that

is New York—the New York of Broadway
first-nights, of the Ritz; at tea-time, of ex-

clusive motors with exclusive dogs, of smart
supper-clubs— Louise Brooks was a figur-

ante. Only nineteen or twenty, the subtle
incense of adulation might have gone to her
bead. Manhattan itself presented this vest-

pocket Venus with the flourish it reserves
for its favorite children. Most girls would
have found their dreams come true. Wasn't
it said that Charlie Chaplin was escorting
her to first-nights? What more could a girl

ask?

Louise Brooks could ask for more—and
she did. Maybe Uncle George did go home
and tell the folks about a girl he saw in

the Follies. But what about the rest of the
world? What did it know, or care, about
Louise? And she wanted it to. So she
joined the movie parade.

The middle-west rushes its prettiest

daughters east or west to storm the movie
citadels. The south forgets its traditional

languor long enough to speed its parting
beauties on their way. Europe sends its

loveliest. Filmland is the land of heart's

desire to almost every girl. They're all

marching to the movies. Broadway sends
Louise Brooks. She has said good-bye to

the great white way, turned her back on
fame in the Follies—and has taken the sub
way to Astoria.

But it isn't as simple as it sounds. When
old Father Knickerbocker, appreciating the
comments he had heard on Louise, stepped
up to her and said: "Little girl, your
beauty and charm have conquered all com-
ers. If you have a wish, name it. You
may have anything your little heart desires!"

he meant well; but he had already done
everything in his power for his pet. New
York knew her but the movies didn't. She
had to be introduced. And it wasn't easy.

First came the screen tests. She posed for

them and then—she waited. And some-
how, while she was waiting, New York, and
all it stood for, faded away like the final

clinch of a screen romance. Her career as

a Glorified Girl began to mean less and less

to her. She saw somewhere ahead a lot

more work—and more fun—than she had
ever dreamed of. She saw an a-udience
whose applause would mean something; who
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At Last!

THE INCLUSIVE EDITION
OF JOSEPH CONRAD
— at a saving of $140.75 over the limited

Autographed Sun Dial Edition

MOST bookish people have heard of the fa-

mous Sun Dial Edition of Joseph Conrad.
The great novelist autographed it, and wrote

a special preface to each one of the twenty-four
volumes. The sets sold for $175.75 each, and 735
wealthy hook-collectors paid a total sum of $129,-
176.25 for this edition.

The new Inclusive Edition, offered here, is

printed from the same style and size of type as
the Sun Dial Edition. It contains the same fas-

cinating special prefaces by Conrad. But, instead
of selling for $175.75 cash, like the autographed
Sun Dial Edition, its price is only $35.00 and
even this sum may be paid in convenient small
amounts, if desired.

For those who want to own Conrad complete-

—

and what intelligent book-lover does not?—this is

the best opportunity ever presented.

" Romance Is Dead—Not Conrad "

The story of Conrad is one of the most amaz-
ing in the annals of literature. He did not speak
English until past twenty. He had never written
a line before he was forty. Yet, the world's most
famous authors ultimately paid homage to Mm as
the greatest of them all ; his original manuscripts,
at an auction before his death, sold for $110,998
(probably no such tribute had ever been paid to

an author while he was still alive) ; above all,

thousands of intelligent people all over the world
counted every story from him as an event.
"Romance is dead now, not Conrad," one wo-

man wrote when she heard of his death. It ex-

pressed beautifully how thousands felt about the
passing of this great Master.

The Secret of Conrad

The secret of Conrad's fascination lies, above
all, in the exciting narratives he had to tell. No
one could ever tell a story like Conrad, and no one
has ever had such tales to tell. He himself had
met these men he wrote about—the riffraff of the
world thrown up in the mysterious East—outcasts,
adventurers, sailors, rough traders, thieves, mur-
derers.

He had met, too, these strange and ever-be-
witching women who move through his pages.
They were real people, all of them; he knew their
lives, their "stories." And what breathless narra-
tives they are! "Such tales as men tell under the
haunting stars"—that, in a phrase, typifies them.

Sent for Examination

One of the truest things ever said of Conrad
was the comment of Gouverneur Morris. (It is

among those in the panel at the right.) No one
who professes to appreciate good literature can
afford not to be familiar with every one of his
great novels.

If you do not as yet have Conrad among your
books at home, this is an exceptional opportunity.
The new Inclusive Edition—twenty-four volumes—will be sent to you for examination. Bead some
of Conrad's own wonderful prefaces; above all,

read some of his stories. You will realize quickly
why the world's greatest writers acclaimed him
as Master of them all.

The publishers advise immediate acceptance of
this offer, for at this popular price the edition is

fast being - exhausted.

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City Dept. C-1201 New York

What Other

Writers Think

of Conrad:

Those who haven't
read Conrad are not
well read.—Gouverneur

Morris

ifHere. surely
ever, is genius

—

—Hugh Walpole

The only writing of
the last twelve years
that will enrich the
English language to
any extent.—Galsworthy

Here, at last, is a
novelist who under-
stands as the poets do.—Christopher

Morh'jj

In all his novels
there is a harmony
of tone absolutely
orchestral in effect.—/oseph

Hcrgesheimer

There is no one like
him ; there is no one
remotely like him.—H. L. Mencken

To stand in a sum-
mer - stifled, m a n-
smelling city street
and to feel suddenly
a fresh salt wind
from the far-off pas-
tures of the sea—this
is a sensation when
one comes upon a
book by Joseph Con-
rad.—Mary Austin

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
Dept. C-1201, Garden City, New York

Rlease send for my inspection the New Inclusive Edition of Joseph
includes the complete works and also the specially written prefaces,
return the set, or else to send you $2.00 first payment and ONLY
special price of $35.00 is paid. Cash discount 5%.

Conrad in 24 volumes that
Within a week I agree to
$3.00 A MONTH until the

References (or occupation)..

Check here if you want to inspect the rich half leather binding, and change terms to $00;
payable $5.00 a month.
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Free
See Coupon

That 40 lbs. of Fat
How it changes—how it ages

Reduce it in this easy, pleasant way

This is to people who wish to be slen-

der, as they once were. To be more at-

tractive, more healthy, more fit. To
accord with the ideas of beauty and

style as they exist today.

It is to present you the modern, scien-

tific way, the easy and pleasant way.

The way by which countless people all

about you are gaining the weight they

wish. This in the belief that others will

wish to gain the normal slenderness

which millions have secured.

Correct the Cause
One may reduce by exercise -and diet,

if he or she has sufficient self-denial.

The way is hard and often harmful. It

must be constantly employed.

There is now a modern, scientific

method. It deals with the internal cause

of the trouble, which usually lies in a
certain gland. It requires no abnormal
exercise or diet. This method has been

used by millions to accomplish what a
normal figure means.

This method is embodied in Marmola
Prescription Tablets. It is based on end-

less research and experience. It has been
employed for 18 years, with results you
see in every circle now.

Marmola is not secret. Our books
state every ingredient, explain exactly

how and why Marmola reduces fat. One
simply takes four tablets daily until the
right weight is reached.

Results Guaranteed ,

The results of Marmola are so de-
pendable that we guarantee them. Your
own druggist will sign the warrant. And
he returns under that warrant every
penny you pay if results do not meet
expectations.

MARMOLA
Prescription Tablets

The Pleasant Way to Reduce

Supplied by all druggists at $1 per
box. Send this coupon for a 25c sample
free, our latest books and our guarantee.
Clip it now.

The reduction is not too rapid. It

rarely exceeds one pound per day. But
it is real and constant. The slow re-

duction permits the body to adjust itself

to new conditions. Wrinkles are not
created.

Stop Marmola when you reach the
slenderness desired. Use it again if ex-
cess fat appears. Just keep your figure
where it should be, for beauty, health
and fitness. In the meantime eat and
exercise in just your normal way.

Slender Figures
Now seen everywhere

Marmola has been used for 18 years.
Users have told the results to others,
and the use has spread. Now people who
know are using over 100,000 boxes per
month.

You can see the results in every circle
now. Excess fat is not one-tenth so
common as it was. Men and women by
the millions are controlling over-weight.

Investigate this method. Let us tell

you how and why it acts. An over- fat
condition may be easily corrected, and
you should know the way. The coupon
will bring you full information. Send
it now.

MARMOLA
2-235 Genera! Motors Bldg.

DETROIT, MICH.

25c Sample

Free
Mail Coupon

Send No Money
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might be blind to beauty—and had been;

but who could never be cruel to real charm.

So she put her charm to the acid test.

She says now she never hoped for anything

as for the success of her film try-out. She

awaited the results with an intensity and
ambition unequalled by Susie of Squash

Centre. Because if Louise Brooks failed to

make the grade, all her world—her Broad-

way—would know about it. If she flopped,

she would flop hard; in fact, some of her

future salary would have to go towards buy-

ing liniment to bathe her bruises. The re-

sult of her screen tests, in other words,

meant everything to Manhattan's pet sou-

brette.

She got the job. The tests passed one
hundred per cent and then some. Before

she knew what was happening to her she

was getting up at the unheard-of hour of

eight in the morning, rushing through her
breakfast and dashing off to the Famous

C[ Gloria Swanson in "Stagestruck."

Players studio in time to be on the set at

nine. Playing a part in The American
Venus, how she did work! The business-

like routine of the huge studio was a brand-

new experience. Early hours; blinding

lights; strange co-workers; new bosses. She
loved it. Her enthusiasm was keener than

the eagerest extra's. Very .soon she found
herself really "in." She belonged. The
camera caught and imprisoned her elfin

eyes, her saucy black babyish bob, her slim

body, her slender, expressive hands. A
contract for five years was offered her

—

and signed.

IT was early one morning. She had to be

off for location. She rubbed her eyes

like a sleepy child, slid "out of bed, slipped

a tailored bath-robe over her pajamas and
thrust her feet into tiny red slippers—and
ordered breakfast. Her first motion picture

interview!

"I should be wearing a fluffy negligee

•and ostrich feather mules, shouldn't I?"

grinned the new film recruit. "Sorry. I

have to be myself."

Breakfast: stewed figs; thin toast with

lots of butter; and coffee with cream and
sugar. Sometimes the Brooksian breakfast

consists of French pastry and hot chocolate

—when she's awfully hungry. Miss Brooks
successfully defies all the diet rules and be-

comes slimmer and more supple all the time.

Try it over on your own scales if you dare.

Most very youthful actresses want to play

awfully wicked women on the screen. Not
Louise. She says there's a tendency, be
cause of her dark eyes and bob, to cast her

in such roles; but gosh, she wishes they
wouldn't. "I want to play—oh, every-

thing!" she says. "I'm no end ambitious.
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Why LetThese5 Skin-Worries

Hide^/*Beauty?

SALLOW
COMPLEXION BLEMISHES WRINKLES POUCHES SAGGING

MUSCLES

When Susanna Cocroft Can
Quickly End Them All

-Let UsSendYouProof-15Days at OurRisk
BLEMISHES, Sallow Complexion, Sag'

ging Muscles, Wrinkles, Pouches

—

these are the five skin worries that

make naturally attractive women look com-
monplace and years older than they really

are.

Which of these five hide YOUR beauty

—

add years to your appearance? Examine
your complexion for a moment in the mir-

ror. Are you entirely satisfied with it?

Wouldn't it be much more attractive if those

tired lines and wrinkles were gone—if the

skin were smooth and clear, if there were
no blemishes, no sallowness, no pouches, no
sagging muscles, nothing to mar its fine,

clear, youthful beauty?

There is no reason now why you cannot
have a faultless complexion if you really

want it. You know that beneath the outer

layer of the skin, no matter

how homely it may be, lies

a complexion as fresh and
radiant as a child's. Ordi-

nary treatments cannot draw
out this glorious beauty be-

neath the surface— they
treat only the outer layer

and never even attempt to

reach underneath. But here's

a new method that not only

quickly satisfies you that it

will rid you of skin worries

—but also either brings out

your skin's hidden beauty or

it costs you nothing!

For years Susanna Co-
croft has been famous as

the "Health-thru-Nature"
Specialist. She has person'
ally helped so many thou-

sands of women to regain health and attrac

tiveness that she is popularly known today

as the "woman with a million friends." Her
methods, recognized and endorsed by the

medical profession, are sound and scientific

—they never fail to work because they are

NATURAL.

And now this famous woman, in co-

operation with other experts, has just devel-

oped an easy and radically different way
for any woman to recapture the smooth,
fresh complexion of childhood and relieve

unsightly blemishes, pimples, sallowness and
the age-signs of sagging muscles, pouches
and wrinkles.

Entirely New Idea

This amazing new method is entirely dif-

ferent from anything ever known before

—

taking only three minutes before
bedtime and accomplishing its

results while you sleep. Every
night—all through the night— it

keeps drawing out the hidden
charm of your skin, yet you are

scarcely aware that you are tak-

ing the treatment.

If your skin is sallow and mud-
dy; if it is marred by disfiguring

pimples, blackheads or enlarged
pores; if the muscles of your face

.are beginning to sag; if deep lines

are forming near the nose and
mouth—crowsfeet at the eyes; if

you have pouches beneath the eyes

—flabby bags below the cheeks,

you will undoubtedly be surprised

at the really remarkable way in

which this new treatment relieves

these defects, giving you the clear,

smooth, fresh and flawless com-
plexion of youth. Women are

amazed at the astonishing improve-

ment even after the very first

night or two. Many who had
spent hundreds of dollars on
other methods without results say

"Sag Lifted"

"Since using treatment I look

years younger, my wrinkles have
disappeared and the sag has lifted

under the chin."—Mrs. J. H. M.,
Denville, N. .T.

"Puffiness Gone"
"The best and most desired it

has done for me is to reduce the

puffiness around the eyes. I

wouldn't be without it now."

—

Mrs. H. B. N., Covington, Ohio.

"Wrinkles Disappeared"

"The wrinkles disappeared, and I

can see a gradual lifting of the face

muscles, most noticeable around the

eyes and corners of the month. The
neck improves also."—Miss M. S.,

Grand llapids, Mich.

"Sallow Face Has New Glow"
"I have used your treatment five

times, and I must say tiiat the re-

results are marvelous. My face,

which was sallow, has regained in

the space of a few times new and
glowing beauty." — Mrs, A. W.,
Washington, D. C.

this new method has proved the one sure and easy

way to banish Ihe five enemies of skin beauty—and
to acquire a smooth, white, youthful skin.

Results Guaranteed—or No Cost
These are trying times for the woman who does

not bring out and make the most of her hidden
beauty. For there are more beautiful women in

America today than ever .before—and people will

make comparisons. If you suffer by comparison

—

if you look less attractive than others—years older

than you really are— it is to a great extent due to

your own failure to investigate the methods devel-

oped to solve these problems for you.

So don't tolerate any of these five worries, because

of inaction on your part. Consent at least to try

this new treatment—at our risk, You have nothing

to lose—everything to gain. For if, after a 15-day

trial, you are not more than delighted with results

produced—if you are not acquiring a charming new
skin such as you have always longed for, if you are

not thoroughly convinced that this method will rid

you completely of your skin worries, then the treat-

ment will have cost you absolutely nothing. Your
money will be instantly and gladly refunded.

Fascinating Booklet—FREE
Miss Cocroft has prepared an interesting 34-page

booklet which tells you everything about her new
idea of skm rejuvenation and how this method is

designed to end your skin worries. It explains just

how her treatment works and why it is different from
any method you have ever used.

There is no obligation—just mail the coupon and
the booklet will reach you in a plain envelope by
return mail. But there is a special short-time offer

that you may take advantage of if you act at once.

Mail the coupon NOW. THOMPSON-BARLOW
COMPANY, INC., DEPT. F-361, 130 West 31st

Street, New York City.

Thompson-Barlow Company, Inc., Dept. F-361,
130 West 31st Street, New York City.

Please send me free your new book "The Over-
night Way to New Complexion." Also full details

of your special free proof offer that enables me to

test this new home treatment without risking a penny.

Nar

Address

City
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Sale of Dresses

9
Wool Finish Serge*

No Extra
Charge
For
Stouts

iZCS

%

zM
Just €o make satisfied custom- J?
ers. you can buy both of these U
wonderful dresses for the price V
of one* Positively the biggest TJ
bargain we ever offered. Both *C
dresses are made of strong wearing QQ

_ navy blue,wool-finished serge. One .

is neat pencil stripe in the new coat effect with side |
sash and button trim. Popular Peter Pan collar and tie -j
strings. The other is embroidered with silk and has

J**turnback collar, tie strings and sash belt. Neat styles ft]

suitable for all figures and for year around wear. r£

<££Nn LUft MANFV—iust send letter now! When
Otlllf IW IflUlltldresaes are delivered pay mail- m
man only $2.98 and a few cents delivery charges. If not
satisfied we'll return your money. Isn't that fair?

NORMAN ROBERTS CO. Dent. 73-A-I99 CHICAGO

FREE
a seven day

supply

New attire for an old favorite

—

Sem-pray in a dainty, pinlc,
oval metal tube

!

Oval in shape, the new "push-up" metal tube provides
a broad, smooth surface of Sem-pray to apply upon
your skin—without handUng the cake. Convenient to
carry in handbag! At dealer's*— or by mail, 75c. Trial
supply, with new beauty booklet, free. Mme. LaNore,
668-ASem-pray Jo-ve-nay Bldg., Grand Rapids, Mich.

LEARN PIANOl
THIS INTERESTING FREE BOOK
-hows how you caji become a skilled
player of piano or organ at quarter!
usual cost. It shows why one lesson!
With an expert is worth a dozen
lesions. JDr.Quinn's famous Written I

Method includes ajl of the many
provement><in teaching music. Brini
great advantage of conservatory stut

experienced players. Highly endorse
".'•rywhore.
t rated. All music fr

Ok. QUINN
593 Columbia Road

FREE BOOK

mportant .modern im-
right to your home the

For the beginner or
Successful graduates

X. Fully illus-

e. Diploma granted. Write today for
CONSERVATORY, Studio SL-21,

Boston, 25, Mass.

IMake*25°J
perdaywritesRCBecHfiam

EREESAMPLES
Sell Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for—— Lariro Manufacturer Direct to wearer.

No capital or experience needed. Many earn S100.00
weekly and bonus. Write for Free Samples.

MADISON MILLS MFGRS, 564 Broadway. New York

C[ Lloyd Hamilton, star of EductX'

tional'Hamilton Comedies.

You know—not the sweet young things who
hide their heads on the hero's broad shoul-

der; or the bold, bad dance-hall girl.

There's a happy medium and I want to

play it."

She's determined to prove to herself and
the rest of the world that she was right

when she refused Ziggy's offer to remain in

the Follies (Ziggy is Flo Ziegfeld). He
has been robbed time and again of his most
promising youngsters by the cruel camera;

and he wanted to stop Louise Brooks from
following in the footsteps of such famous
Follies beauties as Marion Davies, Billie

Dove, Mae Murray, Jackie Logan, and Ann
Pennington—footsteps which led to the stu-

dios and never came back. He gave Miss
Brooks a coveted role as principal in his

current Follies. He raised her salary. But
she couldn't resist the call of the screen any
more than her predecessors. She says:

"Ziggy would raise the scrubwoman's salary

to keep her out of pictures if she got an
offer. It wasn't me—just the idea." Watch
for Louise's first screen appearance and
form your own opinion.

Probably Miss Brooks' desertion of his

Follies was the last straw. At any rate, Mr.
Ziegfeld is about to right'about'face and go
in pictures himself. Yes—after all these

years he will face the camera and present a

sort of screen edition of his Follies for

Famous Players. There are three leading
women in the Ziegfeld'Paramount produc-
tion which Allan Dwan is soon to direct;

and Louise Brooks is to be one of them.
Among other plans for her is an appearance
opposite Richard Dix. She is content to

service an apprenticeship, having no illu-

sions as to the kind of screen success which
flames brightly and suddenly and dies as

quickly. She hopes to succeed slowly, and
to .stay.

When Uncle George saw her on the Fol-

lies stage, parading in one of the startling

creations which for want of a better word
Uncle George designated as a dress when
he told the home-folks about it, he may
have permitted himself a side-glance into her
home-life out of the corner of his mind's
eye. He probably saw her panoplied in a

wisp of georgette and a bead or two, with
most of her costume on her head in the

DIAMONDS WATCHES
DIAMONDS M»M)Wyj/IWBffgS7ffll-H'fffl -WATCHCS

^> v - :ash°»crepit ofrTS

The Diamonds in these Rings are brilliant. Blue White,
high-grade Quality gems. The mountings are Solid 18-k
White Gold, except No. 20, which is Platinum.

SEND FOR CATALOG
Over 2,000 bargains for Christmas Presents. A Genuine Dia-
mond, or a Watch, Wrist Watch, Pearl Necklace, Silverware,
etc., is sure to please. Select as many articles as you wish ana
have all charged in one account. Sent prepaid for your free ex-
amination. Catalog explains everything. Buy of LOFTIS, the
direct Importer and save money. Send your order today—NOW.

CREDIT TERMS:%Aa
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of one-tenth of purchase price; balance
in equal amounts, payable weekly, semi-
monthly or monthly at your convenience.

Money Back If Not Satisfied
No. 49-Wrist
Watch, Solid 18-k
White Gold-17
Jewels, $35. De-
livered on first
payment of $3.50
then
$100 - A

No. 15-Green ft 12
Gold,17-JewelEl- ffil
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ear Case
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12 Size. Gilt Dial,
$30; $3 down
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LOFTIS BROS.& CO.
National Jewelers

DEPT. G-26
108 N. State St.. Chicago, III.

Stores In Leading Cities

Rftfftfl FCtn « Listen- in on W. H. T. eraryl\uuiu m. Ufco Tuesday night from 7 to 7:30,
every Friday night from 10 to 10:30. Central Standard time.

LOFTIS' BROS. & CO.'S HOUR OF MUSIC.

CRAY HAIR
Tk&ored to'Natural Color

in the natural way by a secret method
no one can detect. These pictures are
the evidence— the absolute proof.
^They tell the True Story of what my

PHOTO-HUE
didfor meandwhatitcan doforyotr.

$1.00 Package FREE!
In order to prove that PHOTO-HUE

i will do all I claim, I will give you a
< regular SI package free. Just send 25c
to help cover cost of mailing, etc. Try
it. Then let your mirror be the judge*
Send today. No obligations.
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BUNIONS
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Laugh IfYou Like-/

'ButIDidLearn

IT was at a little social gathering.

Everyone had been called on to enter-

tain and all had responded with a song

or with a selection on some musical instru-

ment. And now it was my turn.

I had always been known as a sort of

"sit in the corner." I had never been

able to either sing or play. So they all

murmured as I smiled confidently and took

my place at the piano. Then I played

—

played as no one else had played that

evening. First some ballads, then beauti-

ful classical numbers, and now I was clos-

ing with rollicking tunes from all the

musical shows—anything they asked for.

For the first time in my life I knew the

thrill of real pride. How many nights

I had sat in my room—alone! And yet

here I was now the very center of this

gay party! I would not have traded my
place with anyone.

They had listened— dumbfounded. For
a moment, now that I had finished, they

remained motionless— silent. And then

the storm broke! Thunderous applause!

Joyful congratulations! A veritable tri-

umph! Then they bombarded me with

questions.

"How did you do it?" they chorused.

"And you're the one who didn't know a
note!" "Why didn't you tell us you were
taking lessons privately?" "Who was your
teacher ?"

The questions came fast. For a moment
they overwhelmed me.

"Teacher? I never had one," I replied,

"I learned all by myself, at home."
They laughed in disbelief.

"Laugh if you want," I countered,—"but
I did learn music without a teacher. Yet
there's nothing remarkable about it.

"It's true, comparatively a few short
months ago I didn't know one note from

another. Yet I loved music—everybody
does. But I couldn't afford to engage a

private teacher. And I couldn't bear the

thought of monotonous scales and tedious

exercises. Anyway, I thought a person

had to have special talent to become a

musician.

"You all know how I've just sat around
and watched the rest of you entertain. How
I used to envy Laura playing beautifully

mellow notes on her sax—or Billy jazzing

up a party with his peppy banjo! Time
after time I longed to be able to play.

"And then one night I was sitting at

home alone, as usual, reading a magazine.
Suddenly my eye caught a startling an-

nouncement. Could it be true? It told of

a new, easy method of quickly learning

music—right in your own home—and with-

out a teacher. It sounded impossible—but
it made me wonder. After all, about all the

colleges have home study courses for most
every subject, so,T decided, it was certain-

ly worth investigation—as long as it didn't

cost a cent to find out. So I signed the

coupon, dropped the letter in the box, and
—well, you know the rest."

The course, I explained to them, was more
helpful than I ever dreamed possible. It was
amazing in its simplicity-—even a child could
learn to play this quick, easy way. I choose
the piano. And from the very beginning I was
playing—not wearisome scales but real notes,

catchy tunes—just like a regular musician 1 And
it was all tremendous fun—just like a fascinat-

ing gamel
Now I can play almost anything—jazz or

classical. I am never at a loss to entertain.
Wherever there's a jolly party you're sure to

find me. Wherever there's life and fun and
music—I'll be there! No more melancholy
nights alone. No more dreary hours of solitude.

And I even play in an orchestra on the side

and make a lot of money having a wonderful
time

!

You, too, can learn to play your favorite in-

strument by this remarkable easy "at home"

Pick Your
INSTRUMENT

I Piano 'Cello

1 Organ Harmony and

Violin Compositioi

Drums and Sight Singing

Traps Ukulele

Banjo Guitar

Tenor Hawaiian
Banjo Steel Guitar

Mandolin Harp

Clarinet Cornet

Flute Piccolo

Saxophone Trombone

Voice and Speech Culture

Automatic Finger Control

Piano Accordion
method that has
helped 350,000
people all over
the world to increased pleasure and financial

gain. And there's nothing marvelous about it.

It's just a commonsense practical method—so

simple you don't have to know the slightest

thing about music. You find your progress

amazingly rapid because every step is clear and
easy to understand. Just pick out the instru-

ment you want to play. The IT. S. School of

Music does the rest. And it costs just a few
cents a dayl

Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson

Our wonderful illustrated free book and our

free demonstration lesson explain all about this

remarkable method. They prove just how any-

one can learn to play his favorite instrument

in almost no time and for just a fraction of

what old slow methods cost.

If you really want to learn to play—if new
friend's, good times, social popularity and in-

creased income appeal to

you—take this opportun-
tunity to make your
dreams come true. Now 1

Sign the coupon ' and
send it before it's too
late. Instruments sup-
plied when needed,
cash or credit.

U.S. SCHOOL of

MUSIC
3221 Brunswick Bldg.

New York City

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
3221 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Please send me your free book, "Music Lessons in

Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane. Demonstration Lesson and particulars of your
Special Offer. I am interested in the following course:

Have you above instrument?

Name

Address

City I State..
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You Need
This Amazing New Book

''PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE

JUST OUT.' Reveal
Daring Truths of Li

Can you be attractive to the man or

LOVE woman that you want for your life

ecr^DCTC mate? Will you mam soon and
OliL.I\£llo live happily? Can jou develop
charm, personality, and understanding for success

in life, love and marriage? Do you make friends

easily? Are you shy? Do you worry and fear

the future ?

/-UADl\/f AMV DI!S -
H0FF and BENNETTCHAKM A IN I show you hundreds of start-

MAM nr fiTRT ling new truths and factsor vjh\l
abQut life

,

s mysteries tnat
will help you and make you happy. Most daring
truths—real secrets and facts—about life, love,

courtship, marriage, womanhood, manhood, suc-
cess, worry, diseases, happiness, and " 1001 other
vital life problems are answered for you in 5 new,
wonderful books called "PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE."
You will regret it if you miss these priceless hints.

Wisely informed persons easily win' their life mates.

CCrvTn rvTO Examine and read these 5 new
StilNL/ ISKJ books in your own home. You are

MONEY satisfied or return books in 5 days.
No obligations. Just pay postman

only $1.98 plus few pennies postage on delivery of
all 5 books. Mail post card or cut coupon today
—NOW—and receive your 5 new books in a plain
wrapper without delay.

JOHN MARSHALL SYNDICATE
318 W. Washington St., Chicago, III. Dept. 22

Please send me on approval in plain wrapper 5
new books called "PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE." I
will pay postman $1.98 plus few cents postage on
delivery. If not satisfied, I will return books in 5
days for money back.

Name

Address

City and State „.

Furs that make
real Gifts can be

bought direct from
the Manufacturer
at a saving of 25%

Write for Catalogue.

ALBERT LEA
HIDE & FUR
COMPANY
ALBERT LEA

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would you
like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send
10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or Key to
Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether or not you
are suited to take up Movie Acting. .A novel, instruc-
tive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps today.
A large. Interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting
included FREE.
FILM BUREAU Station 5 Jackson, Mich.

BUNIONS
Quick.safe relief fromBunion
pain. Prevent shoe pressure.
At drug and shoe stores everywhere

DTSchaWs
i^m .r*% tn Put one on—the

MjlM%0"J3&ClS Pain is gone

Tor Free Sample write The Scholl Mfg. Co., Chicago

OU CAN OH, PAINT
r Amazing new method teaches men or women to 1
earn after first lesson. OIL PAINT photos

—

1 portraits, landscapes or art subjects. Earn $18 to $100
andmorcaweek. OIL PA INT OUTFIT GIVKN. Send
now for free illustrated book. PICTORIAL ART
STUDIOS. Inc., Dept. AS, 2731 No. Clark St., Chicago.

form of a snappy tiara. Uncle George
would never guess that Louise Brooks is one

of the girls who wears much more in her

private life than she ever did on the stage.

She wears the correct clothes which abound
in fashionable finishing schopls. She needs

little or no make-up on those black brows
and lashes of hers and acts accordingly.

Her coloring is all her own. And instead

of a tiara on her sleek head, she wears

—

nothing at all. In fact, she refuses to bur-

den herself even with hats. She hates hats.

She owns several dosen but never wears

one when she can help it. The reason is

not a pose. Not even that she believes it

helps the hair. She simply doesn't like hats

and she doesn't care who knows it.

Uncle George would believe her if she

told him she was born in Paris or Poland,

or even in a palace on Riverside Drive. But

suppose she told him the truth? He
wouldn't believe those big ears of his. She
comes from Kansas—several small towns in'

Kansas, but Wichita in particular. She was
just a kid who loved to dance. When a

chance came for her to join Ruth St. Denis'

company of dancers, she leaped at it—and
her leap was so good that it landed her

eventually in New York. But not before

two years of travelling with the St. Denis
troupe. The two years were stiff training

for the little girl from Kansas. She found
that her duties consisted not only of danc
ing, but other chores, such as designing,

making and keeping her costumes in order;

in fact, a little bit' of everything except ac
tually setting up the scenery. Finally, in

New York, she found a place in George
White's Scandals. Then, the Follies. Now,
the films.

She's glad to be commuting to Long Is-

land. Once in a while she may miss the

excitement of appearing nightly before ap'

plauding audiences. She may miss the glit'

C[ Reginald Denny in an early morning
scene from "Skinner's Dress Suit."

ter of Broadway. But on the whole she's

glad. Her one real regret is that she had
to sacrifice in the cause of a screen career

her prize-winning wire-haired terrier because

she couldn't take him to the studio with

her. But before she gave him away, her

sense of humor induced her to take him to

a photographer's and pose with him en pro-

file, after the manner of two of our most
famous married screen stars. Louise calls

this portrait: "Mr. and Mrs. Brooks."

Easl Coast Confidences

BEFORE .sailing for Europe Mae Murray
entertained at tea in the Italian Gar'

dens of the Hotel Ambassador. The smart

tea-dancers were greatly thrilled at finding

the Merry Widow in their midst and
danced her waltz, which the'orchestra played

in her honor with more than usual gusto.

Miss Murray, in black "satin and a costume

hat of yellow and orange plumes, looked

her loveliest, and seemed more refreshed and
carefree than we remember having seen her

for a long time. The reason is that in

Germany, at the UFA studios in Berlin, she

will star in a picture to be directed by the

great Murnau, who made that masterpiece,

Laura La Plante as Olga in

"The Midnight Sun."

The Last Laugh. "Emil Jahnings will play

in it with me," said Mae, "and with him to

watch, and such a fine director, I surely

should learn something!" Then before any-

one could object to that, she rushed on to

explain that while the .story has not yet

been chosen, it will undoubtedly be some
sort of modern society drama; and that

when it is finished, she will return to this

country to tour the country with it— at

least the larger cities. So that you will not
be deprived of her sparkling presence for

very long—especially since her last Metro-
Goldwyn release, The Mas\ed Bride, will

shortly be exhibited.

Fashion note: Mae wore at least two
dozen narrow gold bracelets on one arm.

Everybody in the eastern film colony was
glad to greet Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn

when she accompanied her husband to Man-
hattan. For she used to be Frances Howard,
you know, a very promising young leading

lady. It's a joke in the Goldwyn family

that when Samuel married Miss Howard he
"robbed the screen of its worst actress". He
doesn't really believe that, you know; but

Frances wouldn't care if he did. She is

very well satisfied to stay behind the screen;

and she's very valuable as the last word and
ultimate critic of the Goldwyn productions.

W.hen Glenn Hunter's new play, Young
'Woodley, 'opened in New York he

found that two-thirds of the congratulatory
telegrams which piled up in his dressing'

room came from screen folks. While making
pictures in the east and in California, Hun'
ter made friends who didn't forget him
when he came back to Broadway stardom.
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They CalledMe aHuman Clam
ButIChangedAlmost Overnight

What 15 Minutes A
Will Show You

AS I passed the President's office I
could not help hearing my name.
Instinctively I paused to listen.

"That human clam," he was saying, "can't
represent us. He's a hard worker, but
he seems to have no ability to express
himself. I had hoped to
make him a branch mana-
ger this fall, but he seems
to withdraw farther and
farther into his shell all

the time. I've given up
hopes of making anything
out of him."
So that was it! That

was the reason why I had
been passed over time and
again when promotions
were being made! That
was why I was just a
plodder— a truck horse
for our firm, capable of
doing a lot of heavy work,
but of no use where
brilliant performance was
required. I was a failure
unless I could do what seemed impossible
—learn to use words forcefully, effectively
and convincingly.

In 15 Minutes a Day
And then suddenly I discovered a new

easy method which made me a powerful
speaker almost overnight. I learned how
to bend others to my will, how to dominate
one man or an audience of thousands.
Soon I had won salary increases, promotion,

How to talk before your club or lodge
How to address Board Meetings
How to propose and respond to toasts
How to make a political speech
How to tell entertaining stories

How to make after-dinner speeches
How to converse interestingly
How to write letters

How to sell more goods
How to train your memory
How to enlarge your vocabulary
How to develop self-confidence
How to acquire a winning personality
How to strengthen your will-power and

ambition
How to become a clear, accurate thinker
How to develop your power of concen-

tration

How to be the master of any situation

popularity, power. Today I always have
a ready flow of speech at my command.
I am able to rise to any occasion, to meet
any emergency with just the right words.
And I accomplished all this by developing
the natural power of speech possessed by

everyone, but cultivated by so
few—by simply spending 15
minutes a day in the privacy
of my own home, on this
most fascinating subject.

Day

There is no magic, no trick,
no mystery about becoming a
powerful and convincing talk-
er. You, too, can conquer
timidity, stage fright, self-

consciousness and bashful-
ness, winning advancement in
salary, popularity, social stand-
ing, and success. Today busi-
ness demands for the big,
important high-salaried jobs,
men who can dominate others—men who can make others
do as they wish. It is the
power of forceful, convincing
speech that causes one man
to jump from obscurity to
the presidency of a great cor-
poration ; another from a

small, unimportant territory to a salesmanager's
desk; another from the rank and file of political
workers to a post of national importance ; a
timid, retiring, self-conscious man to change al-
most overnight into a popular and much ap-
plauded after-dinner speaker. Thousands have
accomplished just such amazing things through
this simple, easy, yet effective training.

Send For This Amazing Book
This new method of training is fully described

in a yery interesting and informative booklet
which is now being sent to evervone mailing the
coupon below. This book is called, How to Work

Wonders with Words. In it you are shown how
to conquer stage fright, self-consciousness, timid-
ity, bashfulness and fear—those things that keep
you silent while men of lesser ability get what
they want by the sheer power of convincing
speech. Not only men who have made millions
but thousands of others have sent for this book—and are unstinting in their praise of it. You
are told how to bring out and develop your
priceless "hidden knack"—the natural gift with-
in you—which will win for you advancement in
position and salary, popularity, social standing,
power and real success. You can obtain your
copy absolutely free by sending the coupon.

NowSentX^T^—
Free

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6321, Chicago, Illinois

North American Institute,

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6321, '

Chicago, Illinois.

Please send me FREE and without obli-
|

gation my copy of your famous book, How
to Work Wonders with Words. I

l

Name „

Address „ _ |

City. State..
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DON'T LETTHAT
DOUBLE CHIN
WORRY YOU
Yes! It makes you

look years older, but

Dr. Folts SoapWiUTakeltOff!
wONDERFUL external way takes off FAT from places where it shows without affecting

other parts. Scientific formula put up into convenient soap form washes away all

excess fat!

Mrs. M. SPERO of Brooklyn, N. Y. was amasjed that DR. FOLTS SOAP not only reduced
her figure but cured her of an itch which had made her nervous and irritable for ten years.

Her husband also used DR. FOLTS SOAP and it worked wonders.

Don't let a double chin worry you because it adds years to your face—don't allow large
hips, big busts, legs or arms to prevent you from wearing the latest styles. Simply wash
with DR. FOLTS SOAP and bring down your figure to the exact measurements you
desire. No need to diet, exercise or use drugs. To get rid of those ugly rolls of fat
make this simple test— Every evening make a good lather with DR. FOLTS SOAP and
apply it as per directions on parts you wish reduced. Notice your measurements before
starting and take them again after two weeks. You will simply be amazed at the change.
DR. FOLTS SOAP is GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS, remarkable for skin
troubles, pimples, etc. It clears the skin of all blemishes and eruptions—it positively
will not leave you flabby or wrinkled after the reduction, but be sure not to accept any
substitute which will mean to you disappointment—Ask for the original reducing Soap
called DR. FOLTS

—

When used as per directions there is n o failure.

"Your Reducing Soap lias proved a wonder. My ankles

are reduced so that I can wear shoes which make my feet

look so nice that I can hardly realize it is true," writes
Mrs. Eliza L. Mitchell, Lexington, Ky.

"Your soap is wonderful. I have lost

bulging, fatty parts, and only with a 50c
cake of soap," says Miss E. Ford, 60 E.
86th Street, New York City.

"The soap has done as you said. It has
reduced my double chin, legs and ankles."
—Miss M. Outwaite of Car-berry, Man.,
Canada.

Mrs. D. W. Manners of Red Bank, N. J.
reduced her bust from 43" to 38".

Mrs. S. W. Hall of Galesburg, 111. lo.<

15 pounds while using only three bars of
Dr. Folts Soap.

Miss M. 'X. (Jliiles of Springfield, 111. writes, "I can recom-
mend Dr. Folts Soap highly, since it has removed an unusual
amount of fat on my arms and shoulders."

If your druggist is out of Dr. Folts Soap, you can send a check or money-order direct
to the Scientific Research Laboratories, 1841 Broadway, Dept. 107 N Y C Dr Folts
Soap sells for 50c. a cake, or 3 for $1.20.

PERSONAL
Appearance

HflS 's aow more than ever

Hr i vBOPv j HH tne key note of success,

V I a WHfflu J I USUI h°lnm social and bus-

WJf \ Hntf a Ywfil lnesslife. Bow-Legged
wM a hBp B and Knock-Kneed men

If-Wfemi UsM and women,both young

Hi & fitHRIffln ! MHn andold, willbegladtoH M hIHHA MM hear that my new ap-

Hl A JffflHHH I ttBKm I'hancewillsuccessful-

Rfl tU iBhBKBm ( IHHB ly straighten, withinV HHb I HBR a time, bow-H, I BHB 1 BD lewdness and knock-t I I HHmI kneed

HNk I '"BHmhBIBJl JljMWl (tuickly and perma-
BWBifc#i»iiillBillIWllilf' "hiMimUBM lien 1

1 y . without pain,

operation or discomfort. Worn at night. My new
traitner", Model 18, U.S. Patent, is easy to
its re.nilts will soon save you from further
tion, and improve your personal appearance
cent. (Model 18 is not like old-fashioned

or braces, with bothersome straps, hard to
but a scientific, modern device of proven

used and recommended for the last 3 years
by physicians everywhere.)

Write today for particulars, testimonials and my
free copyrighted physiological and anatomical book
which telLs you how to correct bow and knock-kneed
legs without any obligation. Enclose a dime tor postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
1406-1. W. U. Building Binghamton, N. V.

"Ltol-S
adjust

;

bumilia
100 pet
splints
adjust,
merit,

GET ONE OF THESE NOW

Here is a
hand ejector
that lias them
all beat. Not
to be compared
with other guns at this
price. Best obtainable
and guaranteed to fire

accurately. Shoots standard ammunition.
Solid frame swing out cylinder. Best blue
steel. New 1020 models just arrived. Order
now. 32.20 or 38 cal Only $9.65

Military Automatic
with Extra MagazineFREE

Sujicr automatic like those used
by German military officers. Ex-
tra magazine free. Never before
was a 32-cal. Automatic like
this offered at this price, $8.45.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or mon-
ey refunded. Send No Money.
Pay Postman Our Price, Plus
Postage. All Brand new Guns.

Use Standard Ammunition.

EDWARDS IMPORT TRADING CORP.
258 Broadway Dept. 18 New York, N. Y.

(![ J^orma Shearer ma\es "His Secre-

tary" a very alluring creature.

A Kiss and a Career
(Continued .from page 18)

remained in her shabby handbag. —But a

limousine, with an orchid and everything

would be hers —next year perhaps.

Betty Wayne was one of the countless

thousands of girls who answer the call

of the glittering metropolis, leaving a com-

fortable home and loving, if commonplace,

parents to face the hardships and the joys

of independence.
After she had graduated from High

School, the small city up state had seemed

too cramped and dingy to endure. One
after another the most daring and brilliant

of her girl friends had become commonplace
housewives. Polly Benson had married a

hardware dealer —that girl who had dream-

ed of becoming a prima donna! Dreamy
eyed, soulful Imogene Baker, who had spent

all her allowance for canvas and colors, and
had raved on about a studio in Montmartre,
was now the mother of twins, having com-
mitted matrimony with a young minister.

He was not only as poor as a church mouse,
but he regarded pictures as sinful. So that

was the end of Imogene's dream.

And so it had gone with one after an-

other of her dearest friends. Those lovely

high-spirited girls who had aspired to careers

in the brilliant worlds of the stage and the

studio had all buried themselves in the

humdrum life of Main Street.

Even Adele- Simpson, who had moved to

Harlem after marrying George Rhodes, was
only the wife of a shoe clerk.

And Betty herself had been tempted
—for she had to admit that it was a real

temptation when Dick Chandler had held her

in his arms. It was a June night in the
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Hrectfrom theTfaher

FREE!
Watch Chain
For a limited time we are
offering a beautiful Watch
Chain Free. Write now

while offer lasts.

QQDown!
Just $1.00! The balance in easy monthly payments.
You get the famous Studebaker, 21 Jewel Watch
—Insured for a lifetime—direct from the maker at
lowest prices ever named on equal quality. Send
at once for FREE Book of Advance Watch Styles.

21 Jewel

-the Insured Watch
Choice of 60 latest, thin model, Art Beauty Cases in yellow gold, green gold or
white gold; 8 adjustments, including heat, cold, isochronism and 5 positions.
Direct to you from the factory—the greatest watch value in America today!W jxy TTT7 Send at once aiK* get a c°py of this book—freei
yy I WJ. See the newest, beautiful, advance styles in Stude-

bakerArt BeautyCases andDials. Read how you can

for Style Book! ^uy a 21 Jewel Studebaker Insured Watch direct from
the maker—save big money—and pay for it while

you are using it. Write for our Free Book. It will post you on watch styles and
watch values. Send coupon at once. Get Free Chain offer today while it lasts.

STUDEBAKER WATCH CO.
Dept. P163 South Bend, Indiana

Canadian Address: Windsor, Ontario

Mail CouponforFree Booh

STUDEBAKER WATCH CO.
Dept. P163 South Bend, Indiana
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Marvelous
New Treatment

Will Whiten and

Beautify Your Skin

In 5Days—or money back

Now every girl can have

the clear, milk-white com-

ixion that all men admire.pie]

Before retiring, apply this remarkable
new bleaching creme to face, arms and
neck. In the morning use the Finish-
ing Creme. In a few days your skin

will take on new clearness and beauty
that will simply amaze you.

DON'T be discouraged if freckles, black-

heads, sallow skin, pimples and other

blemishes are keeping you from the

beauty that fs rightfully yours. Now a re-

markable new discovery quickly routs these

enemies of beauty and leaves the skin fresh,

clear and glowing with health.

With this new treatment results are so quick

and positive that you can hardly believe your

eyes. You'll simply be amazed to see how
quickly sallow, "muddy" skin begins to clear

and take on that fresh peach-blow tint that

is the delight of masculine eyes.

Try this new way to beauty

Every girl knows that a clear white skin is

the most important requisite to beauty. Re-

gardless of how handsome and regular your

features may be, you can't have the matchless

beauty that all men admire if your skin is

dark, sallow or blemished. The most beauti-

ful women of history have all had lovely,

white, transparent skins—the kind you can

have in just a few days if you carry out this

new treatment faithfully. The ordinary skin

bleach is simple enough to compound. Any
chemist can make one. There are dozens on
the market that give fairly good results, but

none to compare with this new scientific

product. For years we have been experiment-

ing and searching for just such a beauty aid

as Presto-White—a safe sure bleaching creme

that will bring out the beauty of the clear,

transparent skin without the harmful effects

that so often follow the use of ordinary

bleaching agents.

This remarkable new skin beautifying treat-

ment not only includes a generous sized jar

of McGowan's Presto-White, but also a jar

of Finishing Creme to apply mornings.
Presto-White bleaches the skin and removes
freckles, pimples, blackheads and other blem-

ishes—the Finishing Creme soothes the skin

and offers a splendid base for powder.

If you could see what wonderful transforma-

tions this remarkable treatment is effecting

every day, you'd expect us to ask at least $?

to $10 for. it. We would be justified in

doing so, for it is easily worth that much and

more to any girl or woman. But. we know
that after all the best advertisement is the

satisfied user and we are anxious to get thou-

sands of "boosters" helping us sell this re-

markable new discovery. So we are going to

offer the first 10,000 treatments at just enough

to cover the actual cost of making, advertis-

ing and selling, which we have figured down
to $1.97.

Send no money—just sign and
mail the coupon

You don't even have to pay for this treatment in ad-

vance. Simply sign and mail the coupon. Then when
the postman brings your Beauty Outfit, just pay him
$1.97, plus a few cents postage. Remember, you
don't take any risk. Your mirror is the sole judge.

If you are not perfectly delighted with results, sim-

ply return the Outfit after five days' trial and. we will

refund your money without a question. Don't put it

off another minute. Mail the coupon today.

If you want the beauty that is rightfully yours; if you
want to clear up your skin, and do away with sallow,

"muddy" complexion forever; if you want to remove
freckles, blackheads and other blemishes that rob your
beauty, sit right down and fill in the coupon.

McGOWAN LABORATORIES
710 W. Jackson Blvd. Chicago, 111.

' COUPON -~
I McGOWAN LABORATORIES I

710 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 151, Chicago, III.
'

I Dear Mr. McGowan: I am willing to let you prove
|

. at your own risk that your new treatment—Presto-
I White—will remove freckles, blackheads, pimples, and I

other blemishes, whiten my skin and leave it soft, 1

I beautiful and glowing. When the postman brings my I

outfit, I will pay him $1.97 (plus a few cents post- 1

I age). After five days' trial, if I am not delighted i

with results I will return the package and you are '

I to refund my money in full. i

Name..

Address
(Note: If you are apt to be out when the postman calls,

you can remit $2 and the Treatment will be sent postpaid

ySu, Buescher Saxophone
You can do it—easy. 3 lessons free with each

new instrument give you a quick start. Prac-

ticing is fun because you leam so fast. And it

will make you popular, in demand, the center

of attraction everywhere you go. Always a hit.

Even if you have failed with some other instru-

ment, you can learn the simplified Buescher

Saxophone. Don't delay. Get into the big fun.

Any instrument sent for 6 days' free trial. Easy
terms if you decide to buy. Write now for

beautiful, free literature. Address:

Buescher Band Instrument Co. "'

1 21? Bue»cher Block Elkhart. Indians

Grow
Hair NewWatff

Now an entirely new method of growing beautiful
hair. It is totally unlike anything you have
seen or heard of before. Its simplicity will
delight—its results amaze you. But one appli-
cation each week or two for many hair troubles.
It leaves no after-odor. No grease. It must
stop Falling Hair. Must destroy Dandruff.
Must bring new hair health and beauty—or
money back. A written guarantee in every
package. Full size $1.50. Booklet Free.

SANITAS COMPANY
104 Sanitas Bldg., 33 Reap St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

STIM SCALP
TREATMENT

shadows of her front porch, after the dance

at Odd Fellows' Hall, and he had passion-

ately whispered that his life would be blight-

ed if she refused to marry him.

The pressure of his lips on hers as she

sank into his arms for one rapturous mo-
ment had almost persuaded her that a

screen career was not the only thing in

the world.

She had never imagined that a kiss could

be so exciting. It was only by the merest

chance that Betty was not at that moment
wearing the fatal band of gold. For just

as she had relaxed in the thrill of that long

kiss, there had been the sound of an infant's

peevish wail in the next house and some-

body had blurted out, "For the love of

Mike, Polly, see if there is a pin sticking

that baby. It's yelling its head off!" And
there had been a woman's querulous retort,

mingled with the outraged screams of the

baby.

Cf Gertrude Olmstead and David Mir in

Elinor Glyn's story "The Reason Why."

At those warning sounds, Betty had
jerked herself loose from Dick's arms. It

had seemed like the working of Fate, that

warning of what married life really meant
to an ambitious girl.

"No, no, no, never!" she had gasped.

"Dick, I love you ^or at least I think I

do. —But I just can't marry you! —

I

want to be something —a great artist —Not
just a nursery drudge, a baby tender!"

Dick had recoiled, then once more he
sought to hold her in his arms. Again his

lips brushed her cheek as she jerked her
head away and he pleaded: "Nonsense,
Betty, you won't have to be a drudge!

Why, I'm making plenty of money, I ..can

pay to have all the drudgery taken off your
hands."

"No. You can't get out of it by hiring

a nurse girl. —Besides I'm so fond of ba-

bies that if I ever had one of my own I

would never let another woman bathe it and
care for it. I'd want to be everything a

mother should be. —But how could I look

after babies and become a Pola Negri or a

Gloria Swanson?"
Dick Chandler fell back a step and re-

garded her with blank astonishment.

"What's all this, Betty? —Are you kid-

ding me? —Do you really want to go into

the movies?"
"Yes, I want to do that more than any-

thing else in the world."
"Betty, you're crazy! —No, you're jok-

ing. You can't be serious!"

"Why not? Don't you think I have any
talent? Or good looks?"

"Betty, you are the most beautiful crea*

ture God ever made. I adore you! —

I

want you all to myself!"
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$10,000 Reward
"My face has been

lifted twice by one of

the best plastic sur-

geons on the coast, but

it is as bad or worse
than before. The Uth-

Stay takes twenty years

off when I wear it."

—

Mrs. G. E-, Sacramen-
to, Cal.

"I could not do with-

out it. I went to busi-

ness and the girls said,

'why, you look so much
younger', and my moth-
er does not know that

I wear it."—Miss C. J.,

Bradley Beach, N. j.

"I received the Uth-
Stay last week and it

certainly makes a de-

cided change. I will

have some snap shots

made to show you the

difference." — M. E.

M., San Francisco, Cal.

Crow's-Feet
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will be paid to anyone who can prove that the letters reproduced
here are not entirely authentic and unsolicited. They are just a few
of the voluntary expressions of gratitude received by Madame Arrai.

' "I believe your little

device to be the perfect
and logical way for re-

moving lines and sag-

ging tissues from
faces." — Miss A. C.
K., West Palm Beach,
Fla.

"I have both re-

ceived and used Uth-
Stay and find it quite
wonderful for removing
lines and sagging. I am
very much pleased with
the results I get from
the device and think
it quite wonderful."
—Miss H. J., Boston,
Mass.

"The Uth-Stay re-

ceived and I find it

everything claimed. I
had no difficulty in ad-
justing, and everyone
exclaims about my im-
proved appearance." —
Miss C. M. G., San
Jose, Cal.

Double Chin

Neck Wrinkles

See HowWrinklesVanish
the instant you adjust this amazing Face Lifter

Wrinkles, sagging facial muscles and double chins corrected instantly by new invention worn
under long or bobbed hair. Read how Blanche Arral's Uth-Stay Face-Lifter accomplishes im-

mediately the same results as plastic surgery. Takes 10 or 20 years from your age.

AN amazing invention takes the

place of the face-lifting opera-

tion— a simple, harmless de-

vice that you simply wear under the

hair, and behold, the lines of age in-

stantly disappear! You look ten to

twenty years younger at once. In-

stead of the pain and expense of an
operation by a plastic surgeon, you
have simply adjusted the marvelous
Uth-Stay Face-Lifter in place. It is

so comfortable tnat you forget you
have it on—so invisible that it can-

not be detected even with bobbed
hair, and yet see the difference in

your mirror

!

The Uth-Stay Face-Lifter is the

beautifying miracle of the age. It

gently lifts the skin upward from
the temples, smoothing out wrinkles,

crow's-feet and those disfiguring

lines that come around the mouth j it

removes all traces of sagging or

drooping muscles, corrects the un-
sightly terrors of a double chin.
No matter what your age—whether you

have the premature wrinkles of the late

twenties, or those disheartening age
grooves of the sixties, Uth-Stay will work
wonders for you. It is absolutely harm-
less and endorsed by medical men.

How a Famous Prima Donna
Retains Her Youthful Beauty

To the famous French prima donna,

The Vth-Stay
Face-Lifter is- in-

visible. It -can-
not be detected
u 'Hi bobled hair.

Madame Blanche Arral, is due the credit

for the wonderful invention known as the

Uth-Stay Face-Lifter. Eead her own
words

:

"To me, past forty, Uth-Stay was
Wee a gift from heaven. Almost in-

stantaneously I was blessed with the

facial contours of a healthy school

girl—without wrinJcles, without crow's-

feet, without sagging muscles, without
double chin. My friends constantly
marvel at the way I hold my youth."

The Uth-Stay Face-Lifter has always
sold for $10.00. But now in order to bring
this marvelous invention within reach of
every woman, and to introduce it to a still

wider circle, a sensational SPECIAL
SALE is being held for a limited time
only.

If you mail the coupon promptly, you
can obtain the famous Uth-Stay Face-

Lifter for only $3.85 instead cf tfai

regular price of $10. A clear saving cf

$6.15. No matter what beautifying meth-
ods you have tried before—Uth-Stay is

indeed the magical secret of rejuvenation
for which you have been longing. It will
positively take from ten to twenty years
from vour age!

Regular Price $10—M>u> $*y&g
Thousands of women in France and America have KJTlljr ^ J

paid the regular price of $10 for the Uth-Stay Face-
Lifter. Now you can own the original and genuine Uth-Stay for only $3.85

!

Beware of Inferior Imitations All great inventions are imitated. In spite of
;

' the fact that Uth-Stay is the only PATENTED
face-lifter on the market, numerous inferior imitations have
sprung up like magic. Do not be deceived by these unworthy ~~~ """

counterfeits. Look for the word PATENTED on the Uth- / blanch^ arral.

Stay you expect to own. There is no other genuine Uth- '

Stay, nor any other patented face-lifter on the market. '
The patent is your protection. Insist on having the /
genuine. /

9 Washington Place,
New York, N. Y.

Dear Mine. Arral: I should
lilie to receive, by return mail,

in plain wrapper, your marvel-

S Uth-Stay Face-Lifter. On arrival
end No Money—bimply Mail Coupon / i wm pay the postman only $3.85

plus the few cents postage. It is

understood that this is exactly the
same patented invention that has hith-

erto sold at $10.00. (If you prefer send
3. 85 with this coupon.)

/
Remember—the number of Uth-Stay Face-Lifters to be

disposed of at this sensationally low price is limited.
Surely you will want to avail yourself of the wonder- y
ful, double opportunity to save money and to im- '
prove your appearance far beyond your fondest /
dreams. No money in advance is necessary. ' Name
Don't delay; tear off the coupon now! Fill in /and mail it TODAY. ' Address...

BLANCHE ARRAL, Dept. 31 /,.....

9 Washington Place, New York, N. Y. / , ,
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Any Man or Woman Can Make Big Money
Write me at once and I'll give you the most startling money-making opportunity
you've ever heard of. $8 to $12 a day is what my Representatives make taking
orders for Jennings Guaranteed Hosiery. The best, biggest, most beautiful new-
line ever offered our sales agents. Every style and quality for men, women and
children. Our guaranteed quality and exclusive styles create an enormous de-
mand. Every pair of Jennings Hosiery is backed by a written guarantee which
protects your customers and assures you of easier orders and bigger profits.

Our new line of Silk Hosiery is the finest you ever saw. (II)

Here's What Some of Our Sales Agents Are Doing '

Mrs. Bertha Lane of N. Y. made $48 profit in 25 hours; Anthony Graves made $10 In 2K hours; Clara
Jess of Iowa cleared $22 in one day's time. You can make as much or more by representing us in
your territory. Hundreds of our All year 'round Representatives, men and women, many of them in
small towns, make from $120 to $160 a month. Many devote only spare time, make from $12 to $18 a week.

Every One Needs Hosiery
Every home is a prospect. You often take orders
for 8 to 12 pairs in one family. Everybody
will be pleased with the wearing quality of hos-
iery you give them, and the repeat orders you will

get from your satisfied customers will make you a
steady income. For a year round business there
is nothing better for any man or woman than to
handle this line of insured hosiery. We guarantee
prompt service, shipping orders same day received.

Get My New Sales Plan
I will furnish you with my new exclusive selling
plan, so simple, so complete, so easily understood,
that you can't help but take big orders every day.
No experience necessary. You need no special
salesmanship. My plan starts you right out on
the road to quick profits. Here's a big opportunity
for any man or woman. Don't delay. Orders
waiting for you in every home. Write for your out-
fit today and make big money right from the start.

THE FRANK B. JENNINGS CO., Hose 256, Dayton, Ohio

SAVE YOUR BODY
Conserve Your Health
and Efficiency First

"1 would not part with it for$10,000

Sowritesan enthusiastic.grate-
ful customer. "Worth more
than a farm," says another. In
like manner testify over 100,000
people who have worn it.

The Natural
Body Brace
Overcomes WEAKNESS

and ORGANIC AILMENTS
ofWOMEN and MEN. Devel-
ops erect, graceful figure.
Brings restful relief.comfort, abil-
ity to do things, health, strength.

Wear it 3ft Days Free atOurExpense
Does away with the strain and pain of standing and
walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal organs;
reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and strengthens the
back; corrects stooping shoulders; develops lungs, chest and
bust; relieves backache; curvatures, nervousness, ruptures,
constipation, aftereffects of Flu. Comfortable, easy to wear.

KpPII Yniircplf Fif Write today for illustrat-lurcjl lUUiM^l HI ed booklet, measurement
blank, etc., and read our very liberal proposition.'
HOWARD C. RASH,Pres..Naloral Body BraceCo.
t4b Rash Building • . SAUNA, KANSAS

and
Girls
Also

PIMPLES
Cured Often Overnight "you suffer from

.
" pimples, acne,

blackheads, oily skin, or eruptions, simply send me
your name and address, and I will tell you about a
simple home remedy that often cures pimples in
one day after everything else has failed. No obli-
gation—just send your name. W. H. WARREN,
559 Gateway Station, Kansas City, Missouri.

Watch
and Ring FREE

This Dainty Watch-platinnm effect with Ban&bire
crown, ribbon bracelet and fancy ctaop, jeweled
movement guaranteed 10 years. Worth 810

perfume — made of imported materials-a wooderfai'bari
at 15c. Sella on BiKbt.Seod for 21) b o t L

I

e

h and cany plan to (ret this
beautiful Watch & ftioir l-'KEE. Send no money. We truat yon.

' BELL PERFUME CO. Dep. C648 Chicago, 111.

Original Football and Equipment
used by Harold Lloyd in his

screenplay

" THE FRESHMAN "

will be given FREE to a Screen-

land READER!

See February issue

On Sale January 10th

LOVELY HOSIERY
Rose Taupe, Mauve,FrenchNude, Bose
Beige, Cork, Gun Metal, and all other
shades, at bargain prices. These are
full-fashioned,guaranteed first Quality
Chiffon, 1.19; Medium Weight, 1.S9.

'SEND NO MONET: Tell us size,

style and color wanted and hose will

be sent COD. You pay postman one
of above prices plus the few cents
postage. If dissatisfied return these

and we will refund your money in full.

HANOVErTSALES CO. 4 Hanover Square. New York, N.Y.

A SUBSCRIPTION BARGAIN

Screenland

Modern Priscilla Peoples Home Journal

VALUE $6.00 . . OUR PRICE $3.50

Send orders to

Subscription Department
Screenland, 236 W. 55th St., N. Y.

His, arms enfolded her once more, but
Betty wrenched herself free and faced him
with indignant eyes.

"How dare you treat me that way —as

if I were your property! I've told you my
secret —that I want to be a great film artist,—and all you can say is that you want me
all to yourself. You don't understand. You
never could understand me! We would be
crazy to marry. Good night!"

The following week Betty was in New
York without having said goodbye to Dick
Chandler. She had taken her own money,
a hundred dollars, and had told her parents
that she was going to visit her old school
friend, Adele, in Harlem! Then she had
written back that she had accepted a posi'

tion in the New York Public Library and
was making enough to live on.

By the end of three months she had ac-

cumulated a huge fund of experience, a
cynical disbelief in the virtue of men, es-

pecially the sleek and overdressed ones; a
few jobs that had lasted from one to three
days each, and enough cash to pay her room
rent in the grubby rooming house,—some-
times—and to eat two meals a day —when
she was lucky. She had only had to write
home for money once.

But Betty had seen herself walking about
on the screen. Though merely a guest at a
house party or a bystander in an east .side

tenement scene, with nothing to do but fill

in the background, yet she had made her
start in the magical world of the silver

screen.

She knew that she photographed well,
that she could go through her insignificant
role without looking at the camera or being
bawled out by the director. Her work had
been praised. "Big Ed" Brewster had given
her this bit on the strength of it.

These pleasing reflections occupied Betty
from the time she left the huge studio

building to the moment when she stood on
the doorstep before her lodging house on a
shabby west side street.

As she opened the door, the smell of
stale cooking assailed her nostrils. She
plunged up the dark stairs to her room on
the top floor. As Betty passed the open
door of Mrs. Billings' bedroom, she walked
stealthily, lest that angry-eyed termagant
should say something disagreeable about the
rent.

The heavy feet of Mrs. Billings could be
heard clumping up the stairs. This was no
time for an argument over the rent.

Betty stepped out of her room, ran up
the rickety steps to the flat roof and took
refuge behind a chimney where she could
gaze over the skyline of the great city.

Resolutely the girl set about producing
the big realistic tears that Ed Brewster ex-
pected. She was beginning to be successful
when she heard a strange footstep.

Betty sat perfectly still behind the shelter
of the chimney determined not to be inter-

rupted in a rehearsal. She tried to think
of the things that would make a person
cry: earthquakes, ship wrecks, trains run-
ning off a bridge.

Then her mind flew to the great . fact
that "Big Ed" Brewster had praised her
work and promised her a job. Her heart
swelled with happiness and the tears ran
down her cheeks..

"You poor little girl! Crying your heart
out all alone!"

A deep and tender voice husky with emo-
tion made her jump, and Betty looked up
with wet and terrified eyes straight into the
face of Dick Chandler.

"Dick!" she gasped. "What are you do-
ing here?"
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MoneyTalks!
About 100,000 people have tried this

remarkable hair-growing method. Each
had the privilege of getting his money
back. Yet when the 30-day trial period

expired— only 3 out of every 100 asked
for a refund. And they got it instantly!

The same square guarantee is open
to you. No strings—no loopholes—no
alibis—no "ifs" or "buts" or "maybes"
—if my new method doesn't grow new
hair for you in 30 days—I'll send you my
check refunding every penny you have
paid and the trial will have cost you abso-

lutely NOTHING!

I GuaranteeYOU New Hair
In30 Days-OrlPayAll Costs/

By Alois Merke
Founder of Famous Merke Institute

Fifth Avenue, New York

GRASP this chance. Start now
and save yourself from the

tragedy of baldness. Let me prove
to you—without a cent of risk—that
you can grow new hair in 30 days

!

An Amazing Contract

No matter how fast your hair is

falling out— no matter how lit-

tle of it is now left

—

no matter how many
treatments you have
tried without results

—I absolutely guar-
antee that my new
method will give you
new hair in 30 days
or the trial costs you
nothing

!

Why I Make It

I have found dur-
ing many years re-

search and from ex-

perience gained in

treating thousands of

cases of baldness at

the Merke Institute,

Fifth Avenue, N. Y

,

that in most cases of

loss of hair the roots

are not dead— but

merely dormant.

RESULTS
Results Gratifying

"Ten years ago my hair started
railing. I used hair tonics constantly,
but four years ago I displayed a per-
fect full moon. I tried everything

—

but without results. Today, how-
ever, thanks to your treatment I have
Quite a new crop of hair one inch"
long."—F. H. B., New York.

Hair About Gone
"My hair has been falling for the

last two years and I had hardly any
more hair on the front of my head.
Hut since I started using your treat-
ment I am raising a new crop of
hair. Your treatment is best I ever
saw."—O. J. Northbridge, Mass.

New Hair Growing
"Results are wonderful. My hair

has stopped falling out and I can see
lots of new hair coming in."—F. D.
R., Washington, D. C.

New Hair on Bald Spots
"I have used Thermocap Treatment

for 8 weeks and although the top
of my head has heen entirely bald
for years the results up to the pres-
ent are gratifying. In fact the entire
bald spot is covered with a fine
growth of hair."—W. C, Kenmore,
Ohio.

Can't Say Enough For It!

"Am glad to say I can see such
great change in my hair. It is grow-
ing longer and my head is full of
young hair that has made its way
through since I have been using
Merke Thermocap. I can't say
enougii for it. It will do everything
you claim it, to do."—G. G.. Texas.

It is useless and a waste of time
and money to try and get down to

these under-nourished roots with the

average tonic or with massages, crude
oil, etc., for such measures only treat

the surface of the skin.

My Method Gets
To the ROOTS

But my scientific system involves
the application of entirely new prin-
ciples in stimulating hair growth.

It penetrates . below
the surface o f the

scalp and gets right

to the cause of most
hair troubles— the
starving, dormant
roots. It provides not
only an efficient way
of reviving and invig-

orating these inactive

roots, but of giving
them the nourishment
they need to grow
hair again. And the
fine thing about my
system is the fact that
it is simple and can
be used in any home
where there is elec-

tricity without the
slightest discomfort
or inconvenience.

No Cost If It

Fails
Of course there are

a few eases of baldness that nothing in the
world can help. Yet so many hundreds of
men and women whose hair was coming- out
almost by "handfuls" have seen their hair
grow in again as the shrunken roots ac-
quired new life and vitality that I am
willing to let you try my treatment at my
risk for 30 days. Then if you are not more
than delighted, with the new growth of hair
produced, write me immediately. Tell me
my system has not done what I said it would,
and the 30-day trial won't cost you a cent.

Free Booklet Tells All
The very fact that you have read this

announcement shows that you are anxious
about the condition of your hair. So why
not investigate? Find out for yourself.
If you will merely fill in and mail the cou-
pon I will gladly send you without cost or
obligation a wonderfully interesting book-
let which describes in detail my successful
system which is growing new hair for thou-
sands all over the country. In addition it

tells all about my iron-clad guarantee which
enables you to take
my treatment with-
out a penny's risk.

Clip and mail the /f^'Ha,, f

coupon today. Allied
Merke Institutes,
Inc., Dept. 6712, 512
Fifth Avenue, New
York City.

Allied Merke Institutes, Inc.

Dept. 6712, 512 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Please send me without cost or obligation a eopv of
your book-. "The New Way to Grow Hair." describing
the Merke System.

Name

Address..

City ..State..
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How To Develop

The Bust
There IS aWay!

••HIS BEAUTIFUL WOMAN learned the se-

cret. Her story is interesting. It will solve

your problem, no matter what your age or

the cause of your flat figure.

"It is almost two years since I first

used The National. I am happy to say

that the results are permanent, for my
development is just the same and my
figure is even better than ever. I do
appreciate so much what the "National

has done for me. I have proven that

any woman can have a beautiful bust if

she will only use the National.' Friends

envy my perfect figure."

How Dorothy Stahl brought her figure

back until it is even more perfectly

developed than ever, is what every un-

developed girl or woman will want to know.
If you wish to learn how she produced the beautiful development shown in her photograph, write

us at once. All this charm of perfect womanhood can be yours—all the beauty and captivating grace

that is your birthright—all the artful, delicate allurement that makes you first a woman—God's

Masterpiece—Man's Idol. You can be made perfect in your witching beauty.

This method is within the reach of every woman. It can be used in the secrecy of your own room.

If not delighted with results in 30 days, your money is cheerfully refunded. There is no other

method as safe, effective, harmless and sure.

Send your name and address today, enclosing 4c stamps, if you wish this information sent under

sealed postage. We will send surprising photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlarge-

ment by this method, all sent under plain wrapper.

THE OLIVE COMPANY. Dept. 30,CLARINDA,IOWA, U.S.A.

1

HOTEL
MARSEILLES
Broadway at 103d St.

(Subway Express Station at Door)

NEW.YORK CITY

Near Riverside Drive

Central Park,Theatres

and Shopping Sections

Single room, running
water $2.50

Single room and bath $3

Double room, bath $5 per day

Handsome suites of 2, 3 rooms

Dinner de Luxe $1.35 served
in Blue Room and Grill

Exceptional Orchestra

M. P. MURTHA, Mgr.

Beautiful Complexion
IN 15 DAYS
Clear your complexion of pimples, blackheads,
whiteheads red spots, enlarged pores, oily skin
and other blemishes. 1 can give you a com-
plexion soft, rosy, clear, velvety beyond your,

fondest dream. A n t. / do it in a few days. Ms
method Is different. No cosmetics, lotions,
ealves, soaps, ointments, plasters, bandages,
masks, vapor sprayB, massage, rollers or other
implements. No diet, no fasting. Nothing to

take. Cannot Injure the most delicate skin.
Send for mit Free Booklet. You are not obli-

gated. Send no money. Just ret the facta,

Dorothy Ray, 646 N. Michigan Blvd., Suite 739, Chicago

Hundreds of Dollars for You!
This may be the result of the sale of only one scenario!
Don't pay $25 to $50 for an elaborate scenario writing

course, when you can get the same facts and advice
from the new book.

"Scenario Writing Advise"—Price $1.00 3rd edition
Nov. 1925. Contains 15 chapters of instructive material
on writing and successful methods of marketing sce-

narios. Priced at $1.00 to introduce this new book to
thousands of writers!

Order your copy today! Act immediately! ! !

SCENARIO PROMOTION CO. P. 0. Box 1563
Dept. S. 1001 Indianapolis, Ind.

"Looking for you, my poor little baby

girl. —Thank God, I've found you at

last!"

Dick Chandler was bending over her and

his lips brushed her cheek just as they had

done on that rapturous night after the

dance.

"I've been searching all over New York
for you," he continued. "You know I'm in

business here now. Have been for some

time. When your mother wrote to me and

asked me to look you up, I didn't waste a

second. —Bat you had moved from the

address she sent me. I had a terrible time

finding you."
"Don't, don't, please don't do .

that!"

Just as before, Betty struggled to release

herself from his masterful arms and once

again she felt the old terror seize her. If

Dick should kiss her once more, full on the

lips as he had done that night, it might be

that a screen career would seem of no con'

sequence. .
'

-
-

She must not let him kiss her —not like

that!

Dick misunderstood her feelings. He al'

lowed her to escape from his embrace and
said, "I know you are too proud to confess

that you have failed. You don't want to

give up and go back to a town where .every

body will say that you could not make good
in New York. —Well, you don't have to,

sweetheart. I've got a good business right

here in Manhattan. Marry me and none
of your friends will ever know that- you
were starving and behind in your rent all

this time!"

"That's not true! How dare you say such
things?"

"I spoke to your landlady on the way up
stairs. —But don't worry, I've fixed things

with Mrs. Billings so she won't annoy you
any more. —And now pack up your things

and let's get away from this wretched tene-

ment. Tomorrow morning we will be mar-
ried and all your troubles will be over."

"Dick Chandler, I think you're horrid,"

cried Betty with blazing eyes. "It's not
true that I'm a failure. I've got a splendid
part —and by this time next year, I'll be a

famous star."

Her lover smiled at her tenderly and re-

plied: "You're a game little kid, and I

admire you for it. —If I hadn't found you
hiding behind the chimney crying your eyes

out because the rent was not paid, I might
believe you."

Betty was crying again but they were
tears of rage. "Go away!" she cried.

"How dare you! How dare you! —I never
want to see you again."

"All right, Betty, I guess I was too
abrupt. I frightened you. I'm going now
but I'll see you tomorrow and then you
may give me a different answer."
As he made his way to the stairs that

led from the roof, Dick added gently:

"Remember, girlie, that I've worried myself
sick over your disappearance. I've spent

days and days hunting for you, so if I was
too rough just now, it was because I was
so glad to find you alive and safe."

He was gone.
Betty resumed her rehearsal now and

found that the tears came without any
trouble.

BUT the next day when Dick Chandler
came to her house Betty was not there.

Mrs. Billings grinned ingratiatingly at the
gentleman who had paid Betty's rent and
said that the girl had gone for a walk.
"Where did she go?"
"I don't know exactly. She turned to-

ward the river."

Dick was down the steps and heading
toward the Hudson filled with vague alarm.
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"Toward the river!" The words sounded

so ominous. When a girl without money
and hurt in her pride turned toward the
river, it might mean a tragedy.

For an hour Dick walked in the park
jverlooking the Hudson, fearing that he
night see an excited group on the river
bank where the unfortunate girl had flung
lerself in. But there was nothing more
sriting in the park than sailors and their

sweethearts decorating the secluded benches.
And when Dick retraced his steps he

was relieved to see Betty's figure entering
ler own lodgings. She observed him and
slipped in, closing the door behind her with

bang.
Dick Chandler walked thoughtfully over

to Broadway and signalled a taxi. A plan
developed in his mind and he thought to

himself.. "The game little kid! I'll help
her in spite of herself."

Dick ordered the taxi driver to take him
to all of the biggest motion picture studios

one after another and by midnight he was
back in his apartment, having carried out
his idea to relieve Betty's financial distress.

At some of the studios he had friends,

and at others he' had bribed the doormen
generously and thus obtained permission to

tack a card on the announcement board:
"Help Wanted: Attractive girls to pose for

commercial photographer, Fashion. Studios,—West 42nd Street."

The next morning he instructed his chief
clerk, "Miss Bates, I want you to take the
name and address of every girl who applies
for a job this morning. Give her some-
thing to do. no matter what, addressing
envelopes, folding circulars, or licking
stamps. Pay them five dollars a day and
give them an advance of two days' pay in
cash. Tell them that we'll need some of
them for posing a little later."

Miss Bates was astonished at this un-
heard-of order.

"But Mr. Chandler," she cried. "There
may be twenty girls, fifty, a hundred.—What can I do with so many?"

"I don't care how many there are. Stake
them to ten dollars and give them some-
thing to do. I'm going to send circulars

Let these

women tell

you what

"Hairgro"
did for them

Here are a few of the hundreds
of letters received from grateful
users of this remarkable discovery

Even if your "bob"
is thin and scraggly
Hairgro will make
it thick and fluffv
in 30 to GO days,
or money back!

IF YOU are having trouble with your hair; if

it is thin and scraggly, "hard to manage'";
if you haven't the thick, lovely hair that the

present styles demand, here is a chance for you
to profit by the experience of thousands of other
girls and women who were "in the same boat.

"

For these thousands have found the way to
stylish, beautiful hair—have found the way to
make their "bobs" rich, fluffy and full of life
and vitality. Read what they say
of "Hairgro," the most remark-
able hair growing product that
has ever been discovered.

These are only a few of the hundreds of letters
we have received in the short time that "Hairgro"
has been on the market. The real story is told by
the thousands of "repeat orders" we get. Few
women ever try one bottle of this remarkable hair
grower who don't continue using it right along.
What "Hairgro" has done for these thousands of
women it will do for you. No matter how thin
your hair may be—no matter how "straggly" or
hopeless—we guarantee that Hairgro will make it
stylishly thick and fluffy, rid the scalp of dandruff

and give it new life and vigor.

These are just a few of the hun-
dreds of letters we have received.
The names and addresses of the
writers are on file in our office

and will be given upon request:

Miss B. M. A., Cleveland, 0.—
"I have been using your
Hairgro' for only three days,
but I must say it is working
miracles for my hair,"

Miss M. L., Brooklyn, N. Y.—
"Several weeks ago I started
using your 'Hairgro' and
quickly discovered its magic.
I have had such wonderful results that it is
hardly believable."

Mrs. A. R., Cleveland, Ohio—"Please send
me another bottle of 'Hairgro.' It has done
wonders for my hair."

Mrs. G. W. Gans, Pa.—"Hairgro has
showed marked results almost from the
start. It has stopped the itching and falling
hair and is curing my dandruff. My hair looks
fine. I cannot thank you enough for the
treatment."

Miss M. B., Wilson, Ark.—"I don't see how
I could get along without 'Hairgro.' It has
done everything for my hair that you said it
would."

Mrs. A. D., Southington, Conn.—"I have
found that 'Hairgro' is a wonder. It certain-
ly has helped my hair to grow."

Mrs. J. W. McA., Denison, Tex.—"My hus-
band and I have used two bottles of 'Hair-
gro' and find it the best we have ever tried
It has entirely cured my dandruff and stopped
my hair from coming out and it looks so
different."

Miss Z. M., Cincinnati, 0.—"I think your
'Hairgro' is wonderful. It not only made my
hair grow much faster, but also made it
softer and more silky."

MEN — Stop
Falling Hair

Falling hair is the forerun-
ner of baldness. Stop it be-
fore your hair gets anv thin-
ner

; eradicate dandruff, itch-
ing scalp and similar hail-
troubles with this marvelous
new discovery. HAIRGRO
will stimulate growth and
give your hair new life and
vigor— or you get your
money back.

Not for sale, but sent
to you direct

McGowan's Hairgro is not offered
for sale through drug or depart-
ment stores for the vital elements
in this remarkable liquid evapo-
rate rapidly when kept standing
for any length of time. We dis-
tribute this wonderful product by
parcel post only, shipping, in
every instance, the same day the
liquid is compounded.

Send no money— just
mail the coupon

Whether your hair is bobbed or
long; if you want to control its
length and add to its splendor; if

tvnm ,„-„ r.
.5"OU want to make the most of

^ fn mnS
T
°T^

1'S Glory by developing your hair

other minute
possibilities-don't delay an-

eVenast- r^,?™
a"ty

i
0r you t0 g° through. I do not

today!

-,1
E
,J
Mc

,

G0WAN LABORATORIES
[

710 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 150, Chicago, III.

I tn
D̂ aT

f*"
McGowan-' lam willing to let you prove

I wfrt-'j
you

l
e
J5I*nse '

tnat Hairgro will make myhair thick and fluffy, free my scalp from dandruff

h?m/
1T
?
MW He my hair

' 1,lease send me abottle at once. I will pay the postman $2.47 (pluspostage) when it arrives. It is understood that the
,1

a™ount V 11 ^funded if I am not delightedwith the results in every way.

Name

Address _ _
XOTE: If you are likely to be out when the post-man comes you may remit $2.60 and your bottle of
Hairgro will be sent postpaid.

Despite bobbed hair your choice head dress

—

endorsed by stage and screen stars—can be easily
created with the aid of our specialties.

Charm Braid $1.- upwards
Large assortment lest quality Switches
Transformations, Waves, Wigs, Etc.

BOB HALO $10.— (Can be adjusted on any head,
whether bobbed or shingled). For foundation:
Morehair "AS YOU LIKE IT" 35c. per box.

E. MITTELSTAEDT, Inc., Dept. S £
84-86 University Place, New York, N. Y.
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,/ STUDIOS DANC£

Dance for Happiness

New York

Phone BRYANT 8945

for

Modern Sensational
Stage Dancing
Stretching and Lim-

bering Exercises

143-5 WEST 43 ST.
N. Y.

East of Times Square

AURORA ARRIAZA

Spanish Dancing Studio
has removed to

1721 BROADWAY — NEW YORK
Between 54th & 55th Sts.

Tel. COLUMBUS 2384

Lois Pond Dance Studio
Broadway, s. w. cor. 110th St. Academy 4481

Acrobatic Stage Dancing - Children - Adults
Marvelous Weight-reducing Course

FOX TROT - CHARLESTON - TANGO

TOPEL GYMNASIUM &
SWIMMING SCHOOL

Coaching, Acrobatics, Stretching, Limbering, etc.

Practice Period $1.00 including Use of Swimming Pool
2561 BROADWAY cor. 96th St. Riverside 0440

EMETERIO GALI
Modern Argentine and French Tango

Simplified Method of Teaching
Calisthenics Acrobatic Spanish Ballroom

Lessons can be given at your
home and clubs.

STUDIO, 151 'W. 57th ST., NEW YORK
Telephone, Circle 8495

CREO STUDIO
for

SENSATIONAL
STAGE DANCING
170 WEST 48TH STREET

NEW YORK
Phone Bryant 5156

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's'

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes every evening
Booklet on request Phone Academy 1581
2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

ORREA WASKAE
CLASSIC, BALLET, TOE, CHARACTER

Beginners and Advanced Classes.

Special rate of $25.00 for course of 20 lessons

Studio 808 Steinway Hall

113 W. 57th St., New York City
Telephone Circle 5291

New York

HERMANN & DEMUTH
SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS

1658 Broadway Phone
New York Circle 10319

HELENE VEOLA
ARTISTIC

ACROBATIC
DANCING

Evening classes for business girls

1721 BROADWAY Phone COLUMBUS 2384

CARTER-WADDELL
SCHOOL OF DANCING

For the Professional, The Amateur, and The Teacher.

18 West 72nd Street, New York
Tel. ENDICOTT 4188

l^JCl>iV^IV/\ Dancing Taught
PUPILS PLACED

STUDIO 310 — 1658 B'way, N. Y.

Circle 3127.

LOUIS VECCHIO
.The "Physi-Cultural" School

Dancing, Grace, Poise, Stage Arts.
"Physi-Cultural" Classes for girls exclusively.

$3 monthly.
1446 BROADWAY, at 41st St., N. Y. CITY

MULES. ARTSKA (NINA AND ZINA1DA)
OF THE RUSSIAN BALLET OF PETROGRAD

Instruction in toe, character and classic dancing.
Plastic, Mis-en-scene, rhythmic, gymnastic.

Tel. Trafalgar 3726 310 W. 73rd St., New York

VESTOFF SEROVA
Russian School of Dancing

47 WEST 72nd STREET NEW YORK
Classes in Classic and Interpretive Dancing

GENRICK
VESTOFF

— RUSSIAN BALLET SCHOOL —
Classic, Interpretive and Character

Dancing of All Nations.
ECCENTRIC and TAP DANCING
Day classes for children and adults.

Evening classes for Business Girls.
1658 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY CIRCLE 1307

VINCENZO ROMEO
Director of Latest Spectacular Ballet

NEW YORK HIPPODROME— II YEARS
also CHICAGO GRAND OPERA CO.

330 WEST 42nd STREET NEW YORK CITY
Telephone, Longacre 9331

DON LEN0 Ass
pf

d MARIE LOUISE
ESTABLISHED 1905

Teaches Ballroom, Charleston, Tango, Stage, Toe, Classic
and Technique. Strictly Private. Formerly dancing
master of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to Rudolph Valentino by DON
LENO, also teacher of Mae Murray, Lillian Lorraine,
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor, T. Boy Barnes, Her-
man Timberg, Jimmy Hussey and others. Students
prepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville. Posi-
tions secured for graduates. Booklets on request.

117 WEST 48th ST. Bryant 1194 NEW YORK

JOE DANIELS
SCHOOL of ACROBATICS and STAGE DANCING
Correct stretching and limbering exercises for modern sen-
sational stage dancing. Itoutines arranged. Acts staged.
CLASS LESSONS $1.00 EACH. Stay as long as you wish.

1544 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Rehearsal Hall Telephone Bryant 6542

" LEARN DANCING FROM A KNOWN DANCER "

New York

MACHAIRA
Known in the best Artistic and Society Circles.

Society, Classic & Obiginal Argentine
Tango for Ballroom and Stage.

Personal Instruction — Catalog on Bequest
BROADWAY & 77th ST. Susquehanna 7330

From the Russian Imperial Theatre, PetrogradVADUI CCC RussianHUDrJ ^rJT ST BALLET SCHOOL
Class and Private Instruction. Special Classes for Children
9 EAST 59TH ST., N. Y. C. TEL. REGENT 7671

CHESTER HALE
Ballet - - Character - - Spanish

Ballet Master Capitol Theatre, New York

20 West 60th Street, New York City
Columbus 9147

EDDIE EVANS
STAGE DANCING

and
ACROBATICS

313 WEST 46th STREET
Tel. Longacre 9089

DANCING TEAMS WANTED
FRED LEOUORNE
For Vaudeville, Hotels, Cabarets and Club Work.

specializing in forming teams, partners secured, dances
arranged, teams managed and placed. Argentine tango.
Apache dance, acrobatic waltz Adagio, Whirlwind One-
Step and Charleston. Routines arranged for beginners,
advanced and professionals. Special teachers' course
during August. Call, phone or write LEQUORNE
STUDIOS, 1658 Broadway, Room 607. Circle 7933

t DE REVUELT (Mr. Mrs.) t
positively teach TANGO, WALTZ, FOX-

^ TROT, CHARLESTON, ACROBATIC. Trial

4)- two lessons, $5. Dance practice open (10'10).

jjf
Special courses for smart dancers

and professionals.

II W.86thSt., Schuyler963l or 59 W.49th St.,N. Y. t

MME. REZZI
PRIVATE CLASSES IN

CLASSICAL TOE DANCING
438 West 23rd Street New York City

Telephone Watkins 1892

Three Arts Little Theatre
"Unexcelled for

DANCE REVUES
and ENTERTAINMENTS
Associated with the Theatre is the

Stage Career Agency
Combining Training, Engagement and Career
Direction in all Branches of the Profession.

Professional Dance Routines Arranged
and Engagements Secured

108 WEST 59th ST. NEW YORkJ
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Consult this Directory

for instruction in the

dances of all na-

tions.

Folk, military,

acrobatic, social

and fancy dancing

Dance for Strength

New York

Mikhail Mordkin
Premier Danseur and Ballet Master of the Imperial
Theatre of Moscow and the Pavlowa-Mordkin Ballet
Company. Instructor of Plastique and Rhythm at

THE MOSCOW ART THEATRE

108 Central

Park South

New York

School of the Dance
Classes in Ballet, Toe and Character Dancing,

Pantomime, Plastique, Rhythm

STAGE DANCING
TAUGHT BY THE RECOGNIZED

SUPREME AUTHORITY

JACKBLUE
?3l-233JA^JIstSTREET CIRCLE 6136m^^^^ b
I William J. Herrmann I

lACROBATICSl
: 23 years Present Location; entire eighth floor. -

[KEITH'S THEATRE BLDG., Philadelphia

I

a i
£ »
j
Miss Physical Culture

j

[Exercise for Women)
: HOFFMANN — TARASOFF — HERRMANN §

: Studios of Stage Arts =

639 Madison Avenue, New York City E

"LA SYLPH?
Ballet : : Acrobatic : : Oriental

e

1658 Broadway, corner 51st Street
Telephone Circle 10448 New York City

JULIA HUDAK
formerly Premiere Danseuse

of the
MILAN GRAND OPERA.
MADRID ROYAL OPERA
MOXTI5CARLO CASINO

OPERA
CHICAGO GRAND OPERA
Class and Private Instruction

in Ballet, Character Dancing
and Pantomimic Art—Talent-
ed pupils placed.

CHILDREN'S CLASSES
Special Course for Teachers.
Arranging Dances

Staging Ballets

Wrife for booklet.
PHONE CIRCLE 4251

1658 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK

New York

STAGE DANGINGl
TAUGHT BY WALTER BAKER
Formerly Dancing Master Ziegfeld Follies. John
Cort, Chas. Dillingham. Lee & J. J. Shubert, Geo.
M. Cohan, others. Teacher of Marilvnn Miller,
Kay Dooley, Fairbanks Twins. Florence Walton
and others. Booklet S free. *

1658 BROADWAY at 51st St. CIRCLE 8290

^JomaroffkNjK

DancingandBody Building
4 Newly Created Books for

Home Study
BOCK No. I— Postpaid #1.60

Body Building, Stretching, Limbering.
BOOK No. 2 — Postpaid #1.60

Simple and advanced tumbling, such as
cartwheels, hand stands, splits, and limbers.

BOOK No. 3 — Postpaid #2.85
Taps, Musical" Comedy, Character Dancing.

BOOK No. 4 — Postoaid #2.10
Bar exercises, a fundamental study for ballet,

toe and classical dancing.
ENTIRE SET OF BOOKS — Postpaid #7.00
ALL BOOKS ARE FULLY ILLUSTRATED

Make your selection and send cash
(registered) or money order toARON TO MAR OFF

110 West 47th Street, Dept. 26. New York City

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

TOM NIP'S
FOLLIES
Dancing Studio

—

o

WORLD'S GREATEST
DANCING STUDIO

—o

—

Competent Pupils

Placed

1658 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

New York

Specializing in

ACROBATIC
INSTRUCTION

for

Sensational
Stage

Dancing
)K Stretching and Limbering
IS Exercises

ALL TYPES of DANCING TAUGHT for STAGE
or SOCIAL AFFAIRS.

Specializing in Modern Dances

Mile. Amy Mantova and Eddie Russell
Formerly N. Y. Hippodrome

Associated with the COLE STUDIOS.
TOE — BALLET — CLASSICAL — CHARACTER

DANCES — BUCK-WING — CLOG
ECCENTRIC — HIGH-KICKING — ACROBATIC

and CHARLESTON DANCES
Arranged and Routined.

GEO. COLE STUDIOS
1 17 W. 54th ST. Circle 1467 NEW YORK CITY

Mile. LA CHAPPELLE
149 W. 57th St., N. Y. Circle 1243

Thorough training in the art of dancing,
all tranches, including acrobatics.

John Tiller's
DANCING SCHOOL OF

AMERICA, Inc.

226 West Seventy-second Street

New York City

Special Rates to Professionals Now Working
Who May Wish To Improve.

Classes Forming in Groups of Six or Eight.

Special Attention to Children

MARY READ, Secretary
Phone Endicott 8215-6

Los Angeles

EARLE WALLACE

r FOREMOST AMERICAN BORN «
MASTER of BALLET ^
STUDY THE DANCE IN MOVI ELAND

"

kl027
SEVENTH ST LOS ANGELES CALIF , J

Indianapolis

LOUIS STOCKMAN DANCE STUDIO
37 W. 16th ST., INDIANAPOLIS

Ballroom - Ballet - Step-Dancing
Dramatic A rt

Under direction of Mr. Stockman and corps of teachers
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS
FOR

THE DANCER
All orders received before Dec.

18 will be wrapped specially and
mailed in an" attractive Christmas

box with a card enclosed.

THE PERFECT SOFT
SHOE DANCING FLAT
Hand turned—round toe

— low heel — made of best

duality BLACK KID with
kid lining. Sizes 12J up

8 $4.00

— For Tap Dancing —
With sewed Split Fibre

Soles $6.75
White Canvas at $4.00

Pat'd Calf. Black or White
Satin or White Kid.... $5.00

ONE-STRAP ANKLET
Bound toe with French

heel, all leather lined best
quality Black satin with all

silk piping. Priced at $8.75

OUR FOUR-EYELET Lace

Pump—A shoe of beauty
in design. Black satin with
fancy silk trimming. French
heel and all leather lined.

Very special at $8.75

OPERA HOSE
Extra Quality

Heavy Silk
Full o'i-inch long. Flesh.

Black and White. Special
at $4.75
Special colors $1.00 extra

CHILDREN'S OPERA
HOSE

Same duality. WHITE or
FLESH $3.50

THE ESMONDE SPANISH
DANCING

and STREET SHOE
This aristocratic looking

pump is hand turned, with
the craftsman's skilled touch
apparent in every detail

Hade in Black or White
Satin. White Kid and Pat'd
Calf with medium round
toe. one-inch heel, kid lin-

ing and finished with all

silk piping. Priced at $6.75

SAME SHOE as Above

only with Baby Spanish

Heel $7.75

Special colors $1 extra

RHINESTONE SHOE
BUCKLES

Made of best quality white
silver, with first duality

rhinestones $1.50
1'ostage loc extra

RHINESTONE HEAD
BANDS

To match Buckles above.

$1 Each (postage 10c extra)

BALLET SLIPPERS
Made of best duality Kid

with flexible Leather soles.

Black $2.25
White 2.50

Postage 25c extra
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color $3.50
$7.50
$4.50
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price as size 32.
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Size 34 $2.10

Size 36 $2-25
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Complete Line of
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We Specialize in Costumes
MADE TO ORDER
Write us for prices
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4 ne108W. 4.413 STREET !
IEWYORK CITY, N.Y

to every line of business. Let them take

the addresses out of the phone book.'"

Miss Bates adored her employer as a

warm-hearted and generous boss, but some-

times she doubted that he was hard boiled

enough to succeed in business. She made
arrangements to put all these applicants to

work, and hoped that it would not be neces-

sary to rent larger office space.

But when Chandler came in the next

morning she reported the astonishing news
that there had not been a single applicant.

"Well, that is surprising," cried Chand-
ler. "Are these extra people too proud to

work outside of the moving pictures?"

"It isn't that, Mr. Chandler. They are

putting on a huge production at the Midas-
High Art Studio, and they say that all the

extra people are being taken on.. Anybody
who is able to walk can get a job there,

for they are using thousands."

Miss Bates was pleased that she did not

have to break in a lot of useless office girls,

(( Donald Keith and Clara Bow in

"My Lady of Whims."

but Dick Chandler was even more pleased

at the news.
This would mean that Betty would be

sure of some kind of a job, and, who
knows, after a few days of hardship in a

mob scene, she might be off pictures for life

and be ready to settle down and marry.

"I think ril drive out to the Midas-High
Art Studio and look around," he remarked.
"I'll ask Ed Brewster to let me look on.

Ed won fourteen dollars from me in a poker
game last week, so he ought to be glad to

see me."
An hour later Chandler had found his

way to the big lot where countless extra
people were being lined up by assistant di-

rectors, some to be used as soldiers in the
returning regiment and others as on-lookers
at the curb.

Chandler's gaze searched the faces of the
mob for a trace of Betty's face, but he
caught no glimpse of her slender figure, her
fine sensitive features or her big blue eyes.

If Betty had been taken on, she was lost

somewhere in the crowd.
Presently he found his way to a corner of

the lot where a camera was set up and re-

hearsals were going on. He caught a
plimpse of the baggy tweeds of "Big Ed"
Brewster, and saw his friend waving direc-
tions with a hairy fist that held the ever-
present cigar end.

Brewster was directing the rehearsal of a
bit and from where he stood among the
spectators, Dick could not see the actor.

Brewster was shouting impassioned direc-

FREE!
14-Kt. white golct-fillea wristwatches,
or beautiful men's watches, dinner
sets, cameras, bags, silverware with-
out a penny's cost to you, for de-
voting a few hours of your spare
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acduaintances.

Write to-day for our FREE Pre-
mium Book, giving full information
how you can secure one of these
fine gifts.

REPUBLIC TRADING CO.
25 W. Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

Dept. 262

A Baby In Your Home

many married couples yearn for children
that thousands of copies of a new book by Dr.
B. Will Elders are being distributed without
cost to childless women. Any family Interested
In overcoming conditions of nature that hinder
the gift of children should write for this free
book today. It describes a simple home treat-
ment based on the use of Sterlltone, a wonder-
ful scieutiflo tonio that has had marvelous suc-
cess all over the country In relieving constitu-
tional weakness.

Every woman who wants to live a normal,
bappy home life with little ones around her
should consider it her first duty to know what
Sterlltone is and why it should be so wonderful
an aid to her. Bead this little book which Is

sent without charge or obligation In a plain
envelope. It unfolds facts that most women
never have had explained to them. Send NO
Money, NO Obligations. Simply same and ad-
dress to Dr. H. Will Elders, 2018 Balllnget
Bldg., St. Joseph, Mo.
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FREE: Instant Lesson
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tions. "Now you hear the sound of bugles

in the distance! —They are coming!

—Your eyes are strained for the first

glimpse of the regiment. —Now you see

the flags! —You are thrilled! And under

the flags are the long files of bronzed sol-

dier boys swinging up the street.

"Everybody cheers! You want to cheer

too, . but your throat is choked with

sobs
"

Chandler edged closer. He caught a

glimpse of the subject of Brewster's direc-

tions, and his heart leaped with joy. So

Betty had landed a job! She was rehears-

ing a bit.

As he watched, a few extra men marched

by, garbed as soldiers, and Dick saw how
Betty scanned their faces with a heart-

breaking expression of suspense and disap-

pointment.

He heard Brewster mutter, "Not so bad!"

and at this praise of his sweetheart, Dick,

felt a little thrill of pride. Betty must have

a spark of talent after all, for when "Big

Ed" Brewster growled, "Not so bad!" it

meant more than the highest praise from

other people.

Then came the big scene where one of

the soldiers breaks from the ranks and Betty

runs to meet him with outstretched arms,

her face lighted up with joy and her eyes

brimming with tears.

The soldier who had the part of the re-

turning hero was rather clumsy in his role

and Dick Chandler observed that Betty

kissed him with obvious reluctance.

At the conclusion of that scene Brewster

growled, "Not good enough! —You take a

little rest and get yourself some lunch, sis-

ter, and we'll try it again this afternoon."

As Betty slipped away Dick heard Brew-

ster say to his assistant, "Get that extra

man who acted the part of the returning

soldier. —I want to give him the once

over and see if there is anything wrong with

his face. The girl didn't put very much
realism into that kiss."

While the assistant went to fetch the sol-

dier, Dick Chandler touched his friend on
the shoulder. "Hello Brewster, old kid!

When do we sit in on another little game?"
Brewster shook hands warmly and after

a few words of greeting remarked, "You
see what we are up against in this game.

That little girl that was just having a tryout,

looked like the real thing to me —wonder-
ful expression, real tears and everything

—but when it came to the high spot, the

long, rapturous kiss, she wasn't there. We
may have to pull her out and put in an

actress with more experience."

"Maybe the man was at fault," suggested

Chandler. Anxious as he was to have Betty

get another chance, he thought it unwise to

tell the director that Betty was his friend.

Any suggestion of a personal pull would do
her more harm than good at that moment.

"I'm going to have another look at the

soldier. He seemed all right to me. Not
a bad sort of a youngster." But as the hero

was led up before him, Brewster jumped
back with an exclamation. "Holy Smoke!"
he gasped. "Haven't you got a brain in

your head? —Do you have to be told not

to eat onions when you're going to do a

kissing scene?"
Without waiting for an answer, the direc-

tor shouted, "Get out! You can march in

the ranks but don't you come within smell-

ing distance of that young lady! —No
wonder she couldn't put any punch into

th'at long kiss."

"Maybe she doesn't like to kiss perfect

strangers," remarked Chandler.

"Then she's got no business to be in the

movies. If she's a good actress, she could

" a wooden Indian and get away with it."
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Girls Dreaming of Film Careers

A Modern Fairy Story That Happens to be True

With an Introduction by Ellis Parker Butler

(Thirty-two Illustrations)

Handsomely Bound in Blue and Gold Decorated Cloth Cover

"A book that wiil be of more than average interest to film fans. Attractively

illustrated with pictures of the sister stars, their associates and scenes from their

plays. It tells in readable and entertaining manner the real-life romance whereby a

family of typical American girls rose from humble si^roundings to fame and fortune

within a few years. It's a modern fairy tale that happens to be true."

—Cincinnati Times -Sta

r

Read What the Film Stars Say of "The Talmadge Sisters"

Book
"Chapter for chapter, it is the most appealing book that I have ever read—appealing because

it is true, and I know it is true, as it has always been a matter of pride wfth me to have been
a member of the large Vitagraph family at the time Norma and Constance Talmadge were
associated with that organization."

—

Clara Kimball Young.

"The Talmadge Book is a true mirrored reflection, of the essentials for success in motion
pictures. To the extra girl and to the actress with a foothold on the ladder of Fame. Mrs.
Talmadge has contributed a most impressive and inspiring work."-

—

Richard Barthelmess.

"As an inspirational and inspiring document. I have never read anything more forceful
than The Talmadge Book."—Marion Dories.

"I found The Talmadge Sisters book as absorbing as any novel and thoroughly enjoyed it."—Doris Kenyan.

" 'The Talmadge Sisters' is the most absorbing story of motion picture life I have ever read,
and the best part of it is that it is all true."

—

Rudolf Valentino.

"A fascinating story told with great simplicity and charm which not only gives a wholly
delightful account of the early years, home life and present success of the Talmadge girls, but
contains much sound advice for young women the world over who are ambitious to have a
screen career."

—

Eugene O'Brien.

"My congratulations to Mrs. Talmadge! 'The Talmadge Sisters' is to my mind the very
best of the books dealing with the lives of screen stars that have been published to date. Besides
being interesting, sincere, direct and true, it is replete with inspiration as well as information
tor all lovers of the silver sheet."

—

Ronald Golman.

"This is one of the most interesting books on screenland I have ever read, especially since
it is a true story."

—

Lloyd Hugltes.

Price $2.00 Delivered Anywhere in the U. S. or Canada

SCREENLAND Book Dept.
236 West Fifty-fifth Street New York, N. Y.
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"But you say she's just a beginner," said

Chandler. "Maybe she has to learn the

fine points gradually. —Tell you what, let

me be the soldier."

"You? —You're just kidding!"

"Not at ail! I was overseas. I know
how to march all right. —And something

tells me that she wouldn't find me so hard

to kiss."

"You hate yourself, don't you, Dick?

Well, you can try it on if you like. That

guy is out. And there is no acting to his

bit except what you saw. Any dub can do

that."

"Thanks, old man, I'll do as much for

you sometime," and Chandler hurried off

with an assistant director to get his uniform

and outfit.

After lunch the tryout was a very dif-

ferent affair. Before a set representing a

section of Fifth Avenue hundreds of extra

people were banked on the curb, kept in

order by real policemen, while motorcycle

cops dashed by occasionally to see that the

Avenue was clear.

Among a knot of flag'waving women and
children stood Betty, straining her eyes in

the direction from which the parade was ex-

pected.

Brewster shouted his orders through the

megaphone and aided by a number of assist-

ants the big scene progressed just as he had
conceived it.

"Now Betty, you hear the band coming.

You force your way through the crowd clear

up to the curb! —You are crazy with sus-

pense. —You don't know what you are

doing. You shove the policeman out of

your way so you can see better!"

And so the story unrolled, while the

cameras ground with occasional interrup-

tions and re-takes. Later on it would be
supplemented by long-range shots of Fifth

Avenue taken at the time when the real

troops were marching triumphantly after the

victory.

Ed Brewster gave most of his attention to

Betty. "You are staring at every soldier as

he marches past! —You think you see your
boy! The tears come to your eyes. —No,
it is a stranger after all. —Your heart is

breaking. —Now you are hoping once
more. You are going to study each face

until the last man has passed. Jazz it up,

Betty!"

The girl was acting better than she had
done at the rehearsal in the morning. Betty
had realized that the kiss she had given that

stranger was far from realistic. She had
guessed from Brewster's expression that he
was not satisfied.

All through her lunch period she was
blaming herself for shrinking back from a

stranger's kiss, and wondering how . she
could do better before the camera.
Then the inspiration came to her. She

would pretend that this returning hero was
not some imaginary "Bill" but someone
whose kiss would be welcome. There was
only one man whose kiss had ever thrilled

her clear down to her toes. And that was
Dick Chandler!

She would make herself see that stranger

as Dick. She resolved to hypnotize herself

so that she would really believe it was Dick
she was kissing.

Ed Brewster was shouting at her: "Re-
member your heart is breaking! —Ah, there

he is! He's not dead after all! It's Bill!

He's running to you with outstretched
arms

"

But as Betty shoved past the policeman
and ran straight into the arms of the soldier

she was crying through her tears, "Oh Dick,
Dick! It's you!"
Once more she felt those masterful arms

about her and tears were streaming from
her eyes. They came without an effort.
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WHEN
THE MOVIES
WERE YOUNG
By LINDA GRIFFITH

"i-TOW you would enjoy sitting down
for an evening, or for more than

one, to listen to Mrs. D. W. Griffith talk

of the early days of the old Biograph
Company on 14th Street! And as she
talked of the years between that and the

production of "The Birth of a Na-
tion" you might be turning over her
fine collection of photographs, finding
unfamiliar pictures of stars you have
known— Mack Sennett, Mary Pickford
before her curls became a feature; Mabel
Normand, Dorothy Gish, and many
more.

This is what is given you, with the
privilege of enjoying it as often as you
like, and of sharing it with as .many
friends as you .like, in the book

When the Movies
Were Young

By LINDA GRIFFITH

Price $3.00
Freely Illustrated

E. P. DUTTON & CO.
681 FIFTH AVENUE - NEW YORK
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THE DETAILS OF THE
HAROLD LLOYD GIFTS

from

"The

FRESHMAN"

will be announced in the

February

SCREENLAND

(\ Robert Frazer and Anna l^ihson
in "The Splendid Road."

Oceans of tears! Through the blur that

obscured her vision she seemed to see Dick
Chandler's face.

And now his lips were meeting hers and
this time there was no resisting, no drawing
back.

Even if she had hated him. Betty would
have gone through with that kiss for the
sake of her art, but she did not hate him.—Far from it!

And that long kiss was not art but some'
thing so much more gripping that "Big Ed"
Brewster growled delightedly. "It's the real

stuff! That kid's in the million dollar
class!"

He added to his assistant: "We'll have
to cut that kiss later. —It's too long. It

would never get by the censors!"
And Betty opening her eyes after that

long ecstasy murmured aghast. "Why, it is

Dick!"
In that kiss Betty achieved the height of

her film career. That was all she had ever
dreamed of, and more too. It was acting
that came straight from the heart and it

thrilled her in every tiniest nerve and left
her with a strange sense of having tasted
the best that life can offer.

It was no wonder that she had dreaded
Dick Chandler's caresses when he pleaded
with her on the roof, for she had known
instinctively that once he had kissed her like
that, nothing else in the world would mat-
ter.

A few^moments later Brewster had shout-
ed "Cut!" and the camera ceased grinding.
Betty was clinging to her lover's arm when
the big director came hurrying toward her.
He extended both hands, exclaiming,

"Great! Great! —I knew you'd make the
grade!"

Betty smiled at him gratefully and her
eyes were still moist with happiness.

''You did your part pretty well, Chand-
ler," added "Big Ed" clapping his friend
on the shoulder, "But Miss Wayne here is

a find! Betty, I'm going to talk to the
big chief tonight, and something tells me
that tomorrow morning I can offer you a
contract that you can't refuse."

"I'm not so sure about that," replied the
girl squeezing Dick Chandler's arm with her
two little hands, "I've already been offered
a contract."

"You don't mean " Ed Brewster
gazed at her with ludicrous dismay.
"And Betty has accepted the contract,"

cried Dick Chandler excitedly. "The life
contract is signed and sealed. —And I'm
going to seal it again just to make sure."
And he did!
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Sure Success

andRobustHealth
Thru This AmazingMethod/

I have reached the mountain top of my ambition. I have made
a great deal of money. I have built up my body to almost physical
perfection. And now I can do the thing I always have desired

—

I can distribute to every man and woman the amazing secret that
has brought me health, happiness, and money, and thus do a work
that will be of perpetual benefit to mankind. Accept my wonderful
free offer by simply mailing the coupon below.

IF you are discouraged and blue—if you
want to get out of the rut and glimpse
a fresh, heartening view of achievement

—if you want to climb to even greater
heights than you even had hoped for—if

you want to be free from nervousness, wor-
ries and mental depression—if you want to
conquer fear, timidity and self-consciousness—if you long for business advancement, so-

cial conquests and robust, glowing, vibrant
health—then here is the most amazing mes-
sage you've ever read!

For, no matter what your ailment—re-

gardless of how long you've been in a rut
mentally or physically—no matter how many
other methods have failed to help you—

I

guarantee to show you the way to obtain
robust health—nerve vitality—mental power
and real joyous happiness. What's more,
I can show you the easy, quick, sure way to were almost wrecked
make more money than perhaps you ever by long-drawn out ner
expected!

thousands more were
turned away from the

great theatres and audi-

toriums because even
these vast halls could
not accommodate a

fraction of those who
are eager to hear the

amazing secret of my
success!

And almost imme-
diately after each lec-

ture came reports of as-

toi :hing results. Sick,

worn-out men and
women had regained
their old-time energy
and vitality; men and
women whose lives

No Mystery — No Guess Work
There is nothing mysterious, nothing hard

to understand about my method. It's simply
the result of my 20 years intensive study and
experience. I was once a poor, ailing mini-
ster. Today I have plenty of money, glow-
ing health and hosts of friends. And I did
it all by simply harnessing a powerful, dy-
namic, elemental force within me—a health-
bringing, money-getting force which you,
too, can now deveolp without any drudgery,
experiment or tedious waiting—without cost-
ly mistakes or any trusting to blind chance—without any lessons to practice or any
magic catch-words to repeat or without any
exercise, discomfort or self-denial!

Amazing Results Come Quickly
The moment you apply my marvelous new

teachings you experience a sensation of
power, mental alertness and physical well-
being. You begin to think straight and
quickly; you eliminate discordant or nega-
tive thoughts; you banish worry, nervous-
ness, fear; you overcome timidity, self-con-
sciousness and self-pity; you acquire charm
idand magnetic personality, you become cour-

ageous, strong and confident; you surmount u -ni] . u ny .

all obstacles, avoid mistakes, overcome hered- CHOLOGY AND SCIENTIFIC T TVTXTr"-you tap the reservoirs of It is a book which has lifted thousands of

vous and physical ail-

ments had overcome
their troubles and be-

gan walking about in

glorious health with
hardly a trace of any
aches or pains.

But perhaps the most
remarkable reports of
all come from people who have been helped
in business and in social life. Men and
women who were in a rut for years have
jumped the barrier and climbed into posi-
tions paying double or triple their former
salaries. And thousands of others whose
lives were continually harrassed by dark
fears, worries, unhappiness— have acquired
the secret of mental poise and courage, have
banished the negative qualities that kept
them back and have emerged from near-
failure to complete and glorious success!

Read My Secret FREE
So great has been the demand for my lec-

tures in all the big cities that many thous-
ands of people from other parts of the coun-
try who could not possibly attend, have
urged me to write a book revealing my
secret of power.

This I have done in an absorbing, inter-

i^LIS volume entitled "APPLIED PSY

PARTIAL LIST
of CONTENTS

Psycho-Analysis and the Subconscious
How to Have Amazing Memory
How to Destroy Fear—Man's Worst
Enemy — The Unseen World

What Is Love and How to Keep It
How to Develop Personality
How to Be Popular
How to Overcome Failure and Ad-

verse Environment
How to Be Beautiful Through Mys-

terious Force
Vibration — How to Win Success

—

How to Conquer Illness
Poverty a Disease—How to Over-
come It

How to Double Your Efficiency
Visualization — How to Make Your
Dreams Come True

The Mastery of Fate
How to Use Suggestion for Health,

Success and Happiness
The Greatest Law in the Universe,

Just Lately Discovered, and How
to Use It

What the World Owes You and
How to Get It

After This Life What— What Is
God?

Smile, Smile, Smile
Psychology of Health — Building

the Body Beautiful — Long Life
and Full of Pep

DAVID V. BUSH
America's Foremost
Lecturer and Author

ou Psychology

raised overnight— big
business deals have been
put over — new ideas
have been created —

-

new plans that meant
thousands of dollars

have been formulated
—simply as a result of
a single reading of por-
tions of the astonishing
volume!

If you seek the pow-
er to sway men and
women to think as you
do—if you want to
overcome obstacles that
hold you back—if you
want the secrets o f

making people like you—if you long for life's

luxuries— love — con-
tentment— and robust,
glowing health — then
don't miss this big
chance of reading this

marvelous book

—

FREE!
Be the sole judge.

Mail the coupon and
the book will be .sent

at once. Simply read it for 5! days and at
the end of that time if you find it the most
inspiring, most valuable means to obtain
health, wealth and
happiness send u s

only $3.50. Other-
wise return the book
and you will not owe
me a penny. But be-
gin to enjoy the bene-
fit of this amazing
new power at once.
Mail the coupon to-

day. David V. Bush,
Publisher, Dept. 601,
22? N. Michigan
Blvd., Chicago, 111.

["davID. V. BUSH, Publish i Den!

I
225 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, 111

Please send me

APPLIED
pSYCKOIOGY

AND
,

! SCIENTIFIC

|. Living

lept. 601,
in

itary handicaps-
amazing unused powers within you— and
make yourself a king among men!
When I first began revealing my method

in public lectures, thousands came from
great distances to hear them — but many

copy of "Applied Psychology ]
I »na. scientific Living," for approval. Within 5 dais ,
I 1 will either remit the full price of $3.50 or return I
1 the hook and will owe von notliimr. J

men out of mediocrity and placed them into
a stage of triumphant happiness. Many have
headed for fortunes from the powers and'
inspiration gained from just a few pages of
this wonderful volume. Salaries have been

I
Remittances must accompany all foreign and U.S.

possession orders.

I Name

I Address

I^C'ty State



Entertaining and Instructive Books
THE ROMANCE AND REALITY OF FILM LIFE
IS REFLECTED IN THE BOOKS LISTED BELOW

If If you are interested in photoplay writing, screen acting, motion picture

directing, or motion picture production, the books listed below will be of

great interest. Each book is handsomely bound in gold decorated cloth cover

and will be delivered anywhere in the United States at prices mentioned.

Canadian and foreign orders extra for shipment and duty.

SCREEN ACTING (By Inez and Helen Rlurhph) — An authoritative

presentation. Enables the reader to judge just what the opportunities are

and the training required. This work was developed through the valuable

assistance and advice of Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Colleen Moore, Mabel
Ballin, Mae Murray, William S. Hart, Euth Eoland, and many other distin-

guished motion picture players, directors, cameramen, and make-up ex-

perts. Price $3.00

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTING (B y Peter Milne)— Of
special interest to those in the Motion Picture Industry— or intending to

enter this field. The author was critic for years on Motion Picture News
and. Wids (Film) Daily. He was a member of Scenario and Production
Department of Famous Players - Lasky Corporation. This work contains
data about Marshall Neilan, William C. DeMille, Eex Ingram, Cecil DeMille,
and other famous directors Price $3.00

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION (By T. O'Conor Sloane.

Ph.D., LL.D.) — The enormous growth in number of motion picture theatres
has created a large and increasing demand for operators. It is an interesting',

good paying field and requires but a short time to qualify as a projector.
This book includes the fullest details of practice. . . Price $5.00

PHOTOPLAY WRITING (By William Lord Wright)—The author
was formerly Editor for Selig Polyscope, Pathe Exchange, and Universal. The
book is a thorough and authoritative presentation of this lucrative field for
writers. Every year new writers achieve fame and fortune. Complete
information on how to write for Motion Pictures and how and where to
submit your ideas Price $3.00

MOVING PICTURES
How They Are Made and Worked

$3.50

A Veritable

Encyclopedia of the

Moving Picture

Art

Moving
pictures
* !(,.„ O--* Ac- MirV

By FEEDEEICK A. TALBOT

New Edition, Completely Eevised and Eeset.

Numerous Illustrations.

It tells of the romances, the adventures, the great prepara-
tions of marvellous ingenuity and the hundreds of other
things that go into the making of moving picture plays.

It shows how inventors have overcome difficulties up to
the present status of the business. It is a popular account
of everything- concerning the subject— trick pictures and
how they are produced; pictures in color; pictures that
move and talk; the making and costs of the most elaborate
'

' sets
'

' and studio equipment ; the risks taken by photog-
raphers and players; the secrets of many sensational climb-
ing and jumping feats; what the audience does not see
in the most daring wild animal films, and a great many
other inside facts the "movie" patron delights in knowing.

Any one of the. above looks will he mailed on receipt of advertised price to any address in the

U. S.. A.

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
BOOK DEPARTMENT

236 WEST 55th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
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OR many years Parisian women led the rest in

perfect beauty and the charming way they

dressed. The world of women copied styles

and fashions there, yet facial beauty secrets were

guarded with great care. . . . Domestic preparations

cannot rival those, for French cosmetic formulas

will never be disclosed! The pictured Rose-O-Youth

Set offered to you here was made by great French

chemists, called from far and near.

Finest Quality at Lowest Price

You may now buy cosmetics rare in quality at a tremendous

saving by our policy. When you read the description of

this merchandise, you will see that each article contains the

real full size. The powder, rouee and liostick, perfume or cold

cream, when compared with others, all stand out

—

supreme!

What the Beauty Set Contains

The cover of this box is finished in Old Rose; and on the

silken lining all the articles repose. The one-ounce bottle

of perfume stands out from all the rest, yet you will have a

hard time choosing just which you like best! The powder

and the puffs are just what you require; the cold cream and

the compact are all you could desire. So make your choice

of lip rouge or of our fine lip-stick, and let this outfit do its

part to make you look real "chic."

Buy Direct and Save Your Money!
The seven products in the Set are all the finest made; the

price is low because we have no dealers to be paid. You *£\

could not buy them separately for less than twice the price!

Ingredients are purest made, with artistry precise.

2 Weeks' Trial, Satisfaction Guaranteed
We know that if you try this set for even two short

weeks, you surely will find beauty that the modern
woman seeks. If after two weeks' trial you are not

satisfied, we will refund your money if you so decide.

Send No Money—
Use Coupon NOW!

V

"lib:

ROSE-O'-YOUTH LABORATORIES,
2029 Fifth Ave., N. Y. G.

Please send me one Rose-O'-Youth Set. Have shades of rouge,

powder and lip-stick as specified in attached letter. I will pay
postman $2.98 plus postage on arrival. It !s understood that if

for any reason I am not satisfied after two weeks, my money
will be refunded promptly.

NAME _ '.

1 ADDRESS

CITY STATE.

This offer can be
made for a limited

time only; send
your order in

NOW!

ROSE-O'-YOUTH
LABORATORIES
2029 FIFTH AVE.
New York N. Y.

''What

you Qetf
IN THIS SET

Rouge
Compact
Containing a large

size ca\e of superior

rouge, in naturelle,

medium, or dar\

shades.

Sold separately at 75c

Perfume
A breath of Spring-

time .
'.

. flowers!
Such is SOUVEHIR
d'AMOUR ("Scent

from Paris") concen-

trated so that a little

goes a long way. Full

one-ounce bottle.

Sold separately at $2.00

Silver Vanishing
Cream
The ideal vanishing

cream, neither pasty

nor greasy. Easily

manipulated, and
very pleasant to use.

This generous jar

will last a long while;

Price . -. separately, 75c

Face Powder
Rose-O'-Youth Face

Powder. So soft . . .

so smooth ... so ad-

herent ... so distinc-

tive! Supplied in 7

leading shades. 75c

when ordered separ-

ately.

Lip Stick or Rouge
You can have either

the Rose-O'-Youth
Lip Rouge or lip stic\

in attractive cases.

Nature's own shades,

light, medium, or

dar\! Impossible to

detect or rub off. You
will li\e them both!

Price . . separately, 60c

Powder Puff

Even Rose-O'Youth
powder puffs are per-

fect in every detail. .

Made carefully of
good materials; soft,

fluffy, pleasant! This
sells for 15c

separately.
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BW.COOKE
Directing'

See
how Quick
Job-Way"

brought these
men big raises

in Pay!

Tucker
made

?2l5*
d

WEEK
ONLY 3
months after

enrolling/

*225
a WEEK
jOBWAY'
faket Rumpel

ouh oF l"he
$33 a WEEK

class
QUICK

Here's the kind
of Results that

count! These men didn't have to wait
until they finished my training to make
Big Money! They started making money
QUICK. „„
Just think of this!— ONLY 12 WEEKS

after enrolling _ _ .

with me, student Ernest B. Tucker,
Cotton, Minn., was in his own Busi-
ness. Three weeks later he wrote me
that he has had to put on 2 helpers
and is making as much as $215 in a
Single Week. He gives my training
full credit for such Quick Results!

Did you ever hear
of suchwonderful
QUICK Results?
Bernard Rumpel. 365 Edison Place. Glen-
dale, N . Y . , was a $33 a week IronWorker
when he enrolled with me. A few months
later—less than half way through my train-
ing he writes that he is in business for bim-
Belf makingbig money.He says "The first
week of September I made $225 — so
far the venture has been a howling succeaa
and I can say that I

owe my success to your wonderful"JO tt-WAY.

'

1

Common Schooling All
You Need

Men with years of experience—men with-
out a day's Auto Experience — educated
men and men with only common schooling
master my training quickly and easily—
and boost their income QUICK !

Gust Alveras, Box 142, Parkerton, Wyo.,
a foreigner with little education, an $18

a week railroad laborer, when he en-
i rolled, with no Auto Experience. Six

months later his salary was boostej
to $50.00 a week. "More" he says
"than he ever expected to earn
in his life!" This is Living Proof

, ' that age, education or experience
B make little difference with JOB-

WAY" behind you. _

GET THE PROOFS
trains method. ^gg^SSI^WSM

I , <~s X it is bringing! I'll[give you proof
" V of what it can do for you. Send

JK Coupon Now*

If you want BIG PAY
, and want It QUICK.
' Clip that coupon for my
\
Big. FREE Auto Book
tight now! I'll show
you the QUICKEST
WAY toward the
Auto Experts' Jobs
paying u p to $150 a
week and more!
I'll give amazing
facts about this
wonderful B. W.
Cooke Job-Way
Training which
has doubled
and tripled in-
comes of men
all over the

I country IN A
I FEW SHORTMONTHS
after enroll-
ing.

The World's
BIGGEST BUSINESS

Waaile Vmil Get in the business where resultsFieeUS SOU* come QUICK! This Auto Busi-
ness is the one business for the red-blooded, he-man, the man who

wants to make BIG MONEY and make it QUICK! Before you do another
thing you ought to find out about this stupendous business, its amazing oppor-
tunities and what I can do for you. FIVE THOUSAND MILLION dollars are
spent every year for Auto Upkeep alone! That's why big money can be made
SO QUICK! Thousands of B. W. Cooke "JOB-WAY'y trained men badly
needed, right now. Find out about the countless opportunities to go into
business and make up to $10,000 a year and more.

Keep Your Present Job
You don't have to LeaveHome
With B. W. Cooke "Job-Way" Auto
Training you can start out for Big Pay
and QUICK RAISES Right in Your
Ovm Home. Loan me a half hour of
yourspare time a few evenings a week
and I'll give you the training you need
to become a Big Pay Man—and show
you the way to MAKE MONEY
QUICKt B. W. Cooke "JOB-WAY"
Training includes all Electrical Work—All Mechanical End,Welding, Braz-
ing,Vulcanizing, also BusinessCourse,
Salesmanship, Advertising, How to
Keep Simple Books—also Automotive
Magazine, also 4 Wonderful Outfits.

Send Coupon Now for Particulars.

A Little of Your Spare
Time is All I Need

As Directing Engineer, Owner and
Bead of this big Institution, I know
what training you need. That train-

ing I give you. I am absolutely con-
fident that I have trained more men
at home for quick success in the Auto
Business than any other man or Insti-

tution in the world— I am America's
first Instructor to hit so straight and
hard at QUICK RESULTS for you!
No other training I know of justifies

OUTFITS
PREE
oFaruj extra charge
There is not enough room on
this page to properly show
you the 4 wonderful Big Out-
fits I am offering absolutely
Free of Extra Charge. In-
cludes a fine set of Master
Mechanics Tools—C.M.T.C.
Self-openingTool Bag—Port-
able Electrical Test Bench
and RadioReceivingSet.all equip-
ment— Also 293 Wiring Diagram
Charts. Mail coupon at once and
I'll send you full particulars.

Address Me If %MT /^»/\/\tT ¥? Directing
Personally Do • V»WJ%>JC» Engineer

Chicago Motor Training Corporation
1916-1026 Sunnyside Ave. Dept. 214 Chicago, Illinois

it. I want you to remember that B.W.
Cooke is in no way connected with any
other person of similarname.Nowhere
else can you get the original, genuine
copyrighted "JOB-WAY" Training.
Get all the details of this QUICK RE-
SULTS TRAINING today! Send for
my Free Book.

I Help You fAhcGet the GocdftJ%JOS
I back you up with the entire resources
of this big Institution— help you to
BIG PAY JOBS throughmy Employ-
ment Department—give you Consul-
tation Service as long as you live,
absolutely FREE of a penny's extra
charge. Get the full details. Send the
Coilipon Now.

Send For My
FREE AUTO BOOK
I'll send you absolutely FREE and
without obligation this same remark-
able book that has shown thousands
the way to QUICK RAISES IN PAY
—the BIG JOBS paying up to $150 a
week—and money making Businesses
of their own where up to $10,000 a
year and more is easily made— if

you act quick. That Coupon will
bring it to you. Clip it Now.

B. W. COOKE E3«
CHICAGO MOTOR TRAINING CORP.,
1916 Sunnyside Ave.,Dept. 214 ,Chicago

Dear Mr. Cooke: Send me your Big Book, "AUTO
FACTS" Absolutely Free. AlsoPROOF that you will

show me the Quick way toward a BIG JOB and a
RAISE IN PAY. Also full particulars of your BIG 4
Outfit Offer. It is understood that this obligates me
in no way and no salesman is to call on me.
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Unrivalled Entertainment Coming
Under the rt DeMille Banner!

Thrills . . . iMystery .

^Viwid Lo<ve Stories ....
. High Wower 'Drama• »•

The Redskin's Woman
A pale-face "moonbeam" girl, or a lovely dark-
skinned maiden of his own race—which was the

wife for him? Had the white man's college and
the white man's wayschanged his Indian heart?

"BRAVEHEART" with ROD LAROCQUE, is a
rare type of pic-

ture, a strong
story teeming
with elemental
emotion— ambi-
tion, rivalry, pas-

sion and heroism
of the noblest
sort. Don't miss
it!

"CORNERED"
Behind the lines

were even stranger risks than in the trenches-
constant danger from the deep deviltry of spies.

And the cleverest spy of them all was—

a

woman! But even she took one risk too many,
and found herself face to face with her worst

enemy, trapped like a rat! What next? See
the thrilling answer in "Three Faces East."

A Hoth Wanted
the Same Man

One was a clev-

er confidence
lady—slim, silk-

en, fascinating;

the other a
primitive woman fired with the s'.rong passions

of her race. Who would win the man they
both loved?

Don't fail to see Leatrice Joy in "The Wed-
ding Song."

ROD LAROCQUE
in "BRAVEHEART"

An Alan Hale Production

Presented by Cecil B. DeMille

With Lillian Rich, Robert Edeson,
Tyrone Power and Jean Acker

Adapted by Mary O'Hara from the
play "STRONGHEART"
by William C. Demille

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S
Production.

"The Road to Yesterday"
Adapted by Jeannie Macpherson and

Beulah Marie Dix

From, the play by Beulah Marie Dix
and E. G. Sutherland, with Joseph
Schildkraut, Jetta Goudal, Vera Rey-
nolds, William Boyd and Julia Faye.

"SILENCE"
A Rupert Julian Production

Presented by Cecil B. DeMille

Adapted by Beulah Marie Dix from
the Broadway hit by Max Marcin,

with H. B. Warner

"THREE FACES EAST"
A Rupert Julian Production

With Jetta Goudal, Robert Ames,
Henry Walthall and CUve Brook.

Adapted by C. Gardner Sullivan and
Monte Katterjohn from the play

by Anthony Paul Kelly

in.

LEATRICE JOY
"The Wedding Song"

With Robert Ames
An Alan Hale Production

Presented by Cecil B. DeMille

Adapted by Charles Whitaker and
Douglas Doty from the novel

by Ethel Watts Mumford

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S
Production

"The Volga Boatman"
Adapted by Lenore Coffee from the

story by Konrad Bercovici

WithWilliam Boyd, Elinor Fair,Victr r

Varconi, Julia Faye, Theodore Koslofr

and Robert Edeson
Personally directed byCecilB. DeMil'.e

c4 Deafening Crasn> an^ Then—
—back through the ages. The fashionable

young crowd with their modern love problems

found themselves in a curiously different set-

ting, where jealousy, intrigue and romance

followed them with remarkable results.

An extraordinarily colorful picture, rich in

modern and medieval background. Splendidly

dramatic throughout,"TheRoadtoYesterday."

Ask your theatre man for it.

The Girl from His Past

It was his wedding night. Suddenly, out ofthe

darkness into the bright lights of the marriage

party, stumbled this bruised flower from the

streets. It was a terrible moment in his life.

This isbut one ofthe big scenes from "Silence",

the powerful drama, with H. B. Warner.

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
T. C MUNROE. Preside,! RAYMOND PAWLEY, VicePre»idenl and Treasurer JOHN C. FUNN. Vice-Prealdem and General ManaKt



Screenland is pub-
lished on the 10th
of the month pre-
ceding the date of
issue.

(£ Leatrice ]oy, the
girl on the cov
er, not only stars

in films and hobs -

in earnest but
also is a crac\
among shots.

February, 1926

KENLAND
"The Spirit of the Movies"

Eliot Keen, Editor
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SCREENLAND
THE VAN

[Personalities of[paramount
and their {paramount {pictures

Jens Wilson Orchard T)t

—is the winsome teacher
of the country school in
The Vanishing American.
Those who remember her
wonderful performance in
The Covered Wagon will

watch eagerly for this new
role. Other Paramount
Pictures featuring her are:
Welcome Home, Rugged
Water and Irish Luck.

—plays the title role of
The Vanishing American.
He makes a magnificent
Indian, combining the
lion and the fox in plot
and deed! Other Para-
mount Pictures in which
he is appearing are: The
Ten Commandments,The
Lucky Devil, and Wom-
anhandled.

—is the envy of even best-
selling authors. He wrote
The Vanishing American.
The vast number enjoy-
ing the book are keenly
expectant of its Para-
mount picturization.
Other Paramount Zane
Grey Pictures are : Wild
Horse Mesa, Light of
Western Stars, and The
Thundering Herd.

jfoah Tbtcry

—plays the official in
charge of the Indian Res-
ervation. Villainy and
smiles go together, and
the more you hate the
character the more you
admire the actor. Other
Paramount Pictures in
which he is seen are: Light
of Western Stars, Wild
Horse Mesa and Lord Jim.

/A \

c
f>ltt?

C

$>r(mson

—is the touchstone of
mirth. Indifference be-
comes smiles, and smiles
a volley of laughter when
he appears. Make a list

of his Paramount Pictures
and enjoy them. Start
with: The Night Club,
Paths to Paradise and A
Regular Fellow.

—leaped into fame as the
Peter Pan girl. Today
her success in A Kiss for
Cinderella has outranked
even Peter Pan. Other
Paramount Pictures in
which she appears are:
The Golden Princess, Not
So Long Ago, and Are
Parents People?

A tvl L A N 6

Reinthal &
Newman, N.Y.

Produced by
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Adolph Zukor, President

New York City

The End of the Trail
Races pass and leave the old, old story of strife and song.

The Indian passes in this our time, within the Reservation

gates ; a figure as sinister as a bloody arrow, but filling the

eye and the heart with his tragedy. "Adieu, Vanishing

American, adieu — may you find the Happy Hunting

Ground of your camp fire dreams.

This epic of the Indian has already been acclaimed by hundreds of

audiences as ranking with The Covered Wagon in scope, power and

human interest.

Here is a picture of enmity and gallantry and fierce love-making in

the very shadow of danger. The vision of Paramount, Zane Grey,

Director George B. Seitz and Supervisor Lucien Hubbard searched

out and composed all this for you, the Paramount organization pur-

suing, as it always does, the ideal material for the greatest shows that

human beings can desire.
r 1 i

Like stately ships magically appearing one after another on the ho-

rizon, and slowly coming in full view, came The Covered Wagon, The

Ten Commandments, Peter Pan, The Pony Express, A Kiss for Cinderella,

That Royle Qirl, and now the Vanishing American, sailing the sea of

more than one or two seasons' brief popularity, and even so being

but leaders of a great fleet cruising literally to the admiration of all

lands and peoples.

'Wherever you find the name PARAMOUNT you've found The
End of the Trail to the Greatest Show in Town.

paramount
pictures

If it's a Paramount Picture it's the best show in town./"
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Art Ability

ANALYZED FREE
HERE is your opportunity to find

out how much talent you have.
A simple, scientifically prepared ques-
tionnaire tests your natural sense of
design, proportion, color, perspective,
etc., indicating whether it will be
worth while to develop your ability
to draw, and showing how much train-
ing will be needed. You will be frank-
ly informed as to what your score
shows. This analysis may show you the
way to a bigger future—a real career.

Federal Students Are Successful
Many Federal School students are

making $3,500, $4,000, $5,000, and
$6,000 yearly. The Federal School is

recognized everywhere by employers
of artists, and by buyers of art work.
Big prices are paid for drawings and
designs, for they are a necessity in
modern business.

Learn Commercial Art at Home
If you like to draw, an almost sure

indication of talent, the Federal
Course will soon place you in a posi-
tion to earn a handsome income.
Some students earn more than the
cost of the course while studying.
Many nationally known artists have
contributed exclusive, illustrated les-

sons to the Federal Course, which
has been prepared to train the stu-
dent in the quickest possible time.
No previous training is needed. You
will receive personal, individual criti-
cism on your work.

Send TODAY for
Your Questionnaire!

Just fill out and mail the coupon.
There is no cost or obligation to you.

±J i_1 T\_Commercial Designing
1069 Federal Schools Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Send i»c your analysis questionnaire with-
out cost or obligation.

Name

Present
Age Occupation

(Write your address plainly in margin)

P"> (^H.orma Shearer carries
"Pedro" around in a glass
because she's afraid he'll

be mistaken fo/Rin-Tin-
Tin.

D. M. Smith. Thanks for information
regarding Dorothy Dwan. I note the fair
Dorothy was born in Sedalia, Mo., April
26, 1906; not being from Missouri, I can
assure you Til take your word for it.

W. L. T., (Jersey City). All questions
should be addressed to me care of Screen-
land offices.

Eugenia Sneddon. May McAvoy was
born in New York 1901. She has dark
hair, and blue eyes. Height 4.11. A case
of good things coming in small parcels.
Norma Shearer is a Canadian and I believe
she weighs around 120. Norma lives in
Hollywood. Alice Terry hails from Texas
and weighs 115. Height 5.1. Betty Bron-
son was born in Trenton, New Jersey. .

Sometimes she lives in New York and some-
times on the coast. It all depends where
she is making pictures.

Alfred Roth. Do you consider me fa-
mous, or just my photos, Alf? I'm asking
you!

Viola Cason. Glad you liked the infor-
mation contained in my personal letter. Let
me hear from you again.

June B. Bebe Daniels is with Famous-
Players, and while in New York has mail
addressed to her care of Famous-Players
Lasky, Astoria, L. I. No, Bebe isn't mar-
ried, although that isn't the fault of the
men. Malcolm McGregor is married.

Kathleen X. (England). Wembley must
have been intensely interesting, and I can
imagine the thrill of the massed bands at
the Tattoo. Seems strange with the throngs
of people viewing the exhibits daily that the
promoters declare a loss—or is that only a
rumor?

Georgina and Betty. Harold Lloyd was
born in Nebraska in 1893. Mildred Davis
is a Philadelphia girl. Charles Chaplin was
born in Paris (France) in 1889 and Syd is
Charlie's big brother. Milton Sills born
1882. Robert E. Milash and Albert Hart
were two of the cast in"The Roughneck"-
George O'Brien was the hero.

Vive La Daniels. See answer to June B.

Geraldine Farrar, Wallace Reid and Mar-
gery Daw in "Joan the Woman." Elliott
Dexter and Raymond Hatton in "The Whis'
pering Chorus." This was a de-Mille-Art-
craft production issued in 1918. "Male and
Female" is a Famous-Players-Lasky film of
1919, and the cast included Gloria Swan-
son, Lila Lee, Julia Faye, Theodore Roberts,
Raymond Hatton and Thomas Meighan.
Some cast! "Why Change Your Wife" was
also a Famous-Players picture with Gloria
Swanson, Bebe Daniels, Sylvia Ashton and
Jane Wolfe in the cast. This was produced
in 1920. Eleanor Boardman born in Phila-
delphia 1898. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is

now eighteen. Betty Bronson is one of my
favorites too. She is seventeen and her lat-
est picture is "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Come again!

R. M. You want me to treat you gently,
and after the nice compliment you paid me,
what else can a poor girl do! See answers
to June B. and Vive la Daniels for remarks
re

^
Bebe. I should imagine Bebe could take I

a "kidding" well; since you ask me.

Esther Thompson. I've been called many
things in my day, but this is positively the
first time^anyone has addressed me as "Elin-
or Glyn." I don't like it; I don't write that
kind of fiction either, and my hair isn't re
nor my eyes green, and while appreciating
the fact you would honor my picture with
a frame—I just haven't one to send you.

Evelyn Grovier. • Far be it for me to say
that movie stars are made and not born, but
it takes more than just chestnut hair and
blue eyes to elevate the average fair maiden
to stardom. You'll have to produce other
qualifications. What boy's address do you
want—would you like, say, Ben Lyon's? I
know lots of addresses!

M. /. S. There isn't a successor to Wal-
lie Reid, and I doubt if there ever will be.
I don't know of any actor who could be
called his "successor." Blanche Yurka is,

or was, I'm not sure which, Mrs. Ian Keith.

Ernest F. Frances X. Bushman played
lead in_ the original "Graustar\" and Eu-
gene O'Brien in the recent edition. Greg-
ory Kelly was the stage hero of "Seven-
teen."
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Theodore Beatrico. You seem a little off

the track, Theo—why address me as Ru'
dolph Valentino, Mary Pickford, Jack Holt

and Thomas Meighan? Now sit right down
and write me again telling exactly what you
want to ask and IT1 do my best to answer
you.

"A Buzzing B." Buzz, Buzz! Well, a

few of the things necessary to fit you for

the screen would be: some knowledge of

acting, personality, ability to dance, drive a

car, swim and so on. But you say you are

an actor; well then, I can't tell you a thing.

Probably you could tell me lots.

Dorothy Dawson. You think my page
interesting; that's good! Ronald Colman
was the handsome hero in "The "White Sis'

ter"; but as to who is the handsomest man
in pictures, Dorothy, my dear, I value my
skin too much to mention any name. Rich'

ard Dix in "The Vanishing American."
Jackie Coogan's newest picture is "Old
Clothes."

Mary's Admirer. It is rumored Mary
Miles Minter may soon appear on the New
York stage, and I really don't quite know
why she hasn't been on the screen for so

many years. She is 5.2, but it's too long
since I saw her last even to guess her
weight.

Anna Stum (Elmhurst). Oh yes, Cc
rinne Griffith's parents are very much alive

in Texas, where Corinne was born. Texar-
kana, to be exact. Her husband is also

one hundred per cent American. As I

write, Corinne is in New York on a hurried
shopping trip and Fifth Avenue is raising

flags—and prices—in her honor.

John L. Williams. Sorry, old chap, but
the only thing I know about vaudeville is a

good turn when I see it. Can't tell you
how to break into that game at all.

Anna Vwanc\. Why Anna, I give Tom
Mix's address so often that my typewriter
just naturally knows how to write it unaided
now. It's Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western
Ave., Hollywood.

Agnes. Esther Ralston is about 5.5, and
weighs 120. Nita Naldi is 5.8, Mary Astor
5.5. Katherine MacDonald is 5.8. Betty
Blythe about 5.7. Being commissioner of
weights and measures out in Hollywood
should be a dandy job for a bright young
man.

Elizabeth Rigngold. Call me answerwc
man and I'll tell you that Estelle Taylor is

5.4 and a half and Leatrice Joy is 5.3. See
answers to your other questions elsewhere
in this column.

Laura LaPlante Admirer. No, the Bar-
thelmess' are merely separated, and the baby
belongs to each of them six months in every
year. Laura LaPlante was born November,
1904, is unmarried, and while I don't know
how many figures appear on her weekly
check they'd most likely make her a won'
derful wife for any man.

Fran\ Lettera. Douglas Fairbanks is 42.

His first picture was "The Lamb," made for

Triangle in 1914. Address him 7100 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood.

A. S. R. Virginia Valli was married to

Demmy Lamson, but I believe they are now
divorced. Address her care of Universal

Pictures, Universal City, Cal. As far as I

know her real honest-to-goodness name has
been Virginia Valli ever since she was born

January 19, 1895. (Cont. on page 101)

Swordsman -Lover
Debauchee!

Artist Supreme in Gold and Silver

Here is your chance to own the

unexpurgated Autobiography of

Benvenuto Cellini

You have read something of this

extraordinary man, friend and boon

companion of Michael Angelo—
protege of many Popes— duelist,

carouser, perfect artist in metals,

sculptor of Hercules in marble and

bronze, and designer of the great

"Medusa" which has thrilled genera-

tions of artists.

Read Cellini's own life, as he tells it

himself, his pen freed from all mod-
ern inhibitions.

Live with him through hundreds of

extraordinary escapades, where life

hangs on the flickering flame of a

candle, or is staked on the toss of a

coin. Sit in his studio while he

models the grim features of Cesar

Borgia, or the gracious limbs and
throat of the frail Bona Roba of

Florence.

Go with him to that amazing party
in honor of Michael Angelo, where
each guest brought the most beau-

tiful girl he knew, and where Cellini

snatched the prize by introducing a

boy in women's robes, his hair

dressed by the waiting lady of a
queen.

All this in one handy
454-page volume

Old-fashioned editions of this master
work, by no means available in all

libraries, comprise two or three
bulky volumes. But now you may
have it in a single beautiful book,

complete and unexpurgated—just as

it came from Cellini's pen.

This is Cellini's
Masterpiece: the Fam-
ous Rospitjfiosi Cup.
Reproduced by courtesy

Of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art.

Here's a book everyone should own.
A medieval history, an interpreta-

tion of the Renaissance, a swash-

Joseph Schildkraut as Cellini and Nana
Bryant as the Duchess in the

play, "The Firebrand."

buckling, romance and one of the
world's great autobiographies— all

in one book.

The "Firebrand"

You have seen, perhaps, in New
York, "The Firebrand," a popular
play with Benvenuto Cellini as hero. Not
only in drama has this' amazing book been
immortalized, but even on the operatic
stage. A vivid picture of the most vivid
period in art, and in social and political
history. Everything Cellini did or failed
to do during his long life is crowded, as
jewels into a treasure vault, into this
flashing volume.

Are you interested in Art? Here is a price-
less manual of the age of Michael Angelo.
In History? Here are Italy and France

from 1500 to 1562
pictured by one who
swung a sword with his

own hand in the sack of

Rome. In Sociology?
Here is the XVIth cen-
tury, violent and licen-

tious, lived before your
very eyes. In Literature?
Here is a masterpiece of
narrative, written by a
braggart and a murder-
er, a sculptor and mu-
sician.

Another

Reynolds

Book

SEND NO MONEY!
This is another Reynolds book. At your
book store. If not in stock, we will send
you this new edition for one week's free
examination. At the end of one week,
return it or remit the special introductory
price, of $3.00.

Be prompt. Only a few hundred
copies are on hand; send this cou-

pon now, today, before you forget
it or mislay it. Why not tear

it off and mail immediately?

REYNOLDS

PUBLISHING CO.

250 Park Ave.

New York

To the
REYNOLDS

PUBLISHING
CO., 250 Park Ave.,

N. Y. C.

Send me, without expense or
obligation for FREE examina-

tion, the new edition of Benven-
uto Cellini's Autobiography. I will

keep it for one week. I will then
remit $3 and keep the book, or I will

return the book to you and not be obli-

gated in any way.
fMr.

Name i Mfs
j

[ Miss
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WOOtoWOOO
We train you quickly right in your own

home. Tremendousfieldin Modern Photo-
graphy. Newspapers, magrazini 3,advertisers etcMeed thousands of high-class photos. 35,000 splen-did locations open now. My amazing new method
equips you to earn $50 to $100 a week while learn-
ing. Shows you how to do the kind ofwork turnedcut in Chicago and New York studios. Also how
to start big money business of your own.

I WriteatonceforFREE—1 camera offer. I give you
.
high grade professional Camera
free. Offer open onlyshorttime—
act at once. I guarantee my training.
INTERNATIONAL STUDIOS. Inc.
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 1312,

Chicago, U. S. A.

A POUND EVERY DAY
NATURE'S WAY

EUROPEAN discovery makes it
possible to reduce by Nature's
method. FLOKAZONA actually
washes away excess flesh through
the pores. No dieting, no exer-
cising, no drags. Simply dissolve
Florazona, a fragrant powder, in your
bath; stay in for 15 minutes and one-halfpound to one pound of weight melts away'

FLORAZONA
Absolutely Harmless — Nothing Internal
Physicians, nurses and thousands of users
recommend this natural way to reduce. Contains no epsom™ s

' »
no

n „
a,um

- „
Simple, safe, sure and natural ! Send

onlj $1.00 for 3 concentrated treatments postpaid, in-cluding free booklet. Money Back Guarantee.
FLORAZONA Corp., Suite G B, 100 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

A NATURAL
BEAUTY

Enjoy a youthful
appearance of ex-
quisite charm minus

that "made up" look.
A beauty so natural, the
use of a toilet prepara-
tion cannot be detected.
Made in White Flesh Rachel

GoURAUDS

ORIENTAL CREAM
Send 10c. for Trial Size

T. Hopkins & Son, New York City

OU CAN OTL PAIMT
1

cud
2SSr^?J.JfSe "luotrated book. PICTORIAL ARTSTUDIOS, Inc., Dept.AS, 2731 No. Clark St., Chicago.

([ What the players tal\ about
when they reach K[ew Tor\
and the night clubs.

((John Gilbert going bac\ id finish
"La Boheme" after dashing off

.
for the opening of "The Big
Parade" in Jvjeio Tor\.

np hERE may have been other screen stars, ster, and if she ever got tired of acting in
JL in the east recently; but nobody saw the movies she could turn to a dozen otherthem, for Jack Gilbert was here. Never, occupations and make a success, too.even in the heyday of their popularity, have
Chaplin or Doug or Rudy or anyone else
ever enjoyed the sensation which greeted J ady Windermere's Fan had its first
Jack. He is probably the first and only male JL/showing in New York at a new supper
star in pictures to be appearing in two tre- club, the Casa Lopez. The guest of honor was
mendous .successes on Broadway at the same Irene Rich, who is featured in the picture;
tune. He brought with him the print of and also present were all the Brothers War-'
The Big Parade and helped in its installation ner—H. M., Sam, Abe, and—well, those
in the Astor Theatre, where it is a knock- other ones. Sam proudly introduced his
°Ut

ri^' bride, who was Lena Basquette (not pro-
Gilbert stayed at the Algonquin but nounced Basket!) of the Follies before she

couldn't be made to eat there. He refuses forsook a dancing career to become the wife

ki k
6

,

lionized
'

Forced into the Ritz, he of a movie magnate. Mabel Normand was
blushed all over his face and neck and in present with Norbert Lusk, the screen critic,
his confusion dropped a lighted cigarette Late in the evening Natacha Rambova (Mrs.
on the carpet. He and Colman, the present Valentino), Dagmar Godowsky, and others
day idols, are also the shyest. And it's re appeared. If you ever danced to Vincent
freshing to find them that way. Lopez' music over the radio, you know thatWhen The Big Parade had its New York the dance floor was crowded. Every time
premier before a really distinguished aud- Miss Irene Rich rose to dance she "got a
lence, Gilbert sat in about the ninth row, hand", much to that lovely lady's amuse-
slouched down in his seat. They wanted ment.
him to make a speech but he wouldn't. * * *£"h0 sat beside hira? Leatrice

r
J°y' IfF you want to know the reason that Betty

want to wVTrVrT^/T ^ Bronson has been transferred from theT'
T
'° ; f

Ut don 1

J
orZet that both Jack cast of Dancing Mothers, you must remem-

Teit Z TlTwed
.

n
7

er ^ m"ry again, ber that Famous Players is determined to

shm,M U tl \u
lnl 1°y'G

Afeit
-
or keep Betty's screen slate clean. She canshould it be the_ other way around? piay no r61es except the sweetest . No flap ,

'" * pers for her.

You may have your own ideas as to how
a screen star spends her holidays. But j ohn Roche, one of Warner's best bets,

you 11 never guess how Helen Ferguson J came to town just for a holiday. If you
spent Thanksgiving She finished her part like your actors tall, John, will qualify, for
in the Fathe serial, Casey of the Coast he towered above everybody in the Algon-
Ituards, but not in time to get back to Cali- quin and only his beaming smile and gen-
tornia. Her husband Bill Russell, had to erally boyish air prevented him from being
go west on business, So Helen turned down positively terrifying. He didn't miss the
all the invitations from fellow film stars premier of his favorite director's favorite
and other friends and slipped off by her- picture, either. Three guesses,
self and was gone two days. She went to ... ^
Boston, visited all the "sights of interest",
prowled around the historic sites, and had ^>ne of the loveliest ladies ever seen in
a great time. She became a devotee of New \J these parts is the French actress, Mile.
England ^history while on location for her Marchele, a Famous Players inspiration and
serial and she could think of no better way importation. You will remember her as
to spend her holiday than packing in some Napoleon's sister in Gloria's Madame Sans
new impressions. But then Helen always Gene. Well, she's even more beautiful than
was a keen, clear-sighted, intelligent young- she looked. Watch for her.
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IF you want to be sweet and pretty and

clever as Lois Moran, try Lois' vegetable

diet. Well, it won't do you any harm, any-

way. The lovely little Moran never eats

meat. Her luncheon consists of raw carrots,

cabbage, cottage cheese with mayonnaise,

figs, dates, and nuts. She eats it and she

likes it. And she does her daily dozen or

two to the phonograph accompaniment every

morning. Now aren't you ashamed of your-

selves for falling down on that, you lazy

things?
-< * *

The first scenes of the picture featuring

the graduates of the Paramount School

of Screen Acting were shot under the direc-

tion of Sam Wood the other day, over in

Astoria. It was an important occasion not

only for the youngsters but for their in-

structors—and also for the regular, dyed-

in-the-wool actors at the studio, who have

been registering interest in the race - ever

since it began. Soon you'll be seeing the

boys and the girls who have been scientifi-

cally trained to film careers—and how they

grew.

Ethel Barrymore sponsored a special

professional matinee of Samuel Gold-

wyn's Stella Dallas, because she thinks it is

the finest picture ever made and because it

made her cry more than any play ever did!

At the formal opening, Lois Moran shared

honors with her screen mother, Belle Ben-

nett—from opposite boxes they bowed to

the audience and each other. Sam himself

sat in a back row with Mrs. Goldwyn and

Joseph Hergesheimer. Miss Bennett and

Lois are appearing again in their mother-

daughter roles in a Robert Kane production,

in. which Lowell Sherman also is playing.

Miss Bennett's interesting performance of

Stella has a story behind it. Her only son

died while she was making the picture.

And a good trouper never deserts. She

stayed and played. And her acting in the

role is making screen history.

Mabel Normand's stage play, Tfie

Little Mouse, was not a success in its

try-out; and »the former screen comedienne
will make another try at it. She will soon

appear in a Woods farce to be seen first in

or around New York. Meanwhile, she is

renewing her acquaintances of motion pic-

ture years, and making a valiant effort to

"come back." % % ^

RUDY and Natacha almost passed each

other on the Atlantic, but not quite.

She was coming back from Paris where, it

is said, she saw about getting her divorce

from the screen's first sheik. He was on his

way to Europe to visit his folks in Italy.

Before he sailed, Rudy said he hadn't been
informed of any divorce proceedings and
seemed very sad when they were mentioned.

But Natacha, having laid her plans for a

career of her own as a screen star for F.

B. O., apparently isn't concerned with her

husband's feelings. She brought back flocks

of gorgeous gowns and wraps and hats, and
her tall, graceful figure, usually attired bril-

liantly and bizarrely, topped by her queenly

head in its inevitable turban, has been a

familiar sight in Manhattan's mad whirl

since she came back.

It was a more mature and attractive Val-

entino who met his friends in New York.
He gave a tea at his apartment in the Ritz

before embarking, and every screen celebrity

in town came to say hello. Lois Wilson,
looking smarter than usual in a jaunty red

street dress and hat, was with her always

smart and pretty sister, Diana Kane.
Leatrice Joy breezed in. Fay Lanphier, Par-

amount's American Venus, was telling Lois

all about her studio experiences so far. Lois

Moran and her mother was there, raving

about Vilma Banky in The Eagle. ' Olga
Petrova of the stage, erstwhile of the screen,

dropped in. And Alice Lake and Gaston

Glass, who seem to be sponsoring a new
off-screen romance, came to renew old

friendship with Rudy. In fact, Alice was
greeted with a comradely kiss. But Gaston

showed no symptoms of jealousy. And any-

-way, didn't Rudy tell somebody he is still

in- love with Mle. Rambova? Or did he?

When we saw Allene Ray just before

she said "California, here I come",

she was wearing an unusually smart frock,

so the inevitable question was hurled at her:

"Where did you get it?" "Oh," replied

Allene in her shy, sweet way, "I made it

myself."

This daring serial queen can't walk
through a department store without falling

for yards and yards of some fabric which
catches her fancy. The first thing you know,
it's a dress, and so smart that she is accused

of long-distance Paris shopping. She may
ride bucking bronchos and lassoo villains

and trip up pursuers in her pictures; but at

home she's just the kind of girl who's nice

to have around. Anyway, her brand new
husband thinks so.

Mae Murray apparently isn't going to

Germany after all.

She came to Manhattan for the express

purpose of sailing for Europe from here.

But she's still in town and shows no signs

of leaving. It is quite possible that Mae
will stay at home and make American pic-

tures. But not for Metro-Goldwyn. Both
the star and the company are. equally deter-

mined about that.

TTF you are an old-time fan, if you remem-
JL ber those old days of the Biograph stock

company under David Wark Griffith's di-

rection, when it was no uncommon occur-

rence to see in one picture Mary Pickford,

Lillian and Dorothy Gish, and many other

present celebs., maybe, then, you'll remem-
ber one of the prettiest blondes of them all.

Her name was Gertrude Bambrick, and she

was better known as "Gertie". She was a

dancer on the stage and only left to go in

the then-despised movies because Griffith's

scouts persisted. One day in the studio a

young Irishman saw her and his blue eyes

lighted. "I'm going to marry that cute kid,"

he is reported as declaring. And he did.

Gertie Bambrick became Mrs. Marshall
Neilan and the mother of Mickey, Junior.

Today, at all the important film functions

in the east, you will see this same Gertrude.

Her hair isn't blonde any more; but she

is pretty and she looks happy. Mickey, Jr.,

is nine now; and his daddy is married to

Blanche Sweet. The first Mrs. Neilan is the

wife of a motion picture trade magazine ex-

ecutive, and has no yearnings to go back
to the screen.

* * *

T a recent picture premier, Lewis Stone,

in a box with Mrs. Stone, shared atten-

tion with the film. He is seen more rarely

in public than most of the other well-

knowns, and his appearance on this occasion

was the signal for a quiet outburst from the

fans waiting outside the theatres. They
couldn't have been disappointed, for Lew,
besides looking exactly as he does on the

screen, adds to that a more genial manner
than is usually associated with him. Averse
to persistent publicity, it's apparent that

like every other human being he appreciates

appreciation, and he surely got it that night.

Draw
Opportunity Is Knocking at Your Door

Miss Hazel Smith drew the small picture at the right
before studying with us. The large drawing she made
recently. Note the wonderful improvement accomplished
through our training.

Miss- Smith states. "I have found the Federal Course
an excellent 'all around art education' of very practical

value, commercially. From a selling position two years
ago that paid me $18.00 a week, I am now making
$60.00 and $70.00 a week doing the kind of work I
enjoy. In a day I often make more than I did in a
week, two years ago. The Federal Course has been
invaluable in placing me in this position."

Miss Smith is one of many girl students who have
found our art training a quick and pleasant road to
success.

Do You Like to Draw?
If you are one of the few so favored by nature, why not
make the most of your talent? Follow your natural
bent and take the surest road to independence—

a

pleasant road— earning money by doing the thing
you like.

An Uncrowded, Unlimited Field
Publishers, each year, buy millions of dollars worth of
illustrations for magazines, newspapers, etc. Illus-
trating is the highest type of art. Women are well
fitted for this work and have eaual opportunities with
men.

Federal Training Gets Results
because experts have prepared the course, over fifty

nationally famous artists having contributed exclusive
lessons and drawings thereto. The Federal School is a
higher class institution giving practical art instruction
by mail. It is nationally known through the success
of its students, many of whom do work for the best
magazines and newspapers. You can learn at home
during spare time. No previous training necessary.

Send Today for "A Road to Bigger
Things"

A Free illustrated book, which you should read before
deciding on a career. It tells about illustrating as a
profession, about the famous artists who have helped
build the Federal Course and shows remarkable work
by our students. If you like to draw, just write your
name, age, occupation and address in the margin,
mail it to us and we will
send you the book, free.

2246 Federal School Bldg. Minneapolis, Minn.

Brings you this
ECTANGULAR WATCH1.

JL <**t\ 14 Kt. rolled white gold case, plati-
num style, beautifully engraved.
Silk ribbon band, engraved clasp.
High grade ruby and sapphire jew-
eled movement, tested, regulated,
perfect time-keeper, 25-year guar-
antee given each watch.
Just send $1. down. Your watch

comes for 30 days trial to convince
of its service and perfect time-

keeping. If you keep it send $3 a month for 4 months: full price only
J12.95. If not'pleased, return watch and we will return your deposit
Order your watch now. Rush SI. at once.

154 Nassau Street
Dept. D-2, New YorkGUARANTY WATCH CO.
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Something ^J^EJV
for BOBBED HAIR

There is a tremendous difference

in bobs. Some are wonderfully

attractive and becoming, while
others, well—which kind is yours?

* I wish you could picture the
becoming kind I have in mind—
the sort that makes men turn to

admire. I can't tell you what the
color is, but it's full of those tiny

dancing lights that somehow sug-

gest auburn, yet which is really no
more actual color than sunlight is.

It's only when the head is moved
that you catch the auburn sugges-

tion— the fleeting glint of gold.

You have no idea how much
your bob can be improved with the

"tiny tint" Golden Glint Shampoo
will give it. If you want a bob like

that I have in mind, buy a package
and see for yourself. At all drug
stores, or send 25^ direct to J. W.
Kobi Co., 622 Rainier Avenue,
Seattle, Washington.

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO

WW didnt your
story go over?

Take your manuscript out of its envel-
ope and reread it. It lacks only the
professional touch to make it sell at two,
three, even five cents a word. That
"touch"—elusive as it may seem to you—can be taught; and the Palmer Insti-
tute of Authorship can teach it to you.
Xo matter how many stories you have
failed to sell . . . how many thin, curt
rejections have disheartened you— if you
have potential writing- ability, the Palmer
Institute can discover it, develop it—
enable you to write stories that sell. They
offer short story and photoplay training
that is as personal as if the successful
novelist stood at your desk while you. write
of Jeremy, perhaps, or droll sad Mabel;
and helped you lead them to a logical cli-

max. For details, send coupon.

I PALMER INSTITUTE OF AUTHORSHIP~!
j

Palmer Building, Hollywood, Calif. 22B
• Please send me, without expense or obli-
I gation, information about your home-study I

f course in: Short Story Writing
English Expression Photoplay Writing '

I
I

[ Name _

I Address.
\

I All correspondence strictly confidential I

' ,

Z300KS fcor

FANS

df Ramon l<[ovarro tells how
the boo\ of Ben Hur, General
Lew Wallace's masterpiece,

drove and inspired him to

play the character. ({Ramon K[ovarro (Ben Hur) driv
ing the chariot in the race which
has been filmed for the screen
version of the famous boo\.

By Ramon Novarro

"p,EN'HuR" had a curious effect on me.
JO I had read—or had heard read—the

novel when a boy, retaining only vaguely a
memory of it; and when Metro-Goldwyn'
Mayer offered me the role of Ben'Hur in
the picturization of the Lew Wallace novel,
it just seemed an actor's job—very interest-
ing and important, it is true: yet, essen-
tially, like other work. .One of the studio
staff suggested: "Read the book!" I ac-
cepted the suggestion, and dipped in

—

I had gotten only into the Wise Men of
the East scene when I realized that here

was a setting that transcended any book or
play or continuity I had ever been acquaint-
ed with. The Star of Bethlehem ... the
Nativity ... the Adoration ,. . . the Edict
of Herod ... the Flight into Egypt—
nearly a hundred pages filled with the
mightiest event in history; an event which
every follower of the divine Jesus looks
upon as the birth and starting place of his
religion. Somehow Judah, son of Ithamar,
prince of the House of Hur, assumed a
totally different significance to me after
those hundred pages!
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At Last!

THE INCLUSIVE EDITION
OF JOSEPH CONRAD
— at a saving of $140.75 over the limited

Autographed Sun Dial Edition

MOST bookish people have heard of the fa-
mous Sun Dial Edition of Joseph Conrad.
The great novelist autographed it, and wrote

a special preface to each one of the twenty-four
volumes. The sets sold for $175.75 each, and 735
wealthy book-collectors paid a total sum of $129,-
176.25 for this edition.

The new Inclusive Edition, offered here, is
printed from the same style mid size of type as
the Sun Dial Edition. It contains the same fas-
cinating special prefaces by Conrad. But, instead
of selling for $175.75 cash, like the autographed
Sun Dial Edition, its price is only $35.00 and
even this sum may be paid in convenient small
amounts, if desired.
For those who want to own Conrad complete

—

and what intelligent book-lover does not?—this is
the best opportunity ever presented.

" Romance Is Dead—Not Conrad "

The story of Conrad is one of the most amaz-
ing in the annals of literature. He did not speak
English until past twenty. He had never written
a line before he was forty. Yet, the world's most
famous authors ultimately paid homage to him as
the greatest of them all; his original manuscripts,
at an auction before his death, sold for $110,998
( probably no such tribute had ever been paid to
an author while he was still alive)

;
above all.

thousands of intelligent people all over the world
counted eveiy story from him as an event.
"Komance is dead now, not Conrad," one wo-

man wrote when she heard of his death. It ex-
pressed beautifully how thousands felt about the
passing of this great Master.

The Secret of Conrad
The secret of Conrad's fascination lies, above

all, m the exciting narratives he had to tell. No
one could ever tell a story like Conrad, and no one
has ever had such tales to tell. He himself had
met these men he wrote about—the riffraff of the
world thrown up in the mysterious East—outcasts,
adventurers, sailors, rough traders, thieves, mur-
derers.

He had met, too, these strange and ever-be-
witching women who move through his pages.
They were real people, all of them: he knew their
lives, their "stories." And what breathless narra-
tives they are! "Such tales as men tell under the
haunting stars"—that, in a phrase, typifies them.

Sent for Examination

One of the truest tilings ever said of Conrad
was the comment of Gouvemeur Morris. (It is
among those in the panel at the right.) Xo one
who professes to appreciate good literature can
afford not to be familiar with every one of his
great novels.

If you do not as yet have Conrad among vour
books at home, this is an exceptional opportunity
The new Inclusive Edition—twentv-four volumes
—will be sent to you for examination. Eead some
of Conrad s own wonderful prefaces; above all
read some of his stories. You will realize quicklv
why the world's greatest writers acclaimed him
as Master of them all.

The publishers advise immediate acceptance of
this offer, for at this popular price the edition is
fast being exhausted.

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City Dept. C-1201 New York

What Other
Writers Think

of Conrad:

Those who haven't
read Conrad are not
well read.—Gouvemeur

Morris

Here. surely, if
ever, is genius

—

—Hugh Walpole

The only writing of
the last twelve years
that will enrich the
English language to
any extent.—Galsworthy

Here, at last, is a
novelist who under-
stands as the poets do.—Christopher

Morley

In all his novels
there is a harmony
of tone absolutely-
orchestral in effect.—/oseph

Sergesheimer

There is no one like
him; there is no one
remotely like him.—B. L. Mencken

To stand in a sum-
mer - stifled, m a n-
smeUing city street
and to feel suddenlv
a fresh salt wind
from the far-off pas-
tures of the sea—this
is a sensation when
one comes upon a
book by Joseph Con-
rad.—Mary Austin

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
Dept. C-1201, Garden City, New York

jjSag ,l™
cLfor

,

rnJ' inspection the New Inclusive Edition of Joseph
return thl -pr n

P
,
let

?
W
?
rkS a

'J
d abi0

»
tne special!? written prefaced

snecUl price of *«Ki °
Sen

.

d y
?.
U PS? "• rst Parent and OXLYspeciai price of S3o.00 is paid. Cash discount 5%.

Conrad in 21 volumes that
Within a week I agree to
S3.00 A MONTH until the

References (or occupation)..

Check here if you want to inspect the rich half leather binding, and change terms to $60:
payable J5.00 a month.
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cWommMtraxil
In you there lies a charm—a real, glowing

personality which now is dormant and un-
discovered. House it—bring it to life, so that

all may see and admire your real self. Show
the world a firm, unwrinkled complexion,

flawless and radiant. Reveal a delicately

modeled, graceful iigure, and crown all with
sparkling eyes and a newly found poise,

vigor, and health.

Health Means Beauty—
Cosmetics are only temporary, reducing gar-

ments are harmful, and drugs are dangerous.
Dr. Rolley, therefore, has excluded these
artifices and offers instead a way by which
you too may gain health and beauty with-
out going to extremes of diet or excessive

exercise. His booklet reveals the secret of

looking well and being well. Send for

FREE copy today!

Jr. James C. Rolley, Dept. 2A,
1457 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Send me free of charge and obligation, a copy

of your booklet, "Youth, Health and Beauty."

Name
Address .'.

[City State

ONLY
ONE TO

EACH PERSON
Fleur D'Or (Flower of Gold)

PARFUM EXQUISITE

To Introduce this most delightful of all flower
essences,we offer a large, imported, novelty vial

filled with this echo of a golden flower garden,
for the insignificant sum of 25c--to cover pack-
ing and mailing costs! Each Fleur D'Or contain-
er is a hand-blown vial of a fairylike delicacy.

Even the stopper is protected by egolden screw*
cap. Ideal for carrying wherever you go . , .

and a lasting golden odor not soon for*
gotten. Get one full $1 size vial of
Fleur D'Or for 25c — 35c if out*
side U.S. Additional viala at
full price. Sendyourtri-
al order now! Send
this ad, 25c, your
name and address. m

MAISON D'OR — Parfumers
147 Fourth Ave., Desk II, New York City

iMIUIIUIUilUIUIIUIMlMIJTOTgBS

Short-Story Writing
A practical forty-lesson
course in the writing and
marketing of the Short Story,
taught by Dr. J. Berg Esen-
wein, famous critic and
teacher; EditorofThe
Writer's Monthly.

One pupil has earned over
$5,000 writing in his spare
time—hundreds are selling
constantly to the leading
publishers.

150 page catalog free. Please address

The Home Correspondence School
Established 1897

Dept. 25 Springfield, Mass.

I»r Hi-MIZMi;l»JZH.-|»jrl«JZMj=:MJ_M!_Mj

c&oston

I Known and loved by four generations
ON SALE EVERYWHERE

Write for frcr sample of face powder and Booklet

illustrating new Lablachk Creations

Ben Levy Co., Dept. 51 115 Kingston St., Boston, U.S.A.

The proud Sadducean family, and the

lowly Jesus!

How could I help being thrilled by the

contrast? How indeed fail to realise that

the story meant Divine Love's conquest

over the rich and powerful of the earth,

and with this thrilling realization I went
forward to the enactment of, the character.

Truly Ben-Hur is beautifully pictured by
Lew Wallace. Ingenuous, brave and boy-

ish, devoted to his mother and sister, filled

with youthful enthusiasm for his chum and
equally for the world's high adventure, yet

deeply prideful of his Jewishness and will-

ing to dare and suffer all rather than to

forego principle. What a charming light-

ness, an idyllic quality if I may say so, in

his first meeting with Esther in the market
place, where he restores the crippled dove
to her hand and craves to know her better!

Why, he is to me his forebear, the Shep-

herd Prince David, come to life again, and
I felt a renewal of the essential spirit of

youth in entering into the portrayal.

The more somber parts of .the action

brought my attention again to the marvels

of the book in its painting of the wicked-

ness, lust and cruelty of the Greek or Ro-
man world at the opening of the Christian

era, and to the sublime power of our Holy
faith in combatting these conditions and
eventually overcoming them. It was my
recreation at this period to visit the Castle

of Saint Angelo, the museum and library of

the Vatican, Saint Peter's Cathedral and in

particular the wonderful Sistine and other

galleries where the concepts of our religion

are picturized in visible form by Michael
Angelo and Raphael.
Had I wanted a demonstration of the

truth that the world changes but human
nature is more or less permanent, I could

equally have found it in the violent quarrels

'twixt the Fascist! and anti-Fascisti that

marked the making of our scenes with my-
self as "Ben-Hur" as the galley slave in the

Sea Fight. Not only these political divi-

sions but even geographical divisions . were

the cause ' of fierce quarrels. Roman would

not work with Livornian, nor Livornian

with Roman. If it had not been for Fred
Niblo, our diplomatic director, the magni-

ficence of the sea fight could not have been
obtained.

Such is the richness, the magnificence, of

Gen. Wallace's depiction of life in the

oriental capitol of Antioch that it would
have been a poor spirit in me indeed not

to have responded to the magnificence of

its descriptions and to his ideal of the

dauntless Jew who wins through to victory

in the chariot race and to the love of Esther.

Many have ignored the merits of the lat-

ter part of this classic because naturally the

sequences of the Nativity, the Hur family

in Jerusalem, the sea fight and the chariot

race have been kept before the public for

twenty-two years by the success of the stage

spectacle, also named "Ben-Hur," as exe-

cuted and devised by that master showman,
Abraham L. Erlanger.

But really the nub of "BewHur" is in

the end. It is there faith meets its triumph,

there that mistaken worldly and kingly ends

of the Messianic conception give way to the

thought that the supreme master of the

world is none other than He who underwent
the greatest suffering and paid the supreme
sacrifice.

What an opportunity then for Judah, son

of Ithamar, prince of the House of Hur!
Mistaken "soldier of God," misguided in

thinking that with his Galileans he might

yet rescue the Saviour from the Sanhedrin

and Pilate, and set Him on a temporal

throne; then, as- Jesus cured the sick and
went by to the last terrible office, he, Ben-

Hur, is redeemed from such misguided

worldly plans into the humble service of the

Son of God!

I rejoiced in the role and it has bettered

me mentally and spiritually, and I might

add physically. Such a part comes but once

in a lifetime and I am glad that it can come
only once because it is so close to the foun-

tains of our being, to the Godward impulses

that are within us.

C[AIyce Mills writes that in playing her part in "Keeper

Bees" she put in touches that only lovers of that

famous hoo\ will understand.



They CalledMe aHuman Clam
ButIChangedAlmo§t Overnight

AS I passed the President's office I
could not help hearing my name.
Instinctively I paused to listen.

"That human clam," he was saying, "can't

represent us. He's a hard worker, but
he seems to have no ability to express
himself. I had hoped to

make him a branch mana-
ger this fall, but he seems
to withdraw farther and
farther into his shell all

the time. I've given up
hopes of making anything
out of him."

So that was it! That
was the reason why I had
been passed over time and
again when promotions
were being made! That
was why I was just a
plodder— a truck horse
for our firm, capable of
doing a lot of heavy work,
but of no use where
brilliant performance was
required. I was a failure
unless I could do what seemed impossible—learn to use words forcefully, effectively
and convincingly.

In 15 Minutes a Day
And then suddenly I discovered a new

easy method which made me a powerful
speaker almost overnight. I learned how
to bend others to my will, how to dominate
one man or an audience of thousands.
Soon I had won salary increases, promotion,

What 15 Minutes A
Will Show You

How to talk before your club or lodge
How to address Board Meetings
How to propose and respond to toasts

How to make a political speech
How to tell entertaining stories

How to make after-dinner speeches
How to converse interestingly

How to write letters

How to sell more goods
How to train your memory
How to enlarge your vocabulary
How to develop self-confidence
How to acquire a winning personality
How to strengthen your will-power and

ambition
How to become a clear, accurate thinker
How to develop your power of concen-

tration

How to be the master of any situation

popularity, power. Today I always have
a ready flow of speech at my command.
I am able to rise to any occasion, to meet
any emergency with just the right words.
And I accomplished all this by developing
the natural power of speech possessed by

everyone, but cultivated by so
few—by simply spending 15
minutes a day in the privacy
of my oivn home, on this
most fascinating subject.

Day

Wonders with Words. In it you are shown how
to conquer stage fright, self-consciousness, timid-
ity, bashfulness and fear—those things that keep
you silent while men of lesser ability get what
they want by the sheer power of convincing
speech. Not only men who have made millions
but thousands of others have sent for this, book—and are unstinting in their praise of it. You
are told how to bring oat and develop your
priceless "hidden knack"—the natural gift with-
in you—which will win for you advancement in
position and salary, popularity, social standing,
power and real success. You can obtain your
copy absolutely free by sending the coupon.

There is no magic, no trick,

no mystery about becoming a
powerful and convincing talk-

er. You, too, can conquer
timidity, stage fright, self-

consciousness and bashful-
ness, winning advancement in

salary, popularity, social stand-
ing, and success. Today busi-
ness demands for the big,

important high-salaried jobs,
men who can dominate others—men who can make others
do as they wish. It is the
power of forceful, convincing
speech that causes one man
to jump from obscurity to
the presidency of a great cor-
poration ; another from a

small, unimportant territory to a salesmanager's
desk; another from the' rank and file of political

workers to a post of national importance ; a
timid, retiring, self-conscious man to change al-

most overnight into a popular and much ap-
plauded after-dinner speaker. Thousands have
accomplished just such amazing things through
this simple, easy, yet effective training.

Send For This Amazing Book I

This new method of training is fully described I

in a very interesting and informative booklet
|

which is now being sent to everyone mailing the ,

coupon below. This book is called, How to Work I.

NowSent
Free

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6321, Chicago. Illino's

' North American Institute,

I 3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6321,

|
Chicago, Illinois.

I Please send me FREE and without obli-

gation my copy of your famous book, How
I to Work" Wonders with Words.

1

Name

Address _ —

City.._ State..
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THE STORY OF
THREE CHORUS GIRLS

"SALLY, IRENE AND MARY"
Still another smashing hit!

You who held your breath at 'The Unholy Three"—

Thrilled at "The Merry Widow"~
Roared at Buster Keaton in "Go West"—

Take a tip—

DON'T MISS "SALLY, IRENE AND MARY"!

It takes you from the back-alley to the ball-room

—

back-stage and back again.

It's a knockout.

Also it's a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production.

, And when we say that, we've said all there is to say
about a picture.

It means certified satisfaction—sight unseen.

We repeat—DON'T MISS "SALLY, IRENE AND
MARY"!

Star-studded with Constance Bennett, Sally O'Neil,
Joan Crawford and William Haines.

Directed by Edmund Goulding, master
screen-story-teller.

From the big hit that ran a year on Broadway.

DON'T MISS "SALLY, IRENE AND / M
MARY"!

It's one of those wonderful

METRO-
GOLDWYN- #
MAYER
PICTURES :i jM

"More Stars Than There Are In Heaven"



VANITIES FOR LOOSE POWDER
CAN N OT SPILL cy> »

It's the only spill-proof loose
powder vanitie in the world—so practical

—

so ingenious. Now, carrying loose powder
becomes a pleasure.

If you want to use your favorite
loose powder on every occasion, you can-
not afford to be without a Norida.

Drug and Department Stores
have them. Be sure you ask for

The Vanitie for Your Favorite Loose Powder

M
Cannot Spill

Easy to Refill

Single, for loose powder. Double,
for loose powder and rouge.
Qilt and Silver. hJoridas come
filled with Wildflower powder
and rouge.

'Norida Parfumerie
630 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Canadian Office, 145 Adelaide
St. West, Toronto.
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he whispered. And so will he whisper

to you when beauty radiates, and your

skin is soft and smooth as a result of

your having abolished every trace of

superfluous hair with ZIP.

Lasting Results
ZIP does more than merely remove

surface hair. It destroys the growth by

gently lifting out the roots quickly, pain-

lessly and harmlessly, — and cannot

strengthen fine hair. Like magic your

skin becomes adorable.

ITS OFF
because

ITS OUT

The Epilator— Infinitely Better

It is infinitely better to actually lift out

the roots and destroy the growth than to

continue using ordinary surface hair de-

pilatories. It is dangerous to experiment

with the action of rays on hair roots—
and incidentally their action on your

skin. Use ZIP ONCE and you will

never resort to any other method.

Sold Everywhere — Money-back Guarantee

Treatment or Free Demonstration at my Salon

( r
y Specialist

562 Fifth Ave.(Ent.on 46 St.)New York

I MADAME BERTHE, Specialist,
. Dept. S.C.. 562 Fifth Ave., New York City

I Please send me "Beauty's Greatest Seeret," telling

, . boul ZIP and FREE sample of your Massigc and

| Cleansing Cream guaranteed not to grow hair,

I
Name „

Plcate print your name
| AiMtchu

Vitu and State

L.



YOUR HANDS-
Are They White?Jr.

If the women you admire or the stage

and screen were to whisper in your

ear the secret of their beautiful white

hands—you would be surprised how many of them would say

"Korell Day and Night Gloves and Twin Bleaching Creams." Set

complete sent parcel post prepaid upon the receipt of $1.50.

KORELL LABORATORIES, INC., i 53 E. 42 St., New York, N. Y.



Beauty Hints
THE oldest Beauty Salon in

New York giving the fa-
mous Strapping Muscle Face
Treatment—which so thorough-
ly eradicates disagreeable blem-
ishes and rebuilds the tissues.

H
Write tor Brochure
describing our com-
plete line of prep-
arations which are
sold direct—insur-
ing absolute fresh-
ness.

f(jrey

Phones: Circle 7135-7633

7 West Fifty-First Street

At Fifth Avenue, New York

"Save 25% to 35%
by buying your Fur

Garments from us"

Remodeling

and Repairing

Our Specialty

Write for Catalogue

ALBERT LEA
HIDE & FUR
COMPANY
Albert Lea, Minn.

Tour 'Beauty

'Blooms

*Anew

Under the deft and enchanting skill

of Madame Mays' scientific meth-
ods,'"your beauty becomes vivaciously en'
hanced. Wrinkles.freckles andscarsvan-
ish» lines^about the eyes are smoothed a-

way.and relaxed tissuesoffaceand throat
are given the new youth of satiny tex-
ture. Treatmentsof usually io to i4days
are given amidst all the restifuland elegant
surroundings of a private home. All con-

sultations and
treatments in

strictest con-

fidence.cMadarm

"

Cface

^Specialist

Convincing details
and booklet on request

50 W. 49th St.

T^ew Tor^ City

The Tiller Shoe DANCING FLATS FOR
STAGE AND STREET WEAR

Writes the famous John Tiller : "Mr. Barney is the only American manu-
facturer who has been able to make shoes that can stand up under the hard
wear given by Tiller girls."

This special dancing flat—leather lined, hand turned, covered heels—now
obtainable for general use on stage or street

!

Write for Catalogue W—Mail Order Our Specialty
Mailed C. O. D.—Satisfaction Guaranteed—On Receipt of Foot Outline

Dept. S

Barney's
304W. 42nd Street

New York
Sizes 1 to 8
Widths a to £

Patent Leather

Bl. & W. Kid
Gr. & Red Kid

Bl. & W. Satin

W. & Pink Canvas

Split Fiber Soles,
$1.50 extra
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ohnston's
CHOCOLATES

You will find a special agency

for Johnston' s Chocolates in one

of the better class stores in your

bourhood

QUMMER or winter, springtime or fall, Johnston's is the

^ accepted offering—it bears the stampof social approval. .

.

For Johnston s is good taste. •[[When you are considering

a graceful gift, one that compliments the recipient as well as

the sender, give Johnston's.

Johnston's is worthy of the sweetest lady in all the world.

ROBERT A. JOHNSTON COMPANY, MILWAUKEE

frocks -coots
SLuts-and-aeeessojies

U.L1EBES b CO.
GrantAve. at Post St-Sanliunciseo

BroadwayatTUcw^

Banish the Wrinkle!
Milady need no longer be harassed by
disfiguring wrinkles and crows-feet—the
danger signals of fleeting youth.

Science has come to her aid—science in
the form of a soothing, strengthening,
dainty skin nourisher.

PRODUITS NINA
Geranium Cream

An astringent cream for neck, brow, nose,
cheeks, chin, hands and arms, that, like
the touch of a magic wand, tightens the
flacid muscles, erasing the tell-tale
wrinkles and crows-feet, nourishing and
making the skin firm and youthful. Com-
prised of harmless vegetable oils and ex-
tractions—Nature's own beautiflers. An
excellent base for powder. A bottle suf-
ficient for 6 months' use, sent parcel post
for $3.50.

Send Check, Money-Order or simply
a post-card and pay the postman.

Booklet ''Woman's Intuition'* on request.

PRODUITS NINA
1 W. 47th St. New York City

For sale in Beauty Salons of John Wana-
maker. New York; Abraham & Straus,
Brooklyn; Win. Filene's Sons Co., Boston;
Bellevue- Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia.

—for leisure wm
hours. mm

$32.50
ml *Ij»*''T*B

and
mm' '"

cMi \i ~ Hi

$31.50 III

A smart lounging costume

of gloriously colored
brocaded- Han gchow silk,

in the Chinese manner.

ORIENTAL ARTS
21 % Post Street
5aK Pralxciaco, Ca\\f.

&ftt\t» Barbara Loa Ahgclcj,

Corr»|>oi\c|«r\ce liwlt,c4

Clayey





The Silver Screen—the Stage—the

Pictorial Magazines— bring us the

pageant of lovely women known
to fame.

But hidden in the great cities, in town and

-village, is beauty as glorious as Dawn . . .

beauty that never graced screen or

stage . . . beauty that makes America the

true land of Charm.

Tre-Jur Compacts and Tre-Jur Face

Powder are the Symbol ofFeminine Charm.

In their exquisite ingredients is a quality

that enhances loveliness.

Thinestfl
Double. SI. 50

Face Powder
SO Cents

In gold, in silver, in gun-metal plate, you

will find an ingenious Compact for every

need. And if you do not know the de-

lightful caress of Tre-Jur Face Powder—

a new joy awaits you.

Sold at your favorite store or sent direct by mail

from us. Compact refills are always available.

HOUSE of TRE-JUR, Inc., 19 W. 18th St., N. Y.

Paris Address—22 Rue La Lande

TR-E-JUR.
FACE POWDERS AND COMPACTS



That Glint
In My Hair

By Edna Wallace Hopper
Countless women ask me how I at-

tain that wonderful glint in my hair.

This is the story of it.

I have been famous as a stage
beauty for some 40 years. I have
written millions of words about
youth and beauty. I have searched
the world for the best it had to offer.

Now I am offering other women

—

everywhere—the best helps I have
found. All toilet counters supply
them. And a vast army of girls and
women now employ what I use.

As a result, experts who discover
something new send me their produc-
tions. If I adopt them and advise
them, a world of women will employ
them. So I think I get the best new
helps created.

Last year, some famous experts
submitted to me a new type of sham-
poo. They had studied shampoos for
50 years or over. They had made
about 250 kinds of shampoo, perfect-
ing it step by step.

They called this their final creation.
They said it embodied 20 ingredients,
all designed to help the hair. And
two of them gave a glint to the hair.

I tried the shampoo, and the glist-

ening hair I show today is one of the
results. I asked other women to try
it—hundreds of them. And there came
to me an overwhelming demand for
more. It is, beyond doubt, the great-
est shampoo in existence.

Now I have employed the creators
to make it for you. It is called Edna
Wallace Hopper's Fruity Shampoo.
All druggists and toilet counters sup-
ply it. And I hope it is going to
bring to millions the lustrous hair I
show.

I send a sample to anyone who asks,
enough for one shampoo. It will amaze and
delight you, as it did me. You have never
dreamed that anything could do what my
Fruity Shampoo does for hair.
Try it for your own pake. Cut out this

coupon now. My Beauty Book will come
with the sample.

TRIAL BOTTLE FREE
Edna Wallace Hopper. 2-SC

63C Lake Shore Drive, Chicago.

I want to try Fruity Shampoo.
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HONOR PAGE

Gfebruary

19 2 6

(£ Belle Bennett in

her remarkable
characterization

of "Stella

Dallas."

(jf
Screenland this month
gives its Honor Page to

Belle Bennett. Never
before has this page car-

ried more appropriately

the name of any artist.

. . . Her performance in

"Stella Dallas" will win
for her fame and honor,

but more than these, a

multitude o f friends—
riches indeed!
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SCREENLAND'S EDITORIAL COMMENT i

%udolph Valentino

Carries On

Aclock that struck twelve every hour would be a

monotonous timepiece. Rudolph Valentino, after

- much experience in pictures, made "The Four Horse-

men' and so gracefully did he woo and dance that he became

the favorite of the movie visitors and the darling of the screen.

It was twelve o'clock for Rudolph. His slightest doing was

news, his hair cuts were fashions, and the beating of his pulse

was a glorious song for every fan in filmdom.

C[ Then the world went on, two or three other important

matters needed attention, and Rudy's place in the center of

the universe became dim. But the boy who had climbed to

the top, who had taught the world a new meaning for "sheik"

—did he lose his sense of values? Not entirely.

C[ Every film he produces is the earnest work of a lad who is

still "in there trying." "Cobra" is good entertainment, for

it has the goods.

C[ When you come to the dull stretch where steady work

cannot be dodged by recalling your past successes, think of

Rudy, the sheik, who raises his standards and sets a stiffer

pace because the going is harder.



OW To JAKE
to Look

(\Ifyou are a girl who uses make-up {and

ivhat modern girl does not?) do you

know you can compliment your favor-

ite screen $ar by making yourself up

to look like her?
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OURSELF
Lik e your

FAVORITE STAR
By Charles Wesl

Miss Norman made upfor these photographs

under the direction of G. B. Spurgeon of

the De Mille Studios.

G[ Josephine l<iorman as

Josephine T^orman.

C[ The finished masterpiece. Miss 7\[or-

man with the Bebe Daniels ma\e-up.

O you ever envy some movie star her

|
particular type of beauty?

f Do you often sigh for the piquant

attractiveness of Bebe Daniels, the ap-

pealing charm of Mary Pickford, the alluring

oriental beauty possessed by Nita Naldi, or the

Frenchy vivacity of Mae Murray? What would

you give to look like Gloria Swanson, Lillian Rich,

Norma Shearer or Leatrice Joy?

Probably a great deal. Then listen to -the

words of wisdom of G. B. Spurgeon, of the De
Mille Studio, an expert on feminine physiognomy,

who announces that all that is necessary to change

radically your type is a make-up pencil, some lip

rouge, and a few ideas on coiffures.

To prove his point, Mr. . Spurgeon selected

Josephine Norman, one of Cecil B. DeMille's can-
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C[ This is Miss J^orman's mar-
velous ma\e-up as the siren,

Hita Haldi.

dictates for stardom, and put his
theory to practice by making her up
to resemble strikingly half a dozen
famous movie stars in one afternoon,
aided by DeMille's experienced hair
dresser, Olga Collins.

"The eyebrows are at once the most
important in showing resemblance,
and the easiest to change,"
says Mr. Spurgeon. "An eye-
brow pencil can raise or lower,
straighten or arch the brows,
and change the lower lid rad-
ically without making the
marks noticeable. The chang-
ing of the curve of the lips is

obviously easy, and varying
coiffures a i d materially in

changing apppearance.
"Take, for instance, Nita

C[ Miss Klorman with her
Lillian Rich ma\e-up
complete.

28

C Miss Olga Collins, assisting

Mr. Spurgeon to ma\e Miss
'Horman loo\ li\e the se-

ductive T^ita Kialdi.

Naldi. To make Miss Norman look
like her I shaped her brows heavily
on the inside, and growing fainter as
they swept across the brow. I carried
the line of the lower eye-lid up to
meet the end of the eye-brow, giving
the almond-eyed effect. The lips were
shaped in the conventional Cupids
bow, the lower lip rather full, and a
heavy braid brought across the head
featured the coiffure, which disclosed
the ears— and presto! Josephine
Norman was remarkably like Miss
Naldi.

"The same plan was followed in
making up Miss Norman to look like
Bebe Daniels, Lillian Rich, Mae Mur-

ray and Mary Pickford. It is

really quite simple— merely
sketch, with pencil, lip-rouge,

comb and brush—the face you
admire on your own face.

Bebe Daniels is slightly Span-
ish in appearance, affecting

curving bangs on her forehead.
Her eyebrows are quite high,
and curve but slightly, and her
eyes quite long— a little shad-
ing on the outside corners of

Cf Lillian Rich herself as
the heroine in "The
Golden Bed."



(| It has been said that a girl's appear-

ance governs her character. Letyour

make-up express your inmost soul.

<£ Miss Josephine J^ortnan is one of Cecil

B. De Mille's starlets and in these

poses she shows the adaptability of

the true player.

the eyes will give the proper effect.

"Lillian Rich has a dimple in her chin,

which can be copied with a shaded pencil

mark so naturally that it will appear re-

markably realistic. The minimum of

make-up is required to look like Mary
Pickford, as her features are so delicate.

To get the effect of her wide-spaced eyes

start the eyebrows quite far apart. Keep

the hps quite narrow. For Mae Murray,

on the contrary, the upper lip must be

rouged to be quite full at the center to

get the famous "Bee-stung" lip effect that

is one of Miss Murray's greatest charac-

teristics."

Even beauty palls. A change is always

refreshing, and a drastic difference in fern'

inine types may be assumed

by women today to suit the

mood or the wardrobe. New
coiffures should be attempted

frequently, both to give a

change, and to gain the bene-

fits of experiment.

Q Miss Olga Collins puts the fin'

ishing touch to Miss ?<[orman's

remdr\ahle characterization of
Mary Pickjord.

C[ Mae Murray herself.

Vivacious and
individual.

C Mr. Spurgeon and his Mae Murray mas'

terpiece which he produced with Joseph-

ine T^orman and his ma\e-up box.
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^My Course in ^Movk Acting

that

B> Delight Evans

D
/jT" Y course in movie acting is all wet. Ill never

/ I be the same and neither will the course.
Here Fve been going to the movies, day in,

day out, man and boy, for years and years.'
In fact, I have been watching every move they made I
was beginning to flatter myself that I knew
what real screen acting was all about; that
I could recognise an emotion when I saw

orre. I was imbibing the idea that they couldn't fool me
If you really were in earnest about the thing, as J was
all you had to do was to make out a list of gestures and
expressions and what they stood for. There they were
the fifty-seven varieties of pickled emotion. If you were

ever pulled about a gesture you could look it up
Number 22J? Laughing Grief. 33f? Youthful
Abandon. Why, it was easy.

But just as I was about to present myself with a
diploma from Professor Gelatine's Academy I saw
another movie. And right away I noticed something
peculiar It was the acting. It was different. There
were all sorts of expressions not on my list And
when I left the theatre I knew I didn't belong I
was a back number. I was at liberty. The movies
had moved.

The last time I saw Vilma Banky, she had another
brand-new way of expressing grief, and I had to
revise my list again. She cries a different way every
time. And there are others just as bad. A few
old-timers still stick to the old rules. But the school
where I studied my "Laughing and Grief and Faint-

ing m Coils" is practically closed.
I had these on my list—they never will

be missed. To be a hundred per cent movie
actor in the good old days, one of the first
things you had to take was the Grief
Course". Grief (Plain) Grief (Medium) and
Laughing Grief.

The first was suitable for
reformed crooks, mother with
blacksheep son, father with
runaway daughter, old fanv—--. - % servitor, dance-hall girls

on Christmas Eve, a n

<C Lois Moran and Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., youngsters
on the screen but veterans

in the new manner of
screen acting.
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(\Screen technique has out-

grown stilted gestures and

now gives complete expres-

sion to the artist.

Ronald Colman and
Vilma Ban\y made
"The Dark Angel"

one of the great pic

tures of last year by

their fine artistic

reserve.

Mounted Policemen. It was expressed with

quivering lips, a sinking of the chin, and a

vacant look about the eyes. Sometimes a

shimmy was added just for luck.

Grief (Medium) was harder. It was

indulged in chiefly by artists' models, or-

phans, chorus girls, neglected wives, and

Little Running Deer, the belle of the reser-

vation, only she didn't run fast enough.

Take her as an example. She did the

first Charleston and didn't know it, to the

count of "One — two— three—flop." She

whirled in a circle; she side-stepped; and

then she flopped, probably hoping that the

rascally trader would catch up with her

again. When her scene was over, except

for her shaking shoulders, some little boy

was always sure to punch his mother and

say, "What's the lady laughing about?"

But Laughing Grief was a really serious

thing. There it was: Number 22|. Only

a select few could do it. It was the special

scene for the country girl who posed for the artist for

his painting called "Love Conquers All," and believed it:

for the unsophisticated chorus girl who took the pearl

necklace; for the flapper who danced all night to the

road-house radio on account of the storm; and for the

girl in a cape who goes out in it. Laughing Grief was

just their meat. These lucky girls, when they couldn't

stand any more, just threw back their heads and howled.

At least, that was what it looked like. It involved all

the facial muscles and all the ivories. It was a cross

between a sneer and a broad grin, and it was wonderful.

Then they shook all over and the first thing you knew,

you were shaking, too.

Next in importance, perhaps, was the Traffic Signal

Course. An actor had to learn, early in the game, when
to Stop and Go. When Father ushered Little Nell out

into that storm, flinging her cape and maybe her child

after her, he raised his arm, pointed rigidly to the door,

and growled "Go!" at the same time frowning fiercely

and working his moustaches up and down, if he had any.

Later on it was her turn. She confronted the cause of

it all, raised her hand with the palm outward, and said:

"Stop!" It was important that the hand was raised in

the right direction; for suppose she neglected to point,

and the villain exitted in the wrong direction and ran

right into Father? You can see how awkward it would

be.

Good Old Number Nine was a good number. It was

also identified as "Saying Goodbye to My Horse." It

was as easy as rolling off a log, or a horse; and western

actors used to do both regularly. This expression

couldn't be described on my list any other way. It

couldn't be called an expression (Continued on page 96)
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in
(][ A sightseeing trip through the

City of the Cine where the homes

heroes jostle the villas of the

tap3 courtesy of
W. O. Hosking

Los Angeles.

LL A'BOARD! GET YOUR SEATS! All a-board if you
want to visit the homes of the Hollywood and Beverly
Hills movie stars. GET YOUR SEATS! ALL
A'BOA'RD!"

And there you have one of our biggest attractions— a trip around
to see where your favorites live; to see the beautiful homes made
possible by the dimes and quarters YOU have paid to let them know
they are your favorites.

Take a look at the map and find Hollywood Boulevard. See where
you'd have to go a little nearer Los Angeles to reach Cecil B. De-
Mille's mansion; do you find the arrow telling the direction? Look
up toward the hills on the way to Eugene O'Brien's hillside place;
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There the great of the

screen are only

householders.

Marion Brooks Ritc^

ZD

r3 AVE

then down to where we can't quite show you the Harold Lloyds.

In the case of the Lloyds, it won't be long until they'll be domiciled

in their brand new Beverly Hills home, "the show place of Los
Angeles." You'll see that later, when we reach Beverly.

Now further on up the Boulevard, and pretty quick we're right

in the midst of a whole bunch of them, with Aileen Pringle a little

bit out of the circle up the road into the hills. Find Ernest Torrence,
Jack Holt, Florence Vidor, Leatrice Joy, Irene Rich and the others in

a sort of cozy circle where they can almost holler out the back door
at each other? Pretty fine, isn't it?

Then we continue down the road, past Sherman, a little town not
included in our map because none of (Continued on page 82)



Is Woman's Love more

PIRITUAL than MAN'S?
Q^In the movie world wherephysicalper-

fection abounds, where women are lovely

and men are men, k this passion called

love always ofthe spirit?

CCHormct Shearer

NORMA SHEARER:
I tKink it is about an even break

can be as spiritual as a woman's.

There would be much more harmony

in this world if the spiritual type of

woman was always attracted to the spir-

itual type of man.

Otherwise we find that type being dis-

illusioned by the worldly woman or on

the other hand the girl with the ethereal

love being disappointed by the ultra-

sophisticated man.

CLAIRE WINDSOR:
.

I believe a man's love is as spiritual

as a woman's. Every man puts some

woman up on a pedestal. It is up to

the woman to see that she remains there.

JOHN GILBERT:
A woman's love should be spiritual.

It is within her power

by that love to make a

man's love spiritual too.

By it she can lift him to

the ethereal heights. If

she does not possess it she

can easily drive him to the

very depths.

A man's love C[ Eleanor Boardman

ELEANOR BOARDMAN:
Of course a woman's love is

more spiritual than a man's.

Women are naturally created that way.

No matter how low a woman has gone

I rather imagine she still has the spiritual

love, while a man becomes cynical.

There isn't the slightest question of a

doubt in my mind. Women from the

very beginning were meant to supply the

spiritual love and they do.

(C Claire

'Windsor

Aileen Pringle

<C John Gilbert

RAMON NOVARRO:
Spiritual love is beautiful and

undying and exists both in men
and women, but more often in

the latter than the former, I

believe. Ramon T^ovarro C[ Douglas Gilmore

AILEEN PRINGLE:
All real love is spiritual. If a man

is truly in love with a woman, it is a

spiritual love. If a woman actually loves

a man, that too is a spiritual love.

CONRAD NAGEL:
All love should be spiritual. It is the

only lasting love. There is no line drawn

between the spiritual

love of men and women,

for they have or haven't.

Any other kind of love

dies. Spiritual love is

everlasting.

(f Conrad T^agel

DOUGLAS GILMORE:
Woman's love is much more

spiritual than man's. I think all

women are ethereal. There is

something not quite earthly about
them and their love too varies from
that of a man in that it is of the
more spiritual variety.
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EYNOLD'S DRESS
Q This gay little evening gown will be sent

to the reader who writes the besJ letter.

Your subject must be Vera Reynolds, the

Cecil B. De Mille star, or you may
"write about her films.

CONTEST CLOSES FEBRUARY 10, 1926

C This famous gown is of heavy peach colored
crepe-bac\ satin, tight fitting and fashioned to
form four long petals at the bottom to conform
with the top. Underneath are two chiffon slips

of pale pin\ and peach finished in pointed
petals, outlined in rhinestones and pearls. The
dress is finished with a large ornament of
chiffon and pearls on the hip.

MONO
of youth, no
fantasy is so

poignant as the

Kcture which we can each
conjure up of ourselves in

fine clothes. There is not
one of us but what feels

that with rich and costly

raiment we would ourselves be quite grand. Within us
there lurk memories of bygone existences, perhaps. Who
knows but what the laborer in his lowly estate of today
might once have been a feudal lord majestic in his
ruthlessness?

This is the plot of'The Road to Yesterday", and this
theme gives little Vera Reynolds an excellent opportunity
to radiate the winsomeness which is her birthright. While
she is still in the time of the present with William Boyd,

Address Vera Reynolds Dress Contest

Screenland, 236 West 55th Street

New York, N. Y.

her attentive sweetheart, she wears the

very cute dress bedecked with shimmer'

ing pearls that she has sent to us to give

away.

Do you feel that in such a fascinating

dress you could perhaps come into your
rightful station of a lady to the manner
born? Or would you enjoy possessing

this dress simply for the sentimental

value that its intimate association with
little Vera has given it?

Vera occupies a unique position on
the screen, for she has both the poise

which comes from immediate success and
the demureness which blesses the posses'

sors of humble hearts.

"The happiest thought to a girl in

pictures," writes Vera Reynolds, "is to

think that throughout the whole coun-

try there are other girls who have a real

friendly feeling for her. I wish that I

knew one, for I have finished with this

dress and would be very glad to send
it to someone who would like to have
something of mine. I note that Screen-
land has a very novel method of giving

souvenirs of the players to the fans and
so I send my "Road to Yesterday" gown
for you to give away. Please find for

me a friend of mine and give her this

little present with my sincere best

wishes."

If you have read "Cyrano de Ber-
geracj' Rostand's masterpiece, you will

remember that Christian, when at last

he climbed the balcony to his love, found
himself unable to express the great emotion that was his.

We would not argue that fluency in love is an attractive
quality nor advise against too much experience in the
gentler passions, but who would not be very glad to be
able to write a letter which would not only express his
feelings but convey also something of himself?
Write a letter about Vera Reynolds and try to find

the expression which exactly describes your feelings but
which still retains the charm cf simplicity.
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would you

FUR
SCARF?
Q This charming fox

neck piece is to go to

the fan friend of

Hope Hampton's

who writes the best

letter about her.

By
Harriette Underbill

like HOPE HAMPTON'S

(( Hope Hamp-
kton and Lionel

Barrymore in a scene from

"Fifty-Fifty."

Contest closes February 10th, 1926.

HOPE HAMPTON CONTEST,
Screenland, 236 West 55th St.

New York, N. Y.

1
^he editor of Screen-

land Saturday at his

desk. Gone was his

usual eloquence. He
was pondering! The truth of

the matter was he had an

idea.

"Now what do you think

of it?" he said beginning as

all editors do in the middle

of his discourse.

"It's great," we replied.

"Then you like the idea?"

"Very much. What is it?"

"Why this idea of allow-

ing the stars
"

"Allowing is a good word,"

we interrupted.

(Continued on page 82)

Photograph hy Joel Feder. This fur piece that Hope Hampton is

wearing will frame the beauty and warm
the heart of some Screenland reader.
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AROLD LLOYD'S

to the fan
who writes

the besl

Harold

Lloyd letter.

C[ Harold Lloyd and
Jobyna Ralston in

"The Freshman."
Harold returns to

the boarding
house after foot-

ball "practice."

G[ Some of the togs

to be given

away:

HELMETS
TROUSERS
JERSEYS
SHOES
SWEATERS
PANTS
SOCKS
KNEE PADS
CAPS
PROTECTORS
and his

FOOTBALL

*^ HE merry spirit of Harold Lloyd has so impreg-

nated these clothes that even the jersey tickles its

wearer to laughter. Would you like to have for

your very own, to decorate your wall, or your boy

friend's, some of Harold's togs?

Write a letter about the lad who made "The Freshman'

—why you like him and what effect Harold has on you.

The best letters will be awarded the prizes in the order

of excellence but if you have a preference, say so.

Contest closes February 10th, 1926.

, ,j Address— Harold Lloyd Contest
0[ Before Harold

Lloyd became a SCREENLAND,
" Ta£

,

e " Jresh
: 236 West 55th Street, New York, N. Y.

man he dressed

the part.
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Glhe Don Q. Whip
content was awarded to

RAYMOND F. ANTHRACITE
438 Union Street Carlstadt, N. J.

He writes —
"Douglas Fairbanks is just what I would like to

be— strong, quick, brave, and a real fighter. When
his pictures come to our theatre, I go as soon as

it opens and stay until hunger drives me away."

TOM MIX'S HAT
was given to a youngster,

MILT KENNEY
407 West Embargo Street, Rome, N. Y., who writes:

"Dear Tom Mix: I am your representative

in these parts —-and I don't mean maybe.

Stick 'em up— that's me!"

C[ Douglas Fairban\s

and the versatile,

punishing whip he

used in "Don Q "

' Tom Mix, trying his

best to protect his

beautiful hat, but

Milt Kenney got it.

Rod La Rocque's Boomerang
was awarded to

MARY WORTH
University, Virginia, who writes:

"He is never the actor, but always the ity, and then suddenly something ap-

character he is thinking, feeling, being. pealing) something of the little boy in

He is an engaging mixture: vigorously him will look at you from his dark

masculine, with direct and youthful vital- eyes."
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inderella's GODFATHER
Herbert Brenon who directed "A
Kiss for Cinderella" gave his heart

to feel Sir J. M. Barrie's story and
his very soul to its interpretation.

By Clara Janouche

f;y v HE play is over. The story is

told. The blare of the orchestra

dies to a murmur of sound as

-iJL the final fade-out gratifies our
secret wish, and with a sigh of relief we
see the lovers in each other's arms.

Reluctantly we shake off the spell of
the drama that has held us for an hour;
furtively we tuck away the handkerchief
that knows the measure of our sympathy
for hero and heroine. "A good pic-

ture," we say, as we stroll to the nearest

soda fountain. Overhead in the marquee
the name of the star twinkles in brilliant

electric bulbs. "'She's always good," we
say—and then with startling directness

comes the thought, "What brought this

delightful picture into being? What did
the star do beside lend her beauty, her
gracious presence, her acknowledged tal-

ents?" .

'

And in seeking the answer a kindly
-fate led us to the dean of American
directors, Herbert Brenon. So am I

privileged to take you behind the scenes
—back of the screen— to explore the
mazes of the studio and to solve the mystery of picture
making.

A strange place, the eastern studio of Famous Players-
Lasky in Astoria. A little world by itself. But not a
world—an empire. An empire ruled by a superman, his
authority absolute, his sign and sceptre a megaphone. An
army waits in attendance upon him. They carry weapons
of saw, hammer, lights, cables. Here the field artillery is

represented by a battery of cameras manned by skilled
lieutenants. Women are there too. One of them with a
sheaf of manuscript in hand leads us to Herbert Brenon,
the emperor of this little kingdom whom we were to
interview. At last we met the director, the man who
sways the destinies of our beloved stars, the master of
the pastimes of millions like ourselves. He was directing
his latest super-picture, "A Kiss for Cinderella," written
as a stage play by Sir James Matthew Barrie.

Here, we decide, as we take the proffered chair, is a
great personality. We sense it, we feel it, as timidly we

Brenon and one of his

actors studying the fin-
er points of the age-
old fairy tale.

glance up at the erect figure, in-

stantly to be placed at our ease by
reassuring smile. A king, yes,

but a kindly one.

.

• Upon entering the studio I re-
ceived this warning: "When you hear the order 'Lights!
Camera!

1

be sure you don't tal\. Absolute quiet during
the shooting of a picture is the rule." Suddenly a thick
silence fell over this busy, hammering, shifting, shuffling
chattering world, which told me that the director was
raising his megaphone. Soft music began to play. The
clicking of the cameras seemed to emphasize the tense-
ness, when Mr. Brenons voice rang out with clear, firm
directions, but in so warm and inspiring a tone that we
thought, No wonder Betty Branson can smile through
her tears, for we almost felt that we could too—under
Herbert Brenon's spell.

Amazed at the multiplicity of detail we wondered at
the man s patience. "Why do you like being a director?"
1 asked. "What is the fun in it?"

"I've got the most wonderful job in the movies " he
answered enthusiastically. And then he went on to tell
us what everyone else in the studio contributed toward
making Peter Pan" and in „• js x u.« cuiu (Continued on page 76)
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Photographs hy

H. Armstrong Roberts

-si he story starts on Broadway, and

mostly I detest that place. I've never

seen the moon above Broadway, never

a star; only the silly figures of electric

signs dancing above a drifting luminous haze.

Eve never heard music there. Moans of saxa-

phones pour from chop-suey parlors; dance-

floors and rotisseries add to the Niagara of

noise.

Voices twang. No; they pierce like whining wind

to Coney! Good seats for the nudest show! Chinatown and back,

one dollar! Extree, seven race results! Spielers, grafters, shillebahs!

The faces are sharp and the eyes are sharper. Why do crowds

look like ferrets? They don't laugh, they prey; or if any really do

laugh these are lost in tides of haunted or hunting faces that

utter brash shrill sounds supposed to be mirth. The shuffle of feet

reminds me of the sullen rustle of scavenger crabs.

So I detest Broadway. Yet just when I decide to abandon the

miserable place, to hie me somewhere else, just when I'm about to

pass out with a low bow and my fingers spread from my nose,

something always happens. Perhaps a sign flashes brighter than

usual and a big and unexpected atonement is revealed in an obscure

crevice. Then Broadway's thrill pulses up again;

the desire I once possessed to be here and see it

all returns surgingly; and on such nights Broad-

way runs more than Manhattan's length. It

stretches around the world.

Have you heard this story of Gilda Gray—
yes, Gilda the shimmy dancer? Broadway wor-

ships her. You know that already.

But Gilda took her siva-siva to the South Sea

Islands— she, who caught her inspiration not

from palms and blue lagoons but from the trap-

pings of a cabaret. She danced on a beach that

flashed like a sabre-blade set between an island

and the sea. Brown faces formed a wondering

semi-circle about her and her rhythm set their

bodies swaying. They were Samoans into whose

blood the siva has been born for generations and

generations as an instinct. A dying race those

islanders are, yet here a white girl awakened
them to the splendid pagan ritual of their fore-

fathers; and Gilda Gray, the South Sea dancer

of Broadway, is now Princess Fetuao of Samoa.

Fetuao means Morning and Evening Star.
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outh Seas
wins honors she can't shake off

Gayne

Dexter

(C The pearl of great
price in "Aloma of
the South Seas" is

Cilda Gray. This is

a story of a native
lover who protects
his charming island
dancer from a white
wastrel.

It's fascinating and absolutely true. Wilbur Daniel
Steele once wrote a story entitled "The Shame Dance,"
wherein a little Broadway promoter planned to bring an
island beauty to New York to startle the Big Town with
her dancing, only to discover that she was performing
the shimmy which some American tourists had taught her.
That is quite a famous tale, one that should have been
filmed long ago. How Gilda reversed the procedure in
real life makes a story equally remarkable, which in turn

makes us misanthropes forgive Broadway, because no-
where else in this world could it happen except on the
Street of Surprises.

Four or five years ago a new sign was added to Broad-
way's aggregation. The Rendezvous! It flashed inter-
mittently on one of those West Forties that are all glitter
by night and all garbage-cans in the morning. Here New
York's troubadours congregated around the cabaret tables-
players, writers, spenders, a (Continued on page 74)
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C R E E N
Kisses are potent, mysterious,

powerful—and evenfrom a cas-

ual caress true love may spring.

By Charlton Lawrence Ldholm

D
REAMILY and tenderly a string quartette was

playing "Kiss Me Again," as the cameras

ground steadily in the Ne Plus Ultra Studio.

The air seemed to quiver with the yearning,

sobbing strains of the 'cello, stirring the blood to quicker

measure, thrilling the nerves of the screen lovers so that

they could express in every feature the tender passion.

Paul Lowell forgot his shyness and awkwardness at

that moment. He was a comparative" newcomer to the

screen, chosen now because of his fresh innocence that

fitted him for the part of the unspoiled boy-lover.

Lola Delmar, resting in his arms, was known to the

screen as a ravishing and capricious beauty. Under the

spell of those . seductive chords from

the 'cello she almost forgot that she

was acting.

Rapturously the lovers allowed their

lips to cling and their eyes drank

deeply of each other's fervor. Whole-

heartedly they were playing their

roles when suddenly an authoritative

voice rang out, harsh and discordant

above the moaning- of the muted
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C[ Dorothy Mac\aill is

blest with a slim

graceful figure that

ma\es any dress slin-

\y and beautiful. In

"Joanna" she is more
charming than ever.

^Dorothy Jj\ ackaill's

This Dorothy Mac\aill dress

is a flare model of extra good
quality blac\ sil\ crepe; bish-

op sleeves and tie in con-

trasting shade of georgette,

neatly embroidered in metal

thread.

LOVELY DRESS

A MOVIE girl has to have in her wardrobe dresses for

every occasion and also a dress that will do quite nicely

for any kind of business or pleasure. Such a dress is this

crepe flare model.

Screenland has arranged with "The Modern Priscilla"

for a number of these dresses and if you would care to

have one we will be pleased to buy it for you and forward

it. There is a choice of these shades: Light cocoa, salmon

rose, light green (to be embroidered in gold thread), navy,

black, and copen blue (to be embroidered in silver).

Retail price for made-up frock, $15.00. Stamped flat,

price $11.75. •

SCREENLAND SHOPPING SERVICE

236 West 55th St., New' York City

will be glad to buy for you this attractive

frock. Send check or money-order. Be sure

to mention size and color desired, and whe-

ther you want it semi-made or made-up,

ready to wear.
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Thomasina Mix (seated)
is hostess at her first

party. William S.
Hart, Jr., is at the
extreme left.

Ctzcc Jfingsley Steps Out
with PATSYthe PARTYHOUND

II a

ola Negri just does love to
'catch and mayhap tame the
artistic and literary lions in
Hollywood— if any!" ex-

claimed Patsy the Party Hound, as
we prepared to go out to the divine
Pola's to meet Michael Arlen.

"And to catch is to tame!" I

retorted.

Michael was in witty form that
night, and even Pola found him a
little elusive, although he confided
to Pat over in a corner that he
found Pola entirely feminine and
therefore entirely charming. I don't
think he is going to let any lady
have the satisfaction of knowing he
is her slave.

At the dinner table, the favors
were little candy green hats, and
when we asked the author of pi-
quant tales who would play Iris
March in the film version of "The
Green Hat," he said quite likely
Sophie Tucker!

Also we tried to drag from him
what his real name is and how to

54

C[ Clyde Coo\, in and out
of character, is always
entertaining.

spell it but he said the evening
wouldn't last long enough for us . to
learn it, and this was no Chautau-
qua.

"So he can still get a marriage
license without anybody being the
wiser except the bush-league detec-
tives around the studios who make
a point of knowing everything that
anybody doesn't want them to
know," commented Patsy.

Somebody proposed moonlight
tennis, and though one felt instinc
tively that moonlight could be put
to much better use, everybody trot-
ted out after dinner for a little exer-
cise, or at least to look on. Pola is

a wonderful player. William Haines
was reigning favorite with Pola just
then, so of course he was present.
Rudolph Valentino appears to be a
great favorite with Pola, too — in
fact, he sat next her. at dinner, and
she called him a "super-sheik."

Speaking of Michael Arlen, as
everybody is doing these days, I sup-
pose every- (Cont _ on pagg 73)
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Stage
Coach

Conducted by

Morne Kyskind

Plays reviewed in this issue:

CRADLE SNATCHERS

BEWARE OF WIDOWS
ANDROCLES AND
THE LION

THE MAN OF DESTINY

IS ZAT SO ?

NAUGHTY CINDERELLA

PRINCESS FLAVIA

I

'CRADLE SNATCHERS"

"N the January issue of this magazine, the

editor devoted a full page to the futility

of criticism, and our attitude toward

"Cradle Snatchers" will probably go a long

way toward proving his point. For whereas

we regard it as a mildly amusing entertainment,

it is one of the terrific box-office hits of New
York. Its theme is, as stated by the featured

player, Mary Boland, that "what's sauce for

the goose is applesauce for the gander.'
1

Three

matrons, suspecting (and rightfully), that their

husbands are cutting up with flappers, hire

three college lads to pay them attention. The
college lads give good service for their wages,

result that the husbands see the errors of their ways.

Not a bad idea, and not ineptly done. Our only quar-

rel with it is that it didn't seem as hilarious to us as it

did to the rest of the audience. This happened to us in

the case of "Abie's Irish Rose," where we actually wept
while the audience roared; in the case of "The J^ervous

Wrec\"; and in the famous case of Mr. Chaplin's "The
Gold Rush," not to mention the case of Rhinelander vs.

Rhinelander.

At any rate, whether your emotions are just as hard to

by Muray
C[ Dorothy Hall, hading
lady in "White Collars."

arouse as ours, you may like

"Cradle Snatchers." Mary
Boland is not as funny as she

was in "Meet the Wife,"

but she is lovelier than ever.

Miss Boland begins, though,

like so many other talented

players, never to speak a line

where it is possible to shriek

it. For our part, Edna May
Oliver gave the most distin-

guished performance.

"BEWARE OF
WIDOWS"

wen Davis, whose plays

we were discussing last

month, and whose plays we
will probably have to discuss

next month, has written one

for discussion this month.

And darned nice of him, too,

don't you think?

The nicest part about this

one is that it brings back

Madge Kennedy. Years and
years ago when we were edi'

tor and dramatic critic of the

we've had a lot of training

for this job, though sometimes it doesn't seem so— we
fell in love with Miss Kennedy, who was then performing

in "Twin Beds." Since then she has gone into the

movies, married and whatnot, but we are still in love

with her. You see, it was no ordinary college romance

where a fellow forgets. No, sir.

And so when Mr. Davis' new show — you could hardly

call it a play, because it's eighteen times lighter than air,

and you know how light that is— gave us the chance

of watching Miss Kennedy, who is even younger than
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Irene Bordoni, vivacious

French star of "Naugh-
ty Cinderella."

with the Columbia Jester— oh, yes,



(( Tom Powers as Young Napoleon and Claire Eam.es as
The Lady in Shaw's "The Man of Destiny."

C[ Helen Hayes who
gives a brilliant per-

formance i n ]ames
Forbes' new comedy,
"Young Blood."

she was when we were in college, we just said

"Hooray!" all through the three acts. There is a

plot, too, but, unlike Ben Turpin, we can't watch
two things at once, and we were busy watching—
surprise! surprise! — Miss Kennedy.

"ANDROCLES AND THE LION"
and

"THE MAN OF DESTINY"
FOR the second production of its Shaw Reoertory Season,

the Theatre Guild of-

fers "Androcles and the

Lion" with "The Man of

Destiny" as a curtain

raiser. Older critics than

ourself may tell you how
this production of "An-
drocles" compares with
the old one. Of such
things we know nothing.

'We only know that here

is Shaw at his best, ably

interpreted by a cast that

includes Henry Travers as

a brilliant Androcles,

Claire Eames as an excel'

lent Lavinia, Edward G.
Robinson as an intelligent

Caesar, and R o m n e y
Brent a s both an able

Lentullus and a rollicking

Lion. (Cont. on page 72)

G[ Berton Churchill in

"Alias the Deacon."
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OSSIP from
Bjy H. B. Kay

(§The whisper, in Hollyiuood is more deadly

than the mail. The press agent controls the

billboards but the names of the realfavorites

are on the tongues of the picture-wise.

George K. Arthur s baby
raises- the dic\ens with

the silent drama hero.

Dear Boss or Else:

As a preface to my monthly letter home for money
let me go the wag who first perpetrated the wheeze:

"And they killed men like Lincoln!" one better. For

at least the last decade (more properly spelled "decayed"), this

potent bit of repartee, bon mot and what not has never failed to

win anything but roars of laughter if not snickers of approval from
all auditors.

The gag—• my gag— with which I am threatening you goes like

this. — That is, it goes like this after you have successfully maneu'
vered the conversation to the breaking point and sparred for an
opening:

"Lincoln freed the slaves but he had nothing to do with the

improvement of the Negri."

This of course goes over big if you have succeeded in warping
Pola into the conversational dock which is not so difficult a matter

as it may seem. At any rate it is not so difficult a matter out

here where Pola the Omnipotent (omni meaning "always" as well

as "all," if you please), is holding the spotlight.

Pola has become so well Americanized that Edward Bok had
better look to his copyright on his autobiography. "The American-
ization of Pola Negri" will make "The Americanization of Edward
Bok" read like a telephone directory if any zealous scribe can get

up his nerve to write it. And just consider the stage and screen

rights, including the Scandinavian.

This colorful little Polish person has had enough happen to her
in her still young life to make a baldheaded man turn gray. Her
life is crowded with tragedy, comedy, pathos— everything in the

mm
C[ Greta K[issen sets forth on "The

Golden Journey" for Raoul Walsh.
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gamut of human emotion.

The tragedy and pathos I trust is all behind her.

The present period seems to be titled 'Tola being

Funny Month" or, as the producers with an eye for

the box-office would say: "Prunes and Prisms."

Pola's life up to the present has been pretty well

spread before the publicized

public. Her romance with

Charlie Chaplin, her tem-

peramental times and her

gradual renaissance as a

regular person are house-

hold things as common as

any of the soaps that float.

But her Americanization,

her interest in Prince Youc-

ca Troubetskoy, high-step-

per from the Steppes with

its interesting sequel, the

taking of Pola's time, are

all worthy of chronicling.

C[ What lovely lady could inspire Don ]uan? Mary
Astor, of course. Leading lady for ]ohn Barrymore.

When Pola reads this screed she will complete the

most pacific interlude in her history with a shower
of Polish expletives with the phonetic value of a

buzzsaw hitting a knot in a black walnut plank.

She has completed the first picture she has ever

made for Famous Players-Lasky which has not been
productive of a tempest of temperament. She has

C[ Douglas Fairban\s at

upper right as "The
Black Pirate" aboard

taken "The Tattooed Countess" the studio replica of

release title unknown but pend- his buccaneering

11 i .
craft.

ing, as meekly as we used to

take our sulphur and molasses

in the Spring, the beautiful

Spring, tra-la.

She has learned to say "It's a wow!" Also "Crunch!"

which is Hollywooden for "ouch!" She has learned that the

American cinema Cossacks, the censors, have the divine right

to saber any story down to utter helplessness in carrying out

their plan to make the public believe that the doctor brings

the babies in his grip in denunciation of the stork theory.

Hence she was quite ready for the recent advent of the

"Youcca, Youcca, Youccalalele Laddie," if you will pardon

my paraphrasing the title of the late radio hit, "Ukelele Lady,"

in this unseemly fashion.

Youcca came out of the east under the menage of Universal

but sprang into prominence playing opposite Pola in what
Joseph Hergesheimer titled "The Wanton" but which was
retitled "Flower of the T^ight" soon after it was disinfected.

He played the part of a young Boston mining engineer

in a California '49 Gold Rush theme. The most remarkable

point in his performance being on his side-burns which were
worthy of a sheik.

The handsome pet from Petrograd met Pola at a party at

the Ernst Lubitsches. Neither party gave any quarter. Eye-

witnesses of the meeting declare it was a complete washout.

At any rate the next morning when the party broke up
Youcca's car was found standing in front of the Lubitsch

mansion after all the other cars had gone where all good cars

are popularly supposed to go at that hour.

Pola's house was right next door. Ernst, in his Lubitsch

way, decided he would twit Pola a bit about her latest pecca-

dillo so with the help of a couple of the last-dog-is-hungers,

he pushed Youcca's car over in front of Pola's place and
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waited for developments.

They came about ten o'clock in the morning — two of them
reasy mechanics from a Hollywood garage to tow Youcca's

car away.

Hollywood was still chuckling about this coup of Pola's at

Ernst's expense when Prince Youcca and a friend dropped in

to pass the time of day with

Pola. The friend,' according

to court records, could not

ir

Wampas Stars of 1926

Mary Astor . . First "National

Mary Brian . . Famous Players-Las\y

Joyce Compton . First Rational

Dolores Costello "Warner Brothers

Joan Crawford Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Marceline Day . First National

Dolores del Rio . First National

Janet Gaylord
Sally Long . . United Artists

Edna Marian Century Comedies

Sally O'Neil . . Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Vera Reynolds . . . Cecil B. De Mille

Fay Wray . . .... Universal

Finally he declaimed thusly:

"Friends, I want to thank you for your

approval of my offering but let me tell you

there is someone in the audience who can

make me look sick as an entertainer. Ruth
Roland is in the house. Ruth, won't you

stand up and yodel for the "folks?"

Did little Ruthie bridle and simper? She

did not. She stood right up on her two French

heels and outdid any Swiss miss who ever gar-

gled to her mate across the Alps in the cool

of the evening.

The audience made much of her, and the

monologist made his exit. (Cont. on page 71)

merely pass the time. Instead he took it, a handsome and expensive gift

clock.

Pola missed the ticker and called in the detectives. They located the

clock in a hock shop and found the ticket in the room of Prince Youcca's

companion on the timely call of Pola.

Like all other exciting stories this will be concluded in the March issue.

* * *

Ruth Roland has won new laurels as a parlor entertainer. Since the

Charleston craze hit Hollywood Ruth and Priscilla Dean have never
failed to flaunt their chiffon hosiery by dint of this dance in the face of

the honored guests at every worthwhile party.

The girls were good. But Ruth can now fill in the interim while
Priscilla is getting her breath by yodeling for the company. She demon-
strated that fact the other night at Los Angeles' leading and big-time

vaudeville house.

A monologist made a terrific hit with his act. The audience called him
back and called him back until he had exhausted all his wise-cracks and
those of his friends and competitors.

IWfflHffHtf*''""'-
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C[ Douglas Fairbanks as a ferocious Roman
has Harold Lloyd at his mercy. The film-

ing of the chariot races for "Ben Hur"
drew all the Hollywood celebrities to the

arena.
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By MARION
of HOLLYWOOD

(\A sentimentalist listens to the

heart throbs of the most

emotional town on earth.

- ML

Dorothy Mac\aill as "Joanna" starts her wal\ bac\.

This is a scene from the picture—of course nothing

\i\e this ever happens in Hollywood.

Oh,
well,

didn't

lywooc

H, well, maybe Fannie Hurst

like us out here in Hoi'

ad. Maybe she didn't

like anything about us — our :

newspapers, our bungalows, our kids,

our anything. That article of hers gave

all our magazine and newspaper editors

a chance to get some good writing ma;

terial, anyhow, and I, for one, am going

to take her advice when I get enough
money together to build my pink and
green bungalow. It must have been lots

of fun writing the thing, but, oh, Fannie,

Fannie, how could you make the mistake of
calling our own inimitable Sid Grauman,
"Ted

11

Grauman? And Fannie, Fannie, those

red lips on all of us beautiful extra girls out
here — I couldn't quite let that pass by.

Golly, golly, remember that line that Grand-
ma used to say— something about the "pot
calling the kettle black"? Oh, Fannie, FAN-

C[ Hobart Henley declared a holiday when
Grace Kingsley, Screenland's Party

Hound, and Bebe Daniels dropped in

while he was directing J^orma Shearer

and Lew Cody in "His Secretary"-

—

yes, that's ~H_orma in the center.

NIE, don't you know how
the story goes about people

in glass houses? I'm sur'

prised!!

I THINK I'll have to get

me a son somewhere! Or a

daughter. There seems to be

something about them. For

years now I've known that

dirty, dirty villyan, Clarence

Burton, but it isn't quite a

year now since I, or Clarence

himself, have known Clarence

Burton, Jr. Of course, I used

to get to find out something

about what Clarence is do-,

ing since he signed with

Car! Dane, famous
Slim" of "The Big

l

arade,"i.'> an aviator.
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SCREENLAND 71

shout it to the waiting crowd, you're a man
after my own heart!

Arthur Rankin's changed the color of

his hair, and he's the first gent I've heard

tell doing the same since the case of John
Bowers versus the movies. Incidentally, it's

for "C. B.'s" "Volga Boatman" over at the

DeMille Studio. And along with the blonde

head goes an old funny looking Russian

peasant outfit. I suppose Arthur doesn't

know yet what a hard job it is keeping the

roots from getting darker than the rest.

Maybe he won't be any more anxious to

do it again than John is, and believe me,

John's cured. "C. B." thinks nature was
kind of lax when she came to handing
Arthur dark hair. You'll have to see him
yourself and do your own deciding.

One of our newest and best-known .stars

asked me the other day if I thought he has

a "swell head." I couldn't honestly tell

him I thought he hadn't, because I like him
a lot and figured it wouldn't hurt to kind

of let him know he has been a little hasty

and short to people with whom he used to

have time to stop and joke. It's the most
natural thing in the world, a swell-head, and
as long as it usually turns out okay in the

end, what's the harm? A player starves

around Hollywood, day after day; at last,

almost like a skyrocket, he gets a corking

good part and "hits" — hits with a bang;

at first, he's so full of joy and happiness

that he can't keep the smile from his face;

he jokes, spends the time of day and has

hours for everybody; then suddenly he takes

himself most seriously; he sees nobody, has

time for nothing, and acquires the so-called

"swell head"; finally he "gets next" to him-

self, becomes human again and folks start

thinking he's a "great guy." Golly, put

your own self in the same position. From

Of Raymond Hat-
ton and 'Wallace

Beery as "devil-

may - care " sol-

diers in "Behind
'he Front."

a starving no-account, imagine yourself be-

ing paid homage by the whole world.

Would it be so easy for you to stay just the

same? Doesn't it seem natural enough that

there'd have to be a change, a transforma-

tion of some sort to conform with the new
order of things? And those of us who
judge so quickly and are so fast to con-

demn, won't you please wait a while before

passing judgment? And as for me, I've

been "snibbed" by much less important

gents and gentesses!

If I could only bring Buster Collier

down to something definite, a fact now and
then, anything— but it's out of the ques-

tion. Seemingly the Constance Talmadge
"slave bracelet" means nothing. Buster

won't tell! I asked him when they are

going to be married, and he wanted to

know who even told me they're engaged.

I'll l'arn him. I'll send another beau to

Constance, and then he'll be sorry.

Gossip from Hollywood—from page 67

Overheard on a set:

First Extra Girl: "Didja get any work
in De Mille's 'Vulgar Boatmen"!"

Second E. G.: "Naw. Them yachting

pictures make me sick."

Now if C. B. changes the title of "The
Volga Boatmen" to "Paddle Your Own
Canoe" he should not be censured.

This month we nominate Tom O'Brien

for the Hall of Filmdom Fame for his work
as Bull the Bartender in "The Big Parade"

with Jack Gilbert. Karl Dane, the other

World War musketeer, qualified for a

coupla statues, also.

Tom has been playing characters and
bits for several years and playing them up
to the handle. To my way of thinking he

stole the picture away from Gilbert. He
made his subordinate part a vivid thing.

But then the film recalled the war to him.

He was a naval gunner on one of those big

babies which used to throw shells as large

as ash-cans in the general direction of Ber-

lin, before he won his gold braid as an

officer.

As the result of his work in "The Big

Parade" Tom has been given a long engage-

ment at Universal.

Greta Garbo, the Swedish star, who plays

opposite Ricardo Cortez, in Ibanez's "Tor-
rent," which Cosmopolitan made at the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, has had
many troubles in learning English as she

is spoke.

"I am important," she announced to

Monta Bell, the director, during the filming

of the piece.

"Don't get that idea—that you're impor-

tant," Bell admonished her testily on the

qui vive for an exhibition of temperament.

Greta cogitated.

"Oooh! I choose the wrong word," she

amended. "I mean imported— like a can

of sardines!"

Marion Davies, the Cosmopolitan star,

was chatting with Sydney Franklin, her di-

rector, between scenes in "Beverly of Grau-
star\" at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lot. She
asked Franklin if he had seen the German
film "Siegfried" which had been showing in

Los Angeles.

"Yes—it was quite remarkable," said

Franklin, "especially the remarkable sunset

effect they showed."

"Me too," echoed Miss Davies. "It gave

me a new idea of the omnipotence of God.
Just think! God COULD make a sunset

iike that, if he wanted to!"

Ramon Novarro, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
star, may be Mexican and a Latin but he

has learned a lot about the U. S. A. He
was talking over the European situation

with Waldemar Young, scenarist, at the

studio.

"Just as soon as enough Congressmen
get back from Europe to make a quorum,"
Ramon remonstrated, "we'll have another

session demonstrating that America hasn't

anything to do with Europe."

Roy D'Arcy, the crown prince of "The
Merry Widow" and one of M-G-M's prom-

inent players, is the son of a San Francisco

dentist. Perhaps he gave away one of his

father's secrets the other day when he re-

marked :

"The fan magazines in a dentist's office

indicate the length of the time he has been

in practice."
* * *

According to eleventh hour rumors the

stork is once again hovering over the Bev-

erly Hills mansion of Charles the Great.

Neither Mrs. Chaplin nor Mr. Chaplin

will confirm or deny the report so it is

probably just as well for fandom to be pre-

pared.
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Continued from page 64

The fable, as you doubtless know, tells of
how Androcles took the thorn from the

lion's paw in the forest, and how the lion,

later offered Androcles as a juicy Christian

martyr, refused to eat him. And on that

Shaw again launches his devastating attack

not only on the things that were, but the
things that are. And Shaw at his best is

rather hard to beat.

In the curtain-raiser, apparently, Shaw is

not at his best, though it was good enough
to satisfy us. We thought Tom Powers
miscast as l^apoleon, while the rest of the

audience seemed to think Claire Eames mis'

cast as The Lady. In spite of which, there
was enough Shaw left for enjoyment.

"IS ZAT SO?"

THIS seems to be a pretty late day to be
reviewing "Is Zat So?" but after a year

or so the word finally got around to us that
there was such a show. And we forthwith
—for with us, to think is to act, which is

more than we can say for some of the actors

we see in the course of these reviews—went
to see it.

And suppose we hadn't. It would have
been just as well. The show offers one or
two laughs, but why, on the strength of this

piece, james Gleason and Richard Taber

7
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C[ Edwin Meander, principal character in
"Morals."

have been hailed as America's latest con-
tributions to Literature and the Drama, we
don't know. Why it should have run this
long, we also don't know. All of. which
will probably draw a smile from Messrs.
Taber and Gleason: for if we don't know,
they don't care.

"NAUGHTY CINDERELLA"
Long ere this our clever little readers

have begun to suspect that we didn't
have such a good time last month, what
with bad shows and dyspepsia. But then
along came Irene Bordoni in "Jiaughty Cin-
dc;ella" and we said, "Well, anyhow we
can look at Irene."

Well, we are still young enough to get a
kick out of looking at Irene, but we are old
enough not to enjoy it for a whole evening
when the show is as bad as this. Written
by Avery Hopwood, who used to do swell

bedroom dramas in the Old Days, it is pret-

ty tiresome stuff. It begins to dawn on us
that our colleagues, the fair Delight Evans
and the stalwart Bill Colling, have better

luck. Pardon that phrase about "it begins
to dawn." What we should have said, of
course, is "comes the dawn."

"PRINCESS FLAVIA"

This is a musical version of "The Pris-

oner of Zenda," which those of you

(f George Sidney and Alexander Carr as
they appear in "Partners Again."

who never read Anthony Hope's novel may
better recall as a pretty good picture from
Metro a few years ago. The staging, thanks
to J. J. Shubert, is delightful; there is

genuine beauty and richness in the settings,
and the lighting is superb. The singing is

stirring, though a good bit of our own stir-

ring was in an unsuccessful effort to hear
the lyrics; the music, by Sigmund Romberg,
is probably good, though it is so heavily
orchestrated that the only time you can hear
the melody is after the show when you can
buy the music in the lobby and go home
and play it.

The book like the lyrics, is by Harry
B. Smith. Older folk than ourselves tell us
that there were days when Mr. Smith wrote
good books, but that was when Coney Is-

land was considered away uptown. At any
rate, Mr. Smith's comedy is atrocious, and
William Danforth, to whom the alleged hu-
morous lines fell, was even more atrocious.

Betty Compson in a scene from
"The Palace of Pleasure."

(f Raymond Griffith introduces the Big
Chief to a pair of galloping dominoes
in "Hands Up."

This is the more regrettable, since Danforth,
in the Gilbert and Sullivan plays that once
held forth in New York, was the toast of
the town.
A joy to the eye, "Princess Flavia"; and,

if you have ear trouble, the show will give
you a fine evening's entertainment.
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Laugh Month
{Continued from page 52)

just desserts in the end. The second is

better. While "Cupid a la Carte" is only

mildly humorous, it is interesting and pleas-

ing and makes fair entertainment.

Strangely enough, the doings of that pair

of dumbbells, Helen and Warren, prove
funnier and more interesting on the screen

than do the characters in the famous au-

thor's stories. "His Own Lawyer," show
ing Warren as a police court attorney who
becomes tangled up in a raid on a night

club, is laughable and human. " All

Aboard " is laid for the most part aboard
an ocean liner as it sails down New York
bay, and it's full of action, most of which
is funny enough to warrant hearty laugh'

ter. Both of these are worth seeing.

Other Fox films for the month include
" The Iron Trail Around the World,"
showing railroading as it is done in various

places here and abroad. It is interesting

and different, and has nothing to do with
"The Iron Horse."

Probably five times as many two-reelers

GiHorma Shearer and Charles Emmett Mac\ as I've reviewed will be going the rounds
in "The Light Eternal," Benjamin Chris- this month. Isn't it great that I didn't have
tianson's first American production. .

time to see them all?

C[ Allan Forrest and Marguerite de la Motte
in A. H. Sebastion's Belasco production,
"Fifth Avenue'."

Grace Kingsley Steps Out—from page h
body wants to know how he looks. He is

rather short, but with well knit, rather ath'

letic looking figure; he has brown eyes and
red-brown hair and a small mustache, and
his eyes are alert and sharp and soft all at

once. His manner is courtly and fascinat-

ing, though a rapier-like wit makes one a

bit afraid of him too.

Arlen and Charlie Chaplin are a great

team. Patsy and I were at luncheon the

other day with the two, and Michael de-

clared that the first time he met Charlie he
didn't have a chance to get a word in edge-
wise about himself because Charlie was so

busy talking about himself.

"So when I left Charlie," he said, "I

rushed into the street, crying 'The Green
Hat,' 'Those Charming People!' for all I was
worth."
"And when Charlie left, did he yell out

'The Gold Rush ?" we asked.

"No," said Charlie, "I didn't have to!"

"\jrTT"HEN Patsy received her invitation toW Blanche Upright's kid party, she hop-
ped into her little racer and stepped
on it to bring me the word. Everybody
came dressed as a kid, and some of the cos-

tumes were very funny.
Russell Simpson was a sort of Little Boy

Blue, Leah Baird wore rompers, Lou Anger
was about the only man who came j in eve-

ning dress. He said, "Well, it cost just as

much to rent this as it would any other
kind of a costume!"

Buster Collier came dressed as a girl, in

a white ruffled dress, and bearing a doll.

However, the maternal instinct seemed en-

tirely absent, as I saw him trade the doll

to a waiter for a caviare sandwich.
Pat suggested that probably Buster wore

those clothes on account of Constance Tal-

madge's absence, to keep the girls from try-

ing to flirt with him!
Howard Esray, who is a very handsome

young juvenile comedian, playing in Chris-

tie pictures, was dolled up as Our Nell, but
soon got tired of the sunbonnet and asked
his hostess to give it to the Community
Chest.

C[ Claire Windsor in "Dance Madness"
under Robert Z. Leonard's direction.

Alice Calhoun came as the pink gingham
heroine of melodrama, while Marian Har-
land and Grace Gordon were cute in rom-
pers and Doraldina wore a lovely old Span-
ish white lace dress.

Belle Bennett hadn't time to change her

picture costume, in which she had been
working' all day, so she came from the studio

in the mountain girl rags she wore for the
part she was playing—and the rags were
torn in all the becoming places!

Everybody danced and played kid games.

Vilma Banky is just all the rage in

Hollywood now-a-days. She was guest

of honor at a party given by Mrs. Clarence
Brown, wife of the director, at the Mont-
martre, the other evening.

Miss Banky doesn't wear any make-up,
you know.

"She is a blonde, and doesn't have to!"

commented Patsy rather jealously. "Every-
body would notice her anyhow, she has such
a perfect peaches-and-cream complexion. It

just isn't fair!"

Everybody was Charlestoning that eve-

ning, but, as Pat says, it seems likely that

the cafes will do something about it, because
only about half the number of couples can
get on the floor if they Charleston, since

everybody else's shins get kicked by the

Charlestoners.

The lovely Senora Dolores del Rio was
there, without her husband, he being away
on business in Mexico. They are very much
in love with each other, even though they
have been married several years. You see

she was wed when she was only sixteen.

Theda Bara was on hand with her dia-

mond-rimmed lorgnette, and Patsy told Miss
Bara she wasn't used to being looked at

through diamonds, and that it made her
very nervous.

NORMA and Constance Talmadge were
going to give a big party for Hallow-

e'en, but their father was taken very ill.

Since then he has passed away, and the
sisters aren't going anywhere at all.

There have been some other charming
parties, however, especially a very amusing
one given by Ruth Clifford, where Scoot
the Egg was a new game played. Each
player is given a little colored wooden bowl
and spoon with a wooden egg. The player

must, hop on one foot from one end of the
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room to the other, and, still standing on
one foot, deposit the egg, dished from the

spoon, into another bowl placed on the
floor. Still on one leg, he has" to hop all

the way back to his starting point.

Then they played pinning on the don-
key's tail, which of course everybody knows.
Bert Lytell and Claire Windsor were there,

with Claire sweeter and prettier than ever.

Henry Walthall and his wife, Rupert Julien
and his wife, Bobby Vernon and Mrs. Bob'
by, of course Ruth's husband James Cor-
nelius. and Winifred Hart.

Pinning the Donkey's Tail was unusually
funny because Henry Walthall and Rupert
Julien didn't in the least mind being undig-
nified in the interests of fun, and Julian,
lying on his back, with his feet in the air,

was an amusing sight with Henry Walthall
trying to pin the donkey's tail to his, Ju'
lien's foot!

Don't blame me," admonished Patsy, "if
you get into a linguistic jam!"

We were going over to a studio party
which Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pick-
ford were giving to the Japanese Prince
Asaka, and I must say that Pat's Japanese
bob did Ipok just the thing.

We found that talking was difficult, but
it was interesting watching the Japanese
prince and his entourage. The Princess sent
word she was indisposed and couldn't come
to the party, but I rather imagine her not
coming may have been just a lingering little

bit of Japanese tradition—a reluctance to
appear too much in public places. And
after all, a studio is more or less a public
place.

The Prince proved to be a handsome, if

little man, deeply interested in pictures, but
easily amused at the tricks which Doug of
course played on him—just nice, friendly
tricks of course, such as rocking the pirate
ships when Doug got the visitors aboard.

It turned out that His Highness didn't
speak English very well, so everybody had
to speak French, which Pat .said the Prince
spoke very well, and which of course Mary
and Doug speak easily.

His Highness was much interested in the
fact that Mary and Doug are planning to
visit Japan in the spring.

"I can just see," I said, "where Doug
and Mary will have to know the difference
between a gin rickey and a jinriksha."

(f j)LD-FASHlONED surprise parties are quite
the vogue these days. Alice Calhoun

was given one on her birthday. Everybody
gathered outside the house, and as there
were some well known musicians in the
party, these serenaded her.

Syd Chaplin was present, among others,
and did some parlor magic tricks that kept
the crowd laughing, especially as he did
them with a comedy obligato.

tx/tarion Davies is as bright, witty and
XyJL amusing as she is lovely. Parties at

[Anna J<[ilsson and Robert Cain in

"Too Much Money."

her house are quite informal, usually, with
everybody having a wonderful time. Miss
Davies is a sweet, tactful and easily hospit-
able hostess.

A crowd of boys and girls crowded over
there the other night, and Patsy and I had
a wonderful time.

Harry Crocker was there, and Buster Col-
lier, Seena Owen, Constance Talmadge,
Buster Keaton, and a lot of others. The
boys staged a hilarious party by invading
Marion's wardrobe and putting on her
dresses. Harry Crocker found it necessary
to put on two of Marion's evening gowns
to cover his great footage! Another of the
boys put on a sport suit of Marion's and
kidded around.

ALL the picture stars are buying homes,
and Jane Winter's is one of the most

fascinating white Spanish villas in Holly-
wood. She gave a house-warming party
the other night.

Clyde Cook and his pretty wife, who used
to be in the Follies with Jane, were there,
and John Roche, Robert Barry, Gertrude
Olmstead and Clarence Brown and his wife.

"I do wish," whispered Pat, "that they
would try this new stunt of ventriloquism

that Clyde Cook, is so expert at."

Somebody overheard, and pretty soon
poor Clyde was just swamped with pupils
wanting to learn how to throw the voice.
Of course nobody really learned—I believe
it is against professional ethics for a per-
former to tell anything like that—but we
had a lot of fun.

Clyde said he was afraid that his wife
would want to learn—and he didn't want
any absent treatment from her voice when
she was really next door gossipping with a
neighbor when he came home!
One wonders, by the way, just who Ger-

trude Olmstead is going to marry. She
came to the party with Allen Tierney, a
very fine young business man and financier.
But one hears, too, of her going about a
good deal with Robert Leonard. But she
just won't tell.

"Maybe," suggested Patsy, "she hasn't
made up her mind herself!"

Which does sound reasonable.

John Roche told a story on Clyde Cook,
about the little spat that Clyde and. his wife
had at the last Sixty Club dance. Clyde
lost a shirt-stud while dancing, and when he
sat down his shirt came open, revealing a
safety pin he had put in it to keep the front
from bulging. That made Mrs. Cook aw-
fully cross, and she scolded Clyde. To get
even when his wife was dancing Clyde put
a pea from his plate on the place where
the button had been, and then called her
attention to it in the dim light, saying he
had found an emerald that somebody had
lost on the floor. She made a grab for the
pea—and it squished. They didn't speak
for a whole hour.

<C

TX/tT^
^ear

'
we re invited to stag party!"

Ay A. exclaimed Patsy.

"Well—that's funny!" I answered.
"Haven't you heard about them? All the

girls are giving them these days. A picture
star invites some of the newspaper men and
a few of her actor friends, and they lunch
at her house, after which somebody suggests
a game—anything from tennis to tiddle-de-

.

winks, and whoever gets his suggestion in
first wins.

"Where is this supposedly stag party?"
I asked.

"Oh, Bebe Daniels is giving it. She sort
of got cold feet, I guess, though, about
having all those men around with no wo-
men, and that is how you and I happen
to be asked."
A crowd of newspaper men appeared,

and there were Richard Dix, Ramon Novar-
ro, and some other players. They got to
talking about sheiks, and somebody asked
Ramon about them, and what it took to
make a sheik anyhow.

"Oh, you just own about a dozen cam-
els, that's all," said Ramon.
Whereupon Jack Townley, of the Holly-

wood News, spoke up, and said that he
guessed he was a sheik, then, because he
owned a whole package of Camels!

Aloma of the South Seas—firom page 41

few tan-faced fellows who drifted in from
odd corners of the earth for a snatch of life

before they returned to exile; also a few
society debutantes who stole away from staid
Fifth Avenue and its commonplace stag-line
for a night with the gay bohemians. Alto-
gether the audience was more fascinating
than the entertainment until the lights
dimmed to a tantalizing blue, tom-toms set
the air throbbing, then a spot-light leaped
like a well-aimed lance and drew Gilda Gray

from among the silhouettes of artificial
palms.

She danced her siva-siva; and, for all the
millions Wrigley's Chewing Gum has spent
for electric signs, it nevertheless took Gilda
to electrify Broadway. In those days her
siva-siva was wriggly. Lord knows how she
acquired the dance; for practising or rehear-
sals never have figured in her life.

"No. I believe in spon—spon Oh
you know the word. It is the Polack in

me that makes me forget that word," said
Gilda who believes in spontaneity. Yes,
there was nothing spontaneous in her strug-
gle through obscure cabarets to the glory of
Ziegfeld's Follies and the Rendezvous.
Something finely dramatic might be written
around that career.

Well, movement by movement she picked
up the siva-siva, improvising, adding, yet
giving swift cabaret-tempo to the langour-
ous tropical dance. The Rendezvous floor
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was her beach; the swimming blue of shad-'
owy, tables and people formed a surcingle of
Polynesian night. Her spirit caught the
color of her role. "I wanted to go to the
tropics; and then I thought of motion pic-

tures as the best way."
How many press-agents have put much

the same words into the mouths of their

stars? They wanted to live in the slums,
the backwoods, the Arctic—but they stayed
right on in Hollywood. Nothing could
have been more genuine than Gilda's wish;
and at least two very noted South Sea voy-
agers stirred her imagination further. From
Frederick O'Brien who dropped into the
Rendezvous occasionally, Gilda learned that
the finesse of the siva-siva is its sinuous
rhythm rather than its haste. Bloom, the
artist just returned from Tahiti with can-
vasses of the Gauguin school, collaborated
in perfecting the movement; and the com-
plete realization of. Gilda's ambition came
when she sailed for the tropics to film
"Aloma of the South Seas."

Broadway's greatest exponent of the siva
stood on the beach of Porto Rico. Glance
at the "stills" and picture just how she
stood, with hibiscus woven into her hair,
with necklaces of coral and scarlet-seeds
shining against her darkened skin, and her
skirt swaying to every eddy of air. At the
risk of spoiling the story it must be ad-
mitted that Porto Rico is far from Samoa,
although both groups straddle the one hot
bulge of the globe. The hills lift with the
same tangle of vegetation; the natives are
identical in the quantity or paucity of their
dress; and besides, Gilda's "tribe" were fifty

statuesque sons and daughters of very an-
cient Samoan taos who had sailed across the
moana ali to appear in motion pictures.
They stared in wonderment when Gilda

danced.

Much must be skipped. How the party
plunged into little explored parts of the in-
lands, through the jungles and swamps to
pools kept .secret by sheer walls of liana;
how a storm wiped out their catamarans;
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G[ Ben Lyon and Blanche Sweet in Robert
Kane's "Bluebeard's Seven Wives."

how white residents and troops lionized
Gilda and picturesque Porto Ricans wound
all day from the hills, where voodoo priests
once ruled, to observe the gorgeous white
girl stained to the color of Samoans — these
might have been the experience of any
screen star who happened to go there.
Only the nights count in this story of
Broadway nights and tropical nights.
The tom-toms drummed softly; the sea

crooned or thundered; from the native can-
tonment drifted those songs which children
or taos sing to the moon. Their talk was
of Gilda Gray, and as is the way with
Samoans who have taken a papalangi to
heart, they honored her.

She must dress for this gala occasion:
more hibiscus and wild orchids for her
hair; more necklaces and flowered anklets;
a resplendent lava-lava for her loins and
a corsage worked in shells. She was to be
Princess Fetuao, the Morning and Evening
Star, and they bore the charter of their

fathers which empowered them to admit her
to membership among Samoan chiefs.

The scene is unforgettable. Gaily decked
praus swam up the stream; the first carried
her; others followed with measured dipping
of paddles and the flash-flash-flash of sun on
the blades and wakes and bronzed bodies.
On an open square file upon file of Ameri-
can and Porto Rican troops were drawn up.
A picturesque island rabble stood beyond
the cordon. There were Samoans to meet
their Princess Fetuao when she landed, to

stir the tom-toms to barbaric paeans, to

strew flowers around her and lay tapa-mats
for her feet. The women joined her in the
dance but their siva was no match for hers
in grace. The sun through the palms
etched fantastic patterns of shadow across
her stage, and at length she danced alone,
while the son of the highest chief sang
the tribal invocation.

I wonder how much of the old Rendez-
vous Gilda remembered. Broadway surely
stretched down the latitudes that day, Samoa
hurried thousands of miles eastward; and
our favorite beliefs to the contrary notwith-
standing, East met West amid a clamor of
troops, the throb of native drums, and the
last ceremonial chant of the taos:

"Talofa, O Tausala! Fetuao! Talofa!"

(Welcome, O Princess! Morning and
Evening Star, Welcome

)

Now, no doubt some snappy-thinkers,
who have recalled that various stars have
been elected to Indian tribes, will wish to
wreck this little romance by scoffing:
"That's just publicity." No! Samoans
never have heard the word or its equivalent.
Hawaiians, yes! Waikiki's glories are large-
ly printer's ink; but so far song-writers and
press-agents have not imbued the kingly
Samoans with any desire to get their pic-
tures in the paper. Friendship, admiration
and honor motivate them; and their tribute
to Gilda Gray is a signal act.

Bizarre as it may seem, she won them
with her Broadway siva-siva.

Cinderella's Godfather—from page 39
"A Kiss for Cinderella" successes. He
spoke not only of his own work but the
work of the actors and actresses, of the
cameramen, of the scenarists, the carpenters,
the electricians.

This director, great and powerful as he
is, after finishing his greatest success, still

is humbly grateful for the assistance which
he received from others. The greatness of
others he appreciates, and this appreciation
has tinged his own greatness with a touch
of humility.

Betty Bronson looked so pale and wan,
and yet so wistfully appealing, that we won-
dered if that was the reason she was se-
lected.

^
To my question Mr. Brenon re-

plied, "Oh, no, it wasn't quite so simple as
that. To begin at the beginning, I first

read a whole library looking for a story
for my next production. After discussing
several with the studio manager we
agreed upon "A Kiss For Cinderella." Mr.
Lasky and Mr. Zukor approved our choice,
and final arrangements for the motion pic-
ture rights were made with the author, Sir
James Matthew Barrie. I then sailed for
Europe to consult with him, and to discuss
the most effective way of transferring his
delightful stage play to the screen without
losing any of its charm. Also I wanted to
learn the author's choice for the role of
Cinders. He viewed a trunkful of screen
tests for the part, just as he had done for

Peter Pan, and reaffirmed his belief that
Betty Bronson would make an ideal heroine.
"To be able to select such wonderful ma-

terial; to meet great authors on such a foot-
ing; to create actors and actresses, and to
make them stars— oh, this is the greatest
job in the world!" Mr. Brenon's face
glowed.

"There are so many thrills— thrills of
gratification incident to a director's life.

Possibly one of the greatest thrills comes
from the acting, or the directing of the ac-
tors. A fine actor in a perfect setting will
make a character seem fairly to step out of
the book; out of the land of make-believe.
Frequently this is a matter of inspiration, so
that we achieve unlooked-for subtleties, sur-
prising avenues of feeling, shades of mean-
ing that stamp greatness upon actor and
story alike. Such moments I have exper-
ienced during the directing of, for instance,
Norma Talmadge in 'The Passion Flower'
and' 'The Sign on the Door'; Ernest Tor-
rence in 'The Side Show of Life'; Percy
Marmont in 'The Street of Forgotten Men';
Betty Bronson in 'Peter Pan' and 'A Kiss
for Cinderella'

."

What Mr. Brenon was saying to me was
that the glory of achievement was all that
counted, and that great stories and great
actors made his pictures great. But what
he convinced me of was that to make others
great you must first be great yourself, but

he doesn't know it.

Having remembered the work of the chil-

dren in "Peter Pan" we were tingling with
anticipation to see how Mr. Brenon handles
them. In the cast of "A Kiss For Cin-
derella" there are four little girls: Edna
Hagen, two years old; Mary Christian,
three; Patty Coakley, four, and Marilyn Mc-
Lain, four and "a half." On the appointed
day these four miniature actresses reported
for work. Not alone. Oh, no. There
were the mothers, a grandmother and a
father with them. All work stopped for
Mr. Brenon when the children appeared.
At least actual direction did. For two
whole hours the dean of directors, down
on the floor, played with the children and
the attractive toys strewn about. And when
they tired of blowing the horns, and when
the dollies had been put to bed, Mr. Bre-
non, with the littlest girl on his lap, read
to them the story of "Cinderella." It is his

idea, he said, not only to get them acquaint-
ed with their studio

. surroundings, but to

like them as well. He had won their con-
fidences, made them feel at home; now and
only now could he get them to act as he
wanted them to act.

It seems so naturally easy for him to
win their confidence. Is it any wonder he
is called the children's delight? Sometimes
during their play he gave a quiet order for
lights and camera, and caught them in their



Fourteen Years a Conductor
Then Salesmanship and $700 a Month

FirstEight Days Earns $107.32— Las tA ugust,

while employed by the Depot Filling Station,

Inc., at $22 a week, I enrolled in your Modern
Salesmanship course, but hardly expected to

achieve my first goal so quickly. I wish to thank
you for your personal assistance on some of the

problems, and especially in obtaining for me
my present connection. In the eight working
days since January first I have earned $107.32,

which not only places mein the 100s; Club (with

a large margin), but also proves clearly that

LaSalle principles are sound."
R. J. SHEA, Massachusetts

Salary Doubled—Saks Increased 500?*—"My
salary was practically doubled a short time
ago, but my greatest satisfaction comes from
knowing that the amount of business I have
written this year is easily five times greater

than before." S. N. WILLIAMS, Kentucky.

DO you know the quickest way to make
dreams come true?— It's the salesman-

ship way.
For out in the selling field, if a man makes

good, ' 'raises' ' come to him automatically

—

and many times a year.—There was C. A.

Thomas, for example.
Thomas, a California man, had been a

conductor on a railroad for fourteen years.

"One day," said Mr. Thomas, telling of

his experience, "I came in on my passen-

ger run and neverwent out again. Instead,

I undertook to sell real estate. The first

month I did not make a sale. I saw that I

needed something to help me, and I be-

lieved I would find it in LaSalle' s training

in Modern Salesmanship. You can judge

for yourself the aid it gave me when I tell

you that the next month I cleared $700, and
last month I averaged better than $67 a day
throughout the month . .

J. J. Graney writes of similar success.

He was a mail carrier when he enrolled

with LaSalle.

"I have not worked nearly so hard since

I have been selling," writes Graney, "but

have increased my earning power about

400 per cent. During September I earned

$225, October $500, November close to $700

and I expect to make $1,000 this month."

Were these men—and hundreds of others

—merely "lucky"?

Men privileged to master Salesmanshit

thru the LaSalle Problem Method will tel

you that their success was far from luck;

it was the logical result of knowing the

hows and whys of their profession.

Whether or not you have had experience in selling

—that is not important. The point is that any man
of average intelligence who will follow the LaSalle

salary-doubling plan can quickly multiply his earn-

ings. And this fact applies with doubled force to the

man now in the field who is sincerely striving to in-

crease his volume, to really sell in dozens of places

which he now is forced to leave without an order.

The complete story of the LaSalle salary-doubling

plan which thousandsof men have followed with such

gratifying results is outlined in a fascinating book-

entitled Modern Salesmanship." This book tells

clearly the opportunities in the selling field— points

the way to a quick mastery of the very methods
whereby the big producers top the list year after

year, earn big five-figure salaries. The information

contained in this book is of priceless value to the man
seriously ambitious to make a real success in the sell-

ing field. And—the coupon brings it to you, free.

If your future is worth a two-cent stamp and two

minutes of your time—place the coupon in the mail

TODAY.

LaSalle Extension University
The World's Largest Business Training Institution

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY Dept. 2419-SR CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
I shall be glad to receive an outline of your salary-doubling plan and full information regarding the opportunities in the

business field I have marked below, all without obligation.

Modern Salesmanship: Leading to position as Sales Executive, Salesman, Sales Coach or Trainer, Sales

Promotion Manager, Manufacturer's Agent, Solicitor, and all positions in retail, wholesale, or specialty selim = .

Other LaSalle Opportunities: LaSalle opens the way to success in every important field of business.

If more interested in one of the fields indicated below, check here:

Business Management: Training for
Official, Managerial, Sales and Depart-
mental Executive positions.

Higher Accountancy: Training for
position as Auditor, Comptroller, Certi-
fied Public Accountant, Cost Account-
ant, etc.

Commercial Law: Reading, Reference
and Consultation Service for Business
Men.
Personnel and Employment Manage-
ment: Training in the position of Per-
sonnel Manager, Industrial Relations
Manager, Employment Manager, and

i

positions relating to Employee Service.

Modern Business Correspondence
and Practice: Training for position as
Sales or Collection Correspondent, Sales
Promotion Manager, Mail Sales Man-
ager, Secretary, etc.

Banking and Finance: Training for
executive positions in Banks and Finan-
cial Institutions.

Law: Training for Bar; LL. B.
Degree.

Traffic Management— Foreign and
Domestic: Training for position as
Railroad or Industrial Traffic Manager,
Rate Expert, Freight Solicitor, etc.

Railway Station Management: Train-
ing for position of Station Accountant,
Cashier and Agent, Division Agent, etc.

Modern Foremanship and Produc-
tion Methods: Training for positions

in Shop Management, such as that of
Superintendent. General Foreman,Fore-
man, Sub-Foreman, etc.

Industrial Management Efficiency:
Training for positions in Works Man-
agement, Production Control, Industrial

Engineering, etc.

Business English: Training for Busi-

ness Correspondents and Copy Writers.

Expert
Book-
keep-
ing: Training for position asHead Book-
keeper.

Commercial Spanish: Training for

position as Foreign Correspondent Wltn
Spanish-speaking countries.

Effective Speaking: Training in the

art of forceful, effective speech for

Ministers, Salesmen, Fraternal Leaden,
Politicians, Clubmen, etc.

C. P. A. Coaching for Advanced
Accountants.
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Get into this won-
derful, big-paying
profession. Hun-

dreds of openings now in Motion Pic-
ture Camera Work, Portrait and Com-
mercial Photography. Learn at home.
Big money while learning,

5P
r

?„
$250aWeek
High salaried positions every-

where or open your own studio,
"My business averages
$700 to $1000 a week "
writes Michael Gallo.
Others doing equally well.
Even spnre time work pays
up to $75 a week I

CAMERA FREE
to students. Your choice of real Motion
Picture Camera taking standard profes-
sional film used bv all theatres, or 5x7
View Camera, latest model, genuine
enastigmat lens.

Send for Book
Telia all about Professional Photography

end how to make I i(r money quickly. Also
details of Free Camera Offer. Write today.
NOW!

New York Institute of Photography

143 V/est 36th St., New York (Dept.60)

NOTE:
If you prefer tocome
to our New York or
Chicago Studios for
personal instruction,
day or evening
classes, write for
Catalog R-SOto near-
est address: 141
West 36th St., New
York, or 630 So. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago.

AMOND

II Se*1!'
Simply send $2
and this 14 Karat U,.
White Gold Rectangul^
Wrist Watch set w'th four
perfect cut, Genuine Dia-
monds cornea to you all charges paid. Highest
grade 15 ruby and Sapphire Jeweled Move-
$42*^50 time guarantee. Price only

1 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
If not Batisfactory or If you can duplicate this,watch for $70.00, your deposit willbo refunded.

$4.05 PER MONTH
After trial pay balance $4.05 a month for ten months.

„, FREE ROYAL CATALOG
Illustrates and describes thousands of special values in dia-monds, watches and jewelry— send for your copy at once.Aduress Dept. J 529

ROYAL DIAMOND & WATCH CO.
Dept. 1529 170 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

ri
nflu 1 ' WnSB(||[ , « WMl * 3 now more than ever
If 1 i vHHv i ] mllflf

the key note of success,

Bf I ft vMml/ k ( Hf both in social and bus-

WJt \ BHwB 6 mUl Inesslife. Bow-Legged

»M, ID>| «k'8|fl and Knock- K need menW mlHltlli Uuiffl
fnd wo men,both young

|W A MHuIBa ! lUHn andold, willbegladto

HI A fflnylBiHu Jffln ">at my new ap "

flft m ilfi/ulilffinll m'lttt'l'
r'liancewilisucccssfu]-

Hl V flUHBHI I NHi ly straighten, withinB W ^PHpHH I flDHf a time, bow-

wmh r 4HHHHB1 1 IHhI kneed
'Fl^lllJKllHH quickly and perma-
^Wha*MMBBMIfflnW»flfWlllMfflll nently. without pain,
operation or discomfort. Worn at night. My new
"Lim-Straitner", Model 18, U.S. Patent, is easy to
adjust; its results will soon save you from further
humiliation, and improve your personal appearance
100 per cent. (Model 18 is not like old-fashioned
splints or braces, with bothersome straps, hard to
adjust, but a scientific, modem device of proven
merit, used and recommended lor the last 4 years
by physicians everywhere.

)

Write today for particulars, testimonials and my
free copyrighted physiological and anatomical book
which tells you how to correct bow and knock-kneed
legs without any obligation. Enclose a dime for postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
1406 W. U. Building Binghamton, N. Y.

PERSONAL
Appearance

SCREENLAND
most natural attitudes. From play they
blend into their screen "work" without
knowing it. Occasionally, as it happened in

"Cinderella," a child did not wish to do as

she was told, in fact these tiny young ac
tresses frequently became temperamental.
Mr. Brenon observed that temperament in

women can be perceived at the age of two,

C[ Marion Davies as the Crown Prince
in "Beverly of Graustark."

and becomes quite definitely developed at

four years old. In one scene the little war
orphans, dressed for work in their purple
nighties which photograph gray, are lifted

by "Cinders," the girlish little foster mother,
into tiny bunks fastened to the walls of the

room. When little Edna Hagen was to be
lifted into hers, evidently she had noticed

that the yarn made to look like barbed wire
entrenchments singled her out as a German
war baby. She rebelled in no uncertain

terms; and when finally, she had acquiesced
through Mr. Brenon's gentle and clever per-

suasion, she looked so woe-begone that that

watchful director could not wait to give the

customary orders. "Quick! Quick!" he
cried, "That expression is wonderful." He
is a perfect father to his large family—full

of sympathy and friendliness and under-

standing. He is so human that one might
almost forget at times that he is one of

the greatest of all directors. But it is this

quality in Mr. Brenon which he himself

emphasizes and it is the quality we suspect

that has done most to make him.
In crediting his success to the great staff

about him, Mr. Brenon displays his gift in

choosing men. He will have nothing but
the best. And as soon as he has chosen
them, he gives them his confidence, and as

confidently awaits results. On his return
from London he called in his technical staff

and read them the story. "Build me a gor-

geous coach," he said. "I want it to grow
from a pumpkin. The horses must become
horses from white mice. The coach must
drive off the street into the clouds. It must

sweep into a wonderful ball room
ahead, boys! Turn out the sets!" Then
he forgot all about it, turned his mind to

other details. Not until five weeks had
elapsed did he see the results. Who other

than a really great director would turn over
so great a task with such utter confidence

in his men. Not even a question until they
were ready. But Herbert Brenon picks men
who know their jobs. His assistants are as

enthusiastic about their jobs as he is about
his—they believe in them, and in him.
One night Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky,

and other Famous Players executives, gath-

ered in the theatre studio for the first pre-

view of the Herbert Brenon production for

Paramount—the finished picture—-"A Kiss

For Cinderella." Cinderella's dream had be-

come their dream. Would it come true?

"Cinders" came out of her squalid lodging,

placed the pumpkin and mouse cage in the
gutter and slumped onto her doorstep to

wait—for what?
Would it be just another fade-in? It was

a tense moment.
The fairy godmother appeared. "Cin-

ders" became a glorious "Cinderella." She
looked at the pumpkin and mice. They
blurred. The mice, with tails in air, seemed
galloping. The cage vanished. The pump-
kin changed form. And how they grew.
Large and larger. Wheels developed. Mice
-—white prancing mice—as large as police

dogs. Forms changed. Four white pranc-
ing steeds appeared. Lo! and behold! there
was a shimmering coach, with a bowing
footman bidding "Cinderella" to enter.

Every person present was familiar with
every trick of picture making. But nothing
to equal this. How they applauded! Real
fairy magic had taken place before their

eyes. "Cinderella" and her coach and four
had become a reality.

Mr. Brenon showed boyish enthusiasm in
telling us about . J. Roy Hunt's wonderful
camera work in this marvelous scene. "It

was a work of five weeks of the infinite

patience of genius; and I am satisfied, that
the original fairy godmother was a' patient

.

mechanical genius. Anyway, she hasn't
anything on my head cameraman, J. Roy
Hunt."

Always in telling of his achievements,
Mr. Brenon insists upon giving full credit

to his associates. From the time of his first

conference with Sir James Barrie to the pre-
view with the special musical orchestration
of "A Kiss. For Cinderella," he has shared
the glory of achievement with all his staff

and cast, from call boy to star.

He is one man who rules others because
he can rule himself.

Aileen Pringle and Edmund Lowe
in Elinor Glyn's "Soul Mates."
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Electrical
Outfits!

Let**' c\»»4*\woV

"fte third free outfit IsaSlO motor
-same type as the big ones. You
ilnd the armature and the field

:nd assemble It and mate It run.

Electrical

Home-Training
now backed with FREE JOB SERVICE

I am pushing thousands of men ahead to success in Electricity by a wonderful
new method of home-training. Now we announce a new feature for students and graduates of the

American School—a nation-wide Employment Service under the direction of Mr. H. A. Burgkart Job
Expert. Burgkart is placing men in fine Electrical positions as fast as they qualify. The Electrical bus-

iness needs more Experts. Go into Electricity and you're sure to find a good job when you re ready for it.

You can get ready with DunSap^Job-Method training: ,

-because it's complete
We guarantee this training is both up-to-
date and complete. Without extra charge I give you
Electrical Engineering subjects, Electrical Drafting,
Ignition, Radio, and many business subjects.

2.

—

because prepared by
23 noted Engineers

This is no one-man, one-idea school. Amer-
ica's greatest Electrical Engineers helped me prepare
this training, and their work vouches for its high-
standard and thoroughness.

Instruction prepared by men from:
'

1. General Electric Co. S. Underwriters Lab.
2. Commonwealth Edison 9. Columbia University
3. Crocker-Wheeler Co. 10. Dartmouth College
4. Cutler-Hammer Co. 11. Massachusetts Inst.
5. American Telephone 12. Lehigh University

& Telegraph Co. 13. University of Vermont
Westinghouse Electric 14. Armour Institute
& Mfg. Co. 15. University of Kansas

Western Electric Co.

Small Monthly Payments
Our educational standards are high, tuition

is within reach of the untrained man who
needs this training, and small monthly
payments accepted. So you need not
face the world without training—let me show you
how to get this million dollar No-Profit institu-

tion back of you in your fight for success and inde-

pendence.

Get My JOB AND RAISE
Contract—Quick!

Now you can put your time and money
into home-training with a positive agree-

ment that it will lead to a better job and
increased pay. Get the facts about my amazing
offer. Find out about the opportunities and jobs
waiting for you in Electricity. Act quick and
make the next few months the turning point in

your life. Coupon brings complete information.

3.
because f train you
by the Job-Method

CHIEF ENGINEER DUNLAP, Electrical Division

AMERQCAN SCHOOL, DePt.E-2i88
Drexel Ave. & 58th St., Chicago

I

These pictures show how my
students learn Electricity by
doing actual Electrical jobs with
standard materials and tools
which I supply without extra cost.

Four costly outfits given! Students
make fast progress by this wonder-
ful Job-Method. Many do sim-
ilar jobs for pay in their spare
time and earn more than

enough to pay for this
training.

St. No

City
""aTa'teTy to Chief Engineer D»nl»P

(Mail immediately
t

Ave t 58W

Dept. t_

State

American School,

Chicago)
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The Center Part

Marcel is one of

the most favored

for younger girls.

This type of Mar-

cel looks best
with the shingle

bob.

Here is another

favorite of the
younger girls —
the Side Part

Marcel.

The Pompadour,
while not a new
style, is most be-

coming for cer-

tain types.

The Horseshoe

Wave is very chic

and charming. All

these sty!es and
many others can

be obtained with

the Marvelous
Marcellers.

c/^Tmazing
beautifully

in
At last— a home marcelling

JL\ latest hair styles direct from
that rivals the best professional

that costs very little and
gold. Read the details of this

Read and rejoice—you who would have
the "crowning glory" of beautiful, wavy
hair! Here ' is news— good news

—

glorious news! For now you may have,
in the privacy of your boudoir, such a

marcel as only the finest beauty parlors

could give you heretofore—the newest,

smartest, most fashionable marcel direct

from Paris. And at practically no ex-

pense!

Glance at the picture above, on the

right. That is an actual photograph of

a marcel produced by this amazing in'

vention. Look at the drawings to the

left. They show only a

many different styles of

can easily have with this

new waving device. For
it will give you any kind

of marcel you want, re-

gardless of how you wear
your hair— shingle bob,

Ina Claire, horseshoe

wave, pompadour, center

or side part. And this,

too, whether your hair is

easy or hard to wave,
whether it is soft and
fluffy or coarse and
straight, whether it is

long or "bobbed."

Think what a saving this

will mean to you in dol'

lars and cents! Instead

of $1 or $1.50 every

time you want a marcel,

now you can have one
for two or three cents!

But the saving of money
isn't nearly so important
as the added loveliness it

means. With a set of

Marvelous Marcellers you
can always look as if you
just stepped out of the
beauty parlor! No going
around with a week'old
marcel; no straight and

few of the

marcels you

straggly locks to detract from the beauty
that is rightfully yours. Just a few
minutes with your Marvelous Marceller
once or twice a week—that's all you
need. Soon your hair will be trained to

hold the kind of marcel you like and
you'll have a lovely, natural wave all

the time!

Now Is When You Need
It Most

The social season is now at its height.

With the many dances, theatre parties,

dinners and other affairs that most girls

attend at this time of the year, the need
for looking one's best is greater than' at

any other time. Arid "looking one's
best" these days means keeping your

Marcelling your hair with the
Marvelous Marcellers is both sim-
ple and fascinating. First you
moisten the hair with a delight-
ful Wave Fixative which comes as
part of this outfit. Then the hair
strands are brought through a
specially designed loop and caught
in place with a metal pin. The
hair is thus held in "waves" for
15. or 20 minutes until dry, when
you take the marcellers out—and
there is the most beautiful marcel
you ever saw I

With our Marcel Fashion Chan
to guide you, it is a simple inci-
ter to get any type or style of
marcel you want with the Marvel-
ous Marcellers—side part, center
part, horseshoe wave, Ina Claire
or shingle 'boh." pompadour, etc.
Detailed drawings show how to ap-
ply the Marcellers for each style.
The Style Chart also contains
suggestions for selecting the kind
of marcel most becoming to your
type of beauty,
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new invention
marcels any hair

30 minutes
device that brings the very

Paris to your boudoir—a device

operators in results — a device

quickly saves its weight in

remarkable offer

hair marcelled in a beau'

tiful, becoming way. No
other feature is half so im-

portant to looks as your
hair. Nothing can do more
to enhance your loveliness

than a beautiful marcel;

nothing can detract more
from your looks than
straight, straggly, unkempt
hair. Every girl owes it to

herself to make the most
of "w o m a n's crowning
glory."

The diagrams will give you
some idea how the Marvel-
ous Marcellers work. Al-

though they produce the

most astonishing results,

still their application is the

simplest thing in the world.

With each outfit is includ-

ed a bottle of Wave Fixa-

tive and a Style Chart
showing the newest and most fashionable
types of marcels. All you need do is select

from the chart the style of marcel you like

best, follow the simple directions for that
particular kind of marcel and soon you have
all the Marcellers in place. Then you can
finish dressing or read while the Wave Fixa-
tive dries. In 20 to 30 minutes you take
out the Marcellers and—there is the most
beautiful marcel you ever had in your life!

Yes, it hardly seems possible to marcel your
hair so naturally and beautifully with so
little fuss and bother—but mirrors don't lie!

Your trusted mirror tells you that there is

the kind of marcel you've always wanted

—

that wonderful, wavy marcel which makes
the most of your natural beauty. And your
mirror will go on, day after day, week after
week, telling you this same glad news!

A New Idea— A New Standard
of Results

Never in the entire history of hair and
beauty culture has there been anything like
this amazing new invention. It does away
with the old-fashioned curlers and so-called

"wavers." It does away
with the dangerous curling

irons that sear the hair and
dry the scalp. It does

away with all the muss
and bother of the old-

fashioned water waving
combs.

If you have had a "per-

manent" wave and are

now experiencing the usual

trouble keeping your hair

in shape; if your hair is

unusually hard to wave;
if you seem to have more
trouble with your hair

than any of the other girls

you know, then you'll ap-

preciate the Marvelous
Marcellers all the more.
For, regardless of the kind
of hair you have, they will

positively give you the
most beautiful marcel you

can imagine. We guarantee this without
any reservations and let you be the sole
judge.

Take Advantage of Our Liberal
Introductory Offer

As this is the most revolutionary invention
of the kind ever produced, we believe it

will be but a short time before hundreds
of thousands of these Marvelous Marcellers
will be beautifying women all over the
country. In order to speed that day, we

Before putting this Marcelling Outfit
on the market, we asked fifty women
to try it out and give us their opin-
ion. Without exception, they were
most enthusiastic about it. Here are
part of some of the letters we received.

MISS M. S., Chicago: I recently had
a permanent wave put in my hair and
since then have had lots of trouble
making my hair look right. But with
your Marvelous Marcellers I no longer
have to bother with water combs and
now my hair is always beautifully
marcelled.

MISS K. W., Chicago: I have had
my hair marcelled so much that it

was beginning to get terribly dry and
scraggly. Since I have quit applying
heat to my hair, it is quickly regain-
ing its old lustre and beauty. I think
your marcelling outfit is wonderful.

MRS. A. K., Memphis: I am cursed
with thin, straight hair that is unusually
hard to wave. I have tried many
home marcelling outfits, but have al-
ways been disappointed until your
Marvelous Marcellers came. Now I
can easily keep my hair in a dandy
marcel, just the way I want it. I
can't say too much for your new
invention.

This is an actual

photograph of a

marcel put in

with the Marvel-

dus Marcellers.

This is only one

of the many dif-

ferent kinds of
marcels you can

get with this re-

markable outfit.

are going to offer the first 10,000 sets at a

price that hardly covers the cost of mak-
ing, packing, advertising and selling—only

$3.85 for the entire outfit. This includes

a full sized bottle of Wave Fixative, a new
and authentic marcel fashion chart and a

complete set of Marvelous Marcellers.
By taking advantage of this special offer right away
you will be getting, for the cost of two or three

marcels, everything you need to keep your hair beau-
tifuly marcelled the whole year round. And your
hair will not only look better all the time, but
will be kept in a much healthier condition, due to

the elimination of the harmful artificial heat.

SEND NO MONEY — Just Mail
the Coupon

Even at this special price, you don't have to pay
for this marcelling outfit in advance, nor do you
need risk a single penny. All you do is sign and
mail the coupon. In a few days, when the post-
man brings your outfit, just deposit $3.85 with him,
(plus a few cents postage). And when you put
in your first marcel, you'll say it was the best pur-
chase you ever made in your life, for your hair
waving troubles are ended. Every time you use this

outfit, you'll get better and better results and you'll
never have to spend your good time and money for
marcels again.

After you have tried this marvelous new marcelling
outfit for five days, if you are not delighted with
results—if it doesn't give you the most beautiful
marcel you ever had and improve your hair in every
way—simply return the outfit to us and your money
will be refunded quickly and cheerfully. But don't
put it off. Be among the first to take advantage
of this special introductory offer. Fill in and mail
the coupon today!

MAIS0N DE BEAUTE
844 Rush Street

Chicago, Illinois

SPECIAL NOTICE to BEAUTY PARLORS
Why go on marcelling hair in the slow, tedious,
old-fashioned way when the Marvelous Marcel-
lers make it so quick and easy? With this
remarkable outfit you can not only give a com-
plete marcel in half the usual time, but you
can obtain much better results in every case.
Here is a chance to get the jump on your com-
petitors and win lots of new business with this
amazing new method of marcelling. Mail the
coupon for a demonstration outfit, or write
for our special offer on lots of three or more.
Don't put it off; this calls for immediate action.
Mail the coupon today.

COUPON
Maison de Beaute,
844 Rush Street, Dept. 164, Chicago, Illinois.
Gentlemen

:

Please send me your newly invented marcelling outfit,

including Marcel Style Chart, bottle of Wave Fixative
and set of Marvelous Marcellers. I agree to deposit
$3.85 (plus postage) with the postman when he makes
delivery. If I am not delighted with results I will
return the outfit within live days and you are to re-
fund the purchase price without argument or delay.

Name ..

Address
NOTE: If you expect to be out when the postman

comes, enclose $4.00 with your order and the
Marcelling Outfit will be sent postpaid.
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IffDOWN
J 10 Months to Pay i

Simply clip this ad, Indicate
your selection, and put it in
on envelope with your nam*
and address—MAIL IT TODAY. Your choice of
these bargains will come Prepaid for a 15 Day
Trial, Pay the postman SI. upon arrival. If you
can duplicate your purchase for less money any.*
where, send it back and your dollar will be re-
turned. If satisfied, pay balance in 10 equal
monthly payments. NO RED TAPE.—PROMPT
DELIVERY — TRANSACTIONS CONFIDEN-
TIAL. RUSH YOUR ORDER TODAY.

' jm&^M? Ba»-gain Bulletin"

Ladies" 1 8 KWhite Gold Ring. 3miV'^'teSia.monds
$42.5<J Diamonds. $29.50 5

"igTcup^^^
white

de^". Blue-wnite diamond inheart_top.
$48750

°
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Blue.^S^f^AAl

$52^

work design
8,

1 °FZ? !

* J^jmonds. J64 95

<'Omp!ete booklet; 3000 other bar-
r rvHiXL gains. Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
• -Ten Months To Pay On Everything,

AUTHORIZED CAPITAL $1,000,000.

LW-SWEET INC
1660 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Hope Hampton's Fur—from page 36

AGENTS $
1 1^DAILY- nADVANCE

EASY-IntroducingNEW
STYLE GUARANTEED
HOSIERY—Must wear or
replaced free—All the latest

styles—fabrics and colors—
BIG PROFITS—Repeat
orders bring you regular

income. YOUR PAY IN
ADVANCE—Just write

orders-WE DELIVER and
COLLECT-No capital or

experience needed—Sam-
ples furnished—All colors-

gradesincluding finest silks.

Mao-O-Chee Co. Card 5782 Cincinnati, Ohio

DIMPLES
It is amazing what a
difference dimples make.
Women appear ten years
younger. Plain girls

acquire a distinctive

charm. Men are fasci-
nated by their mis-
chievous beauty. Yet
dimples may be yours
now, for the DOLLY-
DIM PLEU is a sirn 11!''.

harmless device that
quickly produces dim-
ples. Invented by a
woman. Patent applied

for—nothing else like it. Used by beauty specialists
and movie actresses. Easily used at home. Results positive.
Complete outfit, including instructions for use. mailed sealed
in plain wrapper, for only $1.00 or sent C. O. D. for $1.26.

Sol
Py

ODly
Dolly Dimpler Co.,

27^X*'

"Of allowing the stars," continued the

editor, unperturbed, "to donate the priz.es

for Screenland's letter-writing contest."

"It's a good idea."

"Then you are willing to help?"

"If you want me to have my picture

taken with my new marmoset I shall, but I

shan't donate him as a prize!"

"All I want from you," said the editor

drily, "is an interview. Will you please

call on Hope Hampton, and see what she

thinks of the idea? Perhaps she would like

to give a prize."

Here was the greatest vicarious thrill of

our lifetime! We love giving; and seeing

somebody else, who really had something

worth while to give, doing it, was fine for

that Christmas .spirit.

"Am I interested?" said Miss Hampton
when we put it up to her. "I think it is a

splendid thing for Screenland to be do-

ing. I wish I could give every girl who
writes to me something pretty to wear. It's

as natural for a girl to love beautiful clothes

as it is for a bird to fly. It's as innocent

an impulse, too, though my grandmother

didn't bring me up to think so. Her favor-

ite quotation was 'Vanity of vanities, all is

vanity.' But I departed from the teachings

of my youth. However in pictures one has

to have lots of clothes, don't you think?"

"A fine way to ease your conscience,'.' we
said.

"Now, what shall I give to Screenland
for their contest," continued Miss Hamp-
ton. "They want something I wore in

Fifty-Fifty, .
don't they? Girls love pretty

things to wear. Do you suppose they would
care for one of the gowns? It might not

fit, though. I know, my fur scarf!"

"That is what I should like best if I were

winning the prize. Furs are the most be-

coming things in the world," we acquiesced.

"Of course, winter is no time for a fur

scarf. But whoever wins it can hold it over

for spring," said Miss Hampton gaily, caress-

ing the soft, sil)
ry fur. (Yes, we have seen

the neck-piece and even tried it on.)

"Somebody once remarked 'one swallow

doesn't make a summer," continued Miss

Hampton. "But I think, sometimes, that

one becoming neck-piece does make a sum-

mer."
Of course the men won't understand this,

at all; about holding over the beautiful furs

till summer; but no man is going to win

Miss Hampton's prize any way. So why
worry about what they know.

"I have an idea, somehow, that the girl

who is going to win this fur will be tall

and blonde with bobbed hair. Her name
will be Lillian."

"It's a wonder you didn't say, 'Her name
will be Harriette.' I think you're going to

try to win it yourself," said Miss Hampton
reproachfully. "Now, I think a small, dark

girl named Beatrice or Charlotte, or Myrtle,

will win it. My candidate has long wavy
bangs, black, bobbed hair and a retrousse

nose. I can just see her in it! Why your

candidate hasn't a chance, my dear."

"What if triplets should win your prize?

What would you do then?" we asked.

"You can't frighten me," declared Miss

Hampton. "I'd give them each one and be

delighted to do it."

"You're pretty safe on that," we assured

her. "Triplets don't happen very often.

But there are twins! How about them?"
"The offer holds good. If they write a

composite letter, and it wins, each twin gets

a prize. That's final."

"Perhaps you're not making this offer in

a serious spirit, Miss Hampton; but we're

taking you seriously' and so, I'm sure will

Screenland's editor, and if I were half of

twins I know what I should do!"

Who's Where in Hollywood
(Continued from page 33)

our movie folk live there. We reach Bev-

erly Hills, and the first home we come upon

is none other than Adolphe Menjou's, where

his wife, his young ten-year-old son and an

amazing array of prize dogs hold forth.

How'd you like to be that ten-year-old kid

—golly, he's got a tuxedo, too!

Follow along with us, now on Sunset

instead of Hollywood Boulevard. Sunset

Boulevard continues from Hollywood

through Beverly Hills. Notice how near

to Lew Cody the Nagels' new home is go-

ing to be? Little Ruth Nagel will be able

to go swimming in Lew's pool.

And now watch sharply, because we're

going through another nest of the most

beautiful mansions on the West Coast.

Golly, read 'em off fast, and for heavens'

sake, don't fall out of the car in your

anxiety! Past Gloria's, Pola's, the Harlans',

the Charles Rays' and on up into the mighty

hills for a glimpse at Marion Davies' place,

the new Tom Mix home, the Chaplins, the

new Lloyd homesite, the Pickford-Fairbanks

nest and on to the last of them— Rudy's

place, a delight to us all.

And if we're weary and worn, with tired

eyes and stiff neck— whadda we care? It's

been a great old day and we're content, for

haven't we had a glimpse at the glorious

mansions we have helped build?

And to all of you, we out here extend

our most gracious invitation to pay us really

an honest-to-goodness visit! Aw, come-on!

We'll be waiting.

' George O'Brien, as he will appear

in Fox's "Johnstown Flood."
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Money Talks!
About 100,000 people have tried this

remarkable hair-growing method. Each

had the privilege of getting his money
back. Yet when the 30-day trial period

expired— only 3 out of every 100 asked

for a refund. And they got it instantly

!

The same square guarantee is open

to you. No strings—no loopholes—no
alibis—no "ifs" or "buts" or "maybes"

—if my new method doesn't grow new
hair for you in 30 days—I'll send you my
check refunding every penny you have

paid and the trial will have cost you abso-

lutely NOTHING!

I GuaranteeYOU New Hair
M30Vays-OrlPayAU Costs/

By Alois Merke
Founder of Famous Merke Institute

Fifth Avenue, New York

GRASP this chance. Start now
and save yourself from the

tragedy of baldness. Let me prove

to you—without a cent of risk—that

you can grow new hair in 30 days!

An Amazing Contract

Xo matter how fast your hair is

falling out — no matter how lit-

tle of.it is now left

—

no matter how many
^treatments you have
pried without results
-—I absolutely guar-

antee that my new
..method will give you
new hair in 30 days
*or the trial costs you
nothing

!

Why I Make It

I have found dur-

ing many years re-

search and from ex-

perience gained in

treating thousands of

cases of baldness at

the Merke Institute,

Fifth Avenue, N. Y.,

that in most cases of

loss of hair the roots

are not dead— but

tnerelv dormant.

RESULTS

It is useless and awaste of time

and money to try and get down to

these under-nourished roots with the

average tonic or with massages, crude
oil, etc., for such measures only treat

the surface of the skin.

My Method Gets
To the ROOTS

But my scientific system involves

the application of entirely new prin-

ciples in stimulating hair growth.

It penetrates below
the surface o f the

scalp and gets right

to the cause, of most
hair troubles— the
starving, dormant
roots. It provides not
only an efficient way
of reviving and invig-

orating these inactive

roots, but of giving

them the nourishment
they need to grow
hair again. And the

fine thing about my
system is the fact that

it is simple and can
be used in any home
where there is elec-

tricity without the
slightest discomfort
or inconvenience.

No Cost If It

Fails
Of course there are

Results Gratifying
"Ten years ago my hair started

falling. I used hair tonics constantly,
but four years ago I displayed a per-
fect full moon. I fried everything

—

but without results. Today, how-
ever, thanks to your treatment I have
quite a new crop of hair one inch
long."—F. H. B.. New York.

Hair About Gone
"My hair has been falling for the

last two years and I had hardly any
more hair on ,the front of my head.
But since I started using your treat-
ment I am raising a new crop of
hair. Tour treatment is best I ever
saw."—O. J. Xorthbndge, Mass.

New Hair Growing
"Results are wonderful. My- hair

has stopped falling out and I can see
lots of new hair coming in."—F. D.
B., Washington, D. C.

New Hair on Bald Spots
"I have used Thermocap Treatment

for 8 weeks and although the top
of my head has been entirely bald
for 6 years the results up to the pres-
ent are gratifying. In fact the entire
bald spot is covered with a fine

growth of hair."—W. C-, Kenmore,
Ohio.

Can't Say Enough For It!

"Am glad to say I can see such
great change in my hair. It is grow-
ing longer and my head is full of
young hair that has made its way
through since I have been using
Nferke Thermocap. I can't say
enough for it. It will do everything
you claim it to do."—G. G.. Texas.

a few cases of baldness that nothing in the

world can help. Yet so many hundreds of

men and women whose hair was coming out
almost by ''handfuls" have seen their hair

grow in again as the shrunken roots ac-

quired new life and vitality that I am
willing to let you try my treatment at my
risk for 30 days. Then if you are not more
than delighted with the new growth of hair
produced, write me immediately. Tell me

.
my system has not done what I said it would,
and the 30-day trial won't cost you a cent.

Free Booklet Tells All
The very fact that you have read this

announcement shows that you are anxious
about the condition of your hair. So why
not investigate? Find out for yourself.
If you will merely fill in and mail the cou-

pon I will gladly send you without cost or
obligation a wonderfully interesting book-
let which describes in detail my successful
system which is growing new hair for thou-
sands all over the country. In addition it

tells all about my iron-clad guarantee which
enables you to take
my treatment with-
out a penny's risk.

Clip and mail the
coupon today. Allied

Merke Institute,
Inc., Dept. 6712, 512
Fifth Avenue, New
York City.

Allied Merke Institute, Inc.

Dept. 6712, 512 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Please send me without cost or obligation a copy of
your hook, "The New Way to Grow Hair," describing
the Merke System.

City ...State..
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25c Sample

Free
See Coupon

Slender Figures
Are seen everywhere today

People get them in this easy, pleasant way
"i\c ahnilt vmi In amr rirr\iz 1 •, tm_ •Look about you in any circle. Note

how slenderness prevails. Excess fat is

not one-tenth so common as it was.

Look at any fashion pictures. Note
how every style is now adapted -to slim
figures. The very vogue of short skirts
shows that overweight is regarded the
exception.

A new era has come in this respect.
Fat is now unpopular, it is regarded as
abnormal, affecting beauty, health and
fitness. Modern research has proved it

unnecessary. There is now an easy,
pleasant way to control one's weight.

Countless people have learned that way
and proved it. They have told others
about it. In every company you can now
see the evidence of its efficiency.

The Modern Method
The modern method is internal. It

combats the cause of excess fat, which
usually lies in a certain gland.

That method is embodied in Marmola
Prescription Tablets. Simply take four
a day. Continue until you reach the
weight you wish.

Reduction is not too rapid. It rarely
exceeds a pound a day. So the body ad-
justs itself to the new conditions. Wrin-
kles do not develop.

Marmola is not secret. Our books
publish every ingredient, and explain ex-
actly howMarmola acts. You will know
the scientific reasons for results.

The results are so dependable that to
everyone who mails the coupon we now
send a guarantee. If you accept it, and
then are not satisfied, every penny you
pay is returned.

Ask Your Friends
Ask your friends about Marmola

—

friends who have reduced. People all

MARMOLA
Prescription Tablets

The Pleasant Way to Reduce
Supplied by all druggists at $1 per

box. Send this coupon for a 25c sample
free, our latest books and our guarantee.
Clip it now.

about you now employ it. They will tell
you what Marmola does. That is how
the use has grown—by users telling
others.

Marmola has been used for 18 years.
The use has grown and grown, until
people are now taking over a million
boxes yearly to reduce and control their
weight.

The results are seen everywhere. A
large percentage of the figures you have
seen grow slender are due to Marmola
Tablets. You are bound to employ them
when you learn what they have done for
your friends.

Not This Way
Try the easier method

Some people reduce by strenuous ex-
ercise and restricted diet. The methods
require severe self-denial. They are hard
and often harmful.

Marmola does not require that. Its
action is internal—on the cause of ex-
cess fat. One simply takes a tablet four
times daily. Investigate this method for
your own sake. The coupon will bring
you all the facts, our samples and our
guarantee. Compare this method with
the others, then decide.

MARMOLA
2-235 General Motors BIdg.

DETROIT. MICH.
.

25c Sample

Free
Mail Coupon

Send No Money
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Screen Kisses—from page 43

demanded. "Cut out the funny business
and get back on the job, Lola."

But Lola Delmar refused to listen tc or-

ders. She ran frantically from the set and
locked herself in her dressing room. She
could be heard sobbing hysterically, but no
pounding on her door, no threats, no plead-
ings could induce her to come out.

Belcher turned then to question Paul
Lowell about the cause of this outbreak,
but the young man had slipped away.
At last the director looked at his wai

furiously. "That's all till tomorrow,"
announced. "Another day's work ruinei

artistic temperament— Great Grief! If

wasn't for their temperament,
would take .'em for artists!"

you never

Only Paul Lowell, changing from eve-

ning clothes to tweeds, and getting the
grease paint from his boyish features, was
troubled.

It was his fault and he knew it.

Tomorrow he would be called on the
carpet and have to explain to Sam Belcher.
He dreaded that encounter.

The reason he feared it so much was
that he had been brought up to tell the
truth. The truth was his ideal. Not to tell

the truth made him feel a sneak, to feel

unworthy of his heritage as a man. But in

this case the truth was embarrassing. Very!
He would be called a cad, a rotter, a

snitch, if he confessed.

And if he evaded all that, he would be
what he loathed more than anything else

in the world—a liar!

Paul finally decided to call on Lola Del-

mar first of all and square things with her.

Late that evening he left his shabby lodg-

ings and started toward Lola's apartment.
His love for Lola, now that it had been

revealed, seemed to have taken complete
possession of him. Nothing mattered any
more except to protect her, to cherish this

emotion, to keep sacred his thoughts of her.

Sacred, yes. But if he told the truth, if

tomorrow when Belcher questioned him he
admitted that love for Lola had made him
go beyond the routine of screen acting,

—

if he admitted his love, his unrestraint, they
would all laugh. He could see Sam now,
rough and brazen, smiling in a knowing and
suggestive way; he could picture Jess Poyn-
ter smugly making fun of him and ridicul-

ing him to Lola and the rest of the staff;

he could see Lola not as her sweet and love-

ly self but in a pretense trying to carry

the situation as though it meant nothi
in her young life.

No, he wouldn't face that cold-blooded
crowd and admit that he loved Lola, that

because of his love he had brought about
her anger. He would simply drop out of

sight, let his contract go, give up his picture

career, and go back to Hobart where his

father had a grain and Feed business. What
a life! Mrs. Brown coming in for a small

package of sweet pea seeds. . . . Mollie
Griesel sending for some pancake flour,

the delivery boy playing hooky and h
have to take his place. ... A terril

wrench, yes, when his ambition had been
so high.

Lola . . . tiny, delicate, but right up to

the minute! Yes, she was worth any sacri-

fice.

Not to tell a lie, always to tell the truth;

principles of this sort had to be. The world,
all civilization, everything depended upon
living true to one's ideals. Suppose he
should lie . . . maybe the truth wasn't so
important in this case . . . after all, he
hadn't dorfie much that was wrong. Kissing
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Why LetThese5 Skin-Worries

Hide^//*Beauty ?

BLEMISHES WRINKLES POUCHES SAGGING
MUSCLES £

When Susanna Cocroft Can
auickly End Them Ail

-Let UsSendYouProof-15Days at OurRisk
BLEMISHES, Sallow Complexion, Sag-

ging Muscles, Wrinkles, Pouches

—

these are the five skin worries that

make naturally attractive women look com-
monplace and years older than they really

are.

Which of these five hide YOUR beauty

—

add years to your appearance? Examine
your complexion for a moment in the mir-

ror. Are you entirely satisfied with it?

Wouldn't it be much more attractive if those

tired lines and wrinkles were gone—if the

skin were smooth and clear, if there were
no blemishes, no sallowness, no pouches, no
sagging muscles, nothing to mar its fine,

clear, youthful beauty?

There is no reason now why you cannot
have a faultless complexion if you really

want it. You know that beneath the outer
layer of the skin, no matter

how homely it may be, lies

a complexion as fresh and
radiant as a child's. Ordi-

nary treatments cannot draw
out this glorious beauty be-

neath the surface— they
treat only the outer layer

and never even attempt to

reach underneath. But here's

a new method that not only

quickly satisfies you that it

will rid you of skin worries

—but also either brings out

your skin's hidden beauty or

it costs you nothing!

For years Susanna Co-
croft has been famous as

the "Health-thru-Nature"
Specialist. She has person-

ally helped so many thou-

"Sag Lifted"

"Since using treatment I loot

years younger, my wrinkles have
disappeared and the sag has lifted

under the chin."—Mrs. J. H. M..
Denville, X. J.

"Puffiness Gone"
"The best and most desired it

has done for nie is to reduce the

pufflness around the eyes. I

wouldn't be without it now."

—

Mrs. H. B. X.. Covington, Ohio.

"Wrinkles Disappeared"
"The wrinkles disappear, and I

can see a gradual lifting of the face

muscles, most noticeable around the

eyes and corners of the mouth. The
neck improves also."—Miss M. S.,

Grand Itapids, Mich.

"Sallow Face Has New Glow"
"I have used your treatment five

times, and I must say that the re-

results are marvelous. My face,

which was sallow, has regained in
the space of a few times new and
glowing beauty." —-Mrs. A. W.,
Washington. D. C.

sands of women to regain health and attrac-

tiveness that she is popularly known today

as the "woman with a million friends." Her
methods, recognized and endorsed by the

medical profession, are sound and scientific

—they never fail to work because they are

NATURAL.

And now this famous woman, in co-

operation with other experts, has just devel-

oped an easy and radically different way
for any woman to recapture the smooth,

fresh complexion of childhood and relieve

unsightly blemishes, pimples, sallowness and
the age-signs of sagging muscles, pouches
and wrinkles.

Entirely New Idea

This amazing new method is entirely dif-

ferent from anything ever known before

—

taking only three minutes before

bedtime and accomplishing its

results while you sleep. Every
night—all through the night—it

keeps drawing out the hidden
charm of your skin, yet you are

scarcely aware that you are tak-

ing the treatment.

If your skin is sallow and mud-
dy; if it is marred by disfiguring

pimples, blackheads or enlarged
pores; if the muscles of your face

are beginning to sag; if deep lines

are forming near the nose and
mouth—crowsfeet at the eyes; if

you have pouches beneath the eyes
—flabby bags below the cheeks,

you will undoubtedly be surprised

at the really remarkable way in

which this new treatment relieves

these defects, giving you the clear,

smooth, fresh and flawless com-
plexion of youth. Women are

amazed at the astonishing improve-
ment even after the very first

night or two. Many who had
spent hundreds of dollars on
other methods without results say

this new method has proved the one sure and easy

way to banish the five enemies of skin beauty—and
to acquire a smooth, white, youthful skin.

Results Guaranteed—or No Cost
These are trying times for the woman who does

not bring out and make the most of her hidden
beauty. For there are more beautiful women in

America today than ever before—and people will

make comparisons. If you suffer by comparison

—

if you look less attractive than others—years older

than you really are—it is to a great extent due to

your own failure to investigate the methods devel-

oped to solve these problems for you.

So don't tolerate any of these five worries, because

of inaction on your part. Consent at least to try

this new treatment—at our risk. You have nothing

to lose—everything to gain. For if, after a 15-day

trial, you are not more than delighted with results

produced—if you are not acquiring a charming new
skin such as you have always longed for, if you are

not thoroughly convinced that this method will rid

you completely of your skin worries, then the treat-

ment will have cost you absolutely nothing. Your
money will be instantly and gladly refunded.

Fascinating Booklet—FREE
Miss Cocroft has prepared an interesting 34-page

booklet which tells you everything about her new
idea of skin rejuvenation and how this method is

designed to end your skin worries. It explains j'ust

how her treatment works and why it is different from
any method you have ever used.

There is no obligation—just mail the coupon and

the booklet will reach you in a plain envelope by
return mail. But there is a special short-time offer

that you may take advantage of if vou act at once.

Mail the coupon NOW. THOMPSON-BARLOW
COMPANY, INC., DEPT. F-361, 130 West 31st

Street, New York City.

Thompson-Barlow Company, Inc., Dept. F-361,

130 West 31st Street, New York City.

Please send me free your new book "The Over-

night Way to New Complexion." Also full details

of' your special free proof offer that enables me to

test this new home treatment without risking a penny.

Name .

Addres

City....
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Grow
Hair
Now an entirely new method of growing beautiful
hair. It is totally unlike anything you have
seen or heard of before. Its simplicity will
delight—its results amaze you. But one appli-
cation each week or two for many hair troubles.
It leaves no after-odor. No grease. It must
stop Falling Hair. Must destroy Dandruff.
Must bring new hair health and beauty—or
money back. A written guarantee in every
package. Full size $1.50. Booklet Free.

SANITAS COMPANY
104 Sanitas Bldg., 33 Keap St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

STIM SCALP
TREATMENT

GET ONE OF THESE NOW

Here is a
hand ejector
that has them
all beat. Not
to be compared
with other guns at this

price. Best obtainable
and guaranteed to Are
accurately. Shoots standard ammunition.
Solid frame swing out cylinder. Best blue
steel. New 1926 models just arrived. Order
now. 32.20 or 38 cal Only $9.65

Military Automatic
with Extra MagazineFREE

Super automatic like those used
by German military officers. Ex-
tra magazine free. Never before
was a 32 -cal. Automatic like
this offered at this price. $8.45.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or mon-
ey refunded. Send No Money.
Pay Postman Our Price, Plus
Postage. All Brand new Guns.

Use Standard Ammunition,

EDWARDS IMPORT TRADING CORP.

258 Broadway Dept. 36 New York, N. Y.

LEARN PIANO
THIS INTERESTING FREE BOOK
shows how you can become a skilled

player of piano or organ at quarter
usual cost. It shows why one lesson
with an expert is worth a dozen other
lessons. Dr.Quinn's famous Written
Method includes all of the many important modern im-

provements inteaching music. Brings right to your home the

great advantage of conservatory study. For the beginner or

experienced players. Highly endorsed. Successful graduates

=vervwhere. Scientific yet easy to understand. Fully illus-

trated. All music free. Diploma granted. Write today for

free book. QUINN CONSERVATORY, Studio SL-22,

598 Columbia Road Boston, 25, Mass.

WRITE Photoplay Scenarios

Vaudeville Sketches

Songs, Short Stories

Big demand and high prices paid for the right kind. Do
you think you have talent and aptitude for this work?
You can easily and quickly make sure by reading our
TEST-LESSON and TALENT-DETECTOR which will be
mailed to you all charges prepaid for only ten cents.
Interesting, instructive illustrated Booklet on Writing for
Money included FREE. Send dime or stamps TODAY.
WRITERS' INSTITUTE, Dept. 5, Jackson, Mich.

CORNS
For quick, safe relief from
painful corns or tender toes
and pressure of tight shoes

DzSchoU's
1*'itio~pads

For Free Sample write The Scholl Mfg. Co., Chicago

At drug
and shoe- stores
everywhere

IMe*25°S
perdaywritesRCBeclQiam

EREESAMPLES
Sell Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for
Larjre Manufacturer Direct to wearer.

No capital or experience needed. Many earn S100.00
weekly and bonus. Write for Free Samples.

MADISON MILLS MFGRS, 564 Broadway, New York

a girl when you loved her wasn't a sin.

Maybe evading the truth in this case

wouldn't bring disgrace upon his head in

spite of all he had been taught, all that he
had been lectured.

Well, he'd put it up to Lola. He'd tell

the truth if she insisted, but if she preferred

that he practise evasion, he'd telegraph Bel'

cher that he was through with pictures and
he'd, go home for good. But he wouldn't
lie. It would be whatever Lola wanted.
He'd be equal to any sacrifice for her, for

the girl he loved.

When he arrived at Lola's house the

maid who admitted him returned in a few
minutes to say that Miss Delmar had a

slight headache and was resting; if he would
excuse her informal costume, she would re'

ceive him.

Paul was ushered into a boudoir of lace

and satin where on a chaise'longue he saw
the slight and girlish figure of Lola reclin-

ing in a flame colored kimona.
He stood in some embarrassment at the

doorway. The luxury of the room with its

exotic furnishings, the scent of incense and
perfumes that tantalized his nostrils, and the

image of the girl herself, heavy lidded and
masking her emotions by an impassive ex'

pression, left him at a loss for words.
She merely nodded coolly by way of

greeting.

"Miss Delmar, I hope you will pardon
the intrusion," he began. "I have called

because I feel that I owe you an explana'

tion."

"Shoot!" The young woman regarded
him with a non-committal expression in her
black eyes.

Paul advanced timidly. "That scene at

the studio this morning," he stammered.
"It was entirely my fault. I was carried

away by my feelings as an actor."

"Oh that's the alibi? —Your feelings as

an artist?"

"Yes —Yes, I think that is it." He fum-
bled sheepishly with his hands, then blurted

out. "No, that isn't all. There was an-

other reason. When I held you in my arms,
Lola —Miss Delmar

"

"Oh, there was another reason?" Her
expression was still inscrutable.

"Yes —I —I —well, we won't go into

that now. What I want to say is that I'm
ashamed of having forgotten myself. -

—

There are limits to even a stage kiss. I

went beyond those limits, and I want to

assure you that I am very sorry that I kissed

you the way I did
"

"You're sorry}" There was a sharp in-

flection in Lola's voice.

"And if you'll forgive me, I'll promise
you that I'll never, never, kiss you that way
again." He was talking so fast that he
wasn't quite realizing what he was saying.

"I'll never forgive you —never, not in a
thousand years!" The little figure in the
flame-colored kimona sat bolt upright, and
Lola shot him a glance of swift anger from
her blazing eyes.

"I never heard of such a thing in my
life!" she exclaimed. "First you insult me
by kissing me so —so unexpectedly. Then
after you've broken up the scene for the
day, you come around and tell me that

you're sorry you kissed me. Say, I suppose
you think that's making a great hit with me,
that line of talk!"

Unable to reply, Paul stared at her in

dumb misery and the girl regarded him with
a look that was half quizzical and half pity-

ing. He was such a great overgrown boy

—

and she, although she was younger in years,

seemed like an experienced woman of the
world.

She spoke again with amused sarcasm.

"Go on, Paul. Square yourself good and

plenty. Tell me that if it were to happen
all over again you would be perfectly well

behaved."
Paul searched his mind for words. When

he answered her it was with a painstaking

care to express himself clearly.

"I'm sorry, Miss Delmar, but I'm afraid

—you see I always make it a point" to be
absolutely truthful. —If we had to act that

scene all over, I'd insult you again."

Like the song of a bird, the girl's laugh-

ter rang out and with a swift movement she
shifted hex position to make room for him
on the chaise-longue.

"You great big adorable child!" she cx-

C[ Florence Vidor and Adolphe Menjou
in "The Grand Duchess and the

Waiter."

claimed. "Sit down and be forgiven. . . .

I'm not sore at you. . . . Ten minutes after

it happened I was laughing about it, but by
that time the old bear of a director had
gone away in a huff. So I just naturally

hopped into my little old car and took a

spin out to the country. Cheer up, I'm not
sore. I'm not even peeved because you said

you were sorry for kissing me. —That's be-

cause you're such an innocent child."

Paul sat beside the girl, very stiff and
restrained, and very careful not. to allow his

hands to stray, for this mood of hers

even more embarrassing than her former
of temper.

"What I mean to say, Miss Delmar.
—What I mean to say •"

But she interrupted him. "Don't hif

hat me, old dear. I'm Lola and you're P
We've quarreled, but now we've made
and everything's jake."

"It's awfully kind of you to forgive me,"
he began. "That takes a great load off my
mind, Miss I mean Lola. But what wor
ries me now is, what will Mr. Belcher

when he learns the truth?"

"Belcher! What business is it of Sam
Belcher's, the old bear?"

"Well you know he was furious when
he left the studio. He was blaming us for

wrecking the whole day's work. There's
been one delay after another and I'm afraid

we'll be called to account."
"Well, what of it?"

"Oh, I just couldn't bear to tell him how
it happened, Lola. —You see I care for

you. Oh, it's something deep, 'way down
in my heart. And if I had to confess to

Mr. Belcher, before all those people in the

studio, that I was carried away by my love
and -—and —offended you like I did, —well,

it would be like making fun of something
sacred. —I just couldn't do it."

"We'd never hear the last of it," agreed
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Laugh IfYou Like-/

-"ButIDidLearn

IT was at a little social gathering.

Everyone had been called on to enter-

tain and all had responded with a song

or with a selection on some musical instru-

ment. And now it was my turn.

I had always been known as a sort of

"sit in the corner." I had never been

able to either sing or play. So they all

murmured as I smiled confidently and took

my place at the piano. Then I played

—

played as no one else had played that

evening. First some ballads, then beauti-

ful classical numbers, and now I was clos-

ing with rollicking tunes from all the

musical shows—anything they asked for.

For the first time in my life I knew tne

thrill of real pride. How many nights

I had sat in my room—alone! And yet

here I was now the very center of this

gay party! I would not have traded my
place with anyone.
They had listened— dumbfounded. For

a moment, now that I had finished, they

remained motionless— silent. And then

the storm broke! Thunderous applause!

Joyful congratulations! A veritable tri-

umph! Then they bombarded me with

questions.

"How did you do it?" they chorused.

"And you're the one who didn't know a
note!" "Why didn't you tell us you were
taking lessons privately?" "Who was your

teacher?"
The questions came fast. For a moment

they overwhelmed me.
"Teacher? I never had one," I replied,

"I learned all by myself, at home."
They laughed in disbelief.

"Laugh if you want," I countered,—"but

I did learn music without a teacher. Yet
there's nothing remarkable about it.

"It's true, comparatively a few short

months ago I didn't know one note from

another. Yet I loved music—everybody

does. But I couldn't afford to engage a

private teacher. And I couldn't bear the

thought of monotonous scales and tedious

exercises. Anyway, I thought a person

had to have special talent to become a

musician.

"You all know how I've just sat around

and watched the rest of you entertain. How
I used to envy Laura playing beautifully

mellow notes on her sax—or Billy jazzing

up a party with his peppy banjo! Time
after time I longed to be able to play.

"And then one night I was sitting at

home alone, as usual, reading a magazine.

Suddenly my eye caught a startling an-

nouncement. Could it be true? It told of

a new, easy method of quickly learning

music—right in your own home—and with-

out a teacher. It sounded impossible—but

it made me wonder. After all, about all the

colleges have home study courses for most
every subject, so, I decided, it was certain-

ly worth investigation—as long as it didn't

cost a cent to find out. So I signed the

coupon, dropped the letter in the box, and
—well, you know the rest."

The course, I explained to them, was more
helpful than I ever dreamed possible. It was
amazing in its simplicity—even a child could
learn to play this quick, easy way. I choose

the piano. And from the very beginning I was
playing—not wearisome scales but real notes,

catchy tunes—just like a regular musician 1 And
it was all tremendous fun—just like a fascinat-

ing game I

Now I can play almost anything—jazz or
classical. I am never at a loss to entertain.

Wherever there's a jolly party you're sure to

find me. Wherever there's life and fun and
music—I'll be there 1 No more melancholy
nights alone. No more dreary hours of solitude.

And I even play in an orchestra on the side

and make a lot of money having a wonderful
time 1

You, too, can learn to play your favorite in-

strument by this remarkable easy "at home"

Pick Your I

INSTRUMENT
1 Piano 'Cello

1 Organ Harmony and

Violin Compositioi

Drums and Sight Singing

Traps Ukulele

Banjo Guitar

Tenor Hawaiian
Banjo Steel Guitar

Mandolin Harp

Clarinet Cornet

Flute Piccolo

Saxophone Trombone

Voice and Speech Culture

Automatic Finger Control

Piano Accordion
method that has
helped 350,000
people all over

the world to increased pleasure and financial

gain. And there's nothing marvelous about it.

It's just a commonsense practical method—so

simple you don't have to know the slightest

thing about music. You find your progress

amazingly rapid because every step is clear and

easy to understand. Just pick out the instru-

ment you want to play. The U. S. School of

Music does the rest. And it costs just a few
cents a day!

Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson

Our wonderful illustrated free book and our

free demonstration lesson explain all about this

remarkable method. JThey prove just how any-,

one can learn to play his favorite instrument

in almost no time and for just a fraction o£

what old slow methods cost.

If you really want to learn to play—if new-

friends, good times, social popularity and in-

creased income appeal to

you—take this opportun-
tunity to make your
dreams come true. Now 1

Sign the coupon and
send it before it's too

late. Instruments sup-
plied when needed,
cash or credit.

U.S. SCHOOL of

MUSIC
3221 Brunswick Bldg.

New York City

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
3221 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Please send me your free book, "Music Lessons irt

Your Own Home." with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane. Demonstration Lesson and particulars of your

Special Offer. I am interested in the following course:

Have you above instrument?

Name

Address

City • State..
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Sizes for
all types
of noses.

strap
)ur parlors
f desired.

flHITPl HOSE dPJUSTER
(Patented)

Shapes while you sleep. Doctors recommend it highly
and proclaim ANITA the safest and most comfort

able way to get a PERFECT -
shaped nose. Absolutely &
GUARANTEED. No screws— m
No Metal. Write for Free
Booklet "Nature's . Way to fSas

BEFORE I AFTER

Happiness.'

TheflniTft Co.

Anita Bldg., Newark, N. 1. Feb. '23

$50 to $100 a Week
Learn Marcelling, Per-
manent Waving, Hair
Dressing, Shampooing,
Manicuring, Facial and
Scalp Treatments.
There's a real shortage
of trained Beauty Op-
erators. Marsay train-
ing prepares you to fill

n good position, and my
Employment Service
will help you find one.

Nine (9) Outfits Given
I train you by my new,
exclusive PRACTICE-
METHOD, which gives
you actual Professionai
Practice as well as The-
cry and Science. Nine
valuable Outfits FREE.

OPEN BEAUTY SHOP
I'll Back You

The right to own and
operate a Marsay Li-
censed Beauty Shop is

BOodfor$3000to$12,0U0

Beauty Culture Book Free
Here rs the quick road
to Independence and
end of money worries.
Take the "Marsay Way
to Man-Size Pay."
Write for free book.

Adele Nelson, Director
Marsay School of
Beauty Culture

605 N. Michigan Ave.
Dept. 1 12, Chicago

Hair Removed
Forever

—From These Spots
OBJECTIONABLE hair on face, neck, arms,

underarms or legs can now be removed

—

roots and all—in an amazing scientific
way that finally destroys the growth for good.
No electricity, no muss, no bad odor or unbear-
able pain. This new method perfected by Dr.
F. C. Irwin is an entirely new discovery—extra-
ordinary—yet absolutely safe and harmless. It
does not merely remove hair temporarily, but
gets at the real cause of hair growth, gently
easing away the very toots so that they can
,never grow back. The whole process is quick
and simple—as easily applied as cold cream.
Simply apply a soothing balsam—and the hairs
lift right out in a jiffy—leaving the skin ador-
ably smooth and clear.
FREE booklet describes Dr. Irwin's remark-

able new method and tells how it will quickly,
easily and inexpensively rid you of superfluous
hair forever. No obligation—write todav. F C
Irwin, M.D., Dept. 81, 730 Fifth Ave., New York.

F. C. Irwin, M. D., Dept. 81,
730 Fifth Avenue, New York City

You may send me, free and without obligation,
your interesting little book, "The New Way to
Remove Superfluous Hair Permanently."

Name _
Address

City State....

Lola. She was swinging one leg, and the
mules swayed back and forth on her little

bare toes as she added, "That bunch of

roughnecks would certainly razz us! —Me,
the hardboiled baby vamp from the East

Side getting all fussed up from a screen kiss

that was too realistic! Oh boy! That
would hand them a laugh!"
Though she took it smilingly, Paul

thought that the prospect of this ridicule

embarrassed her. He could not bear the
thought of this charming little creature be-

ing made the butt of ridicule by a lot of
coarse-grained studio people and he shyly
proposed his solution of the problem.

"I was thinking, Lola, that the best way
to keep you from being laughed at would
be this: Suppose I just pack my grip and
leave town tonight. I won't even show up
at the studio again. In fact, I'll get out of
the movies altogether and Mr. Belcher can
get somebody else to take my place. I'll

write him a letter —no, I'll send him a tele
gram just saying that it's all my fault, but
not explaining what happened. With me
out of the way, Mr. Belcher will feel that

somebody's being punished and he won't
be so sore at you. Anyhow he wouldn't
dare to be very rough with you."
"Oh wouldn't he! Why not?"
"Because you're a great artist and I'm

just a new beginner. So that's what we
will do. I'll pack my grip tonight."
"You really mean that? You'd leave the

movies flat?"

;Tes."
"And then what would you do? —For a

living, I mean?"
"I can always work for my father. He's

got a hay and feed store. He never wanted
me to leave it."

"And you'd do this for me?" The girl

was moved by his offer and her black eyes
were moist with tenderness.
"How long have you been in the game?"

she asked after a pause.
"Only a few months. I was just doing

bits before I got this part."
"I know," Lola nodded. "You were

picked for the role of my lover in Lawless
Wives because you were the only innocent
and clean looking boy they could find. —It

was not because you were such a knockout
as an actor. It was because you looked the
part of a straight, well-behaved kid from
the sticks that the casting director gave you
this chance. —You were making good at
it, too. Belcher said some mighty fine things
about the way you handled the part. You
might go a long way on the strength of
this picture. You've got something —

a

kind of lovable-sap quality that is popular
just now on Broadway."

Paul nodded silently. He had dreamed
ambitious dreams on the strength of this
first important role. He had imagined his
name up in lights and his picture on maga-
zine covers. He had worked hard, for
screen success was the summit of his ambi-
tions.

Lola, under her heavy dark lashes, re-

garded him with a sideway glance.

"And you would give up all this for me?"
she asked gently.

"Yes," replied Paul simply.

The girl made an impulsive movement as
if to throw her arms about him, but re-

strained the impulse. She contented herself
with a little pat on the shoulder that was
almost sisterly as she remarked: "You're a
brick, kid. I'll never forget you. But I'd
have to be yellow clean through to take you
up on that."

"What else is there to do? Mr. Belcher
will demand an explanation."

Lola tossed her head and giggled. "Just
leave that to little sister, old sport! I can

handle Belcher."

"But how?"
"Never you mind! You show up at

studio tomorrow just the same as if nothing
had happened. And don't say a word. Get
that? If they try to ride you just keep your
trap closed, and if they insist on your talk-

ing, pretend that you're deaf and dumb.'
I'll do all the talking."

"But, Lola dear, that would not help mat-
ters any. The fellows at the studio would
make fun of . . . the way I feel about you
just the same. It won't make any difference
whether I tell how it happened or if you
tell it— And I can't bear that my love
for you should be turned into a joke."

"If you say much more I shall cry," re-

torted Lola, jumping up. And indeed there
were suspicious drops in the corners of her
eyes as she held the door open for him.
As he passed into the hallway, she put

up her laughing lips roguishly and said:

C[ Jacqueline Logan and Roy Atun'l!

in "The Outsider."

he turned to comply, she

a peal of laughter, slammed

"You're not going without a goodnight
kiss?"

But when
ducked with
the door in his face and Paul heard the

key click in the lock as he made his way
to the street door

After the boy had gone, Lola lit a cigar

ette and sat on the side of the bed swinging
her legs thoughtfully while she lived over
the events of the day.

That kiss in the studio that had caused
the scene was by no means Paul's fault

—Not altogether, at least. If she had not
been emotionally stirred, that kiss would
have meant no more to her than a thousand
other kisses that she had given and taken
before the camera.
And her hysterical outburst, her crazy

action in rushing to the dressing room was
not caused by anger at Paul but by a fear

of her own weakness.
For the first time in her hectic life, Lola

Delmar had felt the throb of genuine pas-

sion. Though countless wooers had flirted

with her and though they had used all their

sophisticated arts to make her surrender,

yet this child of the great city, brought up
in the streets and graduating into the stu-

dios, had never before had reason to fear

the impulses of her heart.

Lola looked like a girl who could love
lightly and give recklessly, and many a Don
Juan of the studios had learned from her
that a girl may be pretty, free spoken and
vivacious, without being vicious.

"What is there about that kid?" she
mused. "He's just a hick. —A regular
baby among these hard boiled Broadway
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Hhc Secret of the Ages
YOU remember the story of Aladdin

and his wonderful Lamp— how he
had but to rub this Lamp and there

sprang forth a powerful Genie, ready in-

stantly to do his bidding. Riches, fame,
power—this marvelous Genie carried them
in the hollow of his hand. Anything that

Aladdin might wish for—from power and
fortune to the hand of the beautiful

Princess—he had but to command, and the

Servant of the Lamp forthwith produced
it. There is more than childish fable to

this old Arabian Nights' tale. There is

the Wisdom and Mysticism of the East
—so frequently hidden in parable or fable.

How You Can Live Your Dreams
Those "Wise Men of the East had

grasped, thousands of years ago, the fun-

damental fact— so hard for our Western
' minds to realize — that deep down within
ourselves, far under our outer layers of
consciousness, is a Power that far tran-

scends the power of any conscious mind.
"The Father that is within us," deeply

religious people term it. And, truly, its

power is little short of Divine.

"Our second subliminal mind," so : the
Scientists call it.

Call it what you will, it is there—all

unknown to most of us—a sleeping Giant
who, aroused, can carry us on to fame and
fortune. A Genie-of-the-brain more pow-
erful, more the servant of our every right

wish, than was ever Aladdin's fabled
Genie-of-the-Lamp of old.

Health and happiness, power and riches,

lie ready to its hand. You have but to
wake It, to command It, to get of It what
you will.

Succeeding With What You Have
You remember the story of the poor

Boer farmer who struggled for years to
glean a livelihood out of his rocky soil,

only to give it up in despair and go off

to seek his fortune elsewhere. Years later,

coming back to his old farm, he found it Laugh at the man who tells you

swarming with machinery and life-more ^^t^^L-^^k
wealth being dug out of it every day than howl of the has-been, the cry of the

he had ever dreamed existed. It was the craw-fish.

o-rpnt Kimhprlpv Diamnrirl Minpt Listen! There really IS a wellgieat ivimoeiiey .Diamond lvnne!
defined SECRET OP SUCCESS,

Most of us are like that poor Boer farmer. whereby OTHER men rose higher

—

"We struggle along under our surface power, and YOU can I

never dreaming of the giant power that could That secret is in learning to use
be ours if we would but dig a little deeper— the power that is within you— the
rouse that great Inner Self who can give us Genie-of-Your-Brain who SEES all,

more even than any acre of diamonds. KNOWS all, and can DO all.

"THE BOOK OF LIFE"
Seven Pocket Size Volumes Beautifully Bound in Artcraft

The 7 keys of success that make your day dreams, your
visions of wonderful achievement, of fortune, health and
happiness—COME TRUE! And come true not five, ten,

or fifteen years from now, but TODAY, A. D., 1925!

Do You Want to Make More Money?
Here is my guarantee: ^t^tT^
pay me for this, course hasn't grown to $60.00—if you can't
credit to it at least $500.00 of ADDITIONAL EARNINGS

—

send back the books and I'll refund to you cheerfully and in
full every cent you have paid to me for them.

There are no conditions—no strings of any kind to this offer
If within six months these little books have not brought you the
pot of gold at the foot of the rainbow, then they are not for <v uum
you. Send them back and get your money!

{J*
<f

So don't decide about buying now. You can do that 4^ ROBERT COLLIER,
later. Send me only the FREE-TRIAL "Courtesy Cou- *.0 Dept. 121,
pon" at the right, with your name and address on it. CY$ 599 Fifth Ave.,
Then, AFTER the week's tryout—AFTER you have sum- w New York N Ymoned your Genie and put him to the test—you can a f '

send me your dollar or return the books. I'll pay the For Free Trial—ves! You may send
charges both ways. But you'll have to send the coupon cy ^ me one of the Advance Sets of "The
right away, for I'm printing only a few thousand Sets >" Book of Life" beautifully bound in
for this "Advance Edition." ^ Artcraft—to examine, to try out for a

, , . . , „ . . V / week at your own risk and expense. AtAnd Advance Orders are coming m so fast now O / *»e end of the week, if I want to keep
that I'm afraid all of them will be spoken for Js $ the set 1 wiu send >'ou the special Int.ro-

even before the sets are ready. j>* ductory Price on this Advance Edition of
„ . ... . / , .-, , ^ $6.85 (or $1 then and $1 a month for 7
too it you want to try out your hidden pow- ^ ^ months. Otherwise I will put the books back

ers, without cost and without obligation !S in their box and return them to you in which
you'll have to mail the attached coupon 'J? / event 1 snan owe J'011 nothing,

now—today. £
..Q >*" Name

ROBERT COLLIER,
Dept. 121, Scribner Bldg., ^°/ Addr889

599 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. ^ / city state
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You Can Lose Several
Pounds a Week!
^ you,U have

Safely, Easily — with SAN-GRI-NA
AN-GRI-NA is one of the most wonderful discoveries ever made, because while it reduces

at the same time it greatly improves your health and vitality." People who
taken SAN-GRI-NA and reduced state that most of their ills disappeared after

they had followed the treatment only a few days.
SAN-GRI-NA is the latest way of reducing—the most sensible and the safest. You should
not use remedies which have 'been on the market for years to take off your excess fat. Most
of these remedies have never changed their formula and they do not contain the latest ingre-

dients discovered by scientists to safely remove un-

'MS healthy, flabby FAT. SAN-GRI-NA is the most, up-
jfS&i iUT to-date formula science has to offer. It has been en-

/ dorsed by physicians nurses, hundreds of grateful

^if <>/ ri patients and, it is advised and recommended by Dr.
Rudolph, former health commissioner as positively
effective and absolutely . harmless.

Most cases of reducing vary from three to five

pounds a week. "There is nothing secret about SAN-
GRI-NA— nothing magic— nothing done overnight,
but a steady loss" of FAT and a steady gain in
health." Ask some people you know who have re-

duced, what they took. The answer -will invariably
be SAN-GRI-NA I

Sold at all reliable drug stores or you can send direct
to The Scientific Research Laboratories, 1841 Broad-
way, Dept. 371, N. Y. C.

"I lost 56 pounds with SAN-GRI-NA," says
Miss Unkirch of Philadelphia. "My own
friends do not recognize me."

SAN-GRI-NA is guaranteed absolutely harmless, and positive to reduce you, or money refunded

HOTEL
MARSEILLES
Broadway at 103d St.

(Subway Express Station at Door)
NEW.YORK CITY

Near Riverside Drive
Central Park,Theatres

and Shopping Sections

Single room, running
water $2.50

Single room and bath $3

Double room, bath $5 per day
Handsome suites of 2, 3 rooms

Dinner de Luxe $1.35 served
in Blue Room and Grill

Exceptional Orchestra

M. P. MURTHA, Mgr.

Test your talent Free on a

BUESCHER SAXOPHONE
See what you can do. Wc know you can play it.

That's why we want you to try. 3 free lessons
with each new instrument give you a quick, i

Easy start. Practicing is fun because you learn
10 fast. Play Jazz in a week, tantalizing music that
iet« them going. Be the life of the party, always wel-
come. Get into the big fun. 6 days' free trial, any
instrument. No obligation. If you like it pay a little

each month, Send now for beautiful free literature.
Get ourliberal proposition. Send postal today. Address:

Buescher Band Instrument Co. 0)

1238 Buescher Block Elkhart, Indiana

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would you
like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send
Me for our Twelve- Hour Talent-Tester or Key to
Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether or not you
are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel, instruc-
tive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps today.
A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting
included FKEE.

FILM BUREAU Station 5 Jackson, Mich.

Cuticura Talcum
Unadulterated

Exquisitely Scented

C[ Scene from "The Indians Are Coming,"
Universal' s pony express film.

wise guys, and yet every time I see him, I

feel that I'm slipping, slipping, slipping!"

She kicked oft' her mules, slid out of her
kimona and got into a flimsy nightrobe.
Then as she surveyed her boyish figure in
the long glass before turning out the lights,

she remarked to the charming reflected im-
age: "Lola, old kid, you're getting soft in

the dome! Remember you've got to be
hard-boiled to keep going in the movie
game! For heaven's sake don't tie up with
a hick —even if he is different."

But all night long her dreams were of
that "hick who was different."

The following morning Sam Belcher
faced the company with anger distort-

ing his heavy features. Not that he was
a brute, but his position had given, him
every opportunity to let himself go. He
was a little csar before whom his subjects

cowered.
He strode up to Paul, who awaited him

pale and nervous, and demanded violently,

"Now look here, young man, give an ac-

count of yourself! The company has been
set back a full day's work, and that runs
into money. Get down to brass tacks and
tell me what you did to Lola."

"Keep your shirt on, old dear!"

Belcher jumped as if he had been shot

and wheeled about to see who had been
guilty of this unexpected retort.

He stared straight into the mocking eyes

of Lola, and noticed with swift anger that

she was chewing gum.

"Just for that fresh come-back, I ought
to give you the gate," snapped Belcher.

"Maybe I'll do that little thing just to show
you who's boss here. —For the love of
Mike, throw away that gum! Haven't
told you a thousand times that it ain't la

like to chew gum! —Now what have
got to say for yourself?"

Lola patted his arm with a soothing little

gesture. "It's all right, Sam," she replied

coolly. "Nothing's happened, —nothing

.

a-tall! Paul is not to blame. The kid
didn't do a thing. —I was all jumpy yes-

terday and got him wrong, see?"

"What do you mean, —got him wrong.
What did he do?"

"Well it was like this, Sam. Some of

the bunch go in for practical jokes and I

heard one of them telling how he'd got a
laugh out of the girl who played opposite
him —a girl he didn't like. It seems they
were doing a love scene and she had to

keep perfectly quiet before the camera.
—Relax in his arms, you know. —So what
does that roughneck do but stick a pin into
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Nowyon can learn to speak French
~the wauAeQkenchjpea\it"

For the first time in America-the true European Method
WHEN you take that trip abroad, will foreigners be able

to understand your French? Or is your knowledge of
that charming language limited to a few rules, idioms

and irregular verbs that you learned in school, and can put to

no practical use?

It is a well known fact that conversational French is rarely
learned in American schools. And yet, it is a very simple matter
to learn to speak everyday French, fluently and correctly, if you
learn it by the right method.

And now you can learn French by the true European method,
—the method, created and perfected by the great house of Hugo,
publishers of language text books which are world-famous, and
conductors of language institutes which are known all over

Europe as headquarters for language instruction. The Hugo
family has been engaged in this work for generations. Millions
of copies of its language books have been sold.

From this wonderful background of linguistic experience, the
Hugos have evolved a method of teaching French that is

recognized everywhere as the most advanced, most authoritative
and most practical method in existence. Many thousands of men
and women of other nationalities have acquired practical vocabu-
laries, correct pronunciation and cultured accent by the famous
method.

Now, for the first time, the Hugos have prepared a special
edition of their course for American use. To introduce it in this
country, an amazingly liberal offer is made.

Hugo's Famous "FRENCH AT SIGHT'
24 Fascinating Lessons by Mail—Special Introductory Offer

You will never realize how easy it is to
learn to speak French correctly, until you
have started on this course! For, in just a
few weeks' time, you will actually be able
to express your ideas in idiomatic, conver-
sational French, as easily as you have
previously expressed them in English!

In the famous Hugo "At- Sight" method, there
are no rules and tiresome verb lists to learn.
You start with easy French sentences, fascinat-
ing because they deal with subjects that you dis-
cuss every day! New ideas, word forms and
constructions are gradually introduced and used
over and over, so that you learn them uncon-
sciously and without effort.

You will be delighted with the ingenious plan
for learning pronunciation, which will soon en-

able you to speak French easily and elegantly
as the French themselves speak it I

The Complete Course for Only
$12.00 if you Act Quickly!

In order to acquaint the American public with
a method of learning French that has been used
satisfactorily by so many thousands of Euro-
peans, Hugo's Language Institute of London has
now authorized us to offer their complete course
of twenty-four lessons at the astonishingly low
price of $12.00, payable on the convenient terms
of only $2.00 a month. This is only a fraction
of the regular price and only a limited number
of courses will be offered at this reduced rate.

Examine These Lessons FREE
Simply Mail the Coupon Today
To get the benefit of this low price you must

be prompt. The coupon below will bring you the
complete course of twenty-four lessons for five
days' free examination. To all who enroll now,
we will also give a year's subscription to Le
Petit Journal without extra cost. This entertain-
ing little- French magazine will be of great assist-
ance in furthering your knowledge of French
language, life, literature and customs. Don't
run the risk of missing this remarkable oppor-
tunity through unnecessary delay. Mail the
coupon NOW!

Doubleday, Page & Co.

can Representatives of Hugo's Language Ins

of London)

Garden City, New York

This Remarkable Offer Includes

>

A year's subscription

to Le Petit Journal
Published twice-a-month, eight months of the year, in
everyday French, this delightful illustrated magazine con
tains current news, extracts from French newspapers and
periodicals, interesting notes on French life and customs
and humorous sketches. It will prove a wonderful aid in
furthering your knowledge of modern French. By taking
advantage of this special offer you receive a full year's
subscription, 16 issues, without any additional cost.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Dept. F-801
(American Representatives of Hugo's Language
Institute of London) Garden City, New York,
Gentlemen: I am interested in learning to speak French
.is the French speak it. Please send me the Huso "French
At-Stgbt" Course, In 24 lessons, for free examination.
Within 5 days I will either return the course or send
you $2. 00 at that time and $2.00 each month thereafter
until a total of $12.00 has been paid. I am also to
receive a year's subscription to Le Petit Journal, 16
issues, without additional cost.

Name.. .: _

Address ;

City State..

5% discount for cash with order



WHAT HAVE THE STARS IN STORE FOR YOU?

FREE!Let Me
Tell You

The ancient Science of Astrology has

been consulted by many of History's

most FAMOUS MEN AND WOMEN.
Why should you not follow their ex-

ample? In a FREE, TRIAL READ-
ING, that I will send you, there may
be some pleasant surprises—some facts

about yourself, your Past, and your
FUTURE PROSPECTS that will solve

present problems, and clear your way
to SUCCESS and HAPPINESS! The
Trial Reading, consisting of about 1,000

words, will be in plain language; there

will be no big words, and there will be

Certain facts spread before you as plainly

as though you were looking into a mirror

!

In order to help pay the cost of this an-

nouncement, postage, etc., send ten cents,

together with your birth date, and full

name and address, clearly written. Your
reading, securely sealed, in plain en-

velope, will be sent you at once. DON'T
LET THIS OPPORTUNITY PASS-
ACT NOW!

THE OCCULT CIRCLE, Dept. 116, 500 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

a day
SamplesFuvnished

Any Man or Woman Can Make Big Money
Write me at once and I'll give you the most startling money-making opportunity
you've ever heard of. $8 to $12 a day is what my Representatives make taking
orders for Jennings Guaranteed Hosiery. The best, biggest, most beautiful new
line ever offered our sales agents. Every style and quality for men, women and
children. Our guaranteed quality and exclusive styles create an enormous de-
mand. Every pair of Jennings Hosiery is backed by a written guarantee which
protects your customers and assures you of easier orders and bigger profitB.

Our new line of Silk Hosiery is the finest you ever saw. (II)

Here's What Some of Our Sales Agents Are Doing
Mrs. Bertha Lane of N. Y. made $48 profit in 25 hours; Anthony Graves made $10 in VA hours; Clara
Jess of Iowa cleared $22 in one day's time. You can make as much or more by representing us in

your territory. Hundreds of our All year 'round Representatives, men and women, many of them in

small towns, make from $120 to $160 a month. Many devote only spare time, make from $12 to $18 a week.

Every One Needs Hosiery
Every home is a prospect. You often take orders
for 8 to 12 pairs in one family. Everybody
will be pleased with the wearing quality of hos-
iery you give them, and the repeat orders you will

get from your satisfied customers will make you a
steady income. For a year round business there
is nothing better for any man or woman than to
handle this line of insured hosiery. We guarantee
prompt service, shipping orders same day received.

Get My New Sales Plan
I will furnish you with my new exclusive selling
plan, so simple, so complete, so easily understood,
that you can't help but take big orders every day.
No experience necessary. You need no special
salesmanship. My plan starts you right out on
the road to quick profits. Here's a big opportunity
for any man or woman. Don't delay. Orders
waiting for you in every home. Write for your out-
fit today and make big money right from the start.

THE FRANK B. JENNINGS CO., Hose 256, Dayton, Ohio

PIMPLES
Cured Often Overnight k you suffer from

CT pimples, acne,
blackheads, oily skin, or eruptions, simply send me
your name and address, and I will tell you about a
simple home remedy that often cures pimples in
one day after everything else has failed. No obli-
gation—just send your name. W. H. WARREN,
559 Gateway Station, Kansas' City, Missouri.

BUNIONS
[SW^V I'KDOOYNI''. t hp mnrveioup now Solvent, bnn-
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~~urr*t.e~ In ownd sr. .11 a box -f S..lv. nt tn try. Jn«t
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I .,m to try i'KI'DUXNE.'"- AtMrara
KAY LABORATORIES

186 N.La Salle St. Dept. N-120 Chicago. Illinois

Play for pleasureand profit
—Conn gives you both in the short-
est time. Easy playing is the out-
standing feature of Conns, as the
world's greatest artists will tell you.
Beautiful tone, perfect scale, reliable
mechanism. With all their exclusive
features Conns cost no more. FREE
TRIAL, EASY PAYMENTS, on
any band or orchestra instrument.

_ _ _ "
, Write for details, mentioning in-

R. O. Sweeten is one of strument.
the hundreds of famous TTT
stars who use and en- gan-^ ..... i ...

—

dorseConn instruments.

C. G. CONN, Ltd.
184 Conn Bide-, Elkhart, Ind

CULTIVATE YOUR MUSTCAL BUMP

the lady while they're in the clinch,

thought that was pretty cheap fun.

"And yesterday while Paul was holding

me I felt a pin sticking into my back and
I had the crazy idea that Paul had heard

of that practical joke and was trying it on.

Naturally I was sore."

"For the love of ! Say, Paul, did

you do a crazy thing like that?" Belcher

wheeled on the astonished boy.

"No, no, no! Get this right!" exclaimed

Lola. "I'm telling you that I thought this

happened. That's why I gave him a bawl-

ing out like I did, but when I got to my
dressing room I found out it was a pin in

my —in my —well, little boys mustn't

know about such things," she concluded
with a laugh.

"Anyhow that's all there was to it. When
I found the pin I came back to tell you
about it, and go on with the scene, but I

found that you had already left in a huff.

It was just an accident, and I guess a day's

pay isn't going to wreck the Ne Plus Ultra

Studios. •—So let's forget it."

Lola's manner was so cajoling, as she

caressed his arm under the shaggy tweeds,
that his anger melted away.

"All right," he said. "We'll let it go at

that. The scene we did yesterday was a

wow, so- the day wasn't a total loss. Now
this morning we will start in with the scene
with the jealous husband. You Lola, and
you Jess, are having a quarrel because he is

suspicious of Paul."

As Jess Poynter, the tyrannical husband
in "Lawless Wives" went on the set, he cast

a searching look at Paul, who was regard-

ing the girl with blank astonishment.

Paul was not used much in the day's

work and he had ample time to think over
what had happened. He sought for a

chance to talk to Lola alone but the girl

gave him no opportunity. When he tried

to make a date with her for lunch, she

.told him that she had already accepted an
invitation from Jess Poynter.

"Oh, Mr. Poynter!" His face fell.

"What's the matter with my going to

lunch with Jess Poynter?" .snapped Lola
sharply. "He's one of the oldest friends

I've got in the picture game. Fact is, Jess

Poynter gave me my start in this studio,

and he's more of a help in my business than
you have any idea of. I guess I can go
out with Jess as much as I want to!"

Paul looked so abashed at this rebuke
that instantly Lola was sorry for her flare

up. "Don't mind me, kid," she said gently.

"If you want to see me about anything im-

portant, come around this evening. I'll be
alone."

That afternoon the young man narro"

escaped a rebuke from Sam Belcher,

mind was not on his work. He was tryi

to decide what he should say to Lola t'

evening. He was also brooding over t

relationship that seemed to exist betwe
her and Jess Poynter.

The more Paul thought o.f that fellow,

with his slicked-back hair, his perfumed
handkerchief, tucked in his cuff, his pinkly

polished nails and his spats, the more he
loathed that Ritzy snake.

Paul did not stop to consider that most
of these accessories were called for in the
roles that Jess Poynter played. Like many
an outsider, he thought of the stage villain

as a man who was equally villainous in his

private life.

Perhaps in Poynter's case there was .some

truth in that. Certainly he loathed the

sight of Paul as much as Paul despised him
and he missed no opportunity to pass out
sarcasm at the expense of "the studio rube."
The scenes that afternoon threw Lola and

Poynter together. There was a reconcilia-
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tion episode that required Poynter to em-

brace Lola, and Paul suffered while it was

being shot. .

As soon as Belcher announced, "Well
call it a day," Paul was only too glad to

slip away, change into street clothes and

turn his back on the studio. Never before

had the world that it stood for seemed so

full of intrigue and heartlessness and lies.

It was in that mood that he called on

Lola that night and the girl was quick to

resent it.

"What are you crabbing about?" she de-

manded when she caught the drift of his

thoughts. "I had to tell Sam Belcher some
thing, didn't I? —I thought it was a pret-

ty good lie myself!"

"Then you made up the story out of

whole cloth? You told one lie after an-

other?"

(OiDohres del Rio, Edmund Careives new
"find" in "Joanna."

"Right you are, kid. One good lie de-

serves another," laughed Lola. "That's the

way life is."

"I wish you had let me do as I asked

you," said Paul. "It would have been bet-

ter if I had simply gone back home and quit

the movies. That would have saved you

from telling falsehoods."

Lola laughed outright. She lit a cigarette

and blew smoke at him while she talked.

"Buddy, you're crazy," she said. "You
have brought into life a lot of notions that

don't belong anywhere outside of a Sunday

School class."

Paul flushed and started to interrupt but

she put up a hand to stay him.

"I know, I know! You're going to tell

me that lying w dishonorable. You're going

to tell me that a gentleman can't lie and

that he can't hide behind another person's

lies. All right, we'll let it go at that.

Those are your principles —and you've got

a right to them; that is the way you were

brought up."
"Yes," said Paul. "I was taught that a

lie is dishonorable."

"All right, kid, I was taught different. I

was taught that it is a rotten yellow thing

to snitch. There are times when it's yellow

to tell the truth —when a white man has

just got to lie. . . . You've got your prin-

ciples and I've got mine. Which of us is

right?"

"Well, I think I am," he answered un-

smilingly. "All my life I've tried to distin-

guish between right and wrong."
At this Lola flared up, not in anger but

in excitement. The smoke poured from her

Attaining Stardom in
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Film Land
If The True and Romantic Story of \\

\ \ How American Girls Become Stars
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\

Girls Dreaming' of Film Careers

A Modern Fairy Story That Happens to be True

"With an Introduction by Ellis Parker Butler

{Thirty-two Illustrations)

Handsomely Bound in Blue and Gold Decorated Cloth Cover

"A book that will be of more than average interest to film fans. Attractively

illustrated with pictures of the sister stars, their associates and scenes from their

plays. It tells in readable and entertaining manner the real-life romance whereby a

family of typical American girls rose from humble surroundings to fame and fortune

within a few years. It's a modern fairy tale that happens to be true."

—Cincinnati Times-Sta r

Read What the Film Stars Sav of "The Talmadge Sisters"

Book
' Chanter for chapter, it is the most appealing hook that I have ever read—appealing- because

it is true and I know it is true, as it has always been a matter of pride with me to have been

a member of the large Vitagraph family at the time Norma and Constance Taimadge were

associated with that organization."

—

Clara Kimball Young.

"The Talmadge Book is a true mirrored reflection of the essentials for success in motion

Pictures To the extra girl and to the actress with a foothold on the ladder of Fame. Mrs.

Talmadge has contributed a most impressive and inspiring work. —Richard Barthelrness.

"As an inspirational and inspiring document, I have never read anything more forceful

than The Talmadge Book."

—

Marion Davits.

"I found The Talmadge Sisters book as absorbing as any novel and thoroughly en
j
oyed it."—Doris Kenyon.

" 'The Talmadge Sisters' is the most absorbing story of motion picture life I have ever read,

and the best part of it is that it is all true."

—

Rudolf Valentino.

"A fascinating story told with great simplicity and charm which not only gives a wholly

delightful account of the early years, home life and present success of the Talmadge girls, but

contains much sound advice for young women the world over who are ambitious to have a

screen career."

—

Eugene O'Brien.

"My congratulations to Mrs. Talmadge! 'The Talmadge Sisters' is to my mind the yery

best of the books dealing with the lives of screen stars that have been published to date Besides

being interesting, sincere, direct and true, it is replete with inspiration as well as information

for all lovers of the silver sheet."

—

Ronald Colman.

"This is one of the most interesting books on screenland I have ever read, especially since

it is a true story-"

—

Lloyd Hughes.

Price $2.00 Delivered Anywhere in the U. S. or Canada

SCREENLAND Book Dept.
236 West Fifty-fifth Street New York, N. Y.



Do von know what women love most in ment
Whatmen love most in women? These questions
are answered in "Safe Counsel." See page 47.

Are You Afraid
To Love?

Has true love come into your life—or didn't you
recognize it when it came? Are you afraid now of
the baffling, perplexing mysteries of marriage? Are
you discontented with the stupid lies and furtive
ashamed answers the world gives you in place of
the naked, fearless truth you desire? Do you want
some safe, sane, unashamed advice on personal
questions? Clip coupon below, send it today without
any money and in a few days you will receive the
most startling surprise of your life.

Life's Secrets
At last a book has been published that digs into per-
sonal matters without fear or beating around the
bush. This startling 512-page book, "Safe Counsel,"
written by Prof. B. G. Jefferies, M. D., Ph. D., and
Prof. J. L. Nichols, A. .M., contains just the in-
formation you want. Yoa will be amazed at its frankness.
Words are not minced. "Polite" phrases are forgotten

—

the ri^ght word is used in the right place. "Safe Counsel"
contains nine startling sections. I. The Science of Eugenics;
II. Love; III. Marriage; IV. Childbirth; V. Family Life; VI.
Sexual Science; VII. Diseases and Disorders; VIII. Princi-
ples of Health and Hygiene; IX. The Story of Life.You owe
it to yourself, to your happiness and your health to read
this wonderful book.

Send No Money—simply mail the coupon
Just clip the coupon. Send it in today. No money is required.
Ina few days when the postman brings you "Safe Counsel,"
(in a plain wrapper) you can pay him $2.98 and postage. If
you are not thoroughly satisfied after examination, return
the book and we will refund your money.

Mail the Coupon NOW!
FRANKLIN ASSOCIATION

186 N. LaSalle St., Dept. 7104, Chicago, HI.

Please send me your amazing512-page book, "Safe Counsel,

"

in a plain wrapper marked "Personal." I will pay the post-
man 52.98, plus postage, upon arrival. If I'm not satisfied I'll

return book within 5 days and you are to refund my money.

Name

Street
cr B. F. D

City State
(Price outside of U. S.—$3.24 cash with order)

A SUBSCRIPTION BARGAIN

Screenland

Modern Priscilla Peoples Home Journal

VALUE $6.00 . . OUR PRICE $3.50

Send orders to

Subscription Department

Screenland, 236 W. 55th St., N. Y.
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lips as she exclaimed: "That's where you
hicks, you nice boys from the tank towns,
get off wrong! You mix with people who
have other ideas than yours and instead of
saying, 'Maybe they're right,' you say, 'They
must be awful sinners, for they don't think
the way I do!' —Don't you know there
are as many rules of right and wrong as

there are people? What is right in Turkey
is wrong in Kansas City —a virtue in Scot'
land is a crime in Hollywood. Life is a
give and take affair, Paul. If you want to

do the right thing —if you want to have
friends and hold them, you've got to allow
for the different ideas of right and wrong."
"You mean I've got to sacrifice my prin-

ciples?"

"That's it! Which is more important—
to do the right thing by a friend who is

in a jam or to live by your darned old prin-
ciples that you learned in Sunday School?"

Paul found his way home from Lola's
apartment in a troubled state of mind. The
girl had not offered to kiss him goodnight,
had not flirted with him, or kidded him.
Instead of that she had given him something
to think about seriously. Paul's plastic

character was being moulded by her phil-

osophy, although he did not realize it.

As for the girl, she said to her piquant
reflection as she prepared to retire that
night, "Gosh, Paul's a dear boy, but he's
an awful stick. I sometimes think I could
let myself go and take the life sentence with
that kid if he could forget how well brought
up he was. Gosh, my old man was too
broad-minded for his own good, but Paul's
folks must be as broad as a razor blade

—

and as human."
In spite of her strong physical attraction

for Paul, she resolved to put the boy out
of her mind. For some time thereafter she
was rather cool and detached when they ex-

changed words in the studio.

Paul saw with a jealous pang that she
was seeing a good deal of Jess Poynter,
The two were motoring to road houses and
going to parties together and generally en-

joying each other's society.

From some of the studio gossip Paul
learned that Lola had not exaggerated when
she said that Poynter was one of her most
valued friends. At the beginning of her
stage career when she was awkward and
camera-shy, the more experienced actor had
taught her a lot of things about the screen
that had put her on the road to success.

Meanwhile the story of "Lawless Wives"
was progressing and arrangements were now
almost completed for the water stuff. The
elaborate set that was built on the lot repre-

sented a rum-runner's schooner. Here the
big thrilling episode was to take place with
a hand-to-hand fight at midnight on the

deck of the schooner, where Paul, as the
lover, was to rescue Lola from the unscrup-
ulous Jess Poynter. The latter was a society

bootlegger, owner of the rum schooner, on
which he had imprisoned his refractory wife.

Paul marvelled at the lavish expenditure
that had gone into this set, a section of the

vessel built into a huge tank which was
arranged to receive a deluge of water from
another tank set at a higher level. By
throwing a single lever it would be possible

to 'release a vast body of water that would
rock the schooner like a vessel caught in a

storm.

As the night approached for shooting the

big scene Belcher grew more and more fus-

sy. It was plain that he had staked a great

deal on that particular episode. He was
constantly telling Paul new bits of business

for the great fight on the rum schooner's

deck.

Work in the studio was suspended
abruptly one afternoon. Peter Guilden, one

EARLE C. LIED ERMAN —.The Muscle Builder
Author of "Muscle Building/' "Science of Wrestling.*'

Secrets of Strength," "Berc's Health," Etc.

If You Were Dying To-Night
and I offered something that would give you ten years
more to live, would you take it? You'd grab it. Well,
fellows, I've got it, but don't wait till you're dying or
it won't do you a bit of good. It will then be too late.
Right now is the time. Tomorrow, or any day, some
disease will get you and if you have not eauipped your-
self to fight it off, you're gone. I don't claim to cure
disease. I am not a medical doctor, but I'll put you in
such condition that the doctor will starve to death wait-
ing for you to take siclc. Can you imagine a mosquito
trying to bite a brick wall? A fine chance.

A Re-Built Man
I like to get the weak ones. I delight in getting hold

of a man who has been turned down as hopeless by
others. It's easy enough to finish a task that's more
than half done. But give me the weak, sickly chap and
watch him grow stronger. That's what I like. It's -

fun to me because I know I can do it and I like to
give the other fellow the laugh. I don't simply give
you a veneer of muscie that looks good to others. I
work on you both inside and out. I not only put big
massive arms and legs on you, but I build up those in-
ner muscles that surround your vital organs. The kind
that give you real pep and energy, the kind that fire
you with ambition and the courage to tackle anything
set before you.

All I Ask Is Ninety Days
Who says it takes years to get in shape? Show me

the man who makes any such claims and I'll make him
eat his words. I'll put one full inch on your arm in
just SO days. Yes, and two full inches on your chest in
the same length of time. Meanwhile, I'm putting life
and pep into your old back-bone. And from then on,
just watch 'em grow. At the end of thirty days you
won't know yourself. Your whole body will take on an
entirely different appearance. But you're only started.
Now come the real works. I've only built my foundation.
I want just 60 days more (90 in all) and you'll make
those friends of yours, who think they're strong, look
like something the cat dragged in.

A Real Man
When I'm through with you, you're a real man. The

kind that can prove it. You will be able to do things
|

you had thought impossible. And the beauty of it is

you keep on going. Your deep, full chest breathes in
j

rich, pure air, stimulating your blood and making you I

just bubble over with vim and vitality. Your huge square
j

shoulders and your massive muscular arms have that :

craving for exercise of a regular he man. You have the
flash to your eye and the pep to your step that will
make you admired and sought after both in business

J

and social world.
This is no idle prattle, fellows. If you

,
doubt me,

make me prove it. Go ahead, I like it. I have already s

done this for thousands of others and my records are 1

unchallenged. What I have done for them, I will do for
j

you. Come, then, for time flies and every day counts.
Let this very day be the beginning of new life to you.

Send for my new 64 page book
"Muscular Development" —-It Is Free
It contains over four dozen full-size photographs of

myself and some of the many prize-winning pupils I
have trained. Some of these came to me as pitiful
weaklings, imploring me to help them. Look them over
now and you will marvel at their present physiques.
This book will prove an impetus and a real inspiration
to you. It will thrill you through and through. All I
ask is 10 cents to cover the cost of wrapping and mail-
ing and it is yours to keep. This will not obligate you
at all, but for the sake of your future health and hap-
piness do not put it off. Send today—right now before
you turn this page.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
305_Broadway _ De Pti 5802_ New York City

Earle E. Lioderman, Dept. 5802,
305 Broadway, New York City.
Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10c for which you are

to send me, without any obligation on my part whatever,
a copy of your latest book, "Muscular Development."

(Please write or print plainly.)

Name
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"I have seen clerks turn from
their desks, workmen from their

tools, and in no time at all develop
a perfectly amazing income in ad-
vertising. No career in advertis-

ing— however .sensational— could
surprise me. J 7— Carl Widney, in
*
' Forty Years of Advertising. 9 9

WHATEVER you are able to earn now in other
lines of business—advertising will pay you more.
Put the same ability, the same time, the same

energy into advertising that your present job requires
and you'll make twice the money. That is a proved
fact. Here is a simple example. Many men
make more in a few evening hours than they do
ill day at regular jobs. Sim-
ply by helping some local store
with its advertising.

$100-5200 a Week
Advertising is the Quickest

road to big pay. No profes-
sion pays the handsome sal-
tries to its young men that
are. paid in advertising. No
one ask9 you to hang on for
years to work up to a sizable
income. Your ability pays big
dividends from the day you
get into this enchanting work.
Yet there's no magic gift re-
quired. It's mainly a matter
of training. One of our star
advertising counsels was once
a $25 a week bookkeeper. An-
other a printer. Another a
shipping clerk.

Work of Intense

Interest

And there's no work half
as interesting as advertising.
Think of the thrill in writing
an advertisement that brings
tens of thousands of inquiries
for the product you advertise.
Imagine the satisfaction of
having corporation officials

look to you to handle their
advertising and merchandis-
ing campaigns. There is noth-
ing dull or routine about ad-
vertising. It's the greatest
business game in the world.
Full of action and the joy of
actually seeing things accom-
plished under your control.

'I have always
believed that the
principles and funda-
mentals of advertis-
ing, especially as they
are applied to copy-
writing and the me-
chanical end, can be
successfully taught by
mail. Such oppor-
tunity as I have had
to inspect the Les-
sons of your course
as you publish it to-
day, leads me to be-
lieve that you are
offering the kind of
instruction that any-
one who is desirous
of entering into the
advertising field can
profit by."

—

Tj. A.
KLLNG, Sales and
Advertising Expert.

Advertising Men Wanted
The truth of the matter is that the supply of ad-

vertising men has never kept up with the staggering
growth of advertising done in America. Advertising
agencies, department stores, mail order houses are
frantically searching, searching, searching to find
properly trained men. Trained men must be found.

Now You Can Learn At Home
Learn this big paying business at home in spare

hours. Page-Davis experts will teach you every
phase of the work—laying out ads, writing head-
lines, describing products, selecting type, choosing
illustrations, etc. Tage-Davis training has a repu-
tation. The oldest school of advertising in the
world. It gives you the advantage in landing the
high salaried job.

THISBOOKNOWFREE!
This book tells you all about

Advertising and the Course
which any ad-man will tell

you is best. Pictures of ad-
vertising stars and their work.
Interesting facts about ad-
vertising men's salaries; also
about what Page-Davis grad-
uates are doing. Details of
prices, terras, money back
guarantee, etc. Write today
for this book and see what a
wonderful opportunity Adver-
tising offers you.

The Rapid Way to

Bigger Pay

Page-Davis School of Advertising
Dept. 6328, 3601 8. Michigan Ave, Chioago, 111.

Paoe-Davis School of Advertising, Dept. 6328
3601 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

Please send me free your book on the Advertising
Business and Page-Davis Training.

of the principal stockholders, had called and
wanted to inspect the tank. Belcher
dropped everything and escorted the great

man to the lot. His brusque manner was
turned to deference in the presence of this

millionaire backer of the concern.
The company, still in make-up, watched

Belcher take Guilden up the ladder to in-

spect the tank full of water. Then the di-

rector called out, "Lola, come on up, and
you too, Paul, I'll explain the big scene.

Somebody page Jess Poynter, I -want him
too."

Lola and Paul followed the party down
into the other tank where carpenters were
still working on the schooner's support.
Then they followed Belcher to the deck,
smiling to each other at the "Czar's" affable

manners, so unlike his everyday attitude.

Suddenly Paul looked over his shoulder
and spied Jess on the upper tank. He was
displaying the water release to one of the
actresses, a pretty girl who had only a minor
part. Jess, with his "know it all" manner,
was showing off for her benefit, and just as
Paul looked up he saw Poynter fumbling
with the lever, smiling at his companion's
dismay.

Instantly there was a terrific roar.

It seemed to Paul that a water spout had
struck the schooner as a wall of water
leaped from the flood gate and frothed over
the schooner's deck.

There was a suck back as the gigantic
wave receded, then followed a- groaning,
creaking uproar as the unfinished supports
began to crack under the strain.

The vessel sagged, lurched abruptly, then
one side collapsed and the whole party was
floundering in tossing water that beat in
their ears.

Paul's only thought was of Lola. He had
seized her at the first sound of the catas'
trophe and a moment later, as they found
themselves engulfed, he set out to swim with
one arm while supporting her with the
other.

But she gasped and spluttered, "Let go,
Paul. I can .swim like a fish."

A moment later the pair had found refuge
on a ladder and Paul looked down on the
waves to see whether any one was in peril.

There was the red face of Sam Belcher
and from his lips came a stream of oaths
that showed he was unhurt. The dignified
Guilden was clinging to a plank and shout-
ing for help at the top of his lungs.

Paul looked for Jess Poynter at the spot
where he had been seen last. Both he and
the girl had vanished; ducked and run
when they saw what had happened.
And Lola looked at Paul significantly.

"Did you see what I saw —just before hell

popped?" she asked.

;Tes."
"It will cost somebody his job," said Lola.

"The poor show-off! He'll be hard hit."

Neither mentioned Poynter's name. Both
understood. They looked in each other's

eyes.

"He's an awful good pal of mine," said
Lola.

ttt was almost like a court martial, the
Ji inquiry that was held an hour later.

Belcher in dry clothes, but with his hair
still wet and his face red with fury, pre-
sided. Assistant executioners were the man-
ager and higher officials of the Ne Plus
Ultra Studio. Only Peter Guilden was
missing. He had hastened in his limousine
to his Park Avenue home, wrapped in two
fur coats and a muffler. What he had said
to Belcher was plenty!

All who were in or around the lot were
brought on the carpet. The carpenters had
seen nothing. The actors and extra people

FRANCES
MARION

She is America's highest paid screen

writer. She has written a majority

of the biggest pictures in film his-

tory. Her skilful continuity and
advice has helped the rise of many
of screendom's stars, among them
Mary Pickford and Norma Tal-

tnadge.

How well she knows the movie
folk! There are few people in

the industry who know so much
about the pictures,-—who have so

much to tell!

She tells it in MINNIE FLYNN,
the first real novel of the movies.

It is a v story of the rise and fall

of a typical movie star. In the

background are many of the big

people of the screen — its stars,

directors and backers.

Being intimately of the screen, it

Is a story of love and lust, of the

squandering of beauty and honor,
in a mad struggle to reach fame
and keep it.

"MINNIE FLYNN is a slice of

life." N. Y. Telegram-Mail.

"There is no putting aside the

book till it is finished."

Boston Evening Transcript.

"No movie-struck girl should fail

to read MINNIE FLYNN."
Boston Herald.

"You find yourself laughing one
minute and thrilling the next."

Chicago Daily News.

Anyone interested in the movies
must have this book. The story

itself is too thrilling to miss and
an addition it offers the fullness of

Frances Marion's knowledge of the
movie game — a knowledge that

could not be gained by ten ordinary
lifetimes of experience.

MINNIE

FLYNN
By Frances Marion

4th Edition - - $2.00
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How To Develop

The Bust
There IS aWay!

THIS BEAUTIFUL WOMAN learned the se-

cret. Her story is interesting. It will solve
your problem, no matter what your age or

the cause of your flat figure.

"It is almost two years since I first

used The Rational. I am happy to say
that the results are permanent, for my
development is just the same and my
figure is even better than ever. I do
appreciate so much what the "Rational
has done for me. I have proven that
any woman can have a beautiful bust if
she will only use the Rational. Friends
envy my perfect figure."

How Dorothy Stahl brought her figure
back until it is even more perfectly
developed than ever, is what every un-

devclopetl girl or woman will want to know.
If you wish to learn how she produced the beautiful development shown in her photograph, write

us at once. All this charm of perfect womanhood can be yours—all the beauty and captivating grace
that is your birthright—all the artful, delicate allurement that makes you first a woman—God's
Masterpiece—Man's Idol. You can be made perfect in your witching beauty.

This method is within the reach of every woman. It can be used in the secrecy of your Own room
If not delighted with results in 30 days, your money is cheerfully refunded. There is no other

method as safe, effective, harmless and sure.

Send your name and address today, enclosing 4c stamps, if you wish this information sent under
sealed postage. We will send surprising photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlarge-
ment by this method, all sent under plain wrapper.

THE OLIVE COMPANY, Dent. 30,CLARINDA,IOWA, U.S.A.

New Hair Growth
Eva Hillman is quite enthusiastic now. "My hair fell out,"

she says, "leaving only one patch. I was under hospital care
for months. But my hair would not grow again. Then I used
Kotalko— and now I have a fine, thick growth of hair, as you
can

,
see by my photograph."

Men also who were bald-headed for years report new hair
growth by Kotalko. Legions of testimonials from men and
women. You may buy a full size box at the drug store, under
money-refund guarantee.

Free Trial Box
If you have dandruff, or are losing hair, or if you are nearly

or entirely bald, obtain a free box of KOTALKO. "Write to

KOTAL COMPANY, D-539, Sta. L, New York

Watch
and Ring FREE

Tbis Dainty Watch-platinum effect with sapphire I

crown, nbbon bracelet and fancy clasp, jeweled Imovement guaranteed 10 years. Worth $10 I

retail Also beautiful cluster rini?. Both yours for
1— iotrodacinj? finest assorted liquid perfume at

16c aTbottle. Not a cheap toilet water, but a fragrant lasting
perfume — made of imported materials-a wonderful bargain
at 15c.SeIlson sight. Semi tot 20 bottles and easy plan to get this

|

beautiful Watch & Ring FREE. Send no money. We trust you.
BELL PERFUME CO. I>ep. D648 Chicago, III.

Beautiful Complexion
IN 15 DAYS
Clear your complexion of pimples, blackheads,
vrhiU'h'-aiJs red f por,-j

: c-nlar^'j'J porew, oily skin
and other blemishes. I can give you a com-
plexion soft, rosy clear, velvety beyond your
fondest dream. At < / do it in a few days. My
method is different. No cosmetics, lotions,
salves, soaps, ointments, plasters, bandajfea,
masks, vapor sprays, massapc, rollers or other

J\ Implement',. N» <J iet. ti; fa?.rim:. Nothing to
take. Cannot Injure the most delicate sKln.

r-^ Send for my Free Booklet. You are not obli-
gated. Send no money. Juet yet the facta,

Dorothy Ray, 646 N. Michigan Blvd., Suite 732, Chicago

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE
c
B%

n

VftV*.
Trados Modei No. 25 corrects
now all ill-shaped noses quickly,
painlessly, permanently and com-
fortably at home. It is the only-
adjustable noseshaping appliance
and a safe and guaranteed patent
device that will actually give you

i
a perfect looking nose. Over
90,000 satisfied users. For years
recommended by physicians. 16
years of experience in manufac-
turing Nose Shapers is at your
service. Model 25 Junior for

_> » u ,, r clHldren. Write for testimonials
and free booklet, which tells you how to obtain a
perfect looking nose. Awarded Prize Medal by bigWembley Exposition, London. England.
M. TRILETY, Pioneer Noseshaping Specialist

0e " t - 2533 Binohamton, N. Y.

MIDGET NAME CARDSME LATEST NOVELTY SOc. Per Book
Each book contains 50 perfect little name cards, size

l 34x%, in genuine leather case. Choice
of black, tan, green or red. A perfect
name card. Name in Old English type.
Price complete 50e. Send stamps, coin
or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed
or money refunded. Agents Wanted.
MIDGET CARD SHOP

44 SOUTH SECOND STREET HARRISBURG, PA.

hanging about the tank had seen nothing.
Jess Poynter had seen absolutely nothing.

Belcher fumed and raged. "It couldn't
have happened by itself," he snorted.
"Somebody's pulled a boner. I bet that
twenty thousand dollars won't cover the
loss. I'm going to have the hide off the
guy that did that. I'm going to can him.—And what's more I'll see that he never
gets another job in the movies."

Jess Poynter did not look any more un-
happy than the rest of the actors, yet he
must have been pretty thoroughly frightened
at what he had done.

Paul's turn was next. Thoughts ran like
a mill race through his mind. He'd have
'to tell the truth, he'd never lied yet. But
... a look^ from Lola stopped him for a
second. "It's yellow to snitch," he remem-
bered her words. Golly, what was he to
do . . . it was dishonorable to lie . . .

And he'd like to see Jess Poynter get what
was coming to him; he deserved to be fired,
to be given the lecture of a lifetime. May-
be with Jess out of the way, the road to
Lola's heart would be smooth. "That isn't
fair, though," he argued with himself, "I'll

be telling the truth in this case just to get
rid of my rival! I won't be playing the
game."

Belcher nodded to him in a jerky way,
then demanded brusquely, "Paul, you were
right on the spot. Who threw the lever?"

Paul swallowed hard, started to answer.
Thoughts of home, of his sweet-faced,
spiritual-looking mother, of his stern father,
of the days at Sunday School when Miss
Bliss had talked beautifully of the glory of
truth . . . interrupted by more recent, more
colorful pictures of Lola. Lola willing to
sacrifice everything for a friend, Lola plac-
ing friendship and loyalty above all else,

Lola the modern, the up-to-the-minute little

pal. She'd lie for Jess, she'd think it was
honorable.

"Did you see anyone throw the lever,
Paul?" Belcher repeated himself. "You
must have seen someone there."

Paul straightened his shoulders, lifted
his head erect, and faced Sam with a clear
light shining from his eyes. "No, sir," he
answered, "I was looking at Lola."

"Lola!" Sam Belcher glared at the girl.

"You were on deck with me. Did you see
anybody fooling with that flood gate lever?"

Paul stared at her. She showed no trace
of her ducking except that her bobbed curls
were damp and curlier than ever. She
smiled at Belcher and replied: "No, I was
looking at you all the time."
The glance that Lola sent Paul was as-

surance that he had not sacrificed his prin-
ciples in vain. Her smile had sweetness
and understanding and . . . sympathy and
. . . love. It conquered the space between
them, it locked out all others in the room,
it brought them together in their first real

communion. Nothing now could ever come
between them.
As for Jess Poynter, after Lola's marriage

to Paul, he simply drifted out of their lives.

It is like that in the movies; they come,
they go, like flickering shadows on the sil-

ver screen.

My Course in Movie Acting
(Continued from page 31)

at all, in fact. The he-man simply com-
posed his face into a stony mask— that
wasn't difficult—draped his physique around
his horse's neck, if you follow me, and
stared into space. This scene had to have
a sub-title to put it over: "Two Hoofs
that Beat as One." People were always
asking each other which one; imagine!
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4-ta, ta-da— so this is love! You knew

wad when you saw the actor swallow his

adam's apple several times in rapid succes-

sion; and when you saw the girl swing

slowly back and forth with her head turned

shyly away and her eyes seeking the ground.

You suspected this was 799X; and you

were right. He gazed into her face (800A)

lips slightly parted, also hair (801).

n he closed his eyes, bent his head, and

issed the knuckle of the third finger of her

right hand. This meant business, if you

consulted your list. It meant that the girl

began to massage his sleek head with her

fiee hand, bent over as if to kiss it and then

changed her mind. Perhaps it was the po-

made.
Love— 55C— was expressed by the

chase in a wood. The twain played tag

among the squirrels. Around and around

they gambolled until somebody'— probably

the assistant director, or the squirrels— got

out of breath. Then they gave up and

kissed — on their left ear and cheek respec-

tively; and the audience was left to make

its insulting remarks.

Girlishness — see also Youthful Abandon
— was registered by twiddling the fingers,

wriggling the feet, and throwing back the

head, opening the eyes wide and the mouth

wider and showing all the teeth God gave

you, or anybody. Care had to be taken

not to fall right over backward and bump
that pretty curly head.

Terror —-Gesture 72 alternating with 29

— was a combination that called for every

bit of ability. The first rule was that the

back of the hand, if not the clenched fist,

should be pressed to the mouth. In addi-

tion to this, the mouth had to be wide open

and there was always a danger, in the ex-

citement, of losing a pair of fine teeth. Ter-

ror scenes usually occurred on the edge of

a precipice and Gesture 29 called -for both

hands to be spread out and one foot to be

thrust backwards. You can just imagine

how an actress felt, especially if she had

given up a perfectly good job in a balancing

act in vaudeville to go into the movies, and

art, in a big way. What with one thing

and another, Terror was not all it was

cracked up to be. Worse than death was

better. In fact, I recall perfectly once that

when I was watching the girl do her stuff,

a raucous voice from the audience said "Go
ahead and jump." But she didn't do it.

And now we come, having put it off as

long as we decently could, to Number OOOJ,

entitled Passion. There was an emotion!

It may have looked easy when, you saw it

on the screen, but I have it on pretty good

authority that it wasn't. Nine out of every

ten actors used to have writher's cramp. It

was brought about by those motions which

were absolutely essential to the portrayal of

Passion. The actor, if left to himself, was

apt to wear himself out in his devotion to

art. His chest expanded before your very

gaze; his shoulders shook. His nostrils flut-

tered like frightened canaries. There were

two things he could do with his eyes. He
could narrow them to mere slits or he could

let them have their head. Most audiences

seemed to prefer the former method. The
point about registering Passion was to see

just how far you could go without bursting

the buttons of the waistcoat or losing your

eyes altogether.

The great lovers of yesterday are muscle-

bound today. They are paying the price.

According to my list, the most popular

method -of camera kissing was that which

called all the muscles of the back of the

neck and the shoulders into full play. This

was necessary in order more completely to

conceal the kissee or kissess, as the case

might be. Take the hero's kiss. His manly

THE ESMONDE
REHEARSAL ROMPER

now used by all leading dancers

because

They are made right

They fit right

They wear right

They look right

Made of good quality

Check Gingham in the fol-

lowing colors: Black, Blue,

Pink and Green.

R Size 32 $1.95

Size 34 2.10

f Size 36 2.25

(Postage 20c. extra)

Also made of best quality

Sateen in the following

colors: Black, Light Blue,

Old Gold, Pink and Sage

Green at $2.75

The Esmonde Spanish
Dancing &
Street Shoe

This aristocratic looking pump is

hand turned, with the craftsman's
skilled touch apparent in every de-
tail. Made in Black or White Sat-
in, with medium round toe, one-
inch heel, kid lining and finished

with all silk piping.

Priced at $6.75

With Baby Spanish Heel $7.75

Also in
Special Colors at $7.75

Acrobatic Practice

Dancing Shoes
Made of best quality Kid with
Elk Soles $3.75

Silkoline Tights
Black, Flesh or White $3.50
Pure Silk $17.50

Esmonde Hard Toe
Ballet Slippers

All hand made with extra strong

arch.
Black Kid $4.75
Black or Pink Satin $5.25

BALLET
COSTUMES

Bodice of Gold or Silver

Cloth
with Graduated Tarlton Skirts,

Hat and Bloomers to Match.

$22.50

Opera Hose
Full 36 -inch best quality silk.

Heavy $4.75
White, Black and Flesh

Aluminum Tips
Give the same sound and taps

as wooden clogs.
Per pair $1.50
By mail $1.65

JAZZ & WALTZ
COSTUMES
$25.00 up to $100

Oiir Complete Catalogue
Fifteen Cents in Cash

Men's Patent Calf
Dancing Oxfords

Sizes 5 to 91 .. $6.00
With Split Fibre Soles $3.75

Postage 25c.

The Perfect Soft Shoe
Dancing Flat

Hand turned—round toe—low heel

—made of best quality BLACK
KID with kid lining. Sizes 10 up
to 8 $4.00

Also made of
White Canvas at $4.00
Pat'd Calf, Black or White

Satin or White Kid $5.00

"FOR TAP DANCING
Split fibre soles on Flats $2.75 extra

Esmonde Ballet Slippers

"Best Quality Kid"

Black $2.25
White $2.50

Dance Supporters
Onlv best material used. Sizes
21-25-20-27. Price $1.50

By mail $1-65

ESMONDE COSTUME CO. Inc. — 108 W. 44th St., New York

Despite bobbed hair your choice head dress

—

endorsed by stage and screen stars—can be easily

created with the aid of our specialties.

Charm Braid $1.- upwards

Large assortment best quality Switches

Transformations, Waves, Wigs, Etc.

BOB HALO $10.— (Can be adjusted on any head,

whether bobbed or shingled). For foundation:

Morehair "AS YOU LIKE IT" 35c. per box.

E. MITTELSTAEDT, Inc., Dept. S ,!£

84-86 University Place, New York, N. Y.

EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them ap-
pear naturally dark. long and
luxuriant. Adds wonderful charm,

$ beauty aDd expression to any face.

I Perfectly harmless. Used by millions

I of lovely women. BLACK or BROWN,
obtainable in solid form or water-
proof liquid. 7Bo at your dealer's or

MAYBELUNECO. CHICAGO

t Corner
<

Vbur?ictures-Ai
l

bum
where you can keep them safe and
enjoy them always.

Styles I y^wrtComers
|
Colors

ore on Bale at Photo Supply and
Album counters everywhere. They
are the only Quick, Easy, Artistio,
No Paste. No Fold way to mount
Kodak Prints. A dime brinse 100
and ramples to try. Write

CNGEL MFG. CO.
Dept. 47it m, Clark St.. Chicago

Your Choice

Musical
Instruments

FREE To Our
Students

Your choice of a Violin, Tenor Banjo, Hawaiian Gui-

tar, Banjo, Cornet, Ukulele, Banjo Ukulele, Guitar,

Mandolin or Banjo Mandolin. You will be proud to

own any one of these instruments and you can have

one absolutely free. A few cents a day for lessons ia

your only expense. Our system of teaching is so easy

that you can play several pieces by note with the tirst

four lessons. We guarantee success or no charge.

Instrument and lessons sent on one week s Tree

trial. Write for booklet today, no obligation.

CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Orchard and Willow Streets, Dept. M, Chicago, Illinois
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E N L A N D
of Studios

FOR DANCE
Dance for Happiness

New York

Phone BRYANT 8945

for

Modern Sensational
Stage Dancing
Stretching and Lim-

bering Exercises

143-5 WEST 43 ST.
N. Y.

East of Times Square

V> IJ

'(r

AURORA ARRIAZA

Spanish Dancing Studio
has removed to

1721 BROADWAY — NEW YORK
Between 54th & 55th Sts.

Tel. COLUMBUS 2384

Lois Pond Dance Studio
Broadway, s. w. cor. 1 10th St. Academy 4481

Acrobatic Stage Dancing - Children - Adults
Marvelous Weight-reducing Course

FOX TROT CHARLESTON TANGO

TOPEL GYMNASIUM &
SWIMMING SCHOOL

Coaching, Acrobatics. Stretching, Limbering, etc.
Practice Period $1.00 including Use of Swimming Pool

2561 BROADWAY cor. 96th St. Riverside 0440

EMETERIO GALI
Modern Argentine and French Tango

Simplified Method of Teaching
Calisthenics Acrobatic Spanish Ballroom

Lessons can be given at your
home and clubs.

STUDIO, 151 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK
Telephone, Circle 8495

CREO STUDIO
for

SENSATIONAL
STAGE DANCING
170 WEST 48TH STREET

NEW YORK
Phone Bryant 5156

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes every evcninc
Booklet on request Phone Academy 1581
2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

6$!Orrtac\tyaskae
School of 'Dancincf

RUSSIAN BALLET - CLASSIC - TOE - CHARACTER
KiJcrial Courses for Teachers of Dancing

Beginner Course Special Rate
20 Lessons for $25.00

808 STEINWAY HALL STUDIO
113 W. 57th St., N. Y. C. Tel. Circle 5291

New York

HERMANN & DEMUTH
SCHOOL OP ACROBATICS

1658 Broadway Phone
New York Circle 10319

HELM VEOLA
ARTISTIC

ACROBATIC
DANCING

Evening classes for business girls

1721 BROADWAY Phone COLUMBUS 2384

CARTER-WADDELL
SCHOOL OF DANCING

For the Professional, The Amateur, and The Teacher.

18 West 72nd Street, New York
Tel. ENDICOTT 4188

LENORA All Styles

Dancing Taught
PUPILS PLACED

STUDIO 310 — 1658 B'way, N. Y.
Circle 3127.

From the Russian Imperial Theatre, Petrograd

KOBELEFF BAllSoL
Class and Private Instruction. Special Classes for Children
9 EAST 59TH ST., N. Y. C. «—>--TEL. REGENT 7671

EDDIE EVANS
STAGE DANCING

and
ACROBATICS

313 WEST 46th STREET
Tel. Longacre 9089

DON LENO MARIE LOUISE
Assisted

by

ESTABLISHED 1905
T^ch

S?
£allro°m. Charleston, Tango, Stage, Toe, Classic

^d
fp
Te^h M1Ue

A A
S
i
rictly ^ate. Formerly dancingmaster of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."lango same as taught to Eudolph Valentino by DON

pf,Vi i-
a
i
S0

i
eac^r of Mae Mu"ay, Lillian Lorraine.Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor, T. Itoy Barnes Her-man Timberg, Jimmy Hussey and others. Students

prepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville Posi-
tions secured for graduates. Booklets on request.
117 WEST 48th ST. Bryant 1194 NEW YORK

JOE DANIELS
SCHOOL of ACROBATICS and STAGE DANCING
Correct stretching and limbering exercises for modern sen-
sational stage dancing. Routines arranged. Acts staged
CLASS LESSONS $1.00 EACH, stay as long as you wish.

1544 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Rehearsal Hall Telephone Bryant 6542

"LEARN DANCING FROM A KNOWN DANCER "

(GERTRUDE HOFFMANNl
IVAN TARASOFF

IWILLIAM J. HERRMANNI
SCHOOL OF THE DANCE

PRODUCING BALLET
ACROBATICS

TAP DANCING
FENCING

Phone: Regent 8283

|637 MADISON AVE., COR. 59th ST.
New York City

New York

Mikkail Mordkin
Premier Danseur and Ballet Master of the Imperial
Theatre of Moscow and the Pavlowa-Mordkin Ballet
Company, Instructor of Plastique and Rhythm at

The Moscow Art Theatre.

108 Central

Park South

New York

School of the Dance
Class and Private Instruction in Ballet, Toe and
Character Dancing, Pantomime, Plastique & Rhythm

!
JULIA HUDAK)
Formerly Premiere Danseuse of the

: Milan Grand Opera Monte Carlo Casino Opera
j

i Madrid Royal Opera Chicago Grand Opera
j

Studio i

1658 Broadway, New York Phone Circle 4251 :

Write for Booklet
\

VESTOFF SEROVA
Russian School of Dancing

47 WEST 72nd STREET NEW YORK
Classes in Classic and Interpretive Dancing

GENRICK
VESTOFF

— RUSSIAN BALLET SCHOOL —
Classic, Interpretive and Character

Dancing of All Nations.
ECCENTRIC and TAP DANCING
Day classes for children and adults.

Evening classes for Business Girls.
1658 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY CIRCLE 1307

MULES. ARTSKA (NINA AND ZINAIDA)
OF THE RUSSIAN BALLET OF PETROGRAD

Instruction in toe, character and classic dancing.
Plastic, Mis-en-scene, rhythmic, gymnastic.

Tel. Trafalgar 3726 310 W. 73rd St., New York

MME. REZZI
PRIVATE CLASSES IN

CLASSICAL TOE DANCING
438 West 23rd Street New York City

Telephone Watkins 1892

Three Arts Little Theatre
Unexcelled for

DANCE REVUES
and ENTERTAINMENTS
Associated with the Theatre is the

Stage Career Agency
Combining Training, Engagement and Career
Direction in all Branches of the Profession.

Professional Dance Routines Arranged
and Engagements Secured

108 WEST 59th ST, NEW YORK
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Instruction
Dance for Health

Consult this Directory

for instruction in the

dances of all na-

tions.

Folk, military,

acrobatic, social

and fancy dancing

Dance for Strength

New York New York

NCR WAYeyRN
—wto staged the best editions of "The Follies" and "Midnight Frolics" and
over TOO other Successful Revues, Musical Comedies, Headline Vaudeville Pro-

ductions, College and Society Entertainments, has complete courses in . . .

Every Type of Dancing -- for Stage or
1EARN from Ned Wayburn—
/who helped Evelyn Law,

Marilyn Miller, Ann Pennington,
Gilda Gray and hundreds of

other internationally famous stars

up the ladder of fame.

Social Affairs
New C.asses for Adult Girls start Monday,

February 1st

Children's Winter Term just starting

Teacher's Normal Course July 6th to 31st

Evelyn
Law r i

dancing
star in l^"The rr.
Follies" and

C[ Private Lessons or Classes for

Adults or Children, BEGINNERS,
Advanced Pupils and Professionals.

Special Advanced Instruction for

Teachers. Write for Booklet J or call a$

Ned Wayburn has just written a book

. ...... Complete — Authoritative

Complete Supervision of Amateur Productions

NED WAVBURN
Studios oF Stage Dancing Inc.

1841 Broadway (Ent. on60thSt.) StudioJ

At Columbus Circle.Nrw York. Open all vear 'round
9 A. M. to 10 P. M. Except Sundays.

(tClosed Saturdays at 6P.M.) Phone Columbus 3500

"The Art of Stage Dancing"

- $5.00 postpaid!

Mile. LA CHAPPELLE
149 W. 57th St.,_N. Y. Circle 1243

Thorough training in the art of dancing,
all branches, including acrobatics.

MAGHAIRA "

Known in the best Artistic and Society Circles.

Society, Classic & Original, Argentine
Tango for Ballroom and Stage.

Personal Instruction — Catalog on Request
BROADWAY SC 77th ST. Susquehanna 7330

LOUIS VECCHIO
The "Physi-Cultural" School

Dancing, Grace, Poise, Stage Arts.
"Physi-Cultural" Classes for girls exclusively.

$3 monthly.
1446 BROADWAY, at 41st St., N. Y. CITY

STAGE DA N C I N G
TAUGHT BY THE RECOGNIZED

SUPREME AUTHORITY

JACK BLUE
231-233 W. 51st STREET . CIRCLE 6136

VINCENZO ROMEO
Director of Latest Spectacular Ballet

NEW YORK HIPPODROME — I I YEARS
also CHICAGO GRAND OPERA CO.

330 WEST 42nd STREET NEW YORK CITY
Telephone, Longacre 9331

t DE REVUELT (Mr. Mrs.) I
1$. positively teach TANGO, WALTZ, FOX- f.

4- TROT, CHARLESTON, ACROBATIC. Trial £
two lessons, $5. Dance practice open (10-10). ^-

Special courses for smart dancers 4?

and professionals.

^jrjomaroffs >jk
r^JomeJtucjy(ourse

J

DancingandBody Building
4 Newly Created Books for

Home Study
BOOK No. 1 — Postpaid #1.60

Body Building, Stretching, Limbering.

BOOK No. 2 — Postpaid #1.60
Simple and advanced tumbling, such as

cartwheels, hand stands, splits, and limbers.

BOOK No. 3 — Postpaid #2.85
Taps, Musical Comedy, Character Dancing.

BOOK No. 4 — Postpaid #2.10
Bar exercises, a fundamental study for ballet,

toe and classical dancing.

ENTIRE SET OF BOOKS — Postpaid #7.00
ALL BOOKS ARE FULLY ILLUSTRATED

Make your selection and send cash
(registered) or money order to

ARON TOMAROFF
110 West 47th Street, Dept. 26, New York City

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

I W. 86th St., Schuyler 9631 or 59 W.49th St., N. Y. ^

MISS PHYSICAL CULTURES
" The Perfect Woman "

KEITH VAUDEVILLE HEADLINER
|

The Great Lecturer and Teacher of Physical
Education for Women.

HOFFMANN - TARASOFF - HERRMANN
Studios of Stage Arts

637 MADISON AV. Regent 8283 NEW YORK CITY
|

"Muriel Parker's Studio"
Lessons in SOCIETY DANCES and AUCTION BRIDGE.
liepinners specialized in S private lessons by Miss
Parker's simplified method. All faults corrected.

By appointment only

57 WEST 46th ST., N. Y. BRYANT 4823

FRED LEQUORNE
of the International Dancing Team LeQuorne & DeLong

Specializing in Developing Dancing Teams
Special routines in ARGENTINE and FRENCH TANGO,
Adagio, Novelty Waltzes, Parisien Apache Dance, Exhi-
bition, Charleston and Whiriwind Dances.
Latest ballroom dan Tango and Charleston.

New York

Specializing in

ACROBATIC

INSTRUCTION
for

Sensational

Stage
Dancing

Stretching and Limbering
Exercises

ALL TYPES of DANCING TAUGHT for STAGE
or SOCIAL AFFAIRS.

Specializing in Modern Dances

Mile. Amy Mantova and Eddie Russell
Formerly N. Y. Hippodrome

Associated with the COLE STUDIOS.
TOE — BALLET — CLASSICAL — CHARACTER

DANCES — BUCK-WING — CLOG
ECCENTRIC — HIGH-KICKING — ACROBATIC

and CHARLESTON DANCES
Arranged and Routined.

GEO. COLE STUDIOS
H7W.54thST. Circle 1467 NEW YORK CITY

CHESTER HALE
Ballet - Character - - Spanish

Ballet Master Capitol Theatre, New York

20 West 60th Street, New York City|

Columbus 9147

Philadelphia

Le Quorne Studio of Dance Arts
1658 BROADWAY Suite 607 CIRCLE 7933

r

iliiam J. Herrmann

CROBATICS
I World famous instructors on Herrmann's teaching

staff.

1 Studios 23 years present location; entire 8th floor

KEITH'S THEATRE BLDG.
I
PHILADELPHIA Phone WALNUT 7750

Indianapolis

LOUIS STOCKMAN DANCE STUDIO
37 W. 16th ST., INDIANAPOLIS

Ballroom - Ballet - Step-Dancing
Dramatic Art

Under direction of Mr. Stockman and corps of teachers

Los Angeles

EARLE WALLACE

r FOREMOST AMERICAN BORN «
MASTER of BALLET ^
STUDY THE DANCE IN MOVI ELAND

k-
1027 SEVENTH ST LOS ANGELES CALIF , A
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rGreatiNEW
Invention

SGREENLAND

for seekers of

Health

Power

Beauty
Elco Health Generators
at last are ready for you!
If you want more health
—greater power to enjoy
the pleasures and de-
lights about you, or if
more heauty is your de-
sire - write ! Ask for the
book on these inventions
which has just been pre-
pared. It will be sent to
you without cost. It tells
you how Elco Health
Generators aid you in
leaving the lethargy and
hopelessness of bad
health and weakness be-
hind forever. Re-vitalize
yourself. Bring back en-

ergy. Be wholly alive
Write today!

10 Days FREE Trial
Write for FREE Book.

FreeTrial
TheBe great new inventions
generate Violet Ray, Vibra-
tion, Electricity and Ozone
—combined or separate
They operate on the electric light In yourhome or on
their own motive power at less than 50 cents per year.
Elco Health Generators are positively the only in-
struments which can give you in one outfit Elec-
tricity, Violet Ray—Vibration and Ozone—the four
greatest curative agents. Send the coupon below.
Get the Free Book NOW !

For All These:
Paralysis
Pimples
Falling Hair
Headache
Lumbago
Nervousness

Skin Diseases
Hay Fever
Neuralgia
Deafness
Pain
Development
Neuritis
Obesity

Mail coupon
for Free Book
Do not put this paper down with-
out Bendinu tho coupon. Don't tto on
aa you are with pains and with (.[moot
no lifo and energy. You owe It to your-
self to be a better man or woman. You
were pat here to enjoy life—not just
to draff through ft. So do not rest another day until you
have put your name on tho coupon here. That will bring the
whole etory of these great new Inventions. Do Ittoday—now.

[IIIIIMI
Lindstrom & Company
30 West Lake St., Dept. 13-12. Chicago

Please send me your free book, "Health—Powers-
full information of your 10-day FreeBeauty' and

Trial Offer.

Name. .

.

Address.

(C George Bancroft of "Pony Express" fame
as Ira Todd in "The Enchanted Hill."

shoulders, occasionally chin, and passionate
pompadour had everything their own way.
Sometimes a fluff of hair, or a bit of ribbon
indicated that there was another party be
hind those broad shoulders who might be
expressing emotion too — but not the same
kind.

On the other hand, the vamp's kiss was
not complete without her shimmying shoul-
der blades. The object of her affection was
successfully camouflaged by boudoir pillows,
cigarette smoke, incense, prop pearls, or
what have you. Whatever it was, you may
rest assured that the vamp had it.

But. now—though it's hard to believe

—

everything is changed. Although few of
the old gestures and expressions are used
any more, you can almost always guess what
the modern moving picture actor is driving
at. They are still portraying grief and pas-
sion but in their own sweet way. They
haven't got a book. They have discarded
the list. They have fired Professor Gela-
tine—he says he would have resigned any-
way. The trouble with the Professor—oh,
I see it all, now—was that he never realized
it isn't what you do; it's how you do it.

These newcomers who have upset tradi-
tion are all over the place. Look at them!
They have even converted a handful of the
old guard. The movies are moving every
day. Jack Gilbert—Vilma Banky—Norma
Shearer—Renee Adoree—Ronald Colman

—

Glenn Hunter—Mae Murray—step up here
and take your bows. You belong.

Just when the love scene in a wood was
wearing out; when the idea of two sweet
young things in a bossy dell was only good
for slapstick, along came a Love Scene in a
Wood that made you forget you had ever
seen one before. It happened when Sea-
strom from Sweden took Norma and Jack
on location for He Who Gets Slapped.
They staged a scene which will linger long
in the memories of all who saw it. The
director and the cameramen and the . sun
reflectors seem miles away. Just youth alone
in a wood—no, and there weren't any squir-
rels, either. But you could almost hear the
birds singing without the aid of the wood
winds from the orchestra.

John Gilbert is right up in front leading
the screen parade. He was with the movies
before they began to move; he never acted
to numbers even when the crowd was doing
it. Some people today think he is temper-
amental because he must feel a part, get
into the spirit of it, before he'll play it.

But it isn't temperament. It's just good
sense. He knows that he can't play a part
until he does "get" it. There's just one
John Gilbert and he is worth waiting for.
Directors^ are willing to let him alone untii
he "finds" his character. And Jack always
gets his man.

Aviation!
T)0 you love adventure? Do you want to make big

money? Although aviation is still in its infancy
there is a crying demand for men with courage, nerve,
and self-reliance—ambitious men who are looking-
for a new field. For those who qualify there will be
thousands of highly paid jobs.

Amazing Opportunity in
the Airplane Industry

Yes, as yet, aviation is in its infancy, but now is
the time to get in. In the

Fascinating—
Oaring — Big

Paying
Prepare Now for One^of

These Positions
Aeronautical Instructor

$60to $ ISO per week
Aeronautical Engineer
$100 to $300 per week

Aeronautical Contractor
. Enormous profits

Aeroplane Repairman
*60 to $75 per week

Aeroplane K'echanic.-.n
$40 to $80 per week

Aerop'ane Inspector
$50) to $75 per week

Aeroplane Salesman
$5000 per year and up

Aeroplane Assembler
$40 to $65 per week

Aeroplane Builder
$75 to $200 per week

automobile industry and
in the moving picture
business hundrec'.s of men
got rich by getting in at
thestart. They madetheir
success before others
woke up.
Think how much avia-

tion has progressed in the
last few years. Commer-
cial air lines have already
proved themselves suc-
cessful both in Europe
and America. Great men
predict that in the near
future there will be air-
freight lines — organiza-
tions as large as our rail-

roads are today. AVIA-
TION IS NEW. It
clamors for every young
man.

Be an Aviation Expert—
$50 to $100 a week

The study of aviation is as fascinating as the actual work.
Only one hour of spare time a day at home and we teach you
the basic training. You will find every lesson packed full of
interest. Student S. F. McNaughton, Chicago, says, "Your
lessons are like a romance, and what is more, after one
reading the student gets a thorough understanding." Menwho have had actual experience guide you carefully through
your training. They select the lessons, lectures, blueprints,
and bulletins. Once you start you can't get enough of it.
Here are some real jobs. Which one do you want'' Aero-
nautical Instructor, Aeronautical Engineer, Aeronautical
Contractor, Aeroplane Salesman, Aeroplane Repairman,
Aeroplane Mechanician, Aeroplane Inspector, Aeroplane
Assembler, Aeroplane Builder.

Big Aviation Book FREE
i -i ,

SS"d,?oupon heIow for °ur new FREE book just out en-
titled, Opportunities in the Airplane Industry." It is inter-
estingandinstructive. Get yours before edition is exhausted.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept^821,_36()l S. Michigan Ave., Chicago

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept. 8821,3601 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago I

" Without anyobligationsendmeyourfreebook"Oppor- .
| tunities in the Airplane Industry," also information I
aboutyourHomeStudyCourseinPracticalAeronautics. 1

I

I Addres,

j
City.



A continental hair-cut and a uniform

—

Prince Damlo! But not Gilbert's Danilo.

The barber had nothing to do with his

characterisation, nor his tailor, either. Shav-

ing his moustache had nothing to do with

bis realisation of Jim in The Big Parade.

It went deeper than that. As soon as Gil-

bert thinks a part, he lives that part. He
becomes the man he is supposed to be. No
wand is waved over his head. The trans-

formation occurs inside. It is mental acting.

It took him a long time to think himself

into the role of Rudolphe for La Boheme.

His costumes were ready before he
^
was.

He rehearsed; he worked. He couldn't get

it. Finally, on the set one day, he wasn't

Jack Gilbert any more. He was Rudolphe.

And Rudolphe he remained until La Bo-

heme was etched on celluloid and packed

away in its prosaic tin cans.

Gilbert threatens to "get out of pictures
'

if he is branded as a great lover. But

since The Merry Widow, the man can't

help himself. No bulging eyes and heaving

chest were necessary to achieve Danilo. Nor

did Jim woo his Melisande according to the

old rules. Gilbert's favorite scene in The

Big Parade is that "long shot" of Jim and

his° French maid on the bench, in the moon-

light, outside the door of her house. . Jack

says he thinks there is more romance in

that brief scene than the camera ever caught

before. And it isn't a close-up of him,

either!

All the girlish sprightliness formerly regis-

tered by the back kicks and hops of the

younger screen set must give way before

such naivete as Renee Adoree's Melisande

exhibits—it's matchless. It is the scene in

which she inadvertently comes upon Slim

and Bud at their ablutions in the old

(French) swimmin' hole. She stands there

watching them with the same friendly inter-

est she would show in a pair of puppies

splashing in a puddle. All the charm and

SCREENLAND
sweetness, all the unconcern of genuine girl-

hood, are in her face.

Lillian Gish, once upon a time, was the

old-fashioned actress of old-fashioned girls.

She expressed joy by running in circles,

and grief in much the same fashion. Now
she is thinking for herself, and in The

White Sister her biggest scene was a flash

of sorrow from a cab window when she

parted with her lover. There were no facial

contortions and no gymnastics. But there

was enough grief to satisfy anybody!

Vilma Banky has been swept to fame in

a flood of her own tears. Then she laughed

a little in The Eagle. And now we know

that Vilma is here to stay—one of our

screen elect. She wasn't afraid to twist her

perfect features into a semblance of misery.

And she wasn't too artistic to contribute

little bits of delicious comedy to Mr. Valen-

tino's vehicle. She works in her own way,

Miss Banky from Budapest; and it's a pretty

good way if you ask us." Her tears seem

real. Why, not a man present but would

gladly have offered his Christmas handker-

chief to wipe those tears away.

There are portraits in my celluloid gal-

lery I'll never take down. They include

Jack Gilbert lighting the cigarette for the

dying Heiny and then pushing his face

away—

i

n The Big Parade. Vilma Banky

pleading with Ronald Colman in the last

scenes of The Dar\ Angel; and Ronald

alone with her sculptured head. Glenn

Hunter looking back at his buddy for the

last time in My Buddy's Wife. Lois Mo-

ran and Douglas Junior stealing their first

kiss in Stella Dallas. Mae Murray waiting

in her wedding gown in The Merry Widow.
Corinne Griffith begging a ride in Classi-

fied and Corinne indiscreetly drunk in The

Marriage Whirl — and there are others.

There are so many new expressions in every

picture I can't keep track of them. I add

to my gallery every day. Who's in yours?
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'CoroditeBicsmond
NO C.O.D.—NOTHING TO BUY OR SELL
NO STRINGS ATTACHED TO THIS OFFER

We make this remarkable offer 30 that every lover of

beautiful jewelry can have the opportunity of comparing
a Corodite Gem side by side with a Genuine Diamond.
We want you to see with your own eyes the flery flashing,

beauty of this Gorgeous Gem. CORODITE DIAMONDS
ire double polished and have the true diamond (32 facet)

cut. So closely do they resemble the genuine that even

lifetime experts are astonished. The illustrations above

show how beautiful a CORODITE looks when mounted
in a ring. Send your name and address and 10c in coin

or stamps {to help cover cost of handling) to us Today.
Your Corodite will come Fully Prepaid by return mail.

E.RICHWINECO.m\.C27 hV&ilSfffi. !."»:

_

Ask Me
(Continued from page 5)

Ole £. L. and Z. deCatt's. Alberta

Vaughn hails- from Ashland,. Ky.; and I

don't know a thing about her step-father

or sister. It's a toss up whether Ann Pen-

nington or Bessie Love wins the plated ash-

can" as the best Charleston exponent in

Hollywood; some say Bess; others root for

Ann; but either way I'm not teaching any-

one the Charleston in these columns, so the

Aeroplane steps are "out."

Koo-Koo. Well, it's .yourself that sez it!

Katherine MacDonald was born in Pitts-

burgh, Pa., and that is her own name. Her

sister is Mary MacLaren.

Jerry. Your compliment is a dubious one

.—you call me a spirit. Now listen, you

know the kind of "spirit" we are getting

nowadays—surely you don't mean that va-

riety? Barbara Bedford can be reached at

the United Artists Studios, Hollywood, Cal.

S. H. M. Lawrence Wheat is in his late

twenties. I suppose he has some relatives,

but I don't know how many and I don t

know why. Sometimes I wonder myself

why we have relatives anyway. Lon Cha-

ney played the old hag in "The Unholy

Three."

Wo Bo Mo. Elliott Dexter doesn't pub-

lish his age. Doris Rankin left the stage

after her divorce from Lionel Barrymore

and her remarriage. The "Last of the Mo-

hicans" was an Associated Producers pro-

duction issued in 1920. "Out of the Dust

Lovely Hosiery—
Blue Fox. ltose Taupe. Nude. Pearl,
French Tan. French Nude, .Silver Grey,
Biscuit, Chestnut, Gun Metal, Black.

Pure silk, full-fashioned, ijuuranteed

(SPECIALLY pTa'cED AT $1 a Pair
or Box of 3 Pairs for $2.90!

SEND NO MONEY: Tell us size,

style and color wanted and we'll
send hose COD. You pay postman
$1.00 plus postage. If . dissasisfied re-

turn these and we will refund your
money in full.

HANOVFR SALES CO. 4 Hanover Sq., New York, N. Y.

DON'T BE
AreYou Timid or Self-Conscious? I

Bashfulness, timidity, blushing, confusion

„nd self-consciousness maybe quickly overcome.
Interesting-, instructive, illustrated FREE TREATISE tells

how to attain poise and a charming personality, gain courage,
control and confidence, and win success in love, social or busi-

ness affairs. Sent free and postpaid. Write for it TODAY.
RESEARCH INSTITUTE, Station 33k JACKSON, MICH.

mm
flared S$iri\
and6enubie
fwTrimmins

"The Barrier" Lionel

most polished of gentlemei

was a McCarthy
sued in 1920.

Astri (Norway). Many thanks for the

lucky leaf and flowers, and the very, very

kind things you say of Screenland. Write
as often as you like: I shall be glad to

lear from you.

2
3
(9
OS
<
to

letter NOW. I

._. „,,„„ „w . When dress is delivered pay bl

5 mailman only $3.98 and a few cents delivery charges. U
2 If not satisfied we will return your money. K
u NORMAN LiOSSRTS CO. Dept. 73-A-I99 CH!CAG0
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COLOURA DARKENS EYEBROWS

PERMANENTLY
Won't Wash Off

Eyebrows and lashes perfected and darkened with
Coloura are not affected by perspiration or creams.
Lagjs for weeks; harmless and easy to apply.

Box, with instruction, $1.10 postpaid. Treat-
ment, 50c by experts at

SPIRO'S, 26 W. 38th St., and 34 W. 46th St.,M. Y.

MME. NAFTAL
(Established more than 30 years)

69 WEST 45TH STREET
New York City

GOWNS — WRAPS — FURS
TO RENT

FOB STAGE AND SCREEN
AMATEURS OR PROFESSIONALS

Telephone Bryant 0670

BEAUTY CULTURE
MADAME JAQUET offers you trial samples sufficient

for several applications of her wonderful beautifying
facial creams and Face powder. Send $1.00 for both
with full directions for using to 141 West 33rd
Street, N. T. City, N. Y.

VIROZOL SWEDISH FACE BATH $2.00
Refreshing.. Reduces large pores. Refines the texture
of the skin. Improves unattractive complexion. In
leading Dept. Stores and Beauty Shops. Send for
literature and sample of a perfect Face Powder.
The Virozol Co., 248 E. 34th St., H. Y. C.

MINIATURES
Your favorite photograph painted on ivory in

water color. Inquiries given prompt attention.

EDWARD HAUSER
15 East 26th Street New York, N. Y.

RENT AND SELL
HIGH CLASS SLIGHTLY USED

EVENING GOWNS
WRAPS AND SUITS

Duff, 151 West 46th Street
Bryant 8247

Classified Advertising
Rate 15c a word. Forms March close January 15th.

$100 A WEEK LINE
If you can't make your present line pay you more
than $35 to $40 a week, don't blame yourself I

Chances are you're as good a salesman as those
who earn $100 a week taking orders for CARL-TON Stylish Dresses— prize-winners from New
l
rork and Paris. INVESTIGATE this oppor-
tunity quick! No charge or deposit for Sample
Outfit. CARLTON, INC., 337 S. Franklin St.,
Dept. 197-A, Chicago.

AUTHORS! GOOD PLOTS VALUABLE. Photo-
plays any form accepted, criticized, published,

copyrighted. Novels, short stories prepared for
magazine or book publication. Translations. Exp.
Service guaranteed. Advice free. HOLLYWOOD
SCENARIO & PUBLISHING CO., Box 231,
Markham BIdg., Hollywood, Calif.

EVERY OUTDOOR GIRL NEEDS A POCKET
compass. If you want to travel North, South,

East or West, a reliable pocket compass will
point the way. Indispensable to hikers, campers
or scouts. Price 50c delivered to any address
"i the United States. Outdoor Equipment Com-
pany, 711, 236 West 55th Street, New York City.

AGENTS —- WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES
Sell Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for large

Manufacturer direct to wearer. No capital or
experience required. Many earn $100 weekly
and bonus. MADISON SHIRT, 582 Broadway
New York.

WOMEN—PART OR FULL TIME. Make $50
extra. Send 10c for sample "Fresca." Beau-

tiful Booklet "Refreshing as the morning Dew"—Sent Free. The Fresca Co. - Lansing, Mich.

SO

N

TG POEM WRITERS—Write Ray Hibbeler,D 14, 2104 N. Keystone Ave. Chicago.

INVENTIONS

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. What have
you' Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 527 Enright,

St. Louis, Mo.

Emma F. Yes, there have been several

society women in pictures within the last

two years. If you watch out for Richard
Barthelmess' "Just Suppose" you will see
the very exotic Countess von Salm, nee
Mildred Rogers. I don't know whether the
interesting Mildred is taking up pictures as
a steady diet, but I do know she has fre-

quently been seen around with Richard in
and out of the studios!

Billie Jean. Write Richard Dix care of
Famous-Players, Astoria, Long Island, New
York.

A. B. C. Sorry, old man, but I don't
know a thing about divorces—either here or
in Paris. I understand Leatrice Joy and
Jack Gilbert are going to kiss and be friends
again. Never heard that Leatrice had two
children by a former marriage.

Florence Bull. Doris Kenyon isn't mar'
ried yet, and neither is Baby Peggy! Col-
leen Moore in "We Moderns" and, to fol-

low that, "Irene."

Chic\ie, M. M. Admirer. If Fay Lan-
phier is a success in her first picture I sup-
pose she'll adopt the movies as her profes-
sion. Lorna Duveen is quite a newcomer.
Alberta Vaughn is doing a series called
"The Adventures of Maisie." Francis X.
Bushman and Cecil Rathbone with Mae
Murray in "The Mas\ed Bride." Haven't
heard the rumour that Norman Kerry is

leaving the screen, so can't say whether it

is true or not. May McAvoy and Pat
O'Malley in "My Old Dutch."

Vernon Daily. Eddie Polo is now in
England with a musical comedy company.
Regret I do not know if Ernie Shields and
E. E. Shields are one and the same. Ella
Hall is married to Emory Johnston and
seems to prefer home life to the screen.
Jackie Saunders is living in California.
Ford Sterling has come back with a bang
and you'll see him in Gloria Swanson's
"Stage Struc\." .Kathlyn Williams is still

in pictures and her latest is "The Best Peo-
ple." Rod LaRocque is his right name as
far as I know, and he hails from Chicago.

Harold Revine. Oyezl Oyez! Gather
'round, friends and enemies, and listen to
what Harold has to say: "The Richard Dix
Club with Richard Dix as honorary presi-
dent has now been formed. Further details
can be had by writing to Harold Revine,
179 ^Arthur Street, Ottawa, Ontario, Can-
ada," and as Harold adds

—
"being sure to

enclose sufficient postage for an immediate
reply."

A Canadian Fan. Thanks for the bit
about prospering. I hope we do! Dorothy
Mackaill, who was born March 4th, 1903, is

5 ft. ?, weighs 120, has blond hair and hazel
eyes, and looks simply lovely in her step-ins.
At least that wac how we saw her last—it

was in her new picture, "Joanna." Billy
Dove is in her early twenties. No apologies
needed, I assure you.

Enrico Suhlimo. Enrico, your letter
sounded exactly like your surname. Sorry,
but 'I don't send out photographs of any
one.

F. Mann. Lloyd Hughes married Gloria
Hope.^ His latest picture is "The Scarlet
Saint," and at one time he was leading man
to Colleen Moore who is a star and not a
leading lady. Quite a big difference, I as-
sure you, both in salary and prestige. Col-
leen is married to a John McCormick—no,
not the tenor!

Salvatore La Guidice. I agree it would
be nice to see my face every morning when
you get up—in a photo I mean, of course.
But I'm not sending out my pictures.

Doris and Mary Crawford. Sorry to dis-

appoint you—I am not Shannon Crisman.
The editor put that picture at the top of
the page to liven things up a bit. Singing
doesn't help much to get you into the mo-
vies. Glad you know you can act—it's

great to be sure of things. But why don't
you care to do window-jumping—you never
know what you have to do in the films
these days. Your photographs are quite
nice.

Carolyn. That was a misprint— Jackie
Coogan was born in New York in 1915, not
190?; so he is nearly eleven now. Write
Ben Lyon, care of First National, 383 Madi-
son Ave., New York. Ben was born Feb-
ruary 6th, 1901. I'm sure he'll send you
one of his pictures if you enclose postage

—

why he even autographed one for me!

Elizabeth Homer. Occasionally the ward-
robe departments of motion picture com-
panies conduct sales of movie stars' clothes,
but I'm quite sure there isn't a catalogue
issued by any of the studios. You have to
be on the spot to take advantage of these
bargains. I have heard Mary Pickford is

still in the movies—in fact a rumor is float-
ing around that she made a picture called
"Scraps." Didn't you hear it?

Informer. So you know Virginia Lee
Corbin and that is her very own name.
Thanks for information!

Elizabeth Lamoraux. Yes, Alice Lake
was one of Mack Sennett's bathing beau-
ties. Claire Adams, Richard Dix and Neil
Hamilton in. "Men and Women." Esther
Ralston in "The Little French Girl." "The
Spenders" was issued in 1919 and I haven't
the cast of this old film.

Brown Eyes and Ben Lyon Admirer. I

should rather imagine Ben does like girls.

Ben isn't married; not at time of writing
anyway. He was born in Atlanta, Ga. Has
dark brown hair and blue eyes. Height
5.11, weight 160. Richard Dix is also un-
married. Well, I don't think Lloyd Hughes
would like it if you called him "pretty"

—

call him "handsome" and maybe he'll smile.

M. C. M. (Ohio). Eugene O'Brien was
born in Colorado, 1884. Not married and
never has been. Have you seen him in
"Graustar\" with Norma Talmadge?

Teddie, Jr.
^
So you think I must be a

"good looker," and you are my admirer.
After all that I simply dare not risk putting
one of my pictures in Screenland. Think
how disappointed you might be. Address
Greta Nissen, care of Famous-Players Lasky,
Vine Street, Hollywood, and watch out for
her in the "Golden Sin."

Fred Moretti, H. S. Coo\ and Mabelle
Wemmer. Fred Thomson's address is care
of F. B. O., 780 Gower Street, Hollywood.
I do not send out pictures of any one.

Jean. Richard Dix isn't married yet, al-

though he seems to be talking about mar-
riage a lot these days. Johnny Hines isn't
married either. Why so interested? Don't
those questions run from the sublime to the
ridiculous? Colleen Moore was born in
1902.

Warren Payne. Address Natalie Joyce at
Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Cal.
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"A PRESS AGENT TOLD ME SO"
C[What the loudsjpea\er is to the

radio, the press-agent is to the

movies.

ED Grange" has signed a contract

which gives Arrow Pictures his

services in the making of a world

beating box office winner.

In the face of opposition in the nature of

competitive bids made by nearly every mo-

tion picture company in the United States

who moved heaven and earth for weeks

trying to get Grange to sign up for a pic-

ture, Dr. Shallenberger of Arrow Pictures

realizing this made an offer of such gigantic

proportions that it overshadowed every other

bid and thus secured the palm of victory.

A touch-down indeed!

Every character actor in Hollywood is

casting his eyes in the direction of Metro-

politan Pictures at the present time, where

the powers-that-be are selecting the player

who will interpret Pere Goriot in "Paris at

Midnight," Frances Marion's picturization of

the Balzac classic. The part of Father Go-

riot promises to be one of the big plums

of the current picture season, and" great care

is being taken to secure the right actor for

the role.

Alfred A. Santell, director, is about to

launch production on Robert T. Kane's

"The Dancer of Paris," for First National.

In "The Dancer of Paris," Michael Ar-

len, the internationally popular author, will

be represented on the screen for the first

time. Readers of "The Green Hat," "These

Charming People," "Mayfair" and the other

Aden books, will realize that to transfer the

Arlen spirit, the Arlen style, to celluloid is

not going to be a task undertaken merely

pour le sport, as you might say.

"Shooting" of "Rainbow Riley" has been

completed now, and Johnny Hines has hied

himself off to Atlantic City for a week's rest

before undertaking the tedious supervisory

work of cutting the film. The comedy,

which is proclaimed better, even, than "The

Live Wire," is scheduled for release by First

National shortly.
* * *

"Casey of the Coast Guard," the new
Pathe serial by William Allen Browne and

William Burt involves dramatic action and

thrilling situations of a most intriguing char-

acter from a story and motion-picture stand-

point—the never-ending warfare waged by

Uncle Sam's guardians of the coast on illc

gal traffic in jewels, narcotics and aliens.

Will Nigh, one of the best known direc-

tors in the business, directed this new Pathe

serial. Nigh won considerable fame at the

time of the late World' War by his master

filming of Ambassador Gerard's famous

book, "My Four Tears in Germany." With
a score or more of features to his credit,

Nigh is also remembered for his "Will Nigh
Miniatures," a series of single-reel "punch,"

dramatic thrillers which were released by

Pathe.

Helen Ferguson and George O'Hara are

featured in the cast which numbers a list

of popular players.

After her rest and vacation from the

screen, Seena Owen declares that she is

feeling more fit than ever before in her life,

and final arrangements for her debut under
her new Metropolitan contract are now be-

ing completed. The title of the first picture

in which this former Cosmopolitan star will

appear is being withheld at this time, but

the role to which she will be assigned will

be one of the strongest dramatic parts in

which she has ever appeared.

C[ Marjorie Daw has just com-
pleted wor\ in "East Lynne".

A Baby In Your Home

many married couples yearn for children
that thousands of copies of a new book by Dr»
H. Will Elders are being distributed without
cost to childless women. Any family interested
In overcoming conditions of nature that hinder
the gift of children should write for this fres

book today. It describes a simple home treat-

ment based on the use of Steriltone, a wonder-
ful scientific tonio that has had marvelous suc-
cess all over the country in relieving constitu-
tional weakness.

Every woman who wants to live a normal,
happy home life with little ones around he»
should consider it her first duty to know what
Steriltone is and why it should be so wonderful
an aid to her. Read this little book which Is

sent without charge or obligation in a plain
envelope. It unfolds facts that most women
never have had explained to them. Send NO
Money, NO Obligations. Simply name and ad-
dress to Dr. H. Will Elders, 2018 Bailing*
Bldg., St, Joseph, Mo.

Your Name and Address Printed
200 Sheets and $1.00
100 Envelopes *

In Elite Bronze Blue Ink on Elite White Clover Bond
Paper. Postpaid. Your Satisfaction Guaranteed. WHITE
NAME AND ADDRESS PLAINLY. (West of Mississip-
pi river and outside of TJ. S., $1.10.) Agents wanted.
Order today to

ELITE PERSONAL STATIONERY
III Main Street

.
Smethport, Pa.

fioifre Can Be Cured
Dr Rock, the eminent goitre specialist has

treated goitre for nearly a quarter of a century)
and within the last year has made a remarkable
discovery which has aroused intense Interest.
Every reader of this paper who suffers of goitre
should write at once for his free book In 2 colors
which tells of this new discovery and also how
to treat goitre at home without danger or dis-
comfort. Absolutely free — just write.' Dr.
Rock, Drawer 62 Box 737, Milwaukee, Wis. —

)

Vest pocket, Blue Steel Automi
tic, 25 cal., 7 shot; 1926 model; (192

shoots standard ammunition. Price

$16.95. Satisfaction Guaranteed or

money refunded. Pay on Delivery

Plus Postage. SEND NO MONEY
UNIVERSAL SALES CO.

259 Broadway, Dept. 46, New York

MUSIC LESSONS FREE

You can read music like this quickly

IN YOUR HOME. Write today for oar FREE booklet.
It tells how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced players. Yonr
only expense about 2c per day for music and postage used.

AMERICAN SCHOOL of MUSIC, 71 Lakeside Bldg., CHICAGO

RUBY FREE
(To introduce onr imported Mexican-BLU-

_J FLASH GEM, the only low priced gem ex-

actly matching genuine diamonds, with same blue-white

brilliancy and rainbow fire, guaranteed for life, we 11 send

free this beautiful, flashing liory red Mexican Ruby. Just

clip out this ad, mail with your name, address and 10c to

partly cover handling cost and we'll mail FREE with catalog

of gems and special half price offer. Write ioday.

Mexican Gem Importing Co,, Oept.SL-5 Mesllla Park, N, Mei,
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FREE
As an extra special offer to those who hurry their order for the 77-
piece combination outfit offered below, we shall include in addition
absolutely free, this entire 7-piece set of GENUINE CUT GLASSfitcner ot I qt. capacity and 6 tumblers of 9 oz. capacity. Each
piece is pure, sparkingly clear, thin and dainty. Hand cut decora-

SCREENLAND
7Pieces
Genuine
Cut Glass

bons consisting of large floral design with appropriate foliage
Useful for wateror other beverages ; set makes ahandsome display
with your other glassware. A limited number given FREE—as an

wMe
dU
thi^fferteste

nllg th,S SPeC^^ Send eoupon toda"

bination% %
\> ^ < U\ #7iT

outfit x% * *
Consists of: Pieces
44-Piece Bluebird Dinner Set f£t%
tinted design of Bluebirds and foliage in natural colors. Each
piece is twice fired and has a snow flake white glaze of great
brilliancy which cannot craze. The set consists of 6 cups, 6 sau-
cere, 6 dinner plates, 9 in. diameter; 6 fruit saucers, 6 in. diam-
eter; 6 oatmeal nappies, 6 in. diameter; 6 salad plates, 6 in.
diameter; 1 meat platter, V)% in. long; 1 round vegetable dish,

diameter; 1 cream pitcher, 1 jit.; 1 sugar bowl and

A sensational offer—to show how Straus & Schram smashes the spot cash price while
giving almost a year to pay! Here's an outfit of 77 pieces, things you need and use in
your household every day—and a 7 piece set of Genuine Cut Glass FREE, if you order now—at a price
you could not equal in your home town. We'll ship this complete outfit—84 pieces in all—direct to your
home on 30 days trial for only $1.00 down. Examine the quality, the beauty, the durability of each piece.
Then compare prices—see how much more the local dealer asks for cash. After 30 days trial and use, if
you're not delighted with the bargain, send the outfit back and we'll refund your dollar plus all trans*
portation charges you paid. No obligation—not one penny of risk to you!

$222 a Month
cover, (2 pieces); 1 butter plate; 1 utility bowl, 1 pt.;
dish, 6 in. in diameter. Each piece has a dainty blue' edge

1 pickle

and is beautifully shaped.

9fi Pi»»ff» Silver ^At A "flver service of Sheffield
£.\3 riece Oliver Oel piate that will give years of
satisfaction. A pleasing pattern and popular polished finish
Each piece heavily silver plated. Set consists of 6 knives, 6
forks, 6 tablespoons, 6 teaspoons, 1 sugar shell, 1 butter knife.
Packed in a convenient flannel roll as illustrated.

7 PieceTablecloth and Napkins tlbfl
cloth 60x60 in. and 6 napkins, 18x18 in., made of strong durable
linen finished cotton in pure snow flake white that will launder
beautifully. All edgesneatly scalloped withoverlappedstitch in
blue. Both tablecloth and napkins have handpainted design of
Bluebirds and AppleBlossoms in their natural color, absolutely
guaranteed fast colors. Harmonizes perfectly with dish set.

And remember:—The 7-Piece Genuine Cut Glass Set Is
FREE, if you send at once. Shipping weight of entire

outfit about 60 lbs.
Order by No. G8498A. $ 1 .00 with coupon;

$2. OO monthly. Total Price $19. 90.
Free Bargain Catalog of Home Furnishings on credit sent

with or without order. See coupon.

Straus & Schram, 2142

If you decide to keep the outfit, start paying only
$2.00 a month until you've paid our rock bottom
price—only $19.90 for the entire 77 piece outfit with
the7pieceCutGlassSetFREE. 84pieces in all—only

$19.90—and almost a year to pay! Where else can you find a bargain like that and on such liberal terms?

J

Send Coupon

We have made up only a lim-
ited number of these combi-
nation outfits for this special
sale. Send the coupon quick,
while this offer lasts. Only
$1.00 deposit brings the out-
fit on 30 days' trial. Satis-
faction guaranteed or your
money back. (We do not
ship C.O.D.)

Chicago, 111.

Straus & Schram, Dept. 2142 Chicago, III. §
Enclosed find $1. Ship special advertised 77 piece Combination Outfit,
with 7-piece genuine cut glass set FREE. I am to have 30 days free
trial. If I keep the Outfit, I will pay you $2.00 monthly. If not Batis-
f"-i, I am to return the Outfit with the 7-piece cut glass set within
3C <aays and you are to refund my money and any freight or express
charges I paid.

77 piece Combination Outfit, No. G8498A, S&9.90.
7-r-Pieces Genuine Cut Glass FREE.

Name..

Street, B. F. D.
or Box No

Shipping
Point

Post Office — - State..
St

f
you want ONLY_our free catalog

j jIof home furnishings, mark X here



Entertaining and Instructive Books
THE ROMANCE AND EEALITY OF FILM LIFE
IS REFLECTED IN THE BOOKS LISTED BELOW

T| If you are interested in photoplay writing, screen acting, motion picture

directing, or motion picture production, the books listed below will be of

great interest. Each book is handsomely bound in gold decorated cloth cover

and will be delivered anywhere in the United States at prices mentioned.

Canadian and foreign orders extra for shipment and duty.

SCREEN ACTING (By Inez and Helen Klumph) — An authoritative

presentation. Enables the reader to judge just what the opportunities are

and the training required. This work was developed through the valuable

assistance and advice of Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Colleen Moore, Mabel
Ballin, Mae Murray, "William S. Hart, Ruth Roland, and many other distin-

guished motion picture players, directors, cameramen, and make-up ex-

perts Price $3.00

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTING (B y Peter Milne)— Of
special interest to those in the Motion Picture Industry— or intending to

enter this field. The author was critic for years on Motion Picture News
and "Wids (Film) Daily. He was a member of Scenario and Production

Department of Famous Players - Lasky Corporation. This work contains

data about Marshall Neilan, William C. DeMille, Rex Ingram, Cecil DeMille,

and other famous directors Price $3.00

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION (By T. 'Conor Sloane,

Ph.D., LL.D.) — The enormous growth in number of motion picture theatres

has created a large and increasing demand for operators. It is an interesting,

good paying field and requires but a short time to qualify as a projector.

This book includes the fullest details of practice. . . Price $5.1)0

PHOTOPLAY WRITING (By William Lord Wright)—The author

was formerly Editor for Selig Polyscope, Pathe Exchange, and Universal. The
book is a thorough and authoritative presentation of this lucrative field for

writers. Every year new writers achieve fame and fortune. Complete

information on how to write for Motion Pictures and how and where to

submit your ideas Price $3.00

MOVING PICTURES
How They Are Made and Worked

$3.50

A Veritable

Encyclopedia of the

Moving Picture

Art

By FREDERICK A. TALBOT

New Edition, Completely Revised and Reset.

Numerous Illustrations.

It tells of the romances, the adventures, the great prepara-

tions of marvellous ingenuity and the hundreds of other

things that go into the making of moving picture plays.

It shows how inventors have overcome difficulties up to

the present status of the business. It is a popular account
of everything concerning the subject— trick pictures and
how they are produced; pictures in color; pictures that

move and talk; the making and costs of the most elaborate

"sets" and studio equipment; the risks taken by photog-
raphers and players; the secrets of many sensational climb-

ing and jumping feats; what the audience does not see

in the most daring wild animal films, and a great many
other inside facts the '

' movie '
' patron delights in knowing.

Any one of the above books will be mailed on receipt of advertised price to any address in the

V. S. A.

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
BOOK DEPARTMENT

236 WEST 55th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Djer-Kiss

Rouge-&-Loose-Powder

Vanity

$2.50

mart/ Vour rouge and loose powder

in this bemtchingly dainty vanity

The Last Chic Touch

A mere tiny drop or two of
Parfum Djer-Kissandyour
toilette complete becomes
sparkling, exotic, French,
alluring! In this Parisian
bottle offluted crystal:

$3.50

In this charming Djer-Kiss Rouge-&-Loose-Powder Vanity,

Kerkoff presents a perfectly safe way for you to carry your
loose face powder with you wherever you go.

There is a dainty compact of Djer-Kiss Rouge, too, in your
choice of five fashionable Parisian shades. And a unique
double-faced mirror— detail, on one side; reducing, on the

other
- $2.50 at the better

shops

The perfect Vowder refill

Made, packed and sealed in France,
Djer-Kiss Face Powder is the perfect
refill for the loose powder compart-
ments of loose powder vanities.

There is no powder quite so fine as a
French face powder and no French
powder more soft and fine than Djer-
Kiss. Purchase a box when you buy
your Vanity. Three shades: Blanche,
Chair and Rachel.

'1LJ>

c
Khrkoff- 'Paris

PARFUMEUR
PARFUM FACE POWDER TALC

TOILET WATER VEGETALE SACHET SOAP BATH CRYSTALS

CREAMS ROUGE LIP ROUGE BRILLIANT1NE

For loose powder alone

Fashioned of nickel-silver,

the new Djer-Kiss "Silver
Single" Vanity is as light

and dainty as a thin
watch. A tassel of regal
purple lends an added note

of ihic.

$2.00

at smart shops
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NORMA SHEARER
WITH Mb LEW CODY

The boss

{Lew Cody)
neglects business

Norma Shearer

as

Ruth Lawrence
the typist

HIS SECRETARY
If you are a Norma Shearer fan

—

And who isn't ?

You have a new thrill coming to you

When you see "His Secretary."

For, with their usual discrimination.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Chose a story that gave Norma

Real opportunity to display her genius

And she did!

From start to finish

Her superb acting in this picture establishes her

As a star of planetary proportions.

You must see her!

And then there's Lew Cody

And Willard Louis,

HOBART Henley's super direction

And a whale of a story by Carey Wilson.

In short

It's a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

In every respect

—

And you know what that- means!

First aid
to the injured

"More Stars Than There Are In Heaven"
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"Can he really play?" a girl whispei
"Heavens no!" Arthur exclaimed,

played a note in his life."

They LaughedWhen I Sat Down
At the Piano

But When I Started to PlayU
ARTHUR had just played "The Rosary."

The room rang with applause. I de-
cided that this would be a dramatic

moment for me to make my debut. To the
amazement of all my friends, I strode con-
fidently over to the piano and sat down.

"Jack is up to his old tricks," somebody
chuckled. The crowd laughed. They were
all certain that I couldn't play a single
note. '

-

"Can he really play?" I heard a girl

whisper to Arthur.
"Heavens, no!" Arthur exclaimed. "He

never played a note in all his life. . . But
just you watch him. This is going to be
good."

I decided to make the most of the situa-

tion. With mock dignity I drew out a silk

handkerchief and lightly dusted off the
piano keys. Then I rose and gave the re-

volving piano stool a quarter of a turn,

just as I had seen an imitator of Paderew-
ski do in a vaudeville sketch.

"What do you think of his execution?" called
a voice from the rear.

"We're in favor of it !" came back the answer
and the crowd rocked with laughter.

Then I Started to Play
Instantly a tense silence fell on the

guests. The laughter died on their lips as
if. by magic. I played through the first

few bars of Beethoven's immortal Moon-
light Sonata. I heard gasps of amazement.
My friends sat breathless—spellbound!

I played on and as I played I forgot the
people around me. I forgot the hour, the place,
the breathless listeners. The little world I lived
in seemed to fade—seemed to grow dim

—

unreal. Only the music was
real. Only the music and vis-
ions it brought me. Visions a";

beautiful and as changing as
the wind blown clouds and drift-

ing moonlight that long ago in-

spired the master composer. It
seemed as if the mailer musician
himself were speaking to me

—

speaking through the medium of

music — not in words but in

chords. Not in sentences but in

exquisite melodies!

found myself surrounded by excited faces.

Everybody was exclaiming with delight

—

plying me with rapid questions. . . . "Jack!
Why didn't you tell us you could play like

that?" . . . "Where did you learn?"—"Who
was your teacher?"

"I have never even seen my teacher," I re-
plied. "And just a short while ago I couldn't
play a note."

"Quit your kidding," laughed Arthur, him-
self an accomplished pianist. "You've been
studying for years. I can tell."

"I have been studying only a short while,"
I insisted. "I decided to keep it a secret so
that I could surprise all you folks."

How I Learned to Play Without
a Teacher

And then I told them the whole story.

"A few months ago I saw an interesting
ad for the U. S. School of Music—a new
method of learning to play which only
costs a few cents a day! The ad told how
a woman had mastered the piano in her
spare time at home—and without a teacher!
Best of all, the wonderful new method she used,
required no laborious scales—no heartless exer-
cises—no tiresome practising. It sounded so
convincing that I filled out the coupon request-
ing the Free Demonstration Lesson.

"The free book arrived promptly and I start-
ed in that very night to study the Demonstra-
tion Lesson. I was amazed to see how easy it

was to play this new way. Then I sent for
the course.
"When the course arrived I found it was just

as the ad said—as easy as A, B, C! And,
as the lessons continued they got easier and
easier. Before I knew it I was playing all the
pieces I liked best. Nothing stopped me. I
could play ballads or classical numbers or jazz,
all with equal ease. And I never did have
any special talent for music!"

one you want to play and the U. S. School
will do the rest. And bear in mind no
matter which instrument you choose, the
cost in each case will be the same—just a
few cents a day. No matter whether you
are a mere beginner or already a good
performer, you will be interested in learn-

ing about this new and wonderful method.

Send for Our Free Booklet and
Demonstration Lesson

Thousands of successful students never
dreamed they possessed musical ability un-

til it was revealed to them by a remark-
able "Musical Ability Test" which we send
entirely without cost with our interesting

free booklet.

If you are in earnest about wanting to

play your favorite instrument -— if you
really want to gain happiness and increase
your popularity—send at once for the free

booklet and Demonstration Lesson. No
cost—no obligation. Right now we are
making a Special offer for a limited num-
ber of new students. Sign and send the

convenient coupon now—before it's too late

to gain the benefits of this offer. Instru-

ments supplied when needed, cash or credit.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3223 Brunswick Building

New York City.

U. S. School of Music,

3223 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

A Complete Triumph!
As the last notes of the

•Moonlight Sonata died away,
the room resounded with a
sudden roar of applause. I

Pick

Your Instrument
Pianj Violin
Or^na Clarinet
Ukulele Flute
Cornet Saxophone
Trombone Harp
Piccolo Mandolin
Guitar 'Cello

Hawaiian Steel Guitar
Sight Singing

Piano Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture
Harmony and Composition

Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger Control
Banjo (Tenor, Plectrum

or 5 string)

_ Please send me your free book "Music Lessons
Flay Any Instrument in Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr.

Frank Crane, Demonstration Lesson and par-
You too, can now teach ticulars of your Special Offer. I am interested

yourself to be an accom- in the following course:

plished musician— right at
home — in half the usual
time. You can't go wrong
with this simple new method
which has already shown al- Have >'ou above instrument?—
most half a million people

how to play their favorite Name
instruments. Forget that (Please write plainly)

old-fashioned idea that you
need special "talent." Just Address..

read the list of instruments

in the panel, decide which city State
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—

a
Robert Kane production from
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and PARAMOUNT
Harold Lloyd's decision to release his

productions through Paramount is inter-

esting to fans everywhere.
It is fitting that the leading individual

exponent of clean, wholesome screen
comedy should be allied with the world's
foremost screen organization.

Harold Lloyd has gone steadily from
success to success. Perhaps there has
never been such a tremendous mint of
comedy as the world found in his last

picture, "The Freshman."
Now comes:

99

next production

and

first Paramount

release

Directed by

S^m Taylor

Grouches should be careful to see this picture
while they are alone, or they will lose their repu-
tations forever.

Harold Lloyd is king of laughter today for the
simple reason that laughter follows him as rain-

bows follow summer showers.

Harold Lloyd's productions are made by the
Harold Lloyd Corporation, and the public can
rest assured that his pictures will always be clean.

Paramount is proud to pay the great comedian
this tribute and to have the privilege of releasing

"For Heaven's Sake ! " Ask your theatre to book
it early, and let you know the date.

"If it's a Paramount Picture it's the best show in townV*
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What is the

Lure of

PEQ
HOPlilM
JOY(

IS
it her beauty? Is it her nai-

vete? It is her natural charm?
Fascination? Or is it an indefin-

able something as yet unnamed that

has made her the magnet that at-

tracts thousands to see her? Here

is your chance to see for yourself.

Here she is in a picture that fairly

vibrates with her beauty and per-

sonality—a throbbing drama adapt-

ed from Adela Rogers St. Johns'

Cosmopolitan Magazine story of a

poor girl's skyrocket career in the

movies— the twice-thrilling tale of

her rise to the dizziest heights of

stardom and the splendid crash of

her fall to earth— and love. At
last your chance to see Peggy Hop-
kins Joyce

See Her in

SKYROCKET
at Leading Theatres Soon

A Marshall Neilan Production

Produced by
Celebrity Pictures, Inc.

Presented by
Associated Exhibitors, Inc.

Os^ar A. Price, Pres.

Douglas Fairbanks and
Mary Pic\ford too\ a

day off to see Fred
Njblo shoot the chariot

races for "Ben-Hur."

An Answer Page of Information.
Address: Miss Vee Dee,
Screenland, 236 W. 55th St.

New York City.

Carrie Conchett. You start the month's
matrimonial questionnaire. While Marion
Davies isn't married at all, as far as I know,
Corinne Griffith has been married twice—
first husband, Webster Campbell; second,
Walter Morosco. Address Miss Davies care
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City, Cal.

Harrison Fis\. Oh, never say die, Harri-
son; you may win the contest yet. Anyway,
try Sears Roebuck of Chicago, if you want
a stockwhip. They seem to sell everything
(not an advt.)

Clara K[ovac\, Grand Rapids. Ricardo
Cortez is still under the Famous Players-
Lasky banner, so write him care of the stu-
dios, Vine Street, Hollywood.

Peggy S. Wallace Beery in "The Pony
Express." No, Ricardo Cortez ain't done it

yet, but understand his marriage to Alma
Rubens will take place in early spring.
Spring is such a romantic time for a wed-
ding, yes? Pola Negri, who is with Famous
Players-Lasky on the coast, has brown eyes,

and is about twenty-eight. Thought every-
one knew Pola is— or is it was —• Polish,
and everyone simply ought to know that
Jackie Coogan isn't twenty. He's ten, that's

all. As for Valentino and the fair Natacha,
even if they aren't going to divorce one
another, they've got more publicity out of
the rumour than they did for their mar-
riage.

My Girl Friend. Thanks for Christmas
card. It's rather late to wish you a happy
New Year— but here goes!

Astri— J{orway. Your extremely pretty
card with its good wishes was much appre-
ciated. Write me as often as you like.

Movie-Mad Audrey. Norma Shearer,
who hails from Montreal and was born
1904, has been in pictures a little over five

years. Ronald Colman is an Englishman
and was born February, 1899. Mr. Col-
man is married to Thelma Ray, an English
actress, a gorgeous titian, if she's the same
girl I remember on the other side. Address
Norma Shearer, Conrad Nagel, Mae Murray
and Jack Holt at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stu-

dios, Culver City, California, and you'll find

the other addresses elsewhere on this page.
Your questions on matters of love are rather
out of my line. The trouble with adoring
a man on the screen is that you have half

a million rivals.

Poppy A. P. (7<[ew Orleans). Whoever
runs the tape-measure over the stars and
examines their birth certificates reports that
Priscilla Dean is 5.4 and weighs 125; Betty
Bronson, 5 feet, weight 100, age 19; Lois
Moran, five feet two, weighs about 105, age
16 and mighty proud of her Irish descent;
Mary Brian, 5.4, age 17; Mary Ballin, who
is in her early thirties, is 5.3 tall and scales

122. Viola Dana has been married twice,
her present husband being "Lefty" Flynn.
Shirley Mason was married once. Her hus-
band died about two years ago. Neither
Viola or Shirley have any children. Don't
know whether Gladys Hulette is married or
not. I know you'll be glad to learn that

Barbara LaMarr is well on the road to a

complete recovery. We're all looking for-

ward to seeing the delightful Bobbie in pic-

tures in the early future.

Lornea 'Whitson. You'd better not let

Jackie Coogan's dad hear you saying his

sturdy little son and heir is a girl. What
St. Louis paper said that? So you know
"over half of all the movie stars." That's
my idea of a liberal education. Sorry I

don't send out photographs, you'll have to

ask Jackie yourself.

Gordon Johnson. Thanks for Greetings.
Lack of space and time prevent me from
supplying casts. Write to the various pro-
ducing companies, and they'll probably send
you casts of pictures you mention.
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William Monroe. Don't know where you

can obtain for fifteen cents pictures of the
stars you mention. Cut rates are new to

me. If you send along twentyfive cents to

cover postage, probably the players, in the
kindness of their hearts, will send their pic
tures to you.

Beatrice McVic\er. Address Barbara La-
Marr care of Sawyer-Lubin, 383 Madison
Ave., New York. Barbara is at present re-

cuperating, but letters are forwarded to her.

Kathleen Bone. Regret space does not
permit of my giving you more of Bebe
Daniels' complete life history than these few
details: Born Dallas, Texas, 1901. Edu-
cated Los Angeles. Played on stage as a

child. Commenced screen career with Selig.

She is weighs 120, and has auburn hair

and brown eyes.

Katherine Gingo. Can't send you my
photograph— haven't got one! I'm camera-
shy.

Olga M. Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., isn't en-

gaged or married. Mary Brian is with
Famous Players-Lasky, Astoria, Long Island,

New York.

Joe D. Pierro. Just get Screenland each
month and you'll find all the latest news
and pictures of the stars.

Tiljord; Stanley C; Dic\ Moore; W. W.;
and all those other \ind souls. Thanks
very much for good wishes and greeting
cards. I reciprocate every wish in full!

Richard S. Ricardo Cortez was born in
Alsace-Lorraine, September, 1899, and his
present picture is "Martinique." Alma Ru-
bens admits to twenty-eight summers, not to
mention springs! No. Patsy Ruth Miller
hasn't bestowed her dainty digits on any
one yet. Norman Kerry was born in New
York City, so that makes him an American,
doesn't it?

Berthe Dugal. Only wish my French
were as good as your English, my dear!
Your letter was most interesting and I shall

look forward to receiving more from Mon-
treal. Belle Bennett and Constance Bennett
are two very different people, although' both
are blondes. Belle is about 38 and Con-
stance is just twenty. Paramount School is

situated at Astoria, Long Island. Huntly
Gordon was Norma Shearer's leading man
in "Pleasure Mad." Ruth and Kathleen
Clifford are sisters. Enclose stamped ad-
dressed envelope if you want replies direct.

Maurice E. Xeel of R. F. D. 3, Forrest
City, Ar\ansas, is organizing a Carol Demp-
ster Club and anyone who wishes to join
can do so by getting in direct touch with
Morry!

Z. G. (St. Louis). Write to Gloria
Swanson at her own office, 522 Fifth Ave.,
New York City.

M. W. I know whom I consider the
most popular man in pictures— but I'm not
telling! And as for the handsomest man—
yes, I have him all picked out, too.

Mamie F. Mildred Harris McGovern is

actually a brunette— she was a blonde for
picture purposes, for many years; now she's
gone back to the coloring nature intended.

"Something better

"LET ME SEE something better," says the

customer— very frequently indeed. That

something better in an automobile may

cost several hundred or perhaps even

several thousand dollars more; but in

a cigarette it costs just three cents more

M A

,rWhat a whale of a difference'

just a feio cents make"

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

Adjust
able in
ery way
Sizes for
all types
of noses.

rfniTft nosE /ipjuster
(Patented)

Shapes while you sleep. Doctors recommend it highly
nd proclaim AN ITA the safest and most comfort-

able way to get a PERFECT
shaped nose. Absolutely
GUARANTEED. No screws

—

No Metal. Write for Free
Booklet "Nature's Way to
Happiness."

Theiqnrraco.
,Dept.369 . 529 Springfield Av.,
G
U1nt

e
er

Anita Bldg., Newark, N. J. Fe°- 23

It
BEFORE AFTER

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pavs big. Would you
like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send
inc for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or Key to
Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether or not you
are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel instruc-
tive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps todayA large interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Actin"
included °

FILM BUREAU Station 5 Jackson, Mich,

FREE
a seven day

supply

°Jhe lSecret hf a Sfc
thats^/fttoays

Istmsfamous almond-scented pink creme; contains
costly imported complexion oils and beautifiers. A
marvelous cleansing creme, skin food and powder
base—all three in one. Used by millions. Guaranteed
safe, pure, reliable. At all stores*. In new oval
container, 75c; also original cake form 60c. Trial
I'/o"^!."

1 new beauty booklet free. Write Mme. La Nore,
66S-CSem-pray Jo-ve-nay Bldg., Grand Rapids. MieLigan.

*lustJ
Say

MAIL CLERKS

WANT
Every second week'off— full pay. Comnr
IMMEDIATELY for free list of Governme
men and wom^n. 14 tip: and fr<-e sample e>
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE Dept. N293

$7900to$2700aYear?
education sufficient. Write
nt positions now open to
amimtion questions.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Can this]

Beautiful Girl be the

MONSTER?
What Mysterious Motives f
Inspired Her Awful Deeds 9ASHARP click and Cleek was on her

like a leaping cat! "Caught you," he
snarled. Astounded we stared at this
gentle-looking girl. Could that soft hand
of hers have sent five men to horrible
deaths! Was this really the nameless
monster who held whole cities in terror?What was her true identity?
What connection had the crucifix over

her bed with the mysterious symbols on the
dead man s hand? What uncanny means
did she employ that left no trace and
baffled the shrewdest detectives?
You can learn the answer to this amazing

tale and a host of equally thrilling exciting
mystery stories by sending today for

The International
ADVENTURE LIBRARY
TN all literature you can find nothing

equalling these fifteen volumes for weird
mystery and adventure— for here are
not just good mystery and adventure
stones by the world's most gifted
authors—but their recognized greatest
works only.

FREE
IS you mail
coupon today

.World-wide is their sweep,
with amazing swiftness you pass from
one thrilling episode to another, from
seething India to fanatical Morocco,
from staid old England to the mys-
terious isles of the Pacific.

Here, indeed, are stories so well told
you will delight in reading theni over
and over again

—

Dracula; Tales of
Sherlock Holmes; Return of Sherlock
Holmes; The Abandoned, Room;
Arsene Lupin; The Confessions of
Arsene Lupin; The Teeth of the Tiger;
The Crystal Stopper; The Hollow
Needle; The DeviVs Admiral; Cleek of
Scotland Yard; Cleek, The Master De-
tective; The White Waterfall; The Un-
seen Hand; The Radium Terrors.

Eleven long novels and
fifty-three short stories by the world's
greatest adventure writers: Sir A.
Conan Doyle; Bram Stoker; Wads-
worth Camp; Maurice Leblane -

Frederick Ferdinand Moore; Thomas
W. Hanshew; Clarence H. New;
Albert Dorrington—all yours at a
bargain if you mail the coupon today.
Beautifully bound in rich-looking Ma-
roon de Luxe Vellum with gold titles.

Priced tor Quick Sale
Only a limited number of these seta
are left, and we have priced them
especially low for quick sale. Avoid
disappointment, mail the coupon now.

10 Days Free Inspection
You needn't send a cent. If

set fails to delight you, re-
turn it In ten davs at
our expense. Simply
send the bargain
coupon today. a

A
This famous Gurkha

Kukri of solid brass, 6 'A i:

long, is an exact replica
thatusedbythe Hindu soldiers ^- w . ,,

In the World War and so graph- X> «• [}. '

»

ically described by Kipling. -Cv well & to.

A rare curio to have and use- 30 Irving PL, N.Y.

III! as a letter-opener, a O Please sendmeall
paper-weight or a protec- cnarges prepakl tne

AT InternationalAdven-tion on occasion—'but
you must act today. ture Library in 15 vol-

i umes, beautifully bound
In dark Maroon de Luxe

Vellum stamped in gold. If

not more than delighted with
the books I will return them at

3-26

$ Dept. 36A I

Dept. 36A
W. R. Caldwell

30 Irving PL <2 your expense within 10 days. If i
N.Y. satisfied, I will send you S1.00

,v/ promptly, and immediately receive
the famous Gurkha Kukri free, and

will pay the balance at the rateof S1.00^
' a month for only 10 months.

^ Name
Street

" City State

Occupation £
mFQR CASH IN FULL SEND $15.95«a£

creen
News
Jrom

La Marquis de la Falaise refuses any
longer to be designated as merely

Gloria's husband. He has gone to work.
His name adorns the frosted glass door of
an office in New York, where he acts as

agent for modern French writers and also

as a playbroker. While Gloria rushes
through her work in Tamed, out at the
Astoria studio, Hank toils in mid-town Man-
hattan at a desk whose sole ornament is a

lovely portrait of Mrs. Hank. They're hap-

py? Gosh, yes.

—o

—

Connie Bennett has left New York flat

for Florida—so have a lot of other peo-
ple, but there's only one Miss Bennett.
Rather, there was. Since becoming the wife
of the wealthy young Phil Plant, Richard's
lovely daughter has forsaken the screen.

Her husband built his bride a magnificent
estate at Boca Raton, whither the honey-
mooners have repaired to escape the rigors

of New York winter. But those who know
the Plants wager that at the first blush of
spring they'll be back.

You'll be glad to hear that several of
your favorite stars are "coming back."

Theda Bara, as you've heard, is even now
making a two-reel comedy for Hal Roach, in
which it is said Theda plays a serious role

surrounded by comics. Seena Owen is to

return to the screen in a film called 'Ship-

wrecked. Pauline Frederick, after a trium-
phant tour of Australia, has signed a new
contract to make four pictures in a New
York studio. Watch for them.

THE opening of Ben-Hur was the most
brilliant premier seen on Broadway this

season. The theatre practically glittered

with fame, and the fans who paid the first-

night admission price were well repaid.

Such theatrical magnates as Flo Ziegfeld and
Charles Dillingham were present—each has
a slice of the show; and such screen mag-
nates as Marcus Loew, Adolph Zukor and
Jesse Lasky. Mrs. Lasky was one of the

most charming ladies present—besides being

a movie millionaire's better half and the

C[ Baby Mary Louise Miller
supports Rin-Tin-Tin in

"The Night Cry" and
feels perfectly at home
with the star of the lot.

mother of a family, she is an artist of dis-

tinction and recently held an exhibition of
her work. Other noted wives were Billie

Burke and Lila Lee. David Belasco, Alia
Nazimova, Aileen Pringle, and Lois Moran
were there. Mrs. Gladys Moran, by the
way, was in a box while her daughter
downstairs with a devoted young swain,
intermission Lois came to see her mother
and the eyes of all the audience were fo-

cused on the slender little figure in white
with her quaint coiffure and little-girl man-
ners. Francis X. Bushman, the Messala of
Beri'Hur, occupied a box with a party of
friends, and many were the murmurs: "He
hasn't changed a bit." Alice Joyce, her
husband, James Regan, and her brother
Frank had a box, Alice in a quiet gown and
chinchilla wrap.

Pola Negri and Bebe Daniels got nice,

brand-new contracts for Christmas, with
Paramount playing Santa Claus. Pola's is

for five thousand a week; she is reported to

have held out for ten, but finally agreed to

knock off a measly five thousand. Bebe,
you may be glad to learn, will play mostly
light comedy roles in the future.

—o

—

DEAR, DEAR — Mrs. Adolphe Menjou is

said to be separating from Adolphe;
while we hear that Mrs. Joseph Schildkraut
desires to resume her maiden name of Elise

Bartlett. What are we coming to?

George Hackathorne has returned
from Germany, where he presumably

played brow-beaten boys for a foreign com-
pany, in time to take a leading role in

'A Girl's Diary, one of those tales of girls

who play and pay. George liked Europe
but America more.

—o—
Despite the gentle razz from critics for

his authorial treatment of one of our
leading stars, brave Joseph Hergesheimer has
shaken the sand of Palm Beach from his

feet and gone west to write more screen
stories, this time for the equally brave Sam
Goldwyn.



Robert Kane has purchased "The Wi!-
derness 'Woman," by Arthur Stringer,

which ran as a serial in The Saturday Eve-
ning Post.

"The 'Wilderness 'Woman" was greatly

sought after by leading producers. By the

author of "Manhandled" and '"Woman-
handled," it reveals the story of a young
woman from the North Woods, utterly un-

acquainted with the world of civilization.

The drama arises from her contact with

modern society, following an almost unbe-

lievable rise to affluence.

Judges of stories pictorial claim that "The
Wilderness Woman" will make as great en-

tertainment as did "Mahndled." Kane will

put the story in production at an early date

at the Cosmopolitan studio. It will be a

First National release.

Robert Flaherty was the guest of honor
at the weekly luncheon of the A. M.

P. A. last Thursday. In his talk he told

part of the troubles he encountered in mak-
ing "Moana of the South Seas" during his

two years' residence in a native village in

Samoa. He spent eight months among the

natives getting acquainted with their ways of

living before turning a camera crank, and
during the following year he shot 230,000
feet of film, developed and cut it, using

laboratory equipment which he had brought
from Hollywood. This was done in the face

of tremendous difficulties, one of which was
the total absence of cold water. "Moana"
will be shown at the Rivoli early in Feb-

ruary.

—o

—

Benjamin Christianson's first picture

for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will be re-

leased as "The Devil's Circus." Originally

called "The Light Eternal," it later became
"Detnl^in" in the process of evolution, un-
til the present happy choice of name was
made. Norma Shearer plays the leading
role.

—o

—

EA. Dupont, noted European director,

a arrived the other day on the Leviathan
en route to Universal City, Cal., where he
will begin work under the contract signed
with Carl Laemmle when the latter saw the
pre-view of "Variety," which Dupont made
for UFA.

His contract with Universal is for three

years. It is not yet decided what his first

picture will be, though it is quite likely it

will be an original, as Dupont has written
many.
He is only 33 years old. At the age of

17 he was editor of the Berlin Daily Times,
one of the leading newspapers in Europe,
and is noted as the first editor on the Con-
tinent to recognize the value of motion pic-

tures. Long before other papers would take
the industry seriously, he established a mo-
tion picture department in the Times and
reviewed more pictures just as he did stage
plays.

JBoyce Smith, general manager of In-

„ spiration, left for Hollywood recently in
company with Sidney Olcott, director: Lil-

lie Hayward, scenario writer; Caryl S. Flem-
ing, assistant director; David W. Gobbet,
cameraman; Dan Venturini, art director;
Kitty Bartels, cutter, and several other spe-
cialists, all of whom will concern themselves
faith

^
the production of Richard Barthel-

mess's "Ranson's Folly." Barthelmess, who
is recovering from a slight illness, will fol-

low shortly.

Charlotte Walker is playing an im-
portant role in First National's "The

Savage," which features Ben Lyon and May
McAvoy.

SCREENLAND
Flora Le Breton may return to the

screen. She is "out" of a stage play
because she and her fiance decided that the
lines she had to say were just a wee bit

naughty, you know. Equity did not uphold
the fair Flora's idea of naughtiness. No, I

don't know his name, but he is tall and
English-looking, if you follow.

—o

—

Anyone who thinks movie actors spring
straight from the circus or stock com-

pany should
,
have overheard Niles Welch

discoursing with an old college professor.
As a matter of fact, the professor was not
so old, but he instructed Niles in English
Literature in college. Welch liked the high-
er learning so well he went on the stage.

—o

—

Dicky Barthelmess went to Florida be-
tween pictures and was seen frequently

with the former Millicent Rogers, heiress,

who married the Count Salm. The Count-
ess, with her small son, was sojourning at

Palm Beach with detectives guarding the
heir from possible parental interference. A
group of her friends serenaded her one
evening with the well-known lullaby, "Yes,
Sir, That's My Baby," and our Dick was
among them. Incidentally, he will be seen
as a cow-gentleman of the west in his next
picture, to be directed by Sidney Olcott.

The company for which John Robertson
and Mrs. Robertson (Josephine Lovett)

were to direct and adapt Ibanez,' Qjueen
Calafia didn't jell; and the popular team are
back in New York. Dorothy Gish will

probably be guided through her next pic-

ture by director John, if she can be per-
suaded not to desert back to England again.
Dorothy's husband, by the way, is to star in

a stage version of The Great Gatsby, by the
eminent young Scott Fitzgerald, who almost
became a screen writer for Dorothy when
she had her own comedy company. It's all

in the family.

—o

—

Lowell Sherman walked out and Bob
Cain walked right in. The story goes

that Lowell got temperament in the making
of The Dancer from Paris, the Mike Arlen
yarn in which Doorthy Mackaill will star.

Mr. Sherman will conduct his professional
villainies elsewhere.

C[ Gloria Swanson as St. Clair

Van Tassell in a perfect
tantrum for her part as

"The Untamed Lady."

IT'S OFF
because
IT'S OUT

The only superfluous hair

remedy which has the distinc-

tion of having been "officially

decided to be effective."

(New York World—Oct. 28, 1924)

"By simply applying ZIP and easily

removing it, the roots are eliminated
as if by magic, and in this way the
growth is destroyed." "These state-

ments are not false," says Hon.
Edward M. Averill, Trial Examiner
for the Federal Trade Commission,
who heard the testimony in the
official investigation of ZIP.

Quick as a Wink
your can free yourself of superfluous hair.
And remember, you are not merely removing
surface hair— you actually lift out the roots
with the hairs, gently and painlessly and in
this way destroy the growth. The process
seems almost miraculous, but my eighteen
years of success in giving treatments with ZIP
and the thousands of women who are now
using it prove that ZIP is the scientifically
correct way to destroy the growth.

Lasting Results
Mere surface hair removers give only tem-

porary relief and any method which burns
away or rubs away surface hair is very apt to

,
irritate the skin and promote heaviergrowths.
Such methods have the same action as singe-
ing or shaving, throwing the strength back
into the roots. Use ZIP once, and you will
never resort to ordinary depilatories.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE— Guaranteed
Treatment or Free Demonstration at My Salon

Specialist

562 Fifth Ave. (Ent. on 46th St.)New York

I MADAME BERTHE, Specialist

J
Dept. 300, 562 Fifth Ave., New York City
Please send me FREE BOOK,
telling how to be beautiful and
superfluous hair; also a free
Cleansing Cream, guaranteed r

'Beauty's Greatest Secret,"
explaining the three types of
lample ot' your Massage and
it to grow hair.

NEW YORK
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10 Months to Pav S

mnowN
10 Months to Pay

Simply clip this ad, Indicate
your selection, and put it in
an envelope with your namt
and address—MAIE IT TODAY. Your choice of
these bargains will come Prepaid for a 15 Day
Trial. Pay the postman SI. upon arrival. Ify6u
can duplicate your purchase for less money anyy
where, send it back and your dollar will be re-
turned. If satisfied, pay balance in 10 equal
monthly payments. NO RED TAPE—PROMPT
DELIVERY — TRANSACTIONS CONFIDEN-
TIAL. RUSH YOUR ORDER TODAY.

Jmrf$^K Bareain Bulletin

monds J42.50 £?'h 5 B,"e - whiteDiamonds.
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CDPC Complete booklet;r rVJ_il_. gains,
~ 3000 other bar-

.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry

• -Ten Months To Pay On Everything.

W. AUTHOKIAtD CAPITAL.? I.OOO.OOO.

LW-SWEET INC
1660 BROADWAY, NEW YORK1956-H

Patrick Conway

endorses Conns

UseYourTalent, Now"-
That longing to play some instrument, to

express yourself in music, can be quickly

and easily gratified. Choose any Conn in-

strument, you'll win pleasure and profit in

the shortest time. Remember Conn is the

only maker ofevery instrument for the band.

Endorsed by foremost artists for beauty of tone,

perfect scale, reliable action.

FreeTrial; EasyPayments. Write
for free "book "Success in Music"
and details of trial offer. Mention
instrument.

C. G. CONN, Ltd.
384 Conn Bldg., Elkhart, Ind.

Mary Philbin read'

ing "Stella Maris"— the most beauti'

ful role on the

screen.

Books

for tans
WILLIAM J.

LOCKE'S

Stella Maris

An appreciation of a great part—By Mary Philbin

T
^here's a favor I'm going to ask

of every person going to see me in

the new Universal-Jewel production,

'Stella Maris'," said Mary Philbin.

"Please, please read Locke's novel before

you view the picture. If you've already

read it, read it again— it's time well spent.

If you haven't read it, do so; you'll enjoy

every moment of it.

"I want my friends to read the story

before seeing the picture, for two reasons.

It will show them the difficult task set for

the adapters and producers— an almost im'

possible feat, which they accomplished splen-

didly; Charles Brabin has retained all the

beauty, charm and thrill of the Locke novel

in a most amazing fashion. My readers will

agree with me, after comparing the original

with its screen version, that 'Stella Maris'

on the screen is probably the most perfect

adaptation ever made.
"The other reason is, I want to convince

my friends I did not select 'Stella Maris'

simply as a 'stunt role.' Any actress fam-

iliar with the use of grease paint can alter

her appearance; making oneself unattractive

is as easy an enhancing one's beauty. But

to instil a beautiful soul into a poor, miser-

able creature . . . that is worth every effort.

"Read 'Stella Maris'. Then ask yourself

how you would create Unity Blake on the

screen. She is an innocent, unsophisticated

child •— how would you have her react to

the great disillusionment that befalls her?

She is a miserable little slavey— how would
you have her register emotions she has never

before felt? To her, the world is a fairy

land of glamourous beauty, of beckoning ro-

mance— how would you depict her re-

sponse to the call of love? What emotions

— and by what expressions and gestures—
would you portray her realization that John

Risca, the Prince Charming of her dreams,

is married, and wed to the ^demenfed crea-

ture who has made Unity's existence an

agony of torment?

"There really is another reason why I

want you to read 'Stella Maris'; but it's

rather a vain one. I wish to find out if the

public approves my taste in screen fare, to

determine whether or not I was right in

thinking 'Stella Maris' one of the most won-

derful stories ever written, especially from

the standpoint of picture possibilities. Noth-

ing would please me more than to receive a

letter from you— my address is Universal

City, California— giving your frank opin-

ion.

"This sounds exactly like a radio an-

nouncer's request for 'applause cards'; but

it's nothing of the sort. Mr. Carl Laemmle

owes much of his present success as presi-

dent of Universal to his practice of feeling

the public's pulse through the medium of

nationwide correspondence. I'm merely tak-

ing a leaf from Mr. Laemmle's book, and

trying to learn what sort of entertainment

the picture-goers most enjoy. On that

alone rests a player's hope of continued

popularity.

"That Mr. Locke will like the picture,

I am certain. If all authors had such splen-

did adaptations made of their works, there

would be no complaints about their novels

(Continued on page 106)
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They CalledMe aHuman Clam
ButIChangedAlmost Overnight

AS I passed the President's office I
could not help hearing my name.
Instinctively I paused to listen.

"That human clam," he was saying, "can't
represent us. He's a hard worker, but
he seems to have no ability to express
himself. I had hoped to

make Mm a branch mana-
ger this fall, but he seems
to withdraw farther and
farther into his shell all

the time. I've given up
hopes of making anything
out of him."

So that was it! That
was the reason why I had
been passed over time and
again when promotions
were being made! That
was why I was just a
plodder— a truck horse
for our firm, capable of
doing a lot of heavy work,
but of no use where
brilliant performanee was
required. I was a failure
unless I could do what seemed impossible—learn to use words forcefully, effectively
and convincingly.

In 15 Minutes a Day
And then suddenly I discovered a new

easy method which made me a powerful
speaker almost overnight. I learned how
to bend others to my will, how to dominate
one man or an audience of thousands.
Soon I had won salary increases, promotion,

What 15 Minutes A
Will Show You

How to talk before your club or lodge
How to address Board Meetings
How to propose and respond to toasts
How to make a political speech
How to tell entertaining stories

How to make after-dinner speeches
How to converse interestingly
How to write letters

How to sell more goods
How to train your memory
How to enlarge your vocabulary
How to develop self-confidence
How to acquire a winning personality
How to strengthen your will-power and

ambition
How to become a clear, accurate thinker
How to develop your power of concen-

tration

How to be the master of any situation

popularity, power. Today I always have
a ready flow of speech at my command.
I am able to rise to any occasion, to meet
any emergency with just the right words.
And I accomplished all this by developing
the natural power of speech possessed by

everyone, but cultivated by so~ few—by simply spending 15
minutes a (lay in the privacy
of my own home, on this
most fascinating subject.

Day

Wonders with Words. In it you are shown how
to conquer stage fright, self-consciousness, timid-
ity, bashfulness and fear—those things that keep
you silent while men of lesser ability get what
they want by the sheer power of convincing
speech. Not only men who have made millions
but thousands of others have sent for this book—and are unstinting in their praise of it. You
are told how to bring out and develop your
priceless "hidden knack"—the natural gift with-
in you—which will win for you advancement in
position and salary, popularity, social standing,
power and real success. You can obtain your
copy absolutely free by sending the coupon.

There is no magic, no trick,
no mystery about becoming a
powerful and convincing talk-
er. You, too, can conquer
timidity, stage fright, self-

consciousness and bashful-
ness, winning advancement in
salary, popularity, social stand-
ing, and success. Today busi-
ness demands for the big,
important high-salaried jobs,
men who can dominate others—men who can make others
do as they wish. It is the
power of forceful, convincing
speech that causes one man
to jump from obscurity to
the presidency of a great cor-
poration

; another from a
small, unimportant territory to a salesmanager's
desk; another from the rank and file of political
workers to a post of national importance; a
timid, retiring, self-conscious man to change al-
most overnight into a popular and much ap-
plauded after-dinner speaker. Thousands have
accomplished just such amazing things through
this simple, easy, yet effective training.

Send For This Amazing Book
This new method of training is fully described

in a very interesting and informative booklet
which is now being sent to everyone mailing the
coupon below. This book is called, How to Work

NowSent
Free

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6321, Chicago. Illinois

North American Institute,

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6321,

Chicago, Illinois.

Please send me FREE and without obli-

gation my copy of your famous book, How
to Work Wonders with Words.

Name

Address..

City

]

1

I

I

1

j

I

I

State
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DRAWING
Is a way to

FORTUNE
ALT HAFED, a Persian farmer, sold his acres to go

out and seek his fortune. He who bought the farm
found it contained a diamond mine which made him
fabulously rich. All Hafed overlooked the great oppor-
tunity at his door to go far afield in search of wealth

—

which illustrates a great truth.

Do You Like to Draw?
If you do, it is almost certain that you have talent,

a talent which few possess. Then don't follow Ali
Hafed' s example and look farther for fortune. Develop
your talent—your fortune lies in your hand!

Earn $200 to $500 a Month and More
Present splendid opportunities in the field of illus-

trating never excelled. Publishers buy millions of dol-
lars' worth of illustrations every year. Illustrating is

the highest type of art and it is fascinating as well
;is profitable.

The Federal Cours3 includes illustrating, cartooning,
lettering, poster designing, window card illustrating,

etc. No one artist is competent to give instruction in

all these branches. That's why the Federal School ha"
established its "Master Course," in which every sub-
ject is written by a specialist. No other school can
offer a course nearly comparable. No other institution
in the country has such an array of artists as are on
the Federal Staff.

Federal Course Gets Results
Its authors include such nationally known artists as

Sid Smith, Neysa McMein, Fontaine Fox, Charles
Livingston Bull, Clare Briggs, Norman Ilockwell and
over fifty others. Exclusive lessons and drawings es-
pecially prepared by them are included in the Federal
Home Study Course. They guide you
from simple sketches to complex illus-

trations having a high market value.
Mail in the coupon below today and

we will send you our free illustrated
booklet, "A Road to Bigger Things."

C/of Illustrating
FEDERAL SCHOOL OF ILLUSTRATING,
3246 Federal School Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Name - - .'. Age..

Occupation

Address

Big Awards
Solve This Puzzle

L M N K I C Y E
The above letters when properly arranged form the

name of a late President. Mail in the cornet, solu-

,ion at onee and you will be awarded a beautiful

building lot, size 211x1(10 feet. FREE and elear of

all encumbrances in a superb development in New
Jersey between New York and Atlantic City.

WE WILL PAY

$1000.00
to any person sending in the correct answer to the

above puzzle who can verify they have not been
awarded a lot, FEEE and elear of all encum-
brances for the correct solution.
Solve puzzle and mail today with your name and
jdtlj . ... Tins offer expires May 1. 1926. ACT NOW!

BEACHWOOD PARK CO., Inc.

299 Broadway, Dept. 243 New York

(C The heroine of the picture studies

the heroine of the boo\.

"K[ever the Twain Shall ^JVLeet

GAVE ME A LOVELY ROLE

By Anita Stewart

I HAVE always been an inveterate reader.

Actually I have no idea how many
hours during the past several years I

have improved my mind through the read'

ing of good books, in time which might

otherwise have been simply wasted in wait'

ing on .studio stages between scenes. Neces'

sarily much time elapses between the actual

photographing of the various scenes in a

motion picture— particularly if a certain

player is not called upon to appear in all

of them— and it is here that my appetite

for good literature may be indulged to the

fullest extent.

The fact that I had read Peter B. Kyne's
wonderfully interesting story, "~h{ever the

Twain Shall Meet", and was familiar with

all its characters and incidents, vastly in-

creased my enjoyment when I finally had an
opportunity of working in the motion pic-

ture adaptation of the story. I felt a sense

of familiarity with the various characters,

and really "lived" the part to an extent that

would hardly have been possible had I not

already formed a conception of the leading

character's inner feelings and mental atti'

tude.

"The Prince of Pilsen", the A. H. Sebas-

tian Production in which I am now at work,

was not made from a book; but I have seen

the musical comedy four times, without ever

having had an idea that I might some day

portray the part of Nellie Wagner. How-
ever, so much has been added to the orig-

inal play that it seems to me the usual

process might be reversed in this case, and

a story written from the motion picture.

George Sidney, Myrtle Stedman and Al-

lan Forrest are working with me in this

picture, and we are having a wonderful
time.

Write to the Book Editor of Screenland, 236 W. 55th St., New York, N. Y.

C[ In answer to numerous requests which we receive from readers, we are

pleased to advise that it is possible for every one to read the hoo\ before

seeing the picture. This adds so much pleasure to a trip to the movies

that Screenland will be glad to put any one who desires to secure boo\s

which have been filmed in touch with a circulating library which ma\es a.

specialty of supplying such boo\s to the reading public.
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At Last!

THE INCLUSIVE EDITION
OF JOSEPH CONRAD
— at a saving of $140.75 over the limited

Autographed Sun Dial Edition

MOST bookish people have heard of the fa-

mous Sun Dial Edition of Joseph Conrad.
The great novelist autographed it, and wrote

a special preface to each one of the twenty-four
volumes. The sets sold for $175.75 each, and 735
wealthy book-collectors paid a total sum of $129,-

176.25 for this edition.

The new Inclusive Edition, offered here, is

printed from the same style and size of type as

the Sim Dial Edition. It contains the same fas-

cinating special prefaces by Conrad. But, instead
of selling for $175.75 cash, like the autographed
Sun Dial Edition, its price is only $35.00 and
even this sum may be paid in convenient small
amounts, if desired.

For those who want to own Conrad complete

—

and what intelligent book-lover does not?—this is

the best opportunity ever presented.

"Romance Is Dead—Not Conrad"

The story of Conrad is one of the most amaz-
ing in the annals of literature. He did not speak
English until past twenty. He had never written
a line before he was forty. Yet, the world's most
famous authors ultimately paid homage to him as
the greatest of them all; his original manuscripts,
at an auction before his death, sold for $110,998
(probably no such tribute had ever been paid to*

an author while he was still alive) ; above all,

thousands of intelligent people all over the world
counted every story from him as an event.

"Eomance is dead now, not Conrad," one wo-
man wrote when she heard of his death. It ex-

pressed beautifully how thousands felt about the
passing of this great Master.

The Secret of Conrad

The secret of Conrad's fascination lies, above
all, in the exciting narratives he had to tell. No
one could ever tell a story like Conrad, and no one
has ever had such tales to. tell. He himself had
met these men he wrote about—the riffraff of the
world thrown up in the mysterious East—outcasts,
adventurers, sailors, rough traders, thieves, mur-
derers.

He had met, too, these strange and ever-be-
witching women who move through his pages.
They were real people, all of them; he knew their

lives, their "stories." And what breathless narra-
tives they are! "Such tales as men tell under the
haunting stars"—that, in a phrase, typifies them.

Sent for Examination

One of the truest things ever said of Conrad
was the comment of Gouverneur Morris. (It is

among those in the panel at the right.) No one
who professes to appreciate good literature can
afford not to be familiar with every one of his
great novels.

If you do not as yet have Conrad among your
books at home, this is an exceptional opportunity.
The new Inclusive Edition—twenty-four volumes—will be sent to you for examination. Read some
of Conrad's own wonderful prefaces; above all,

read some of his stories. You will realize quickly
why the world's greatest writers acclaimed him
as Master of them all.

The publishers advise immediate acceptance of
this offer, for at this popular price the edition is
fast being exhausted.

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City Dept. C-1201 New York

What Other

Writers Think

of Conrad:

Those who haven't
read Conrad are not
well read.

—

Gouverneur
Morris

Here, surely, if

ever, is genius

—

—Hugh Walpole

The only writing of
the last twelve years
that will enrieh the
English language to
any extent.—Galsworthy

Here, at last, is a
novelist who under-
stands as the poets do.—Christopher

Morley

In all his novels
there is a harmony
of tone absolutely
orchestral in effect.—/oseph

Herffesheimer

There is no one like
him; there is no one
remotely like him.—M. L. Mencken

To stand in a sum-
mer - stifled, m a n-
smelling city street
and to feel suddenly
a fresh salt wind
from the far-off pas-
tures of the sea—this
is a sensation when
one comes upon a
book by Joseph Con-
rad.—Mary Austin

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
Dept. C-1201, Garden City, New York

Please send for my inspection the New Inclusive Edition of Joseph
includes the complete works and also the specially written prefaces,
return the set, or else to send you $2.00 first pavment and ONLY
special price of $35.00 is paid. Cash discount 5%.

Conrad in 24 volumes that
Within a week I agree to
$3.00 A MONTH until the

Name..

References (or occupation).

Check here if you want to inspect the rich half leather binding, and change terms to

payable $5.00 a month.
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Hhc Secret of the Ages
YOU remember the story of Aladdin

and his wonderful Lamp— how he
had but to rub this Lamp and there

sprang forth a powerful Genie, ready in-

stantly to do his bidding. Riches, fame,
power—this marvelous Genie carried them
in the hollow of his hand. Anything that
Aladdin might wish for—from power and
fortune to the hand of the beautiful

Princess—he had but to command, and the

Servant of the Lamp forthwith produced
it. There is more than childish fable to
this old Arabian Nights' tale. There is

the Wisdom and Mysticism of the East
—so frequently hidden in parable or fable.

How You Can Live Your Dreams
Those Wise Men of the East had

grasped, thousands of years ago, the fun-

damental fact — so hard for our Western
minds to realize — that deep down within

ourselves, far under our outer layers of

consciousness, is a Power that far tran-

scends the power of any conscious mind.
"The Father that is within us," deeply

religious people term it. And, truly, its

power is little short of Divine.

"Our second subliminal mind," so the

Scientists call it.

Call it what you will, it is there—all

unknown to most of us—a sleeping Giant
who, aroused, can carry us on to fame and
fortune. A Genie-of-the-brain more pow-
erful, more the servant of our every right

wish, than was ever Aladdin's fabled
Genie-of-the-Lamp of old.

Health and happiness, power and riches,

lie ready to its hand. You have but to

wake It, to command It, to get of It what
you will.

Succeeding With What You Have
You remember the story of the poor

Boer farmer who struggled for years to

glean a livelihood out of his rocky soil,

only to give it up in despair_and go off

to seek his fortune elsewhere. Years later,

coming back to his old farm, he found it Laugh at the man who tells you

swarming with machinery and life-more ^^"tl^w™^
wealth being dug out of it every day than howl of the has-been, the cry of the
he had ever dreamed existed. It wTas the craw-fish.

great Kimberley Diamond Mine!
defined

"
S E CR I T

6
0^ success!

Most of us are like that poor Boer farmer. whereby OTHER men rose higher

—

We struggle along under our surface power, and YOU can 1

never dreaming of 'the giant power that could That secret is in learning to use
be ours if we would but dig a little deeper— the power that is within you— the
rouse that great Inner Self who can give us Genie-of-Your-Brain who SEES all,
more even than any acre of diamonds. KNOWS all, and can DO all

"THE BOOK OF LIFE"
Seven Pocket Size Volumes Beautifully Bound in Artcraft

The 7 keys of success that make your day dreams, your
visions of wonderful achievement, of fortune, health and
happiness—COME TRUE! And come true not five, ten,

or fifteen years from now, but TODAY, A. D., 1925!

Do You Want to Make More Money?
Here is my guarantee: Zt^0™™
pay me for this course hasn't grown to $60.00—if you can't
credit to it at least $500.00 of ADDITIONAL EARNINGS—
send back the books and I'll refund to you cheerfully and in
full every cent you have paid to me for them.

There are no conditions—no strings of any kind to this offer.
Ii withm six months these little books have not brought you the
pot of gold at the foot of the rainbow, then they are not for ~y sm II i,,,. i ,, i ,,,, i ,,, i ,,, iiiiiii ,< ,,,,
you. Send them back and get your money! <y ^

So don't decide about buying now. You can do that ROBERT COLLIER,"
later. Send me only the FREE-TRIAL "Courtesy Cou- Dept. 121,
pon" at the right, with your name and address on it. O 599 Fifth Ave.,
Then, AFTER the week's tryout—AFTER you have sum- New York N Ymoned your Genie and put him to the test—you can A ^
send me your dollar or return. the books. I'll pay the For Free Trial—yes! You mav 6end
charges both ways. But you'll have to send the coupon „0 ^ me one of the Advance Sets of "The
right away, for I'm printing only a few thousand Sets <-V j? Book of Life" beautifully hound in
for this "Advance Edition." -Jr ^ Artcraft—to examine, to try out for a

"k ^ week at your own risk and expense. At
And Advance Orders are coming in so fast now O ^ the end of the week, if I want to keep

that I'm afraid all of them will be spoken for .A ^ t!le set 1 wi" send 5011 tne sPecial Intro-

even before the sets are ready. , XV / A u^°'l P#?e ,

on this
,
Advance Edition of

„ .,
J f $6.85 (or $1 then and $1 a month for 7

feo if you want to try out your hidden pow- ^ months. Otherwise I will put the books back
ers, without cost and without obligation ^ ^ in 'heir box and return them to you in which

you'll have to mail the attached coupon ' 'Jr / event 1 sha11 owe you nothing,

now—today. £
_ j. X5 "I*" Name

ROBERT COLLIER,
Dept. 121, Scribner Bldg., ^\/ A<Wress

599 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
N /City state



You may have passed her on
the 'Fifth Avenue' of any great

city, or glimpsed her from a mov-
ing train

—

She may be a native ofNewYork,
or a village maid of Indiana. She
is one of America's Unknown
Beauties—one ofthe thousands of
lovely women unfound by fame.

And Tre-Jur vies with Nature to keep
that beauty ever fresh.

In its Toiletries is a quality that
enhances natural charm — in its trade-

mark, a never failing symbol of value.

it tell us her

Face Powder 50 Cents

name, 9
There's a delightful Tre-Jur Compact
for every need— in gun-metal, gold or
nickel plate, each a gem of ingenuity,
each supreme in the quality and purity
of its ingredients. And Tre-Jur Face
Powder is more a matter of Art than
chemistry. Delightfully soft, exqui-
sitely fine—a generous quantity at 50c.

Sold at your favorite store or sent by mail
from us. Compact refills are always available.

HOUSE o/TREJURJnc. 1 9W. 1 8th St., N.Y.
22 Rue La Lande—Paris

TR.E-JUR.
FACE POWDERS AND COMPACTS



DOUGLAS GILMORE
Metro-Goldv:yn-Mayer

Photography by Ruth Harriet Louise

TheTiller Shoe—Dancing Flats for Stage and Street Wear
Writes the famous John Tiller: "Mr. Barney is the only American manufacturer who has been able to

make shoes that can stand up under the hard wear given by Tiller girls." This special dancing flat—leather

lined, hand turned, covered heels—now obtainable for general use on stage or street

!

Write for Catalogue W—Mail

Order Our Specialty

Mailed C. O. D.— Satisfaction Guaranteed—On Receipt of
Foot Outline

BARNEY'S 304 W. 42nd STREET NEW YORK

Patent Leather

Bl. & W. Kid

Gr. & Red Kid

BI. & W. Satin

W. & Pink Canvas

Split Fiber Soles,
$1.50 extra



YOUR HANDS-
Are They Wh

If the women you admire of the stage

and screen were to whisper in your

ear the secret of their beautiful white

hands—you would be surprised how many of them would say

"Korell Day and Night Gloves and Twin Bleaching Creams." Set

complete sent parcel post prepaid upon the receipt of $1.50.

KORELL LABORATORIES, INC., 153 E. ^iA St.,NewYork, N.Y.

tteC



$100 for One Good
CommercialDrawing

BecomeAn Artist

This EasyWay
Thousands who never dreamed

they could draw can now easily be-

come artists. You too— without

any previous training— and no
matter how little apparent talent

you have— can now easily learn

Illustrating, Designing and Cartooning
through this amazingly easy method.

You learn at home yet your work
receives the personal attention and criti-

cism of one of America's most successful

artists. Many students actually sell enough
work during their training to pay for it

many times over.

Big Money in CommercialArt
Millions of dollars are being spent this

year on advertising and story illustrations,

commercial designs, and cartoons. And
even more will be spent next year. Com-
mercial art is a tremendous held—and a
field where very big money is gladly paid
anyone who can produce good art work.
Advertisers, magazines, newspapers, print-

ing houses, business concerns all need
trained artists. Competent artists easily

earn from $50 to far over $300 a week.
And now you can easily enter this "world's

most fascinating, best paid business."

Mail Coupon for Free Book
A new handsomely illustrated book has

just been printed, which gives all the most
up-to-date information on the thousands of
wonderful opportunities in Commercial Art
and shows how this startling short cut method
easily enables you to enter this field. It tells

about our students—their success—what they say—actual reproductions of their work—how they
made big money while studying. This attractive
book will be sent without cost or obligation. Send
for it. Mail coupon now. Washington School of
Art, Room 683-D, 1115 - 15th St., N. W., Wash-
ington, D. C.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART,
Room 683-D, 1115- 15th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

J'lcase send me without cost or obligation your new
book on art, "Quick Easy Way to Become an Artist,"
urifl details of your special offer.

N'ame

Please write plainly Mr., Mrs. or Miss.

address ~

City _ _ ~. State.

CLARA BOW
Famous Players-Lasky



Si Chic . . . Si Charmantes
. . . this Smart Oval Vanity
initialed with one's individual

monogram ! It conceals every
necessite' de beaute, every con'

venience Madame requires

—

even to her cigarettes !

The rich leather- effect case is

embellished with plated bands of

white or green gold. Fitted com-
partments for full mirror, rouge,

powder, keys, coin, cigarettes and
comb. Any jeweler can inscribe

your initials. At Department
Stores, Jeweler's and better class

Drug Stores— Price $7.50.

If your favorite store does not carry ^erri

Vanities send$7 . 50 direct to us. <
t7or initialing

remit$i .ooextra. Trintyour initials carefully.

Terri Incorporated
4 West 40th Street New York

LOUISE BROOKS
Famous Players-Lasky

Photograph by Edward Thayer Monroe



LILLIAN GISH
Metro-Goldiuyn-Mayer

Tliotograph by Etith Harriet Louise

Famous
uttes

For 133 years one or the precious beauty secrets known to womankind
has been the use of

The perfect base for the perfect make-up. Its mild astringent action is

essential as a protection for the skin before cosmetics are applied. In-

vigorating, yet soothing, with a dainty fragrance all its own.

No. 4711 White Rose Glycerine Soap—Depended upon since i860

as a "first aid toward a beautiful skin." Keeps the skin satin-soft.

MADE IN U. S. A.

MULHENS & KROPFF, Inc., 25 W. 45th Street, New York



MAE MURRAY
Metro-Gold<wyn-Mayer
Photograph by Henry Waxman
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C Fred \iblo during
the driven davs in

Italy.

Hail Niblo, Maestro!

^—2 c7he mighty film production of BeivHur dominates the world

of motion pictures today. It brings Fred Niblo to the very peak of

glory— a giant among directors.

Why?

Through his ability to make the life of his picture seem to be really

life. It is as if this man equipped with a news camera had gone back

through the centuries and then, as a good news cameraman will, "shot"

daily scenes of those times and places, recording the

wars and miracles, the glories and the horrors with

only honest news value in mind. In other words,

here at last is an entire film which is living Reality,

and this, too, in spite of the fact that this is a

picture of such unreal truths as the ineffableness of

the Madonna and the stirring vision of the Star

of Bethlehem.

The Editor.

C[A snap-shot of the director,

megaphone and all, and not
the least is his evident bur-
den of responsibility.



I

(T The chariot of Ben-

Hur has the white horses. — 9

The spill here shown, which nearly caused

Ben'Hur disaster, was unpremeditated.
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BEN •HUR
Q There has never been as noble an effort made in the screen

world as this filming of"Ben-Hur" nor has there ever been as

glorious a success. It is a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production.

€[ Ramon K[ovarro
as "Ben-Hur."

fi[ Betty Bronson's
portrayal of the

Madonna has great
spiritual beauty.

([Francis X. Bush-
man as "Messala."

C[ Forty-two cameras
were used in filming the

enormous amphitheatre and the race. The
film shows superiority over the stage in this
thrilling spectacle.
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\ V

f[ John Barrymore
as Ahab at the

wheel of the /
whaling ship. /

((Esther (Dolores
Costello) gives her

promise to the

young whaler.

"The Sea Beast" is from the famous Mel'

ville story of Moby Dick, the white whale.

But it is more than a whaling story or a

great scenic production. The glorious scenes

between John Barrymore and Dolores Cos-

tello make it one of the most beautiful love

stories ever told on the screen.
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C[ Preparing titles for a screenplay is an art in itself. A title speeds action, introduces
sentiment, explains plot intricacies and often brings poetry and humor. . . . Title
writing has raised some writers to fame and is said to pay a salary equal to that
of many stars. "Came dawn" to the title writers, and now the most lucid and
perfect English with the greatest economy of words is found on the screen. Try
to change, shorten or improve the following title.

'BEST Title

of the Month

8

m

My dear, all men are

worn anliandied

from tke time they

are little babies until

tbey are old, gray-

kaired idiots, tkey are

petted, pampered and

spoiled by women.

<3[ Esther Ralston and
Richard Dix in
" Womanhandled "

— Esther indicates

her approval by
gentle pats.

J
>SHIS title is from
"Womanhandled", in which

Richard Dix and Esther

Ralston are directed by Mr.
La Cava. Mr. La Cava is

also responsible for the title.

C[ Richard Dix as the popular
bachelor is gushed over and
vamped by his gallery of
girls — so Esther calls him
"womanhandled."
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C< Would Ben Lyon today
he a successful First Ra-
tional star if he had not
gone to the office to

buy a fifteen-cent

•'still"?

NCE

PAINTED on a shoe-store

wall I saw one of Poor

Richard's sayings that
doesn't serve immortality

at all: "Indolence is the mother

of luck." In fancy I heard the

combined retort of a thousand

little extra girls-: "So's your old

man!
1 '

1

Poor Richard must be excused.

He lived nearly two centuries

before bright-faced, eager-eyed

girls invaded Hollywood with all

the pluck in the world, with

determination and the will to

work. Yet if one in a hundred

succeeds it is more often because

of a lucky break than through

superior ability. One Day of Days came when she

couldn't go wrong. Fate looped her in for twenty-four

hours and set her on top of the world with no explana-

tion of how she got there, but thrilled speechless by the

glorious sensation of having arrived.

Well, sooner or later it comes our way. We all have

our One Big Day.

I remember Old Henderson out in the Queensland opal

fields. Now opals don't jibe with good luck, unless you

happen to be born in October, then the opal is your birth-

stone. Henderson was too old for anyone to know when

he had been born; but being placed upon this earth, he

Q Once in a lifetime, at least, the

Fates will throw roses in your

pathway and the riches ofthe

earth areyoursfor the taking.

proceeded to acquire all the

accidents, short of death, that

can befall a man. His legs

and arms bent crookedly

through many fractures and

resettings by the rough sur-

gery of the bush; but upon

his legs he limped in the

wake of mining "rushes",

and with his arms he moiled

dirt that never showed gold

or opal quartz.

Misfortune didn't follow

him; it stalked ahead, then

lay in ambush and leaped on

Henderson's neck. What-
ever happened, happened to

him. At the Caramindie

field, history repeated itself. Henderson found himself

possessed of the only barren claim. At night when camp

fires blazed and orange reflections warmed the ghostly

canvas of the tents, he sat alone on the dump around his

shaft, brooding at the perversity of things. Sometimes

he descended to fossick in the dark, and in the morning

he examined what he had dug up overnight.

Nary a show!

The end came when his mine caved in. An abrupt

fall of earth and timbers thudded through the still night

air. A scared yell stretched around the camp: "Hender-

son's lost in the fall!"
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Q From behind the scenes of the motion

picture world come these actual in-

stances of blind and beneficent luck.

B) G^yne jyexter

' Lois Moran pours

tea for Ben Lyon in

"The Reckless Lady."
It's tea and ca\es for
Ben these days.

Yes, it had to happen to Henderson.

Men dug for him. The lamps
1

glare

lit their faces and sweat ran free. They

stripped and dug, calling to Henderson

or listening for tappings, for any signal of

life to answer their appeals. There were

hours of digging before a figure emerged

from the belt of darkness beyond the

field and came tilting inquisitively among

the rescuers.

"What's going on around here?" he in-

quired.

"Henderson's lost below. He's
"

The informant stopped short and swore.

" 'Struth, Henderson, we thought you

were down there when your shaft caved

in! We're digging for you.'"

Pulling at his beard, the old fellow

grinned. "Ain't been around here all

day. I went prospecting over the ridge

and struck it. Staked my claim and all.

Yairs, for once in my life I've struck it—
rich!"

He opened his palm to reveal a piece

of black opal. Who could peer into its

irridescent core and know what its flash'

ing, turning lights were laughing at?

A panting miner, disgusted .at his un-

necessary heroism, hauled himself up the

shaft. "That ain't all, Henderson," he

growled. "Digging for you, we've opened

a new vein in your mine. You've got

the richest mine in the field right here."

Henderson subsided thoughtfully amid

the slag and ruminated upon his luckless

years. "Ain't it the devil how luck breaks

all in a heap?" he muttered. . . .

Fragments of fortune. The world is

full of them.

Up a flight of brownstone steps in a

drab brown (Continued on page 107)

C[ Ben Lyon, the fascinating juvenile

of the First ~H_ational Studios,

never ceased his efforts to hrea\

in—but it was \uc\ that bulled

him over the fence.
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J Screen CELEBRITY

Sally O'Afeil is youth per-

sonified — with the buoy-
ancy and effervescence
that only a healthy, nor-
mal girl can have.

(^Glorifying Sally

O'Neil— the live-

liest, loveliest and
luckiest ofyougsters.

aybe it was the eyes— they

always to be laugh-

s rather hard to tell

just what does create the piquant

charm that is Sally O'Neil's. She's the

queerest combination of high school

girl and screen celebrity one could

imagine— a youngster emerging from
the chrysalis of school days into the

sunlight of fame, and she doesn't seem
to be able to realise it yet.

Her story does read rather like a

modern Cinderella tale — there's even
the grand ball in it, and a fairy god'
father instead of a godmother, and a

role in "Mi^e" instead of a slipper,

that fitted her and no one else.

She was dancing with a high
school friend one night at the

l| Ambassador Hotel, and cogitat-

ing on the next day's problems in

algebra, as any sixteen-year-old

girl with a weakness in mathe-
matics might, when Marshall Nei-
lan saw her. Neilan had been
worrying for days for his girl

character in "Mi\e"; he wanted
a piquant sixteen-year-old flapper

with laughing eyes, a lot of vivac-

ity, and an unsophistication that

doesn't seem to be quite the style

among those who flap these days— and Sally,

dancing, caught his eye. What's more, she

held it.

"That's- the girl I want!" quoth Neilan.

And what Neilan wants he gets— and that's

how Sally O'Neil got into pictures— a rather

personally conducted way that spells the open
sesame to fame if you happen to make good
the expectations of the all-powerful one who

Marshall 7\fei-

lan saw Sally

dancing at the

Ambassador
one night and
decided she
was just the

girl he needed
for "Mike."
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and
TILL in

High School

By H. B. Kay

opened the door for you. A director takes a lot of

responsibility when he takes a chance such as Neilan

took with Sally— if she hadn't made good he'd have had

a good deal of explaining to do. But she did— so that's

that.

But fame didn't spoil her; perhaps because she was too

busy to be spoiled. There was school to consider, even

while at work in pictures, for Sally is only sixteen, and

the California law says that sixteen-year-old high school

flappers have to keep up with school whether they flap

on the screen or not. A teacher was provided while she

was in the picture, and between scenes and after hours

she kept up with her

work— and it is inter-

esting to know that

she's never had below

a "B" grade.

A role in "Don't"

followed, and in the

Rupert Hughes comedy
she made good again.

''Sally, Irene and
Mary" gave her

even a better role,

and then followed

"The Auction
Bloc\". Of course,

she's under con-
tract to the big

studio where she

got her start, and
they're developing

her rapidly.

Maybe it's be'

cause she finds time

to be an earnest

student that she's

so interesting. Un-
der all her vivacity

and charm there lies a serious purpose, and she is ever

reaching for more knowledge. That's how she rates so

high a grade in her studies despite interruptions of pro-

duction. And what she learns she echoes on the screen.

Sally has always had the advantage of home life, and a

lot of brothers and sisters. One can't well become spoiled
ia a big family— and her home life is ideal.

oh 3 was the daughter of a judge of the Supreme Court

Sally and her big

brother. Sally has

the advantage of

home life —
they're a happy
crowd.

<C In spite of the adu-
lation of fan letters,

Sally remains abso-

Zutely unspoiled.

in New Jersey, and,

when her father died,

her mother took the

little family West.

There was no inten-

tion of essaying mo-

vies; climate and

schools seem to be the

principal objects the family sought.

Now it's different, of course. One of her sisters, Susan,

has followed her into films, and is a featured player with

the Hal Roach studios, while Belle is making good on the

stage. Her brother is studying engineering.

At home they're a happy crowd, all perfect comrades.

And maybe that's what makes Sally so lovable. Her

family ties and her school work (Continued on page 98)
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HANDS on the

IN
the book of etiquette, you know— 'What's wrong

with this picture?' — the careful student will find

that gestures are taboo, that talking with the hands
went out with toothpicks; but this authority on man-

ners was not compiled for the use of screen stars." To
make her point comprehensive, Miss Lillian Rich waved
her hands eloquently as though brushing into darkest
limbo the mistaken criterion of Mrs. Grundy. Her hands
are beautiful in repose, beautifully kept and exquisitely
formed, with long, comprehensive thumbs and with flex-

ible, sensitive fin-

gers beautifully

proportioned t o

the mass of the

palm.

Lillian Rich is

Cecil'B.DeMille's

sure-fire star, as

"The GoldenBed"
s o firmly estab-

lished.

"But, beware!'"

Screen
and Miss Rich gracefully assumed the traditional traffic
cop s manner. "All mechanical gestures are little more than
confusing and detract rather than add to the message. Mr
De Mille has coached us considerably to learn to use our
hands expressively, and his most constant and reiterated
suggestion is, "Forget your hands— forget them, but use
them. A favorite statement of his is that no sincere
emotion can be felt without its reaching through the
nerve centers to clench and unclench the hands— to "Use
each expressive digit forcibly to tell every thought of the
mind. It is only such motions that actually serve the
actress m pictures."

Miss Rich's poses were secured first by concentrating
her mind on the emotion and relaxing. Then, while the
thought predominat-
ed, b y letting her

(C Surprise

(C Indifference
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Q[ Af£fj- Lillian Rich,

of the Cecil B. De
Mille Studios, tells

a story with her

hands.

By K. Barrett

Some of the photographs with this article

are remarkable for their grace. They tell a

story to the eye, unmistakable and convincing.

No salesman before his prospect could do better than

to take the suggestion of Miss Rich.

Let him feel with conviction the truth of the words he

utters and let him not rigidly restrain his hands from
seeking to add to his convincing argument. Orators tell

us that gestures made with the fingers are expressive of

intellect, gestures made with the palm of the hand are of

a lower order, and gestures

made with the fist are invar-

iably blunt, physical and lack-

ing in fineness. The whole

<C Indignation
pose of the

body reflects

mental attitude. A person

rises on his toes with knees

slightly bent as his words ap-

proach a supplication and low-

ers himself quite naturally to

his heels when a decision is

reached.

Every person in this world

sells something and his degree

of success often is exactly in

ratio to his power of es-

tablishing conviction in

other minds.

Using the hands as an

aid to conversation is

low-bred but this refers

t o polite conversation.

Using your hands, your
mind, your body, your every talent to state cunningly

what you believe, is a privilege, and in the instance of

Miss Rich a decided art.

C[ Suspicion
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can't tell

u s different.

We know
there's a San-

ta Claus.

Before we met Al-

berta Vaughn, in her

very own home at 248
South Oxford street,

Hollywood, we pic-

tured her as a saucy,

flippant, sophisticated,

albeit charming little flapper, who
might, under provocation, "sass" her

mother, smoke a coupla cigarettes occa-

sionally, drink a coupla highballs oc-

casionally, stay out till two or three

in the morning occasionally, and be'

have generally as any modern up-to-

date flapper should. Before we arrived

in Hollywood to spend three weeks
with Alberta as her house guest, we
thought: "Aha, Paula, now you're in

for a little of that Wild Life in Holly-
wood you've heard so much about.

Now you're going to step!"

And step we did. But in quite

another direction.

Honestly, we hate to disillusion the thousands of Al-
berta Vaughn fans who think much as we did before we
were educated, but seein's believin'. And we saw a lot

of Alberta during our three weeks' sojourn in her charm-
ing home in Oxford Street. We saw Alberta when she
got up in the morning, a cunning child, restless and so
eager to get to the studio that she wouldn't take time for
her breakfast; we saw her in make-up,, when, as Maz;ie
St. Clair, the beautiful, gum-chewing, hard-boiled stenog-
rapher in the office of George Dorsey, she was the very
idol of the F. B. O. lot, and we saw her again in the
evening, when she returned from the studio, a fatigued,
hungry child, too tired to do anything except cuddle up
in her mother's lap and fall asleep in her arms.
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C[ Alberta Vaughn, famous for
her "Telephone Girl" and
"Mazie" series, offers a beau-
tiful silver evening dress to
a Screenland reader.

Alberta Vaughn is a

great little actress. And
no one can realise that

versatility till he sees

he screen. Because
rta Vaughn you see

screen in her loud,

ed, tight-fitting dresses,

her frizzed hair, her beauty
spots and her tin jewelry, is

an altogether different person
from the sweet, reserved

little home-girl she becomes
the minute she discards make-up and freak costume.
Alberta is a home-girl. She can't help being that, because,
first of all, she comes from an old Southern family (no
kidding) whose jUftJftfi have always had "home" for a

background— h(M6Matt charming, gracious and very
feminine women^fl(§W)ne can't, even in this day and
age, associate extreme femininity with jazz and cigarettes

and gin. And secondly, Alberta has no inclination to
be anything but a home-girl. She doesn't smoke cigar-

ettes, she doesn't like "licker," wild parties bore and
disgust her, and she sleeps in flannel nighties with long
deeves. Anyway, we think she's mighty lucky because
she has no jazz inclinations. If she had, she'd get spanked
and put to bed by that very Southern father of hers.



Yes, sah, she sure would. So

there you are. A jazs-baby

on the screen. Off it, a mid-

Victorian girl, with old-

fashioned ideals and tenden-

cies.

Much of Alberta's screen

personality is due to her

freak clothes. It is not gen-

erally known that her very

charming and beautiful

mother, who is far more
beautiful than Alberta ever

will be (Alberta, darling,

forgive us for this, but it is

true, isn't it?) and much too

young to be anybody's moth-

er, much less the mother of

a great, big, grown-up girl of

eighteen, is responsible for

the trick clothes with which
Alberta is rigged out for her

screen appearances. When
Alberta signed her F. B. O.
contract to star in "The
Telephone Girl" series, a

family conference was held,

and then and there it was
decided that she was not to

portray the switchboard-

operator as a sweet, fluffy-haired flapper, but she was
to create a type, or, better yet, caricature a type so

prevalent in the United States — she was to out-flapper

the flapper. Her hair was to be a bit more frizzed, her-

skirts a good deal shorter, her stockings rolled a bit lower,

her beauty spots visible a block away, and her dresses

(not even her press agent dare call them frocks!) — her

FREEt ^^fter/

A „
.. everyone admires Alberta

Vaughn. H$rslim grace would inspire

poets and masters of prose could sing of

her lissome beauty. Can you? The best

letter about Alberta Vaughn will be

rewarded with this famous dress.

CONTEST CLOSES MARCH 10, 1926.

Address Alberta Vaughn Dress Contest
Screenland, 236 West 55th St.
New York, N. Y.

Here is Alberta in the dress

which will go to the winner.

It is a princess model of
lustrous silver cloth with a

_ it'fitting, sleeveless bodice.

The?- s\irt is draped in front
'
finished with a beautiful

rkrl ornament at the waist

with long strands of pearls

reaching the hem. Silver

slippers, size 3 i-C, and stock-

ings, go with the dress*

dresess, as we said, were to create a new
screen fashion. They were to fit her

form as tightly as she could bear them;

they were to accentuate that figure,

which Professor Sennett called the most

delectable in all Hollywood; they were

to be loud and attractive and full of

sex-appeal. And when Alberta got into

them you may be sure they were full of

sex-appeal. . . .

Those dresses of Alberta's are the talk

of Hollywood! She doesn't buy them at

any French costumer's, neither are they designed by a

leading Hollywood modiste, but Alberta is thrown into

them by her family. Just what we said. Thrown into

them by her family. We can swear to it because we
saw it done.

Mrs. Vaughn buys one and one quarter yards cf a nice,

loud-speaking plaid broadcloth. (Continued on page 97)
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NE day shortly after

Christmas a
Screenland representative went calling at the
Cosmopolitan studios to watch the filming of

scenes for "The Dancer of Paris:' This is the picture
version of a short story by Michael Arlen which Robert
Kane is filming for First National Pictures. Probably
some of you have read the story. Dorothy Mackaill has
the leading role, with Conway Tearle playing opposite her
And let us say right here that you are due for a big

surprise when you see Dorothy in this role of the famous
dancer who, in the author's own words, "wore clothes
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((Beautiful Dorothy Mac\aill is playing the
lead in "The Dancer of Paris," a Michael
Arlen story, produced under the direction
of Al. Santell at the T^ew Tor\ First
'Hational studios.

so that ^Frenchwomen looked like English-
women" and whose "bank manager stood

at attention when speaking to her."
It's a new Dorothy Mackaill, seductive, sirenish, that

will smile at you from the silversheet when "The Dancer
of Paris' comes to town.

Well, to get back to our story, Miss Mackaill was just
finishing a scene with Mr. Tearle, under the direction of
Al. Santell, when the Screenland writer found his way
onto the set.

The beautiful, gleaming wrist-watch on her slender
wrist caught the attention of our scribe. During the



(\Dorothy Mackaill bought a

watch and then she had one

given her. So she offers one

to you.

course of conversation after the

scene was finished, he comment-

ed on it admiringly.

"It's a beautiful little watch.

New?"
"Yes," she explained. "I

bought it just before Christmas

to take the place of one I lost;

and on Christmas I was given

another. Here I am now with

two watches where before I

didn't have any. It really
makes me feel a little selfish.'"

"That's easy," said Screen-

land. "I have a lot of girl

friends
"

Miss Mackaill smiled.

"I've been thinking," she in-

terrupted, "that I'd like to give

it to one of my fans. They

always seem to be doing things

for me— writing me pleasant,

flattering letters, and sometimes

sending me their pictures— and

I never have a chance to show
how much I appreciate it.

"I'd like them to know that

I do. It's nice to feel

that you have friends

—

friends you don't know,

perhaps, but real
friends nevertheless.

And I get so many
letters I feel I must

have quite a few.

"It would give me a

lot of pleasure if one

o f those unknown
friends of mine had

this watch to remember
me by, and I thought

SCREENLAND would
help me find out just

the right wrist to place

it on."

So Screenland, ever

willing to be of assist-

ance in the perform-

ance of generous, kind-

ly deeds, accepted with

pleasure that opportun-

ity to locate a particu-

larly good friend o f

Miss Mackaill's upon
whom to bestow a beau-

tiful jewel.

{Continued on page 96)

C[ Dorothy wearing the

watch in "The Dan-
cer of Paris."

FAN LETTER CONTEST
The writer of the best letter about
Dorothy Mackaill will be given this

watch. It will be an ornament and
a good timepiece; but it will also

be a fine tribute to the writing skill

of the winner.

Contest closes March 10, 1926.

Address

Dorothy Mackaill Watch Contest
Screenland, 236 West 55th St.

New York, N. Y.

This is the watch to be
given to a Screenland
reader. It is of white gold
with a delicate inlaid design
i n blac\ enamel— seven-
teen-jewel Swiss movement,
three-piece case with triple

adjustments.

Winners in the December

Contests—

The Norma Shearer Dress was awarded to MRS. GENEVIEVE WELCH,
Malta, Illinois, R. F. D. She writes:

"When the program is sent to us from our theater and we see
that Norma Shearer is to appear, activities are suspended and off

we go to a distance of ten miles."

The Marion Davies Bonnet was awarded to ESTELLE L. KATZ, 66
Highland St., Brockton, Mass. She writes:

"I see all of her pictures twice; honestly. The first time just to look
at her, and the second time to see the picture."

The Claire Windsor Shoes were awarded to MISS F. PAULINE LAN-
SING, 39 Park Ave., Saranac Lake, N. Y. She writes:

"She is a born aristocrat, interesting and mysterious because of her
dignified reserve, with an aesthetic beauty and charm."

The Vera Reynolds Slippers were awarded to MISS D. MARGUERITE
FARRELL, Waubay, S. Dakota. She writes:

"She is beautiful in a 'doll-like' manner, clean, petite; dainty, has
real character and is ambitious."

The Eleanor Boardman Parasol was awarded to MARGARET B.
JOHNSTON, 2463 Valentine Ave., New York City. She writes:

"This unassuming, brown-haired girl has the ability to lend a saving
sense of human humor to the most flighty heroines ever conceived."
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Graft

Photograph by Edwin Bower Hesser

ness? Have
you forsworn

the rouge pots

as well as the flesh pots, or

is that just your idea of

what a lady critic should

look like?"

This was our best friend

talking.

"No," we replied, "or at

least, if I have renounced
the flesh pots, it is only in

a manner of speaking. You
see, I've been spending the

afternoon with Corinne
Griffith."

" You're always with
those screen people. Do
you think they appreciate
it? Do you think they reab
ize just how much you do for them?"

"I don't know; probably not. And I'm sure they do
not realize just how much they do for me."

"Oh, so they give you things?"
"Every one of them — splendid things!"
Our best woman friend looked uneasy. "But I thought

it wasn't quite ethical, you know, for newspaper critics

to receive presents from the people they write about.
Why, you couldn't even write in your review that an
actress was cold if you were wearing a silver fox she
gave you, could you? Or that a screen hero lacked the
divine spark if you had his diamond bracelet on your
arm?"

"You're quite right. Probably the hero wouldn't mind
if we said he lacked the. divine spark; but I never would
dare to say that a man had no sex appeal if I happened
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({Doris Kenyon is the sweetest, jolliest

girl I \now. You feel scintillating

for a whole wee\ after you have
tal\ed with her.

to be wearing his diamond bracelet. Neither would I

set down on paper that a screen actress did not know how
to dress if I happened to be wearing a handsome fur
which she had given me."

"Oh, I see what you mean," answered our best friend
with unwonted dumbness. "You mean you wouldn't
accept a silver fox from an actress who didn't know how
to dress, nor a bracelet from a star who had no sex
appeal."

"Not a bit of it," we retorted. "I wasn't speaking of
material things."

"Oh," answered our friend with obvious disappoint'
ment. "What then?"

"I never saw you so unappreciative before, and you
probably won't understand a word I'm saying. But,
strange as it may seem, I derive more joy from delving



GET from the STARS
By Hamette Underbill

(^Contact with the

great affects the moods

of this famous writer.

"A little Stardust rubs

off even on little me,

"

says she.

C[ Corinne Griffith ma\es you
jeel that the only thi

worth while in a woman is

naturalness.

into new minds than anything else in the world."
"I didn't know you were interested in the

mining business."

"I said 'minds
1

, not 'mines
1

. There's a vast
difference!

11

"Not so much,
11

said our friend contemptuous'
ly. "You've got to dig hard to get anything
out of either of them, haven't you?'

1

"Why do you think it is smart to pretend that you
don't like actors and actresses? And that old joke about
their stupidity is the biggest bromide of them all, let me
tell you."

^All right. But I like people who do things.
11

"Such as selling advertising or writing poetry at fifty
cents a line, I suppose. Well, I love actresses and actors."

"Especially the actors.

Now, what are these

precious things they give

you? Not bracelets, not

furs; now don't tell me
they give you ideas."

" You've guessed i t.

They give me ideas."

"What kind of ideas?"

"All kinds of

ideas. Did you
sver meet Corinne

Griffith, for in'

stance?"

"No, but I've

heard she's differ'

ent from the
others."

"Of course she's

different from the

others. All screen

actresses aren't
alike any more
than all writers of

poetry or all book
Now, when you met me

today you remarked that I wore no
makeup. You don't like me with

no lip rouge and no powder on my
nose, do you?"
"No, the unostentatious type is

not your type at all."

"All right; blame Corinne Griffith."

"Did she tell you you looked like a noble woman that

C[ The greatest part the Mar-
quise ever played in my
life was when she brought
bac\ that becoming hair-

cut from Paris.

agents.

way?"

"No; she said nothing about it. But I'm such a cham-
eleon person that I take on the color of anyone I'm with."
"Then you're a synthetic product?" (Com. on page 86)
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heComing OUT
(\When a movie makes its debut in New York

Imagination sets the stage, and Fancy

spreads the luncheon

By ^Delight Evans

my-*®

Sea-going taxi'

cabs ta\ing
critics to Peg-
gy's preview.

ren t the movies wonderful? I declare I don't
see any room for improvement unless some
smart producer gets a brand-new idea about
pre-views. To date, about the only places in

which pre-views have not been held are Grant's Tomb
and a telephone booth. Someone suggested the Aquarium
or Bronx Zoo the other day, but the producer made some
mean crack about those being just the places to take re-

viewers and lose them. Since then, everyone has been
more or less content with the Ritz-Carlton grand ball-

room.

The first pre-view I ever vent to was in a stuffy little

projection-room in a low, sordid office-building. The

seats were camp chairs. The producer had his own over-
stuffed chair brought in, and sat right in front of me,
and I would have seen the picture if I had had the nerve
to ask him to remove his hat.

Since then, I have pre-viewed pictures in hotel ball-

rooms and palm-gardens, private projection-rooms of
movie magnates, supper-clubs and Sing Sing, an airplane.,

and on board the S. S. Leviathan.
The last was the latest, so I'll tell you about that.

The super-production of the United States Steamship
Lines greeted us at the pier at the foot of Forty-sixth
Street, North River. Once on board, we were dauled by
a blaze of magnificence, to which the luxurious Palm

Garden of the sea giant and the best

dress and jewels of Peggy Hopkins
Joyce contributed. Receiving with
the star were Captain Hartley and
the ship's officers. Capt. Hartley is

said to have received more movie
offers than any other steamship cap-

tain and looks it. You may have
seen him in that little travel picture

which showed Tommy Meighan trav-

eling to Ireland to make " Irish

Luc\." Miss Joyce, in private life

the Countess Morner, rushed from
Hollywood just to be present

at the pre-view of "The S\y

(( Dic\ Barthelmess in "The
Beautiful City," which
was shown at Sing Sing.
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roc\et" and rushed right back again to star

work on her next. Having tamed the world's

biggest sea'beast and also a crowd of - motion pic
ture critics and editors, she felt she had doni

enough. "^^nag
The guests at this entertainment were respectfully te-

quested to confine their dancing to the grand ballroom or'

the palm garden, in each of which a
.
super-orchestra

played. About nine, the photoplay- which was the excuse

for the evening was about to be shown, and it was an-

nounced that if we would stay, there would be supper
and dancing afterward. The reviewers decided to stay;

and were resigned when they saw with their own eyes Irvin

Cobb, Lawrence Stallings and Heywood Broun settling

themselves in comfortable chairs prepared to enjoy the

cinema treat. "The S\y Roc\et" exploded; and so did,

according to report, one or two dissatisfied critics, who
had been led to expect that there would be a moon.
In the movies there is always a moon in ship scenes. The
company regretted that no moon could be supplied on
such short notice but promised to send the critics a bag

G[ Peggy Joyce's "The
Skyrocket " was
given a pre-view

on board the Levi-

athan, and Peggy
was^-there.

of shiny new marbles the next C Scene from "The Sky-

Jay rocket," starring Peg-

Count Morner should have ulrner)
(

^tfe°oT«
been proud of his little woman. Moore and Earle Wil-

There was that pre-view at Mams.

the Rits. It was a long time

ago, but it practically made pre-view history. It was
rumored by some that a motion picture was shown — in

fact, the handsomely engraved invitations from Tiffany's

said so. And some of the guests swore, later, that they
had seen something on the screen. But the majority, in

its simple, good-natured way, was perfectly content to

dance to the music supplied by one of the city's slickest

bands and to partake of the dainties proffered by solemn
servitors. Altogether, it was {Continued on page 88)

(£ Critics dressed appro-
pnately for either Sing

^,jS?ng or the zebra's
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orma Talmadge Tells

uppose that each morning some'

one said to you: "Oh, Miss
Talmadge, you never were so

wonderful as in your last pic-

ture
11

; and suppose for lunch, some-

one offered you: "Oh, Miss Talmadge,
you are the most beautiful girl on the

screen.
11 And for tea and dinner,

you were served with something like:

"Oh, Miss Talmadge, you have no
equal on the screen.

11

If this should

happen to you, do you think when,

at night, you returned from work
(for Norma works, make no mistake

about that) and your husband said:

"Well, they tell me 'Graustar\' broke

all records at the Capitol in New
York City" — do you think that you
could go on, day after day, trying,

trying, trying; or do you think you,

like so many other film celebrities,

would assume a high hat as your
rightful chapeau?

A girl who has never made a sue
cess in the movies listens to the words
of her director when her opportunity

comes, and with her whole soul in her

work and a prayer in her heart, she

gives of her best. But when success

comes, when her confidence in herself

is founded upon actual performances,

then is the time when the director's

cautions seem somewhat audacious,

when the assistant director is little

more than an obnoxious necessity and
when the small inner voice of conceit

rings loud enough to deafen the mind
to criticism.

How is it, then, that Norma Tab
madge has been able, when success has

followed' success, when her popular-

ity, growing constantly, surrounds her
with constant adulation— how is it

possible for her to act with such
beauty and simplicity, with such sin-

cerity and humility, the parts that she

has recently enacted?

What is the secret of Norma Tal-

madge's simplicity in the face of

success?

We put this question directly to

Norma.
C[ T^orma Talmadge with.

Ronald Colman begin-

ning wor\ on her film

production of "Kiki,"

the famous Belasco

stage success, which
will bring again to the

screen ~h{orma as a

captivating minx.

1 1 w a s

during an
afternoon
of prepar-

ation — a

brilliant
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Her Secret

of

UCCESS
By Alice joy

(^Norma Talmadge
ouns the third largest

pear-shapeddiamond in

the world, the gift of

her husband. It is not

strange that this mar-

velous jewel has

had a distinct in-

fluence on Nor-

ma 's life.

premiere that night would see Norma among
the illustrious in the audience, and her jewels

had just arrived from the safe'deposit vault

whose dusky caverns must glow and scintillate

as a pirate's cave of old with the gorgeous

treasures confided to its keeping. And Nor'
ma was looking at her particular favorite gem
— the Norma Diamond. We knew, of course,

about the diamond. It is the third largest

pear-shaped diamond in the world, we are

told, and it is the delight of the heart of

Norma Talmadge. Its myriad facets almost

explode with rainbow glints. It is large, but
more, it is exquisite. It is

a gem, and though cen-

turies and centuries old,

it should be called the

Norma Diamond through-

out all the centuries to

come; for it is a living

part of the life of perhaps

the greatest film player

that we have.

'Til tell you," said

Norma, "why this stone

has saved me from the

silly* conceits it is so easy

to feel. I look at this

beautiful jewel and recog-

nize in it Sincerity. How
could I, playing a part in

a film, want for a more
beautiful o r convincing
symbol than this shining

bit of truth. It stimulates

my imagination to other
things. I like to think
that perhaps the Kaffir boy
who found this went that
night to a picture show in

Cape Colony to see me prance around in ^ In "Graustark," Horma Tal- ve best?"
'Pohhy'. Perhans the diamnnrWut-t-pr in madge as Princess Yetive had I "

1 r xt i- 1 i

Holland JfS £1 ,Wc
m
?
nd CUtter ln

an opportunity to give her As w^ left Norma, we realized that itHo land after his day s work, went to a gorg/
P
us diJond % chance was her imagination which had made her

picture show, and I was there to entertain at a film career. successful
him. Their work has been to help me- So, now, all we have to do is to get a
can I do less than try as sincerely to give them my third or fourth largest diamond and we, too, will succeed.
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(^Beauty has ever inspired men to do and dare.

It drives the lowliest to heroic heights, and calls

even press agents to deeds of grandeur.

By Nels Leroy Jorgensen

Jimmy Wells was annoyed. As press agent

for Pacific Films in general, and Maurice

Kaltman, producer, in particular, it was
against his business instincts to interest him-

self in any one of the crowds of extra girls who
flooded the studios in search of work.

But he had interested himself in Peggy. And
he hadn't even seen her before a camera. Peggy,

with her deep, wide eyes and wondering, childishly

red lips, had made him forget even the second pre-

cept of his job. He had done what he had scorned

always to do before; he had actually told her that

she could make good in pictures and that he'd get

her the chance.

And now, upon his return from the East, Peggy

was where he had first seen her— singing out her

sweet young voice to the dubious accompaniment

of a rather hectic piano and a discreetly lowered

violin, in Rosedale Manor, one of the city's popular

night clubs.

Jimmy looked up with a frown when he heard

her voice. No, he could never be mistaken about

that voice. It was the voice of a child who finds

the world very sweet and full of good things— a

child who wants to put her hands on those things

but finds her fingers too small to grasp them.

"An so if you go away—
Other sweeties wanta stay —
An' honey, I ain't gonna grieve for long. . .

."

With an exclamation of impatience, Jimmy
turned away at the closing lines of her song and

beckoned to the manager, who was standing nearby.

The approbation of full applause he scarcely heard.

Peggy could sing, of course, he

didn't need to be assured of that.

"Yes, Mr. Wells?"

The press agent, a frown darken-

ing his ordinarily smiling gray eyes,

gestured toward the tiny door in the

rear through which Peggy Moore
was just slipping out into the dress-

ing room.

"I thought Miss Moore had left

here," be observed. "How long has

she been back?"

The manager shrugged arid permit-

ted himself a rather wearied but

understanding smile.

"It's only another picture story,"

he murmured. "She left— as she

said she would. But she came back

last week." He shook his head. "It's

the usual stuff— six girls every day
come here looking for work. Any
kind of work, after the pictures have

turned them down. As a movie
press agent, Mr. Wells, I should

think you would try to discourage . . .

."

"Discourage—-my eye!" Jimmy exploded. "That kid's gon-

na bz the find of the season, before I'm through. I don't know
what season, but my hat's in the ring. Tell the waiter to let

her know I'm out here and ask her to join me."

He turned away. The manager, with a shrug reserved for

every occasion, took himself off. Jimmy sat alone.

Discourage her! She'd had enough discouragement, he told

himself resentfully — this wide-eyed child who was singing

C[ Peggy fascinated him
—Peggy with her deep,

wide eyes and wonder-
ing, childishly red lips,

dancing, singing, intoxi'

eating
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This illustration is

actually a scene from
David War\ Griffith's

'That Royle Girl."

out her heart for the fatuous fools at the surrounding

tables. She was entirely too real, too sincere in her

sweetness and ingenuousness. Another actress might

force her way past the barriers. Peggy would wait until

she was seen. It angered him.

He had planned the way for her at the Pacific Studio;

had got her an interview direct with Kaltman, before he

left for New York. What had happened? Probably

some underling had stood in her way. Certainly Kalt-

man hadn't seen her, or she wouldn't be back here.

Jimmy nervously lighted a fresh cigarette. Agents'

offices, directors' anterooms: these were no places for

her.' She belonged— but Jimmy didn't dare to phrase

even to himself his conviction of (Continued on page 99)



c&he Girl

Dolores Costello in

"The Mannequin."

(^Dolores Costello shows the

latest style in screen talent.

By Helen Starr

y •> i NJHEY had her
I cast as a vam-

j
pire— one of
those affection-

ate lady gorillas of the

films who carries fire-

brands and vandalism in

her wake— before she

came out to Hollywood.

But after they saw her,

they slid the casting

sheet of the next pro-

duction under a news-

paper and kindly and
magnanimously told her

to take a month's vaca-

tion. And if you saw
Dolores Costello smiling

out from beneath a

peach-pink sport hat,

you'd never wish to see

her in vampire roles

either. It was just an-

other o f those funny
mistakes they make in

studios. And she has no
puffy ego as to an ability

to handle

any
kind Oi

role. She

didn't insist

on doing
that vam-
pire. The merest sug-

gestion of it brings forth

her schoolgirl giggle.

Perhaps no greater success has come to any girl in
filmdom than has come in the past year to this new
starlet. Oh, you say, it's easy for the daughter of
Maurice Costello, always-ring-true hero of hundreds of
popular Vitagraph features, to make her way to the top
in the films. But I don't think papa had any very

3irect hand in the matter,

for he was never in Holly-

wood in his life up to a

week or so ago. And many sons and daughters and

brothers and sisters of other stars have not made good

in the film capital, so a heap of credit must surely go

to demure little Dolores herself.

"I was more surprised than anyone else to be asked

to come out to Hollywood," (Continued on page 82)
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%1

^£)OLORES COSTELLO'S dark blond hair and blue

eyes give particular charm to her beauty. "The Sea

Beast" shows that Dolores has something else as well

— it's an inheritance.

Photograph by John Ellis.
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riLYAN TASHMAN'S most recent part is the lead-

ing role in "Rocking Moon". She has blond hair,

blue eyes and— Edmund Lowe, of course.
Photograph by Melbourne Spurr.



j^ATHRYN PERRY is working on the "Helen and
Warren" series for Fox. She is blessed with the

photographic treasures, auburn-brown hair and gray eyes.
Photograph by Melbourne Spurr.



"yolcano" will be Bebe Daniel's next screen play.

Bebe has made two sparkling dark brown eyes and

a dark head of brown hair very famous indeed.
Phootgraph by Eugene Robert Richee.
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^Z) elight £vans' Reviews

of theNEW Screenplays

The BEST film of

this month or any

other month.

STUPENDOUS
AM AZ I NG
THRILLING
COLOSSAL
GIGANTIC

B I G

BEN-HUR

C[ To everybody who has been faithfully going to the movies— "Ben-Hur" is your reivardl

HERE'S Ben-Hur!

REMEMBER your first circus? How you tried to

watch all three rings at once, to say nothing of

the trapeze and the clowns? Remember how
you felt when it was all over, and the peanuts

all gone? But you wouldn't have missed it for anything.

That's what Ben-Hur is going to do to you. It's the

biggest circus ever staged. Lay-deez and gent-ul-mun

—

the four million dollar motion picture! It looks it, just

as all those so-called million dollar productions didn't.

The Ben-Hur troupe did almost as much traveling in

its treks from Hollywood to Europe and back again as

the old companies did touring the country with the

General Lew Wallace classic. Everybody has seen or

read or heard of Ben-Hur and some people are even say-

ing that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is in danger of getting

its money back.

I have some good, ripe adjectives to offer—stupendous,

amazing, colossal, thrilling, gigantic, and Big. I think

Big is the best. From the very beginning, it's so Big
it gets you. The enormous canvas pictures the trials of

Judah, the Jewish prince, from his break with the Roman
Messala, his torture in the galleys, his escape, his search
for mother and sister, to his triumph as the driver of the
Arabian steeds in the Antioch sweep-stakes. There is

also the tale of the Nazarene, with the Nativity, the Last
Supper, and the Crucifixion. In color, the Biblical scenes
are beautiful; and it was a breath-taking portrait of the
Madonna which first brought the first-night audience to

its figurative feet. Once electrified; it let go; and they
say all the succeeding audiences have stayed that way.
But you won't need a list of rules of etiquette when you

see Ben-Hur. Let your emotions be your guide; by the

time you come to the chariot race you will be cheering
with the rest of them— if you are still in voice.

It's that chariot race which leads Ben-Hur to victory.

Ramon Novarro rides to hitherto unattained heights be-

hind his milk-white steeds. You have seen chariot races

before; but boy, wait till you see this one! Francis X.
Bushman as the dirty Roman dog, Messala (a part played
first by Bill Hart) sees Ben-Hur gaining on him and
slashes out with his whip. Ben catches it—he's really

such a good scout you can't help calling him that. Mes-
sala tries any number of low tricks to upset the Hur
chariot; but before he knows it, Judah has crashed past

him, in fact, over him. After that, cheers, and more cheers.

It has one of those casts which would be hailed as

all-star in any other picture. In Ben-Hur, it's taken for

granted that the participants are Novarro, Bushman, May
McAvoy, Carmel Myers, Currier, de Brullier, Betty
Branson, Kathleen Key. Claire MacDowell finally takes

her place as a cinema champion as the majestic matriarch.
Since old Biograph days, when the actual trade-mark,
"AB", appeared regularly in a corner of every scene, to

Ben-Hur, which could put a dollar-sign in every scene
and get away with it, Miss MacDowell has been working
in her own quiet way. As Judah's mother, her perform-
ance brings her into her own as one of our great unstarred
stars.

To everybody who has been faithfully going to the
movies since The Great Train Robbery, like good boys
and good girls

—

Ben-Hur is your reward! It took a long
time, but it's worth waiting for.
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C[ A tale of cowpunchers and settlers, Indians and everything.

Tumbleweeds
(\An old cowboy comes home.

P
hope

INTO is feelin' purty low these

I days, and I don't blame him. He
has a nice, quiet pasture all to

himself and everything a hoss can
for. But his boss went back to

work and left him behind. And Pinto,

remembering those mad dashes over the

plains with the posse in pursuit, the wild
rides right into the camera's eye, and the

fan letters, and the sugar, feels pretty

sore. He didn't ask to retire; why, he
was as good as any youngster, any day.

It was wished on him—all for his own
good, his boss said. Maybe it helped some, though, when
Bill Hart, in introducing Pinto to his successor (a measly
little hoss, if you ask Pinto), whispered in the old-timer's

ear: "He'll never take your place, old boy."

Tumbleweeds is Bill Hart's answer to the hundred and
one new cowboys on the screen; to the whispers that an
old-timer can never come back—and also to the pleas of

all the small boys who have loved his pictures and always

Bill Hart
Bill Hart

will, as long as Bill can turn them out.

Tumbleweeds is a typical Bill Hart
western.

A lazy, drawling, rambling tale of

cowpunchers and settlers, Indians and
everything. It's been carefully directed

by King Baggot and accurately acted,

mostly by Bill and his new horse. And
it will tickle the Hart fans, who have

never really fallen for the new-fangled

dudes masquerading as westerns, plumb
loco.

Barbara Bedford is the girl—you know
there's only one in any Hart drama. She is as

delicious as a little old tintype! Her general behavior

only strengthens my conviction that Barbara is a gal who
should be done right by by Bill and the rest of the

movie world— in the way of fat parts and good con-

tracts. She has a unique appeal.

And, Bill — please don't forget to give good old Pinto

his sugar!

a typical

Western.

It ta\es a good sport to \id himself.

Womanhandled
(\Just Kidding.

IT
takes a good sport to kid himself.

Dick Dix does something like that in

~Womanhandled. Having helped to

glorify the great west as The Vaw
ishing American, he turns right around
and kids the chaps off of it.

Womanhandled is a burlesque by Para-

mount of plenty of Famous Players pic
tures.

The company has produced all sorts of

epics of the outdoors by Zane Grey and
other Ziegfelds of the open spaces; and
now it assigns one of its best bets, Richard

Dix, to the job of demonstrating that there aren't any
more cowboys in the west any more— they've all

gone into the movies. Won't that make Jack Holt feel

funny?
When Dix starts for the ranch to become the he-man

Esther Ralston wants him to be, he discovers there isn't

a single horse for a kingdom or anything.

<KDic\ D
he-man

The cowboys round up the cattle in

flivvers; and the only blackfeet in the out-

fit belong to old southern servitors. Then

the fun begins and lasts for quite a while.

Richard attempts to show the visiting

heroine that the wild and woolly west is

all wool and more than a yard wide. He
stages an old-fashioned wild-west show for

her benefit—that is, he tries to; it isn't

his fault if the cowboys can't stand shoot-

ing and the cattle stampede from fright

at being pursued by four-footed steeds in'

stead of tin ones.

Gregory La Cava directed those hilarious racing scenes

in The Luc\y Devil so well he was promoted from assist-

ant director to real director—quite a step up; ask any

assistant. The star is agreeably woman-handled by Esther

who always seems a fairy godmother no matter what part

she plays. She and Richard are a great team, east or

west.

ix as a real

cowboy.
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C[ You either li\e it or you don't.

z^A Woman of the World
(\Oh, Lady, Lady!

1
J^T7~njhe sound of shattered glass can

still be heard, and fists are flying.

The fight is still on over "A
Woman of the World," and I

fl[ Pola, as the Iowa
Countess, greets
Holmes Herbert as

Granger.

might as well mix in. After all, a broken
nose is no novelty. You either like the thing or you
don't. Carl Van Vechten's followers are beating their

breasts and rolling around with their teeth clenched in

each other's throats. So far, Mr. Van Vechten hasn't

been heard from; he should worry. He sold the screen

right of "The Tattooed Countess" and he still has the

story practically intact. As far as I'm concerned, I'm in

favor of the whole thing. Mai St. Clair has taken every

liberty he could with the story and with the star and
then added a few of his very own. It's all in fun,

especially Chester Conklin. If you can imagine any
thing more amazingly incongruous than Pola and Chester

arm in arm, go ahead; you win. They say Pola nearly

passed away laughing at Chester's antics.

Put it there, Pola. As a Countess in

Iowa, Pola gives a little insight into her

possible impressions as a Countess in Cali-

fornia. I'll bet there was the same
amused twinkle in her eyes—when they weren't flashing

fire. This little woman who came out of nowhere into

the here has my vote. Pola seemed to shake off her

shackles and emerge looking, and acting, as much like

the Pola of "Passion" as possible. You get a glimmer
now and then of the heady fascination which prostrated

you at her Polish feet when she first appeared. As "A
Woman of the World" she is, once more, dangerously

seductive. It doesn't matter if the tale of her amours is

trite. Even at the outlandish goings-on at the finish, you'll

have to admit that the Lady from Poland never looked

so gorgeous; and didn't you love that close-up of her
laughing fit to kill when Conklin was wriggling his tattoo?
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GiDon't as\ me how, but it's splendid entertainment.

PLENDID
(\Fooled you that time!

OAD

I
Marceline
ing her

JT"
\ i N^HE last thing I

wanted to see
was another one

of those epics of

the days of forty-nine.

Another long 'bearded

prospector and I would
begin picking at the coverlet, positively.

Darn Frank Lloyd; he's always taking me in.

The Splendid Road came along, and it's

fooled me. He has done a good job, making
a lot of those whiskered mining men and dancehall kings

and homeless babies more human than usual, which is

pretty human.
The Splendid Road is real entertainment. Don't ask

me how, but it is. I can't imagine anyone steeling his

heart to the combined blandishments of Anna Nilsson

as a dauntless Lady d'Artagnan; Lionel Barrymore as the

king of the camp; Pauline Garon as one impudent baby
and an even younger and unprogrammed lady as another;

George Bancroft as a worthless, bullying, boisterous bum
—he's wonderful!—and a very fat and intelligent pig. Of

exeras'

as a

Day
charm

promising young starlet

upon Robert Frazer.

course, there's scenery, too.

And a flood. Ask for more
if you want to, but don't ex-

pect to get it. There isn't any
more.

Anna Q., who is even more
enticing in the plus-fours of

the period than in her usual costumes, walks

into the den of sin with the aforementioned

younger baby carelessly under her arm. There

are babies and babies— ask anybody — espe-

cially in the movies; but this one should be starred. This
baby peers up from under her arm and grins at the

gamblers and thumbs her nose at the prospectors.

Nice baby! Then a great many confusing things hap-

pen during which Anna and Bob Frazer misunderstand

each other and pretty Marceline Day, sister of Sennett's

Alice, looms large, in her dainty way, as a promising

starlet; and Pauline and Lionel perish together, and
George Bancroft floats away in the flood with a bottle

under one arm and a pig under the other. You'll like

something about The Splendid Road. You're bound to.
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C[ It's a dandy picture 1
.

HIS Secreta

IT
seems -there was a business man who had a good'

looking stenographer and his wife came into the

office one day without knocking. So he got him a

homely stenographer. You know that one. Well,

that's the plot of "His Secretary," and will you believe

it, it's a dandy picture. If you don't believe me—and
who can blame you? I've fooled you before-—ask the

theatre which played it for two weeks in New York at

holiday time; better still, see it yourself. You'll thank me.

It has Norma Shearer, and any picture which can claim

her is as good as good. It's been all of a year since I

met Norma and she has been starred and salaried since,

some; so I was afraid, I was afraid. Now, seeing her

—

His Secretary, my mind is at rest. Norma has her feet

on the ground and on the necks of a lot of people. She
has withstood stardom and she is still willing to let a

make-up artist make a monkey of her. She actually

plays the homely stenographer on whom the jealous wife

beams and of whom hero Lew Cody says: '1 wouldn't
kiss that face for a thousand dollars." He could have
said million and still have been truthful. For when I say
homely, I mean the homeliest stenographer you ever saw
on stage, screen, comic strip or even real life. Gosh, how
homely she is! You know your onions, so I need not
remark that a marcel and a new dress eventually work
wonders with this secretary, who emerges with a new set

of manners and a skin he loves to touch and can't help

kissing—in fact, she makes him pay a thousand for the

privilege before he's through—and then some more.
If you are snooty about this sort of thing, snuggle your

chin into your collar and do your smiling there. But if

you glance around you'll see that your neighbors are

coming out into the open with their approval and you
can do likewise. Especially when two such troupers as

Norma and Karl Dane (of The Big Parade) get together.

<C What would YOU do if you had a million dollars?

(\Dorothy Mackaill

spends it.

•HAT would
you do if

you had a million dollars?

A-ha — I thought that
would get you! Who hasn't pondered
solemnly over the fascinating question at some time or
other, though he knows perfectly well that the untimely
end of an obscure cousin or a great-aunt would present
the happy heir with nothing more interesting than a
horse-hair sofa or, at the most, a what-not?

In "Joanna," somebody really gets a million dollars.

Since the lucky, lucky girl is Dorothy Mackaill you can't
hold it against her; you may even have some fun helping
her spend it. Does she? She spends so freely that at the
end of a few months she is practically penniless and in

/oanna
a police station with lit-

tle more than a chemise
to her back. But that's the fault of

the smart Long Island set into which
she was thrown. They're not so orig'

inal, at that; the best they can do for Joanna is one of
those moonlight bathing parties. And as long as there
are radios all is not lost. Jack Mulhall is announced,
makes a speech about happy homes, and eventually
catches up and makes up with Joanna. Dorothy Mackaill
plays the part in her usual thoroughbred style, never
letting you guess that she is snickering at her part all the
time. It isn\ fair to put an actress like her in a part like

that—it isn't fair to the audience. She makes you believe
in her.

A capital burlesque — but everyone mould enjoy seeing a little more of th ose ujives.

Bluebeard's Seven Wives
verybody would have enjoyed seeing a little more
of those wives. No matter what else you may
think of the picture, it narrows down to that
sooner or later. They are played by famous

beauties, hand-picked from the revues; yet there is only
a fleeting glimpse of them. And Bob Kane, the producer,
has been picked on ever since for being so selfish. "Blue-
beard's Seven Wives" spends some time poking fun at
the movies and then turns into a movie before our very
eyes. It's a merry hodge-podge of satire and sentiment
and Shakespeare. After a lot of good-natured nonsense
in which there is a capital burlesque of a Certain Great

Director—no, not his name; but if you look sharp you'll
recognise the producer of spectacular boudoir drama—the
picture indulges in a long scene from "Romeo and Juliet,"
played very seriously by those earnest young thespians,
Ben Lyon and Blanche Sweet. You feel a little let down—as if someone woke you just as you were going to get
the million; and it's hard to pick yourself up again to
follow with any interest the flight of the hand-made movie
sheik in his escape from the fictitious wives his press-
agent married him to. Will Shakespeare himself would
have advised cutting down on "Romeo and Juliet" to give
the wives a chance.
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C[ Aileen Pringle and Edmund Lowe play tag.

OUL ates

(J Sex with a Smirk.

"HAT do you think" No— you'll never guess;

111 have to tell you. Here's an Elinor Glyn
picture and it's all about Sex. Her latest gift

to the world is called "Soul Mates" and was

adapted from "The Reason Why." Aileen Pringle marries

Edmund Lowe and the rest of the picture they play tag.

The aristocratic Eileen does her best to answer Madame
Glyn's somewhat personal question, but she hasn't a chance

in the world. Miss Pringle is far too honest and straight-

forward an actress to appear in a sex smirk like "Soul

Mates."

Wait a minute; the titles are worth the price

of admission. One sample will sell you the line.

"You're a perfect cad," she says. "Perfect?"

says he. "No one is perfect." "Don't you love

that?

C[ Aileen Pringle

and Edmund
Lowe develop

a sex antagon-
ism.

If you don't \eep a close grip on yourself, you'll find yourself crying, too.

NFATUATION

C[ Corinne Griffith and
Percy Marmont in
" Infatuation " —
Don't they \oo\ it?

(\A Real, Good Cry.

Infatuation is a terribly sad picture,

so if you like them that way, go to

it. Corinne Griffith is pretty low

all the way through and cries and

cries. That clever little cameraman

catches her at it, and the result is a series

of the sweetest crying close-ups you, or

your uncle, ever did see. But if you don't

keep a close grip on yourself you'll find

yourself sobbing, too, especially if you

should recall "Classified," in which the

same Miss Griffith appeared without shed-

ding a single tear. Corinne can cry more

becomingly than any girl I ever saw, so

if she's crying for another "Classified"

maybe it's all right.



C If it leaves you dry-eyed, you're a bigger brute than I thought.

Maybe if this young lad keeps
on, he'll get somewhere. Yes,
it looks as if John is going to

" be a real motion-picture star

some day. After The Sea Beast, his fans
will probably address him as Jack, and I'll bet he likes it.

It isn't often that the greatest Hamlet of his day gets
a chance to act before a camera; when the opportunity
does come, he seems as pleased as a small boy with a
new pair of skates. John, youngest and most beautiful
of Barrymores, has made several interesting and intelli-

gent pictures, among them Dr. ]e\yl and Mr. Hyde and
Beau Brummel. It may have been the more or less
snippy reception you bad boys and girls gave to the latter
which induced the brothers Warner to entrust their ex-
pensive star to the sea and a big white whale. Anyway,
here's Jack—I mean John—in The Sea Beast, a version
of Melville's hearty classic, Moby Dic\. Instead of the
suave Beau, you have a hard-boiled harpooner who loses
a leg in a hand-to-fin encounter with the world's largest
whale. (One of the famous Barrymore legs, you know.)
You have the leading young man of the American stage
transformed into a movie trouper. He makes almost as

C[ Here's the youngest and
most beautiful of the
Barrymores. fated to

Jose a leg in a hand-to-
fin encounter with the
world's largest whale.

many faces for you as Lon Chaney.
You're sure to like the change. The Sea
Beast recalls his film debut— oh, you
youngsters won't remember (if you do,

don't admit it.) John used to make low-
brow comedies for Famous. He was downright rough.
The Sea Beast brings out the bad in him.
Through the villainies of half-brother George O'Hara,

ex-pace-maker with Alberta Vaughn, Barrymore is robbed
of not only an underpinning, but a beautiful sweetheart
and his faith in life. His revenge is realized in the open
sea and enlivened by a first-rate typhoon. Barrymore
gets all wet and seems to enjoy it. His return to New
Bedford, a broken man, and his reunion with his faithful
Esther form the finish. If it leaves you dry-eyed you're
a bigger brute than I thought. And if you don't get a
real kick when the Sea Beast's ship ploughs through the
waves on the watery trail of Moby Dick you should be
ashamed of yourself. Maurice Costello isn't the only one
who will like Dolores Costello as Barrymore's leading
lady. This Barrymore himself will make good—see if he
doesn't.
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/// (joiOLLING'S ^Meviews

(| Our critic seeks the

answer to the rid-

dle of the movies.

(( Rod La Rocque
plays the Indian

football hero in

"Braveheart."

ID that," my friend concluded with

stunning emphasis, "is the reason

I seldom go to the movies."

"What is?" I asked. He had

been holding forth for half an hour on the

subject, but it saves energy to let people rave

and then get them to sum it all up in one
sentence. He did.

"Why, you numbskull," he howled, "be'

cause they aren't true to life; because they

distort and exaggerate everything from birth

to death and from sentiment to villainy.

Bah!"
When he says "Bah!" that way, I know

he is considerably riled up, so I let him stew.

But his tirade against my bread and butter

stuck in my mind during the next wee"k or

two, and I found myself watching for "life"

that silently flitted across the screens of the

jection-rooms.

There was, for instance, "The

Gilded Butterfly," in which

Alma Rubens is the daughter of

Frank Keenan, a man who has

always lived by his wits and

who teaches his daughter that

bluff and "front" will wrest

from the world the living it

owes them. When he dies, she

carries on in his teachings, get'

ting deeper and deeper into the

clutches of a designing villain

who is biding the well-known

time— so deep, in fact, that

when the young American offi'

cer meets her in Switzerland

and they find they love each

other, she can't get out of the

dilemma but has to appear to

him a cheat and a thief. As
she is being dragged to the

hoosegow there is a frightful

automobile smash-up, and the

big-hearted detective, in his dy
ing moments, gives her another

chance. She takes it, confesses

everything to the young man,

and the villain, seeing the course

of true love, decides that vib

lainy had better take the usual

Saturday half-holiday.

True to life? Well, I know
my friend wouldn't think it

was. No, sir; nobody could get

away with what that father did all his life, gyping people,

owing money everywhere, living like a king on nothing

except what he won at card-sharping; a grossly over-

G[ As the wayward girl, (Blanche
Sweet) is saved for a better life and
marriage to Rod (Robert Frazer)

in "Why Women Love."

in the films

silent pro-
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drawn characterisation. And yet— such

are the coincidences of life, and I myself
at one time knew intimately just such a
man, a bluffing, smooth-talking crook who
could have played the part without chang'

ing his make-up. And as for the daughter
and her way of living, her difficulties and
the love which she felt she had to renounce— why, you rub elbows with such girls in

every hotel and night club in New York.
I've known two of them for years, and
believe me, they're no different from you,
gentle reader, except that their fate lines

got all snarled up in their youth. It's just

life, that's all.

Of course, things don't always work out
in life as they are made to in the movies.

If the films recorded life just as it is, every-

body would join my friend in leaving them
severely alone, for they would be as boring
as he is when he's airing his theories. The
life of the average person is dramatic only

. to himself. The movies (and novels and
plays) therefore must inject artificial drama,
but drama which might happen to anyone.
This very often leads to what is known as

coincidence, a factor in dramatic construc-

tion which is all too often overworked.
But just because it is sometimes implausible
doesn't mean, as some folks seem to think,

that it has no place in a picture of life.

In "The Gilded Butterfly," the girl is on
her way to the villain to "pay" when the
train runs into an avalanche and she is

helped out of the wreckage by the Ameri-
can officer. Quite true, she might have
been introduced to him prosaically by a
maiden aunt. But the train wreck pro-
vides a much more dramatic setting and
gives emphasis to the meeting. It saves the
girl from the step she was about to take,
and makes you look forward to some im-
portant consequences as a result of it. It is

good dramatic construction— and it does
happen in real life. I was in a bad wreck
out west some years ago. I helped pull a
young fellow out and laid him on the
embankment. A little later I found that
other rescuers had done the same for a girl
whom I knew to be the talk of one of the western cities
Neither was badly hurt, and they talked to each other
as they lay there. Two weeks later they were married,
and she has been one of the finest little wives you'd ever
want to meet. If it hadn't been for the wreck and their
meeting, who knows where she would be today?
Of course, all films aren't as true to life as is "The

Gilded Butterfly." There is, for instance, "Why Women
Love which has to do with the troubles of a female
lighthouse-keeper in guiding her benefactor's daughter
along the straight and narrow. The daughter is one of
the kind who can find opportunities for fast-stepping
even on a lonesome seacoast, and when she makes the
inevitable misstep, she blames it on a kind-hearted inno-
cent who doesn't seem even to know what she meansWhen he naturally refuses to marry her, the aforemen-
tioned female lighthouse keeper plugs him with a gat
only to discover that a certain tough egg is really "the
man. But he has just been married, though not to the

A train wrec\ pro-
vides the dramatic in-

troduction of Alma
Rubens and Bert Ly
tell in 'The Gilded
Butterfly."

wayward one, and she, thoroughly disillu-

sioned, traps him in the tower, turns on the
gas and blows up the place, being saved,
however, to lead a better life.

Here is drama gone blooey, and my
friend certainly could make a good case against the movies
with this one as the horrible example. The homeless girl,

befriended by the old lighthouse-keeper, who wants to
repay him after his death by guarding his young daugh-
ter, is a true-to-life type. And it is understandable for
the younger girl to get into trouble. But the subsequent
events are fiction, pure and simple—mostly simple. There
is no government record, so far as I am aware, of a light-
house being blown into smithereens that a girl's honor
might be avenged.

ti

Comedies, of course, don't come under the head of
"life" to any great extent, especially large comedies. This
is too bad sometimes, as in the case of a film based on the
experiences of the first year of married life, for if ever
there was a period when "life is real, life is earnest," it is

when two human beings are adjusting their lives to fit

each other. Of course, it is comic to a degree to out-
siders, and some of the trials and tribulations of newly-
weds formed the basis of (Continued on page 92)
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OCIAL oCife of th
Q^Days are getting livelier for Patsy the Party-

hound, and the nights—you wouldn't believe it!

rother tea?" demanded Patsy

the Party Hound.
"My soul! How these stars

do manage to make two and

even three teas grow where only one

grew before! And isn't the fortune-

telling fascinating? But how on earth

am I to keep my nerves, not to mention

my complexion, what with all this tea

and fortune-telling!"

Patsy and I were at Ona Brown's— Mrs. Clarence

Brown, you know. We had just come from a tea

where Diana Kane, Lois Wilson's lovely sister, was

guest of honor, and when we had filled up on the

demon tea at Ona's, we were passing on to Leatrice

Joy's, where another tea

was in progress.

Everywhere were for-

tune-tellers. That is, each

tea-party boasted a for-

tune-teller. She always

sat off mysteriously in a

room by herself, so that

you got a funny little

thrill when you went in.

"Heavens!" cried Con-

stance Talmadge. "One
fortune-teller this after-

noon told me I was too

good to my family, and

another one told me I

wasn't good to them at

all. What am I to be-

lieve?"

"You mean, What are

we to believe?" retorted

Vilma Banky. "I should

just suggest you add them

up and strike an average.

That's about the way we all are to our families, anyway."
Virginia Valli and Carmelita Geraghty came forth

quite awe-stricken from Ona's fortune-teller. Virginia

declared that of course the fortune-teller meant that nice

man in New York when she spoke of the man with the

Rolls-Royce. That is all we found out, though, about
him. We rather suspect Carmelita of an European
romance, but the fortune teller only "got" the American
one. She really did tell Carmelita a lot about herself

and John CoriGidine, to whom Carmelita was supposed
to be engaged a while ago.

Just about all the babies in the film colony had been
brought to Gloria Fonda's tea, which was the first one we

C[ Gertrude Olmstead can
always be found wher-
ever the crowd
merriest.

the

visited. It was really given, this tea, in honor of Lois

Wilson's lovely sister, Diana Kane. Diana and Lois both

are very fond of children, and all the little ones received

a lot of petting. There were little Peter Niblo, Conrad
Nagle's little girl, Earle Williams' baby, and the Carey
Wilson child. And Leatrice Joy dashed over for a min-
ute, bringing little Leatrice, but had to dash right home

again to see about her

own tea party which

was to come later.

How clever those chil-

dren are! Imitations of

their famous elders are

the best little thing they

do. You should just see

the little Wilson girl

give an imitation of Mae
Murray! I understand

that Mae herself loves it.

And little Lea'

trice Joy, only a

year old, does a

bit like her
father, Jack Gil-

bert, and anoth-

er imitation of

her mother that

are screams.
When you ask

her what she

thinks of her
papa's and her mama's act, she holds her nose! We sus-

pect Jack of having taught her that.

"Jack just worships that child and comes to see her

all the time," confided Patsy; "but all the same I don't

think that he and Leatrice will ever make up. The
breach is of too long standing. But they went together

({ Dainty Claire 'Windsor mastered the

Charleston and is besieged by anxious

learners— Conrad T^agel

the luc\y ones.

is amont
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sCREEN OLKS in Hollywood
By Grace YLingsley

in New York all the time, and Leatrice says
that they enjoyed each other's society im-
mensely."

"Fancy jewelry seems to be going out," com-
mented Mary Ford, Jack Ford's wife, as she
glanced at Constance Talmadge's odd new neck-
lace— if you would call the ornament that.
The neck ornament is a very narrow, stiff,

circular band of gold— or rather, two circular
stiff bands— and somehow they are put on so
as to stand out from the neck. They are the very
smartest^ new thing in the way of neck-wear in New
York, I understand.

Norma Talmadge is letting her hair grow into a long
bob for "Ki\i," and has it permanently waved. It is
really a very cute bob, though Norma herself doesn't
like it at all.

"I'll just bet that all of us who don't look positively
awful m that style of bob will be wearing it after
Ki\i' comes out," declared Patsy.
Over at Leatrice's tea, we met Mildred Harris with

her lovely blond hair all dyed midnight black She
looks very pretty that way, though.

"But just to think how awfully hard we all strive to
keep our hair light," cried Mildred Davis, "and then
Mildred Harris, who has hair of a perfect golden shade
goes and ruins it with dye!"
That gloriously beautiful Dolores del Rio was with

us, and Virginia Valli asked her whether she had met
her countryman, Ramon Novarro, yet.

"No," said Mrs. Del Rio. "I have asked him to one
or two of my parties, but he has been working very
hard and didn t come. I guess I never shall meet him

[ It ta\es "pull"
in Hollywood,
as this beach
party proved.

C[ K[o party is complete with'
out dashing Priscilla Dean.
Here she is in costume, en-
tertaining her friends.

(( The ac\nowledged expert
Charleston dancers of Hol-
lywood. Joan Crawford
and Douglas Gilmore have
the advantage of having
learned it for the stage:

now. Why, do you know, we
don't even go to the same
church, though both of us are

Catholics; so I don't suppose
I shall ever even catch a
glimpse of him saying his

prayers."

Leatrice Joy had provided a

colored jazz, band with two
cute little pickaninnies to

dance for us.
_ She also has a

colored maid, and this maid
isked us quaintly when we
came in whether we "would
like to rest our hats!"

There was a Charleston
contest, with Patsy Ruth Mil-
ler and Grace Gordon finally

the only contestants. They
drew straws and Patsy Ruth
won. (Continued on page 92)
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C^Jhe JCouise

^Brooks

C[ Louise Broo\s
in a froc\ that

combines de-

mureness and
daring.

HEN
T h e

Ameri'
can Ve-

nus" was made, Frank

Tuttle, the director,
combed the smart fash-

ion-centers of Paris for

the newest, snappiest,

most up-to-the-minute,

day - after - tomorrow
modes, with the result

that many a bill-paying

husband will probably

heap maledictions on his

head when Friend Wife
comes home from the neighboring theater clamoring for

a wardrobe such as the picture exhibits.

Although "The American Venus" required bathing-

suits for a great number of its scenes, Mr. Tuttle made
the most of his few opportunities for presenting his cast

clothed in the most advanced fashions for ballroom or

street.

Ideal for after-

noon or street or

shopping, is this
darling little model so

piquantly worn in one of

the scenes by petite

Louise Brooks, and here

exhibited by her to
Screenland readers. It

is a dress easily adapt-

able to any type of

wearer or almost any material.

As shown here it is made of Lavin crepe Roma, with
corded hemline and V-shaped. yoke and cuffs of ecru lace

and organdy— and, after all, it isn't quite as demure and
Quakerish as it might seem at first glance, with that saucy,

fashionable, gracefully flaring little skirt.
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does not include the two chorus cuties wc
used occasionally to dance with last year,

after show hours. But that is for Doctor

Freud to decide, and, besides, that is none
of your business.

Searching around, then, for a reason to

give our public, it occurs to us that the

answer to why "Chariot's of 1926" is not

as good as the first "Chariot's" is simply

that it has not as good material. It is, in

brief, not as funny.

Broadway has a good answer as to why
it isn't as funny. Last year's show, says

Broadway, was the product of Chariot's

best stuff for ten years. And it is obvious

that the cream of one year's work has not
the amount of nourishment that the cream
of ten years work has.

So it's a reducing diet that Chariot offers

you. And yet you will not starve to death.

For, by popular demand, the Lillie of the

field again offers "March with Me!" The
Lawrence person lends her exquisite charm
to a sketch called "The Tragedy of Jones"
and to "Carrie," a song by Noel Coward.
Buchanan, that rare combination of Jack
Donahue and Jack Barrymore, sings, dances
and clowns with equal gusto and equal im'
partiality. "Fate," a melodrama, will make
you roar with delight, and you will prob-
ably receive with cheers the Buchanan-
Lawrence duet in that finest of modern
love songs, "A Cup of Coffee, a Sandwich
and You," by the invincible Billy Rose.

"MERCHANTS OF GLORY"
WELL, the " Garric\ Gaieties " has

closed, so we are no longer a paid
agent of the Theater Guild. In spite of
which, the temptation is on us to call

the Guild's latest production, "Merchants
of Glory," a simply elegant show.

Consider it called that. It has to do
with the glories, if any, of war. It tells a
fine and satirical story of a middle-class
Frenchman who rose to great office in his
republic by capitalizing the heroic death of
his son. And then the son comes back.
The Minister, in perhaps the finest per-
formance Augustin Duncan has ever given,
realises that his laurels are at stake. He
must do something. He does. He does not
recognize his son and goes forth to deliver
again

^ his. famous address on "Our Heroic
Dead" and is again overcome when he
refers to his own son, who died for France.
A great and bitter story, this, leavened

by humor that is no less grim because it is

deft. Those old Guild favorites, Helen
Westley and Lee Baker, are in the cast, as
is a returned prodigal, Jose Ruben, Philip
Moeller directed and did a
good job, too. But out of ^ r

it all there emerges the '
wh °

s uiit,
JS appearing in

marvelous portrait that Earl Carroll's
Duncan paints. "Vanities."



C[ What could be more appro-
priate when thinking up
mon\ey business than to

consult the mon\eys them-
selves? That was what
Wallace Beery, Director
Edward Sutherland and
Raymond Hatton did dur-
ing the making of "Behind
the Front."

OS Sipjfrom

Hollywood
H. 8 B. K^j)/

)ear Fan:
They are picking the 1926 crop of every

-

thig in Hollywood. In contradistinction and
contradiction to the usual agricultural methods,

things are picked before they are planted out here.

Hence the Thirty-Three Wise Men of Hollywood have
donned their crepe whiskers and other garbage of dig-

nity and gone into seclusion. Soon from their seclusion

the low-down dope on what-is and what-is-to-be will be
burgeoned forth to a palpitant and perspiring public.

Long since, we have disagreed with all of those false

prophets who have picked the Ten Best Pictures of

1925. There were more than ten.

Long since we have caviled at the selection of the

Ten Best Performances of 1925. There were more than
ten.

Long since we have thrilled at the Ten Best Romances
of 1925. There were more than ten.

Long since we have shuddered at the Ten Best Scan-
dals of 1925 and thanked Will Hays for the fact that

there really wasn't any.

But who cares for such this-and-that clacking, the

Ten Best This and Ten Best That applesauce? I have
sterner stuff to offer. I wish to spread before you the

fact that the real big men in pictures are not the big

stuffed shirts from the world of coats and pants that

we have been led to believe they are.

For many moons I have regarded Jesse Lasky of
Famous Players-Lasky and Paramount Pictures fame, as

being nothing but a big collar-and-cuff man from Troy,
New York, as being only a man whose sole interest in

motion pictures was sixty per cent of the .gross receipts

or else.

Imagine my chagrin at finding out that he, who is at

least fifty per cent responsible for placing a collar of
celluloid around the world, is just like any other boss,

even as you not I.

d[ Vilma Ban\y, Samuel Goldwyn's Euro-
pean discovery, is an athlete. She can
always be found at the Beach Club during
her idle minutes.
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I attended the twelfth birthday dinner of

the Famous Players'Lasky company the other

day. The feast was spread in the old barn

which housed the outfit before it ever had a

Zukor. As soon as the last and hungriest

scribe had quieted down from her last and
noisiest morsel, Jesse L. stood up on his two
hind legs and reminisced a bit.

It seems that twelve years ago Tesse Lasky

and Cecil B. De Mille each had $5,000. Wil-
liam Farnum was supposed to have $5,000.

But since he did not, he was supposed to take

it out in acting. Lasky and De Mille put up
the money and Farnum was to supply the"

talent. Each was to have a third of

profits.

Lasky was the business manager and
Mille, since he knew more than the other two
about motion pictures, was the director. Far-

hum was the star. Thus, having a company,
it was necessary to have a place to work.
Flagstaff, Ariz., was picked for no reason at

all. (If C. B. had not fallen asleep on the

train and awakened in a lemon grove in Holly-

wood, this department would now be entitled

"Filmy Facts from Flighty Flagstaff.")

The company started west, leaving Lasky in

New York. He raised money on his new ven-

ture's prospects in Flagstaff and was raising

more money on it when he received a wire

from De Mille stating that the company had
acquired a studio in Hollywood.

Right then the rush to Hollywood
started, initiated, Lasky says, by Lasky .

himself. It is still going on.

Arriving in Hollywood, Lasky asked

to be directed to the Lasky studio.

Between straws none of the natives

could inform him where it was; but

Lasky persisted and finally found the

barn in the lemon grove which now
fronts on what is Vine street, Holly-

wood.

After the hilarious reunion and
viewing the truck which the company
had acquired while Lasky was en

route from New York, Jesse L. was
confronted with ,the first crisis in the

history of his ven-

/

ture. Farnum re-

fused to work for

a third interest in

the company, and
demanded pay in

lover, wi\

lie Dove
treasure

bold.

beautiful Bil-

as the priceless

of the pirate

C[ Doug Fairbanks as the

swashbuckling Blac\ Pi-

rate. Avast ye lubbers,

shiver the mainsheet,

pipe all hands to plum
duff or wal\ the plankj.

real money, claiming it was unethical for a
thespian to accept anything else for his ser-

vices unless he was playing in stock. Thus
Lasky and De Mille acquired fifty per cent,

of the holdings of the concern.

After many trials and tribulations that
first picture, "The Squaw Man," was fin-

ished and exhibited. The Lasky lot began
to feel growing pains. And now, as Lasky

says, the sun never sets on Paramount. Also, we might add,
neither does the federal trade commission.

But I am wandering from the moral I am trying to point
in showing how ten thousand dollars became a hundred
million. This Lasky gentleman is the moral. He stood
there before all that hard-boiled gang and dared to be human.

He betrayed his fondness for his fellow-
workers, and what is more, they betrayed
their fondness for him. He even shed a tear,

and the hard-boiled gang shed its insouciance,
which is not anything to be laughed at.

C[ ]ulia Faye is one of
the screen's best.
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he ban— keed you," she asserted. Wilson's still trying to find out what
be unwittingly called her— but neither Borg nor Miss Garbo will tell.

* *

It's quite the thing, nowadays, for film stars to have a "side-line" to their
profession of acting.

Anne Cornwall's is selling Scotch! No, no! Petite Anne has not turned
"lady bootlegger"! She is only marketing the numerous offspring of her
pedigreed Scottish terrier, "Sinful Annie." So far she has sold puppies to
Mae Busch, Allen and Lottie Pickford Forrest, and Matt Moore— and
Mary Pickford was so taken with the little fellows that she would have
purchased, too, if she were not going abroad soon.

Miss Cornwall has recently finished the leading feminine roles in two big
Universal special productions, "The Flaming Frontier," and "Under Western
S\ies."

' Julia Faye made up for
her part as a wic\ed
lady in "The Volga
Boatman."

John Gilbert watched

C[ Pauline Star\e is one

of the few actresses

who go in for aqua-
planing seriously. Here
she is hitched on to

her fast motorboat at

Coronado Beach.

Henrik Sartov, Lillian

Gish's cameraman,
uses elaborate methods to

obtain lighting effects. Dur-
ing the filming of "La Boheme,
him at the Metro'Goldwyn-Mayer studios as he or'

dered gauze after gauze thrown over the huge arc

lights to obtain a delicate shading.

"Guess we'll have to call this picture 'Seventeen

Silks'!" opined Gilbert.

Claire Windsor, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer beauty, who idolizes her
young son, Billy, says that the little fellow is developing an original sense

of humor. The other day she was giving a tea, when Billy stalked into

the room. His little pockets were bulging.

"What have you been doing?" she asked.

Billy looked over the assemblage. "I've got my pockets full of frogs!"

he announced.

He had, too!

Consternation reigned until Billy was removed, and his pets banished
from the Lytell residence.

* * *

M. K. Wilson, assistant director to Monta Bell, directing "Ibanez
Torrent" at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, won't put any more faith in
Swedish interpreters. He asked Sven Borg, language expert, for a polite
Swedish phrase with which to accost Greta Garbo, the Swedish screen
beauty playing opposite Ricardo Cortez in the picture.

Borg taught him a phrase that has to be sneezed rather than pronounced.
Wilson proudly repeated it to Miss Garbo. Her face darkened in wrath— then she realized what had happened, and smiled. "I theenk Mr. Borg

C[ Evelyn Brent in a pensive mood. YOU'd
he pensive too if you'd crac\ed as many
safes as Evelyn has. She's the slic\est

croo\ in pictures.
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Bebe Daniels is taking music les-

sons, and from no other than John
Philip Sousa. Of course, not really,

but Bebe did show the noted band-
master and composer that she knew
how to play a toy cornet on his

recent visit to the Paramount Holly-

wood studio. Sousa and his band not
only saw Miss Daniels, who is the

starring "Miss" of "Miss Brewster's

Millions", but also visited with Pola
Negri, Ernest Torrence, Jack Holt,

Esther Ralston and Noah Beery.
sfc &

Hollywood had one of the

warmest holiday seasons i n
years, which may or may not

account for the fact that Pola

Negri and her company hunt'

ed out the snow fields of the

High Sierras near Truckee,

Cal. The company indulged

in plenty of winter sports

while shooting scenes for the

star's latest vehicle, as yet
untitled.

# *

Just one more appearance
for Theodore Roberts on the

screen in a wheel chair, for the

predictions are that the grand old man of the cinema
will soon be able to work almost as of old. As a

preliminary he left on a short vaudeville tour of the

(( Joan Crawford excels in everything:
Charlestoning, acting, outdoor sports—and. needless to say, she won this
race she's set for.

C[ When you thin\ the cameraman is riding

the horse he really is sitting comfortahly
in a Pac\ard. A scene from the Fox pic-

ture "The Johnstown Flood." The old-

fashioned lady is Florence Gilbert.

Orpheum circuit playing his sketch "The Man Higher
Up". His most recent screen appearance was with Betty
Bronson and Ricardo Cortez, where he played the part
of a crippled father.

% !j! sj;

Carmel Myers will play Countess Dessano in the screen

version of "Toto", which John M. Stahl is directing for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Antonio
D'Algy has also been cast for the

same picture.

% & *

Sam Sax has contracted for the

appearance of Peter the Great,

the canine star, to appear exclu-

sively in Gotham productions.

The first will be "The Sign of the

Claw", written expressly for the

screen by L. A. Young and said

to present a new angle on dog
pictures, the entire action of the

story taking place in a big city

with the dog ' solving a mystery
which had baffled the police.

$ $ $

Bebe Daniels is recovering

rapidly from a badly bumped
head and a bruised body received

when she fell from her bicycle

during the filming of a picture.

Although she had a minor con-

cussion of the brain, Bebe was
able to resume her work before the camera within a week.

Henry King has left for New York to confer with
Samuel Goldwyn about the filming of "The Garden of

Allah". Norma Talmadge and Ronald Colman will head
the cast. Arrangements to take the technical staff to

Biskra, Africa, are under way.
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C[ Gossiping is not ex
clusively feminine
T^oah Beery and his

goat get all the dirt

via the bac\ fence,

too.

1
'n^en -thirty P. M., and just in from a Hollywood

Boulevard promenade, where the only one left

out in the brisk night air is a most fiery Mr.
Moon. Not another soul stirring, and there he

is, almost falling on poor old Hollywood. Most likely

he has an idea that the stars down below here in Holly
wood are brighter than his own neighbors in the sky.

Anyway, we're all jogging along

just as if the New Year hadn't

begun, the new Post Office hadn't

opened, and Sid Grauman and the

Warner Brothers hadn't offered big

doings at the laying of corner-

stones for two brand-new billion-

dollar theatres. NEW— that's us— starting 1926 with our heads
held higher'n the dickens and our
purpose clear and strong, even
though our feet may strike a few
nails in the walk!

And, oh boy, what a Christmas
for the house of Holt— 'way back
in the cold old New England state

of Maine, the entire family
of them! Even Jack got away
from studio work long enough to

be a kid again on the ice and snow!
And what do you think Tim told

me— and it's honest-to-goodness, cross-your-heart stuff?
Tim's a big fellow now, going on seven, and he and his
Grandpa went right out in the woods and cut down a
great, big, sixteen-foot Christmas tree all by themselves
and left it in the room by the great open fireplace for
Santy to trim. But Betty, who's only four, was glad to
get back to sunny California, 'cause she's so little and
couldn't stand the cold and ice and snow the way men

her mother and Grandmother Grif-

fin. Bebe's mother is \nown to
air the film fol\s as Phyllis and the
best scout ever.

Hollywood
like he and Gramp can— even though the wonders of

her snowy, chilly trip— especially the "Cwistmus twee

that Timmy cut"— have even "Peter Pan" and "Alice in

Wonderland" beat all hollow. After all, even though

East is East and West is West, when they meet they

seem to hit it off together pretty well.
* * *

Talking about nice Christmases

reminds me of what stopped to

pick me up on my way to the

Pickford-Fairbanks studio yester'

day. I think I'm going to have to

adopt Doug Fairbanks! Anyway,
a great, long shiny thing stopped,

and from its depths spoke up
young Mr. Doug, Jr. "Want a
lift?" says he. "Golly, Doug,"
says I, astounded, "where'd THIS
come from?" "Remember what
my Dad gave me last Christmas?"
says he. "Well, we turned that in,

and this is what we got for this

Christmas." "Do ya like it?"

gasps I. "All you've gotta do is

ask the man who owns one," an-

swers Doug, as we fairly sailed

along Santa Monica Boulevard to

his pop's studio. And say, it

wouldn't be so bad having a pop
like that, now would it?

* * . *

For a few days I figured that about the smartest person
in Hollywood was Gino Corrado, screen hero, heavy and
beau brummel. But I find that Gino is second, not first.

The other day Gino was very very late getting to the
De Mille studio where he's playing in "C. B.'s" "Volga
Boatman" and as he was hurrying to make up moments
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wrongfully spent getting those last

few morning winks, the Los Angeles
law, in the form of a speed cop,

interfered. Friend Officer started

admonishing, and at the same time,

was making out a "ticket," but
Gino, wildly gesticulating, an-

nounced in accents loud and joyous,
"Don't stop me! Don't stop me!
It's a boy! It's a boy! I have to

go fast!" "Oh, well, if that's the
case," replied Friend Officer, "go
right along!" And so, for two solid

days, I figured Gino about the
smartest man in Hollywood. But I

met him again. Solemnly he
brought from his pocket a letter.

"Mr. Gino Corrado.

"Dear Sir: You can fool some
of the policemen part of the
time and some of the policemen
all of the time, but remember this, young man, you can't fool
all of us all of the time. And by the way, were you after beino-
late for Mr. C. B.?

Leatrice and one of her
chief "Joys" in life besides
her baby.

Good morning to you,

"The Cop.

And now what do you think of our Los Angeles police force?

She went and did it without even telling me— this wicked
leading lady of the blond hair and blue eyes! You all know now
whom I've been talking about for so many months— the young
lady who left without telling me yea or nay. How many of you
guessed that it was Esther Ralston? Or hadn't you even suspected?
And now that you know, isn't it funny you didn't
think of her all along? Yes, they're back from their
honeymoon, and Esther is the smilingest, happiest bride
in all the whole, wide world. Here's to you, Esther,
with a car-load of luck and a shoe-full of chicks thrown
in for good measure!

C[ Two Great Danes —
Carl and Bo jo. Carl
Dane won favor as

"Slim" in "The Big
Parade." -

Harold Lloyd ma\ing scenes for his first

Paramount picture, tentatively called
"For Heavens' Sake."
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preserve him for the sake of posterity!" she announced. Every one
at the table laughed. Nope, not one of 'cm would ever think of
lighting three cigarettes from one mafcch! Then laughingly up spoke
a dark-haired youth— Russell Ritchie, all togged out as a Russian
officer.

"Oh, if you think that's funny, listen to this one," he said.

''When I started this picture (he meant "The Volga Boatman"),
I was sharing my room with another fellow. The first morning of
the first day's work, I walked into the place, sat down at my dress-

C[ Margaret Livingston stepped
from nowhere right into the

limelight. Fox is starring

her in "A Trip to China-
town."

How are we going to take Rudolph in "The
Sons of the Shei\"? Can he ever hope to repeat

his success of "The Shei\," or is he taking a ter-

rible, terrible chance? There's one thing pretty

sure. We certainly can't go around saying, in-

stead of "He's some Sheik," "My, but he's some
Son of a Sheik!" Can we?

You have to be hotsy-totsy

these days to tell 'em from one
day to another in Hollywood.
Wigs, of course, usually show,
and you don't have to be such

a Sherlock, but when one day
they're blond and the next
brunette, it's a wise director

who knows his own players!

If it stopped with us females,

we might call it "feminine
curiosity," but it's even spread-

ing to the lesser (apologies)

sex, too. All they have to do
now to make the thing com-
plete is to keep the color of

their dogs and cars matching
the color of their hair!

There were six of us hav-
ing luncheon at the cafeteria.

All were screen players but
one, who was a newspaper
woman. Luncheon over, cig-

arettes out, Victor Var-
coni starting lighting up.
With two set, Victor
just naturally put out
the match and lighted a
new one for the third —
William Boyd's cigar-

ette. It happened the
same way all along the
table. Then the news-
paper woman spoke up:
"If I ever saw an actor

who'd light three cigar-

ettes from one match I

think I'd grab him and
78

' Yes, it is hard
to guess, but
that's howthey
I o o \ in the

Bal\ans. An-
tonio Moreno
has the lead

opposite Mar'
ion Davies in
" Beverly o f

Graustark."

,
Farina— staunchest of Pathe's live
ly gang of \iddies— whose identity
and sex is as vague as that of Zip
at Coney Island.

ing-table, and started to whistle. Say, without a
word that boy took down his make-up kit,

packed up his things, and started toward the
door. I couldn't imagine what had struck him
and asked him his trouble. 'For the love of
Mike,' he answered, 'you don't think for a min-
ute I'd stay in this room, do you, after you
sitting there whistling like that? Why, I'd never
get another job this year if I did.' And golly,
if he didn't mean it, too. He had another room

given him, and I'd be willing to bet any-
one that before he'd have stayed there
with me, he'd have dressed on the stage."

* * * ,

Line forms to the right for Rod La
Rocque's 1926 Christmas. Rod has
started something! All day before Christ-
mas, Rod was giving "presints," and
with every present to the gentler sex,
went a sound Christmas smack. Things
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A SALE BY MAI L
SIXTEEN
LATEST

CHARLESTONS
FoxTrots andSongs

OnEfcht ^%QO
Full Size V* l^ff
10-Inch
Double-Faced
Records

FOR
ALL

HewImproved

Here isWhat You Get
1ARLEST0N YOUR BLUES )

AWAY I

BROWN EYES WHY ARE /

BLUE
|

CHARLESTON LADY
I'M SITTIN' ON TOP OF )

THE WORLD
|

DO THAT CHARLESTON, )

DINAH
\

REMEMBER
CHARLESTON MAD
I WISH'T 1 WAS IN PEORIA

Charleston Fox Trot

Fox Trot
{Vocal Chorus)

Charleston Fox Trot
Fox Trot

(Vocal Chorus)

Charleston Fox Trot

Tenor Solo
Charleston Fox Trot
Fox Trot

(Vocal Chorus)

SHOW ME THE WAY TO GO )

HOME (

THEN I'LL BE HAPPY ....
SOMETIME Waltz
THE LONESOMEST GIRL IN ]

TOWN |

DOWN BEHIND THE HILL . .

THAT CERTAIN PARTY . . .

WAIT TILL THE SUN )

SHINES AGAIN 1

BAM BAM BAMMY SHORE . .

Fox Trot (Vocal Chorus)

Fox Trot (Vocal Chorus)

Baritone Solo

Baritone Solo

Male Duet

Tenor Solo

Fox Trot. (Vocal Chorus)

FREE -Charleston Dance Instructions
Here are the very latest Broadway Hits—including the newest Charlestons, Fox

Trots and Songs. New Improved Recordings—better than any phonograph records

you ever heard before. SIXTEEN selections—8 Double Face full size 10-INCII
records—all for only $2.98. These are BRAND NEW records—not damaged or

used! $6 Value. With each set of these wonderful records we will include complete
illustrated Charleston Dance Instructions, prepared especially for us by Oscar Dur-
yea, President of the American National Assn. Masters of Dancing.

Send No Money
Never before has there such a money

By manufacturing in SETS ONLY and
customer, therefore, saves the usual 50

NATIONAL MUSIC LOVERS, Inc.,
Dept. 53, 327 V/est 36th Street, N. Y. C.

Please send me for 10 days' trial your collection
of eisht new "National" records containing 16
very latest Charlestons, songs, fox trots and waltzes.

theI will pa
charges
purcha

Tefunrl my monei

;tman only $2.98 plus delivery
This is not to be considered a
I reserve the light to return
within 10 days and you wilt
Also include free, complete

instructions for dancing the Charleston.
U. ,S. $3,50, cash with order.

)

(Outside

•-saving bargain in latest HITS. How can it be done?
selling DIRECT TO PHONOGRAPH OWNERS. Each
per cent allowed to dealers and jobbers.

Let us send you this complete set of SIX-
TEEN selections for 10 days' trial. Judge for— yourself. Don't send a penny now. Just mail

I the coupon or a letter. When the package arrives,
give the postman $2.98 plus a few pennies for
delivery charges, then TRY THE RECORDS. If
you are not completely satisfied, SEND THE SET
BACK, and every penny vou have paid will be
refunded AT ONCE. Remember, if you act
promptly complete illustrated instructions for danc-
ing the Charleston will be included with vour set

i National Music Lovers, Inc.

1 327 West 36th St. Dept. 53 New York City



went okay until a young lady from the Wardrobe Depart-
ment came to Rod's party. First, the smack, and then,
before Rod had a chance to hand out the gift, up spoke
young America:

"Oh, Mr. La Rocque"— coyly and shyly — "d-d-d-d-do
it again, and you won't have to give me any present," came
the very, very low answer.

Rod, how could you!!
* * *

Two doughboys were invited to one of the most
lavish and costly luncheons ever prepared by the most
exclusive Hollywood caterers. The elite of Holly-
wood were present. Soft music played. Oriental
rugs covered the floors and hung on the walls, and
expensive flowers were everywhere around the room.
In all that gorgeousness, the two silly doughboys, in
the midst of the guests, pulled forth two tin lunch
pails and started munching two lunches. Nonsense,
pure nonsense, thought up by two lovable nonsense-
makers, Raymond Hatton and Wallace Beery, just to
make somebody laugh. And with Wallace leaving
for the wild and woolly shores of Africa, what will
poor Raymond do all alone in Hollywood?

V * * *

Mary Pickford says that she's discovered the abso-
lutely ideal way to reduce. Pack a good husky
youngster on your back all day long, and presto, the
deed is done. When first Mary started toting Mary
Louise Miller on her back, the back almost broke,
but now that her muscles have hardened, she finds
Mary Louise, the curly-haired "Scraps" baby, a mere
bag of feathers. And "America's Sweetheart" weighs
less than a hundred pounds!

Wish I looked like one of the shining stars— or,

jat least, wish I looked enough like one of them so
jthat clothes and make-up could do some more and
.get me a couple of weeks' work looking like whoever
(I could look like! If such were the case, I'd be traip-
sing along in the fashion parade of "Miss Brewster's
Million," wearing million-dollar clothes and feeling

When the children go into the movies the school must go right
along with them. Here is an open air class for \iddies who
too\ part in one of the tremendous mob scenes for "Ben Hur."

C[ One as lovely as Marion is

considered enough for any
family, but the Davies family

can boast of at least two.

Marion Davies and her sister

Rosemary, who has just em'
bar\ed upon a picture career

of her own.

silky and rich! Anyway,
most of the time those who
do look like the stars can't

get in their pictures, so that

that just about evens it up
all around!

* * *

Announcement comes
that Ford Sterling will be

the big monkey-monk in a

picture especially bought and
written for him, and it brings

back old memories. Remem-
ber a Mack Sennett comedy
—

• oh, it must be very near

six or seven years ago! —
where Ford does a shimmy
dance?
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M. J. McGowan _

Chief Chemist

ist discovers

Now you can reduce any or every part of your figure with
amazing new Reducing Cream which melts away excess fat
—slenderizing the figure to perfectproportions without drugs,
strenuous exercise, rubber suits or painful denial ofany kind.

Milady! If you have a single ounce

of unwelcome flesh on your figure

—

!
here's good news for you._ Getting

thin is now pleasurably simple and
easy for anyone.

For I, M. J. McGowan, after five

years of tireless research, have made
;

the discovery you have all been wait-

ing for. At last I can tell you how
to reduce quickly, comfortably

—

without the bother of tiresome exer-

cises, without the boredom of stupid

diet, without resorting to enervating

salt baths, without rubber suits or

belts, or my advice isn't going to

cost you one single penny.

My discovery I call Reducine

—

McGowan's Reducine. It is not a
medicine, a bath salt or a course of

useless gymnastics. No—Reducine
is a pleasant Cream that you can

IDEAL FIGURE CHART

*A Slender neck

k|\ 35'
- Well proportioned bust

m) 25
'

A trim waist

36" Slim hips

I 23V/
,
Perfectly modeled thighs

/ 14V2
°

- Graceful calf

/ Wz° Dainty ankles

apply in the privacy of your own
room, patting it gently onto the parts

you want to slenderize and promptly
you will notice a change. A harmless chem-
ical reaction takes place, during which the

excess fat is literally dissolved away, leav-

ing the figure slim and properly rounded,

giving the lithe grace to the body every

man and woman desires.

Complete 21-Day Treatment

Results Guaranteed or

Money Back

No matter how much or how little over-

weight you are, I guarantee that my Reduc-

ing Cream will reduce any, or every part of

your body, quickly, surely. I do not merely

promise these results— I guarantee them.

Even one jar of Reducine often effects aston-

ishing weight reduction. But the complete

treatment consists of three jars—used over

a period of 21 days.

In prescribing three jars of the McGowan
Reducine, I am prescribing a complete re-

ducing treatment for permanent reducing.

You will see results from the outset—but

three jars will make these results complete.

A Fresh Jar Sent Every 7 Days

3 Jars in All

I do not send all three jars at once—for

Reducine, to be more efficient, should be

used when it is fresh. That is why I will

not sell it in drug or department stores.

Because of the perishable nature of its

reducing ingredient, I insist that you get

only the freshly compounded product—put

out under my direct and personal super-

vision. You need not pay in advance—each

jar is sent C. O. D.

/ Take All the Risk— You Are
the Sole Judge

When you realize that many imitations of

Reducine are now being sold at from $3.50
to $5 a jar, at retail, you will realize how
astoundingly low is the price we ask. This
price is made possible only by the fact that
we supply you direct from the laboratory,
cutting out the middleman's profit.

Send No Money—Just Sign

the Coupon

I am not going to ask you to send one penny
with your order. Just sign the coupon and
mail it to me today . Your first one-pound
jar of Reducine will go forward at once by
return mail—and you can pay the postman
$2.47 (plus few cents postage). 7 days later,

the second jar will be sent C. O. D. $2.47

(plus postage), and 7 days later—the third

jar—C. O. D. $2,47 (plus postage).

THE McGOWAN LABORATORIES,
710 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 157, Chicago, 111.

Dear Mr. McGowan: I am willing to let you prove
to me, at your expense, that your Reducing Cream
will remove all surplus flesh from my figure—in 2 I

days' time. Please enroll me for your complete 21-

day treatment—send me the first 1-pound jar of
Reducine at once; the second, 7 days later, and
the third, 14 days later. I will pay the postman
$2.47 (plus few cents postage) for each jar as it

arrives. It is understood that the full amount will

be refunded to me at the completion of the treat-

ment, if it has not reduced my figure.

Name-

Address

If you prefer to remit for the entire treatment in

advance, you may enclose $7 with coupon, and the

three jars of Reducine will be sent postpaid—one
every 7 days—for the 21-day treatment.
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Don't Blame Her
— she lived 40
years too soon!

By Echel K. Bannister, Qraduate Nurse

Many of woman's woes can be summed up
in one word—IGNORANCE!
As the mother in Frank Wiedekind's great
drama "Spring's Awakening" cried in an-
guish, "Had my mother only told me!" even
so in this day many women are the victims
of false prudery, unenlightenment and old-
fashioned custom.

But the spirit of the age encourages frank-
ness and revealment— and the prime causes
of much of woman's discomforts, weaknesses
and loss of beauty and happiness can now
become her property.

Personal cleanliness and daintiness are as
essential to preserve health, activity, happi-
ness and charm as dental hygiene. For deli-

cate internal membranes lie in folds, and
within these folds germs and bacteria find
easy lodgment. Hence methodical cleansing
is necessary—from the buoyant days of girl-

hood to the twilight of life.

The Marvel Hygienic or Whirling Spray was
designed by science to preserve internal
cleanliness. And I know of no instrument
that does it so well or so effectively. By its

whirling spray action the membranes are
dilated and smoothed out so that every crevice
is flushed clean. Medication is thorough and
complete. There is no danger of injury. And
any reputable antiseptic or germicide can be
used without harm to bulb or tube.

Send for Booklet—Read the virile and forceful facts

on feminine hygiene as set forth by a prominent phy-
sician. These are available in a booklet which we have
printed. A copy will come to you in a social correspon-
dence envelope on receipt of the signed coupon below.

The famous Marvel Sfray is obtainable at

any drug store for $3.50. Should your local

druggist not have U, send direct to us.

THE MARVEL COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.
<Bvt : a®
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relates Miss Costello. "Only six months
ago, sister Helene and I were playing the
large eastern cities with George White's
'Scandals.' I adore the stage, and Mr.
White was lovely to us, and we hadn't a
thought of making a change. In Chicago,
when I came into the dark theater one
night and went toward my dressing-room,

I gathered up the usual pile of letters in

my box, a few of them from friends and
the rest the usual ads from beauty shops
and fur stores who want theatrical patron-

age. There was also a brief note from the

Warner Brothers of Hollywood asking me
to go to a Chicago studio and have a test

made. I flipped the note down on my
dressing-table and asked the girls in the

company how many of them had received

similar notes. When I found that only a

few including my sister Helene had been
asked for tests, the note assumed a little

more importance. Even then, I hadn't
thought seriously of wasting a day at a

studio for something I was sure would come
to nothing. Mother took the summons
more seriously and said I had better go and
have one as it might eventually lead to

something good. The test made me ner-

vous and ill at ease. Tests for make-up and
costumes and all the other necessary tests

which the studios demand still affect me
that way. I have never become accustomed
to them. I guess some of this dislike crept

into my face when my first one was made,
and so when they looked at the strip of

film in Hollywood they thought I'd make a

great vampire."

With little experience in handling big

roles, Dolores Costello has in the past few
months been cast in "Bobbed Hair," a War-
ner picture starring Marie Prevost. She
was then loaned to the Fox Company for a

part opposite Edmund Lowe in "Greater
than a Crown." And next came one of
the plums of the year. She was selected

to play opposite John Barrymore in "The
Sea Beast." The other studios, always
watching the progress of newly discovered
material, began a bid for her services. The
finest opportunity of them all came from
Famous Players-Lasky for the title role in

"The Mannequin," the picturization of the
Liberty Magazine prize story which award-
ed $50,000 to its winner, Fannie Hurst.

James Cruze, director of "The Covered
Wagon" and other noteworthy features,

was scheduled to direct "The Mannequin,"
destined to be one of the most talked of
pictures of the year. To be asked to enact

the title role in such a feature was quite

as important an honor as to be cast oppo-
site John Barrymore in "The Sea Beast."

For one actress to be awarded two such
important roles is a miracle which doesn't

happen in Hollywood every day. A J.

Stuart Blackton picture, "Bride of the

Storm," will be Miss Costello's next feature.

To be sniffling with a horrid cold and
still be dainty and lovely and attractive is

a feat indeed. Dolores Cosello, the day I

lunched with her at Montmarte, proved that

a charming personality can survive the most
persistently ailing cherub of a nose. The
scenario writer who adapted "The Sea
Beast," you see, had sat in his cosy, warm
office and conceived lots of ocean shots and
others in the tank on the studio lot. And
in October this year, we had one week of
weather so cold that even native California
Chamber of Commerce members admit they
remember it. And, of course, that was the
week Dolores Costello, a newcomer in our
clime, was asked to do retakes in the cold,

cold tank. More ocean shots and winter
swimming were required at Laguna Beach

for "Bride of the Storm." Hence, the cold;

but not a complaint did I hear, for she likes

the films so well that she's sure a reluctant
body will soon adapt itself to all the winter
flood and storm pictures the directors want
to do!

I'm sure she has heaps of natural artistic

ability, for I have noticed that the girls in

the films who lack it seem to depend all too
much on set-looking, brilliantined marcels,
shiny pointed fingernails and frocks which
fit just so. Dolores' light, fine hair with its

lovely lights of reddish coloring is fluffy

and caught up with a natural carelessness

which adds interest to her sensitive face.

Her gray-blue eyes are fringed by long,

dark lashes and she uses so little color on
cheeks and lips that you'd be in a dilemma
as to whether there really was any there at

all or not. She is girlishly slender, soon to

develop into the tall, willowy type of wo-
man, and her every move is graceful. I

don't think she has a passion for clothes.

If they bring her a dozen lovely frocks at

the studio and tell her she is to wear these

in the next feature, I am sure she would
admire the lovely things and feel a sort of

glorified happiness in wearing them. But
as for chasing yardage and baubles in a

desire to be a clothes-horse, I think she'd

conclude it wasn't worth while.

I have not met sister Helene but I under-

stand she has dark hair and greenish-gray

eyes and is shorter and plumper than Do-
lores. It looks as though Helene was to

have a noteworthy career of her very own,
too, for she has been cast opposite Ken-
neth Harlan in "Range of Big Pine," is now
with Lowell Sherman in "The Love Toy,"
and is to have a part in the next Barry-

more feature.

When they weren't wishing for some-

thing else, New York stage managers of a

decade ago used to hope to find very young
and pretty actresses who showed none of

the wear and tear of years of arduous stage

work, but who were perfectly able to do all

types of emotional work. It couldn't be

done, and they would throw up their hands

and phone an agency to send over an ac-

tress they could depend upon to do the

work. Picture producers of today have

their wants, too. They want youth without

the attendant drawbacks of silly conceit,

laziness or a yearning for night life. They
hope for a finished young player who-

doesn't have to go through the molding of

character and purpose throes. They're hard

to find, but some of the youngsters in Hol-

lywood, including Miss Costello, seem to-

have their feet on the ground. Jealousy,

envy or greed seem no part of Dolores'

make-up. She shows none of that cheap lust

for fame which is the magnet attracting

many people to the films. A modest ambition

to do good work seems to satisfy her. And
money? "I would like a good car," says

Dolores, "later on." But she doesn't say

it is to be blue with yellow fenders, or be

upholstered just so and so. Her car, I am
sure, will be a good utility vehicle to save

time and strength and serve the purpose of

her work and not her vanity.

I was surprised that so young a girl

should have shaken off any shackling social

ambitions. She doesn't seem to care to gad

about like other youths. Oh, yes, she has

been over to the Ambassador and down to

the Biltmore once or twice for tea, and I

believe one evening within six months, to a

dance. That is all. She lunches some with

Bebe Daniels and some of the other studio

players whom she knew in New York, but

aside from those innocent diversions, the
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I have reached the mountain top of my ambition. I have made

a great deal of money. I have built up my body to almost physical

perfection. And now I can do the thing I always have desired—

I can distribute to every man and woman the amazing secret that

has brought me health, happiness, and money, and thus do a work

that will be of perpetual benefit to mankind. Accept my wonderful

free offer by simply mailing the coupon below.

DAVID V. BUSH
America's Foremost
Lecturer and Author

on Psychology

F you are discouraged and blue—if you thousands more were

want to get out of the rut and glimpse turned away from the

• a fresh, heartening view of achievement great theatres and audi-

toriums because even

these vast halls could

not accommodate a

fraction of those who
are eager to hear the

amazing secret of my
success!

And almost imme-
diately after each lee

ture came reports of as-

-lf you want to climb to even greater

eights than you even had hoped for—if

ou want to be free from nervousness, wor-

ies and mental depression—if you want to

Dnquer fear, timidity and self-consciousness

-if you long for business advancement, so-

ial conquests and robust, glowing, vibrant

ealth—then here is the most amazing mes-

age you've ever read!

For, no matter what your ailment—re-

ardless of how long you've been in a rut tomshmg results, bick,

lentally or physically—no matter how many worn-out men and
ther methods have failed to help you—I women had regained

uarantee to show you the way to obtain their old-time energy

obust health—nerve vitality—mental power and vitality; men and

nd real joyous happiness. What's more, women whose lives

can show you the easy, quick, sure way to were almost wrecked

lake more money than perhaps you ever by long-drawn out ner-

xpected! vous anc* physical ail'

' ments had overcome

^Jo Mystery — No Guess Work their troubles and be-

There is nothing mysterious, nothing hard
gf

n
.

walking about in

3 understand about my method. It's simply
hcalth ™ lth

'he result of my 20 years intensive study and hardly a trace of anV

xperience. I was once a poor, ailing mini'

ter. Today I have plenty of money, glow-

ig health and hosts of friends. And I did

: all by simply harnessing a powerful, dy-

namic, elemental force within me—a health-

ringing, money-getting force which you,
i.65

j i- vi. ,. A„,A„ar„ lumped the barrier and climbed into posi
do, can now deveolp without any drudgery, > f

xperiment or tedious waiting—without cost
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aches or pains.

But perhaps the most
remarkable reports of

all come from people who have been helped
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women who were in a rut for years have
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/ mistakes or any trusting to blind chance

—without any lessons to practice or any

lagic catch-words to repeat or without any

xercise, discomfort or self-denial!

Amazing Results Come Quickly

The moment you apply my marvelous new
eachings you experience a sensation of

>ower, mental alertness and physical well'

eing. You begin to think straight and tures in all the big cities that many thous-

uickly; you eliminate discordant or nega- ands of people from other parts of the coun-

tve thoughts; you banish worry, nervous- try who could not possibly attend, have

^ess, fear; you overcome timidity, self-con- urged me to write a book revealing my
ciousness and self-pity; you acquire charm secret of power.
nd magnetic personality, you become cour- This I have done in an absorbing, inter-

tions paying double or triple their former

salaries. And thousands of others whose

lives were continually harrassed by dark

fears, worries, unhappiness— have acquired

the secret of mental poise and courage, have

banished the negative qualities that kept

them back and have emerged from near-

failure to complete and glorious success!

Read My Secret FREE
So great has been the demand for my lee

raised overnight— big

business deals have been
put over — new ideas

have been created —

•

new plans that meant
thousands of dollars

have been formulated

—simply as a result of

a single reading of por'

tions of the astonishing

volume!
If you seek the pow-

er to sway men and
women to think as you
do—if you want to

overcome obstacles that

hold you back—if you
want the secrets o f

making people like you
—if you long for life's

luxuries— love — con'

tentment— and robust,

glowing health — then

don't miss this big

chance of reading this

marvelous book

—

FREE!
Be the sole judge.

Mail the coupon and
the book will be sent

at once. Simply read it for 5 days and at

the end of that time if you find it the most
inspiring, most valuable means to obtain
health, wealth and ^0^.
happiness send us
only $3.50. Other-
wise return the book
and you will not owe
me a penny. But be-

gin to enjoy the bene-
fit of this amazing
new power at once.
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day. David V. Bush,
Publisher, Dept. 603,
225 N. Michigan
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geous, strong and confident; you surmount
11 obstacles, avoid mistakes, overcome hered-

;ary handicaps—you tap the reservoirs of

mazing unused powers within you— and
lake yourself a king among men!

estmg volume entitled "APPLIED PSY-
CHOLOGY AND SCIENTIFIC LIVING".
It is a book which has lifted thousands of

men out of mediocrity and placed them into

a stage of triumphant happiness. Many have
When I first began revealing my method headed for fortunes from the powers and

a public lectures, thousands came from inspiration gained from just a few pages of

;reat distances to hear them — but many this wonderful volume. Salaries have been
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Don't Blame Her
— she lived 40
years too soon!

By Ethel K. Bannister. Qraduaie Nurse

Many of woman's woes can be summed up
in one word—IGNORANCE!
As rhe mother in Frank Wiedekind's great
drama "Spring's Awakening" cried in an-
guish, "Had my mother only told me!" even
so in this day many women are the victims
of false prudery, unenlightenment and old-
fashioned custom.

But the spirit of the age encourages frank-
ness and revealment— and the prime causes
of much of woman's discomforts, weaknesses
and loss of beauty and happiness can now
become her property.

Personal cleanliness and daintiness are as
essential to preserve health, activity, happi-
ness and charm as dental hygiene. For deli-

cate internal membranes lie in folds, and
within these folds germs and bacteria find
easy lodgment. Hence methodical cleansing
is necessary—from the buoyant days of girl-

hood to the twilight of life.

The Marvel Hygienic or Whirling Spray was
designed by science to preserve internal
cleanliness. And I know of no instrument
that does it so well or so effectively. By its

whirling spray action the membranes are
dilated and smoothed out so that every crevice
is flushed clean. Medication is thorough and
complete. There is no danger of injury. And
any reputable antiseptic or germicide can be
used without harm to bulb or tube.

Send for Booh let—Read the virile and forceful facts

on feminine hygiene as set forth by a prominent phy-
sician. These are available in a booklet which we have
printed. A copy will come to you in a social correspon-
dence envelope on receipt of the signed coupon below.

The famous Marvel Spray is obtainable at

any drug store for $3.50. Should your local

druggist not have it, send direct 10 us.

THE MARVEL COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.
-ifS>
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era

relates Miss Costello. "Only .six months
ago, sister Helene and I were playing the
large eastern cities with George White's
'Scandals.' I adore the stage, and Mr.
White was lovely to us, and we hadn't a
thought of making a change. In Chicago,
when I came into the dark theater one
night and went toward my dressing-room,

I gathered up the usual pile of letters in

my box, a few of them from friends and
the rest the usual ads from beauty shops
and fur stores who want theatrical patron-

age. There was also a brief note from the

Warner Brothers of Hollywood asking me
to go to a Chicago studio and have a test

made. I flipped the note down on my
dressing-table and asked the girls in the
company how many of them had received
similar notes. When I found that only a

few including my sister Helene had been
asked for tests, the note assumed a little

more importance. Even then, I hadn't
thought seriously of wasting a day at a

studio for something I was sure would come
to nothing. Mother took the summons
more seriously and said I had better go and
have one as it might eventually lead to

something good. The test made me ner-

vous and ill at ease. Tests for make-up and
costumes and all the other necessary tests

which the studios demand still affect me
that way. I have never become accustomed
to them. I guess some of this dislike crept

into my face when my first one was made,
and so when they looked at the strip of
film in Hollywood they thought I'd make a

great vampire."

With little experience in handling big
roles, Dolores Costello has in the past few
months been cast in "Bobbed Hair," a War-
ner picture starring Marie Prevost. She
was then loaned to the Fox Company for a
part opposite Edmund Lowe in "Greater
than a Crown." And next came one of
the plums of the year. She was selected
to play opposite John Barrymore in "The
Sea Beast." The other studios, always
watching the progress of newly discovered
material, began a bid for her services. The
finest opportunity of them all came from
Famous Players-Lasky for the title role in
"The Mannequin," the picturization of the
Liberty Magazine prize story which award-
ed $50,000 to its winner, Fannie Hurst.
James Cruze, director of "The Covered
Wagon" and other noteworthy features,

was scheduled to direct "The Mannequin,"
destined to be one of the most talked of
pictures of the year. To be asked to enact
the title role in such a feature was quite
as important an honor as to be cast oppo-
site John Barrymore in "The Sea Beast."
For one actress to be awarded two such
important roles is a miracle which doesn't
happen in Hollywood every day. A J.

Stuart Blackton picture, "Bride of the
Storm," will be Miss Costello's next feature.

To be sniffling with a horrid cold and
Still be dainty and lovely and attractive is

a feat indeed. Dolores Cosello, the day I

lunched with her at Montmarte, proved that
'a charming personality can survive the most
persistently ailing cherub of a nose. The
scenario writer who adapted "The Sea
Beast," you see, had sat in his cosy, warm
office and conceived lots of ocean shots and
others in the tank on the studio lot. And
in October this year, we had one week of
weather so cold that even native California
Chamber of Commerce members admit they
remember it. And, of course, that was the
week Dolores Costello, a newcomer in our
clime, was asked to do retakes in the cold,
cold tank. More ocean shots and winter
swimming were required at Laguna Beach

for "Bride of the Storm." Hence, the cold;

but not a complaint did I hear, for she likes

the films so well that she's sure a reiuctant

body will soon adapt itself to all the winter
flood and storm pictures the directors want
to do!

I'm sure she has heaps of natural artistic

ability, for I have noticed that the girls in

the films who lack it seem to depend all too
much on set-looking, brilliantined marcels,
shiny pointed fingernails and frocks which
fit just so. Dolores' light, fine hair with its

lovely lights of reddish coloring is fluffy

and caught up with a natural carelessness

which adds interest to her sensitive face.

Her gray-blue eyes are fringed by long,

dark lashes and she uses so little color on
cheeks and lips that you'd be in a dilemma
as to whether there really was any there at

all or not. She is girlishly slender, soon to

develop into the tall, willowy type of wo-
man, and her every move is graceful. I

don't think she has a passion for clothes.

If they bring her a dozen lovely frocks at

the studio and tell her she is to wear these

in the next feature, I am sure she would
admire the lovely things and feel a sort of

glorified happiness in wearing them. But
as for chasing yardage and baubles in a 1

desire to be a clothes-horse, I think she'd

conclude it wasn't worth while.

I have not met sister Helene but I under-
stand she has dark hair and greenish-gray

eyes and is shorter and plumper than Do-
lores. It looks as though Helene was to

have a noteworthy career of her very own,
too, for she has been cast opposite Ken-
neth Harlan in "Range of Big Pine," is now
with Lowell Sherman in "The Love Toy,"
and is to have a part in the next Barry-

more feature.

When they weren't wishing for some-

thing else, New York stage managers of a

decade ago used to hope to find very young
and pretty actresses who showed none of

the wear and tear of years of arduous stage

work, but who were perfectly able to do all

types of emotional work. It couldn't be.

done, and they would throw up their hands
and phone an agency to send over an ac-

tress they could depend upon to do the

work. Picture producers of today have
their wants, too. They want youth without

the attendant drawbacks of silly conceit,

laziness or a yearning for night life. They
hope for a finished young player who
doesn't have to go through the molding of

character and purpose throes. They're hard
to find, but some of the youngsters in Hol-

lywood, including Miss Costello, seem to>

have their feet on the ground. Jealousy,

envy or greed seem no part of Dolores"

make-up. She shows none of that cheap lust

for fame which is the magnet attracting

many people to the films. A modest ambition

to do good work seems to satisfy her. And
money? "I would like a good car," says

Dolores, "later on." But she doesn't say

it is to be blue with yellow fenders, or be
upholstered just so and so. Her car, I am
sure, will be a good utility vehicle to save

time and strength and serve the purpose of

her work and not her vanity.

I was surprised that so young a girl

should have shaken off any shackling social

ambitions. She doesn't seem to care to gad
about like other youths. Oh, yes, she has

been over to the Ambassador and down to

the Biltmore once or twice for tea, and I

believe one evening within six months, to a

dance. That is all. She lunches some with
Bebe Daniels and some of the other studio

players whom she knew in New York, but
aside from those innocent diversions, the
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! I have reached the mountain top of my ambition. I have made

a great deal of money. I have built up my body to almost physical

perfection. And now I can do the thing I always have desired—

I can distribute to every man and woman the amazing secret that

has brought me health, happiness, and money, and thus do a work

that will be of perpetual benefit to mankind. Accept my wonderful

free offer by simply mailing the coupon below.

IF
you are discouraged and blue—if you thousands more were

want to get out of the rut and glimpse turned away from the

a fresh, heartening view of achievement great theatres and audi'

—if you want to climb to even greater toriums because even

heights than you even had hoped for—if these vast halls could

you want to be free from nervousness, wor- not accommodate a

ries and mental depression—if you want to fraction of those who

conquer fear, timidity and self-consciousness are eager to hear the

—if you long for business advancement, so- amazing secret of my

cial conquests and robust, glowing, vibrant success!

health—then here is the most amazing mes- And almost imme-

sage you've ever read! diately after each lee

For, no matter what your ailment—re- ture came reports of as-

gardless of how long you've been in a rut tonishing results. Sick,

mentally or physically—no matter how many worn-out men and
other methods have failed to help you—I women had regained

guarantee to show you the way to obtain their old-time energy

robust health—nerve vitality—mental power and vitality; men and

and real joyous happiness. What's more, women whose lives

I can show you the easy, quick, sure way to were almost wrecked

make more money than perhaps you ever by long-drawn out ner'

expected! vous and physical ail-

ments had overcome

No Mystery — No Guess Work their troubles and be-

There is nothing mysterious, nothing hard
gf

n
.

walking about in

thod. It's simply glorious health with
hardly a trace 01 any
aches or pains.

But perhaps the most
remarkable reports of

all come from people who have been helped

in business and in social life. Men and
women who were in a rut for years have

jumped the barrier and climbed into posi-

tions paying double or triple their former

salaries. And thousands of others whose
lives were continually harrassed by dark

fears, worries, unhappiness— have acquired

the secret of mental poise and courage, have

banished the negative qualities that kept

them back and have emerged from near-

failure to complete and glorious success!

Read My Secret FREE
So great has been the demand for my lec

PARTIAL LIST
of CONTENTS

Psycho-Analysis and the Subconscious

How to Have Amazing Memory
How to Destroy Fear—Man's Worst
Enemy — Hie Unseen World

What Is Love and How to Keep It

How to Develop Personality

How to Be Popular
How to Overcome Failure and Ad-

verse Environment
How to Be Beautiful Through Mys-

terious Force
Vibration — How to Win Success

—

How to Conquer Illness

Poverty a Disease—How to Over-
come It

How to Double Your Efficiency

Visualization — How to Make Your
Dreams Come True

The Mastery of Fate
How to Use Suggestion for Health,

Success and Happiness
The Greatest Law in the Universe,

Just Lately Discovered, and How
to Use It

What the World Owes You and
How to Get It

After This Life What — What Is

God?
Smile, Smile, Smile
Psychology of Health — Building

the Body Beautiful — Long Life

and Full of Pep

to understand about my me
the result of my 20 years intensive study and

experience. I was once a poor, ailing mini-

ster. Today I have plenty of money, glow-

ing health and hosts of friends. And I did

it all by simply harnessing a powerful, dy
namic, elemental force within me—a health-

bringing, money-getting force which you,

too, can now deveolp without any drudgery,

experiment or tedious waiting—without cost-

ly mistakes or any trusting to blind chance

—without any lessons to practice or any
magic catch-words to repeat or without any
exercise, discomfort or self-denial!

Amazing Results Come Quickly

The moment you apply my marvelous new
teachings you experience a sensation of

power, mental alertness and physical well-

being. You begin to think straight and tures in all the big cities that many thous-

quickly; you eliminate discordant or nega- ands of people from other parts of the coun-

tive thoughts; you banish worry, nervous- try who could not possibly attend, have
ness, fear; you overcome timidity, self-con- urged me to write a book revealing my
sciousness and self-pity; you acquire charm secret of power.
and magnetic personality, you become cour- This I have done in an absorbing, inter-

ageous, strong and confident; you surmount esting volume entitled "APPLIED PSY-
all obstacles, avoid mistakes, overcome hered- CHOLOGY AND SCIENTIFIC LIVING",
itary handicaps—you tap the reservoirs of It is a book which has lifted thousands of

amazing unused powers within you— and men out of mediocrity and placed them into

make yourself a king among men! a stage of triumphant happiness. Many have
When I first began revealing my method headed for fortunes from the powers and

in public lectures, thousands came from inspiration gained from just a few pages of

great distances to hear them — but many this wonderful volume. Salaries have been

DAVID V. BUSH
America's Foremost
Lecturer and Author

on Psychology

raised overnight— big

business deals have been
put over — new ideas

have been created —
new plans that meant
thousands of dollars

have been formulated

—simply as a result of

a single reading of por-

tions of the astonishing

volume!
If you seek the pow-

er to sway men and
women to think as you
do—if you want to

overcome obstacles that

hold you back—if you
want the secrets o f

making people like you
—if you long for life's

luxuries— love — con-

tentment— and robust,

glowing health — then
don't miss this big

chance of reading this

marvelous book

—

FREE!
Be the sole judge.

Mail the coupon and
the book will be sent

at once. Simply read it for 5 days and at

the end of that time if you find it the most
inspiring, most valuable means to obtain
health, wealth and ^
happiness send u s

only $3.50. Other-
wise return the book
and you will not owe
me a penny. But be-

gin to enjoy the bene-
fit of this amazing
new power at once.
Mail the coupon to-

day. David V. Bush,
Publisher, Dept. 603,
225 N. Michigan
Blvd., Chicago, 111.

APPLIED- -

Psychology
\ AND
I Scientific
?• living

| DAVID V. BUSH, Publisher, Dept. 603,

1
225 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Please send me a copy of "Applied Psychology J

Iand Scientific Living," for approval. Within 5 days _
I will either remit the full price of $3.50 or return I

the book and will owe you nothing. J

| Remittances must accompany-all foreign and U.S. 1

| possession orders.

I Xame 1

I Address J

I City State I
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more wearing
outhoseat the

—and no more slipping or rubbing of shoes at
the heel—or staining of hose at the heel!

CjN addition to the many Foot Appliances and Remedies perfected by
' Dr. Wm. M. Scholl for alleviating and correcting all manner of foot
troubles, he is also the inventor of this wonderful little device, called Dr.
Scholl's Nu-Grip Heel Liner.
This simple, scientific, inexpensive shoe accessory positively

(1) Prevents silk hose from wearing out at the heel
(2) Prevents delicately colored silk hose from being

marred by stains at the heel

(3) Prevents the discomfort and annoyance of shoes
that slip or rub at the heel

These are common, every-

day annoyances whichmil-
lions ofwomen have never
been able to remedy. But
now, through Dr. Scholl's

Nu-Grip Heel Liner,
these troubles are a thing
of the past.

Think what this will mean
in savings alone in hose that
no longer wear out at the
heel; the satisfaction, too,
of never having your deli-

cately colored hose marred
by stains at the heel, and
the greater comfort your
footwear will give you by
never slipping or rubbing

at the heel!

Dr. Scholl's Nu-Grip Heel Liner
is quickly and easily attached to
the inner lining of the counter
of the shoe, by moistening the
glue on the back. The cup-
shaped center is an exclusive pat-
ented feature which prevents the
heel from slipping in the shoe.
Made of soft, velvet-like rubber.

These are the advantages
you will enjoy by fitting

each pair of your shoes
with Dr. Scholl's Nu-Grip
Heel Liner.

It is invisibly worn in the
shoe, being made in colors

to match—white, black,

tan, champagne. Sizes for

men and women.

Price 30jz! per pair.

Leading Shoe and Depart-
ment stores everywhere
sell Dr. Scholl's Nu-Grip
Heel Liner. Insist on get-

ting the genuine with the
cup-shaped center, and
bearing Dr. Scholl's name.

JkScholls
Foot ComfortAppliances

THE SCHOLL MFG. CO., 213 W. Schiller St., Chicago, or 62 W. 14th St., New York

Please mail free sample of Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads for Corns, and Dr. William M.
Scholl's Book, "The Feet and Their Care," to

Name_

City

Address^.

State

studio and work come first. She can't quite
understand how some of her schoolgirl ac-

quaintances eke out an interesting existence
eternally playing cards and going to teas.

|

To her, the studio is the center of all inter'

est, and having been reared in an atmo-
I

sphere of picture-making, she knows you
can't have any great amount of anticipation
about an evening dinner engagement. As
sure as you accept any social invitations in

pictures, the director will have a "yen" to

keep on working until midnight.
I think much credit should go to Maurice

a,nd Mrs. Costello for the careful rearing of
j

two beautiful daughters. Odd, isn't it, that I

in all the years he has been making pic-

tures, Maurice Costello had never seen
Hollywood until this fall! And now, he
has a perfectly casual excuse for being in

our midst. You see he played in a vaude-
ville sketch last .year, and he may soon go
out in it again, so he says he merely came

j

west to deposit one pet airedale and one
-puppy airedale ' so that they would -'-have

good family care under his own roof while
'

• he 'was' off bowing before his audiences.
Personally, I think he is awfully interested
and proud of the progress his daughters
are making, and kind of wants to be
around the studio lots for a time to hear
the whispered congratulations of his old
cronies.

An ideally happy family life has given
the Costello daughters a splendid start. For
twenty-one years, this screen family have
had the same papa and mama—which is not
a too frequent condition of affairs in the
difficult life of stage and screen. Mrs. Cos-
tello danced some as a girl and has played
in pictures. "But she gave it all up for

us," relates Dolores. "She just lives for

us. Everything she does is for the happi-
ness of Dad and Helene and myself. She
is wonderful!" As for her own romances,
Dolores says she knows she isn't going to

be married for years and years, but when
she does, she wants "loads of babies." So,

for implanting fine ideals of family life, the

parents of this new film star deserve much
high credit.

When she was as young as five, Dolores

played in her father's feature pictures. A
Vitagraph company was the first ever to

embark on a tour of the world, and the

little girls were taken along to do baby bits

in their father's sterling hero pictures and

to remember what they could of foreign

climes. I've always been under the im'

pressiorr that Maurice Costello was of Ital-

ian parentage, but Dolores tells me that his

parents were Irish and that way back there

was a Spanish ancestor in the offing. She

was almost constantly at the studio until

she was ten, then went in more seroiusly

for her studies. Dolores went through the

high school at Flushing, Long Island, and

later had a tutor for special courses. Helene

was sent to the convent, Ladycliffe-on-Hud-

son. The girls took some aesthetic dancing,

but Dolores says they did not attend

schools of dramatic art, but picked up their

knowledge of the work from their father

and from watching the other players at the

studio. A stock company manager offered

the girls parts, but their father did not want
them to go. "You will become actresses,

technically speaking," their father said.

"Stock work, I am sure, will spoil your

naturalness. Some better opportunity will
,

come." And it did. James Montgomery
Flagg engaged Dolores to pose for the pic-

ture illustrations of the heroine of "The
S\yroc\et," Adela Rogers St. John's popu-

lar story of Hollywood. And Mr. Flagg '

did the illustrations for "The Mannequin,"
too; but he could not have the same model,

for she was already in Hollywood, creating
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There,

beneath, the tropic, moon,
they met again - -

She had been trying for two years

to forget— but he— had he ever

seen this ravishing creature before?

By Dorothy Winton

TWO years before, he had come into my
life— the Prince Charming of my
dreams—the one man for whom I had

longed all my girlhood years. And had as

promptly gone out again.

It was in gay San Francisco that we met
—at the Army and Navy Ball. He was a
First Lieutenant then, tall, dashing, hand-
some—almost too handsome I thought, at

least for a plain girl like me. But "a cat

may look at a king," I told myself, and
how I did try to impress him!

You can imagine how I felt when, after
a glorious tete-a-tete in the conservatory, he left

me to dance with Betty Harrison. I could hard-
ly keep from showing my disappointment. In
fact, I really hated Betty for the moment. But
in spite of my resentment, I had to admit that

she was simply stunning. Never had I seen her
look more beautiful—and never had I seen such
marvelous hair. It framed her face like a halo

—

rich, silky, lustrous locks, marcelled to make any
girl turn green with envy; marcelled to lay any
man at her feetl

At that very instant, by some streak of fate,

I happened to glance in a mirror—and what, a
shock I had! Compared with Betty's, my hair
was a fright. Never before had I realized just
how straight and straggly my hair really was

;

how dull and lifeless. Yes, how downright ugly!

It was all I could do to keep back the tears.

My Prince Charming had come and gone. My
evening was ruined. In a little while I asked my
escort to take me home—and only my pillow
knows how many tears I shed that night as I

cried myself to sleep 1

"Why can't I have glorious, wavy hair like

Betty Harrison's?" I asked myself, time and
again.

I often went to beauty parlors for marcels, and
while my hair usually looked good for a day or

two, the marcels wouldn't last any time. And I

could see that the. heat from the iron was mak-
ing my hair coarse and brittle, worse looking all

the time.

So a little later, when my father, who was a
Major in the Army, was transferred to the
Philippines, I was really glad, for I looked upon
it as an escape from my embarrassment. Soon
I lost myself in the outdoor life of the post and
had almost forgotten the fascinating Lieutenant when,
on the very day of the biggest Military Ball
of the season, I learned that he had been
transferred to C'orregidor. too, and would be

i
present at the dance that night. And he
was a Captain now!

I was in a panic. My hair looked worse
than ever—and the nearest beauty parlor

was in Manila, thirty miles away. Too
late to go there for a marcel. Something
must be done. I couldn't face my '-Prince
charming" again with that horrid, strag-

gly mop of hair!

Marge saves the day

"Oh, what shall 1 do!" I exclaimed that
afternoon to Marge Elliott, my best friend
and confident, "lie's coming to the dance
tonight, and my hair just looks ter-

rible!"

Then T noticed for the first time what
a beautiful marcel she had.
"Why Marjorie Elliott!—What have

you b^en doing to your hair—it looks
perfectly marvelous!"

Marij» went over to her dresser and
took out a little box. In it was a
bottle of liquid and about a dozen
queer looking little contraptions, from
three to six inches long.

"Actions speak louder than words."
she replied. "Sit down in that chair
a few moments and I'll give you the

finest marcel you ever had in your life."

First, she moistened my hair slightly

with the liquid. Then she began fixing

the little marcellers in my hair. It

didn't take her long to get them all in place. In
about fifteen minutes the liquid had dried and
when she took the wavers out, I could hardly
believe my eyes I

There was the loveliest marcel I had ever
had I Here was an effect that even the most
skilled beauty specialist had never obtained —
and, moreover, the curling fluid had brought
new life and luster to my dull, listless hair. It

seemed too good to be true

!

I could hardly wait for the dance to begin. My
lovely marcel had renewed my self-confidence and- made
a different girl of me entirely. Something just seemed
to bring out every bit of my personality and I was
simply glowing with vibrant enthusiasm and vitality.

And later in the evening, when I met my "Prince
Charming" again, it was a triumph from the start.

Me could hardly believe I was the same drab, tousle-
haired girl he had met in 'Frisco two years before.

He more than made up for his former indifference

—

for how he did rave about my hair!

He didn't leave me after the first dance this time.
Nor the second. Nor the tenth. And that evening as
we watched the tropic moon paint a rippling, silvery

path across the China Sea, he told me^well, I suspect
he will soon be my Captain for life!

* * *

You can bet I didn't lose any time
ordering a set of these Marvelous
Marcellers for myself. Until they
came, I used Margie's outfit every
few days and I didn't, have a bit of

trouble keeping my hair beautifully
marcelled all the time. By putting
the waves in the same place every
time, my hair soon became trained and
then I didn't have to marcel it nearly
so often. It is really remarkable what
results one can get with this marcelling
outfit and how inexpensive it is, too.

Here is the solution of the marcelling
problem for every girl, rich and poor.

Now you, too, may have beautifully

marcelled hair all the time, at *s
practically no expense

If you have had a "permanent wave"
and are now experiencing the usual diffi-

culty keeping your hair in shape ; if your
hair is straight and unusually hard to
wave ; if you seem to have more trouble
with your hair than any of the other girls

you know, then you'll appreciate the Mar-
velous Marcellers all the more. For, regard-
less of the kind of hair you have, they will

positively give you the most beautiful marcel
you can imagine.

We guarantee this without any reservation
and let you be the sole judge.

In order to quickly introduce this
amazing new invention to thousands
of women throughout the country, we

With our Marcel Fashion Chart to guide
you, it is a simple matter to get any type or
style of marcel you want with the Marvel-
ous Marcellers—side part, center part, horse-
shoe wave, Ina Claire or shingle "bob,"
pompadour, etc. Detailed drawings show
how to apply the Marcellers for each style.

The Style Chart also contains suggestions
for selecting the kind of marcel most be-
coming to your type of beauty.

Marcelling your hair, with the Marvelous
Marcellers is both simple and fascinat-
ing. First you moisten the hair with
a delightful Wave Fixative which comes
as part of this outfit. Then the hair
strands are brought through a specially
designed loop and caught in place with
a metal pin. The hair is thus held in
"waves" for 15 or 20 minutes until dry.
when you take the marcellers out—and
there is the most beautiful marcel you
ever saw!

"But you have changed so much since I saw you
last — you are so — so much more beautiful!"

are going lo offer the first 1.0,000 sets at a price
that, hardly covers the cost of making, packing,
advertising and selling—only $3.85 for the en-
tire outfit. This includes a full sized bottle of
Wave Fixative, a new and authentic Marcel
Fashion Chart and a complete set of Marvelous
Marcellers.

By taking advantage of this special offer right
away you will be getting, for the cost of two or
three beauty parlor marcels, everything vou need
to keep your hair beautifully marcelled the whole
year round. And your hair will not. only look
better all the time, but will be kept in a much 'health-
ier condition, due to the elimination of the harmful
artificial heating ordinarily used in marcelling. 1

Send no money—
just mail the

coupon
Even at this special

introductory price, you
don't have to pay for
this marcelling outfit in
advance, nor do you need
risk a single penny. All
you do is sign and mail
the coupon. In a few
days, when the postman'
brings your outfit, just
deposit with him $3.85
(plus a few cents post-
age). And when you
put in your first marcel,
you'll say it was the best
investment you ever made
in your life, for your hair
waving troubles are over.
Every time you use this
outfit you'll get better
and better results and
you'll always bless the
day this offer came to
your attention.

After you have tried
this remarkable new mar-
celling outfit for five days,
if you are not delighted
pvith results—if it doesn't
give you the most beau-
tiful marcel you ever had
and improve your hair in
every way—simply return

the outfit to us and your money will be refunded
quickly and cheerfully. But don't put it oft a single
hour. Be among the first to take advantage of this

special introductory offer. Fill in and mail the coupon
now!

MAISON DE BEAUTE

mmtr This is only one of the

PpF many beautiful marcels
you can get with this

amazing new invention.

844 Rush Street Chicago, Illinois

r COUPON
Maison de Beaute,

844 Rush Street, Dept. 5, Chicago, Illinois.

Gentlemen: Please send me jour newly invented
marcelling outfit, including Marcel Style Chart, bot-

tle of Wave Fixative and set of Marvelous Marcel-
lers. I agree to deposit $3.S5 (plus postage) with
the postman when he makes delivery. If I am not
delighted with results I will return the outfit within
five days and you are to refund the purchase price
without argument or delay.

Name

Address

NOTE: If you expect to be out when the postman i

I
comes, enclose $4 with your order and the Marcel

J

j

ling Outfit will be sent postpaid.
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Sale ofDresses

2»2f
* Wool Finish Serge^
> SIZES: /gill, NEWESTl
332 to fts&

W8

o Extra
Charge
For
Stouts

69

ZM
SI J ff Just to make satisfied custom- ^

E Hi ers ' you can buy Botn o' these Q
Bt ffi Wk wonderful dresses for the price W
J? Jtf tw\ °' one> Positively the biggest

"Jj

/US' tLA bareain we ever offered. Both
C^g^ dresses aremade of strong wearing fjQI^SSfe navy blue,wool-finished serge. One

,
19 neat pencil stripe in the new coat effect with side |
sash and button trim. Popular Peter Pan collar and tie rj

H strings. The other is embroidered with silk and has W
JT turn back collar, tie strings and sash belt. Neat styles U
^suitable for all figures and for year around wear. fJ
^QFnin Mil MflMCV—just send letter now! When J*~sJi.UU nil ITIUIlt I dresses are delivered pay mail- B»
•"man only S2.98 and a few cents delivery charges. If not

satisfied we'll return your monev. Isn't that fair?
NORMAN ROBERTS CO. Dept. 73-C- 199 CHICAGO

THE

HAUNTING
APPEAL OF
ROMANTIC
EYES

owes its swift potency to the shadowy depths of
luxuriant lashes. It is their fascinating sweep
that gives the eyes their elusive expressiveness.
Impart to your eyes the dreamy depths that are beauty's
| est fascination. Just touch vour lashes lightly with
WTNX and they instantly appear much longer, darker
and heavier.

VVrNX is a harmless waterproof liquid that dries at
once and cannot run or smear. Complete with brush
at-afh-d "> --opper of bottle, 73c, I*. S. and Canada.
At drag and department stores or bv mail. Black and
brown.

WINXETTE (cake form), complete with tinv one-row
brush and mirror, 5Uc. Black and brown.
Wail 12c today for a generous sample of Winx.
Another 12c brings a sample of Pert cream
Rouge, the rouge that won't rub off.

ROSS COMPANY
235-C West 18th Street New YorkWINX

Waterproof

SuporfluoujHAIR'allGONE

Forever removed by the Mahler
Method which kills thohairroot
without pain or injuries to the
Hkin in the privacy of your own
home. We teach BeautyCulture.

Send today 3 stamps for
Free Booklet

D.J.MAHLER CO., 33-B, Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

the film version of the book! Stage danc-

ing she learned in White's "Scandals," and
she isn't going to stop studying; for music

and French are a part of her schedule for

this winter.

Jim Cruze says that Dolores Costello gave
one of the best performances he has ever

seen in his production of "The Manne-
quin." This is the story of Joan Herrick,
kidnapped in babyhood, reared in squalor

and peril, who struggles from the time she

is ten years of age to protect her honor.
Then from the depths, out of the dregs of

humanity from which destiny cast her, she

fights her way to the threshold of fame.
Then a murder is committed and Joan is

faced by an amazing predicament. "One of

the most unusual plots ever conceived," was
the verdict of the judges of Liberty Maga-
zine's prize story.

Dolores Costello doesn't claim the ability

to go in "cold" and do any sort of acting
role, or simulate a character, or make an
imitation. "My feelings must be sincerely

my own, or I know it will look wrong on
the screen," she says. "I never could bor-

row my emotions from outside forces or
from other players to put them over. In
'The Sea Beast,' Mr. Barrymore and I tried

one emotional scene eleven different ways.
In one of these I felt particularly natural
and felt the part sincerely, and that was the
one they chose to use in the finished pic-

ture."

Before the old troupers, she has poise and
patience and much of that needed quality

known as "starch." Playing opposite John
Barrymore would have upset more than one

film star, but she says she felt natural with
him and that he was awfully kind in help-
ing her with suggestions. Not many stars

of the magnitude of Mr. Barrymore will,

when they are not in the scene, stand off

side and gives cues with the dramatic fire

needed to inspire the player in the scene,
but Mr. Barrymore did this in order to help
the new star who was trying her valiant
best to make very, very good.

Earnestness of purpose is Dolores Costel-

lo's chief characteristic, and I believe that

trait alone will carry her far. You've got

to believe in pictures very, very hard to

make a success in them. Dolores has seem-
ingly always been in pictures, for when she

was a tot of five, she had bits to do with
fat John Bunny and funny Flora Finch,

with "Dimples" Lillian Walker, and her
father's own dramas. The failures, the dis-

couragements which the average player
meets, have not dimmed her hopes. Nor
has she any of the cynic's sense of humor
regarding the picture industry as a whole.
After she told me how very earnest she
was about making good, I was a bit floored

when she puckered her brows a moment
later and queried, "People in Hollywood all

seem .so awfully old, don't they?" So long
have we prided ourselves on our gaiety and
levity of heart and the fact that nosy old
people continually come west to lave in our
fountain of youth! I've met many older

players who do not take pictures at all

seriously except at deposit time on Satur-
days. And she is so very, very young, and
still she's so seriously in earnest. So, you
see, "Hollywood" is all a point of view!

The Graft I Get from the Stars—Continued from page 37

"Entirely. I'll tell you about it. After
all these years of seeing Miss Griffith on the
screen, this week, for the first time, I met
her— had luncheon with her, in fact. So
you see I was under her influence for a
long time."

"Then you're a believer in astrology —
the influence of the stars on one's destiny?"

"Absolutely. But to return to Miss Grif-

fith — as who would not— on the screen
she is a beautiful, exotic-looking creature
with blond hair, isn't she? Well, in real

life she has medium brown hair, cut in a

boyish bob, with no sign of a wave. Her
skin is colorless and she uses no make-up
on her lips nor on her eyes. She is the
quintessence of elegance. She makes you
feel that the only thing worth while in a
woman is naturalness."
"You do learn about women from them,

don't you? Now you're so crazy about
Pola Negri. What does she give you?"

"Pola has imbued me with the ambition
to own a philosophy like unto her own.

"Have a good time, let the chips fall

where they may. Pola decides what is right
to do and then does it. She has the utmost
confidence in her own judgment. Every
time I'm with that fearless Pola for a while,
I feel that I can rush out and conquer the
world and then cry for other worlds to
conquer."

"I suspect that Miss Talmadge is a Polly-
anna. The day you spent with her you
went about beaming on everyone and telling
all who would listen that, 'Every cloud has
a silver lining,' 'it's always darkest ere
dawn' and 'nothing is as bad as it seems.'

"

"Well, if Norma's philosophy had that
effect on me, it's a pretty good one.

"However, Miss Talmadge is not a Polly-
anna. Pollyannas never have any sense of
humor. Miss Talmadge has a superb one.
But her philosophy, she says, is this: 'If

you can't get what you want, want what
you can get."

"Has none of these cinema friends of
yours any sins? They all sound so noble.

Don't any of them ever have a bad influ-

ence on you?"
"Yes, Dick Barthelmess does. He is a

pessimist if ever there was one, and he
always makes me feel when I leave him that

life is just a hollow mockery."
"What does May Allison give you?"

asked our best friend. "You're always prat-

ing of her beauty. Has she anything else?"

"Rather. Her beauty is only a result of

her diligence. She always inspires us with

a desire to go and do likewise. Why, for

a whole week after we leave May Allison,

we give our hair one hundred strokes with
the brush night and morning. We also fol-

low a hot tub with a cold shower, although
we hate cold showers. But beautiful May
says it's how she got that way. She never
admits that she has beauty; she calls it

health."

"I've heard that Lois Moran is like that,

too."

"She is. And after lunching with her

I'm afraid to eat anything except fruit and
nuts for a week or so."

"And what influence was it which sent

you out some six months ago to become
'accomplished'?"
"Hope Hampton did that. That girl has

more ambition than any human being I

know; and she made me ashamed of my-
self. She takes a French lesson, a dancing
lesson and a vocal lesson every day of her
life."

"Do you blame Miss Hampton entirely

for your unwonted energy? Aren't any
of the other stars ambitious?"

"Yes, Lois Wilson is. The last time we
saw her she was taking a riding lesson in

the park every morning, a swimming lesson
and a dancing lesson every afternoon and
going to the theatre every night."

"Well, it seems to me," said our lady
friend, "that you can't have a very strong



Howa DiscoveryThat
Stunned Me

BroughtMea Ravishing Complexion
The story of a girl with an unattractive skin who almost lost

her sweetheart, but suddenly became radiant and beautiful.

IT
was the night of the big party, and my

cousin Marian and I were upstairs taking

a last hasty peek in the mirror.

"Hurry!" Marian whispered. "The guests

are beginning to arrive."

"Do I look all right?"

"Your new dress is adorable. I'm sure

Jim will propose to you tonight."

"Why, Marian! . He won't do anything

of the sort! You know he just likes me

—

a little."

She laughed at my confusion, and- 1 telt

myself Mushing. She had guessed what was

in my heart and mind. Jim had been so

sweet to me these last few weeks. We had

gone to the theatre together and to dances

—and I began to feel that he cared for me

as I cared for him. Tonight, perhaps, I

would know. Tonight he might tell me
what I was aching to hear.

"Jim's in the library," Marian said. "Let's

surprise him."
We tiptoed downstairs. Cautiously we

peered into the library—and my heart stood

still! There, in the shadowed privacy of

that room, Jim was embracing Peggy Lang!

I turned quickly and dashed upstairs,

Marian followed me.

"Now, look here!" she said. "You
mustn't let this upset you. You know that

Peggy is just a silly little vamp—and no

doubt she flirted with Jim as she flirts with

everyone."
I was utterly wretched, and I couldn't

hold back the tears that came flooding to

my eyes. Marian took my hand in hers.

"Let this be a warning, dear" she said.

"I know Jim likes you, but you'll lose him

unless you try harder to keep him."

"I've lost him already!" I cried bitterly.

"No, you haven't," she answered. "And
you will never lose him if—if . .

."

"If what?" I demanded.
"It's not easy to say, but I mean if you

make yourself look more dainty and attrac-

tive. Your complexion is not—well, whole-

some-looking. How can you expect to com-

pete with pretty girls like Peggy Lang when

you let your complexion get so—unsightly?"

I felt humiliated. But she was right, of

course. I knew only too well how unat-

tractive my skin was. Not only was it

coarse and blemished, but tiny crow's feet

were beginning to show around the eyes

—

the skin was oily—the pores enlarged. I

turned to her helplessly.

"What can I do? I've spent a fortune

on creams and lotions and massages. Noth-

ing seems to help. You once had a poor

complexion, Marian. What did you do to

get your skin so clear and smooth?"

Marian told me; and I listened in amaze-

ment. Like a pair of conspirators, we
planned to try her secret on my complexion;

and with a much lighter heart I went down
again to join the party.

Two weeks later Peggy gave a party at

her house. I went with a singing heart and

a joyous new confidence in myself. My
mirror told me that I now had a clear,

beautiful, unblemished complexion — that I

looked younger, fresher, prettier. All the

blemishes were gone, the crow's feet had

vanished, the texture of the skin was soft

and smooth and firm. Marian's secret had

actually given me a new complexion for

the old, and I was no longer afraid of

Peggy or any one!

I shall never forget how astonished Jim

was when he saw me. "You look wonder-

ful!" he whispered, as soon as we were

alone. "I never realized before how beau-

tiful you are!"
But I'm not beautiful, of course. It's just my

beautiful new complexion that makes Jim think so!

A clear, fresh, attractive skin makes even the plain-

est girl look pretty.

Full Details on Request.

What Marion told her cousin is not really

a secret. Already thousands of women
have profited by the remarkable overnight way to

a new complexion. This unique overnight treat-

ment, discovered by the famous health specialist,

Susanna Cocroft, acts on the skin-pores while you

sleep.

The reason ordinary methods fail to produce results

is because they treat only the surface skin—not the

underneath skin, where the real trouble lies. But

this new treatment gets right to the very cause of

most skin blemishes. It quickly draws out all the

glorious charm, freshness and beauty that lies hidden

beneath even the most unattractive outer skin. The
clogged pores are cleansed, purged of their poisons.

Even after the first night a wonderful difference is

seen. Tired lines, oiliness, enlarged pores, sallow-

ness, blemishes, sagging muscles—all should quickly

vanish.

A New Skin in

15 Days or No Cost!

Susanna Cocroft's amasing overnight treatment is

positively guaranteed to convince you in only 15

days that even a blemished, sallow, muddy complex-

ion can be made as smooth and clear as a child's-

—

or your money is instantly refunded on request, with

no questions or red tape of any kind.

If your skin is rough, coarse, leathery, dull or

sallow; if it is disfigured by humiliating skin erup-

tions such as pimples and blackheads; if the texture

of your skin is spoiled by enlarged pores; if your

skin is dry and scaly; if it is excessively oily, then

send at once for the interesting, illustrated 32-page

booklet called "The Overnight Way to a New Com-
plexion." It will tell all about this new quick

method to beauty. No obligation. Mail coupon

TODAY, Thompson-Barlow Company, Dept. F-363,

130 West 31st St., New York City.

Thompson-Barlow Co., Inc.. Dept. F-363.

130 West 31st Street, New York City.

Please send me your new book, "The Overnight Way to

a New Complexion." Also full details of the free proof

plan which enables ma to test this new home treatment

without risking a penny.

Name - -

Address •

City State
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Your Excess Weight
Can be eliminated, as millions are now doing.
No abnormal exercise or diet. Simply correct
the internal cause in this easy, pleasant way.

Few are Fat
In these modern days

Note how slenderness prevails in every
circle nowadays. Excess fat is not one-
tenth so common as it was. Every idea
of beauty, health and fitness calls for
normal weight, and people are conform-
ing.

All must realize that a new factor has
appeared. People have found an easy,

pleasant way to reduce, a scientific way.
And the over-fat by millions are now
gaining normal weight.

This is to tell you that method, to

offer a test at our cost, then under our
guarantee. You owe to yourself this

knowledge if you suffer overweight.

Correct the Cause
The cause of excess fat usually lies

in a certain gland. Correcting that con-
dition stops the extra fat formation.
Modern research has proved this beyond
any question. All animals, all human
beings respond to this treatment at once.

The treatment is embodied at its best
in Marmola Prescription Tablets. They
have been used for 18 years. The use
has grown and grown, until people are
now using over a million boxes yearly.

The use involves no abnormal exercise
or diet. One simply takes four tablets

daily, and lives a regular regime. When
the weight returns to normal, stop Mar-
mola. If excess fat appears again, check
it at once in this way.

MARMOLA
Prescription Tablets

The Pleasant Way to Reduce
Supplied hy all druggists at $1 per

box. Send this coupon lor a 25c sample
free, our latest books and our guarantee.
Clip it now.

No Mysticism
Marmola is not a secret prescription.

Our books state every ingredient, all

their effects and the reasons. You will

know exactly how Marmola acts, and
why. It acts on the glands which cause

fat.

The results are so reliable that we
send a guarantee to all who mail our
coupon. Your own druggist signs it. If

you fail to get what you desire, every
penny is returned.

The reduction is not rapid. It rarely

exceeds one pound per day, as advised
by the best authorities. Then the body
can adjust itself to the new conditions.

Wrinkles are not created. The amount
of reduction is always at your command.
Go your own way as regards exercise

and diet. Rely on Marmola to correct

any abnormal condition.

Be Slender
As you used to be

Nowadays the over-fat are regarded
as abnormal. They are becoming more
and more uncommon. You can see that
everywhere. Almost all can attain a
normal weight in an easy, pleasant way.
Millions have proved that out.
Prove this to yourself, for your own

sake. Excess fat blights beauty, health
and fitness. You cannot afford it. Learn
how easily you can remedy and prevent
it—just by correcting a gland. Many of
your friends are doing that today.
Please learn why.

MARMOLA
2-235 General Motors Bids.

DETROIT, MICH.

25c Sample

Free
Mai] Coupon

Send No Money

333
—_—

_

character to be so easily influenced."
"Probably I haven't. You never heard

me .say I wanted to have a strong character.
I'm like Yo San— 1 only want to be per-
fectly happy all my life.' Not much to
ask, is it?"

"And how do you think is the easiest
way to accomplish that?"
"Hang around with Doris Kenyon, is as

good a way as any. That girl is the sweet-
est, jolliest girl I know. Not what one
would call 'a sweet woman,' you understand,
but piquant and filled with understanding!
'Come on now, let's be happy,' she seems
to say, and you can talk with her for an
afternoon and then go away and feel scin-
tillating for a whole week."

"Gloria Swanson is such an arresting per-
son that I fancied you would get a great
deal out of her. When you are under the
influence of Gloria, do you go around feel-
ing like a Marquise until someone startles
you out of it?"

"No, the greatest part that the Marquise
ever played in my life was when, under her
influence, I rushed out and got the most
becoming hair-cut I ever had. Gloria
brought it back from Paris with her a
couple of years ago, and I couldn't resist
her."

"Now," remarked our best friend, "why
don't you, one of these days, put yourself
under the influence of Irene Rich? She is

so sweet and you, with your powers of ab-
sorption, ought to retain enough of it to
last a year if you .spread it out thin."

"Never," we answered with conviction
"Sweet people only arouse the spirit of op
position in me. Irene Rich may be— nay,
is— gentle, generous, gracious and good,
but I fly from that atmosphere feeling only
venomous, vindictive, villainous and vituper-
ative."

The Coming Out Party
{Continued from page 39)

a most satisfactory evening; and the pic
ture, whatever it was, was enthusiastically
acclaimed in the journals of the period.
Seldom before or since, in fact, has a pic-

ture been so widely acclaimed. Not long
after, I regret to say, the company which
tendered the entertainment went broke.
But can't, you imagine the producer sitting

among the ruins of his company, a little

downcast, it may be, but consoling himself
with the thought that that was some party?
The Ritz, is a leading cinema parade-

ground. There are some reviewers who
positively refuse to review anywhere else.

Mary Pickford was busy on "Sparrows" and
couldn't come east to attend the first show-
ing of "Little Annie Rooney" but she sent
telegrams inviting us to the pre-view— in
plain language, a dinner at the Ritz. It was
the first time Mary had gone in for social

pre-views. She and Doug usually launch
their productions in Broadway theatres in
the usual course of events and let criticism
take its course.

Those critics who had never been up the
river gladly accepted the invitation of the
producer of "Capital Punishment." (Quiet,
please!) Sing Sing prison was the location.
It is a good two hours' ride from New
York — good when the ride is accomplished
in limousines, which it was. As the gray
walls of the prison rose about them, some
of the reviewers showed an unusual ner-
vousness, almost a timidity, which they had
never displayed on paper. Smiling more or
less grimly, the pilot of the party continued
to usher us through the door. It would be
much more exciting to be able to say that
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How a Strange Accident
Saved Me From Baldness-
Sixty days ago it made me boiling mad. Today
I look back and laugh at the incident for it

brought me a marvelous new growth of hair

I'M
willing to bet that I've wasted

more money trying to end my bald-

ness than any other man in the world.

So naturally I laughed at any ad that

sounded like a baldness remedy. And
the oftener I laughed, the more bald I

became.
When my wife began to look sorrowfully

at my thinning hair I smiled regretfully.

When my friends began to call me "baldy"
I felt somewhat annoyed. But when my
private secretary began to look strangely

at my glistening scalp and snicker—well it

made me mad.
But the worst was yet to come. About

sixty days ago I saw a tooth paste ad'

vertisement that offered to send a free book-

let. It sounded interesting so I clipped the

coupon and gave it to my secretary to fill

in and mail.

• Well, a few days later, to my utter sur-

prise, I found on my desk—not a booklet

on toothpaste—but a booklet and a letter

telling how to end baldness in 30 days!

I glanced from the booklet to my secre-

tary. I felt my blood boiling.

"Miss Harris," I said to her, "I can't

say that I appreciate your sense of humor.
Just what is your idea? Is it. . .

."

She paled. "Why, Mr. Burns—what's

wrong—what have I done?"
"Done?" I shouted, "aren't you content

with laughing at my bald head—must you
make matters worse by sending me this

hint. If it pains you to look at my head
you are always at liberty to resign!"

Tears came into her eyes. And between
sobs she explained why it wasn't really

her fault.

She said that the coupon which I asked
her to mail had another coupon printed on
the back—and the other coupon offered to

send a free book about baldness. Well,
she simply used her own judgment!

"Hm," was all I could say. And dur-

ing the entire day not a

word passed between us.

But that night on my
way home I read the

book about baldness. And
I have to admit that a

more interesting, more
helpful, more honest book
I've never read in my
life It described an en-

tirely new method of

making hair grow— a

method perfected by Alois

Merke, founder of the

Merke Institute, Fifth

Avenue, New York. It

is the only treatment I

had ever heard of that ac-

tually reached right down
to the hair roots and
awakened them to new,
vigorous activity

As I read on 1 felt

myself weakening in my

Read This

!

resolve not to try another hair treatment.
And then when I read that Merke actually
guaranteed a new growth of hair in 30 days
or no cost to me—well, I completely weak-
ened and sent for the treatment. .

The first two or three times I used the
treatment I began to notice that my hair
didn't fall out as much as it used to. But,
a week or so later when I looked in the
mirror I saw something that almost bowled
me over! For there, just breaking through,
was a fine downy fuzz all over my head.

Every night I spent 1? minutes taking
the treatment at home. And every day
this young hair kept getting stronger and
thicker. At the end of a month you could
hardly see a bald spot on my head. And
at the end of sixty days—well, my wor-

ries about baldness were ended.
For I had regained an entirely
new head of healthy hair. Can
you blame me for laughing now
at the strange incident of 60
days ago?

"Results are wonderful. My hair

has stopped falling out and I can
see lots of new hair coming in. I

preach your system«to everyone"

—

F. D. R., Washington, D. C.

"My hair was coming out at an
alarming rate, but after four or five

treatments I noticed this was
checked. My hair is coming in

thicker and looks and feels full of

life and vigor."—W. O, Great
Neck, N. Y.

"I have used your system for

eight weeks and although the top
of my head has been entirely bald
for six years, the results up to the

present are gratifying. In fact, the

entire bald spoL is covered with a

fine growth of hair."—W. B.,

Kcnmore, Ohio.
(Original ol above letters on file

a! the Institutes.)

Here's the Secret

According to Alois Merke,
in most cases of baldness the
hair roots are not dead, but
merely dormant — temporarily
asleep. Now to make a sickly
tree grow you would not think
of rubbing "growing fluid" on
the leaves. Yet that is just
what I had been doing, when
I used to douse my head with
tonics, salves, etc. To make a

tree grow you must nourish
the roots. And it's exactly the
same with the hair

This new treatment, which
Merke perfected after 17 years'
experience in treating baldness,
is the first and only practical

method of getting right down
to the hair roots md nourish-
ing them.
At the Merke Institute

many have paid aa high ai

$500 for the results secured thru personal treat-
ments. Yet now these very same results may be
secured in any home in which there is electricity—
at a cost of only a few cents a day.

The thing I like most about Merke is that he very
frankly admits that his treatment will not grow hair
in every case. There are some cases of baldness that
nothing in the world can help. But so many others
have regained hair this new way, that he absolutely
guarantees it to produce an entirely new hair growth
in 30 days or the trial is free. In other words, no
matter how thin your hair may be, he invites you to
try the treatment 30 days at his risk, and if it fails
to grow hair then he's the loser—not you. And you
are the sole judge of whether his method works or not.

Coupon Brings You Full Details
This story is typical of the results that great

numbers of people are securing with the Merke
Treatment.
"The New Way to Make Hair Grow," which ex-

plains the Merke Treatment in detail, is the title of
the vitally interesting 34-page book, which will be
sent you entirely free, if you simply mail the coupon
below.

This little book tells all about the amazing new
treatment, shows what it has already done for count-
less others, and in addition contains much valuable
information on the care of the hair and scalp. Re-
member, this book is yours
free—to keep. And if you
decided to take the treat-

ment, you can do so with-
out risking a penny So
mail the coupon now and
get the surprise of your
life! Address, Allied
Merke Institute, Inc.,
Dept. 673, 512 Fifth
Avenue, New York.

GET THIS
FREE BOOK

J Allied Merke Institute, Inc.

J
Dept. 673, 512 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. |C.

Please send me—without cost or obligation, in

[ a plain wrapper, a copy of your book describing
the Merke System.

Name
(State whethei Mr.. Mrs., or Miss)

Address-

City.. State..
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Put Each Movie Star
In a Separate Room
By drawing 3 straigh t lines, you can put each of these 6
Movie Stars in a separate Room. Then cut out this Ad-
vertisement and send it to us right away with your Name
and complete Address. We'll immediately credit you
with 100 "Points" and tell you how easy it is to secure
the additional "Points" to make you the winner of the
$1,000. This Contest closes May 15, 1926. Duplicate
Prizes will be awarded in case of a tie.

Send No Money
Just your Solution and your full Name and complete
Address. Enter this Contest to win ! Your chance is- as
good as anybody's ! Think what you can do with $1,000
cash! There is no time to lose! Quick action can bring
you $100 Extra. Send your SolutionNOW !

o Peerless Pen Corporation
600-630 S. Dearborn St. Dept. 146 Chicago

SmartWomen Have
an Amazing and Delightful Way

of Reducing!
Do you know their secret?
Do you know how they re-
duce and keep their bodies
slim, youthful and perma-
nently free of excess flesh,,
without exercise, drugs or
appliances, and without a
single restriction on the
foods they eat?

Send for This
Astounding Booklet!

Blanche Arral, famous op-
era star, discovered their
amazing secret at a time
when her excess flesh
threatened to ruin her stage
career. The photograph on the
left shows Mme. Arral before
she made the discovery; that
on the right shows her 30 daya
later, after she had applied the
eecretto herself. You will be
amazed and delighted with it.
- It requires no more effort,

than drinking a cup of tea.
Mall coupon today for Mme.
Arral 's surprising booklet.

BLANCHE ARRAL, Inc., Dept. 326E
35 E. Flagler St., Miami, Fla.

Please send me your booklet, "My Secret of
Self-Reducing."

Name

Address

You can play the scale in an hour and play
Jazz in a week on the

* Buescher Saxophone
We give 3 free lessons with each new instrument. They'
•t»rt you. Teach yourself. It's great fun practicing
because you learn so quickly. Even though you have
failed with some other instrument, you can learn the
Buescher Saxophone. And it will make you the most '

t>opular person in your set. C days' free trial in your
own home, any instrument. No obligation. Easy term*
if you decide to buy. Send now for beautiful free lit-

erature. A postal brings liberal proposition. Address:

,
Buescher Band Instrument Co. ">

1239 Euescher Block Elkhart, Indian.
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the big iron gate clanged ominously behind

us. But Sing Sing is the prisoners' para-

dise. It is almost hospitable. You enter

through an ordinary door and wait in the

warden's rtception-room, unless he is in

particular haste to receive you, which, I am
glad to report, he was not with us. You
are politely requested by a guard to enter

another door which happens to be barred.

Once in, you notice the peculiar damp smell

and the curious glances of the permanent
guests. Otherwise, you might be in your
own home.

Since "Capital Punishment" concerned
the tribulations of George Hackathorne as

a convict, it was thought advisable to pre-

pare the spectators in the interests of atmo-

sphere and realism. So supper was served

by trusties— the same supper the paying

guests enjoy. After the soup, most of the

reviewers decided then and there to be bet-

ter boys and girls and announced themselves

in a properly receptive state for viewing the

picture without any entree or dessert. The
cinema attraction was served in the prison-

ers' recreation hall. The visitors, including

the star, Mr. Hackathorne, sat in a box at

the rear of the hall with a nice view of the

screen and a variety of heads—-none of

them .shaved. You see, in Sing Sing the

men wear whatever modest costume they
choose. Stripes are sadly demode and coif-

fures may be according to taste. Although
the film was a gloomy affair in which the

hero narrowly escapes intimate contact with
the electric chair, the audience liked it and
said so. And the Sing Sing audience is the

hardest-boiled in the world. They have
some show or other every night. The best

pictures are projected. Famous actors come
to dance and sing to them. They have
their favorite stars, even as you and I.

Some of us were up in the air over one
pre-view. Yes, you guessed. An airplane,

one of the new passenger planes with such
trimmings as upholstered chairs and radio,

took off from Mitchell Field one afternoon,
and when it was several thousand feet above
Long Island — high enough to prevent any
captious critic from crawling away—a War-
ner picture was thrown on its miniature
screen. When the idea of showing a movie
in the air was first submitted, some cheerful
party mentioned that the bird which was to

bear the reviewers was known as the Flying
Coffin —-an ill-fated airplane which had
previously cut up with its cargo. The
Warners, just to prove they had the best of
intentions, chartered another, and there

were no casualties, not even in the reviews.

The combination of Irene Rich, all of
the Warner Brothers, and there are quite a
few, Vincent Lopez and Ernst Lubitsch's
latest production, was the attraction at the
Casa Lopez not long ago. The new supper-
club was doubtless a bit put out when its

manager, Mr. Lopez, caused a projection
booth and machine and a screen to be
rigged up, but it recovered in time to pre-
sent a suave appearance to welcome its.

guests. After a dinner-dance, the screen
was disclosed, chairs were pushed back, and
"Lady Windermere's Fan" became the cen-
tre of attraction, even though the guest of
honor, Miss Rich, was right there and the
very new Mrs. Sam Warner, formerly Lina
Basquette of the Ziegfeld Follies, was also

present.

Following the lead of the stage producers,
some of the film companies try out their

new pictures in the suburbs. First National
first presented "Winds of Chance" at Irving
Lesser's de luxe theatre in Great Neck,
Long Island. Limousined to one of the
more exclusive roadhouses, we had some of
that Long Island duckling you have all

heard zo much about, proceeded in state to

fl[ Charles Ray has the leading role

in "The Auction Block," Rex
Beach's famous novel.

the theatre, saw the picture, and were con-

veyed home, so that all our neighbors, see-

ing us Rolls up, became convinced we were,

subsidized at last.

In fact, there are pre-views and pre-

views. F'instance, Famous Players gave no.

official special showing of "Peter Pan." In-

stead, we had a pre-view of its star, Betty
Bronson. Few of us had ever seen the child

who was Paramount's permanent Christmas
gift to the world. In curls and ruffles, she

captivated. Her party was a dinner-dance.

There was a big Christmas tree, a fat and
jovial Santa Claus, and best of all, besides

Betty, there were Peters and Wendies re-

cruited from the chorus of New York's most
refined musical comedy.
When Gloria and Hank returned from

Europe she had a party which was graced
with all the wit and beauty and gallantry

of movie circles—and the reviewers.

Pola Negri was guest of honor at a sim-

ilar function, which also served to introduce
Michael Arlen to movie circles. He danced
a lot with our Bebe, but since he allowed
the reviewers to call him Mike, he was
forgiven.

The pre-view, whether of picture or star,

does a lot to promote good feeling. After
all, what are critics and editors and review-
ers except liaison officers between you, the
audience, and the people who make your
pictures? Rudy Valentino came to New
York with "The Eagle" under his arm; he
appeared with the picture at the Strand one
Sunday afternoon and then took his pro-
fessional audience with him to his apart-
ments for tea.

Pre-views are the thing. And a good
thing, too. Everybody likes them— that is,

almost everybody. You're bound to find

some soul who will object that all the fun
and feasting occur when other honest
working-people are in their beds, having
called it a day—besides, The Wife is al-

ways nagging for a new spangled dress just
like the one worn by the star at the premier
of— what was the name of that picture?
But the few objections have been lost in
the loud cries of "Bigger and better and
more pre-views." The plump, rosy cheeks
of the reviewers shine in silent gratitude to
their big brothers, the producers. Some of
the critics even own their own dinner-suits
r. z .;.
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TheBook Bargain ThatAmazedthePublishing World

10 Great^Novels
Sy ELINOR GLYN

NowYours«
Big Concessions in Author's Royalties and the Printing of

Enormous Numbers of Books at One Time Enables You to

Secure These 10 Famous Novels at This Unheard-of Price—

If You Order at Once.

If You
Act Now

THIS is undoubtedly the most sensational offer that

has been ever been made to the reading public.

Publishers said it couldn't be done— that the cost

of printing alone would more than eat up the price

asked for these books.

But we have proved that it can be done— for we

are doing it. There are no "ifs" or "maybes" about

this offer. You actually get the 10 most thrilling, most

startling, most heart-gripping novels Elinor Glyn has

ever written— $20.00 worth of

fascinating reading— all for only

$2.98.10 VOLUMES
Here They Are

The Price of Things

Guinevere's Lover

The Man and
The Moment

His Hour
Love Itself

The Reason ^7hy

Red Hair

The Point of View
The Seventh
Commandment

And Blinor Glyn's
Latest Book

—

This Passioi. Called
Love

The Latest Sensation

Included in the 10 Volumes is

Elinor Glyn's latest sensational

success— "This Passion Called

Love" — a powerful treatise on

this burning subject that every-

one wants to read. Thousands

have paid $2.00 for this book

alone.

These 10 Volumes are not tiny

paper booklets with soft covers—
they are nice-looking books, 5

inches by 7 inches, printed from

FULL-SIZED PLATES and attractively bound in

Royaltex STIFF BOARD COVERS. Nothing cut or

condensed. Every word is exactly as in the original

edition.

Send No Money

Simply mail the coupon and the books will be

shipped \o vou at once. When they arrive, pay the

postman only $2.98 (plus a few pennies postage). If

you are not 'delighted with your purchase, simply re-

turn the books within five days, and your $2.98 will

be promptly refunded. So don't put it off— but fill

in and mail the coupon— Now.

AUTHOR'S PRESS,
Dept. 802, Auburn, New York.

The Authors' Press, Dept. 802,

Auburn, New York.

Please send me the set of Elinor Glyn's famous books in 10 volumes.

On arrival I will pay the postman only $2 98, p us a few cents postage,

with the understanding that I may return the books within 5 dayc it not

satisfied, and you will refund my money.

Name

Address

City
Stale..
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Xharmeuseg
landBeadedg

Dress^i
;
Just try orderingfrom

_ us once and you will

be a steady custom,

sr ever after. This
.Is another one
\ of our wonder-
"ful bargains
just to make

,

new friends.
1 Material is fine
quality lustrous
Rayon satin
lavishly beaded

vAf with irridescent
W/ bugle beads. Neat
jjf turndown collar finish*
1 ed with pretty ribbon
tie strings: Has stylish

I slashed cuffs and tie-

back sash-Trulya mar-
velous bargain which
must be seen to be
appreciated. Sendfor

I yours NOW.

.'Send

3 No

|
Money

) COLORS {

g PANSY
) PURPLE
>NAVY
BLUE
I OR
j BLACK

{sizes

:32to|
',53

' Sand 1

' No
Monoy^
Just Send Letter NOWu
When dress is delivered pay U|
mailman only $3.98 and afl*
few cents delivery charges.^
If not satisfied we will

_ return your money.
NORMAN ROBERTS CO. Dept. 80- C- 1 99, CHICAGO

Boys
and
Girls
Also

SAVE YOUR BODY
Conserve Year Health
and Efficiency First

"I would not part with it for$10,000"

Sowritesan enthusiastic.grate-
ful customer. "Worth more
than a farm," says another. In
like manner testify over 100,000
people who have worn it.

The Natural
Body Brace
Overcomes WEAKNESS

and ORGANIC AILMENTS
ofWOMEN and MEN. Devel
ops erect, graceful figure.
Brings restful relief.comfort, abil-
ity to do things, health, strength.

Wear it 30 Days Free atOurExpense
Does away with the strain and pain of standing and
walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal organs;
reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and strengthens the
back; corrects stooping shoulders; develops lungs, chest and
bust; relieves backache; curvatures, nervousness, ruptures,
constipation, after effects of Flu. Comfortable, easy to wear.

Kppn VfillTSPlf Fit Write todayfor illustrat-necy i uui sen m ed booklet> measurement
blank, etc., and read our very liberal proposition."
HOWARD C.HASH, Pres., Natural Body BraceCo.
146 Rash Building . . SALINA, KANSAS

GET ONE OF THESE NOW

Here Is a
hand ejector
that has them
all beat. Not
to be compared
with other guns at this
price. Best obtainable^
and guaranteed to lire

accurately. Shoots standard ammunition
Solid frame swine out cylinder, liest blue
steel. New 11)20 models just arrived Order
now. 32.20 or 38 cal Only $9.65

32-CAL. MILITARY
AUTOMATIC

like those used by Ger-
man military officers. Extra maga-
zine free. Never before this was a
32-Cal. Automatic like this offered
at the low price of only $8.45.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money
Refunded. Send No Money, Pay
Postman Our Price, Plus Postage.

EDWARDS IMPORT TRADING CORP.
?58 Broadway Dept. 65 New York, N. Y.

Bill Colling 's Reviews—Continued from page 57

the stage farce, "The First Year." Br'er

Fox has made a movie of it, but something
slipped in the making. "The First Tear"
on the screen has only part of the humor
of the original, but it has a great deal of

overdrawn "comedy" which makes the story

(which had some semblance of reality on
the stage) a poor counterfeit of life.

It would also be a good idea for my
friend to stay away from D. W. Griffith's

latest, "That Royle Girl"; but oh, boy, and
likewise oh, girl, who cares about "life"

when he can see a thrilling, melodramatic
climax such as the scenes at the Boar's Head
Inn during the cyclone? This is one class

of film— sheer melodrama— which sets

aside all rules. It attempts only a semblance
of everyday realism and centers its attention

only on working up to a big, smashing
thrill. And believe me, it gets there! The
rest of the story is just so much tripe, made
interesting by the splendid characterization

of the Royle girl by Carol Dempster and
by the comedy of the inimitable W. C.
Fields; but when the girl is trapped by
gangsters at the inn, after getting the well'

known evidence which will free the man
unjustly convicted of murder, and when she
escapes into the raging cyclone and the inn
is demolished about the heads of the vil'

lains after they capture her and throw her
into the cellar —• wow! Nothing like it ever
happened,

.
really, but who cares? Not this

unsophisticated reviewer, for one.
Coming back to earth, there's a good bit

of real truth in "Braveheart," one of the
most sincere and convincing pictures seen
in many a day. It's from the old stage
play, "Strongheart," in which these old eyes
saw Robert Edeson star a score of years
ago. Edeson is also in the cast of the film
version, but this time as the father of the
heroine. Rod La Rocque now plays the
Indian brave who goes to the white man's
college and who, after being unjustly dis'

honored at school and cast out of his tribe,

redeems himself by rescuing the girl and
retrieving the fortunes of his fellow red-

men. It was a good story twenty years

ago, and it's a good one now.
As for the romance between the In-

dian and the white girl, inter-racial love

is no new thing. Romance of "Brave-
heart, " however, ends in a parting— but it

is not a sad ending; rather a wistful one
which will bring sentimental sighs to the
lips of the fair patrons. Looking at "Brave-
heart" through the eyes of my cynical

friend, I could find very few instances of
movieism, and these only when they were
necessary for plot development.

I'm going to drag the aforementioned
friend to see Rod in this picture, hoping
to silence his supercritical objections; but I

hope they don't show "The Golden Strain"

on the same bill, for if he ever sees that

one, he'll kid the well-known raiment off

me. "The Golden Strain" is a Movie with
a capital M, so completely saturated with
improbabilities (a two-dollar word meaning
hokum) that it wouldn't carry conviction
even to those innocents who put their trust

in the government weather forecasts. From
beginning to end there isn't one incident of
the main plot to which one might point and
say, "I knew of a case like that." Not that

it isn't entertaining— it is, very. But it

just isn't "real" in the sense that corned
beef and cabbage are real.

You really can't compare pictures dealing
with the great open spaces to life; in the
first place, as Richard Dix has shown us
in his "Womanhandled," the west isn't that

way any more; and in the second place,

these films are built with one idea in mind— action, and the verities are necessarily

and quite justifiably sacrificed to make a

thrill-fan's holiday. As a matter of fact,

it was a pretty useless thing for me to pay
any attention at all to my friend's carping,

because when .ou get right down to it,

movies are mov.js and are made for movie
fans, and it's a well-known fact that you
can't make realism out of imagination. The
only man who ever did it was Frankenstein,
and look what happened to him!

The Social Life of Screen Folks—Continuedfrom page 59

Priscilla wasn't contending, though. If
she had been, there would probably have
been no chance for anybody else.

Priscilla has grown so sylphlike, you
would hardly know her, and she wears black
lately a great deal, looking perfectly gor-
geous in it.

Somebody asked Priscilla Dean whether
she is going to divorced — her husband is

Wheeler Oakman, you know — and she
said no, she was afraid she might be foolish
and get married again if she got a divorce
from Wheeler!

Dorothy Farnum was there, looking alto-

gether too pretty for a writer. She should
be in pictures herself.

Mary Aitken was sewing on a baby dress
for her expected little one. She is sweeter
than ever with approaching motherhood,
and is so happy over the expected event.

William Haines played a trick on
Patsy on Christmas Day. He called

her up on the phone. "Is this Capitol
1306? I want to speak to Mary."
"You have the wrong number," respond-

ed Patsy. "There is no Mary here."

"Oh, I thought that maybe Merry Christ-
mas was there!" answered Billie.

"Who is it speaking?" demanded Patsy
indignantly.

"This is Hap," answered the voice.

Again Patsy bit. "Hap who?" she asked.

"Happy New Year," answered the voice.

And he wouldn't tell his name. Patsy

thought and thought, but it wasn't until

Billie's roses arrived Christmas afternoon
that she realized to whom that voice be-

longed!

YOU might really think that this was an
Only Their Wives Party," declared

Patsy, as we listened to the chatter around
Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn's lunch table. You
know by this time, or at least you ought to

know, that Mrs. Goldwyn is Frances How-
ard on the stage and screen. Only of

course she isn't on the stage and screen any
more and says that she is completely happy
just being a nice wife and home maker.

"Nearly everybody here," Patsy confided,

"has fame in her own name, but just the

same each lady insists on talking about her
husband."

Mr. and Mrs. Goldwyn have taken the

house that Betty Compson lived in before
Betty married James Cruze and went to live

in that gorgeous Spanish house in Flintridge.

It is a lovely mansion on Hollywood Boule-
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How I Earn Money at Home
And In This Way Make Up For

George's Shrinking Salary
Every Wife or Self-Supporting Girl Can Use Extra Money. Many Are Now Making

It Themselves—Right at Home—How Auto Knitting Pays Three Ways
By MARY WHITMAN

M"Y dear, you should
have seen her at

church this morning.
She looked positively

'dowdy.' It's a shame! Mary
used to be such a well dressed

girl— until she married that

bank clerk. I should think

he'd feel
—

"

"Sh-h-h! She's on this car.

Over behind you. She might
hear."

But I had heard—and my
face flushed red with resent-

ment and shame. It was true
—I did look "dowdy''—and I
knew it.

I got off the street ear at
the next corner and walked
the remaining blocks to my
home—and George. My cup
of bitterness had spilled over,

and I needed a few minutes
to choke back my tears that wanted to
run down my burning cheeks.

I didn't want to make George feel worse
than he did already about our money situa-

tion. My husband is one of the "white
collar men" whose salaries haven't kept
pace with the mounting cost of living. I
had sometimes hinted to George that I
would be glad to take my old position
again, but he had always vetoed the idea
strenuously.

But the bitter experience of this Sunday
morning was too much. I resolved as I
walked home I was going to find a way to
make extra money for clothes.

When I got home I was prepared to be
cheerful as usual, but George was comfort-
ably smoking and absorbed in his Sunday
paper, and his contentment somehow irri-

tated me terribly. To make matters worse
he held up the magazine-picture section of
the paper as I came into the room, and

It helped us over the hard spots oy turning spare hours into extra dollars

that advertisement of The Auto Knitter
Hosiery Company.
To make my story short, I found their

prospectus so convincing and reasonable
that I sent for and received the wonder-
ful little machine, the Auto Knitter.

While George was at the bank, I used
it every minute I could spare from my
housework. At the end of a month I sent
my first shipment of soft, warm, well-knit
wool socks to the company's hosiery de-
partment. By return mail came a check
in payment.

Well, I kept on knitting socks — but
after a little while not many of them went
to the company, for when I let my friend
Gracia into my secret and showed* her the
socks, she immediately exclaimed: "I know
where we can sell them right here in town
and nobody need even know who made
them!" It worked out fine. I sold them
and soon had calls for more. I found I

remarked that he had never seen the' girls could make more money selling them in
wear "such good-looking duds as they do wa7 than I could sending my stand-
this year." aid socks to the company.

I lost my temper, snatched the paper Then one day, as we were ready to go.
from him and cried, "If you like to see out

>
1 presented myself before George in

ice clothes so much, why" don't you buy a
,

pretty, new accordion-pleated frock
your wife some of them?
Then I rushed to my room, still carry-

ing
(

the magazine section of the paper,
Bhut the door, and threw myself across the
bed for a good cry. George came and
knocked and spoke to me, but I wouldn't
let him in.

After a while I sat up, and idlv began
to turn the pages of the paper I had taken

which I had seen advertised in Park &
Taylor's sale and a fancy little sweater
I had made up myself with the aid of the
Auto Knitter.

His mouth opened wide and he just
stared at me in admiration. Finally, he
managed to say: "Where did vou get
them, Mary?"

"I earned them myself," I replied
away from George. All of a sudden I sat brightly, not just sure how he would take
up straighter and gasped. A woman was tne liews.
looking out of the page at me, holding a "The sweater, too?" he inquired, and I
bank check m her hand, and across the knew he was thinking what an extravagant
top of the page were the words, "How I lot such a sweater must have cost

"

Make Money—Right at Home—Auto Knit-
ting Pays Three Ways."

That night I mailed the coupon from

"Well, the sweater—" I answered, "the
sweater I really made myself!"

"But, Mary, I didn't know vou could

knit like that!"
"I couldn't by hand,

George," I replied, "but I

learned to do it another way."
George looked for a moment

as if I had said I had stolen

my new things. But then I

made him sit down and listen

to my story.

Then I took the light, port-

able Auto Knitter out of the

closet and showed George how
it worked. I had had enough
practice by that time, so that

I made a sock so quickly that

George's eyes almost dropped
out of his head.

"And you say the Com-
pany's hosiery department will

buy the socks from you?" he
asked.

"Yes," I replied, "they will

take my entire surplus of
standard socks at a guaranteed price, but
the best of it is that I can sell my work
right here at home and make even more
than by sending it to the company, to say
nothing of the money I can save by mak-
ing our own knitted wear just as I made
this sweater."

George was certainly astonished, said he had
no objection to my continuing the work. In
fact, he was secretly proud of my ability. So
I kept right on making clever little knitted
articles for my daughter, socks for George and
knitted novelties for home sale. When spring
and summer came I took up the knitting of
fancy, sport and golf stockings, so that I really
had very little knitting to sell to the company,
although they helped me in every way, even
sending me a booklet telling liow to build up
my own home knitting business.

Now, I can have the pretty things I want
for myself, for Helen and for the house—and
I don't have to feel "guilty" when I buy them,
because I am not obliged to touch a cent of
what I call "the family money"—the money
that George makes.

Whenever I hear a woman complaining about
the high cost of living and clothes, I always
try to tell her how the Auto Knitter will help
her to make and save money at home in spare
time.

No matter where you live, I feel sure that
you want to know all aboat the Auto Knitter
that has meant so much to us. By all means
write to The Auto Knitter Hosiery Company
at once and find out about this home indus-
try waiting for you. Find out what others
have done with the aid of the Auto Knitter
and what it offers you. Send your name and
address on the coupon below—no obligation
of any sort. The Auto Knitter Hosiery Com-
pany, Inc., Dept. 2213, 630 Genesee Street,
Buffalo, N. Y.

The Auto Knitter Hosiery Co., Inc.

Dept. 2213, 630 Genesee St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Send me full particulars about Making Money
and Saving Money at Home with the Auto
Knitter telling How Auto Knitting Pays Three
Ways. I enclose 2 cents postage to cover cost
of mailing, etc. It is understood that this does
not obligate* me in any way.

Na(me

Street and Number.
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A Lovely Marcel
m 5 Minutes
Witk Tins
Marvelous
Invention!
Whether you belong k 'A

to the bobbed-hair bri- |*/
grade or wear your hair

long, you can have a

glorious marcel, the envy of all, and snap it. It makes a beautiful and deep wave in a

your fingers at the professional hair dress- few minutes' time—needs no skill or out-

ers! The minute you have your own side assistance. It attains the right tempera-

"Superior"—the electric marcel waver we ture for the best results. It imparts an ex-

are telling you about—you are emanci- quisite wave of alluring loveliness, leaves

pated from the "tax" you've been com- the hair soft and lustrous—a glorious trans-

pelled to pay to beauty parlor hair dressers. formation into undulating waves and se-

Good gracious! Have you ever ductive curls of lasting beauty and charm.

stopped to figure up how much you can Olir Amazing Offer:
save in a year by doing your own marcel- , . . . ,

ling? Just sharpen your pencil and see! The Coupon below IS an out-and-

Enough to provide you with a lot of things out offer to let you try the "Superior

you would dearly love to have, that's sure! magic method without cost, for ten days

And on top of that you won't be tempted in the privacy of your own home. Send no

to neglect getting a marcel many times, money—just clip the coupon. The Waver
for "just one more day," because it's so is yours to use for 10 full days, without the

expensive. You will always have a fresh slightest obligation to keep it! Hand the

marcel and that confident feeling of look- postman a $3.9? deposit plus a few cents

ing your best every day in the week. when he delivers the Waver to you.

You'll be Delighted! KeeP il and use {t for 10 days—use
, . ,

, , it yourself—let your friends try it—test
lo see how quickly, easily and in any way you wish. Then if you are not
beautifully you can dress your hair with perfectly delighted with the results, sim-

MSMtar^ ply send it back to us in 10 days

and we will return the $3.95 de-

posit without quibble or question.

Fair enough, don't you think?

Say! You're going to be so
delighted with this waver — so

thrilled with the joy of having
your hair beautifully marcelled
every single day—so happy over
the money it saves you—that you
wouldn't part with the little

"Good Fairy" for many times its

this Electric Waver-yet it's all delight- whiIe this low
S
n
°
Q ^netdowT^™^

fully simple! You simply attach the tory offer is in effect—and mail it TODAY!
Waver to an electric light socket and SUPERIOR ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CO.
marcel your hair just the way you want Dept. 28, 2208 Pine Street, St. Louis, Missouri

—— — — —— Fill Out And Mail Now!— — — — — — —

—

cit--tv7T-x SUPERIOR ELECTRIC PRODUCTS COMPANY,
oliiND Dept. 28, 2208 Pine Street, St. Louis, Missouri

|\T/~v Please send the SUPERIOR Marcel Waver. I agree to deposit $3.95 (plus
1NU postage) with the postman when he delivers it. If I am not satisfied, I will
- „.,_.- return the outfit to you within 10 days and you are to refund my money.MONEY-

Address

10 DAYS' Name

I RIAL City State

T
ONLY

ONE TO
EACH PERSON

Fleur D'Or (Flower of Gold)
PAR FUM EXQUISITE

To Introduce thia moat delightful of all flower
C88ence»,we offer a large, imported, novelty vial
filled with thia echo or a golden flower garden,
for the insignificant sum of 25c--to cover pack-
ing and mailing coBtal Each Fleur D'Or contain-
er ie a hand-blown vial of a fairylike delicacy.
Even the stopper is protected by a go! den screw-
cap. Ideal for carrying wherever you go , , »

and a laatinp golden odor not eoon for*
gotten. Get one full $1 size vial of
Fleur D'Or for 25c — 35c if out-
Bide U.S. Additional vialimt
full price. Send your tri-

al ordtr now! Send

nd address.

MAISON D'OR — Parfumera
147 Fourth Ave., Desk II, New York City

A POUND EVERY DAY
NATURE'S WAY

EUROPEAN discovery makes it
possible to reduce by Nature's
method. PLORAZONA actually
washes away excess flesh through
the pores. No dieting, no exer-
cising, no drugs. Simply dissolve
Florazona, a fragrant powder, in your
bath; stay in for 15 minutes and one-half
pound to one pound of weight melts awayl

Flo-Ra-Zo-Na
Absolutely Harmless — Nothing Internal
Physicians, nurses and thousands of users
recommend this mituial way to reduce. Contains no epsom
salts, no alum. Simple, safe, sure and natural! Send
only $1.00 for 3 concentrated treatments postpaid, in-
cluding free booklet. Money Back Guarantee.

FLORAZONA Corp., Suite GC, 100 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

vard, and has a marvelous garden at the
back, with a big lawn in the front of the
place.

Leta Gray, who is Mrs. Charlie Chaplin,
was there, and didn't deny that she is look-

ing forward to the stork's visit again. She
is, gorgeously lovely these days— far pret-

tier than she was as a girl. And what a
sense of humor she has!

Leta told us of a trip that she, Charlie
and Elinor Glyn took down to Tia Juana
to, see the races, and how night, through an
accident to their motor, found them on the
road. They put up at a funny little inn,
where the beds were none too clean. Leta
fell asleep at once. In the morning she
peeped into Mrs. Glyn's room, and found
that fastidious lady asleep, but fully dressed,
even to hat and gloves!

She says that Charlie is one of those
husbands who is good tempered even in the
morning. And of course it goes without
saying that he is crasy about his baby.

Mildred Lloyd told us about her baby,
too, and about how the youngster pretends
that she is acting in pictures. As to man-
aging her famous husband, Harold Lloyd,
she says that he is perfectly ideal. But all

the same, when she has been unusually ex-

travagant about a dress or fur coat, if he
happens to notice the garment, she just says,

"Why, dearie, this is old! You never do
notice what I have on anyway!"

Mrs. Sam Goldwyn is a perfectly ador-
able hostess, so pretty and young and slim

and full of life.

"Aren't you ever going back on the
stage?" somebody asked her.

"Oh, I don't think so. You see, my
husband never saw me act, and he thinks
that on the stage I'm a good actress. I

don't want to disillusion him."
Mrs. Goldwyn keeps in form by going

horseback-riding. That brought it to Mrs.
Montague Glass's memory that both Mrs.
Goldwyn and her husband are perfectly wild
riders.

"But Mr. Goldwyn told me I was per-
fectly dreadful as a rider," said his wife,
"never once realising that he himself is just

as bad. Neither of us rides conventionally
at all. We just stick on and go any old
how."

Harry Carey always keeps open house
at his great 3,000-acre ranch near

Saugus, California, between Christmas and
New Year's. You are welcome to drop in

any time you wish, from dewey morn to
midnight within those seven days. It is

exactly like the old California days of the
Spanish population. On one or two days a

barbecue is held. On other days you go
hunting or horseback-riding, or just stay at

*

home and sit around the big open fireplace.

Always there are food and Christmas cheer.

C[ Jacqueline Logan bargaining with
an Indian "on location."
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7Pieces
Genuine
Cut Glass

As an extra special offer to those who hurry their order for the 77-
piece combination outfit offered below, we shall include in addition,
absolutely free, this entire 7-piece set of GENUINE CUT GLASS,
Pitcher of 2 qt. capacity and 6 tumblers of 9 oz. capacity. Each
piece is pure, sparkingly clear, thin and dainty. Hand cut decora-

84
44 Piece Bluebird

Dinner Set

26 Piece Sheffield
Plate Silver Set

7 Piece Bluebird
Tablecloth and
Napkins AND

7 Pieces Genuine
Cut Glass FREE

Besides

toons consisting of large floral design with appropriate foliage
Useful for water or other beverages ; set makes a handsome display
with your other glassware. A limited number given FREE—as an
introductory offer during this special sale. Send coupon today
while this offer lasts.

'

pieces allfori

77
Pieces

$222 a Month

Com^
binatioi^

^
Outfit X ,.

'

.
.

Consists of: ^llfp^
44-Piece Bluebird Dinner Set f™t

d&
tinted design of Bluebirds and foliage in natural colors. Each
piece is twice fired and has a snow flake white glaze of great
brilliancy which cannot craze. The set consists of 6 caps, 6 san-
cers, 6 dinner plates, 9 in. diameter; 6 fruit saucers, 6 in. diam-
eter; 6 oatmeaJ nappies, 6 in. diameter; 6 salad plates, 6 in.
diameter; 1 meat platter, 10^ in. long; 1 round vegetable dish,
9 in. diameter; 1 cream pitcher, 1 bt.; 1 sugar bowl and
cover, (2 pieces); 1 butter plate; I utility bowl, 1 pt.; 1 pickle
dish, 6 in. in diameter. Each piece baa a dainty blue edge
and is beautifully shaped.

9fi PiopA Q;lVA1i ^£tf A silver service of Sheffield
<£D rieCe Oliver Oet plate that will give years of
satisfaction. A pleasing pattern and popular polished finish.
Each piece heavily silver plated. Set consists of 6 knives, 6
forks, 6 tablespoons, 6 teaspoons, 1 sugar shell, 1 butter knife.
Packed in a convenient flannel roll as illustrated.

7 PieceTablecloth and Napkins
cloth 60xG0in. and 6 napkins, 18x18 In., made of strong, durable
iinen finished cotton in pure snow flake white that will launder
beautifully. All edgesneatly scalloped with overlapped stitchin
blue. Both tablecloth and napkins nave handpainted design of
Bluebirds andAppleBlossoms in their natural color, absolutely
guaranteed fast colors. Harmonizes perfectly with dish set.

And remember:—The 7-Piece Genuine Cut Glass Set Is
FREE, if you send at once. Shipping weight of entire

outfit about 60 lbs.

Order by No. G8498A. $1,00 with coupon;
$2. 00 monthly. Total Price $19.90.

Free Bargain Catalog of Home Furnishings on credit sent
with or without order. See coupon.

Straus & Schram, SfS Chicago,

A sensational offer—to show how Straus & Schram smashes the spot cash price while
giving almost a year to pay! Here's an outfit of 77 pieces, things you need and use in
your household every day—and a 7 piece set of Genuine Cut Glass FREE, if you order now—at a price

you could not equal in your home town. We'll ship this complete outfit—84 pieces in all—direct to your
home on 30 days trial for only $1.00 down. Examine the quality, the beauty, the durability of each piece.

Then compare prices—see how much more the local dealer asks for cash. After 30 days trial and use, if

you're not delighted with the bargain, send the outfit back and we'll refund your dollar plus all trans*

portation charges you paid. No obligation—not one penny of risk to you!

If you decide to keep the outfit, start paying only
$2.00 a month until you've paid our rock bottom
price—only $19.90 for the entire 77 piece outfit with
the 7 pieceCutGlassSetFREE. 84pieces in all—only

$19.90—and almost a year to pay ! Where else can you find a bargain 1 ike that and on such liberal termsr

Send Coupon

We have made up only a lim-

ited number of these combi-
nation outfits for this special

sale. Send the coupon quick,

while this offer lasts. Only
$1.00 deposit brings the out-

fit on 30 days' trial. Satis-

faction guaranteed or your
money back. (Wedonot
ship C. O. D.)

Straus & Schram, Dept. 2142 Chicago, 111.

Enclosed find $1. Ship specia': advertised 77 piece Combination Outfit,

with 7-piece genome cut glass set FREE. I am to have SO days free
trial. If I keep the Outfit, I will pay you $2.00 monthly. If not satis-

fied, I am to return the Outfit with the 7-piece cut glass set within
30 days and you are to refund my money and any freight or express
charges I paid.

77 piece Combination Outfit, No. G8498A, $19.SO.
7-F-Pieces Genuine Cut Glass FREE.

Name*.

Street, R. F. D.
or Box No

Shipping
Point

Post Office - State —
If yOU want ONLY our tree catalog

[
I

of home furnishings, mark X here I—

I
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How To Develop

The Bust
There IS aWay!

HIS BEAUTIFUL WOMAN learned the se-

your problem, no matter what your age or
the cause of your flat figure.

"It is almost two years since 1 first

used The K[ational. I am happy to say

that the results are permanent, for my
development is just the same and my
figure is even better than ever. I do
appreciate so much what the Rational
has done {or me. I have proven that
any woman can have a beautiful bust if

she will only use the Rational. Friends
envy my perfect figure."

How Dorothy Stahl brought her figure

back until it is even more perfectly

developed than ever, is what every un-
developed girl or woman will want to lcnow.

If you wish to learn how she produced the beautiful development shown in her photograph, write
us at once. All this charm of perfect womanhood can be yours—all the beauty and captivating grace
that is your birthright—all the artful, delicate allurement that malcts you first a woman—God's
Masterpiece—Man's Idol. You can be made perfect in your witching beauty.

This method is within the reach of every woman. It can be used in the secrecy of your own room.
If not delighted with results in 30 days, your money is cheerfully refunded. There is no other

method as safe, effective, harmless and sure.

Send your name and address today, enclosing 4c stamps, if you wish this information sent under
6ealed postage. We will send surprising photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlarge-
ment by this method, all sent under plain wrapper.

THE OLIVE COMPANY, Dept. 30,GLARINDA,IOWA, U.S.A.

FREE Order Yours
TODAY FREE

IF

Why pay $2.00 to $5.00 for a fountain pen alone, when
for the small sum of $1.00 you can receive the new

^^'^V^
_

enlarged and profusely illustrated

YOU
ARE
FOND OF
pictures, interested in sports,

theatres, etc., do not fail to take ad-

vantage of the most liberal offer ever made.

POLICE GAZETTE
FOR 13 WEEKS

and this very fine Fountain Pen,

self-filler, with 14k. solid gold

pen, iridium-tipped, and
beautifully chased bar-

rel, (as a premium,
without extra

charge).

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

Each issue of The POLICE GAZETTE is brimful

of entertaining matter for the entire family. Don't

delay—fill out the coupon and mail today—DO IT NOW.

PIN A ONE DOLLAR BILL (S.M.)
to this slip—fill in your name and address—and mail it to the Richard K. Fox Publishing
Company. Inc., Franklin Sq.. New York City, N. Y. You will receive The National POLICE
GAZETTE each week for three months, 13 weeks, and in addition, as a gift, this fine, self-

filling fountain pen, with 14 Kt. solid gold point.

Name

Street

City State

I dropped in the Sunday following
Christmas, and found Jack Ford and his

wife, Clarence Brown and his wife, and a
number of others. Everybody acted like a

kid —• more like kids than the Carey kids

themselves did. Clarence Brown beat a

drum and the dignified Jack Ford put an
Indian rug' around him and played he was
a wild Indian. Afterward the Indian ser-

vants which surround the place did a war
dance for us on the front lawn.

The moonlight on the valley was lovely,

as we sat on the verandah talking far into

the night. I think it was Erwin Connelly
who spoke up and asked Harry Carey.
"How did you ever happen to fall into such
a lovely spot? It's a super-scenic!"

BUT going back to the subject of teas:

The combination tea-baby-.shower is

very popular in Hollywood these days. Just
now everybody is giving Mary Aitken baby
showers. She is Mrs. Edwin Carewe, you
know. Leatrice Joy held the last tea-baby-

shower, and I'm sure that the little Carewe
heir or heiress, as the case may be, has
bootees enough to last it until it grows old.

Another tea-shower was given to Mary
by Kathleen Clifford, and everybody con-

tributed, including Vilma Banky, Mrs. Del
Rio, and Lilyan Tashman.

Speaking of Lilyan Tashman — who in

private life is Mrs. Edmund Lowe— sh! —
there is a whisper going around that the
stork is going to pay a visit at that home
one of these days!

As Generous As She Is Lovely

{Continued from page 35)

For beautiful it is— and you don't mere-
ly have to take our word for it. Just look
at the accompanying photographs.

It is a tiny thing, oblong in shape, and
is of fine, white gold, with a delicate inlaid

design in black enamel. Of its construc-

tion, we learned from Miss Mackaill that it

has a seventeen-jewel Swiss movement, a

three-piece case, making it possible to open
the back as well as the front, and a triple

adjustment —-which means that it is adjust-

ed to three different positions ... an im-
portant thing in a wrist-watch. Altogether,
it is a watch which will undoubtedly prove
as useful as it is ornamental.
And think of it. Miss Mackaill gives this

watch for a letter!

There are some players who let their

directors guide them completely in their

screen work. There are still others who let

their screen public help them in their deci-

sions. In this latter group Dorothy Mac-
kaill most decidedly belongs.

"I can't tell you how eagerly I wait for

letters after the release of each picture," she
said. "I want to know what my fan friends

think of my work, of the picture as a whole,
of the type of part I play in it. I have
some correspondents who write me after al-

most every picture, and upon whose judg-
ment I have come to depend more than a
little. You know, most folks think they
have to be polite above all else; but what
we really want is sincerity.

"For myself, I like to feel that I can
take criticism in the friendly spirit in which
it is offered and not look for sugar-coated
flattery. There is nothing more demoralis-

ing to an actress than to receive praise

where it is not deserved, and on the other
hand nothing more encouraging than to re-

ceive recognition of truly good work.
"I hope whoever gets the watch will re-

member that. And I hope, too, that once
in a while, when she looks to see what time
it is, she will think of me."
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The Fairest of the Frails

{Continued from page 33)

Never more. The material is pinned to fit

that little form snugly. Fitted here, pulled

there, tight, tighter, until Alberta can hardly

get her breath. She is then carefully sur-

veyed by her mother and her beautiful,

golden, pink-and-white sister, Adamae,
about whom we'll tell you some other time.

"I think, Albertie"— they call her Albertie

at home— "I think, Albertie," her mother

will suggest, "you could stand it just a wee
bit tighter around the waist." "No, mother!

no more. I can hardly get my breath. I've

got enough sex-appeal" — wickedly, and she

will walk the length of the room, her hands

on her hips, with that mischievous, naughty,

gamin smile on her face, swaying her hips

ever so slightly . . . while your heart stands

still for fear she'll burst the dress in some
embarrassing place. But Mrs. Vaughn's
dresses never burst. She's as good a dress-

maker as she is a mother.

The evening before we left Hollywood,

Alberta gave us a farewell party. Every-

body in Hollywood came. Alberta did not

wear one of her tight-fitting, "sexy" dresses,

but a charming organdie frock of pale pink,

with a tight bodice and a flare skirt. Pale-

blue doeskin slippers and a little sky-blue

ribbon in her hair completed this utterly

charming ensemble. Several of Hollywood's

most eligible bachelors attended the party,

among them George O'Hara, Bob Custer,

Ralph Ceder, the brilliant young director of

the "Mazte" series, Sam Wolf, Hollywood's

youngest and most brilliant attorney (Com-
mission, Sammy, for the free publicity?)

and a score of others, all of whom besieged

the charming child all evening. That is,

till eleven o'clock. At that ungodly hour,

Alberta's father looked meaningly at the

clock, meaningly at Alberta, and then:

"Alberta, time to go to bed. You have

a call for tomorrow at eight." Which,
translated into English, means that shooting

started an hour earlier than usual on the

morrow. We told you of Alberta's eager-

ness to get on the set in the morning, which
accounted in no small measure, . no doubt,

for her docile obedience as she bid good
night to one and all and quietly trotted off

to bed. And the party continued till the

wee hours of the morning, while Alberta

slumbered peacefully and well.

We hope we have drawn a vivid, start-

ling, lifelike picture of the wild life that is

led by these wild, wild girls of Hollywood!

C[ May McAvoy and Leslie Fenton
in "The Road to Glory."
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SODays Free Trial

Wonderful long distance 5-tube radio set, gets coast to coast on loud speaker.
Mail coupon below. Do not buy a radio set until you send for our liberal Free
Trial Offer. Direct from factory to you at less than dealer's cost (until we have a dealer to
represent us in your district). This wonderful coast-to-coast 5-tube radio set will be snipped
anywhere in the U. S. for 30 days FREE trial. Test it yourself in your own home and if
you do not agree that it is the greatest Radio Set in the country, return it to the factory.

Metrodyne Super-Five
Radio Set

Agents-Dealers! Wholesale prices! Make big
— money selling Metrodyne sets

—all or part time. No competition— lowest prices.

Send for 30-day Free Trial Demonstrating set

Thousands are enjoying this wonder 5-tube radio. Buy
now and save 50%. Tune in on the Merry-makers

—

listen to the world'sbest music—hear lectures—market
reports, news! Get New York, Honolulu, Canada, Mex-
ico! To prove that the Metrodyne can do all this—that
it is the best radio buy on the market—we will send you
a Metrodyne SuperFive-Tube Radio set on 30-days free
trial.Wehavethousands of testimonial lettersfrom hap-
py buyerswho took advantage of this astounding offer!
Some of them have made money on last minute farm
marketreportswhich paid fortheirsetmany timesover.

World's Greatest Radio Set
The Metrodyne Super-Five is a 5-TubeTuned Radio Fre-
quency Set, approved by America's leading radio engi-
neers. Highest grade low-loss parts. Magnificent Walnut
Cabinet. Beautiful genuine bakelite panel with all

designs, charts, and borders gold plated. Anyone can
operate the Metrodyne Super-Five— the last word in
volume, clearness and powerful longdistance reception.

MAIL THIS COUPONMT
Only a 2c stamp or a postal card brings you positive
proof from thousands of owners that the Metrodyne is
unequalled for selectivity, long range, and all around
performance and quality. Remember, we give you 30
days free trial in your own home. Mail the coupon now.

Metro Electric Company, X243 S. Wabash Avenue _
Dept. 1-6 CHICAGO, ILL. § j\J^Ti

Read What Some Owners Say:

J. W. Bryant, Perry. Kan.: Received Metrodyne at
2 o'clock. By 6 1 tuned in New Orleans. Omaha
and Memphis.

M. Livingston. Port Huron. Mich.: My Metrodyne
brings stations from coast to coast. Works better
than our old $275 set.

Andrew Harcharek, Lyon, Pa.: My trial is up and I

have decided to keep the Metrodyne. Four of my
friends want to buj Metrodynes.

METRO ELECTRIC CO., 1243 S. Wabash Ave.

Dept. 136 Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:

Send me full particulars about the Metrodyne
Super-Five Radio Bets, and your 30-days FREE trial

offer.

Name o a

D

RffdSedanGiven
YOU CAN WIN THIS
IDEAL ALL-YEAR CAR
Can you solve this puzzle? Try
it and send your answer today*
Surely you want this fine new
latest model Ford Sedan.

I am going to rive away a brand new Ford" Sedan to someone
who answers this adv. It will be completely equipped with
electric lights and starter, sliding plate glass windows, large tires, de-
mountable rims—complete with freight and tax paid. We haveialready
given away many antos to advertise oar business. This is your chance
to win this ideal summer and winter car for your very own.
Can you make out the two words spelled by the numbers in the picture
to right? The alphabet is numbered A is 1, B is 2, etc. What are the
two words? Send your answer today—not a cent of cost to you now or
Later. I will send at once full information about my big Free Sedan offer.

Send AnswerToday
dreda of dollars in cash. All who answer can share in cash and nrl7.es.

In ease of tie prizes will bo duplicated—EVERYBODY REWARDEDI
Someone eetsa Sedan! Whs not yoo? SEND ANSWER TODAY.
H. A. SMITH, Mgr., Dept. 2 i 43, Cor. Jacksoa and Desplaioes, Chicago, UL

1 121 20 15!

Prices Reduced
On All StandardMake
TYPEWRITERS

LowestPrices inYears
Wewillsbipanymake
you choose for one
week's trial.Underwood,
Eoyal, L. C. Smith,
Remington, Oliver, etc.

Easy Terms £g
than rent each month
and own a typewriter.
Guaranteed ©s good a9
new. Perfectly rebuilt by

effer aad new low price Hot now.WB1TE TODAY.

Young Typewriter Co.
World's Largest Dealers in Standard TvpeisnUra
654W. Randolphst.,Dept 3523 Chicago,ID.

T
ONLY

ONE TO A
CUSTOMER

Just to Introduce

RADEX DIAMONDS
The most radiant, perfect substitute for real diamonds,
RADEX GEMS are worn by fashionable society with-
out fear of detection.

We will send you choice of solitaire or dinner ring,
beautiful Sterling Silver mounting, postpaid on

receipt of $1.00, our regular $3.00 value. Send
$1.00, your name, address and string
showii.g size.

$1.00 Is All You Pay
Money refunded ifnot entirely satisfied.

RADEX SPECIALTY COMPANY
Dept. E-3 Providence, R. I.
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ARE YOU SATISFIED
With Your Appearance ?
Are you as strong and healthy as you wish to be?
Do you feel the tire and vim of youth surging

through your veins ?

Do you have a well developed, powerful physique,
a pleasing appearance and a strong personality?
Ask yourself frankly, "Am I a Ileal Man;"

How Do Your Measurements Compare with These?
Height 5 feet 9 inches
Weight without clothes 158 pounds
Neck
Biceps
Chest
Waist
Forearm
Thigh
Calves
Wrist

Look in your minor this very night and see
what it tells you. Would you be proud to have
your picture produced in these columns? How
does it compare with the illustrations and measure-
ments shown herewith* Your outward physical
appearance reflects your internal condition. If
you do not show a daily improvement outwardlv,
you must not be deceived. Your body is being
consumed and you are flogging up like the stag-
nant pool. Stop then where you are. Get a grip
on yourself this very minute. Let this be the
start of new life and physical perfection, for it is
yours if jou will accept it.

You can easily obtain these proportions and
perhaps better them if you really set your mind to
it. Many of my pupils are stronger and have
larger measurements than I have. Why not give
me a chance to help you make the most of yourself?
I have developed thousands of boys and men, taken
many of them when they were physical wrecks

—

more dead than alive—and trained them into pow-
erful athletes. Wouldn't you like me to do the
same for you? No matter what your condition is
at present, I CAN DO IT—now it is up to you
to let me.

You are Judged by Your Appearance
Look strong and feel strong and have a strong

personality. Be a man of power! Broaden your
shoulders, deepen your chest, make your arms thick
and muscular, straighten your neck, develop vour
legs and obtain the energy and "pep" that only
an athiete knows.
Why put things off? Every day you put off is a

day wasted which could be spent in beautifying
your body.
The eighth edition of my latest book.

" MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT "
is just off the press. It contains 48 full page
photographs of myself and some of the athletes I
have trained. This book is bound to interest you
arid thrill you. It will be an inspiration to you.
There is not another book like it on the market.
I want every man and boy who reads this page to
send for a copy. IT IS ABSOLUTELY FREE.
Remember, this does not obligate you in any way.
I want you to have it, so it's yours to keep. All
I ask you to cover is the cost of wrapping and
postage—10 cents. Now, do not delay one minute.
This may be the turning point of your entire life.
Teir off the coupon and mail at once while it is
on your mind.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
305-305 Broadway, Dept. 5803, New York City

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN,
Dept. 5803 , 309 Broadway, New York City.

Dear Sir:—I enclose herewith 10 cents for which
you are to send me, without any obligation on im-
part whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscu-
lar Development." (Please write plainly.)

Name _ _

Street

City _ State

A Screen Celebrity

(Continued from page 29)

have kept her all girl, in spite of the adula'

tion of fans— she gets great piles of fan

letters now— and the other things about
studio life that sometimes swell craniums of

little schoolgirls who happen to get before

the camera. But not little Sally — she's too

wise.

Everybody at the studio loves Sally;

everyone from the old fellow who cleans the

walks to Louis B. Mayer, head of the stu'

dio, has a cheerful smile for her, and
frowns vanish when she romps past them.

That's Sally. Her eyes laugh, and they

echo a soul that laughs.

She's youth personified, with the buoy-

ancy and effervescence that only a healthy,

normal girl with a lovable soul can have.

She wants to go ahead with all the am-
bition that fires youth.

"I want to know things, and do things,"

is how she puts it. And she's always listen-

ing and watching and studying.

She finds time to dance and play, too—
and, after all, one can't blame her. Danc-
ing is what put her where she is.

If she hadn't been dancing, where Mic-
key Neilan could see her, that night, she'd

still be in high school, perhaps mildly

curious about screen stars and their alluring

and mysterious calling.

As it is, she's on the inside looking out;

and she's found that being a film star isn't

any different from being human, after all.

She was animatedly discussing a new
phase of the Charleston when I was intro-

duced to her at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios. Her smile changed to a rather

curious look as I asked her about herself

and explained that I was interviewing her.

"How do other people on the screen act

when they're interviewed?" she queried.
"And do you know Norma Talmadge? I

read a beautiful interview by her the other
day, but I couldn't think up all the clever

things to say that she did."

We chatted back and forth, her conversa-
tion consisting mostly of questions. She
pondered over the answers and fixed me
with those big blue orbs.

"You've been to college, haven't you?"
she asked.

I pleaded guilty.

She fished in the bag she carried.

"Then," she demanded, "maybe you can
show me how to do this algebra problem—
it's only third-year high school stuff."

I examined it — one of those simultan-
eous equations that brought back memories
of bitter hours in the high school classroom.
And — maybe it was Sally's eyes— or

maybe lack of practice. But I couldn't re-

member a single darned thing about how
those problems were done.

"Well, er— I studied medicine," I coun-
tered.

"Oh!" she answered. Again she pondered.
"What'll cure my spaniel of a cold?"
You can't beat Sally O'Neil. Whatever

you may know, she wants to know it. She's
a delightful little living question mark, with
dimples that allure and eyes that smile, and
a nimble little brain that searches right
through you. It's that same nimble little

brain that's ever storing up scraps of knowl'
edge in the pigeonholes in her cranium, to

be fished out and used some time, in the
future in a role— or to cure a sick puppy— or work an algebra problem.

Irish wit and a definite purpose, plus an
infinite capacity for work—-they'll carry
Sally far and make her many friends.

You just can't help loving Sally— she's
that kind of a Sally!

Something <!/\EJF

for BOBBED HAIR
There is a tremendous difference in bobs. Some

are wonderfully attractive and becoming, while
others,'well'— which kind is yours ?

I wish you could picture the becoming kind I
have in mind the sort that makes men turn to
admire. I can't tell you what the color is, but
it's full of those tinydancing lights that somehow
suggest auburn, yet which are really no more ac*

tual color thansunlight is . It's on iywhen the head
is moved that you catch the auburn suggestion—
the fleeting glint of gold.
You have no idea how much your bob can be

improved with the "tiny tint" Golden Glint
Shampoo will give it. If you want a bob like that
I have in mind, buy a package and see for your-
self. At all drug stores, or send 25 £ direct to
J.W. Kobi Co., 662 Rainier Ave., Seattle,Wn.

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO

louDorit
Have To

BcJSir

LOSE
5 to 15
Pounds
In Two
Weeks

And you don't have to exercise or diet
to fret thml It is easy to reduce the O.
B. C. T. way. Yoa get results so quickly
your friends won't believe their eyeB.
Reduce to any weight you desire and
then stay that way. No back-breaking
exercises and torturous days of starving!
The method is as simple and pleasant as
eating and the results are marvelous.
Thousands have gone back to normal

_
weight by taking the O. B. C. T. pre-

scription—the fat simply melts awayl This modern fat-re-
dacing method is under the direct supervision of a IAcensed
Practicing Physician. It is absolutely harmless and posi-
tively guaranteed to do the work. You can be as slender
and graceful and attractive as when yoa were sixteenl

Write Today for Our Two Weeks' Treatment
Send No Money. Simply write letter asking us to send treatment.Fay postman only $1.60 on arrival. If yoa do not actually lose fromnve to fifteen pounds in two weeks we will cheerfully refund yourmoney The two weeks' trial treatment will convince you that O. B.
,,i; th5 m°3t marvelous fat reducer ever prescribed. Safe, sure

reliable. Remember, you don t have to be fat. WRITE TODAY*
START REDUCING RIGHT AWAY. NOTICE: Until all drua uteres
have been eupplied we will Bend O. B. C. T. direct.

O.B.C.T.Laboratory,4016LlncolnA»e.. Dept. 23 Chicago, IH.

Why
and protect your inventions? They
may prove valuable.

I have made a specialty of

nf|f Patent Office practice for the past
MA"I« fourteen years and can assure you
T| _ of expert service and prompt atten'

rSrAnr ''on t0 patent and trade-mark
1 CLICUI matters.

Lester L. Sargent
Patent 8C Trade-Mark Lawyer

524 Tenth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Book Bargains Offered by the REAGIL PLAN
For instance

The Blue Book Of The Screen Edited by Ruth Wing.
A beautiful volume containing a portrait and bio-
graphical sketch of every star at Hollywood. 415
pages. Regularly $5.00. Reagil's Price $2.49.
This is one of a thousand bargains from our free
catalog. Send for it today.

THE REAGIL CO., INC.
120 West 32nd Street New York City
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I Baby In Your Home

many married couples yearn for children
that thousands of copies of a new book by Dr«
H. Will Elders are being distributed without
cort to childless women. Any family interested

In overcoming conditions of nature that hinder
the gift of children should write for this frea

book today. It describes a simple home treat-

ment based on the use of Steriltone. a wonder-
ful scientiflo tonic that has had marvelous suo-

.cess all over the country In relieving constitu-

tional weakness.
Every woman who wants to live a normal,

happy home life with little ones around he»
should consider It her first duty to know what
Bteriltone Is and why It should be. so wonderful
an aid to her. Read this little book which la

sent without charge or obligation in a plain

envelope. It unfolds facts that most women
never have had explained to them. Send NO
Money, NO Obligations. Simply name and ad-
dress to Dr. H. Will Elders, 2018 Ballings*

Bldg., St. Joseph, Mo.

Lovely Hosiery-
Blue Fox, Hose Taupe, Nude, Pearl,
FrenchTan, FrencliNude, Silver Grey.
Biscuit, Chestnut, Gun Metal, Black.

Pure silk, full-fashioned, guaranteed
first aitnlitit

^SPECIALLY PRICED AT $1 a Pair
or Box of 3 Pairs for 52.90!

'SEND NO MONEY: Tell us size,

style and color wanted and we'll

send hose COD. You pay postman
$1.00 plus postage. If dissasisfled re-

turn these and we will refund your
money in full. You'll like them I

HANOVER SALES CO. 4 Hanover Sq., New York, N. Y,

Your Choice

SO**
Musical

Instruments
To Our
Students

Your choice of a Violin, Tenor Banjo, Hawaiian Gui-

tar, Banjo, Cornet, Ukulele, Banjo Ukulele, Guitar,

Mandolin or Banjo Mandolin. You will be proud to

own any one of these instruments and you can have
one absolutely free. A few cents a day for lessons is

your only expense. Our system of teaching is so easy

that you can play several pieces by note with the first

four lessons. We guarantee success or no charge.

Instrrment and lessons sent on one week s free

trial. Write for booklet today, no obligation.

CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Orchard and Willow Streets, Dept. II, Chicago, Illinois

FREE

Custom Quality Shirta made by Carlton 5th
Ave., N. Y. America's greatest shirt values,
silkB, staples and exclusive patterns selling
direct to wearer. We deliver and collect. Your
profit: 25 p. c. paid daily. Big, beautiful sample
outfit FREE. Permanent position. Salesmen
and Saleswomen write

CARLTON MILLS, Inc.
98 Fifth Ave., Dept. A-87 New York

OV CAN Oil, PAINT
[
Amazinc new method teachps men or women to *3

|
earn after first lesson. OIL PAINT photos

—

1 portraits, landscapes or art subjects. Earn $18 to $100
and more a week. OIL PAINT OUTFIT GIVEN. Send
now for free illustrated hook. FICTOKIAL ART
STUDIOS, Inc., Dept. AS, 2731No. Clark St., Chicago.

I'll Find A Way
(Continued from page 43)

where she belonged. That was for later,

perhaps.

"Why— Jimmy!"
He stumbled to his feet. She was stand-

ing there; and he was proud, for a fleeting

moment, of the admiring way in which the

eyes of the supper-club devotees followed

her to his table. He pulled out a chair.

"John tells me you've been back here for

a week," he began. "What's the big idea?"

"It just didn't work," she said. "I had

to come back here—or starve."

"What didn't work?" Jimmy demanded.
"Don't tell me Kaltman turned you down?"
"He didn't even get the chance. Mr.

Kaltman's quite busy now, you know. He's

taken over the Odeon Theatre and his re-

vue has started. He's only at the studio

half the time——

"

"Good Heavens, I know all that," Jimmy
groaned. "But why didn't he see you? I

told him to."

She smiled at his naive confidence.

"I suppose— I just suppose that wasn't

enough, Jimmy," she faltered. "Possibly

I'm not as good as you thought."

"You're not, eh? Possibly not!" Jimmy
grunted belligerently. "Striped mackerel,

kid, you stop 'em all! Did Kaltman ever

see you, with those eyes, and those lips—
and that hair !"

Suddenly he jerked up. "Tell me the

truth. Why didn't Kaltman see you?"
The girl looked away, her eyes on the

dancing space, filled now with elbowing

couples.

"Do you know— Alys Vane?" she

asked in a far-off voice.

"Alys Vane? Why not? She's the

prima donna of Kaltman's revue venture.

Of course I know her. Why?" he de-

manded sharply.

She turned back to him. "I worked with

Miss Vane once, in a musical comedy, in

Chicago. I had a song, just before hers

—

and she had it taken out of the show, fin-

ally. The critics— I'm not boasting, Jim-

my, please!— the critics said I stole her

scene. She's hated me ever since." Peggy
hesitated. "Do you see now—-or don't

you? When I went to see Mr. Kaltman,

Miss Vane was there."

"Do I see? —• rather! And she was as far

as you got!"

"Exactly. I went back again, and found
her there again. She was quite angry, and
she gave orders that I wasn't to be admitted

the next time."

Jimmy sat back, his jaw grim. "That's

—

that! Kaltman and Alys. I knew they were
pretty old-pally; but I didn't know she had
him under her thumb like that. If that's

the case, there wouldn't even be any use in

my taking you up to Maurice personally;

she'd ruin everything."

"Doesn't that finish it, Jimmy?" she mur-
mured at last.

"Finish it?" he repeated, startled out of

his lethargy. "I should say not. I've told

you you've got the stuff, haven't I? I'll

have to prove it now, even to you. But
with a woman to fight, it means we've gotta

use finesse. Finesse, little one; put your

money on Papa Jimmy."
He stopped as he felt the cool little hand

in his contract with a tiny, graceful pres-

sure, and for the first time in several minutes

he looked up to meet Peggy's eyes. They
were wide and lustrous, fixed on him with

a look of intense admiration.

"Jimmy, win or lose— you're wonder-

ful!" she whispered.

"If you say I am," he declared huskily,

Society
for over eighty years
has relied upon Gour-
aud's Oriental Cream
to keep the skin and
complexion in perfect

condition through the

stress of the season's

activities. White
Flesh- Rachel. 4
Send 10c for Trial Size

T. HOPKINS & SON, New York

Q ou raud's

Oriental Cream

Watch
and Ring FREE

*hia Dainty Watch-platinum effect with sapphire
crown, ribbon bracelet and fancy clasp.Jeweied
movement guaranteed lO years. Worth $10
retail. Also beautiful cluster ring. Both yours for
introducingtinest assorted liquid perfume at

iei
" Not a cheap toilet water, but a fragrant, lasting

I perfume — made of imported materials—a wonderful bargain
at 15c. Sella on sight. Send for 20 bottles and easy plan to get thia

beautiful Watch & Ring FREE. Send no money. We trust you
' BE LI* PERFUME co Dep> E 648 Chicago, 111

MUSIC LESSONS FREE

You can read music like this quickly

IN YOUR HOME. Write today for our FREE booklet.

It tells how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced players. Your
only expense about 2c per day for music and postage used.

AMERICAN SCHOOL of MUSIC, 71 Lakeside Bldg., CHICAGO

Greatest Bar-
Odin Ever Offered

6-Shot Finest
Perfected Revolver
Sells elsewhere at $15.00. Quick
as a flash, safe, great penetrating™
power and true marksmanship. Blue steel or 1

nickeled, 38, 32, 25 or 22 caliber, all same
price. Satisfaction or money back. SEND

{

NO MONEY. Pay postman on arrival $6.25
plus postage. Federal Mail Order Com.

414 Broadway New York City Dept. XI 30

Do you want to write

for profit?
Not just a joke or a filer that sells at

$2, $3 . . . but stories that thrust the will

of a man. or a woman or a boy to a de-

cisive climax; stories that clench your
imagination and others'; stories that make
editors send fat checks. If you have any
story ability at all, the Palmer Institute

of Authorship can train you till you_ can
write, regularly, for profit. Personalized,

intensive training. Placing at your service

the suggestions, criticisms, guidance of

some of the foremost writers and photo-

dramatists producing today. Not merely a
correspondence course, but actual, construc-

tive help ... as if the successful novelist

were reading your manuscript and sug-

gesting, at your elbow. For details, send

coupon.
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1

1

1

1

PALMER INSTITUTE OF AUTHORSHIP
Palmer Building, Hollywood, Calif.

Please send me, without expense or obli-

gation, information about your home-study
course in : Short Story Writing

English Expression
Photoplay Writing 22C

Name

Address 1

All correspondence strictly confidential
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Your Mirror Tells The Storv

DO YOU WANT TO FULLY DEVELOP
THE CHARMS WITH WHICH NATURE
HAS ENDOWED YOU?

GUIDE TO HEALTH
AND BEAUTY""EVERYWOMAN'S

Provides A Solution Of Your Desires

PERSONAL BEAUTY is the inherent right of every
woman and this wonderful, invaluable book, compiled

by eminent health and beauty experts is the one guide
that points the way to the attainment of perfect health
and development of entrancing and fascinating beauty.
EVERYWOMAN'S GUIDE TO HEALTH AND
BEAUTY consists of more than 350 pages. It is ap-
proximately seven by ten inches in size, exquisitely bound
in blue grain art leather, title stamped in gold, profusely
illustrated with portraits of the world's most beautiful
women, charts and guides for massage and exercises. It

presents a volume of truly invaluable content to anyone
interested in improving or developing personal appear-
ance.

Let This Be Your Guide To Health and Beauty
The contents embrace the care and development of the
figure, special articles on outdoor life, recreative and
health-giving sports, pastimes, and exercises. It describes
fully and completely as to the care of the hair, skin,
features, hand, feet, and every part of the human form
With scientific and expert advice by Dr. Royal Samuel
Copeland and other scientists and experts on all matters
pertaining to the gaining and maintaining of health and
beauty. Its contents include innumerable formulas for
lotions, powders, and other forms pf toilet accessories suit-
able for your individual needs.-

Send your order now. Price, while the edition lasts, $2.00
—delivered anywhere in the U. S. Orders for Canada,
Mexico or other countries subject to additional charge.

Screenland Book Department
236 West 55th Street New York, N. Y.

"Fd like to see the guy that tries to tell me
I'm not!"

He turned and beckoned the waiter. In
a moment he was on his feet. "Tomorrow
night— right here," he whispered. "I may
have some news; but anyway, be prepared
to do whatever I say."

"But what are you going to do?" she
demanded.

He shook his head. "I don't know.
Haven't the faintest idea. Except that since

you ' said so, it's got to be something —
wonderful!"

Jimmy Wells' repertoire of things to do
in emergencies was confined to a multi-

tude of successful press agent stunts. But
the present occasion demanded, as he had
said, finesse.

He had never really tried it before, he
confessed to himself. But then, he hadn't
tried press-agenting before he did it. The
first move, however, he was not long in

doubt about. It entailed an audience with
Kaltman and was the most logical step.

Kaltman, however, was not at the studio
when Jimmy presented himself at noon. He
considered. Then, "Might as well look over
the enemy's ground," he told himself philo-

sophically, and headed for the Odeon
Theatre.

The revue, which starred Alys Vane, was
well under way when Jimmy Wells slipped
past the doorman with a grin and sidled into
an empty seat near the back of the house.
He watched without any expression on his

face as the prima donna sang her way
creditably through three successful numbers.

Then, near the end of the show, the press
agent sat up with renewed interest. It was
the star's scene. With practised eyes,

Jimmy watched the stage being emptied
inconspicuously for her solo number. The
orchestra drifted into the melody, a catchy,
lilting little tune with all the elements of
popularity in it.

Alys Vane, blond, tall— superbly beau-
tiful in a cold, statuesque manner, stretched
out her arms as if to embrace the entire

audience and Jimmy grunted.

' "Ingenue stuff," he observed under his

breath. "Why "won't they keep inside their

own talents?"

G[ H. B. 'Warner comes bac\ to the
screen in "Whispering Smith."
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But as the number unfolded, he came to

understand something of Alys Vane, and
to answer his own question. He also solved

the reason for the star's enmity toward
Peggy.

She didn't want to keep within her own
talents!

Like most artists, she was dissatisfied with
her measure of success. As a prima donna,
cold, aloof, dazzlingly beautiful, she was a

success. But Jimmy saw that, deep within

her, Alys Vane nursed a desire to be an
ingenue — to carry the audience with her

like a second Peter Pan or Pollyanna. That
was Peggy's stuff, and it was why Alys

hated her; because it could never be hers!

The stage darkened while Jimmy sat for'

ward intently. Already a plan was forming
in his mind. The lights went out, and on a

swiftly lowered screen was flashed the

refrain of Alys' song.

Love dreams, \i\e the dew on roses,

Love dreams, and my heart beats true,

Love dreams bring me bac\ to summer;
Summer brings me dreams of you.

Love dreams, and my lips are waiting,

Sweet dreams that are ever new—
Birds sing that it's time for mating

'When love dreams ma\e me dream of
you.

Alys' beautiful voice—a trained, dispas-

sionate voice—begged the audience to join

with her in the refrain. From the front

rows one or two half-hearted voices attemp-

ted to comply. But the house was silent.

"A flop!" grunted Jimmy, from the rear.

"Gee, what Peggy could do with that

number!"
In that instant, the idea was born to

Jimmy Wells. He got up and passed the

doorman with a cheerful nod. Finesse!

To help pass the time, he sought Maurice
Kaltman again, this time in the producer's
office above the theatre. The attempt was
more successful. Kaltman had him shown
in when he sent in his name.
When his press agent came in, the owner

of Pacific Films and the Odeon Theatre
looked up from behind a wide, glass-covered

desk.

"Well?"
Jimmy looked over the rather belligerent

figure of his chief—-an imposing figure in

sober clothes, who had, like the rest of the
world, neglected entirely to impress Jimmy.

"I'm back." He swung a leg over the
edge of the glas-topped desk, negligently.

"So I see. I thought you'd be glad of a
chance to take a vacation until I sent for

you. Seen the show?" Kaltman w,as crisp.

"Just left it. But that wasn't what I

came about." Jimmy faced his employer
squarely. "Before I went East, I told you
I had a find for Pacific Films. You were
going to look her over. She didn't even
get to you."

"Has she been in?" Kaltman interrupted.

"She has. Twice. Miss Vane saw her
and sent her away."

Kaltman frowned. "That appears to end
it, then, doesn't it? Miss Vane has a fairly

good idea of what we need."

"And of her own personal likes and dis'

likes, I imagine," Jimmy interposed
smoothly. "Miss Moore didn't see you,
because —-"

Kaltman held up an excessively manicured
hand.

"Is this to be a comment on Miss Vane,
Jimmy, or have you something to say. I've
told you I'm busy, and I'll trust her judg-
ment, if she exerts it."

"She does!'' Jimmy swung to his feet.
"1 don t know who's running your business,
Kaltman, but it certainly isn't you—

"

Kaltman was on his feet now. His face
was grim.

r

You Can Lose Several
Pounds a Week!

Safely, Easily — with SAN-GRI-NA
SAN-GRI-NA is one of the most wonderful discoveries ever made, because while it reduces

you, at the same time it greatly improves your health and vitality." People who
have taken SAN-GRI-NA and reduced state that most of their ills disappeared after

they had followed the treatment only a few days.
SAN-GRI-NA is the latest way of reducing—the most sensible and the safest. You should
not use remedies which have been on the market for years to take off your excess fat. Most
of these remedies have never changed their formula and they do not contain the latest ingre-

dients discovered by scientists to safely remove un-
healthy, flabby PAT. SAN-GRI-NA is the most up-
to-date formula science has to offer. It has been en-
dorsed by physicians nurses, hundreds of grateful
patients and it is advised and recommended by Dr.
Rudolph, former health commissioner as positively
effective and absolutely harmless.

Most cases of reducing vary from three to five
pounds a week. "There is nothing secret about SAN-
GRI-NA— nothing magic— nothing done overnight,
but a steady loss of PAT and a steady gain in
health." Ask some people you know who have re-
duced, what they took. The answer will invariably
be SAN-GRI-NA I

Sold at all reliable drug stores or you can send direct
to The Scientific Research Laboratories, 1841 Broad-
way, Dept. 305A, N. Y. C.

"/ lost 56 pounds with SAN-GRI-NA," says
Miss Unkirch of Philadelphia. "My own
friends do not recognize me."

SAN-GRI-NA is guaranteed absolutely harmless, and positive to reduce you, or money refunded.

HOTEL
MARSEILLES
Broadway at 103d St.

(Subway Express Station at Door)
NEW.YORK CITY

Near Riverside Drive
Central Park,Theatres

and Shopping Sections

Single room, running
water $2.50

Single room and bath $3

Double room, bath $5 per day
Handsome suites of 2, 3 rooms

Dinner 3e Luxe $1.35 served
in Blue Room and Grill

Exceptional Orchestra

M. P. MURTHA, Mgr.

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Retain the Charm
Of Girlhood

A Clear Sweet Skin

Cuticura
Will Help You

Use Cuticura Soap Every Day

Music From Your Finger! This exquisite
ring with glittering many-facet stones IS

„ — A COMPLETE EADIO SET.
guaranteed to bring in locals clearly wherever you are. or
money back.

Mail name and only 60c in full payment to Mr. Bran
ROSS MERCHAND. CORP.

P. 0. Box 10, Station I (Eye) New York, N. Y.
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Short-Story Writing
A practical forty-lesson
course in the writing and
marketing of the Short Story,
taught by Dr. J. Berg Esen-
wein, famous critic and
teacher; Editor of The
Writer's Monthly.

One pupil has earned over
$5,000 writing in his spare
time—hundreds are selling

dr esenwein d constantly to the leading
publishers.

150 page catalog free. Please address

The Home Correspondence School
Established 1897

Dept. 25 Springfield, Mass.

I'M."**!-
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E E N L A N D
of studios^ DANCE

Dance for Happiness

New York

Phone BRYANT 8945

for

Modern Sensational
Stage Dancing
Stretching and Lim-

bering Exercises

143-5 WEST 43 ST.
N. Y.

East of Times Square

w.. 'j

i' ;

T,AURORA ARRIAZA

Spanish Dancing Studio
has removed to

1721 BROADWAY — NEW YORK
Between 54th & 55th Sts.

Tel. COLUMBUS 2384

Lois Pond Dance Studio
Broadway, s. w. cor. 1 1 Oth St. Academy 4481

Acrobatic Stage Dancing - Children - Adults
Marvelous Weight-reducing Course

FOX TROT - CHARLESTON - TANGO

TOPEL GYMNASIUM &
SWIMMING SCHOOL

Coaching. Acrobatics, Stretching, Limbering, etc.
Practice Period $1.00 including Use of Swimming Pool

2561 BROADWAY cor. 96th St. Riverside 0440

EMETERIO GALI
Modern Argentine and French Tango

Simplified Method of Teaching
Calisthenics Acrobatic Spanish Ballroom

Lessons can be given at your
home and clubs.

STUDIO, 151 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK
Telephone, Circle 8495

CREO STUDIO
for

SENSATIONAL
STAGE DANCING
170 WEST 48TH STREET

NEW YORK
Phone Bryant 5156

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes every evening
Booklet on request Phone Academy 1581
2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

6K}rrtac
Waskac

School oj '2)ancincf

RUSSIAN BALLET - CLASSIC - TOE - CHARACTER
Special Courses for Teachers of Dancing

Beginner Course Soecial Rate
20 Lessons for $25.00

808 STEINWAY HALL STUDIO
113 W. 57th St.. N. Y. C. Tel. Circle 5291

New York

HERMANN
SCHOOL OP

1658 Broadway
New York

& DEMUTH
ACROBATICS

Phone
Circle 10319

HELENE VEOLA
1721 BROADWAY

ARTISTIC
ACROBATIC

DANCING
Phone Columbus 2384

CARTER-WADDELL
SCHOOL OF DANCING

For the Professional, The Amateur, and The Teacher.

18 West 72nd Street, New York
Tel. ENDICOTT 4188

From the Russian Imperial Theatre, Petrograd

KOBELEFFbalSol
Class and Private Instruction. Special Classes for Children
9 EAST 59TH ST., N. Y. C. TEL. REGENT 7671

EDDIE EVANS
152 WEST 44th STREET

STAGE DANCING
and

ACROBATICS

DON LENO Ass
Dfd

MARIE LOUISE
ESTABLISHED 1905

Teaches Ballroom, Charleston, Tango, Stage, Toe, Classicand Technique. Strictly Private. Formerly dancing
master of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."Tango same as taught to Rudolph Valentino by DON
k ,°'„a

,

ls0 teacher of Mae Murray, Lillian Lorraine,
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor, T. Roy Barnes Her-man Timberg, Jimmy Hussey and others. Students
prepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville. Posi-
tions secured for graduates. Booklets on reauest.
117 WEST 48th ST. Bryant 1194 NEW YORK

JOE DANIELS
SCHOOL of ACROBATICS and STAGE DANCING
Correct stretching and limbering exercises for modem sen-
sational stage dancing. Routines arranged. Acts staged
CLASS LESSONS $1.00. CHARLES F. JUDSON, Instr.

1544 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Rehearsal Hall Telephone Bryant 6542

"LEARN DANCING FROM A KNOWN DANCER"

CHESTER HALE
I

Ballet - - Character - - Spanish

Ballet Master Capitol Theatre, New York

' 20 West 60th Street, New York City
Columbus 9147

J

"Muriel Parker's Studio"
Lessons in SOCIETY DANCES and AUCTION BRIDGE
Jegmners specialized in 8 private lessons by Miss

1 arker's simplified method. All faults corrected.
By appointment only

57 WEST 46th ST., N. Y. BRYANT 4823

FREDLEQUORNE
of the International Dancing Team LeQuorne & DeLong

Specializing in Developing Dancing Teams
Special routines in ARGENTINE and FRENCH TANGO,
Adagio, Novelty Waltzes. Parisien Apache Dance, Exhi-
bition, Charleston and Whirlwind Dances.
Latest ballroom dances, including Parian Tango and Charleston.

Call, Phone or Write

Le Quorne Studio of Dance Arts
1658 BROADWAY Suite 607 CIRCLE 7933

New York

Mikhail Mordkin
Premier Danseur and Ballet Master of the Imperial
Theatre of Moscow and the Pavlowa- Mordkin Ballet
Company, Instructor of Plastique and Rhythm at

The Moscow Art Theatre.

108 Central

Park South

New York

School of the Dance
Class and Private Instruction in Ballet, Toe and
Character Dancing, Pantomime, Plastique & Rhythm

JULIA HUDAKf
Formerly Premiere Danseuse of the §

i Milan Grand Opera Monte Carlo Casino Opera :

i Madrid Royal Opera Chicago Grand Opera =

Studio =

1658 Broadway, New York Phone Circle 4251 :

Write for Booklet §
iiiiiiiiliiitiiiuiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiimi*

VESTOFF SEROVA
Russian School of Dancing

47 WEST 72nd STREET NEW YORK
Classes in Classic and Interpretive Dancing

GENRICK
VESTOFF

— RUSSIAN BALLET SCHOOL —
Classic, Interpretive and Character

Dancing of All Nations.
ECCENTRIC and TAP DANCING
Day classes for children and adults.

Evening classes for Business Girls.
1658 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY CIRCLE 1307

MULES. ARTSKA (NINA AND ZINAIDA)
OF THE RUSSIAN BALLET OF PETROGRAD

Instruction in toe, character and classic dancing.
Plastic, Mis-en-scene, rhythmic, gymnastic.

Tel. Trafalgar 3726 310 W. 73rd St., New York

MME. REZZI
PRIVATE CLASSES IN

CLASSICAL TOE DANCING
438 West 23rd Street New York City

Telephone Watkins 1892

Three Arts Little Theatre
Unexcelled for

DANCE REVUES
and ENTERTAINMENTS
Associated with the Theatre is the

Stage Career Agency
Combining Training, Engagement and Career
Direction in all Branches of the Profession.

Professional Dance Routines Arranged
and Engagements Secured

108 WEST 59th ST. NEW YORK
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Consult this Directory

for instruction in the

dances of all na-

tions.

Folk, military,

acrobatic, social

and fancy dancing

Dance for Strength

New York New York

NED WAYOURN
—who staged the best editions of "The Follies" and "Midnight Frolics" and
over 500 other Successful Revues, Musical Comedies, Headline Vaudeville Pro-
ductions, College and Society Entertainments, has complete courses in . . .

Every Type of Dancing for

re or Social AffairsStag*
New Classes for Adult Girls start Monday,

March 1st

Children's Classes every Saturday
Teacher's Normal Course July 6th to 31st

LEARN from Ned Wayburn—
,/who helped Evelyn Law,

Marilyn Miller, Ann Pennington,
Gilda Gray and hundreds of Complete Supervision of Amateur Productions

other internationally famous stars

up the ladder of fame.
Private Lessons or Classes for Adults

or Children, BEGINNERS, Advanced
Pupils and Professionals. Special Ad'
vanced Instruction for Teachers.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET 'J' OR CALL.
Ned Wayburn has just written a book,

NED WAVBURN
Studios of Stage Dancing Inc.

1841 Broadway (Ent. on 60thSO Studio J
At Columbus Circle.New York. Open all vear 'round

9 A. M. to 10 P. M. Except Sundays.
(Closed Saturdays at 6 P.M.) Phone Columbus 3500

'The Art of Stage Dancing" — A Manual
of Stagecraft — Complete -- Authoritative -- #5.00 postpaid!

DE REVUELT STUDIOS
now occupy entire building

11 West 86th St., N. Y.

Classes evenings. Positively teach Tango, Fox-

trot, Waltz, Charleston. Open (10-10). Trial

two private lessons $5.

SCHUYLER 9631

MISS PHYSICAL CULTURE!
" The Perfect Woman "

KEITH VAUDEVILLE HEADLINER

|

The Great Lecturer and Teacher of Physical
Education for Women.

HOFFMANN - TARASOFF - HERRMANN
Studios of Stage Arts

S37 MADISON AV. Regent 8283 NEW YORK CITY

I

TOM NIP'S
FOLLIES
Dancing Studio

WORLD'S GREATEST
DANCING STUDIO
Competent Pupils

Placed
1658 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

Pjjome^ud^^oursc
|

DancingandBody Building
4 Newly Created Books for

Home Study, Illustrated
BOOK No. 1 — Postpaid #1.60

Body Building, Stretching, Limbering.

BOOK No. 2 — Postpaid #1.60
Simple and advanced tumbling, such as

cartwheels, hand stands, splits, and limbers.

BOOK No. 3 — Postpaid #2.85
Taps, Musical Comedy, Character Dancing.

BOOK No. 4 — Postpaid #2.10
Bar exercises, a fundamental study for ballet,

toe and classical dancing.

// you wish ALL FOUR
Send $7 and Save $1.15

Make your selection and send cash
(registered) or money order to

ARON TOMAROFF
110 West 47th Street, Dept. 27, New York City

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

okn TillJonn l nier s
DANCING SCHOOL OF

AMERICA, Inc.

226 West Seventy-second Street

New York City
Special Rates to Professionals Now Working

Who May Wish To Improve.

Classes Forming in Groups of Six or Eight.

Special Attention to Children

MARY READ, Secretary
Phone Endicott 8215-6

New York

STAGE DANCING
TAUGHT BY THE RECOGNIZED

SUPREME AUTHORITY

JACK BLUE
231-233 W . 51st STREET CIRCLE 6136

Mile. LA CHAPPELLE
149 W. 57th St., N. Y. Circle 1243
Thorough training in the art of dancing,

all branches, including acrobatics.

MAGHAIRA
Known in the best Artistic and Society Circles.

Society, Classic & Original Argentine
Tango for Ballroom and Stage.

Personal Instruction — Catalog on Request
BROADWAY & 77th ST. Susquehanna 7330

LOUIS VECCHIO
The "Physi-Cultural" School

Dancing, Grace, Poise, Stage Arts.
"Physi-Cultural" Classes for girls exclusively.

$3 monthly.
1446 BROADWAY, at 41st St., N. Y. CITY

VINCENZO ROMEO
Director of Latest Spectacular Ballet

NEW YORK HIPPODROME — II YEARS
also CHICAGO GRAND OPERA CO.

330 WEST 42nd STREET NEW YORK CITY
Telephone, Longacre 9331

Indianapolis
LOUIS STOCKMAN DANCE STUDIO

37 W. 16th ST., INDIANAPOLIS
Ballroom - Ballet - Step-Dancing

Dramatic Art
Under direction of Mr. Stockman and corps of teachers

Los Angeles

EARLE WALLACE

r FOREMOST AMERICAN BORN V
MASTER of BALLET ^
Study The dance in movi eland

~

k -'1027 seventh st los angeles calif , i

Philadelphia

WILLIAM J. HERRMANN
Limbering, Stretching. Back-bends, High Kicks,
Straddles, Splits. Cartwheels, Handsprings, Somer-
saults, Flips. Artistic contortionistic, spectacular

gymnastic and sensational acrobatic routines ar-

ranged to strengthen an act, dance or specialty.

ACROBATICS
Ground, lofty, straight, trick, comedy tumbling.
World famous instructors on Herrmann's teaching

staff. Instruction to professionals a specialty.

Normal course for teachers. Philadelphia studios,

23 years present location; entire Eighth Floor.

KEITH'S THEATRE BLDG.I
PHILADELPHIA Phone WALNUT 7750
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THE ESMONDE
REHEARSAL ROMPER

Made of good quality-

Check Gingham in the
following colors: Black,
Blue, Pink and Green.

Sine 32 $1.95
Siaje 34 2.10
Sue 36 2.25

Postage 20c. extra.

Also made of best
quality Sateen in the
following colors: Black,
Light Blue, Old Gold,
Pink and Sage Green
at $2.75

Men's Patent Calf
Dancing Oxfords $6.00

Opera Hose Extra heavy silk $4.75

Silkoline Tights
Black, Flesh or White £3.50

The Perfect Soft Shoe
Dancing Flat

Hand turned — round toe — low heel —
made of best quality BLACK KID with
kid lining. Sizes 10 up to 8 £4.00

Also Made of
White Canvas at £4.00
Pat'd Calf, Black or White Satin or
White Kid £5.00

FOR TAP DANCING
Split Fibre Soles on Flats $2.75 Extra

Aluminum Tips
Give the same sound and taps as wooden

clogs.

Per pair £1.50

Jazz and Waltz Costumes
$25.00 up to $100.00

"BALLET COSTUMES"
Bodice of Silver Brocade with graduated
tarlton skirts, bloomers and hat to match

$22.50

Our Complete Catalogue Fifteen Cents

ESMONDE COSTUME CO.
108 W. 44th St., New York

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE
Trados Modei No. 25 corrects
now all ill-shaned noses Quickly,
painlessly, permanently and com-
fortably at home. It is the only-
adjustable noseshaping appliance
and a safe and guaranteed patent
device that will actually give you
a perfect looking nose. Over
90,000 satisfied users. For years
recommended by physicians. 16
years of experience in manufac-
turing Nose Shapers is at your

^service. Model 25 Junior for_— — children Write for testimonials
and free booklet, which tells you how to obtain a
perfect looking nose. Awarded Prize Medal by biEWembley Exposition, London, England.
M. TRILETY, Pioneer Noseshaping Specialist

Dept. 2532 Binghamton, N. Y.

IMake*25°£
perdayvritesRCBecWam

FREESAMPLES
Sell Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for
Lar;re Manufacturer Direct to wearer.

X«o capital or experience needed. Many earn S100 00weekly and bonus. Write for Free Samples.
'

MADISON MILLS MFGRS, 564 Broadway, New York

DON'T BE
VBASHFULj

I Are You Timid or Self-Conscious? _
Bashfalness, timidity, blushing, confusion

and Belf-consciousnesB may be quick!? overcome
Interesting, instructive, illustrated FREE TREATISE tellshow to attain poise and a charming personality, gain courage
control and confidence, and win success in love. social orbusi-
ness affairs. Kent free and postpaid. Write for it TODAYRESEARCH INSTITUTE, Station 33, JACKSON, MICH!

"You get your checks, don't you? Look
here, Jimmy, you're a damn good publicity
man, but I have an idea there are others.
Stick to your own job, or else leave it. If

you don't like my payroll—'"

"All right!" Jimmy was smiling. "Can't
get me mad that way, chief. I just wanted
to give you a chance before somebody else

beats you to it. Your checks are good
enough for me.. Ta-ta!" He stopped at the
door. "The next time I see you, you'll be
begging me to get this little girl for you!"

"Rot!" was the ejaculation which fol-

lowed Jimmy's figure out of the door.

That night, Peggy upon completion of

her second song, hurrjed to his table

at Rosedale Manor.
"Saw Kaltman," he announced, and ex-

plained briefly the interview with his em-
ployer. "I also saw Alys Vane's perfor-

mance and the well-known B. I. was born."
"B. I.?"

"Big Idea," he explained. "The finesse

starts tomorrow night." Jimmy leaned
across the table. "You don't go on duty
here till eleven, do you? Good! I'll meet
you in the Odeon lobby at eight-thirty and
get you here in time. Ready to do what I

say?"
"Any time, Jimmy," she whispered, her

eyes on his.

"Gosh, kid!" he gripped both her hands
tenaciously in his, across the table. "I sim-
ply can't fail. If you could see what I see
right now. . . . Peggy, do you know how
sweet you are?"

She smiled gently. "It's enough if you
think so, Jimmy."
"No it isn't!" he cried. "I'm going to

make the world think so first, and then

—

then if it's still enough Gee, Peggy,
even being , a star isn't good enough for
you!"

"I'll be whatever you want to make me

—

always," she whispered; and Jimmy left the
Rosedale a little later with his head in the
clouds.

AS the first act of Kaltman's revue was
about to begin the following evening,

he and Peggy slipped into two seats in the
second row.

_

The house hushed as the asbestos sign
disappeared in the proscenium overhead.
Peggy, her hand inside her companion's,
leaned over to whisper.

"You haven't told me yet what I'm to
do!"
"Do? Oh, yes. Simply be yourself, for

awhile," he returned. "Enjoy the show

—

if that's possible, up to the second act.
Then " Jimmy leaned across and low
ered his voice. "Alys is going to ask the
audience to sing a song with her. She
flops—cold. It's not her song—it's yours!
Sahe? When you see that thing on the
screen, sing it. You'll be all alone, but
sing! That's all. I came along tonight, so
you could practise. Tomorrow you're gon-
na do the same thing, alone!"

Alys Vane tripped through the several
sumptuous scenes of the first act with suc-
cess. There was no doubt that she could
act, Jimmy told himself; no doubt that she
could sing, either— her own songs. But
he waited fretfully for the audience num-
ber.

When he heard the opening bars of it,

he was sitting forward intently. The stage
darkened slowly behind the silver and white
figure of the prima donna. The cast un-
obtrusively disappeared into the wings at
either side.

"I've promised the manager that I'd make
you all sing with me tonight," came Alys
Vane's voice, modulated to something re-

Shoppers' Guide
GOWNS — WRAPS — FURS

For Stage and Screen

Amateurs and Professionals

FOR RENT OR SALE

MME. NAFTAL
(Established over 30 years)

65 WEST 45TH STREET,
NEW YORK CITY

Bryant 0670

VIROZOL SWEDISH FACE BATH $2.00
Refreshing. Reduces large pores. Refines the texture
of the skin. Improves unattractive complexion. In
leading Dept. Stores and Beauty Shops. Send for
literature and sample of a perfect Face Powder.
The Virozol Co., 248 E. 34th St.. N. Y. C.

JAQUET'S original French facial creams favored by
discriminating women for years to retain that passing
freshness of youth. To become familiar with what
other women know, send $1.00 for demonstration set.
Jaquet, 141 W. 33rd St., New York City, N. Y.

Classified Advertising
Rate 15c a word. Forms April close February 15th.

AGENTS— WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES.
Sell Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for large

Manufacturer direct to wearer. No capital or
experience required. Many earn $100 weekly
and bonus. MADISON SHIRTS, 562 Broadway,
New York.

SONG POEM WRITERS—Send for proposition.
Ray Hibbeler, D14, 2104 N. Keystone Av.,

Chicago.

EVERY OUTDOOR GIRL NEEDS A POCKET
compass. If you want to travel North, South,

East or West, a reliable pocket compass will
point the way. Indispensable to hikers, campers
or scouts. Price 50c delivered to any address
in the United States. Outdoor Equipment Com-
pany, 711, 236 West 55th Street, New York City.

INVENTIONS
INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. What have

you? Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 527 Enrighf,
St. Louis, Mo.

Vest pocket, Blue Steel Automa-^
tic, 25 cal., 7 shot; 1926 model; I

shoots standard ammunition. Price ^N2,f»J
$6.95. Satisfaction Guaranteed or
money refunded. Pay on Delivery
Plus Postage. SEND NO MONEY.

«

UNIVERSAL SALES CO.
259 Broadway, Dept. 68, New York

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them ap-
pear naturally dark, long and
luxuriant. Adda wonderful charm,
beauty and expression to any face
Perfectly harmless. Used by millions
of lovely women. BLACK or BROWN,
ootainable in solid form or water-
proof liquid. 76c at your dealer's or
direct postpaid.
MAYBELLINECO. CHICAGO

AUTOGRAPHED PORTRAITS
of

SCREEN STARS

A limited number of autographed
photographs of screen stars shown
in this issue are available for

Screenland readers at 50 cents

each — money returned if supply
is exhausted.

Address

Art Department, Screenland,
236 West 55th Street, New York City
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sembling a coo. "Remember—I've prom- music to Love Dreams begin, and watched

ised!" as the players tumbled backstage through

Jimmy frowned and glanced about him. the wings.

There were smiles on the faces of most of f^e prjma donna made her plea to the

the audience; the rest were simply waiting. audienCe; there was the usual momentary
The screen came down at the end of the hush, and then she went into her verse,

verse, carrying the refrain before all eyes. -p^e refrain came. A moment of silence,

"Come on!" dared the star, and she drift- broken only by her own voice on the first

ed into the words. words. Kaltman was craning forward eag-

A single voice from the left of the house erly-

esitantly began with her- and then Then suddenly through the silence, came

topped/ as, from the seat next to Jimmy the first notes of Peggy Moore s voice

Wells, here arose a cool, clear voice that For an instant, Alys Vane stopped short

was the spirit of the song in its very youth Jimmy heard Kaltman swear under his

-a voice at once sweet and tender and breath and dash for the rear, where he

could see the orchestra seats. Ihe song
y0Un

f' , . . , ( went on. With the words,
Before the closing lines, the volume of

voices reached to the roof and then the „
Love dreams _ and Ups are waiting,"

newly built Odeon rocked to a not of ap-

plause such as it had not yet experienced.
thg silence q{ thg audience broke .

Jimmy was breathless while the applause j^e entjre house finished the song with
roared on. He could tell, even in the half peggy, while Alys Vane stood alone and
dark, that there was some confusion about

f0rgOtten in the center of the stage, the

the entrance to the stage. He turned to white spotlight flooding over her unpity-

the girl. ingly.

"You're glorious!" he cried. "Come on, At the conclusion, there came a wild,

let's get out before the lights go on." tumultuous burst of applause. Peggy's
Safely off, he turned to her, his eyes voice jjfted into a second chorus as cries

shining. for it rang through the house, and a thou-

"Perfect—it was perfect!" he exclaimed, sand voices joined her. But Jimmy scarce-

"I knew it was your song, but I didn't ly heard. He was watching Kaltman, who
count on the audience. They were with was running about frantically. At last the

you—with you, like a bunch o' little sheep- manager stopped before his assistant elec-

lings!" trician.

"But—why did we leave?" she demanded. "Run around front— quickly!" he com-

"Part of the finesse," he returned, manded. "Tell one of the ushers to get

"We're going back tomorrow night—at least that girl— she's in the second row: B-10.

you are, and repeat. There were two pro- Tell him to bring her up to my office

—

ducers of revues in that audience and one without fail!"

movie man. I think you can safely resign pive m ;nutes afterward the door of

Maurice Kaltman's office, on the third floor,

was flung open, and Peggy Moore stepped

inside, in front of the little, Napoleonic
figure behind the big, glass-topped desk

As the door closed, Kaltman looked up
with a gasp as he recognized Jimmy Wells
"What—how ?"

Jimmy smiled. "I told the usher I'd

bring Miss Moore up," he explained coolly.

"Mr. Kaltman, this is the lady I wanted you
to meet— in fact, promised to have you
meet— Miss Moore!"

Kaltman blinked rapidly and then his

features grew stern.

"It means, I gather, that you've put

something over
"

"You misjudge me, chief," Jimmy inter

rupted. "I simply wanted to make sure you
didn't pass up a good bet." He gestured

toward the girl. "You wanted to speak to

Miss Moore?"

"I did! But not particularly to you!

Kaltman thundered.

Jimmy shook his head. "Nothing doing,

Kaltman. I'm Miss Moore's manager.
What've you got to offer?"

"Her manager! Confound you, I'm pay-

ing you. Miss Moore," Kaltman turned

in distress to the girl, "I heard your sing-

ing. It's good. I was going to offer you a

Maurice Kaltman, as Jimmy Wells had chance with this company."
foreseen, was present in the wings Peggy was quite demure. "I'm sorry,

on the following night. It was there that Mr. Kaltman; but what Jimmy said was
the latter repaired, at about the time Alys right. I do whatever he says."

Vane was ready to go on for the audience The producer turned back to his employe
number. with a baleful eye. "So this is the way
Jimmy sidled close to where Alys hesi- you look out for my interests. Very well,

tated in the entrance beside the producer. We'll talk about that later. Right now, I'll

"If it happens again " he heard. offer Miss Moore a chance in this show

—

"It won't!" boomed Kaltman's voice, and a contract. Do you want it?"

"But if it does, I'm going to do something "No."
myself. Go on." "What?"
The star bit her lip and, forcing a smile, "I said no. Miss Moore doesn't want to

slipped out. Jimmy flattened himself un- work in musical stuff. Beside, she wouldn't

obtrusively against the wall behind the elec- fit here. Miss Vane's got a grudge against

tririan's hcrx and waited. He heard the her. which is whv she didn't pet to see vou

', Anita Stewart and Allan Forrest in

"The Prince of Pilsen."

at the Rosedale tonight and make room for

someone else."
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HEMORRHOIDS
impingingon the sen-

sitive endings of the

sympathetic nervous
system are often the

cause of conditions

which seriouslyinter-

fere with bodily func-

tionsandgoodhealth.
A network of nerves,

blood vessels and
lymphatics are found
in the region where
piles are seated and
disturbances in that

part rerlexly affect

other parts of the

body.
Relief and cure of the

local trouble arefollowed,

as a rule, by the clearing

up ofsecondarysyxntoms
such as headaches, nerv-

ousness, constipation,
backaches, neuralgic
pains,eye trouble,general

loss of vigor and other

reflex conditions.

PAGE
INTERNAL
TREATMENT

for hemorrhoids, developed and per-

fected in the past twenty-five years,

reaches the deep seated trouble as no
local application can. A wonderful
record of cures is best proof of its

efficacy. No matter whether your
case is a stubborn one of long stand-

ing or one of recent development, do
not submit to the pain and expense

of knife, ligature or cautery, but try

the Page Internal Combination Treat-

ment at once. You are anxious to be

cured—make an immediate business

of it. Write us today for our FREE
TRIAL OFFER—there is no cost to

receive proof.

FREE PACKAGE COUPON
E. R. PAGE CO.

292 Page Bldg., Marshall, Mich.
Please mail in plain sealed envelope, Free

Trial Treatment and full information to

Name

Address

City State
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PERSONAL
Appearance
is now more than ever
the key note of success,
both in social and bus-
iness life. Bow- Legged
and Knock- Kneed men
and women,bothyoung
and old, will be glad to
hear that my new ap-
pliance will successful-
ly straighten, within
a short time, bow-
leggedness and knock-
kneed legs, safely,
auickly and perma-
nently, without pain,

operation or discomfort. Worn at night. My new
'•Lim-Straitner", Model 18, U.S. Patent, is easy to
adjust; its results will soon save you from further
humiliation, and improve your personal appearance
100 per cent. (Model 18 is not like old-fashioned
splints or braces, with bothersome straps, hard to
adjust, but a scientific, modern device of proven
merit, used and recommended for the last -1 vears
by physicians everywhere.)

Write today for particulars, testimonials and my
free copyrighted physiological and anatomical book
which tells you how to correct bow and knock-kneed
legs without any obligation. Enclose a dime for postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
1406 W. U. Building Binghamton, N. Y.

WRI TCH
Simply send S2.00
and this 14 Karat Solid
White Gold Rectangular
Wrist Watch set w'th four
perfect cut. Genuine Dia-

!2.o1
da

,

c
e
om<!

? to y3u Sn charges paid. Htebesterade 15 ruby and Sapphire Jeweled Move-
542 SO

guarantee. Price only

1 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
^?k?ati

lfe
c^ry or '/ you can duplicate thiswatch for 570.00. your deposit will be refunded.

S4.05 PER MONTH
After trial pay balance J4.05 a month for ten months.

n , .
FREE ROYAL CATALOG™!rates and describes thousands of special values In dia-

Address DePtf
3
15?'

Jewelr>'- Mnd for your copy at once.

ROYAL DIAMOND & WATCH CO.Dept. 1552 170 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

New Syncopating Novelty
"THE COLLEGIATE UKE"

Banjo Shaped Uke. FREE

—

Complete Course "How to Play"
included. Just the thing for par-
ties, etc. UNSURPASSED QUAL-
ITY, PERFECT TONE, HAUNT-
ING HARMONY, COLORED
STRINGS, NICKELLED HOLD-
ER, WHITE PEGS. Order now.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Pay post-
man only $2.98, plus a few pen-
nies postage.
THE COLLEGIATE UKE COMPANY
Dept. C 57 West 58th St., New York

Oolfre Can Be Cured
Dr Rock, the eminent goitre specialist has

treated goitre for nearly a quarter of a century
and within the last year has made a remarkable
discovery which has aroused intense interest
Every reader of this paper who suffers of goitre
should write at once for his free book in 2 colors
which tells of this new discovery and also how
to treat goitre at home without danger or dis-
comfort. Absolutely free — just write. C Dr
Rock, Drawer 62 Box 737, Milwaukee. Wis. —

AN AMAZING OPPORTUNITY
Real Studio Photos of Screen Stars

Meautlfu] and artistic life-like photos of
our favorites. Portraits taken right in

•lie studios. Amazingly low prices. Size,
*xll). 50c each, 12 for So. Kxtra heavy,
il. Colored $1 10x14, $2. Choose any star or player.

20 Bathing Beauties — $5.
Artistic photos of 20 liathing beauties for $5.
Colored, 75c each—12 for $C. Art studies SI.

FAN STUDIO, Dept. S326, 135 W. 44th St., New York

CLASSRINGS&PINS
Largest Catalog Issued—FREE .

Samples loaned class offl-

cere. Prices $.20 to $8.00
'

each. No ordei for class, society, club
emblems tooUrgt or too email. Special
designs mad*, oa request.

METAL ARTSC0., Inc. 7704 South Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

when I sent her. No musical stuff for my
star!" Jimmy smiled disarmingly.

"With that voice," Kaltman demanded,
"—no musical stuff?"

"With that face," Jimmy countered, ". . .

you'd ask her to sing?"
As Kaltman stared at the girl, Jimmy took

two quick strides across the room and was
standing over him.

"Here it is, Kaltman. Miss Moore wants
a chance in the films. We both know shell
make good."

"But I called her up here for her voice!"
Kaltman expostulated angrily. "Suppose I

say nothing doing on the films?"

Jimmy smiled. "Two other revue man'
agers have called on her for her voice, since
last night," he said. "If she can't get into
your films, maybe she'll have to take one
of those offers." He spread his hands.
"It'll only be a question of time, of course,
before she'll make the films."

Kaltman nodded, smiling grimly.

"I understand," he said. "It's a case of
giving her a chance in pictures in order to
keep her voice quiet. I'll admit she can
'ruin my show and make another, so I guess
you win."

He sighed, his impressive manner van-
ished.

"Beside, with Miss Vane managing my
business, it would be difficult to place her
here." Reaching into his desk, he drew
out duplicate legal sheets. "Here, I believe,
is a contract. I have just one condition.
If Miss Vane leaves me— as I think is

quite possible,—I must have the option on
Miss Moore's singing services until the end
of this show. After that—well, come to

think of it, there are about three pictures
she would fit in."

"Perfect!" agreed Jimmy. "I hope,
though, that you'll agree I've been acting
in your interests."

"I won't fire you, if that's what you
mean," Kaltman retorted. "Chiefly— not
because you're so much good to me, but
because I'd hate like the devil to have you
working against me!"

A few minutes later, they left him alone.
The contracts were signed, awaiting only
the final legal touches. In the dark hall-
way outside, faintly illuminated by the re-

flection of light that came through Kalt-
man's office window, Jimmy halted and
turned to the girl.

"Well, you're made," he announced.
"It's up to you from now on—and there's
no limit to what you can do.

She came very close to him.
"I didn't care, Jimmy. But I won't do

anything, unless it's what you tell me."
"Always? You mean it?"

"Always, Jimmy." She was closer now.
"Tell me what to do next."

He breathed deeply and his voice took
on a note of infinite longing at the tender,
lovely picture she made there, faintly
limned by the tiny light.

"Go on and be a star, kid," he said.
"After you've had enough of that, I think
you'd better come to me "

He was aware that she was in his arms,
that he was suddenly holding her very
tightly, and that her sweet, adorable face
was upturned to his, her red lips waiting.
And so he added,

" where you belong!"

Books for Fans
(Continued from page 8)

being butchered to make a Hollywood holi-
day. However, Mr. Locke is but one per-
son; picture-goers number millions upon
millions. It is to these myriad screen en-
thusiasts we look to for support and appre--
ciation.

"Read the book, then see the picture.
Please do not judge my performance from

the 'stunt' angle. Dual roles usually may
be regarded as 'trick stuff'; but I played
both Stella Maris and Unity Blake not be-
cause I wanted to display my versatility
or adeptness at make-up— I simply wanted
the novel filmed, and although I loved
Stella, I felt so deeply for Unity I didn't
want to let people believe I preferred satin
to sackcloth.

C[ Tom Mix and Jacqueline Logan in
"Tony Runs Wild."
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Luck Comes Once

Continued from page 27

house on West Forty-seventh Street, New
York, is an unusual cafe called the Stage

Door Inn. Actresses go there when the tide

runs dead against them. They work as

waitresses for a few weeks until they have

earned sufficient money and courage to

tackle the round of managers' offices again.

For cash customers like you and me, it's

best to enter the Stage Door Inn pretty

late, after most of the diners have gone.

Those who remain are friends: young ac-

tors, an artist or two and fiction-writing

denizens of Grub Street who smoke high-

powered pipes. The girls dine then. Stars

of tomorrow, you'd call them.

Conversation is bandied about the tables

'tween bites.

"I don't see May here tonight."

"No, she's rehearsing. She's got a part

with Belasco—well, not exactly a part. She
walks on and off; but it's worth fifty dol-

lars a week."
"Esther isn't here tonight, either."

"No." A pause. "Her people sent her

enough money to go home, and she went."

Another pause, wistful, half-envious, doubt-

ful. "I wonder what I'd do if my people

sent me enough to go home—if I had any
home."
And that's the Stage Door Inn. The

girls are young. But this night an old,

unfamiliar face was numbered among them;

and with stage or screen folk an old face

should not be unfamiliar. You generally

remember them. This woman was bafflingly

unknown: a figure of gaunt disillusion-

ment, whose gliding smile suggested a hope-

less shrug. Somehow we fell into conversa-

tion and presently I found myself turning

over the pages of a photograph-album con-

taining '"stills." Here she was a toothless

hag; again she was a motherly soul; here

she could have passed for twenty; in the

days of witchcraft she would have been
burned at the stake for her appearance on
the next page. There were a hundred such
characterizations, all perfect.

She mentioned her name, and it regis-

tered instantly as that of the best-known
character woman in English motion pictures.

In New York she was .stranded and un-

recognized. She wanted to return home;
she sought just one engagement that would
give her enough to pay her passage back.

What I could do was little enough; I

could give her a letter to the manager of

a New York studio, not that letters of in-

troduction mean anything. She understood
that, but the next day she presented her

credentials.

Any luck? When I dropped into the

Stage Door Inn the following evening to

inquire about her, she had gone. No one
could say where. Just one year afterwards,

exactly two hours before I sat at my type-

writer to relate these whimsies of Lady
Luck, in fact, I wrote that woman's name
very large on the design for one of those

huge posters which flaunt fame from the

bill-boards. Obviously I cannot tell her
name. But please recall the two character

actresses who have sprung suddenly into

prominence, and decide for yourself who's
who. At the studios she had earned her
passage money home, but instead she trav-

eled west to Hollywood and surrendered
herself to Fate.

Fate—Kismet, as the swarthy Easterns

say. "This is my Day of Days wherein I

shall roam the skies and plumb the abyss of
my destiny."

A fifteen-cent "still" set Ben Lyon on

the road to stardom. Older actors can tell

a dozen stories of how Opportunity came
to them; but I prefer Ben's tale. It's true,

because he's still too young to want to

dramatize his life. "Besides," said Ben, "I

haven't had as tough a time as many of

them, outside of having to wait seven years

for my chance." For many of those seven

years, however, he lived on a dollar a day

—car-fare and lunch money—while he pur-

sued Lady Luck from Fort Lee to the

Bronx, from studio to studio, without being

permitted to pass the gate-keeper. Occa-

sional stage engagements helped; but no one

knew him, and his first part in "Potash and
Perlmutter" reached him second-or-third-

hand after other actors had refused it.

"There was nothing to follow 'Potash'

—

and I was pretty sick of trying," Lyon re-

lated. "I'd scraped up enough money to

take a month's vacation and I decided to

go to Hollywood, figuring that if I received

a chance there I'd accept it; but if not, I'd

have had my vacation anyhow.
"Now in 'Potash and Perlmutter' I had

appeared in just one 'still' and something

kept insisting all day that before I left for

the coast I ought to have that 'still'—well,

to prove I had been in pictures, I guess.

"First National had released the film; but

from where I was, their offices lay at the

other end of New York. I wanted that

'still'. Yet I tried to convince myself that

it wasn't worth going so far to get it. In

the end I went. Back in the First National

publicity department I found the lady who
filed the photographs, produced fifteen

cents, and bought my own 'still'.

" 'You're Ben Lyon, aren't you?' she

asked as I was going.

"It felt pretty good to be recognized.
" 'Why don't you go in and see Mr.

Rowland? He might be able to give you
an engagement,' she suggested."

R. A. Rowland, producing head of First

National, is a pretty shrewd observer of

screen possibilities, but when an interview

was arranged half an hour afterwards, Lyon
seemed to make no impression on him.

"I left the offices with that confounded
'still' and no prospects as far as I could

see," Ben continued. Which only proves

that Lady Luck is quite invisible. She
walked out arm in arm with Ben and he
didn't know it. While he was on the train

a telegram shot ahead of him instructing the

First National studio officials in Hollywood
to give him a seven-year contract. And the

officials spent five days telephoning every
hotel in Los Angeles trying to locate him

—

to start him working in "Flaming Youth"
immediately— while Ben spent those five

days wandering from casting office to castx

ing office trying to Jind work.

A fifteen-cent 'still' steered him right into

fifteen hundred dollars a week.

"You bet I'm lucky," grinned Ben
through the black beard he has cultivated

for his next picture, "The Savage," a South
Sea story full of beachcombers and pearlers

who know more of luck than any other
men. And incidentally that gesture brought
back the picture of Old Henderson suddenly
surrounded by wealth on the Queensland
opal fields. "I'll admit there are times
when you can't go wrong. Why, the day
the studio instructed me to start raising this

beard, the barbers announced they were
raising their prices."

Send
No

Money
SILK

CantonCrepe

Dress
Specially
Priced fit

4
98

COD

COLORS
Pansy

Navy Blue
Black or Gray'

' SIZES
16 to 46
EXTRA
SIZES

48 to 54

A stunning,
. stylish garment

, fashioned after
one ofthe season3
most smartest pat-
terns and priced
within anyones
reach.

Money Back
Guarantee

You must see this to
realize its great valua
and it won' t cost you a
penny if not suited.

RICH LACE
TRIMMING

Over shirred flare skirt
gives a slenderizing
appearance. Dress is
madeof silk andrayom
canton crepe becoming

to any figure, has new
french tie, full fashioned
sleeves, waist ties and
narrow belts.

Order Today
Send name, size and color
and Day postman $4.98 plus
poBtase on delivery. Extra
sizes $1 additional.

BENJAMIN BROOKS
COMPANY

Archer Ave. Chicago

Unwanted Hairs

Gone Forever!
Tou can easily place this delightfully perfumed bal-

sam on the hairs for a few seconds and then remove
it. at the same time gently lifting out the very roots

of hundreds of hairs. And all in less than a minute!

This scientific preparation is not to be confused
with temporary surface hair removers. It is com-
posed of ingredients which will PERMANENTLY
destroy the growth by gently lifting out the roots
until they cannot return. /~HVT "V
Formulated by a physician, it is simple, ^-"-^

'r' _

safe and rapid. And your skin will take
on a beautiful complexion. Thousands of
women are using it. Your money back
if it does not do all that is claimed.

Enclose only one dollar in an envelope,
add your name and address and you willi I A
receive your complete package by return' nl
mail. (Or send $1.50 for Nu-Art Hair H Pks-

Destroyer Special Lotion, and a large jar«
of Nu-Art Massage Cream).

Nu-Art Laboratories, South Orange, N. J.

The Shade Paris is Raving Over

"Phantom Red" Lip Stick

MARY PHILBIN

Created for

Mary Philbin, star of
"The Phantom of

the Opera'

'

A waterproof color that

blends beautifully —
"phantom-like" in its

application — it's there,

and lovely in its natu-
ralness.

Send this adv. and 12c for
BEAUTIFUL SAMPLE in
miniature gold case.

CARLYLE
LABORATORIES
S-30 Church St.

New York
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BW.COOKE
Directing'

Engineer

OUTFITS
PR IE IS
of an-q extra charge
There is not enough room on
this page to properly show
you the 4 wonderful Big Out-
fits I am offering absolutely
Free of Extra Charge. In-
cludes a fine set of Master
Mechanics Tools—C.M.T.C.
Self-openingTool Bag—Port-
able Electrical Test Bench
and RadioReceivingSet,all equip-
ment— Also 233 Wiring Diagram
Charts. Mail coupon at once and
I'll send you full particulars.

See
¥ how Quick
•Mob-Way"

brought these
men big raises

in Pay!

Tucker
made

WEEK
ONLY 3
months after

enrolling"/

Here's the kind
of Results that

count! These men didn't have to wait
until they finished my training to make
Bis Money! They started making money
QUICK. „„
Just think of this!— ONLY 12 WEEKS

after enrolling
with me, student Ernest B. Tucker,
Cotton, Minn., was in his own Busi-
ness. Three weeks later he wrote me
that he has had to put on 2 helpers
and is making as much as $215 in a
Single Week. He gives my training
full credit for such Quick Results!

Did you ever hear
of suchwonderful
QUICK Results?
Bernard Rumpel. 865 Edison Place. Glen-
dale, N. Y. , was a $33 a week IronWorker
when he enrolled with me. A few montjia
late*—lesB than half way through my tram-
ins he writes that ho is in business for him-
self making big money.He says "The first

week of September I made $225
far the venture has been a bowling —
and I can say that I

my success to your wonderful"JOB-WAY.

"

Common Schooling All
You Need

Men with years of experience—men with-

out a day's Auto Experience — educated

men and men with only common schooling

master my training quickly and easily—
and boost their income QUICK !

Gust Alveras, Box 142, Parkerton, Wyp.,
a foreigner with little education, an 518

a week railroad laborer, when he en-
', rolled, with no Auto Experience. Six

\ months later his salary was boosted
to $50.00 a week. "More" he says

"than he ever expected to earn
in his life!" This is Living Proof
that age, education or experience
make little difference with JOB-

\ WAY" behind you.

225
'"WEEK
JOB-WAY"
fakes Rumpej

ouf of the
$33 a WEEK

class
QUICK

If you want BIG PAY
, and want it QUICK,
' Clip that coupon for my
Big, FREE Auto Book
right now! I'll show
you the QUICKEST
WAY toward the
Auto Experts' Jobs
paying up to Si 50 a
week and more!
I'll give amazing
facts about this
wonderful B. W. m
Cooke Job-Way
Training which
has doubled
and tripled in-
comes of men
all over the

I

country IN A
I FEW SHORTM O NT H S
after enroll-
ing.

Gust AWaras
foreigner, wifrh

little education

boosts salorij

from f 18 a

< week
*50a week

QUICK

The World's
BIGGEST BUSINESS

_vAfI Get in the business where resultsJWeewS 1 Oil* come QUICK! This Auto Busi-
ness is the one business for the red-blooded, he-man, the man who

wants to make BIG MONEY and make it QUICK! Before you do another
thing you ought to find out about this stupendous business, its amazingoppor-
tunities and what I can do for you. FIVE THOUSAND MILLION dollars aro
spent every year for Auto Upkeep alone! That's why big money can be made
SO QUICK! Thousands of B. W. Cooke "JOB-WAY'r trained men badly
needed, right now. Find out about the countless opportunities to go into
business and make up to $10,000 a year and more.

GET THE PROOF!
training method. I^send gou

—-<< X it ia bringing! I'll give you proof
\ of what it can do for you. Send
N Coupon Now*

'Til

Keep Your Present Job
You don't have to Leave Home
With B. W. Cooke "Job-Way" Auto
Training you can start out for Big Pay
and QUICK RAISES Bight in Your
Own Home. Loan me a half hour of
your spare time a few evenings a week
and I '11 give you the training you need
to become a Big Pay Man—and show
you the way to MAKE MONEY
QUICK! B. W. Cooke "JOB-WAY"
Training includes all Electrical Work—All Mechanical End, Welding, Braz-
ing,Vulcanizing, also BusinessCourse,
Salesmanship, Advertising, How to
Keep Simple Books—also Automotive
Magazine, also 4 Wonderful Outfits.

Send Coupon Now for Particulars.

A Little o£ Your Spare
Time is All E Need

As Directing Engineer, Owner and
Head of this big Institution, I know
what training you need. That train-

ing I give you. I am absolutely con-
fidant that I have trained more men
at home for quick success in the Auto
Business than any other man or Insti-

tution in the world— I am America's
first Instructor to hit so straight and
hard at QUICK RESULTS for you!
No other training I know of justifies

B. W. COOKE Diresting
Engineer

Address Me
Personally

Chicago Motor Trailing Corporation
*9l6-1926 Sunnyside Ave. Dept. 214 Chicago, Illinois

it. I want you to remember that B.W.
Cooke is in no way connected with any
other person of similarname.Nowhere
else canyou get the original, genuine
copyrighted "JOB-WAY" Training.
Get all the details of this QUICK RE-
SULTS TRAINING todayl Send for
my Free Book.

1 Help You fjtfteGet theGoodV%9Uft
I back youupwith the entire resources
of this big Institution — help you to
BIG PAY JOBS through my Employ-
ment Department—give you Consul-
tation Service as long as you live,
absolutely FREE of a penny's extra
charge. Get the full details. Send the
Coupon Now.

Send For My
FREE AUTO BOOK
I'll send you absolutely FREE and
without obligation this same remark-
able book that has shown thousands
the way to QUICK RAISES IN PAY—the BIG JOBS paying up to $150 a
week—and money making Businesses
of their own where up to $10,000 a
year and more is easily made ;— if

you act quick. That Coupon will -
bring it to you. Clip it Now.

^ JOB-WAY c<

BW f»«*%(ffteiri? Directing
• Wvf^E* Engineer

CHICAGO MOTOR TRAINING CORP.,
1916 Sunnyside Ave., Dept. 214 ,Chicago

Dear Mr. Cooke: Send me your Big Book, "AUTO
FACTS" Absolutely Free. AlsoPROOF that you will

show me the Quick way toward a BIG JOB and a
RAISE IN PAY. Also full particulars of your BIG 4
Outfit Offer. It is understood that this obligates me
in no way and no salesman is to call on me.



Entertaining and Instructive Books
THE ROMANCE AND REALITY OF FILM LIFE
IS REFLECTED IN THE BOOKS LISTED BELOW

U If you are interested in photoplay writing, screen acting, motion picture
directing, or motion picture production, the books listed below will be of

great interest. Each book is handsomely bound in gold decorated cloth cover
and will be delivered anywhere in the United States at prices mentioned.
Canadian and foreign orders extra for shipment and duty.

SCREEN ACTING (By Inez and Helen Klumph) — An authoritative
presentation. Enables the reader to judge just what the opportunities are
and the training required. This work was developed through the valuable
assistance and advice of Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Colleen Moore, Mabel
Ballin, Mae Murray, William S. Hart, Euth Eoland, and many other distin-

guished motion picture players, directors, cameramen, and make-up ex-

Perts Price $3.00

f MOTION PICTURE DIRECTING (B y Peter Milne)— Of
special interest to those in the Motion Picture Industry— or intending to
enter this field. The author was critic for years on Motion Picture News
and Wids (Film) Daily. He was a member of Scenario and Production
Department of Famous Players - Lasky Corporation. This work contains
data about Marshall Neilan, William C. DeMille, Eex Ingram, Cecil DeMille,
and other famous directors Price $3 00

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION (By T. 'Conor Sloane,
Ph.D., LL.D.) — The enormous growth in number of motion picture theatres
has created a large and increasing demand for operators. It is an interesting,
good paying field and requires but a short time to qualify as a projector.
This book includes the fullest details of practice. . . Price $5.00

PHOTOPLAY WRITING (By William Lord Wright)—The author
was formerly Editor for Selig Polyscope, Pathe Exchange, and Universal. The
book is a thorough and authoritative presentation of this lucrative field for
writers. Every year new writers achieve fame and fortune. Complete
information on how to write for Motion Pictures and how and where to
submit your ideas Price $3.00

MOVING PICTURES
How They Are Made and Worked

$3.50

A Veritable

Encyclopedia of the

Moving Picture

Art

By FEEDEEICK A. TALBOT

New Edition, Completely Eevised and Eeset.

Numerous Illustrations.

It tells of the romances, the adventures, the great prepara-
tions of marvellous ingenuity and the hundreds of other
things that go into the making of moving picture plays.

It shows how inventors have overcome difficulties up to
the present status of the business. It is a popular account
of everything concerning the subject-— trick pictures and
how they are produced; pictures in color; pictures that
move and talk; the making and costs of the most elaborate
"sets" and studio equipment; the risks taken by photog-
raphers and players; the secrets of many sensational climb-
ing and jumping feats; what the audience does not see
in the most daring wild animal films, and a great many
other inside facts the "movie" patron delights in knowing.

Any one of the above books will be mailed on receipt of advertised price to any address in the

U. S. A.

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
BOOK DEPARTMENT

236 WEST 55th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.



Only One Way You
Can Get This Remarkable

Pen!

You must try it FIVE days
f

before you can keep it •

Equal to Any $7 or $8.75 Pen
In Quality

Superior to Any Pen at Any
Price in Performance

Only Way to Get the Postal:
"Buy From One Who Owns
One" — or Mail Coupon Below

V_yHE manwho invented this amazing pen consented
to let us sell it only under one condition—that we
work out a plan whereby the price would be within
the reach of everyone, instead of selling it at $7-00
or $8.75, the price of other pens of equal quality.

Of course, it was impossible to sell this remarkable
pen through the stores. Their profit alone on a $7.00
or $8.75 pen is more than what you actually pay for
the POSTAL RESERVOIR PEK And so we de-

cided to let Uncle Sam do the selling for us—through
the United States mails.

The Pen That Says "Fill Me
Up!" When Empty

The POSTAL RESERVOIR PEN (named POSTAL because
it is sold by mail only) is distinctive in design and contains features

which are not found in any other pen. It is transparent, so you
can always see when it needs filling. It is self-filling—employs an
entirely new method, the easiest ever devised. Holds 3 to 4 times
more ink than any other self-filling pen. Manufactured from
same materials as used in highest priced pens. Never before have
so many improvements and refinements been combined in a single,

handsome, smooth-writing, never-clogging pen that you will be
proud to own and delighted to use.

How to Get the Postal Pen
\ SEND NO MONEY

Simply fill in and mail the coupon. Do not send a penny!
* When you get your Postal Pen, you will also receive

Postal \^ 5 post cards, each worth 50c on the purchase price

Inc.,
C°'' \ °f anotner pen. I Every Postal Pen owner finds

Dept. SL1 * that his friends admire his remarkable pen and
25 West % ask where they can get others like it. You
43rd Street, \ i n
New York City * can eas"Y sell your premium post cards

\ for 50c each and earn back the full
Please send me one Postal \ nrl^o v J .l

„ . _ , r \ Pnce °- y°ur Pen - You do not have
Reservoir Pen, and five % «.„ „„ii ' i , _,. • r ,

.penal Premium Postcards whichV *?^ ^ «^S-d.spose of them

I may give away or dispose of at
W^ ?

0U Wish—whatever
50c each. I will pay postman $2.50 \ y0U make 0n them ls yours

upon receipt of the pen. If after 5 % to keep,

days' use I desire to return the Postal Pen, *^
you agree to refund purchase price. (Check Write Or Send
which you want. Men's size Women's V
mzc) ^ Coupon
Nom<

, \^ Today

Addrcsi *\
%

City State V

You

Can

See /

Right

Through

This

Pen!

t
Only

2m:
No Other

Fountain Pen
Like It!

Read These Remarkable Postal
Features

It is Transparent—You can always see exactly how much ink you've
got. Can't run unexpectedly dry.

It is Unbreakable—You can even step on it without injuring it. A
wonderful pen for lifetime service.

It's the Smoothest Writing Pen You Ever Saw—Big, Solid

14 Karat gold point, tipped with the finest iridium.

It is Self-filling—The easiest of all pens to fill.

It Holds 3 to 4 Times More Ink Than Any Other Self-
filling Pen—Fill it once a month—and get real "writing mileage."

And Remember—The materials and workmanship are guaranteed to be
equal or superior to those found in any other pen, whether sold at $7-00,

$8.75 or more.

Five Days' FREE Trial!
Send for your POSTAL pen NOW. State whether you want men's or women's

model. Use it five days and if you are not delighted with it, return it and your
money will be promptly refunded. You are to be the sole judge. Compare it with
any pen at any price. Remember the price is low only because our sales policy of
manufacturer'tO'user eliminates all in between profits, commissions and handling.

Send the coupon NOW and learn what real fountain pen satisfaction is.

Postal
RESERVOIR PEN

Actual Size is

Larger Than This POSTAL PEN CO., INC., 25 West 43rd St. , New York City
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Adapted from the famous musical comedy triumpli
JAMES MONTGOMERY, Author

HARRY TIERNEY &. JOSEPH McCARTY, Composers

A Great Cast with

LLOYD HUGHES
GEORGE K. ARTHUR and CHARLIE MURRAY

Directed by ALFRED E. GREEN
JUNE MATHIS, Editorial Director
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Why Foot Pains
Go in 5 Minutes
is now the timp limit, fnr fnnt hi>!n» 1— « • •• .. . m .Five minutes is now the time limit for foot

and leg pains. Reports from people who were
chronic sufferers tell of practically instant re-
lief from all sorts of foot troubles, also relief
from leg and back pains and headaches, caused
by feet out of order. A won-
derful new, scientific invention,
known as Fairyfoot Cushions,
has brought astounding, sensa-
tional results. The amazing
reports seem almost incredible,
but a very special offer en-
ables you to prove without a
penny's risk that this great in-
vention will do the same for
you.

What Ails Your Feet
Twenty-six bones form the arch

of the foot. Even one of these
bones getting out of place puts
abnormal strain and pressure on
the muscles and nervea— then the
pains appear.

It is displacement of these
bones by the weight of the body,
too much standing or ill-fitting
shoes that causes "flat foot."
The weight of the body is
thrown out of balance and the
foot is often crowded down into
the shoe causing bunions, corns,
calluses, ingrowing toenails,
hammer toe, or Morton's toe,
and the shoes become misshapen
and run over at the heel.
Then you have agonizing pains

in the feet and often leg pains,
backache, headache, "rheuma-
tism" and nervousness. Let the
arch drop ever so little and
trouble starts. You can't always see that your
foot is flat—it may look all right—but the
merciless pains tell you that something has
gone wrong.

How Fairyfoot Cushions
"Position" the Feet

These wonderful Cushions (highly recom-
mended by orthopedists and physicians)

Key to Diagrams
1. Normal Position of

Arch and Print of
Normal Foot.

2. Fallen Arch and
Print of Flat Foot.

3. Calluses.

4. Morton'sToecaused
by arch breaking
across fore part of
foot.

5. Bunion.
6. Corns.
7. Crowded Toes.
8. Ingrowing Nail.
9. HammerToe caused

by foot pressing for-
ward.

10. Fairyfoot Cushion.
Showing built-up
flexible layers and
device for "position-
ing" foot.

A. Pains in Legs, Back,
Neck andHead, orig-
inating in Feet.

B and C. Result of neg-
lecting foot troubles.

bring relief by "positioning" the feet. They
point the toes straight ahead, causing the
arches to take their natural position. They
also direct the body's weight to the ball, heel
and outer part of the foot, where Nature

intends it to be. Every bone
and muscleis put just where it
belongs.

Fairyfoot Cushions are very
flexible, and while positioning
the foot normally, gently mas-
sage and exercise the muscles
which have become soft and
flabby and give them strength
to support the readjusted arch.

Stiff metal devices can't give
this kind of pressure and
strengthening exercise. They
act merely as supports and
actually allow the muscles to
become weaker. They usually
have to be fitted and adjusted
by experts. They are heavy and
clumsy. Pads and bandages are
mere makeshifts.
You don't have to adjust

Fairyfoot Cushions, and they
weigh less than an ounce. Fairy-
foot Cushions are made in 60
different sizes to fit the daintiest
slipper or heavy shoe—no costly
made-to-order appliances to pay
for. Last a year or longer.
Your feet also regain their

correct shape. The instep, the
heel, the toes all stay in their
proper positions. Your shoes
keep their shape, your suffering
has vanished. Results are im-

I
mediate. Guaranteed in five
minutes.

Heed the Danger Signals
Any pain in your feet, legs or back means

most likely that something is wrong with
your feet—something that needs attention right
away. Don't assume that these pains will
cure themselves." Even a few slight twingesmay point to a condition that will mean

serious trouble later on. Fairyfoot Cushions
will correct the cause of the trouble and then
the pain must go.

Proved by Thousands
Letters like these, from former foot suffer-

ers show what Fairyfoot Cushions will do:
I had to hobble on a cane. With Fairyfoot

Cushions I walk perfectly."
"Had a bad

case of fallen
arch. Fairyfoot
Cushions have
completely cor-
rected it."

"Leg and back
pains all gone
now, thanks to
Fairyfoot Cush-
ions."

"Bunion and
Morton's toe have
gone, also my
pains and nerv-
ousness. Fairy-
foot Cushions
did it."

"The first real
relief I have had
from foot pains
in 10 years."

How to Order
Place stockinged foot on

piece of paper and trace
outline of foot with pencil
held vertically, as shown
above. Send this and also
write size and width of
shoe in coupon.

Send No Money
So sound are the scientific principles on

which Fairyfoot Cushions are made, so re-
markable have been the results obtained in
hopeless" cases, that we gladly send them

on free trial.
The regular price is $3.00, but for a limited timewe offer Fairyfoot Cushions for only $1.98. Pay

only when postman brings them. Or you can send
money in advance if you wish. Either way. Make
the 6-minute test— see how quickly the pains go
Then wear them 14 days and if not satisfied return
themandwe refund yourmoney. Send coupon today.

FOOT REMEDY CO.
22nd Street and Millard Avenue

Dept. 140 Chicago
|

Enclosed is outline of my foot. Send me a pair of Itairyfpot Cushions. I will pay special price, $1.98 Ion arrival, and will make the 6-minute test. Am also 1

to naye privilege of wearing them 14 dayB at your Irisk. If I am not satisfied. I will return the Cushions Iand you will refund my money. 1

Name

Address.

Size Shoe -Width. .... ©
1925

State Man or Woman F.R.Co.F.R. Co.
|
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doesn't suit fhe

World (Today
Paramount provides

more and better en-

tertainment for the

people of today than

any human beings

ever saw before.

Let your own theatre

show you Paramount Pic-

tures and keep your dates

with the good time houses.
When you know what Paramount has

You seek what Paramount shows
Anyone who enjoys great motion pictures and checks up where they

come from, keeps a sharp eye on Paramount's production program.
Seeing great entertainment is merely a question of knowing what is

being released and "when will it reach my theatre? " Here are six current
Paramount Pictures you will enjoy to the last fade-out:

Behind The Front
With

MARY BRIAN
WALLACE BEEFY RAYMOND HAXTON

All Edward Sutherland Production
from a story by Hugh Wiley.

Here is the comic side of Army life

in wartime picturized in a way that is

making all America hold its sides.

Somehow these two scapegrace
doughboys win the audiences more
than regular heroes, and theway they
make love and war is the last word
in irresponsible sincerity.

Produced by
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
Adolph Zukor, Pres., New York City

_ Harold Lloyd in
= "For Heaven's Sake"

Directed by Sam Taylor

Here is the prize surprise package of the
season, laughter, laughter all the way! Go
to the theatre as gloomy as a mummy and
stay that way if you can! This star's pic-
tures are produced by the Harold Lloyd
Corporation and released by Paramount.

Zane Grey's

"The Vanishing

American"
with RICHARD DIX, Lois
Wilson, Noah Beery and
Malcolm McGregor. Directed by George B.
Seitz. Zane Grey's epic of the Indian ranks
with The Covered Wagon in fateful power
and excitement. Don't miss the mighty
duel of Copperskin and White Man!

"The Qrand Duchess
and the Waiter"

A Malcolm St. Clair

Production

with Adolphe Menjou and Florence Vidor.
From the play by Alfred Savoir. An aris-
tocratic love-comedy set in the midst of the
brilliant carnival of Paris night life. Here's
a trip to Paris that gives you more of the
gay city than many a traveller gets.

"The Song and
Dance Man"

A Herbert Brenon
Production

with Tom Moore, Bessie Love and Harrison
Ford. From George M. Cohan's famous
comedy success. Real romance lives and
throbs within the make-believe of stage life,

human beings loving and fighting and
,
hoping behind the grease-paint.

"DANCING MOTHERS"
A Herbert Brenon Production. Starring
Conway Tearle, Alice Joyce and Clara Bow.
This is the Paramount picturization of

the famous stage play
by Edgar Selwyn and
Edmund Goulding
which set all New
York talking about the
neglected wife who

dances her way to freedom and love. Mere
material prosperity divorced from happy,
human comradeship will never chain any

real woman, and
"Dancing Mothers"
shows you why in a
show worthy of Para-
mount's greatest tra-
ditions.

^Paramount Pictures
'If it's a Paramount Picture it's the best show in town /' [(9M4xg)
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TheAmusement Calendar

offered by

Associated Exhibitors./k
OscavA. Price , Pres.

BETTYCONPSON
HOUSE
PETERS

and

JAY
HUNT

lOiifiSClthe Burton$14

From Leroy Scott's M§0jn@ Wto&0
Famous Novell. M&WpM W>m &*2r^
Personally Supervised byEdward Silton

G1ENN HUNTER
"with

CONSTANCE BENNETT
as another of those

"lovable boob"characters

^ PINCH
HITTER
DirectedbyJosephHenabeyyfrom
the Story by C. Gardner Sullivan

STRONGHEART
Dhe most natural actor on the screen
in a smashing picturization of the^->

widely read Novel by Rufus King ~~

NORTH
star:

Presented by
HOWARD £ STABR.O OK_<

Directed, by
Paul Powell

L
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An Answer Page of Information.

Address: Miss Vee Dee
Screenland, 236 W. 55th St.

New York City.

"As\ me!" says

Pauline Gar on
to Lowell
Sherman.

ELISE. So you think you've found a
long-lost friend from your convent'
school days in Nita-Naldi, and you
say she was then Noona Dooley.

First time I've heard it— but you never
can tell about these stars. Theodosia Good-
man was Theda Bara's name before a press-

agent re-baptised her, while rumour has it

that Hope Hampton used to be Bridget
Kennedy. Can't vouch for that either.

Mary Astor's ma is surnamed Langshorn
and so's her old man, and Mary was Lucille

Langshorn once, just as the kids used to

call Sallie O'Neill, Chotsey Nolan.

Mae's Admirer. You don't like to think
Miss Murray is getting old, eh? Sorry, but
Mae Murray is getting along in her thirties,

and it must get Father Time's goatee to

think of how Mae can show lines when
others show wrinkles. Miss Murray states

she was born on New York's East Side,

and .she should know! Married to Jay
O'Brien, the international polo player, she
divorced him and married Robert 2. Leon'
ard. This marriage has since been dissolved.

Religion? No, I don't discuss religion in

this column. Previous pictures were "To
Have and To Hold", "The Dream Girl",

"A Mormon Maid", "What Am I Bid",
"Delicious Little Devil", "Modern Love",
"A. B. C. of Love", and "Gilded Lilly".

Address: care Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Stu-

dios, Culver City, Cal.

J. R. S. Agnes Ayres is resting in her
Hollywood home, but will be back in pic-

tures soon, we hope. Doris May has given
up studio life, at any rate temporarily.

Constance Talmadge was married to a Greek
tobacco merchant named Pailoglou. The
Talmadge sisters' father died about four
months ago in Hollywood. Bebe Daniels

isn't married, and Eugene O'Brien still has
the temerity to remain a bachelor.

Margie Js[. Norma Talmadge was born
in 1897; Constance in 1900: Vera Rey-
nolds and Clara Bow, 1905; Ronald Col-

man, 1891, and Reginald Denny, 1895.

Vilma Banky is in her early twenties.

Norma Talmadge is married to Joseph
Schenck, the producer, but Constance isn't

married at all now. One marriage cost her
her citizenship, and while another would
bring it back it seems safer to take out

naturalization papers than wedding certifi-

cates. Ronald Colman married Thelma
Raye, and Reginald Denny is married to

Irene Hazeman. I don't know who is the

prettiest actress on the stage—do you?

Eugenio B. Bailio. Oh Gene, what a

story-teller you are! You say: "I feel you
are one of our greatest dramatic and the

most sensational of all the famous players.

You are one of the best artistes I have ever

seen." Help! and again Help! What was
I doing when you saw me? No, it must
have been two other fellows.

Mary }. Webster. More ages and mar- .

riages! Pola, twenty-eight; Lew Cody was
born in 1885, Lewis Stone, 1879. Pola

Negri isn't married these days, and Lew
Cody is going to try it again soon. His
first wife was Dorothy Dalton. Lewis

Stone has a Mrs. Stone and several little

pebbles. Write Alberta Vaughn care of

F. B. O., 780 Gower Street, Hollywood,
Gloria Swanson at Famous Player.s-Lasky,

Astoria, L. I., New York, and Norma
Shearer at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Culver

City, Cal. Twenty-five cents is usually sent

to cover cost of postage of photographs.

E. Schube. Thanks for nice letter—
write me again.

Flo-Flo. You say I'm a "corker"— at

the moment I feel more like an empty "bottle!

Can't even make my dog afraid of me, so

just be yourself, Flo. John Roche is your

hero. Well he's certainly a good-looker.

He's single and has now joined up with

Warner Bros., Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.

Write him, why don't you?
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Louis Singer. Just mention the addresses

of the players you want— or read this page
and dig them out yourself.

M. T. Head. Hello yourself, and I'm
well! "Potash and Perlmutter" is the title

of a picture and also the name of the two
principal characters in the play. Yes,
"Merry Widow" is a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
production. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., hasn't
announced his marriage yet, and I don't
know that he is even sticking to any one
particular lass these days. But you never
know how Spring will affect a young man,
do you? Adolphe Menjou is not going to
do the "Ace of Cads" just yet; he will do
"The Sorrows of Satan" and Carol Demp-
ster will be his leading lady. Great
aren't they?

pair,

Wanda Walton and Booboo. Louise
Brooks, Bebe Daniels, Gloria Swanson, Gre-
ta Nissen. Bessie Love and Ricardo Cortes
are all with Famous Players-Lasky, Astoria,
New York. Conway Tearle, Corinne Grif-
fith and Viola Dana with First National
Pictures, United Studios, Hollywood. An-
tonio Moreno, Marion Davies, Ramon No-
varro with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Culver
City, Cal. Clara Bow, Marie Prevost and
Monte Blue with Warner Bros., Sunset
Blvd.. Hollywood. Pvudolph Valentino at
United Studios, Hollywood. Mary Pick-
ford, Pickford-Fairbanks Studios, Holly-
wood.

Dorothy Lubon of 2064 Vyse Avenue,
New York City, announces the Bebe Daniels
Club, a fan organization of nation-wide
membership. Ben Lyon is the Big Brother
of this club and Lila Lee. Natacha Ram-
bova and Helen Ferguson are honorary
members. All fans are welcome.

_^
W. E. Brumfield. Give up? Me? NEV-

JL'.R! Without kidding you, since you say
I mustn't, Gloria Swanson confesses to hav-
ing her first birthday on March 27th, 1897.
"Is she lucky" — how do I know? Of
course she has to have a secretary or two
to help out with her fan mail.

CT Cora 'Williams' dignified and matronly
beauty graced Richard Dix's picture,
"Womanhandled."

Naturally pre
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rette they choose, there is a decided/ preference

for Fatimas. They have learned tjhax to pay
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What a whale of a difference just a few cents make

Liccett & Miters Tobacco Co.
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RADEX SPECIALTY COMPANY
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SuperfluoujHAIRallGONE
Forever removed by the Mahler
Method which kills the h?ir root
without pain or injuries to the
akin in the privacy of your own
home.
SEND TODAY 3 RED STAMPS

FOR FREE BOOKLET
D. J. MAHLER CO., 34-B, Mahler Park, Providence,

HaveA New Skin!

SEE THEM GO QUICK!
This New Way.

GERMAN DISCOVERY
Works Wonders in 3 Days!

READ FREE OFFER! Worry no
more over your pimples, blackheads,
large pores, shiny nose, skin scales,

unsightly blemishes and wrinkles that
make you look old! Learn FREE how
to have a new, clear, smooth skin on
face, neck, arms, hands or any part of
body. Makes you look more youthful
and beautiful—years younger! New skin
comes—old skin goes! Blemishes GONE,
because they're OFF! Simple, harmless,
easy! Different from anything you ever
tried! All explained in wonderful new
book in English language—
"BEAUTIFUL NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS"
Send no money—just a postcard—you
get it by return mail, postpaid—FREE!
Address MARVO CO., Dept. 63-C, 1658 Broad-
way, New York, N. Y.

PIMPLES-
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Neededin
Aviation!

JO you love adventure? Do you want to make big
money? Although aviation is still in its infancy

there is a crying demand for men with courage, nerve,
and self-reliance—ambitious men who are looking
for a new field. For those who qualify there will be
thousands of highly paid jobs.

Amazing Opportunity in
the Airplane Industry

!
Yes, as yet, aviation is in its infancy, but now is

the time to get in. In the
automobile industry and
in the moving picture
business hundreds of men
got rich by getting in at
the start. They made their
success before others
woke up.
Think how much avia-

tion has progressed in the
last few years. Commer-
cial air lines have already
proved themselves suc-
cessful both in Europe
and America. Great men
predict that in the near
future there will be air-

freight lines— organiza-
tions as large as our rail-

roads are today. AVIA-
TION IS NEW. It
clamors for every young
man.

Be an Aviation Expert—
$50 to $100 a week

The study of aviation is as fascinating as the actual work.
Only one hour of spare time a day at home and we teach you
the basic training. You will find every lesson packed full of
interest. Student S. F. McNaughton, Chicago, says, "Your
lessons are like a romance, and what is more, after one
reading the student gets a thorough understanding." Men
who have had actual experience guide you carefully through
your training. They select the lessons, lectures, blueprints,
and bulletins. Once you start you can't get enough of it.
Here are some real jobs. Which one do you want? Aero-
nautical Instructor, Aeronautical Engineer, Aeronautical
Contractor, Aeroplane Salesman, Aeroplane Repairman,
Aeroplane Mechanician, Aeroplane Inspector, Aeroplane
Assembler, Aeroplane Builder.

Big Aviation Book FREE
Send coupon below for our new FREE book just out en»

titled,"Opportunities in the-Airplane Industry." It is inter-
esting and instructive. Get yours before edition is exhausted.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept^S^^^Ol^S.^Michigan Ave., Chicago

^AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept. 8824,3601 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago

|
Without any obligation send me your free book ' - Oppor-
tunities in the Airplane Industry/' also information

|aboutyourHome Study Courscin Practical Aeronautics.

Fascinating—
Daring — Big

Paying
Prepare Now for One^of

These Positions
Aeronautical Instructor

SSO to 5 ISO per week
Aeronautical Engineer
Sioo to S300 per week

Aeronautical Contractor
Enormous profits

Aeroplane Repa-rman
$60 to $75 per week

Aeroplane T'echanic.-.n
S40 to 3=60 per week

Aerop'ane Inspector
$50 to $75 per week

Aeroplane Salesman
S5000 per year and up

Aeroplane Assembler
$40 to $65 per week

Aeroplane Builder
$75 to $200 per week

I

I

|
Name..,.

I Address.

Slate. J
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BROADWAY
J P. McEvoy is going to help W. C.

Fields cut up in the films. Fields has
started work on his first picture under
his new Famous Players contract, and

McEvoy will write the story and also help
direct. McEvoy is famous as a newspaper
humorist, being the papa of The Potters,

that popular syndicate series. He also wrote
the sketches in which Fields convulsed his

audiences in the last Ziegfeld "Follies".

Probably not since the palmy days of John
Emerson and Anita Loos has an author
signed such a contract as McEvoy. He
can have his own camp-chair right on the

set, and everything. Eddie Sutherland,
nephew of Tommy Meighan and a darn
good directing kid in his own right, is

handling the megaphone on the first Fields-

McEvoy production.

C[ ]oyzell's hula dance
puts the delirium in

"Dance Madness."

Things are coming right her way, and
people who know Louise Brooks aren't

surprised. Since she made her hit in "The
American Venus," Paramount has scheduled
her for some big things. She is playing
opposite Menjou in "I'll See Tou Tonight";
next she will play with W. C. Fields in his

first starring picture. Her substitution for

Arlette Marchel in the Menjou film is no
reflection on the beautiful French woman
discovered by Gloria Swanson and imported
by Paramount. Mile. Marchel is to be seen

shortly in a role which is more suitable to

her talents.

America might just as well say good-by
to Dorothy Gish. She has pretty defi-

nitely decided to shake these shores for those

of merrie England. She has been offered

seductive parts over there, and the English
are crazy about her; and so it looks as if

the littlest Gish will take herself off. Just

the same she will probably do at least one
story, with a mountain setting, before she
sails.

Eastern movie stars turned out full force

to welcome Sessue Hayakawa in his re-

turn to American theatricals in "The Love
City." The Japanese star, after his long

absence abroad, where he made pictures for

French companies, appeared as the chief at-

traction in the play which was such a hit

in Europe that it ran for years. Although
Nazimova and Ben Lyon were on hand,

among others, to applaud him, Hayakawa's
play did not get over as might have been

expected; and he may turn to the screen

again. Ben, by the way, appeared in a full

beard at the opening. He says he had to

grow it for a picture. It made a good dis-

guise.

Lady Peel is about to burst into films.

She's one of these British noblewomen,
don't you know; and she thought she'd jusc

take a flyer and see how she likes it. Quit
kidding! Lady Peel is just another way of

saying Beatrice Lillie. And Beatrice is one
of the greatest comediennes on the stage,

one of the stars of "Chariot's Revue", which
has conquered New York as it subjugated

London; and Famous Players has signed her

for at least one picture with an option on
her distinguished services. In case she goes

over— and it's reasonable to imagine she

will, especially as her screen tests are said

to be promising— you may like to know
that she is a more or less eccentric come-
dienne with, moreover, a great gift of sym-

pathy; that she is a great pal of Dick Bar-

thelmess and also of Mary Hay; and that

she's the wife of Bobby Peel, young Eng-

lish peer, and the mother of the Peel heir,

who has just come over to join his mama
in America. Watch for her.

JUST because Lois Moran signed a very

lucrative contract with Famous Players

to make one picture, "Padloc\ed" , in Cali-

fornia, Dick Barthelmess has changed his

next picture from "A Kid from Montana"
to Richard Harding Davis' "Ransom's Fol-

ly". Dick is interested in Lois— a big-

brotherly interest, and a very nice one; and

when he found he couldn't have her for

the very important feminine role, he just

went out and bought another story. Lois

Moran's success has become an established

fact in film circles and there is no young
actress more sought after by the producers.

And Lois just smiles her sweet little smile

and goes on nibbling carrots. Not if she

makes a million will she switch to beef-

steak, so there!

adge Kennedy is making a new pic-

ture, having found time hanging

heavy on her hands between performances

of her stage comedy, "Beware of Widows".

M
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Ethel Shannon, petite ingenue, has come on live up to her reputation as a wit; for
from the west coast to take part. Scenes when a friend asked her if she were going
are being shot at the Tec Art Studio in to marry the leading man of her Australian
Manhattan, where Dicky Barthelmess usual- tour, she replied no, that she liked him too
ly holds forth. - W ell.

GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES is a book
you should read — not only for its

charm and humor, but because it was writ-
ten by someone you all know—Anita Loos.
Anita is a child of the movies, even though
she has temporarily transferred her affec-

tions to the stage and belies lettres. She
was known as the child wonder of the
equally infant industry when she used to
turn out scripts and titles for Griffith; she
did all those amazing satires which put
Doug Fairbanks on the screen map—re-

member "American Aristocracy"?—and she
married John Emerson, whom you know as
one of the cleverest directors Constance
Talmadge ever had. And the trouble with
Anita Loos is, that movie producers new to
the business are always asking for introduc-
tions to her so they can persuade her to
go into pictures as a baby vamp.

Norma Shearer came on east just to
visit the folks. Although it was over

a year since Norma last visited New York,
she hadn't changed at all, except, perhaps,
to get prettier. In that year she has had
her salary raised several times and has built
a California chateau; but the reason she left

was not to look over the shops or to make
a personal appearance. She was homesick
for the folks in Montreal, and spent most
of her time up there. Her mother was with
her—or is it her older sister? You can't
be sure.

Emil Jannings has at last consented to
come to America. Germany's greatest

screen actor—the star of "The Last Laugh",
"Deception", and "Passion"—has withstood
offers from our producers ever since his first

success opposite Pola Negri, as Louis IV.
He was born in New York, but was taken
to Germany by his family when he was too
young to know it. And despite the lure
of lucre he has remained faithful to his
adopted country. Then Famous Players
sent emissaries with persuasive contracts

—

as Famous will; and Emil consented. He
will be over some time in the late summer,
and the company is already planning pro-
ductions worthy of his talents. There is a
Mrs. Jannings, who will arrive with the
star. He doesn't speak a word of English.
But then, neither did Lubitsch when he ar-
rived, and look at him now!

DW. Griffith will go to England to
make Marie Corelli's "Sorrows of Sa-

tan" with some cast! Adolphe Menjou
will play like the devil; in fact, he's re-
quired to; Carol Dempster will be the girl
in the case; Ricardo Cortez will appear. It's

to be one of those super-productions.

THE Junior League of New York bor-
rowed movie stars' gowns to wear at

one of their latest and smartest benefit balls.
Gloria and Dorothy Sebastian were among
the debs of the screen who donated their
costumes, worn in recent films, to the debs
of society for sweet charity's sake.

Polly" Frederick has started work on
her first picture to be made in New

York. It is "The Nest", from the stage
play of that name. She is looking great,
this Polly, and is apparently determined to

Raoul Walsh came to New York just
to make some screen tests. Hold on

—

these weren't the ordinary tests. No; some-
thing quite, quite different. Walsh is to
direct "What Price Glory" for Fox; and he
is searching for that "perfect cast". The
Fox studio on Tenth Avenue has been
closed for a long time, although the execu-
tive offices of the big company have always
been quartered there; and re-opened only to
admit the well-known stage celebrities who
posed before the camera to ascertain their
screen possibilities. Fox, having bought
"Seventh Heaven" for picture purposes, sent
for Helen Mencken, who created the lead-
ing role in the stage version, to pass a
camera examination with a view to starring
her in the picturization. So far the results
have not been broad-cast. Katherine Cor-
n-ell is another stage luminary who was said
to face a battery of cameras between per-
formances of "The Green Hat."

sfc "¥ *

If they happen to like winter sports, the
graduates of Paramount's screen school

are sitting pretty. Ever since they started
their first diploma-picture, "Glorious Youth"

,

they have been muffled in sweaters and caps
and snow-shoes, first at Lake Placid, where
they went on location; and then on the
Shrewsbury River at Red Bank, New Jersey,
with the thermometer way, way down. At
Red Bank, they made ice-boating scenes,
and some of the girls said they hadn't had
such a thrill since they passed their first

screen tests.

The twentieth anniversary of Carl
Laemmle's entrance into the movies was

celebrated by his company, Universal, with
a supper-dance at a Manhattan hotel. The
president of Universal—in fact, Old Man
Universal himself—is one of the most
charming characters in the movies, and his
guests were glad to shake his hand in con-
gratulation of his achievements in those
twenty years of hard work and fight.

YOU may have heard about that five thou-
sand dollars a year which Gloria Swan-

son is said to have paid for a private eleva-
tor to her apartment in a huge new build-
ing overlooking Central Park? Well, calm
your fears. It isn't true. Gloria rides in
the same elevator with all the other tenants,
and so does Hank, and so do the two little

Swanson-Falaises.

You boys who still have hopes and
haven't heard the sad news—Esther Ral-

ston is no longer heart-whole and fancy-
free. She's married. George Webb, whom
you may remember seeing in pictures, among
them "The Luc\y Devil", is the lucky man.
He is said to have given up acting to man-
age the business interests of his beautiful
bride.

# # *

"py'iTH nis usual foresightedness, Tommy
V V Meighan persuaded his scenario writer

to write him a baseball story with a Florida
background; so the cold, wintry blasts look-
ing for Tommy found him not. He was
basking in Florida before the cameras, with
Lila Lee as his vis-a-vis. By the way, we
have heard that a brother of Tommy's is
about to crash the screen gate, and we'll
tell you more about it as soon as we find
out ourselves.

anhour/or
DRAWING

Mr. Hutton says, "One of my first draw-
ings is shown on the right. The other I
made recently for a college publication. It
took only five hours and brought me exact-
ly fifty dollars. You can judge for your-
self whether I have progressed under
Federal School training."

Can you draw as well as Mr. Hutton did
at first? Then with similar training you
can become a successful artist like hun-
dreds of other Federal students.

Many Earn $200 to $500 a Month
Advertisers and publishers buy millions

of dollars worth of illustrations a year. If
you like to draw, let your talent make your
fortune. The Federal Course, containing
exclusive lessons by such nationally known
artists as Sid Smith, Neysa McMein,
Fontaine Fox, Charles Livingston Bull tells

you how. Write your name, age and ad-
dress in the margin, mail it to us and we
will mail a free copy of "A Eoad to Bigger
Things," giving all details of how to be-
come an illustrator or cartoonist.

Softool
of Illustrating

4246 Federal School BIdg. Minneapolis, Minn.

IHN 1 H IHIHtMlWUHIM IWBIHI

Short-Story Writing
A practical forty-lesson
course in the writing and
marketingof the Short Story,
taught by Dr. J. Berg Esen-
wein, famous critic and
teacher; EditorofThe
Writer's Monthly.

One pupil has earned over
$5,000 writing in his spare
time—hundreds are selling
constantly to the leading
publishers.

150 page catalog free. Please address

A he Home Correspondence School
Established 1897

Dept. 25 Springfield, Mass.

usual
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Something
DIFFERENT

for fobbed Hair
There is a tremendous difference

in bobs. Some are wonderfully

attractive and becoming, while

others, well—which kind is yours?

I wish you could picture the

becoming kind I have in mind—
the sort that makes men turn to

admire. I can't tell you what the

color is, but it's full of those tiny

dancing lights that somehow sug-

gest auburn, yet which is really no
more actual color than sunlight. It's only

when the head is moved that you catch

the auburn suggestion—the fleeting glint

of gold.

You have no idea how much your

bob can be improved with the "tiny tint"

Golden Glint Shampoo will give it. If

you want a bob like that I have in mind,

buy a package and see for yourself. At all

drug stores, or send 25^ direct to J. W.
KobiCo., 662 RainierAve., Seattle,Wn.

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO

PERSONAL
Appearance

MB 1 • WBWmH , 4 rawjjj 13 now more than ever

UP I 1 WlllBM' J ] hH the keynote of success,

\W I M JKwm S 4 ™l!tl
both in. social and bus-

Wj£ U BBW B \Wi inesslife. Bow-Legged
*B W ffiPF fa n^H an(l Knock-Kneed men

and women,both young
and old, will be glad to
hear that my new ap-
pliance will successful-
ly straighten, within
a short time, bow-
leggedness and knock-
kneed legs, safely,
quickly and perma-
nently, without pain,

operation or discomfort. Worn at night. My new
"Lim-Straitner", Model 18, U.S. Patent, is easy to
adjust; its results will soon save you from further
humiliation, and improve your personal appearance
100 per cent. (Model 18 is not like old-fashioned
splints or braces, with bothersome straps, hard to
adjust, but a scientific, modern device of proven
merit, used and recommended for the last 4 years
by physicians everywhere.

)

Write today for particulars, testimonials and my
free copyrighted physiological and anatomical book
which tells you how to correct how and knock-kneed
legs without any obligation. Knclosea dime for postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
1406 W. U. Building Binghamton, N. Y.

Hooks for ZANS
f

Charles Ray, who ma\es a great "come'bac\'

as hero of "The Auction Block."

By Charles Kay

!
ometimes arguments end in fist fights,

sometimes they end in comedy.
A certain argument that took place

not long ago ended in a ripping good
comedy. Before it was filmed, there was a

heated argument about The Auction Bloc\,

at the Metro'Goldwyn-Mayer studios.

Rex Beach's novel had to be adapted to

the screen and filmed. But it was a drab

story lacking in humor, and this is a comedy
year. Some people contended that it could

not be done; but Charles Ray declared that

you could get a comedy situation out of

anything. It was with this idea in view

that Ray read the book.

"When I re-read the first few chapters

of the famous Beach novel from a picturiza-

tion standpoint, I regretted my statement—
which had not been free from bravado. I

had said, with all the assurance in the

world, 'You can get comedy out of any
situation.' I regretted this for a moment,"
said Ray.

"I read every word in the book and then

I re-read it. It is a drab, realistic story of

a >young millionaire's .son who lavishes

money on wine and women. It is a power-

ful study, but it is far from funny. And it

was from this book that a comedy had to

be made. I wished, for a moment, that I

had not entered the argument about drama
versus comedy and that I had not been so

positive in my statements.

"I should have had better sense, I told

myself. I know perfectly well that we
usually rue those rash statements and after

I had finished The Auction Bloc\ I rued

this statement.

"But that was before Frederick and

Fanny Hatton had got hold of the story.

When these two scenarists finished with the

script, a ripping good comedy had been

made from a drab story. And my rash

statement- was upheld.

"We have made a comedy out of The
Auction Bloc\! When I read the book

once more, I searched every situation for

the comedy angle from which to play it;

and .strangely enough, once I had realized

that a comedy was to come of it, I found

many excuses for humorous relief."

The inspiration that Ray received from

reading the book he was to play on the

screen did not consist of getting into the

atmosphere of the original, but away from

it. He had to find comedy inspiration in

dramatic situations.

"Of course," Ray continued, "those peo-

ple who have loved the book will condemn
us for taking liberties. And we did take

liberties, there is no doubt about that.

Every situation has been changed. In fact

little but the title and the general idea

remains.

"We will be criticized for this, there's no
doubt about that. But this is a comedy
year, and we had to make a comedy out

of it."

While he was on the subject of books

and their relation to motion pictures, Mr.

Ray made some other interesting remarks.

"The producer is up against a hard critic

when he shows to a reader the film version

of his favorite book. I know what harsh

critics these lovers of fiction can be. They
do not want you to take liberties with the

works of their favorite authors. If a writer

says that his protagonist is wearing a derby

hat in a certain situation, we are criticised
' (Continued on page 86)

C^paris

Evce Powder
Known and loved by four generations

ON SALE EVERYWHERE
Write for free sample of face powder and Booklet

illustrating new Lablache Creations

Ben Levy Co., Dcpt.5' iz; Kingston St., Boston, U.S. A.
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NowSent
FREE!

Not OnlyMenWho Have Made Millions

Send for thisAstonishing Book

~butThousands of Others !
Many successful business men have sent for this amazing book now mailed free. Such men as Walter O. Ford, of
the Ford Manufacturing Company; C. F. Bourgeois, Presidsnt of Robischon and Peckham Company; H. B. McNeal,
President of the Telephony Publishing Company; Guy H. Shearer, Cashier Filer State Bank; and manv other
prominent, prosperous business executives are unstinting in their praise of it. But don't think it is only for big
men Thousands of young men have found in this book the key to advancement in salarv and position, popularity,
standing, power and real success. You can now obtain your copy absolutely free by writing at once.

TODAY business demands for the big,
important, high-salaried jobs, men
who can dominate others—men who

can make others do as
they wish, whether it be
one man or a thousand.
It is the power of force-
ful convincing speech that
causes one man to jump
from obscurity to the
presidency of a great cor-

poration. Another from a
small, unimportant terri-

tory to the salesmanager's
desk. Another from the
rank and file of political

workers to a post of
national prominence as a
campaign speaker. A
timid, retiring, self-con-

scious man to change
almost overnight into a
popular and much
applauded after - dinner
speaker.

Either You Become a Powerful
Speaker—or Your Training is Free
You are shown how to conquer stage

fright, self-consciousness, timidity, bash-
fulness and fear—those things which keep
you silent when men of lesser ability get
what they want by the sheer power of
convincing speech. You are told how to
bring out and develop your priceless

What 15 Minutes a Day
Will Show You

How to talk before your club or lodge.

How to address Board Meetings.

How to propose and respond to toasts.

How to maie a political speech.

How to tell entertaining stories.

How to make after-dinner speeches.

How to converse interestingly.

How to write better letters.

How to sell more goods.

How to train your memory.
How to enlarge your vocabulary.

How to develop self-confidence.

How to acquire a winning personality.

How to strengthen your will-power and
ambition.

How to develop your power of concen-
tration.

clear, accurate

"hidden knack' — the natural gift within
you—which will win for you advancement
in position and salary, popularity, stand-

ing, power and real suc-

cess. This simple, easy,

sure and quick training is

guaranteed to do this. If
it fails youT training will

not cost you a single

penny.

How to become
thinker.

How to be the master of any situation.

Easy for Anyone
Only 15 Minutes a

Day Required
There is no mystery

about the power to work
wonders with words.
Practically anyone can
do it. It makes no dif-

ference how embarrassed
or self - conscious you
now are when called

upon to speak. Certain
principles will show you

how to rise head and shoulders above the
mass and make yourself the dominating-
figure in any gathering. How to be a
leader among men. How to rise to any
occasion and demand what you want with
force, vigor and conviction. Give only
fifteen minutes a day in the privacy of
your own home and you can accomplish
all this in a few short weeks.

AMAZING BOOK FREE
MAIL COUPON

If you will fill in and mail the couport
at once, you will receive a remarkable new
book ealied "How to Work Wonders With
Words." This book gives you an amazing-
test by which you can determine for your-
self in five minutes whether you are one of
the seven men out of every nine who pos-
sess the "hidden knack" of powerful speech,
but do not know it. Decide for yourself if

you are going to allow 15 minutes a day
to stand between you and success. Thou-
sands have found this to be the biggest
step forward in their lives. If it "has
played such an important part in the lives
of many big men, mav it not in vours?
Then mail the coupon at once.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTI-
TUTE

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6324
Chicago, 111.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE,
Dept. 6324. 3601 Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, III.

Please send me FREE and without obligation,
my copy of your famous book, "How- to Work
Wonders with Words." Also your FREE 5-
minute test by which I may make a self-
examination.

Name __

Address _

City __i State ,
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SavesHose
Prevents them from wearing out
and staining at the heel, and pre- ,

vents shoes from rubbing or slip- A
ping at the heel!

|

The patented cup-shaped center,
indicated by arrow, does it!

Think of the saving you will enjoy as a
consequence ofpreventingyourhosefrom
wearing out at the heel; the comfort that
will be yours by shoes that do not slip or
rub at the heel, and the pleasure it will give you to
keep your delicately colored silk hose from ever
being marred by stains at the heel!

These are the benefits you get by attaching Dr.
Scholl's Nu-Qrip Heel Liner in your shoes. Made of
soft, velvet-like rubber. Invisibly worn in the shoes,
being made in colors to match shoe linings. Sold
inshoeand department stores everywhere—30^ per
pair. Do not accept imitations that disappoint.
Insist on getting the genuine, with the cup-shaped
center. Buy a pair for each pair of your shoes.

DsScholls
loot ComfortAppliances

Take
PiM

W00to$10000YAn
We train you quickly right in your own

home. Tremendous fieldin Modern Photo-
graphy. Newspapers, magazine advertisers, etc..
need thousands of high-class photos. 35,000 splen-
did locationsopc-n now. My aruazingnew method
equips you to earn $50 to $100 a week while learn-
ing. Shows you liow to do the kind of work turned
out in Chicago and New York studios. Also how
to start big money business of your own.

1 CDEC WriteatonceforFRES
lifct camera offer. I give you

high grade professional Camera
free. Offeropen only short time-
act at once. Iguarantee my training.

INTERNATIONAL STUDiOS. Inc.
Chicago, U. S. A.

3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 1314

THINGS
to

Talk

OMPEtition between the directors

is raging. Which one can make
the longest uninterrupted sequence?
The old method of stopping and

starting with the scenes tied together with
titles has gone out and a hundred per cent,

director prides himself on the length of his

unbroken scenes.

King Vidor, director of "The Big Pa-
rade", holds the record — the love scene
between John Gilbert and Renee Adoree.

A year ago we had lunch with Dr.
Hugo Riesenfeld, the best-known of all

theater musicians. The ever-varying trend
of music was discussed, and the Doctor
spoke of the old days of Hiawatha and the
Indian music, the coming of rag time, which
changed into Jazz, and also of the growing
popularity of fine music brought about by
the excellent orchestras of the big picture-

theaters. "And what will be the next pop-
ular music wave?" was asked. Without
hesitation the Doctor replied: "Ballads.
We are in for an epoch of songs."

A year has passed, and the wise Dr.
Riesenfeld's forecast has come true with a
vengeance. At the Strand Theater a few
weeks ago, a ballad-singer sang one song
after another. At the Rivoli and - Rialto,

the Famous Players-Lasky strongholds in

New York City, the organ teaches a ballad
with the aid of slides on the screen. The
other day, Irving Berlin's latest song "Al-
ways" was considered of sufficient import-
ance to give it a -special stage setting and
to advertise it at the Capitol Theater.
All New York is singing Berlin's "Remem-
ber", and "Paddlin' Madelin' Home" is

splashing along behind.

Years ago the Sweedie Comedies were
the worst screen entertainment ever offered
to a then young and susceptible public.
The heroine was really Wallace Beery.
With such a start, this great actor's ad-
mission to a motion-picture studio speaks
well for the charity of the casting directors.

This horrible experience, however, was one
of the factors in making Wallace Beery into
one of the greatest actors in pictures. His
villains have more color, more personality
than others. His comedy has a personal,

C[ Poor old Flicli,

waiting for Sally

OK[eil to powder
his nose, is quite

resigned to his fate

as a movie star's

pet.-

ingratiating warmness, and that brings up
the argument: Can a man be a really great
villain without a sense of humor?

VALE, Barbara LaMarr
On Page 46 of this issue of Screen-
land is a rotogravure portrait of
Barbara LaMarr. While this page
was printed before her passing we are

glad that this tribute to her popular-
ity and beauty comes now, mutely
to testify to the place she held in

our hearts. Sweet she was in life,

and now Barbara LaMarr has become
a beautiful memory.

Screenland is in receipt of many letters

concerning the prize contests which this

paper runs. We are amused and enraged.
"You can't fool me," writes one young
lady. "Harold Lloyd never even saw those
football togs." And yet there is the picture

of the togs with every tear, every stain,

every pattern exact, and there is the film

which has been seen by some twenty-five
million people, with each piece of this uni-

form plainly shown; and yet the young lady
decides that we are cheating. However,
there is a pleasant side to this. With such
pessimism, with such a "show me" attitude,

with such a suspicious, doubtful frame of
mind, you can be very sure that the Ameri-
can people cannot long be bunked nor can
truth be hidden. This young lady will come
to realize in time that Screenland's efforts

are on the level. This, in fact, is the entire
history of motion pictures. The wonderful
art of the cinema has been side-tracked by
suspicious individuals and pigeonholed and
crowded off the road, always to go forward
until, at the present time, motion pictures
are greater than ever before, and the fourth
largest industry in this progressive country
of ours.
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Can he really play?" a girl v:hispere
"Heavens no!" Arthur exclaimed,

played a note in his life."

LaughedWhen I Sat Down
At the Piano

When I Started to PlavU
AETHUE had just played "The Eosary."

The room rang with applause. I de-
cided that this would be a dramatic

moment for me to make my debut. To the
amazement of all my friends, I strode con-
fidently over to the piano and sat down.

"Jack is up to his old tricks," somebody
chuckled. The crowd laughed. Thev were
all certain that I couldn't play a" sinsle
note.

"Can he really play?" I heard a girl
whisper to Arthur.

"Heavens, no!" Arthur exclaimed. "He
never played a note in all his life. . . But
just you watch him. This is going to be
good."

I decided to make the most of the situa-
tion. With mock dignity I drew out a silk
handkerchief and lightly dusted off the
piano keys. Then I rose and gave the re-
volving piano stool a quarter of a turn,
just as I had seen an imitator of Paderew-
ski do in a vaudeville sketch.
"What do you think of his execution?" called

a voice from the rear.
"We're in favor of it!" came hack the answer

and the crowd rocked with laughter.

Then I Started to Play
Instantly a tense silence fell on the

guests. The laughter died on their lips as
if by magic. I played through the first
few bars of Beethoven's immortal Moon-
light Sonata. I heard gasps of amazement.
My friends sat breathless—spellbound!

I played on and as I plaved I forgot the
people around me. I forgot the hour, the place,
the breathless listeners. The little world I lived
in seemed to fade—seemed to grow dim

—

unreal. Only the music was
real. Only the music and vis-
ions it brought me. Visions as
beautiful and as changing as
the wind blown clouds and drift-
irg moonlight that long ago in-
spired the master composer. It
seemed as if the master musician
himself were speaking to me

—

speaking through the medium of
music— not in words but in
chords. Not in sentences but in
exquisite melodies!

A Complete Triumph!
As the last notes of the

Moonlight Sonata died away,
the room resounded with a
sudden roar of applause. I

Pick
Your Instrument

Piano Violin
Organ Clarinet
Ukulele Flute
Cornet Saxophone
Trombone Harp
Piccolo Mandolin
Guitar 'Cello

Hawaiian Steel Guitar
Sight Singing

Piano Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture
Harmony and Composition

Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger Control
Banjo (Tenor, Plectrum

or 5 string)

found myself surrounded by excited faces.
Everybody was exclaiming" with delight

—

plying me with rapid questions. . . . "Jack!
Why didn't you tell us you could plav like
that?" . . . "Where did you learn?"

—
"'Who

was your teacher?"
"I have never even seen mv teacher," I re-

plied. "And just a short while ago I couldn't
play a note."

"Quit your kidding." laughed Arthur, him-
self an accomplished pianist. "You've been
studying for years. I can tell."

"I have been studying only a short while,"
I insisted. "I decided to keep it a secret so
that I could surprise all you folks."

How I Learned to Play Without
a Teacher

And then I told them the whole story.

"A few months ago I saw an interesting
ad for the IT. S. School of Music—a new
method of learning to play which onlv
costs a few cents a day! The ad told how
a woman had mastered the piano in her
spare time at home—and without a teacher!
Best of all, the wonderful new method she used,
required no laborious scales—no heartless exer-
cises—no tiresome practising. It sounded so
convincing that I filled out the coupon request-
ing the Free Demonstration Lesson.

"The free book arrived promptly and I start-
ed in that very night to study the Demonstra-
tion Lesson. I was amazed to see how easy it
was to play this new way. Then I sent ' for
the course.

"When the course arrived I found it was just
as the ad said—as easy as A, B, C! And,
as the lessons continued they got easier and
easier. Before I knew it I was plaving all the
pieces I liked best. Nothing stopped me. I
could play ballads or classical numbers or jazz
all with equal ease. And I never did have
any special talent for music!"

Play Any Instrument
You too, can now teach

yourself to be an accom-
plished musician— right at
home — in half the usual
time. You can't go wrong
with this simple new method
which has already shown al-

most half a million- people
how to play their favorite

instruments. Forget that
old-fashioned idea that you
need special "talent." Just
read the list of instruments
in the panel, decide which

one you want to pla;. and the U. S. School
will do the rest. And bear in mind no
matter which instrument you choose, the
cost in each case will be the same—just a
few cents a day. No matter whether you
are a mere beginner or already a good
performer, you will be interested in learn-
ing about this new and wonderful method.

Send for Our Free Booklet and
Demonstration Lesson

Thousands of successful -students never
dreamed they possessed musical ability un-
til it was revealed to them by a remark-
able "Musical Ability Test" which we send
entirely without cost with our interesting-
free booklet.

If you are in earnest about wanting to
play your favorite instrument— if you
really want to gain happiness and increase
your popularity—send at once for the free
booklet and Demonstration Lesson. No
cost—no obligation. Eight now we are
making a Special offer for a limited num-
ber of new students. Sign and send the
convenient coupon now—before it's too late
to gain the benefits of this offer. Instru-
ments supplied when needed, cash or credit.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3223 Brunswick Building

New York City.

U. S. School of Music,

3223 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

Please send me your free book "Music Lessons
in Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr.
Frank Crane, Demonstration Lesson and par-
ticulars of your Special Offer. I am interested
in the following course:

Have you above instrument?

Name
(Please write plainly)

Address

City State...
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Europe/ Mojt FamouxMethod
oe Learn ino to/peak French

HOW I wish that I could speak French!" How
often have you heard those words ! How often

have you wished that you, too, could speak French

!

The question has always been, "How can I learn,

in a short time, to speak French correctly, so that for-

eigners will understand me?" Certainly not in school,

by going through a grammar and learning innumer-
able rules and irregular verbs

!

The great house of Hugo, known throughout Europe,
has conducted language institutes in the greater cities

for more than a century. Millions of Hugo language

. books have been sold. Thousands of Europeans have
learned to speak foreign languages by the remarkable
Hugo method. '

The Famous Hugo Method Has Now
Been Brought to This Country

It will enable you to speak French like a French-
man! This method requires little time and little ef-

fort.* It involves no. laborious study. No tiresome rules

and grammatical constructions
;
you actually learn to

speak French sentences in your very first lesson.

Hugos Famous "FRENCH AT SIGHT"
24 Fascinating Lessons by Mail — Special Introductory Offer.

Until you have seen the Hugo course, you cannot possibly
realize how easy it is to learn to speak French by this unique
method! You do not feel that you are studying at all! Correct
pronunciation and cultured accent are taught by an ingenious
device.
By devoting only a few minutes a day at home to these easy, fas-

cinating lessons, you quickly find yourself able to carry on a conversa-
tion in correct French.
To all .who enroll promptly for the wonderful Hugo course, we will

give, with no additional cost, a year's subscription to that fascinating
French magazine, Le Petit Journal, valuable for enlarging your
vocabulary.

The Entire Course for $12.00

The Hugo "French at sight" course consists of twenty-four

scientifically planned lessons. In order to acquaint Americans
with this wonderfully successful method, the entire course

is now offered at the amazingly low cost of only $12.00 /
—only a fraction of the regular price—on convenient terms of S

ly $2.00 a month. But remember, this special offer is made .r

lely for 'introductory purposes on a limited number of
on
solely
courses

purposes

Examine the Course FREE >*^)oubleday,
The coupon below will bring you the entire . Page & Co

course of 24 lessons for free examination. You X s ''

can return them in 5 days, or send only / Dept. F-804
$2.00 initial payment, and then $2.00 a S

.

month until $12.00 has been paid. Don't / (American Eepresenta-

miss this exceptional opportunity. Mail ytives of Hugos Language
the Coupon Now! ^'Institute of London, England)

s Garden City, New York
WITHOUT EXTRA COST, A YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION S Gentlemen: I am interested in

i-i*r\ t T»T^<-r>T'-r> t/~\t tt-»tvt * x / learning to speak French as the
1U .Lli Jrli 1 1 1 JO URINAL, French speak it. Please send me the

< Hugo "French At Sight" course, in 24
Published twice a month, eight months of the year, in everyday French, this delightful, illus- /lessons, for free examination. Within 5 days

d magazine contains current news, extracts from French newspapers and periodicals; S j w m. either return the course or send you
j 1 1

T
> interesting notes on French life and customs and humorous / $2.00 at that time and $2.00 a month until a

total of $12.00 has been paid. I am also to receivesketches. It will be of the greatest assistance in fur
thering your knowledge .of French. Take advantage â year's subscription to Le'Petit Journal (16 issues)
of this special offer at once. Mail the coupon. Avithout additional cost,

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Dept. F804 /^ame
(American Representative of Hugo's Language y . ..

Instiute of London, England) ./ Address

Garden City, New York City State..



Qliere are thousands like her
These days-when delightful women
familiar to Fame are endorsing this

cream and that rouge or perfume

—

we take secret joy in the knowledge
that countless beauties, unknown to

greatness are using Tre-Jur Compacts
and Tre-Jur Face Powder. . .

And finding in them, the final touch
to Charm.

For the name Tre-Jur has become the
popular Symbol ofLoveliness—and its

use by beauties famed and beauties

unsung, is not only habit, but Fashion.

Tre-Jur Compacts have captured the
Feminine World for three quite simple

Twin $1

Face Powder 50 Cents

reasons . . . They are designed for su-
preme convenience. They are exquisite
in theirform and contents. They repre-
sent greater value than any compacts
in America. Speaking of Value — do
you know Tre-Jur Face Powder? Ex-
quisite in quality, silken soft— in a
lovely box of generous size—at 50c.

Sold at your favorite store or sent by mail
from us. Compact refills are always available.

HOUSE o/ TRE-JUR, Inc. 19W.18thSt., N.Y.
2 2 Rue La Lande—Paris

TR-E-JUR.
FACE POWDERS AND COMPACTS



FAMOUS
BEAUTIES

((["For 133 years one of the precious beauty secrets known to womankind
has been the use of

The perfect base for the perfect make-up. Its mild astringent action
is essential as a protection for the skin before cosmetics are applied.

Invigorating, yet soothing, with a dainty fragrance all its own.

No. 4711 White Rose Glycerine Soap—Depended upon since 1860
as a "first aid toward a beautiful skin." Keeps the skin satin-soft.

MADE IN U. S. A.

MUHLENS & KROPFFJnc, 25 W. 45th St., New York

Sefeenland Art Section



THE TILLER SHOE— Dancing Flats for Stage and Street Wear
Writes the famous John Tiller: "Mr. Barney is the only American manufacturer who has been able to

make shoes that can stand up under the hard wear given by Tiller girls." This special dancing flat—leather
lined, hand turned, covered heels—now obtainable for general use on stage or street!

Write for Catalogue W— Mail
Order Our Specialty

MAILED C. O. D. — SATISFACTION GUAR-
ANTEED — ON RECEIPT OF FOOT OUTLINE

Dept. S

BARNEY'S 304 W. 42nd STREET

Patent Leather

BI. BC W. Kid

Gr. BC Red Kid

BI. BC W. Satin

W. BC Pink Canvas

Split Fiber Soles,

#1.50 extra

NEW YORK
Screenland Art Section



IT'S OFF
because

ITS OUT

Superfluous Hair Qone!
Not only removes hair

—

but checks its future growth.

" 'Preparation officially decided to be

effective," says
c
b{e'W York World.

In a recent investigation made by the Federal

Trade Commission of Washington, D. C, a

very favorable decision was given ZIP. The
New York World says:

"Uncle Sam Pronounces Hair Remover O.K.
"Your versatile Uncle Samuel has dipped

delicately into one of the most vital problems

of modern feminine fashion.

"Judge Edward M. Averill held a series of

hearings to determine whether there really was
such a boon to the fashionable girls of today as a

hair remover that really removed for good and all

.

"The climax came when one woman described

as a 'prominent Long Island society matron'

took the stand and testified she had been afflicted

with such a heavy beard that she had to shave

four times a week. Then she tried the prepa-

ration (ZIP ), and threw her razor away. These
fair witnesses offered their complexions to the

judge in proof of their assertions. They said

they testified simply out of gratitude."

Don't delay. If you have never used ZIP,
you will marvel at its magic. Fragrant, painless,

harmless and easy to use at home, it destroys the

growth by gently lifting out the roots and is

pronounced by experts as the ideal method.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE- Guaranteed

Treatment or Free Demonstration at My Salon

Specialist

562 Fifth Ave. (Ent. on 46th St.; New York

MADAME BERTHE. Specialist
Dept. 301, 562 Fifth Ave.. New York City

Please Bend me FREE BOOK. "Iieautv'a Greatest Secret,"
taMoa-how tnhe beautiful and ,-y. plaining the three types of

!• hair: also a free nample of your MassaKe and
I ream, guaranteed not to ktqw hair.

ur.erflu

iVome

Adorer*

City & StaU .
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FACIE PdDWME!
In a box as different

as the powder itself!

"Give us a loose face

powder with the same
clinging qualities and
smoothness so evident
in Terri compacts,"
discriminating women
have asked us. At last it

is here— a revelation of
velvet softness and ex-

quisite quality!

Terri Loose Powder
comes in four shades:

Blanche, Naturelle,
Rachel and Spanish
Rachel. The full size

box may be had at lead-

ingdepartmentand drug
stores for $1.50. Terri

also offers a trial pack-
ageat25cperbox. Send
for one today.

Use coupon below.

Terri, Inc.

4 West 40th St.

New York

TERRI INCORPORATED
Dept. 4 - 4 W. 40th St., New York

Enclosed 25c for generous sample
box of TERRI FACE POWDER

Shade.

Name

Street

City ...



The Little Irish Girl
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CREENLAND
<lA (jood Sjttle Trouper

IF you drive hard when you're young, it will

bring you to pleasant places before old defacing

Time can catch you. . . These pleasant heights

give poise and charm and other good qualities

and Bessie Love has them all.

\
In "The Song and Dance
Man," Bessie Love dances

the Charleston; and they

advertised it in electric

lights on Broadway.

The Song and Dance Man
The King on Main Street

A Son of His Father

Human Wreckage

Soul Fire

New Brooms
The Eternal Three

The Little Reformer

The Great Adventure

C( Experience in many roles has
not dulled the questioning

eyes of Bessie Love.

Little Sister of Everybody

Wishing Ring Man
Pegeen

The Ghost Patrol

The Village Blacksmith

Three Men to Pay

Human Wreckage

Forget Me Not
Peiigy of Top Hill Trail



(f John Barrymore \isses^

the hand of June Mar-
lowe, but gives Phyllis
Haver a reassuring touch
to say that Don Juan is

as true to her as ever.

3rthy of J J arrymore:

T John Barrymore's epoch-making performance of Hamlet, we
really saw little of the greatness of this amazing actor. Our seats,
though good, gave us no intimate knowledge of his rendering of
the classic role.^ The other night, we saw John Barrymore in
"The Sea Beast" ("Don Juan" has not yet reached New York)

and the superiority of the motion picture as a vehicle of expression for a
great actor's powers is more than established. (f The scene of his agony
shows large upon the screen, and the marvel of his art tears at you with
burning irons of horror. It is Art— convincing in its reality— mighty in
its emotional suggestion. .

— The editor



(TJhe Funniest Title
of the

MONTH

"It was rumored that Riff Swanson, de
.

-

tective,

had water on the bi*ain. In winter it froze,

apd everything slipped his mind."

(J This titlefrom "Behind the Front" was
written by Ralph Spence, author tf/'The

Gorilla", one of the season's stage hits.

([Raymond Hatton as "Shorty" and Wal-
lace Beery as "Riff" burlesque soldier trou-
blesand win the war in "Behind the Front".

CT The art of writing titles for pictures has sqeezed humor into nuggets of wit and wisdom
and has developed the saying of much in few words, until they say title writers can't use

any correspondence-paper except telegraphblan\s.
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£a ^Boheme
C[ The lovely old story of the Latin Quarter

of Paris where Romance and Art live in

glamourous intimacy, comes to the screen
with Lillian Gish and John Gilbert . . .

directed by King Vidor.

C[ Sweet, fragile,

able TsAimi stirs

artist soul of
dolph to hap
teasing adorati





Some of the marriages made in

Heaven and lived in Hollywood

Douglas Fairbanks
Kenneth Harlan -

Ricardo Cortez - -

James Kirkwood -

Larry Semon - - -

Lefty Flynn - - -

Owen Moore - - -

Edmund Lowe - -

William Boyd - -

Lloyd Hughes - -

James Rennie - -

Buster Keaton - -

Harold Lloyd - -

William Russell -

Lou Tellegen - - -

Bert Lytell - - - -

Mary Pickford
Marie Prevost
Alma Rubens
Lila Lee
Dorothy Dwan
Viola Dana
Kathryn Perry
Lilyan Tashman
Elinor Fair
Gloria Hope
Dorothy Gish
Natalie Talmadge
Mildred Davis
Helen Ferguson
Nina Ramona
Claire Windsor

({When Bert Lytell,

husband of Claire Wind
sor, watches his charming
w.fe in a love scene, is he jealous?

C Claire Windsor (Mrs. Bert

Lytell) in a scene with Con'
rad 7\(agel in "Dance Mad-
ness", lavishes upon her

screen lover only th

caresses inspired

by her art.

iVldU'

m her

the^^H

HOLLYWOOD
Says:

"REAL /^VE
Q Why the happiest marriages

are to be found among the

screen players.

fter all the aspersions which have been cast like slime upon
the Capitol of the Screen, out of the noisome bog that the

gossips have called this lovely city where the hard-working
actors try and try again, surprisingly — a flower has

bloomed!

True marriage is found in Hollywood.
Happy couples, like berries, cluster on Beverly Hills, and hearths

are lit with bliss along the Boulevard.

During the work-a-day hours, a steady glare of lights makes every

charm of each charming girl glowing and seductive. Any one of

them in any one of the studios is inviting, and the boy near at

hand is young and eager. The director calls out peremptory
demands and the youth holds the tender form closer to the susceptible

J



heart that is the heritage of actors. It a glint of passion from his eyes reaches

the grinding camera, perhaps his salary will be raised. If an abandon of

desire causes her beauty to melt in surrender unschooled and unpremeditated,

perhaps the critics of a hundred cities will acclaim her artistry. Because

such is the business of motion-picture making.

But there is another chapter to the record.

The young man goes home to his star-wife and the star-wife goes

back to the much-kissed husband, and at the evening meal you may
be sure that there is no artficial romance or (Continued on page 92)

(\ There are no un-

happy thoughts in

Claire Windsor's
mind when she
watches her hus-

band ma\ing love

on the screen. Hol-
lywood couples un-

derstand one
another.

C( Bert Lytell and May Mc-
Avoy in "Lady Winder-
mere's Fan". He must, con-

vey boundless love, and
mean nothing at all.
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e LEVER etters

E
(\Here is a rare chance to peep into the private corres-

pondence of the famous stars.

You will see how gaily they

write to one another.

dmund Lowe, making a brief personal-appearance
tour on which he was not accompanied by Lilyan
Tashman, his wife, wrote her as follows:

. . . I'd like to find the man who told me motion-picture
work is easy. I get up so early every day that by the time
the sun comes up, I've had supper. . . .

".
. . Expect me home when I get there. The weather

has been so bad that we are working like Prohibition—
and we all know how that works!"

When good mothers get together—or far enough apart to
write letters—we have the following intimate correspondence
betvjeen Claire Windsor and ZaSu Pitts:

"Son Billy gave me
quite a scare the other

day. I couldn't find

him anywhere about
the house. Finally I

looked in the kitchen,

where the cook was at

work. 'Where's Billy?'

I asked.

"She hesitated a min-
ute. 'Billy,' she said,

'has locked himself in

the pantry where we
put the mince pies and
says he's going to eat

and eat until he's

too sick to be
whipped!' "

—

Claire

. Windsor t o ZaSu

<-A Classic—

Among famous letters of literature is

that fervent plea which Sir J. M. Barrie
represents Sentimental Tommy as writing
for Meggie Duff to her daughter in Ire
land. Tommy's plaintive appeal brought
greater results than any begging letter the
Dominie had written.

"Dear Kaytherine, if you dinna send ten
shillings immediately your puir auld mother
will have neither house nor hame. I'm cry-
ing to you for't, Kaytherine; hearken and
you'll hear my cry across the cauldriff sea."

<C Barrie \nows that simplicity opens every heart.

"Hope you didn't spank him on a full stomach.
Always turn, them over. — ZaSu Pitts' answer.

Letter written by Vera Reynolds to William Boyd
on the occasion of the announcement of his marriage
to Elinor Fair.

"Congrat's, Bill.

"And after all the glorification bachelorhood has
received at your hands! When 'Steel Preferred' was
in the making, if someone had dared predict that you'd
be married within three months, I'd have labeled the
predictor as plum goofy— that's how hard I fell for
your bachelor talk.

"But, Bill, I don't blame you a bit, for Elinor's a

CT Marion Davies resting from
her labors on "Beverly of
Graustark". Perhaps she's
smiling over that letter to
T^orma Talmadge.

ZaSu Pitts' little daughter
loo\s as if Mother's ideas on
spanning wor\ed pretty well,

doesn't she?
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the OVIE STARS rite

Are you a clever correspondent?

d" The stars li\e to receive fan mail, and

many movie-goers ta\e pleasure in writ-

ing about them and their pictures. On
Pages 34 and 49 there are offers of

rewards for good letters.

'brick'. I like her a lot, and here's extending my "best'

to both of you.

"Now, aren't you glad Elinor played the be-ootiful

Russian princess opposite you in 'The Volga Boatman?
"Until in the future some picture finds us once more

playing together, I remain

—

"With a pang,

"Vera."

We cannot tell you under what circumstances Greta
Garbo wrote this to Karin l^olander— nor what she said:

"Skojl Hjdjslka Gsphlpsga sgajarstaarm Los Angeles."

And now, behold, the green-eyed monster:

Letter written by Leatrice Joy to Rod LaRocque, cele-

brating Rod's purchase of a new car and the appearance

of his picture, "Braveheart"

:

"Listen, young fella!

"I hear you have a pair of new Rolls

Royces— and you haven't given me a

ride yet! Just for that, you'll have to

paint one Nile green before you bring

it around— I have a new motoring costume ot that color

that I'm mad about.

"But that isn't the reason for this squandering of per-

fectly good ink and paper. I am writing to tell you
that I'm a regular walking bill-board for 'Braveheart' . I

dropped into my neighborhood theater last night, and
applauded and wept with the rest. And really, you were
splendid—especially your new bob! I felt positively half-

dressed in comparison, because you hid your ears quite

modestly, while mine have been thrust out into the cold,

cold world. But I liked the picture.

"I'm tired of resting, and glad my vacation is over.

I start a picture next week, providing I can find my way
to the studio. How do you decide which car to drive

down every day? Or do you use 'em both for skates?

"Merrily yours,

"Leatrice."

But even directors

have their troubles;

for Tod Browning
writes to George K.

Arthur:
{Continued

on page 91)

C Lilyan Tashman, the other half

of the Lowe family, thin\s

letters' are all right, hut she

wishes they'd hurry up with
that picture and let Edmund
get home again.

What with a new
car and a valet

who doesn't valet,

Life's just one
flat tire after an-

other for Lew
Cody.

C[ Edmund Lowe would lit^e to

meet the man who said
motion-picture wor\ was easy.

He has to get up so early he
meets himself going to bed.

C[ A letter is a

handclasp by

mail. Can you

convey your
personality in

writing — or

are you a total

loss to the
R. F. D. man?
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({Sally Rand.

Wouldn't you
\now she'd get

there with
that loo\ in

her eyes?

ALLY
%AND

SETS the PACE
By Charles W est

Q Competition in Hollywood is faster

than a horserace.
ffA horse has

only to run," says Sally;
t(
but a

girl trying to break into pictures has

to think of everything."

66

petmg
much
casting

droves

(C She capitalized her abil'

ity to Charleston—

N extra in Hollywood is like a man on a raft in

mid'ocean," says Sally Rand. "If you're not
noticed—you're sunk! People with serious

screen hopes must realise that they are com'
with hundreds of other players with just as

excuse for being present as themselves. The
directors are used to seeing pretty girls by
and swarms, and mere good looks and modish

30



GC And now, if Mr. Fame
or Mr. Fortune is look-

ing for a partner—

clothes dont make much of an impression—not in Holly

wood they don't !

v

Sally Rand was one of 8,000 about three years ago;

now she is one of the most promising movie debs. Yes,

something like 8,000 would-be stars come yearly to

Hollywood.

Each of them is pretty.

Each is ambitious.
' They arrive, and the battle begins. The fight for a

chance, an opportunity to show that they can act— a

break in the luck.

There is no more picturesque battleground than the

boulevards, the cafes, the beaches and the studios of the

Movie Empire.

Sally Rand could have registered her name and applied

at the studios and waited and hoped; but she decided to

do more and, tingling with eagerness from her ambitious

head to her dancing toes, Sally entered every competition

—battled every minute and fought on, hour after hour.

8,000 in the race and Sally all alone!

DC Here's our candidate—
pluc\y, luc\y, graceful

little Sally Rand!

Everyone knows that motion picture producers are apt

to act on whims and hunches, and more than one player

riding in limousines first caught the eye of a producer

while lunching at the Montmartre, dancing at the Cocoa'

nut Grove, or walking along Hollywood Boulevard.

"For instance, I think the Charleston helped me a lot,"

says Miss Rand. "I had learned it in New York, and

when the craze hit Hollywood I knew how to step it

when most people were just learning. Taking advantage

of the opportunity I entered Charleston contests, and

won half a dozen cups at the Cocoanut Grove. The
papers ran my picture, and I was called on for various

benefits and entertainments. Within a little while my
name was known in Hollywood, even though I had never

played an important part in a picture.

"Be on tiptoe in Hollywood every moment— be up
to your best, making the most of every talent you possess

wherever you are. The girl who walks demurely to church

on Sunday morning may attract the attention of a director

looking for demureness. The (Continued on page 100)
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When a Motion Picture

(J"
The photographs accompany
ing this article are from the

film made in court by Pathe
News.

USTIC

IT
is our belief that the living of lrfe a'i its fullest,

which is in itself the greatest .emotional training, is

quite as necessary for the spectator as for the actor

if one is to derive the greatest amount of pleasure

from motion pictures.

We had just come from the theatre where, in a news
reel, we had seen Judge Vincent M. Brennan decide the

case of Mrs. Irene Goosens against Julie Przybla. Prob-
ably you saw this picture, too; and if you have seen it,

you will not need to have the facts recalled to your
memory. You will not forget!

Some wiseacre has remarked that paraphrasing is worse
than plagiarism. Perhaps it is, but be that as it may,
after seeing this bit of film, we are bursting to declare

that "The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, but irr

ourselves if we are unstirred." Why is it that some
people are left quite cold after watching a beautiful emo-
tional scene on the screen? Why is it that some people

—

you all know them—declare that they can see nothing in

this actress or that actor, while you can watch the same
actors on the screen and live with them—through them

—

each joy, sorrow or fear. Why, we actually know a
woman who saw Vilma Banky in "The Dar\ Angel"
and said she found her cold and emotionless! "The
fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars." For no sweet
melody can be wafted into the air from a radio which
has no antennae! And what, matters it what an artist

has to give if you have in your own heart no receiving

station! Somehow, this subject is intensely interesting to

us. Just who contributes more, the actor or the spectator,

is a moot question, and one which we love to discuss. In
fact we arise to discuss it at odd moments with no
provocation whatsoever and ofttimes with no encourage-
ment.

But all this came about because of the snatch of news
reel, the wise Judge Brennan, the selfish mother, and the
devoted aunt Julie. That judge was as deep as Solomon,

32

(\How, with the wisdom ofSol-

omon, a learnedjudge utilized

thesensitive, all-seeingeyeofthe

motion picture camera to read

the secrets of a human
, heart.

who, thousands of years ago, used the same tactics to

decide between the true and the false in the parentage of
a child brought before him. Two women claimed that
baby, and Solomon ordered the guard to cut the child in
half and give each claimant a part. The false claimant
callously agreed. The real mother eagerly relinquished
her claim. Then Solomon cried in triumph : "There
stands the true mother!" Of course, one infers that in
1000 B. C. there were no motion picture cameras,.,jind
in the recent case the two claimants, Mother Irene and
Aunt Julie have been immortalized by a record of their
emotions on a strip of film. No one can doubt the evi-

dence of his own eyes. In inner circles, we have heard
it whispered that Aunt Julie has, on the strength of this

record, received an offer from a movie magnate. And we
believe it, too. But Julie Prz;ybla has no wish to be
famous as a screen star.

All her life she will go her humdrum, contented way,
first making dainty dresses for the baby Irene, then nurs-
ing her through childish illnesses, finding her reward in
soft little arms about her neck at bedtime. Perhaps,

1

,
in

time, she will almost forget that hour of her great trouble,
which was also the hour of her great screen triumph.
It is not given to many women to find themselves the
symbol of sorrowing motherhood, to know that in their
faces is reflected the mingled love and grief and terror
of all their kind. Most of them bury their tears in their
pillows, and the world knows only that they have grown



By Harriette

Underbill

Judge 'Vincent M. Brew
nan of Detroit, Mich.,

who summoned the
Pathe Js[ews cam'
eraman t o assist

him in arriving at

a just conclusion.

CC The suit was for the possession of the child—Irene. 'With her

is her aunt, Julie Przyhla, who brought the baby up. Mrs.

Irene Goosen, the mother, stands at the right. This case

proved as well that no dar\ thought, no guilty secret nor

hidden nobility can evade the camera's search for truth.

silent. But though she never dreamed of it, Julie Przybla

was facing a motion-picture camera when she heard the

most terrible words in all the world, and the tears which

rolled down her cheeks were to be seen by hundreds of

thousands of people all over the world.

Motion-picture critics are pretty well used to screen

emotions, but they never have seen a truer picture of grief

than that on the stricken countenance of Julie Przybla

when the judge announced that he would take three-year-

old Irene away from her and place her in an orphan

asylum. It was a moment worthy of incorporation in

the most stirring melodrama the scenario writer could

devise, proving again that there is nothing so strange in

fiction that common, every-day human life does not repro-

duce it. And Julie's countenance betrayed a power to

register grief that would have made her face her fortune,

had she been a young girl facing her first screen test.

It did Julie no good at all in dollars. It only brought

her the dearest thing in life.

The story of Julie and Irene (Continued on page 96)



!S[orma hearer

"E were imperiously

summoned to t h
sanctus — sanctorum
sanctorium — eh, of'

fice of the editor.

A black scowl greeted us, and
from that moment on there was
action. (We decided to humor
him.)

"7<lorma Shearer is in town.
Co up and see if she has
something she'd li\e to give to

a Screenland reader."

Don't you just love begging? "For the love
of Allah," we practiced whining.

After chasing her all over town for two
days, we finally button-holed her at the Am-
bassador and in a thin treble, plaintively,' we put the
question to her, fully expecting to be ushered to the
door accompanied by a haughty glance from Norma and
two husky bellboys.

What really happened was this: She said:
"Oh, I've been meaning to get in touch with your

paper every day to tell you that I received the nicest
letter from the girl who won my dress last month, and

34

since this is such a simple way
to show appreciation to the

movie-goers, I was thinking

of giving this little ring to

some one else. I've worn it

in four pictures, and I'm
really quite fond of it. Do
you think some one would
like it?"

We thought of all the
some ones we knew and an-

swered in the affirmative with such
vehemence that Norma would have
had a perfect right to suspect us of
having ulterior motives. She didn't,

though; or if she did, her histrionic

ability completely fooled us. She said

she thought it was nice to give some-
thing that really had some value to it.

This seemed too good to be true, but perhaps we ought
to tell you that were a seventh daughter of a seventh
daughter—-yes, a "natural".
The ring is perfectly gorgeous, and ought to delight

the heart of any girl. It is set with diamonds and
emeralds in a setting of white gold filigree work. (It
says "18 K" inside).

C[ Beautiful ~N^orma Shearer, wear-
ing the ring she has let Screen-
land offer as a prize for a fan
letter.



SAYS

By Osteite Ballarine

(| SCREENLAND'S beggar-maid

asked Norma Shearer for a gift

to encourage those who like to

write "fan" letters. So the writer

of the best letter about Norma

Shearer will receive this ualuabe

ring.

Norma felt that since so much enthusiasm was
shown about the dress, a pretty ring ought to prove

that her heart's in the right place.

We were quite overwhelmed at Miss Shearer's sim'

plicity and sincerity; for instead of being confronted

with a tall, dignified, sophisticated woman-of'the'

world, we saw a little slip of a girl, scarcely a hundred

pounds, who it was hard to believe was the Norma
Shearer we'd been worshipping on the screen. She's

so unlike a celebrity, so like your own roommate at

school, so absolutely charming, that even if she'd turned

us down, we'd still feel warmly toward her.

But she didn't turn us down. Instead, she smiled

that perfectly devastating smile of hers that reveals

two rows of perfect "white horses on a red hill" and
twisted off her finger a sparkling little ring for us to

pass along to the winner.

Norma's impulsiveness and whole-heartedness when
she did this seemed to cast a glamour about the little

gift which would everlastingly endear Miss Shearer

to the winner's heart if it could be conveyed to her

somehow.
"This is much easier than answering fan mail— and

a great deal more convincing," said wise little Norma
Shearer.

It's simple enough to write a letter, and that's all

you have to do to win this beautiful ring. A good
letter, of course— one that contains intelligent and
sincere criticism or praise of Miss Shearer and her

films.

CfThe Norma Shearer ring will be sent

to the writer of the best letter about

Norma Shearer or her films.

Contest closes April 15, 1926.

Address: Norma Shearer Ring Contest

236 West 55th Street

New York City.

' The lovely hand is the hand
of J^orma Shearer. Perhaps
the ring is yours. Try to

write the best letter. The
practice will do you good any
way, and the ring will well

repay you if you win.
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They're
Reginald Denny is an
aviator, and in "Cali-
fornia Straight Ahead",
you may be sure he
drove the car himself.
The wonderful auto'
race scenes in "The
Lucky Devil", with
Richard Dix at the
wheel, caused Assistant
Director Gregory L a
Cava's promotion to
director of "Woman-
handled".

C[ The race in "California Straight Ahead"
will tire you out pushing on your

brake-foot.

NCE upon a time you could go to the movies
and take it easy. The Gish girl came home
with her mistake and a shawl over her head,
or Hackathorne was dragged off to the electric

chair or Nita Naldi gave the wives of this wicked world
a tip or two— and you could take it or leave it alone.
They are not that way any more. Now you take

smelling salts for the K'l woman and try to find a seat
away from any excitable strong man. There was an ex'
doughboy in Duluth who wore his old trench tin hat
because the last time the man behind him forgot himself.
At that, the girls with the clutching habit are getting

more and more popular as movie seat-mates. You take

a girl of say about 108 lbs. and show her one of these
modern thrillers and let Nature take its course.

If you have ever been a life guard at the beach, remem-
ber when she gets a death grip that it is all in a spirit
of fun, merriment and jollity, and don't try to break her
hold with a stiff arm. Let come what may, be a gent.
Of course, if you feel you're sinking, you might squeeze
her hand just to change her train of thought. Do not
try tickling her under the arm or under any circum-
stances. The last lad who tried that is wiping the dishes
now.

Then, there's leaning at the curves— that's very bad.
When Reg. Denny comes to a turn and when you just



tutting the PEP into

^Pictures
(^Unless a director can count several

cases of nervous prostration, a couple

attacks of hysterics and a heart failure

or two, he considers hispicture afailure.

By John Eliot

<X Reginald Denny drives in "California Straight

Ahead," and the sale of nerve tonic

has increased 100%.

know you can't quite make it, the impulse to lean in to

keep the old boat from turning turtle is strong, of course,

but this should be guarded against. Suppose, for example,

a bobbed haired girl leaned over your way at every right-

hand turn of the racing car and you leaned over her

way at every left turn, and imagine if the right, turns

got so that she darned near parked the bob right on
your right shoulder. . Gee Whiz! Talk ? bout turning

turtle, you might turn into a lobster or' even a succulent

bivalve before the lights came on. The danger in these

screen races is not cor^ned to the drivers. There is

usually a menac" '^itrat hand— and you know how
you act wi*"

1
" v~«ute menace.

The daredevil auto race has not only won its place—
it has won, straight, place and show. The other night

a motorcycle cop who happened to be in the audience

humped right over the seat in front and gave chase.

That was all right, but when he gave the orchestra leader

a ticket to one of those R. S. V. P.'s the Traffic Court

gives, we dodged Richard Dix's car, which was coming

up the aisle at the time, and ducked. Then when we
walked right across Broadway, green lights and all, it

seemed really tame— just dull and uninteresting, you

know.

The nurse here at Belleview says we can go out soon.
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PRESS

By

Delight

Evans

C The much-tall{ed-

oj Hon that the

press agent plant-

ed in a hotel

room.

TP>\™
A3

EFORE Old Man Movie sends his latest celluloid
' ddy out into the cold, cruel world all done up
in a nice tin can, he is apt to indulge in a few
words of fatherly advice. Pa has been through

it all before, and he knows what he is talking about
He can tell at a glance whether the newcomer is going
to turn out a black sheep or a son to be proud of. And
he advises accordingly.

"My son," says he to Little Boy Film, "my son, you
have Angles. They are sticking out all over you. No,"
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he hastens to add as he notices his child curling up as
if overcome with shame, "don't try to hide them. They
are assets, my boy—Exploitation Angles. So make the
best of them. You have a fire, you have a runaway, you
have—ahem—a seduction scene. I can ask no more and
neither, I am sure, can your Public. For you will have
your Public—I can see that. Run along, now, and don't
forget—advertise your Angles. Play up that fire. Inci-

dentally, keep away from cigarette stubs."

Sarins little celluloid chap reeled away. Pretty soon
he wasNtaken up, unwound, viewed by a group of as-

sorted hardbo.iled eggs, re-wound, argued over, panned
and applauded, "and finally—he was Put Over. He was
Put Over so thoroughly that he stayed there and grossed
Big Box-Office Receipts. Pec^ ,£> came to see him and
kept on coming. Yes, you. YcK^k ' "d paid and paid.

Usually, you think you know/V ' <v<% to see a



G( When a picture is ready for the public, the publicity man has to

"make them want it". Imagination can do anything—even this.

(( And every little

bellhop ran and
ta\\ed, and ta\\-

ed, and talked,

just as he was
expected to.

certain picture. Usually, you are right. But sometimes,

when you least expect it, you may find yourself going to

see a picture whether you wanted to or not. You may
have been planning to spend a quiet evening at home
with your book or books, as the case may be. Then
something pulled you in the direction of your neighbor-

hood theater. Like one in a trance—don't argue, now

—

you donned hat and coat—and don't forget those rubbers,

on a night like this; you fared forth and bought your

ticket. The picture may not feature your favorite play-

ers, but you are in for it, just the same. Little do you

suspect that the real reason you are there is because the

picture has Angles, and the wise guys in the publicity

department in the home office have put them over— all

for you.

A motion picture may emerge from the studio in a

bla2,e of glory, amid the acclaim of star, director, and

title-writer. It may be in truth a wow; but the world

doesn't know it yet. And the world, while waiting for

the sunrise, also waits to be shown. The star may be a

world-beater and the director triumphant. Still, that pic-

ture is only in the swaddling stage and before you ever

see it, it has a lot to go through. Star and director

may trot off to Europe or start a new masterpiece; but

the Picture has a long way to go before it can make good

and become a good little best seller. That's where all

its Angles come in.

You have heard of publicity. Remember the legend

of Anna Held's milk baths and the mysterious jewels of

the late Gaby? But you haven't heard the half of it.

Milk baths aren't being done this

season, even in fun; while the

film star who loses her jewels at (JA NEWIDEA (that fine
this late date is immediately ostra-

/7 r l • • • \

flower of the imagination)

can bring fame and
fortune, but it tvill not

cost a cent.

cized by the Hollywood colony,

and deserves an even worse fate.

Leave it to the movies to be dif-

ferent. And the movie men who
put the pictures over are nothing

if not original. Just give them
an angle—that's all they ask; and
leave them alone with it. The
magnates can sit back in their swivel chairs and even fall

over backwards. They should worry. Their picture is

going over like a million dollars—thanks to exploitation

angles.

It pays to advertise. Pictures would get over

anyway, but it is better

to be on the safe side

and send them over

with a boom and a

bang. Anything in the

interests of publicity is

all right, short of mur-
der and mayhem —
whatever that means.

"Poppy s Purple Paja.'

mas' would undoubted-

ly find its fans, in good
time; but Poppy finds them much
sooner when the pajamas are on
prominent display in the show win-
dows of a leading department store

and Poppy, in effigy, beckons to the

passer-by and says, "Meet Me at the Bijou Dream
Tonight."

When " Angry Oysters " comes to town, every fish

market features Oyster Day and urgently advises that,

after the evening meal of them, citizens follow the trail

of the succulent bivalve to' the Apollo
Neighborhood Playhouse. Even in

the case of "Cringing Children" —
a box-office title if there ever was one
—the local toy stores can boom busi-

ness with elaborate displays of rubber

balls, tin horns, squeaking dollies, and
pop guns, alternated with insinuating

signs such as, "Do your children

cringe? Why?" With the result that

exhausted parents will be only too

glad to rest themselves at the film

theater where the feature holds forth.

But there are other ways. I'll tell you about them so

that, in the future, if you are ever taken in—if, in other

words, in putting over the picture the too-eager exploita-

tion men also put something over on you—you won't feel
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too cut-up about it. You'd think that some of the stunts

that have been put over in mad Manhattan wouldn't
fool a ten-year-old. Well, they have, and that stands.

New York is the largest and the richest and most sophis-

ticated city in the world, where you can attract a large

crowd any time of day or night simply by standing in

Times Square and earnestly gating upward. Try it some
time. Point skyward, wait until a sufficiently large and
curious crowd has assembled, and then beat it. Because
you can't fool everybody all the time, etc.

Anyway, a long time ago a bunch of funny-looking
gentlemen dressed in Turkish togas stood little old New
York on its ears. These sheiks made known their arrival

at an expensive hotel in no uncertain terms; they were,
they wailed, on the look-out for the

missing virgin of Stamboul, whose
trail they had traced to New York,
and to find which—or whom—they

would leave no stone unturned, if

they could find one -in' town. They
raised quite a rumpus before they
were through. Unfortunately, while
conferring with a sympathetic group
of reporters one of the sheiks also

happened to raise his toga, expos-

ing a section of trouser and even a
garter made in Massachusetts. You
have heard of "The Virgin of Stam-
boul" since; but at the time the hoax

G[ Colleen
Moore.
Her personal
"following"
is one of ihe

largest.

fetter from Colleen ^JMoore

Dear Screenland:

was perpetrated, she
was indeed a fresh and
innocent slip of a girl,

having not yet made
her lively screen debut;

and so she fooled even
the newspapers— for a

while.

Another time a man
of decidedly foreign ap-

pearance registered in a good hotel—New York is just filled
with them—as Mr. T. R. Zan. He had not been in his_suite
very long before he phoned down to the desk and in a matter

were thereafter at home to reporters; and a great many
people had heard of a film called "Tarzan of the Apes"
before it hit town.

If you remember a motion-picture entertainment named
"Mothers-in-Law"

, you may be interested to know how
its exploitation angles were heartlessly taken advantage
of. It was a shame! This time, the wily exploiters, hav-
ing first smothered their own private convictions on the
subject, bravely came forward with a plea for National
Mother-in-Law Day. Everybody knows that Mother's
Day is a great favorite throughout the country, especially

with florists; but that was no reason that another day,
dedicated to mothers-in-law, should prove as popular.
But the movement grew. The first thing you knew, the

mother-in-law of Presi-

dent Coolidge had been
prevailed upon to lend
her approval to Nation-
al Mother-in-Law Day;
and with this endorse-

ment from Mrs. Good-
hue, the idea found
space in every newspa-
per and voice at every
dinner table in the

country. How many
happy homes were dis-

rupted along about this

time is too painful to

ponder about. The
thing gained impetus in

New York when a

"Boston society ma-
tron," domiciled in a

luxurious suite at the

staid old Waldorf As-
toria, announced her

intention of ardently

championing the cause

of the downtrodden

ma-in-law. This lady

was rushed to death.

She saw reporters, par-

ticularly the variety la-

beled, if not libeled as

"sob sisters". She told

them that flowers, fruit

and candy should be

I have read your article which stated that

I once worked in a candy factory and was
a waitress with Janice Kingsley. I am sure

the girls had a very merry time among the

chocolate drops, but Miss Kingsley is think-

ing of some other girl. Her story is not true.

The only places I've ever worked are studios,

where motion pictures are made.

I'm not very much surprised that Miss
Janice Kingsley mistook me for some one she

knew, for I have had photographs from a

number of girls who look almost exactly like

me. I'm sure Miss Kingsley meant no harm.

After all, every one makes mistakes.

Very sincerely ypurs,

Colleen Moore.

Editor's Note: Miss Colleen Moore has so

pleasantly pointed out our deplorable over-

sight that we are printing her letter not only
to correct a mistake but to show her generosity

and \indness, qualities which have made her
one of our favorite screen players.

showered by grateful sons- and daughters-in-law.
She welcomed miserable representatives who had
been inured to other expressions of gratitude. She
was, in fact, a veritable Joan of Arc, and she didn't
care who knew it. Not until a movie called
"Moihers-in-Law" was in general circulation did the
"society matron" turn out to be an experienced
actress, hired at fifty dollars a day to pose as the
uplifter of mothers-in-law.

When most of the stenographers employed in

the offices in the vicinity of Wall Street, laughingly
referred to as "the financial district," held a mass

of-fact tone ordered one hundred" pounds o7 raw beefsteak Vent^vf
6^ °n the steps of the TreasurY Building, it

up at once. The startled clerk soothingly inquired if a nice
five-pound porterhouse would not answer the purpose; but the
gentleman urbanely insisted upon one hundred raw. He added
that, for himself, it did not greatly matter; but his lion knew
what he wanted, and his lion was right in the room with him,
and his lion usually got what he wanted. Gentleman and lion
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was only natural that a crowd should gather. An
earnesT>^ung stenographer had the floor—or the
steps. She

1

talked about herself and her sister-

workers as daytime wives. She urged "the girls to
band themselves into an association—these girls to
whom businessmen {Continued on page 82)
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WALLACE

/jEERY'S

U R"
(\The hero ^"Behind

the Front" has a li'l

woman behind him.

By Grace Yrye

ORTY-TWO Steps up'

4 ward I ascended, then
' stopped to catch

with my breath.

For Wallace Beery's

new home, measured by
these outside steps,

seemed further away
than the historical Sheri'

dan.

Sixty-four, sixty-five

—

and suddenly I became
view-shocked and forgot

to count any more!
Down below, quite

low, was Hollywood.
With the city of Los
Angeles in the distance,

and beyond, for full

scenic measure, was
plainly to be seen the
Pacific Ocean. It is a panoramic view worthy
of Flaherty's camera.
On a high Hollywood hill is this brand-new

house, on what is known as the Pilgrimage
Trail. Square lined, of mixed Spanish and
Italian design, its tiled roof and bright awnings
conspicuously mark its hillside site, while it almost rubs
elbows with the sedate, white pilgrimage cross, a familiar
eye-target to all who know their film city. Brother Noah
Beery is a close neighbor, as is King Vidor, Wallace

recipe for bis'

cuits was in that
boo\, Wallace \new—anyway, Areta

wasn't worried.

Kerrigan and other film

celebrities.

Bareheaded and
wearing trousers that
looked as though just

rescued from an explo-

sion in a paint factory,

Wallace was busily
directing some laborers

in a way contrary to Hollywood direc-
torial policies. For he was doing all the
work himself!

And what a wicked paint brush this
beloved screen villain does fling! His tem-
po just then was being forcefully accented

with easily understood language. Because the painters
who had failed properly to paint the Beery homestead
were

. But that is another story!
"What do you think of (Continued on page 84)
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(£ O n location, when
ma\ing "The Pony
Express", Wallace
Beery was not so
particular.



C~Jhey MO

(\No one res]?ecls shining

truth more than a soph-

isticated cynic and no

one falls deeper in love.

K)NALD Castan's profile, as he turned, was etched

sharply against the stream of illusive light from the

projection room. His friend, watching it, thought

of an eagle, a hunter— but a hunter, he added to

himself, who had found all the game he set out for. Certainly

not a motion picture magnate in embryo.

"What's the verdict on my picture, Ronald?" demanded
Colonel Francis.

Castan stared without expression at the black and white

heiroglyphics on the silver sheet before him.

"Gorgeously terrible!" he groaned. "Walter, I think I shall

buy a film company just to prove to myself that it's possible

to make a good picture. Is this the best you can do?"

Colonel Francis shrugged and took a tentative pull at his

fastidious white mustache.

"It isn't quite that bad," he averred. "For one thing, the

platitudes are beautiful, Ronald. And Tessa Quent
They'll eat it up, with her in it. Since venturing into Holly
wood, I've come to the absolute decision that what they eat

up— is art!"

Castan smiled quietly. He liked his friend's cool cynicisms,

his acceptance of life on the terms life held out to him. It

had been his own experience that such acceptance was best.

At twenty, Castan, a poor boy, had had ideals and dreams.

At twenty, he had wanted to be a great film director. At
twenty-five, after an interim of world tramping, he had lost

many of the ideals; but he had discovered that the world
was quite as wonderful a place as a studio.

At thirty, he was on his way to becoming rich. The next
year he had lost everything he owned. At thirtyfive, he
held no more ideals and owned too much money ever to lose

anything. Soldier of fortune, gentleman adventurer, gambler
the Cambodian jungles had at last yielded up a wealth of tin

to the man strong enough to wrest it from them.

Thirty-five found Ronald Castan wealthy and bored. Hol-
lywood had been like a magnet. Perhaps he could^ return
there and rebuild lost youth, lost ideals. He was becoming
rapidly disillusioned.

But suddenly he sat forward in his seat. The film, which
was being unreeled at a private showing for a few of Colonel
Francis' friends, was nearing its close. On the screen there was
a close-up of Tessa Quent, its star.

Castan caught his breath. That brooch she wore!

He had forgotten. Suddenly years {Continued on page 100)
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By NV/r Leroy jorgensen

(C She was laughing, hut the

was no bitterness in the eyes

that smiled through their tears.

"Don't you see, dear! It's the

same night as that night—the

same moon . . . same—same

everything!"
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€[ This slim 7<[orse maiden
disproves the old legend

that only Latins have
temperament. Through
her the Tsiordics come
into their own.

OMAN

IRE and

CE-
Q[ Greta Garbo's moods are always

intense— and what a genius she

she has for living them out to

the last thrill.
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Bj/K atherine A Ibert

reta Garbo comes from the land of those intense,

emotional women whom Ibsen put into his plays.

She's a sister of Nora of A Doll's House and
Hedda Gabler and all the other splendid creatures

of fire and ice whom the genius of the famous Norse

dramatist has made familiar.

For Greta has temperament— the genuine article— that

never leaves her in the same mood for two hours in sue-

cession. She has been in America only a few months—
not long enough to learn that our critics take temperament

with the well-known grain of salt. It's real with her. So,

from happiness to unhappiness, from cheerfulness to gloom,

from a laughing, normal girl thrilled by her first sight of a

new country to the woman who, upon the screen, is so

convincingly swept through every stage of passion, goes

Greta Garbo—taking her audiences with her.

Where this talent comes from, no one knows. Her
parents were not professional people, and she has never been

on the stage.

She studied in a dramatic school in Stockholm for a short

time and was discovered there by Mauritz, Stiller, one of

the directors for the Swedish Film Industry. In her first

picture, "Gosta Berling", she played the leading role. She

worked in Sweden and made one picture in Germany for

UFA before her long term contract with the M.G.M. was

signed.

TFhe most amazing thing about Greta Garbo is her age.

On the screen—we saw the preview of "Ibanez Torrent",

her first American picture, the other night—she is an emo-

tional actress of the^ highest calibre. She is a vital person

with the sophisticatiorref the Sphinx, the power and fire of

woman incarnate. Her body is sinuous and pantherlike.

There is a depth to her personality.

And she is twenty years old!

No, I didn't believe it, either, (Continued on bage 95)
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C[ A fashion show of the very newest things in gentlemen' s wear.

The Grand Duchess d> //^Waiter
hen an actor can spill cream down his lead'

ing lady's neck and make it look like the sort

of thing society is doing this season, he's a

gentleman. As a lady behind us remarked:
"Adolphe Menjou is so refined!" He is at his gentlemanly
best in "The Grand Duchess and the Waiter". It is

Adolphe's favorite part and ours, too. It's a welcome
change from the heavy, leering roles they have been hand-
ing him lately. As the masquerading man-about-Paris
who becomes a waiter to be near his heart's desire,

I

You jealous girls who have gazed long on pic-

tured profiles of Natacha Rambova, sneering, "I

declare I don't see what he ever saw in her!"

may now find out. For Mrs. Rudy's first picture

has burst upon the world. Originally designated as

"Clothes Ma\e the 'Woman", it was changed to "When
Love Grows Cold", for some reason or other, probably
some. Natacha plays a devoted wife who wins her hus-

band back from a designing woman. She wears her
celebrated classic coiffure, some interesting Paris gowns,

M. Menjou discards . his clubman manner at times and
becomes as playful as a puppy. Mai St. Claire seems to
exert that influence on all his players. Florence Vidor,
with a new bob and a completely new set of expressions,

makes the Grand Duchess a believable being. There is

Andre de Beranger, entirely disguised in another clever
characterization "The Grand Duchess and the Waiter" is

just the thing for the young man to see. It is a fashion
show of the very newest things in gentlemen's wear.
Wait till you see that dressing gown!

and a cold expression. She has plenty of poise— plenty.
But somehow she does not look like the kind of woman
who would answer a fan letter. There is a kiddy in it

who helps to bring the parents together— a great broth
of a boy who looks capable of licking mama and papa
with one hand tied behind him. He comes downstairs
to the grown-ups' party in his little nighty and gets away
with it. But if he made a personal appearance, he
wouldn't— not if his audience had its strength.

G[ Mrs. Rudy's first picture bursts upon the world.

When £ove Qrows Cold
(\Meet the Wife

C[ "Dance Madness" is amusing— unless you recall "Her Sister from Paris", which was amusing, in much the same way, first.

DANCE ^MADNESS
(\Re-introducing an Old Boy Friend

It's
a small world after all. Who'd have expected to

run across Conrad again — and in Paris, of all

places! My, how he's changed. I wouldn't have
known him in that get-up. It's just what he needed,

though; it's done wonders for him already.

"Dance Madness", I beg to tell you, introduces a new
Nagel to the screen. I have known about him for years
— hiding away somewhere under a heap of commonplace
parts; but I never really thought he'd emerge as a first-

rate comedian. He scatters shocks right and left as a

neglectful husband— Conrad, erstwhile champion of chiv-

alry; our Sir Galahad— leaves pretty Claire Windsor at

home alone while he visits the cafes! But the transforma-

tion takes; and he is very funny while it's going on.
Thanks to him, "Dance Madness" is amusing, unless you
recall "Her Sister from Paris", which was amusing, in
much the same way, first. Wife masquerades as dancer
to win husband back— remember? Claire Windsor in a
becoming new bob; Hedda Hopper, gorgeous as a masked
dancer-—-and without the mask, too, smarties! — and
Conrad.

The trouble with him is, he plays so many parts so
well that he never stands out in any one of them. Old
Doc Film should prescribe a regime of regular roles
for him to be increased to larger doses according to
popular demand.
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<\What is

meant by the

word f

movies'

Photograph by C. Heighton Monroe.

C[ The queen of "The Queen of

Diamonds"— Evelyn Brent
with a million' dollar profile.

COUPLE of weeks ago my flivver, which I'm becoming

convinced is the one Henry used for his early

experimental work, went into a state of coma in a

little town out on Long Island— too far out to

make walking home alluring. So I pushed

the remains up to the local tinsmith's and,

since I only see five or six movies a week

on the average, I dropped into the town's

only cinema palace for diversion. The
audience sat through the news reel, the

"comedy" and the feature in that thick,

showme silence which seems to be part

of the furnishings of small town theatres.

The piano clanged, the projector rattled

and clicked; but when the film was fin-

ished, a stir of expectancy ran through

the house. People eased themselves in

their seats and whispered, and there were
even a few preliminary hand'daps.

I didn't know what it was all about,

nor was I enlightened when the first few
feet of an old serial flashed on the dilapi-

dated screen. After

the first reel, I

would n't have
missed the rest of

it for a farm— not

that the serial was
very good, but be-

cause of the reac
tions of the cash

customers. They
stamped their feet,

shouted, whistled
and applauded. It

was apparent that

they were having

the time of their

lives. When the , .

,

1 111 i\ l he serial villain alyways gets his; but our
two reels had been pulses leap with the fear that some scena-
run, they filed out, rio writer may forget the code.

C[ "Casey of the Coast
the draw and the ch

C[ Serials put a punch in movie-going,

as George O'Hara and Harry T.

Morey demonstrate.

smiling and talk'

ing, satisfied with

the world and
ready to take up
the grind of daily

life for another

week.

I hadn't thought

much about serials

before that, but,

driving back home
in my rejuvenated

oilcan, I decided

I'd have to look

into this species

of the film family.

So I called up a

couple of the

most industrious canners of this type of

entertainment, and now I'm so filled up
with villainy that I go around muttering,

"S'death, he must be stopped at any

cost!" whenever I chase a trolley-car.

The first opus I caught was "The
Scarlet Strea\". This is a new Univer-

sal chapter play— which is a high-toned

disguise for serial— but that's as far as

the disguise goes, for the picture itself

is like most of its brethren that have

gone before. It has for a plot the efforts

of a gang of crooks to steal the plans

for a marvelous invention, a "death ray"

which is so powerful that the inventor

hopes to see it bring about universal

peace. Of course the inventor has a

daughter, and equally of course she falls

in love with the stalwart young news-

Guard" is quic\ on
ampion of virtue.
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C[ 'The Green Archer", a very successful
picture, may have been scorned because
it was a serial, but it had invention and
intense dramatic interest.

reporter who is assigned

aver the story.

these movie newspaper
reporters! Your correspond-

ent has spent far too many
/ears of his life in newspaper
offices without ever suspecting

what daredevils rubbed shoul-

ders with him daily. The par-

ticular example in "The Scar-
let Strea\" faces instant and
unpleasant death on the aver-

age of three times in each
episode, only to turn the tables

on the villains in a way which
would be miraculous if we _

didn't know about such movie
wiles as trick shots, slow cameras and
stunt actors. In fact, in its efforts to
be thrilling, this picture lays it on so
thick that it destroys the very illusion

it tries to create, so that when we see a train crash into an
automobile in which are the hero and the villain, our only
reaction is one of speculation as to how much the shot has
cost the producer.

However, one mustn't be too hard on a serial. It isn't,

as a rule, built for plausibility, and when I watched the
reporter climb from a

racing car onto a run-

away train on which
the heroine was held

captive by the gang, I

could almost hear the

cheering and whistling

with -which the patrons
in the little Long Island

town would greet this

hair-raising stunt. The
fact that the inventor,

knowing of the gang's
intentions, didn't sum-
mon police protection,
or that the hero walked
infri mi • , , • M. AHene Ray, the girl inspiration ofinto the villains lair "The Green Archer".

G[ Firearms, danger, -daring
" The Green Archer

"

was the same solid food
that made the movies
what they are today.

without first making provision for getting
out, comes under the legal head of irrelevant
and immaterial. "The Scarlet Strea\" is

built for thrills, and the serial addicts won't
miss an episode of it. Jack Daugherty and
Lola Todd play the leading roles.

Pathe has a new one, too, which will be
on the screens about the time you are read-
ing this. It's called "Casey of the Coast
Guard". George O'Hara is Casey, an En-
sign in command of one of the Guard's fleet
of patrol boats. He is known as the terror
of the smugglers, but that doesn't stop a band
of them from trying to bring in diamonds
and dope, duty-free. Casey is engaged to a
charming deb., played by Helen Ferguson.
Naturally, she becomes embroiled in the mys-
tery and the shooting.

]

There is a bit of restraint in this one
which makes it a little more see-able by those
who aren't confirmed serial fiends. There's

action enough, heaven knows,
what with murders, kidnap-
pings and brawls; and smug-
gling is the least of the evil
things practiced by the gang;
but the events are logical in
the main and the thrills aren't
always brought about by im-
possibly heroic and villain-

ous people doing impossible
things. In fact, "Casey" is

more on the order of an out-
and-out melodrama done in
thirteen reels instead of six

Of course, serials, like other
brands of movie fare, are con-
cocted to make money for the
concocters; and I can't help
but feel that "Casey", though

,

George O'Hara, as "Casey of the Coast
Guard", fought for the technic that won
him artistic success in "The Sea Beast".

much better built than "The Scarlet Strea\", has
made a mistake in aspiring above its class, and that
the cheers and stamping of feet (joyous sounds to
the movie-palace owner!) will be much more vocifer-
ous when Jack rescues the inventor's daughter by
knocking out five burly (Continued on page 92)
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Specially posed

for SCREENLAND
by Betty Jewel,

leading lady of

"Partners
Again."

A bow in front dates a froc\

"Spring, 1926."

(( The new basque froc\ for day
time is smart in taffeta accen'

tuated by the lightsome touch

of lace and chiffon.

"Betty Jewel's
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For the evening, the robe de Q( Paris decrees lace and chiffon, ]VlisS Jewel's
style, with its romantic charm, and this model shows how
has no rival. beautifully they combine for a Q r e S S e S SLTQ

robe intime. _ »• i ,supplied thru
the courtesy of

Franklin
Simon & Go.

Photographs from the studio of Luuas-Kanan'an
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CoTAGE OOACH
Conducted by Morrie Kyskmd

Reviewed in This Issue

A Night in Paris"

One of the Family"

'Song of the Flame"
"Hello Lola!"

"Greenwich Village Follies'

"Sweetheart Time"
"The Great God Brown"
"The Goat Song"

:C[ Queenie Smith

in (and on)
"Tiptoes".

«A NIGHT IN PARIS'

I
Kathryn
"A NJ
Paris".

i NIHE Messrs. Shubert are presenting

a revue called "A Night in Paris"

at the Casino de Paris. This is

not listed under foreign correspond-

ence for the simple reason that the Casino

De Paris is not located at 15 Rue de la

Paix, but is none other than our old friend

the Century Roof, slightly reconstructed

but just as hard to get out of as ever.

There is hardly much use in reviewing

a Shubert revue, for you either like them

or don't. Describing a typical night in

Paris this one has a scene located in Frisco's Chinatown

a number called "The Newport Glide", still another called

"Zulu", and still another called "Louisiana'. It it is

French, so was our grandfather, who wasn't. Still, to

be entirely fair, Yvonne George sings. The lady has

many admirers and can get along without our approba-

tion though that is not the reason we withhold it.

On the other hand, the show has a glorious advantage over every other

show in town: to wit, the Shuberts let you smoke in their theatre, so

that even so bad a burlesque as that on "The Green Hat' does not seem

as inept as it is. And it has Jack Pearl, who is louder and funnier than

ever Jack Osterman is a not unappealing juvenile, and we understand

there are several undressed ladies in the show, which may be a novelty

to those of you who haven't seen the New York theatre m the last live

years.

"ONE OF THE FAMILY"

Kenneth Webb, like ourself a Colum-

bia man, and, unlike ourself, a film

director, has written a "comedy" called

"One of the Family". We went to see it

with Paul Bern, another director. Wish-

ing to cast a charitable eye at the proceed-

ings, firstly, because of our college spirit,

and, secondly, to root for another movie

man, we inhaled some choice pre-war

vintages beforehand. By the time we

reached the theater Paul and I were will-

ing to laugh at anything— anything, that

is, except the show that followed. At any

rate, it is well to remember that the

Columbia football team beat the Army

this year; and your correspondent, in

spite of "One of the Family", is prepared

to bet that they beat Pennsylvania next

year.

SONG OF THE FLAME"

Mr Arthur Hammerstein produced

"Song of the Flame", and Mr.

Hammerstein is hereby put on this depart-

Ray in ment's Honor Roll. Any demerits that

g h 1 in
may have accrued to him as a result of

our having seen a poor company give a

poor performance of "Rose-Marie" are

hereby ordered removed.

By and large, the show is a genuinely

stirring thing of color, lighting and grouping. To the

pictures formed as a result go the first honors, becond

honors go to the magnificent singing done by the Russian-

Art Choir Whether the best voice in the choir belonged

to Mme Grebenietzkaia or to Mons. Vinogradoff is a

matter of opinion; indeed, some of the audience inclined

to favor Mme. Orolinskiawa. (Continued on page 93)
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was carried out well.

Lew, h o w e v er,

could take lessons

from Bert Lytell,

who preceded him,

on how to enunciate plainly.

In presenting the Wampas stars of 1926,

he organization chose Colleen Moore as

ostess. Colleen wore a peacock-blue silk

own, long and simple of line, embellished

with a spray of silk roses on the skirt.

Vera Reynolds was in lav-

ender taffeta and wore or-

chids and silver lace for
adornments.

Sally Long wore an orange

gown finished with a deep

fringe of orange ostrich

feathers.

Dolores Costello wore
^lesh-colored chiffon in many

ers though not too con-

ing.
n Crawford's gown was
^on-color and silver,

dine Day wore rose'

rivet and a rhine-

;n her hair.

' eil's gown was

6nt green chiffon, and

ually was more at ease than

any of her fellow stars, in-

cluding Colleen Moore.

Mary Brian's gown was
oeach-colored chiffon.

Edna Marian also wore
""on, flesh-colored.

Wray's gown also was
olored chiffon.

Compton wore a
'

-'flfon gown, very
.

•ring skirt. ^ Lleut

, ° ron,
' gown was

f th

\ °f &

C[ Adolphe Menjou doffs his

dinner jac\et and dons a

barber's garb to trim Lou-

ise Broo\s' bob. Mai. St.

Claire, director, and Ches-

ter Con\lin are there -on

Adolphe s behalf if things

go wrong;

J. E. Griffin of the AAlth Pursuit Squad-

U. S. R., presents Harold Lloyd, sponsor

e squadron, with the coveted silver wings

birdman.

Dolores del Rio
wore a brocade-and-

lace gown, and a

white silk Spanish-

shawl brilliantly em-

broidered in red.

Janet Gaynor's gown was of pale yellow

chiffon over silver cloth. -

After the show, the ball was held in an

adjoining hall, Rube Wolf's orchestra fur-

nishing music. The crush was so great the

dancers could scarely do more

than mill around in the space

where they started.

NE of the season's gay-

est openings attended

the Los Angeles premiere of

"Don sequel to Doug
Fairbanks' beloved creation,

"The Mar\ of Zorro".

The occasion brought Fair-

banks, Mary Pickford and
Charlie Chaplin to the thea-

ter—an event of importance,

as these three seldom appear

at any Hollywood function.

Doug took the stage after

the showing of the film, and

following a short speech de-

livered amidst a nervous pac-

ing back and forth across the

stage, he introduced the cast.

It was a brilliant assem-

blage which greeted them:

Charlie Chaplin was there

with his young wife; Joseph

M. Schenck with Norma
Talmadge; Colleen Moore
with John McCormick;
Claire Windsor with Bert

Lytell; Ruth Roland with a

man I do not know; Clara

Bow with William Powell;

Laura La Plante with Wil-
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Cecil B. De Mille showing
'William Boyd how "the Volga
Boatman" would strain and
pull on a tow rope. Believe
me, C. B. \nows; he has
pulled many
a heavy load

to mar\et.

Ham Seiter; Sally Rand, also witK an escort unknown to

me; Ernest Torrence with his wife; Jack Pickford with

Ward Crane, and numerous others whom I didn't get

to see as the crush was too great.

Twenty-five policemen helped to keep people moving,

and it was all they could do to hold them back when
Doug and Mary arrived. Mary was the only star at the

opening who turned and went back to the sidewalk to

wave at the crowd which

filled Broadway until traf-

fic had to be diverted three

blocks away.

But coming back to

Doug's introduction of the

cast. Mary Astor was the first. As usual, her auburn
hair and eyes almost exactly the same shade drew mur-
murs of appreciation from those who knew her only on
the screen. She won generous applause, too, from the

professional folk in the house.

Warner Oland, who played the arch-duke so well

everybody was sorry to see him die, also came on the

stage, and he and Doug repeated the brilliant little bi'

of pantomime where the Arch-duke, in the picture, i,

vited Don Q to show him the town.

Lottie Pickford Forrest was called, then Stella De Lanti,

but she was not in the audience. Next came Donald
Crisp, the director, who was recalled as the actor—Crisp

played the heavy — also Jean Hersholt, the nosy social

climber in the picture.

And then Charlie Chaplin was summoned. Doug
deserted him, but Charlie was well able to amuse the

crowd. "I am going to offer you a little story

in the atmosphere of the picture, and in my
own language," he began. "If you do not

understand it, there is no redress.'''

Whereupon the crowd was given one •

those rare treats when Charlie really exte*

himself to amuse.

He gave a pantomimic representation

bull-fight, dancing back and forth acr

stage in character as the bull as w^'

toreador.

King Vidor bids

by to his pets

eaving Holl~

the openi-

Boheme"
wher'-
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And despite several arguments overheard later in the lobby as to

the interpretation of the effort, everybody seemed to be delighted,

for the outburst of applause certainly was unanimous.

As a climax to the entertainment, Doug re-appeared and called

for Mary Fairbanks to come on the stage. She did so, and from

the reception the crowd gave her and Doug, I know that

this most popular couple in the world, including Hollywood,

rest as securely as ever in their niche in everybody's af-

fections.

But their very prominence is a drawback in some ways.

Jobyna Ralston, after "The Freshman", is

interested only in football players. She

\noc\ed Red Grange for a goal when he

visited the studio.

When Doug and Marry finally escaped from the crowd to

their car, a burly guard clambered into the front seat with

the chauffeur. It is a freely admitted fact that he watches

over Mary wherever she goes.

In discussing this precaution recently, Fairbanks told me

he and Mary are the target for all sorts of freaks and that

he secured the guard after the arrest of three men for an

asserted kidnap plot against Mary.

AN AMUSING incident is related of Arlette Marshall,

young French actress, who appeared with Gloria Swan-

in in "Madame Sans Gene" and subsequently has come to

'•

;
- fl[ Pretty Marie Prevost,

erstwhile bathing girl

,,jdMHBKSak^ —. now a star. Her
first starring picture

will be "Up in Mabel's

Room".

C[ Ver-a Reynolds
discloses the fact

that putting is done
with hands on hips

at Hollywood.

Hollywood to play at the Famous Players-Lasky studio here.

On her arrival Arlette was taken in tow by the publicity

department of the studio, which arranged every hour of her

time for pictures, interviews . and the like, and cued her for

everything she said or did.

After two days of this, however, she was summoned to the

production office and assigned to a part in William Wellmans

picture, "The Cat's Pajamas".

As an assistant was taking her (Continued on page 99)
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ey SAY
By

MARION
°f

HOLLYWOOD
UNDAY morning in

Hollywood— and
home, just home,
with the sun shin-

ing a blue streak and
everything peaceful.
Everybody's out — you
can't stay inside on this

lovely February morning.

I'm even writing this on
the front porch, with the

children across the street

screaming and running
around like wild Indians.

The boarding-house lady

is washing her flivver—
she rooms and boards a

lot of us movie extras,

and it's many a time she

waits a week or so until

"that big set at Lasky's"

comes up and the need'
ful checks are earned. I can hear her humming to herself,

too. Gwen Lee's mother just called over to me from the
other side of our young green hedge. They're getting ready
to move, 'cause they've got to have another room when
Grandma Lee comes back from Iowa. I'll miss 'em, all

right. But it's a great morning—Sunday in Hollywood—
and the sun is shining bright as anything, and even the
birds are happy as they can be. Gee, ain't it great to be
alive and kicking? Me for Life, Life, just Life!

* *

And 11

all the

stars were there,"

absolutely, just as

all the posters said.

Of course I mean
the Wampas Ball,

with its baker's

doun of brand'

new stars ' to ' be.

What a crowd —
inside the hall look'

ing out and outside

the hall looking in!

Such clothes, such

bright lights, such

a show and such

fun. Yep, it was a

gala event, and I

really suppose it

couldn't have hap'

pened any place

except Hollywood.
Even Jackie Coo-
gan and the Hal
Roach youngsters

were there, with a

C[ Carmel Myers is as

ingenious as a boot-

legger when it comes
to hiding her vanity

case.

(
great big grievance on

)
their shoulders. The party

didn't begin until 8:30,

and they had to be intro'

duced first, say hello to

everybody, see nothing else

of the whole affair and be

home tucked safe and
sound in bed by 9:30!

Who wouldn't have a
"mad" on the world? Kids always get the littlest break

on everything, and just because the State Board or

something want 'em to get in bed they have to miss a

perfectly good party. Oh, yes; Esther Ralston was
there with her new husband. Everybody was having

Photograph by Horwitz;

G[ You will see Barbara 'Worth in

"No Gun Bad Man". Barbara
is a newcomer but with that

ravishing smile, she can well

grin at the juture.
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C[ Mrs. 7s[eii Hamilton has got
one finger wor\ing all right.

J\[eil himself is a patient

teacher.

a regular Old-nome Week, because you see it's onr

affair of the year when they all get to see each oth

and pass the time of day. Not so long ago I 1

someone say that Spanish shawls are going out

but you should have seen the array at that-

after the other, and each prettier than i
y



at the very end, didn't Mary Brian and Bessie Love get their own mothers

mixed in all the crowd! After they were seated in their cars, ready to

go home, and got a chance to take a real good look at each other, Mary

had Bessie's mother and Bessie had Mary's. It all came out right, though,

everybody reached home in the wee, small hours, and next day each

studio was yawning and sleepy, with only one eye open, but with a wide

smile of joy radiating around. Come on, Wampas, you'd better start

right in getting ready for next year's party.
* * *

You know who's got the broadest chest in the whole world? Maurice

Costello. Why? And how do I know? Because I was walking on the

Boulevard the other night, and along comes a fine-looking fellow, chest

out, face all animated, and an armful, left and right, of golden feminity.

Those were his babies, his baby girls, Dolores and Helene, now grown up

to young ladyhood and success, taking the air with Dad, and as proud

of him as he of them. Must be pretty nice, eh? No wonder such a

broad chest, no wonder such a light step and such eager conversation.

Dad, walking the Boulevard, somebody to live for and somebody living

for him, smiling at him and

smiling at them, content, hap— py, and
proud!

oh, so gloriously

Photograph by Harold Dean Carsey.

C[ Estelle

Borgia
picture

Taylor as "Lucretia

in John Barrymore's
"Don Juan".

\

C[ Kathryn Perry made good as

the lead in "The First Year"

so now she is trying the first

year of matrimony with Owen
Moore.

Phew, what a job old man
Stork has in Hollywood this

Spring. It can't be such an

easy thing rounding up four

young kickers to suit four Hol-

lywood movie families. Let's

see— the Monte Blues, the
Charlie Chaplins, the Edwin
Carewes and Agnes Ayres and

her husband are expecting

first-class, A-Number-One moving-picture baby service. Howll he ever

please 'em all? Believe me, I'll stick to my job of playing extra and call

it money easily earned.
* :H sK

Letting you in on two secrets: Did you ever know that H. B. War-
ner's whole name is Henry Byron Warner, and would you ever guess that

Cecil B. DeMille's name is Cecil Blount DeMille? Just found that out

after many, many years reading magazines, newspapers, billboards and press

agents, and thought you all might

like to know, too.

By the way, talking about Cecil

B. DeMille, have you read of his

$1,000 offer for an idea? Just as

G[ Harry Langdon gets up
on his high horse.. He's
a star now in "Tramp,
Tramp, Tramp" for
First l^tational.

)
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he did with "The Ten Commandments" , he's going to

give $1,000 to the person or persons submitting an idea

which he decides he can use to make the greatest motion

picture ever produced. I'm going to try for it; in fact,

I have one idea all thought up, and if I'm not entirely

mistaken, I might just as well go right ahead and spend

that thousand dollars now. But don't let that stop all

the rest of you— you know, if we all didn't think our

own ideas good, it's pretty sure nobody else would think

so much of them, either.

Have you ever tried to get

into a motion-picture studio?

If you haven't, you're lucky;

but if you have, you know
that it's worser'n the trouble

the old giant had taking the

curl out of the little dog's

tail. Anyway, while I was
waiting in the reception of'

fice of the Metro-Goldwyn
studio the other day, along

comes Harry Myers. Evi'

dently the man at the desk

was either so busy he hadn't

looked up to see who had
arrived, or else he didn't

recognize Harry in the make'
up he's wearing for the pic
ture he's making over there.

It must have been a hard,

hard day on the man, for

with despair in his voice, and
shaking his tired head, he re-

marked, "Well, well, what's

it all about, this moving'
picture business?" Harry,
with a sly wink and the same
tired tone in his voice, re'

marked back: "My fine fel-

low, I can't tell you that,

but if you'll just pass me
through this gate I'll go in,

put on a thorough investiga-

tion, and see if I can't find

out for you and the rest of

the populace." Needless to

say Harry was handed the

brown derby and passed
through the offensive little

gateway.

her head was bumped. . Of course they're both much
better, but it only goes to prove that after all the movies
are no child's game, and take grit and nerve just as any
game that's worth the candle.

'

* *••'.•*

Who do you suppose walked into the cafe where I

was dancing last night? Perhaps you won't think the
same way about it as I do, but when they came in a
little shiver of gladness went up and down my spine.

It was Georgia Hale and
Joseph Von Sternberg, to-

gether, partners, spending an
evening perhaps talking

about old times and old

ways. Yes, it wasn't so long

ago that both of them were
glad to be able to buy "cof-

fee and"— they not only
admit it, but enjoy telling

about it. And then came
"T h e Salvation Hunters",
that freak picture which was,
and yet wasn't, great. At
any rate, it made Georgia.

We might say, Von Stern-

berg made Georgia, because
it was his picture, and his

cast, and he was the one who
visioned Georgia as the one
to play "the girl", as he
called his lead. You all know
that Georgia recently put
her name to a pleasant con-

tract which means her suc-

cess. And Von Sternberg

—well, perhaps nobody
knows quite where or how
he'll figure in the movies dur-

ing the coming year. But

'

there they were, together,

Georgia Hale and Joseph

Von Sternberg, dancing to-

gether all the evening. And
if I want to recall old times,

old days, old memories and

smiles, I hope old Hollywood

will let me keep my dream r

and find that unknown sonv

thing I am ever searching f

* *

There's no use talking

—

they do their stuff and do it

right, with no "ifs" or "buts".

This month's casualties certainly prove that. I mean
about Bebe Daniels and Tom Mix. Both had real stunts
to put over for their pictures, and both put them over
themselves, even though neither one is whole yet as a
result. Bebe's bump came about two weeks ago when
she was riding a bicycle and hanging onto the back of
a truck at the same time. Her bike wheel slipped, and
Bebe bit the dust in the form of a perfect tumble. Tom
was hanging over a cliff by a rope, the rope slipped, and
down went Tom, rope and all. That's why Tom went
to the Wampas ball with a cane and a limp, and Bebe
didn't get to go at all on account of the dangerous way

C[ Vera Steadman did not wear this costume
when she piloted the Christie racer "Baby

in the national championships atMine"
Palm Beach.

No, SIR, there's

soul in Hollywood,
old, fat or thin, wl^

soul isn't longing

fine thing— the movies!
You can't get away from it! The other day, at the deli-

catessen store, amidst the limberger and olives, I found it

again. The good man will make a try, he says, when
summer and vacation time roll round once more this year.

He has two weeks. He knows "Banky Vilma" and "Var-
coni Victor", as he says the folks in the old country call

them, and he's going to make his try. I didn't have the

heart to warn him off. I couldn't make my tongue mc
round the tell him that my own six years of heart-

strife and trouble seemed still to find me knocki'

door of Mr. Opportunity. Six years—two :

him go ahead. In this movie (Continue
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Latest Charlestons, #2.98
Fox Trots and Songs for

On Eight Full SizelO-in. Double Face Records all

Wonderful Sale by Mail-Here isWhatYou Get!

Always . . (Irving Berlin's

latest hit)

Tenor Solo

Who .... (from "Sunny")

Fox Trot (Vocal Chorus)

I Wonder Where My Baby
Is Tonight

Charleston Fox Trot

(Vocal Chorus)

Song of the Vagabonds . . .

from "The Vagabond King"
Fox Trot (Vocal Chorus)

Charleston With Me . . . .

Charleston Fox Trot

I Love My Baby, My Baby
Loves Me

Fox Trot (Vocal Chorus)

Down by the Winegar
Woiks
Tenor Solo

National Charleston
Charleston Fox Trot

Pretty Little Baby
Fox Trot fVocal Chorus)

That's Nobody's Business
Male Duet

Smile a Little Bit

Fox Trot (Vocal Chorus)

Broadway Charleston
Charleston Fox Trot

Charleston Love
Charleston Fox Trot

Where the Mountains Meet
the Sea

Baritone Solo

Sleepy Time Gal
Fox Trot (Vocal Chorus)

Save It for a Rainy Day
Tenor Solo

FREE! Charleston Dance Instruction

Here are the very latest Broadway Hits-including the newest C^estons,

Fox Trots and Songs, New Improvedf^^^^^^^
phonograph records you ever heard before SIXTEEN ^lecUons

8 Double Face full size 10-INCH records-all for only $2 98 These

are BRAND NEW records—not damaged or used! *b vaiuu

Whh each set of these wonderful records we will include com-

iete iUustrated Charleston Dance Instructions prepared .

necially for us by Oscar Duryea, President ot the .

-rican National Association Masters of Dancing.

Send No Money
farturine in SETS ONLY and selling DIEfXl 1U

PHONOGRAPH OWNERS. Each customer therefore

saves the usual 50 per cent allowed to dealers and

i0l
Let

S

'us send you this complete set of SIX-

TEEN selections for 10 days trial. Don t

send a penny now. Just mail the coupon or

a letter. When the package arrives give the

postman $2.98 plus delivery charges, then TRY
THE RECORDS If you are not completely

satisfied, SEND THE SET BACK and every

nenny you have paid will be refunded AT
THE Complete illustrated instructions for

= ng the Charleston will he included with

•*. free.

I Music Lovers, Inc.

Dept. 54K New York City

I
1

NATIONAL
MUSIC
LOVERS, Inc.

Dept. 54K,
327 W. 36th Street,

N. Y. C.

Please send me for 10 days'
i
trial

your collection of eight new "Na-

tional" records containing 16 very lat-

est Charlestons, songs, fox trots and waltzes.

I will pay the postman only $2.98 plus

delivery charges on arrival. I reserve the

right to return them at any time within 10

days and you will refund my money. Also in-

clude free, complete instructions for dancing th--

Charleston. (Outside U. S. $3.75 cash with order.

J

Name

Address...



world of fame and fortune, who knows? he might pos-
sibly be that millionth favored one who crops up once,
or maybe twice, a year.

It was "coming home", and no question about it, when
Bryant Washburn stepped on to the Lasky lot the other
day to play with Ray Griffith in his new picture, "Wet
Paint". It's over five years since Bryant left the Para-
mount fold, and no need to wonder how he felt about
returning. Hand-shakes— why, I never saw so many,
from carpenters and prop men, photographers and script
girls right on up the line. After all, we make our friend-
ships here in Hollywood; we come and go, are up and
down, but never, never, forget. Here's to you, Bryant,
and long may your colors fly!

I don't know if the title

has anything to do with the

picture—lots of them don't

—

but in "The Gat's Pajamas"
there certainly is a cat. I

can tell you that from actual

experience with a bunch of

long, gray down, broader

than long, full of play, and
the biggest "lens-hound" that

ever struck Hollywood. Play
is his motto, all right, but
the moment the word "Cam-
era!" is called, just try to

get him out of range of the

camera-eye. He's working in

the picture with Betty Bran-
son, and off-stage they're the

greatest pals, but when they
start a scene for the picture
it's a case of "business before
pleasure." Just to see him
come to attention and cock
his little head on one side, all

alert, the whole crew of the
company are "cameraing" it!

Yessir, he's a lens-hound,
pure and simple, trouping
like an old-timer and trying
to "steal" every scene in the
picture.

Winners ofthe Gifts from the Stars

ELEANOR BOARDMAN'S FUR NECKPIECE
won by

, D. SMITH
Cor. 14th St. 8C 13th Ave.,

dently deals with the knights of old, because a couple of
weeks ago about two hundred armed warriors, with
shields, helmets, breast-plates and ail, rode the streets on
fiery, trusty steeds. Ever since then that seems to be the
only game the kids know how to play. Paper hats, card-
board breastplates and shields, wooden swords, bicycle,

tricycle and scooter steeds, duelling up and down steps,

over porches and fences, fighting for fair maids and scrag-

gly pups, the days of yore with knights braver than of
old, have returned. No wonder the movies mean so much
more to them than most anything else. Maybe it is

deplorable, but it seems to me that midst all the playing
and all the fun, a sense of what it means and what it's

all about must become im-

bedded in their curious, ac-

tive little brains. I'll bet

they not only play movies all

day, but go right on and
dream 'em all night.

JUNE MARLOWE'S
won by

MRS. L. B. DAVIS
12015 Clifton Blvd., Lakewood,

Greeley, Colorado

NECKLACE

* * *

Ohio

DON ALVARADO'S CUFF LINKS
won by

ELAINE BACAKOS
Box 184, 2214 Lane St., Falls City, Nebraska

LOUISE FAZENDA'S PEARLS
won by

THOMAS R. MORRIS
West Union, W. Va.

KENNETH HARLAN'S SCARF
won by

MR. GEORGE B. MANSKI
547 South Main Street, Webster, Mass.

JOHN ROCHE'S WAISTCOAT BUTTONS
won by

WILLARD A. HEAPS
2135 Ridge Ave., Evanston, III.

IRENE RICH'S PHONOGRAPH
won by

JANE PARKER
2030 Mesa Ave., EI Paso, Texas

MARIE PREVOST'S BARRET
won by

MILDRED LESLIE
1323 Florencedale, Youngstown,

When James Cruse left

for a trip to Europe, the first

thing I told you people was
that if he could discard his
tie and don his "shorties" on the boat crossing the ocean,
the trip would be a success; if not, unsuccessful. The
moment Jim reached Hollywood I asked him how he liked
being dressed up for such a long time. "What do you
mean, dressed up for such a long time?" he answered.
'Say, I took off that darn tie and put on my knickers

vwum
£ I/eached New York!" .Nope, you can't beat Jim.

While he was away they built him a new office and
dressed up the place he has to work in, fit to kill, but
darned if they can get him to look like a patent-leathered
Hollywood sheik!

* * *

Reading about the little English girl who told her
teacher that "M. P." (Member of Parliament) stands for
Mary Pickford", with an editorial comment that the

movies these days "are corrupting the youth", reminds
me of the days of chivalry returned to Hollywood children
through those same movies. Some future production evi-

Ohio

ALICE CALHOUN'S BRACELET
won by

SARA BEFARELLA
126 Market Street, Attica, N. Y.

With Esther Ralston, Al-
ma Rubens and Ricardo Cor-
tes, Elinor Fair and William
Boyd safely married, when
are we going to get settled

about all the other culprits?

What about Marguerite de la

Motte and John Bowers?
First someone tells me they
are secretly married and then
someone else says no. Are
they or aren't they? Gee,
I'd like to know. Then Ray
Griffith and little Ann Pen-
nington— are they engaged
and will they be married?
The same old story—nobody

;

knows. What about Pola
Negri and Rudolph Valen- 1

tino— will that ever come
about? Constance Talmadge
and Buster Collier—are they
about to wed? Who knows,
and who'll tell? It's a ter-

rible strain trying to kee»-

'em all straight. I'm for g
ting 'em married and >

the best man win!
* * * . .

/
Whisker, whisker,

got the whisker? It's a new game played by the
Fox, Cecil B. DeMille and Paramount Studios
all making Russian pictures, and every bearc
wood is coming into its own, with each stuaflV-^.
trying to appropriate the most natural, luxurious-looking
growths. It'll be a wonder if the government officials
don't make a mistake and deport some of our own good
Hollywood citizens!

* * *

The prise fan letter seems to have come to Edmund
Lowe. He thinks it's so good that he carries it in his
pocket and with it amuses everyone on the set. When
he showed it to me I laughed and laughed, and dec'
immediately I'd have to let you all in on it. It

"Dear Mr. Lowe: I think you are wonderf
screen. I never miss pictures in which yf'
Won't you please send me a picture of y
Tashman?" Methinks that is a classic'

80
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MIKE
Mike!
She's a marvelous madcap— is Mike.

Sure she's a she-

Sally O'Neil herself—

Winsome, winning Sally

In a role that fits her better

Than her overalls!

William Haines, too, as a railroad Romeo

And Charles Murray and Ford Sterling.

Laugh those off! You will!

And gosh!

We nearly forgot The Pink Elephant

And Joe

The dapper Duck,

Another Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Record Release!

Marshall Neilan made it—and wrote it.

And maybe it doesn't move—
Every moment of it!

The Laugh of your life!

For the love of Mike

See it soon!

"More Stars Than There Are In Heaven99
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Buy From Us and Save Money
Simply pin a dollar bill to this ad, put it in an
envelope with your name and address and Mail
it Today. Your choice of these exceptional val-
ues will come Prepaid for a 15 Day Trial. Ifyou
can duplicate your purchase for less money anywhere,
sendit back and your dollar will be returned. Ilsat-

Jsfied pay balance^ in ten equal monthly payments.
ipe—Prompt Delivery
». Transactions
jj^. Confidential

Rush Your
DollarToday

A complete Booklet with over 3,000 other big
bargains in Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Send for it.

10 Months to Pay on Everything.

w ^ AUTHORIZED CAPITAL * 1,000,000. '
.

LW-SWEET INC
1660 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Unwanted Hairs

Gone Forever!
You can easily place this dellghtfuily perfumed bal-

sam on the hairs for a tew seconds and then remove
it, at the same time gently lifting out the very roots
of hundreds of hairs. And all in less than a minute!

This scientific preparation is not to be confused
with temporary surface hair removers. It is com-
posed of ingredients which will PERMANENTLY
destroy the growth by gently lifting out the roots
until they cannot return. ^.» T »ONLYFormulated by a physician, it is simple,
safe and rapid. And your skin will take
on a beautiful complexion. Thousands of
women are using it. Your money back
if it does not do all that is claimed.

Enclose only one dollar in an envelope,
add .our mime and address and you will
receive your complete package by return
mail. (Or send $1.50 for Nu-Art Hair
Destroyer Special Lotion, and a large jar
of Nu-Art Massage Cream).

Nu-Art Laboratories, South Orange, N. J.

m
pkg.

$100s
ae»?S

Custom Quality Shirts I

Ave., N. Y. America',-
Bilk*, staple! am! exclt
direct to wearer. We del

CARLTON M
98 Fifth Ave., Dept

a!„c,,
• Hi. '-

LLS.
B-87

Inc.
New York

Press Agents' Stunts—continuedfrom page 40

look during working hours for Co-operation,
sympathy, and stenography. It proved a
popular suggestion. Girls joined in throngs.
The newspapers took it up and the girls

took a club-room. They adopted a baby
one day—and the papers printed pictures
of the girls with the baby. By the time
"Daytime Wives" was released, the name
had a familiar ring. People wanted to see
that picture. The club quietly disbanded.
Several stenographers added tidy little sums
to their bank accounts. And the baby

—

why, the baby was returned to its mama at

the casting agency for babies with a neat
check tightly clutched in its little fist.

A man on stilts walked down Broadway
with the usual crowd of kids at his heels.

Broadway, you know, is just the world's
longest Main Street. The man was selling

sealed envelopes for fifty cents. A curious
spectator bought one, opened it, and took
out a dollar bill. One minute, the sand-
wich man had ninety envelopes and his
health. The next, all he could boast about
were a couple of black eyes and his stilts.

On the outside of the envelopes was print'
ed, "A Blind Bargain". . Maybe you saw
that picture with Lon Chaney— at least,

Lon was in it.

There are more direct ways of reaching
the public. When Norma Talmadge's pic
ture, "Smilin Through" , was showing in
New York, one of the large department
stores featured a window display of wax
dummies wearing duplicates of the gowns
worn by the star in the film. "Don
"]anice Meredith" and "Madame Sans
Gene" are only a few of the many pictures
advertised in every city in this way. Then
there's the form of exploitation known as
the "tie-up". Every article of wearing ap-
parel, from brassieres to bathing caps, are
displayed in shop windows to stimulate in'

terest in a picture. Every kind of poster
and pamphlet is distributed. Each picture
is advertised through regular channels, the
special publicity department of the company.
No ".special" is too special, no star too stel-

lar, to be properly exploited in the interests

of the film. Harold Lloyd's "Doctor ]ac\"
offered unusual angles for the exploitation
boys. In one town, the usual postcards
were sent to theater patrons and distributed
on the streets, a week or so before the pic
ture was scheduled to be shown. The post-
cards were worded something like this:

"Watch out for me—I'll cure you of your
aches aad pains without any medicine. I'm
coming to town such-and-such a date—
watch for me." Signed, "Dr. Jack".

In town at that time happened to be one
of the old-fashioned traveling medicine-
show men. The ballyhoo of Dr. Jack was
shooting his "practice" to pieces. People
were all agog over the imminent arrival of
the eminent Doctor. One night when busi-

ness looked lowest for the medicine man, a

citizen strolled up and requested an au-
dience. "What can I do for you?" beamed
the fakir. "Who's this Doctor Jack who's
coming to town?" asked the city father.

"Doctor Jack?" replied the other, his brow
clouding. "Don't bother about him. He's
but a big fake— I've known him for years."

But the picture went over just the same—
without any medicine.

Popular songs are often written around
and dedicated to a picture, and sometimes,
strangely enough, they really prove popular.

Examples were "J^anoo\ of the Tsjorth" and
"Grandma's Boy" and "The Isle of Zorda".
Radio "tie-ups" are common. But First Na-
tional got a new angle on that when it

broad-cast the most exciting scene from

"To Much Money" through Station WJZ.
The station's prize voices were heard inter-

preting the film step by step. A traveling
musical radio apparatus was heard along the
sidewalks of New York not long ago bally-
hooing a current film. Automobiles plas-

tered with posters or in strange disguise
are often seen. Don't forget this— no
"stunt" is too old or foolish for Manhattan
to fall for.

If you passed the Criterion during the
run of "The Vanishing American" you saw
saw a good, old-time cigar-store Indian in
front of the theater—right on Broadway,
too; while inside the lobby, Indian women
were weaving baskets or making rugs. One
of the sights of the Great White Way some
months ago was a huge sign across the street

from the Criterion, where the old Putnam
Building was being torn down to make
way for the erection of Paramount's great
new theater and»office building. The sign
read: "The Vanishing Putnam Building
Bows to the Vanishing American."

Some time ago, a small Indian reserva-
tion sprang up on the hallowed grounds of
the American Museum of Natural History.
Red men and their squaws busied them-
selves putting their tents in order and en-
gaging in .such pursuits as basketry and
pipe-puffing. Before long, New Yorkers be-
came aware that real, live Indians were in

their midst, and throngs flocked to see for

themselves. Some of them had never seen
an Indian, believe it or not. It was all just

a dignified way of calling attention to the
days of early America and the arrival of
"The Covered Wagon" in film form.

It's nothing new for a company to call

upon Uncle Sam for co-operation in the

production and exploitation of a movie. The;
U. S. Navy gladly helped Harold Lloyd
with "A Sailor Made Man", Dicky Barthel-
mess with "Shore Leave", and Ramon No-
varro with "The Midshipman" . The Army
at West Point extended hospitality, and
"Classmates" was made. Of course, this

was all good publicity, too. Right at Times
Square, N. Y., a recruiting station and the

posters for the picture, "Spirit of the U.
S. A.", worked together to call patriotic

lads to rally round the flag and incidentally

to see the world.

You saw "California Straight Ahe
and maybe you saw the special tran

tinental car which advertised it as a

versal attraction across America.
Goldwyn-Mayer sent a sumptuou?
coach emblazoned with its trade-m-

Culver City to New York, all in

ests of exploitation.

A somewhat different "stu

beard grown by our Rudy,
adornment appeared when V^atentu.'o re-

turned from a European jaunt. He startled

New York with the strange decoration

which was supposed to have been home-
grown for his next picture. Arguments

y
were started as to its integrity; the question

|

was raised of whether it would ever see the
j

light of a movie studio. Just as interest was '.

dying, his resourceful press agent stepped l>

into a convenient barbers' convention and £
told the assembled brothers of the shear

and shaving brush that he, too, was a

ber, and that his business was shot tn

since Valentino grew a beard,

he cried, in setting the style

aged similar growths amonc
alas and alack, trade har3/'

ing. The barbers, toj

so did the newsp.-

plenty of publici*

nounced a change^.
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will last many years. The advantages of the Bed Davenport
are many: you are always ready for the unexpected guest.

You can now have friends stay overnight whom you could not

accommodate before. Or, here is the extra bedroom that the

family has long needed. The Complete Suite will be sent any-

where on 30 Days' Free Home Trial. * * * '

Davenport Requires Little
Wall Space— Easy to Ope-
rate—The Davenport is espe-
cially desirable for Medium
sized homes, When closed it

takes up only 57 inches wall
space; yet when open it makes
a very comfortable bed for two

It will pay you to own this Double-Service, Bed Davenport

Suite. By day it is a Comfortable Living Room Suite. By
night, it is easily transformed into a cozy bedroom. The
Colonial design of these pieces is most attractive; you will be

delighted with the high-quality upholstery. The superior ma-

terials and honest construction are assurance that this suite

If you arc not con-

vinced that this is reg-

ular $75 Value you may
Return the Suite

These three Pieces are Large and Comfortable: They are built of solid i^^^S^^^^^^S^IS
oak finished Golden, or of hardwood, Mahogany finish, and are air-sea- aWe bed-spring built into the Davenport; there are 2 sets of

soned and kiln-dried. The frames are Sturdy and Massive, with handsome springs, one in seat, the other in the bed section, Bedding re-

Scrolls on posts. The seats and backs are covered with Brown Spanish mains in position within the Davenport, when it is dosed.

Artificial Leather that will give enduring service. Seats are "Non-Sag''

construction, with oil tempered coil spring supports, covered with sani-

tary resilient upholstering materials, Size of bed section is 72 x 48 inches; length over

all is' 57 inches, Width of front posts and arms is Z% inches, Rocker and Chair are Roomy
and Comfortable; they are 20 inches wide between arms, and arms are 3 inches wide.

These 2 pieces have the same quality-construction, design and finish as the Davenport.

No matter where you live you can use this splendid Bed Davenport suite for 30

Days. If at the end of the trial period your satisfaction is not complete; if you
are not convinced that these 3 pieces are regular $75 value, you may return

them. I will refund your first payment and all freight charges. The trial will

not cost you a penny. Remember you have your choice of 2 finishes, Highly
Glossed Golden Oak, or Highly Polished Ma- ^ - S
hogany. Be sure to state your choice. Order >/y '

No. TA4245X. Sale Price #59.95. Terms $1.00 'C^^^^^^y^^-y^-^
with Order, $4.00 Monthly. 'president

Don't buy Anything Anywhere until you see my Big Free Book. Shows
Thousands of Bargains in Furniture and Everything forthe Home. My
Prices are the Lowest. I give the Longest Time to Pay and a Money
Back Bond with Everything. Send tor Big Free Book Today.

B
SPEAR & CO., Dept.S45 O, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Send me at once the complete 3-pieee Davenport Suite a9 described above.
Enclosed 19 $1 firat payment. It 19 understood that if at the end of the 30 cays' trial

1 am satisfied, 1 will send you $4.00 monthly. Order No. TA424rX. Price $59.95. Title
remains with you until paid in full. Send me your Big Free Catalog: also.

Please print or write name and address plainly

If you want Golden Oak put an X in t:-.is Q
If you want Mahogany put an X in this Q

Dept. S450
'Pittsburgh, Pa.

Home?Furnishers for the People of America

I Name • Occupation.

'

R.. F. D., Box No. or Street and No

I
Post Ofnce State

if your shipping point is different from your post office fill in line below

I

Send Shipment to

FREE i If you want the Free Catalog Only, Send No Money, put an X herer-J
I CATALOG) and write your name and address plainly on the above lines LJ
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brings

your Electric Priscilla!
\

Send only $2.00 and we will immediately ship you a brand-new Priscilla Sewing
Machine, either the Electric or Foot-treadle model, directfrom the factory, freight
prepaid. When it arrives, use it for 10 days in your own home. Sew on it as much as you
wish. Subject it to every test you can think of. If not perfectly satisfied, ship it back freight
collect, and we will refund your S2.00 at once. But if you are convinced that the New Pris-
ciha is the best machine you ever used, keep it and pay for it on this easy basis:
$2.00 at the end of 10 days and $5.00 a month for 10 months—only $54.00 in all.
The Electric Priscilla is the

machine you want if you have
electricity in your home. Light
weight. Easily carried from
place to place. Dust-proof
quartered oak cover.Does every
kind of sewing just the same
as a foot power machine. No
pedaling. A sturdy little motor
does all the work. A slight
pressure of your foot starts
or stops the machine, and reg-
ulates the speed.

The Priscilla foot treadle
machine is mounted on a
highly finished quartered
oak frame. Four capacious
drawers. All Priscilla
models have newest im-
provements. Drop head

;

Automatic Bobbin Winder;
Self Threading Shuttle;
Stitch Regulator ; Smooth,
even Tension. Produces
the famous double-thread
Lock-Stitch.

Life-time Guarantee
The new Priscilla is a quality machine throughout— Beau-

tiful Quartered Oak Woodwork — Glossy Black Enameled
Ironwork — and a Life-time Guarantee that protects you.
Lightest-running machine you ever saw— perfect stifcching—

makes sewing a pleasure— delighted owners everywhere —

-

Tools, Big Box of Attachments and Instruction Books FREE.
Here's your chance to try one of the best machines made— a
machine you will be proud to own, without a bit of risk. Send
your name and address with $2.00 NOW— to

The Priscilla Company, 85 B.Broad St., Boston, Mass.

Yon take no risk when you bay a New Priscilla. Any Bank or Trust Company,

or the Publishers of this magazine can assure you of our reliability.

AWoman and Her Nerves
Your happiness is measured bv the
condition of your nerves. Nearly all
minor physical ailments, nearly all
mental turmoil, nearly all unhappiness
can be traced directly to weak and
deranged nerves. We moderns, espe-
cially modern women, have strained
the nerves to the extent of ma king
them super-sensitive and too feeble to
maintain normal health. The ability
to calm and control tortured nerves,
has become the first necessity of all
women.
Read "Nerve Force" a 64-page book
on the care of the nerves. This book

is of extreme value to "near-neuras-
thenics", and people with sensitive
and deranged nerves. It has aided
many thousands to gain control of
their nerves and build up their Nerve
Force. Because of the many valuable
hints it contains on the control of the
nerves and mind, "Nerve Force" has
been bought by the thousands by large
corporations for their employees; it is
recommended by physicians to their
patients and by ministers to flocks.
Nerves or No Nei-ves, You Should Send
for this Book Today. Trice 25c, post-
paid (coin or stamps).

hhSbb

What Readers of "Nerve Force" Say:
"I have gained 12 pounds since read- of abused nerves. I have reread your
ivm your hook and I feel so energetic.
I had about given up hope of ever
finding the cause of my low weight."
"I have been treated by a number

of nerve specialists, and have traveled
from country to country in an endeav-
or to restore my nerves to normal.
Your little book has done more for me
than all other methods combined."

"My heart is now regular again and
my nerves are fine. I thought I had have ever read
heart trouble, but it was simply a case your booi; to my

book at least ten times.'
"Your book did more for me for in-

digestion than two courses in dieting."
"Heading your book has stopped that

dreadful feeling of FEAR which par-
alyzed my stomach and digestion."
"The advice given in your book on

relaxation and calming of nerves has
cleared my brain. Before I was half
dizzy all the time."
A physician says: "Tour book is the most sensible and valuable book I

a the prevention of neurasthenics. I am recommending
patients

"

PAUL VON BOECKMANN
Author of "Nerve Force" and
various other books on Health,
Psychology, Breathing, Hygiene
and kindred subjects, many of
which have been translated into
foreign languages.

Write to PAUL VON BOECKMANN, Studio 420, 110 West 40th Street, New York City

tr La
t made
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The guaranteed purity of Zenda
Face Crcmes INSURES 100% im-
provement in your skin. Our
$1.00 Combination Package gives
results or moiyy refunded.

28 West 46th St., New York City

Telephone Bryant 8854

>'Free Trial
Select from 44 Styles, colors
and sizes, famous Ranger bicycles.

Delivered free on approval, express prepaid, at
Factory Prices, from $21.50 up.
§C«I "l\jff/Vtn*-&» desired. Parents oftend 1T1UI1.1I1 advance first deposit.
Jioys can earn small payments.

T««*AC wheels, lamps, horns, equipment at
** half usual prices.Send No Money.
Write for our marvelous prices and terms.

MeadCYCLE COMPANY wjg-
UEPX.243 CHICAGO IreecatalosX

pression. A close shave? Fie-fie!

The side-show men stand outside thei:

tents and call, "Lay-deez, and gent-ul-mun!
Right this way to the Big Show! Come
one, come all, to see the one and only
Fedora, queen of the Fat Girls." They call

it a bally-hoo. The movies have their bally
hoo, too, in a nice, refined way. Go on;
let them fool you. It's all in fun.
When "Than\ U" was about to be born,

with more than customary cleverness it was
decided to start an American Thank You
League. An

,

exploitation man was assigned
exclusively to the job of promoting the
idea. Not mentioning the company, he en-
listed the aid of many of our more prom-
inent Americans— Clarence Darrow, Ellis

Parker Butler, and—Oh, just no end of
others. Editorials appeared in you might
say every newspaper in the country, The
idea was heartily endorsed by many celebri-

ties who thought it was" probably the great-
est idea they had ever heard of. (It prob-
ably was.) When the thing assumed such
gigantic proportions that it was decided nqt
to reveal it as a stunt for the picture, since
it would be very unfair to disillusion alt

those good, kind people who had so readily
lent their support. But the picture profited
anyway.

Jack Dempsey was the unwitting instru-

ment in a publicity idea for "The Fighting
Heart". It was, you recall, one of those
stories of flying fists. Just before it played
in Cleveland, William Harrison and-' his

manager happened along that way. Thei
artful exploiter bunkoed a local sporting'
man to sign his name to a telegram chal-'

lenging the Champ to fight Denny Bolton,;

claimed to be a marvelous fighting find.

Dempsey's manager fell for it, negotiated
the affair, the stunt got into the papers, and
finally the ingenious box-office expert re-

vealed the sensational news that Denny Bol-
ton was only the name of the role assumed
by George O'Brien in the Foxy film. Mr.
Dempsey's comments are not recorded.

Wallace Beery's "Our"
{Continued from page 41)

OUR view?" he grinned in friendly wel-
come, emphasizing with an encompassing
and proprietary wave of a bright blue paint-
brush.

"Well, it's worth the price-paying climb,"
I answered, which was some tribute. And
I looked around to see just whom he meant
by that unconscious "OUR".
Then the front door opened and I saw

his OUR.
Of course it was Mrs. Wallace Beery

who confesses to a difficult time in remem-
bering her new name because so recently
did she change it from Areta Gilman, as

which it was beginning to have screen re-

nown.
But names didn't matter. The home was

the thing to the Wallace Beerys. And I

say home advisedly, instead of house, for

the reason that it isn't one of those houses
that decorators have "done".
"We have tried to consider comfort

first," Mrs. Beery started to explain.

"Yes, and OUR idea of comfort is to
have good large rooms," added the cinema
villain, entirely out of screen character, as

he led the way on a personally conducted
tour of his hilltop world.
From the appealing comfort of the living-

room with its restful chairs, real fireplace,

domed ceiling and front wall entirely win-
dow-opened to let California seep in, wide
arches lead directly to the dining-room. This
room has a front alcove where an up-to-
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60 Days A$o
TheyCalledMe
BALDY

Now my friends are amazed. They all ask

me how I was able to grow new hair in

such a short time.

B OB MILLER and I had both been
getting bald for years. We stuck

together a lot—maybe it was for

mutual protection. I guess between the

two of us we tried every hair restorer

known to man— salves, crude oil, mange
cures, singeing, massaging. And as for or-

dinary hair tonic, we poured gallons of
the stuff on our heads. But we might just

as well have used brass polish.

Then one day Bob left town—a business

trip. Weeks passed. I began to wonder
if I'd ever see him again.

One- afternoon at the office I heard a
familiar voice—"Hello, Baldy," it said. I

whirled in my chair and glanced up much
annoyed. There stood Bob, grinning at

me.
"For Pete's sake!" I exclaimed, spring-

ing up. "Where have you been keeping
.yourself ?"

We shook hands. "Take off your hat,"

I suggested sarcastically. "Let me gaze

on that 'luxuriant hair' of yours. I haven't

seen it for weeks."
"Luxuriant hair is right," he retorted

"I've got the finest growth of hair you
ever saw!"

It was my turn to grin, but I didn't—

I

laughed out loud! "Know any more
jokes?" I said.

Bob did not reply. Instead he stepped
back, swept off his hat and made a thea-

trical bow. I could scarcely believe my
eyes. The top of his head, once almost
as free from hair as the palm of your
hand, was covered with a brand new
growth of hair—real, honest to goodness
hair! I was speechless.

A New Way To Grow Hair

"I've got something that's worth a mil-

lion dollars to you!" Bob shouted, banging
his fist on my desk. "It's wonderful—mar-
velous—miraculous! I never saw anything
like it in my life!"

That night I went to Bob's house. The
demonstration he gave me reminded me of

the time I was initiated into our lodge.

lie sat me in a chair and placed a strange
apparatus on my head and turned on the elec-

tricity. The treatment lasted 15 minutes during
K-li time Bob talked to me. I never saw a

more enthusiastic in my life.

"Do.: '; forget," he concluded, "this proves
what I say." And he ran his fingers through
his new growth of hair with a triumphant
flourish.

At the end of the treatment, I rubbed the
top of my head. "Well, Bob," I chuckled, "I
don't feel any new hair."

"Of course you don't," Bob came back. "But
just you wait a while."

On the way home I read a book-
let which Bob had given me. It

described a new method of grow-
ing hail'—a method discovered by
Alois Merke, founder of the
Merke Institute, Fifth Avenue,
New York. It was the only
treatment I had ever heard of

that got right down to the
roots of the hair and awak-
ened them to new activity. I

must confess I never before
read such an interesting,
helpful, honest book.
Then I recalled what Bob

had said—how enthusiastic
he had been. Bob was
proof. I decided to send
for the treatment im-
mediately.

I Get the Sur-
prise of My Life
Every night I

spent 15 minutes
taking the -treat-

ment. ' The first

two or three days
nothing happened.
But I could feel my
scalp beginning to
tingle witli new life—new vigor. Then
one day when I

to make a sickly tree grow you would not
think of rubbing "growing fluids" on the
leaves. Yet that is just what thousands are
doing when they douse their heads with or-
dinary tonics, salves, etc. To make a tree
grow you must nourish the roots. And it's

exactly the same with the hair.
This new treatment, which Merke perfected

after 17 years' experience in treating baldness,
is the first and only practical method of getting
right down to the hair roots and nourishing
them.

_
At the Merke Institute many have paid as

high as $500 for the results secured thru per-
sonal treatments. Yet now these very same
results may be secured in any home in which
there is electricity

—

at a cost of only a few
cents a day.

Merke very frankly admits that his treatment
will not grow hair in every case. There are
some cases of loss of hair that nothing in the
world can help. But so many have regained
hair this new way, that he absolutely guarantees
it to produce an entirely new hair growth in
30 days or the trial is free. In other words,
no matter how thin your hair may be, he in-
vites you to try the treatment 30 days at his
risk, and if it fails to grow hair then he's the
loser—not you. And you are the sole judge of
whether his method works or not.

This story is typical of the results that great
numbers of people are securing with the Merke
Treatment.

Coupon Brings You Full Details
This story is typical of the results that

great numbers of people are securing with
the Merke Treatment.

"The New Way to Make Hair Grow,"
which explains the Merke Treatment in

detail, is the title of the vitally interest-

ing 34-page book, which will be sent you
entirely free if you simply mail the cou-

pon below.
This little book tells all about the amazing

new treatment, shows what it has already done
for countless others, tod in addition contains

. much valuable information on the care of the
hair and scalp. Remember, this book is yours
free—to keep. And if you decide to take the
treatment, you can do so without risking a
penny. So mail the coupon now and get the
surprise of vour life! Address Allied Merke
Institute, Inc., Dept. 674, 512 Fifth Avenue,
New York City.

looked in the mirror I got the thrill of a life- — — — — — — — — — — — —
time. All over my head a fine, downy fuzz was Allied Merke Inst'tute Inc
beginning to appear. Dept . 674) 512 Fifth Avenue, New York City

I continued the treatments and every day this please send me, without cost or obligation in a
young hair kept getting stronger and thicker. p iain wrappCr, a copy of your book, "The New
At the end of a month you could hardly see a Way to Make Hair Grow."
bald spot on my head. And after 60 days my
worries about baldness were ended. I had
gained an entirely new growth of healthy hair. Name

(State whether Mr., Mrs. or Miss)

Here's the Secret

According to Alois Merke, in most cases Address

of loss of hair the roots are not dead, but
merely dormant—temporarily asleep. Now city State
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/inrra nosE /IWUSTER
(Patented)

Shapes while you sleep. Doctors recommend it highly
and proclaim ANITA the safest and most eomfort-

able way to get a PERFECT —
shaped nose. Absolutely /&
GUARANTEED. No screws— [I

No Metal. Write for Free
"

Booklet "Nature's Way to
Happiness."

TheflHITRCo.
Dept.469 -529 Springfield Av.,

GS|?al

Anita Bldg., Newark. N. J. Feb. '23

Madge Bellamy, shadowy-eyed Fox Film Sta

Dark-Veiled Eyes
have that exquisite heauty which thrills and lures
with every soulful glance. It is the shadowy
fringe of luxuriant lashes that lends them ro-
mantic depths.

Darken your lashes with WINX and your eves at once
take on pensive shadows and luminous mystery A
light touch with the brush attached to the stopper of
the bottle ancr your lashes appear much longer, darker
and heavier.

WTNX is a harmless waterproof liquid that dries at
once, cannot ran or smear, and lasts for davs At
drag and department stores or by mail. Black or
brown, 75c. U. S. and Canada.
WINXETTE (cake form), complete with tiny one-row
brash and mirror, black or brown, 50c.

Mail 12c today for a generous sample of Winx.
ROSS COMPANY

235-D West 18th Street

"Waterproof

New York

Get into this won
derful, big-paying

j. , . . profession. Hun-
areas or openings now in Motion Pic-
ture Camera Work, Portrait and Com-
mercial Photography. Learn at home.
Big money while learning,

ia $250aWeek
High salaried positions every-

where or open your own studio.
"My business averages
$700 to $1000 a werk,"
writes Michael Gallo.
Others doing iqualty well.
Even spare time work pays
up to $75 a week 1

CAMERA FREE
to students. Your choice of real Motion
picture Camera taking standard profes-
sional him used bv all theatres, or 5x7
View Camera, latest model, genuine
anastigmat lens.

Send for Book
Tells all about Professional Photographyand how tomako h.g mon.-y quickly. Also

NOW* Camera Offer. Write today.

New York Institute of Photography
12 W. 33rd St., N«w York (Dept. 60)

NOTE :

If you prefer to come
to our New York or
Chicago StudioB for
personalinstruction,
day or evening
classeB, write for
Catalog R-60tonear-
est address: 10 West
33rd St., New York,

630 So. Wabash
e., Chicago, 111.

SCK EE NLAND
date radio brings in the outside world, on
demand. And meals may be enjoyed with
or without orchestral music.
The kitchen was truly a housewife's

dream of perfection. "A little out of or-
der," untruthfully explained my hostess.
You see, we had six guests for dinner last

night, and my maid left, so I had to get
every bit of it myself."
"What did you serve?" I asked, really

interested and thinking how rarely one met
a woman combining good sense and beauty.

"Oh, a real turkey dinner and everything
that goes with it," she pridefully answered.
"Wallace makes such a wonderful host."
"We certainly have had a lot of fun get'

ting some of our meals." And she sighed
as she closed the kitchen door. "I rather
dread the new maid who is coming to-
morrow."
My respect was growing. "Can Mr.

Beery cook?" I asked.
.

"Why, Wallie can do anything," she
laughed. "Cooking, gardening, carpenter-
ing, hunting or acting are all easy for him.
I think he is the most wonderful man!"
said the unprejudiced Areta Beery.
And her beauty is genuine. Not a par-

ticle of make-up did she have, or need, at
that unexpected morning interview. Tall,
graceful, she moves with boneless, uncon-
scious grace. Her blond hair is undecidedly
bobbed and her eyes and lips are syn-
chronously ready to pay the smile demand-
note of her voice.

"I'm wearing my old clothes around the
house; they are so comfortable," was her
only remark about her pleasing and unpre-
meditated costume, which aptly illustrated
her -good taste and unassuming simplicity.
"Come on upstairs," called out the deep

voice of Wallace Beery, who was probably
impatient to get back to his painting. And
up we went, by comfortable winding stairs,
leading from the living-room.

"This is my room, which I am fixing up
for a study." And he pointed to the evi-
dence. A large desk, broken out with
literary disorder, a small typewriter and
many books waited for a permanent home.
"My clothes-closet," again he explained,

using the singular possessive pronoun for
the second and last time. Necessarily large
as a room it was, with dozens of varied and
•suitable suits hanging in readiness for reel
or real-life settings.

Two guns, however, are missing from
this historical wardrobe. It seems that
while the Beerys were back east recently,
their house was entered and robbed. When
they received the news, Mrs. Beery hastened
back, as Wallace could not leave his .screen
work. She found, on arrival, that in spite
of orders both chauffeur and maid had left
the house one evening and had returned to
find that the house had been burgled.

After a careful checking, Mrs. Beery
found that nothing was missing except the
two afore-mentioned guns. And when
Friend Husband found he could not return
as soon as he had expected, he sent pronto

withfor Friend Wife to come back and stay with
him in lonesome old New York. That is
why Mrs. Beery had two trips to New York
in as many months.
No wonder they were glad to get back

from the cramped quarters of New York, I
soliloquized, as we passed through this Cali-
fornia bathroom. Large as an ordinary
New York hotel room is this tiled bath
which connects with the only other room
on this floor.

This our gide described as, "The Wife's
room."
"Now I'll take you to see my clothes-

closet," said the bride as though it was her
inning.

Mirrors, hats and shoe compartments and
size combined to make it the winner in this
clothes-closet contest. Her room, also, was
a choice location. Tastefully and simply
furnished with enameled suite and one wide,
comfortable bed. - Blue-gold- walls were
broken by many windows which made it
possible to keep the panorama view as an
intimate friend. But seemingly the view-
fest was not finished.

"Wait until you get up to OUR camp
Porch* then you'll get a real view," said
Wallace, punctuating his remark with an-
other flight of .steps upward. And I hoped
my adjectives would last.

Covered by a roof awning, three sides
glass-protected, this porch was really a bit
of outdoors transplanted to a convenient
location, its size being sufficient to house the
army of the republic.

"So I'm planning to fix this up just like
a real camp, and I've built my fireplace
in," said Wallace pointing to the huge open
hearth at one end. "Then Reta and I
won't have to take such long trips when
we go camping." For be it known that
Wallace Beery likes nothing better than
hunting- and camping-trips. But distance
often makes it impossible to take the time.

Talking of art must have reminded me.
If the interview was to be proper I must
ask^ her the usual leading question.

"Will you go back into pictures?" I
asked, confidingly.

"Oh, Wallie don't want me to," she an-
swered as though that settled the question.
Of course I've had some attractive offers

but "
And we are going to have plenty of

camping cots, so we can have OUR friends
here at any time," one of them said. I
don't remember which one.
At any rate I left the happy home at-

"
mosphere feeling that the one word in the 1,1

world capable of permanently binding two
hearts was the plural possessive pronoun— '§

OUR.
A real foundation word on which to base 88

a happy future. And I hope that some
day, in addition to speaking of OUR view,
OUR friends and OUR home, this couple
may happily say: ''''

"And OUR family."
Which will surely complete his "OUR"

for Wallace Beery.

Books for Fans—continued fi

for^ dressing him in a velour.
"This is what the public cannot seem to

realize: a situation that can be put across
in a novel often cannot be put over on the
screen. An author has words—thousands
of words—with which he can get over his
effects. Motion pictures are limited to ac
tion. An author has hundreds of pages in
each of which he can express many ideas.
It takes a fast reader five or six hours to
read a novel four hundred pages long. Two

rom page 8

hours is usually the length of a motion pic-
ture.

"Inspiration," said Ray, "comes from a
thousand different sources. The first flush
of inspiration comes when the actor reads
the original story or book with an eye to
its motion picture possibilities. Next he re-

ceives help from the script and then from
the director, from the sets and the general
atmosphere or tone of the production itself."
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Howa Discoverylhat
Stunned Me

BroughtMea Ravishing Complexion
The story of a girl with an unattractive skin who almost lost

her sweetheart, but suddenly became radiant and beautiful.

IT
was the night of the big party, and my

cousin Marian and I were upstairs taking

a last hasty peek in the mirror.

"Hurry!" Marian whispered. "The guests

are beginning to arrive.

"Do I look all right?"

"Your new dress is adorable. I'm sure

Jim will propose to you tonight."

"Why, Marian! He won't do anything

of the sort! You know he just likes me

—

a little."

She laughed at my confusion, and I felt

myself blushing. She had guessed what was

in my heart and mind. Jim had been so

sweet to me these last few weeks. We had

gone to the theatre together and to dances

—and I began to feel that he cared for me
as I cared for him. Tonight, perhaps, I

would know. Tonight he might tell me
what I was aching to hear.

"Jim's in the library." Marian said. "Let's

surprise him.'

We tiptoed downstairs. Cautiously we
peered into the library—and my heart stood

still! There, in the shadowed privacy of

that room, Jim was embracing Peggy Lang!

I turned quickly and dashed upstairs,

Marian followed me.

"Now, look here!" she said. "You
mustn't let this upset you. You know that

Peggy is just a silly little vamp—and no

doubt she flirted with Jim as she flirts with

everyone."
I was utterly wretched, and I couldn't

hold back the tears that came flooding to

my eyes. Marian took my hand in hers.

"Let this be a warning, dear," she said.

"I know Jim likes you, but you'll lose him
unless you try harder to keep him."

"I've lost him already!" I cried bitterly.

"No, you haven't," she answered. "And
you will never lose him if—if . . .,

"If what?" I demanded.
"It's not easy to say, but I mean if you

Full Details on Request.

What Marion told her cousin is not really

a secret. Already thousands of women
have profited by the remarkable overnight way to

a new complexion. This unique overnight treat-

ment, discovered by the famous health specialist,

Susanna Cocroft, acts on the skin-pores while you

sleep.

The reason ordinary methods fail to produce results

is because they treat only the surface skin—not the

underneath skin, where the real trouble lies. But

this new treatment gets right to the very cause of

most skin blemishes. It quickly draws out all the

glorious charm, freshness and beauty that lies hidden

beneath even the most unattractive outer skin. The
clogged pores are cleansed, purged of their poisons.

Even after the first night a wonderful difference is

seen. Tired lines, oiliness, enlarged pores, sallow

ness, blemishes, sagging muscles—all should quickly

vanish.

A New Skin in

15 Days or No Cost!

Susanna Cocroft's amazing overnight treatment is

positively guaranteed to convince you in only 15

days that even a blemished, sallow, muddy complex-

ion can be made as' smooth and clear as a child's-

—

* * * or your money is instantly refunded on request, with

no questions or red tape of any kind.

Two weeks later Peggy gave a party at « your skin is rough coarse, leathery dull orawu wkm ia .fi s > P if ' i sallow; if it is disfigured by humiliating skin erup-
her house. I went with a singing heart and

tions such as pimp]es and blackheads; if the texture

a joyous new confidence in myself. My of your skin is spoiled by enlarged pores; if your

mirror told me that I now had a clear, skin is dry and scaly; if it is excessively oily, then

l 1-t i Ul • i j I^.Kt, fk-,i- T send at once for the interesting, illustrated 32-page
beautiful, unblemished complexion — that 1

booklet called »The Overnight Way to a New Com-
looked younger, fresher, prettier. All the plexion." It will tell all about this new quick

blemishes were gone, the crow's feet had method to beauty. No obligation. Mail coupon
. , , , . °. r .i i • n £f. TODAY, Thompson-Barlow Company, Dept. t-36.i,

vanished, the texture of the skin was soft
13Q Wes

'

t }Ut % t _ New York City

and smooth and firm. Marian's secret had — m
actually given me a new complexion for

Thompson . Bar!ow Co .', Inc ., Dept . F .363 .

the old, and 1 was no longer alraid ot
, 30 West 3ist streeti N ew York City.

Peggy or any one!
pleage send me your new book ..^ overnight Way to

I shall never forget how astonished Jim a New complexion." Also full details of the free proof

was when he saw me. "You look wonder' plan which enables me to test this new home treatment

ful!" he whispered, as soon as we were without risking a penny.

alone. "I never realized before how beau-
. r , .,, Name

titul you are!
But I'm not beautiful, of course. It's just my .. _ ....

beautiful new complexion that makes Jim think so!

A clear, Iresh, attractive skin makes even the plain-

est girl look pretty. City - Mate

make yourself look more dainty and attrac-

tive. Your complexion is not—well, whole-

some-looking. How can you expect to com-

pete with pretty girls like Peggy Lang when

you let your complexion get so—unsightly?"

I felt humiliated. But she was right, of

course. I knew only too well how unat-

tractive my skin was. Not only was it

coarse and blemished, but tiny crow's feet

were beginning to show around the eyes

—

the skin was oily—the pores enlarged. I

turned to her helplessly.

"What can I do? I've spent a fortune

on creams and lotions and massages. Noth-

ing seems to help. You once had a poor

complexion, Marian. What did you do to

get your skin so clear and smooth?"

Marian told me; and I listened in amaze-

ment. Like a pair of conspirators, we
planned to try her secret on my complexion;

and with a much lighter heart I went down
again to join the party.
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A Lovely Marcel
in 5 Minutes
Witk This
Marvelous

Invention!
Whether you belong
to the bobbed-hair bri-

gade or wear your hair

long, you can have a

glorious marcei, the envy of all, and snap it. It makes a beautiful and deep wave in a
your fingers at the professional hair dress- few minutes' time—needs no skill or out-
ers! The^ minute you have your own side assistance. It attains the right tempera-
"Superior"—the electric marcel waver we ture for the best results. It imparts an ex-

are telling you about—you are emanci- quisite wave of alluring loveliness, leaves
pated from the "tax" you've been com- the hair soft and lustrous—a glorious trans-
pelled to pay to beauty parlor hair dressers. formation into undulating waves and se-

Good gracious! Have you ever ductive curls of lasting beauty and charm.

stopped to figure up how much you can OllI* Amazing Offer:
save in a year by doing your own marcel- . ^ 6
ling? Just sharpen your pencil and see! The Coupon below is an out-and-
Enough to provide you with a lot of things out offer to let you try the "Superior
you would dearly love to have, that's sure! magic method without cost, for ten days
And on top of that you won't be tempted in the privacy of your own home. Send no
to neglect getting a marcel many times, money—just clip the coupon. The Waver
for "just one more day," because it's so is yours to use for 10 full days, without the
expensive. You will always have a fresh slightest obligation to keep it! Hand the
marcel and that confident feeling of look- postman a $3.95 deposit plus a few cents
ing your best every day in the week. when he delivers the Waver to you.

You'll be Delighted! Keep it and use it for 10 days—use
rp i . , , 1 ^ yourself—let your friends try it—test
lo see how quickly, easily and in any way you wish. Then if you are not
beautifully you_^_dre£s your hair with perfectly delighted with the results, sim-

ply send it back to us in 10 days
and we will return the $3.95 de-
posit without quibble or question.
Fair enough, don't you think?

Say! You're going to be so
delighted with this waver — so
thrilled with the joy of having
your hair beautifully marcelled
every single day—so happy over
the money it saves you—that you
wouldn't part with the little

if "Good Fairy" for many times its

this Electric Waver—yet "it's all delight- vi ,

cos
.

t! So cIip the "upon no
<f—r 11 • 11 \r i

uciiguu while this low price, no money down mtroduc-iuny simple! You -simply attach the tory offer is in effect—and mail it TODAY!
Waver to an electric light socket and SUPERIOR ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CO.
marcel your hair JUSt the way you want Dept. 29, 2208 Pine Street, St. Louis, Missouri

-—Fill Out And Mail Now! — — .

CT^TVTT^ SUPERIOR ELECTRIC PRODUCTS COMPANY,
oliiNIL/ Dept. 29, 2208 Pine Street, St. Louis, Missouri

TVTfA Please send the SUPERIOR Marcel Waver. I agree to deposit $3.05 (plus
l>v-' postage) with the postman when he delivers it. If I am not satisfied, I will

jyjQ-^-j^Y
return the outfit to >ou within 10 days and you are to refund my money.

Address

10 DAYS' Name
I'RIAL City State

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would you
JUse to know if you are adapted to this worl: ?

' Send
10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or Key to
Movie Acting Aptitude, and (ind whether or not you
are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel instruc-
tive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps today
A rT?e

{ ™^ t,n'' illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting
Included FREE.
FILM BUREAU Station 5 Jackson, Mich.

Try the New
Cuticura
Shaving! Stick

y~=^L\ Freely Lathering
^^g^yMcdidnal and Emollient

Vest pocket, Blue Steel Automa
tic; 7 shot; 1926 model; shoots
standard ammunition. Satisfaction

Guaranteed or money refunded.

Pay on Delivery Plus Postage. SEND
NO MONEY.

UNIVERSAL SALES CO.
259 Broadway Dept 88 New York

MUSIC LESSONS FREE

You can read music like this quickly

JflTPy "
,

ME- Write today for our FREE booklet.
It tells how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
ouitar. Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced players Your
only expense about 2c per day for music and postage used
AMERICAN SCHOOL of MUSIC,71 Lakeside Bldg.. CHICAGO

Gossip from Hollywood
{Continued from page 63)

are contemplating matrimony.
Warner Baxter came over to our table

to tell us of the good time he had down
in the West Indies, where he went with
Gilda Gray to make "Aloma of the South
Seas".

"Did you have a native girl?" asked Pat.
She would.

"Yes, I had my own native girl right
along with me," said Warner. "Winifred
went with me."
He meant Winifred Bryson, his wife.
"It is a gorgeous place," said Baxter.

"The only way we knew it wasn't heaven
was because of the fleas, flies and mosqui-
toes.^ They ate you up if you didn't watch
out."

Bob Leonard came with Gertrude Olm-
stead, and they danced together all evening,
and lovely Gertrude Astor was there with
her newest millionaire. Bert Lytell and
Claire Windsor came very late because Bert
is playing in a show down at the Mason;
Jack Dempsey and Estelle Taylor came, and
of course Blanche Sweet and Marshall
Neilan, and just scores of other beautiful
and celebrated people.
From there we went on to Bess Merc

dith's, where we found Kathleen Key with
her usual quota of noblemen, and where
we again had a chance to say hello to Jack
Dempsey and Estelle Taylor. Estelle is

dragging Jack around to a lot of parties
lately, and Jack seems to like it. They had
just come from Tia Juana that day, where
Estelle had won sixty dollars on the races.
She said she just played hunches, and
hadn't lost once.

Pat and I were up to dine with Jack and
Estelle, the other night, by the way. Jack
had a new combination reducing-exercising
machine in his gymnasium, and he made
every one of us try it!

But coming back to Bess's party: we
found poor little Kathleen Clifford with her
nose all red and swollen. It seemed some
rude Charlestoner had accidentally fallen
against her, and she had to go home with
the member in a sling.

Just about everybody dropped in for sup'
per and a dance.

Speaking of Kathleen Clifford, she gave
a nice Cat Party not long ago—one that
was unique. It was a Turkish Bath Party,
and of course only girls were present. Her
bathroom was rigged up for Turkish bath
purposes, and one by one the girls went
in, were steamed and rubbed by the mas-
seuse engaged by Kathleen, and then came
out to otherwise beautify themselves with
mud packs on their faces or with different
sorts of cream bedecking their speaking
countenances. Their fans never would have
known them.
Norma Talmadge wore a mud pack that

was of a sickly green color, and Constance
had on a ghastly white cream. Claire
Windsor put on pajamas she brought with
her, and just would be beautiful no matter
who hated her for it!

A lot of the girls stayed all night, some
sleeping sweetly on cushions in the living-
room after the rub-down and the nice sup-
per which Kathleen had prepared for them.

One of the nicest parties of the new year
was given as a house warming by

Hedda Hopper.
Hedda has just moved into her own sweet

little Italian villa, and she has such a genius
for home-making that, though she had been
in the place only a week, it seemed as full
of charming vibrations as though she had
been there for years.
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Sure Success

andRobustHealth
Thru ThisAmazingMethodfA

I have reached the mountain top of my ambition. I have made

a great deal of money. I have built up my body to almost physical

perfection. And now I can do the thing I always have desired—

I can distribute to every man and woman the amazing secret that

has brought me health, happiness, and money, and thus do a work

that will be of perpetual benefit to mankind. Accept my wonderful

free offer by simply mailing the coupon below.

DAVID V. BUSH
America's Foremost
Lecturer and Author

on Psychology

IF
you are discouraged and blue—if you

want to get out of the rut and glimpse

a fresh, heartening view of achievement

—if you want to climb to even greater

heights than you even had hoped for—if

you want to be free from nervousness, wor'

ries and mental depression—if you want to

conquer fear, timidity and self'consciousness

—if you long for business advancement, so-

cial conquests and robust, glowing, vibrant

health—then here is the most amazing mes-

sage you've ever read!

For, no matter what your ailment-—re'

gardless of how long you've been in a rut

mentally or physically—no matter how many
other methods have failed to help you—

I

guarantee to show you the way to obtain

robust health—nerve vitality—mental power
and real joyous happiness. What's more,

I can show you the easy, quick, sure way to

make more money, than perhaps you ever

expected!

No Mystery — No Guess Work
There is nothing mysterious, nothing hard

to understand about my method. It's simply

the result of my 20 years intensive study and

experience. I was once a poor, ailing mini-

ster. Today I have plenty of money, glow-

ing health and hosts of friends. And I did

it all by simply harnessing a powerful, dy-

namic, elemental force within me—a health-

bringing, money-getting force which you,

too, can now deveolp without any drudgery,

experiment or tedious waiting—without cost-

ly mistakes or any trusting to blind chance

—without any lessons to practice or any
magic catch-words to repeat or without any
exercise, discomfort or self-denial!

Amazing Results Come Quickly

The moment you apply my marvelous new
teachings you experience a sensation of

power, mental alertness and physical well-

being. You begin to think straight and
quickly; you eliminate discordant or nega-

tive thoughts; you banish worry, nervous-

ness, fear; you overcome timidity, self-con-

sciousness and self-pity; you acquire charm
and magnetic personality, you become cour-

ageous, strong and confident; you surmount
all obstacles, avoid mistakes, overcome hered-

itary handicaps—you tap the reservoirs of

amazing unused powers within you— and
make yourself a king among men!
When I first began revealing my method

in public lectures, thousands came from
great distances to hear them — but many
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Psycho-Analysis and the Subconscious
How to Have Amazing Memory
How to Destroy Fear—Man's Worst
Enemy — The Unseen World

What Is Love and How to Keep It

How to Develop Personality
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How to Overcome Failure and Ad-

verse Environment
How to 8e Beautiful Through Mys-

terious Force
Vibration — How to Win Success

—

How to Conquer Illness

Poverty a Disease—How to Over-
come It

How to Double Your Efficiency

Visualization — How to Make Your
Dreams Come True

The Mastery of Fate
How to Use Suggestion for Health,
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and Full of Pep

thousands more were
turned away from the

great theatres and audi-

toriums because even

these vast halls could

not accommodate a

fraction of those who
are eager to hear the

amazing secret of my
success!

And almost imme-
diately after each lec-

ture came reports of as-

tonishing results. Sick,

worn-out men and
women had regained

their old-time energy

and vitality; men and
women whose lives

were almost wrecked

by long-drawn out ner-

vous and physical ail-

ments had overcome
their troubles and be-

gan walking about in

glorious health with
hardly a trace of any
aches or pains.

But perhaps the most
remarkable reports of

all come from people who have been helped

in business and in social life. Men and

women who were in a rut for years have

jumped the barrier and climbed into posi-

tions paying double or triple their former

salaries. And thousands of others whose

lives were continually harrassed by dark

fears, worries, unhappiness— have acquired

the secret of mental poise and courage, have

banished the negative qualities that kept

them back and have emerged from near-

failure to complete and glorious success!

Read My Secret FREE
So great has been the demand for my lec-

tures in all the big cities that many thous-

ands of people from other parts of the coun-

try who could not possibly attend, have
urged me to write a book revealing my
secret of power.

This I have done in an absorbing, inter-

esting volume entitled "APPLIED PSY-
CHOLOGY AND SCIENTIFIC LIVING".
It is a book which has lifted thousands of

men out of mediocrity and placed them into

a stage of triumphant happiness. Many have
headed for fortunes from the powers and
inspiration gained from just a few pages of

this wonderful volume. Salaries have been

raised overnight — big

business deals have been
put over — new ideas

have been created —
new plans that meant
thousands of dollars

have been formulated

—simply as a result of

a single reading of por-

tions of the astonishing

volume!
If you seek the pow-

er to sway men and
women to think as you
do—if you want to

overcome obstacles that

hold you back—if you
want the secrets o f

making people like you—if you long for life's

luxuries— love — con-
tentment— and robust,

glowing health — then
don't miss this big
chance of reading this

marvelous book—

-

FREE!
Be the sole judge.

I Mail the coupon and
the book will be sent

at once. Simply read it for 5 days and at

the
s
end of that time if you find it the most

inspiring, most valuable means to obtain
health, wealth and
happiness send u s

only $3.50. Other-
wise return the book
and you will not owe
me a penny. But be-

gin to enjoy the bene-

fit of this amazing
new power at once.
Mail the coupon to-

day. David V. Bush,
Publisher, Dept. 603,
225 N. Michigan
Blvd., Chicago, 111.

FdAVID V. BUSH, Publish

1
225 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Please send me a copy of "Applied Psychology 1

iand Scientific Living." for approval. Within 5 days -

1 will either remit the full price of $3.50 or return I

the book and will owe you nothing.

! Remittances must accompany all foreign and U.S.
possession orders.

Name

Address..
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Can this I

Beautiful Girl be the

MONSTER?
What Mysterious Motives f
Inspired Her Awful Deeds %

ASHARP click and Cleek was on her
like a leaping cat! "Caught you," he

snarled. Astounded we stared at this
gentle-looking girl. Could that soft hand
of hers have sent five men to horrible
deaths! Was this really the nameless
monster who held whole cities in terror?
What was her true identity?
What connection had the crucifix over

her bed with the mysterious symbols on the
dead man's hand? What uncanny means
did she employ that left no trace and
baffled the shrewdest detectives?
You can learn the answer to this amazing

tale and a host of equally thrilling, exciting
mystery stories by sending today for

The International
ADVENTURE LIBRARY
TN all literature you can find nothing
-1 equalling these fifteen volumes for weird

mysterj' and adventure — lor here are
not just good mystery and adventure
stories by the world's most gifted
authors—but their recognized greatest
works only.

World-wide is their sweep.
With amazing swiftness you pass from
one thrilling episode to another, from
seething India to lanatical Morocco,
from staid old England to the mys-
terious isles of the Pacific.

Here, indeed, are stories so well told
you will delight in reading them over
and over again

—

Dracula; Tales of
Sherlock Holmes; Return of Sherlock
Holmes; The Abandoned Room;
Arsene Lupin; The Confessions of
Arsene Lupin; The Teeth of the Tiger;
The Crystal Stopper'; The Hollow
Needle; The Devil's Admiral; Cleek of
Scotland Yard; Cleek, The Master De-
tective; The While Waterfall; The Un-
seen Hand; The Radium Terrors.

Eleven long novels and
fifty-three short stories by the world's
greatest adventure writers: Sir A.
Conan Doyle; Bram Stoker; Wads-
worth Camp; Maurice Leblanc;
Frederick Ferdinand Moore; Thomas
W. Hanshew; Clarence H. New;
Albert Dorrington—all yours at a
bargain if you mail the coupon today.
Beautifully bound in rich-looking Ma-
roon de Luxe Vellum with gold titles.

Priced Sor Quick Sale
Only a limited number of these seta
are left, and we have priced them
especially low for quick sale. Avoid
disappointment, mail the coupon now.

10 Days Free Inspection
You needn't send a cent. If

set fails to delight you, re-
turn it in ten davs at
our expense. Simply
send the bargain
coupon today. a

f 3-26 ^

f Dept36A I

W. R. Cald-

well & Co.

30 Irving PL, N.Y.

FREE
IS you mail
coupon today

This famous Gurkha
Kukri of solid brass, 6'A ii

long, is an exact replica of

t hat used bv the Hindu soldiers

in the World War and so graph-
lcally described by Kipling. ,v
A rare curio to have and use-
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<3>° Please sendme all
papcr-welKht or a protec- V
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tlon or. occasion-but ^ Internttiona Adven-
you must act today.

ture Library in 15 vol-

<5 umes, beautifully bound
Dept. 36A ,0 in dark Maroon de Luxe
W R CMwM / Vellum stamped in gold. If
n. n. uimweu / not more thJm delighted with

on i di the books 1 will return them atM Irving Yl V your expense within 10 days. If

N.Y. \" satisfied, I will send you S1.00
,y promptly, and Immediately receive

^ the famous Gurkha Kukri free, and
will pay thebaloneeatthe rateof S1.00

+ a month for only 10 months.
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Street.

.

City State.
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»FOR CASH IN FULL SEND $15.9Sa

SGREENLAND
Miss Hopper is awfully popular, and her

house was simply jammed from three P.M.

untill three A.M. You danced in the big

hall, if you wanted to, or you listened to

Walter Pidgeon sing in the cozy drawing-
room. Later we ate a nice buffet supper.

"To serve a buffet supper and have every-

thing nice and hot and everybody get just

what he or she wants, takes a genius," re-

marked Patsy to John Roche, who was hav-
ing chicken a la \ing.

"Just for tonight," said John, who is

just starting out on his free-lance career,

and promised himself to fast all day tomor-
row.

Charlie Ray and Mrs. Ray dropped in.

He said that he was just on the second leg

of his career, grinned, said he "hoped no-

body would pull that leg!"

Over in a corner Patsy Ruth Miller and
Aileen Pringle were both flirting with Matt
Moore, though Matt didn't seem to know
he was being flirted with, but kept right on
talking about football.

Carmelita Geraghty was one of the belles

of the ball as usual, having wit and brains

as well as looks. She told us about how
she and Donald Ogden Stewart had gone
to John Drinkwater's reception, and how
she and Stewart had decided to giggle in-

stead of being brow-ish.

"John Drinkwater came over to see what
it was all about. We got to talking, and
what do you think he wanted to know?
Whether we knew Jack Dempsey, and
would we introduce him to the champ?"

Florence Vidor was there with George
Fitzmaurice, whom she is supposed to be
going to marry some day, and Ronald Col-

man strayed in by himself, and so did John
Barrymore and a lot of other celebrities.

CC-ftt keeps right on raining baby-showers

JI in Hollywood," declared Patsy.

"What do you mean?" I asked. Not
that Pat usually means much of anything,
but it is just as well to ask her what she
means, because she will tell you anyhow,
and it keeps her in good humor if you
inquire.

"Well, you know we are invited to Mrs.
Tom Mix's baby-shower for Mrs. Monte
Blue, don't you?" Pat demanded.

"Oh, well, Mrs. Mix doesn't need any
excuse nor any reason for inviting me," I

said, "I wouldn't miss one of her parties

for anything."
"Enough baby clothes are being given

away at these Filmland infant showers to

clothe twins or even triplets," remarked
Patsy. "It's just tempting Providence, I

say!"

Mrs. Eddie Carewe's gift was a hand-
some Indian baby blanket, and in the pack-
age was a note

—

"From one Indian to an-
other!" Both Eddie Carewe and Monte
Blue have Indian blood in their veins, and
both their wives are awaiting the stork.

Mrs. Mix's new home is on top of one
of those beautiful Beverly Hills eminences.
It is a sort of Italian palace, with a wide
marble-paved corridor running from the
front entrance to the terrace at the back.
Tom Mix arrived before we left, and de-

clared that he does hk skating on this

marble floor.

Mrs. Mix told us she was going abroad
again, and all alone this time. She doesn't

mean to have the life smashed out of her
by crowds again, as she had when she went
with Tom.
We played bridge after lunch, and Mrs.

Conrad Nagle proved to be a regular sharp
at the business.

Norma Talmadge gave a pork-chop-and-
sauerkraut party, the other night, and

invited Sid Grauman, who hates this sort

of food. However, he came, rather late.

"And he ate it and liked it!" commented

Mrs. Clarence Brown, who was one of the

guests.

And even after such a supper, Norma
could still Charleston. She looks very pic-

turesque doing it, with that kinky "Kiki"
hair of hers.

The Talmadge sisters aren't going about
much to parties these days. They spent

their New Year's Eve rather quietly at the

Coronado Hotel, and went over to Tia
Juana on New Year's Day. They are

mourning the death of their father, and of
their grandmother.

Marion Davies gave a perfectly gor-

geous costume ball the other night,

and about three hundred persons were there,

nearly all of them screen notables. The ball

was held at the Ambassador Hotel, in the
Fiesta Room.

"I never did see anything quite so gor-

geous as the decorations of the room and
the costumes," confided Patsy, as we entered
with a group of friends, including Marion
herself.

"Just how anybody manages, as Marion
does, to make this place home sweet home
to everybody, I don't know," Pat went on.

"But each fellow feels that this party is

given just in his honor and is enjoying him-
self accordingly."

People say that it is ridiculous not being
able to identify other people in odd dresses,

but Pat and I would never have known
Virginia Valli or Claire Windsor or even
Marion herself without a close look, and
as for the men-—well, how could anybody
know Bert Lytell as a Spaniard? Though
of course Doug Fairbanks, who • went as

"Don Q," looked quite natural.

Wandering through the tropical garden
which the room represented, we met Charlie
Chaplin, who came dressed as Napoleon.
"My gracious, just look at Charlie!" ex-

claimed Patsy.

I did look. Napoleon had taken to

Charlestoning! However, Charlie isn't very
good at it, and just at the moment when •

everybody was watching him, he stumbled
and lost a shoe!

Everybody romped and thoroughly en-

joyed himself and herself, with King Vidor,
Marshal Neilan and Jerry Miley kidding
around especially. These three pretended
to be playing football with some discouraged
balloons that escaped the general dissolution,

and did a fine tackle in the midst of the
floor in spite of their dignified, Middle-ages
costumes.

Bebe Daniels, though just out of bed fol-

lowing her accident, when she rolled off her
bicycle under a big automobile when doing
a stunt for her picture, came as Joan of
Arc. She looked awfully pale, but very
pretty. Marion is a very special friend of
hers, and she said that she just wouldn't
have missed the party for anything. She
had, indeed, dragged herself out of bed to

come.

Virginia Valli came as a Russian dancer,

and looked too lovely for anything, While
Norma Talmadge assumed the same role.

Lillian Gish came dressed as Mimi from
"LaBoheme" , and Mary Pickford wore a
Queen Elizabeth gown.

John Barrymore became a tramp for the

evening, and seemed to be enjoying himself

hugely, forgetting all about his usual ennui.

Carmelita Geraghty and Elinor Glyn
both came as Spanish ladies!

t£
iqp<HE younger set are going to get up a

JL new Sixty Club," Patsy told me the

other day, as we were having tea at the

Biltmore with Harry Crocker. "Nobody
over twenty-one is eligible to belong."

"Oh, well," 1 retorted, "That won't be
hard. Just think how many ol the girls

are permanently twentv-one!"



Clever Letters of the Stars

(Continued from page 29)

"Figuring out a new story for Lon
Chaney is something like doping out inter'

national relations by what Congress does.

You lay it all out, then turn it upside down,

take out a bit of the middle, shuffle situa-

tions like a deck of cards — and then

Chaney turns it down anyhow."

When us girls get to gossiping together,

we produce something li\e this:

"My dear, you should have seen the way
Bert Roach made up for the party! He
looked like a Main Street sheik with a

mouth like a buttonhole and ears like mud-
guards! I don't know how he ever fixed

his face that way and then got it back to

normalcy again."

—

Renee Adoree to Elean-

or Boardman.

Or this:

"Tony Gaudio, the cameraman, played a

mean joke on Dr. Willis the other day.

You know how he hurt his hand. Well,

Dr. Willis treated it, and Tony asked him,

every now and then, if it would be as good

as it was before. Dr. Willis always an-

swered that it would.
" 'Will I be able to play the piano?'

asked Gaudio.
" 'Surely you will— as soon as we take

off the bandages!' said the doctor.
" 'That's interesting—I never could be-"

fore!' said Gaudio."— Marion Davies to

J^lorma Talmadge.

But can't men be cats, too? Well say

so! Listen to these:

"The other day we were joking about

cutters and their work. 'A cutter,' re-

marked John Gilbert, 'slices out a lot of

scenes and pieces the film together into a

connected story— and then takes all that's

left on the floor and splices it together to

make a picture for Timbuctoo.'
" 'Well,' remarked Tony D'Algy, 'thank

heaven there's one country I'm a star in,

anyway!' "—Ramon J^ovarro to Mae Busch.

Or:

"And so we all went over to the Ambas-
sador and heard the assistant directors eat

soup."—Lon Chaney to Edward Connelly.

Or again:

"When God makes a comedian He usual-

ly makes a man, but assembles him out of

I

spare parts— ears the wrong size, eyes that

belong in another fellow . . . one of those

jobs like the clothes of the last man up

in a location tent. — Busier Keaton to

Charles Ray.

Excerpt from a letter written to Charles

Ray by Lew Cody, anent the servant prob-

lem:

"The new valet has an enormous ability

for dodging work; and he looks something

like you, too.

"Sv.ffering'y yours,

"Lew."

(jT J\[ext month Screenland will

have another " golden portrait
"

cover. Mary Pic\ford herself

posed for it.

Warner Bros. Present

Dolores Costello

Above—In "The Little

Irish Qirl"

Below—In "Bride of

the Storm"

The ^west and brightest

Star in the iMovie Heavens

'VTEVER before has a screen player

^ been as spontaneously lifted to

the pedestal of stardom as this

beautiful and fascinating daughter

of Maurice Costello, famous star of

the old Vita&raph days.

In the two pictures in which she has

appeared in important roles, leading critics

throughout the country singled her out

with the most lavish praise. She has built

up a following of admirers overnight. She

is today the most interesting personality in

the screen world.

Warner Bros, take pleasure in announcing

that Miss Costello will be starred in the

future in Warner Productions.

With John

Barrymore in "The
Sea Beast"
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A Sweet Stomach!
What a pity when youth and vitality are set

at naught by a disordered stomach, and bad
breath! Don't have them at any age! Hearty
eaters—hard smokers— high livers—find
Stuart's a boon and blessing!

Eat what you wish. Drink what you like.
Then chew a Stuart tablet. That gives the
stomach sufficient alkaline; the result is a sweet
stomach, serene digestion, no pains, no gas.

Full Box FREE!
Every druggist has Stuart's tablets, 25c and

60c. Or, a full box pee if you write the F. A.
Stuart Co., Dept. 104, Marshall, Mich. Get
a metal box of Stuart's for the pocket—and
keep it filled ! A new stomach for twenty-five cents

STUARTS
DYSPEPSIA TABLETS

Only Conn
Qives You these Features,

FOR quick success and
lasting satisfaction

choose aConn saxophone.

Its exclusive features en'

able you to win both
pleasure and profit play
ing the music you like

best. Remember only
with a Conn you get the
improved key system,

patented tuning device,

integral sockets with
rolled edges, straight mouthpipe and
above all, the new Comvfoil pads;

features which make Conn the choice
of world-famous artists.

Free Trial—Easy Payments
Conn is the only maker of every instrument
for the band. Send now for free book describing
Conn features in detail; mention instrument.

C.G.Conn.Ltd., 484 ConnBldg.,Elkhart,lnd.

Orcntr '.t Bar.
oain Ever Offered

6-Shot Finest
Perfected Revolver
Sells elsewhere at $15.00. Quick
aB a flash, safe, great penetrating*^ _
power and true marksmanship. Blue steel or \
nickeled, 3a, 32, 25 or 22 caliber, all same

]
price. Satisfaction or money back. SEND I

NO MONEY. Pay postman on arrival $6.25
plus postage. Federal Maii Order Corp.

414 Broadway NewYorkCity Dept. XI30

Hollywood Says "Real Love or Nothing"— from page 27

attitudes of sentiment. The gestures of love
have been left with the movie make'up at
the studio. At this dinner, where Wealth
spreads luxuries on tables fit for princes,
there is as host Sincerity, and the attendant
haidmaidens are mutual understanding, re-

spect and partnership.

It is no place, this Hollywood, for erring
and forgiving. Here wanderers return to

chill and barren homes. The chalice of
mutual happiness, once broken, may never
again be pressed by lips that have whispered
Judas words. When you go, you stay— in
Hollywood.
They get divorces, yes; but do not think

they are ashamed of it. Rather they live
to justify their standards. Perhaps forgive'

ness and not divorce is a yet higher mode
of life, but it is not Hollywood's way.

Unless marriage is cast from the metal of
perfect love, the ringing, heavenly tone of
joy can never be sounded.

The highest standard of married life in
America is in Hollywood.

There they do not fear the lingering
glance nor worry o'er the sly caress. Mere
physical gestures in Screendom are meaning-
less. They are work, and, as such, are
studied and rehearsed.
And so it is that freedom has come to

the movie makers.
True love is such a simple, beautiful

thing. Do you ask what? True love is

Faith, Trust, Belief.

Bill Colling's Reviews— from page 59

villains than when George shoots down the
lone smuggler who is trying to make his es'

cape in a rowboat. The latter episode had
the ring of plausibility, but the former had
the big thrill; and thrill and punch are the
things which make enthusiasm on the part
of serial addicts.

Just for good measure, "a kindly Pathe
gentleman .spirited me upstairs to a small
hidden projection room and ran off for me
several chapters of another Pathe serial,

"The Green Archer', which has been in cir-

culation for some weeks. This one is a
mystery play in which a very blood-curdling
villain keeps a woman prisoner in a large
castle on the Hudson. A certain archery
expert haunts the place at night and arrows
off various characters at psychological mo-
ments; but as all the other people, including
the hero, heroine and assorted players, are
also experts in archery, the audience is kept
mystified as to the identity of the murderer
right up to the end.

It's all very spooky and thrilling, and as

the suspense is maintained through every
reel in various not-too-improbable ways, it

holds interest at a high pitch. It's far and
away the best serial I've seen, though that
doesn't mean much from a critical stand-
point; it will prove good entertainment to
everybody except the professional high-
brows and movie scoffers.

Viewing these assorted thrills, I couldn't
help thinking of the days when we used
to sneak out behind the spring house with
the current week's copy of Nick Carter's
adventures concealed in our britches. The
plots and the thrills in those old nickle ex-

citers were exactly of the same type as the
modern serial photoplay; but in those good
old days we were on the receiving end of
a stout slipper if we were caught with the
goods, while today mothers .send the kids to

the movies to get rid of them for the after-

noon.
Stepping from serials to a series is a

longer hop than the spelling would indi-

cate, especially when the series is such a
high-class offering as the "Famous Melody"
group which John Fitzpatrick has made.
You may have seen some of the two-reelers

of his former series, the "Famous Music
Masters", highly enjoyable sidelights on the
lives and romances of the great composers.
The new series is built around the songs

which everyone knows, the melodies and
folk tunes of every country which have be-

come favorites all over the world. "Songs
of Ireland" is the first. It tells the story
of a charming colleen and her lover, and
at appropriate spots in the action, the old
songs are introduced. Thus when the girl,

discovering an elderly swain making love to
her widowed mother, asks the hero if he too

will love her when she grows old, he war-
bles "Believe Me, if All Those Endearing
Young Charms". As they wander at twi-
light along the banks of a beautiful lake,
what could be more natural than that they
should burst into song about the peaceful
charm of "Killarney"? And when the old
mother gives her son her blessing, you quite
naturally expect him to eulogize her in the
song " Mother Machree ". " The Low
Backed Car" and other favorites are also
brought in, together with some spirited
dancing to familiar Irish jig tunes.

Two other parts of the series have been
completed at the moment of writing this,

"Songs of Scotland" and "Songs of Eng-
land". Each one follows the procedure of
the first, and we hear the good old melodies
and see them introduced at proper moments
in romantic and lovely settings. It's a peach
of an idea and one which will certainly find
favor among movie patrons. Little Peggy
Shaw, a charming lass who has been cavort-
ing in the Follies, is the girl in each case,
and the producer himself plays the hero.
Each picture was made in the country of
the title, amid the most picturesque and
artistic scenes that have ever been shown
on the screen. The entire series, if the same
standard is maintained, will be a delightful
treat for moviegoers. Mr. Fitzpatrick is

now making "Songs of the Northern States"
and "Songs of the Southern States" in
which will be incorporated all the good old
ditties dear to the hearts of Americans.
He will follow these with films built around
the folk songs of France, Germany, Russia
and so on. If you are at all sentimental
and if the old melodies touch a responsive
chord in your heart, don't miss this series.

And while I'm on the subject of serials
and series and such things, I mustn't forget
a feature play I saw a short time ago called
"Queen of Diamonds", for although this
one is complete in six reels, it certainly
comes under the head of serial thrillers.

It's a crook melodrama starring Evelyn
Brent, and it contains all the lurid hokum
that ever was put into a chapter play.
Stolen gems, murder, kidnapping, mistaken
identity and all the other old serial standbys
have been run ragged in this one, with the
heroine getting into and out of desperate
situations with the regularity of an insur-
ance payment coming due. Some of it is

entertaining, but most of it is so shot with
bunk that, except for its .speed, it has noth-
ing worth mentioning in the way of enter-
tainment.

Now that I'm all steamed up with serials

1^ feel ready for any desperate adventure, so
I'm going home and take that flivver out
for another ride.
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The Stage Coach
(Continued from page 62)

The latter, however, were a group of col'

lege students who were under the impres-

sion that she was their favorite yell.

Herbert Stothart and George Gershwin
are responsible for the music, and rattling

good music it is, too. Otto Harbach and
Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd, did the book by

the simple process of taking the story of

"Rose-Marie" and substituting a mouji\

every time the first script called for a mem-
ber of the Royal Mounted. And yet, if

they stuck to formula, it is a good formula.

And if part of the dialogue be banal—as

it be—it is because the conventions of the

stage almost insist that it be so; and any-

body who kicks at the plot ought to be

compelled to go and see the opera every

night. Yet some people will keep on think-

ing that the plot of "Manon Lescaut" or

"Aida" is better simply because they do not

understand all the words.

Greek Evans, whose fine voice used to be

heard at New York's Capitol Theater, has

an important role and sings well. Tessa

Kosta is the featured player and, while her

voice is good, we are among those who are

unfavorably stirred by her—for want of a

better word, acting. Guy Robertson makes
a nice enough hero, and Ula Sharon does

some lovely dancing. And even if this pic-

ture of Russian life has moments when it is

strangely unlike Chekov, its humor being
strictly that of Forty-second Street, it is im-

mensely worth seeing.

Mr. Booth Tarkington— and, inci-

dentally, if you haven't read his lat-

est volume, Women, drop everything, in-

cluding these fascinating pages we write,

and do so at once—wrote a book called

Seventeen. It was a fine book. It was then

turned into a grand play, a nice movie and
now it has been turned into a musical com-
edy. Mr. Tarkington is going to have it

done as a painting next, we understand.

Dorothy Donnelly has made the musical

adaptation, which is now being exhibited at

the Eltinge under the title of "Hello Lola!"

and has preserved very little of the Tarking-
ton spirit. But that may not be altogether

her fault: the ideal man for the job would
have been Tarkington himself.

As it is, Genesis and his dog Clematis are

still on the job, but Genesis, as portrayed
by Jay C. Flippen, sings suggestive songs
that are, it may as well be admitted, funny,
but not of the Tarkington variety of humor.
Richard Keene, as the immortal Willie Bax-
ter, is no Gregory Kelly, but is fair enough,
while his sister Jane is capably handled by
Marjorie White. In the new version Jane
does a Scotch dance, so you can see for

yourself that Miss Donnelly didn't just sit

down and copy the Tarkington book. She
didn't, and more's the pity.

The baby-talking Lola Pratt is played by
Edythe Baker, a young thing who plays the
piano well enough and acts something ter-

rible. There's a pretty good song called

"My Baby Talk Lady" and there's some
cute dancing by a bunch of spirited boys
and girls. Seymour Felix put on the dances.
If you can just forget Tarkington and want
to see a group of good fast steppers, you
may like this show. Otherwise, read
Women. Or reread Seventeen.

THE seventh annual "Greenwich Village

Follies", presented by A. L. Jones and
Morris Green, like all its predecessors, lacks

a bit in humor, but for all that it is well

worth the price of admission. Its main de-

fects are those of Hassard Short, who con-
ceived and staged it. Mr. Short is fond of

|
25c Sample F1R.KE See Coupon^

j

xcess Fat
In This Pleasant Way

No abnormal exercise or diet. People are now using

a million boxes yearly. Druggists guarantee it

You should learn what millions know
about an easy, pleasant way to reduce.

You see the results in slender figures

wherever you look today. Your own
friends can tell you about them. Excess

fat is now the exception, slenderness is

the vogue.

The way is prompt and pleasant. It

has proved itself for 18 years. So> many
have used it and told others about it

that people are now taking over 100,000

boxes monthly. It is so reliable that ev-

ery druggist now signs a guarantee.

Try it at our cost. Then consult some
of the users who are all about you. Fat

is a blight to style and beauty, health and

fitness. It is very unpopular today. It

has no excuse.

The Modern Way
This modern, scientific way is Mar-

mola Prescription Tablets. Simply take

four a day. No abnormal exercise or

diet is required.

Marmola combats the cause of the

trouble, which usually lies in a gland.

It reduces weight to just the point de-

sired, and that normal weight continues.

The method is not secret. Our books

publish every ingredient. Every user

knows just what she is taking, how ; t

icts and why.

The Tragedy of Fat

MARMOLA
Prescription Tablets

The Pleasant Way to Reduce
Supplied by all druggists at $1 per

box. Send this coupon for a 25c sample
free, our latest books and our guarantee.
Cl»e it now.

Thank You for Keeping Thin

Reduction is not too rapid. It rarely

exceeds a pound a day. So the body ad-

justs itself to new conditions. Wrinkles

are avoided.

Our guarantee, which your druggist

signs, warrants you that within 45 days

you'll be completely satisfied.

A Duty to Yourself
Every man or woman who is over-fat

should learn about Marmola. Fat crowds

the heart, checks the circulation, reduces

longevity. It makes one conspicuous in

these days when slenderness is the

vogue.

Strenuous exercise and restricted diet

can bring results, of course. But the way
is hard and risky. It may overtax the

heart or lead to malnutrition.

Consider this better way. Learn what
it has. done for millions, and for 18

years. People who> know the facts are

taking 100,000 tablets daily. Judge if you
wish to join them.

The coupon will bring the samples

free, our books and our guarantee. Clip

it now, in fairness to yourself.

MARMOLA
2-235 Genera! Motors Bldg.

DETROIT, MICH.

25c Sample !

Free
Mail Coupon

Send No Money

1 334
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Your Mirror Tells The Story

DO YOU WANT TO FULLY DEVELOP
THE CHARMS WITH WHICH NATURE
HAS ENDOWED YOU?

"EVERYWOMAN'S gi
andbeauty^

h

Provides A Solution Of Your Desires

PERSONAL BEAUTY is the inherent right of every
woman and this wonderful, invaluable book, compiled

by eminent health and beauty experts is the one guide
that points the way to the attainment of perfect health
and development of entrancing and fascinating beauty.
EVERYWOMAN'S GUIDE TO HEALTH AND
BEAUTY consists of more than 350 pages. It is ap-
proximately seven by ten inches in size, exquisitely bound
in blue grain art leather, title stamped in gold, profusely
illustrated with portraits of the world's most beautiful
women, charts and guides for massage and exercises. It

presents a volume of truly invaluable content to anyone
interested in improving or developing personal appear-
ance.

Let This Be Your Guide To Health and Beauty
The contents embrace the care and development of the
figure, special articles cr\ outdoor life, recreative and
health-giving sports, pastimes, and exercises. It describes
fully and completely as to the care of the hair, skin,
features, hand, feet, and every part of the human form
with scientific and expert advice by Dr. Royal Samuel
Copeland and other scientists and experts on all matters
pertaining to the gaining and maintaining of health and
beauty. Its contents include innumerable formulas for
lot ions, powders, and other forms of toilet accessories suit-
able for your individual needs.

Send your order now. Price, while the edition lasts, $2.00—delivered anywhere in the U. S. Orders for Canada,
Mexico or other countries subject to additional charge.

Screenland Book Department
236 West 55th Street New York, N. Y.

allegories and prefers two allegories to one
joke. Now, we like allegories as well as
anybody—anybody, that is, except Hassard
Short—but we can take 'em or leave 'em.

So that, with six or seven allegories in a
row, the show gets off to a bad start, but
manages to recover. In the first place, it

has Tom Howard, one of the really great
comics; then it has Renie Riano, who dc
lights in looking so homely that you don't
believe her; then it has Florence Moore,
who, alas! has scant material, but is always
a good knockabout comedienne; it has
Frank Mclntyre, who enunciates clearly in
Kalmar and Ruby's song, "'The Window
Cleaners". The latter, by the way, in spite

of one terrible rhyme or two, is one of the
most original concepts we have ever listened
to.

Tom Howard, playing the title role in a
sketch called "The Spy", does well enough
to make you forget the allegories. Jane
Green sings her repertoire of hot songs so
well that you can forget a song called "Life
is Like a Toy Balloon". Irene Delroy is

nice to look upon, and there is a finale that
doesn't let you walk out on it.

IT is entirely possible that by the time this

greets your eyes "Sweetheart Time" will

be a pretty good dancing show. When we
saw it, it had all the makings, but lacked
somewhat. The main fault was with the
book that Harry B. Smith had managed to
make out of Willie Collier's famous farce,

"Teener Say Die". The book will probably
be the same as the one that fell upon our
ears, but the dancing will be even better;
and that is saying a lot. Besides, Mary
Milburn will no longer be the heroine, and
that is saying even more. For Miss Mil'
burn, though personable, is only that. Eddie
Buzzell does very well, thank you, in the
role of the hero, and Marion Saki lends her
Japanesey charm to the show. The dancing
is, as hinted above, paced and pleasant, and
there is a song called, "The Girl in Your
Arms", with lyrics by the ubiquitous Irving
Caesar and music by Jay Gorney, who
should soon be just as ubiquitous if he keeps
up to this standard.

OUR adjectives are usually fairly well
limited. "Swell", "grand" and "terri'

ble" go a long way with us. So we are
stumped for one to describe Eugene
O'Neill's "The Great God Brown".

But we do know that it is one of the
best things we have ever witnessed in the
theater. There have been complaints of
late that O'Neill is slipping, and your cor'
respondent has been among the complainers.
"Desire Under the Elms" and "The Foun-
tain" had their moments, but they were mo-
ments in hours of dreariness.

But with "The Great God Brown",
O'Neill steps right back to the place that
he won with "The Emperor ]ones" and
"The Hairy Ape". It is a play of the dual
personality that is in each one of us, and it

has in it pity and understanding for both
personalities. It is to the .stage what Ca-
bell's ]urgen was to literature. We happen
to regard Jurgen as the greatest book of
the twentieth century, so that gives you a
slight idea of how we feel about "The Great
God Brown".

It is played with masks, but don't let that
scare you. Its symbolism is made easy, so
that a child may understand. It is no mys'
tical message that O'Neill brings; he speaks
in no cryptic tones; he merely has a thrill'

ing story to tell and an interesting way of
telling it. If that's what you don't like,

stay away.

The Theatre Guild offers a symbolistic
play, "The Goat Song", as its fourth

production of the season. But again here
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is symbolism that only a moron can not
decipher; and again, here is a splendid play,

finely conceived and finely executed. The
goat is the Great God Pan, as opposed to
the hero of O'Neill's play, but again here
is pity and understanding, this time by a
German poet, Franz Werfel. When Pan is

born, they try to hide him and kill him,
but Pan escapes and sows his seeds to the
four winds. And if for Pan you substitute

Hope, you don't have to read up your
mythology to understand.

Jacob Ben-Ami directed the production
and Lee Simonson did the settings. These
same settings, incidentally, are the Guild's

best contribution to the play, and that in-

eludes . performances by George Gaul,
Blanche Yurka, Lynn Fontaine, Dwight
Frye, Edward G. Robinson and Alfred
Lunt. Lunt, by the way, is not at his best,

and it is our hunch he is miscast.

A Woman of Fire and Ice

{Continued from page 44)

at first. When I saw her on the screen I

laughed to think that anyone would try to

get away with saying that Greta Garbo was
only twenty. Ridiculous! She could not
have learned so much of love and hate and
joy in those few years!

Then I met her and talked to her. She
can't be a day older than that. Sometimes
you think perhaps she might be even young-
er. For all her innate woman knowledge,
she is a child. She is funny in a humorless
sort of way. She is what would have been
called, a generation ago, "a cut up."

She said to her director when she first

started to work, "You think this be a good
picture?"

Monta Bell answered as modesty would
have him do and asked her why the ques-

tion.

"If this picture no good, people see, say,

'Oh, oh,' then a train, then a boat to Swe-
den—good-by, Garbo."

She has picked up English surprisingly

well, considering the fact that she did not
speak a word when she first came over from
Stockholm.

"Everyone here, they speak so quick. I

just look. They say, 'You understand?' I

say, 'No.' They speak over and over, and
then I just TRY to -don't understand."

That is one mood, and then suddenly
she changes and running her hands through
her shock of golden hair, says, with a pa-

thetic old-world look in her eyes, "In Amer-
ica you are always so happy. Why are you
so happy here? You sing and whistle all

the time. It is wonderful to be so happy,
yes?"
"What you say? Am I not happy?

Sometimes, yes, sometimes, no. When I am
not happy I am very bad. I shut the door
and do not speak."

Greta Garbo is fascinating. At least

every man who has seen her seems to think
so. She has really created a furore on the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lot. And strangely
enough, she does not know her powers.

She does not know that she is a sensa-
tion. "You say people like me? How can
they like me—they do not know me. I may
be very bad. I may be very nice. How can
they like someone they do not know?"

flow will America like this young and
gifted actress from the old world? It is my
belief that her reception will be an enthu-
siastic one.

A Norse goddess, a Viking's luring, in-

spiring dream—Greta Garbo comes as the
Norsemen of old, and finds arms open to
receive her grace and beauty and open
hearts to love the wondrous artist that she is.

Girls! Throw Away
Your Fat! Look Your
Best This Summer

Start Today, Take Off from 10 to 50
Pounds, as I did — Simple, Easy,
Harmless Way—HERE IT IS.

If you are ashamed of jour figure, especially in a
bathing- suit, decide to take off that extra fat and
look your best on the beach this summer. You can
do it. I did. I am glad to be able to explain
to you how to go about it—I am not going to tell you
to go through strenuous exercises or weakening diets.

I will not recommend you to rub your body with
absurd creams or wear reducing girdles or garments,
as I KNOW THEY ARE ABSOLUTELY WORTHLESS.
I am giving you here the new way found out in Paris and
which is the most marvelous discovery ever made to easily
and safely take off fat. I suffered for years with all the
troubles well known to fat people—time after time I deprived
myself from all pleasures—bathing, dancing, riding or golf-
ing, because of my ridiculously fat figure. I turned down
parties and friends to avoid the dread "Here comes fatty,"
until one day, after I had tried everything known to reduce
and failed, I hit upon SAN-G-RI-NA with which I made my-
self over. SAN-GRI-NA is the discovery of a French scien-
tist who has solved the problem of obesity. SAN-GRI-NA is

put up in small tasteless tablets. You take two before each
meal and watch your weight go down. With this simple,
easy, marvelous new way, I reduced from 180 to 130 pounds
in eight weeks and have never regained since. The reducing
I went through was gradual and easy—did not leave me
flabby or wrinkled—with every pound of fat lost, I felt a
steady increase in strength and vitality. Now my health is

splendid and I look and feel years younger. SAN-GRI-NA
is guaranteed absolutely harmless, and is sold with money-
back guarantee. Nothing like SAN-GRI-NA was ever before
offered to you.—Try it Today.
NOTE : Since I have given out this wonderful secret to

the American public, the demand has been so tremendous,
that every good drug or department store is supplied with
SAN-GRI-NA. Get your package today and watch your fat
disappear.
Distributed by the Scientific Research Laboratories, 1841
Broadway, Dept. 382, New York City.

SS3±? DIAMOND
DINNER

,.- RING

is TAKE A
FULL.YEAR

TO PAY

YOUR
CREDIT
GOOD WITH US

Don't pay now-
just send yourname
and address and this ex-
quisite dinner ring will come
to you parcel-post prepaid
on 10 DAYS FREE TRIAL.
Pay postman only $2 on
delivery, then after free
trial, pay balance—$3.38
a month for one year. Mon-
ey back if not satisfactory.

ALL TRANSACTIONS STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
No Red Tape No Delay
WRITE FOR FREE ROYAL CATALOGUE

See the thousands of special values in diamonds,
watches and jewelry. Send for your copy at once.

ROYAL DIAMOND & WATCH CO,
Dept. 1581 170 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Superior quality dinner ring
of 18 Kt. white crold. Three
large, first quality, genuine
blue-white diamonds set in
hand carved, pierced mount-
ing of latest, lace design; two
genuine French blue sap-
phires accentuate the bril-
liance of thediamonds. Usual
retail price higher, order di-
rect from us, only $42.50.

Of Your Town \

Be popular. In demand everywhere. Have fun
Earn your welcome. Charm your friends with your

SAXOPHONE
Teach yourself, 3 free lessons give you quick
easy start. Try any instrument in your own
home 6 days free. See what you can do. Easy
terms if you decide to buy. Send now for

beautiful free literature. A postal brings details.

Buescher Band Instrument Co, (4)

1210 Bue*cber Block Elkhart, Indiana

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE
c
Bf yW.

Trados Modei No. 25 corrects
now all ill-shaped noses quickly,
painlessly, permanently and com-
fortably at home. It is the only
adjustable noseshaping appliance
and a safe and guaranteed patent
device that will actually give you
a perfect looking nose. Over
90,000 satisfied users. For years
recommended by physicians. 16
years of experience in manufac-
turing Nose Shapers is at your
service. Model 25 Junior for
children. "Write for testimonials

and free booklet, which tells you how to obtain a
Perfect looking nose. Awarded Prize Medal bv big
Wembley Exposition, London, England.
M. TRILETY, Pioneer Noseshaping Specialist

Pept. 2533 Binghamton, N. Y.

Why
and protect your inventions? They
may prove valuable.

I have made a specialty of

*j|"kf Patent Office practice for the past
fourteen years and can assure you

T» of expert service and prompt atten-

rZt fOTlf tion to patent and trade-mark
* CS.IC1II. matters.

Lester L. Sargent
Patent 8£ Trade-Mark Lawyer

524 Tenth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

CLASSRINGS&PINS
Largest Catalog Issued—FREE t

Samples loaned class offi-

cers. Prices $.20 to $8.00
I -V" .V each. No order for class, society, club
h v % emblems too large or too small. Special

designs made on request.

METAL ARTS CO., Inc. 7704 South Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
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How To Develop

The Bust
There IS aWay!

HIS BEAUTIFUL WOMAN learned the se-

cret. Her story is interesting. It will solve

your problem, no matter what your age or
the cause of your flat figure,

j^k "It is almost two years since I first

/% used The Rational. I am happy to say

m Hk that the results are permanent, for my
ji' ^ft development is .just the same and my
fl HL figure is even better than ever. I do

fl B aPPreciate so much what the National
Wf has done for me. I have proven thatB any woman can have a beautiful bust if

JK she will only use the Rational. Friends

HA .^SHHmo' • ''Hlbs^l B -nyy my perfect figure."*

WB^^xSSM B How Dorothy Stahl brought her figure

Hi^^HHlfl^HHRSnHHHHiHHU back until it is even more perfectly
developed than ever, is what every un-

developed girl or woman will want to know.
If you wish to learn how she produced the beautiful development shown in her photograph, write

us at once. All this charm of perfect womanhood can be yours—all the beauty and captivating grace
that is your birthright—all the artful, delicate allurement that mafes you first a woman—God's
Masterpiece—Man's Idol. You can be made perfect in your witching beauty.

This method is within the reach of every woman. It can be used in the secrecy of your own room.
If not delighted with results in 30 days, your money is cheerfully refunded. There is no other

method as safe, effective, harmless and sure.

Send your name and address today, enclosing 4c stamps, if you wish this information sent under
scaled postage. We will send surprising photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlarge-
ment by this method, all sent under plain wrapper.

THE OLIVE COMPANY, Dept. 30,CLARINDA,IOWA, U.S.A.

PHILADELPHIA Chestnut and 39th Street

^^^^^^^^^^^B HOTEL I
PENNSYLVANIA

J^lEAR West Phila, Sta. Pennsylvania. r r.

Fireproof

Unrestricted Parking

600 ROOMS
500 BATHS

Rooms with running
water from

$2.50 per Day

Rooms with private

bath and shower

from $3.50 per Day

FOOD and SERVICE
THE BEST

ONLY
ONE TO

EACH PERSON
Fleur D'Or (Flower of Gold)

PARFUM EXQUISITE

To Introduce this most delightful of all flower
essences, wo offer a large, imported, novelty vial
filled with this echo of a golden flower garden,
for the insignificant sum of 25c—to cover pack-
ing and mailing costs! Each Fleur D'Or contain-
er is a hand-blown vial of a fairylike delicacy.
Even the stopper is protected by a golden screw-
cap. Ideal for carrying wherever you go . , ,

and a lasting gulden odor not soon for-
gotten. Get one full $1 size vial of
Fleur D'Or for 25c — 35c if out-
Bide U.S. Additional vials at
full price. Send your tri-

al order now! Send
25c Slve-. yo
name and addre:

MAISON D'OR — Par/umerj
147 Fourth Ave., Desk II, New York City

A POUND EVERY DAY
NATURE'S WAY

EUROPEAN discovery makes it

possible to reduce by Nature's
method. FLOIIAZONA actually
washes away excess flesh through
the pores. No dieting, no exer-
cising, no drugs. Simply dissolve
Florazona, a fragrant powder, in your
bath; stay in for 15 minutes and one-half
pound to one pound of weight melts awayl

Flo-Ra-Zo-Na
Absolutely Harmless — Nothing Internal
Physicians, nurses and thousands of users
recommend this natural way to reduce. Contains no epsom
salts, no alum. Simple, safe, sure and natural! Send
only $1.00 for 3 concent rated treatments postpaid, in-
cluding free booklet. Money Back Guarantee. -

FLORAZONA Corp., Suite GC, 100 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

When a Camera Aided

Justice

(Continued from page 33)

is as old as love itself, and love is older
than literature. The problem that puzzled
Judge Vincent M. Brennan was the same
that gave poor old Solomon such a head-
ache three thousand years ago. Which
woman should have the child?

In the case of Julie and Irene there was
no legal question as to who was the child's

mother. It was a question of a careless

mother's right against that of a devoted aunt
who had brought up the baby since birth.

Baby Irene's own mother had not wanted
her—perhaps she had no way of supporting
herself and the child, because the story says
she had no legal claim on Baby Irene's

father. It also says. that with small show of
emotion she gave the three- days-old baby to

her sister, Julie, and did not trouble herself

at all about the infant thereafter. It was
Aunt Julie who woke in the cold nights
when the baby cried. It was she who spent
patient hours entertaining the fretful child

during teething days. She who was never
too busy or too tired to comfort when things

went wrong in the baby's small world. Aunt
Julie was in every, way a loving and faithful

mother to her tiny niece. So as the years

went on, she came to look upon the chubby
little tow-headed toddler as her very own

—

to have and to hold. She never dreamed
that she would not be allowed to watch the

unfolding of the little life for many years
to come.
Then suddenly Irene's own mother

claimed her. Fortune had treated her a bit

more kindly. She was married now and
able to give the little girl a home. And
Baby Irene was beautiful. Any mother
might be proud of her. The plea she made
moved the judge. After all, who could tell?

Perhaps a real mother was better for any
child than an aunt, and if the real mother
demanded her child, must not the court

recognize her claim? The court, however,
always must put the welfare of the child

above any legal red tape. Justice is not al-

ways blind; and if Baby Irene was going to

have more love, more care, more motherly
attention, and if she was to be happier with
her own mother, then the court could not
fail to recognize the legal claim. If, how-
ever, there was to be nothing for Irene but

a mother in the eyes of the law— a literal

"mother in law" —• and if her baby heart

was going to be broken by separation from
the one she had always known as a mother,
no amount of legal claim on the mother's
part would influence this wise judge.

It was a hard question for Judge Brennan
to solve. Both women professed a desire

for the child. Both were able to give her a

comfortable home. It needed something
more than words to settle the doubts in

the Judge's mind. Something that would
reveal the heart be'hind the words, and
would show him which woman really loved

the child.

It was at this crisis that he proved him-
self a logical descendant of old King Solo-

mon and hit upon the method of testing

the mother heart by means of the movie
camera. The unprejudiced eye of the cam-
era always records faithfully the innermost
secrets of the human heart. Everyone con-

cedes this.

So Judge Brennan summoned to him the

Pathe News cameraman, P. A. Simon, and
they, with the aid and co-operation of Pathe
Branch Manager Oscar Hansen, laid a trap

for the two women. The camera's the thing

with which to catch the conscience of the
mother— to paraphrase again.
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It was arranged that two motion-picture
cameras would be in court on the day when
the women thought the Judge was deciding
the case. The cameras would apparently be
trained on the entire court-room, and would
not appear to be paying any attention to
the two women. They would therefore be
quite unconscious of their appearance. At
a given moment, when the eye of the cam-
era was trained directly on the women, the
judge announced that he had been unable
to give little Irene to either woman and had
decided to put her in a children's home for
five years.

Everybody who saw the bit of film—and
we are hoping you all saw it—knows the

((June Marlowe will shortly be seen in sup'
port of Jean Hersholt in "The Old Soak."

rest of the story. Irene's own mother took
the news with utter indifference, while Julie
Przybla turned away her face lest the judge
see the twitching lips, the streaming tears
and the anguish in her eyes. It is not prop-
er to weep in a court-room, and one must
accept the decisions of a judge with calm-
ness, even though they break one's heart.
So Julie Przybla struggled to maintain
courtroom decorum. But oh, how her arms
tightened about the figure of three-year-old
Irene at her side, and how she bit the lips

that would not stop quivering in spite of
her attempts at control!

When that picture was shown to the wise
men from the west who knew all about psy-
chology and of how people can tell brave
lies in court though they cannot control the
signs of emotion in their faces, there was no
longer any problem about what to do with
Irene. She was to go home with the aunt
who had wept in terror at the thought of
parting from her.

And that was the end of the story so far

as Irene and Julie Przybla were concerned.
Aunt Julie's dreams, we hope, will all come
true.

But in motion-picture circles the scene
made a deep impression and gave more than
one director a new insight into this absorb-
ing business of registering grief. Many a
high-priced star has failed to wring the
hearts of her public in her great moments
of distress as did this simple, untrained
woman in a Detroit city court-room. We
hope that you who saw the picture had tears

in your own eyes as you watched her. And
if you had a little girl at home, you had to
bite your lips, too, thinking how you would
suffer if she were to be torn from you. You

30Days Free Trial

Wonderful long distance 5-tube radio set, gets coast to coast on loud speaker.
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Metrodyne Super-Five
Radio Set

Agents -Dealers! Wholesale prices! Make big
1 ——— money selling Metrodyne sets
—all or part time. No competition—lowest prices.
Send for 30-day Free Trial Demonstrating set.

Thousands are enjoying this wonder 5-tube radio. Buynow and save 50%. Tune in on the Merry-makers

—

listen to the world'sbest music—hear lectures—market
reports, news! GetNew York, Honolulu, Canada, Mex-
ico! To prove that the Metrodyne can do all this—that
it is the best radio buy on the market—we will send you
a MetrodyneSuper Five-Tube Radio set on 30 days free
trial.Wehavethousands of testimonial lettersfrom hap-
py buyers who took advantage ofthis astounding offer'
borne of them have made money on last minute farm
marketreportswhich paid fortheirsetmany timesover

World's Greatest Radio Set

Read What Some Owners Say:

J. W. Bryant, Perry. Kan. : Received Metrodyne at
2 o'clock. By 5 1 tuned in New Orleans, Omaha
and Memphis.

C. M. Charlton, Donors. Pa.: I think the Metrodyne
is the best on the market.

M. Livingston, Port Huron. Mich.: My Metrodyne
brings stations from coast to coast. Works better
than our old $275 set.

Andrew Harcharek, Lyon, Pa.: My trial is up and I
nave decided to keep the Metrodyne. Four of my
friends want to buy Metrodynes.

The Metrodyne Super-Five is a 5-Tube Tuned Radio Fre-
qaencySet, approved by America's leading radio engi-
neers. Highest grade low-loss parts. Magnificent Walnut
Cabinet. Beautiful genuine bakelite panel with all
deBigns, charts, and borders gold plated. Anyone can
operate the Metrodyne Super-Five— the last word in
volume, clearness and powerful longdistance reception,

I
--------------

I METRO ELECTRIC CO., 1243 S. Wabash Ave.
I Dept, 3.36 Chicago, III.

J
Gentlemen: Q

.- - - - - - - - -. Send me full particulars about the Metrodyne
R

EV3AIL THIS COUPON 1
s
^
per_Five Eadio setB - and your 3o"day3 FSEH triai

\

\

a Name «

'

H B
B

I Address S
I

Only a 2e stamp or a postal card brings yon positive
proof from thousands of owners that the Metrodyne is
unequalled for selectivity, long range, and all around
performance and quality. Remember, we give you 30
days free trial in your own home. Mail thecoupon now.
Metro Electric Company, 1243 S. Wabash Avenue
Dept. lJ6 CHICAGO, ILL.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT . . .

Most of us escape from life's drab routine by searching for
variety. Whatever is oft-repeated becomes tedious. We
want "something different".

You will find your need supplied in

(Q),

Variety is its keynote. True stories of Love and Romance,
sparkling features about people in today's spotlight, and
brilliant fiction, make this magazine different.

GET the APRIL ISSUE at the Stands TODAY!
MASCARIULO

Darkens and Beautifies Eyebrows
An absolutely harmless preparation for re-
touching: and beautifying eyebrows, eye-
lashesTbeards and hair. NOT A DYE. Pre-
pared in all shades. Meyer's Mascarillo has
been Standard for over 50 years. For sal
at Drug and Dept. Stores or
sent on receipt of 75c; also
made in liquid form, same
price. Generous sample sent
on receipt of

CHARLES MEYER, 21 East 12th St
New York City

rs. r or saie

10c

Peacock R i n g
the Oriental land of the bam-
comes the prettiest jewelry
n ever known to Fifth Ave
ris—the genuine full-fashioned
k King. Sterling Silver,
>mely engraved, 19 emcralda

and sapphires, arrived as feathers
and ruby eye in the head. Whj
shouldn't von own one when it costs
onlv $1.83? SEND NO MONEY.
When ring arrives, pay postman
$1.83. We propyl v postage. Keep
it 10 days, if not satisfied we will

return your money. Order today
This low price mav be withdrawn
any dav. Franklin Jewelry Co-,
U-95 Nassau St.. New York.
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Attaining Stardom in

rilm Land
§ = The True and Romantic Story of \ \

l \ How American Girls Become Stars \ \

The Talmadge Sisters

I | Norma -- Constance -- Natalie = =

\ \ By Their Mother = i

I I Mrs. MARGARET L. TALMADGE j j

= = An Intimate History of the World's Most Famous = E

= I Screen Family, with "Inside" Advice to Other E E

jIjJj
Girls Dreaming of Film Careers

Jjjj

A Modern Fairy Story That Happens to be True

With an Introduction by Ellis Parker Butler

{Thirty-two Illustrations)

Handsomely Bound in Blue and Gold Decorated Cloth Cover

"A book that will be of more than average interest to film fans. Attractively

illustrated with pictures of the sister stars, their associates and scenes from their

plays. It tells in readable and entertaining manner the real-life romance whereby a

family of typical American girls rose from humble surroundings to fame and fortune

within a few years. It's a modern fairy tale that happens to be true."

-

—

Cincinnati Times-Star

Read What the Film Stars Say of "The Talmadge Sisters"

Book
"Chapter for chapter, it is the most appealing book that I have ever read—appealing because

it is true, and I know it is true, as it has always been a matter of pride with me to have been
a member of the large Vitagraph family at the time Norma and Constance Talmadge were
associated with that organization."

—

Clara Kimball Young.

"The Talmadge Book is a true mirrored reflection of the essentials for sxiccess in motion
pictures. To the extra girl and to the actress with a foothold on the ladder of Fame. Mrs.
Talmadge has contributed a most impressive and inspiring work."

—

Richard Barthelmess.

"As an inspirational and inspiring document, I have never read anything more forceful
than The Talmadge Book."

—

Marion Davies.

"I found The Talmadge Sisters book as absorbing as any novel and thoroughly enjoyed it."—Doris Kenyon.

" 'The Talmadge Sisters' is the most absorbing story of motion picture life I have ever read,
and the best part of it is that it is all true."

—

Rudolf Valentino.

"A fascinating story told with great simplicity and charm which hot only gives a wholly
delightful account of the early years, home life and present success of the Talmadge girls, but
contains much sound advice for young women the world over who are ambitious to have a
screen career."

—

Eugene O'Brien.

"My congratulations to Mrs. Talmadge! 'The Talmadge Sisters' is to my mind the very
best of the books dealing with the lives of screen stars that have been published to date. Besides
being interesting, sincere, direct and true, it is replete with inspiration as well as information
for all lovers of the silver sheet."

—

Ronald Colman.

"This is one of the most interesting books on screenland I have ever read, especially since
it is a true story."

—

Lloyd Hughes.

Price $2.00 Delivered Anywhere in the U. S. or Canada

SCREENLAND Book Dept.
236 West Fifty-fifth Street New York, N. Y.

€[ Barbara Kent, just signed as a

Universal leading lady.

felt your heart touched far more by that one
moment of unaffected grief than ever it has
been by the costly contortions of some of
the screen's most noted emotion portrayers.

Can't you recall right now certain players

who may cry and cry without arousing in

you a spark of pity? We can. But we
didn't write this to criticize or eulogize;

so we shouldn't drag in any particular star

to point the moral or adorn the tale. But
this will not! Do you remember Belle Ben-
nett in "Stella Dallas"? and do you know
the story back of it all?

Well, Julie Przybla was a woman too
whose heart was a real, live, suffering, loving

heart, and what she felt mirrored itself in

her face. To quote once more: "Eyes are

windows of the soul"—surely the eye of the

camera is. It is truly uncanny! The trou-

ble with many young actresses—the would-
be tragic heroines of the screen—is that

they have no hearts to be touched. Great
acting does not require that the performer
duplicate in his own life the sufferings of his

character. It only requires that the actor

have imagination enough to feel those suf-

ferings. The picture of Julie Przybla shows
that emotion before the camera need not be
a matter of expert directing. Nobody stood

by with a megaphone to call out: "Turn
on the weeps. Don't forget your lips. Grab
the kid tighter. Don't you know they're

gonna take her away from you and you'll

never see her again?" when Julie had her
"screen test".

The story of Julie proves, to our satis-

faction at any rate, that if any woman'
would become a screen actress, she must
have first, not a pretty face and golden;

curls, but a heart to feel deeply and no:

shame in showing her feelings. The screen

is no place for you with the New England
inheritance, you who think it is a sign of

weakness to betray emotion of any kind.

Children who are brought up on the tale

of the Spartan boy who let the fox gnaw
at his vitals and still betrayed no emotion,

need never expect to become great actors.

Of course, mothers won't want their chil-

dren to hear this theory. It would interfere

sadly with discipline. They could no long-

er say to Hattie Lou: "Don't be a crybaby.

A great girl like you mustn't show her feel-

ings in public," for Hattie Lou would
promptly reply, "I want to .show my feel-

ings, so I can grow up to be a great motion-

picture star." And she might add, "or so

I can be a sympathetic spectator."

All the world's a stage, and Life, the

Great Director, makes stars of us all in our

moments of greatest emotion.
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"STRENGTH MAGAZINE"
IS FREE TO YOU

FOR THE MERE ASKING
The Milo Publish-
ing Company is

giving you a copy
of "S t r e n g t h"
FREE. In order to
get this free

.
copy,

there is nothing you
have to pay—noth-
ing to buy—nothing
to do except fill in
the coupon below
and send it in to
us. This big, inter-

esting magazine will
then be mailed to
you free of charge
and postage cost.

We ' are not even
going to ask you to
look it over or read
it, for we know
that when you get it

in your hands, you
will be interested
and eager to see its

contents.

One of the Many
Illustrations

Strength Is Wonderfully

Illustrated

There are pictures of beautifully formed
women, muscular men, athletes, strong men, and
those who have found health and happiness in
its pages.

Strength's Reading Matter Is Interesting, Health-
ful, and Written by Experts

There are articles on the cause and cure of all
diseases and ailments. These articles will make
your life happier and healthier. There are articles
for women as well as men—articles for amateur
athletes, future strong men, acrobats, and the
physical perfection seekers.

Get Your FREE Copy NOW
You will spend
many an enjoy
able and profit'

able hour with
it. You'll be
benefited in a

great number of

ways, and thank-
ful that we ac-

quainted you
with this great

magazine. Don't
turn this page
without first

clipping the
coupon and
mailing it to us.

Then, within a

few days, your
Strength Maga'
zine will be de-
livered to your
door and you
will be extremely

SEND NO MONEY and Don't hesitate to send
the coupon, for there is positively no catch in it.

Strength Is FREE to You
USE THIS FREE COUPON

glad to receive it.

THE MILO PUBLISHING CO. S.D. 4-26

2751 N. Palethorp St., Philadelphia, Pa.

I Gentlemen: Please send me immediately and
I without any obligation on my part, a FREE
I COPY of your great magazine "Strength."

Name

Address
,

City State..

Chatter from Hollywood
{Continued jrom page 7 5)

out to the set to meet the director, she
suddenly broke away and disappeared into
the publicity department. The assistant
hotly pursued, but was unable to see into
what office she had disappeared.

Just as he was making his third inquiry,
the actress popped out of one of the doors.
"Ooh! there you are!" she exclaimed, smih
ing. "Fine! We weel go out now. They
say it ees all right for me to play in thees
picture."

Dorothy Seastrom, one of the blond
beauties in "Pretty Ladies", who won a con-
tract with First National, then was unable
to start on it because of a general break-
down, is back in Hollywood, but must rest

for some time.

She is with her mother. Dorothy is a
Texas girl and it was on a trip home after
she signed her contract that she had the
breakdown.

She managed to get back to California,
but was compelled to enter a sanitarium
near Hollywood. Now, after several months,
the doctors have discharged her, but say
she must rest until they give the word.

Dorothy's contract is being held good for
her by First National.

The foreign part of the education of the
daughters of Irene Rich has been indefinite-

ly postponed.
Only a few months after Jane and Fran-

ces had been left in a Swiss school under
the chaperonage of Miss Rich's mother, a

cablegram reached the screen star, saying
that the children were too homesick to stay.

So they have returned to Hollywood.

Romance moves swiftly in Hollywood.
Elinor Fair and William Boyd met at the
Cecil B. De Mille studio, where they were
engaged to play in "The Volga Boatman".
Russian music and intriguing situations be-

fore the camera spurred on their love story.

So, on the day after the film was com-
pleted, the two eloped to Santa Anna and
were married.

But they couldn't get away with it.

Correspondents of local papers are on the

alert there, because it is a sort of California

Gretna Green, and the couple found the
news blazoned in the papers the next
morning.

Cecil B. De Mille has offered $2,100
in prizes through a Los Angeles newspaper
for 200-word letters suggesting the theme
of a motion picture to be directed by him.

It was in this way that De Mille got the

idea for "The Ten Commandments"

.

An interesting angle on the availability

of Bible stories for screen material was re-

lated to me by De Mille the other day.

The producer said that at the time he
asked the public for an idea before, not only

"The Ten Commandments" was suggested,

but numerous other Bible incidents.

Nine hundred and sixty-three people, for

instance, suggested the story of Queen
Esther.

A gift from Mary Pic\ford! Will

YOU have the honor of winning

it? The prize will be a possession

which the winner may always

cherish and exhibit with pride.

Read about it in the May issue

of Screenland.

Add this New Flare
Skirt Frock to your
spring wardrobe.
We have purposely
priced i t very low as
a special "get ac-
quainted "offer.Yon
will find ita splendid
bargain.
Created of eilk mix-
ed canton crepe,
beautiful, durable.

Notice the smart wide
circular skirt, the mod-
ish long waist and styl-
ish puff sleeves. Panel
is of ecru colored lace.
Fancy studded but-
tons. Neat bow tie at
neck and streamers.
Comes in these new-
est colors, Pencil
Blue, Black,Silver
Gr a y. Pa nsy or
Lipstick Red.

Guarantee
We guarantee
frock to please

•yoa. If it does not, sim-
ply return it, and we will
promptly refuad every cent
you have paid.

SendNoMoney
Just send your size and pay yoni*
postmaster only $4.95 plus a few
:enta postage when the frock ia
delivered. Order quick while all
sizes and colors are in slocks

Order No. 123D95

BENJAMIN BROOKS CO.
2455 Archer Ave. Chicago

WHEN
THE MOVIES
WERE YOUNG
By LINDA GRIFFITH

HOW you would enjoy sitting down
for an evening-, or for more than
one, to listen to Mrs. D. W. Griffith

talk of the early days of the old

Biograph Company on 14th Street!

And as she talked of the years be-

tween that and the production of

"The Birth of a Nation" you might
be turning over her fine collection of

photographs, finding unfamiliar pic-

tures of stars you have known—Mack
Sennett, Mary Pickford before her
curls became a feature ; Mabel Nor-
mand, Dorothy Gish, and many more.

This is what is given you, with the

privilege of enjoying it as often as

you like, and of sharing it with as
many friends as you like, in the book

When the Movies
Were Young
By LINDA GRIFFITH

Price $3.00
Freely Illustrated

SCREENLAND BOOK DEPT.
236 W. 55th St. - New York, N. Y.
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"Arlington Operated"

Hotel Ansonia
Broadway, 73rd to 74th Streets

New York City

12 minutes from Penn. & Grand Central Stations

5 minutes to Theatres & Shopping District

1260 ROOMS
(All Outside)

New York's most complete

hotel. . . . Everything for

comfort and convenience of

our guests,

Two Restaurants
Open from 6:30 A. M. until

midnight

MUSIC DANCING
2 Radio Orchestras

Ladies Turkish Bath
Beauty Parlor Drug Store

Barber Shop
Stock Brokers Office

All in the Ansonia Hotel

TRANSIENT RATES
300 Rooms and Bath $3.50 per day
Large double Rooms, twin beds, Bath . $6.00 per day
Parlor Bedroom & Bath (2 persons) . $7.00 per day

Special Weekly and Monthly Rates

A restful hotel—away from all the noise and "dirt" of

the "Roaring Forties." No coal smoke, our steam plant
equipped oil fuel. Coolest Hotel in New York in Summer.

The Ansonia
In Conjunction with the Hotels Colonial,

Anderson, Richmond & Cosmopolitan

" Arlington Operated
"

Stop Whiskey
Wonderful Treatment Helped Faithful

Wife to Save Husband When
All Else Failed.

Try it Free
Wives, mothers,

sisters, it is you that
the man who drinks
Whiskey, Wine or Beer
to excess must de-
pend upon to save him
from a ruined life and
a drunkard's grave.
Take heed from the
thousand sof men^ointr
to ruin daily through
vile bootJeKKcr's Whis-The Happy Reunion anfl the norrible

'nff called home brew from r/rivate stills. Once he sets
X in his system he can't stop—but you can save him.
All you have to do is to send your name and address
and we wil send absoluielv FIIIOE. in plain wrapper, a
trial package of COLDKN TREATMENT. You will be
thankful as long as you live that you did it. Address

DR. J. W. HATNES CO.
568 Glenn Building Cincinnati, Ohio

GET ONE OF THESE NOW

Here is a
hand ejector
that has them
all beat. Not

to be compared
with other guns at this
price, Best obtainable

and guaranteed to lire

accurately. Shoots standard ammunition.
Solid frame swing out cylinder. Best blue
steel. New 1020 models just arrived Order
now. 32.20 or 38 cal Only $9.65

32-CAL. MILITARY
AUTOMATIC

like those used by Ger-
man military officers. Kxtra maga-
zine free. Never before this was a
32-Cal. Automatic like 'this offered

low price of only $8.45.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money
Refunded. Send No Money, Pay
Postman Our Price, Plus Postage.

EDWARDS IMPORT TRADING CORP.
258 Broadway Dept. 83 New York, N. Y.

Sally Rand Sets the Pace
(Continued from page 31)

girl playing tennis in the park may find

that some interested bystander has been
weighing her possibilities as a find for some
tennis'playing role on the screen.

So it goes.

Getting along in Hollywood is just com'
petition, and nothing else. Competition in

beauty, figure, clothes, ability, and intelli'

rjence. On the set and off, in the studio

and out, you compete with other girls just

as ambitious as yourself. "And from what
I've seen of the big stars, they impress me
as the kind who wouldn't quit when the
competition got hot," said Sally.

And then she danced a new step for us,

and if Mr. Fame or Mr. Fortune is looking
for a partner, we're here to introduce little

Sally Rand. Not wholly because of the
sturdy spirit of the game which flashes from
her, but for the place she holds in that other
competition which is of the heart and the

soul.

Unselfishness is hers. She will always
win against the "gimme girls," for however
much she may have wished to win, Sally

has worked only herself and asked no favors.

So in this other competition, where silence

wins and bragging loses, where gentleness is

great and loudness goes echoing down to

the bottomless pit of oblivion, our Sally

easily and beautifully moves— already a
princess and some day, we know, to be a
queen.

Good luck, Sally!

They Mock at Love
(Continued from page 43)

rolled away and he was back at twenty, a
boy with dreams. And there was a girl,

too, who had had dreams—a girl and a
promise—and a foolish, cheap little brooch.

Tessa Quent! She hadn't been Tessa
Quent then. Tessie Lansing. Oh, names
didn't matter. But she was playing a coun'
try girl. Odd, how well the absurd little

brooch fitted the role! And he had given
it to her. Why, she must be nearly as old

as he—thirty, anyway.
"I wonder if she remembers," he mur-

mured aloud.

"Pardon?" Colonel Francis queried.

Castan brought up with a start. He
shook his head.

"Did I say something? I must have been
dreaming. Your film is so confoundedly in-

teresting!" He hesitated. "I say, Walter,
I'd like to meet your Tessa Quent. May
I?"

"Et tu, Brute!" the producer laughed. "Is

it necessary for me to recall to your sophis-

ticated mind that Tessa isn't the ingenuous
child you see weeping glycerin tears out
there? It takes a good many years, Ronald,
for a woman to learn to play a child."

"I hate children!" Castan retorted. "And
I have an idea I knew Tessa before you did

—only she wasn't Tessa, then, and her am-
bition was to play middle-aged vampires.

Lead me to her!"

Francis shrugged. "So be it. I imagine
she's somewhere in this audience, watching
the effects of her antics. She generally

comes to the pre-views."

They got up. "But I warn you, Ronald,
that Tessa is only a synonym for my bank-
roll. If I lost her, Tri-Art Films would go
broke. So behave!"

"I can't imagine myself interested enough
in anything," Castan sighed, "to misbe-

have!"
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Shoppers' Guide
GOWNS — WRAPS — FURS

For Stage and Screen

Amateurs and Professionals

FOR RENT OR SALE

MME. NAFTAL
(Established over 30 years)

65 WEST 45TH STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Bryant 0670

VIROZOL SWEDISH FACE BATH $2.00
Refreshing. Reduces large pores. Refines the texture

of the skin. Improves unattractive complexion. In
leading Dept. Stores and Beauty Shops. Send for

literature and sample of 3 perfect Face Powder.
The Virozol Co., 248 E. 34th St., N. Y. C.

JAQTJET'S original French facial creams favored by
discriminating women for years to retain that passing
freshness of youth. To become familiar with what
other women know, send $1.00 for demonstration set.

Jaquet. 141 W. 33rd St., New York City, N. Y.

Classified Advertising
Rate 15c a word. Forms May c:ose April 15th.

AGENTS— WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES.
Sell Madison ''Better-Made" Shirts for large

Manufacturer direct to wearer. JSTo capital or
experience required. Many i'arn $100 weekly
and bonus. MADISON SHIRTS, 562 Broadway.
New York.

LEARN MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY.
Instructions given by professional cameramen

now actively engaged in the Motion Picture
Industry. For full particulars write, Box 44
c/o Screenland.

SONG POEM WRITERS—Send for proposition.
Ray Hibbeler, D14, 2104 N. Keystone Av.,

Chicago.

EVERY OUTDOOR GIRL NEEDS A POCKET
compass. If you want to travel North, South,

East or West, a reliable pocket compass will
point the way. Indispensable to hikers, campers
or scouts. Price 50c delivered to any address
in the United States. Outdoor Equipment Com-
pany, 711, 236 West 55tli Street, New York City.

INVENTIONS

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. What hare
you'i Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 527 Enrighl

St. Louis, Mo.

A Baby In Your Home

So many married couples yearn" for children
that thousands of copies of a new book by Dr.
H. Will Elders are being distributed without
cost to childless women. Any family interested
In overcoming conditions of nature that hinder
the gift of children should write for this fre«
book today. It describes a simple home treat-
ment based on the use of Steriltone, a wonder-
ful scientific tonic that has had marvelous suc-
cess all over the country hi relieving constitu-
tional weakness.

Every woman who wants to live a normal,
bappy home life with little ones around her
should consider it her first duty to know what
Steriltone Is and why it should be so wonderful
an aid to her. Read this little book which la

•ent without charge or obligation in a plain
envelope. It unfolds facts that most women
never have had explained to them. Send NO
Money, NO Obligations. Simply name and ad-
dress to Dr. H. Will Elders, 2018 Ballings*.
Bldg., St, Joseph, Mo.

They stood in the back of the darkened
room and waited for the last of the film to
be projected. A number of people, when
the lights went up, hurried over to congratu-
late the producer. Francis greeted them all

with his indulgently amused smile. One
newspaperman caught Castan's admiration
by a summary in a single word:

"Unintelligent!" Then he added, "but
you can figure on half a million net before
it's exhausted the first-run houses."

Then there was Tessa. Castan scarcely
recognized her, after the lapse of time and
the naive view he had just had of her. The
easily weeping, doe-eyed girl who had been
on the screen, was a mature, sloe-eyed wo-
man in the most modishly tailored of gar-
ments and the most exquisite coiffure. Her
skin was a dazzling, sheer white; her hair
and eyes were equally dark.

Castan bent low over her hand, smiling
slightly at Colonel Francis

1

ironic enconium:
"One of my oldest friends—who seems de-
termined to sink more good money in Holly
wood. Please be nice to him, Tessa."

She looked at Castan with a puzzled,
querulous expression. He waited, deter-

mined not to recall their acquaintance at
once.

"Your picture was most interesting to me,
Miss Quent," he offered enigmatically.

She laughed and half turned away. Cas-
tan caught a trace of some wistful careless-

ness in her attitude, as though she detected
the real meaning of his words and ignored
it. As though she might ignore anything;
it all mattered so little.

Francis suggested tea together, warning
his companions that he would have to leave;
At the star's acquiescence, they hurried to
the hotel. An hour later, ignoring his tea,

Ronald Castan found himself facing Tessa
Quent, her half-turned profile like an exqui-
site cameo cut against the bronze tones
of the wall behind her.

The Colonel had gone. For a moment,
the two remaining sat silent, Castan's tanned
face immobile, his gray eyes slightly

amused; the woman's ivory pallor undis-
turbed, her aloofness impenetrable.

"Bored," murmured Castan under his
breath. "Bored insufferably. What admir-
able company we two make!"

"There is nothing that will interest you,
Miss Quent?" he ventured at last.

She turned back to him with a faint smile
in which lay a certain understanding, and
again that puzzled look came into her eyes
when she looked full at him.

"How did you knc sne murmured.

"For one thing. I detest riddles. Why do
you want to talk with me? You're every
bit as disinterested in the present moment
as I could possibly be."

"How can you know that?" he de-
manded.

She shrugged. "Your eyes, for one
thing. They look as though they had seen
too much that was incredible, and— un-
pleasant."

"But I'm on the verge of becoming in-

terested," Castan retorted. "Besides, I want
to know something. Do you remember, I

wonder, the boy who gave you the brooch
you wore in that violently artistic master-
piece, 'Souls Ablaze'?"

She started involuntarily; then looked at

him again intently. At last a slow smile
came to her red lips.

"Of course," she murmured, and Castan
knew she lied. "I've been trying to remem-
ber you. It must have been you."

"In fact, it was I." Castan added: "You
remember my full name, of course."

u/f jSeauiy Secret

f^lke 0ld%encli Court

Amid this splendid

grandeur andmulti'
tude of beautiful

women Gouraud's
Oriental Cream was
a cherished beauty
it be yours to-day
a greater beauty.
Flesh Rachel

Send loc. for Trial Size
F. T. Hopkins & Son. New York

Gouraud's

ORIENTAL CREAM
Learn Classic Dancing

At Home!
Only

secret. Let
and know

White

A Month

Ton, like thousands of others,
will find it amazingly easy to
learn classic dancing at home
by this wonderful new method.
The cost is surprisingly low. Charts,
photographs, easy text, and phono*
graph records make this home in-
struction method delightfully sim-
ple and fascinating.

FREE OUTFIT
including costume, phonograph records, danc-
ze sent absolutely FREE with your leBsons.

Learn at home. Write today.
M. Sergei Marinoff School of Classic Dancing
Studio xa»14 1924 Sunnyslde Ave., Chicago. III.

BARGAINS IN GUNS
No. M2. Swing Out Cylinder, Blue Steel. 6 Shot, Rifled Barret

Sure Fire, Accurate, Powerful, 32, 32-20 or 38 Cal : $14 50
No. S4. Blue Steel, Solid Frame, Double Action, 22, 32 or 38 Cal 495
E°- 5Z-S>lid„s,eel -

Blue Finish
- Accurate, 22, 32 or 38 Cal_: 6 85No. T5. Top Break, Blue Steel, Self-Ejector, 32 or 38 Cal 7 7s

No. A8. Automatic, Blue Steel, 32 Cal. 6 shot $7.75, 25 Cal. 7 shot 645ORDER BY NUMBER. GIVE CALIBER WANTED. Send no money
Fay your Postman price[plus postage on, delivery. Money refunded if>

f^LKHf ^ ctSdVSSPISR1 AU new
- u Se Standard American!

Cartridges. STERLING CO. F-19 BALTIMORE, MD.

youDorit

Have To

UFAT

LOSE
S to 15
Pounds
In Two

And you don't have to exercise or diet
to get thin! It ia easy to reduce the O.
B. C. T. way. You get results so quickly
your friends won't believe their eyes.
Reduce to any weight you desire and
then stay that way. No back-breaking
exercises and torturous days of starving!
The method is as simple and pleasant aa
eating and the results are marvelous.
Thousands have gone back to normal
weight by taking the O. B. C. T. pre-

scription—the fat simply meits away! This modern fat-re-
dacing method is under the direct supervision of a Licensed
Practicing Physician. It is absolutely harmless and posi-
tively guaranteed to do the work. You can be as elender
and graceful and attractive as when you were sixteen!

Write Today for Our Two Weeks' Treatment
Send No Money. Simply write letter asking us to send treatment
Pay postman only SI. 60 on arrival. If you do not actually lose from
five to fifteen pounds in two weeks we will cheerfully refund your
money. The two weeks' trial treatment will convince you that O. B.
C. T. ia the most marvelous fat reducer ever prescribed. Safe, sure,
reliable. Remember, you don't have to be fat. WRITE TODAY.
START REDUCING RIGHT AWAY. NOTICE: Until all drug More,
have been oupplied we will Bend O. B. C. T. direct.

D. B. C. T. Laboratory, 40 1 6 1 Inco In Ave,, D ept. 24 Chicago. IH.
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of STUDIOS^ DANCE

Dance for Happiness

New
o

—'

^
Plione BRYANT 8945

for

Modern Sensational
Stage Dancing
Stretching and Lim-

bering Exercises

143-5 WEST 43 ST.
N. Y.

East of Times Square

^

HELENE VEOLA
1721 BROADWAY Phone Columbus 2384

ARTISTIC
ACROBATIC

DANCING

CARTER-WADDELL
SCHOOL OF DANCING

For the Professional, The Amateur, and The Teacher.

18 West 72nd Street, New York
Tel. ENDICOTT 4188

Mile. LA CHAPPELLE
149 W. 57th St., N. Y. Circle 1243
Thorough training in the art of dancing,

all branches, including acrobatics.

TOPEL GYMNASIUM &
SWIMMING SCHOOL

Coaching, Acrobatics, Stretching, Limbering, etc.

Practice Period $1.00 including Use of Swimming Pool

2561 BROADWAY cor. 96th St. Riverside 0440

"Muriel Parkers Studio"
Lessons in SOCIETY DANCES and AUCTION BRIDGE.
Beginners specialized in 8 private lessons by Miss
Parker's simplified method. All faults corrected.

By appointment only

57 WEST 46th ST., N. Y. BRYANT 4823

AURORA ARRIAZA

Spanish Dancing Studio
has removed to

1721 BROADWAY — NEW YORK
Between 54th & 55th Sts.

Tel. COLUMBUS 2384

CHESTER HALE
Ballet - - Character - - Spanish

Ballet Master Capitol Theatre, New York

20 West 60th Street, New York City!
Columbia 9147

PRODUCING
GERTRUDE HOFFMANN

Gertrude Ivan William J.

HOFFMANN - TARASOFF - HERRMANN
Studios of Stage Arts

637 MADISON AV. Regent 8283 NEW YORK CITY

New York

HERMANN & DEMUTH
SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS

1658 Broadway Phone
New York Circle 10319

JULIA HUDAK
formerly Premiere Danseuse

of the

MILAN GRAND OPI5P.A
MADRID ROYAL OPKltA
MONTliCARLO CASINO

OI'KIt.Y
CHICAGO GRAND OPERA
Class and Private Instruction

in Ballet, Character Dancing
and Pantomimic Art—Strictly

Private C. asses.

CHILDREN'S CLASSES
Special Course for Teachers.

Arranging Dances
Staging Ballets

Write for booklet.

PHONE CIRCLE 4251

1658 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK

LOUIS VEGGHIO
The "Physi-Cultural" School

Dancing, Grace, Poise, Stage Arts.

"Physi-Cultural" Classes for girls exclusively.

$3 monthly.
1446 BROADWAY, at 41st St., Kf. Y. CITY

M A G H A I R A
Knmvn in the best Artistic and Society Circles.

Society, Classic & Original Argentine
Tango for Ballroom and Stage.

Personal Instruction — Catalog on Request
BROADWAY 8C 77th ST. Susquehanna 7330

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes every evening

Booklet on request Phone Academy 15S1
2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

EDDIE EVANS
STAGE DANCING

and
ACROBATICS

152 WEST 44th STREET

DON LENO MARIE LOUISE
Assisted

by

ESTABLISHED 1905

Teaches Ballroom, Charleston, Tango, Stage, Toe, Classic
and Technique. Strictly Private. Formerly dancing
master of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to Rudolph Valentino by DOM
LENO, also teacher of Mae Murray, Lillian Lorraine.
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor, T. Roy Barnes, Her-
man Timberg, Jimmy Hussey and others. Students
prepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville. Posi-
tions secured for graduates. Booklets on request.

H7 WEST 48th ST. Bryant 1194 NEW YORK

BALLET
IVAN TARASOFF

Gertrude Ivan William J.

HOFFMANN - TARASOFF - HERRMANN
Studios of Stage Arts

637 MADISON AV. Regent 8283 NEW YORK CITY

New York

Mikhail Mordkin
Premier Danseur and Ballet Master of the Imperial

Theatre of Moscow and the Pavlowa-Mordkin Ballet

Company, Instructor of Plastique and Rhythm at

The Moscow Art Theatre.

108 Central

Park South

New York

School of the Dance
Class and Private Instruction in Ballet, Toe and
Character Dancing, Pantomime, Plastique & Rhythm

DE REVUELT STUDIOS
now occupy entire building

11 West 86th St., N. Y.

Classes evenings. Positively teach Tango, Fox'

trot, Waltz, Charleston. Open (10'10). Trial

two private lessons $5.

SCHUYLER 9631

JOE DANIELS
SCHOOL of ACROBATICS and STAGE DANCING
Correct stretching and limbering exercises for modern sen-

sational stage dancing. Routines arranged. Acts staged.

LESSONS $1.00. "BALLET-TOE" & "TAP" Classes.

1544 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Rehearsal Hall Telephone Bryant 6542

" LEARN DANCING FROM A KNOWN DANCER "

Three Arts Little Theatre
Unexcelled for

DANCE REVUES
and ENTERTAINMENTS
Associated with the Theatre is the

Stage Career Agency
Combining Training, Engagement and Career

Direction in all Branches of the Profession.

Professional Dance Routines Arranged

and Engagements Secured

108 WEST 59th ST. NEW YORK

ACROBATICS
WILLIAM J. HERRMANN

Gertrude Ivan William J

.

HOFFMANN - TARASOFF - HERRMANN
Studios of Stage Arts

637 MADISON AV. Regent 8283 NEW YORK CITY
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DIRECTORY

Instruction
Dance for Health

Consult this Directory

for instruction in the

dances of all na-

tions.

Folk, military,

acrobatic, social

and fancy dancing

Dance for Strength

New York New York

NEB WAYBURN
Creator of "The Charleston"—who stased "Palm Beach Nights", the best editions of
"The Follies" and over 500 other Successful Revues. Musical Comedies, Headline
Vaudeville Productions, College and Society Entertainments, has complete courses in

Every Type of Dancing for
Stage or Social Affairs

1EARN from Ned Wayburn—
/who helped Evelyn Law,

Marilyn Miller, Ann Pennington,
Gilda Gray and hundreds of
other internationally famous stars

up the ladder of fame.

Private Lessons or Classes for Adults
or Children, BEGINNERS, Advanced
Pupils and Professionals. Special Ad'
vanced Instruction for Teachers.

Studios Open All Summer
New Classes for Adult Girls start Monday,

April 5th and Monday, May 3rd
Jhildren's Spring Term starts Saturday, Apr. 3
Teacher's Normal Course July 6th to 3 1st

Complete Supervision of Amateur Productions

NED WAVBURN
Studios oF Stage Dancing Inc.

1841 Broadway (Ent. on 60th StJ Studio J
At Columbus Circle.New York.Open all vear 'round

9 A. M. to 10 P. M. Except Sundays.
<Closed Saturdays at 6 P.M.) Phone Columbus 3500WRITE FOR BOOKLET 'J' OR CALL.

Ned Wayburn has just written a book, "The Art of Stage Dancing" — A Manual
Louie 14th" of Stagecraft -- Complete -- Authoritative — #5.00 postpaid!

CONSTANTIN AND Z A L A M O

R

Studios for Stage Dancing
BALLET ACROBATIC SPANISH APACHE and AR-
GENTINE TANGO for STAGE AND BALL ROOM

1658 Broadway Room 411 New York City
Tel. Circle 4034

Do YouWant
to Go On

The Stage?

WE PLACE COMPETENT
PUPILS.

Tom Nip

Sammy Burns

Follies Dancing

School

1658 BROADWAY
New York, N. Y.

From the Russian Imperial Theatre, Petrograd

l^/^OCI 17 1717 Russian
iy^jr>FM <r<r r ballet school.
Class and Private Instruction. Special Classes for Children
9 EAST 59TH ST., N. Y. C. TEL. REGENT 7671

VESTOFF SEROVA
Russian School of Dancing

47 WEST 72nd STREET MEW YORK
Classes in Classic and Interpretive Dancing

— RUSSIAN BALLET SCHOOL —
Classic, Interpretive and Character

Dancing of All Nations.
ECCENTRIC and TAP DANCING
Day classes for children and adults.

Evening classes for Business Girls.
1658 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY CIRCLE 1307

GENRICK
VESTOFF

ML_L.ES. ARTSKA (NINA AND ZINAIDA)
OF THE RUSSIAN BALLET OF PETROGRAD

Instruction in toe, character and classic dancing.
Plastic, Mis-en-scene, rhythmic, gymnastic.

Tel. Trafalgar 3726 310 W. 73rd St., New York

STAGE DANCING
TAUGHT BY THE RECOGNIZED

SUPREME AUTHORITY

JACK BLUE
231-233 W. 51st STREET CIRCLE 6136

Lois Pond Dance Studio
Broadway, i. w. cor. 1 10th St. Academy 4481

Acrobatic Stage Dancing - Children - Adults
Marvelous Weight-reducing Course

FOX TROT CHARLESTON TANGO

VINCENZO ROMEO
Director of Latest Spectacular Ballet

NEW YORK HIPPODROME — II YEARS
also CHICAGO GRAND OPERA CO.

330 WEST 42nd STREET NEW YORK CITY
Telephone. Longacre 9331

FRED LEQUORNE
of the International Dancing Team LeQuorne & DeLong

Specializing in Developing Dancing Teams
Special routines in ARGENTINE and FRENCH TANGO.
Adagio, Novelty Waltzes, Parisien Apache Dance, Exhi-
bition, Charleston and Whirlwind Dances.
I^atest ballroom dances, including Parisien Tango and Charleston.

Call. Phone or Write

Le Quorne Studio of Dance Arts
1658 BROADWAY Suite 607 CIRCLE 7933

New York

^^Jomaroffs

j
Jjomejtuxjy'fouTse

|
DancingandBody Building
4 Newly Created Books for

Home Study, Illustrated
BOOK No. 1 — Postpaid $1.60

Body Building, Stretching, Limbering.
BOOK No. 2 — Postpaid #1.60

Simple and advanced tumbling, such as
cartwheels, hand stands, splits, and limbers.

BOOK No. 3 — Postpaid #2.85
Taps, Musical Comedy, Character Dancing.

BOOK No. 4 — Postpaid #2.10
Bar exercises, a fundamental study for ballet,

toe and classical dancing.

// you wish ALL FOUR
Send $7 and Save $1.15
Make your selection and send cash

(registered) or money order to

ARON TOMAROFF
110 West 47th Street, Dept. 27, New York City

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Indianapolis
LOUIS STOCKMAN DANCE STUDIO

37 W. 16th ST., INDIANAPOLIS
Ballroom - Ballet - Step-Dancing

Dramatic Art
Under direction of Mr. Stockman and corps of teachers

Los Angeles

EARLE WALLACE
FOREMOST AMERICAN BORN
MASTER of BALLET
STUDY THE DANCE IN MOVIElAND

W - 1027 SEVENTH ST LOS ANGELES CALIF , J

Philadelphia

WILLIAM J. HERRMANN
Limbering, Stretching. Back-bends, High Kicks,

Straddles, Splits. Cartwheels, Handsprings, Somer-
saults, Flips. Artistic contortionistic, spectacular

gymnastic and sensational acrobatic routines ar-

ranged to strengthen an act, dance or specialty.

ACROBATICS
Ground, lofty, straight, trick, comedy tumbling.
World famous instructors on Herrmann's teaching

staff. Instruction to professionals a specialty.

Normal course for teachers. Philadelphia studios,

23 years present location; entire Eighth Floor.

KEITH'S THEATRE BLDG.
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THE ESMONDE
REHEARSAL ROMPER

Made of good quality

Check Gingham in the

following colors: Red,
Blue, Pink and Green.

Sise 32 #1.95
Size 34 2.10
Size 36 2.25

Postage 20c. extra.

Also made of best
quality Sateen in the
following colors: Black,
Light Blue, Old Gold,
Pink and Sage Green
at #2.75

Men's Patent Calf
Dancing Oxfords
All Hand Turned

Sizes 5 to 9Vi #6.00
Postage 2 5c.

The Perfect Soft Shoe
Dancing Flat

Hand turned — round toe — low heel —
made of best quality BLACK KID
with kid lining. Sizes 10 up to

8 #4.00
White Canvas at #4.00
Pat'd Calf, Black or White Satin or
White Kid #5.00

FOR TAP DANCING
With sewed Split Fibre Soles Extra #2.75

Opera Hose
Extra heavy silk from tip to toe, full

36 inch, Black, White or Flesh #4.75

Ballet Slippers
Best quality black kid #2.25
White kid 2.50

Dance Supporters
Made of best quality Surgical Elastic

5 inches wide #1.50
7 inches wide 2.75

Postage 15 c extra

Sizes 24<25'26-27-28

Silkoline Tights
Black, Flesh or White #3.50
Pure Silk 17.50

Aluminum Tips
Give the same sound and taps as wooden

clogs.

Per pair #1.50
By mail 1.65

Our Complete Catalogue
Fifteen Cents in Cash

ESMONDE COSTUME CO.
108 W. 44th St., New York

AUTOGRAPHED
PORTRAITS

of

SCREEN STARS
A limited number of auto-

graphed photographs o f

screen stars shown in this

issue are available for
Screenland readers at 50
cents each — money re-

turned if supply is ex-

hausted.

Address
ART DEPARTMENT

SCREENLAND, 236 W. 55th St., N. Y. C.

C[ Alma Rubens as she appears in

"Siberia".

"Of course." She looked away. He
smiled. What delicious amusement! She

had forgotten as completely as he. Yet the

playing was interesting, for the moment.
Tessa—Tessa, and then it had been Tessie.

Yet he had forgotten that there had ever

been a brooch. And she had equally for-

gotten that it had been given her by a

gangling youth with dreams.

"You recall memories, Mr. " She
hesitated. She was acting beautifully, he
decided. Memories. . . . But she was play
ing the game delightfully.

"Castan," he supplied. "Ronald Castan."

"Ronald! Cf course!" she exclaimed.

"And I called you—Ron!"

Castan smiled inscrutably, even a trifle

wistfully. She had called him nothing of

the sort; she had insisted, he remembered
now, upon the use of his full Christian

name. But how delightful of her to assume
that she had shortened it.

He got up. It was drawing toward eve'

ning, and the tea-room was emptying rapid'

ly. Low lights in some subtle, comfortable
way suggested that the dinner hour was very

near.

"You're delightful, Miss Quent," he
drawled. "I can't thank you enough for

—

for your kindness!"

"You may call me Tessa once more,"
she offered. "It will sound like old times."

Castan smiled. He was smiling while he
sat through a dinner at Colonel Francis'

home that night—a dinner in which he had
no interest, but which his presence in the

house as the Colonel's guest made it ino-

perative he attend. "It will sound like old

times. .
." He laughed aloud—a short

laugh, and low. He had never called her

Tessa!

Yet she was delightful. In the ensuing
days, Ronald Castan found himself more
thoroughly amused than he had ever been
in the preceding five years. Utterly dis'

interested as she was in the accustomed life

all about her, she seemed to find Castan's
cynical presence refreshing, and rarely did

she refuse him when he telephoned.

Into the game which he had inaugurated,
she seemed to enter with the same amused
zest which characterized him. They spoke
often of the brooch, at random; tender
memories, horribly distorted by fertile imag-
inations, took the place of the reality of
those other days, so far departed.

HEEE is your opportunity to fed
out how much talent you have.

A simple, scientifically prepared ques-

tionnaire tests your natural sense of

design, proportion, color, perspective,

etc., indicating whether it will be

worth while to develop your ability

to draw, and showing how much train-

ing will be needed. You will be frank-

ly informed as to what your score

shows. This analysis may show you the

way to a bigger future—a real career.

Many Federal School students are

making $3,500, $4,000, $5,000, and

$6,000 yearly. The Federal School is

recognized everywhere by employers

of artists, and by buyers of art work.

Big prices are paid for drawings and
designs, for they are a necessity in

modem business.

Learn Commercial Art at Home
If you like to draw, an almost sure

indication of talent, the Federal

Course will soon place you in a posi-

tion to earn a handsome income.

Some students earn more than the

cost of the course while studying.

Many nationally known artists have

contributed exclusive, illustrated les-

sons to the Federal Course, which
has been prepared to train the stu-

dent in the quickest possible time.

No previous training is needed. You
will receive personal, individual criti-

cism on your work.

Send TODAY for

Your Questionnaire!

Just fill out and mail the coupon.
There is no cost or obligation to you.

3l
Commercial Designing

1069 Federal Schools Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Send me your analysis Questionnaire without

cost or obligation.

Present

Age Occupation
(Write your address plainly in margin)
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At last, one night, sne telephoned to him.
There was a low laugh as her voice came
over the wire.

"You've been awfully kind—Ronald," she
said. "I've just found an old diary that I

thought destroyed. In it, I wrote that I

would never call you 'Ron' because every
body else did. And you let me lie to you!"

Castan laughed shortly. "Not entirely

that," he drawled. "You see, my dear, I

wasn't quite certain whether you were lying

or not."

"Beast! Shall we forgive each other?"

"Why not keep on playing?" he mur-
mured.

"You're not bored?"

"May I lie to you?"'

"If you do it prettily," she retorted.

"Then—I'm never bored with you, Tessa.
Each time I look at you, I go back to that

night " He stopped abruptly. "I say,

I suppose it was at night that I gave you
that thing."

There was a moment of hesitation. When
she did not answer, he frowned.

"Hello!"

Her voice had altered—just slightly; but
enough so that he could detect and wonder
at it.

"Forgive me," she said. "The diary I

spoke of is right beside my telephone here,

and I was consulting it. Yes, Ronald, it

was at night. I've written it all down.
When I see you again, I'll tell you what I

wrote. It's rather interesting. Buenos
noches, Ronald."

The receiver clicked. Castan's frown
deepened. So she did have it down, after

all. At that, she was better than he. He'd
never made any record of it; he had let that

memory go with his dreams, into the pallid

oblivion of lost youth and ideals.

Then he shrugged. Drawing on his

dressing gown, he lighted a pipe and dc
scended the stairs into Colonel Francis'
study. The latter, he knew, had not yet re-

tired; he found his friend just inside the
patio entrance, a reading-lamp behind him,
his eyes on a book and overlooking the
twinkling lights that swept away from the
boulevard below.

"I've decided," Castan murmured, drop-
ping into a huge Spanish leather armchair,
"not to enter the great motion picture in-

dustry."

"The industry is saved," Francis declared
'.•succinctly. He looked across at his friend
out of his shrewd, oldish-young eyes.
"That's the first decision you've made since
coming to visit me. Won't you even con-
sider buying some stock in my company?"

^ "I don't believe in encouraging you," re-

torted Castan dryly.

"Nor Tessa?"

Castan looked up. "Nor Tessa," he re-

peated, after a moment. "Walter, were you
directing her when she put that pin on, in
'Souls Ablaze ?"

Francis nodded, smiling. "I told her to

get some little trinket that looked naive and
rural. She did—searched ten minutes
through some knickknacks in her dressing-

room. She couldn't remember, I think,
where she got it from."

"You'll know now, of course," Castan
sighed. "Odd, isn't it?"

"Very." The producer was still watch-
ing him; Castan's gaze was out over the
dark city. "Do you think you've changed
so much since you gave her that pin, Ron-
ald?"

"Oh, immensely," the other replied.

"That pin is a symbol of everything that

was—and that isn't."

Colonel Francis got to his feet. "You
might, if you were wiser than you are, make
it a symbol of everything that could be,"
he said. "But you won't, probably. I'm
catching the one o'clock sleeper for New
York tonight. Shall you be bored here
alone?"

"No more than usual. But what the devil

did you mean by that?"
"By what. My leaving?"
"That symbol business. 'A symbol of

everything that could be.' I tell you, Wal-
ter, I'm in a nasty mood tonight and I don't
feel like dishing symbolism."

"Then I shan't tell you. It wouldn't do
you any good, anyway." Francis turned to

the door. "Sleep well, son. I'll see you
when I return—some time next week."

Castan grunted unintelligibly and sank
deeper into his chair. The lights of Los
Angeles winked at him sarcastically. He
brooded.

He was suddenly not at all satisfied with
things as they were. Not that he had ever
been satisfied; but he had been resigned.
Now, however, something troubled him.
Sometimes, it was the echo of Tessa's voice—her drawl; often he seemed to smell the
faint perfume she wore.

If it were a game they were playing, it

was becoming annoying. He decided that
he would stop playing. Suppose one or the
other of them got serious? He couldn't
imagine what would happen then; but some-
thing horrible, at any rate.

He did not believe in becoming serious.

It was bad taste, to begin with, and second-
ly, it was complicated. The world was of-

fering him everything and he found nothing
in it worth the taking. Even Tessa was a
sham—as big a sham as he, he ended, with
brutal self-condemnation.

The next day, he and Tessa were to lunch
together. He decided that that day would
be about the last. • Nothing abrupt, of
course; but it would be infinitely better to
say good-by before his interest ended. Bet-
ter for both of them. He'd just tell her
that they had played long enough. If he
knew Tessa, she would agree with him.

But did he know Tessa?

He stayed awake most of the night over
that question, recalling the alteration in her
voice over the telephone; and when he
awakened in the morning. Colonel Francis
had gone. It was quite late: he had over-
slept. He had just time for a leisurely

shower and breakfast and then his usual
leisurely dressing.

When he came downstairs at last, a light

cap in his hand, Colonel Francis' roadster
was awaiting him in the driveway. He dis-

missed the chauffeur.

"I think I'll use it for the day," he de-
cided.

As he leapt into the driver's seat and
gave the motor a quick turn, he was arrest-

ed by a hail from the doorstep above him,
and he saw the Colonel's butler come run-
ning out.

"A note for you, sir, that the Colonel
left. I was to give it to you when you
came down."

Castan, his impatient foot at the accelera-

tor, nodded and accepted the envelope. He
stuck it inside his pocket, slipped in his

gears, and was off.

It was a gorgeous day. He loafed lux-
uriously down Santa Monica Boulevard
with time to spare, before he turned off for
the Hotel where Tessa lived. She was part
of the day, he thought inadvertently, when
he saw her, part of spring—despite herself.

WIN $1000
Quick and Easy

DOUGLAS
IRBAHKS

MAY
M cAVOV

CHARLIE
HAPLIN

Put Each Movie Star
In a Separate Room
By drawing 3 straight lines, you can put each of these 6
Movie Stars in a separate Room. Then cut out this Ad-
vertisement and send it to us right away with your Name
and complete Address. We'll immediately credit you
with 100 "Points" and tell you how easy it is to secure
the additional "Points

11
to make you the winner of the

$1,000. This Contest closes May 15, 1926. Duplicate
Prizes will be awarded in case of a tie.

Send No Money
Just your Solution and your full Name and complete
Address. Enter this Contest to win ! Your chance is as
good as anybody's! Think what you can do with $1,000
cash ! There is no time to lose! Quick action can bring
you $100 Extra. Send your Solution NOW !

Peerless Pen Corporation
600-630 S. Dearborn St. Dept.206 Chicago

Ford Runs 57 Miles

on Gallon of "Gas"
A new automatic and self-regulating

device lias been invented by John A.
Stransky, D-1130 Stransky Building, Puk-
wana, South Dakota, with which automo-
biles have made from 35 to 57 miles on
a gallon of gasoline. It removes carbon

and reduces spark plug trouble and over-

heating. It can be installed by anyone
in five minutes. Mr. Stransky wants dis-

tributors and is willing to send a sample

at his own risk. "Write him today.

outforyourself
You may think you have a bad breath
and haven't—you may have it and not
know it. Thousands of people are in
such a predicament. Your best friend
won't tell—but now you can find out
for yourself. If ever you believed your
presence annoying to others, you need
worry no more. The

RESPOMETER
tells at once. This small instrument,
simple to operate, has been devised for
this purpose, and determines at once

what you never could find out yourself. Lasts a life-
time. Price $1.00. Sent Parcel Post, Prepaid.

DICKMAN LABORATORIES
Dep't. S. 96 Church St. New York, N. Y.

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them ap-
pear naturally dark, long and
luxuriant. Adds wonderful charm,
beauty and expression to any face.
Perfectly harmless. Used by millions
of lovely women. BLACK or BROWN,
obtainable in solid form or water-
proof liquid. 75c at your dealer's or
direct postpaid.
MAYBELLINE CO. CHICAGO
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FRANCES
MARION

She is America's highest paid screen

writer. She has written a majority

of the biggest pictures in film his-

tory. Her skilful continuity and
advice has helped the rise of many
of screendom's stars, among them
Mary Pickford and Norma Tal-

madge.

How well she knows the movie
folk! There are few people in

the industry who know so much
about the pictures,—who have so
much to tell!

She tells it in MINNIE FLYNN,
the first real novel of the movies.

It is a story of the rise and fall

of a typical movie star. In the

background are many of the big

people of the screen its stars,

directors and backers.

Being intimately of the screen, it

is a story of love and lust, of the
squandering of beauty and honor,
in a mad struggle to reach fame
and keep it.

"MINNIE FLYNN is a slice of

life." N. Y. Telegram-Mail.

"There is no putting aside the
book till it is finished."

Boston Evening Transcript.

"No movie-struck girl should fail

to read MINNIE FLYNN."
Boston Herald.

"You find yourself laughing one
minute and thrilling the next."

Chicago Daily News.

Anyone interested in the movies
must have this book. The story

itself is too thrilling to miss and
in addition it offers the fullness of

Frances Marion 's knowledge of the
movie game .— a knowledge that

could not be gained by ten ordinary
lifetimes of experience.

MINNIE

FLYNN
By Frances Marion

4th Edition - - $2.00

BOItlf LI VCRIGHT GOOD'

Some of her aloofness seemed gone, the

way the outer crust of a bud is gone when
the flower reveals itself. The magnificent
black-and'white tones of her coloring

seemed oddly to have taken on life. They
started off with scarcely a greeting.

"We're not going to lunch in the city,"

Castan stated. "That's about the only thing
I'm certain of."

Her silence was agreement. He scarcely

looked at her, aware of some oddly disturb-

ing quality about his own thoughts that

made it advisable not to, as he headed out
of the Los Angeles traffic and struck for

the open.

But at luncheon, in a secluded inn which
was somehow hundreds of miles from Holly
wood and all it stood for, Castan found
himself unable to speak. A somnolent sat-

isfaction with the moment took hold of

him; he was content to relax and be mo-
mentarily happy, putting off the inevitable

parting. That it was inevitable, he knew;
he reassured himself on that point several

times.

That luncheon was strangely different

from the others they had had. Some of the
irony, the playing was there; but the day
seemed too beautiful. Even Castan was re-

pressed. For a farewell, he thought, Fate
had given him a beautiful setting, at least.

He decided, about the time dessert was
brought, that he would go back to the
Orient. He despised the east, and he had
only contempt for the Hollywood he had
seen.

"Let's motor a bit," he suggested, when
they had finished and sat about for an hour
on a little, ivy-clad veranda. "I want to

drink in all of this day that I can."

Out on the road again, headed north-

ward, he throttled down; and leaning back
comfortably against the leather cushions,

turned to the woman.

"Tell me about that night," he said. "I've

been waiting."

Tessa shook her head and turned away.
"It was just—a night," she replied. "A
night just like other nights, I suppose.
When I spoke to you last night, I was look-

ing at it through the eyes of the girl who
saw it."

"And it was beautiful?"

"Gorgeously beautiful—but I don't know
how. There were the stars, of course—and
a moon "

"There'll be both, tonight," Castan inter-

rupted to murmur.

"Yes; but never the same." When she
turned to him, she was, for a moment, like

a child. "We each know too much, you
see. It's quite possible, I imagine, that you
might know all about what's behind them
and be completely disillusioned of the fact

that they're moon and stars."

Castan stared. "You think I'm that bad?"
he demanded.

"I think we both are," she answered.
"But then, there's nothing to be done about
it, either. We do know, and I suppose
that's all."

Castan drove on. "I wonder if it is,"

he muttered.

"You said something?"

He glanced at his watch. "I said the
hours've been skipping by since we've been
talking. I'm going to drive on to the beach
; nd we're going to have dinner together
there."

His face had taken on an unwonted stern-

ness that was like a mask. With dusk, the
graven lines that were a part of Ronald Cas-
tan had deepened. Tessa looked at him
studiously as they drove on. His was a
strong face—the strongest face she had ever
seen, probably. She wondered if the price

of strength was always bitterness.

When he brought the blue roadster to a
stop under the porte-cochere of the Coron-
ado, it was nearly dark. In the sky, one
or two stars had appeared, and the faint

disc of a moon showed.
"Same stars," he mused, alighting.

"Same moon," she observed.

"Are we still playing?"
.
Castan halted,

his hand on her arm, as she alighted, before
going up the steps.

Tessa looked at him for a long moment
before replying. His features were expres'

sionless. At last she turned away with a

reluctant shrug.

"Why not?" she said at last. "At least,

there's an element of truth in that."

He bit his lip. If he could only begin
to understand what the strange metamor-
phosis that had come over him meant. As
it was, he could only vaguely resent it;

even rebellion was impossible.

They found a table secluded in a little

corner. Far below them, a strip of white
beach merged with the whiter foam that the
sea made in an attempt to crawl over it.

Underneath, black, jagged rocks sloped
downward like so many entrances to fairy

caverns. An orchestra played somewhere
inside the inn—muted, faintly reminiscent
of strange, unstirred longings.

"Still bored, Tessa?" Castan asked.

"Are you?" she countered.

"I don't know," he admitted truthfully.

The waiter came. Their courses were de'

livered, one by one, while they sat in a
vague, troubled silence. Castan cursed him-
self for a fool. Why hadn't he turned back
from their luncheon place and gone home?
How infinitely better than this!

They were dancing inside. Through the
opened French windows, he caught a

glimpse of one or two players from the mo-
tion picture colony whom he knew by sight.

Tessa waved to one of them.

"Do you feel like dancing?" he asked.

She looked across at him with a little,

tender smile, and shook her head.

"I'd rather not," she replied. "Unless
you do."

He shrugged. "It doesn't matter."

But when, a moment later, Tessa arose
to dance at the plea of young Rex Martyr,
one of Colonel Francis' coming stars, he
found himself annoyed. When she was out

G[ John Patric\, featured in "Leave It To
Me", is what is \nown in Hollywood
as "Our Own American Apache."
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n the floor, he was watching her. Strange,
ow the subdued lights and the slight dis-

tance brought back to him faint memories
of that other Tessa he had known.

Then he swore. He must write "Finish"
—at once!

Instinctively, his hand fell on his coat
pocket and he recalled Walter Francis' note,

which the butler had handed him that morn-
ing. He had neglected to read it. Idly, he
drew out the enclosure. He gave vent to a
soft grunt as he read:

Ronald:

We're friends, but sometimes I thin\

of you as a son. Tour visit has been
a blessing; I realized it last night, at

the same time that I realized you might
be gone when I returned. I wonder if

I can ma\e you see how lonely life is

when one goes through it all—alone.

Walter.

"Now, what the devil ?"

Castan looked up with a start. The
dance had ended. Rex Martyr used the
bow which was making him famous as he
drew out Tessa's chair and retired. Castan
found himself staring at the girl.

Yes, of course she had changed. And so
had he. Lonely . . . lonely. Walter knew;
Walter Francis, the cynic, the philosopher
. . . lonely. And here was Tessa.

Tessa's eyes were alight, inscrutable. She
was smiling.

"Now that I've danced, Ronald, I feel

myself again. Shall we go on playing?"

His eyes narrowed, and a bitter smile
twisted his fine lips. Playing! And for a
moment he had almost slipped. Of course
there was loneliness; but what else was there
for a man like him? Tessa was only play-
ing; perhaps she had slipped, too* for a mo-
ment. But the moment was over. There
were realities, and in them, dreams had no
place.

"I'd like to go, if you don't mind," he
said, rather wearily. "I'm leaving in the
morning, and

"

He never finished. He had happened to

glance outside. There was the moon on
the beach, washing it with blue and silver

glory. It kissed every one of the million
wave-tips that trembled in toward them,
and made of them dew-washed diamonds.
Palms bent, and their fronds touched in
murmurings of happy secrets. The night
was still.

It was not a night for hatreds and bitter-

ness. Better to forget those things. Better
to forget everything, now that it was over.

Forget Tessa, and the youth with dreams
who had dreamed on a night such as this

in the long forgotten past. Forget love and
ignore loneliness.

They stepped outside. There was a rus-

tic bench under an overhanging tree upon
the shore, its slatted seat and rough arms
bright with shadow-dappled moonlight. By
tacit consent they dropped down upon it,

both reluctant to leave the beauty of the
silvery water.

To Castan it seemed as if he were saying
good-by to everything—every dream, every
half-forgotten hope that the years had saved.
Saying good-by forever.

"You said you were leaving in the morn-
ing." Tessa's voice was very still. "For
where?"

Castan shrugged, attempting to recover
himself. He must remember that all this

was not real; he and Tessa understood each
other. He turned at length with his bitter,

twisted smile.

([ Louise Fazenda, Warner Brothers star,

is one of the screen's best comediennes.

"The Orient," he replied, and gave a low
laugh. "Tell me how much you'll miss me,
darling!"

Tessa smiled; it was a gallant attempt.

"I ll miss you whenever I see a night like

this " Suddenly she stopped.

There was a little sob that was almost
drowned in Castan's gasp of surprise, and
in the next second, she was in his arms, her
face hidden in his coat at the shoulder.

"Why, Tessa
"

"I— can't! I can't, Ronald! It's too

much. I've tried to play— all day; but it's

been heard. And now I can't play— any
longer. . .

."

She was like a little girl, suddenly— a

strangely unhappy and unwise child. Like
another Tessa he had known. It was just

like another scene— another scene with
everything the same as this one, when he
had said good-by and awkwardly fumbled
with a cheap little brooch, and she had
laughed a slight, hysterical little laugh, from
happiness.

Only she was crying now. . . .

Tessa crying! Castan's arms suddenly
tightened, and he had drawn her very close.

His lips were against her hair, whispering.
Whispering he never knew what, but words
that he must have said on that other night
when they had both been young.

It was a long time later that Tessa raised

her head, and he was kissing her red
mouth, sweetly salt with tears. She was
laughing again—only it was a different Tes-
sa that was laughing now. There was no
bitterness in the eyes that smiled through
their tears.

"Don't you see—you do see, dear! It's

the same night as that night— the same
moon. . .

."

He looked up. "The same stars, too.
Only this time, dearest, I'm not going away
alone. Ah, thank God I found out! It

took it all to make us see what fools we
were—the same night, same moon—same
stars. . .

."

Tessa was close in his arms, and he was
conscious of the first peace he had known.
Of dreams, too. Her damp cheek was close
to his. . . .

"Same—same everything," finished Tessa,
in a voice that was very young.

"Mary, I Owe It

All to You"
"TVTR WILLIAMS called me into hia office
XVI to-day and told me he was going- to
raise my salary ?50 a month.

" 'I am glad to give you this opportu-
nity,' he said, 'for the best reason in the
world. You deserve it.

" 'You may not know it, but I've been
watching your work ever since the Inter-
national Correspondence Schools wrote
me that you had enrolled for a course of
home study. Keep it up, young man, and
you'll go far. I wish we had more men
like you.'

"And to think, Hary, I owe it all to
you'. I might still be drudging along in
the same old job at the same old salary
if you hadn't urged me to send in that
I. C. S. coupon!"

How about you? Are you always going to work for a
small salary? Are you going to waste your natural ability
all your life? Or are you going to get ahead in a big
ivay? It all depends on what you do with your spare time.

More than 1.50,000 men are getting ready for promo-
tion right now in the I. C. S. way. Let us tell you what
we are doing for them and what we can do for you.

Mail the Coupon To-day

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 2367-B,_Scranton, Penna.

Oldest anfi. largest correspondence schools in the world
Without cost, please tell me how I can qualify for the

position or in the subject before which I have marked an X:
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

Business Management Salesmanship
Industrial Management Advertising
Personnel Organization Better Letters
Traffic Management DShow Card Lettering
Business Law Stenography and Typing
Banking and Banking Law EBusiness English
Accountancy (including C.P.A. )DCivil Service
Nicholson Cost Accounting Railway Mail Clerk
Bookkeeping Common School Subjects
Private Secretary DHigh School Subjects
Spanish French Illustrating

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy Mining

Architect
Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Chemistry Pharmacy
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry

Steam Engineering Radio Mathematics

Name
Street
Address..

City

Occupation
If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the Interna-
tional Correspondence Schools Canadian Limited, Montreal

Your Name and Address Printed

200 Sheets and $ 1 .00
100 Envelopes *

In Elite Bronze Blue Ink on Elite White Clover Bond
Taper, Postpaid. Tour Satisfaction Guaranteed. WRITE
NAME AND ADDRESS PLAINLY. (West of Mississip-

pi river and outside of U. S.. $1.10.) Agents wanted.

Order today to

ELITE PERSONAL STATIONERY
III Main Street Smethport. Pa.
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Entertaining and Instructive Books
THE EOMANCE AND EEALITY OP FILM LIFE
IS EEFLECTED IN THE BOOKS LISTED BELOW

ff
Ii' you arc interested in photoplay writing, screen acting, motion picture

directing, or motion picture production, the books listed below will be of

great interest. Each book is handsomely bound in gold decorated cloth cover

and will be delivered anywhere in the United States at prices mentioned.

Canadian and foreign orders extra for shipment and duty.

SCREEN ACTING (By Inez and Helen Elumph) — An authoritative

presentation. Enables the reader to judge just what the opportunities are

and the training required. This work was developed through the valuable

assistance and advice of Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Colleen Moore, Mabel

Balliii, Mae Murray, William S. Hart, Ruth Roland, and many other distin-

guished motion picture players, directors, cameramen, and make-up ex-

perts. ... Price $3.00

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTING (B y Peter Milne)— Of

special interest to those in the Motion Picture Industry— or intending to

enter this field. The author was critic for years on Motion Picture News

and Wids (Film) Daily. He was a member of Scenario and Production

Department of Famous Players - Lasky Corporation. This work contains

data about Marshall Neilan, William C. DeMille, Rex Ingram, Cecil DeMille,

and other famous directors. . . . • . .
• • Price $3.00

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION (By T. O 'Conor Sloane,

Ph.D., LL.D.) — The enormous growth in number of motion picture theatres

has created a large and increasing demand for operators. It is an interesting,

good paying field and requires but a short time to qualify as a
_

projector.

This book includes the fullest details of practice. . . Price $5.00

PHOTOPLAY WRITING (By William Lord Wright)—The author

was formerly Editor for Selig Polyscope, Pathe Exchange, and Universal. The

book is a thorough and authoritative presentation of this lucrative held for

writers Every year new writers achieve fame and fortune. Complete

information on how to write for Motion Pictures and how and_ where to

submit your ideas Price $3.00

MOVING PICTURES
How They Are Made and Worked

$3.50

A Veritable

Encyclopedia of the

Moving Picture

Art

By FREDERICK A. TALBOT

New Edition, Completely Revised and Reset.

Numerous Illustrations.

It tells of the romances, the adventures, the great prepara-

tions of marvellous ingenuity and the hundreds of other

things that go into the making of moving picture plays.

It shows how inventors have overcome difficulties up to

the present status of the business. It is a popular account

of everything concerning the subject— trick pictures and

how they are produced; pictures in color; pictures that

move and talk; the making and costs of the most elaborate

"sets" and studio equipment; the risks taken by pliotog-

raphers and players; the secrets of many sensational climb-

ing and jumping feats; what the audience does not see

in the most daring wild animal films, and a great many
other inside facts the '

' movie '
' patron delights in knowing.

Any one of the above books will be mailed on receipt of advertised price to any address in the

V. S. A.

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
BOOK DEPARTMENT

236 WEST 55th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
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METROPOLITAN PICTURES
Presented by John C. Flinn

riscilla

Another Priscilla

Dean feature

coming is

" Forbidden
Waters "

By

Percy Heath

OBODY deserves popularity better than

Priscilla Dean, whose pictures are the delight

of more than a million devoted fans. Her
sparkle and gay charm, her daring escapades,

her altogether bewitching way of slipping in

and out of danger, have endeared her to au-

diences everywhere.

And now this fascinating star is making
for you three wonderful pictures—crowded
with fresh comedy, breezy situations and
hair-raising thrills. Watch for them

!

Another Priscilla

Dean feature

coming is

"The Dice
Woman"

By

Percy Heath

"THE DANGER GIRL"
with JOHN BOWERS

adapted hy Finis Fox from "The Bride" by George Middleton and Stuart Olivier

Directed by EDWARD DILLON
Here is a spectacular drama worthy of the ex- one another as Miss Dean winds in and out the
traordinary talents of Priscilla Dean. A daring tangled thread of the story and proves herself

jewelry robbery leads to a desperate situation in more captivating than ever,

which suspicion falls on everyone. Rapid-fire A delightful film which nobody can afford

action, quick laughs and tender romance follow to miss!

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNFOE. Pr™drni RAYMOND PAWLEY, V.ctPrtsidti JOHN C. FLINN. Vice Prcldcn. and Gener.1 MiiuKt
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l^ISSPROOF LIPSTICK will give you alluring

lips! Lovely lips! It is a new color— so

indescribably natural it defies detection. Gives

your lips a soft full color— a rich effect, com'

pellingly beautiful. Kissproof Lipstick is water-

proof— it stays on. It successfully combats the

roguish pranks of winter's severe weather.

Kissproof Rouge Compacte is a new waterproof

dry rouge which holds the soft, delicate, natural

coloring just where you want it. This new
Kissproof Rouge Compacte is absolutely water-

proof. It won't come off until you remove it

with cold cream or soap and water.

DELIGA LABORATORIES, Inc.
Paris Chicago New York

Don't wait! Go to your favorite toilet goods dealer today! The price of
Lipstic\ is but 50c—the Rouge Compacte hut 75c. If your favorite
dealer cannot supply you, send direct—or mail coupon for free samples.

free
DELICA LABORATORIES, Inc., Dept 1094,
3012 Clybourn Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

Dear Sirs:

Pleane send me free aamples (enouch for one week) of
your famous Kissproof Lipstick and Kinsproof Rouge Com-
pacte. I am enclosing 10c for packing: and mailing:.

Name
,

Addresa

(Print plainly in pencil)
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